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The English

Historical Review
NO. XXXIII.—JANUARY 1894

The Battle of Hastings

Part I

A. On the Evidence for the Existence of Palisades

ME. J. H. BOUND, writing in the last number of this Review
upon ' Wace and his Authorities,' specially picks out for

analysis and discussion one passage in the * Roman de Rou.' This

passage, he tells us, above all others * led him to believe that the

*' Gesta Regum " must have been known to Wace.' The lines to

which Mr. Round refers have been the centre of a controversy

between an anonymous writer and myself respecting Mr. Freeman's

account of the battle of Hastings. That controversy I have no

desire to continue, and on its subject-matter I had not intended to

write another word ; but now that my old friend Mr. Round has

ridden into the lists I feel myself constrained, sorely against my
will, to break a lance with him over this same passage in Wace,

which he terms * the key of the position.'

The passage runs thus :

—

Geldons engleis haches portoent

E gisarmes qui bien trenchoent

;

Fait orent deuant els escuz

De fenestras e d'altres fuz,

Deuant els les orent leuez '

;_^^

Comme cleies ioinz e serrez
;

Fait en orent deuant closture

JSi'i laissierent nule iointure

Par one Normant entr'els uenist

Qui desconfire les uolsist.

D 'escuz e d'ais s'auironoent,

Issi deffendre se quidoent

;

Et s'il se fussent bien tenu,

la ne fussent le ior uencu.

(11. 7813-26, ed. Andresen.)

VOL. IX.—NO. xxxiir.
^



2 THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS Jan.

I. 1. Four different interpretations of these lines have been

suggested by previous writers. Mr. Bound's attitude is a strictly

guarded one ; he carefully abstains from committing himself to

any positive interpretation, and says :

—

The word that really gave me the clue was the esmz of Wace. It is

obvious that, here as elsewhere, it must mean * shield
;

' and Mr. Freeman

consequently saw in the passage an undoubted description of the * shield

wall' (iii. 763). . . . On the other hand there are, in spite of Mr. Freeman,

undoubted difficulties in rendering the passage as a description of the

* shield wall,' just as there are in taking escuz to mean ' barricades
*

(iii. 471). The result was that, perhaps unconsciously, Mr. Freeman gave

the passage two contradictory renderings (iii. 471, 763). Now, starting

from the fact that the disputed passage supported and also opposed both

renderings, I arrived at the conclusion that it must represent some con-

fusion of Wace's own. He had, evidently, himself no clear idea of what

he was describing.^

I cannot but feel some little curiosity as to whether among the

* undoubted diflSculties ' which Mr. Eound's independent study of

the authorities for the battle of Hastings has led him to see * in

rendering the passage as a description of the shield wall,' he

reckons all or any of the * six distinct objections to translating this

passage as if it referred to a shield wall ' which I brought for-

ward in the Contemporary Revieiv for March 1893 (pp. 349-51).

In my article I gave a translation which I strove to make as literal

as I could without (as it seemed to me) a sacrifice of sense ; but

the only positive statement to which I have ever committed

myself respecting the passage is this, to which I still adhere

:

'Whatever may be its precise meaning, it contains words and
phrases which cannot be interpreted as referring to a shield wall.'

'^

By * shield wall ' I of course mean what historians in general

evidently mean when they use the phrase absolutely and without

qualification—what I therefore understood Mr. Freeman's censor

in the Quarterly Review to have meant by it, and what I suppose
Mr. Bound to mean by it also, viz. what may be called a shield

wall pure and simple, composed of shields held in the warriors*

hands, and each one pressed by its holder close to his neighbour's,

so as to form an unbroken line of shields, and shields alone, covering
the whole array.

The four views which have been suggested as to the meaning of
the passage are these :

—

(i.) That which sees in it simply a palisade or barricade, and
nothing more.

* English Histoeical Review, October 1893, pp. 680-1.
2 Coiitemporarij Review,^. 352. I had, perhaps, better add that, though the general

in3aiiing of 11. 7821-2 is perfectly clear, the text is corrupt.
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(ii.) That which sees in it a pahsade (or barricade) into whicli,

at all events in some places, actual shields have been built.

(iii.) That which sees in it a palisade (or barricade) plus a
shield wall pure and simple.

(iv.) That which sees in it a shield wall pure and simple, and no
barricade or palisade at all.

The first interpretation is that which the Quarterly Reviewer
considered to be embodied in Mr. Freeman's text (as distinguished

from his appendix), and against which he directed his original

attack. To me, on the other hand, the idea conveyed by Mr.
Freeman's text—taken alone, as it stood in his first edition—is

rather that of the second rendering, a rendering which he, as well

as Edgar Taylor and Sir A. Malet, seems to have adopted

mainly in reliance upon M. Pluquet. The third view is that which,

on a comparison of Mr. Freeman's text with his appendix, seems

at first sight to have been adopted by him in his second edition

(when he added his note NN), although I doubt whether such is

really the case. The fourth is the view advocated by the Qmrterli/

Eeviewer, as I understood him ; and he has never charged me with

misinterpreting him on this point. He has indeed disclaimed the

credit of originating this interpretation, declaring that *the

writer who discovered that this passage describes the shield wall was

not " the Reviewer," but Mr. Freeman himself,' ^ and quoting in

proof of this statement some words from Mr. Freeman's appendix,

p. 764, to w^hich he had alluded in his first article (p. 14). Whether

those words, when fairly read—read, that is, in connexion with

Mr. Freeman's text—do indeed prove that their writer's interpreta-

tion of Wace's lines, when he published his second edition, was the

same as the Reviewer's, and not rather that which I have numbered

ii., is as yet an open question. It is at any rate clear on the

Reviewer's own showing that, even granting that Mr. Freeman did

take the lines as describing a ' shield wall ' in the strict sense, he

also took them at the same time to include something else as well;

for the Reviewer himself insists upon the fact that the description

of the palisade, which Mr. Freeman retained in the text of his

second edition, is derived—even though it be ' by mistranslating
'

—from this same passage of Wace. Thus the discovery that a

shield wall (of some sort or other) was implied in this so-called

' crucial passage ' is due to Mr. Freeman ; but the theory which

sees in that passage a shield wall pure and simple, and nothmg

else, belongs to the Reviewer alone.^

2. Of the four interpretations given above this last is the only

one respecting which I have ever committed myself to a decided

opinion. I cannot disprove either the first, the second, or the thn-d

;

3 Athencsum, 8 April 1893, p. 441.

* See Quarterly Bcvicvjt July 1892, pp. 14, 15.

B 2
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neither can T absolutely prove any one of them to the exclusion of

the other two. Of the fourth I say again, as I have said all along,

that I hold it to be absolutely impossible, for reasons which I stated

at length in my Contemj^oranj article, and which I purpose very

briefly to recapitulate hereafter. Out of the three possible ren-

derings I, in that article, made use of the first, because it was the

one which alone had been seriously impugned, and which alone,

therefore, called for defence at that moment, either in the interest

of Mr. Freeman's character for accuracy or in that of historic

truth. But I have never pledged myself to every word of that

rendering as a whole. The only two points in it to which I am
pledged are these :

—

(1) That the two lines

—

Fait orent deuant els escuz

De fenestras e d'altres fuz

—

cannot describe a shield wall pure and simple.

(2) That ais (a piece of wood, plank, stake) in 1. 7823 must relate

to something in the nature of a palisade, the word in Old French

having only two recognised meanings, * plank ' and ' axe,' of which

the latter is out of the question here.

II. So much by way of preface, I will now proceed, first, to

examine afresh ' the key of the position ;
' secondly, to examine the

passage of William of Malmesbury of which Mr. Bound considers

it to be a paraphase ; and thirdly, to set forth an interpretation of

both and of the relation between them. And before doing so I will,

for the sake of argument, give away to Mr. Bound and th^ Quarterly

Beviewer two points which I might well contest, (a) I will grant

Mr. Bound that Wace had William of Malmesbury in his mind when
he wrote the crucial passage (although I certainly do not regard this

as proved), (b) I will concede to the Quarterly Beviewer that the

word escuz in the second place where it occurs in that passage (1. 7823)
stands for literal ' shields ' (although I do not consider this either

as actually proved yet).^ Thus I come out into the lists with both
hands tied behind me—my right hand out of consideration to Mr.
Bound and my left hand out of consideration to the Quarterly

Beviewer.

1. In discussing the meaning of these lines we must never
forget that they are to be taken in connexion with Wace's whole
account of the battle. Now (1) Wace distinctly tells us, in lines

* I do this the more willingly because I took care to show in my Contemporary
article that I was aware this second escuz could well be so rendered. Had I been free
to use foot notes as I liked, I should probably have put the alternative rendering into
oae.
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quite apart from the ' crucial passage,' that Harold defended the
place on which he drew up his host with a ' fosse.'

«

Herault a le leu esgarde,

Closre le fist de been fosse.— (U. 6991-2.)

Engleis

Vn fosse out d'une part fait

Qui parmie la chainpaigne uait.—(II. 7869-70.)

En la champaigne out un fosse.—(1. 8103.)

A military fosse, as I showed in my former article (pp. 344-5),
in medieval usage almost of necessity involves an agger or vallum ;

'^

and a vallum almost equally of necessity implies a palisade. I do
not, however, propose to lay stress on this connexion, patent
though it is to any student of the great medieval textbook of
warfare. A palisade, however, if it existed, may have been
close to the fosse and agger, or, as Mr. Freeman seems to have
thought, some Httle distance off.^ It would in any case be con-
structed on the same lines as the fosse or agger, and, like them,
have the same number of entrances— i/irc<?, one for each wing and

« It is much to be regretted that none of the writers who mention the ' fosse ' at

Hastings tells us in so many words whether it was defended on the day of the battle

or not. Wace's language as it stands seems to imply that it was ; and if we may take

the reading ot belliant or render en heliuant in this sense, the question may be con-

sidered as settled. But it is quite as likely that the chief use of the ' fosse ' was to

guard against a surprise, especially by night, and both armies, as we know, feared such

a surprise. Harold's troops would, when loosely scattered over the field carousing in

their tents, occupy much more space than when marshalled into battle array upon the

hill. But Harold naturally on the day of battle trusted rather to the god of the hills

than the god of the plains ; for it was far safer for the English during a day engage-

ment to stand close together within their entrenchment on the hill slopes itself, than

loosely on the level plain. The * fosse ' was certainly meant to be guarded at night.

The exigencies of the moment would decide whether it were guarded by day. The

question must remain an open one till we find an English Wace. Were he once found,

things would probably be clearer ; tout savoir ce serait tout expUqucr.

' In my copy of Albert of Aix I find the following passage, underlined by me jears

ago: Boemundus et Reymiindus ira inoti, vallo imynenso quod dicitur fossatwn

. . . interposito (1. iv. c. 30). For a fuller discussion of the connexion between the

fosse, the vallum, and the palisade, see Contemporary Revicio for March 1893 [sec. HI. J.

One common way of making a fossatum was to dig a trench and throw up the

excavated soil on the inner edge of the trench between two parallel lines of stakes or

boardings. These stakes or boards served a threefold purpose— (1) to prevent the

loose earth tumbling back into the ditch ; (2) to present a sheer vertical front to an

enemy trying to cross, instead of the easier slope that would have been presented had

the mound been left of loose earth only ; (3) to give the enemy a-slippery and smooth

surface on which to set an insecure foothold when he crossed the ditch, instead of the

soft and easy footing he would get from soil.

8 The advantage of separating the palisade from the fosse would be considerable if

with the Quarterly Keviewer we suppose that it was an urgent matter to save time ;

for one set of men could be digging the fosse and compiling the agger, while another

set of men was setting up the barricade to the rear. Thus the work might be com-

pleted in half the time ; otherwise the barricade could not be set up till the agger and

fosse were complete.
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one for the centre of the EngUsh army. Mr. Freeman was quite

justified in extending the three entries from the fosse to the palisade

;

for he quoted the hnes (11. 6991-4) at the foot of his page 447, so

as to show on what words of Wace he based his inference. These

entries were, of course, to enable the English to sally out against

the Normans. "What would be the good of having the three

exits in the outer fosse if there were none to correspond in the

inner palisade 7 It would be like having three gates to your park,

and not a single door to your house that stands inside that park.

2. Three times in his account of the battle does Wace men-
tion the existence of lices (11. 7010, 8585, 8590), a word which, as I

repeat without fear of contradiction from any Old French scholar,

* is a very common one in medieval literature, and denotes the

wooden palisades that were run up on one side of a ditch to surround

a camp, or even the outworks of a stronghold.' ^

On a fourth occasion, in the course of the same battle story,

he uses in the closest and most significant connexion with fosse

the word pel

:

[II] ne doterent pel ne fosse (1. 8499)

—

i.e., as I translated the line, ' They dreaded neither stake nor
ditch.' *^ Pel is literally ' stake,' and originally, of course, repre-

sented the upright or horizontal stakes which go to make a pahsade.

The history of this word is a curious one. As a palisade in the

strict sense is naturally made of stakes, so pel came to represent a

palisade, barricade, wooden wall, or outwork of any description.

Not only was its use in this extended sense common in French,
but the word itself passed with this meaning into England, Scot-

land, and Ireland. So common, indeed, did the word become that,

by a singular process, it was re-latinised into pelum, a form which
is found in our own Close Kolls, in those of Scotland, and in many
chroniclers of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Chaucer
and Langland both use the word in this signification. Later on pel
slightly changed its meaning and was transferred from the wooden
or earthen outwork of a fortress to the inner keep itself; and to
this day the word is preserved—though drifted far from its original
significance—in the numerous ' peels ' dotted along the Scottish
border, and the * Peel Castle ' in the Isle of Man which forms the
subject of Wordsworth's poem.

3. A defensive work of some kind or other—whether *lice,'

' pel,' ' fosse,' or some combination of these—being thus distinctly
mentioned by Wace so many times in his account of the battle,
it is evident that, if a similar meaning can fairly and reasonably
be deduced from a passage which in itself is difficult to interpret,

^ Contemporary Bevicic, p. 346.
'» IbU. p. 345. See Mr. George Kcilson's detailed monograph on the Scotch ' peels,'

lately iiublisbed.
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we are justified in propounding an interpretation of it in this sense
as being, to say the least, not only possible but highly probable.
The latest critic of the * crucial passage ' acknowledges that there
are ' undoubted difficulties in rendering it as a description of the
shield wall.' I have, as I trust, shown that—taking ' shield wall

*

absolutely, in its ordinary sense—these difficulties are insuperable.
Mr. Bound finds also difficulties in interpreting it of a barricade

;

let us see whether these difficulties are such as to render the barri-

cade theory untenable. The first two Unes

—

Geldons engleis haches portoent

E gisarmes qui bien trenchoent

—

present no difficulty to a translator. The difficulty begins with
lines 7815-6—

Fait orent deuant els escuz

De fenestres e d'altres fuz.

Por a full discussion of these lines I must refer to my article in

the Contemporary Review (pp. 349-51). Here I can only empha-

sise two points.

(a) I must repeat that *I have vendevedi fenestres "ashes," in

deference to the universal consensus of all earlier scholars—the

Eeviewer included. Personally I doubt the rendering.' ^^ I might,

indeed, have used a stronger word than 'doubt,' for I know the

rendering to be wrong. I will give the true one later.

(6) Mr. Bound in quoting these two lines italicises the word

escuz. Commenting upon the whole passage he says, in reference

to these two lines and the two immediately following them

—

Deuant els les orent leuez,

Comme cleies ioinz e serrez

—

The word that really gave me the clue was the escicz of Wace. It is

obvious that, here as elsewhere, it must mean ' shield.' . . . Moreover

the phrase lever escuz is, in Wace, a famihar one, describing preparation

for action.^2

On this I must observe that the real question here is not of the

meaning of the word escuz taken singly, nor of the phrase lever

escuz. It is a question of the meaning of faire deuant els esciiz de

fenestres e d'altres fuz. This cannot mean simply ' to hold shields

in their hands.' The locution is by no means peculiar to Wace.

Faire escu de quelque chose is a common medieval phrase for turn-

ing into a shield or defence that which originally had no such

purpose.^=^ To quote my own words once more, *I will go to

H Contcmporanj Rcviciv, p. 350, note, '= Exg. Hist. Eev. viii.^CSO.

>3 We find a similar use oifacere . , . de . . . ,
quite apart from ' shields, m the

I.atin of the same period. So in William of Tyre we have
^«f"%^'^';f.'"/^^

necessitate; and factus pedes ex milite would be good twelfth-century Latm for a

dismounted knight. Equivalent to this was another Latin phrase, iiti ...pro.. .,
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no source more recondite than Littre in evidence of what I

say:

[II] fist de sa corune escu centre I'espee.

De sa vie [elle] a fet escu por s'ame desfendre
;

and better still than all else the passage from " Berte aux grans

pies "

—

Centre vent [elle] fait escu d'arbrissiaus.
' 14

I could ask no better parallel than this last passage. Just as

Bertha wandering homeless in the night makes a shield against

the wind of bushes or of brushwood, so the English at Hastings

made a fence {lit. shield) against the ISlormans of ash trees (sic)

and other kinds of wood.

It has been objected that in quoting these' passages, ' not from

Wace, but from more poetical writers,' to support my argument, I

am ' conveniently ignoring my own dictum, that * Wace is no

rhetorician, but a very plain speaker.' ^^ I answer, rhetoric is one

thing
;
poetry is another. In saying that Wace is no rhetorician

I neither say nor imply that he is not a poet. The 'Berte aux

grans pies ' quoted above is one of the most famous of the chansons

de geste ; and on the whole nothing can be simpler, so far as mere

rhetoric is concerned, than the greater of the Old French chansons de

geste. They were bound to be so ; for, chanted as they were before

barons' tables, at country inns, and in market-places, the minstrel

would not have dared to be too rhetorical. Where he oversteps the

limits of taste it is not so much in words as in the introduction

of extravagant giants, wondrous horses, magic cups, &c., and

especially in the enumeration of articles of luxury. Wace, in the

* Eoman de Eou,' has no such extravagances. But he was a poet

;

or, if any critic refuses him this title, he was at any rate a versifier ;

he had to rhyme. The use of faire escu de qnelque chose for ' to-

make a defence ' was a common one in his day, in verse at all

events ; he was writing verse ; escu offered him an excellent rhyme

as we find it in Ealph of Caen (c. v.) : Equorum caudis pro remigio utuntiir, words

which would have been rendered into medieval French by il font aviron des coes

des chevalx. See too in the speech of Walter Espec at the battle of the Standard,

as given by ^thelred of Eievaux (Howlett, Cliron. of Stephen, &c., iii. 186) ;
' [Scotii]

lanceis nostris, gladiis ct tclis nostris nudum obiciunt corium, pelle vitulina.

pro scuto utentes :
' i .e. the men of Galloway went into battle without any

shields, trusting only to their leathern jerkins to serve as their defence instead.

Similarly the Gahvegians themselves boast that, though they have neither hauberk

nor shield, they have overthrown their mail-clad enemy, and will do so yet again

:

nos hodie et istos animi virtutc pro scuto utentes lanceis prostci-nevius, ' making a

shield of their lances,' i.e. using their lances to parry blows as well as to give them.

On the whole I prefer this rendering to the one Mr. Howlett seems to sanction. But
in either case the grammatical point remains the same.

" Academy, 2 Sept. 1893, p. 193.
's Ibid., 16 Sept. 1893, p. 234.
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for fuz; and it is only natural that he should have used it

accordingly.^^

III. 1. There is yet one way—a way which, so far as I know,
has never yet been suggested—of obtaining Hght on the question

whether Wace's words imply a paUsade or not. That way is by
seeing the construction put on them by another medieval writer who
WTote while Old French was still a spoken tongue, and while medieval

customs were still in full swing, before the aspect of society, language,

and warfare had been completely changed by the printing press, the

Eeformation, and the free use of gunpowder. Now it so happens

that there is still extant a medieval paraphrase of the * Eoman de

Kou ' in Old French prose, dating—if we may trust its earUest

editor—from about a.d. 1300. But, for the sake of argument, I am
quite willing to put it at a.d. 1400 or 1450. Later than that it

cannot be, from incontrovertible evidence, into which, however, I

cannot go here.^'^ Now what has this venerable document to say

with reference to Wace's palisades ? First of all, it has no doubt at

all as to the palisades themselves ; time after time it tells us of the

Normans' efforts to get within the English * hoarding' (liourdis).

1. A tant veissiez Northmans aprochier jusques pres du hourdis dea

Anglois.

2. Quant ilz approcherent du hourdis aux Anglois.

3. Ilz [soil, les Anglois] se targoient des buys & des fenestres dont

ilz avoient fait leurs hourdis.

4. Ilz se tenoienfc sur leur hourdis}^
'

5. Par conseil fut ordonne que les archiers [Northmans] trairoient hault

en I'air, affin que quant les Anglois leveroient hault les visages pour

regarder les saiettes, les aultres peussent assaillir & despecier leurs

hourdis.

6. Les Anglois n'avoient laissie que trois entrees en leurs Iwurdis.

7. Les Northmans ... les rebouterent en leurs hourdis & entrerent

dedens avec eulz.
^

8. A la parfin convint que Northmans se retraissent hors au hourdis

oil les Anglois estoient.

9. Les Anglois . . . ne vouUoient yssir de leurs hourdis.

10. Se Anglois les suivoient & yssoient de leurs hoiirdis.

11. Le Due GuiUaume & ses gens vont parforce entrer dedens les-

hourdis des Anglois, & les commencerent a abattre, & copper bars & cordes

a quoy ilz tenoient.

These passages are perhaps sufficient proof that in medieval times

Frenchmen still speaking Wace's old tongue had no doubt as to

- For an illustration of Wace's claims to rank as a poet I would point to the Roman

de Eou (ecL Andresen), vol. ii. 11. 85-142, especially 11. 131-6.

- The part of this paraphrase which concerns us is printed m I^^r Gall ScnptU

xiii. 221 et seq. The eleven quotations here following are al ^^•°!« i;P.;^;;;^.

^« I take this to mean ' they stood over ' or ' above ' (not on
)
their hoaidmg.
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the part which a barricade or palisade played in Wace's idea of

the battle.

2. And now what light does the paraphrast throw on the

* crucial passage ' ? How, above all, does he render the lines—

Fait orent deuant els escuz

De fenestres e d'altres fuz ?

He renders them thus: ' Herault avoit faitfaire targes dliuis, de

fenestres, de cloies d d'aultres choses, & en estoit son ost tout avirone.' ^

Compare the later passage ^^ of which I have already quoted a

23art : * Les archiers Northmans ne leur [soil, aux Anglois] povoient

mal faire pour ce qu'ilz se targoient des huys & des fenestres dont

ilz avoient fait leurs hourdis.'

To sum up, our old fourteenth or fifteenth century paraphrast

confirms my rendering down to the minutest point, even to the doubt

which I threw ^^ upon the ^ ash-wood ' translation oifenestres. The

whole story is plain. Harold—thus the paraphrast interprets Wace

—

had scoured the district for light and detachable wood. The doors

and windows -^ of farm dwellings, perhaps too the hurdles from the

sheepfolds and the logs and stakes from the courtyard fences, were

all brought in, and with them Harold ran uj) his temporary barri-

cade. As in 1332, when Perth was threatened in Edward Balliol's

time

—

. . . thai off the town . . .

. . , schupe thame stowtly in all hy
Pypys and townnys for to ta.

And divris and wyndowys gret alsua,

To mak defens and brettys,^^

i.e. ' They of the town . . . prepared themselves stoutly in all

haste for to take pipes and tuns ' (barrels or casks), * and doors and
r/reat windows also, to make a defence and brattice '—even so at

Hastings ' Harold had made [his people] construct defences ^^ out of

'^ Eer. Gall Scriptt. xiii. 233, D. 20 j^^^^ p_ 234, D.
"' Contemp. Rev. p. 850, note.
"- I.e. doubtless the wooden window-frames, and the wooden shutters with which

the unglazed windows of the middle ages were closed at night. If the Quarterly Keviewer
doubts whether the houses of Surrey and Sussex had windows, a glance at his Bayeux
tapestry will convince him of this fact. But of course I do not caro to press the
word fenestres ; it may, as likely as not, merely represent Wace's notion as to what
was the handiest kind of word with which to fill up the blank space in his octosyllabic
line. It is the ' other pieces of wood ' on which I lay most stress. They would be
taken from the neighbouring forest or torn from the roofs, walls, or outhouses of the
neighbouring houses. For English houses before the Conquest, as for so long after,
were generally made of wood, or wood and mud. The common word in Old English
for 'to build ' was timbrian—a word that tells its own tale.

^ Andrew of Wyntoun, 1. viii. c. xxvi. 11. 3587, 3590-3. I owe this parallel to Mr.
O. Neilson. See Antiquarij, May 1893, pp. 167-8.

*-'* 'Shield-riike defencejs,' 'defences \lit. shields] ' {Cont. Rev. pp. 348, 351).
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doors, windows, hurdles, and other things, and with them was his
whole host fenced in.' * The Norman archers could not do the
English any harm, because they (these last) had protected ^5 them-
selves with doors and windows, out of which they had made their

barricade.'

3. So much for the charge brought against Mr. Freeman
that of ' the sole authorities that he could adduce for the existence

'

of a palisade at Hastings one was obtained * by mistranslating his

French.' The other, we have been told, he obtained ' by miscon-

struing his Latin.' The second of these two charges against Mr.

Freeman lies beyond the limits of my present subject, but it has

been so closely coupled with the former one ^ that a brief allusion

to it here may, perhaps, not be out of place. The Latin is that of

Henry of Huntingdon : Cum ergo Haraldus totam gentem siiam in

una acie strictissime locasset, et quasi castellum inde construxisset,

impenetrahilcs erant Normannis.^'^ For my own part, I believe that,

in order to arrive at the true significance of these words, we must

compare them with those in which the same writer describes

William's camp at Hastings. Willelmus dux—thus he relates

the tidings brought to Harold

—

littora australia occnpavit, et cas-

tellum construxit apud Hastings.^^ The same verb and the same

noun are used to describe the fortifications, or defences, of William

and those of Harold. Indeed, just as Wace draws a careful

distinction between William's elaborate chastelet {castellum) at

Hastings and Harold's rude pel at Senlac, so does his contem-

porary Henry of Huntingdon seem to be contrasting the rude

and hastily contrived qneisi-castellum (' of doors and windows and

other things'), run up without any preparation by the English,

with the carefully constructed ' castellum ' of the Normans. As to

the criticism which has been made upon Mr. Freeman's interpreta-

tion of this passage, that ' the merest schoolboy could have told

him that " inde " refers, and can only refer, to Harold's troops them-

selves,'
'^9 I will only say that I am glad to find myself for once in ac-

cord with the critic ; I quite agree that an ordinary schoolboy would

translate the passage in this way if he met with it in his Caesar.

But I go a little further than the Reviewer, and am of opmion that,

if the boy stuck to his rendering (as a fully satisfactory one),

saying in spite of all difficulties, that it meant this and ' could not

mean anything else, it would be the duty of a conscientious school-

master to whip him. The truth is that the g^arf.r/^/ Eeviewer

does not appear to be aware that a passage which he hands over to

the merest schoolboy is one of the most difficult in medieva

literature.^« But I will spare myself and my readers the fatigue ot

" Protected, lit shielded.
^« Quarterly Rev,

J^J^^^^^^^^^^

2- 1 • on -'8
1 vi c 28 -' Quarterly Rev. July 1892, p. i^-

^

- I have 4't distinct reasons for being dissatisfied with the Quarterly Reviewers
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a tedious discussion of minute details, as I am quite willing to let

the Quarterly Eeviewer take any advantage out of this passage

that he can, the more willingly because, so far as I am concerned^

I have never thought and should never think of using it to iwove

a paHsade ; while, from the Quarterly Keviewer's point of view, the

utmost, that he can make of the passage is for the support of a

shield wall of some kind or other ; and a shield wall of some kind

or other I have never denied.

IV. I now pass to William of Malmesbury. Here is his descrip-

tion of Harold's array

:

Pedites omnes cum bipennibus, conserta ante se scutorum testudine,.

impenetrabilem cuneum faciunt
;
quod profecto illis ea die saluti fuisset,

nisi Normanni simulata fuga more sue confertos manipulos laxassent.^^

Before discussing the meaning of this passage, I must briefly

recapitulate what I said in section vi. of my article in the

Contemporary Revietv (pp. 346-7).

1. In reading this passage we are confronted by an initial

difficulty. "William, if we take his words literally, here says that

all the English foot were armed with hipennes, i.e. long-handled

axes or gisarmes, ivielded tvith both hands. It is, of course, im-

possible that this can be literally correct ; but the words at any

rate show that in William's mind the two-handed battle-axe was
the weapon used by the great mass of the English fighting men.

That this was actually the case there can be no doubt ; not only

does Wace insist upon this use of the two-handed axe, but the

weapon itself stares us in the face whenever we look upon the

tapestry. In the tapestry,^^ however, less prominence is given to

the two-handed axe, because it was difficult to work in thread.

It was so much easier to draw the straight line that represents

rendering of iiule. I do not, however, care to enter into a controversy on a delicate:

point of Latin scholarship with a writer who is capable of ascribing to Livy the follow-

ing passage: Testudo est cum conglobatimilites, et scuta scutis arete jungcntes, inviccm

se protegunt et ingruentia tela defendujit : Grceci a-vma-mirfxhu vacant. The fact is.

that, as even the Quarterly Eeviewer's schoolboy can see, the passage cannot possibly

be Livy's. It was in reality written by Forcellini, commenting on Livy, xxxiv. 39.

It is evident from this example that Mr. Eound does not know even how to use a
scholar's implements, and that he is capable of mistaking the halting Latin of an
eighteenth-century lexicographer for the golden words of a writer whom De Quincey,
the greatest master of nineteenth-century English prose, declared that he preferred
' both for style and matter to any other of the Eoman historians.' Elsewhere
{Academy, 2 Sept. 1893) I have remarked on the Quarterly Eeviewer's knowledge of

Old French. His attempted reply showed only too plainly that he knew little better

how to use an Old French dictionary than Mr. Eound knows how to use ForcelHni.
3» Gesta Reg. 1. iii. c. 241, ed. Hardy, p. 414.
32 In the tapestry of the axes in use over 80 per cent, are wielded in two hands.

Cf. alsoWace's words quoted in my Contempwary article (pp. 347, 348), and Freeman,
Norman Conciuest, p. 765.
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a spear than the elaborate figure of the battle-axe or gisarinr.

Now, to wield a two-handed axe requires two hands ; how, then,

could the English two-handed axe man, if he icas using his weapon,

hold a shield in his hand ? And if he had no third arm what
becomes of the shield wall pure and simple ? This is a difficulty

which has to be faced, besides another involved in the small size of

the English shields, shown in the tapestry— shields of which, as I

have already observed,^^ * it must have taken about three to cover

two men with anything approaching completeness.'

That the English warriors who fought with the hijyennis (as,

according to William of Malmesbury, was the case with the gi-eat

mass of the fighting English at Hastings) did not form the shield

wall is plain from the account given by medieval historians of

the tactics of the exiled English who, after the great battle, took

refuge with Alexius at Constantinople, and by him were sent to

fight against other Norman invaders at Dyrrhachium.

Li Englois [writes the old chronicler] au commencement combatirent

avec arme qui estoit faite comme coignie [a'l Sixe] fortement . . . non

avoient escu ne haubert.^^

So too in a Latin version of the same chronicle -

Anglici in principio cum bipennibus suis fortiter feriendo primis nos-

trorum incursibus audacissime resistunt ; sed quia neque clypcis neque

lorica utebatur, &c.^^

This was 18 Oct. 1082, sixteen years after Hastings almost to

the day ; and another writer tells us that Alexius in this same war,

being unable to resist the onset of the Norman cavalry, ran up a

curious kind of wooden barricade for the defence of his foot

soldiers. So, then, in the east as in the west, English axe men

fighting against Norman cavalry did not ' use '
the shield, and so

could not form the shield wall. At Dyrrhachium, bemg the

attackers not the attacked, the English had no need to form a

barricade whether of stakes alone or of stakes and shields. Alexius s

camp, however, a few miles off Dyrrhachium was carefully palisaded ;

and into this paHsade the English, had they been on the defensive,

might possibly have worked the shields which they did not use

when storming the Norman camp. For the French translator m

rendering utebantur by non avoient, has apparently gone beyond tHe

warrant of his text; as the words non utebantur certamly do not

absolutely e:vclade the idea of the EngUsh having had shields, thougi

of course I should not think of pressing this point. It is enough foi

:: ^.^e I "ZertViscarU ed. ChampolHon-Figeac (See. de I'hist. de France).

^'
^3^

Hist Sicula ap. Muratori's Scriptt. Rer. Ital. vol. viii. pp. 770-1.
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me that common sense, the tapestry, Wace, our Italian chronicler,

and his later Old French translator all show that the English axe

men could not or did not form the shield wall. And according to

WiUiam of Malmesbury and Wace the great strength of the English

army consisted in its axe men.

2. Nor are William's words in themselves, as apart from the

idea they enshrine, free from difficulty. For though this is, com-

paratively speaking, a secondary matter and one which I do not

care to press, any one really familiar with the chroniclers of the

twelfth century will be at once struck by three points. He will

ask

—

(a) Why is the curious conserta iestudine used if the word merely

means * to hold one shield in the hand near another shield ' ? I

know the phrase conserere scuta ; but this is conserere testudinem.

(h) If it is simply a question of holding a shield up before one's

body, why the big word testudo, a word which I only recollect once

in other twelfth-century chronicles ?

(c) Why do we have the redundant words ante se, unless it is

to mark that these shields were distinctly ante—in front of—their

owners, and not held in the owners' hands ? ^^

3. All these questions both as to tactics and words have to be

answered ; and fully answered they cannot be so long as we regard

conserta ante se scutorum testudine as referring to small kite-shaped

shields held in the hand. This difficulty, which I pointed out last

March in the Contemporary Review (pp. 347-8), seems to have

been felt even by the Quarterly Eeviewer when he wrote his second

article, published in the following July, and he there (pp. 92, 93)

attempts to meet it by calling attention to two groups in the

tapestry .3^

Under cecidenmt qui erant cum Haroldo two axe-men are shown
fighting ; one strikes with the shorter axe while covering himself with his

shield ; the other wields with both his hands the largest axe seen in the

battle, and yet has a shield, and has made use of it, for in it are sticking

the Norman arrows.^®

Certainly, but the Eeviewer has omitted one detail of the picture ;

this axe man^s shield is strapped on his back.^^ Clearly, unless the

Eeviewer is prepared to advocate a new rendering of the Latin

preposition ' ante ' and a new theory of the shield wall— to translate

36 In William of Tyre's description of the shield wall we find merely objectis clypeis

(see Cont. Rev. p. 349) ; there is no a^ite se, which is either emphatic or redundant.
" Bruce, pi. xvi. 38 Quarterly Rev. July 1893, p. 92.
"» I say ' strapped ' by inference from the practice of the times. The tapestry does

not show the material of the strap, or indeed any strap at all. The drawing of the

tapestry is here worse than usual ; but there can be no question that the shield is

meant to be on the man's back, and that both the man's hands are fully occupied in

brandishing his huge two-handed axe.
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ante se by 'behind them,' and to maintain that in the shield wall
(pure and simple) the shields were at the hacks of the men-
this picture can have no bearing on the question.

The second group [continues the Eeviewer] is that which immediately
follows on Harold's death. It may possibly give us a clue to the way in
which the two-handed axe was used in connexion with the shield wallTwo of the house-carls are using that weapon, while two others seem to
be protecting them by standing in front of them with shield and sword
The front rank, then, may have used their swords and formed the shield
wall, while those behind them may have wielded their axes, enabled to do
so by their great length. This, we believe, is a novel suggestion, but it
does not profess to be more (pp. 92-3).

The suggestion is not altogether a novel one. The Eeviewer can
hardly have studied note NN to the * Norman Conquest,' vol. iii.

(second edition), so much as he appears to have done, without
noticing in it (p. 764) these words in reference to the shield
wall

:

It is easy to find examples of a similar tactic in various parts of the
world, as the yippa of the Persians at Plataia, Herod, ix. 61 (see Blakesley's
note), and the pahsade at Mykale, ix. 97.

The first of the two passages here referred to runs thus :

<l>p(d,avTEQ yap to. yippa ol ITf'po-fu, (nrUaav tG)v ro^evfiaTtov TroXXa a^a^eoic

ovTio K.T.X^^ (For the Persians had made a rampart of their wicker

shields, and shot from behind them such clouds of arrows, &c.)

On <f)pd^avT£s ra ysppa Blakesley notes—
This expression is well elucidated by the sculptures of Nimroud. The

shield used in some cases is so large as to cover the whole body, and to be

carried by a seco7id ivarrior who attends the archer. Sometimes two

archers are represented with one long shield between them. In sieges

this is sometimes furnished with a square projection hke a roof, at right

angles to the body of the shield, which served as a partial defence of the

head against missiles discharged from the walls by the defenders (Layard,

Nineveh, ii. p. 345). These last seem to be the yippa of the text. Fixed

in the ground they formed a palisade (see below, § 99), from which the

short spear carried by the archer projected in front. Behind this he dis-

charged his reed arrows from a long bow (vii. 61).''^

The other passage to which Mr. Freeman refers, and which

describes the palisade at Mykale, runs thus

:

(TKoXoT^ag Trepl to 'ipKog Ka-iirTj^av^^ (They fixed staJces round the

enclosure.)

*o Herod, ix. 61 ; Blakesley, ii. 461 ; Eawlinson, vol. iv. p. 423.

*^ The passage in ix. 99, to which Blakesley here refers, is as follows
:
alnol Se

avve(l)6pif]<Tav rh yippa 'ipKos elval (r<j>i.

*' Herod, ix. 97 ; Blakesley, ii. 481. Eawlinson's notes on the first of these

passages are even more curious and suggestive than Blakesley's. On the word <ppd^ayT(s
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The suggestion which the Quarterly Eeviewer believes to be ' an

entirely novel one ' may or may not have had its source in an un-

conscious reminiscence of these words of Herodotus and of Eawhn-

son's note on them. But the two passages of Herodotus taken

together show clearly what sort of a shield wall Mr. Freeman

really had in his mind when he referred to them.'*^ It was indeed

* a development of the usual tactics of the shield wall' (p. 444)—
a real wall of real shields and stakes. Can such a wall be found

in the conserta ante se scutorum testudine of William of Malmes-

bury ?

Y. 1. I have pledged myself to grant to Mr. Bound, for the sake

of argument, that Wace in 11. 7813-26 is paraphrasing William of

Malmesbury; and I have pledged myself also to translate the

second escuz in those lines literally. Let us question Wace and

see whether his paraphrase is indeed * confased,' ^^ whether he will

not rather, out of the fulness of his knowledge,^^ light up the

darkness of his putative master. And then let us see whether

by adopting the literal translation of escuz in 1. 7823 I am indeed,

as my anonymous critic has asserted, * hopelessly contradicting

myself.'

I must begin by restating the position of Wace and of William of

Malmesbury. From Wace we learn that the great English weapon

was the two-handed axe or the gisarme. But all the English army

was not equipped with this weapon.'*'^ Therefore we get from Wace

he observes :
• It is curious to find the same practice still in use at the present day. In an

account given by an English surgeon (Mr. Adams) of an attack made by North American

Indians upon a Russian post in the winter of 1850-1 I find the following :
" Each man

carried a shield of thick wood, which was musket-proof ; and after the first attack they

appear to have planted them in a line, so as to form a loall, from behind which they

£red [with arrows] at the surviving inhabitants " (see Osborn's Discovery of the North-

West Passage, p. 175).' On y^ppa Eawlinson notes :
' The wicker shield used by the

Persians, both at this time and in the age of Xenophon {Anah. i. viii. § 9), but which

IS not seen at Persepolis (supra, vii. 61, note 7), seems to have been adopted from

the Assyrians, on whose monuments it not unfrequently appears (see Layard's Monu-

ments of Nineveh, 1st series, plates 75 and 78). The mode of using it was either by

means of a shield-bearer, who protected the archer, as in the subjoined representation,

or sometimes perhaps by means of a crutch.' The ' subjoined representation ' shows

an Assyrian archer in the act of shooting from behind the shelter of a large concave

wicker shield, broad at the base and pointed at the top, which is higher than his head

;

this shield stands on the ground before him, and is held in its place, by means of a

thong attached inside, by another man who stands by the archer's side
*^ I must here state distinctly that I leave my readers to make what they can of

the other quotations and references in the appendix NN.
** Eng. Hist. Eev. viii. 682.

*^ I purpose to say more upon this head later on ; here I will merely point to a
second instance of the way in which Wace tacitly and modestly adds to some story a

detail not mentioned by William. I refer to the accounts of the duke's message to

Harold, Will. Malm. iii. 240 (Hardy, pp. 413-4), and Wace, 11. 6781-6826 ; where WilHam
describes the messenger simply as a ' monk,' while Wace adds his name anl that of

his monastery (11. 6781-2).

"« Bom. de Rou, 11. 7725-8.
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two divisions at least, the long-handled axe men and the rest. From
William of Malmesbury's words we should infer, if we pressed ihem,
that the whole English army was armed with the hipeimis. But I
have no wish to pin my opponent down to the literal words of his
authority. I will grant him that, despite William of Malmesbury's
words, a good many of the EngHsh had not the bipejinis. So from
William of Malmesbury also, if we read him fairly, we get the same
twofold division of long-axe men and non-long-axe men.

2. In paraphrasing William of Malmesbury Wace has here,

as in some other cases, added a fact—doubtless picked up from the

current report of grey-headed warriors with whom he talked in his

boyhood at Caen, and from whom he heard of the wondrous comet
which they had seen before the battle.''^ Among them was perhaps

his own father ; but, at any rate, from the lips of men who had
fought at Hastings, or from the lips of their sons, he picked up the

soldier's view of the battle. Guy of Amiens told the story of

Hastings from the leader's point of view ; Wace's office was humbler,

but no less useful. He garnered the traditions of the veterans who
were dying off just as he was growing into youth. From them he

added many a graphic and many an important touch to the

meagre narrative of William. Such an addition is his account of

the actual barricade of rough zvood that covered one part of the

English host. But Wace tells us more than this. He knows that the

* windows and other woodwork ' could only shelter a part of the

array, and that others of the host (the better axe men in especial)

would, being at least to some extent trained soldiers, run up their

own peculiar cover. And how did they fight ? Why, as he tells us,

D'escuz e dials s'auironoent

—

with shields and with planks (or, as I should now prefer to say,

* with stakes ') ^^ * did they surround themselves.' That is, they

planted in the ground planks or stakes, and worked their shields

up into the gaps.

Now let us put William and Wace together. Wace tells us of a true

*^ Al terme que 90 estre dut,

Vne esteile grant aparut,

Qui quatorze iors resplendi

Od treis Ions raiz uers miedi.

Tele esteile selt Ten ueeir,

Quant nouel rei deit regne aueir.

Assez ui homas qui la uirent,

Qui aim e pois longucs ucsquircnt.

Comete la deit apeler

Qui des esteiles uelt parler.

(11. 6341-50.)

^« I owe to the bishop of Oxford the suggestion that in this passage ais may mean

asses, planks, poles. The same writer suggested to me before I had read our thirteenth

or fourteenth century paraphrase that the fenestres of the crucial passage might stand

for wooden frames of houses.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII.
^
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barricade, ' a shield-like defence of windows and other woodwork ;

'

and also of a fence of ' shields and planks ' (or * stakes '), presum-

ably for the better axe men, mostly geldons (but possibly including a

few house-carls)—axe men who,Wace assures us, could not use shields

if they had them (11. 8631-6). William of Malmesbury says these

very same two-handed axe men had woven together their shields in a

tesUfdo before them. In other words, William of Malmesbury takes

direct notice only of those English troops who were using the two-

handed hipennis. Having these troops specially in mind, he tells

us how they had woven a testudo of shields along their front—

a

tcstudoy which cannot, from the nature of the case, refer to the

shield wall pure and simple, the shield wall formed of shields held

in the hand. As to the rest of the English army and its protection

he tells us nothing expressly. Here it is that Wace steps in to

make everything plain. He tells us elsewhere directly or indirectly

of the twofold division of the army, the axe men and the non-axe men.

Accordingly when he in his turn comes to the ' palisade ' passage he

also tells us of two kinds of palisade—one, we may presume, a rough

barricade of timber-work run up before the inferior troops, whether

they held short axe, lance, sword, or stake ; the other a simpler and

more scientific structure of interwoven shields and stakes (or planks),

presumably for the two-handed axe men in the main. The difficulties

of William's language disappear as if by magic before the application

of Wace's touchstone. Here is the master key to every difficulty

iDoth in William and in Wace. The better axe men, or the better troops,

Jbr the most part built tip their shields against the stakes or planks in

front of them.^^ This is the simplest explanation of William's words.

Eead by themselves, as a description of a ' shield wall ' pure and

simple, those words are sheer nonsense. Bead in the light of Wace
they become perfect and natural sense. If we pass from the general

meaning of the passage to particular words, William (at least to me)

presents here three difficulties— (1) testudo, (2) conserta, (3) ante

'Se, Eead' by the light of Wace, testudo becomes clear, for we get a

real testudo (partly) of shields woven together. Conserta becomes
clear, for they are interwoven with planks or stakes; and the

seemingly redundant antese becomes clear, as being used by William

to point his meaning that the * woven testudo of shields ' was not

held in the hands of the two-handed axe men (as, indeed, it could

not possibly have been), but was very distinctly in ' front of them '

—perhaps by a matter of a foot or a yard—and not held in any
hands at all. The two accounts fit into each other as though part

*^ To the arguments for this interpretation may be added the fact of William's
ordering his archers to shoot up into the air. This stratagem would really have been
useless unless a great part of the Enghsh army were 'shieldless,' i.e. had no shields

in their hands. This idea, which was, I believe, present to my mind when writing my
article in the Contemporary Review, has been lately recalled to my recollection by a
letter from Lieutenant-Colonel Lloyd of the Eoyal Engineers.
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and parcel of one work; there is not a hitch of any importance
left. And this result, be it noted, I have obtained not by choosing
iny own ground, but by accepting two conditions, one of which I had
been told would land me in * hopeless ' self-contradiction, while
upon it is based, so far as the * key of the position '

is concerned, the
whole argument of Mr. Eound.

3. 1 will now work out in greater detail what I conceive may
be the meaning of Wace's words, if we accept Mr. Bound's view
that Wace has based his long description solely and directly upon
William of Malmesbury's five Vfords—conserta ante se testiidine

scutoriim. I do not, of course, pretend to accept Mr. Bound's
theory myself. My own explanation of the ' crucial passage ' is

much simpler ; for I cannot believe that Wace's lines are in any
very special sense based upon William of Malmesbury. I could see

nothing but a slight resemblance between the two passages when I

first read them side by side ; and on closer examination I can only

re-echo (with reference to this theory) Blender's words with reference

to his prospective bride, Anne Page : * There was not much love

between us at the beginning, and it hath pleased Heaven to decrease

it on better acquaintance.' Under these circumstances of course I

do not pledge myself to every detail of the explanation given below

;

for words are at best but imperfect expressions of thought ; and I

could suggest alternative ways of regarding many points.

It is hard to find a word to convey the full meaning of Wace's

geldon, which in my former article I rendered * peasant.' I can

suggest no better single word now. Here I take it to mean the ordi-

nary English householder, whether of town or country. He would

not be clad in complete armour like the so-called house-carls, but

mainly (I should say) in leathern doublet, with or without horn or

metal facings. As the great mass of the fighting EngHsh army was

made up of these geldons, Wace uses the word in 1. 7813 as repre-

sentative of the army as a ivhole. Then with the word he has just

used, geldon, in his mind he proceeds to give a full account of the

barricade reared by a section—possibly the larger though certainly

the inferior section—of these actual geldons. After this, by a very

natural transition, he devotes two lines to the slightly different

barricade (developed shield wall) formed by another, though, it

may be, a smaller, part of the same EngHsh host (the better axe

men), marking that he is somewhat changing his point of view by an

emphatic change of tense, from the pluperfect to the imperfect.

Then, recurring to his pluperfects, Wace harks back to the EngHsh

host as a whole (just as he began with it as a whole), and says that

had the English soldiers only kept their gi'ound they would not

have been defeated. As to this change of tense, I may add that,

though the stationary barricades to defend the weaker parts of the

army would of necessity be thrown up as early as possible, it is m
c 2
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accordance with every probability that the better troops would not

strap up their shields to the stakes till the battle was imminent.^*

Of course they may have run their stakes into the ground, ready for

the shields, some time earlier. As to that I can say nothing.

But this much is clear from Wace's words : the stake or the barricade

part of. Harold's defences was fairly complete when the Normans

halted to look down upon their foe from the height of Telham.

Hence the pluperfect tense. Then when the Normans were in full

sight, and a battle was imminent, the Enghsh began to put the

finishing touches by working in their shields, or (if the words refer

to the so-called house-carls only) their shields and poles. Hence

the imperfect tense. If any one chooses to regard the shield

barricade as (partially or wholly) running along the entire centre

and both wings (and not as confined to the better axe men and the

so-called house-carls), I have no objection to offer. Wace's words

will equally apply to such a case, and the change of tense is still

more appropriate.^^ Only I should suppose that wherever an English

geldon, happening to have a shield, worked it up into the shield

fence, he would first cut up the rough timber he had gathered into

rude stakes before utilising it for the uprights of his barricade.

As to details, however, I cannot speak with certainty. These

each reader will vary according to his own notions of what is most
probable.

VI. Here this part of my task would, properly speaking, end,

I have shown that Mr. Freeman did not make an egregious blunder

in taking the idea of a palisade at Hastings from Wace. I must

*" I cannot help suspecting that the so-called house-carls, when intending to use

the two-handed battle-axe as their chief weapon, carried their own stakes with them

—

much as we know that the Eoman soldier carried about on Jiis campaign the valli, or

wooden stakes, which helped to form the vallum—much as we know that English

archers used to carry their own stakes to form their own protection. Want of space,

however, forbids me to work out the question of the palisade from the days of Polybius

to the days of Caxton. I must add that if anywhere in this paper or my previous one
I speak of the English long-handled axe man as ' shieldless,^ I must be understood as

meaning practically shieldless, i.e. ' having no shield in use.'' If the axe man has

worked his shield up into the barricade, or has it strapped on to his back, he is equally

shieldless from my point of view. If in English, as in Greek, we could find a compound
word to express the idea ' having-no-shield-in-his-hands,' I would of course use it.

But we have no such word. My Hastings authorities tell me nothing precise as to

house-carls— do not even (I think) mention the name. So I will not speculate as to

whether they (as a whole) defended themselves behind a barricade or a developed

shield wall, or behind no artificial shelter at all. Possibly they may have formed a
genuine shield wall ; but while forming it they cannot have been using the * bipennis *

or the two-handed axe.

*' I must here add that I am not in complete agreement with Mr. Freeman on some
points of detail ; and I am aware that holes may be picked in my account of the

matter. I do not profess to j^rove my case as an absolute certainty ; I only profess

to show that it is 'reasonably probable '—which, as I say below (p. 37), is all

that any history has a right to claim for itself.
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now proceed to complete my case by inquiring into the utility and
nse of a wooden outwork against cavalry during the middle a^es
I shall take my chief examples from the deeds of Norman warfare
withm a few years of the Conquest. But I shall treat of the ques
tion first m a more general way. However, before coming to this
pomt, I may be asked whether in my opinion there was a shield
wall at Hastmgs or not. The answer depends on what is meant
by a 'shield wall.' A close-set shield wall, without loophole or
ehmk, and extending along the whole front of the English array
there certainly was not. But if by ' shield wall ' is meant a line of
warriors each holding his shield before his own body, why then in
this sense there was a shield wall at Hastings, as there is in every
battle where shielded footmen fight in line. I can see this at
Hastings anywhere in the field ; only this shield wall cannot be
formed by the two-handed axe men as such. The truth is that
those who maintain the theory of a shield wall pure and simple at
Hastings have been misled into a tactical error by misreading a
poetic term. The * shield wall ' is primarily a poetic phrase.
Just as our early fathers called the sun ' God's candle,' and a
battle * sword-hand play ;

' just as they called their ships * snakes
of the sea ' and their swords * the hammer's leavings

;
' so, with

the wild imaginative vigour of all young races, they called the

shielded line of warriors a * shield wall,' because it stood firm like

a wall and threw back the onset of the enemy. This formation

may at one time or at one battle have been comparatively close, at

another time or place comparatively loose ; but, loose or close, it

was still a shield wall. Say it was close at Hastings ; then, as I

have said already, there *may have been, as was probably the

ease, a few bodies of men here and there drawn up in the tradi-

tional Teutonic wedge.' ^^ These men, standing sideways rather

^2 Contemporary Review, p. 347. The Quarterly Eeviewer quotes Mr. Keary's

description of the viking shield burg to justify his conception of the English shield

wall at Hastings. I cannot, however, help feeling that he has here done a very

ingenious writer something less than full justice by omitting from his quotation the

two sentences I italicise ; for from the first of these two sentences (in combination

with another passage from Mr. Oman's Art of War) the Eeviewer seems to have

borrowed his elaborate and highly wrought comparison of the English shield wall at

Hastings with the English infantry square at Waterloo ; while, by omitting the second

sentence, he fails to give his readers a proper notion of what Mr. Keary's shield burg

really was. Here is Mr. Keary's description :
' When hardest pressed they [i.e. the

•vikings] set up the impregnable wall of the shield burg [skjald-borg], which was a

formation to be compared to the English square at Waterloo ; a sort of low tower of

•men holding their shields before them, overlapping, as with the Roman " testudo,'" some
^

men, therefore, it is to be presumed, kneeling, some standing above tfmn.' Thus it will

be seen that, in Mr. Keary's shield burg, the front rank knelt upon its knees while the

second rank stood upright. Now, even if I were to grant that Mr. Keary's conception

of the shield burg is right, so far as non-English lands are concerned (which for aught

I know it may be), I must point out that, at all events in England, both attackers and

attacked fought in the array of the shield wall. I can even cite a passage where both

armies form a ' testudo ' before coming to close quarters ; and I do not suppose that
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than with full front towards the enemy, may here and there have

literally presented a covered front or point to their adversaries, even

if protected only by the small shields which we see in the tapestry.

I seem to see a hint of one such wedge (or two such columns)

rudely drawn in the tapestry itself. But as to this I have no-

certainty ; there are serious diflQculties in the way. Again, say

the shield wall was loose ; in this case it may have been anywhere

over the field, wherever a line of shielded warriors fought side by
side. I think it probable that Mr. Freeman would have agreed to-

this view; but, as we cannot ask him, it is impossible now to>

ascertain for certain what he meant by a ' shield wall ' pure and
simple.

What he meant by the shield wall of his note NN—the
* development of the tactics of the shield wall,' as he called it in his.

text—is plain. His note, read fairly with the recollection of the

fact that he used Pluquet's paraphrase and Taylor's translation of

Wace for his guides, plainly involves shields set in the ground and
supported by a palisade of stakes. In other parts of the field, where
there were no two-handed axe men, he doubtless would have set his.

* barricades of ash and other timber.' This is practically the explana*

tion which I suggested at first ;
^^ it is my explanation now. Only^

now that I have shown what fenestres really did mean in the eye&

of medieval writers, I must beg leave to cancel his adjective * firm,'

and to substitute * window frames ' for * ash.' With this trifling

change, I still assert * Mr. Freeman to have been entirely right in

the view he took of the whole question;' that is to say, there
were barricades of some sort or another at Hastings, and the
* crucial passage ' refers to them. I do not say, I have 7iever said,,

that I agree with every word that Mr. Freeman has written about
the great battle ; but I do regard his account of Hastings as the
noblest battle piece in our historical literature—perhaps in that of
the world.

B. On the Strategic Importance of the Palisades at Hastings,

Before considering the relative values of the chief authorities for

the history of the battle I must call attention to the strategic

importance of the battle itself. Hastings, it must be remembered,
was the opening of a new era in English tactics. Then for the first

time—unless indeed their ancestors met Koman cavalry, in any of

-either Mr. Keary or the Quarterly 'Revievfer would seriously maintain that either or
both sides marched out to battle on their knees. Hence, in England (and we are-
dealing with England) the testudo, or shield wall, did not involve the idea of kneeling.
If it involved this idea abroad, as Mr. Keary (doubtless on evidence that is satisfactory
to himself) holds it did, then I can only say that the typical viking shield burg must
have been a very different thing from the English shield tvall, and the Quarterly
Eeviewer's appeal to Mr. Keary and Mr. Keary's shield burg falls to the ground.

^^ Conteinporary Bevieiu, pp. 348-51.
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their piratical attacks on Britain—did the EngHsh foot warrior meet
no longer a foot warrior like himself, but a mounted knight
Harold was brought face to face with a new problem, and he solved
it by a new development on the old lines. Considering the conser-
vatism of military science, he is not Hkely precipitately to have disre-
garded the immemorial tactics of the Teutonic army, and discarded
all at once the national mode of fighting. Every EngHshman was
familiar with the use of the axe, with which he lopped the trees
for his own house or fence. Harold utilised this woodcraft for
his own purposes

; but he need not have thrown away at once and
for all the common English tactics. Probably the erection of a
huge palisade was an ordinary occurrence in Enghsh life even in
the eleventh century. At all events it is curious to find that three
centuries later this palisade had become a recognised EngHsh, and
essentially EngHsh, construction. Turn to the French contem-
porary writers who record the hundred years' war in France, and
what do they say as to the means by which the EngHsh infantry

met the onset of the French knight ?

JZ^ [Bedford's troops, in 1429] . . . s'estoient fortiffiez et fortlf-

Jioient defoussez et de paidz,^^ i.e. * they had fortified and were forti-

fying themselves with a ditch and paHsade.' So another French
writer says of Warwick and SaHsbury at Bloreheath (1459), Decant

eidz avoientfichie leurs peux a lafachon dAngleterre ^^ (* Before them
they had planted their stakes in the fashion of England ').

So too at Hastings, fighting for his country, Harold made him-

self as strong as possible. Footman against footman, perhaps he

would not have feared the Norman onset ; but he did fear the

onset of the Norman knight—an onset rendered doubly formidable

by the additional impetus of the Norman war-horse. It was this that,

despite shield wall and sword and lance and axe, would break up

his ranks, unless its full force were foiled by artificial means. This

has always been the great problem of military science—how to enable

footmen to resist the charge of horse. It faced Alexius Comnenus

twenty years later at Dyrrhachium, and Eichard I a hundred

years later at Ascalon. At Laupen and Granson it was solved by

the long lances or halberds of the Swiss mountaineers ; in later years

it has been solved by the invention of the bayonet. But before the

fifteenth century each general had to form his own plan for such,

an emergency. The great thing was to break the uniformity of the

cavalry charge. Once break that, and the added weight of the

horse was turned to the confusion of the army to whi<jh its rider be-

longed. Beaten off from the barricades, the frightened steed would

turn round to break up the ranks of the host behind it ;
or, tripped

up among the brushwood and hurdle-work, even if the paHsade

^* ' Journal clu Siege d'Orleans,' &c., Quicherat, Proces de Jeanne d'Arc, iv. iy4.

" Waurin, pt. vi. bk. iii. c. 36.
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were broken down, would leave its rider, entangled in his stirrups

and saddle gear, an easy prey to the English battle-axe. So far

from a fence being on a priori grounds useless at Hastings, it Avould

on these grounds be of the highest possible utility ; for it would

turn the enemy's greatest weapon of attack into a weapon for his

own destruction and confusion. Nor were such tactics unknown

to medieval warfare. Why did William Wallace run up his

palisade of * long stakes ' roped together at Falkirk except that he

might hinder the onset of the English knight ? What was the

meaning of the caltrops and covered pits with which Kobert Bruce

defended his army at Bannockburn ? Why did the Black Prince

throw up his baggage to defend his host at Poitiers ? And why
did the English king at Agincourt bid his archers front themselves

with an actual palisade, with which to receive the charge of the

French army ?

If any one doubts whether the problem of how best to enable

infantry to meet the charge of cavalry had presented itself to

generals of the eleventh century, I would ask him to read Anna
Comnena's account of her father's strategy for effecting this very

purpose against Bohemond's Norman troops at Joannina in 1084

—eighteen years after Hastings.

AWu)Q ce ctTTO TiJQ Tov ' Po/j,7rfpr(jv Trpor]yr}(Taixivr}Q fxay^rjg yivioaKioy t>)p

irpwrrfy Kara Tutv £vaiTLO)P l-mraa-iay twu KeXrioy avvTroLarov , . , o le

fiaffiXevg ttjv avviroiffTov tu)v Aaru'ioy ^e^iiog rrpwDjy TrpoajSoX^y, Kaivoy tl

TTOLEi. afia^ag Kov(\>OTepaQ KaTaatcEvatraq koX tu)v trvvriBujv ijrrovc, ecf)' eicacrTTj

TOVTioy KOVTOVQ kvETfq^E riaaapaq koX TTEi^ovQ oTr\o<}>6povQ ETrtaTrjffey, ware UTrrjyiKa

01 Anrlyoi oXovq pvrijpag \a\a(TayTEQ Kara Tfjg 'Pw/xat/c^c opfirjcrovaL (f)a\ayyoQf

rag afid^ag u)delcr9ai Trpocrio ^la rojy vfiarajiiytdy 6Tr\o(f)6p(oy iTE^wy, ly ovrio

TO (Tvyexh haKOTTTrjTai tov avyaaTricrnov rioy Aariyojy.^^ (But having found

by his experience of the former battle with Robert [Guiscard] that the

first charge of the Celtic [i.e. Norman] cavalry could not be withstood . . .

the emperor, greatly fearing the first irresistible onset of the Latin
[horsemen,] had recourse to a novel stratagem. He prepared wagons of

a lighter kind and smaller than usual. On each of these wagons he
fixed four stakes (or lances), and stationed hard by heavy-armed foot-

soldiers. And he did this to the following end: that, so soon as the

Latins [i.e. the Normans] loosed rein and charged down against the Greek
phalanx, these wagons might be thrust forward by the heavy-armed
foot-soldiers. By this means he hoped that the uniformity of the Norman
onset might he broken up.)

Twenty-four years later Bohemond was once more fighting

*« Anna Comnena, Alex. 1. v. c. 4. To some extent at least the old Eoman laws
for the construction of a palisade and vallum had been preserved in the eastern
empire during the eleventh century ; but, in any case, the construction of a barricade
on wheels against the heavy Norman cavalry would justify Anna Comnena's Kaiv6v n
TToiel, whether the Byzantine armies had forgotten their ancient art of castramentation
or not. See Anna Comnena, lac. cit. 1. v., for the palisade with which Alexius fortified
his army against the Normans on 15 Oct. 1082.
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against xilexms in Thrace. Once more Alexius was called upon to
meet the dreaded onset of the Norman horse ; once more he had
recourse to similar strategy. He blocked up all the accessible roads
with great wooden barricades, and behind these felt himself some-
what more of a match for his Norman invaders on their ponderous
steeds.

'O he avTOKpar(op, eTrel Tpocpduffag aciofiaxov Ivta^LV iv iraaaiq tuIq

KksiaovpaiQ KaTidero fier iKtcpiTojv {lyefxovuy, -Kuaav Tt)v arpairov cia tuh'

KaXovfxiviov ^vXoKXaariutv avdig roti, KeXroIg aTrerd(()piv(T£y.^'^ (But the emperor,
when, getting beforehand with his enemy, he had set sufficient forces

under chosen leaders in all the narrow passes, proceeded further to block

up the whole road by means of structures called ivXoKXaaCaiy i.e. wood
fences.)

Now I wish to draw attention to the fact that although we have

more than one account of the campaign of Eobert Guiscard and
Bohemond in 1081-2, and of that of Bohemond in 1107, only one

mentions the barricade of wagons and stakes, and only one the

wood fences. In both cases accident alone has preserved the re-

collection of the fact. It was too obvious or too common a thing to

call for special notice. So again at one of the greatest battles of

the early crusades the Christians, being suddenly set upon by the

Turks, are expressly said to have run their tent poles into the

ground, and perhaps spread out the canvas of their tents—seemmgly

as a protection or some kind of palisade against the Turkish

arrows and the Turkish horse. In another part of the same

battle-field the wagons and carts were piled up as a barricade

against the same enemies. Here again only one writer out of

some twenty who have described the battle thinks it necessary to

note either detail, and this in the most casual and matter-of-fact

way. The truth is that for foot soldiers to cast up a barricade

against the cavalry of the enemy was so natural a thing to do that

in the middle ages people hardly thought it worth while to mention

the fact. It was the very first step that a military leader, intending

to accept, not to give battle would take ; and we should no more

expect to find the fact deliberately stated in the brief chronicles

of the fight than to find mentioned in them the fact that William

partook of food after the fight was over—a detail which, true or

false, Wace is also the only one to mention.

En la champaigne la noit iut,

Entre les morz mainga e but.—(U. 8973-4).

C. On the Authoritiesfor Hastings.

In discussing the authorities for the battle of Hastings it must

be remembered that we have not a single line left to us by any

person who took part in the fight. More than this : we have not a

5- Anna Comnena, Alex. 1. xiii. c. 5.
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single line written by any person who was, so far as we know,

within a hundred miles of the field when it was fought. With two

exceptions not a line has come down to us of which we can say

for certain that it was written within thirty years of the event

;

and most of our materials are from two to three generations later.

I purpose to consider our chief authorities in due order.

I. Guy of Amiens has left us an account of the battle of Hast-

ings in some eight hundred elegiac lines of Latin verse. He gives

us a fair account of what took place, but was evidently not well

posted up in details, for he has to swell out his paucity of fact by

an intolerable amount of verbiage. He wrote his poem to curry

favour with William or his queen, in whose company he crossed

over to England early in 1068, doubtless hoping to have a

reward for his verses in the conquered land. His poem was then

already written,^^ seemingly before he had ever set foot in Eng-

land.
" We know absolutely nothing of the sources from which he

drew his information. His work formed the recognised basis of

the historical accounts of the battle ; but it is a very poor produc-

tion in itself, containing, as has been well said, hardly a pint of

fact for its buckets full of bombast.

II. William of Poitiers wrote a life of the Conqueror. He wrote

in his old age, seemingly after his hero's death, but, like Thucydides

and William of Tyre, he appears to have left his work incomplete.-^^

Like the writer just noticed, William of Poitiers is something

of a rhetorician ; but he seems to have collected a good deal of

information unknown to, or disregarded by, Guy. He is full of

little facts which seem like bits of floating tradition garnered up

by a professed story-teller or borrowed from the Hastings ballads,

which, in accordance with the law of medieval history, are almost

certain to have been current within a few years of the fight. He
was largely pillaged by Orderic and by WilHam of Malmesbury.

He had once been a soldier; accordingly he is particularly good

in his account of the military disposition of the Norman troops, and

on the whole, despite his eloquence, his description of the battle is

clear and comparatively trustworthy. But he wrote from twenty to

thirty years after Hastings, and he wrote for the learned, not for

the people. He gives those facts about which he had heard or read,

or those which he considered important ; he does not give a full

account of the battle itself.

•'•8 Anno ah Incarnatione Domini MLXVIII Guillehnus rex legatos honorabiles in

Neustriam direxit ct Mathildem coniugem suam ad se venire j^raccepit. ... In clero

qui ad divi7ia ei tninistrahat Celebris Guido Anibianoriim pracsul eminebat, qui iam.

certamen Heraldi et Guillelmi versifice ediderat.—Ord. Yit. 1. iv. c. 4 (ed. Le Provost,

ii. 181).

*" Ibid. 1. iii. c. 15 (ii. 158). But compare iii. c. 5 and iv. c. 7. In Orderic's

ambiguity I follow the plausible conjecture of the Hist. Litt. dc la France, viii. p. 194,

which at least reconciles what otherwise seem to be conflicting statements.
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III. Next comes the Bayeux Tapestry. After a very careful
examination of this work of art I find myself utterly unable to
assign it a specific date. I should not like to say more than that
its construction lies between the date of the battle and the date of
the final disuse of the conical and nasalled helmet for the full vizor.
Now, as I know of a manuscript dating from 1194 to 1196, in which
all the soldiers have the conical helmet and the nasal, it is impos-
sible to say that these accoutrements went entirely out of use till a
hundred and forty years after Hastings. Hence I would say that
the tapestry dates from between 1066 and 1210, with a tendency to
the earlier rather than the later year. Apart from its age I consider
the tapestry as comparatively weak evidence, for many reasons
into which I cannot go here. In any case it cannot be received

as conclusive and final evidence in itself. It was wrought by women
who certainly were not on the field of battle. No one nowadays
supposes it to have been wrought till twenty or thirty years after

the battle. Its accuracy is seriously impeached (1) by the difficulty

of working details into so cumbrous a material
; (2) by the fact

that it seems to represent in the main not an original account of

the battle, but the story of Hastings as told in some ballad history

or tradition now lost
; (3) by its curious and in some cases more

than curious archaeology. It may be fairly good evidence for

the archaeological notions of the women who worked it, and for the

contents of the ballad history or legend on which it is founded.

But beyond this we cannot go. Before trusting it to such an extent

as to say that ' everything which may not be found therein or can-

not be proved thereby ' is absolutely false, we must know the names

of its workers and the character of the ballad or history or tradition ^^

«" The chanson de geste, it must be remembered, was not merely the novel, it was

also the news letter and the newspaper of medieval life. Side by side with the

fabulous epics that recounted the fabled exploits of Arthur, of Alexander, of Ogier,and

of Huon ran an historic stream of vernacular verse celebrating nearly all the great

movements and heroes of medieval history during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

These historic chansons de geste are for the most part lost except in so far as they have

been worked up into the jejune narrative of later chroniclers. But they were in many

cases written by men who had taken a part in the most famous deeds of medieval life,

or were familiar with the deeds of the heroes they celebrated. The first crusade was

sung in Old French verse by the crusading pilgrim Kichard (c. 1100 a.d.), and m

Provencal by the crusading knight Geoffrey Bechada (c. 1100). Anselm told the story

of Eichard I's exploits in the east-exploits he himself had witnessed. So too with

the Albigensian crusade, the EngUsh conquest of Ireland, the life of the great earl

marshal, and the fall of Acre. All these events were told in French or German verse

by more or less contemporary poets. These historic cliansons de ^este must of course

be judged on their own merits. They are often of the highest historical value
;
some-

times of little value or none. The general law is this : the nearer the histonc chanson

is to the time and scene and the nation with which it deals, the more is it to De

trusted ; the further it is parted from its original time, scene, or nation, the less con-

fidence can it claim. But, be the valueof any particular cMnson de ^^'^ 7^*'
^ ;^^^:

there always remains the grand distinction between the historical c/mnson (or medieval

news-letter) and the fabulous chanson (or medieval novel), though both beai tne
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on which it is based. It cannot stand as full evidence for the

minuter details of the battle any more than the old tapestries of

the house of lords could stand for ultimate authorities as to the

details of the destruction of the Spanish Armada. It represents

only just so much as the women who wrought it found easy to

represent, in stitch work ; and these w^omen cannot be in any case

primary authorities for the battle.^

^

It is a law too much forgotten by modern historians that in

nearly every case where we have an early medieval representation of

medieval events in stained glass or tapestry, these representations are

drawn not so much from verbal tradition as from ballad verse, or less

frequently from a popular prose histor}^ Before a story was popular

enough for its details to be worked up into glass or tapestry it had

to win its popularity ; and generally it won its popularity through the

rhymes or assonances of the wandering jongleur or trouvere. I

cannot insist too strongly on the fact that it is to the popularity

which a story has thus obtained that we owe its transfusion into

colour or stone. If we see Eoland and Oliver sculptured on the

cathedral gates at Verona, it is because the ' Chanson de Eoland,' or

one of its many remaniements, had familiarised all Italians with the

story of these two paladins. If we have the glorious windows of

Chartres cathedral all glowing with the story of the same tw^o

heroes, it is not because Einhard has mentioned them in his prose

and the Astronomer in his ' Life of Louis the Pious,' but because

some unknown poet had done the story of their death into Old

Erench verse for the people; it was the story of the poet (or

pseudo-Turpin) , not that of the eye-witness, which the glass-workers

of Chartres followed. If Suger blazoned the windows of his monas-

tery at St. Denys with scenes from the first crusade, it was not

because he got old crusaders of 1096 to superintend the work and

guarantee the archaeological accuracy of the costumes and the facts,

same name. Thus philologists tell us that the modern oiovel and our modern neivs-

paper are but variants of one and the same word (novus), a truth to which William of

Malmesbury and Eadmer bear partial witness when they call their works * Historia

Novella ' or ' Novorum ;
' a truth which was present, in all its fulness, to Cowper when

he wrote of the trashy and monotonous fiction of his own day

—

' And novels (witness every month's Review)
Belie their name and offer nothing new.'

*' I would here remark that, in my opinion, those who regard the tapestry as worked
by Odo's orders, and by so doing turn it into a semi-official report of the battle, go
much beyond their evidence. For, even if we put aside the fact that the external

history of the tapestry is extremely obscure for many centuries after the battle, we
have to remember that it is unfinished. Now if it is unfinished because of Odo's
departure on the first crusade (from which he never returned) it is a generation later

than the battle it professes to xjortray, i.e. it dates c. Sept. 1096. If, on the other hand,
Odo ordered its construction at a very much earlier date, it would seem that he cannot
have laid much store upon a work of art which he allowed to drag on from year to

year in an unfinished state. For the tapestry is not merely an incomplete liistorie

record
; it is an unfinished piece of needlework.
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but because the story of the crusade had got so firm a hold on the
people's mind that it was turned into verse within a few years of
the capture of Jerusalem. Again, if the story of the ' Pas d'Armes
de Saladin ' was so often worked into tapestry in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, it was not because many people had read the
' Itinerarium Kicardi,' but because an unknown poet had out of the
abundance of his own fancy made the story current on every lip!

The historic ivorth of the Bayeux tapestry depends on that of the
chanson, history or tradition underlying it. Till this is found we
cannot know the value of the facts it has preserved ; still less can
we assert the incredibility of incidents it has omitted.

IV. The same remarks apply to the poem of Baldric of Dol,^^
only in an intensified degree. Here we probably have to make allow-

ance for four stages of development— (1) imperfect knowledge of facts

in the old minstrel
; (2) fancy of the designer

; (3) fancy of the ladies

working the design
; (4) lapse of memory on Baldric's part, when

he describes in verse what he had seen perhaps only once. The
Quarterly Eeviewer should read the whole of Baldric's poem.
Let him study Baldric's description of the world and ask himself

whether that is a complete, or—even for its age— a full and accurate

account of the globe he lived in. For his description of the world

Baldric drew on Countess Adela's house decorations, which' in

their turn probably represented but the fancy of their designer,

based in its turn upon some ludicrously inadequate mappa mundi.

Those who have looked at the mappa mundi drawn by Baldric's

contemporary scholars, Domingo the monk and Peter the piior,

just two years after Baldric exchanged his abbey of Bourgueil for

the bishopric of Dol,^^ will see at once the sort of model which the

tapestry-w^orkers of Adela had to guide them in their work.

V. The ' Brevis Eelatio de Willelmo nobilissimo Comite

NoRMANNORUM ' is the work of an unknown writer in the days of

Henry I. His brief sketch of the battle contains nothing worthy

of remark.

YI. William of Malmesbury was born about 1095 (Stubbs,

* Gest. Keg.' pref. p. xiv)—that is, a generation later than the

battle. He wrote his history when getting on for thirty. His

account of Hastings is very valuable, though it is to some extent

«•- TweKth-century scholars will be amused at the eagerness with which the

Quarterly Eeviewer has forced Baldric of Dol (drawn apparently from the pages of the

English Historical Keview, July 1892) into the controversy. How very recent is the

Reviewer's knowledge even of Baldric's name is evident from. the facts (1) of his

persistent misspelling of Baldric's abbey—' Bourgeuil ' {sic)
; (2) by his fixing the

date of Baldric's accession to the abbacy ten years too early. I doubt whether many

people really acquainted with Baldric's historical work would dream of using him as

an important independent authority for any military matter. It is dangerous to

appeal to writers you have not carefully studied for yourself. Curiously enough seven

years ago I was meditating a monograph on Baldric's verse, if I recollect aright.

«3 Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 11695.
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based on William of Poitiers. As with everything he writes he has

turned the story into a literary work. He seems also to have had

some Hastings ballad or Hastings tradition behind his work—

a

ballad or tradition that was possibly likewise known, directly or

indirectly, to Wace, and perhaps to WiUiam of Poitiers and to the

workers of the tapestry. It is remarkable that his account of the

battle itself differs in important particulars from the tapestry and

from William of Poitiers ; but it presents as remarkable approaches

to both. William of Malmesbury has stories which are common to

Hmself and Wace and William of Poitiers, but absent from the

tapestry and Guy of Amiens. He has the ' Chanson de Koland '

incident, an incident common to himself and Wace only (but told

with such differences as to show that neither took it straight from

the other). He has the ' little hill ' fight common to himself and

the tapestry alone ; and the fight in the ravine, also common to

himself and the tapestry alone.^'* He is not entirely like any other

historian of the battle ; but he is not entirely dissimilar to them.

He seems to have had access to materials now lost ; and in some

cases his similarity to other writers or to the tapestry may be

ascribed not to direct borrowing from or by him, but to common
access to older sources.

Vn. Orderic Vitalis was born twenty years before William of

Malmesbury, but wrote at the very same time.^^ His account

stands far more apart from those of other writers than William's.

He seems to have made little use of the above-mentioned ballad

sources ; but he certainly had talked about Hastings with heroes

who had fought there, and this we can only say of him and Wace
among all the later writers of the battle. His utfertur ah Ms qui

\illi certamini] interfuerunt is unlike anything else outside Wace. It

is quite another thing from William of Jumieges's colloquial utferunt.

Orderic is also the first detailed writer of importance to show
the true meaning of the Malfosse incident, though I take it that on

this point he borrows from William of Jumieges rather than William

of Jumieges from him ;
^^ or both may have borrowed from a common

^* Of course it may be said that the tapestry has not the ravine combat. This is a

question of interpretation as to which scholars may honestly differ. If the tapestry

has not the ravine combat, so much the better for my point.
** M. Le Provost fixes the date of Orderic's third book (the Hastings book) in 1124

or earlier (Ord. Vit. vol. v. notice, p. xlvi). Dr. Stubbs places the first edition of

William of Malmesbury in 1124-5 {Gesta, Reg. vol. i. pref. p. xlv). I need not say,

what every scholar knows, that there was more than one edition of both William and
Orderic, as also of Henry of Huntingdon.

"" Except for this most important circumstance, William of Jumieges hardly deserves
mention as an authority for the battle itself, though he is fairly full as to the incidents

immediately preceding the battle. His work is dedicated to King William, and Orderic

tells us (1. vi. c. 10 ; Le Prevost, iii. 85-6) that the author carried it down to the con-

quest of England, and presented it to the Conqueror. It is now generally recognised that

the eighth book was added, and many of the chapters in the seventh book interpolated,
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source. Orderic has preserved one or two things peculiar to
himself, doubtless from oral tradition. He has, however, made one
or two mistakes of his own as to time and sequence of events.
This must happen to a writer who, basing his account (in its

outlines) on Guy of Amiens, has to weave into Guy's bare frame-
work in^cidents which he learned from other sources without any
particular note of time, place, or sequence.

VIII. Henry of Huntingdon was probably born c. lOSO,*^^ and
died c, 1154. His history, in its original form, was pubhshed in

1129. His account of Hastings contains little that is of importance.

He does not seem to have had access to ballad literature on the

subject ; and it would be hard to say whence he gets a great part

of his details. Nor is this a matter of much importance ; for in

his account of the battle he has blundered more than any other

writer, considering the brevity of his real narrative. He makes
Hastings fought ' in planis ' instead of on a hill ; he seems to trans-

form Malfosse from a natural chasm or an old fossatum into a pur-

posely covered ditch lying in front instead of at the rear of

the English army, and he utterly confuses the narrative, making it

appear that the Normans tumbled inadvertently into this covered

trench during a, feigned retreat,^^ -when they had not tumbled into it

in the real flight which preceded the feigned one or in their advance

to the attack. He has lost sight of the real reason of the Malfosse

disaster, viz. that this ravine was overgrown with grass, and the

Normans in the eagerness of their pursuit (not their flight) did not

see the nature of the ground, owing to the gathering dusk. Orderic

and William of Jumieges both knew this.

IX. We have now come to almost the last but in some respects

the greatest of our authorities for the battle of Hastings. Wage—

whose surname (or it may be his Christian name) is unknown

—was a Norman by birth. He was. born in the island of

Jersey, probably between the years 1100 and 1110.^^ It will

thus be seen that he practically represents the same layer of

tradition as William of Malmesbury, whose younger contemporary

l)yEobertof Torigny; of these interpolations, however, the Hastings chapter 0- vii.

<3. 35) is not one. William's evidence as to Malfosse must be taken as final. He could

not have misplaced the one incident of the battle which he relates at any length, and

this in a work presented to the Conqueror within a few years of the battle itself.

Moreover, on this point he is confirmed by the next best authority as to such a matter

—the local Chronicle of Battle abbey.
„, , , j » ^A\

«^ He had seen Lanfranc, who died in 1089. Ep. ad Walterum, p. 314 (ed. Arnold).

«3 He may have had Guy of Amiens in his mind when he wrote this; for (^uy,

true to his courtly instincts, and unwilling to admit that his Norman heroes could be

beaten, has turned the first flight into nonsense by saying that it was orderea as

a feigned flight, but converted by the folly of the Normans themselves into a real^ne

This attempt to gloss over a plain and palpable fact speaks or itself with most

readers who carefully compare the remaining accounts of the battle.

- He tells us that he had been clerc lisant under three Henries, i.e. he must

have been well advanced in manhood when Henry I died.
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he was. But Wace was far more favourably situated for hearing

the traditions of the great battle than William. Wace was brought

up in a little corner of Normandy, teeming with memories of the

years 1066 and 1067. He had seen and talked with many men who
recollected things anterior to Hastings and the Hastings campaign.

Among his informants for this latter was his own father, then, we
may suppose, a well-grown lad, if not an actual participant in the

fight.

Ifany one asks me who it is that puts this history into French, I will

tell him. I am Wace, from the Isle of Jersey, which lies—a fief of

Normandy—in the sea towards the west. In the Isle of Jersey was I born
;

whe7i still a little child I ivas taken to Caen and there set to study letters.

After this I was a long time in France, and on my return from that

country I dwelt a great while in Caen, busying myself with making French
books.

As a reward for his services Henry II gave him a prebend in

Bayeux cathedral. He lived on to the year 1170 at the least,

possibly longer.

Now we have to consider what sort of a writer Wace was ; what
were his peculiar qualifications for writing an account of Hastings,

and what were his disadvantages.

A, As to his advantages

—

1. He had seen and known and talked with many men whose
memories dated back at least to 1066. When he wishes to correct

the excessive number of ships which earlier writers reported the

Conqueror to have carried over to England, he does so because
* my father (I recollect it well, though I was only a boy at the

time) told me that—ships, boats, skiffs (esqueis)^ all told—there were
696.' Truthful, however, to the last degree, he sets both accounts

before his readers, his father's plain statement and what he had
found * written ' in a book

—

' truly or falsely I know not '—the

huge total of 3,000.

2. Wace's account of the battle is full of details which every one
must feel to have been derived from the men who fought at Hastings,

or from their children. On point after point he fills up the lacume

of earlier writers from an almost inexhaustible fountain of local

tradition. No one but Wace has told us of the deadly effect of the

English ' two-handed axes
;

' no one but Wace has told us of little

personal incidents of the battle—incidents that have no value in

themselves, except as showing how direct was Wace's contact with
those whose deeds he celebrates, or with their children. I will give

one instance only. The battle was at its thickest when there arose

an Enghsh captain leading a hundred men, armed in various ways.
All the hundred were brave, but their leader was the bravest. He
was tall of stature and wielded a gigantic battle-axe, ' whose head
{alemele) was over a foot long,' Neither Norman knight nor Nor-
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man horse could stand before him ; if his axe glanced off an enemy's
polished helmet it was only to fall on the charger's neck with such
violence as to bring both horse and rider to the ground. * I know
not,' says the wary Wace, careful here at all events not to go beyond
his authority, ' if he struck his foe a second blow ; but the Normans
who saw this first blow were panic-struck '

(s'eshahirent) , till Eoger
of Montgomery coming up parried or anticipated the axe in its

descent and felled its owner to the ground. Then with a cry,
' Strike home, Frenchmen, strike, and we shall win the day,*

Eoger cheered his fellows on to further fight. Now in this and in

a hundred other details Wace shows that he is in actual touch with
a living tradition of the battle. To any one carefully readmg him
and comparing his account with those of all other contemporary
or nearly contemporary writers it is plain that he has garnered up
the reminiscences of the old heroes who fought at Hastings as no
one else has cared to do. It is for this reason that he refuses to

cumber up his battle piece with divisions and subdivisions of the

action, though he must have had a general if not a minute know-
ledge of those divisions. To make full and direct use of them as his

outline would have involved him in falsehood or false implications

;

for if he had used them he would have had to put these details in

some definite place, either before the real flight or between the real

flight and the feigned flight, or between the feigned flight and
Harold's fall, or between Harold's fall and the end of the day.

He avoids to some extent such danger by refusing to make full use

of the recognised divisions of the battle. Probably he did this un-

consciously, just as we all ofteii use vague language when we are

not quite sure of the minutiae of our facts.

3. Wace is a very sober writer, and he is superlatively honest.

Nothing will make him set down as a fact what he suspects not to

be true. More than this, he had something of the shrewd scepticism

which has so strongly marked off the scholars of our own age from

earlier writers. He was not, like William of Malmesbury, a greedy

swallower of every wonder that he could rake up from any quarter.

If men told him a strange story he investigated it so far as it was

in his power ; and if he found himself wrong he had the courage to

laugh at his own mistake. Thus, to take one example, men told

him of a wondrous forest in Brittany, and of a fountain hidden in

its depths. The forest was haunted by fairies—a sacred spot

where no rain fell—a spot which the rustics shunned, a spot fre-

quented only by birds and stags. Such marvels Wace could hardly

believe, though he was too much the child of his age to deny them

bluntly. He did as every man ought to do, but as very few men

actually do before they either affirm or deny a proposition: he

went to see the haunted forest of Brocehand for himself. Needless

to say, he found the rumours false.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. ^
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Thither went I, seeking wonders ;

Saw the forest, saw the country.

Marvels sought I, but I found none
;

Fool I went there, fool returned I

—

Fool returned as fool I went there.

Folly sought I ; fool I dubbed me.

4. Wace, though relying mainly on other sources, did not, so it

seems, altogether neglect the Latin chronicles. Time after time does

he tell us of what he found written in hooks. But when dealing with

books he is careful to give (at least on many occasions) the variant

versions. I have given one instance of this above ; in another

place, when talking of Harold's shipwreck and the cause of Harold's

undertaking the voyage, he states one theory and then another,

but with the caution :
' Thus have I found it written, but another

book tells me otherwise.' ' I know not what the real fact is ; but.

we find both the one account and the other in writing.'

5. Wace constantly refuses to put down a fact for which he has

no authority. He will not deliberately fable, even though it be to his

profit. I have only space for one instance. The count of Flanders

sends to William asking for large promises of reward if he will

join in the expedition against England. William sends back a sealed

but blank parchment, by the hands of a nameless messenger. Wace,.

with his perfect hunger for picturesque detail, longs to clench his

narrative by telling us what the count's answer was. But he is

too honest to invent, though it would give the touch of verisimili-

tude to his tale : he breaks off a good story at its climax with the

quiet remark

—

Ne sai que li quens respondi,

Mais le vaslet s'en departi.

B, Now comes the question of Wace's disadvantages.

1. Owing to the system on which he wrote, Wace could not

always give the true sequence of events culled from so many different

sources and enacted at so many parts of the field by so many
different actors. Hence we have no right to look to him for a>

chronology of the battle. He does not profess to give it.

2. His system of collecting so much information from so many
different sources must, to some extent, lead him into seeming (or

occasionally real) discrepancies between the various strata of his own
narrative. Still more will this be the result when any third person

attempts, as Mr. Freeman did, to harmonise Wace's account with

those of other and very imperfectly informed writers.

3. Like every other writer of his day, Wace was probably a little

too eager to accept a pointed and good story on the merits of its

beauty as a story. On this head we cannot speak positively. But,

in any case, most of Wace's good stories are to be found in other

writers, and in using them he is neither better nor worse than
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his predecessors. We cannot say for certain whether the story of the
' seisin ' at Duke William's landing and that of the reversed hauberk
at Telham are true or false. They may be either ; but it is not to
these parts of the narrative that we must look if we wish to appre-
ciate the real value of Wace as an authority for Hastings. It is to
the little incidents of the battle—such things as the weapons wielded
by the English—and the battle generally as it appeared, not so
much to the Norman leaders and to a court poet who was, for
aught we know, a hundred miles away from Hastings on 14 Oct. 1066
but to the rank and file of those who had felt the downrush of the
Norse battle-axe and seen the EngHsh ranks hold their ground so
bravely and so well above their wall of shields and stakes and
wood. Wace's is the soldier's account of the battle; and we natu-
rally turn to him for details which the court poet would hardly
think it worth his while to note, even if he knew of them.

X. Last of all we come to the * Chronicon de Bello.' Of this I

will only say here that it is of great importance as preserving the
local tradition as to local details. By its aid we are able to check
Orderic's and William of Jumieges's account of Malfosse, as Mr.
Freeman has done (iii. 770), and to certify that this disaster took
place at the end, not the beginning, of the battle. The chronicle

was probably drawn up in the latter half of the twelfth century.

To sum up : (1) It has been seen that of the ten^^ narratives of

Hastings which we have noticed only one, that of Guy of Amiens,

is in a strict sense contemporary with the event of which he treats.

But even Guy, so far as we know, was not within 100 miles of the

field when the battle was fought. His narrative, though doubtless

truthful for the most part, cannot in the nature of things contain

the whole truth, but only such fragments of the truth as a court,

poet, writing to show off his Latinity, was able to weave into verse^

Everything of importance that Guy tells us could be put into one-

twentieth of the space over which he spreads it.

(2) We next have an author writing from twenty to thirty years

after the battle. William of Poitiers's account of Hastings is only a

small portion of a larger work. What authorities he used we know

not, unless it were Guy of Amiens. His additional details seem to

have come (a) from a written (ballad or Latin) source now lost;

(h) perha'ps from conversation with those who fought at Hastings.

But as to this last we know nothing.

(3) Next comes the Bayeux tapestry, concerning which enough

has been said above ; and

'" I do not include William of Jumi^ges among these ten because his account of the

battle is so very short. For the same or other reasons I have not thought it necessary

to take special notice of the English Chronicle, Florence of Worcester, Benedict of Ste.

Maure, Geoffrey Gaimar, and a few other writers.
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(4) Lastly we come to the great group of historians writing

some sixty years and more after the battle. Most of these writers

seem to have used—apart from Guy of Amiens and William of

Poitiers—written (ballad or historical) sources now lost. All of

them also in part gathered up the floating traditions of their

districts. But of them all none was so well situated for getting at

true and trustworthy local tradition as Wace. He may have taken

up his pen somewhat later than the rest ; but it cannot be too

much insisted on that the traditions he worked into his narrative

are the traditions of his youth and early manhood, from 1110 to

1130, just the time when William of Malmesbury and Orderic were

writing. It is absolutely unjust to draw a chronological distinction

between his sources of information and William's, on the ground that

Wace only put pen to paper in his riper manhood, while William

wrote his narrative before he was thirty. Wace had access to fuller

Hastings traditions (many of them at first hand) than any other

writer of his age ; or at least he made fuller use of his opportuni-

ties. He knew the muster-roll of the men who fought at Hastings

on the Norman side, and he gives their names in detail ;
^^ he

did not know the names of the English who fought there, and so,

with his scrupulous regard for truth so far as he could ascertain

it, he gives not the name of a single English warrior except Harold

and his brothers. Where other writers could only give, or cared

only to give, a meagre outline of the battle and all that led up

to it, he is full and detailed. His account '^^
is probably twice

as long—possibly three times as long—as those of all the other

eight writers I have mentioned put together. It is not, of course,

that all he tells us is of equal value. Nor is all that any other

writer tells us (with the possible exception of Guy ; and here I use

the word ' exception ' in a special sense) of equal value. The wary
historian soon gets to distinguish between the various layers of nar-

rative woven into or superposed upon an early history. He shakes

his head over the story of the ' seisin ' at Pevensey or the 'inverted

hauberk ' at Hecheland. He will not pronounce these stories false ; he

will not pronounce them true ; there is no substantial reason why they

should not have happened ; but, knowing what human nature is, he
does not care to guarantee them.. Of such stories Wace has his fill,

like any other writer, only perhaps in greater profusion, because he
took more pains to collect his materials, and had a wider web into

which to weave them. Here he is part and parcel of his age
;

" I do not doubt that he or his copyists have made a few mistakes in the long
muster roll of names he gives.

" I.e. his account of the whole series of events that culminated in Hastings. This,

it must be remembered, is the ' very crown and flower of his work ;
' and it is just before

embarking on this part of his greatest work that he gives us the naive account of his

parentage and his previous hfe quoted above—doubtless as a solemn witness of his

capacity and qualifications for the more than epic task he was about to enter on.
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neither above it nor below it ; one with William of Malmesbury, one
with Orderic, one with the chronicler of Battle Abbey, one with the
far-off Snorro Sturleson. But his unique and central distinction is

that, having moved while yet a boy or a young man among the
heroes of the Conquest or their children, he had gathered at* the
Norman knight's board or at the humbler fireside of the Norman
armiger many a detail of the strife that the set historian, writing in
Latin, did not know, or, if he did know, scorned. In these details,

often pointless, but fresh, as every one feels them to be, from an
almost personal knowledge of the fight, he shows a living acquaint-
ance with the battle from the soldier's point of view. He has
Httle or nothing to do with threefold and fourfold divisions

of the contest. The private soldier, fighting hard to preserve
his own life or take the life of his enemy, knew nothing of these

things. But the private soldier did know his danger when he saw
the tall Englishman whirhng his gigantic battle-axe with its foot-

long blade ; he knew when his own leader struck the enemy to

earth in all men's sight ; he knew when the luckless horse, taking

fright before a bramble bush, so nearly pitched its hapless rider to

his doom ; above all, he knew how staunchly the English axe man
stood his ground behind his rude barricade of interwoven stakes and

shields, or behind the coarse timber, torn from house and fence and

tree. It is for details like these that we prize Wace ; we know him
to have been honest, and we feel that here at least he is true.

It must be remembered that historical evidence differs from

legal and scientific evidence in the fact that we cannot cross-examine

our witnesses or multiply our experiments. All history claims for

itself one thing only—a ' reasonable probability.' No wise historian

will claim for his details more than this. No historian worthy of the

name would ever think of saying, ' Such and such a course of events

7nust be as I have stated them ; they cannot be otherwise in the

very least degree.' He knows that in point after point—especially

as regards the march of events in a battle—second and third and

fourth combinations are possible. And the greater the number

of his authorities for a battle the more numerous will be the

possible combinations. When the modern historian has only one

account of a battle his course is easy; he puts down what is

written for gospel. Let him have a second account, the necessity

for combination comes in, and his chances of going wrong are

doubled
;
give him a third, and they are trebled, and so on. He is

like a child playing with a toy map of which, in any case, more

than two-thirds of the pieces are lost. He may be pretty sure that

much of what he admits into his reconstruction was really and

truly a part of the map, say, of England and not of France. But he

knows perfectly well that many and many a piece must be placed

hypothetically, and hypothetically alone. It is easy for one who comes
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after him so to deal with his work as to disguise the real character

of such a reconstruction. It is no disgrace to a ten-year-old child,

who has spent hours in reconstructing his much-loved map of

England with the help of his father's big atlas from the library, if

his baby brother takes hold of the Kent block, which he (the

elder boy) has placed somewhere in the south-east corner of his

map, and plumps it down into the middle of the great blank that

stands where Yorkshire should be. Any one can do a thing of this

kind ; and the less the difficulties of the reconstruction are understood

the easier it will be for the irresponsible baby to make confusion of

comparative, but confessedly imperfect, truth.

To conclude. In the main there have been four points at issue

between the Quarterly Reviewer and myself. These four points, as

I understand them, are : The Reviewer holds (1) that there were no

barricades or paKsades at Hastings ; (2) that Wace's * crucial pas-

sage ' does not (either in whole or part) refer to a barricade ^^

;

(3) that in this crucial passage 11. 7815-6 * refer to a shield wall

'

and * not ' to a palisade or barricade of any kind
; (4) that the * d'ais

'

of 1. 7823 refers not to planks or stakes, but is the equivalent of the

old English * bord,' in a passage where * bord ' means a shield.*^*

As to (1), Mr. Round and the Quarterly Reviewer seem to be

in accord. In (2) they seem to differ; for the Reviewer is very

severe on Mr. Freeman for seeing both a barricade and a shield

wall in the crucial passage—especially for seeing the barricade.

We find Mr. Round, on the other hand, * starting from the/aci ' that

this same passage supports and opposes both meanings,"^^ In (3) both

writers seem once more to be agreed ; but only to part company,

as it appears, over (4). For Mr. Round, as was to be expected in

a scholar of his attainments, has not a word to say in favour of a

rendering which he doubtless regards as a ' singular delusion

'

(the words I believe are his own, though used in a different context)

on the part of his ally.

I have no space to examine Mr. Round's explanation—if such it

can be called—of the crucial passage. He is certainly not very clear,

and his words are open to any number of interpretations. But he
seems pi-etty clear on three points : (1) that Wace did not know his

own meaning
; (2) that he misunderstood William of Malmesbury ;

and (3) that the w^hole crucial passage of twelve lines is nothing
more than an expansion of five words from Wilham of Malmesbury

—

Conserta ante se scutorum testudine. This theory seems to me to leave

matters in worse confusion .than it found them. I have, I trust,

shown that there is no need to suppose that Wace did not know
what he was writing about ; and that, so far from his words con-

fusing WiUiam of Malmesbury's brief phrase, they may be regarded

•=> Quarterly Revieiv, July 1892, p. 14, lines 13-45
; p. 15, lines 1, 2.

'* Ibid., p. 12, lines 17-37. "^^ Engl. Hist. Eev. viii. 681, lines 4-12.
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as the key by which to explain the distinct difficulty presented by
that phrase. At any rate the two passages do not contradict each
other ; so that of course there is no need to have resort to Mr.
Eound's theory to explain away a confusion which does not exist. I

must add that even if this contradiction did exist, Mr. Round's ex-

planation appears to me fuller of difficulties than the passage it pro-

fesses to explain.^^ The truth is no doubt this : The Quarterly

Eeviewer wrote his first article under the distinct impression that

the ' crucial passage ' referred, in Wace's mind, to a shield wall and
nothing else. This was his principal reason for saying that Mr.

'" I will briefly sketch out some of the difficulties of the new theory. (1) So
long as Mr. Keary's description of the kneeling shield wall (with the word kneeling left

out) was allowed to pass as a description of an English standing shield wall, some
people (who had not looked at the Bayeux tapestry) might think that Mr. Keary's
-' low tower of men,' with overlapping shields nearly covering them from head to foot

(since practically two shields went to one man), was a possible parallel to Wace's
•description of his barricade. When, however, we remove half of Mr. Keary's shields,

the resemblance disappears, unless Mr. Round is seriously prepared to maintain that

a large section of the English at Hastings (and these probably the axe men) fought

upon their knees. (2) It takes no account of the phrase ' faire escuz de fenestrese

d'altres fuz devant els.^ (3) It has, so far at least, offered no clear and satisfactory

explanation of the line * D'escuz e d'ais s'avironoenL' Again (4) as to William of

Malmesbury's conserta ante se scutorum testudine Mr. Round writes that {a) Wace's
* cscw^—otherwise impossible to explain—faithfully renders the scuta of William ; while

the latter's testudo, though strictly accurate, clearly led him astray.' Again (6) he writes

:

* Fait en orent devant closture clearly renders William of Malmesbury's conserta ante se

scutorum testudine.^ Now do these two statements mean that at one part of his twelve

lines of so-called paraphrase Wace practically took the word scutorum apart from

testudo ; at another time testudo apart from scutorum ; and at another time rendered

the whole phrase correctly in one single line ? If Mr. Round's words do not mean this

or something like this, what do they mean ? Again, much on the same lines he writes

that the escuz of line 7815 ' must mean ' a ' shield.' Now, a shield must be held in

the hand or not. The Quarterly Reviewer evidently thinks it refers to the shields of

a shield wall, and therefore (unless he is going to accept my theory and Mr. Freeman's

theory of a developed shield wall) these ' escuz ' must have been held in their owners'

hands whether these owners were two-handed axe men or no. Accordingly Wace

^seems to have been all right, from the Reviewer's point of view {i.e. he was describing

.a shield wall), so long as he kept to ' escuz ;
' he was also all right so long as he kept

to William of Malmesbury's whole phrase, as he did in the line ' Fait en orent devant

closture.' But though (for anything we are expressly told to the contrary) through

eight Hues of his rendering Wace has managed to represent the shield wall meaning

of his author fairly well and ' clearly,' yet at the ninth line he introduces a gratuitous

blunder and borrows from William a word (which William never uses) as a translation

of another word (testudo) whose meaning he had ' clearly ' rendered only just before.

In other words Wace suddenly and without cause parts scutorum from the testudine to

which it naturally belongs. The Quarterly Reviewer has charged Mr. Freeman with

•' dividing the picture ; ' that is as nothing to what Mr. Round is now doing in dividing a

line and separating a genitive from the ablative on which it depeijds. And how does

Mr. Round justify this action ? On what grounds does he ask us to believe that Wace

suddenly transforms what had originally been a movable shield wall held in tlie hands

of men into a palisade of some sort fixed into the ground ? Why, simply to suit his

assumption (an assumption that cannot be proved) that Wace's twelve lines are nothing

more than an expansion ol five ivords from William of Malmesbury. Mr. Round asks

us to believe a very unlikely thing to begin with, and then offers in proof of it what seems

.to me an impossibility.
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Freeman's palisades (which, as I noted above, he admits to have

been mainly based on the * crucial passage ') were ' imaginary and

imaginary only.' This position I have shown to be untenable;,

hence a new combatant, or at least an old combatant under a new

name, has to be put forward to maintain an entirely different theory :

not that Mr, Freeman teas altogether wrong in his interpretation oj

Wace ; hut that JVace teas ivrong in his interpretation of William oj

Malmeshury.

It will be noticed that neither Mr. Round nor the Quarterly

Reviewer has ever ventured to translate a single line of the crucial

passage. I leave my readers to infer the reason of this. It has

been suggested that Mr. Round has stepped down into the contro-

versy so as to cover the Quarterly Reviewer's retreat from an

untenable position. But, from private knowledge, I am glad to be

able to suggest a more satisfactory reason. Mr. Round's sudden

appearance may be due simply to a good-natured desire to end a

controversy that was growing too serious with a laugh

—

Solventur

risu tabulae ; and Mr. Round may have brought forward this theory

of Wace's * confusion ' so as to raise a good-humoured smile at my
expense ; and had I controverted his theory in so many words he

would doubtless have retorted :
* You are controverting yourself,

not me ; for it is from you that I have borrowed my theory.' And,

indeed, eighteen months ago, before I had carefully considered

Wace's passage in all its bearings, I did suggest both to Mr. Round
and the Quarterly Reviewer (singularly enough, as it seemed to me,

in the same letter) that ' Wace may not have clearly conceived w^hat

he was describing.' I still hold Mr. Round's reply to my letter—

a

reply in which he expresses a favourable opinion of a theory which he

then expressly called mine (not his) : a theory which at that time he

did not venture to call his own. I need hardly say that I am quite

guiltless of any special application of this theory to Wace or any
one else. Indeed, I abandoned the theory almost as soon as I had
conceived it. May I not fairly cherish the hope that, as it has

taken Mr. Round twelve months to reach pretty much the same
position that I held in August 1892, another twelve months may
find him standing where I now stand ?

With these words I leave Mr. Round and the Quarterly Review^er

to settle between themselves the exact limits of their agreement and
disagreement. Perhaps, like the warriors sprung from Cadmus's
dragon teeth, they will demolish each other's arguments. At all

events, when they disagree we shall naturally set one authority

against the other. When they agree we shall, equally of course,

ask who the Quarterly Reviewer is. Till we know this point, to

offer the Quarterly Reviewer as a guarantee for Mr. Round's
opinions is much hke Falstaff's conduct in offering Bardolph to

tailor Doubleday in surety for the payment of his [Falstaff's] bill

;
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and with Doubleday I should be entitled to cry out : ' Procure me
better assurance than Bardolph ; I will not take his bond ; I like
not the security.' Mr. Eound, I expect, is thoroughly 'enjoying the
humour of the situation he has created. It is, indeed, a masterly
situation. Mr. Bound gives evidence in favour of the Quarterly
Eeviewer, the Quarterhj Eeviewer in favour of Mr. Eound. I have
just alluded to ' Henry lY,' and I cannot doubt that as he thinks of
the later developments of this controversy Dame Quickly's words,
from the same play, are often in Mr. Bound's mind, if not actually
on his lips :

' T faith this is excellent sport.' T. A. Archer.

Part II.

There rises before us, in the twilight, a vision of the hill of battle. As
the Conqueror holds high revel among the dying and the dead

—

' Mult ont Engleis grant del eu

Del rei Heraut qu'il ont perdu,

E del due qui aueit vencu,

Qui I'estandart out abatu '

—

* Sire,' exclaims his faithful friend, * beware of the fury of your foes,

maddened by their leader's fall
:

'

—

' Mult se quident ainz vengier,

E mult se quident vendre chier.'

But the Conqueror sits unmoved. For us, too, the fight is over ; and

so, like the duke, as the darkness fell, we sheathe once more our sword,

claiming, in the phrase Mr. Freeman loved, that we have possession of

the place of slaughter.^

Students of the history of the Norman conquest of England

have indeed in one sense lost their leader. But have they lost him

in the other sense which the above-quoted words would imply ?

Is he really ' fallen ;
' is the standard indeed overthrown ; and has

the field which seemed to be his special domain really become the

prize of a nameless stranger ?

The first attempt to impugn the accuracy of Mr. Freeman's

account of the battle of Senlac was pubhshed in the Quarterhj

lieview in July 1892. The attack was met by Mr. Archer in the

Contemporart/ Revieiv for March 1893, and with him the Quarterhj

Eeviewer at once opened a fresh discussion, which was continued

for some weeks in the columns of the Athenceum. The Eeviewer

declared himself

' ready to answer . . . every question he ' [Mr. Archer] ' has put, and

every point that he has raised.' ^ ' In my detailed reply,' he wrote again,

' I shall dispose of all the alleged errors—excepting one . . . in turn.'
^

* The answer on the whole case . . . will appear in due course. ... Mr.

1 Quarterhj Review, July 1893, p. 104. ^ AtJiencsum, 8 April 1893, p. 441.

5 AthencBum, G May, p. 574.
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Archer may rest assured that my answer will dispose (with the one

exception I have dealt with) of all the "errors" he has so ingeniously

manufactured.'^

The article which appeared in the Quarterly Review of last July,

and of which I have quoted the closing words, is therefore evidently

to be regarded as complete and final, so far as the Eeviewer's own

position with respect to the points at issue is concerned, and as

containing every statement and every argument which he deems

essential to his case. That article I propose to consider point by

point, always, of course, duly bearing in mind its double character

of (a) a complement to the article published by the same writer in

the same periodical twelve months earlier and (b) a rejoinder to

Mr. Archer.

The Eeviewer's first two pages are occupied with some general

observations on a poem by Baudri, abbot of Bourgueil, to whose

value as an authority for the battle he desires to call attention.

In connexion with this part of his subject I have only to remark

that he has been unfortunate in his printer, who, on each of the

three occasions where the name of Baudri's abbey is mentioned

—

once in the heading of the article and twice afterwards in the first

page—has spelt it Bourgeuil.

I. The Eeviewer then proceeds to discuss Mr. Freeman's account

of the opening of the battle.

There is no question that the fight began with an advance of the Norman
infantry ; William of Poitiers and Bishop Guy are in complete accordance

on the fact. But what was the intention of that advance ? Mr.

Freaman assumed, without hesitation, that * they were to strive to break

down the palisades .... and so to make ready the way for the charge

of the horse ' (p. 467) ; that ' the French infantry had to toil up the hill,

and to break down the palisade '
(p. 477). But we find, on reference,

that the above writers say nothing of any such intention. . . . Moreover

the only weapons they speak of are slings and bows and arrows, which are

scarcely the tools for pioneers. But William of Poitiers puts us on the

track of a very different explanation. . . . We hold ... on the ex-

cellent authority of Baudri and William of Poitiers, that the infantry were

used for the definite purpose of galling the English by their missiles,

and so enticing them to leave their ranks and become a prey to the horse.

As soon as their line had thus been broken, the cavalry were to charge.''

The Eeviewer's argument here is founded upon three omissions

of his own— (1 and 2) the omission in each of his quotations from

Mr. Freeman of some words which entirely alter the sense of the

passages ; (3) the omission to take account of the distinction between

light-armed and heavy-armed infantry. This distinction is plainly

marked by William of Poitiers : Pedites in fronte locavit, sagittis

armatos ct halistis^ item pedites in ordine secundo firmiores et

* Ath2nccum, 20 May, p. 637. ^ Quarterly Bevieu; pp. 75, 76.
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loricatos ; ultimo turmas equitum.^ Mr. Freeman (who quotes
William's words in a foot note) writes

—

First . . . marched the archers, slingers, and cross-bow men, then
the more heavily armed infantry, lastly the horsemen. The reason of

this arrangement is clear. The light-armed were to do what they could
with their missiles to annoy the English, and, if possible, to disorder
their close array. On them followed the heavy infantry ; they were to

strive to break down the palisades, &c. (p. 467). After the first discharge

of arrows, the heavier foot followed to the attack, and the real struggle

now began. The French infantry had to toil up the hill, &c. (p. 477).

On the one hand the Eeviewer has misread Mr. Freeman as

assigning to ' the infantry ' as a whole functions which Mr. Free-

man carefully limited to its second (the heavy-armed) division ; on
the other, he has himself extended to * the infantry ' as a whole

the functions which belong specially to the first (the light-armed)

division, to whom Mr. Freeman no less carefully assigns them.

II. Again the Eeviewer writes :

—

Baudri's poem suggests a novel view by its definite statement that the

Normans in their flight reached the duke's post. Mr. Freeman imagined

that the duke himself had been fighting in the front line (pp. 479, 480),

but a careful comparison of his authorities, William of Poitiers and

Bishop Guy, will show that, on the contrary, they support Baudri's

statement. Each speaks of the duke as * meeting ' {occurrens—occurrit)

the fugitives, a difficulty which Mr. Freeman evaded by writing that * he

met or pursued the fugitives.' ^

No * imagination ' was required to place the duke in the front

at the moment of the first flight of his troops ; the fact comes

from William of Poitiers. He tells us that when the light-armed

had failed to make an impression on the English ranks, 'suh-

veniunt equites, et qui posteriores fuere fiunt primi '
®— the

duke (whose original post had been, as Mr. Freeman says

(p. 463), at *the innermost centre of the advancing host'—'in

the midst of all '— * the immediate leader of that choicest and

central division,' the native Norman cavalry) being of course at

their head. It was after this advance of the cavalry that first the

foot, then the Breton horsemen and other auxiliaries on the left

wing, and finally, as WiUiam of Poitiers says, /ere cuncta ducis acics,

including the Norman cavalry themselves, were seized with a panic

and fled ; turning, as it seems, their backs on their leader and

leaving him almost alone in face of the foe. It was therefore hardly

possible to reconcile this position of affairs with the other statement

of William of Poitiers, ' Princeps . . . fugientibus occurrit,' except by

using an alternative word—' met or pursued.' William's real mean-

ing probably was that the duke galloped his horse round from the

rear to the front of the fugitives, and thus met them in their flight.

« Duchesne, p. 201 c. ^ Quarterly Review, p. 77. « Duchesne, pp. 201 d, 202 a.
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III. From his criticism of Mr. Freeman the Eeviewer here

turns aside to lodge a complaint against Mr. Archer.

We may here conveniently break our narrative to glance at an

attempted vindication of Mr. Freeman's ' conception of the battle,' con-

tributed to the Contemporary Beview for March by Mr. T. A. Archer.

Although we impugned the accuracy of the * Norman Conquest ' passim,

Mr. Archer confined his rejoinder to one point alone, the battle of

Hastings. And though, even in the brief space we could then allot to

that subject, we enumerated several matters on which we differed from

Mr. Freeman, Mr. Archer does not attempt to reply to us on more than

one of these matters, the existence of a ' palisade.' ^

Mr. Archer has stated his reason for limiting his reply to one

point :
' In one matter only does the Eeviewer so much as attempt

to lay hold upon an error of the first magnitude.' ^° That matter

was the great battle piece of which the Eeviewer had said that he

selected it for criticism at the very outset, ' because it may fairly

be described as Mr. Freeman's greatest achievement, the point

where he is strongest of all.' ^^ 'It is . . . the very crown and

flower of his work ; and it is, we venture to assert, mistaken in its

essential points.' ^^

Again, Mr. Archer writes

—

Let us now . . . read what the Eeviewer says about Mr. Freeman's

theory, that Harold at Hastings surrounded his camp with palisades.

* Mr. Freeman's fortress . . . incredible though it may sound . . . had
absolutely no existence save, as he wrote of his predecessor Thierry, in the

pages of romances like his own. Every allusion to this palisade through-

out this hard-fought day is imaginary, and imaginary alone. . . . Of course

Mr. Freeman's fortress has secured universal acceptance. Its "palisades"

and " barricades " figure now in every history. . . . We have fully discussed

this statement respecting the "palisades," because it affects, we shall find,

the whole story of the battle. It is the very keystone of Mr. Freeman's

description, and if removed brings with it the whole edifice to the ground.'

It is clear, from these and similar words, that the Eeviewer lays more
stress on proving that Mr. Freeman's palisade theory is wrong than on

any other part of his paper. It is, indeed, the one definite and important

point on which he joins issue. ... To overthrow the Eeviewer here is to

render almost all that he says about the battle of Hastings nugatory ; for

it is all based, more or less, on the presumption that Mr. Freeman is wrong
in the matter of the palisades. ^^

As the Eeviewer does not assert that his position has here been
either misrepresented or misunderstood, his complaint seems to

rest upon somewhat insufficient grounds.

IV. The Eeviewer proceeds

—

We shall now not merely reaffirm our position in this matter—which
» Quarterly Revieiv, p. 77. >» Contemporanj Revieiv, p. 335.
" Quarterly Beview, July 1892, p. 6. >2 j^^yZ. p. 20.
" Contemiwrary Review, p. 338. . ,
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Mr. Archer, we shall show, has utterly failed to shake-but shall carry
our criticism further still, as the best reply to his efforts. Let us then
glance at the episode described by Mr. Freeman as the 'great slaughter
of the French in the western ravine '

(p. 489). We select this as
having been invented by Mr. Freeman alone, and as iUustrating the
peculiar use he made, at times, of his authorities ... We turn to the
spirited version of Wace. ... He first tells us (11. 7869-70, 8103-6)
that the English had made a ' fosse,' tvhich the Normans had passed
unnoticed in their advance. These passages Mr. Freeman accepts with-
out question (p. 476). ^^

The italics in the above quotation are mine. Before proceeding
further I too turn to Wace, and this is what I find in him : Lines
7869-70 (in Andresen's edition, which is the one used by the
Eeviewer) run thus :

Vn fosse ont d'une part fait.

Qui parmi(e) la champaigne uait.

I can see no allusion to this passage in Mr. Freeman's p. 476

;

doubtless, however, he did ' accept ' it, as, taken with its context',

it is obviously a mere repetition of the statement made in 11. 6991-2
which he had quoted in p. 447, note 2 :

Heraut a le leu esgarde,

Closre le fist de boen fosse.

The other passage, 11. 8103-6, Mr. Freeman does quote in p. 476,

note 3, and it is this

:

En la champaigne out un fosse :

Normanz I'aueient adosse

;

En beliuant I'orent passe,

Ne I'aueient mie esgarde.

The words in which the Eeviewer refers to this last line— ' a fosse

which the Normans had passed unnoticed '—can only mean one of

two things :— (1) * a fosse which the Normans had passed without

noticing it,' or (2) ' a fosse which the Normans had passed without

being themselves noticed by the English.' If we regard only the

grammar of the Eeviewer's words, irrespective of their sense and

of the French words which they represent, they are patient of the

latter construction ; but it would be an insult to his intelligence and

his scholarship to suppose he could imagine V to stand for les, and

could go out of his way to invent a nominative for aueient when it

has an obvipus one ready made. If, on the other hand, he takes

1. 8106 to mean that the Normans had passed the ditch without

noticing it, I venture to think this rendering open to question.

The passage in Wace is rendered obscure by the word heliuant,

Avhich the manuscripts give in four different spellings, and of which

'* QtMrterhj Bcview, pp. 77, 78,
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only two writers, M. Pluquet and Dr. Andresen, have even suggested

an interpretation. Pluquet printed it helliant, and added a note

:

* En combattant. Ce mot vient de bellare ; il ne se trouve point clans

le Glossaire de M. de Roquefort}^ " En helinant," MSS, de Du-
chesne, C'est-a-dire en usant de ruse, en trompant.' ^^ Dr. Andresen

notes on 1. 8105, Sie waren in schrdger Richtung an ihm [scil. dem
Grahen] vorheigegangen. Beliver—oUiquer. This would imply that

the Normans had avoided the ditch, by going in a slanting direction

past [one end of] it. Now it is obvious that they could not have

actually crossed it., either * fighting ' or *by a stratagem,' without

noticing its existence. If, however, they avoided it, this also would

imply that they had noticed it ; for such avoidance could not have

been accidental unless the ditch were a covered one, which there is

nothing in Wace to indicate ; and even in such a case it was much
more likely to be intentional and owing to a timely discovery of the

trap. The true meaning of Wace's lines is simply this :
' In the

field was a ditch ; the Normans had put it behind them ; they had
passed it '—whether * fighting,' * by stratagem,' or * obliquely ' is no
matter ;

* they had heeded it not '—i.e. cared not for it ; in other

words, it had failed to check them.

To return, however, to the Eeviewer's general argument as to

the ' slaughter in the western ravine.' His contention throughout

pp. 78-9, if I understand him rightly, is that the first break in the

English line was made immediately, or very shortly, after the

Normans had crossed the above-mentioned ' fosse,' by the English
rushing forward and driving them back ; that what Mr. Freeman
called * the great slaughter in the western ravine ' was really a
slaughter of both French and EngKsh in this fosse, and that it

was followed by Bishop Odo's rally of the French. This view he
bases on the tapestry and Wace, referring, first, to the four

lines of Wace which have just been discussed and the thirty-

two lines following them (11. 8103-38) as being 'in curiously

close agreement with the tapestry '—describing, in fact, 'two
successive scenes ' thereof, which are thus entitled : Hie ceciderunt

simul Angli et Franci in proelio. Hie Odo Episcopus baculum tenens

confortat pueros.

Actual comparison alone [says the Eeviewer] can show how close

the agreement is. Henry of Huntingdon, we may add, independently con-
firms the statement that English as well as French perished in the fatal

fosse. Now all this is quite opposed to Mr. Freeman's ' conception of the
battle.' He had therefore to adapt, with no gentle hand, his authorities

to his requirements. . . . Wace's evidence he simply suppressed ; Henry of
Huntingdon's he ignored.'^

'5 Godefroy gives the word in its various spellings, and quotes the line from Wace
among instances of its use, but without offering any explanation at all of its meaning.

'« Bovia7i de Bou, ii. 218. i? Quarterly Review, p. 78.
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An important part of the evidence of Henry of Huntingdon has
here been overlooked—I will not say * suppressed ' or ' ignored '

by the Eeviewer himself. The whole passage runs thus :

—

Docuit igitur dux Willelmus genti suae fugam simulare ; fugientes

autem, ad quandam foveam magnam dolose protectam devenerunt : ubi

multus numerus eorum corruens oppressus est. Dum igitur Angli inse-

quendo persistant, acies principalis Normannorum mediam Anglorum
catervam pertransiit. Quod videntes qui persequebantur per foveam prae-

dictam, redire compulsi ibidem ex magna parte perierunt.'^

The words which I have italicised show that, in Henry's belief at

least, the slaughter in the fosse which he is here describing took

place after the feigned flight of the Normans, which Wace does not

bring in till 1. 8203 et seqq., and therefore that this slaughter is

quite another thing from the earlier struggle described in Wace's

lines 8103-38 and in Mr. Freeman's pp. 480-3. If Mr. Freeman

in those pages made no use of Wace, it was probably because

the poet here furnished him with no special information which

he could not find in other and, as he may have considered them,

better sources. If in pp. 489-90 he * ignored ' Henry of Hunt-

ingdon, it was probably for a like reason.

The Keviewer proceeds to observe that the evidence

of the Bayeux tapestry could not be so easily disposed of. We invite

particular attention to bis [i.e. Mr. Freeman's] treatment of this, his

'highest authority.' Ketaining in its natural place (pp. 481-2) the

second of the two scenes we have described, he threw forward the one

preceding it to a later stage of the battle (p. 490). Nor did his vigorous

adaptation stop even here. The scene thus wrenched from its place

depicts a single incident ... yet the professor treats this scene as a

description of two quite separate events happening at a distance from

each other. ... Our criticism here is twofold. In the first place Mr.

Freeman endeavoured to conceal the liberties he had taken with his

leading authority. No one would gather from his narrative of the battle

that any such violence had been used ; nor would any one who read

of the ' hill ' episode that ' the scene is vividly shown in the tapestry
'

(p. 489), and, subsequently, of the ' ravine ' disaster, that ' this scene is

most vividly shown in the tapestry ' (p. 490), imagine that ' the incidents

of the ravine and the little hill ' (p. 768) are in the tapestry one and

the same. In the second place the large part which the writer's own

imagination plays in his narrative of the fight is here clearly seen.^^

My criticism here is fourfold.

l.^The Eeviewer has overlooked—again I will not say 'sup-

pressed' or ' ignored '—the evidence of William of Malmesbury,

quoted in full by Mr. Freeman in the foot notes to his pp. 489 and

490. On this subject Mr. Freeman observes m his appendix (p. 770)

'8 Henry of Huntingdon, 1. vi. c. 30, ed. Arnold, p. 203.

^' Quarterly Eevicw, p. 79.
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I must leave it to the reader to judge whether the words of William of

Malmesbury and the representation in the tapestry, when taken together,

bear out the meaning which I have put upon them. The hill is very distinctly

marked in the tapestry, and it seems impossible that the words occupato

tumulo in William's account can mean the general occupation of the hill

of Senlac itself by the English army.

On comparison of the whole passage of William of Malmesbury

with the tapestry, indeed, no other interpretation than that of Mr.

Freeman seems possible. The picture {Hie ceciderunt, &c.) suits

William's words, as if drawn to illustrate them ; the words suit the

picture as if written to describe it. Now, those words follow im-

mediately on William's account of the feigned flight. It appears,

therefore, that William's description of the * little hill ' incident

belongs to a later stage of the battle than what the Eeviewer—for

once in agreement with Mr. Freeman—holds to be the natural place

of its companion picture {Odo . . . confortat pueros) ; unless, in-

deed, we are to adopt, in the teeth of other authorities, the version

of Guy of Amiens, and place the feigned flight at the beginning of

the action. I do not understand that the Eeviewer proposes to do

this ; but

2. Even if he does he is not thereby justified in asserting that

Mr. Freeman * endeavoured to conceal the liberties he had taken

with his leading authority.' On this very point as to the feigned

flight Mr. Freeman says

—

The account ... of Guy may be thought to be confirmed by the

tapestry, lohich places (pi. 15) the scene of William and Odo recalli?ig

the troops both after the death of Gyrth and Leofwine (pi. 14) and after

the incidents of the ravine and the little hill.^^

3. Mr. Freeman's justification for * taking liberties ' with the

tapestry by changing, when, from a comparison with other

authorities, he saw reason to do so, the sequence of the incidents

which it depicts, lies in words almost immediately following those

which I have just quoted from him :
' In the nature of things

exact chronological order is not its strongest point' (p. 768). And,
whether he was right or wrong in treating the first of the two
divided scenes {Hie ceciderunt) ' as a description of two quite

separate events happening at a distance from each other,' he cer-

tainly, so far from * endeavouring to conceal ' what he had done,

gave his readers full opportunity to see for themselves that the

incidents ' are in the tapestry one and the same ; ' for in each case

he gives the reference to ' the tapestry, p)l' 15 ' (pp. 489, note 2,

490, note 1).

4. The Eeviewer seeks to demonstrate * the large part which
the writer's own imagination plays in his narrative of the fight

'

20 Appendix NN, p. 768.
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by a discussion of the relative positions of the ' western ravine

'

and the ' fosse,' ' fossatum,' or ' fovea.' His argument goes on the
assumption that Wace's fosse, WilHam of Malmesbury's fossatum,
and Henry of Huntingdon's fovea must all necessarily represent
one and the same ditch, a ditch which lay ' to the south of the
hill

'
occupied by the EngHsh host.^' On this I will only observe

that, thus far, this assumption appears to me not proven, and I

will recall the Eeviewer's own words respecting what he himself
designates (p. 80) * the fosse disaster.'

It is not strange . . . that some writers should have held that there was
but one such incident

: Mr. Freeman, however, holds that there were two

;

and we expressly disclaim questioning his view, the matter being one of
opi7iion.'^'^

Y. The Eeviewer now turns again to Mr. Archer, and brings

against this gentleman charges even more serious—at any rate

couched in stronger terms—than those which he has brought

against Mr. Freeman. I will quote a few passages.

Mr. Archer himself betrays the weakness of his cause by the tactics to

which he has recourse. . , . He . . . endeavours to eke out his case by
misrepresenting or suppressing what Mr. Freeman says. ... If our

would-be critic had been honest or straightforward in his tactics, and if

he had not had the effrontery to lament * errors ' and * blunders ' [in the

Quarterly Reviewer's first article] of his own invention, we should have

dealt gently with him. ... Is it not Mr. Lang who has said that * it is

not hard to confute an opponent, if it may be done by attributing to him

a theory which he does not hold, and disproving that ' ? This, as might

be expected, is Mr. Archer's device.^^

This is strong language. Let us see how the Reviewer justifies

it. He first runs through the list of 'errors ' which were pointed

out in his original article by Mr. Archer, but which, he asserts,

' with one solitary exception . . . have no existence in fact ' (p. 81).

The exception is the date given to the battle— * that September

day.' 24 The remaining errors are

—

-' Quarterly Bevieiv, pp. 79, 80. " Ibid. p. 78. ^3 j^jj. pp. 80, 81.

2* Ibid. July 1892, p. 20. The Eeviewer observes that this error ' in no way affected

our arguments, and was wholly irrelevant to the issue.' But it is not irrelevant to his

own character for accuracy and carefulness in writing ; and the like may be said of two

other mistakes which occur in his first article, and which have also nothing to do with

his arguments— (1) where he writes (July 1892, p. 2), ' An exquisite parody of Cal-

verley's rises irresistibly to one's mind :
" For I hold the grey barbarian lower than the

Christian cad," ' forgetting that the line is not from Calverley, but from one of the Bon

Gaultier ballads
; (2) where he observes {ib. p. 15), ' We grasp the dangers of realism in

art when we find a Tennyson striving to secure the correctness of his work by taking his

details straight from the pages of the Norman Cofiquest,' and proceeds to quote from

Tennyson's Harold sundry mentions of the 'palisade,' forgetting Tennyson's own

statement in his dedication of the drama, that ' after old-world records—such as the

Bayeux tapestry and the Roman de jRow—Edward Freeman's History
'
and Lord

Lytton's romance had been ' mainly helpful ' to him in writing it. So, too, when in

VOL. IX.—NC. XXXIII.
^
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(1) Our alleged 'opinion that Mr. Freeman invented the palisade

theory.'

(2) That the hill of battle, being ' an open down,' could not supply

the timber for the alleged palisade.

(3) Our statements that paliz is used for palisade ... or mairrien

for timber, in Wace, or our assertion that * neither of these terms is

found in his account of the battle.'
^^

1. On the first point I will simply give my own personal

experience. The Eeviewer's first article left me under a distinct

impression that Mr. Freeman was the first (modern) historian who
had ever spoken of a palisade at Senlac. Of earlier writers on the

battle I then knew nothing, save what I had gathered at second

hand from Mr. Freeman's foot notes and appendices. P. 339 of

Mr. Archer's paper, tracing the history of the * palisade theory

'

from Pluquet in 1827 through Thierry, Taylor, Lappenberg, Pal-

grave, and Malet down to Mr. Freeman himself, came to me as

a wholly unexpected revelation. I cannot but regret that the

Quarterly Eeviewer, in his earlier article, should have given no
hint of the fact that the first j)ublic appearance of the ' palisade

theory ' was not made in the * Norman Conquest ;
' and I regret

still more the explanation which he now gives of his omission :

—

So far were we from holding the ' opinion ' Mr. Archer assigns to us

that in the first draft of our article (which we hold) we had discussed the

influence, in this matter, on Mr. Freeman of Taylor's Wace, which he is

known to have used. The reason of our striking out the passage was that

we deemed it unjust to Mr. Freeman to suggest that he was merely misled

by others, instead of going to the original sources and forming his own
opinion. 2^

It will be noticed that even now the Eeviewer gives no explana-

tion whatever of his silence as to ' the fact that the ' palisade

theory ' was adopted by Thierry, Lappenberg, Michelet, Martin,

and Palgrave, as well as by Taylor. From this unexplained silence

readers can but draw their own conclusions. If, however, the

the last page of his second article the Eeviewer quoted, as a parallel to the ' tactics '

which he ascribed to Mr. Archer, the lines put by Milton into the mouth of Satan
after his defeat, it must of course have entirely escaped his notice that in so doing he
was, by implication, likening himself to Satan's Almighty Conqueror. An oversight

more closely connected with the subject of his arguments occurs in p. 20 of his first

article. He there says, in reference to the feigned flight of the Normans, ' The best

account of it is that which is found in the Battle Chronicle, and which we now quote
because Mr. Freeman did not :

" Tandem strenuissimus Boloniae Comes Eustachius
clam, callida praemeditata arte, fugam cum exercitu duce simulante, super Anglos
sparsim agiliter insequentes cum manu valida a tergo irruit, sicque et duce hostes
ferociter invadente, ipsis interclusis utrinque prosternuntur innumeri." ' The italics

are mine. I use them because the only parts of this passage which ' Mr. Freeman did
not ' quote are the first word {tandem) and the last eleven words {sicque . . . innu-
meri). All the rest of it is printed in the Norvian Conquest, vol. iii. 2nd ed., appendix
NN, p. 768.

" Qiiarterly Bevieiu, pp. 81, 82. =" Ibid. p. 81.
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Eeviewer * deems it unjust
' to give an historical scholar credit for

Ihaving carefully studied and respectfully considered the writings of
earlier, even though less illustrious, labourers in his special depart-
ment of the historic field

; if, on the other hand, he deems it just
to lay upon one man the whole responsibility for a delusion—if

delusion it be—which, as he says, • forms the linch pin ' of that
man's narrative, and which had stood unchallenged in the pages of
•every historian of the Norman conquest for forty years before
that narrative saw the light—then I have only to say that the
Pieviewer's ideas of justice and injustice differ toto caelo from mine.

2. As to the alleged lack of timber for the paHsade, the
Eeviewer complains

—

Carefully refrainiDg from quoting our words (pp. 341, 343), which were
specially Hmited to the hill itself, Mr. Archer informs us that there were
woods near—\Yhkh. we well knew and never denied—and claims thus to

produce another * error.' ^^

Certainly the Eeviewer never 'denied,' in so many words, that

there were woods near the scene of the battle; but his original

article took no account of the fact of their existence—a fact which,

since he was aware of it, he was bound to face and to grapple with.

If he knew or remembered, before they were pointed out to him
by Mr. Archer,^^ the passages in Guy of Amiens and William of

Poitiers stating the proximity of woods to the place of battle, he

was bound to suggest some w^ay of reconciling those passages with

his argument—an argument which, in truth, they are sufficient to

bring to the ground. For, if there were woods near, the question

at once presents and answers itself : Could not Harold, who * must

have known Sussex well, and had clearly, from the very beginning,

chosen in his own mind the spot on which he would give battle,' ^

have collected his timber as he went along, and carried it with him,

so that Avhen he reached the chosen spot he had only to set it up

there ? It was to this flaw in the Eeviewer' s reasoning that Mr.

Archer directed his reply ;2° and of that reply the Eeviewer's

present argument simply misses the point.

3. Eespecting the use of the words paliz and mairrien in Wace,

the Eeviewer asserts that Mr. Archer has not only failed to * dis-

prove our statements,' but has made two statements of his own which

* are directly contrary to fact ' (p. 82). For the vast majority of

readers this is simply a case of one writer's word against another's.

Few indeed are the students who can undertake to -.read through

the whole *Eoman de Eou,' to verify the accuracy of either of the

two opposing sets of statements ; fewer still are they who, if they did

attempt such an investigation, w^ould at its close be any nearer a

-" Quarterly Beview, p. 82. -' Contemporary Eeview, pp. 341-2.

-^ Norman Conanest, iii. 443. '"> Contemporary Eeview, pp. 341-2.
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settlement of the question. The many must be content to accept

the verdict of whichever of the two writers may, on other grounds,

appear the more worthy of their confidence ; and in any case the

onus probandi now lies with the Quarterly Eeviewer.

One thing, however, may be noticed by the most unlearned

reader—that of the exact meaning of Mr. Archer's statements on

this point (setting aside the question as to their correctness) there

can be no doubt whatever, while the case is quite otherwise with

those of the Eeviewer. The Eeviewer in his first article wrote

—

A palisade in Wace is paliz^ and the timber of which it was formed

mairrien, but neither of these terms is found in his account of the battle.

It is, moreover, so obvious that * escuz de fenestres e d'altres fuz ' refers to

shields, and not (as Mr. Freeman renders it) to * firm barricades of ash

and other timber,' that one is led to wonder how he can have so misread it.

Here, then, we venture to think, we have at length a clue to his ' triple

palisade.' He obtained the sole authorities that he could adduce for its

existence, in the one case by mistranslating his French, and in the other

by misconstruing his Latin.^^

To this Mr. Archer replied

—

At its best the argument here is somewhat obscure and difficult to

follow.- But it seems to imply three things : first, that paliz is Wace's

invariable word for palisade, to the exclusion of all others ; secondly, that

mairrien is his invariable word for the timber of which the palisade is

constructed ; and thirdly, that the Eeviewer is furnished with at least a

few instances where the two words occur in combination. For, if Wace
ever uses another word for palisade, he may do so in the passage to which

the Eeviewer refers. So, too, with mairrien. Whereas, if the Eeviewer

cannot adduce some passages where the two words occur in combination^

he has no right even to assume that in Wace the two words bear any

relation to one another.

And now for the facts of the case.

Wace does indeed use the word paliz occasionally, but, after a

careful examination of the whole of the 'Eoman de Eou,' I have only

found the word twice. In both of these cases it is connected—and closely

connected too—with ' fosse,' never once with mairrien. ... As for

mairrien, Wace uses this word in the * Eoman de Eou ' only three times,

all in the same passage, and always of the same thing. . . . Lastly,

altogether apart from the above consideration, in the absence of a single

passage where the words paliz and mairrien occur together, the

Eeviewer has absolutely no ground for his assertion that mairrien is

Wace's term for the ' timber of which it {i.e. the palisade) was formed.'^^

Mr. Archer here makes it perfectly plain that his statements,

respecting jpaliz and mairrien^ and the argument based on them,,

relate solely to the * Roman de JRouJ' From the Eeviewer's words—
* neither of these terms is found in his (Wace's) account of the

battle '—he doubtless gathered (as I venture to think that ninety-

^" July 1892, p. 14. »' Contemporarij Review, pp. 342-3.
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nine readers out of a hundred would have gathered) that the
Eeviewer's statement had special reference to the ' Eoman de Eou,
Wace's greatest work, and the only one mentioned in the Eeviewer's
article. Now, however, the Eeviewer protests that

-our critic addresses himself, as usual, to what our argument * seems to im-
ply,' or * seems to assume,' in his own opinion. And in proceeding to impugn
that, he promptly falls himself into the double * error ' of stating that

Wace only uses the word paliz twice, and that he only uses mairricn
for the special timber * which Duke William had prepared in Normandy

'

for his chastel on the EngHsh coast (p. 343). Both these statements, on
which Mr. Archer founds, are directly contrary to fact.^^

1. Mr. Archer found the Eeviewer's original argument respect-

ing jpaliz and mairrien ' somewhat obscure and difficult to follow.'

He could, therefore, do no more than endeavour to form some
opinion as to what it ' seemed to imply,' and address himself to

that.

2. As to the alleged * double error,' (a) if the Eeviewer means
ihat Wace in the ' Roman de Ilou ' uses paliz more than twice,^'' and
in the * Roman de Rou ' uses mairrien for something else besides the

timber of William's castle at Pevensey, he ought to do what Mr.

Archer did—give the instances, (h) If he did not originally intend

his words ' in Wace ' to refer to the ' Eoman de Eou,' he ought to

have said so at the time ; he ought at least, for his own sake, to

say so now, and to give his references ; for, as he has expressly

disclaimed any intention of ' dealing gently with ' Mr. Archer, and

has threatened him with the full ' consequences of the line he has

'chosen to adopt ' (p. 80), his silence on this matter is calculated to

^awaken in his readers' minds a misgiving as to his own confidence

in the strength of his case.

YI. ' And now,' proceeds the Eeviewer (p. 82), ' let us recapitu-

late our arguments in the matter of the palisade.*

33 July 1893, p. 82.

^* It is only right to quote here Mr. Archer's foot-note to his letter \ni\ie Academy

of 23 Sept., p. 256 : ' I have mislaid my original notes on Wace's use of paliz in the

Eoman de Rou
;
probably, if I could lay hands on them, I should find that I ought

io have written " three times " instead of " twice." ' This is, however, a detail which

makes no difference to the force of Mr. Archer's argument, of which the Quarterly

;Eeviewer has here missed the point. The Eeviewer—as Mr. Archer understood him—
had argued that paliz was Wace's (sole or usual) word for ' palisade ' [or ' barricade 'J

;

that paliz did not occur in Wace's account of the battle of Hastings ;
and that,

therefore, this account did not include a palisade [or ' barricade ']. Mr. Archer replied

-that— at all events so far as the Roman de Rou (Wace's greatest poem, and the only

poem mentioned or even alluded to by the Eeviewer) is concevne^—paliz was not

Wace's sole or even most usual word for ' palisade
;

' that, in the Roman de Rou,

Wace's favourite word for 'pahsade' was pel ; that j^el did occur in Wace's account of

the battle, and unquestionably in the sense of 'palisade ;' and that, therefore, Wace's

account of the battle did include a palisade. For the way in which the Eeviewer now

endeavours to meet the ditliculty here presented to him, I would ask my readers to

look at sec. viii. below, p. 65.
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Those arguments are

—

(1) That the existence of a palisade at Senlac was a ' delusion,'

for which, ' dismissing the *' Eoman de Eou," in no chronicle or poem^
among all Mr. Freeman's authorities, could he find any ground.' ^^

' On this passage we take our stand ; it is the very essence of our

case.' ^^

(2) That * he [Mr. Freeman] obtained the sole authorities that

he could adduce for its existence, in the one case by mistranslating

his French, and in the other by misconstruing his Latin.' ^^

The first argument—although the Eeviewer declares it to be-

' the very essence of our case '—is, when taken by itself, absolutely

inconclusive. If the existence of a palisade is actually stated in:-

the 'Eoman de Eou,' and not contradicted, explicitly or implicitly,,

by any of the other authorities, Mr. Freeman was entitled to accept,

it on the testimony of Wace alone, until either that testimony waa-^

proved to be worthless or the statement proved to be intrinsically

impossible. Whether or not there is another authority who im-

plicitly supports the statement is a secondary question which links;

the Eeviewer's first argument to his second ; for the charge of

* misconstruing Latin ' relates to a passage of Henry of Hunting-

don, * to whose words Mr. Freeman appealed as the sole evidence
*"

{i.e. sole evidence outside the * Eoman de Eou ') * for Harold's fortifi-

cation of the hill.' The Eeviewer asserts that Mr. Archer ' care-

fully ignores ' this count in the indictment against Mr. Freeman..
* Lacking the courage to rebut or the honesty to admit it, he^

transfers our charge of "misconstruing " to "VVace, and on our reali

charge is absolutely, significantly silent ' (p. 85). On the preceding;

page the Eeviewer has printed his own words side by side with Mr.

Archer's. To me the comparison does not appear to bear out his

complaint that Mr. Archer has ' garbled ' his statement, for I can

see nothing to indicate that Mr. Archer had here any intention of

quoting the exact words of the Eeviewer at all ; from the absence

of quotation marks I should suppose that he was merely using in

his own person a somewhat similar phrase. Whether his silence-

as to the charge of * misconstruing Latin ' means that he regards,

the Eeviewer's rendering of the passage in Henry of Huntingdon
with perfect or even approximate satisfaction, I know not ; but the

question as to the rendering of that passage is a question solely for

scholars, and to their decision, or to their silence, I leave it.

The other charge—that of ' mistranslating his French '—was,,

the Eeviewer now says, ' based solely and explicitly on Mr. Free-

man rendering escuz as "barricades," not as " shields" (p. 15).'^^

This charge, as originally made, was intimately connected with a
third, that of having attempted to use, as an authority for the

3^ July 1892, p. 15 ; July 1893, p. 83. "« July 1893, p. 84.
^' July 1892, p. 15 ; 1893, p. 84. ^s Qttarterly Eevieiv, July 1893, p. 85.
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palisade, another passage of "Wace which, the Eeviewer maintains
alludes to nothing of the kind.

Every allusion to this palisade, throughout the hard-fought day, is

imaginary, and imaginary alone. Indeed, in only two instances is there
even an attempt made to give any authority. In one, ' the triple gate of
entrance ' is based on a passage in the * Roman de Rou ' referring not to a
paHsade crowning the summit of the hill, but to a ditch (boen fosse)
which Mr. Freeman places at its foot ; in the other the description of
the palisade ... is taken from a passage in the same poem referring

not to a palisade, but to the * shield wall.' ^^

In his second article (pp. 82-3) the writer quotes these words
of his own, and adds, ' These statements are unassailable ; we can

prove them up to the hilt.' He then quotes * the only allusions that

Mr. Freeman makes to " the " fosse,' and declares * they show that

he placed it not on the summit, but " to the south " of " the foot

of the hill." It could have, therefore, nothing to do ivith the

alleged *' palisadeJ" I have italicised this last sentence, because,

* unassailable ' as it may appear to its writer, I intend to assail it

when I come to his fuller discussion of the relations between fosse

and palisade in pp. 86-8 of his article. For the present I pass

on to his second statement, that * the description of the pahsade

'

in p. 471 of the third volume of the * Norman Conquest ' (2nd

edition) * is taken from a passage . . . referring not to a palisade,

but to the shield wall.' The passage in question is this :

—

Fait orent deuant els escuz

De fenestres e d'altres fuz,

Deuant els les orent leuez,

Comme cleies ioinz e serrez
;

Fait en orent deuant closture,

N'i laissierent nule iointure

Par one Normant entr'els uenist

Qui desconfire les uolsist.

D'escuz e d'ais s'auironoent

;

Issi de£fendre se quidoent

;

Et s'il se fussent bien tenu,

la ne fussent le ior uencu.^^

It is with reference to these lines that the Eeviewer accused

Mr. Freeman of ' mistranslating his French.' * Our charge ....

was based, solely and explicitly, on Mr. Freeman rendering escii^

as " barricades," not as " shields." ' Here he again suddenly turns

upon Mr. Archer.

With characteristic recklessness Mr. Archer scornfully observes,

' The literary Rhadamanthus should assess the heaviest penalty to U.

Pluquet, the originator of the blunder, who, as a Frenchman, should have

«» Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 14. *<> Roman de Rou, 11. 7815-26, ed. Andresen.
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known better than to mistranslate his own language ' (p. 340). But how

does M. Pluquet render escicz ? Why, as we learn from Mr. Archer him-

self (p. 339), by boucliers ; that is, by * shields.' Sir Alexander Malet,

he also reminds us, rendered it * bucklers ;
' while Taylor, whose work

Mr. Freeman used, translated it ' shields.' It was obviously, therefore,

incumbent on Mr. Archer to vindicate the rendering by ' barricades ' of a

term which is one of the commonest in Wace, and which, as every one

knows, invariably means ' shield.' Yet he does not even attempt to

produce a single instance in his favour, but contents himself with the

ludicrous rendering 'shield- [like defencejs '
(p. 348) ! Even for himself

such a travesty must have proved too great, since we find him later

(p. 351) rendering the word simply as * shields.' ^^

The Eeviewer here fails to grasp the real nature of the question

at issue. That question turns on the meaning, not of the single

word escuz, but of the whole phrase fait orent deuant elz escuz de

fenestres e d'altres fiiz, and the significance of Pluquet' s note lies

not in his rendering of a single word, but in its demonstration of

the meaning which that French scholar attached to Wace's whole

phrase—a significance which becomes evident when the note is

quoted in its integrity as Mr. Archer quoted it :
* Les Anglais se re-

tranchent au moyen de boucliers et de palissades,"^^ In other words, he

sees in these lines not only a shield wall, but also a wooden fortifi-

cation.' ^^ So too with Mr. Archer's quotation from Sir A. Malet

:

* They made them a fence of bucklers and wattle-work well

interlaced.' ^"^ And Mr. Taylor is no less precise :
* They had built

up a fence before them with their shields and with ash and other

wood '^^
. . . and thus they had a barricade in their front.'

'^^

In other words, what Mr. Archer had to vindicate was not * the

rendering by " barricades " of a term '—to wit, the word escuz—
* which is one of the commonest in Wace, and which, as every one

knows, invariably means *' shield." ' Neither Mr. Archer nor Mr.

Freeman had ever proposed * barricade ' as a translation of escuz.

Their proposition was simply that the two lines

—

•' Quarterly Beviciv, July 1893, p. 85.

*- Pluquet, ii. 205. " Contemporary Review, p. 339. ** Ihid.

*^ I must leave the Eeviewer to reconcile his own statements on pp. 81 and 82 of

]iis second article. On the former page he declares that in the first draft of his [first]

article he had discussed the influence in this matter [of the palisade] on Mr. Freeman

of Taylor's Wace. On the next page he asserts that Mr. Freeman ' did invent in sup-

port of it [the palisade] two original misrenderings ;
' and from the next page again

(83) it is evident that one of these ' original misrenderings ' is no other than the

* palisade ' rendering of the ' crucial passage.' Since Edgar Taylor, thirty years before

Mr. Freeman, had rendered that passage as describing a ' fence ' or ' barricade ' ; since

the Eeviewer ' had discussed the influence in this matter on Mr. Freeman of Taylor's

Wace, which he is known to have used ;
' his only chance of maintaining the ' pali-

sade ' interpretation to be an ' original misrendering ' on Mr. Freeman's part would

be to draw a distinction between a fence and a palisade— a distinction which, I venture

to think, most readers would regard as a distinction without a difference.

*^ Master Wace, p. 176.
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Fait orent deuant elz escuz

De fenestres e d'altres fuz—

implied a barricade of some kind or other. In 1. 7823, on the
other hand—

•

D 'escuz e d'ais s'auironoent

—

there is ample scope for an alternative rendering of escuz. Looking
at the passage as a whole, it seems natural to take this line as a
kind of summing-up of those which precede it, and to interpret its

' shields
'

in the sense of cover or defence—* these hurdle-like

shields ' '^^ which have just been described. But there is no reason,

either in the nature of things or in the construction of the sentence,

why it should not be taken independently and Hterally, and under-

stood as stating that the English surrounded themselves with

actual shields, as well as with planks. Mr. Archer might expect

that his readers would interpret his words in p. 351 (* surrounding

themselves with *' planks " and shields ') by the light of those which
he had used in p. 348 {' with [these hurdle-like] shields, and with

planks, were the Enghsh encompassed round '). But the suggestion

of an alternative rendering—the literal rendering— involved him in

no self-contradiction ; for such a rendering in no way contradicts

the * barricade ' interpretation of 1. 7815-6 ; and this was the

* barricade '—real or imaginary—over which the paper war was in

fact being waged. Mr. Archer, in fact, virtually appealed to the

common sense of his opponent and his readers as to whether it

were possible—even granting that the ' shields ' and (so-called)

* ash-wood ' of 11. 7815-6 referred to a shield wall pure and simple

—to explain aw^ay the ' shields and planks ' (ais) of 1. 7823. One

of the most startling things in the Eeviewer's first article was the

way in which he met the difficulty of disposing, on the 'no-

barricade ' theory, of the planks in 1. 7823. In his p. 12 he put

forth what looked like an equation of cVescuz e d'ais with the

Old English mid scyldwn and hordum. It was difficult to believe

that a scholar could seriously make this suggestion; but the

Eeviewer, it seems, did intend to make it, and adheres to it still

;

for Mr. Archer's criticism upon it in the Academy of 2 Sept. has

received no answer but silence.

The Eeview^er proceeds

—

The actual reply to our case, in the matter of the palisade, will be

found on pp. 344-52 of Mr. Archer's article. And the, four principal

devices on which it rests are these : (1) he represents us as relying specially

on Wace, which is the exact converse of the truth ... (4) he ' mainly

'

rehes on Wace. . . . We may conveniently combine the first and fourth

points, because Mr. Archer, having falsely charged us with 'mainly'

relying upon Wace, makes that his excuse for doing so himself. ^^

*' Confemporarij Reviciu, p. 348. *^ Quarterly Review, pp. 85-G.
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1. The passage in Mr. Archer's paper here referred to is as

follows :

—

Like the Reviewer, it is upon Wace that we shall mainly rely. The

Reviewer's charge is that Mr. Freeman has mistranslated Wace; that

Wace's passage refers to the shield wall and not to a paHsade. There is

not even an attempt to discredit Wace as an authority; were this the

point, we should have much to say ; but the contention is that Wace

does not speak of a palisade, but of the shield wall, and that Mr. Freeman

has misapprehended the old Norman poet's meaning.''^

The first sentence is, perhaps, not very happily worded. The

Reviewer, however, does not dispute that his ' charge,' his ' con-

tention,' is correctly represented in the rest of the passage. If this

be so, he does, in a sense, ' mainly rely upon Wace ;

' for it is on

Wace's words, interpreted according to what he regards as their

true meaning, that he relies for a refutation of the theory based

upon what he holds to be a mistranslation of them. It could not

be otherwise ; for nobody has ever professed to see an actual men-

tion of a palisade at Senlac in any chronicler of the battle except

Wace ; and therefore the * palisade theory ' could be combated only

in one of two ways—either by discrediting Wace's authority, which

the Reviewer did not set himself to do, or by maintaining that

Wace had been misinterpreted, which is what he did. On Wace
the whole question turned ; and Mr. Archer needed no ' excuse ' for

recognising that fact, and acting upon it accordingly.

2. From Mr. Archer's fourth ' device ' the Reviewer goes back

to the second. Mr. Archer, he complains, 'assigns to us an
" admission " as to the English fosse, which is exactly contrary to

our statement, but on which he bases an argument.' ^°

The third section of Mr. Archer's paper is devoted to showing ' how
the Reviewer's admission of a " fosse " at Hastings, if rightly understood,

involves a palisade ;
' and he begins by observing, with characteristic

confidence, that ' the Reviewer might have avoided this [what ?] mistake

had he only remembered all that is involved in his own admission that

Harold surrounded his camp with a " fosse " or ditch.' ^^

Now it is of course plain that Mr. Archer must have here used

the word * surrounded ' in a loose sense. He could not possibly

mean to represent either the Reviewer, or Mr. Freeman, or Wace,

or himself, as ' admitting ' that Harold dug a ditch all round his

camp. If one might hazard a guess as to what was in his mind, I

should say it probably was a sentence in Mr. Freeman's p. 447 :

' He [Harold] occupied the hill ; he surrounded it on all its accessible

sides by a palisade.' The ' accessible sides ' were those on which

the palisade is marked in Mr. Freeman's plan of the battle-field

—

the long southern side or front, and the short eastern and western

*^ ConUmjporary Revieio, p. 344. ^o Quarterly Reviev;, p. 85. ^' Ibid. p. 86-
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ends. The north side of the hill—the rear of the camp—could not
enter into the question. The front, exposed to the full hrunt of
the Norman attack, was the only side where anyhody could dream
of placing a ' fosse,' and there was, therefore, no occasion for Mr.
Archer to specify its position, which was taken for granted by all

parties alike.

But, continues the Keviewer

—

we did not even ' admit ' the existence of any ditch at all. . . . Our
article did not admit the existence of the ' fosse.' ^^

I may observe that he has, at all events, admitted it now ; for

in pp. 79-80 of his second article, where he is combating Mr.
Freeman's location of the * great slaughter of the French ' in * the

western ravine ' (see above, p. 46), he says

—

Wace's 'fosse' ... lay ... to the south of the hill . . . but
whether our ditch was dug, as he states, expressly or not, the fact of its

existence does not depend on his evidence alone.'

Whether or not the Eeviewer in his first article regarded the

fosse as a reality or as an invention of Wace's, however, makes no
difference to Mr. Archer's argument. For the Eeviewer unques-

tionably acknowledged, as he acknowledges still, that there was a

fosse at Hastings according to Wace ; the subject of discussion was

not the correctness of Wace's statement on this point, but the

possibility of legitimately deducing a certain theory from a certain

passage in Wace's account of the battle ; and Mr. Archer's point

here was simply this : that, granting the existence of a ' fosse ' in

Wace's scheme of the English defences (which the Eeviewer had

granted, and grants still), it followed almost inevitably that that

scheme must include a vallum and a palisade as well.

The Eeviewer, however, maintains that, if the fosse did exist,

it did not necessarily imply even the existence of a vallum. For Mr,

Archer's authority, Wace, describes a precisely similar stratagem (11. 1737-

60), where all the earth from the artificial ditches was carefully and

purposely removed.^^

Want of space forbids me to quote at length the twenty-four

lines of Wace here referred to. Any reader who takes the trouble

to look them up, however, may see at a glance that they describe a

' stratagem,' not ' precisely similar ' to, but wholly different from,

the simple digging of a single open ditch round the exposed side of

a camp—a proceeding which was, in truth, no ' stratagem '
at all.

What they describe is the making of a whole series of ditches or

trenches of a particular kind and for a particular purpose—of rows

upon rows of hidden ditches or pitfalls, such as the Bretons dug to

entrap the Angevins at Conquereux, and the Scots to entrap the

.
^- Quarterly Eevieuw^^' ''Ibid.
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English at Bannockburn. The illustration is, therefore, irrelevant

to the case under consideration, unless we are to assume that Wace
meant his ' ditch ' at Senlac to be understood in this special sense

;

an assumption for which there is no ground in the simple words

that he uses.

We next come to the connexion between vallum and palisade.

This the Eeviewer meets with a simple denial. He then pro-

ceeds

—

Even if there was a fosse, and if that fosse implied a vallum, and if

ihat vallum was . . . crowned by a palisade, yet this palisade could not

be that which Mr. Freeman mentions. It is on this last point that we
specially take our stand. The only allusion that we made to the fosse

—

the allusion to which our critic appeals—was made for the sole and ex-

press purpose of insisting that, whatever the fosse might be, it could not,

on our author's own showing, have anything to do with his * palisade.'

And yet Mr. Archer, knowing this, knowing that even if this fosse were

palisaded (which he cannot prove) it could have nothing to do with Mr.

Freeman's palisade on the hill—the only one in question—coolly states

that the existence of the latter is * involved ' in an * admission ' that we
never made, and in a confusion that we ourselves exposed ! That is why
we say that he must have known that his arguments were not straight-

forward.'""'

Now I am going to suggest a possibility that Mr. Archer did

not ' know '—perhaps does not know to this day—the supposed fact

on which the Eeviewer insists so strongly, that the fosse at the

southern foot of the hill ' could have nothing to do with Mr. Free-

man's palisade ' on the hill itself. Three times—twice in one page

<87) and once in an earlier one (83 ; see above, p. 55)—does the

Eeviewer assert this fact ; and the third time he adds, * It is on
this last point that we specially take our stand.' I think it can be

shown that he has been not quite sufficiently circumspect in his

•choice of a standing-ground.

In his first article (p. 14) the Eeviewer speaks of ' a paHsade
crowning the summit of the hill.' Now, if this were the position

assigned to the palisade by its modern defenders, there might be
some reason in the retort that it could have no connexion with a
ditch or fosse, which, we need no Freeman to tell us, must have
been at ihe foot of the hill. But where does Mr. Freeman—where
does Mr. Archer—assert that the palisade was at the summit ? I

have examined all the twenty-one passa.ges in which, as the Eeviewer
says,"^'^ Mr. Freeman mentions or alludes to the barricade. Of these
there are only six that can possibly give any sort of clue to the

position which Mr. Freeman held the barricade to occupy on the
hill. I will quote them.

^* Quarterly Revicio, pp. 87-8. 55 j^iy 1892, p. 11.
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(1) He occupied the hill; he surrounded it on all its accessible sides
by a palisade (p. 447).

(2) To charge up the slope . . . with ... the triple paHsade still
unbroken, would have been sheer madness (p. 467).

(3) The whole height was alive with warriors ; the slopes, strong in
themselves, were still further strengthened by the firm barricades.
Up the slopes, through the barricades, the enemy had to make their wav
(p. 471).

^

(4) The Normans had crossed the English fosse, and were now at
the foot of the hill, with the palisades and the axes right before them
(p. 476).

(5) The French infantry had to toil up the hill, and to break down
the palisade (p. 477).

(6) The main body of the Normans made their way on to the height,
no doubt by the gentle slope at the point west of the present buildings!

The great advantage of the ground was now lost ; the Normans were
at last on the hill. Instead of having to cut their way up the slope and
through the palisades, they could now charge to the east, &c. (p. 490).

In none of these passages do we hear a word about the summit
of the hill. In three of them (2, 3, 6) we hear of the slope. The
statement in (1)

—
' he occupied the hill '—is explained in (3),

* the

whole height was alive with warriors
;

' whence we must conclude

that by * he surrounded i^ ... by a palisade ' is meant, that not

merely the summit, but the whole height, was thus defended. In

(4) we are told that the palisade was * right before ' the Normans
when they were at the foot of the hill, and immediately after they had

crossed the fosse. If from Mr. Freeman's text we turn to his ground

plan, we find that it points in the same direction as these passages

;

the palisade is placed (of course) in front of the whole English

array ; one-third of the depth of that array is placed in front of

the standard ; and the standard, Mr. Freeman tells us, was planted

'just where the ground begins to slope '
(pp. 447, 474). That is, Mr.

Freeman placed the standard on the edge of the hill, and the

palisade some distance below it, on the slope. This interpretation

of Mr. Freeman's words and of his ground plan may, of course, be

disputed. My purpose is simply to point out that the Eeviewer's

interpretation of them, which represents Mr. Freeman as placing

the palisade on the ' summit ' of the hill, is open to dispute like-

wise ; and in this case, again, it is upon him that the onus prohandi

rests.

8. And now we reach the third count of the Eeviewer's indict-

ment of Mr. Archer

:

He suppresses throughout Mr. Freeman's repeated admission of a

* shield wall,' which would be fatal to his argument.'"''^

J-^ Quarterly Review, p. 80 ; cf. p. 88.
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The critic then proceeds to * confront Mr. Freeman's champion

with Mr. Freeman himself throughout three pages (88-90), in

order to demonstrate that what Mr. Archer called * the Eeviewer's

argument/ ' the Eeviewer's theory ' of the existence of a shield wall

at Senlac, is ' no other than Mr. Freeman's own/ and that Mr.

Archer .

* designedly suppressed Mr. Freeman's allusions to the

shield wall/ because he ' found that his only chance of even attempt-

ing a reply lay in coolly ignoring a fact in the presence of which

his elaborate argument collapses like a house of cards ' (p. 88).

Now, the Eeviewer does not deny that the shield-wall theory

combated in pp. 346-8 of the Contemporary Revieiv—that of a

' wall ' formed by the whole body of fully armed men holding their

shields in their hands in a close and unbroken line along the entire

extent of the English front—is in one sense his, i,e, that it is the

theory which he holds. He only urges that it was also Mr. Free-

man's. Before he can be justified in imputing to Mr. Archer a

dishonest motive for passing over in silence his reference ^^ to Mr.

Freeman's appendix NN, he is bound to prove, not merely to assert

or assume, that the shield wall which Mr. Freeman had in his

mind when writing that appendix was of precisely the same cha-

racter as that which he himself imagines ; he is bound to prove,

no,t merely to assert, that the * shield-wall interpretation ' of the

so-called * crucial passage ' in Wace, as actually given hy Mr, Free-

ma7i in his appendix, is absolutely incompatible with the ' barricade

interpretation ' which the same writer gave to the passage in his

text. If it can with any show of reason be maintained that neither

of Mr. Freeman's two interpretations necessarily contradicts or

excludes the other, Mr. Freeman's * champion ' could have no
motive for ' suppressing ' the appendix. Now, the Eeviewer, on the

other hand, in p. 13 of his first article argued on general grounds

that a palisade and a shield wall were in the nature of things

incompatible. This supposed incompatibility was the ground of his

assertion in p. 14 that Mr. Freeman ' virtually gave himself away

'

by interpreting Wace's 11. 7815-26 as a description of both palisade

and shield ivalL Mr. Archer summarised the Eeviewer's arguments
on the first point in his p. 340, and observed in a foot note on

p. 341—

A separate article would be required to discuss the alleged incompati-
bility of a shield wall and a palisade. The question is not what the
Enghsh ought to have done, but what they actually did. The whole
science of medieval poHorcetics was based on the principle of what seems
to us unnecessary multiplication of outworks.

After this he was clearly not called upon to turn aside from the
main question at issue (the barricade rendering of the crucial

*" July 1892, p. 14,

I

I
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passage) in order to discuss a secondary one as to whether or not
Mr. Freeman indeed * virtually gave himself away ' by quoting in
his appendix that same passage as a description of the shield wall.

I understand that Mr. Archer has now, in reply, not to the Quarterly
Keviewer, but to another and a very different critic of Wace, written
a ' separate article ' in which he has dealt with this question of
shield wall and palisade, and also with the questions raised in
connexion with the English axe men as described by William of

Malmesbury and as represented in the Bayeux tapestry.^^ These
questions I therefore gladly leave in worthier hands than mine,
only noticing one passage in p. 91, where the Eeviewer quotes from
Mr. Archer :

^^

WiUiam of Malmesbury here is in accord with Wace : * Pedites omnes
cum bipennibus,' &c., as the Quarterly Reviewer cites the passage.

Here [comments the Eeviewer], it will be seen, Mr. Archer proves that

the axe men were ' shieldless,' by simply omitting and suppressing the

words which describe their ' shield wall ' ! . . . So too he appeals to

this passage from Wace :

* al col Vescu.

Granz baches tinrent en lor cols

Done il quident ferir granz cols
;

A pie furent serrement '
(11. 7996-9).

But the only words he quotes from it are (we keep his own quotation

marks) * great hatchets on their necks, with which they could strike

doughty blows '
(p. 347).

(1) As to the passage from William of Malmesbury. Considering

that Mr. Archer put *&c.' after hipewnibus; that he expressly

referred to the passage ' as the Quarterly Eeviewer cites ' it ; and

that the Eeviewer had cited it thus (the italics are his own)

—

' Pedites omnes cum bipennibus, conserta ante se scutorum testudinej

impenetrabilem cuneum faciunt '
^°

—

the charge of ' suppressing the words which describe their shield

wall ' is scarcely borne out by the facts of the case.

(2) As to the passage from Wace.

The Eeviewer has overlooked half of Mr. Archer's sentence, the

half which precedes the quotation marks. The whole sentence

runs thus

:

Harold's own special friends—the corps d'elite of the English army-

are accoutred with sword and shield ; and in addition to this they have

hung ' great hatchets on their necks,' &c.

YII. The Eeviewer now devotes a page and a half (94-5) to a

discussion of Mr. Archer's references to Wace's use of the word

Ikes, There are here two points to be noticed.

S8 Quarterly Bevieiv, July 1893, pp. 91-4. " Ibid. July 1892, p. 15.

™ Contemporary Beview, p. 347.
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1. Mr. Archer [says the Reviewer] devotes his fourth section to ' four

passages where Wace speaks distinctly of a lice, i.e. a pahsade.' In

spite of the large print in which this announcement was made, we find

that only three instances can actually be adduced (p. 94).

For the answer to this criticism I have only to refer my readers

to the Academy of 23 Sept., p. 256, where Mr. Archer has answered

it for himself.

2. Mr. Archer [says the Reviewer] . . . compels us to point out that

the passage on which he specially relies

—

* E cil ont les espees traites,

Les lices ont totes desfaites,

E li Engleis par grant dehait

Se sunt a Vestandart retrait '
(11. 8589-92)

—

is, so far from confirmatory, destructive of Mr. Freeman's views. On no

point is he more positive than that the standard, with Harold at its foot,

stood, throughout the day, in the very forefront of the fight (pp. 447, 474,

475, 476, 483, 484, 487, 492), and that Harold fought at the 'barricade*

like * a private soldier.' To suggest that he and his standard remained in

the rear, while his followers fought and died for him at the front—till

forced to retreat to the standard—would have seemed to Harold's champion

little short of blasphemy. We have, we hope, now shown that Mr. Archer

can only appeal to Wace's mention of lices (11. 8585-92) at the cost oi

throwing over Mr. Freeman's * conception of the battle.' . . . We may
add that, according to the professor (p. 495), 'there was no artificial

defence ' left between the English and their foes at a stage of the battle

earlier by 300 lines than that at which alone these lices appear.^ ^

The last objection is irrelevant ; the question is not iclien the

lices were broken down, but whether there were any lices to

break down. If Wace tells us that they were broken down, no

matter at what stage of the fight, he clearly wishes us to under-

stand that they had previously been set up, even though (apart

from the ' crucial passage ') he may not have stated that fact in so

many words—a point which, I venture to think, the Reviewer has

not finally settled yet. Nor is there more force in the argument

that Wace's words

—

li Engleis . , , se sunt a Vestandart retrait—are

* destructive of Mr. Freeman's views.' For, in the first place, it is

not certain that retrait necessarily implies * going hackJ Pluquet

glosses these lines, Les Anglais se rallient autour de leur etendard.

His gloss may by later scholars be ruled incorrect ; in that case I

shall be tempted to make a new application of Mr. Archer's w-ords

—

* The literary Rhadamanthus should assess the heaviest penalty to

M. Pluquet, the originator of the blunder, who, as a Frenchman,
should have known better than to mistranslate his own language.'

But, further, granting that 1. 8592 does mean ' they retreated
'

*' Quarterly Eevietv, pp. 95-6.
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or ' fell back to the standard/ I deny that it in any way con-
tradicts Mr. Freeman's * conception of the battle

;
' for I hold

that, as regards the position of the standard and of the king, that
conception is wholly misunderstood by the Reviewer. I do not
hesitate to assert that 'on no point is" Mr. Freeman 'more positive
than that the standard . . . stood, throughout the day,' not ' in the
very forefront,' but in the centre of the host. I am guided by the
references which the Eeviewer himself gives to Mr. Freeman's
pp. 447 and 474, in which, as we have seen already (p. 61, above),
the standard is placed 'just where the ground begins to slope,' while
in the ground plan a full third of the depth of the array is on the
slope in front of it. I look on to the next reference, and find that
'there, as the inner circle of the host, were ranged the fated

warriors of the house of Godwine. . . . There . . . the innermost
centre of that glorious ring, stood the kingly three. . . . And there

'

—not at the front— ' sharing the toils and dangers of his meanest
soldier . . . stood Harold, king of the English '

(pp. 474-5). I

nowhere find a statement—certainly the Reviewer does not point

to one—that Harold remained all through the day as if rooted to

the spot on which he had posted himself at its beginning, and
therefore I am neither surprised nor puzzled to see him represented

in p. 484 as close to ' the barricade,' i.e. no longer in the centre,.

but at the front ; nor, again, at the close of the ' long agony ' (after^

as Wace says, li Engleis . . , se sunt a Vestandart retrait), to be-

shown the last glimpse of him once more at his original post, ' the

foot of the standard '

(p. 497). Neither do I recognise, nor see any

ground for supposing that Mr. Freeman recognised, any impos-

sibility, or even difficulty, in Harold's * sharing ihe toils and dangers

.

of his meanest soldier '

(p. 475), ' playing the part alike of a

general and of a private soldier '
(p. 492), just as well at the centre

as in the front. In a word, I do not see the ' blasphemy ' of the

suggestion that Harold, during the greater part (not the whole) of

the day, was not at the front ; and I do not beHeve that * Harold's,

champion ' would have seen it either.

Vni. From the lices the Reviewer goes to the 'pel, quoted

by Mr. Archer from Wace's 1. 8499, and denounces it as irrelevant

to the palisade question, because Mr. Archer ' himself renders the

word not 'palisade,' but 'stake' (p. 345). . . . Indeed, the granz

pels (1. 7727) which the rustics fought with in the battle are

rightly rendered by Mr. Freeman ' sharp stakes.' ^^

Certainly. But the Reviewer must, as Mr. Archer has pointed

out,«3 have forgotten the context of 1. 8499 if he can seriously

propose to take pel, in that line, in the sense of a stake held in the

hand of a rustic; he must have overlooked the still closer and

«2 Qiiarterly Eeview, p. 96. " Academy, 2 Sept. 1893, p. 193.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. ^
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equally significant context of pel and fosse in the line itself ; he must

have forgotten that a stake is just as much a stake when stuck in

the ground as when held in the hand, and that a row of stakes, or

upright pieces of wood, thus planted in the earth is usually the

first element in the construction of a palisade.

IX. Of Mr. Archer's 'corroborative evidence from other sources'

the Eeviewer declines to take any notice. On the passages from

Wace's ' Brut ' adduced by Mr. Archer as a parallel to the same poet's

account of Senlac he scornfully remarks

—

It must be obvious to any rational being that if Wace could thus

minutely describe the operations of mythical Britons, it only shows how
free a scope he gave to the inventive faculty ; while the parallel Mr.

Archer relies on can, of course, only prove, not that the descriptions were

both true, but that they were equally worthless.^''

Now what is 'obvious' to me here is that Wace in the *Brut' did

what was almost invariably done by medieval romancers—trans-

ferred to his mythical battles the colouring of the actual battles of

his own day. If I had met with his account of King Arthur's

palisade without knowing that a similar mode of entrenchment was

described in the records of some real battles in the middle ages, I

should have regarded it, not as ' worthless,' but as an important

indication that such a practice was, at any rate, not unknown in

the warfare of Wace's own fellow-countrymen and contemporaries.

Had I afterwards met with his account of the real battle at Senlac,

I should have welcomed it as a confirmation of my inference. I

am aware that by making this avowal I am putting myself out-

side the pale of ' rational beings ' in the opinion of the Quarterly

Eeviewer ; but I trust there may yet be some who do not share that

opinion.

X. The Eeviewer now proceeds to ' sum up the case as regards

the " Eoman de Eou." ' ^^ Having dealt with the details of the

case, I need say nothing about the summary ; but I have to notice

two additional criticisms appended to it.

1. The Eeviewer observes that

—

in the opening scene, where it [the palisade] ought to have been specially

prominent, when ' the French infantry,' in Mr. Freeman's words, * had

to toil up the hill, and to break down the palisade' (p. 477), there is

no mention in Wace of any defence of the kind. On the contrary,

indeed, he here describes the English as at times retreating before the

Normans, and the Normans, in turn, as pursued by the English

(11. 8075-8), which is incompatible with the opposing forces being

divided by ' wooden walls,' behind which, on the English side, ' not a

man,' says Mr. Freeman, ' had swerved '
(p. 480).^^

«' Quarterly Review, July 1893, p. 96. e^ Ibid. « Ibid. p. 97.
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I submit that the Eeviewer's rendering of the four lines here
referred to

—

A la feie[e] Engleis rusoent,

A la feie[e] recouroent,

E cil d'oltre mer assailleient

E bien souent se retraient—

is incorrect. Here is not a word about ' pursuing.' What Wace
says is simply this :

* At times the EngHsh drew back ; at times
they disengaged themselves [from their antagonists]; and those
from over sea assailed [the English], and very often retreated.

Mr. Freeman had very justly assumed (p. 447) that the * wooden
wall,' like the ditch below it, had three carefully guarded entrances.

Through these entrances the Enghsh might, now and again, make
actual sallies from, and again retire within, their enclosure. Such
movements, executed under orders, would be perfectly consistent with

the statement that ^ not a man had swerved ' from his post. More-
over, it appears to me that 11. 8075-8 do not necessarily refer, in

any special way, to * the opening scene ' of the battle, but are rather

part of a sort of general sketch of the varying fortunes of the day.

2. The Eeviewer continues

—

It is true that the historian supports his view by thus paraphrasing

Wace :
* The Normans shouted " God help us !

" the English, from

behind their barricades, mocked with cries of " Out, out !
" every foe

who entered or strove to enter '
(p. 478). But, in the original, we only

read

—

* Normant escrient :
" Deus aie !

"

La gent englesche " ut, ut !
" escrie.

Co est I'enseigne que io di,

Quant Engleis saillent hors a cri.' (11. 8079-82.)

Mr. Freeman has simply interpolated the words ' from behind their barri-

cades ;
' and this is an instance of what we meant when we spoke of his

* imaginary ' allusions to the pahsade. But this is by no means all. The

gloss which he has put on the Ut ! tU ! of the English is at direct

variance with Wace's own explanation. The last two lines of the qua-

train, which Mr. Freeman omitted, tell us that this was the cry which

the English raised when in pursuit. It was, in short, their old

hutesium (or uthesium), which they raised, as Wace states, when in

pursuit of criminals. The writ for providing watch and ward, issued in

1252, gives us excellent examples of its use.^^

It is to be observed that the two lines which Mr. Freeman
' omitted ' never formed part of the printed text of the * Eoman de

Eou ' till Dr. Andresen's second volume appeared in 1879, four years

after the last edition of Mr. Freeman's third volume was pubhshed.

They were, however, quoted by Edgar Taylor in a foot-note to his

" Quarterly Beview, July 1893, p. 97.

f2
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' Master Wace,' with this remark :
* An addition to the text, which is

found in the MS. 6987 of the Bib. Eoyale at Paris, seems to determine

what word is meant,' i.e, by ut. A * plain man ' (if I may borrow a

favourite expression of Mr. Freeman's) is really tempted to wonder

howany English-speaking person can ever have needed foreign assist-

ance to * determine what word is meant ' by ut in the mouths of his

own forefathers. At any rate, before Mr. Freeman's * gloss ' is

admitted to be * at direct variance with Wace's own explanation,' it

must be proved that Wace's explanation is rightly interpreted by the

Eeviewer ; and this is open to question. Again I submit that saillir

hors does not mean ' to pursue
;

' it means simply * to sally forth,' for

any purpose whatever—to attack an enemy just as much as to chase

a criminal. The Eeviewer says that the cry of the English at Senlas

was * their old hutesium . . . which they raised, as Wace states, when,

in pursuit of criminals.' If it were so, there would be here nothing:

inconsistent with the statement that they ' mocked ' their foes with

the cry ; to suggest that the flower of the Norman knighthood were

criminals worthy only to be hunted down would surely have been

to ' mock ' them. But as a matter of fact Wace says nothing about

criminals, and nothing about pursuit ; nothing, in short, to imply

any allusion to the * hue and cry ' or * hutesium ' of later days. It

is, in fact, extremely questionable whether hutesium and its

undoubted French original, hiiee, hu, have anything in common
with the Teutonic ut. The best modern lexicographers give no

countenance to such an idea. Even if such a connexion be granted,

however, the Eeviewer is no nearer proving his case ; for the

examples cited by Godefroy plainly show that at the date of the

*Eoman de Eou,' as well as both before and after, the primary

meaning of hu was a cry or noise of any kind ; that its secondary

meaning was a war-cry ; and that the very phrase, li hus e li cris,

was commonly used by French writers in a purely military sense,

without any notion of the special significance implied in the

technical English use of ' hue and cry ' or * hutesium.' But, as the

Eeviewer says, * this is by no means all.' He adds :
* It was . .

their ' [i.e. the Englishmen's] ' old hutesium (or uthesium).' In his

view, then, the hutesium or uthesium^ eo nomine, was a recognised

English institution before the coming of the Normans. It is

strange that, under these circumstances, he brings forward no

instance of it earlier than a.d. 1252. All scholars are, of course,

aware that earlier instances exist ; but if the Eeviewer desires to

maintain his assertion that the hutesium was already * old ' in

England in 1066, he must be prepared to produce some instance

very much earlier than any that are as yet generally known ; and

until he does produce it, his assertion must be considered not

proven.

The main point of the Eeviewer's argument here, however, is

<
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doubtless not the connexion between ut and hutesium, but the fact,

unquestionably stated by Wace, that ut was the cry habitually used

by the English when they sallied forth shouting ; a cry, therefore,

which meant, not * get out !
' but ' come out

!

' and this fact he holds

to be * at direct variance with ' Mr. Freeman's rendering of the

exclamation. I answer : The one rendering points to the existence

of a barricade or palisade as surely as the other. Saillir hors implies

an enclosure of some sort. Whether men are called out to hunt
down a criminal, or to chase an enemy in the battle-field, they are

called to ' saWy forth,' in the one case from their houses, in the other

from their camp ; in either case, from something which is enclosed

in one way or another. Otherwise the call would have no meaning.

The Reviewer has, in fact, gone too far afield in his endeavours to

paraphrase a very simple word. While for his parallel to the

use of ut at Senlac he looks forward through two hundred

years to a writ issued in 1252, he fails to notice that, in the

very page from which he has just been quoting, Mr. Freeman
glances back through a like space of time to * compare the dying

words of Lewis the Pious in the Astronomer's Life (64, Pertz, ii.

648) ; Bis dixit, Hutz, hutz, quod significat foras ' &c.^® This

quotation shows that, as far back as the middle of the ninth

century, the Teutonic word out, aus—ut, hutz, no matter how spelt

—taken by itself, meant exactly what it means to this day. What
more natural than that the men who on Senlac hill * had to

drive out less ghostly foes ' than those who disturbed the dying

emperor, should have used the exclamation in a double sense, at

once roughly bidding their assailants * get out ' of the camp which

for the moment was the Englishman's castle, and stirring each

other up to * come out ' and chase the invaders from the land which

w^as his lawful possession ?

XI. The Eeviewer now turns to what in his original article he

called ' our second point, the disposition of the English forces.'
^^

He observes, ' As we are charged with having " quite misappre-

hended Mr. Freeman's ideas," it becomes necessary to quote in

extenso the actual words we used
;

'
^"^ and I therefore, although

reluctant to occupy so much space with quotations, feel bound in

justice to do the same.

The one and only point that is certain is that * on the very crown of

the hill,' the site of the high altar in the future, was erected the standard

of Harold. This, then, the centre of the hill, was the centre of the Eng-

lish host. But the ground to which our attention is directed, as having

* really played the most decisive part in the great event of the place,' lay

to the west of this, ' where the slope is gentlest of all, where the access to

the natural citadel is least difficult.' Mr. Freeman assumes that this

'« Norm. Conq. iii. 478, note 2. «« July 1892, p. 16. '' July 1893, p. 97.
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ground—the ' English right,' as he terms it—where * the ascent is

easiest in itself,' was allotted to ' the least trustworthy portion of the Eng-

lish army,', to ' the sudden levies of the southern shires.' For this,

assumption, we hasten to add, there is no authority whatever. He fur-

ther assumes that the first English to leave their post, in pursuit of the

enemy, * were, of course, some of the defenders of the English right.'

William, he holds, at the crisis of the battle, resolved to draw them again

from their post by a partial feigned retreat, that ' meanwhile another

division might reach the summit through the gap thus left open.*^

Accordingly, tempted by this stratagem, ' the English on the right wing

rushed down and pursued,' and their error proved ' fatal to England.'

* The duke's great object was now gained : the main end of Harold's-

skilful tactics had been frustrated by the inconsiderate ardour of the least

valuable portion of his troops. Through the rash descent of the light-

armed on the right, the whole English army lost its vantage ground.

The pursuing English had left the most easily accessible portion of the

hill open to the approach of the enemy. . . . The main body of the Nor-

mans made their way on to the hill, no doubt by the gentle slope at the

point west of the present buildings. The great advantage of the ground

was now lost ; the Normans were at last on the hill.'

Such is Mr. Freeman's explanation of how the battle was lost ; for in

this episode he discovers the decisive turning-point of the day.'^'

If [the Eeviewer now adds] they [scil. his readers] should still con-

sider the closing words too strong, we confront them with his [Mr.

Freeman's] own summary of the battle, in which we find this sen-

tence :
' The battle was lost [sic] through the error of those light-armed

troops, who, in disobedience to the king's orders, broke their line to pur-

sue '
(p. 505). Yet Mr. Archer (the italics are his own) coolly replies that

' the battle was not ivon at this part of the field, but at the centre.' To
say that the battle was * lost ' is also to say that it was won ; and it was
' lost,' according to Mr. Freeman himself, exactly as he wrote.^^

I am bold enough to question this last assertion, and to think

that the Eeview^er does, as Mr. Archer said," ' seem to have quite

misapprehended Mr. Freeman's ideas ' as to where and ivhen (I do
not say Jioiv) the battle ^vas lost and won. Mr. Freeman unques-
tionably held—he has stated it in so many words (p. 505)—that
* the battle was lost through the error of the light-armed,' i.e. in

consequence of that error ; but he has nowhere suggested that that

consequence followed immediately and inevitably and on the same
spot, and that the battle was lost irretrievably then and there, as

soon as the error was committed. On the contrary, he marks the

error as having probably been committed before 3 p.m. (p. 490,

margin
; p. 492, note 2). He then tells us that * still the battle was

far from being over '

(p. 490)—' the fight was still far from being

over. It was by no means clear that some new chance of warfare

might not again turn the balance in favour of England' (pp.

" Quarterly Review, July 1892, pp. 16-7. - July 1893, p. 98.
•^ Contemporary Revieiv, p. 353.
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491-2) ;
' the fight had ah-eady been raging for six hours, and as yet

its result was far from certain '
(p. 492) ;

* still even now the fate

of the battle seemed doubtful ' (p. 495). Lastly, he tells us where
and when it really was decided ; it was at the foot of the standard,

three hours—according to his reckoning—after the hght-armed had
made their error. Then, and not till then, ' the men who fought

upon the hill of Senlac . . . knew . . . that with their king's death

that day's battle was lost ' (p. 499)—and won.

XII. Next follows a criticism of Mr. Archer's statements that

we are assured on very good authority that the Eeviewer seems to have

quite misapprehended Mr. Freeman's ideas as to the position of the un-

armed troops. . . . Harold, according to Mr. Freeman, did not leave his

rude levies on the right exposed to the full fury of the Norman onset.

Mr. Freeman distinctly states that these raw levies were protected by a

small hill on which Harold had set (regular) troops, and by a ravine. So

that the Eeviewer' s remarks on Harold's incapable generalship fall to the

ground.'^'*

* Light-armed (not " smarmed ")
:

' the Eeviewer, of course quite

rightly, corrects an obvious slip of the pen. He then declares,

* This passage contains what we fear can only be described as two

separate misstatements,' viz.

—

(1) That Mr. Freeman mentions the ravine as defending the

western approach to the (main) hill.

(2) That Mr. Freeman represents Harold as having * set regular

troops ' on the small hill.^'^

1. Mr. Freeman, says the critic, 'does not mention the

"ravine" as defending this approach' {i.e. the western slope,

where ' the ascent is easiest
;

' see above, p. 70), ' for the excellent

reason that it did not do so, lying as it did, according to him, not

in front of the English, but in their right rear (see his ground

plan).' To this I reply, first, that the fact of the ravine being not

in front, but in what the Eeviewer calls the ' right rear
'
of the

EngKsh right wing, does not prevent it from being a defence to

them, since it might protect them from being taken in flank and

turned; and, secondly, that such a connexion as Mr. Archer

suggests between the ravine and western approach seems to me-

clearly indicated in Mr. Freeman's p. 445, where the description of

the ravine follows immediately upon, and in the closest connexion

with, the first mention of that 'part of the ground ' which ' really

played the most decisive part in the great event of the place,' i.e.,

as we have seen the Eeviewer take special pains 'to insist, the

western slope. This difterence of opinion as to the possible func-

tions or uses of the ravine, however, is clearly in great measure

- Contemporary Review, p. 353. Cf. Freeman, iii. 445, 44G, 489, and ground plan.

" Quarterly Eevieiv, p. 99.
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dependent on a difference, about which enough has been said

aheady, as to what actually did or did not happen there. The

Eeviewer holds that nothing is recorded to have happened in the

ravine at all, but that the ' great slaughter ' located in it by Mr.

Freeman is really placed by the original authorities in quite

another quarter. On this matter I can only refer my readers to

sect. VI. above, and leave each one to form his own judgment.

2. The- Eeviewer urges that Mr. Freeman, so far from describ-

ing the * small outlying hill ' as held by regular troops, * drew no

distinction between its defenders and the " light-armed " levies who

formed the English right
;

' and he quotes Mr. Freeman's remark

(p. 489, note 2), ' The scene is vividly shown in the tapestry (pi. 15),

and the defenders of the little hill are all light-armed.' ^^

Any one who carefully examines the pictures of the Bayeux

tapestry will observe that the division of the English troops into

heavy-armed and light-armed—or * regulars ' and * irregulars '

—

does not fully express, although it may practically cover, the differ-

ences of accoutrement therein portrayed. The typical fully armed

Englishman of the tapestry is of course the figure which the

Quarterly Reviewer has described in his p. 92—clad in mail coat

and helmet, armed with sword, battle-axe, javelin, and shield. I

have very little doubt that this striking figure, this ' first Englishman,

thus depicted . . . with his panoply in complete detail,' is, as the

Eeviewer suggests, meant for a type of the full accoutrement of

Harold's very best troops '^—of his house-carls, of his brothers and

kinsmen, doubtless, too, of the king himself. It is clear, however,

that we must reckon under the denomination of ' heavy-armed ' all

the men who are clad in coats of mail. Under the title of * light-

armed ' we may group all those who do not wear that attire. Of

these the tapestry shows us two classes

—

(a) mailless warriors bear-

ing axe, sword, javelin, or lance, sometimes also a shield ; (b) rustics

armed with sticks or stakes. These last are shown in the tapestry

only in flight, at the very end of the battle (pi. 16, ed. Bruce). To
the former class (a) belong the men on the little hill (pi. 15).

While, therefore, Mr. Freeman was undoubtedly right in describing

them as * light-armed,' Mr. Archer is not without just grounds for

'* Quarterly Beview, p. 99.

" Le. of their accoutrement before the actual fight began ; for I, like Mr. Archer,

believe that before the heavy-armed Englishmen could wield their most important

weapon—the two-handed axe—they had to rid themselves, somehow or other, of their

shields ; and therefore I should hardly call this man a type of the fighting English-

man. The fight is, however, just beginning, for he is in the act of hurling his javelin

at the advancing Normans. One feels that his next movement will be to lay aside his

shield, and thus free both his hands to

' Lift high the mightier weapon,

That mocks at lance and bow.

The axe that cleaves through shield and helm
To the life strings of the foe.'
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suggesting (and he does no more than suggest) that they were
' regular ' troops, in comparison at least with those who had nothinr^

better than ' such rustic weapons as forks and sharp stakes.' ^« To
the remark that

the existence of an ' outpost
' on the hill, even of * hght-armed ' rustics

is avowedly nothing but a guess of Mr. Freeman's, a guess which we
duly rejected (p. 17), as not merely without foundation but without even
probability,^^

I have only to answ^er that, since the * guess ' was * avowedly ' such,

it was at any rate a harmless one ; that on its ' probability ' there

is still room for a difference of opinion ; and that the occupation of

the Httle hill at one stage at least of the battle, not merely by
* rustics,' but by light-armed warriors, whose accoutrement was
respectable enough to give them some title to rank as regulars,

rests upon the authority of the 'priceless record' to which the

Eeviewer seems to attach even greater value than did Mr. Freeman
himself—the Bayeux tapestry.

3. Lastly, I must observe that the critic has overlooked Mr.
Archer's foot note on the word ravine, in which he says, * My
remarks about Harold's right wing summarise a friend's opinion

—

hardly my own.'

XIII. Once more the Eeviewer goes on

—

Mr. Archer's closing words on this part of the subject are these :

* The culminating point of the battle was not the turning of this [right]

wing, which was not turned at all in any special sense, but only shared

the general flight after the defeat of the centre '
(p. 353). Here, as usual, our

critic garbles our words. We did not describe the episode on the right as

the ' culminating ' point of the battle ; we wrote (ut supra) that in it

Mr. Freeman discovers the decisive turning-point of the day.®°

On this I would observe that, as Mr. Archer does not mark the

words * culminating point ' as a quotation, he does not appear to

have had here any intention of quoting from the Eeviewer, and

therefore cannot justly be charged with ' garbling his words
;

'
and,

thirdly, that by thus insisting—as I hold, quite rightly—on a dis-

tinction between the turning-j^oint and the culminating point of the

fight, the Eeviewer—in words which he once applied to Mr. Free-

man—' virtually gives himself away
;

' for he thereby concedes all

that Mr. Archer urged in his p. 353, viz. that the 'episode on the

right,' through (or owing to) which the battle was ultimately lost

(and won), and which was thus its decisive turning-point, was not

its crowning event, for which we must look to a later hour of the

day and another part of the field.

The critic adds

:

We cannot insist too strongly that, as we originally wrote, ' there

is no authority whatever '

(p. 16) ... ' there is absolutely no evidence

'» Freeman, p. 472. '' Quarterly Ecvieic, p. 99. " I^id. p. 100.
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for Mr. Freeman's assumption that the English right was entrusted

to the raw levies '

(p. 18) . . . When Mr. Freeman wrote that this

arrangement [the placing of the light-armed on the two wings] was
* beyond doubt,' he must have forgotten, for the moment, that it was-

nothing but a guess of his own.^^

Firstly, Mr. Freeman did riot write that this arrangement was

beyond doubt. He wrote—as the Eeviewer might have remem-

bered, since he had quoted the words in full a few lines above

—

' The relative position of the different divisions in the two armies-

seems beyond doubt.' To say that a thing is, or that it seems, may
be all one to the Eeviewer, but it is not so to those who are as.

careful in their use of language and as scrupulous in never seeking

to be * wise above that which is written,' as was the late regius

professor of modern history. The ^Dhrase which he here uses

plainly indicates that he intended the disposition assigned to the

English troops in his ground plan to be taken not as a statement

of a proved fact, but as an inference from the nature of the circum-

stances and the general indications given by the authorities : an

inference which to him * seemed beyond doubt,' but which he was

conscious might have a different aspect in the eyes of others. I

may, perhaps, venture to add that (to me) the inference seems

irresistible if one considers the lines of Guy of Amiens quoted by^

Mr. Freeman in his p. 488, note 4

:

Eustica laetatur gens et superasse putabat,

Post tergum nudis insequitur gladiis.

All parties, wherever they place the struggle to which these

lines refer, are agreed that it took place while the great body of

fully armed Englishmen in the centre (round the standard) was

still unbroken. No one—certainly not the Eeviewer—thinks it

possible that the light-armed, rustica gens, can have been in front

of this great body. If they had been in its rear, they could not

have forced their way through it to rush down as they did. Where,

then, could they be, except on the wings ?

This final count of the great indictment winds up with a

triumphant reassertion of the ' glaring contradiction ' between Mr.

Freeman's plan of the battle-field and his comparison of the dis-

position of Harold's forces at Senlac with that of Eadmund's forces

at Sherstone.^2 I am not eager to deny the contradiction. I do

not hold Mr. Freeman to have been infallible, and, therefore, if an

apparent or a real self-contradiction on some matter of secondary

importance, such as this, be detected here and there in his volumi-

nous works, I regard the discovery just as I should regard it if made
in the works of any other writer ; I look upon it as an illustration

of the truth so well expressed by Mr. Archer :

—

*" Quarterly Bevieiv, p. 101. «- Ibid. p. 102 ; cf. July 1892, pp. 18, 19.
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In history, as in all other human work, we can never hope to attain

absolute accuracy, however much we strive for it. Despite all our care,

errors toill creep in ; our judgment ivill occasionally go astray : our know-
ledge loill be defective. We must put up with these things as incidental

to human weakness. . . . It is well that things should be so. They teach
us a lesson of humihty.

In connexion, however, with this matter of the analogy—or
non-analogy—between Senlac and Sherstone, the Eeviewer in his

first article brings into his argument a comparison between the
formation at Senlac and that at the battle of the Standard. After

stating, as has been already seen, that * there is . . . absolutely no
evidence for Mr. Freeman's assumption that the English right was
entrusted to the raw levies,' he continues

—

Against it ... is all analogy drawn from the study of EngUsh
tactics. Snorro's description of Stamfordbridge is evidence, at least,

that ' the fortress of shields ' had a continuous line of bucklers along its

whole front : ^thelred gives us the reason in his story of the ' Battle of the

Standard ;
' namely, that it was the front line which had to meet the shock

(pericttlosum dicehant si 'primo aggressu inermes armatis occurrerent). It

was, therefore, an essential principle of tactics quatinus armati armatos

impeterent, milites congrederentur militibus. Therefore on Cowton Moor

(1138), as (we hold) on the hill of Battle (1066), we find the strenuissimi

milites in prima froute locati, and the lighter troops behind them.^^

I wish to remind my readers and those of the Eeviewer that his

first two quotations from iEthelred in this passage are taken from

the abbot's account of the council of war held before the fight hj

the Scot king and his barons ; i.e. the ' essential principle of tactics
'

therein set forth is represented by ^thelred as applying not to the

party which was standing on its defence (like Harold), but to the

attacking force ; in other words, that if it is to be applied by analogy

to either of the hostile armies at Senlac, it must be to the Normans

and not to the EngHsh. The third quotation from ^thelred is

taken from his account of the English array, the array of the host

which does, roughly speaking, stand in the same position as the

English host at Senlac, and of this quotation I wish here to give

the context.

At Australes, quoniam pauci erant, in unum cuneum sapientissime

glomerantur. Nam strenuissimi milites in prima frente locati lanceanos

et sagittarios ita sihi inseruerunt, ut militarihus armis protecti tanto

acrius quanto securius vel in hostes irruerent, vel exciperent irruentes.^*

I ask my readers, and the Eeviewer's, whether this statement is

accurately represented by his words, *We find the " strenuissimi

milites in prima fronte locati " and the lighter troops behind them
;

"

" Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 18.

«^ .Ethelred of Eivaux, Hewlett, Clironn. Stei^hen, vol. iii. p. 191.
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and I ask whether an ' analogy ' eHcited from ^theked's pages by

such a rendering as this, coupled with such a confusion between

assailants and defenders as has just been pointed out, can be of any

value in a discussion as to the disposition of the English forces on

the field of Senlac.

* Of Senlac,' I have said ; for it has yet to be proved that the

name given to the place by Orderic the Englishman is ' an impos-

sible English name,''^ * a fad of his own,' and that ' the site of the

battle had no name at all '
^^ till Wilham built his abbey upon

it. The name may be given by Orderic in a corrupt form ; he

or his informants may have altered the vowel in the last syllable,

just as the * Beoforhc ' of the Old English chronicle had suffered

corruption by the time when Orderic's contemporary Arch-

bishop Thurstan granted his charter ' hominibus de Beverlaco ;
'
^^

or there may be no corruption at all, for as far back as a.d. 944 we
can trace an Old English word lacu (lake, pool), which the best

philologists tell us is probably not derived from the Latin. The

onus prohandi here rests, once again, not upon the followers of

Mr. Freeman and of Orderic, but upon their censor.

In burning words the Quarterly Eeviewer denounces as a * libel

upon " God's Englishmen " ' the suggestion that * on that awful day,'

the day when everything that is dear and sacred in this world was
at stake for them and for their native land, they could have stooped

to protect themselves with an artificial shelter against the attack

of their invaders. Not in defence of self, or of a cause far more
sacred than self, against a fierce and formidable assailant, but

against a dead man who had given him no provocation and a living

one who did but take up, in all frankness, courtesy, and honour, the

challenge flung down upon a grave, has the Eeviewer been fighting

these many months past, from behind an artificial shelter, the

shelter of his anonymity. He has certainly not strengthened his

cause by deliberately choosing to set it forth in a periodical where
the writers are bound to remain strictly anonymous, when any
magazine of repute, in which he could have signed his name, would
doubtless have gladly opened its columns to an article by a scholar

of such attainments, on a subject of so much importance and
interest. It is to be regretted, for his own sake, that he had not the

courage of his opinions, that he did not scorn for himself a mode of

combat which he scorns for the heroes of the great battle. He would
have acted more consistently, as well as more honourably, had he
followed what he regards as their example, and ' faced ' his * foe,

* standing as man to man.'

Kate Noegate

Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 11. ^s j^^^^ p 9^ s? Eymer, i. 10.
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Pieter^ Corneliszoon Hooft^

piETEB COENELISZOON HOOFT, the greatest man of letters
X that Holland has ever produced, the central figure of that
brilliant period of intellectual activity which bears the name of
the Golden Age of Dutch literature, was born at Amsterdam on
16 March 1581. The family from which he sprang was one of the
most honourable and influential in that great commercial city.

His father, Cornelis Pieterzoon Hooft, who had grown up to man-
hood during the stormy years of the rising against Spain, amidst
the clash of arms and the discords of contending factions, was a
man of singular discretion and moderation, respected and trusted

for the wisdom, justice, and firmness displayed by him in the
course of a long life passed in positions of dignity and responsibihty.

In the fateful and gloomy year when William of Orange fell by the

hand of the assassin, as town councillor of Amsterdam, he made
a vigorous stand in defence of the rights and privileges of the city,

and won thereby so high a place in the affections and confidence

of his fellow citizens, that he was afterwards appointed to fill the

important office of burgomaster no less than thirteen times. The
future poet and historian was the eldest of his three sons. From
his childhood Pieter showed signs of being endowed with an un-

usually quick and vigorous understanding, and his father wisely

resolved, by giving him an excellent education, to improve to the

utmost his natural aptitudes and inclinations. His bent for

literature early asserted itself. His first poems were written

whilst he was still a boy, and were followed by a tragedy ^ which,

though in itself of little merit, at once attracted attention, and

secured the admission of the precocious dramatist, only as yet

in his sixteenth year, to the most famous of the Chambers of

Ehetoric, known by its motto * in liefde hloeyende ' (blossoming

in love), which for more than two generation^ had numbered

among its members all the first literary men of Holland.

But the sagacious burgomaster did not long allow his promis-

ing son to remain in Amsterdam, to be spoilt by the premature

» This paper was read before the Koyal Historical Society, 19 March 1891.

* Achilles and Polyxena.
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flattery of narrow local coteries. On 11 June 1598 the youthful

Hooft set out upon a prolonged tour. After passing some months

at La Eochelle, and then visiting several of the principal towns of

France, he sailed from Marseilles, and set foot on Italian soil at

Genoa on 10 July 1599. In Italy he spent the greater part of two

years,^ principally at Florence and Venice, and then in the spring

of 1601 he crossed the Brenner, and journeying in leisurely fashion

right across Germany, reached once more his native city on 14

May, having heen absent from home abouj; three years. The

effect of such a journey upon the susceptible mind and many-

sided genius of the young traveller was twofold. The music

of the Italian speech and the cadence of the Italian verse pos-

sessed themselves of his soul, and stirred him to emulate their

beauties in his mother-tongue, while on the other hand he felt

an irresistible fascination to make himself familiar with the annals

of that past whose memorials he had seen strewn so thickly

around him. On his return to Holland he at once betook himself

to the serious study of the classical writers, and more especially of

the historians. These self-imposed tasks did not, however, absorb

all his attention. His pen meanwhile was not idle. A number of

love-songs and another tragedy * bore evidence to the effect of his

study of Italian models. Still full of faults, both of language and

of style, and betraying constantly the evil influence of Marini and

his school,, in the frequent playing upon words and unnatural con-

cetti, these first-fruits of his journey are still remarkable. For

purity of diction and for softness and variety of rhythm they

surpass all previous Dutch poetry, and give promise of the greater

excellence which was to come.

About this period Hooft went to Leyden to attend lectures at

the university, and especially to study jurisprudence. He appears

to have thus spent two years (1606-1607).^ Of the details of his life

at this time, and up to the year 1609, we have little or no informa-

tion. In this year, however, occurred an event which was to mould
the whole of his future career. Soon after the conclusion of the

twelve years' truce with Spain he was appointed by the Stadtholder

Maurice, in recognition of his father's distinguished services and
his own well-known devotion to the House of Orange, to the impor-

tant post of drost, or governor, of Muiden and bailiff of Gooiland.

This office, which was eagerly sought after by great nobles, and
which had been in earlier times frequently filled by younger sons of

the counts of Holland, entailed upon its holder various judicial and
executive, though by no means onerous, duties. It w^as an ideal

•^ The dates and details of this tour are to be found in Hooft's own memoranda.
• Theseus and Ariadne.

^ His biographer Brandt and other earlier writers upon Hooft place this residence

before his Italian journey. Recent researches have shown that this was not the case.
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position for the youthful poet.^ The ' High House of Muiden/ a
stately and embattled feudal castle, with pleasant gardens and
orchards, lying at the point \Yhere at no great distance from
Amsterdam the river Yecht sleepily empties itself into the Zuyder
Zee, became henceforth not merely his official residence, but the

home of letters.

Hooft, as appears abundantly from his published correspondence,

did not in any way neglect his duties as a magistrate. On the

contrary he discharged them with sedulous zeal, care, and impar-

tiality. But he withdrew himself from the turmoil of strife and
discord, of religious hatreds and political ambitions which surged

around him, and devoting his leisure to study and writing, free

from all those cares and struggles which have embittered the lives

of so many young authors, he for forty years made the castle of

Muiden the chosen rendezvous of the literary celebrities of the day.

He became the Maecenas of the Golden Age of Dutch literature,

without ceasing to be its Yirgil ; a veritable grand seigneur of the

world of letters, without in any way assuming to himself the airs of

patronising superiority. Open-hearted, witty, and social, he loved

to gather round him all who were distinguished for their talents,

accomplishments, or learning, and such were the attractions that

Muiden offered to its guests, that rarely were its hospitable

chambers empty, and among these attractions in that period of

Hooft's life which we are now considering, perhaps not the least

was the charm of the young hostess. A year after his appoint-

ment as drost of Muiden, the poet had married Christina van Erp,

still a girl in her nineteenth year, whose

Laughing eyeS with merry flashes,

Azure-bright beneath the lashes,^

had won his heart, and who is described from personal knowledge

by Brandt, the biographer, as being * of surpassing capacity and

intelligence, as beautiful, pleasing, affable, discreet, gentle, and

gracious as such a man could desire to have.' ^

With her by his pide he passed for many years a Hfe of unbroken

serenity and happiness. The details, which may be gathered at

first hand from Hooft's own letters,^ read hke an idyll. At times

they are alone, and the drost writes to his brother-in-law and

most intimate and trusted friend, Joost Baek :
* Now we are living

here, philosopher-like, as if the world were dead or at least were

dying. The one day so much resembles another that our life is

like a vessel without oars in a dead calm. Better, however, a calm

than too strong breezes.' Such was not, however, the usual state

« He was but 28 years of age. ' Hooft's Gedichten (ed. Leendertz), i. 261.

•* Brandt's Leven van Hooft, p. 18.

* Collected and published in 4 vols, by Yan Yloten.
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of things. Both Hooft and his wife loved society, and were aUke

gifted by nature with that most agreeable of all talents, the talent

for entertaining. The number of guests was seldom large. *As

regards myself,' wrote Hooft in another letter to Baek, * the

greatest feasts do not produce the greatest pleasure. Vossius,

Kaeel, with yourself, are to me all the world. Under the number

of the Graces, or above that of the Muses should no company con-

sist.' ^" Except, indeed, on such special occasions as official recep-

tions or princely visits, the company at the drost's table never

exceeded * the five or six couple of friends,' whom he invited either

for their musical gifts, their learning, or their conversational

powers. Hooft was ' a passionate lover of music, though no per-

former,' and not a little of the charm of the fair Christina in his

eyes lay in her excellent playing and singing. * Conversation ' he

held * to be the soul of visits, as it is the joy of feasts.' Among
the guests none were more welcome than the beautiful Tesselschade

Visscher, beneath the spell of whose singular fascination and ac-

complishments all her contemporaries seem to have bowed, and her

rival as a songstress, Francisca Duarte ; with these, to mention

only the more distinguished, Constantino Huyghens, the private

secretary of three princes of Orange, poet, linguist, and man of

letters, as skilled in the execution as he was in the theory of music ;

Caspar Barlaeus, the well-known Latin scholar; the learned Vossius ;

Laurens Eaeel, the Dutch Ealeigh, soldier, sailor, and poet, and
sometime governor of the Dutch East Indies ; Sweelinck, the best

organist of his day ; Vos the tragedian ; Dr. Coster, the founder

of the Netherland Academy ; and at times, though not on the same
terms of close intimacy as many of the others, the great Vondel, as

proud in his poverty as he was fearless in the expression of his

opinions. Pressing were the invitations that were sent
; genial the

reception; overflowing the hospitality. Delicious fruit, choice

wines, lovely music, witty converse were the fare that was freely

proffered. The sense of obligation lay upon the host and not the
guests. * We hope,' he wrote on one occasion to Tesselschade, ' on
Wednesday next to keep the anniversary of our wedding-day.
What feast would be complete at which you were not present ?

Favour us then with your company if it be possible; ' and again,
* that you will come is my most earnest desire. If you will but be
our guest, then, I hope, you will cure all our ills.' At another time
in a letter to Barlaeus, * He who has no debt upon his conscience

must hold himself ready for fresh obligations. Formerly I had
only a passing promise, but now it is down in black and white, for

your letter admits that you had promised to have a morning
amongst our plums, and it behoves an honourable man to keep his

*» It is not necessary to give the references to the many quotations from Hooft's
letters. They can all be found in Van Vloten's edition.
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engagements. I, at least, have no intention of releasing you, for I
am exacting in such matters, and have asked guests to meet you.
To-morrow, or the day after, the Juffrouw Tesselschade will be at
Muiden, the most famous woman in the land !—think you this is a
haven to sail by ?

'

Nor was such the tone only of his letters to his friends. He
speaks of them in precisely the same spirit of unaffected, generous
appreciation. It is not they, but he that is the debtor. * I have
been,' he says in one of his many delightful epistles, ' for some
days entertained by the instructive conversation of Vossius. His
table-talk has been a sufficient feast to last many months,' while
after a visit of Barlaeus he writes to a mutual acquaintance, ' He
(Barlaeus) has been not so much my guest as I his, for he has fed

me with witty food, which has made my heart right glad.'

Frequently, as has already been said, music was one of the
chief allurements which Muiden offered to its visitors, and gaiety

the prevailing tone of its society, but at times the purpose of the

gatherings was purely literary. Tesselschade comes 'to help to

translate Marini,' or Vondel ' to read over the fifth book ' of his

epic on Constantine. ' This,' writes Barlaeus to Huyghens of one
such meeting, * will be a provincial and not a national synod ; only

sedate and learned people out of Holland are invited ; two from

the Hague ; the priestess (Tesselschade) from Alkmaar, from

Amsterdam Vossius and I. There will be no chattering allowed

over the expulsion of our traders from Japan, or any suchlike

matters, but only discourse on subjects of study.'

Hooft was an indefatigable worker. All the time that he could

spare from his official duties and the claims of social intercourse

were rigorously devoted to those literary pursuits which were the

absorbing interest of his life. There was a small hexagonal tower

in the orchard at Muiden with a pleasant outlook upon the sea.

Here he kept all his books and papers, and here, undisturbed by

the slightest noise or interruption, he could work away, standing

at his desk, as was his custom, for hours together. In the first

years after his appointment to the drostship and his marriage,

as before, his principal attention was directed to the drama. In

1612 appeared ' Geerard van Velzen,' a tragedy of the orthodox

classical type then in vogue, the scene of which is laid at the

castle of Muiden itself, and which portrays one of the best-known

episodes in the earlier history of Holland, the murder of Count

Floris the Fifth by a band of disaffected nobles. He next turned

his energies to comedy, and in 1616 he wrote, for the benefit of

an orphanage, in the incredibly short space of nine days, a clever

adaptation of Plautus's ' Aulularia,' to which he gave the name of

* Warenar.' The piece was represented at the then newly founded

Netherland Academy, and was for many years very popular. It is

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. ^
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written in Amsterdam patois, and deals trenchantly with the

fashions and foibles of the day with a right witty zest, which shows

that among his many gifts the author likewise possessed a genuine

vein of humour. Two years afterwards another drama, the most

ambitious of his five-act tragedies, ' Baeto, or the Origin of the

Hollanders,' saw the light. It, too, like its predecessors, fell in

with the taste of the time and was received with much popular

favour, as well as highly praised by Hugo Grotius and other critics

whose opinion the writer valued.

But the time at length arrived when Hooft was to discover

his true vocation and to launch out in a wholly new path of hterary

effort. He had for some time cherished the idea of enshrining in a

history the great events of the War of Independence. But before

venturing upon a work of such magnitude and importance, he

determined to try his hand on a smaller subject with the aim of

testing his power and capacity of method and style.^^ Henry IV

of France had been the favourite hero of his youth, and, for a

specimen of his art as an historical writer in Dutch prose, about

six years after the death of the great king, he set himself the task

of recounting the events and achievements of his life. What
infinite pains he took in giving finish and perfection to this little

work may be gathered from the fact that although commenced in

1616 the life of Henry was not given to the world till eight years

later. Other causes, no doubt, contributed to this delay. During this

period the literary work of Hooft had suffered many interruptions.

The even tenor of his tranquil life at Muiden had been saddened

by many bereavements. In 1618 he lost his only daughter

Gertrude, and two years later his second son Arnold ; and then, in

1623 and 1624, in the short space of seventeen months the remorse-

less hand of death robbed him first of his eldest son Cornelis, a

twelve-year-old boy of much promise, on whose training the poet

had himself bestowed great pains ; soon after of his last and

youngest child, a second Arnold ; and finally, at the early age of

thirty-three, of his wife, the loving and dearly loved Christina. ^^

To crown this terrible series of misfortunes, at this very same time

a considerable sum of money, which he had invested in London,

was engulfed in a bankruptcy.

Hooft for a time felt crushed by the overwhelming severity of

the repeated blows which fell so rapidly upon him. His heart

was filled with poignant sorrow. Above all he mourned the sweet

young wife, whose lightsome presence had for fourteen, too short,

years been the joy of his hfe, and had made his home radiant with

happiness. Her untimely death put an end for a season to those

»» Vide a letter to Grotius, Van Vloten's edition, i. 142.
" His father, to whom he was deeply attached, also died at this time.
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bright social reunions wherein, to use the words of one^^ ^^^
had himself experienced their charm,

She won the hearts of all,

To each one's needs it was her aim
To be the minister

; and no proud dame ^^

Of Muiden's lofty hall.

In a characteristic letter written, probably in answer to her
-condolences, to his friend Tesselschade Visscher, Hooft gives ex-

pression to his own feelings at this sad time: 'Philosophers bid
us not to set our hearts on any perishable possession, but to bear
up against losses without repining. To the keeping of the first

of these injunctions I have ever had so little inclination, that it

is but natural I should lack the power of following the second.

How can he, who has always been searching for yet fresh clamps
and rivets, wherewith to clinch the object of his love the more
firmly to his heart, have it torn away without leaving an
incurable rent ? How can he, whose delight it was to depict in

air-drawn fancy even the sHghtest of those graces and talents

which he held so dear, and to immure the image in the very

innermost sanctuary of his being, see himself without affliction

deprived of that which, next to God, was his supreme solace?

Although I do not believe that there is any virtue in sorrow, yet

again and again have I obstinately refused every consolation. Too
deeply ought I to reproach myself with my obduracy against the

entreaties of those who, to the uttermost of their power, have so

-earnestly pressed upon me the duty of bracing up my spirits.

Eut it is not I that seek sorrow, but sorrow that knows where to

find me. Thousands and thousands of things bring my loss daily

before me, and magnify it to the uttermost. . . . How would I

honour the ingenious masters of the art of memory could they but

teach us forgetfulness ! Yet no. So precious to me is the

consecration of the memory of her I have lost, that rather would I

have wished to suffer more than with greater insensibility to be

oblivious. How often through the death of fondly loved children

I have been overwhelmed with grief, is well known to you, while

"the loss of property, though passing measure, did not, as you can

testify, make my cheerfulness to quit the even tenor of its way.

Forgive then the despondency of my mind, which is far from being

provided, as heroes should, with strength of reason and the

weapons of learning, and supplicate the merciful God to send me

€omfort.' ^^

But despite the depth of woe into which the death of his wife

'3 Vondel's Dichttuerhen, ecT. Van Vloten, i. 169. " Drostin.

1^ Hooft's Brievcn, i. 244. Dated 6 July, 1624.

G 2
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had plunged him, the drost was not the man to remain long a.

widower. His affections were centred in his home, and the charm

of that home had been for him embodied in the winsome personality

of her who by her feminine tact and grace and housewifely

accomplishments had helped to invest the gatherings of Muiden

with.that nameless entramement which all the intellectual gifts of

the master of the house could not alone have supplied. Without

his wife at his side he felt isolated and alone. He missed her so

much that he felt he must perforce fill her place. He passed

through, to use his own words, * a dismal night of three miserable

years, ' and then Kght at length dawned upon him, in the summer

of 1627, from the bright eyes of a clever and vivacious young

widow. Heleonore Bartelotti {nee Hellemans) was at this time

about thirty years of age, and since her husband's death had resided

with her two daughters at Zevenbergen. Hooft made her acquaint-

ance when she was on a visit to some relations at Amsterdam^

and at once fell deeply in love with her. He overwhelmed her with

a perfect flood of poems and sonnets in her praise, and exerted all

his powers of pleasing to win her hand. But his efforts for some

time were in vain. The captivating widow did not reject his suit,

but owing, it is said, chiefly to reports which had been made to her

as to Hooft being a freethinker in matters of religion, she would

not accept him for a husband, and finally, with a suddenness that

savoured of flight, returned to her home without giving him an

affirmative answer.

How earnestly Hooft pleaded his cause, and into what low

spirits, for a time, his want of success threw him, can best be

gathered from his correspondence during this period of suspense.

In a letter written to Heleonore soon after her hasty departure

from Amsterdam, he gives a most doleful account of the state

of his health, which, according to his own report, was so bad that

his life was endangered, and this despite of all his efforts to seek

diversion and society ;
* but,' he continues, * all is in vain, and

finding myself with death upon my lips, far from the ears which

when near gave so little heed to their utterances, I have resolved,

since I am no longer able without risk of my life to come to the

place where you live, to pour out before you on paper my last

entreaties.' He then reminds her of the parting days of their

intercourse, and how after confessing her inclination towards him,
and begging for twenty-four hours in which to make up her mind,

she had when the twenty-four hours were over again deferred her

decision, and this (to quote the writer's own words once more)
* not from lack of affection towards me, but from some other and
entirely different cause. To prove that this is so, I am compelled

to remind you, and beg you to pardon me for doing so, that you on

Monday, 9th August last, were pleased to favour me with the name
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of '' sweetheart," ^^ and this not on the impulse of the moment, as you
thought it well to explain to me, but with mature deliberation.

Because when I many times asked if I were indeed your " sweet-

heart," you rejoiced my heart by saying, " Indeed you are." Nay,

jou were pleased in a sudden outburst of affection to let your lovely

€yes beam upon me with a kindlier light than ever before, yes, and
to yield me your sweet lips and to press your soft cheek against

mine with the words, " Ah, Mijnheer Hooft, I do love you so much !

"

And what is more, you went so far as to permit me to take the word
" sweetheart," which you had uttered, as being the first letter of the

little word yes^ and represented to me, as the reason for not

giving then and there your complete consent, that your mother had
always held Monday for an unlucky day. And then you said with

the most charming archness, *' To-morrow will I accept or refuse."

With a heart thus inflamed with love and filled full with hope I

return the next day to find your mind more obdurate, your expression

more estranged than ever in my life ; and I must receive as the

only reason for your rejection of my suit, not the dissimilarity of

jour own and my opinions in religion and politics, on which points

you had long ago fished out my very innermost thoughts, but

that my friends differed from you in their views ; of which fact

for a year and a day you had been perfectly well aware, and had

never thought of insisting on so pitiful a reason as a bar to a happy

marriage. Of w^ant of inclination not a word. On Monday you

cannot bring yourself to say yes, because of the unluckiness

of the day, and on Tuesday you say no because my friends

forsooth are not saints ! I leave it to the judgment of all such

impartial persons as you yourself may choose, whether, putting

such reasons for my rejection side by side with the tenderness

displayed by you on the ninth, it does not clearly enough appear

that there was not in your case any lack of the necessary

affection. . . . Who then, miserable lady, has cast such a spell

upon you, that you have no longer any regard for the words you

yourself have uttered? Oh, bethink yourself and take to

heart these pleadings of mine, which are watered with my tears

and signed with my blood. ^^ If you have any feeling of love and

tenderness, I beg and beseech you by all that you cherish and

hold dear, suffer not the kiss which I received from you to be a

Judas-kiss to betray me to my death ... but send me by this

messenger the word of healing, which can fill me with fresh life.'

Probably at this time, and while awaiting the reply of his recal-

citrant mistress, the poet, to relieve the tension of his mind, penned

the following airy and half-playful lines

—

'^ Liefste.

'• This seventeenth-century love letter, charged as it is with genuine passion, was

first discovered and published by Van Vloten about forty years ago (Hooft's Brieven

i. 313-317), who states in a foot-note that ' traces of tears as well as blood are still

to be seen very clearly ' (p. 317).
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Light-o'-love, Heleonore

;

Not to her that I adore

Light-o'-love do I apply

:

'Tis her eyes I mean thereby.

Not b'ut that the words I choose

Double truths perhaps disclose.

On a certain eventide

Two sweet lips to me confide,

' Dearest, I do love thee so,'

And the next night they say ' No.'

Such caprices turn my brain,

Fickle, as the fluttering vane.

Which no plea for changing finds

But the changes of the winds.

The tone of these verses would seem to indicate that hope wasf

far from extinct in the heart of the writer, who no doubt trusted

that his touching appeal might cause the fancy of the vacillating

lady to veer round once more in his favour. Nor was he disap-

pointed. Three months after her flight from Amsterdam the fair

widow became Hooft's wife. The match was in all respects a most

satisfactory one, and the new chatelaine of Muiden proved herself

to be a worthy successor to Christina. The name of Heleonore

Hellemans is indeed familiar as a household word to every reader

of Dutch seventeenth-century literature, for the poems that after the

fashion of the day w^ere written in her honour would, if they were-

collected, form a considerable volume. More than any other womani
in the Netherlands (always with the single exception of Tesselschade

Visscher) have her high qualities been eulogised and permanently

recorded by her contemporaries, but perhaps a single line penned
by her husband has more significance than them all :

' Within this

house one ever finds sunshine even when it rains without.'

The wedlock was blessed by the birth of two children, both of

whom survived their father. On the occasion of the birth of the

latter the poet testified his gratification by sending to the mother a
little basket, containing the first ripe cherries of the season, covered

by choice roses. Lying on the flowers was the following dainty-

little epistle in verse :

—

In de bladen van een roosje

Vindt gij, mijn zoetste Troostje,

Kleene gift. Waar' zij zoo groot

Als de gunst, te kleen een doosje

Waar' de gansche wereldkloot.^**

18 The Dutch diminutives are untranslatable, but the sense of the lines is fairly-

given in the following rendering :

—

Nestling 'neath the flowers, that mask it,

Lies, my darling, in this basket

A small gift. Were it as great

As my love, too small a casket

Were the globe for such a freight.
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The literary life of Hooft divides itself naturally into two
periods. In his youth and during the Hfetime of his first wife the

drost was known to the world only as a poet and a dramatist.

The publication of his first historical effort, the Hfe of Henry IV,

almost synchronises with the death of Christina. From that

epoch up to his death he became, almost as exclusively, an historian.

The biography of the Bourbon king was, as has already been

stated, written by Hooft as a coup d'essai. The result more
than answered his expectations. The book was hailed with

universal expressions of approbation, and Louis XIII himself was
so pleased with it, that he sent the author a golden chain, made
him a knight of St. Michael, and raised him and his descendants

to noble rank. Thus encouraged, Hooft now set himself in earnest

to the great task, the first conception of which probably dated from

his return from his Italian tour. On 19 Aug. 1628 he com-
menced his * Netherland Histories,' and from this time, until the very

week before his last illness in 1647, he worked ceaselessly at the

magrium opus which he had planned. Beginning with the abdication

of Charles V, it had been his intention to carry on the story to the

year 1609, the date of the conclusion of the twelve years' truce, but

he did not live to bring it further than the end of the Leicester

regime. Of the extraordinary pains that he took to give the utmost

perfection to his narrative, there are abundant records. ^^ In order

•to form his style on the best classical model, he not only translated

the whole of Tacitus's works into Dutch, but read them through, so

it is said, no less than fifty-two times. He spared no trouble to

obtain the most thorough and trustworthy information. He care-

fully compared together the accounts of all previous writers upon

the subject in Italian, Spanish, French, and Latin, as well as Dutch.

He ransacked archives and documents ; he made inquiries from

living eye-witnesses of events, and asked advice on many points

from statesmen and lawyers. In that large portion of the work

which described battles and sieges, he relied mainly upon the tech-

nical knowledge and intimate acquaintance with the military history

of the war possessed by General Witz, whose work upon strategy was

famous in its day, while for particular encounters he generally

asked some one, who had actually taken part in the fighting, to

write out for him his own experiences and impressions. Nor was he

even satisfied with all this minute sifting of evidence and elaborate

accumulation of materials. As each separate portion of the work

was written, he despatched it to some friendly critic -for correction

and revision, among these most frequently to Huyghens, who in his

'» A whole series of Hooft's letters give full details of the progress and of the

labours involved in this work. The facts are derived at first hand from this absolutely

authentic source.
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turn at times placed the manuscript in the hands of the Prince of

Orange himself. It may readily be imagined that a work undertaken

in such a spirit, and composedL with such conscientious and scrupu-

lous care, should have progressed but slowly. In the month of July

1634 the first eleven books were completed, but it was not until

eight years later that that portion of the history which closes with

the assassination of William the Silent, comprising in all twenty

books, issued from the press.

In the progress of the second portion of his histories, Hooft was

much hindered by the stress of official business, and through his own

increasing infirmities. He suffered much from gout and gravel.

He continued, however, to work on assiduously, though it is clear

from his letters that he did not expect to live long enough to

complete his entire task. On 12 March 1647 he wrote to an

acquaintance at Louvain, * I fear much that through want of health

or of life I shall not succeed in bringing my work to an end. For

the one oftentimes interrupts me, and the other whispers in my ear,

Tempus abire mihi,' Though at the time very far from well, Hooft

insisted on attending at the Hague, on May 10 of this year, the

obsequies of Frederick Henry of Orange. He felt it to be a solemn

duty, at whatever cost, to follow the mortal remains of his beloved

prince and benefactor to their last resting-place. Directly afterwards

he fell seriously ill, and in eleven days' time he died at the Hague
in the house of a son-in-law of his wife. His body was removed-

-to Amsterdam, and buried in the Nieuwe Kerk by the side of that

' ef his father amidst general grief and accompanied by an immense
• concourse of friends and admirers.

His external traits have been sketched for us by his biographer

Brandt, and we can ourselves see them depicted upon canvas on the

walls of the Kijks Museum at Amsterdam. Tall and spare, with

.lustrous, lively brown eyes, abundant curly hair of auburn-brown

with beard of somewhat lighter hue, his whole appearance is that

•.of a man of thought and intelligence, at once dignified, refined, and

pleasing. Although, as we have seen, he delighted in cheerful and
< congenial society, and was noted for his bright humour and high

::spirits when entertaining his friends, his natural disposition was

; serious and earnest, and few men have surpassed him in unre-

mitting and ceaseless industry. One of the most remarkable

features of his character was his spirit of tolerance and moderation.

He was sufficiently liberal in his religious views to despise bigotry,

and would not have any dealings with men of extreme and violent

opinions, and was in consequence by such frequently described as a

freethinker. In his judicial capacity, as a magistrate, he was in-

flexibly just and impartial, though always inclined to take into con-

sideration all palliating circumstances, and to lend a ready ear to

the appeals of the helpless and distressed.

I
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Fond of patronage and approbation, he obtained and exercised

throughout Hfe, as has been said, a kind of acknowledged suzerainty

in the realm of letters. Barlaeus laughingly calls him ' magnificus,*

and speaks in a letter to Huyghens of ' feasting royally with the

satrap ' {epidati sumus ajmd satrajpam /SaaiXtKcos). Yet Hooft withal,

though his manners at times perhaps inclined to the grandiose, was
not a vain man. All evidence on the contrary shows him to have
been modest in his opinion of his own merits, simple in his personal

habits, and an upholder in domestic life of time-honoured Dutch
customs in an age when French modes and fashions were becoming

all the vogue. He is known to have been a devoted husband and
father, and it speaks volumes for the kindliness of his disposition,

that in the course of a long life he is said never to have made an

enemy or alienated a friend.

Of Hooft 's dramas and poems it is not my purpose to enter into

any detailed criticism. It is sufficient to say that as a lyrical poet

only can he appeal to the tastes of the nineteenth century, and that

as a lyrical poet he was a master. At the close of the sixteenth

century, Coornheert, Spieghel, and Eoemer Visscher, the literary

triumvirate of the Dutch Renaissance, had already shown that the

language of Holland was a fitting implement for the expression of

poetical ideas. But their metrical productions, however creditable

and even meritorious, were but tentative efforts. The language was

still in a state of transition, and the verses themselves were always

irregular, frequently halting, at times stiff and uncouth. The visit

of Hooft to Italy enabled him to study the art of poetry in the land

in which it had attained its greatest perfection, and he soon became

an adept in the technicalities of metrical craft. Possessing refined

taste and delicate sensibility of ear, he speedily overcame all the

obstacles arising from want of exemplars, and the rugged crudeness

of an unpoKshed northern tongue, and his very earliest attempts to

xeproduce in Batavian guise the sonnets and songs of the south are

distinguished for the musical rhythm and ease of their movement,

and already at the time of the publication of his ' Granida ' ^o he had

attained to that smooth flexibility and airy Hghtness of touch which

are the characteristics of his best style.

To say that Hooft was a great poet would be a mistake. He

never indeed aspired to such a position. His poems, as he himself

iiells us, were mostly penned, not for public perusal but for the

private gratification of his friends. 'Things that from time to

time I have put into poetic shape for my own amusement, have to

my vexation been made public,' he writes to Daniel Heinsius. 'I

am too conscious of my own imperfection ;
' and we have the testi-

mony of Van den Burg, who published the first collected edition of

-» A pastoral play in imitation of the Pastor Fido, written in 1605.
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Hooft's poems in his dedicating preface, * that the greater part of

these works were by him (Hooft) consigned to oblivion, and I had

to use entreaties to prevent them being thrown into the flames.'

That a poet should estimate lowly the value of his works is,

however, no proof of their want of merit, but simply of his own

modesty and of the lofty standard by which he gauged his attain-

ments. Among the love-songs and sonnets of the drost are little

gems which deserve to be more widely known, and this not merely

for the polished perfection of the stanzas, but because the thoughts

and ideas to which they give harmonious expression are themselves

bright and pleasing.

When Hooft commenced his * Netherland Histories ' it was not

with the intention of adding yet one more to the many excellent

narratives of the war with Spain. The actual events of the struggle

had already been told by chroniclers such as Bor, van Meteren, and

van Keyn. The aim of Hooft was to match the style to the subject,

and to raise such a literary monument to the memory of William

the Silent and his heroic coadjutors as should worthily perpetuate

their deeds to coming generations. His ambition was to be that

which by the general consent of his contemporaries he was named,
' the Tacitus of the Netherlands.' That the great prose-epic, to

which he consecrated twenty years of his life, realised his expecta-

tions, is to be found in the high praise bestowed upon it by Dutch
critics and writers for more than two centuries and a half.

. Of its worth as a record of facts we have already spoken. Inde-

fatigable research, and an impartiality which was even more rare in

those days than it is in our own, give to it, as a mere chronicle,

quite exceptional value. Hooft avowed his principle to be ' never

to conceal the truth, even were it to the injury of the fatherland,'

and he endeavoured consistently to carry it out. The descriptions

are throughout graphic and full of Hfe, the terrible scenes of blood-

shed and cruelty portrayed with dramatic force and vigour, the

language is nervous and pithy, the sentences carefully balanced, the

choice and ordering of the words studied. The pages are strewn
with wise reflections and aphorisms, even the dullest passages are
lit up with flashes of picturesque eloquence, the finest infused with
something of poetic glow. To counterbalance such high merits we
look for and we find correlative defects. The * Histories' are
undoubtedly marred by a pedantic purism, by a straining after

effect, by unnatural constructions and obscure expressions, which
result from a too close reproduction of the style of the Great
Koman historian, whose works the writer had perused so many
times, and which were the subject of his daily study. These are,

however, but the inherent flaws which appear in every human
creative effort, and in their despite the * Nederlandsche Historien

'

ought justly to be ranked among the greater histories of all time.
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But, as the preceding sketch of his life bears ample witness,

Hooft has done something more than leave us a connected narra-

tive of his country's history during the last decades of the six-

teenth century; his collected letters give us an insight into the
political, literary, social, and domestic life of Holland during the

first half of the seventeenth century, which is of more value in

many ways to those of after-times than the most minute and
voluminous history, properly so called. These letters, indeed,

whether we regard them as specimens of epistolary art, or as a
storehouse of information, form the most valuable legacy which

Hooft has bequeathed to posterity, and we may entirely assent to

the judgment of one of the most accomplished of recent Dutch

critics, ^^ * that though it could not be asserted without exaggeration

that they (Hooft's letters) throw into the shade the whole of the

rest of Netherland literature, still the assertion would not be far

beyond the mark.' The excerpts which have been given can

afford the reader but little idea of the manifold charm and interest

of these letters. They deal with every variety of subject, grave

and gay, and are written in studied diversity of style, but always

with point, spirit, and literary finish. The flavour of pedantry, so

dear to the seventeenth century, pervades the whole, though chiefly

the official and strictly literary correspondence. In the letters

addressed to relatives and familiar friends the words, as Hooft

himself confesses, * run more trippingly from the pen,' and the

manner is a reflection of the writer's own nature, bright, genial,

and breezy, rippling over with kindly humour and buoyant gaiety

of heart. In these intimate outpourings of his thoughts and

feelings the drost stands self-revealed before us, with all his foibles

and fancies, in his views on men and things, in the petty details of

everyday existence, in his literary life and social relations.

George Edmundson.

-' Busken Huet, Larid van Bembrandt, iii. 175.
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The Royal Navy under Charles I

Part II.

—

Eoyal and Merchant Shipping.

WHEN Charles I inherited the crown his fleet consisted of 4

first, 14 second, 8 third, and 4 fourth rates ;
^ of these 1 first,

7 second, 6 third, and the 4 fourth rates were comparatively new
ships, the oldest being the ' Prince,' launched in 1610. The others

were originally Elizabethan, had been repaired, rebuilt, or patched

up more or less effectively at various times, and of them the 'Lion,'

built in 1582, was the most ancient. The recent accessions w^ere,

for reasons previously noticed,^ more commodious and better sea

boats than their predecessors ; but the king had yet to learn that

the mere possession of a naval framework, in the shape of hulls,

spars, and guns, was of little use without efficient crews and adequate

knowledge and honest effort on the part of the subordinate officials

on whom fell the responsibility of preparation and equipment.

"Whether due to a desire to save the royal ships as much as pos-

sible, to want of men to man them properly, or to their generally

inefficient state, the expeditions of 1625-7-8 included a very large

proportion of armed merchantmen. In 1625 there were 9 men-

of-war and 73 merchantmen ; ^ in 1627 14 of the former, of which

three were small pinnaces, and 82 of the latter,^ and in 1628

the second Eochelle fleet, which Lindsey commanded, was made up

of 32 king's ships and 32 merchantmen.^ But under Lindsey 10

of the royal ships were of the class known as ' whelps,' just built,

and measuring 180 tons each, and 10 were pinnaces of 50 tons or

under, so that only 12 vessels of the real fighting line were with

him. We shall see that the owners of merchantmen, who could

neither escape the calls made on their ships nor get paid for their

services, by no means valued the honour thus thrust upon them.

Charles, like his father, felt a keen interest in the navy. In the

* English Histoeical Review, vii. 490. The ' Speedwell,' in this list, was lost in

l^ovember 1624, after it was drawn up. There were also some small Elizabethan

sixth-rates remaining—the ' Crane,' ' Answer,' ' Moon,' and ' Merlin,' which the com-
piler did not consider of sufficient importance to include.

2 Ibid. vii. 488, 489.

^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, vii. 47.

" Ibid. Ixvii. 47. s j^^^, cxvi. 84.
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case of James I it was prized more as an imposing appurtenance of

his regal dignity than from any statesmanHke appreciation of its

importance ;
in that of his son the evidence goes to show that, while

vanity was sometimes a ruling motive/' he was also fully ahve to the

weight a powerful fleet gave to EngHsh diplomacy. The State

Papers show that he exercised a constant personal supervision in

naval affairs, sometimes overruling the opinions of his officials in

technical details of which he could have possessed no special know-
ledge. No new vessels were built during the first years of the reign.

Theoretically, with the assistance of the hired merchantmen avail-

able, the royal navy was sufficient for the duties it was called upon
to perform. Practically it was found that even those that were sea-

worthy were too slow under sail, as were also the merchantmen,
to deal with the plague of Dunkirk privateers and Moorish pirates,

who swarmed in the narrow seas, and who almost blockaded the

coasts except for large and heavily armed ships. A chief article of

accusation brought by the parliament against Buckingham was that

he had neglected his duty in taking few or no measures against

these enemies, but if all the charges made against him had as little

foundation his reputation would be higher than it now stands.

The Channel squadron had been increased, two special expe-

ditions had been sent out after them, and any prizes likely to prove

fast sailers had been taken into the royal service for the purpose of

being so employed ; but as the Turks and Dunkirkers, built for speed,

could sail at least twice as fast as the English, it was only under

exceptional circumstances that one was sometimes captured. In

1624 the captain of one of the commissioners' new and improved

ships indignantly reported that some Dutch men-of-war he met had

deliberately and contemptuously sailed round him. This was square

rig versus square rig. Kemembering that the Turks undoubtedly

were lateen-rigged, that the Dunkirkers probably used some modifi-

cation of it, and that this is still the most effective spread of canvas

known for hght vessels of moderate tonnage, we need not wonder

that the lumbering EngHsh third and fourth rates, built for close

action, could never get near them. During the Ehe voyage sixty

EngHsh ships chased some Dunkirkers, but only one pinnace could

overtake them, and that of course could not venture to attack.''

^ E.g. the ' Sovereign of the Seas,' which, until she was cut down, was the largest,

most ornate, and most useless ship afloat.

' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Ixxi. 65. These remarks must be read in

conjunction with those relating to the lack of victuals and stores, and want of com-

petent and willing service on the part of officers and men, made iii the first part of

this paper, and for which Buckingham's incapacity was principally responsible. But

his incapacity was, in this matter, not the only nor even the main factor, since,

when in 1627,he applied to Gyffard, Sir Sackville Trevor, and Hervey for suggestions

as to freeing the narrow seas from pirates, they agreed that the existing vessels were

too slow to catch any but others of their own type {State Papers, Domestic, Clmrles I,

liv. 9, 11-13). In October, 1625, the Channel squadron consisted of ten English men-
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But there were also other causes. In 1634 Pennington wrote to the

admiralty that he had just met a fleet of seventeen Dutch ships,

all tallowed and clean from the ground, which is a course that they duly

observe every two months, or three at the most . . . which is the only

cause which makes them go and work better than ours ; whereas our

ships are grounded and graved two or three months before they come out,

and never tallowed, so that they are foul again before we get to sea with

them, and then they are kept out for eight or ten months, whereby they

are so overgrown with barnacles and weeds under water that it is impos-

sible that they should either go well or work yarely. ... All men-of-war,

of what nation soever, whether Turk or Christian, keep this course of

cleansing their ships once in two or three months but us.^

Therefore the first additions to the navy were small, fast-sailing

vessels, built or bought with this object, and the master shipwrights

were several times called upon to furnish designs of ships especially

adapted for chasing the privateers. Their first suggestion, in De-

cember 1625, was for a cruiser whose length, over all, would have

heen nearly four and a half times her breadth, and this is noticeable as

a marked step in the tendency now existing to increase the proportion

between length and beam.^ Again, in March 1627^^ they proposed

' a nimble and forcible ship of 339 tons to meet the Dunkirkers ;

'

but in this case the length was rather less than four times the beam,

and eventually pecuniary necessities compelled the government to

be content with vessels of a smaller model, called * whelps,' con-

trived for sweeps as w^ell as sails, and whose length was nearly three

and a half times the breadth. In merchantmen the keel was still

only about two and a half times the beam.'^ Although English ships

were slow, they were strong. Nathaniel Butler, a naval captain, attri-

buted their sluggishness as compared with the Dutch to their being

* so full of timber .... we building ours for seventy years, they

theirs for seven ;
' and Northumberland, in 1636, described some of

them as * so clogged with timber ' that there was no room for stores. ^-

Modern builders would probably ascribe their want of speed to

faulty lines rather than to excess of material ; but if it was a defect

it was one of which we reaped the full benefit in the first war with

Holland, when the Dutch ships, splendidly as they were fought,

were riven and sunk by the more solid and more heavily armed

English men-of-war long before their crews were beaten.

The following vessels were added to the navy during the reign of

of-war and merchantmen and four Dutch ships, a larger force than had probably

ever been employed before for merely protective duties. The conditions were as bad,

or worse, after his death.

^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxxvii. 43.

8 Ibid. xi. 62, 63. Assuming in these instances the rake, fore and aft, to have

been about three-eighths of the keel length.

. 10 Ibid. Ivi. 56. >' Ibid. Ivii. 42. 1= Ibid, cccxxxviii. 39.
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Charles, including such prizes as were taken into the service and
remained in it until useless :

^^

—

Prize Built Rebuilt
Keel Beam Depth " Draught! Gross
in ft. in ft. in ft. in ft. tonnage Guns

' St. Claude ' '* 1625 _
300
528

' St. Denis

'

1625 — — 104 32.5 11.9 38
'St. Mary "«

. 1626 —
'St. Anne "«

. 1626 — — —
350

' Esp6rance '
*'. 1626 — —

250
' Henrietta "«

.

— 1626 — 52 15 6.6. 68 6
6

' Maria "« — 1626 — 52 15 6.6 68
'Spy"» . — 1626 20
10 Lion's Whelps 20

. — 1627 — 62 25 9 185 14
' Fortune ' ^^

. 1627 — —
300

Lt

' St. Esprit '
22

. 1627 — —
' Vanguard ' . — — 1630 112 36.4 13.10 750 40
' Charles

'

— 1632 — 105 33.7 16.3 16.8 810 44
' Henrietta Maria '

. — 1632 — 106 35.9 15.8 793 42
' James '

. — 1633 — 110 37.6 16.2 17.2 875 48
' Unicorn

'

— 1633 — 107 36.4 15.1 16.3 823 46
' Leopard

'

— 1634 — 95 33 12.4 12.9 515 34
' S\vallo\5r' — 1634 — 96 32.2 11.7 12.3 478 34
' Swan '23 1636 —
' Nicodemus '

23 1636 — — 63 19 9.6 105
~6

' Koebuck

'

— 1636 — 57 18.1 6.8 90 10
' Greyhound ' . — 1636 — 60 20.3 7.8 126 12
'Expedition' . — 1637 90 26 9.8 301 30
' Providenqe '

. — 1637 90 26 9.9 304 30
' Sovereign

'

— 1637 — 127 46.6 19.4 _ 1,522 100
'Lion.' . — — 1640 108 35.4 15.6 17.6 717 52
' Prince '

.
— 1641 115 43 18 1,187 64

' Cresceut '
*'

.
—

'Lily '24
. — — — — —

.

' Satisfaction '

.

— 1646 220 26
' Adventure ' . — 1646 94 27 9.11 14 385 38
' NonsuQh

'

— 1646 — 98 28.4 14.2 389 34
' Assurance ' . — 1646 — 89 26.10 11 13 341 32
'Phoenix'' 1647 96 28.6 14.3 414 38
' DragoQ

'

— 1647 — 96 30 12 15 414 38
'Tiger' . 1647 99 29.4 12 14.8 447 i 38
' Elizabeth ' . — 1647 101.6 29.8 14.10 471 38
'ConstantWarwick '23 90 28 12 12.8 379 30
'Old Warwick' 1646 22
' Falcon ' 2«

.

' Hart '
2«

.

— —
'D0V£'28. '

.

'Truelove'26 . .

' Concord ' 26
.

— —
' Fellowship '

26 — — — — — — — — —
' Gloke '26 — — —
'Hector '.26 — — — — — — — — —

^3 Other prizes whicl1 were nominally king's ships, but which only s(;rved during

one of the big expeditio tis or for a few weeks in the Channel, were the ']Mary Eoan,'

Pelican,' ' Mackerel,' ]Sfighti Qgale,' 'St. James,' ' Little Seahc rse,' and 'Hope.*

Where special references are not given the general authorities are State Papers^

Domestic, Charles I, ccxv. 108 ; ccxxviii. f . 38 ; ccxliv. 23 ; ccclxviii. ] 21 ; Add. MSS.

9294, f. 505 ; 9300, f. 54 ; 9336, ff. 63, 64 ; 18037 and 18772. As in previous

instances the measurements frequently differ in these lists, and can only be taken

as approximately correct. '* From greatest breadth to upper edge of keel.

'^ State Palmers, Domestic, Charles I, x. 25.

'« Ibid. xxiv. 4. The ' St. Mary ' was given to Sir John Chudleigh in 1629.

tl

For notes 17-26 see next page.
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The first two pinnaces constructed, the ' Henrietta ' and the

* Maria,' were, it is expressly stated,2^to be * carvel-built,' a distinc-

tion which implies that hitherto such small vessels had been clinch

or ' cHnker built,' and, although I have nowhere found written

evidence to that effect, it is very probable.^^ We do not hear that

they proved satisfactory in either speed or power, and next year the

contract for the ten whelps was divided among nine shipwrights, some

of them private builders, at SI. 5s. a ton.^^ They were to be able to

use sweeps, and were square-rigged, with three masts, two decks, and

a round house, as miniature copies of the large ships ; like those also

they were too heavily sparred and ordnanced. Of heavy guns each

was intended to carry four culverins, four demi-culverins, and two

brass sakers, but subsequently two demi-cannon were added, and the

strain of this armamentproved too great for both their sailing and sea-

going qualities. Their demi-cannon were mostly stored in hold at sea,

instead of being on deck.^^ They were afterwards said to have been

built in haste, ' of mean, sappy timber, for particular service,' ^' and to

be weakly constructed, costing relatively large sums to maintain in

serviceable condition ; they were used a good deal for winter service in

the four seas, and only one of them lived into the days of the Common-
wealth. Two were lost returning from Eochelle, and by 1631

the sixth and seventh whelps had disappeared from the lists, the

seventh by the simple process of sending the gunner into the maga-

zine with a naked light while she was in action with a Dunkirker.

The fifth was one of those lost at sea, and her experience of strain-

ing till she took in water through her closed ports, and opened

*' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxiv. 62.

'8 Ibid. xxi. 72, and Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1699, 64. '» Ibid, xxxvii. 95.

-" Called the 1st, 2nd-10th whelp. Two differed slightly in size from the others.
2' Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1699, 66.

-- A Dutch-built ship bought for Richelieu's newly created fleet, but taken in the

Texel {State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Ixxxiii. 20 and Ixxxvi. 64).

2^ Captured Dunkirkers. The measurements of the ' Nicodemus,' • Nonsuch,'
' Phoenix,' and ' Elizabeth ' are from a paper in the Pepys MSS., quoted in Derrick's

Memoirs of the Royal Navy.
-* Bought in 1642 {Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1706, 89).

" Built in 1646 as a privateer, and employed as such by Warwick (half share),

Pett, Swanley, and others ; bought by the parliament from 20 Jan. 1649, when she
was appraised at 2,081Z. {State Papers, Domestic, Interreg. xxiii. 119). The dimensions
are from Harl. MSS. 4161. She is popularly said to have been the first frigate built

in an English yard, but it will be seen from the above list that four others, of a still

more pronounced frigate type, were launched in the same year.
2« The first five small vessels were prizes captured during the civil war and taken

into the navy, in which they remained long enough to be included in the Common-
wealth lists

;
the ' Fellowship,' ' Globe,' and ' Hector ' were merchantmen brought into

the service. For the names of others see Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1812, 443 a.

" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxi. 72.

2« Mr. R. C. Leslie {Old Sea Wings, Ways, and Words, p. 49, &c.) believes all the

smaller craft of old, and some large ones, to have been clinker-built.
2» State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Iviii. 25.

3« Ibid. cxxi. 41. 31 j^^^_ ccclxv. 17, 1637.
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her seams, was probably that undergone by most of those that foun-
dered.32 These whelps were the first representatives, in intention,

although not in form, of the regular sloop and gunboat class after-

wards so largely used for minor police purposes. During the years
of foreign warfare it was found easier to turn suitable prizes into

men-of-war than to arrive at the money necessary for new ships,

but from 1632 until the commencement of domestic trouble it will

be seen that vessels were added in regular succession. The * Van-
guard,' originally an Ehzabethan ship, had been rebuilt in 1619,

and when again reconstructed in 1630 little, if any, of the earliest

material could have remained in her. But both in her and in the
•* Lion ' we find a noticeable increase in the proportion given to

length, since in 1619 the dimensions of the * Vanguard ' were keel

105.9 feet, beam 35.7 feet, and depth 13.7 feet.^^ The ' Lion,' also

Elizabethan, was first rebuilt in 1609, when her keel was 90.10 feet,

beam 35.2 feet, and depth 15.2 feet.'"* In the case of the * Prince
'

there is no such marked difference between the earher and later

measurements. It will be observed in the preceding list of ships

that a keel length of three times the beam was, roughly, the

ratio in favour during the middle of the reign, while on reference to

the Elizabethan navy list the proportion in the majority is seen to

be one of about two and a half times the breadth.^^ Whether the

alteration was due to theoretical calculation or to study of the lines

of foreign ships we have no means of deciding, but the increase in

length is still more pronounced in the vessels launched in 1646 and

1647, their keels being sometimes nearly three and a half times

itheir beam. According to Pepys this last improvement was due to

Pett's observation of a French ship lying in the river, in which case

llhe French designers had already obtained that superiority in the art

of shipbuilding which they held until speed became a matter of

engine power.

The cost of the ' Charles ' and * Henrietta Maria ' was 10,849Z.,

and of launching and taking them from Woolwich to Chatham

1,222Z. ; that of the ' James ' and * Unicorn ' came to U,6S2l.,^Hhe

increased totals as compared with the * St. George ' and * St.

Andrew' being attributed to sounder workmanship and higher

'- State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccclxiii. 29. It is difficult even in these days

of mechanical appliances to keep the ports completely water-tight in heavy weather.

I do not know what form of fastening was used in the seventeenth century, but it could

not have been very effectual, and it was usual to drive oakum into the seams of the

ports when bad weather was expected (Mainwaring's Dictionary).

"* State Papers, Domestic, James I, clviii. 15. ** Ibid.

^^ English Historical Eeview, vi. 482.

3« Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1703, 73. By inadvertence I gave the cost of the * St.

George ' and the ' St. Andrew ' (English Historical Eeview, vii. 490) as 8,959Z. 10s.

each. ' Each ' should be deleted from the sentence. This amount would not include

the accessories mentioned in connexion with the four ships in the text.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII, H
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prices for labour and materials. A further sum of 4,076L was

paid on the ' James ' and ' Unicorn ' for * rigging, launching,

furnishing, and transporting ' them from Woolwich and Deptford ta

Chatham, work which included 65 tons of cordage at 351. a ton,.

214 cwt. of anchors at 21. per cwt., suits of sails at 225?. a suit,,

waistcloths and top armours of red cloth for both 132L,^^ and

trumpeters and pipes at their launch 151.^^ Pennington wrote to

the lords of the admiralty that the ' Vanguard ' and the ' Henrietta

Maria ' were both good ships, although the latter was * extra-

ordinarily housed in aloft ;
' privately, to Nicholas, he said that

there had been * great abuse both in materials and workmanship.'^*

When he had to try the * Unicorn ' he that time gave his un-

favourable report directly to the admiralty. On joining at Tilbury

he found her so crank that she could carry no sail. Three ship-

wrights on board—Ed. Boate, who built her, Pett, and Austin

—

persuaded him to take in another hundred tons of ballast, and the

extra weight brought her so low that the gun-deck ports had to be

caulked up, as * in a reasonable gale of wind ' she would lay them

under water. Pennington was still unwilling to venture out with

the ship, * but in regard to the poor man's disgrace that built her
*"

he gave her a trial at sea, and decides that she * is dangerous and

unserviceable,' cannot work her guns, and will not live in a gale.''^

Under these circumstances the authorities naturally desired to be

informed by the Trinity House experts and the masters of the

Shipwrights' Company why they had given a certificate approving

the * Unicorn.' They answered that they thought she would be a

failure, * but rather than disgrace any workman they put their hands,

hoping the ship might prove well.' ^^ The defence sounds weakly

benevolent, but that they were either too ignorant themselves to

judge, or that the ganglionic plexus of fraud uniting most officials

made them unwilling to venture on such a dangerous novelty as an

honest opinion, is much more likely than that they were actuated

by good-will towards each other, a feeling they always successfully

suppressed where hostile criticism could be safely hazarded. * The

bruits of this disaster have spread far and wide,' wrote Edisbury,

and many opinions were obtained as to the best course to take ;

the discussion ended in girdling her, a method which increased her

stiffness at the expense of her speed. The * Unicorn's ' ports were

intended to be five feet above the water line, but they proved to be

but 3 feet 7 inches from it. * The king's ships are not built as

they should be, nor like merchant ships,' Pennington complained.'*^

3^ The original waistcloths of the ' Prince ' were of silk ; ordinary waistcloths, the

predecessors of the later boarding nettings, were of red kersey listed with canvas.

^^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccliv. 25,

="' Ibid, ccxliv. 77, 78. '•" Ibid, cclxvii. 55. " Ibid, cclxviii. 47»

*'- Ibid, cclxxiii. 49 i and 50.
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Noticing the general discrepancies between designs and results in
shipbuilding, Charles II remarked a generation later of Christopher
Pett, when he turned out a successful ship, ' I am sure it must be
God put him in the way, for no art of his own could ever have done
it.' An observer of this date, Kenrick Edisbury, who succeeded
Sir Thos. Aylesbury as surveyor of the navy, perhaps better
quahfied to judge, attributed part of the apparent error rather to
self-interest. ' I never yet knew,' he writes to Nicholas, * any ship
built by day-work but the shipwrights have made them of greater
burden than their w^arrants mentioned, as you may discern by
this new ship now in building at Deptford, which I am persuaded
will prove 200 tons greater than was appointed.' ^^ Edisbury was
referring to either the ' Leopard ' or the ' Swallow,' and there is

an instructive paper relating to these two vessels which shows the
lack of exactness, whether due to ignorance or intention. It gives
the measurements as ordered by the king—the shipwrights intrusted
with the work received their instructions from him personally ^^—

and as they actually were.'*^

Keel
Beam inside the plank
Depth from upper edge of keel to diameter of

breadth
Depth of keel

Kake of stem
Eake of stern post
The flat of the floor

Midship draught
Distance of lower edge of port from greatest

breadth
Distance between ports
From deck to lower edge of ports .

Breadth of ports

Depth of ports

From the diameter of breadth to the top of

the waist
Between decks
Gross tonnage

' Leopard

'

Ft.

95
33

12.4

1.7

30.6

4.3

13
12.9

8.6 and
2.1

2.4

2.2

I
13.6

515

'Dimensions
Swallow

'

given by
,

his majesty'
,

Ft.
1

Ft. 1

96 93
32.2 31 }

11.7^

1.8 :

28.4 27
4.8 4

13 13
12.3 11.6

4.10| 5.6

8 8
2.1 2.2

2.4 2.4

2.2 2.4

12.7

6.7 6.8

478 384

The ' Eoebuck ' and ' Greyhound 'of 1636 were built from the

waste of the * Sovereign,' then on the stocks, and the * Providence
'

and 'Expedition ' in 16B7 were finished in time to joinRainsborow

before Sallee, vessels of lighter draught than those he had with

him, but of some force, being required. The other accessions of

1636, the ' Swan ' and ' Nicodemus,' were both Dunkirk prizes and

added to the navy as being the fastest vessels afloat. Pennington,

recommended that the * Swan ' should be used as a model by

"^ State Pampers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxli. 16, 1633.

** Ibid, ccxxviii. f. 63 a. *^ Ibid, cclxxviii. 41 i.

H 2
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English builders, and the ^ Nicodemus ' was said to run away from

everything, ' as a greyhound does from a little dog.'

In January 1626-7 we have a report on the qualities of the

new ships added since 1618 and built under Burrell's superintend-

ence while he was the commissioners' principal subordinate. The
* Constant Eeformation ' is said to be strongly built and seaworthy,

but cannot work her lower tier in a moderate sea ; the ' Victory

'

weakly built and crank, as is also the * Garland,' which is a slow

sailer as well. The * Swiftsure,' ' Bonaventure,' and ' Mary Eose
'

are all condemned as badly built, crank, or slow under sail. The
* St. George,' ' St. Andrew,' and * Triumph ' are awarded faint

praise. It must, however, be remembered that this survey was

made by Burrell's professional competitors, of whose envy and

jealousy there is incidental evidence yet remaining, and that at

least five of these vessels, after years of sailing and fighting round

half the world, are to be found still fit for service in the navy lists

'Of Charles II. The commissioners claimed that, with the exception

>of the earlier * Bonaventure,' theirs were the first additions to the

navy which could carry out their guns ' in all fighting weathers.'

It is unnecessary to describe the * Sovereign of the Seas,'

; accounts of which, based on Thos. Heywood's well-known tract,"*^

have been recently given in the daily and illustrated newspapers

when the present ' Eoyal Sovereign ' was launched. Some details,

however, not known to Heywood may be given here. The

suggestion must have been under discussion for some time, but

the first mention of her is in August 1634, when the masters

of the Trinity House, apparently without being asked for it,

volunteered an opinion that such a ship was an impossible

dream."^ I have already quoted their dogmatic statement that a

three-decker was a thing * beyond the art or wit of man to con-

struct,' but they further insisted that, if built, there was no port,

' the Isle of Wight only ' excepted, in which she could ride, and no

ground tackle which would hold her. No notice seems to have

been taken of their long and poetically expressed effusion, and in

January 1635 an estimate was called for of a vessel of 1,500 tons

(' the king with his own hand hath set down the burden ') ; and in

March Phin. Pett was ordered to prepare a model of ' the ship

royal,' and was told that * you principally are appointed by his

majesty for the building of the same.' '*^ A month later Pennington,

Mansell, Phin. Pett, and John Wells ^^ met, and agreed on dimen-

*^ A True Description of His Majesty's Most Royal and Stately Ship, &c., 2nd

edit., London, 1638.

*^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxxiii. 25.

*^ Ibid, cclxiv. ff. 67 a and 87 a.

*» Storekeeper of the navy ; one would suppose a most unlikely person to be con-

sulted on such a point.
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sions, which were substantially those afterwards adopted, and the

gross tonnage was to be by depth 1,466 tons, by draught 1,661 tons,

and by beam 1,836 tons ; but no explanation is given of the way in

which these figures are arrived at.*^^ Pett's estimate of the cost was
13,680Z. ;

'"'^ perhaps he really did not know, perhaps he did not
wish to frighten Charles, but the amount eventually spent on her,

exclusive of guns, was 40,83 3Z. 8s. l^d.^'^ Comparing this sum with

the 5,500Z. to 6,5001, which was the average cost of a forty-gun ship,

there must have been, even allowing for the much larger proportion

spent in decoration of various kinds, great extravagance in some
respects. Before commencing work Pett desired that the principal

officers, who, he said, had always shown themselves adverse, should

neither provide materials nor make any payments without his

signed order. ' Already I find certain extraordinary unnecessary

charges of new building of dwelling-houses bestowed and employed

in Woolwich yard, which I doubt not will be brought upon the

charge of the ship.' ''^ As this was occurring while the trees

which were to form her frame were yet in leaf in Chopwell and

Brancepeth woods, it gives us an interesting glimpse into the

habits of the chief officers of the navy and the estimation in

which they w^ere held by one who was brought into daily contact

with them. The keel was laid at Woolwich, in the presence of

Charles, on 16 Jan. 1636, and she was launched in October

1637. Pett had recommended that the launching should be deferred

till the spring, since the vessel would grow foul lying in the river

through the winter, and would then require redocking. Pett's pro-

posal was annotated by the king, ' I am not of your opinion.'
'^^

Charles had a dull optimism, unshaken by any number of blunders,

in the value of a royal opinion, whether appHed to subjects of

general policy or to such a technical matter as the rate at which

a ship's hull was likely to grow foul.'*^ The wages bill on the

* Sovereign' amounted to 20,948L, and joining, painting, and

carving to 6,691L ; but I am under the impression that the large

sum spent in decorating her has, in popular imagination, as ex-

pressed in pictures and descriptions, implied an equivalent expen-

diture on other ships which did not really occur. Where details

are given of the cost of men-of-war, or of their repairs, the money

spent on ornamental carving and painting bears a very small pro-

portion to the total, and it is quite likely that the conventional repre-

sentations of sixteenth and earlier seventeenth century vessels are

altogether wrong in this respect, and that men-of-war of these times,

*" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxxxvi. 44.

*' Ibid, cclxxxvii. 73. " Aud. Off. Dec. Accounts, 1703-77.^

" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxcviii. 20. '' ^id- ccclxi. 73.

''•' In the ' Leopard ' and ' Swallow ' he had himself ordered that the ports should

be eight feet apart {State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclx. 86), although Pennington

and other practical seamen urged that nine feet was the minimum space that should be

allowed.
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at any rate those of the second, third, and fourth ranks, were Httle

more bedecked than modern merchantmen. The manner in which

the adornments of the ' Prince ' and ' Sovereign ' are described and

dwelt upon as exceptional points to the probability that other ships

possessed few of these external attractions. The ' Elizabeth ' and
* Triumph,' the 'Ark Royal' and 'Merhonour' were as relatively

important in their day as the ' Prince ' and ' Sovereign,' but we
meet with no allusion to any special ornamentation in their case ;

still less, then, would the smaller vessels be much beautified by

gold, colours, and carving. Decoration, perhaps, became much
more general and expensive after the Restoration.

The * Sovereign ' being afloat, the next proceeding was to arm
her, and for this purpose 102 brass guns were required, costing, by

estimation, 24,753/. 8s. 8^.^^ They were thus divided :

—

The first estimate was for 90 guns, and here again we read, * His

majesty has since altered his resolution both in respect of the

number and nature of pieces.' If Pett originally designed the ship

for 90 lighter guns, and Charles raised the number and weight by

a stroke of the pen to 102, trying to ignore, in the plenitude of his

royal power, such things as metacentres and centres of gravity, it

is not surprising that she proved topheavy at sea. It was one

of those cases in which ignorance is bliss, but, without reading

modern scientific knowledge into the past, we know he had pro-

fessional advisers at hand whose empirical skill was sufficient to

enable them to warn him of the folly of such a change. The guns

were engraved—at a cost of 3/. each—with the rose and crown,

sceptre and trident, and anchor and cable. In a compartment

under the rose and crown was the inscription, Carohis Edgari

sceptnim stahilivit aquarum, * being a scutcheon and motto appointed

•^^ State Pai:crs, Dcmestic, Charles I, ccclxxiv. 30 and ccclxxxvii. 87.

*^ Drakes were fired with full, perriers with low, charges of powder.
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by his majesty.' ^^ In January 1640 occurs an estimate for a sister

ship to the * Sovereign
;

' but of this, of course, nothing more ^Yas

ever heard.^^

Of the eight vessels of 1646 and 1647 there is nothing to say

beyond once more noticing the marked increase in the ratio between

length and beam. I have not found, among the Commonwealth
papers, any mention in praise or dispraise of their weatherly and
fighting qualities, and from this silence we may infer that they were
found to be, in essentials, all that was expected.

Most of the remaining Ehzabethan ships passed out of the

service. The hull of the * Bear ' was sold in 1629 for 315L, the
* Answer ' and ' Crane ' for lOlL, and towards the end of the reign the
* Dreadnought,' * Due Kepulse,' * Adventure,' and ' Assurance ' were

broken up. In 1635 Charles, again exemplifying the very real

interference, if not control, he exercised in naval matters, ordered,

against the recommendations of the principal officers, that the
* Warspite ' should be cut down into a lighter for harbour service

;at Portsmouth. But the most serious loss in this class was that of

the 'Anne Koyal,' which in April 1636, when fitted as Northumber-

land's flagship, was bilged on her own anchor when bringing to in

the river. The disaster was attributed to the pilot and master

giving contradictory orders, and when she was lying on her broad-

side and full of water her officers made matters worse by cutting

holes in the upper side to recover their belongings.^^ Of course

nine members of the Trinity House at once certified that it was

impossible to raise the *Anne,' just as a year before they had

petitioned against the Foreland lights as * useless and unneces-

sary,' ^^ and just as on every point referred to them they showed a

persistence in being stultified by events extraordinary even in a

corporation. Two townsmen of Great Yarmouth offered to float

the ship for 2,000Z. ; the principal officers thought they could do it

for 1,450Z., and eventually they did raise her, but, with the custom-

ary variation in official calculations, at a charge of 5,355^.^^ She

was taken to the East India Company's dock at Blackwall, and

there, being found to be too severely damaged for repair, broken up.

Of the later ships the * Phoenix ' and * Nonsuch ' were sold ; the

^^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccclxxxvii. 87.

s" Add. MSS. 9297, f. 345. I imagine that a sixteenth or seventeenth century ship

•was not a particularly picturesque object. Instead of the graceful, beautifully

proportioned hulls, spars, and sails of to-day, the reader must imagine a short, squat

hull, round-bowed and square-sterned, enormously high and broad in comparison with

its length, and the sid'js falling in towards each other till the upper deck was perhaps

only two-thirds of the width on the water line. The stern was the highest part of the

ship, and the bows the lowest, so that she looked as though she was always premedi-

tating a plunge forward, and the longitudinal cyrve of the sides was broken by huge

channels opposite each mast to which were fastened the shrouds. Above, the stumpy

masts and spars must have looked ridiculously out of proportion to the ponderous

hull, although they were in reality usually too heavy in relation to the badly designed

and placed weights below. «" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cccxix. 4 and 15.

«' Ibid, cclxxxiii. 1.
**- And. Off. D:c. Accounts, 1703, 78.
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* Eeformation,' * Antelope,' ' Swallow,' and ' Convertive ' were carried

off by the mutineers of 1648 and lost to the English navy, and*

most of the prizes of the earlier years were subsequently given to

private individuals or to commercial associations. The king had

no fleet after 1642, and seized upon any expedient likely to give him
one. In November 1643 he granted a commission to Jeronimo

Caesar de Caverle as vice-admiral, De Caverle contracting to obtain,,

man, and fit out five ships for 2,000L a month, to be paid out of

any prizes he might take from the supporters of the parliament.^^

This, like Eupert's commission, was a premium on pii-acy.

Not the least interesting of the papers of this reign are those

which show what a close watch was kept on the growth of the

nascent French navy. In 1625 Louis was compelled to borrow

vessels from Charles, but in 1626 Eichelieu bought up or confiscated-

local or opposing rights and constituted himself head of the navy,

assisted by a conseil de marine. That which must have been the

nucleus of his fleet, the purchase of four vessels built for him in

the Low Countries, is duly reported to our king.^^ Again in 1627

there are several notices of fresh purchases from the Dutch, and in

September Mervyn was ordered to intercept and destroy them on

their passage to France.®^ By this time the French had thirty-three

ships before Eochelle, but eighteen of them were under 200 tons.

each, and probably most w^ere hired merchantmen.^^ In 1630 ten

* dragones ' were being built at Havre in imitation of the whelps,

and a correspondent, writing from Bordeaux, says that there are

* so many good ships of the king of France's navy that unless I had

been an eye-witness thereof I should not have believed it possible.'
^"^

There were forty ships * of good force ' there. In 1631 Charles

appears to have obtained a detailed list of the then existing French

marine, thus classified :
^^

—

900 tons 700 tons 600 tons
500 tons

and
40 guns

450 tons
and

36 guns

100 tons 300 tons
and

1 and
34 guns : 28 guns

250 tons
and

23 guns

200 tons
and

18 guns

Brest
Bordeaux .

Blaye
Brouage .

St. Malo .

At sea

1 2 3 6

3

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

There were also two of 1,400 and 700 tons respectively building.

It must be confessed that this force, created within five years and
manned by Breton and Norman seamen, was calculated to give

pause to the rulers of the painfully maintained English navy. Still

*^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccccxcviii. 48 and 51.

«* Ibid, xxxiii. 108, 1626.
*

«"^ Ibid. 78.

^° State Papers, Domestic, Elizabeth, ccxxxvii. f. 60 (list of French and Spanish

ships before Eochelle). There were thirty-six Spaniards, and eleven of them were of

1,000 tons apiece, the others being nearly as large.

*' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, clxiv. 9 April 1630. ^^ Ibid, cxcviii. 84.
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more significant was the fact that only twelve were Dutch-built

;

Eichelieu had soon freed France from dependence on foreign

artisans. The proportion of guns on French vessels was smaller

than that on English vessels of corresponding tonnage, an excess of

metal having been always our fault in equipment. In 1639 their

strength had so far increased that they had forty sail and ten fire-

ships in the Channel, and there was also a powerful Dutch fleet, so

that Pennington was directed to stop any suitable merchantmen
and add them to his squadron. A navy, however, which was not
the result of natural growth, but depended on the energy and will

of one man, was predestined to decay; the French marine, as

Professor Laughton has pointed out, really began with Colbert ; and
in 1661, when he took office, it was reduced to less than 20 sea-

worthy vessels, against some 150 carried on the English navy list*

The rivalry still existing between the two nations commenced very

early. As soon as the ' Sovereign ' was built a similar ship was
considered a necessity for France, but for some reason it was not

until 1657 that their first three-decker was launched.^^

Closely connected with shipping was the question of tonnage,

and the discussion which raged between 1626-8 on the methods of

calculating it would require a volume for its full elucidation. The

existing rule was recognised as imperfect, but the science of the

time was not able to formulate anything satisfactory in its place^

for exact measurement has been a matter only of the present

century. The following paper, printed in full, may be regarded as

representing the various views existing, and will at any rate show

how little dependence can be placed on any positive statement of a

ship's tonnage. '^^

There are three ways of measuring ships now in use :—

Mr. Baker's Old Way.—The old way, which was established in Queen

Elizabeth's time, and never questioned all King James his time, is this

:

The length of the keel, leaving out the false post, if there be any. Multiply

by the greatest breadth within the plank, and that product by the depth

taken from the breadth to the upper edge of the keel produceth a sohd

number which divided by 100 gives the content in tons, into which add

one third part for tonnage, so have you the tons and tonnage.

The ' Adventure ' of Ipswich.

*3 1802 7737

"Within y^ plank.

To y^ upper edge of keeL

Length 68.6 1802 7737

Breadth . 26.2 1417 8037

Depth 11 1041 3927

Divisor 100 70 —
Tons . 182,80 1261 9701

One third for tonnage 60,93 '1

243,73 tons and tonnage.

^^ Barbon, Hist, de la Marine Fran^aise.

^0 State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Iv. 39, 1627. By John Wells. I cannot profess

to explain how all the figures here given are obtained.

^> I.e. 631 X 26^ X 11 -=- 100 = 182 net and 243 gross tonnage.
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It is credibly averred by Sir H. Mervin and Sir H. Palmer that the

old way of measuring was to take the breadth without y® plank and the

depth from the breadth to the lower edge of the keel. And this was

Baker's way of measuring.

Second Way.—The second way is assumed by the shipwrights of the

river to be the old way, but it is not, which makes the ship to be 28 in the

hundred greater than the former, and is this : The length of the keel

taken as before, or ought to be. The breadth from outside the plank to

outside. The depth or draught of water from the breadth to the bottom

of the keel all multiplied together and divided by 94 (say they) give the

content in tons, into which add one third for tonnage.

Length .

ft.

63.6 1802 7737

Breadth . 26.8 1426 230 Without y^ timber and planlc,

Depth . 12.3 1088 1361 To y^ lower edge of keel.

Divisor . 94 8026 8721

Tons . 220,71 — — '

One third for tonnage 73,57

294,28 tons and tonnage.

If you divide this by 100 (which is said to be here done by 94) it is y«

true old way, called Baker's way.

Third Way.—The third way was proposed by Mr. Gunter, Mr. Pett,

Mr. Stevens, Mr. Lyddiard, and myself, who were required by warrant from

my lord duke of Buckingham and the commissioners for the navy (then

being) to measure the * Adventure ' of Ipswich, the greatest bilged ship in

the river, and from her dimensions to frame a rule that in our best judg-

ments might be indifferently applicable to all kinds of frames. This we
performed and yielded our reasons for it, which, to avoid the abuse of

furred sides and deep keels and standing strakes, which increaseth the

burden but not the hold, was thus : the length by the keel as the first ; the

depth in hold from the breadth to the seeling ;

"^'^ the mean breadth

within that seeling at half that depth multiplied together, and the product

divided by %^, gives "the tons, into which add one third part for tonnage.

Length . . .

ft.

63.6 1802 7737

Mean breadth . 22 1342 4227 Within the seelmg.

Depth 9.8 985 4265 To the seeHng.

Divisor 65 8187 866

Tons . . . 207,83 2317 7095

One third for tonnage . 69,27

277,10" This increaseth 12 per 100 above the

old rule.

There is a fourth way, devised by the shipwrights and Trinity masters,

but exploded for the great excess which makes the ship 30 in the hundred

greater than the first, and it is thus : length of the keel as at first, middle

breadth beneath the greatest, viz. the breadth at the wrunghead, depth

to the outside of the plank, all multiplied together and divided by 70.

^- The planks on the inside of a ship's frame on the floor.

^^ This method was adopted during the Commonwealth.
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Length

Middle breadth .

Depth
Divisor . •

Tons ....
One third for tonnage

,

63.6

23.7

11-3

70

240,68

80,22

320,90

1372

1051

1802

8154

1381

5438

1525

7737

9019

3719

Without {i.e. outside)

timber and plank.

Without the plank.

Although I have quoted this document at length, as showing the

opposing views, the controversy began in May 1626, when Wells,

Stevens, and others sent in an interesting paper ,^'' which is the one

referred to in their * third way ' of the preceding, too long to transcribe

fully, but from which some extracts may be given. The main

question was whether the depth and breadth should be taken from

within or without board. In the second case the king paid for

more tonnage in a hired ship than he actually obtained, but the

first was held to be a direct incentive to owners to build flimsily.

The ' Adventure ' of Ipswich was all through the subject of experi-

ment. They say

—

We consider the ship may be considered three ways—the first in cask,

and so two butts or four hogsheads make a ton ; the second in feet, and, as

forty feet of timber make a ton, the third in weight and so twenty hundred

weight make a ton. . . . The first seems most rational to us. . . . We
therefore first prescribe the hold of the ship to be the cavity of the

vessel contained between the lines of her greatest breadth and depth

withinboard . . . supposing the lower edge of the (deck) beams to be

pitched at the breadth. . . . We next consider what quantity of cask may

be stowed in this hold first by drawing the bends and the form of the

cask in each several bend ; but this way being subject to error we sought

the true contents thereof arithmetically, allowing 4^ feet to the length of

a butt, and 2 ft. 8 in. to the depth of the first tier, but 2 ft. 4 in. for the

rest of the tiers. This whole body we reduce into feet, and divide the

product thereof by sixty, because we find by calculation that a ton of cask

stowed to the best advantage will take up as much room as sixty feet

sohd, and by these means we produce the whole contents of the

* Adventure's ' hold to be 207 tons.

They then proceed to frame the rule they used in the ' third way

'

of the paper of 1627, and notice that practically the 'Adventure'

takes a cargo of about 276 tons of coal, but that this brings her

midship port within a foot of the water line and renders her unfit

for any service. In June the masters of the Trinity House com-

mented on the preceding statement,^^ and began by declaring that

* truly to find the contents of the cavity of the hold in cask is not

possible.' They strongly maintained that vessels should be measured

from without board, seeing that a furred ship would carry more

than if unfurred, ignoring the fact that one object of the proposed

^* State raj:crs, Domestic, Charles I, xxvii. 67.
'^ Ibid. xxix. 7.
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new rule was to insure more accurate designing and building by

throwing the loss on the owner. ' The old rule,' they said, ' is less

true for lately built ships, which have great floors, but true for old

ships with small floors.' '^ Their protest evoked a derisive reply

from the government shipwrights, from which it is unnecessary to*

quote." Finally an order was issued, 26 May 1628, that all the

king's ships and those hired by him should be measured by taking-

* the length of the keel, leaving out the false post, the greatest

breadth within the plank, the depth from that breadth to the upper

edge of the keel,' multiplying these and dividing by one hundred.'^*

The result of the change was to make vessels apparently smaller,

but whether nearer to or further from what we should now consider

their real tonnage we have no means of deciding. The comparative

measurements of two ships by the old and the new rules may serve

as examples of the others :
^^

—

Keel Beam Depth Gross tonnage

• Henrietta Maria ' .

' Charles ' . . .

Old New
rule. rule.

Ft. Ft.

106 106
106.4 105.2«»

Old New
rue. rule.

Ft. Ft.

36.5 «' 35.9«^

36.3 35.7

Old New
rule. rule.

Ft. Ft.

16.6 15.8

16.6 16.3

Old New
rule. rule.

848 793
848 810

The extensive use made of hired ships between 1625 and 1628

led to several lists being drawn up of the available merchant marine.

Before, however, dealing with these, there is another source from

which information may be gained. The Trinity House certificates?

from May 1625 to March 1638, of new ships requiring ordnance*

and which were necessarily sent to London to be armed, have

fortunately been preserved.^^ These certificates probably include

every new vessel of any considerable size, and in most cases mention

the tonnage and place of construction, and from them, therefore, w^e

can draw fairly reliable conclusions concerning the relative import-

ance of the shipping centres where they were built, and the strength

of the merchant navy. In these thirteen years some 380 ships

come under notice, inclusive of fifteen prizes and twenty-two bought,

mostly from the Dutch, but whether new or old is not stated. The

following table gives the number each year :

—

1625, 5 1626, 124 1627, 23 1628, 5 1629, 55

1630, 37 1631, 18 1632, 11 1633, 12 1634, 12

1635, 24 1636, 25 1637, 24 1638, 5 (three months)

'* Floor, the bottom of a vessel on each side of the keelson.

" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxix. 10.

'•* Other papers relating to this question will be found in State Papers, DomestiCy

Charles I, xxxii. 119-121, xxxviii. 30 i, Iv. 36, Ivii. 92, and lix. 75.

'''' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxxvi. 74. By the old rule the ' Sovereign '

was of 1,367 net and 1,823 gross tonnage {ibid, ccelxi. 71).

•*" Leaving out the false post, i.e. a piece bolted to the after edge of the main stern

post.

^^ From outside to outside. ^'^ ' Withinside the plank.'

'^ State Pajpers, Domestic, Charles I, xvi. and xvii.
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The sudden increase of 1626 is probably attributable to the
number of vessels taken up for the royal service and to the pro-

clamation of 26 April of that year, by which the bounty of 56-. a ton

on craft of over 100 tons and suited for warfare was renewed. The
subsequent falhng off, besides being a natural reaction, may have
been also due to the difficulty owners experienced in obtaining pay-
ment for their ships when hired by the king. An analysis of the

places mentioned yields, when the port of origin is given, the results

I have tabulated below. The expression ' Eiver of Thames ' com-
prises those from various ports, but mostly, I think, Newcastle

colhers sent up for their ordnance ; it may also include those from
such a place as Bristol, for which one new ship cannot be a complete

return. I have not classified the ships of under 300 tons, and in

some instances the tonnage is not given in tke certificate.

i

Total
No.

Tons
Total
No.

Tons
1

1

500 450 400 350 300 500 450 400 350

1

300

1

1

5

1

/Limehouse
^ Wapping

.

o Horselej'down

,

'2 -{Ratcliff .

o Deptford

.

^ Siiadwell

.

,Blackwall
Ipswich .

Yarmouth
AMborough .

Hull
Woodbridge .

20
21
14
19
2

1

1

48
2G
12
25
12

1

1 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

3

2

6

2

1

3

7

1

2

3

Colchester
River of Than
Bristol .

Harwich
Dartmouth
Dover
Southampton
Shoreham
Plymouth
Weymouth
Blakeney
Exeter .

les .

7
102

1

2
3

2

2
14
1

3

1

2

In July 1626 Buckingham was directed to procure returns of the

number and size of the ships belonging to the port towns, and the

resulting list, so far as the reports have survived, is as follows :
^^

—

No.
Largest
in tons

100 tons'

or
j

upwards

Portsmouth

.

5 80 __

Gosport 11 40 —
Isle of Wight 10 70 —
Padstow 3 40
Chester 21 50 —
Boston

.

12 80 —
Yarmouth . 97 320 (2) 26
Dartmouth and
Tor Bay .

1 65 270 15

Fowey . 2 50 —
Sandwich 30 240 12

Lynn . 67 160 15

Wells .

Burnham
Blakeney
Plymouth
Stonehouse
Saltash

vicinity .

Salcombe
E. and W. Looe
Penryn
Bristol

.

and

No.

26
10

14

40
6

In
11

28
7

32

Largest
in tons

80
50

100
120
120

200

50
40
180
250

The principal point which the reader of this list will notice is the

small extent of change in the maritime relation of these places

« State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxxi. 56 ; xxxii. 29, 71, 72 i ;
xxxiii. 3 i, 70 i,

120, 129 ; xxxiv. 31, 98-110 ; xxxix. 28, 50 i. North Wales has nothing larger than

•thirty tons and ' not six persons who can take charge of a barque as far as Dublin or

the Land's End.'
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which had occurred smce the days of EHzabeth. In her tmie

Dartmouth, including Totnes, was the leading southern port, and,

although Plymouth and adjoining towns now run it close, it is

hardly yet second. And so far as the scanty materials for com-

parison allow us to judge, it does not appear that the relation

between the other ports had altered to any important degree,

although the aggregate of ships belonging to them is much greater.^""

Notwithstanding the obvious omissions in this roll, it includes 100

vessels of 100 tons and upwards, against 177 in 1588 for the whole

of England.

In February 1628 there was a survey of such ships in the

Thames as were fit for the royal service. ^^ There were seven East

Indiamen ®^ of 4,200 tons and 218 guns, the largest being one of

900, one of 800, and -two of 700 tons, besides thirty-four other

merchantmen of 7,850 tons and 610 guns, and twenty-two Newcastle

colliers of from 200 to 250 tons each. The largest of the merchant-

men were one of 500 and two of 450 tons. A year later, in

February and March 1629, there was another survey of London
and other ports, but only of ships of 100 tons and uj^wards, and

there were now in the river eight East Indiamen of 5,700 tons, one

being of 1,000 tons, and forty-seven other merchantmen of 12,150

tons and 906 guns ; there were also twenty-nine merchantmen of

7,060 tons and 556 guns at sea, thirty Newcastle vessels belonging

to London owners, and eighteen other ships of not more than 120

tons each and unarmed.^^ The following list of the remaining

towns will complement that of 1626, on which it shows some varia-

tions :
^'-^

—

100 tons 100 tons
and Largest and Largest

upwards upwards

South Cornwall 6 200 Colchester . . 9 240
Plymouth 8 160 Woodbridge 17 300
Dartmouth 15 200 Harwich . 11 140
Weymouth 1 110 Ipswich . 63 300
Poole 1 150 Aldborough 14 300
Southampton . 1 100 Lynn 5 120
Sandwich 6 200 Yarmouth 26 200
Dover 7 260 Bristol . 30 250
Maiden , 2 160 South Wales 1 250

Including London there were, then, in 1629, more than 350

ships of over 100 tons, while Newcastle is only partly, and York-

shire, Somerset, Chester, and Sussex are not at all mentioned ; but

the writer of the copy of 1634 remarks that in the five years which

^5 English Historical Review, vi. 477-8.
*" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xcii. 45.
«'' The East India Company possessed this year a fleet of twenty-seven ships, of

12,250 tons {ibid, cxviii. 76). «« Ibid, cxxxvii. Feb. 1629.

*^ Ibid, cxxxii. 19, 20 ; cxxxviii. 4 : cclxxxii. 135, 1634.
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had elapsed since the survey was made, ninety-five more such
vessels had been built.

All the fleets set forth by Charles contained a large proportion
of colliers, as their cost was supposed to be but one-third of that of
merchantmen. The growing importance of the coal trade is shown
by the shipment of 143,000 chaldrons (equal to nearly 200,000 tons)
of coal from Newcastle in 1626.^^ On the other hand, leavino-

piracy aside for the moment, the chances of war and tempest
played havoc with the commercial prosperity of not a few of the
coast towns. In 1626 Bristol lost fifty ships by wreck and capture.
When, in 1627, these ports were required to provide vessels for the
king, most of them pleaded inability from these causes and losses

by pirates. By the embargo in France and Spain Poole had lost

8,500L, and had to maintain 400 widows and children ; Exeter, from
the same cause, had lost 80,000Z., and ' in many parishes there is not
one man of ability to a hundred poor people.' Barnstaple and Totnes
replied that the crown owed them money for billeted soldiers, and that
until payment was made they were powerless. Norwich was * in a
desolate and distressed condition,' as was also Harwich ; and Aid-

borough in three years had lost thirteen ships, and had three hundred
widows and children to keep. The port of Boston was choked up, and
its big ships all sold. Dartmouth, Penryn, and Lyme Eegis professed

to be nearly ruined by the embargo laid on their ships and goods in

France and Spain, while most of their remaining merchantmen
were unemployed and they had many poor to support. Plymouth
was ordered to supply two vessels of 200 tons each ; they said they

were ' in a distressed and miserable state,' that since 1624 they had

lost by pirates and embargo 44,000Z., that the crown owed 6,0001,

in the town, and that the plague was causing ' infinite misery.' ^*

Weymouth and Melcombe, called upon to provide the same number
as Plymouth, answered that their losses by embargo came to 6,000/.,

besides the expense of supporting many poor women and children ;

Colchester had suffered from the plague for ten months and possessed

no 200-ton ship, and King's Lynn had lost twenty-five ships to the

Dunkirkers, while their port cost them 350Z. a year.^^ Yarmouth,

in two years, had lost by Dunkirkers * and sundry other casualties

at sea ' 25,000/. ; their port cost them 600Z. a year, their haven and

piers 1,000Z. a year, and there was a municipal debt of 2,200L, on

which they paid 140L per annum interest. '-^'^ Against these sorrows

we must set the fact that the returns show that these ruined ports

were able to steadily build and increase, year by year, the number

of their large ships, and in at least one instance—that of Dartmouth

—while the townspeople said that they possessed no 200-ton vessel,

the papers of 1626-7 show that they had one of 270 and two of 200

"" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xlvii. 22. °' Ihid. liii. 62.

«- Ihid. Ixi. 79, 81. "=> Ihid. 85 i.
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tons.^* The losses by wreck seem at one time to have been excep-

tionally heavy ; between 1625 and 1628 393 ships, valued at some

hundreds of thousands of pounds, perished at sea, the Eastland

Company losing 100,000Z. in eighteen months.^'' But probably

neither the municipal authorities nor the government held them-

selves compelled to strict truthfulness in making out a case. As
in most generations, owners appear to have overbuilt at the first

sign of prosperous trade; in 1633 the Trinity House petitioned

for an enforcement of the navigation laws, as shipping to the

extent of 6,000 tons was lying idle in the Thames.^''' When in

employment captains did not neglect any chance of trade. In 1638

the master of a Mediterranean trader took a Turk and sold fifteen

men of its crew in Spain ; on his return he oftered * the duty payable

to his majesty,' a tenth of the proceeds.^ '^ The rule of requiring

the shipowner to give a bond, before his vessel went to sea, that it

should not be sold abroad had been strictly enforced since 1625 ;

in fact before sale to a foreign subject could be effected the lords

of the admiralty, the officers of the navy, and the judge of the

admiralty court, had all to give their approval.

It has been noticed that several of the towns put forward the

crown debts incurred on behalf of the military and naval forces as

an excuse for their want of means when asked for ships in 1627.

Private owners who may have been encouraged to build by the

renewal of the bounty and the demand for hired ships soon found

that as regards' payment they were as badly off as the towns in their

corporate capacity. They may not have expected very prompt

settlement, but by August 1627 the owners of ships taken up for

the Cadiz voyage of 1625 were beginning to petition somewhat

impatiently. Ipswich, for instance, had sent twenty-four vessels

and had not yet received anything. In December these and other

owners petitioned again, mentioning that 100 ships had been lost

during the year, and declining the offer of crown lands in liquidation

of their demands. They gave as the reason of their refusal the

subdivision of ownership in a vessel among many members, and

that they did not understand land, adding, * To be two years, and

many of us three years, without pay deserveth consideration, many
of us undone and many more will be.' -^ By February 1628 it was

noticed that ships were being purposely built with less than the

regulation space between decks, so that they should be unfit for the

service of the crown,^^ and later in the year masters of transports

were asking double the ordinary rates, and were even then so

unwilling to serve that threats of impressment had to be used. In

March 1629 one unhappy man complains that he has had a vessel

^* State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Ixxx. 77 i.

" Harl. MSS. 1721, f. 642, and 7018, f. 24.

^^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclvii. 29. '* Ibid, cccliii. f. 116.
«8 Add. MSS. 9302, f. 24. »" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xciv. 1.
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hired for four years, that he has received in that time a bill ^oo
for

200/. which has been for three years dishonoured, and that he goes
about in daily fear of arrest himself. It was not until the receipts
from the ship-money writs brought rehef to the treasury that these
debts were paid off. Under the government of Charles the hire of
ships remained at 2s. a ton per month, but after 1640 the parliament
adopted a different system, that of paying 3Z. 15s. 6d, a month per
man, the owner sending his vessel armed and completely provided
for sea ; but the state accepted responsibility in the event of loss.

The demand for shipping naturally gave an impetus to the
spirit of invention in connexion with maritime matters. In July
1625 letters patent were granted to Wm. Beale for a cement
intended to preserve the hulls of ships from barnacles, the first of a
long series of such contrivances. ^°^ In 1626 some one, unnamed,
proposed attempting to propel boats under water, ^^^ ^j^^ jj^ -j^ggQ

David Eamseye, who may have been the David Eamsey of 1618, a
similar inventor, designed *to make boats, ships, and barges go
against wind and tide.' ^^^ Again in 1632, Thos. Grent offered

' an instrument ' for moving becalmed ships, which he called the
' Wind's Majesty

;

' John Bulmer and Christopher van Berg invented

methods of raising sunken vessels and their cargoes, and in 1637

tind 1640 other patents were taken out for appliances to move
vessels against wind and tide.^"* In none of these cases was any

specification enrolled. Perhaps the most useful device was one

ivhichdoes not seem to have been patented. In July 1634 Edisbury

ivrote to Nicholas, ' There is now an invention found out to moor
ships in the river with iron chains.' ^^^ If this was the beginning of

the substitution of iron for cordage in the various conditions where

one could replace the other, it was the commencement of a change

which vastly extended the possibilities of seamanship.

More deadly foes to the merchant than the chances of war and

storm were the Turkish and Dunkirk pirates, who held command of

the Channel, and for whom these w^ere halcyon years until, in the

next generation, the Commonwealth navy swept the seas. For

reasons already touched upon, neither the ships nor the men in the

royal service were capable of dealing with these freebooters, and the

appeals for protection, which began within a week of Charles's

accession, continued until the strengthened parKamentary naval

force was able to secure the coasts. At first the Turks—all Mediter-

ranean pirates were inclusively described as Turks—were the most

'"" Meaning an order on the treasurer of the navy.

'«' State Palmers, Domestic, Charles I, iv. July 21. "•- Ibid. xxx. 53.

'°^ Specifications relating to Marine Propulsion. London, 1858.

'"' Ibid.

^0^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxxii. 72. Perhaps the inventor was a

Mr. Philip White (S. P. D. Interreg. May 25, 1658), in which case it was patented for

fourteen years from the 10th of Charles I.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. I
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prominent enemy. In August 1625 they were reported to have

twenty sail on the southern coast, and, according to the mayor of

Poole, threatened that within two years they would not leave the

king sufficient seamen to man his ships. As the mayor of

Plymouth said that during that year they had captured 1,000

sailors and, within the ten days before his letter, twenty-seven

ships and 200 men, there was some force in the threat. ^"'^ A
year later some of the navy commissioners, then at Plymouth,

wrote to the council that the successes of the Turks were ' the

shame of our nation. The pitiful lamentations that are made by

wives and children ... is so grievous that we know if your lord-

ships heard it as we do we are assured that it would move the same

passion and grief in your noble hearts as it does in us.' ^°^ When
any of them were caught, fear of reprisals compelled the government

to treat them tenderly ; some prisoners were tried in June, but

private instructions were given that they w^ere not to be put to

death,^^^ and shortly afterwards the relatives of 2,000 men, captives

in Sallee, petitioned for some redress, which explains the leniency

of the executive.^^^ Nor was this petition neglected, since, by a

council order of October, guns were to be exported to Barbary to

ransom English prisoners. It was a poor way of upholding the

honour of England, but since the cruisers could not clear the

Channel, and there was no fleet to spare for a Mediterranean expe-

dition, it was the only one open. While the Turks operated in the

south, the Dunkirkers, who, in addition to their other misdeeds,

supplied the former with provisions and stores, practically blockaded

the east coast. The Newcastle townspeople wrote that they were

destroying the coal trade, and at Ipswich trade had altogether

ceased, fifty-eight ships being laid up for fear of them, and shipping

to the value of 4,0001. having been taken in one year.^^° In August

1626, when the inhabitants of the coast of Suffolk were asked for a
' voluntary gift,' they answered ' with loud cries, that their vessels

were fired or taken in their havens before their eyes.' At Lynn
1,000 men, having 3,000 women and children dependent upon

them, were out of employment, and here the pirate crews landed

and plundered and burnt houses near the shore. The inhabitants

of the Cinque Ports petition against the ' force and fury ' of the Dun-

^"^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, v. 6, 24, 36. As is well known, several

Englishmen of good family joined the Algerines and other states. It must have

been solely their guidance which brought;the Mediterranean corsairs so far north.
i«^ Ibid. XXV. 71. '"' Ibid. xxx. 17, 1626. i"" Ibid, xliii. 46, 1626.

"0 Ibid, xxxiv. 85, 1626, and Ivi. 66, 1627. We have no figures which enable

us to even guess at the financial loss caused by the Dunkirkers during the first

half of the seventeenth century, but M. Vanderest (Hist, de Jean Bart. 1844),

himself a native of the town and having access to its archives, estimates the pecuniary

injury they caused to England during forty years of warfare at 350,000,000 livres.

Nor does this computation appear to take into account the higher value of money

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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kirkers, and complain that they are ' miserably oppressed by them
and dare not go about our voyages to Scarborough and Yarmouth,
or fish in the North Sea.'^^^ There were many EngKsh sailors

among the privateer crews, and the local knowledge of these men
was invaluable in enabling the ships to He off the mouths of the
harbours or to chase close inshore. Duties of two and five shillings a
chaldron were levied from Feb. 1628 on all coal laden at Newcastle
or Sunderland destined respectively for EngKsh or foreign ports,

to pay for a guard on the eastern coast, which was an audacious
mode of taxing a particular industry for general protection, seeing

that tonnage and poundage was especially allotted to naval
purposes. The money thus obtained was probably not applied to

this object, or, if it were, it had small result, since exactly a year

afterwards the London fishmongers protested that nothing could

pass between Yarmouth and the river, and that the city would soon

be deprived of fish. Coincidently with this the Yarmouth people

stated that they were accustomed to send 300 fishing boats to sea,

but that the Dunkirkers were so numerous that they could not go

out.^^^ Even when the first ship-money fleet was cruising in 1635,

coasters and Dover packet boats were stopped and pillaged while

the royal fleet was riding in the Downs. Again, in September 1636,

while Northumberland's vessels were mostly in the North Sea

forcing the Dutch fishermen to take licenses, the shipowners of the

western ports petitioned that the Channel was so full of Turks

that they dared not send anything to sea, that seamen refused to

sail or fishermen to fish.^^^ Then in 1637 there is a sudden change.

In July Nicholas was told, ' The coast has been free all this

summer, and is, from all Turks and pirates,' ^^^ the explanation

being that in March Eainsborow had sailed on the too long deferred

punitive expedition and was still before Sallee. About this time a

protestant clergyman, who was four years a captive at Algiers, wrote,

* During my abode there . . . their armadores kept an account of

1,700 sail of Christian ships they had taken. The Lord stir up the

hearts of Christian princes to root out that nest of pirates.' ''^ One

Christian prince had at last been moved to an elementary sense of

duty, and the expedition of 1637, whereby 300 or 400 EngHshmen

were rescued from hopeless slavery, was, in design and execution,

the solitary success of Charles's naval administration.^ ^^ But its

1" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, Ixx. 8 and 9. "* Ibid, clxii. 41, 82.

"^^ Ibid, cccxxxi. 7. *'* Ibid, occxxxiv. 16. Stradling to Nicholas.

"5 Autobiography of the Bev. Devereux Spratt. London, 1886. It need hardly be

said that the jealousies of Christian princes were a large factor in causing the immu-

nity in which these barbarian states so long rejoiced. Spratt was captured while

crossing from Cork to Bristol.

"« It does not come within the design of these papers to describe the operations

of fleets at sea, but, in this instance, I must venture to question Mr. Gardiner's

depreciatory estimate of William Eainsborow and his work. Mr. Gardiner considers

I 2
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effect was only temporary, and the last notice, in 1640, before the

parliament took matters in hand, is a letter from the mayor of

Exeter to the council, stating that sixty sail of Turks were on the

coast, and that they had landed near Penzance and carried off men,

women, and children.^ ^^ M. Oppenheim.

that such success as was obtained was due neither to Kainsborow's skill nor to the

efficiency of his men, but to the existence of civil strife, disorganising what might

have been a united opposition, between the old and new towns of Sallee, situated

opposite each other on the right and left banks of the river Kegreb {Hist, of England,

viii. 270). When Eainsborow arrived off Sallee', on 24 March, with four ships, he

found that they drew too much water to close in effectually with the town. Instead of

maundering off helplessly to Cadiz and spending his time in ' shooting and ostentation,'

as Mansell did to Malaga under adverse circumstances, Eainsborow, while he sent to

England for lighter vessels, organised a blockade with the boats of his squadron. So

far as I know he was the first of our commanders to recognise—and almost invent

—

the possibilities of boat work on a large scale, in which English seamen afterwards

became such adepts, and it appears to me that his readiness and resource under unex-

pected arid unfavourable conditions should alone be sufficient to relieve his memory
from the charge of want of skill. That this patrol duty was no child's play is shown

by the fact that in one night's work thirty men were killed and wounded in the boats

(John Dunton, A True Journal of the Sallee Fleet. London, 1637). In June he was

joined by the ' Providence ' and ' Expedition,' which made the task easier, but for the

previous three months, riding on a dangerous lee shore, in a bad anchorage, and

exposed to the heavy Atlantic swell, using the ships by day and the boats by night, he
never relaxed his bulldog grip on the place, in itself a proof of fine seamanship. That

the end came more quickly from the existence of civil war is very certain, but I think

no one who reads Dunton's account (he was an officer of the flagship) and Eains-

borow's own modestly written Journal {State Papers, Domestic, ccclxix. 72) can doubt

that the result would eventually have been the same, seeing that the blockade grew

closer day by day until at last every vessel which attempted to pass in or out was
captured or destroyed. In August, when the enemy were already crushed, two more
ships joined him, and he was then quite strong enough to have dealt with both the old

and new towns, had they been united, or to have gone on, as he desired to go on, to

settle accounts with Algiers. It should also be remarked that Eainsborow anticipated

Blake in attacking forts with ships, the ' Providence ' being sent in within musket
range of the castle and coming out unscathed from the contest. Looked at from

another point of view, and compared with the French attempts against Sallee, Eains-

borow's ability and success stand out just as clearly. In 1624 M. de Eazilly was sent

down with a squadron, but permitted himself to be driven off by weather ; in 1629 he

came again, and, after lying off the port for three months and negotiating on equal

terms with these savages, had to depart without having obtained the release of a single

French captive. A surely significant contrast

!

That Charles was satisfied with Eainsborow does not, perhaps, prove much, although

he offered him knighthood and did give him a gold medal and chain and make him
captain of the ' Sovereign,' a post then of high honour. But Northumberland, a very

much better judge, was equally well pleased, and, in 1639, strongly recommended him
to the burgesses of Aldborough as their member. Northumberland, not then lord

high admiral, but paramount in naval affairs, is also entitled to a measure of the

credit of success ; for had Eainsborow been dependent on the energy and intelligence of

the principal officers of the navy for the supplies which enabled him to keep his

station, he would probably have fared but badly. And doubtless many of the men
who under him worked with such courage and devotion had formed part of the

demoralised and useless crews who were such objects of scorn to Wimbledon and his

officers before Cadiz in 1625. The only difference was in the commander.
^" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cccclix. 8, 60.
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Notes and Documeiits

EGBERT OF BAMPTON.

In the course of some interesting ' Twelfth-century Notes ' in the

English Historical Eeview (October 1890), v. 745 sqq., Mr. J. H.
Bound said that he was not aware of any evidence for the state-

ment that Eobert of Bampton was the son of Walter of Douai.

While engaged on the task, now happily almost accomphshed, of

editing for the Somerset Becord Society the two great chartularies

of Bath, the one at C.C.C. Cambridge (MS. cxi.), in its entirety, the

other in the Lincoln's Inn library, in a full calendar, I have come
across the desired proof. In the C.C.C. Cambridge MS. p. 96,

there is a memorandum of the gift by ' Walcinus de Douaio ' of the

church of Bampton to St. Peter's Monastery at Bath, with notices

of his brother Eaimar, whom we know from * Domesday' to have

been a clerk, of Walter's wife, of his son Geoffrey, and of his

dapifer Gerard of Brocton, or Bratton St. Maur, all benefactors to

Bath. This is followed (p. 97) by a charter of confirmation of

William (Warelwast), bishop of Exeter (1107-1136), in which we

find Rodhertus de Bahentona et Emma mater eius renewing

Walter's gifts of the churches of Bampton and *Brigge,' or

Bridgwater, and half the tithe of ' Kari,' or Castle Cary, where

Walter had his castle, pro anima Walteri, patris predicti Rodberti,

Whether Walter's granddaughter and eventual heiress, Juliana,

who, according to Eyton, married Wilham Paganel, and brought

Bampton, Bridgwater, and other estates to the house of Paganel,

was the daughter of Eobert or Geoffrey, I do not find evidence to

show.
William Hunt.

NOTE ON 'an unknown CHARTER OF LIBERTIES.

The interesting and important document lately discovered by Mr.

J. H. Bound, and pubhshed by him under the above title in the

April number of this Eeview (pp. 288-294), raises some difficult

questions respecting its probable date and origin. Mr. Bound

suggests that it is a charter embodying certain concessions supposed
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to have been made to the northern barons in the year 1213. This

explanation appears at first sight not only possible but probable, and

if it were confidentlyput forwardby so distinguished a scholar I should

hardly venture to dispute it. However, as Mr. Bound himself

describes his suggestion as * merely tentative,' I am emboldened to

mention certain difiiculties that have occurred to me as militating

against this hypothesis, and to offer another equally tentative

suggestion.

(1) If the document is a charter granted to the northern barons,

how is it that it omits to settle the special point at issue between

them and the king? Their particular grievance, the immediate

cause of their resistance in 1213, was, it appears, the demand that

they should follow John to France. They asserted non in hoc ei

ohnoxios esse secundum munia terrarum suarum (Ealf of Cogges-

hall, p. 242, quoted by Bp. Stubbs, * Const. Hist.' i. 524) ; a state-

ment more fully explained by "Walter of Coventry (ii. 217 ; Stubbs,

' C. H.' i. 529), who says of their action in 1214, contradixerunt ex

Aquilonarihus nonnidli . . . dicentes se propter terras quas in Anglia

tenent non debere regem extra regnum sequi nee ipsum euntem

scutagio iiivare. They refused, we see, not merely to follow John

to Boitou, but to serve abroad at all. Now the seventh clause of

the document under discussion implies that the persons to whom
it is addressed are to follow the king to Normandy or Brittany,

even if exempted from going elsewhere (p. 291). The restriction

of foreign service to Normandy and Brittany was, no doubt, a con-

siderable concession, but would it have satisfied the northern

barons? Moreover, if John granted them this concession in 1213,

what right had he (in Bp. Stubbs's phrase), on his return from the

expedition to Poitou in 1214, to * call the northern barons to account

for not accompanying him ' ?

(2) Mr. Bound quotes (p. 292) a passage from Ealf of Coggeshall

in which it is stated that the northern barons in 1214 agreed to

demand certain reforms of the king, secundum quod rex anno prae-

terito juraverat, and finds in this passage * a reference to certain

concessions made in 1213, very different from a mere renewal of

the coronation oath.' This conclusion does not seem to me quite

obvious. In July 1213 John had renewed his coronation oath and

had sworn, among other things, quod . . . oimies homines suos

secundum iusta curiae suae indicia iudicaret, quodque singulis redderet

iura sua (Matt. Paris, ed. Luard, ii. 550). This is a wide promise,

and might surely have been held sufficient to justify the northern

barons in making next year (1214) the demands mentioned by

Ealf. The words secundum quod, &c., do not seem to me neces-

sarily to imply that John had already sworn to grant these reforms.

They need not mean more than that the particular reforms now
demanded were in general accordance with the vague promises made
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by him the year before. Some compromise, implying a confirmation
of certain atavae libertates, according to Ealf of Coggeshall (as

quoted by Mr. Eoand, p. 293), had apparently been arrived at
when John went north in the autumn of 1213, but what these
^ ancestral liberties ' were does not appear. Whatever they were,
would it not have been a stretch of language to include under such
;a phrase the provisions about the advice of the baronial council

<§§ 7, 8), those about the forests (§§9 and 10), and that about life

and limb (§ 12) ? These can hardly be called ' ancestral liberties,'

and the expression need imply nothing more than the vague rights

already confirmed by John when he renewed his coronation oath.

Be this as it may, it seems hardly probable that in 1213, before

the defeat of Bouvines, and after the reconciliation with the pope,

while the barons were still disunited, and when a legate was on his

way with promises of papal support, John should have made
concessions so wide as those contained in this document.

(3) Is it not a little strange that John should have made con-

cessions of this kind to a section of the baronage only, especially if

they were due, as appears from the second passage in Ealf of

€oggeshall, quoted by Mr. Bound (p. 293), to the mediation of the

bishops and the rest of the baronage ? The latter might have been

willing to allay a dispute which hindered the recovery of Normandy

;

they might even have been ready to allow, for the moment at least,

the special claim of the northerners for exemption from foreign

service, based as it was on grounds not applicable to the rest of the

community; but why should they have consented to, and even

furthered, a separate grant to a section of their own body of privileges

to which all had an equal right ?

(4) The first passage from Ealf of Coggeshall quoted by Mr.

Bound, if it refers to concessions already made, seems to me to

prove too much. Ealf puts at the head of the demands made by

the northern barons one for the restoration of the liberties of the

•church. Now, one of the most remarkable things about this docu-

ment is that, while purporting to be a charter of liberties, it makes

no mention whatever of the church. In the face of this it seems

s. little doubtful whether, even if Ealf s words are to be understood

^s referring to concessions made in 1213, those concessions are to

be found in this document.

(5) Lastly, if the document is a bona fide charter—I mean a body

of rights formally granted or recognised by the king—how is it that

it is nowhere distinctly mentioned by contemporary authorities?

When I say this I am presuming, of course, that if it had been so

mentioned in the chronicles we should have heard of it before, and

that if it had been on any of the rolls Mr. Bound would have dis-

covered it long ago. Even if the rolls are defective for the year to

which the document belongs, we ought to find it spoken of some-
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where else. So important a concession—the most important since

the charter of Henry I—would probably have been mentioned in a

northern chronicle like that of Melrose, and could hardly have

escaped the notice of Eoger of Wendover. Would it not almost

certainly have been published far and wide and recorded in most

places where records of contemporary events were preserved ?

Though I am far from asserting that these considerations prove

that the document in question is not a charter granted to the

northern barons in 1213, they seem to me to render that hypothesis

somewhat doubtful. It is with much diffidence that I hazard an

alternative suggestion. Is it possible that we have here a proposal

for a compromise offered by John to the barons in general some

time between .January and May 1215 ? It seems obvious, as Mr.

Bound says, that the document must be dated after the production

of Henry I's charter in August 1213, and before the granting of

Magna Carta in June 1215. But it need not have been issued long

before the latter date. It bears the appearance of having been

based on some previous document containing a portion, at any

rate, of the baronial demands : at least it can hardly have been

drawn up in such detail without some hint from the other side as-

to what might be acceptable. Now the first occasion on which the

barons laid a specific demand before John appears to have been

the meeting at the Temple on 6 Jan. 1215. On the other hand it

would have been idle for the king to offer such terms as these, large

as they are, after the presentation of the ' Baronum Capitula
'

at Oxford early in May. If our document is to be regarded as con-

taining terms offered by the king, it would seem to fall most naturally

somewhere between these two dates. Moreover the prominence

given to scutage in § 8 may perhaps imply a date subsequent to the

king's attempt to levy a scutage in the late autumn of 1214. It

was not scutage, but service, which the king demanded in the previous,

year. If the document belongs to the spring of 1215, it would

harmonise well with the temporising and disintegrating policy

which John was pursuing at that time. In the hope of separating

the clergy from the baronage he had lately granted liberty of elec-

tion to the church. He may very well have offered terms to the

barons, from which all mention of the church was deliberately

omitted, with a view to the further separation of opposing interests.

Such an offer, if made, can hardly have been accepted, or later events

would have run a different course. Being rejected, it was hardly

to the interest of either party to publish the document (if such

existed) in which the offer was contained. This may at once explain

the oblivion into which it immediately fell, and the fact of its dis-

appearance till the present day, a fate which seems almost inex-

plicable except on the hypothesis that it was a rejected offer, a couj}
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manque, and never passed into the condition of a formal and
authoritative document.

May I further suggest two sHght alterations m the text?

(1) In § 4 (p. 290) Mr. Eound has pointed out that the words Si

contingat quod mens haro aut homo mens are superfluous, * having

evidently been copied out of place from the next section.' Should not

the words immediately preceding

—

sed non inimicis meis—be also

bracketed as superfluous, having been copied from the end of § 4? They

are in place at the end of the section, as a limitation on the preceding

words, se maritabit ad libitum smtm ; but they come in awkwardly

above, between debeo earn maritare and consilio generis sui. It seems

a little superfluous for John to say that he was not bound to marry

an heiress to one of his enemies. (2) In § 10, line 3 (p. 291),

liabent seems to be required between nemus and habeant, and the

comma should be placed before instead of after habeant. A copyist

so careless as this one evidently was may very well have omitted

the first of two almost identical words. G. W. Prothero.

P.S. In § 8 (p. 291), touching scutage, I had at first suggested

the reading exti^a (instead of contra) terram for the unintelligible

gravam; but, since writing the above, M. Bemont has been good

enough to send me the true reading, viz. gravamen, which makes

good sense. No doubt a careful examination of the manuscript

itself, its provenance, and its other contents, may supply indications

pointing to a better solution than the one I have offered. My
remarks are based only on the contents of the document as printed,

and are merely put forward in the hope of starting a fuller and

more authoritative discussion of an interesting problem.

G. W. P.

THE FRIARS OF THE SACK.

The history of the Friars of the Penance of Jesus ^hrist, or Friars

of the Sack, has attracted, as it deserves, little attention. Eccleston

relates that ' they had their origin in Provence at the time of the

Council of Lyons (1245) through a novice who had been expelled.''

Matthew Paris notices, in two scornful sentences, their coming to

England in 1257,^ and this is also mentioned by Eccleston.^ Some

details about their houses in England are given by Tanner and m
Dugdale's ' Monasticon.' It is also well known that the order was

suppressed by the Council of Lyons in 1274. As, however, some

writers (notably Hospinian) have confounded these friars with the

Fratres de Penitentia or Tertiaries of St. Francis, it will not be

amiss to give some account of the constitutions of the order.

These are preserved in Cod. Nero A. xii. ff. 155-178, of the

» Hon. Franc, i. 72.
'^ Chronica Majora, v. 612, 621. ' Mon. Franc, i. 72.
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Cottonian Collection in the British Museum, and are written in a

small hand of the thirteenth century. The manuscript was used

by Fosbrooke/ who supposed (not unnaturally) that the constitu-

tions were those of the Friars Preachers. This mistake was due

to the careful erasure both in the iiicijnt and explicit ^ of the words
* de penitentia Jesu Christi.' The full title is, however, given in

the chapter De forma decreti (see below).

The Friars of the Sack followed the rule of St. Augustine ; their

constitutions are borrowed from, and are for the most part identical

with, the constitutions of the Friars Preachers, which in turn were

based on the statutes of the Praemonstratensian canons. The

Dominican constitutions of 1228, as given by Denifie,^ with many
of the alterations and additions made by successive general

chapters ^ of the Friars Preachers till 1252,^ form the bulk of these

constitutions ; there are many verbal changes, and some omissions,

additions, and alterations of a more important kind. I append

here the more interesting of these.

Bector is always substituted for Magister (ordinis) ; other titles are

the same. The names of the provinces in the chapter De capitulo pro-

vinciali (Archiv, i. 212) are omitted in the manuscript^ (fol. 163, b).

In the chapter De pulmentis (Archiv, p. 199), the manuscript (fol.

158-9) reads :
' Pulmenta nostra sint ubique sine carnibus in nostris con-

uentibus. Cum pinguedine tamen carnium possint nostra cibaria preparari

nisi in diebus sabbatis.'

In the chapter De capitulo provinciali (Archiv, p. 212), the manuscript

contains the definition of * predicatores generales ' from the Dominican

statutes of a.d. 1252, and continues :
* Et si commode fieri potest ad illud

capitulum veniat unus frater discretus cum socio de uoluntate prioris.'

The last sentence, 'Item conventus qui mittunt—a quo audiverit,' is

omitted (fol. 163, b).

Instead of the chapter De electione diffinitoris capituli generalis (Archiv,

p. 213), the manuscript (fol. 164) reads :
' De tejnpore capituli generalis

et electione diffi^iitorum. Nos rector et priores provinciales ac diffinitores

capituli generalis, cupientes parcere fratrum laboribus ac distracionibus

{sic) personarum, statuimus ut solum de tribus in tribus annis fiat nostrum

capitulum generale. Si autem videatur rectori necessitas ardua uel alia

[sic) periculum imminere, conuocatis qui ad capitulum generale pertinent,

possit ante presignatum terminum, etiam si omnes non affuerint, ipsum
capitulum cum presentibus celebrare : ordinantes nihilominus ut inter

unum generale capitulum et aliud in singulis provinciis duo capitula pro-

vincialia celebrentur. Et tunc in ipso secundo provinciali capitulo quod

* British Monachism.
^ ' Incipiunt constituciones fratrum. . .

.' ' Expliciunt constituciones fratrum. . .
.'

« Arcliiv f. Litteratur- und KirchengescJdchte d. Mittelalters, vol. i. : henceforth,

referred to here as Archiv.

^ In Martene and Durand, Thesaurus 7iov2is ayiccdotorum, vol. iv.

^ See below, De capitulo provinciali.

^ ' The manuscript ' = Cotton Nero A. xii.
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proximus (!) erit futuro capitulo general!, aliquis de magis ydoneis a capi-

tulo eligatur, qui sit capituli generalis diffinitor. Cui socius competens

. . . habeatur.^^ Priori et provinciali eunii ad capitulum generals a dif-

iinitoribus socius detur.' ^^

In the chapter De forma electionis, the last paragraph in the Archiv

(p. 216) is omitted : the manuscript (fol. 165, b) substitutes :
' Confirmacio

uero rectoris ad sacrosancte ecclesie Romane summum pontificem per-

tinebit.'

The manuscript (fol. 165 b, -166) continues :
^ Defor7na decreti. De-

cretum uero electionis poterit fieri in hunc modum. Sanctissimo patri ac

domino N. sacrosancte Romane ecclesie summo pontifici, priores ac diffi-

nitores apud talem locum generali capitulo presidentes, necnon et totum

idem capitulum ordinis fratrum de penitentia Ihu Xpi, obedienciam et

reuerenciam subiectiuam cum pedum osculo beatorum. Quoniam diuino

auctorabili et inuiolabili dictamine sacrosancta Romana ecclesia facta est

omnium Christi fidelium mater domina et magistra, prelacionis eminen-

ciam, que ab eadem auctoritate non suscipitur, carere nouimus roboris

firmitate. Idcirco sanctitatem vestram, quam preesse regimini sedis

apostolice congaudemus, de vestra clemencia quam plurimum confidentes,

iminente necessitatis articulo, affectuosis conatibus duximus adeundam,

significantes eisdem suppliciter et deuote, quod sine dolore et lacrimis

xeferre non possumus, paterno nos esse destitutos auxilio. Nam frater N.

bone memorie, nobis olim a sede apostolice (!) in pastorem et patrem ac
^'^

nostri ordinis rectorem concessus, vniuerse carnis uiam nouiter est in-

gressus. Nos autem tanti patris presidio destituti, rursus nobis de aUquo

prouidere curantes, die ad tractandum de electione prouide assignata, con-

uocatis omnibus presentibus, qui debuere voluerunt et potuerunt commode

interesse, ad electionem processimus in hunc modum. Inclusis enim in

uno conclaui omnibus, qui ad hoc uoces totius nostri ordinis habuere, in-

uocati spiritus sancti gracia, tres ab eisdem fide digni, ut uota cunctorum

secreto et sigillatim in conspectu omnium dihgenter exquirerent, et in

scriptis redigerent, sunt assumpti. Dicti uero tot numero tot fratres

nominauerunt. Nam frater N. prior prouincialis Prouincie, et frater N.

prior prouinciahs Francie, frater N. prior prouinciaHs Hyspanie, et frater

N. de tali loco, nominauerunt fratrem de taU loco. Frater N. prior pro-

uincialis Anglie nominauit fratrem N. de tali loco, et sic de ceteris. Hiis

igitur nominatis et inde scriptis redactis confestim etiam coram omnibus

pubHcatis, facta collacione canonica, numeri ad numerum, zeh ad zelum,

meriti ad meritum, aperto quod maior pars et sanior fratrem talem ele-

gisset, in ipsum continuo vniuersi vnanimiter et concorditer consensere,

et in rectorem nostri ordinis eundem solempniter assumentes, una cum

toto capitulo " Te deum laudamus " domino decantauerunt. Ea propter

sanctitati uestre deuotissime supphcamus, quatinus eundem electum nos-

trum, videHcet fratrem talem sepedictum, virum utique prouidum et

discretum, et tam in temporalibus quam in spirituahbus circumspectum

nobis in rectorem dignemini confirmare. Actum in domo fratrum nos-

trorum in tah loco, Anno domini M« CC° etc., tali die. Deinde singuh de

'" As in Archiv, p. 213.

1' Cf. Acta Cap. Gen. Ord. Praed. a.d. 1250, § 4 (Martene and Durand).

»2 MS. Ca (?).
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electoribus subscriptionem faciant in hac forma : Ego frater talis prior

prouincialis Prouincie liuic electioni interfui et consensi, et decretum illud

propria manu subscripsi, et signi Imius signaculo insigniui ^ : et sic de

omnibus aliis forma huic similis obseruetur.'

The Dominican statute De morte magistri (Archiv, p. 217) is omitted

in the manuscript.

In the statute De electione piorum provincialium (Archiv, 218), the

manuscript (f. 167) reads :
' Quod si fratres non elegerint qui debent

chgere infra tres menses, potestas ehgendi ad rectorem ordinis trans-

feratur. Electores autem possint ehgere vbicumque in ordine inuenerint

ydoneum, dummodo non fuerit in consimih dignitate.'

In the chapter De ;potestate prioris iiromncialis {kxchiY, 218), the

manuscript (fol. 167) reads :
* Prior prouinciaUs eandem potestatem

habeat in sua prouincia quam et rector ordinis. Item recipiendis

minoribus xviij annis, et ilhs qui nesciunt competenter legere et cantare,

dispenset etiam sine hcentia speciaH rectoris. Et eadem reueren-

cia,' &c.

In the chapter De capitulo generali {Archiw, 219),for*Et si littere

dande sunt,' &c., the manuscript (fol 167 b-168) reads :
' Tradant litteras

quicumque habent eas ostendandas, et recipiantur, et cum consilio sue

tempore respondeatur. Nullus autem aliquam peticionem offerat que per

conuentuale capitulum non fuerit approbata et signata. Vnde volumus

et mandamus, quatinus quelibet domus sigillum conuentuale habeat, quod

in capsula cum claui infra archam depositoriam caucius obseruetur. Quo
sigillo si quod scriptum uel littera rectori uel priori prouinciali seu

capitulis destinetur, eaque maior pars capituli conuentualisnumero non ^^

testatur, nomina protestancium in ilia littera conscribantur. Et sic omnes
qui non sunt,' &c.

In the chapter De questionibus (Archiv, 220-1), the manuscript (fol.

(169) inserts a long form of confession and absolution to be used at the

end of the General Chapter.

Instead of the chapter De possessionibus non recipiendis (Archiv,

222), the manuscript (fol. 170) reads :
* De paupertate. Verum quia

pauper dominus noster Ihs Xps imitatores beatificat et exaltat, statui-

mus ut noster ordo nullas habeat possessiones agrorum uel uinearum,

nutrimenta animalium, census, redditus, nee aliqua immobilia nisi

orfcum et officinas. Vnde si que possessiones nobis date uel relicte fuerint,

licebit nobis eas recipere, dum tamen eas, quam cito bono modo poteri-

mus, distribuamus in pietatis et caritatis operibus conuertentes. Interim

tamen ab amicis et familiaribus nostris sine periculo teneantur. Do-

morum autem ac officinarum nostrarum opera sint humilia et mediocria,

in quibus non sint sumptus superflui, nee uoluptuose et inutiles ymagines

picturarum. Preterea si aliquis frater noster sine prior siue conuentualis

ad execucionem alicuius testamenti ab aliquo fuerit constitutus,^"' con-

uentus assignet ei socium, consiho cuius omnia disponat et distribuat
;

et isti duo teneantur priori prouinciali et aliquibus de discrecioribus

fratribus de dicta execucione reddere rationem.

" Non inserted above in the same hand.
^* To act as executor was usually forbidden to the friars : see e.g. Acta Gen. Cap.

Ord. Praed. a.d. 1240, S 12.
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' Item precipimus firmiter et districte, ut in singulis domibus duo
fratres a conuentualibus eligantur, qui recipiant omnes elemosinas, et in
cartularioconscribant fideliterreceptaspariteretexpensas

: quas elemosinas
expendant de consilio prions etuoluntate, et teneantur ad minus infra quin-
denam semel priori et quibusdem discrecioribus de omnibus reddere
rationem. Frater autem operarius, sacrista et vestiarius, illi tres, in

eodem cartulario teneantur receptas et expensas in eodem cartulario (sic)

conscribere, et rationem reddere de eisdem.

' Precipimus etiam firmiter et districte ut duo fratres ueritatis filii a
conuentualibus statuantur, qui sub uno depositorio duarum clauium diuer-

sarum, omnia deposita conseruabunt.^'^ Vnde cum aliquis suis filiis iiliqua

uicissitudine uel aliqua occasione aut noticia ad se pertinentibus aliquid

pro libris uel aliis contulerit,^^ statim priori et predictis fratribus deiiosita-

riis expressa persona et occasione plenius ostendatur : et si pecunia huius-

modi summa fuerit desuper scripta, in depositorio reponatur. Quod de-

positum nee prior nee fratres depositarii aliqua necessitate pro aliquibus

distrahere acceptabunt, nisi de uoluntate et assensu fratris, ad usum cuius

fuerit concessum. Nee ipsi fratres sine licencia prioris depositum recupera-

bunt, uel de ipso aliquid ordinabunt : aliter autem uel in alio loco nee

prior conuentualis nee subprior uel frater aliquis audebunt aliquid sibi

datum uel concessum sen recommendatum ultra unam noctem uel duas,

postquam in suo conuentu fuerint, conseruare. Quod si actum fuerit,

quod absit, censemus de precepto beati Augustini patris nostri furtiiudicio

condempnari.
' Item precipimus firmiter et districte ne aliquis sine prior siue conuen-

tualis de rebus communibus libros uel quaternos scribere faciat speciales.

Nee etiam pro secularibus fideiubere audeat, uel amicos ordinis fideiubere

faciant. Nee etiam libro[s] speciales uel communes uel ornamenta uel ali-

quid aliud de rebus ordinis presumant pro huiusmodi secularibus obligare.

Si quis autem contrafecerit, pene grauioris culpe per unum mensem con-

tinuum subiaceat.'

' De studio et magistro studencium:' Archiv, 222: MS. (fol. 171)

reads :
' Quoniam circa studium diligens est adhibenda cautela, apud

Montem Pessulanum, Parisius, Oxoniam, Colonias, Boloniam, generalia

studia ordinauimus, ad que prior prouincialis quilibet possit mittere duo

fratres, qui habeant studencium libertatem. Prior autem prouincialis

Prouincie, quia ipsa est mater et principium aliarum, poterit quatuor

destinare. Vniuersis autem studentibus magister diligens preponatur,

sine cuius licencia non scribant quaternos nee audiant lectiones, et que

circa eos in studio corigenda uiderit, corigat. Et si vires excedant, pro-

ponat prelato.

' Statuimas autem ut quelibet prouincia fratribus suis missis ad

studendum ad minus intribus libris theologicis^ videlicet biblia, sentenciis,

et historiis, prouidere teneatur. Et fratres iMssi ad studium in historiis

et sentenciis et textu et glosis precipue studeant et intendant. Omnibus

autem fratribus generaliter precipimus ne in diebus dominicis uel festiuis

libros uel quaternos audeant scribere proprias uel communes.' -^

At the end of the statute De disjoensacione studencium (Archiv, 223),

'' Cf. Acta Gen. Cap. Ord. Praed. a.d. 1248, § 1 ; and 1250, § 7.

»« I can make nothing of this sentence. '' Cf. Archiv, i. 225.
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the manuscript (fol. 171, b) reads :
' In cellis legere, scribere, orare, dormire,

et de nocte vigilare ad lumen possunt propter studium. Studentes autem,

in quacumque facultate fuerint ad studium assignati, et predicatores non

teneantur, nisi in quarta et vi feria uel nisi uocentur specialiter, coti-

dianis capitulis interesse. Libri etiam fratrum omnium post mortem

eorum redeant ad conuentus domus vnde et quocumque modo fuerint

adquisito.'

The statute De doctore (Archiv, p. 223) is omitted in the manuscript

;

also that De edificiis (Archiv, p. 225), but cf. the chapter De imupertate

above.

In the statute De predicatoribus (Archiv, 223-4), the manuscript (fol.

172) inserts :
' In predicacionibus autem suishonesteinducant^^ populumad

decimas et oblaciones et alia iura ecclesiastica persoluenda.' The pro-

hibition against preachers and students being occupied in secular affairs

is omitted here in the manuscript.

This addition is made in the manuscript (fol. 171), to the chapter ' Ubi

non audeant predicare fratres.' ' Quando uero ad aliquam ecclesiam causa

predicacionis declinauerint, humiliter a parochiali capellano predicandi

licenciam postulent et requirant. Quam si negaruerit, non predicent, nisi

domini pape uel diocesani episcopi licenciam habeant specialem. Qui

etiam predicatores uel etiam fratres quicumque alii non sint causarum

secularium uel questionum diffinitores, iudices, uel arbitrarii, seu quasi

aduocati ullo modo : pacis uero et amicicie compositores et consultores

esse poterunt. Nee efficiantur de familia prelatorum aut principum cum
eis in domibus conversando, nisi de rectoris licencia uel capituli generalis.

Nee instare audeant nee rogare probeneficiisnotissuis^^ uel consanguineis

optinendis.' ^^

In the chapter De itinerantibus fratribus, instead of the clauses,

' Statuimus ne fratres—honeste procurentur' (Archiv, 225), the manuscript

(fol. 172 b-173) reads :
' Honestatem, parcitatem, et modestiam, ubique ex-

hibeant inter gentes. In domibus etiam priuatorum uultu hyllari et uoce

iocunda contentos appositis se ostendant, nee signo, uerbo, uel facto aliqua

requirant. Fratres minores et predicatores sicut et nostri caritatiue et

hylariter recipiantur, et secundum facultates domus pie et honeste pro-

curentur ; et simihter omnes alii religiosi de religionibus aprobatis, cum
ad nos declinauerint, nisi sinistra de ipsis suspicio habeatur.' (Then

follows a decree against going to the Eoman Curia similar to that given

in Archiv, i, p. 226, 1. 1.)

In the chapter De anniversariis , which comes next in the manuscript,

some differences maybe noted. For * laici D Pater noster ' (Archiv, 221)

the manuscript (f. 173) reads :
* CL Pater noster et totidem Aue Maria.'

The manuscript also has :
' Altaria uero maiora nostri ordinis sint ad

honorem domini nostri Ihu Xpi et beate Marie uirginis in locis in

quibus poterit obseruari. Oblaciones ad manum sacerdotis celebrantis

non recipiantur, nisi de licencia prelatorum.'

The next chapter in the manuscript (f. 173) runs :
* Qualiter fieri

debent constituciones et qualiter roborari. Vt autem in constituendo

salubrius procedatur, approbante generali capitulo, prohibemus ne abso-

'8 MS. indicant. '" MS. eitts.

2» Cf. Acta Gen. Ca^p. Ord. Praed. a.d. 1245, § 1.
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lute aliquid statuatur, set in secundo general! capitulo per rectorem et

diffinitores capituli, quod statutum fuerat, examinari, confirmari, mutari
valeat, uel deleri.^i Interpretaciones regule uel constitucionum facte in
generali capitulo non habeant uim constitucionis, nisi per generale capi-

tulum approbentur, set tamen 22 quod statutum est interim firmiter obser-

uetur, ut statuti difficultas uel utilitas ualeat experiri.' (A decree follows

similar to that contained in § 23 of the * Dominican Statutes of a.d. 1230.')

The constitutions end with a number of memoranda ; e.g. ' Mem. de
lampadibus qui ubique in nostris conuentibus in dormitorio habeantur.' '^^

A. G. Little.

TWO LETTERS OF JAMES HOWELL.

The two following letters of James Howell have already been
mentioned in the English Historical Eeview (Jan. 1893, p. 158)

in a notice of Mr. Joseph Jacobs's new edition of the ' Epistolae

Ho-Elianae ;
' but until now, I believe, they have never been pub-

lished. Although they are not printed from the originals, there

can be no doubt of their genuineness, and they have so far the

advantage over those printed by Howell himself that they are free

from any suspicion of having been recast, if not actually concocted,

at the time of publication, years after their professed date. The
volume in which copies of them have been preserved is now
Add. MS. 84217 in the British Museum. It contains a collection

of historical and other pieces formed by Sir Erancis Fane, created

earl of "Westmoreland in 1624, and it remained in the possession

of his descendants until a year ago. Possibly the letters were

addressed to Fane himself, but on this point there is no evidence,

and it is not even certain that both were addressed to the same

person. As to their contents, they speak for themselves. The whole

history of the visit of Prince Charles to Madrid, to which they

relate, has been minutely worked out by Mr. Gardiner, and I need

only add that at the time they were written Howell was there in a

quasi-diplomatic capacity as agent to prosecute a claim against the

Spanish government for the Levant Company, and his relations

with the English ambassadors and those about the prince gave him

exceptional opportunities for collecting news. One of the letters,

as will be seen, is only an extract ; the other appears to be

complete. In date they fit in between letters xvi. and xvii. in book i.

of the * Epistolae Ho-Elianae.'

G. F. Warner.

-• Cf. the Dominican custom, Archiv, vi. 22-3. 22 ^g. tm.

-3 A few other small points may be noted. In the statute Dc excessu magistri

(rectoris) corrigenda {Archiv, ^.115), this manuscript (f. 165) reads 'non deponatur

nisi pro heresi,' thus following the original statute of the Dominicans, not the emen-

dation of A.D. 1236. Archiv, p. 217 ; § 14, 1. 3, cliffinitiones : manuscript (f. 166, b>

reads disscnsiones. Archiv, p. 224, § 33 ;
' xxv, annos '

: manuscript, f . 172, ' xx,

annos.^ Archiv, p. 224, § 34, 1. 4 : secundum mores : manuscript, f. 172, b, Seniores.
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I. Occurrences in Spayne since the 5 of May, 1623.

As concerning our Prince his affayres in the Court since the dispensa-

cion came, they goe not on so currently as his highnes and our Embas-
sadours imagined. The new condicions his holynes would have for the

securytie of the busynes hath so distempered bothe parties as hath bredd

much discontentment betwixt them, in so much that the match hath

been in great danger utterly to be broken. For first my Lord of

Buckingham, conceaving some griefe at his holynes new demaunds for

the good of Catholiques and other things that trouble the Prince and him,

who ymagined infallibly that instantly upon the coming of the dispen-

sation the marryage would be solemnized—being thus deceived of theyr

expectacion, my Lord of Buck, in a passion unadvisedly taking Sir

Francis Cottington with him went to the Cond de Olivers and told him

somwhat too playnly his mynde, and amongst other things insinuated

unto him that, yf the match perchance should break off, then should ensue

the greatest persecucion to Catholiks in England that ever was in any

tyme in those parts. Which words the Cond tooke as a manner of

threatning, and answered him that the Catholiques were they that should

gayne by the bargayne and that, yf the Monarchy of Spayne should come

to ruine in theyr defence, it would be the happyest losse that should

come unto them. Uppon this disgust between these two great Privadoes

the whole busynes was remitted to the Counsells ' of State, who, after some

three or foure sittings about the matter, they appoynted sixe Co-

missioners to conferre of the busynes, the Conde Gondomar, the Marquesse

de Mont Claros and the Secretary, my Lord of Buckingham and our two

Embassadours.2 Who after some meetings comming to no agreement,

the whole Counsell made a paper setting downe all the condicions and

securities demaunded for the establishing of the whole busynes and sent

it to the Prince, my Lord Buck, and our two Embassadours, that they

should answer to the same and fully to yeeld and graunt to all the poynts

contayned therein, otherwyse they would perswade themselves there would

be no marryage. This paper afflicted them so sore as it made the Prince

and Sir Francis Cottington shead many teares ; and the Prince was heard

to saye the King of Spayne demaunded nothing but that was just and

easy, and the Embassadours on the other syde feared to offend the K. his

Father and the Eealme, yf he should yeeld and graunt to these condicions.

In conclusion, seeing themselves in this manner put to theyr shiffts and

induced to such an exigent, they answered to the paper and fully agreed

to all the poynts thereof. Which done, they sent it back to y® Counsell,

so that for the present all things are quiet and both partie seeme to be

well pleased. It is sayd that the Prince and the Infanta shall be marryed

here with all solemnities belonging to the same, except onely they shall

not consummate the marryage untill all condicions and agreements

between the two Kings be put in Execucion in England, and sufficient

securytie given that they shall be inviolably kept, and that in the mean
tyme till this be perfourmed the Prince may returne into England, and

' So in MS. ; but the plural is probably a mistake of the copyist, as there was only

«one council.

' The earl of Bristol and Sir Walter Aston.
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that the Infanta after some moneths to come over unto him. This poynt
(to goe without her) doeth grieve the Prince most of aU, and some are of
opinion that he will rather chuse to staye here till all things be estabhshed
and performed in England, and that the King his Father will willingly
agree to this poynt, that hee come not without her.

II. A letter from Madrid the 8 of June, 1623.

Honorable,—Yours with the inclosed for my Lord of Bristoll came to
my hands, for which I send many humble thankes. His highnes, praysed
be God, is very well, though he hath discovered some appearance of dis-

content lately for the too much gravitie and delayes used in the pro-
ceedure of his busynes. He hath not been admitted to speake with the
Infanta but twyce since his comming, and that in a publique kynd of

complementall manner. The reason they alleadge is the custome of ther
countrye, which is that amongst ordinary gentlemen none is to have
accesse to his pretended wyfe during the tyme of treaty and till after they
are betrothed, which though it be a fashion observed amongst themselves,

yet they should not be so nice in this poynt with a prince of England, he
having so farre oblieged them unto him by so noble and hazardous a
journey and the confidence he hath put in them by the engagement of

his owne person. The dispensacion lyeth fast in the Popes Nuncio his

hands, and it seems he hath many things left implicitly to discretion. He
hath propounded lately certayne new demaunds, viz^ that the lawes enacted

agaynst recusants in the Queens tyme be revoked and abolished by Acte

of Parliament, that there be a peculiar forme of Oath of AUegeance for

the Infanta her servants, and, which he insists upon most of all, that the

King of Spayne engadge himselfe as surety for performance of what is

capitulated. There is a committee appoynted to consult thereof and the

Conde of Olivars refused at the first to be in the Junta for some words of

distaste which past betwixt him and the Duke of Buckingham, but he is-

lately wrought in. It is feared the Queene of Spayne by instigacion of

her mother and brother of France doe some ill offices herein and labour

to divert her affection. The Prince hath discovered himselfe to be truely

in love with her, and she lykewyse hath shewed some demons fcracions

to affect him. And I thinke, yf bothe theyr Loves were weighed in

a Ballance, it would hardly be discovered which would out-poyse.

The king propounded lately, in regarde the Prince presseth to be gone,

that he should be betrothed to her before he went, but afterward she

should remayne with her old aunt in a Nunnry here upon his accompt

untill all things were accomplished and consummated in England. The

Duke of Buck, complayned lowdly of these delayes and my Lord of Bristoll,

who produced the Kings owne hand with the resolucion of the Junta, how

they had ordered that 20 dayes after the dispensacion had come they should

be marryed and 20 after she should be in equipage to goe for England, and

to taxe them how hardly they dealt with his master by keeping his sonne

so long in suspence and, yf they went now about to beginn a new course and

alter theyr former resolucions, he would negotiate it no further but give

up his comission and goe home to give accompt of what he had done. The

Popes Nuncio was lately to kisse the princes hand and delivered him a letter

(the copye whereof I send you here inclosed), and there passed much comple-

VOL IX.—NO. XXXIII. K
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ment on both sydes. And howsoever matters are spunne out at length by

Spanish gravitie, yet out of the circumstances and the carryage of things

and the present state of the two kings and Christendome, I am of opinion

it is a busines really intended on bothe sydes and will at last take effect.

The Spanyard mu^ have his pace, and all the world cannot put him out of

it. And these difficulties are but vapours arysing from pollitique heades to

overclowd the busynes awhile to make the proceedings thereof more glo-

rious hereafter ; or it maye be a tricke to endeare her the more unto him, for

a prise hardly purchased is the more precious. Howsoever, I know Gondo-
mar is disquietted hereat, and the popular report gives out as yf all things

were quite dashed and off the hinges. The bearer hereof is Sir Francis

Cottington and Mr. Gresley, who bring with them the finall resolucion of

the Spanyard, and I thinke till they returne matters will lye at a dead

stand. The Marquesse de San German,^ Counsellor of State, who hath been

Governour of Millan and Vice-King of Navarre, and hath been heretofore

Embassador Extraordinary in England in the yeare 1607, is upon his waye
to England ; he ryds post through France. The long expected galeons

are come in to Sevill with store of treasure. So for this tyme I humbly
take my leave and ever rest

Your Ho. to be comanded

Ja. Howell.

MARLBOROUGH AND THE BREST EXPEDITION, 1694.

Mr. Paget in his ' Puzzles and Paradoxes * showed how unfairly

Macaulay had used the evidence before him in dealing with the

disastrous attempt on Brest in 1694, and how little it justified the

confident assertion that ' Talmash had perished by the basest of all

the hundred villanies of Marlborough.' But the charge stands, if

not proven, not disproved, and Mr. Leslie Stephen ('Dictionary of

National Biography,' art. * Churchill ') only goes so far as to say,

* It does not appear that the failure was due to the information

supplied by Marlborough rather than to that supplied by Godolphin,

Arran, and probably others.'

There is evidence, however, long since published but apparently

overlooked, which seems to make it possible to go further. Macaulay

says

—

The inteUigence sent by Marlborough to James was communicated by
James to the French government. That government took its measures

with characteristic promptitude, . . . Vauban was charged with the duty

of putting the defences in order.

Henri Martin says the same : Le projet de descente avait ete

denonce a Jacques II par un homme qui avait contrihue autant que

personne a precipiter du trone ce malheureux monarque . . . Churchill

3 Juan de Mendoza, marquis of San German and Hinojosa. He arrived at Dover

at the end of the second week in June {Cal. State Papers, 1619-23, p. 609).
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de Marlborough. Au regu de cet avis Louis XIV avail depeche
Vauban a Brest. ^ Both treat Vauban's mission as a consequence
of Marlborough's letter.

According to Colonel Augoyat ^ Yauban was at St. Malo when
he received, on 6 May, the following letter from the king, the date

of which, though printed as onars, should no doubt ,be mai

:

—
A Versailles ce 1" mars 1694.

J 'ay eu des avis de plusieurs endroits differents et qui se rapportent

tous, qui m'assurent que le dessein du prince d'Orange est d'essayer avec
les flottes d'Angleterre et d'Hollande jointes, de brusler les vaisseaux qui

resteront a Brest, et de tenter avec un corps de six a sept mil hommes de

se rendre maistre de la dite place, ce que je ne vois pas bien praticable

avec un aussi petit nombre de troupes que celuy la. L'importance de Brest

fait neanmoins que je ne veux pas me reprocher de n'avoir point contribue

de tout ce qui peut dependre de moy, pour essayer d'empescber les ennemis
de reussir dans cette entreprise. Quoi qu'il y ait quinze cent hommes de

la marine dans cette place, je ne laisse pas d'y faire marcher six bataillons

de ceux que j 'ai destine pour la garde des costes, un regiment de cavallerie

et un de dragons. Je vous ay choisy pour commander ces troupes et dans

la place ; c'est pourquoi je desire qu'apres que vous aurez acbeve la visite

des costes que vous avez entreprise, au lieu de vous rendre aupres de moy,

vous alliez au dit Brest, pour que vous ayez le temps de bien examiner

la place et les lieux ou les ennemis pourraient mettre pied ^ terre, et d'ou

ils pourraient la bombarder, afin que vous preniez les precautions que

vous croirez necessaires pour les empescher de r6ussir dans les desseins

qu'ils pourraient avoir. . . . Ne parlez point des advis que j'ay des

desseins des ennemis ; profitez en seul, et donnez les ordres en conformite

de ce que je vous mande.^
Louis.

Now it was on 1 May (according to Macpherson, ' Original Papers,'

vol. i. p. 483) that Floyd's (or Lloyd's) report of his mission to

England was taken to Versailles, and in that report he mentioned

that Godolphin had told him * that Eussell would infallibly appear

before Brest, the land officers believing that the place may be

insulted, although the sea officers were of a different opinion.' This,

corroborating previous information, may have caused Louis XIV

to write on the same day the letter above quoted. Marlborough's

letter can have had nothing to do with it, for, though it is itself

undated, it was forwarded by Colonel Sackville from England on

3 May (Macpherson, i. 487).^

* Histoire de France, tome xiv. p. 167, 4th edition.

2 Apcrgu Historique sur les Fortifications et sur le Corps du Genie en France,

2 tomes. Paris, 1860-4.
3 Printed with other letters in the Journal de VInstitut Historiqiie, tome v. p. 223

<for 1836-7), having been communicated by Count Le Peletier d'Aunay, whose wife

was a direct descendant of Vauban.
* Macaulay gives 4 May as the date of Marlborough's letter, following the memoirs

of James II, edited by Clarke,' or the memorandum in James's handwriting mentioned

by Macpherson (i. 486)—' 4 May, Lord Churchill informed the king of the design upon

Brest.'

K 2
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As soon as Vauban received the letter from Louis XIV he sent

(Colonel Augoyat says) for the director of fortifications at Brest

and the two engineers of the place. He decided upon the con-

struction of new batteries which would nearly double the armament,

and he reported on 9 May the arrangements he had made.

A second letter from Louis (date not given) informed him that

on 10 May a part of the enemy's fleet was at the Isle of "Wight,

and that its destination was certainly Brest, and told him to go

thither at once. A third letter, dated 18 May, gave him more ex-

tended powers, and added in a postscript, Je hasarde heaucoup en

vous dormant cet avis ; c'est pourquoi je vous demande un tres grand

secret. Coinptez qiCil n^y a rien de si sur que ce que je vousmande, et

prenez vos mesures la dessiis. Acting on these instructions Vauban

arrived at Brest 23 May.
Marlborough's letter may very likely have had its influence on

these last two letters of Louis ; but if so, its effect was only to

confirm news which was already being acted on, and perhaps to

hasten Vauban's movements. Whatever opinion may be formed

as to Marlborough's own motives and intention, which must remaii'i

matter of conjecture, there seems no reason to think that the ex-

pedition would have had any better success if the communication

which Sackville judged to be * of the utmost consequence,' and

forwarded by express, had never been made.

There is one other point to consider. Are any of the dates above

given * old style,' and if so how far does this affect the question ?

The dates of Louis's letters to Vauban would be, of course, new style.

The note upon Lloyd's report

—

' Captain Floyd's account carried

to Versailles, 1 May 1694 '—is in the handwriting of James's under-

secretary, Nairne, and that date also may be safely assumed to be

new style. There remains only Sackville' s letter, forwarding

Marlborough's. Although old style was retained in England, it

seems not unlikely that a Jacobite agent writing to France would

use new style, especially if we take James's memorandum as to the

receipt of the letter into account. But even if we suppose that it

was sent off on 13 May (new style) the case stands much the same.

It would still have been received in time to prompt Louis's third

letter, but probably not his second, which speaks of the position of

the British fleet on 10 May as if that were his latest news of it.

E. M. Lloyd.
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Reviews of Books

Forschungen zur alten Geschichte. Von Eduaed Meyee. Ersterer Band.
Zur iilteren griechischen Geschichte. (Halle : Niemeyer. 1892.)

In this volume the author has collected six essays on sundry abstruse
subjects, the discussion of which would have occupied more space than
could be afforded them in the second volume of his ' Geschichte des
Altertums,' which is soon to be pubHshed. The whole or part of three

of the essays has already been published in various journals. Such parts

of the book as have already appeared are now revised, and the whole book,
it is a satisfaction to see, is provided with an index. The first and much
the longest of the five essays contained in the book treats of the Pelas-

gians. It is divided into six chapters, five of which deal with the

Pelasgians, or with Pelasgic legends wherever they are found amongst the

Greek peoples. The sixth chapter contains a summary of the results and
a history of the controversy regarding the Pelasgians. Of the learning

and laboriousness of the author there can be no question ; but the matter

discussed is so complicated and obscure that all his views are not likely

to be accepted by other scholars without demur. The results of the long

and careful discussion are briefly these : The Pelasgians were not a

foreign element in Greece, but a Greek stock settled in the plain of

Thessaly—the Pelasgian Argos—and probably connected with the moun-
taineers of Epirus. The fertility of their country tempted their neighbours

to invade it ; some of the Pelasgians may have emigrated, and are possibly

the Cretan Pelasgians of the nineteenth book of the Odyssey. Those who
remained behind formed the main body of the Thessalian serfs—the

Penestae. The memory of the ancient power of this now subject people

survived, and became the source of legend. All else is the work of gene-

rations of mythologists and poets. Hesiod identified the primeval people

of Arcadia with the primeval people of Thessaly ; the Peloponnesian

Argos was next identified with the Pelasgian Argos. It was Hecatasus

who, misled by the UiXapyiKov re^xo^ of Athens, first discovered that

Pelasgians once settled in Athens had been expelled, and had settled in

Lemnos and Imbros. He therefore naturally considered the Pelasgians

no Greek people, but identical with the Tyrrhenian population of Lemnos.

Later historians propagated the same legend. Even after reading the

124 pages of this essay one cannot feel that the author has got far beyond

the position of Hecataeus, whom he quotes : 'I write what seems to me

true. The tales of the Greeks are many and ridiculous.' Dr. Meyer's
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views regarding the origin of the lonians are more convincing. He
contends that the name Ionian arose out of the mixed body of Greek

colonists who peopled the Ionian part of Asia Minor. He denies the

connexion of this emigration with the Dorian invasion, and puts it back as

far as the Mycenaean period. Its cause is not the pressure of a foreign foe^

but the efflux of surplus population. The legend of Ion is valueless for early

Greek history. The third essay treats of Herodotus's chronology of Greek

legendary history, to which are added excursuses to show, amongst other

things, that Herodotus's history was completed, and that his knowledge of

foreign languages was worthless. The essay dealing with Lycurgus and his.

legislation originally appeared seven years ago in the ' Rheinisches

Museum,' but large additions have been made to it. To Meyer, as tO'

many others, Lycurgus is originally a deity, and the history of him as a

legislator is the work of non- Spartan poets. This conclusion is not sO'

certain as Meyer would have us believe. In the final essay Meyer attempts

to utilise for early Greek history a careful investigation of the Locrian

bronze tables, which contain the law regarding the colony at Naupactus.

and the treaty between Oeanthea and Chaleion.

Taken as a whole the book is a valuable one—valuable, however, less-

for the results set forth than for the careful collection of materials fronh

Greek literature to help independent study of the problems discussed.

P. Giles.

Excavations at Megalopolis, 1890-1891. {The Society for the PromotioTi

of Hellenic Sttcdies. Supplementary Papers. No. I.) (London :.

Macmillan & Co. 1892.)

It is not the fault of the British excavators at Megalopolis that the plun-

der has proved a negative quantity, and that little permanent addition has^

been made to our knowledge. Whatever there was to be found they have

found, and no one has any right to complain because they have not been

fortunate. But it is open to question whether the publication of the very

large folio volume before us will further the cause of ' Hellenic Studies ' in

England. There is an elaboration about it that cannot fail to give the^

impression that the writers are fully satisfied with the result of their

labours, and that on the strength of these results the British public can

be confidently appealed to for subscriptions to fresh excavations. And
this elaboration contrasts unpleasantly with the intrinsic value of the-

book, and still more with the temper of the British public. The British

public is apathetic enough on such subjects, and has hitherto well,

merited all Professor Gardner's strictures. But is there not a section

of it quite large enough to supply the funds needed for the purpose which

only refrains from supplying them because it lacks faith in the value of

the results ? And this faith will never be theirs if a trumpet is blown by
th9 learned over what even the unlearned reader can see is not an occasion

for the very mildest rejoicing. It is to a large extent the extraordinary

good luck of French and German scholars that has developed in their

countries that public- spirited interest in excavations which we so much
envy. We ourselves may have our turn. There is evidence that Professor

Ramsay's work in Asia Minor has at last by the genuine value of its
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results impressed a wide public, and that support will scarcely be again
lacking to similar enterprise. Would it not be wise for the British
school in Athens to acknowledge frankly that their good luck has not yet
arrived, and trust to the common sense of their subscribers to realise

that good luck cannot be produced to order ?

Not many points of historical interest can be gleaned from this volume.
The controversy as to Dr. Dorpfeld and the Xoyeiov goes merrily on, and
perhaps the best statement of what may be called the English view of the
question is to be found here in the appendix headed ' A Plea for Vitruvius.'

But it must by no means be assumed that the last word has been said on
the subject, and that Dr. Dorpfeld is vanquished. Except as throwing
some small light on this controversy, the excavation of the theatre is chiefly

valuable as confirming Pausanias's statement that it was the largest in

Greece. Though the 17,000 or 18,000 spectators who could be seated in

it would have found room and to spare in the theatre of Dionysus at

Athens, yet the diameter of the orchestra at Megalopolis is greater than
that of any other orchestra in Greece. It is pleasant, too, to find another

good man proved true by the exploration of the town walls. Polybius

gives their circumference as ' fifty stades,' and we can now see that he is

stating an unvarnished historical fact. It may be noticed that, as he is at

the time comparing their extent with that of the walls of Sparta, and the

size of Megalopolis with the size of Sparta, it is probable he is as accurate

about the one fact as the other—an inference which may prove valuable

some day. The Agora also is mainly important as verifying Pausanias,

and now that the course of the walls is fully worked out, we can rehabili-

tate Epaminondas's generalship, and maintain, contrary to earlier explorers,

that the site of the town was not chosen without a view to its capabilities

for defence. There is a difificulty, however, as to the means adopted for

defending the wide and shallow river bed, which runs right through the

town. And though it may possibly have been narrower in ancient times

than now, there does not seem much reason to think, with Mr. Loring,

that the rainfall may then have been more regular. In a future volume

we shall hear more about the Thersilion, the meeting-house of the

MvpLOL, or general assembly of the Arcadian League. It is interesting

to note that this great covered hall, the first real ' Parliament House,' per-

haps, in the world's history, had a very close connexion with the theatre.

Its portico was the ' frons scenae,' the background before which the

acting took place, and its comers were probably used as extra green rooms.

The contrast offered between Greek and modern life is curiously sugges-

tive. It only remains to be said that the plans and drawings throughout

the volume are excellent, and that there is not one of the contributors who

does not show he was well fitted for his work. Ronald M. Bubkows.

Per Lineayn Valli. By Geobge-Neilson. (Glasgow: W. Hodge & Co.

1892.)

Mb. Neilson's little book is an interesting contribution to the literature

of the Roman Wall. In sixty pages of very tightly packed argument he

broaches a new theory as to the age and object of the respective parts of

the great system of fortifications which runs from Tyne to Solway. It is
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well known that the line which is generally styled ' Hadrian's Wall

consists not only of the wall itself—a solid structure of masonry facing

north—but of two separate earthen ramparts running parallel with the

wall at varying distances to the south of it. These ramparts are some-

times close up to the wall, only the space of a roadway lying between it

and them. But sometimes they take a sweep to the south, and run as

much as half a mile from their greater neighbour. It is noteworthy that

the stone wall always takes the most favourable ground that can be

selected for opposing an attack from the north ; it generally selects the

brow of the hill, and commands the approach for a long distance.

The two earthen ramparts, on the other hand, are much less advantage-

ously placed ; they seem to have been drawn in greater haste and by a

less skilful engineer. The object of the stone wall has never been for

a moment in doubt; it was- obviously intended to bar out raiders from

the north. But the purpose of the two earthen ramparts has given rise

to much controversy, and it is to this controversy that Mr. Neilson wishes

to contribute his word. The accepted theory of late years has been

that they were back defences to the stone wall, a barrier destined to

guard it against an assault from the rear. We know that the turbulent

Brigantes of Yorkshire were often in arms in Hadrian's time, and it is

therefore guessed that the earthen ramparts were destined to keep them
from attacking the unprotected back face of Hadrian's great stone

structure. This theory was first broached by Stukeley in the last century,

and has been approved by most modern writers, including Dr. Bruce,

the great authority on the wall and its history.

Mr. Neilson wishes to controvert this view, and to revert to that which

was in favour before Stukeley's day—namely, to prove that the earthen

ramparts, or rather the southern and larger of them, formed an original

line of defence against the north, before the stone wall was ever built. It

was, he thinks, an older and weaker work superseded by the stronger

and better-placed structure of masonry, and not an afterthought built

to protect the already existing wall against assault from the rear. All

-documentary evidence is wanting, save a disputed reading in Spartianus's

life of Severus, which says that Hadrian built murum apud vallum. This,

if correct, would certainly indicate that the vallum was there before the

stone wall was built. But Mr. Neilson brings forward several arguments

to support his theory drawn from the topography of the localities. The
j&rst and most clear is that he points out near Stagshawbank a camp
built against the rampart, using, in fact, the rampart as one of its sides

;

this camp adheres to its southern and not its northern face, so that it was

evidently utilising the rampart against a foe expected from the north and

not from the south. The second point on which Mr. Neilson lays stress

is that wherever the rampart runs along ground where it is commanded
by a slope to the north, its ditch is strengthened by what he calls a

* marginal mound :
' that is, there is an extra mound constructed on the

edge of the fosse, in order to raise it to an equal height with the ground

on the northern or further side. Where, on the other hand, the slope is

from south to north, and the rampart fully commands the approach from

the north, there is no ' marginal mound ' to be discovered. Mr. Neilson

thinks that the * marginal mound ' was furnished with palisading or
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abattis work, in order to take away the advantage of commanding height
which the northern side of the ditch must possess whenever the slope
was from north to south. Such are the chief arguments in favour of the
vallum having been intended to look north. As to the object with which it

was made, Mr. Neilson points to the line of quarries and camps which
lie just to the south of it, and opines that it was a hastily constructed
line of defence, intended to cover the lengthy and laborious process of
quarrying the masonry for the much more serious work of building the
stone wall. If the wall was to be constructed in the face of an active
enemy, it was necessary to shelter the working parties, and Mr. Neilson
believes that the rampart had this object. When the stone wall was
finished the purpose of the vallum had ended, and the troops moved
to the new line, and sheltered themselves in the camps and mile-
stations along it. The comparatively bad engineering of the rampart as
opposed to that of the wall is thus explained by the fact that the former
was a hasty expedient, intended for a purely temporary purpose.

So far Mr. Neilson's arguments are so ingenious as to be almost con-
Tincing. But there remains one point on which he is not so clear. He
has established a good working hypothesis to account for the origin and
object of the southern rampart. But there exists not only this southern
vallum, but another or northern one, running between the stone wall and
the ditch of the southern vallum ; and this second or middle rampart

avowedly looks south, utilising the ditch of the southern one to form its

outer protection. Mr. Neilson holds that the middle rampart was an
afterthought, erected to defend the back face of the stone wall when that

had been completed. But why did not the Roman engineers utilise the

already existing southern rampart, instead of digging another to the

north of it ? For leaving it just on the other side of the ditch of the

new or middle valkim, they provided any enemy approaching from the south

with good cover and a vantage-ground for attacking their last construc-

tion. The only logical ways of defending the rear of the stone wall would

have been either (1) to make a rampart just behind it along the slope of

the hills which the stone wall crowns, or (2) to convert the southern

vallum into a line facing southward, by excavating a new ditch on its

southern edge. Of these the Romans did neither : they did not take the

first alternative, for the middle rampart follows the ditch of the south

rampart as its guiding direction, and often diverges a long way from the

rear of the stone wall. Nor did they turn to the second alternative, for

the southern edge of the southern rampart is entirely ditchless. The

middle rampart, therefore, is objectless and incomplete, even on Mr.

Neilson's own theory, and we trust that ere the controversy which he

has started comes to an end, some better and more adequate explanation

of this puzzling central vallum may be forthcoming from his pen.

C. Oman.

Consiliatio Cnuti : cine Vhertragung angelsdchsischer Gesetze aus dem

zwolftcn Jahrhundert. Von F. Liebermann. (Halle : Niemeyer. 1893.)

Thread by thread Dr. Liebermann's expert hands are unravelling the

tangled knot into which the English law books of the twelfth century

have tied themselves. The Quadrijpartitus has but lately been laid
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before us ; now we have this Consiliatio Cnuti ; and, before that can be

reviewed, the Instituta Cnuti aliorumque Beguvi are communicated to the

Royal Historical Society. It now appears that three distinct and in-

dependent Latin translations were made of Canute's dooms by men who
wrote in the twelfth century, and who thought that they were thereby

doing a service to their contemporaries. They did not conceive them-

selves to be antiquaries ; it was not historical curiosity that urged them
to their work ; they were striving to set forth in an intelligible form that

laga Eadwardi which the Norman kings had confirmed and restored. And
in every case we may doubt whether they were of English race, and

whether they could speak English easily ; at all events they could not

turn into Latin the English that had been written in the eleventh

century without committing bad mistakes. Each little tract that Dr.

Liebermann discovers may be a small thing in itself ; but when they are

taken together they mean a great deal : for they mean this, that for a

hundred years after the Norman Conquest diligent endeavours were being

made in divers parts of England to expound the old English law as living

law, or as law that ought to be living—at all events, as the only law that

there was, and that these were being made by men who did not regard them-

selves as the champions of an oppressed or a vanquished race, and very

possibly would not have been best pleased at hearing themselves called

Englishmen. How admirably Dr. Liebermann can edit these obscure

texts, it were needless to say in the pages of this review. Not a point,

not a lingering diphthong, escapes his eye, or fails to suggest some inference.

This Consiliatio (=ger8ednes) is marked oif from its fellow books by a

curious striving after a would-be classical latinity. A long and curious

gloss on the word tithing (teo})unga) is the largest contribution that it

makes to our historical materials, but this apparently does not come from

the original compiler. A tithing should consist of at least ten men, but

may contain as many as twenty or thirty. The accused must find his

compurgators in his own tithing. In some places the tithing is called

a ward, in some places a torch. This last remark may have come from

some one who knew Kent. I think that in later days it is only in Kent

that a geographical tract corresponding to the tithing of the Wessex
counties bears the name borgh.

F. W. Maitland.

Memorials of St. Edmund's Abbey. Edited by Thomas Aenold. Vol.

II. (London : Published under the direction of the Master of the

Rolls. 1892.)

The present volume gives us the history of the abbey of St. Edmund
from the commencement of the thirteenth century to the opening years

of the reign of Edward III. The most lengthy, however, of the nine

pieces which compose the body of this volume, does not concern this

period, though it was probably composed about the commencement of

the thirteenth century. This is the French ' Vie S. Edmund ' of Denis

Piramus, which is, as Mr. Arnold recognises, of greater literary than

historical interest. Still, though its position in the present volume may
be open to a little question from the chronological point of view, it has a
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proper place in the collection, all the more since it has not been accurately

printed before. The historical interest of the other pieces, and especially

of the first, second, sixth, and ninth, is undoubtedly greater. The volume
commences with the ' Annales Sancti Edmundi,' which has been pre-

viously published by Dr. Liebermann in his * Ungedruckte anglo-

normannische Geschichtsquellen.' In the main it consists of an abridge-

ment of Ealph de Diceto, but with some insertions which in sundry
small points give it an interest and value of its own. Mr. Arnold has
wisely printed only the writer's insertions about St. Edmund, together

with such passages as are not found in any existing chronicle from 1032
onwards. The writer's interest was not confined to his own neighbour-

hood, or even to England ; and he not only introduces references to John's

transactions with his nephew, the Emperor Otto IV, but even to crusading

matters. Among other points he notices John's expedition into Gascony

in the autumn of 1200, of which there seems to be no account in other

English chronicles, though it can be traced in the Patent Rolls. There

is, however, some account of the expedition in the ' Histoire de Guillaume

le Marechal,' lines 11963-82. The second piece is the long account of

the disputed election of Abbot Hugh de Northwold in 1214, which,

whilst of some value in itself, is perhaps yet more interesting for its

incidental allusions to various persons of the time. Among others,

William Marshal appears as a justiciar to hear part of the case at

St. Edmund's (pp. 74-8). No doubt Marshal was acting not so much as

an ordinary justice, but as the chief representative of the king, who was

then absent in Poitou. Another man of note who appears is the English

cardinal, Eobert de Curtun or Curzon,^ who when legate in France

obtained the royal favour for the abbot-elect and his supporters. A third

is Jocelin de Brakelonde, if, as seems probable, we may identify Abbot

Samson's biographer with the Jocehn the almoner of this piece, a * vir

duplex animo et varius.' An extract from a sermon by the sacrist intro-

duces William Fitz Osbert or Longbeard as one who had stirred up the

city of London against the king.

Of the other pieces one relates to the election of Abbot Symon in

1256, and another to that of Abbot Thomas of Totyngton in 1302 ; on

neither occasion was there any dispute to give the matter such interest as

belongs to the election of Abbot Hugh. The ' Gesta Sacristarum,' which

forms the seventh piece, is an interesting record of the acts of the sacrists

from the time of Abbot Baldwin (1065-97), down to the end of the

thirteenth century. With this may be taken No. 3, ' Epistola Roberti

abbatis de Thorneye ;
' Robert had been sacrist of St. Edmund's previous

to his promotion in 1216, and he writes this letter to his successor in

explanation of certain rights of this old abbey. The sixth piece, ' Expulsio

Fratrum Minorum,' is a narrative of the quarrel between the monks and

friars which led to the expulsion of the latter from Bury in 1263, ml is

of interest in connexion with the progress of the Franciscan order in

England. The last tract is the ' Depraedatio Abbatiae,' an account of the

riots at St. Edmund's in 1327, which, though it cannot vie with the

narrative which furnished Mr. Froude with his theme in ' Annals of an

1 Mr. Arnold has not noticed the identification, which the variety of the name

makes a little obscure.
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English Abbey,' has much that is interesting, and is of value in con-

nexion with social and economic history. We meet with a like picture

to that in the later narrative, of plunder, and violence, and superstitious

destruction of records on the part of the rioters, and of weak resistance,

and insincere concession on the part of the monks, with the usual termina-

tion of fines and imprisonment. The account of the abbey's losses on

various manors through the riots will be of value as evidence for the

prices of stock (pp. 340-7). More purely interesting is the story of how
the prior was made to bestride a broken-down hack with his chaplain

trudging behind, whilst William Atte Grene rode in front on the prior's

palfrey wearing the prior's cape. More curious still is the story of how
some of the outlaws kidnapped Abbot Draughton, and, carrying him off to

London, lodged him first in Wood Street and then in Old Fish Street.

This bold act was the more remarkable because abetted by Hamo de

Chigwell, a former lord mayor. Eventually the abbot was carried over

to Brabant, and kept there in durance for some months, his monks not

knowing what had become of him. An appendix contains some further

extracts relating to St. Edmund's Abbey from Bodley MS. 240.

In a notice of Mr. Arnold's first volume (vol. vii. pp. 343-4) we had

occasion to find fault with the too frequent insertion of useless and

unnecessary footnotes. We regret to find that the practice is still con-

tinued in the present volume. C. L. Kingsfoed.

The Crusade of 1383, hnoion as that of the Bishoj) of Norwich. By
George M. Wrong, B.A., Lecturer in History in Wycliffe College,

Toronto. (Ijondon and Oxford : James Parker & Co. 1892.)

This little treatise bears on one of the most singular and yet one

of the most characteristic episodes of a disjointed time. To us at the

€lose of the nineteenth century it is very difficult to form even a faint

conception of the disquieting influences which prevailed throughout

Europe at the close of the fourteenth ; chief of which was the fact that

there were two rival popes, each claiming the undivided allegiance of

Christendom. A crusade was a thing almost as much out of date at that

time as it would be now
;
yet each pope being in the eyes of his rival an

enemy of the faith, and each pope's adherents being simply infidels to the

adherents of his rival, it was easy to persuade people that by making war

on the upholders of an antipope they were doing quite as good service as

in destroying so many Jews or Saracens. Such indeed were the express

terms in which the merits of the cause were proclaimed by the fighting

bishop of Norwich and Sir Hugh Calverley when they began the war at

Gravelines. Those who fell in behalf of Pope Urban would be martyrs,

while the more they could kill of Pope Clement's votaries in Flanders the

better. But the curious thing was how this holy fanaticism lent itself to

entirely secular and political objects. The bishop of Norwich himself was of

the turbulent family of the Despensers—a grandson of the younger of the

two ministers of that name who misgoverned the kingdom in the days of

Edward II. His overweening sense of his own rights as bishop had got

him into various disputes before he became the leader of this crusade, and

in none of them does he appear to great advantage. Yet we should have
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been disposed to credit him with some sincerity in the business, were it

not that he declared in parUament even before going out his wiUingness

to turn the rehgious into a poUtical war. There was no excuse, in fact,

for a crusade in Flanders at all, except that the French who adhered to

the antipope had overpowered the Flemish people to bring them into

subjection to their count, when both count and people had been adherents

of Pope Urban. But the increase of the French power in Flanders

threatened Calais, and Englishmen were more keenly alive to that fact,

after all, than to the duty of fighting schismatics. So, when the question

was raised before the expedition set out, What if the French ceased to be
schismatic, and recognised Pope Urban ?—the bishop of Norwich replied

like a loyal Englishman, but scarcely like a very good churchman, that in

that case he would still fight on during the year for which he had pledged

his services, but it should then be under his own banner as a soldier of

the king of England, and no longer under the banner of the church.

This answer seems to us the most curious thing in the whole story,

and it is the only material defect we have to point out in Mr. Wrong's

book, that he does not mention the limitation of the bishop's pledge to

one year of military service. This really should be noted, as an attempt,

however clumsy, to preserve some sense of principle. But we need not

wonder that an expedition, framed on such conditions, came to a very ill

end, and led to most demorahsing results. James Gairdner.

Scrivelsby : the Home of the Champions. By Samuel Lodge.

(London : EUiot Stock. 1893.)

One does not, of course, criticise a popular work by the same standard

as a learned one ; but when the former is published under the guise of

the latter it is not easy to decide how to treat it. Mr. Lodge assures us

that * great pains have been taken to insure accuracy, without which a

book that treats of ancient customs and family histories would be

justly liable to severe criticism.' The expectations raised by these word»

are scarcely, we fear, fulfilled. As to its manner, the book combines

hackneyed quotations and trite comments with a style degenerating

into such colloquialisms as * a successful rummage lately made at Lincoln.'

Of the matter it is probably sufficient to say that the author speaks of

'a document in the Cottonian library entitled *' Claudius," ' and informs-,

us that the point to be noted is that in the Cottonian MS. a certain Marmion

is called Koger, whereas ' the more authentic record, the " Liber Niger " of

the exchequer, calls him by the name of Robert Marmyun.' The * con-

fusion ' of course exists in the author's own mind, the cartae entered in

the 'Liber Niger' being some half a century later than the Lindsey

' Survey ' (' the Cottonian MS.').

It is singular that the championship has never, probably, appealed so

vividly to the popular mind as now, when its function is obsolete. There is

much false sentiment in the matter and in the undue exaltation of the office.

Mr. Lodge confesses that the famous ceremony cannot be traced further

back than the coronation of Richard II, the period when chivalry * and

its accompanying follies ' (as Mr. Freeman termed them) had run mad,

and when, therefore, the ' champion ' ceremony might be expected to
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emerge. Without presuming to determine its true antiquity or origin,

one may point out that in the thirteenth century the knightly jurors for

Horncastle wapentake professed themselves unable to say by what
* service ' the Scrivelsby estate was held. If it was really held by
grand sergeanty at the time, could they have given this verdict ? There

is, indeed, no reference, so far as we can find, in the * Testa de Nevill ' to

the famous ' champion ' tenure. The author seems to take for granted

that Robert ' Dispensator ' (brother of the famous sheriff Urse d'Abetot)

was himself a Marmion and the first ' champion ' in right of Scrivelsby.

Such a suggestion has been made, but, as Robert's estates were un-

doubtedly divided between the Marmions and the Beauchamps (who

were heirs of his niece), there is no ground for adopting it. As to the

curious prefix * the honourable ' claimed for the bearer of the office,

it is not traced in this book beyond the last century, and the author

seems to be unaware that it Avas applied to squires of. ancient lineage

in the later Stuart period, before its usage was specialised. The
Dymokes seem to have retained the practice, but by what right it would

be difficult to say. So much has been written on the splendour of their

descent that it is strange to learn that Lewis Dymoke, who died in 1760,

hesitated whether to bequeath the estate to a branch of his family who
were hatters in London or another who were mercers at Tetford. The
former were selected, but the latter's descendant succeeded to Scrivelsby

very unexpectedly in 1875. We are glad to see that the author, who is

rector of Scrivelsby, has worked hard at his parish registers and the

* bishops' transcripts ' at Lincoln. J. H. Round.

La Diplomatie au temps de Machiavel. Par M. de Maulde-la-Clavijebe.

Tomes I & II. (Paris : Leroux. 1892, 1893.)

The title of this work is somewhat misleading. We expect an account of

European diplomacy at the end of the fifteenth century, with some
appreciation of its historical results, and of the special influence exer-

cised by Machiavelli. M. de Maulde-la-Claviere may have this in store

for the readers of subsequent volumes ; but the two volumes before us,

containing between them 850 pages, rarely mention the name of Machia-

velli, and are concerned only with the externals of diplomatic procedure

at the end of the middle ages. It is not the spirit, but the trappings,

of diplomacy, which interest the writer; and it is hard to see why
Machiavelli's name should have been introduced into the title of his

book. Moreover, the work is not a scientific treatise on the development

•of international relations, or even of the growth of diplomatic procedure.

It is rather a collection of 7i2Lgae historicae, somewhat loosely put

together, by one who had looked through a good many documents of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and wished to call attention

to some points which had struck him. He chooses the period when the

ideal system of justice, which dominated the conceptions of the middle

ages, was passing into the practical system of a balance of power. He
takes this moment as the time when diplomacy flourished as a fine art,

and shows his readers some details of its working. Many of these are

interesting and curious, but M. de Maulde-la-Claviere's arrangement
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makes it difficult to know where they are to be found. The semblance of

his book is strictly logical, but the book itself is eminently discursive.

He begins with defining the three authorities for international law as the

pope, the emperor, and the most Christian king. To examine the deve-

lopment of theory about the respective rights of pope and emparor would
be a worthy subject of research ; but M. de Maulde-la-Claviere has no
conception of development or struggle, and picks up his principles in an
arbitrary way. As a Frenchman he is at liberty to magnify the position

of the French king ; but he ought to have recognised that other kings

made similar claims, and he shows no knowledge of the contents of docu-

ments which owed their origin to struggles for precedence amongst
European powers. He has very little to tell us of the way in which
international authority was exercised, nor does he touch to any purpose

on the means by which power could be legitimated. But on minor
points he gathers much information. For instance, he resolves the

crusading projects of the fifteenth century into a ' formula of the

chancery,' and shows that as a matter of fact the Mussulman States

were recognised as having a place in European diplomacy. He gives a

great deal of scattered information about the technical position of Italian

states, especially Genoa. But the real subject which interests him is the

diplomacy of Louis XI and Louis XII ; and he points out how Louis XI
suppressed the right of many of his powerful vassals to send ambassadors

of their own. The extension of diplomatic action afforded in itself an

opportunity for consolidation of which the French kings readily availed

themselves.

Of the rights of neutrals, and of the right of reprisals, M. de Maulde-

la-Claviere gives several useful illustrations from the later middle ages.

But he is chiefly concerned with piecing together information concerning

ambassadors and embassies, chiefly in France and Rome. In spite of the

size of the book it contains very little about England ; and in spite of its

pretensions to methodical arrangement it is little more than a collection

of gossip.

The book is difficult to appraise fairly. It is neither a history of

diplomacy, nor a history of international law, nor a handbook of diplo-

matic etiquette. It has something to say about all these points, but

does not treat any of them with a sense of historical growth. It is

written almost entirely from French sources, and when it deals with Italy

regards it from the French point of view. It is hard to say what the

writer wishes to show, or what is his exact object. Yet the book,

though occasionally pedantic, is not dull ; and any student of the history

of France in the fifteenth century would be likely to find something

new in its pages, and to gain some suggestions which might be worth

pursuing. M. Peteibueg.

Djem-Sultan : Etude sur la Question d' Orient d la Fin du XV Siecle

(1459-1495). Par L. Thuasne. (Paris : Ernest Leroux. 1892.)

The paths of fifteenth-century diplomacy are tortuous, if not tedious.
^

M.

Thuasne takes his readers a journey of some 400 pages to rescue Prince

Djem from the overcrowded limbo of lost causes. The interest of a
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character is often in inverse proportion to its importance. Immortality is

frequently the consolation prize of failure. But was the Turkish pretender

either interesting or important ? He was by nature versatile, intellectual,

SBsthetic, athletic. He wrote poetry, and could even understand geography.

He was an accomplished wrestler, and as a youth could draw the bow
and wield the mace. In riper years his blow, especially when he was in

his cups, would kill or stun his personal attendants. Even in captivity he

found a noble Philippine, although, as M. Thuasne assures us, their

relations never passed les limites de la hienseance. The illustrissime

jprince Djem was, in the phrase of a contemporary, la terreur, Veffroi^

Vexterminateur des Turcs. He fought and lost two battles against these

Turks, and his distinction consisted in the success and swiftness of his

flight. There is no authentic portrait of Prince Djem. The frescoes of

Pinturicchio in S. Angelo which represented him in company with

Charles VIII and Caesar Borgia have long been lost. M. Thuasne with

good reason rejects the so-called portrait at Arras, but is disposed to

believe that his hero is represented by the Turkish horseman in Pin-

turicchio's * Disputa di Santa Caterina.' We have, however, in compensa-

tion three detailed word-pictures, one by Caoursin in 1482, and the others,

belonging to the year 1489, by Bosso and by Mantegna. The latter is

held by M. Thuasne, as by Gregorovius, to be overdrawn
;
yet Mantegna,

if any one, could draw correctly. If allowance be made for seven years

of anxiety and practical captivity, the agreement is substantial. It is

difficult to regard as mere caricature the half-closed squinting eye, the

ungraceful paunch, the voracious appetite, unseemly in a prince, the ape-

like swilling of eau sucree, which are the main features in Mantegna 's

portrait. Dignified when at rest, Djem's irritability in earlier years would

cause his voice to bleat like a goat, in later his hand to strike. In 1482

he would, writes Caoursin, rush upon any followers whom he saw in drink.

In 1489 it was believed that the prince himself was too often visited by

Bacchus, but in the development of drink such contradictions are not

infrequent.

Was Djem important ? His contemporaries apparently thought so.

Bajazet twice at least withdrew his fleet within the Dardanelles lest his

enemies might utiUse the alleged popularity of Djem among his troops.

The soldan of Egypt would fain have secured his person, that he

might divide the Turkish power by establishing Djem in Asia Minor, and
thus set up a buffer state between the two great Mahommedan rivals.

Matthias Corvinus loudly and repeatedly called for the transference of

the pretender to himself, that he might spread disaffection in the Balkan

provinces. Djem was the all-essential element in Innocent VIII's

genuine but futile measures for a crusade. Ferrante of Naples regarded

him as an amulet which w^ould protect his tempting coasts from a fresh

invasion of the Turks. The professed object of Djem's transference from

papal custody to Charles VIII was the furtherance of the crusade to

which the French conquest of Naples was but a stepping-stone. Readers

of Commines know that it was the anxiety of the Venetian government

to forward the first intelligence of the pretender's death to the Porte

which accidentally caused the capture of the bishop of Valona, who was

to head a widespread rebellion on the eastern shores of the Adriatic.
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Yet the statistics of disaffection are always sanguine, and the death
of Djem relieved his brother from discomfort rather than from danger.
It may be shrewdly suspected that the action of the western powers was
prompted mainly by the desire to monopoKse the 40,000 ducats which the
;sultan annually contributed for Djem's alimony. It is difficult in the
nineteenth century to fully realise the pecuniary disorders of the govern-
ments of the fifteenth, who had no such simple specific as an additional
penny on the income tax. This is the only apology which can be
proffered in behalf of Pierre d'Aubusson and the knights of Ehodes, whose
breach of faith towards Djem the author unhesitatingly condemns. M.
Thuasne's work might, indeed, be more justly entitled * A Study of

Western Corruption ' than * A Study of the Eastern Question,' for in the
more detailed portions of the book the reader will learn little of Prince
Djem and less of the east. M. Thuasne confesses that Djem's two
attempts upon his brother's throne, his flight to Ehodes, and his short

residence in the island have already received full illustration. He has
preferred, therefore, to apply his vast knowledge of contemporary

documents to the periods of the Turkish prince's stay in France and of his

transference to the curia. Here we venture to think that the author's

research runs riot. Tedious and often resultless negotiations inartistically

break the thread of biographical narrative ; the reader is forced to

realise that the cardinalate of the grand master or of the archbishop of

Bordeaux is of more importance than the fortunes of Prince Djem.

Side-lights are, indeed, thrown upon some of the leading characters of the

French court—upon the admiral Graville, and upon Anne of Beaujeu,

whom, as the Tuscan envoy Spinelli writes, it is essential to propitiate by

& pot de vin. The magnificence of Matthias Corvinus is illustrated by the

splendour of his ambassador, the bishop of Varadin, the generosity of the

unfortunate Charles of Savoy by his attempts for the release of Djem.

Yet it may be doubtful whether so sordid and so resultless a bargain as

was the sale of Djem to the papacy required such detailed treatment.

The sceptic will find in this study of the luckless Turk another argument

against the superstition that a document is interesting because it is

unpublished.

It is graceless to point out the motes in a great scholar's eye, yet any

reader will observe for himself the need of careful revision in the printing

of M. Thuasne's work. An index would probably have contributed to

the normalisation of the orthography. The conqueror of Otranto is

hardly to be recognised under the various titles Achmed, Guedik

Ahmed, Keduk Ahmed, Keduk Amed. Khatibazde-Massouth-Tschelebi

appears also as Khatibzade-Nassouth-Tchelebi, while Tscheleby is a

further variant. Gelab is presented also as Gelab and as Gelal, Ouzoun

Hasan as Ouzun, Mohammed as Mohamed. We find Ayas and Aias,

Piozzasco and Piozzascho, Buccolino and Boccalino, Sasseti and Sassetti,

BalueandBallue, Magrino andMacrino, Montreal and Montreale, Qorquoud

and Qorqoud, Gurk and Gurck, Karaman and Karamiane, Amasie and

Amasia, Konia and Koniah, Qaitbay and Quaitbay, Stuggart for Stuttgart,

and Simmel for Simnel. Even the hero does not escape the common fate,

and on one occasion is introduced as Djeim. Apart from this lack of

uniformity in the orthography a few slips may be noted. On p. 271

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. . ^
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Lanfredini, who had been dead some months, is described as the writer of

a despatch which in the note is rightly attributed to Pandolfini. Bianca.

Maria Sforza, who is travestied as Blanche Sforce on p. 148, is trans-

formed into Bianca Maria Visconti on p. 170. Such blemishes are, indeed^

unimportant, except as giving rise to suspicion that the work has been

somewhat hastily composed. Further selection and digestion of the

documentary materials might have sensibly reduced its bulk. - To any but

the specialist it is to be feared that Prince Djem must still be a mysterious

figure whom the magic lantern of the fifteenth century makes to dance:

at intervals across the cloth.

E. Aemstkong^

Acts of the Privy Council. New Series, Vol. V. 1554-1556. Vol. VI.

1556-1558. Edited by J. R. Dasent. (London : H. M. Stationery

Office. 1892, 1893.)

Editoeial care and skill mark these latest volumes of an interesting and
important series ; and Mr. Dasent exhibits these valuable qualities in a

high degree. Occasionally also, in his prefaces, he is able to offer a

remark for which an explorer of the Tudor period may thank him ; some
confirmatory testimony or some additional knowledge is supplied by him,

as he groups together the miscellaneous contents of this record of a widely

active conclave. Indeed, if he had confined himself in these prefaces ta

classifying his register, he would have done happily ; this kind of work in

the prefaces is well done ; and it is on this level that we find here and
there an instructive remark. For instance, it confirms one's impression

of the small influence of Cardinal Pole to find that he was not sworn of

the council and is scarcely mentioned in their acts. It is interesting, in

connexion with Queen Mary's plans for restoring church property, to read

that North and Sackville, former chancellors of the Court of Augmenta-
tions, were called upon to send in their books to the council. And there are

other minutes of the same kind. But unfortunately Mr. Dasent has again

cast his prefaces into the form of an historical survey or sketch of his

period, and really he does not show himself equal to such an undertaking.

The period in these two volumes is the reign of Mary. It is a difficult and
critical period. Mr. Dasent has not seized the main features, and when
he offers a general assertion or reflection he is sometimes entirely wrong.

He makes no reference to writers upon this part of history, and his

acquaintance with contemporary authorities seems not wide. He recom-

mends the student of English history to read Machyn, and to search

Strype's Annals and Fox's * Book of Martyrs ' to find more about

persons whose names occur in the register that he is editing. Is not this

almost the first thing the student would do ? If he did, he would find

that Strype has embedded a great part of Machyn in his Annals, and he

might think that the great work of Fox should not be adduced by the

merely popular title of ' The Book of Martyrs.' The only authority that

Mr. Dasent has used is Machyn, to whom he refers very often, and really

in a cumbrous manner, as if Machyn were some rarity. Strype and Fox
appear no more in him, after being once recommended, even when

one would expect to find them. Fox in particular is not allowed to
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stand for his own martyrs ; it is always Machyn. Thus : * The case

of William Flower, alias Branch, whose hand was struck off before

he was burned in Palace Yard, is explained by a reference to Machyn,
who describes the enormity of his offence.' Strype has devoted a whole
chapter to Lord Stourton's case, but it is Machyn who is referred to.

Of modern books the only one mentioned at all by Mr. Dasent is Mr.
Bagwell's ' Ireland under the Tudors.' An editor is not bound to illustrate

an original from other sources, any more than he is bound to write the

history of the period to which the original belongs ; but if he attempts

to do so, it should be with sufficiency.

Mr. Dasent says that the reaction under Mary * enabled the Bishops

to establish a branch of the Inquisition in England.' It was, humanly
speaking, precisely because there was no Inquisition in England, but all

was in the hands of the ordinaries, most of them reluctant and unskilful

in such business, that the persecution broke down from the first, and
never had a chance of succeeding. Mr. Dasent shares the popular opinion

that, because most of the martyrs were in humble life, persons of rank

were let off easily. ' There is little doubt that it was only Lady
Wentworth's rank which saved her from the fate which befel so many in

humbler walks of life during this reign.' And yet we read a moment
before from the acts themselves, that it was Lady Wentworth's ' humble
submission ' that procured her safety. This was the reason in all cases.

If laymen of rank escaped, it was because they either submitted, or denied

their participation in the opinions of which they were accused. If poor

men were burned, it was because they would not do this, not because they

were poor. Mr. Dasent, we may note, prints the name of Elstow, the

Greenwich Observant, Elstan. E. W. Dixon.

Calendar of Letters and State Papers relating to English Affairs^ pre-

served principally in the Archives of Simancas. Vol. I. Elizabeth.

1558-1567. Edited by Maetin A. S. Hume. (Published under tha

direction of the Master of the Rolls. 1892.)

* The spacious times of great Elizabeth,' as every reader of our history

knows, developed themselves out of singularly turbid and tortuous begin-

nings. The great struggle, of which the crisis was fought out under the

high heavens in alliance with the winds and the waves, took its rise under

conditions which at first seemed to prohibit the thought of any struggle

at all, and which then directed its course through channels dark, devious,

and delusive. If England remained free to play the part which most of us

hold to have been reserved for her in a fateful epoch of her history, the

causes contributing to this result were, of course, many, nor all of them

in the same measure ascertainable. It is, however, hardly open to doubt

that among them must be reckoned the quick wit of the young queen

upon the throne, together with her distrustfulness, in the last resort, of

any counsel but that of her own instincts. Opposed to this quick wit and

self-reliance were many forces, including, again in the last resort, the

second-rate editorial intelHgence of Philip of Spain, supplied as it was

only too abundantly with materials upon which it was deferentially left

to decide in its own good time.

The great body of these materials, concerning more especially the

L 2
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relations between Philip II and Elizabeth during two important decades

(or thereabouts) of their respective reigns, is preserved in the Simancas

archives ; and of the earlier portion of this * English * correspondence

—

extending from 1558 to 1567—a complete and trustworthy digest is now for

the first time presented to students by Major Hume. As he reminds us

in his admirable * Introduction,' against which no objection can be taken

except that it gives more than is necessary in its earlier passages, and, con-

sequently perhaps, errs in the opposite direction towards its close, * various

extracts from the correspondence continued in the present volume have,

through various channels,' previously ' reached English readers.' Indeed,

I can hardly recall any volume of the * Calendars ' in the Eolls series which

at the same time contains so many details already more or less familiar

to a non-specialist eye, and exhibits so notably the supreme advantages

of completeness of collection and treatment. So far back as 1832 a

Spanish scholar, Don Tomas Gonzales, canon of Plasencid;, printed in

vol. vii. of the ' Publications of the Eoyal Historical Academy of Madrid

'

a summary of some of the Simancas letters concerning the relations

between Philip II and Elizabeth up to the year 1576, a date when (to

borrow a phrase of Mr. Gardiner's) the * quiet times in England ' were

drawing towards their close. This production, itself belonging to a

tantalising though well-intentioned class of publications on which the

usage of yet another half-century's historical work may possibly succeed

in putting a final stop, was translated into English by Mr. Spencer Hall

(1865), the eloquence of whose prefatory discourse, one may hope, delighted

his readers. Fortunately, when Mr. Froude, who had interested himself in

this publication, in the course of his * History ' had arrived at the threshold

of Elizabeth's reign, he caused a large number of copies and extracts

concerning the period in question to be made direct from the Simancas

archives, greatly to the advantage of the freshness and (so to speak) the

flavour of this portion of his narrative. There is, I need hardly say, no

•other contemporary writer of history who knows better than he how
to place his extracts, and how on occasion to accompany them with an

effective comment ; and few of his readers can have failed to appreciate

more especially (as a matter of course, at the value set upon them by

the historian) the passages cited by him from the letters of the bishop of

Aquila (de la Quadra)—perhaps the keenest observer, and certainly, even

in comparison with the savage duke of Feria, the most embittered among
Philip's diplomatic correspondents. Of all his sayings none, I think, is

more noteworthy than that on the occasion of the passing of the Act of

Supremacy and Uniformity of 1559. I quote it as given in the present

* Calendar ' (p. 69), though there is no substantial difference in Mr. Froude's

version (ch. xxxvii.) :

—

* The heretics of our own times have never been such spoilt children

of the devil as these are, and the persecutors of the early church were

surely not impious enough to dare to pass such unjust acts as these. To

force a man to do a thing whether he likes it or not has at all events

some form' [* some reason' op. Froude], 'however unjust, but to force

him to see a thing in the same light as the king sees it, is absurd, and

has^no form either just or unjust ; and yet such is the ignorance here

that they pass such a thing as this.'
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These words summarise with remarkable force the monstrous pre-
tension, Cujtis regio ejus est religio, which could only have been possible

in an age of absolute monarchy. Mr. Froude's ironical note to the effect

that their author was illogical, inasmuch as he would have cheerfully

condemned to the faggots any one who differed from the church, is scarcely

to the point, unless the distinction be nugatory between traditional con-
sent and personal caprice. But this by the way. It might be interesting

to compare the original of de la Quadra's letter to Feria of 7 March
1560 both with the summary given by Major Hume and with the far

liveher paraphrase (supposing this to be a correct description) in Mr

.

Froude's 'History.' In his reproduction of the bishop's letter to the
king of 22 Jan. 1561 Mr. Froude no doubt adhered to his text as

closely as possible ; but the discrepancies between his version and Major
Hume's summary are not altogether insignificant. In the former,

Queen Elizabeth is said to be inclined by the scandal about herself and
Lord Kobert Dudley to take into consideration the expediency of a

catholic restoration ; in the latter, she is represented as repelled by this

very scandal from taking steps in the direction desired by the Spaniards.

In a subsequent passage of the same despatch, de la Quadra, according to

Mr. Froude, reported the queen and Lord Robert to have resolved upon
restoring * the religion ' by way of * the general council.' Major Hume's
rendering * hy means of a general concilio ' seems, however, here prima
facie preferable. Even at the reopening of the council at Trent in

January 1562 the question may be said to have still remained undecided,

whether the assembly was to be regarded as a new or as an adjourned

council. A later letter of the bishop's, dated 5 May of the same year,

1561—one of those documents in Major Hume's volume of which the

present coherence owes much to his own indefatigable labours—at all

events shows that what the queen had then in view was not the continua-

tion or resumption of the Council of Trent, but a possible co-operation on

her part in * a free and pious concilio ' of a kind which it is not un-

charitable to suppose her to have regarded as problematical, although

Lord Robert professed his willingness, * if he married the queen, to go to

the concilio himself if needful.' (See also the letter of 25 March ejusd,

ami.) Indeed, towards the close of the year a separate Anglo-Gallican

council, as a passage in Mr. Froude's own narrative suggests, seemed a

more likely consummation.

Considering (if the term be permitted) the kaleidoscopic efi'ect which

Elizabeth's policy, as presented in these documents, is calculated to pro-

duce upon the mind. Major Hume, while allowing for her ' marvellous

good fortune,' speaks with warm admiration of her ' consummate states-

manship.' I confess myself unprepared to cross-examine too narrowly

any previous attempt to interpret the materials in our hands with the

relative breadth of conclusion necessary in a consecutive historical

narrative. Major Hume's own precis, as furnished in' his 'Introduc-

tion,' seems to me, as I have already said, remarkably clear and

pointed. It naturally divides itself, like the documents which it sum-

marises, under three main heads, viz. the respective embassies of the

count de Feria, de la Quadra, bishop of Aquila, and de Silva, of which

the former two partially overlapped one another. Feria (Jane Dormer s
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husband) in point of fact had not long found himself face to face

with the new regime before his piety and pride alike proved unequal to

meeting its inflictions unsupported. He had visited Elizabeth at

Hatfield before Mary was actually dead; but so imperfectly was he

able to impress her with the weight of his counsels that he does not

appear to have seen the new queen more than twice within the first six

weeks of her reign. Already during this brief period he had come to

perceive the futility of seeking to further his master's designs by pension-

ing those of the queen's servants who were intent upon counteracting

them ; the money, he very sensibly observed, had much better go to the

good bishops who were bravely holding out for the faith. The diplomacy

employed by Feria to induce Elizabeth to marry Philip was neither par-

ticularly subtle [e.g. ' We must tell her that one of the reasons the queen,

now in heaven, disliked her was her fear that, if she died, your majesty

would marry her') nor sufficiently tenacious. Partly, no doubt, as

Major Hume says, ' it must have been evident to him on the spot that a

match saddled with such conditions as those imposed by Philip would be

impossible
;

' partly, his heart was very far from being in the business.

As he wrote to De Quadra soon after crossing (probably with a compara-

tively light heart) to Brussels, ' My only consolation is that I see the

queen and her councillors will be turned out and treated as they deserve,

and that God will strike for his own cause. As for us, the devil himself

may fly away with us if that is brought about.' He was in truth, as

appears from the very noteworthy memorandum which a few months
earlier he had drawn up for the guidance of his successor in the discussion

of English affairs with the king, prepared for a policy very different from

that which commended itself to his prudent sovereign. Major Hume is

probably justified in interpreting the rather indistinct though significant

phrases at the close of this memorandum as implying that in Feria's

judgment the right course was a papal declaration of Elizabeth's illegiti-

macy, to be followed by the open identification of the Spanish interest

with the pretensions of one of the claimants to her crown.

A time-honoured maxim of foreign offices (and there is generally

much to be urged in favour of such abstractions from experience) com-
mends in doubtful political situations the employment of agents below

the highest rank or position. It is a subsidiary argument in favour of

the practice that diplomats of this description are not unfrequently men
of greater individual ability than is always to be had for the asking in

higher social spheres. But all the ability, all the suppleness, and all the

patience of the bishop of Aquila proved unequal to the task imposed upon

them by the permanent foreign secretary at the Escurial—in other

words, by King Philip himself. De la Quadra proved in the end quite as

incapable as his haughtier predecessor of dealing with * these people,'
*

chiefly, no doubt, because the waiting game of his sovereign took out of

his diplomatic action that backbone on which all such action has in the

end to rely, viz. the power of creating a genuine apprehension of an

ultimate resort to force. But it seems further probable that in the one

transaction which during his residence in England appeared to offer a

reasonable chance of compassing Philip's political ends with the aid of

an intrigue to which Elizabeth's self-will, overcome by her personal pas-
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sions, might have succumbed, he was outwitted—or, in Major Hume's
phrase, * hoodwinked.' Mr. Froude inchnes to think that on this occasion
—which was no other than that of the suggested marriage of Ehzabeth
to Dudley after the opportune death of Dudley's wife—the queen, for
once in her Ufe, was on the verge of committing a fatal folly. Manifestly
every effort was made by Dudley and his precious coterie to create in the
minds of de la Quadra and Philip the impression that this marriage would
prove the signal for a reaction in the religious pohcy of the queen ; and
there was a moment when the bishop reported to his master that * Lord
Eobert and his sister are certainly acting splendidly,' and when he Ustened
with open ears to Lady Sidney's ' revelations ' of a plot to murder the
queen and her favourite, supposed to have been concocted with the
intent of preventing such a consummation. Major Hume seems on the
whole sceptical as to the general character of this (in any way) iniquitous

episode, the result of which was finally to undeceive the unhappy ambas-
sador as to the practical gain of ' morigeration ' to persons and schemes
.so irreconcilable with boni mores.

De la Quadra's own position ultimately became untenable, in so far

^t least as with Philip II anything could be called untenable that still

endured, or that he still chose to consider as enduring. Even before the

bishop had come to understand that among the ten or twelve ambassadors
competing for the disposal of Queen EUzabeth's hand his own position

could hardly be considered a prerogative one, the discouragement must
have set in which in due course progressed from despondency to despair.
-^ Durhamplazza,' so far from being the focus of an effective political party,

had degenerated into a mere * trysting-place for treason,' and in the end

was subjected after the most contumelious fashion to police surveillance,

and even to a rude raid upon its hospitality when exercised for purely

religious purposes. De la Quadra died, utterly disheartened, with a pathetic

^ I can do no more ' on his lips ; and the subsequent miseres of Durham
Place—with its unburied master and unpaid servants—illustrate only too

significantly the failure of a mission from first to last denuded of the most

ordinary support from home.

Major Hume points out very effectively, but perhaps with more

emphasis of contrast than the actual evidence adduced by him can be

said to warrant, the difference between the position of de la Quadra and

that of the successor to his most unenviable ofiice. The commercial

deadlock between England and Flanders (for the creation of which, if I

remember right, Henry VII's reign had supplied a useful precedent) may
have suggested the expediency of de Silva's mission ; but his political

•opportunities were after all in the main parallel to de la Quadra's (including,

more or less, delusive Dudley overtures) ; and he appears to have put

them to at least as active a use. I wish that the inevitable limits of such

a notice as the present did not prohibit more than a mere reference to

the instructive light thrown by Major Hume's researches upon Scottish

.affairs, more especially in the period of the Darnley marriage and its

•consequences. Don Guzman de Silva's despatch to King Philip of 12

July 1567—a date preceding by more than a fortnight that of his inter-

view with Murray on the return of the latter from France to Scotland

—

mentions that he had been informed by the French ambassador in
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London of the existence of letters under Queen Mary's own hand, proving

the fact of her being concerned with the murder of her husband. This,

statement follows immediately upon a reference to the passage through

London of de Croc, up to this time French ambassador in Scotland. It

is impossible to resist the conclusion that the materials used with so

damning an effect by Murray after his return were genuine ; and I

observe that this evidence receives due appreciation in the dispassionate

summary of this crucial portion of Mary Stuart's career in Mr. Hender-

son's article on her in the thirty-sixth volume of the ' Dictionary of

National Biography.'

The value of Major Hume's labours is enhanced in their textual portion

by numerous brief elucidatory foot notes, such as have too frequently been
desiderata in other publications of the Eolls series. I may add that I see^

little use in retaining in the text itself obvious misspellings, such a&
' Wittemburg ' for ' Wiirttemberg '

(p. 89 ; where the reference is probably

to the proceedings against Calvinism of Duke Christopher of Wiirttemberg)..

I have puzzled over the ' duchess of Blenes,' who appears on p. 102 as a

sister of that shadow (so far as English matrimonial politics were con-

cerned) the archduke Charles ; but I am inclined to think that she stands-

for the wife of Duke William of Cleves, to whom her brother might have
been easily supposed desirous of paying a visit on his way to England.
And is the identification of * Hans Guillem '

(p. 103) to be looked for in

the same direction ? Obscurities of this sort seem to call for a line of

explanation, such as Major Hume is in general prompt to supply. He is.

at the same time well advised in leaving delightful incidental references

like that describing the august mother of the Bacons as ' a tiresome blue-

stocking ' to speak for themselves. The manner of his own * Introduction

'

is generally excellent, although—more especially as most of the readers of

this volume will fetch down Froude from their shelves—it is a pity that

Major Hume too should have adventured so far into the region of the

picturesque. * Grim and subtle statesmen,' a * false sleek bishop,' * strong

and steadfast Cecil,' * leaden-footed Philip '—we know them, and would
fain be spared them, all. A. W. Ward.

A Short History of Ireland, from the Earliest Times to 1608. By P. W.
Joyce, LL.D. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1893.)

De. Joyce has exercised a sound judgment in devoting the first 120 pages
of his book to a sketch of the language, literature, laws, and customs of
the ancient Irish people. One of the causes of the neglect into which the
study of Irish history has fallen has been the habit adopted by uncritical

writers of treating as history the early legends and traditions of Ireland
and setting them in the forefront of their volumes. Monkish writers
recast these legends and traditions so as to connect them with classical

and BibHcal history, and give them a quasi-historical form. They con-
stitute, indeed, the groundwork of the bardic literature of Ireland, and as
such are well worthy of study. Treated as mythology by writers such as

M. d'Arbois de Jubainville and Professor Rhys, they have thrown na
small light on the religion of Celtic heathendom ; but the facts of history
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to be gleaned from them are few and at the best uncertain. Dr. Joyce
dismisses very briefly the legends of the early colonies and the long list

of pagan kings from Eber Finn and Eremon to Laeghaire. His treatment
of the legends, however, is not satisfactory. As he relates them they are
neither history nor legend. He regards them, indeed, as * shadowy
memories of real events ' (p. 124). We should prefer to see them told
somewhat more fully, as legends, and with something of their supernatural
setting. The reader should be frankly warned that the basis of truth (if

any) in them is undiscoverable, while some indication should be given of
their mythological and ethnological significance. Indeed, Dr. Joyce has
not kept pace with either modern ethnology or archaeology. He speaks
as if all the ancient Irish were of Celtic stock, and ignores the many
indications that the primitive Ivernians, as the pre-Celtic race or races

have been called, were by no means exterminated, but formed, and to
this day still form, an important racial element in the country. Consist-

ently, perhaps, with his view, he has no hesitation in stating that the
Picts of Scotland were 'a branch of the Goidels or Gaels' (p. 184).

Again, at p. 130 he speaks of ' the Attacottic or plebeian races,' thua
reproducing the unfounded identification of the Aithech Tuatha with the
Attacotti of Eoman writers. As regards archaeology, he is puzzled to-

reconcile the slight and indistinct mention in old Irish literature of bows-

and arrows with the fact that flint arrow-heads are found in various parts,

of the country (p. 115). The supposed difiSculty is due to a want of time-

perspective. In the same way there is no reference in ancient writings

to the practice of incineration or of dolmen-building, though many a * cup
of bodkin-pencilled clay,' with its full of ashes, attests the former

practice, and many a rude ' lifted rock ' the latter.

As we have observed, Dr. Joyce has done well to start by giving some
solid facts about early Ireland, its language, literature, laws, and arts,

thus at the outset interesting the reader in a people who for centuries

worked out their destiny with but little help or hindrance from their

European neighbours. His remarks under these heads are characterised

by accuracy and sobriety. As an instance of the latter quality we may
mention his admission that all the evidence points to Christianity as the

source of the knowledge of writing among the Irish. His account of the

existing Irish books is particularly full and accurate. Incidentally he

mentions what scholars will be glad to learn, that the great work on
which Bishop Reeves was engaged up to the time of his death, an edition

of the ' Book of Armagh,' is ready, and will be published. The leading

features of the Brehon laws are dealt with in as clear a way as the

obscurity of the subject permits. Their great interest lies in the fact that,

they represent a body of primitive Aryan customs, preserved and developed

with but little pressure from without. Exception may be taken to the state-

ment with which Dr. Joyce closes his account of pagan Ireland—namely,

that Ptolemy's description of the island is ' much more apcurate than that

he has left us of Great Britain.' It is true that Ptolemy made a curious

mistake in giving to the modern Scotland an easterly direction, but in the

case of Great Britain a much larger proportion of the tribes and towns

mentioned by him has been shown to be correct than in the case of

Ireland. The statement of Tacitus, once more called into requisition ta
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prove the paradox that at the end of the first century the harbours of

Ireland (in the hands of native tribes) were better known to commercial

nations than those of Britain (largely occupied by the Romans), does not,

according to the best editors, bear the meaning put upon it. We may
here notice that the absence of a series of historical maps is a great draw-

back to the usefulness of Dr. Joyce's history. No man could have prepared

these maps better than Dr. Joyce himself, but to give, as he does, a map
of Ireland with railways, &c., up to date is wofully insufficient. Again,

in the earlier chapters the excellent plan is adopted of prefixing references

to the principal authorities relied on. This is especially useful for those

who wish to study at first hand any particular period, and nowadays

€ven the general reader is beginning to find out that the materials of

history are often more instructive and more interesting than history itself.

Unfortunately after the period of Art MacMurrough Kavanagh {temp.

Richard II) Dr. Joyce forsakes this plan, while, however, giving through-

out references on special points in foot notes.

From the time of St. Patrick the materials of Irish history are at any

rate largely increased, and Dr. Joyce has some interesting and judicious

chapters on the religion and learning of the early Christian period, broken

up as it was by the terrible incursions of the Danes in the ninth

century. The weakness of Ireland then, as ever, was that the tribal system

produced a tribal patriotism, but effectually prevented the growth of a

national patriotism. The result was that, with all the long list of so-called

kings, * there never was a king of Ireland who really ruled the whole

country.' His account of Strongbow's invasion is the most accurate that

has yet appeared. Some well-authenticated details might, however, be

added, and some slight corrections made. The date given for Dermot's

return to Ireland, 1188, is presumably a misprint for 1168, though it is

probable that 1167, the date given by the Four Masters, is the true one.

There is no rocky point on the coast of Wexford known as Dundonnell

(p. 254). The name appears to have been lost, but from the description

contained in Giraldus and in the Old French poem known as ' The Song
of Dermot ' it is probable that the site of Raymond's camp was on the hill

of Drumdowny, near the confluence of the Suir and the Barrow, and that

the precipitous rock overhanging the estuary, known as the White Horse

Rock, was the scene of the massacre of the prisoners. In 1174 Strongbow
was rescued, not actually from Waterford (p. 266), but from Inis Teirnhhy

now known as the Little Island, somewhat lower down the river. The period

from the death of King John to the invasion of Edward Bruce, called a

century of turmoil, is passed lightly over. Contemporary authorities are

few. More use might, however, have been made of Sweetman's ' Calendar

of Documents relating to Ireland,' though these volumes are no doubt

hard to digest. This century of turmoil was ' peace itself compared with

the three and a half years of Bruce's expedition.' This wild raid, which

indeed made of all Ireland * a trembling sod,' had important consequences.
* It shook the Irish government to its foundation and weakened it for

centuries.' It marks the turn of the tide of English influence in Ireland,

which never ceased to ebb until, when Henry VIII ascended the throne,

the English pale consisted only of the county of Dublin with portions of

Kildare, Meath, and Louth. Apart from the suppression of the monasteries
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Henry's treatment of Ireland is described as ' on the whole considerate
and conciliatory.' He never * contemplated the expulsion or extermination
of the Irish tribes to make room for new colonies.' This was left for his
successors. With Henry, Dr. Joyce considers that the period of invasion
closed, to be followed by the period of insurrection, confiscation, and
plantation. The harshness of Elizabeth towards the natives of Ireland
is explained, but not excused, by the well-grounded fear she possessed
that Ireland would be made a base of operations by England's enemies.
Hence it was thought not sufficient to reduce an insurgent chief to sub-
mission. It was necessary to crush him and his people utterly. As a
result, when, in 1580, a small force of Spaniards did land at Smerwick,
^ the peasantry held aloof, trembling with fear of another visitation ' from
Pelham and Ormond. It may well, however, be questioned whether a
more conciliatory policy would not have effected the desired end with
happier consequences. The chapters to the close of the volume are painful
reading to those who love Ireland or are jealous of the good name of

England, and yet it is impossible to say that Dr. Joyce has painted the
picture too black. We have called attention to some errors and short-

comings in Dr. Joyce's work ; but these are on comparatively minor
points, and we cannot close the volume without welcoming it as a weU-
directed attempt to supply a much-felt want in our historical literature

—

namely, that of a trustworthy general history of Ireland written in full

sympathy with Ireland and her people. Goddaed H. Orpen.

A Bohe off Becorde or Begister of Kirkbiekendall. To which are added
the several charters granted by Elizabeth, Charles I, and Charles II.

Edited for the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society by Kichard S. Ferguson, M.A. (Kendal

:

T. Wilson. 1892.)

These valuable municipal records extend from 1575 to the early part of

the eighteenth century, and illustrate almost every important side of the

constitutional history of Kendal. They are particularly important for the

study of the craft fraternities—their internal organisation as well as

their relations to the town authorities. The volume is especially rich

in material relating to apprenticeship and the regulation of industry.

There are also some interesting details concerning the Corpus Christi

plays, for the holding of which yearly, according to a document of 1586,

many of the inhabitants * doo covytt and earnestlye crye.' The records

likewise give some vivid glimpses of the daily life or social customs of the

burgesses. Chancellor Ferguson deserves the thanks of historical students

for undertaking this work. We can do little with the municipal history

of England until more local muniments are printed ; every volume of this

sort is valuable to the general historian of town institutions. But it is to

be regretted that the * Boke off Eecorde ' is so badly printed. Almost every

page is disfigured by mistakes of transcription, many of which can be

rectified without resort to the original manuscripts. We find, moreover,

some words extended, others in the original abbreviated form ;
and the

contractions are indicated, on one and the same page, sometimes by a

period, sometimes by a colon, sometimes by a comma, and in some cases
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by no mark of any kind. We are informed in the introduction that * two

attempts were made to get a proper transcript ' from the originals, but

without success, and old transcripts were then utilised, with most disas-

trous results. Charles Gross.

Calendar of State Papers—Colonial : East Indies and Persia, 1630-

1634. Edited by W. Noel Sainsbury. (London : H.M. Stationery

Office. 1892.)

At the time when this fifth volume of the * Calendar' opens the East India

Company had been thirty years in existence, and the * factory ' period is

still in progress. Some years have to run ere we arrive at anything like

territorial sovereignty, though we already find the factors * in suit to the

king for the sole government of a small town five miles from Masulipatam.'

They had then had ' the rule of it ' for the better part of a year, ' paying 600

pagodas, as 'twas usually set for to other men ; and in this short time it has

more than doubled in magnitude, so fast do the poor people flock thither

from Moorish tyranny, and twice as fast would it increase were it but made
sure to the English factors by the king's seal.' The history of the

company during these five years exhibits a steady growth, despite the

difficulties with which they had to contend. Representing practically the

enterprise of London alone, it had for rivals the combined companies in

which were centred the activities of all the commercial cities of the

Netherlands, and which despatched annually quite three times as many sail.

In this rivalry the company was heavily handicapped by the miserable

feebleness of Charles's foreign policy, and the present volume exhibits the

unedifying spectacle of England's continued failure to obtain the slightest

satisfaction for the massacre of Amboyna. The Dutch took full advantage

of this feebleness, and their insolent behaviour in the East is the subject of

repeated complaints on the part of the English factors. The Portuguese,

the ' old disturbers ' of English trade, became now more troublesome than

before, in reliance upon the same weakness of England's arm. In 1630,

on the shore at the ' hole of Swally,' they braved the English to an

encounter, wherein the latter gave a good account of themselves and drove

their malicious enemies to their ships with much loss. Yet in the

following year, when articles of peace with Spain were under negotiation,

and the question arose whether the peace was to extend to India, the

Portuguese commissioners ' utterly rejected the proposition, glorying in

their victories in the Indies.' Frequent references to these negotiations

curiously show how in those times peace in Europe did not necessarily

imply peace in Asia, nor did peace with Spain necessarily imply peace with

Portugal, which at this time was enjoying home rule under the Spanish

crown.

Besides the open enmity of Portuguese and Dutch the company met

with much factious opposition from its own shareholders. A good deal

of friction was occasioned by the unfortunate attempt to resort to the

abandoned system of * separate voyages ' for the Persian traffic, the rest

of the trade being treated as First, Second, or Third Joint Stock. Finally, in

1634 it was decided, after much confusion in the accounting department,,

I
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and much wrangling at meetings, to amalgamate the Persian voyages with
the Third Joint Stock. It required all the firmness of Governor Sir Morris
Abbott to carry through this necessary simplification.

The most serious obstacle to success was, however, the * scourge ' of

private trade, the piety of the times regarding the evil more or less in the

light of a dispensation of Providence. The salaries of the factors and
wages of the clerks and ships' officers were of course ludicrously inadequate

according to subsequent standards of Indian pay. To get a good president

for Surat, the chief post in the company's service, they strained a point

and made the salary 500/. a year. The president at Bantam got 300Z. How
smaller fry were treated appears from a minute of 1632 which records a

gratuity of 40s. and a suit of apparel to one Lanum, * who had served the

company as apprentice seven years without wages and come now home in

the " London." ' Few of the factors—indeed, hardly any of the servants

—

could withstand the temptations of private trade, and little surpri.ie need

be felt when we read that the amount of it in one year reached no less than

30,000/. Hardly a ship arrived without large consignments of goods on

private account, ' all on board,' as the editor states, * from the commander
to the lowest sailor, bringing some home.' Nor was the evil likely to

be removed by such action as the company took. One officer, George

Willoughby, made a brave effort to uproot ' that prejudicial tree.' His

guilty subordinates caballed against him, kept him on board ship for a long

period, and finally sent him to England on concocted charges. Willoughby

fully justified his conduct, but received only a qualified vote of approval,

* some considering he had exceeded his commission.' After a long interval

he was reappointed to Bantam, but advised * to use his authority fairly

and mildly, and not with too much rigour and severity.'

In this volume we have a terrible picture of the * raging famine ' and

pestilence which desolated India in the year 1631. Thirty thousand died

in Surat alone. The dead bodies lay in heaps at the street corners, while

crowds of the wretched survivors wandered hither and thither in helpless

beggary. Among minor topics may be noted the visit of Wilham Feilding,

first earl of Denbigh, some particulars of which have been already

pubHshed by Colonel Yule in his appendix to Hedges' Diary. Three years

later another traveller, Heme, took a passage by the company's ships, but

what befell him we do not learn. Lord Denbigh's movements are noted

from time to time, down to his return to England ' full ofjewels,' and with

60 bales of indigo and other goods which he smuggled at Dover in defiance

of the company's monopoly. Another matter occasionally touched upon

is the appointment of East Indian chaplains, in regard to which the Scotch

practice of competition sermons was anticipated.

This volume is as carefully edited as its predecessors. The index, good

as it is, might with advantage be fuller, especially in the matter of Anglo-

Indian and other curious words ; moreover a brief glossary is much to be

desired. Some words occurring in these letters have escaped even Colonel

Yule. Among those unindexed may be noted 'lansol,' * pillobers,' |gul-

gulet ' (goglet), 'churls ' (a measure for indigo, not in the * New Eng. Diet.'),

'jellines' or ' gelliaes ' (ships), * cavidal ' cargo), ' cloffe,' ' stammells,'

'bullions' (of quicksilver), 'preddy,' 'busses' (for fishing), * candle
'
(sale
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by), * broak,' ' cakars.' Some of these require explanation, a3 also do the

piece goods called ' ruhanas ' and * perpetuanas/ and the coins named
* ryders.' Albert Gray.

BossuetjHistorien duProtestantisme : J^tude sur VHistoire des Variations,

et sur la Controverse entre les Protestants et les Catholiques au Dix-

septieme Siecle. Par Alfred E^belliau. (Paris : Hachette et

Cie. 1891.)

M. Rebelliau's book is a careful study of the historical value of Bossuet's

celebrated work. He has spent much labour in discovering the sources

which Bossuet used, and in examining the manner in which he uses them.

He appears to me to succeed in showing that Bossuet made much more
careful and discriminating use of his authorities than is generally thought

;

that he is very careful only to use such authorities as can be counted

impartial, and that he only uses secondary authorities to a small extent.

He shows very clearly what, indeed, even a hasty reading of the
* Variations ' would prove to any one, that Bossuet is in many respects

very fair, that he refrains almost entirely from mere personalities, that he

is even appreciative of the greater qualities of some of the reformers.

Bossuet's treatment of the character of Luther for instance, with its

candid acknowledgment of his great capacities, his blameless character,

and even his great devoutness, is very diiferent from the ordinary contro-

versial method.

But it seems scarcely worth while to write so large a book to show
that Bossuet's historical work is much sounder than we should have

supposed. It can scarcely be maintained, nor, indeed, does M. Rebelliau

attempt to do this, that Bossuet's work has any very special value for the

present day. It may be admitted that he is in many ways a fresh and
original writer, and that some of his judgments have been confirmed by

the progress of historical criticism. But yet it remains that his book

has lost its value, and that there is no reason to think that it has had any

very great influence on the course of the criticism of the Reformation.

The truth is, as it appears to me, that the chief value of M. Rebelliau's

work is to be found in his careful study of the methods and progress of

religious controversy in the seventeenth century. This part of his work
is extremely well done. It would seem that in studying Bossuet's work

his attention was attracted to the general controversial literature of the

period, and that his book must be read rather as an essay in the history

of seventeenth-century controversy than as a mere criticism of Bossuet,

He has certainly amassed a great quantity of information upon the subject.

and has analysed and arranged a quantity of material, which without

such arrangement it would be difficult for the student to appreciate.

This controversy has undoubtedly its interest, the combatants are not

small men, and the contest is carried on with enterprise and vigour.

M. Rebelliau finds in it, too, an anticipation of the intellectual movements
that were about to commence with the eighteenth century, and draws

attention to the ironical figure of Bayle standing behind the more dogmatic

controversialists, and ready to make his play of either side.

A. J. Carltle.
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Marhgraf Ludwig Wilhelmvon Baden und der Beichskrieg gegen Frcmk-
reich, 1693-1697. Herausgegeben von der Badischen Kommission.
Bearbeitet von Aloys Schulte. 2 vols. (Karlsruhe • J Bielefeld
1892.)

In these extremely interesting volumes the imposing, if not heroic, figure

of the margrave Lewis William of Baden-Baden is all but buried beneath
the weight and complexity of the affairs in which he bore a conspicuous
though, as it proved, not a controlling part. Dr. Aloys Schulte was,
therefore, well advised when, notwithstanding that the principal part of
his book was to be occupied with but a section of his hero's military

career—the section for which alone it is possible to claim any very special

political importance—he resolved to include in his framework a complete
sketch of the margrave's military and personal biography. Not merely,

one may surmise, on the monument which the Austrian army proposes to

erect (or which has actually been erected within the last few months) on
the field of battle to the victor of Szlankamen, but also on the flag of the
German regiment which, after many vicissitudes of designation, has
recently been honoured by the emperor with the name of ' Lewis William
of Baden,' his renown as a commander chiefly associates itself with those

years of his life in which he had no responsible concern with anything of

the nature of a Beichsarmee. Yet, as his present biographer has suffi-

ciently shown, the pathos—or shall I say the irony ?—of the margrave's

story lies precisely in the fact that to the creation of a Beichsarmee this

high-spirited prince and illustrious general sacrificed the maturity of his

powers and no inconsiderable part of his reputation. For to what end

were these sacrifices made ? To point the moral of the 275 contingents

which a later generation was prompt to draw from the collapse of Ross-

bach, long before it had been put on record by martyrs to historical research

of the type of Carlyle.

It is quite impossible, within the space assignable to a notice like the

present, to dwell on the personal history and character of the margrave

Lewis William. He had reason enough and to spare for resentment on

his own account against the autocrat in whom, with others of his genera-

tion, he came to recognise the arch-foe of the peace of Europe, vice the

Turk against whom he had fought so many campaigns. To Versailles he

owed the desolation of his youth, as with its master he had afterwards to

reckon concerning the devastation of his inheritance. The complexity of the

relations in which he found himself at a critical period of his later career

could not be more strikingly illustrated than by the fact that he was sus-

pected—most falsely suspected—of taking the pay of France. Treachery

of this, or indeed of any, kind would have been utterly foreign to his con-

sistently straightforward and loyal nature ; for he will hardly be thought

to have come near to it when in 1697 he engaged in a questionable

scheme (never carried out) of redeeming his army from -the inactivity to

which it was condemned on the Main by leading it into the Low Countries,

and there, in conjunction with King William III, ' reconquering Strassburg

and the imperial cities of Elsass ' for the empire.

But neither by so high-handed a cojip nor by the long and arduous

endeavour, to which he for five long years devoted himself, of organising
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and directing a German force which should itself prove capable of expel-

ling the invader from the empire, was the margrave Lewis William

destined to accomplish the designs he had at heart. The achievement

which he proposed to himself was intrinsically full of difficulty; but

its execution was further impeded by the irresolution of the emperor

Leopold I and by the narrow-mindedness of those advisers who in the

later years of his reign came more and more to prevail in his counsels

—the Bohemian chancellor Kinsky above all, of whom Dr. Schulte gives

an admirable characterisation. To these causes must be added the

fatal indifference with which the Austrian Habsburgers had come to

regard, together with the fortunes of the land whence their house derived

its origin, both their own and the imperial interests involved in

the security of the south-west—and this before the peace of Carlowitz

had actually shifted the centre of gravity of their territorial power.

Moreover, it must be allowed that Lewis William was not in all respects

the most suitable agent for accomplishing the desired end. He was,

beyond doubt, a man of ideas as well as of resources, and of first-rate

ability as a commander (the Biesenkraft, riesenstarke Kraft attributed

to him by Dr. Schulte may perhaps be thus conveniently paraphrased)

;

and he was most effectively aided in his labours of organisation by a few

counsellors of a class to which Germany owes so much, above all by the

Wiirttemberg minister J. G. Kulpis— a professorial bureaucrat of genius.

But the margrave was too much enamoured of his own way to enter readily

into the views of others ; at Vienna, with the exception of Prince Salm and

one or two others, he had few personal friends and supporters ; and he

laboured under the special disadvantage of being unable to forget that he

was a prince of the empire, with rights of his own to assert, if necessary,

against the emperor himself. One of the most curious episodes in this

book—if episode it can be called, when it actually led to a rupture between

the margrave and the emperor—is that of the conduct pursued by the

former with regard to the establishment of a ninth electorate. I hope to

find some other opportunity of returning to the very interesting additions

which Dr. Schulte's researches have enabled him to make to this most

instructive, though not particularly edifying, chapter in the history of the

house of Hanover and of the empire. Here it must suffice to note that

the emperor's lieutenant-general proved one of the most uncompromising

opponents, both before and after its actual conclusion, of this clever

bargain.

When, partly in deference to the advice of William III, partly because

a peace with the Turks seemed no longer distant, the services of the

margrave of Baden-Baden were transferred from Hungary to the Upper

Ehine, it would not be easy to define the precise nature of the position

upon which he entered. He was named by the emperor commander-in-

chief of all troops in the Upper Rhine, besides having the actual command
of the emperor's own soldiers in these regions. But the soldiers in

question consisted, to begin with, of two regiments of hussars and

five regiments of infantry—a mere fragment of the margrave's forces,

though one which it would have greatly rejoiced him to have increased.

The bulk of his army consisted of the contingents furnished or paid by

the estates of the circles immediately concerned in the defence of the
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districts of the empire invaded or threatened by France, in accordance
with the system of miUtary organisation upon which the security of the
empire at large had now come to depend. (Compare on this head my notice,
in the English Histoiucal Review, vol. ii. 176, of R. Fester's ' Die
armirten Stiinde und die Reichskriegsverfassung 1081-9,' a valuable essay
to which Dr. Schulte refers.) But how far these estates would acknow-
ledge the emperor's nomination of a commander-in-chief, relinquishing
their claims to name their own commanders, and how far they would co-
operate on this and other heads, such as transit, quarters, &c., as between
estate and estate, circle and circle, and potentate and potentate, depended
on their own self-restraint in the common interest—or, if braver words be
preferred, upon their loyalty and patriotism. A single illustration must
suffice of the sort of feeling on the other side of the balance. Even
during the campaigns of Lewis William the custom had not died out of
arranging the order of battle according to the relative rank of the princes

who had furnished the several contingents.

Thus it was in point of fact simply the sense of necessity actu-

ating the Franconian and Suabian circles of the empire, and the con-
fidence inspired in them by the powerful personaHty as well as by the

sagacious military pohcy of the margrave Lewis Wilham, which enabled
the latter to organise an army of considerable strength, and one that,

without accomplishing great things, on the whole held its own against

the foe, and in 1694, when it actually crossed the Rhine, appeared
ready to turn the tables upon him. The plan of Lewis Wilham was
to utilise the spirit which he had evoked in the two circles ; to establish

their military organisations on the footing of standing armies ; to unite them
in a military association, and to extend this association to adjoining circles,

and thence, if possible, to a further considerable portion of the empire.

The emperor's lieutenant-general, it was said, aimed at an army of the

empire {Beichsarmee) without the emperor. The meetings at Frankfort,

which in 1690 and 1697 actually led to the association of the six ' anterior

'

circles, seemed to promise a successful issue of his efforts. But with the

peace of Ryswyk, which sacrificed what he had most desired to recover,

and at the same time laid bare the political impotence of the empire and

the resolute selfishness of the maritime powers, the ground was virtually

cut from under his feet. For a moment it seemed as if the extension of

the principle of the association to the empire at large commended itself

at Vienna as well as at Frankfort. But it was only for a moment ; and

when the war of the Spanish succession broke out, and the services of

the margrave were once more in requisition, a military constitution was

passed in haste by the diet, which w^as only partially sanctioned by the

emperor, and of which the palpable imperfections endured with the more

venerable antiquities of the holy Roman empire itself.

Dr. Schulte' s narrative of the long-sustained endeavours of the

margrave of Baden-Baden and of those who co-operated with him, and his

analysis of the causes by wdiich these endeavours were counteracted, deserve

a more consecutive and complete examination than it is possible on the pre-

sent occasion to attempt. Among those causes should not be left unnoticed

the temptation which beset the larger estates to maintain standing armies

of their own, which they could place at the disposal of such excellent pay-

VOL. IX.— NO. XXXIII. M
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masters as the maritime powers—a temptation to which the petty estates

forming such a circle as the Franconian were as a matter of course not

individually exposed. (Brandenburg, which under the great elector had
begun to form an army for purposes of its own, w^as under Frederick III

blind to the importance of this policy.) But this tendency on the part of

their neighbours by no means diminishes the credit due in the present

connexion to the much-abused little ones, who found in the practically

dispossessed but high-minded margrave a natural leader.

The course of Dr. Schulte's narrative leads him, without seriously

impairing its unity, to discuss at length several passages, mostly of high

importance, in the pragmatic and diplomatic history of the last two

decades of the seventeenth century. Such are the league of Augsburg X)i

1682, which he inclines to think a rather premature development of the

defensive scheme of the Franconian circle ; the secret conferences of

Steckborn in 1694, an incident in the transactions preceding the peace of

Eyswyk on the one hand and the war of the Spanish succession on the

other, to which it would probably be unsafe to attach too direct a

significance ; and above all the Eyswyk negotiations themselves, and in

particular the notorious religious clause (of art. iv.), of which Dr. Schulte

traces the origin to the religious aspirations of the catholic elector palatine

John William of Neuburg, and the political capital made out of these in

connexion with the ' Orleans ' claims on the Palatinate by Lewis XIV.
The last-named in particular is a question of so much interest as to call for

further separate enquiry ; and one cannot suppress a regret that Dr.

Schulte should have been constrained by the nature of his task to a

parenthetic treatment of so much that possesses a general interest at

least equal to that of his central theme. For my part, although I have

come across a good deal of declamation on the subject both before and
since the year 1870, I cannot remember any more impressive indictment

than that preferred in the course of Dr. Schulte's general argument on
behalf of the policy of Lewis William against those who let Strassburg go

for a so-called * equivalent '—which equivalent itself they were but ill

prepared to safeguard.

I have said nothing of Dr. Schulte's chapter on Lewis Wilham's
candidature for the Polish throne w^hen vacant by the death of John
Sobiesky, because in truth a candidate ^vho thought this throne obtain-

able wdth an expenditure of 200,000 dollars, imyahle after the election,

was not seriously in the running. Nor have I touched on the concluding

pages of his narrative, because the story of the margrave's share in the

w^ar of the Spanish succession is a melancholy one, and is more especially

rendered such by the contrast between the ageing general, whose great quali-

ties as a commander had all merged into the single quality of caution, and,

on the one hand, the brilliant heir of his proudest memories, Prince Eugene,
on the other, the man \vhom of all his rivals except in military ability

Lewis William least resembled, either in his qualities or in their defects,

and to whom he was accordingly most antipathetic—Marlborough. The
margrave died, in what w^as not far from disgrace and despondency, in

his chateau at Eastatt on 14 Jan. 1707.

Dr. Schulte's second volume contains, in addition to some interesting

military plans and a list of all the officers and regiments, &c., ascertained
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to have served under Margrave Lewis William in the course of the years

1693 to 1G97, a sufficient general index. But in a xDubhcation of so much
complexity as well as general interest it is to be regretted that the editor,

or the historical commission which was fortunate enough to secure him
for a digest of material so unusually valuable, should have failed to

facilitate the perusal and use of his first (narrative) volume by a fuller

statement of contents, and by some concessions in the way of headings,

marginal analyses, or dates to his pages. His foot-notes, on the other hand,

are both numerous and instructive. A. W. Ward.

Jcsuitcn Faheln : ein Beitrag zur Culturgeschichte. Von Bernhakd
DuHR, S.J. (Freiburg : Herder. 1892.) /

The Jesuits in Poland. By A. F. Pollard. (The Lothian Essay, 1892.)

(Oxford : Blackwell. 1892.)

Father Duhr's work is one of the latest additions to the mountains of

controversial literature heaped over the head of truth by the assailants

and apologists of the Jesuits. The author has the merits which we
should expect to find in an intelligent member of his society. He is well

informed, plausible, readable, and, up to a certain point, instructive ;
—

instructive less perhaps in what he is able to prove than in what he fails

to establish, and in what he conveniently ignores. He is able to show

that the Jesuits have been the victims of constant misrepresentation, that

they have been often charged on the slightest evidence, or on no evidence

at all, with particular crimes of which they certainly were not guilty, that

in the eyes of their opponents any stone has seemed good enough to throw

at a mad dog ; but he certainly fails to convince us that the more general

accusations brought against the order are unfounded, that reformers,

patriots, and those moralists w^ho have sought to maintain any transcen-

dental ideal of conduct have not rightly regarded the members of the

Society of Jesus as their most dangerous and insidious enemies. That

this should be the case could not, indeed, fairly be made a reproach to

the order, were it admitted that the free play of the individual reason is

a snare ; that the intercourse of the soul with God is best regulated by

the church and advanced by the intervention of her ministers ; that the

priest who undertakes to direct human conduct and to guide the

conscience of average men must study not so much the absolutely best

as the best possible under actual conditions ; that the confessor must be

prepared accurately to appraise the moral guilt of every transgression,

losing sight of nothing which may palliate or aggravate that guilt, if he is

carefully to audit the account between the sinner and his God, in order

that the penances and contrition of the offender, supplemented from the

church's treasury of good works, may accurately balance his offences ;
and

that the interests of the city of God far outweigh those of any merely

human community. These perhaps are tenable positions,- and if accepted

furnish some answer to those who assail the principles of the Jesuits, and

leave little in their practice which may not be justified as the logical

consequence of those principles, or as due to the necessary imperfection of

work done by means of human and therefore fallible instruments. Like

most other Jesuit controversiahsts, Father Duhr is not content to take up
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such a line of defence. He ventures to meet his opponents on their own
ground. He attempts to show that the members of his Order were always

disposed to toleration ; that they have been distinguished for patriotic and

national feeling ; that they have ever scrupulously refrained from using

their influence for political ends ; that the charges brought against their

casuistry, and against their attempts to temper the austerity of Christian

ethics, are unfounded.

Father Duhr's ' Fables ' may be divided into two categories ; first

those chapters which deal with the more general charges against

his society, secondly those which treat of more particular accusations.

These latter, in which the author is often successful in establishing his

position, are scattered throughout the work with the intention, it may
not uncharitably be supposed, of constantly reviving the sympathy of the

reader with the victims of atrocious calumnies, and of suggesting the

inference that the more general charges are equally the offspring of

unscrupulous invention and hostile credulity. In this part of his work
the author has the advantage of choosing his adversary and his ground,

and it is therefore not surprising that he should usually be victorious.

Yet, beyond the rhetorical effect on the ignorant, little is gained by
disproving calumnies rejected by all fair-minded critics—such as the

authenticity of the Mo7iita Secreta, the poisoning of Clement XIV and
other popes, the blasphemous confession of faith imposed on the

Bohemians, the responsibility of the Jesuits for the massacre of St.

Bartholomew or the Franco-German war, &c. Incidentally we may point

out that Father Duhr often weakens a strong case by seeking to prove too

much, or by supporting good and valid arguments by others which are

sophistical and weak. For instance no student of history beheves that

either the Jesuits or Rome had any part in preparing the catastrophe of

St. Bartholomew's day. That the papal curia and Spain emphasised
their approval of the catholic zeal of the French court, merely in the

hope of separating it from the protestant powers, is possible though
scarcely capable of demonstration. But what is gained by showing that

the inscription under the notorious picture in the Vatican was Bex (and

not Pontifcx) Colinii nccem lorohat, when the facts that the pope caused

the picture to be painted, that a medal was struck at Eome to com-
memorate the massacre, and that the golden rose was sent to Charles IX,

sufficiently prove the papal approbation ?

Father Duhr easily refutes the calumniators of the Jesuit missions in

South America. What the fathers did for the Indians, both in protecting

them against the selfish cruelty of the European settlers and the hardly

less cruel greed of the home government, as well as in untiring efforts for

their conversion, can scarcely be too highly praised, while the theocratic

state which they established in Paraguay has at least shown that under

exceptional conditions Christian socialism is not impossible. But it is

futile to attempt to prove that the American missions did not largely con-

tribute to the funds of the society in Europe, by such arguments as that

the expenses in the colonies were so great that no surplus can have been

left, and that it is impossible to believe that men who lived the self-

sacrificing lives of these missionaries, men who aspired to the crown of

martyrdom should have been so sordid. The undoubted fact that the
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missions built splendid cliurclies, endowed schools, &c., in America is

indeed a proof that they had great sources of revenue, but not that
they had nothing left for other purposes, unless we must conclude, when
we see a rich man build a fine house and buy works of art, that his table
is frugal, and the allowances of his children small. That the fathers
individually, were good and unselfish men, proves nothing at all. Im-
partial writers do not accuse them of pursuing riches for themselves. If

it is allowed that these missionaries amassed considerable sums which
they used for public purposes in America, why should it be held
unworthy of them to have devoted a part of this wealth to equally good
ends in Europe ? And here we may remark that our author more than
once has recourse to an argument much in favour with advocates who have
a bad case. Is it credible, they ask, that a man so amiable and virtuous

as N. or M. should have been guilty of the crime with which he is

charged ? We should not be easily persuaded that a Jesuit is so ignorant
of human nature as to be himself deceived by this sophism. Would he
allow that because Pombal at the time of the great earthquake and on other

occasions showed himself a man of singular humanity, he must therefore

be acquitted of all cruelty in his treatment of the society ?

Father Duhr denies that the Jesuits amassed great wealth and that

they traded for the sake of gain. He allows that they sold the produce of

their own estates, but asserts tliat in other cases their missionaries only

took a part in commercial transactions when it was necessary that they

should do so to protect the physical and material welfare of their flocks.

He discusses the bankruptcy of Father Lavalette, the superior of the

mission in Martinique, as if that were the only occurrence of the kind,

conveniently ignoring other instances, such as the failure of the coadjutor

of the Jesuit establishment at Seville in 1646, when, as in the case of

Lavalette, the society attempted to repudiate collective responsibihty,

but made good the losses incurred after the royal council of Castile had

determined that, since the Jesuits carried on trade like laymen, they

should be treated as such and brought before the secular tribunals. The
father omits to remind us of the singular generosity which induced the

society to lend money at 24 per cent, in China, when the market rate was

80 per cent. ; but it may well be that he is anxious to avoid all mention ofa

country, the scene it is true of some of the noblest missionary efforts of his

brethren, but also of much base compliance and unworthy intrigue, and

which saw a papal legate not only scorned and disobeyed, but persecuted

to the death by the representatives of a body specially devoted to the service

of the holy see. The reticence of Father Duhr seems but natural when

we remember that the Lazarist collection of reports, illustrative of the

missionary labours of that congregation, published in 1865, was sup-

pressed because it contained documents proving the truth of the charges

made against the Jesuit missions in China. Neither do we find any

attempt to disprove the complaint made by Bishop Palafox of the rapacity

of the society in Mexico. SSoon,' ho wrote, 'the priests will be the

dependents of the society, the laymen its tenants, the other orders

beggars at its gates.' The rancour which subsequently prevented the

beatification of Palafox would seem to prove that the accusation was too

true to be forgiven.
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Father Dulir here follows his favourite line of argument. He takes

some particular charge, seeks to disprove that, and then leaves us to

infer that his society is innocent not of this special offence, but of the

whole class of offences to which it belongs—not a very convincing

method, especially when he fails to make out a conclusive case in the

one selected instance, which we may reasonably suppose to be not one of

those most unsuitable to his purpose. He maintains that the vast

commercial and financial operations of Lavalette in Martinique and the

neighbouring islands were only the personal and private speculations of

that father. Yet individually Lavalette could possess nothing. The

estates and the capital with which he operated were the common property

of the order. In 1755 he incurred liabilities in Marseilles amounting to

1,500,000 livres, which he was unable to meet owing to the capture of

his ships by the English. His creditors applied to the order. Father de

Sacy, procurator-general of the French missions, at first accepted the

liability and proposed to pay 500,000 livres to the principal creditors, the

firm of Lionel and Gouffre. But the general of the society declining to

sanction Sacy's action, the latter wrote to the disappointed creditors that

he could do no more than pray to God to comfort them in their affliction,

to which end he had already said a mass. But prayers and masses are

not legal tender, and the courts at Marseilles, when appealed to by Lionel

and Gouftre, gave judgment in their favour for 502,270 livres, and, since

Jesuits could only hold property as members of the corporation, granted

execution against all the assets of the order in France (29 May 1760). It

was not till 1762—after the parliament of Paris had confirmed the

decision of the courts of Marseilles—that Lavalette was dismissed from

all his offices for violating the discipline of the order by engaging in trade

and financial speculations in spite of warnings and admonitions. His

superiors declared that as soon as vague rumours touching the matter

had reached their ears, they had cautioned him and had endeavoured to

ascertain the truth by sending a visitor, whose departure from Europe

had most unfortunately and unavoidably been delayed six years. Does

Father Duhr seriously ask us to believe that the authorities of the order

had only heard * vague rumours ' of the vast business transactions and
speculations, extending over many years, of the superior of an important

mission ? And, again, he weakens his case by seeking to prove too much.
Not only, he says, did Jesuits abstain from trade, but they were forbidden to

do anything which might even bear the appearance of trading, and, omitting

to mention the later decree of Gregory XIII, which conferred upon the order

the faculty to carry on trade, he quotes the 61st decree of the second general

congregation. 'Everything which has even the appearance of secular

business, e.g. in the cultivation of land and the public sale of produce, is

forbidden '—a prohibition which, as he tells us, was afterwards interpreted

to apply only to the cultivation of farms bought for the purpose of making
a profit by the sale of their produce and to the purchase of goods in the

hope of selling at a higher price. Needless to say he does not allude to

the extensive trade in drugs carried on by the fathers in France, the great

central emporium for Trhlch at Lyons was at this time closed by order of

the parliament. It must however be allowed that the definition of trade

cited from the canonists leaves a wide loophole : Qui comimrat rem
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ut illam ii)sam integram et immutatam venclendo hicretur, ille est

mcrcator.

Ex pede Herculem. We should exceed all reasonable limits in

reviewing a book of no great importance, did we attempt to criticise at

any length other examples of the author's method of rebutting particular

charges brought against his order. It remains to say a few words about

his answer to the more general accusation of meddling overmuch and
mischievously in secular matters, and to that most grave imputation of

laxity in ethical doctrine and practice. If we accept Father Duhr's

assumption, ' What is not true in one case is true in none,' Mr. Pollard's

excellent and impartial essay on ' The Jesuits in Poland ' supplies a con-

clusive answer to the contention that the Jesuits scrupulously refrained

from interfering in secular affairs and from exercising an influence in-

jurious to the national interest of nations ruled over by princes whose

conscience was in their keeping. Mr. Pollard shows how large was the

part played by the fathers in the politics of Poland, how considerable

their share in accelerating, if not in causing, the dissolution of that un-

happy country. Perhaps the strongest' proof of the political activity of

the society may be found in the passage quoted by Mr. Pollard from the

Jesuit apologist, Argenton (p. 48, see also pp. 78, 81, 89, 98).

It would be over-exacting to expect that Father Duhr should add any-

thing new to so old a controversy as that which has raged between the

Jesuits and the assailants of the laxity of their moral doctrine—a contro-

versy which, notwithstanding the many hundred volumes which have

been since written, remains pretty much where it was left after the

publication of the ' Provincial Letters.' Pascal has never been answered,

nor has the Society of Jesus recovered from the deadly wound inflicted-by

his immortal work. Haeret lateri letalis arundo. There is something

pitiful and pathetic in the iteration by Jesuit apologists of the assertion

that he garbled his quotations, a plea the weakness of which is patent to

any one willing to spend a few days in reading Escobar, Filintius, and

the rest, as well as a few hours in verifying his references. It is true

that he attributes to the Jesuit casuists opinions which they often did

not personally hold, but only cite from other authorities ; e.g. Filintius

condemns duelling altogether, though he is said in the * Provincials ' to

permit it in certain cases. Nor are Pascal's quotations scrupulously accurate

;

e.g., after reading in the eighth letter, Bevciions done mix personnel

incoiiwiodecs, pour le soiclagement desqicelles nos peres, eomme entre

autres Lessiiis (2 ch. 12, n. 12), assurent 'qtCil est piermis de derober non

seulement dans une extreme necessite, mais encore dans icnenecessite grave,

quoique non pas extreme.'' Escobar le rapporte aussi, au Tr. 1, Ex. 9,

n. 29, it is starthng to find that Lessius says in gravi necessitate, nothing

more, while Escobar gives the opinion as * probable ' but rejects it himself.

It is a pity that Pascal should have done himself little credit and have

given his opponents a handle by such inaccuracies, yet in themselves they

are wholly unimportant. It matters little whether a probabiHst does or

does not personally assent to the opinions which he admits into his manual

of casuistry ; if he allows them to be probable, he authorises the student to

direct his own conduct and that of his penitents in accordance with them.

It has never yet been shown, nor can it be shown, that Pascal has
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brought any general charge against the Jesuit teaching which cannot he

substantiated. Father Duhr repeats the old arguments. He tells us

that there was no moral doctrine peculiar to the society. So far as Pascal

and other opponents do not misrepresent their views, the teaching to

which they object is that of the cathoHc church generally. If this

were not so, would S. Alfonso de' Liguori have made Busenbaum the

text of his great work ? Would Gury's book be now used in so many

catholic colleges and seminaries ? Certainly the Jesuits were not the

inventors of casuistry, and the Dominicans first taught probabilism. But

the society has since its foundation been the soul of that party in the

church which has been eager to make the way of salvation as easy as

possible ; which has apparently been anxious to teach the penitent not to

avoid all sin, but to keep within the uncertain boundary line of venial

sin, and to enlarge that boundary as far as possible. It has identified

itself with the laxest interpretation of moral rules.^ Segneri, the most

influential Jesuit of the time, assured Thyrsus Gonsalez that in attacking

probabilism he was attacking the society of which he was general. Car-

dinal Aguirre wrote, that, although almost all cardinals and prelates

agreed with Gonsalez, and even some of the most learned and pious of his

order, the great majority of the Jesuits were fiercely opposed to their

general. He had maintained that to act safely in a doubtful case you

must follow the opinion which you are honestly convinced is most pro-

bable. Such rigorism, said his opponents, could not be reconciled with

the confessional, and if the Jesuits were to accept ifc they could no longer

maintain their position as the favourite confessors of princes and great men.

In our own days Father Matignon rejoices that his order should in the last

century have suffered defeat and persecution, fighting the good fight of

probabilism. S. Alfonso de' Liguori, it is true, was not a Jesuit, but he be-

longed to the Jesuitical faction ; and his great authority in the ultramontane

Koman church of the nineteenth century, and the fact that Gury should be

an accredited text-book of * Moral Science ' in Komanist seminaries, are

only unhappy proofs that that faction has been for some time and is now
dominant.

Father Duhr professes to meet the irrefragable charge brought against

his order, of having taught the art of ' directing the intention '—perhaps

the most childish device for cheating both God and devil ever devised by
the fantastic brain of a hairsplitting theologian, and scarcely less con-

temptible to any robust knave than repulsive to a man of honour or a

Christian ; but he promptly diverges into a discussion of the very dififerent

doctrine that the end justifies the means, and into a general protest against

the injustice of making the whole society responsible for the opinions of a

few. He attempts no defence of mental restrictions and equivocations

beyond the remark that protestant writers allow that there are white lies

and even occasions when it is our duty not to tell the truth. It may be true

that, granted the confessional and the doctrine of penance, a systematic

treatment of casuistry was unavoidable ; it is certainly true that men who

' ' Wenn der ProbabiUorismus bei den Dominicanern so gut wie Ordensdoctrin

wurde, so wurde der Probabilisrnus mehr und mehr in der Gesellschaft Jesu die

sententia communis, zumal sie von einigen Ordensgeneralen begiinstigt wurde.'—Bol-

linger, Oesch. der MpralstreitigJcsiten in dsr romisch-katholischen KircJte, i. 4-1.
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lived pure and saintly lives like Escobar, or who, like S. Alfonso, practised

an exaggerated asceticism, were not trying to confuse the distinction be-

tween the ' primrose path of dalliance ' and the * steep and thorny way to

heaven ' in order that they themselves might tread the former without
reproach. They w^ere perhaps only attempting to reconcile the sublime
unreason of Christian ethics with what to us appear the necessities and
logic of our daily life.

The casuist who seeks to determine what is the minimum of service

which God will accept, what is the utmost limit to which His law can be
stretched, teaches his penitents to deal with Him as with an exacting

creditor whom his debtors may outwit provided they keep within the

letter of the statute. Father Duhr maintains that the casuists only

sought to supply the confessor with guidance in judging of an act already

done, but probabilism was applied by the Jesuits to the direction of the

future conduct of their penitents. It was this formal and legal method
of treating our obligations to God which tempted the casuists to exercise

their ingenuity not only in dealing with those cases in which the letter

of the law would appear over-rigid or inapplicable, but also in justifyuig

conduct scarcely less repugnant to the uninformed conscience of average

humanity than to any true Christianity. No doubt there are mortal sins

(peccata quae amicitiam cum Deo dissolvunt et peccatorem reum aeternae

poenae constituunt), and sins venial {quae nee hominem Deo reddunt inimi-

cum nee aeterno dignum supplicio) ; and an offence of any given kind

—

e.g.

a theft—may belong to either the one or the other class. The distinction

is a true one, but to act upon it,—to say, I will commit venial but avoid

mortal sin,—is subversive of all true morality. To determine what are the

conditions, the circumstances, which make our trangressions venial must be

left to ' those clear eyes and perfect judgment of all-seeing Jove.'

As for the alleged necessity of supplying the confessor with a chart which

may enable him to guide the conduct of those who consult him in doubt

and perplexity, how few are the cases of conscience which cannot be

decided on the spur of the moment by plain common sense in the service

of an earnest desire to do what is right ourselves or to give the best

advice to others ! And if the alternatives are so evenly balanced that

choice is difficult, and if that which is the less safe is embraced in honest

error, can this be thought a serious danger by those who hold that we

may freely choose any course approved by some one pedant of authority in

the schools ?

Father Duhr says that the Jesuits in seeking to make Christ's yoke as

easy to be born as possible, only strive to follow the example of their

Master and to avoid falling under his denunciation, * Woe unto you, for

ye load men with burdens grievous to be borne !
' But Christ did not seek

to make the path of salvation smooth and attractive to the rich young

man. He gave him, although it caused him to turn back in sorrow, a

counsel of perfection. And how do elaborate instructions as to when it

may be justifiable, or at the worst a venial sin, to kill, to steal, to commit

perjury, and so f6rth, agree with the simple directness of the command to

turn the other cheek, to love our enemies, and to do good, hoping for no

reward, and with the refusal to recognise distinctions in sin, which is

shown by the equal condemnation of anger and of violence, of unclean

thoughts and imclean acts ? P. F. Willebt.
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Verslag aangaande ecu Onderzoek in dc Archieven van Busland ten

bate der Nederlandsche Geschiedenis. Op last der Regeering ingesteld

door Dr. C. C. Uhlenbeck. ('s Gravenhage : Martinus Nijhoflf. 1891.)

This volume forms one of a series that is being published at the charge

of the Dutch government. Dr. Uhlenbeck, in giving to the world the results

of his researches in Russian archives for materials bearing upon Netherland

history, continues the good work that had already been begun by Blok and

Berns in their investigations into the archives of Germany and Austria.

Jacobus Scheltema, in his well-known work upon the relations between

Russia and the Netherlands from the earliest times to 1725,^ had confined

himself entirely to Dutch sources of information, and more especially for the

seventeenth century to the Netherland archives, which at the beginning of

this century were brought back from Paris. He was, however, quite

ignorant of the Russian language, and does not seem to have made any

attempt to acquire materials from Russian sources. This deficiency Dr.

Uhlenbeck, in the work under review, sets himself to remedy. In his preface

he gives an account of the collections at Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Dorpat,

which he has with more or less completeness examined. Of these by far

the most important is that contained in the archives of the ministry of

foreign affairs at Moscow, and from this the main part of his materials is

drawn. The archives of the ministry of the marine at St. Petersburg seem

scarcely to have repaid the labour of investigation, but Dr. Uhlenbeck, in a

somewhat cursory examination of the documents in the university library at

Dorpat, found several bundles of the correspondence of Jacob de la Gardie,

and in this there is much relating to Holland. It deserves, and doubtless

will receive, thorough investigation, for Jacob de la Gardie had many
correspondents who were either Dutchmen or residents in the Netherlands.

The work is divided into four periods. The first extends from the

year 1600 to the establishment of the first permanent Russian embassy

in Holland in 1609 ; the second deals with the thirteen years when
Matwejew was ambassador at the Hague, 1699-1713 ; the third covers the

period from the arrival of Prince Kurakin as ambassador, in 1713, to the

death of Peter the Great, in 1725 ; the fourth from 1725 to the fall of the

republic. It may at once be said that the reign of Peter the Great fur-

nishes the material for the larger part of the book ; half, indeed, of the

whole is devoted to the events of the years 1711-1724, and a considerable

portion of this half to the three years preceding the peace of Utrecht.

One cannot but wish that the subject of the earlier trade relations with

Russia had been more fully treated, as after all in the case of the Dutch

republic trade was the chief cause of national prosperity and power, and
the supreme object in the eyes of Dutch statesmen and diplomatists.

The merely political issues were to them matters of secondary importance.

Among the documents brought to light by Dr. Uhlenbeck is a book contain-

ing an account of the Russian embassy to the United Provinces (12 July 1645

to 17 ^lay 1647), from which a number of interesting and curious extracts

are given (part i. pp. 28-40). The narrative first tells of the despatch of

the courier Matwej Spironodof with the news to the states of the death

^ Busland en de Nederlandcn bcschoiiwd in dcrzchcr ivedcrkcerige Betrekkingen.

2 vols. Amst. 1817-1819.
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of the czar Michael and the accession of Alexis to the throne, and then

of the arrival of the special embassy from the new czar in the persons

of Ilja Milaslafsky and Ivan Baibakof, and of their discharge of their

mission. There are two points which these extracts bring out in strong

rehef—(1) the deep sense of their dignity and importance which even in

the middle of the seventeenth century possessed the Muscovite czars, and
the oriental rigidity of the ceremonial etiquette demanded by their envoys

;

(2) the remarkable position of influence occupied by Frederick Henry,

prince of Orange, not only in the councils of his own country, but in the

eyes of so distant a foreign nation as Russia then was. The pro-

ceedings of these ambassadors lend weight to the view already

expressed in the pages of this Review by the present v/riter ^ that the

authority and power of the stadholder in the United Provinces reached

their highest point in the last years of Frederick Henry. Milaslafsky

and Baibakof on this occasion actually refused for months to appear

before the states-general, unless the prince were present. But Frederick

Henry was at first absent on campaign, and w4ien he returned was so ill

that he was unable to quit his house or to transact any business. But
the representations made to the ambassadors were all in vain. They
pleaded their sovereign's command, and declined absolutely to do anything

except in the presence of the stadholder—no, not even if his son Prince

William acted as his deputy. They had been at the Hague since the

middle of the summer, waiting ; so at last the prince of Orange, though

seriously ill, offered to receive them in his own house, and on 17 Dec. the

interview took place, Frederick Henry being carried into the audience

chamber in the arms of two attendants. At this point of the narrative

the extracts given by our author cease ; but the details of the interview

should be of some interest, as they occupy pp. 107-147 of the report.

As has already been said, the second part of this work is occupied almost

entirely with the correspondence of the first resident Russian ambassador

at the Hague, Andrei Artemonowitsch Matwejew (1699-1712). This

embassy of Matwejew is noteworthy as being the first serious attempt of

Russia to exercise influence in the west and to enter into permanent

relations with the western states. Above all the czar wished to secure

at least the benevolent neutrality of the sea powers in his struggle with

Charles XII. Matwejew does not seem to have been a strong man ;
he

did not make himself thoroughly at home in Holland, nor does he appear

to have had much weight. He was listened to politely, but ignored.

That his first impressions of the Dutch were far from favourable may be

gathered from a letter to Galofkin (9 Feb. 1700). 'My life here,' he

writes, * is very wearisome and full of disagreeableness. The Hague is, as

my lord himself will know, the dullest of towns, and the people very

unsociable, but friendly when one gives them presents. House rent is

unspeakably high. . . . Pity me like a father, my very gracious lord, for

my forlorn condition, which is like that of an orphan.' The ambassador,

however, found a good and true friend of Russia in the influential burgo-

master of Amsterdam, Witsen, and to him Matwejew constantly turned

for advice and support, which were as constantly given. On one occasion

Witsen succeeded in stopping a loan of 800,000 florins which was being

- E^•G. Hist. Eey., Jan. and April 1891.
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raised for the service of Sweden, and on many occasions he was most
useful in furthering the desires of the czar in the matter of the engage-

ment of shipwrights and skilled artisans for the Russian dockyards, &c.

In 1707 jMatwejew visited England, but no extracts are given from his

correspondence during that period, and we do not know what impression

the court of Queen Anne produced upon him. His letters show him to

have taken no small interest in England and English affairs, upon which

he frequently comments. Many references might be given, but it will

suffice to mention his interview with Marlborough, 11 April 1707,

immediately before his visit to London (p. 94). His object was to win

over the duke to use his influence with the English queen on behalf of

Russia, and he handed to him an autograph letter from the czar, accom-

panied by the present of a valuable jewel and a portrait. Marlborough

with much affectation of diffidence accepted the gifts, and with the

deepest expressions of gratitude and friendship declared that the czar

might reckon upon him in all possible circumstances as long as he lived.

He does not appear, however, more suo, to have felt the slightest obliga-

tion to act up to his words.

Whether it were through his own fault or because the course of events

in reality lay outside the sphere of Russian influence as yet, Matwejew
failed to obtain for his master that weight in the councils of the grand

alliance to which Peter considered himself entitled. He w^as, therefore,

in the year 1712 superseded in his post by Prince Kurakin. Kurakin was

undoubtedly a man of greater intellectual calibre than his predecessor,

yet it is doubtful whether he would have been more successful in his

diplomatic efforts but for an important event which had meantime
occurred. The result of the battle of Pultawa altered the position and

status of the czar in the eyes of Europe, and his representative found

that from henceforth more attention was paid to his views. The corre-

spondence of Kurakin with his superiors throws considerable light on the

varying relations and complicated interests of the contending powers

during the difficult and important period 1711-1714. The czar showed

himself throughout friendly to the allies, and especially to the Dutch, and

was anxious on his part to obtain a recognition and confirmation of his

]iew conquests upon the Baltic. To the student of the times not merely

the extracts given by Dr. Uhlenbeck but probably the whole of the letters

would repay perusal. English politics meet with frequent and shrewd

comment (vide pp. 108-114, 129-136). The period after the death

of Peter the Great, 1725, is very summarily treated. There still remained

a number of Dutchmen in the Russian service, but the direct relations

betwp.cn the countries were slight and unimportant.

The work of Dr. Uhlenbeck includes an appendix in German, entitled

* Beitriige zu einer russisch-niederlandischen Bibliographic,' from the pen of

Herr Benjamin Cordt, assistant librarian at Dorpat. It gives a useful list

of Russian historical works and sources of information bearing upon the

diplomatic and commercial relations between Russia and the Netherlands.

Among these there are tw^o which are of interest for the early history

of English trade with the White Sea. These are (1) Juri Tolstoi, * The

First Forty Years of Reciprocal Relations betw^een Russia and England,' ^

2 Fenoya sorok let snosclieni meshdu Bossijeju i Anglijeju,
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1553-1593, St. Petersburg, 1875; (2) a continuation of this work of

Tolstoi, ' Memorials of the Diplomatic Relations of the State of Moscow with
England dm^ing the Years 1581-1G04,' * which was printed in vol. xxxviii.

of the ' Magazine of the Imperial Russian Historical Society,' St. Peters-

burg, 1883. Herr Cordt points out that it is clear from these sources

that the English w^ere the first to discover the passage to the White Sea
and to set up trading establishments at the mouth of the Dwina. The
statement that the Brabant merchant Jan de Walle landed at the mouth
of the Dwina in 1555 is an error which has been freely taken from the

Divina Chronicle {Letopirs Dwinshaja), generally a most trustworthy

source of information, but the real date is 1578.'^ At this later date De
Walle did come, and obtained extensive trade privileges. He, indeed,

made his way to Moscow and became personally acquainted with the

czar, and for a long course of years, under the name of Beloborod (White

Beard), as a kind of informal Netherland resident exercised considerable

influence at the Russian court. Against this Dutch intrusion, however,

Queen Elizabeth strongly protested, claiming priority and exclusive rights

for her subjects, but for a time in vain. The czar declined to admit that

any nation had the exclusive right to sail into the White Sea, saying

'that he could not think of closing the ocean, a way created by God.'

^

Nevertheless, after the death of the influential Beloborod the English

seem practically to have had their way, for by a rescript of the czar Boris,

dated 8 June 1601, all foreign merchants, though they may land their

goods at Archangel, are debarred from trading with Moscow and the other

Russian towns, with the exception of an Englishman, Richard Jurjew (!)

Dr. TJhlenbeck would appear not to have read carefally these ' Bei-

triige,' w4iich are included in his book. In his introduction Dr. Uhlenbeck

(p. 4) expresses a wish that the manuscript of the work of Elias Herck-

mans ^ on the identity of the false Demetrius should find a publisher

;

Herr Cordt tells us (p. 255) that it was published in 1874. Two slight

errors in the text may be pointed out : p. ]28, 1. 10, for 'Z. Ts. Majesteit

'

read ' Z. Keiz. Majesteit
;

' p. 155, 1. 3, for ' Russische koning ' read ' Pruis-

sische koning.'

No small service has been rendered by the author to historical students

in the Netherlands by his practice of giving translations of all the extracts

from the Russian documents which are found in this work. At the close

of his introduction (pp. 11, 12) Dr. Uhlenbeck states that the language

of the seventeenth and eighteenth century state papers and correspondence

which he consulted differs very considerably from the ordinary Russian

of to-day, and would be almost unintelligible to any one only superficially

acquainted with the language. It would, therefore, have been of little

avail to print simply the original text of the quotations. An index to the

names of the principal persons referred to in the work is given at the

end of the volume.
George Edmundson.

* Pamjdtniki diplomatitsckeskich snoscheni Moskowslcawo gossudarstwa Anglijpju

1581-1604. {Sbornilc impcratorskau-o russhaico istoritscheskawo ohschtschcstwa,

torn, xxxviii.)

^ As to this see Uhlenbeck's Verslag, p. 248. « P. 2.50.

^ Written at Amsterdam, 1G2j, and purchased in 18oG by the Public Imi^erial

Library at St. Petersburg.
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Notasjmra a historia do Ceard [scgunda metade do scculo XVIII). Pelo

Dr. GuiLHERME Studeet. (Lisbon : Typographia do Eecreio.)

De. Studeet, a distinguished Brazilian medical man, should from his

name, and the fact that he is the son of a British consul, be of English

descent, but' the patient, i)lodding thoroughness with which he has

collected every scrap of manuscript relating to the town of Ceara, of which

he is so devoted a citizen, savours more of German than of British methods.

He has, as he says, expended a vast amount of time, thought, and money
in making a collection of 1,333 official documents relating to the town,

and, as a sort of pendant to the book now before us, has published a

catalogue raisonne of 144 pages giving an account of his treasures. The

great majority of the documents are purely ephemeral and local in their

interest, but it is possible that future historians of northern Brazil may
find some little grain in the immense heap of chaff of which the collec-

tion mainly consists. The book on the history of Ceara which Dr. Studert

has recently published is written with the same patient thoroughness and

minuteness which are the characteristics of his catalogue. The period he

has chosen to illustrate does not appear to an outsider to be the most

attractive one in the annals of Ceara. It has none of the romantic interest

which attaches to remote conquest or colonisation, but treats mainly of

the re-discovery of the mines of Cariris in 1750, the various fruitless

attempts to work them, and their subsequent abandonment. Every page

of the book gives proof of the utter badness of the Portuguese colonial

system, and, from this point of view if from no other, is interesting as

affording an ample reason for the decay and failure of Portugal as a

colonial power. The harassing interference of the Portuguese officials

with Brazilian enterprise, the rapacious greed with which the mother

country sucked the blood of all colonial industry and production, are

brought forward prominently, but apparently unintentionally, in Dr.

Studert's book. The book itself, from its tedious minuteness and dis-

cursiveness, can be but of little interest except to those who are immediately

connected with Ceara. Every small unimportant point is laboriously

proved by official documents printed in full. Not a fact, a name, or a

date is taken for granted but must be vouched for, and, if necessary, fiercely

contended for, by the aid of Dr. Studert's immense collection of documents.

This method certainly has its advantages for future historians, but it does

not tend to make a book in which it is employed attractive reading for

the ordinary student of to-day. It is, how^ever, only just to Dr. Studert

to acknowledge that he is as modest as he is painstaking, and disclaims

for his book the title of a history. He says :
' In these pages, which

consist merely of a strict objective exposition, I claim only to lay the

foundations of a work of more ample leisure than mine, to furnish the

materials for chronicles of higher historical value by publishing in full or

in part interesting documents wdiich w^ould otherwise shortly be lost to us.

It has been my pleasure to open up for more competent travellers a path

through the dense thicket of our chronicles, and once more to have helped

towards the elucidation of obscure points in the story of the land I love so

dearly.' From this point of view Dr. Studert's labours are to be unre-

servedly commended, and it is to be hoped that the ardent attachment
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which he shows to Ceara, which city, to a visitor, certainly appears un-
interesting enough, may be rewarded by the increased respect and esteem
of his fellow townsmen. Maktin A. S. Hume.

Napoleon. By William O'Connor Morris, (' Heroes oc the Nations.')
(New York and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1893.)

Mes Souvenirs sur Napoleon. Par le Comte Chaptal. (Paris : Librairi^
Plon. 1893.)

Mr. O'Connor Morris is known as a competent writer upon military
history. He is fairly accurate, although he makes one or two slips, as
when he says that Macdonald was attacked by Bliicher on the Katzbach
in the campaign of 1813 (p. 312), whereas Macdonald attacked Bliicher,

as may be read in General Marbot's lively account of that battle. He
observes the due proportion of historical events, and he is free from
national or party prejudice. He writes fluently and pleasantly, and has
produced a life which is in many respects an excellent popular account
of one of the most wonderful of men. As a short biography of Napoleon
cannot add much to our available knowledge, its chief merit must lie

in a right presentation of his talent and character. Here it must be said

that Mr. O'Connor Morris has not escaped the biographer's usual error, a
too indulgent tenderness for his subject. He is quite right in ignoring

the merely stupid or fanatical assailants of Napoleon, but he is grossly

unjust to Lanfrey and to Taine. Lanfrey is, no doubt, the advocatus

diaholi. He represents the reaction against imperialism. He dwells far

more on the mischievous than on the beneficial aspects of Napoleon's

domination. He puts a bad construction upon some parts of Napoleon's

conduct which are merely doubtful. He does not make sufficient allow-

ance for the inevitable influence of the French revolution upon public men
who were formed whilst it was in progress. But when Mr. O'Connor Morris

says in his preface that Lanfrey ' is the only libeller of Napoleon who has

tried to rise to the level of history,' he forgets that many of the most formi-

dable of Lanfrey's charges against Napoleon are based ^upon documents

of unquestionable authenticity. Similarly, when Mr. O'Connor Morris

styles Taine 'the minute philosopher of calumny,' one is tempted to

remind him that he has not at all equalled the impressive portraiture

of Napoleon's colossal talent and energy which we owe to the minute

philosopher. Taine has accepted, perhaps too readily, one or two anec-

dotes illustrative of Napoleon's coarseness, anecdotes which, even if

authentic, are of little value for history ; but his general conception of

Napoleon's character rests upon a mass of evidence which cannot be ignored,

and his estimate of Napoleon's achievement is largely justified by the

later history of France.

It is on Napoleon's permanent historical achievement that our historic

valuation of the man must be based. Mr. O'Connor Morris has the historic

sense to see this, and to see that the application of this test excludes

Napoleon from the first rank of statesmen. He justly claims for Napoleon

the foremost place among warriors and administrators ; but military and

administrative skill does not supply the place of the highest of all practical

faculties, judgment. That Napoleon's judgment was defective is proved
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by the fact that not even his genius could give sohdity to his empire.

One cannot help seeing that the contemner of ideology was misled by a

narrow view of human nature and a perverse conception of history. Mr.

O'Connor Morris does not try to conceal the error or to belittle the ruin

which it made. And his estimate of Napoleon's system, although expressed

in much more sympathetic terms, is not, after all, so widely different from

the estimate of Taine. Both agree that he set an ineffaceable impress on

the reconstruction of a great society ; both agree that he did much mis-

chief in trying to set up an impossible domination over Europe.

Distinct from the historical estimate of the hero's achievement, but

suggested by it, is the psychological investigation of his feelings and

motives. The biographer is particularly bound to attempt to answer the

obvious question, Why did a man of such indisputable genius fall into an

hallucination patent even in his own day to men of plain common sense ?

Mr. O'Connor Morris answers that the later Napoleon differs much from the

earlier, that the extraordinary greatness to which he rose so soon turned

his head, and that the sagacious, patriotic first consul was perverted into

the reckless, insatiate emperor. Such a complete transformation is not

impossible under the circumstances, although it is not very probable in the

caseof such an iron nature. Unluckily Mr. O'Connor Morris's theory compels

him to pass lightly over the more unpleasant incidents of Napoleon's

earlier career. Thus he barely mentions, in his account of the famous

Italian campaign, the systematic pillage of Italian works of art, or the

enormous contributions levied on neutral states or friendly populations.

Mr. O'Connor Morris even falls into something like self-contradiction, for

on p. 31 he speaks of ' the attitude of goodwill which the great mass of the

Lombards steadily maintained towards the French,' and on p. 41 he says

that * the Lombards were rising against detested masters.' He palliates the

enslavement of Venice by accepting almost without criticism the enslaver's

account of the transaction. He says as little as possible of the frantic

folly shown in the invasion of Egypt, a folly quite equal to any which

marked Napoleon's later years, and inconceivable on the part of such a

master in the art of war. He sees * real insight and wisdom ' (p. 67),

and ' a strong conviction of the existence of the Divine ' (p. 116), in

Napoleon's attitude towards Mohammedanism in Egypt, apparently for-

getting the difference between respect towards the religion of others and

an attempt to cheat them into believing that it is your own. What he

cannot palliate he sometimes forgets to mention. He says all that can

be said (and little is that all) to lessen the guilt of the murder of Enghien,

but he says nothing at all of the equally atrocious murder of Palm.

Lastly, he seems to think that the charge of habitual falsehood brought

against Napoleon is sufficiently met by calling those who make it de-

tractors. Yet this charge rests on an enormous mass of documentary evi-

dence, which Mr. O'Connor Morris seems quite unable to shake. Napoleon,

we readily admit, was not a monster of wickedness, a man loving evil for its

own sake, or revelling in foulness. He was simply a man of intense

passions and no scruples. So great an intellect could not be other than

constructive. It is absurd to regard Napoleon simply as an Attila or a

Timour. But the constructions of Napoleon, always magnificent, were

often unsuited to the wants of human nature and incapable of lasting.
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Even when otherwise noble and useful they were the worse for his all-

absorbing passion to do everything and to rule everything. As to means,
it is proved to demonstration that Napoleon always thought the shortest

way the best, and never hesitated for prudence or for honesty, for pity or

for fear. In these respects his character appears to us uniform from
first to last. There was development in that character, but no trans-

formation. Insensibility to the rights and feelings of others is not less

discernible in the conqueror of Italy than in the oppressor of Germany.
The spirit of the gambler is as apparent in the invasion of Egypt as in

the refusal to make terms after Leipzig. To have ignored the non-moral
temper of the man seems to us the chief defect in this useful and agree-

able life of Napoleon.

The volume entitled * Mes Souvenirs sur Napoleon ' is so far dis-

appointing that the recollections occupy little more than half of it, the

rest being taken up with a memoir of the author. Chaptal was, however, a

man of considerable mark both in science and in administration. He was
minister of the interior in the time of the consulate, and, although he
resigned soon after the establishment of the empire, he remained upon
fair terms with the emperor. In reading his recollections we are beset

by the difficulty which is always experienced with works of this class.

Close intimacy with a great man nearly always implies open adulation or

suppressed grudge. The editor's account of the reasons which led Chaptal

to retire from the ministry of the interior would lead us to think that he

must have been embittered against Napoleon. Suspicion is strengthened

by Chaptal's repeating the discredited story about the poisoning of plague-

stricken soldiers at Jaffa. Nevertheless the impression made by these

reminiscences is in harmony with all the best accounts of Napoleon left us

by other observers. Chaptal brings before us the singular combination of

dreaminess with vehemence in Napoleon's character. He depreciates pro-

bably too severely the extent of Napoleon's youthful reading : Bonaparte

avait beaucoup rivi, mais jamais Uudie (p. 224). Chaptal observes that

during the first years of his power Napoleon was never ashamed of

asking the most elementary question, or tired of listening to the discussions

of legal or administrative experts ; but that when he had learnt enough to

form an opinion he became as wilful as he had been teachable. Chaptal

repeats what so many other writers have said, that as time went on

Napoleon attached less and less value to capacity, civil or military, and

more and more value to blind obedience, even preferring in many instances

those whom the public disliked or despised, because they had no other

support than in his power. He had no fear of being overthrown, but he

thought that he could keep his place only by making others afraid. Au
dedans et au dehors je ne regne que par la crainte que finspire. Si

faba7tdonnais ce systeme, je ne tarderais pas d etre d&trdne. Voild ma
position et les motifs de ma conduite (p. 219). Chaptal adds that Phihp

the Fair and Lewis XI were the kings whom Napoleon most admired, and

gives one or two instances of the extent to which he carried his principle

of terror.

In matters of religion, according to Chaptal, Napoleon was neither

indifferent nor unbelieving. He believed in the existence of God and in

the immortality of the soul, and if it had not been for his disputes with

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII. N
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the pope Chaptal is confident that at forty-five he would have been

devot (p. 239). Chaptal, himself an easy Gallio, says that these disputes

led Napoleon to read many books of controversy and to consult many
learned divines, until much study had the result of making him sceptical

about religion. Then he regretted that he had not turned protestant.

He had undertaken the reconciliation of France with the church, says

Chaptal,. against the will of every one about his person, and nothing did

more to alienate the people than his subsequent policy towards the pope.

For the fine arts, Chaptal says, the emperor cared nothing. They were

all imitation of nature, he thought, and anybody could imitate. He cared

as little for that art which Frenchmen so much value, the art of social

intercourse. Sa cour 4tait wie vraie galere, oib chacun ramait selon

Vordonnance (p. 327). Commerce he despised, holding that the merchant

has neither faith nor fatherland (p. 274). Manufactures he held in more

esteem, and promoted by letting them alone in spite of his general passion

for regulating everything (pp. 288-9). Agriculture he prized still more.

He could not, says Chaptal, be taught the value of artificial grasses in a

scientific husbandry, but thought that the land given to them was so much
lost to corn. Cheap bread he thought a necessity of government, especially

cheap bread for Paris. Merely pohtical riots, he told Chaptal, were not

formidable, parce qu'alors on peut mitrailler sans piti4, et qu'avec douze

cents hommes bien conduits et quatre pidces de canon ilferait rentrer tout

Paris dans ses boutiques, comme il Vavait fait le 13 vendemiaire.

Other points of Napoleon's character which appear in these recollections

are familiar to most readers of history. His inconceivable power of labour,

his rapid organising intelligence, his rigorous economy, his extreme

moderation in eating, drinking, and sleeping, his profound insight into

human weakness, his rooted disbelief in human virtue, his furious out-

bursts of passion, his grandiose, although limited, imagination are all

illustrated anew. A chapter containing some of his military dicta will be

read with interest. He placed Alvinzy above all the other generals whom
lie had encountered. Mere obstinacy, he said, gains many battles, and

in dealing with superior numbers the great point is to confound them by

fiheer audacity. Once a brilliant success has been gained, a frightened

-enemy will grant every demand. It need hardly be said how well these

.maxims were exemplified in his own campaigns.

F. C. Montague.

Die Bilnd7ierische Allmend. By H. Moosbeeger. (Chur : C. Senti.

1891.)

Die Entwickelung der Probstei Interlahen im 13. Jahrhundert. By
E. Tataeinoff. (Schaffhausen : J. Bachmann. 1892.)

Die Bergnamen des Berner Oberlandes vor dem 19. Jahrhundert. By
A. Wabee. (Bern : Schmid, Francke, & Co. 1893.)

In many cases works dealing with purely local history have a twofold

use for students of general history, for not only is general history built

up out of and based on numberless local histories, but these latter often

-supply details confirming or contradicting some great historical general-

isation. For these reasons some account of certain recent pamphlets

concerning Swiss local history may be of use to EngHsh readers.
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Miaskowski, in his great work on Swiss AUmends (Leipzig, 1879), dealt

only with the Allmends of German-speaking Switzerland, excusing himself

for this incompleteness by the pleas that those of French-speaking Switzer-

land were so different that they would require a special work, while

nothing certain and authentic was known about the Allmends of East
and South Switzerland. Herr Moosberger of Chur has now sup-

plied the latter omission by his thesis presented to the university of

Ziirich for the degree of doctor of philosophy. Apart from the earlier

sections, which contain many rather rash statements and theories, this

hook is very interesting, for in the Graubiinden we have the old Roman
influences at work at the same time as the later Teutonic ones. Many
illustrations of the gradual development of rights of common user of

meadow, pasture, and forest land may be found herein, as well as of the

many stages of the process by which that common user is in many cases

passing into private property ; e.g. in the remote Val Calanca it was the

practice to divide by lot every twenty years among the different com-
munes all the land owned in common, and this practice, which pointed

back to an original and single commune in the valley, was not abohshed

till 1866. Even more recently lawsuits between different communes in

the Upper Engadine have thrown much light on the history of common
ownership of land. These and many similar points are treated of at

length by Herr Moosberger by the aid of original documents and
abundant local knowledge. He really seems too to have at last dis-

covered the meaning of the jingle Wun und Weid, so common in the

old documents. It seems to refer originally to pastures won by clearing

away a certain space in the primeval forest, and later to have taken a

wider meaning, for the same reasons as other alliterative phrases.

In another Ziirich dissertation Herr Tatarinoff, a Swiss of Russian'fex-

traction, has written what is really a history of the Bernese Oberland in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, though nominally it is only a history of the

firsttwo centuries (1133-1323) of the life of the great house of Austin canons

at Interlaken. Little is known of the internal history of this house. Its ex-

ternal history is made up of a series of acquisitions of estates and advowsons

in all the neighbouring valleys, and in this way we are led to trace out the

early history of Grindelwald, Lauterbrunnen, Miirren, Meiringen, and

other places well known to summer tourists. Herr Tatarinoff has very

carefully worked through the documents in the great * Fontes Rerum
Bernensium ad 1353,' and indeed he tells us that this is practically his

sole authority. It is wonderful how local knowledge can extract so much

information from old charters; e.g. in 1252 we find many of the

pastures in the Grindelwald valley mentioned by their present names, as

well as one at least of the great peaks which tower above them—the * Mons

Egere' or Eiger. The convent had the great privilege of electing its

own * advocate ' or ' protector,' and this leads to various interesting

developments, particularly when in 1318 Leopold of Austria is chosen.

The relations of the convent to the rising town of Bern, and to their neigh-

bour the town of Unterseen (founded 1279-1280), supply some curious

reading. Special attention is paid by the author to the acquisition of the

advowsons and tithes of various parishes, which naturally involves much

research into very local history. Genealogical tables of the principal feudal
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families mentioned, and an appendix of original charters, complete an

excellent monograph ; and we hope that the author will soon fulfil his

promise of carrying on his tale till the dissolution of the convent in 1532.

Another aspect of the history of the Bernese Oberland is treated by
Herr A. Waber in an elaborate and careful article reprinted from the
* Jahrbuch ' of the Swiss Alpine Club, vol. xxviii. It shows how very

gradually the great peaks so well known to Swiss tourists obtained their

present names, or indeed any distinctive name at all. Next to the Eiger

(mentioned above) comes the Bietschhorn (first mentioned 1548), then the

Jungfrau (1577). But even this latter peak was frequently misnamed and

confounded with its neighbours the Monch and the Eiger, the matter

not being really quite cleared up till within the last forty years. It is odd

that the name of the Finsteraarhorn (the highest peak of the group) does

not appear till 1760, while that of the Aletschhorn (the second peak) is-

not found at all before the nineteenth century. It is to be hoped 'that Herr
Waber will extend his researches in this quite new line to other districts

of the Alps. W. A. B. Coolidge.

L'Algirie et la Tunisie d travers les Ages. Deux conferences par

Alexandre Boutroue, associe correspondant de la Societe des^

Antiquaires de France, charg^ de Missions Archeologiques du Ministers

de rinstruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts. (Paris : Leroux. 1893.)

Correspondance des Deys d'Alger avec la Cour de France, 1579-1833.

Kecueillie dans les Depots d'Archives des Affaires Etrangeres, de la.

Marine, des Colonies et de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille, et

publiee, avec une Introduction, des Eclaircissements et des Notes, par

EuG&NE Plantet, attache an Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres. 2

tomes. (Paris : Felix Alcan. 1889.)

M. BouTEOUE has the courage of his nation. In sixty-two pages he
disposes of the history of Tunis and Algiers a travers les ages. Eth-

nology, archaeology, topography, Carthaginian^, Greeks, Komans, and

Arabs jostle each other through his well -printed pages ; and it is no
wonder that after such a tour d'acrobate he is able to record with

undisguised satisfaction the salve d'applaudissements with which his

delighted audience welcomed the termination of his lectures. It is true

he has added nothing to our previous knowledge of the subject ; nor can.

it be said that his hurried notices of antiquities are always intelligible

without the aid of the photographs with which he illustrated his lectures,

but not his book. All that can be said in favour of the publication of so

sketchy and ephemeral a survey is that it may serve to induce people

who are quite ignorant of the subject to pursue their studies in other

works. The numerous scraps of interesting information scattered through-

out this brief brochure would be excessively tantalising if the matter were

suffered to rest there. M. Boutroue is not inaccurate, despite his brevity

;

but it may be doubted whether Shershel is an Arab corruption of Julia

Caesarea. The * Clup Alpin,' to which the second lecture was delivered,

appears to have received ' in the spirit in which it was meant ' M.

Boutroue's assurance that the protectorate in Tunis is in every way

preferable to annexation, since it gives France all the advantages with
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none of the responsibilities
; but it is not easy to see how this reluctance

to turn Tunis into a colony squares with the lecturer's fervid apostrophe
about the success of Algiers, which he regards as a final answer to the
contention that France does not understand colonisation. He refers to
Mr. Grant Allen in refutation of this time-honoured theory, but we do
not know that the authority is convincing. A colony which, after sixty
.years, still does not pay the cost of occupation is scarcely an instance of
successful colonisation, though undoubtedly it affords a comfortable
livelihood and a delightful sanatorium to numerous foreigners.

M. Plantet's work, which we had intended to notice earlier, is a very
•different performance. If anything it errs on the side of over-elaboration.

Few more curious studies in diplomacy exist than the relations between
the European powers and the pirates who ruled at Algiers and Tunis in

nominal subjection to the Sublime Porte. M. Plantet gives a clear

account in his introduction of the events which led to the foundation of

the domination of the Barbary corsairs in the Mediterranean, though
here, we think, he might have expanded his narrative with advantage.
His subject, however, is the intercourse of France with Algiers, and
•considering that this occupies over 1,200 pages, it is easy to understand
that his notices of the history of the corsairs before regular diplomatic

relations with France were founded must be brief, and that his account of

the dealings of other nations with Algiers should be merely episodical,

and chiefly composed of vague references to the selfish policy of England.
The beginning of commercial concessions to Proven9aux on the Barbary
•coast dates from 1478, when the merchants of Marseilles obtained the

monopoly of the coral and other fishing between Tabarka and Bougie,

together with a small grant of territory. This was, of course, before the

'establishment of the corsair regime ; but the Porte confirmed' the

-concessions cVAfrique in 1535, and the corsairs, as vassals of Turkey,

were obliged to consent. The Bastion de France, which was rather what
i;he East India Company called a factory than a fortress, was built in

1561, and became thenceforward a perpetual bone of contention between

the two countries. The Bastion was repeatedly plundered, burnt, and

restored ; it was the cause of endless difficulties with the ' exalted and

illustrious lords ' of Algiers, the ground of numerous missions, and the

.grave of many victims. M. Plantet is preparing a history of the Bastion

de France, which will be full of interest ; but his present work deals

rather with the direct diplomatic relations of Algiers first with the

* consuls and governors of the city of Marseilles,' and afterwards with

the court of France. The first French consul appointed to Algiers was

BarthoUe, in 1564 ; but the Algerines refused to admit a witness of their

proceedings into the head-quarters of piracy, and it was not till 1578 that

Captain Maurice Sauron was actually installed as consul at Algiers, and

•even then he had some difficulty in keeping his post or securing a

reception for the deputy who generally did the work of ah absent consul

in those pleasant days. But the consul was mainly the object of the

Algerines' contempt and violence ; he was not the channel of diplomatic

intercourse with France. The pasha (for it was before the time of the

•deys) used to communicate directly with MM. les consuls et gouverneurs

de la ville de Marseille, whom he addressed in poHshed terms as
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magnifiques seigneurs, with many an oriental periphrasis ; and the

consuls and governors of Marseilles replied respectfully, albeit sometimes-

very firmly, to the tres illustre prince, and signed themselves his trcs

humbles et tres affectionnes voisins, amis et serviteurs. The correspondence-

between the authorities at Marseilles and the pasha published by M.
Plantet begins at 1579, but the bulk of it is comprised between 1620 and
1630. In 1631 we find Louis XIV writing in person to the tres illustre

et magnifique seigneur who plundered the Mediterranean from his lair

at Algiers, and, to do him justice, the pirate king replies in becoming

language, and overwhelms the ' defender of the Christians ' with bene-

dictions. Sometimes the letters are addressed to the governor of the

Bastion de France, sometimes to the secretary of the Marine at Paris,

but as a rule the king was the direct correspondent of his brother of

Algiers. M. Plantet has filled two bulky volumes with this curious

material, which throws a flood of light upon the conditions of the

Mediterranean trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and

his explanatory notes evince an enormous amount of research among the

archives of Marseilles, of the Marine, and of the Foreign Office. As
an ably edited and annotated collection of all the documents bearing

upon this subject that are known to be preserved in France, his

work must be regarded as exhaustive and even final ; and no one who
studies the history of Mediterranean commerce can afford to neglect,

his labours. It may, perhaps, be doubted whether a more generally

useful result might not have been attained by a careful precis of most of

the letters, in the manner of our ' Calendars of State Papers,' with only the

most important documents printed in extenso. Such a plan would have

saved the student the extreme tedium of reading innumerable complaints

and rejoinders framed in very similar language. An excellent index,

however, and a strict chronological arrangement will assist reference to

a somewhat unwieldy mass of materials, and many of the letters are of

so great importance that one is glad to have them unabridged. The early

correspondence is the most interesting, because the details are less known ;

but the final period immediately preceding the French conquest in 1830

is well represented, and the series closes with some pathetic letters from

the exiled dey Hoseyn to Louis-Philippe, in which le vieillard soussigne

sets forth the misery and poverty of his position, and seeks in vain for

a pension for himself and his family from the king, comme vos propres.

pupilles. After wandering from Naples to Paris, and back to Leghorn^

he settled in Alexandria, where he died in 1838. The whole work

reveals a singular state of relations between a civilised and a frankly

predatory power, and it is to be hoped that M. Plantet will continue a,

labour so admirably begun by pubhshing the correspondence between the

court of France and the rulers of Tunis. Stanley Lane-Poole.

Studies of Travel : Greece; Italy. By E. A. Freeman. (New York

and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1893.)

Miss Feeeman would have earned the gratitude of all those who called

her father friend if she had done no more than present them with the

admirable portrait prefixed to one of these two little volumes. The
volumes themselves, which contain impressions of scenes visited in recent
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years in Greece and Italy, give us a revelation of the writer's mind more
complete than is to be obtained from his larger works. Those who
know what he was may again admire the marvellous extent of his

historical knowledge and the aptness with which he brings illustra-

tions from all quarters to bear upon the subject in hand, whilst they
will no less easily recognise the limitations to which even his informa-

tion was subjected. How much, for instance, is gained from the remark
made on the occupants of an Etruscan tomb that 'Publius Volumnius,
son of Avle Felimna, is the exact parallel to Eobert the son of

Godwin, and a crowd of others in his days, Norman-named sons of

English fathers
!

' On the other hand a certain weakness in Italian

municipal history is revealed in the characteristic complaint that

Cosmo, having * inherited one enslaved commonwealth, had himself

enslaved another,' as if the Florence of the Albizzi had not been virtually

as much enslaved as the Florence of the Medici ; whilst it is strange to

think of any one visiting Anagni, and knowing all about the death of

Boniface VIII, without the magnificent lines of Dante ringing in his

ears. The funny remark that when the writer of a German guide-

book recommends * an inn at this place as reinlich unci eidlich the

second adjective does not mean that the traveller will be in any danger

of being sworn at,' will amuse those who fancy they have gained a point

when they have shown that the most erudite are capable of making;

mistakes. No one would have laughed at this passage more heartily thaik

Mr. Freeman himself, if any one had suggested to him that after all

eidlich was only a misprint for leidlich.

For obvious reasons the volume on Greece is less interesting than that >

on Italy. Though when Mr. Freeman dilates on Athens or Marathon-,

he is sure to say something fresh, he is also sure to tell us much of Avhich'

we have heard before. At Tiryns and Mykene, again, Mr. Freeman

trenches on ground on which archaeologists alone can speak with

authority, and he was far too genuine himself not to make us feel that he

was not an archaeologist. In Italy he is on his own ground. The Norman-

architecture of the south, the hill cities of Etruria and Latium, with all

their historical memories—even such a one as Antemnae, where nothing

but the site of a vanished town is to be seen—are here invested with a

charm which no living writer could bring to them. Travellers in central

and southern Italy who cherish the traditions of the early growth of the

Eoman power would do well to provide themselves with a volume which

will easily find a place in their pockets, and which will tell them things

for which they will search in vain in any guide-book.

Samuel R, GABDjisrEii^

The Autobiography of Theobald Wolfe Tone. Edited, with an Introduc-

tion, by R. Baeey O'Beien. 2 vols. (London : T. Fisher Unwin.

1893.)

Those interested in recent Irish history owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.

Barry O'Brien and his publisher for giving us, in these two large and

handsome volumes, a new edition of what is perhaps the most interesting

and instructive source for the history of the United Ireland movement,
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and the character of the ablest and most attractive exponent of French
Jacobmism on Irish soil. Apart from their main subject, there is no better

and more vivid account of life in France and her subject countries under the

Directory than that contained in the journals of Tone's residence on the

continent. We cannot, however, help wishing that Mr. O'Brien had given

us a complete reprint of the Washington edition as issued by Tone's son.

We are sorry to lose the younger Tone's characteristic preface, his father's

very interesting letters, and even the elder Tone's political works, which

are more valuable as an index of contemporary opinion than Mr. O'Brien

seems willing to allow. Andwe are not sure that we approve of Mr. O'Brien's

method of making up into chapters a connected narrative from Tone's

fragments of autobiography, diaries, and journals, along with his son's

and even Mr. O'Brien's occasional comments, and suggesting to the

public, by giving the book such a title as * Tone's Autobiography,' that it

is a single consecutive work, owing its appearance and value to the

conscious effort of Tone himself. But it is only fair to Mr. O'Brien to

say that he tells us quite clearly what he has done with his materials,

and the result is not likely to mislead any one. We are not, however, quite

satisfied with Mr. O'Brien's editorial work. His introduction is well written

and pleasant to read. His notes are brief, sensible, and, so far as they go,

accurate ; but he does not seek to hide a strong political bias, which

detracts a good deal from our confidence in him as an editor of historical

materials, and he is not always quite candid in his omissions. He ought

to have given us Sir George Young's version of Tone's ' betrayal,' as well

as that of Tone's family. He ought to have cleared up the circumstances

of the compact with the government which led to the rebel leader's exile

to America. These circumstances are not exactly discreditable to Tone,

yet very characteristic of the man and the movement. When never failing

to affix a condemnatory epithet on the members of the * ascendency party
'

Mr, O'Brien might have given us a hint as to the weak sides of the more

shady ' patriots,' such as William Jackson. Moreover a little more pains

would have cleared up points on which a reader really wants help, and space

could have easily been found by curtailing some of the rather jejune bio-

graphical notes. Again, there is no mention of manuscripts consulted,

or whether manuscripts are accessible, though surely a definitive edition

of a really important historical book ought not to have omitted such

points. Mr. O'Brien ought not to have implied what Tone himself

did not beheve, that the failure of the Bantry Bay expedition was due

to Grouchy, and we do not see how an account of the drinking bouts

of General Monck throws much light on the fondness of Tone for the

bottle. Mr. O'Brien could have found much better contemporary exam-

plss of drunken men of eminence among Tone's English contemporaries.

But while regretting some meagreness and some show of bias in Mr.

O'Brien's editing w^e must not fail to recognise the more solid qualities

he has shown, nor must we depreciate the importance and value of the

text which he has made so accessible to us. Some good portraits are

given, an interesting facsimile, and an elaborate index.
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Three Bolls of the King's Court in the Beign of King Bichard the First,

Edited by F. W. Maitland. (Pipe Roll Society.)

The Pipe Roll Society may well be congratulated on securing Professor

Maitland's invaluable assistance. This, which is one, so to speak, of the

Society's extra volumes, contains about half of the Botuli Curiae Begis,

for Richard's reign, left unprinted by Palgrave. The three rolls here

pubHshed are ascribed by their editor to the Trinity term of 1194, to a

Wiltshire eyre of 1194, and to a Bucks and Beds eyre of 1195 respectively.

Great pauas are devoted to estabhshing their true date, and Mr. Maitland

claims that the first is the earliest existing plea-roll, as it belongs to

the term beginnmg 6 June 1194. It is not, as he reminds us, till the

following year, that the series of fines enables us ' to tell term by term

and day by day who were the justices sitting on the bench at Westminster ;

'

and this, one may add, illustrates the importance of collecting and printing,

as soon as possible, all transcripts of earlier fines. Meanwhile, it may be

pointed out that a record of the above date actually supplies the names of

the judges sitting on the first day of term. This is Roger de Lacy's

charter to Pontefract, the witnesses to which are headed by the primate,

and some eight other justices. Before leaving the subject of date, one may
note an interesting reference (p. 30) to a plea held before the king in

person during his brief visit to England in the spring of 1194.

Of the many points of interest afforded by these rolls, we may select

the light they throw on the taxes imposed for the king's ransom, especially

on the two shillings hidage, and on certain points of law, Mr. Maitland's

explanations of which are as valuable as might be expected. The 'rapid'

and ' popular ' assize of novel disseisin is here made admirably clear, and

so is the assize of mort d'ancestor. In addition to his general introduction,

the editor has appended special notes to each roll, chiefly devoted to the

establishment of its true date. His labour in this matter has not been

thrown away ; the value of ascertaining a record's date, and the mischief

of assigning it a wrong one, cannot easily be overrated. The whole

volume is an important addition to the pubHcations of this excellent

society. For the correctness of the text, it should be added, Mr. Vincent's

name is the best of guarantees. J* H. R.

Lancashire and Cheshire Wills and Inventories (1572-1696) ;
with an

Apimidix of Lancashire and Cheshire Wills proved at York or

Bichmond (1542-1649). Edited by J. P. Earwakee, M.A., F.S.A.

(Manchester : Printed for the Chetham Society. 1893.)

Index of Wills in the York Begistry, 1554.-1568. (Yorkshire Archaeological

Society. Record Series, XIV.) Compiled by A. Gibbons. (Worksop :

Printed for the Society. 1893.)

Mr. Earwaker has produced an interesting volume, and one that gives

us an insight into the domestic life of the period. Half the volume,

however, consists of selections from the late Canon Raine's extracts from

York and Richmond, and range from 1542 to 1649. There are several in-

ventories of clerical goods, showing that the clergy of the time were not all
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poor, nor all * apt to teach '

(p. 33). The work is a selection by way of

illustration, and it may be questioned whether such volumes should be

issued by learned societies. Unless an index exists at Chester this work

would not satisfy a genealogist ; he would have to search afresh. In

the appendix we find only one will— Sir John Byron's, 1567—which also

appears in Mr. Gibbons' volume.

Mr. Gibbons has shown great skill and carefulness in his work, and

this index of more than twelve thousand wills and administrations is a

valuable supplement to the records issued by the Yorkshire Archaeological

Society. T. S. H.

Herodotus fares hardly in England. Since Blakesley no editor ha&

published the whole, and the editions of individual books, however good in.

themselves, are prepared in most cases with a view to some examination ;

hence some part of the many-sided commentary necessary for this

author is omitted. Mr. Evelyn Abbott's edition of Books V. and VI.

(Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893) is meant to be the first instalment of an

edition of the whole work intended for historical students. The student,

is referred for an account of the dialect to another editor. Each book

has a separate appendix of its own, that to book v. consisting of thirteen^

that to book vi. of eight excursuses. It is by the appendices, no doubt,

in the main that Mr. Abbott would have his book judged. As might be

expected they are carefully made and abreast of the latest investigations.

They contain all requisite information on the knotty historical problems

contained in the text. They are not so much fresh investigations as handy

summaries of what is already known. On much-disputed points, such as-

the details of the battle of Marathon, Mr. Abboct follows the wise plan of

supplying the student with all the passages from the ancient authorities^

and leaving him to balance them for himself. This, for the advanced

student, is infinitely preferable to a dogmatic restatement of any par-

ticular modern view. The maps—the lower Strymon and the bay and plain

(called plan on p. viii.) of Marathon—deserve special praise. P. G.

The story of Mr. Freeman's little book on Sicily, Phoenician, Greeks

and Boman (' The Story of the Nations ' London : T. Fisher Unwin,.

1892), as told in the preface, is a singular one. It was projected before

the larger history was begun ; but the professor, believing that in

order to write a short history you should first write a large one,

postponed the sketch until the detailed picture was complete in some-

part at least. The procedure is characteristic, for to work was with

him also to write. But though it is physically impossible for most

men to write great books before they write small ones, the principle is a

thoroughly sound one in history
; a survey on a large scale is the proper

preliminary to an accurate map on a small one. It is most fortunate for

us that Professor Freeman lived to complete this volume, which carries

us down to the Eoman Empire, concluding with a very brief outline of

the fortunes of Sicily from the second century a.d. to the first appearance

of the Saracens. Another volume was to have told the story of Norman
Sicily ; and there is sufficient in manuscript designed for the larger
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work to enable us to hope that this second smaller volume may yet see

the light in some form. But we may well be thankful for the one
before us. It has a double value ; it brings out admirably the conception

which the author had formed of what his whole work should be, and it.

serves as a useful guide and supplement to such parts of that work as.

have been or may in future be published. It is in fact, in spite of its-

simple language and unpretending form, rather a book for the scholar

than the ordinary reader. It is crammed with facts ; from the very nature

of the story the facts do not form themselves into an exciting narrative,

and the constantly shifting scenes and long list of dramatis personae

diminish the artistic effect. But it is a book which every real student

will be the better for possessing. Sicilian history, though not the

biography of a nation, has deeply influenced the lives of nations. This is

the lesson we learn from it, more plainly, because more succinctly, than,

in the greater work. In a second edition some few misprints might be

corrected, and it would be a great advantage to have some brief accounts

of the numerous coins of which cuts are given in the text.

The second edition of the first two volumes of Mr. Hodgkin's Ital]^ /
and her Invaders (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892) is not externally so

pleasant a book to read as the old one. The lines are longer and the

pages look more packed. This is, however, but the price we have to pay

for an immense gain in solidity and ripeness of learning. In the first

volume we compared some chapters page by page with the first edition,

and found the author's claim to have rewritten the greater part of it

fully justified. It is, in fact, not only largely rewritten but also re-

arranged ; and it has so much grown in bulk that it now extends to not

far short of a thousand pages, and has, rather inconveniently, -to be

bound in two ' parts.' But the enlargement became necessary in view

partly of the greater fulness of treatment which Mr. Bodgkin adopted,,

partly of the additional knowledge attained in the course of twelve years.

The student will probably be still more sensible of the benefit arising from

the innumerable and often microscopic changes and corrections only-

revealed by a minute examination of the two editions. Mr. Hodgkin has.

conscientiously kept himself abreast of recent Hterature ; he devotes

an appendix (vol. i. pp. 889-898) to Mr. Freeman's discussion of the

' Procopian legend,' which appeared in our pages in 1887, and by which

he is at least one-half converted ; and it is only by way of exception that

we note an occasional omission. Reference to Gregorovius's paper in the

Sitzungsherichte of the Munich Academy for 1886 (pp. 1-20) might have

led him to add some touches to his picture of the Gothic raid into the

Peloponnesus in 395 (vol. i. p. 654 ff.) ; and he might have been persuaded

by Wilhelm Fischer {Berliner philologische Wochenschrift, 1887, p.

589 ff.) that it was not to Thermopylae, but to ThermopoUs, north of

Constantinople, that the Huns pressed in 447 (vol. ii.' p. 52).^ Nor do

we quite understand why he has left standing his account of the Huns

(vol. ii. pp. 1-31), on the theory of their derivation from the Hiong-nu,.

which he now considers, with the general agreement of orientahsts, to be

' The usually excellent index, for which we are indebted to Mr. G. McN.Eushforth

is here defective.
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more than doubtful. But it is ungracious to make small cavils against a

book of which the conspicuous merits—its serene eloquence, its broad and
illuminating view of history, its wealth of allusion to analogies of all

times, from the Eugubine tables to the Franco-Prussian war, and not

least its fine translations, both in prose and verse—have already given it

an established place in the libraries alike of historical students and of

those for whom history has its attraction as literature. E. L. P.

It is a pleasure to receive so soon a new edition of the second volume

of WiLHELM Moellee's LeJirbuch der Kirchengeschichte (Freiburg : J.

C. B. Mohr, 1893), as a whole, beyond question, the soundest and most

trustworthy textbook—using this term in a somewhat limited and technical

sense—of the history of the church down to the end of the middle ages

that we possess. The editor. Professor Kawerau, modestly claims only

to have corrected oversights and misprints, and to have taken account of

works on the subject published since the volume was originally issued in

1891. But, though not uniformly inserted, these changes and additions

are more extensive than might appear at first sight, as may be shown, for

instance, by comparison of the note on the controversy respecting the

Gottesfreund, as it now stands (p. 468 f.), with the form it took in the

first edition. The English reader will regret that the treatment of English

affairs, though generally to be commended, does not bear witness to

adequate acquaintance with the more recent literature, that the biblio-

graphical references are meagre, and that English names are frequently

misspelled. Some errors, he will think, might have without difficulty

been avoided. There was no reason for speaking of Christ Church,

Canterbury, as the Trinitatiskloster (p. 270), or for making the Fran-

ciscan Alexander of Hales a scholar of the Cistercian house at Hales (now

written Hailes), in Gloucestershire, which was not founded until after his

death (p. 423). The bull of Hadrian IV for Ireland is mentioned (p. 298),

but not a word said as to the doubts thrown upon its genuineness. But,

while regretting these deficiencies, we gladly admit that they affect but

a very small part of a book to the remarkable value of which we bear

grateful testimony.

By an inconvenient arrangement, or rather lack of arrangement, an

English translation of the first edition has been published almost simul-

taneously with the second edition of the original {History of the Christian

Church in the Middle Ages, translated by Andrew Kutherford, B.D.

London : Sonnenschein, 1893). The translator has improved since he

issued his former volume, on which we had occasion to comment
severely (see above, vol. viii. p. 397) ; but his style is still exceed-

ingly awkward, and he often betrays his ignorance of the technical

terms of his subject, and sometimes even of the common facts of history.

Both these latter faults may be illustrated from p. 251, where Commen-
datare are rendered ' commendators,' and Theodoric is styled, in defiance

of the German, ' the last West Eoman emperor.' But the book will be of

service to those who are unable to use the original. R. L. P.

Mr. R. C. Hope's book on The Legendary Lore of the Holy Wells of

England (London : Elliot Stock, 1893) is principally a collection of
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extracts from printed sources arranged under counties, but the author

has added a good deal from his own observation and from the notes of

correspondents. That the notes might be largely supplemented no one
knows better than Mr. Hope ; but he has performed a useful task in thus

laying a foundation for a more complete treatise in the future. He makes
no attempt at criticism or general results, except in a somewhat discur-

sive introduction, wisely judging it best to gather the materials first in a
systematic form and leave theorising for a later stage. The work is well

done, though the references are frequently insufficient ; for example, it is

futile to cite the Gentleman's Magazine or the Antiquary without naming
the year or volume. Nor should Mr. Hope have twice converted Horace's

fountain into the fons Blandusiae (pp. xiv, 47). The numerous illustra-

tions add to the interest of a meritorious book.

The third volume of the illustrated edition of Geeen's Short History of
the English Peo;ple (London : Macmillan & Co., 1893) fully maintains, under

the editorship of Mrs. J. E. Green and Miss K. Norgate, the high character

of its predecessors. As might be expected, the number of portraits is con-

siderable, and for the most part these have been selected with care. By a

curious oversight a figure of a bowing courtier of the time of Charles II is

designated as the likeness of John Lilburne (p. 1178), a man who in his

whole life never bowed down before anybody. The portrait of Cromwell

from Hinchingbrooke (p. 1156), representing, as it does, not the Lord

Protector, but the officer of the long parhament, is very interesting. Less

satisfactory is another portrait said to be from a contemporary Dutch

engraving, which, as the editors might have noticed, dates itself by the

head of Charles I as subsequent to 30 Jan. 1649, and by the title of vice-

generalis exercitus parliam. in Anglia as not later than 26 June 1650,

whilst the expression parliam. in Anglia in the place of parliam. Angliae

betrays the royalist sympathies of the artist. The editors, moreover,

do not seem to have thought of asking themselves whether the portrait

itself represents Cromwell as he was in the flesh. It looks like a

work made merely to sell. What reason is there for supposing that

a Dutch artist had anything more than his imagination to draw on,

with the aid of a few rough engravings from England? What is

still worse than the admission of this unsatisfactory engraving is the

complete exclusion of the great portraits of the protectorate. Cooper and

Lely have painted the man as he was in the days of his power, but for

their work we look in vain in this volume. Altogether the editors seem

to have made a dead set against Cromwell. They give us (p. 1258) a

facsimile of his signature, made less than a year before he died, when his

hand shook from the effects of disease, without adding a hint of the firm and

manly signature which is so easily obtainable. At p. 1210 they give us a

view of St. Lawrence's Gate, Drogheda, with the explanation that this

and one other gate are the sole remnants left by Cromwell of the fortifica-

tions of Drogheda. It is to be hoped that when the book is next issued

this misrepresentation will disappear. No one who has been at Drogheda

will easily forget the towering south wall, through which Cromwell broke

his way. Again, in the title of a woodcut—* The humble petition of Jock

of Bread '—there is a curious mistake (p. 1196), whether of the editors or
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of the English pamphleteer from whom they copy, for * Jock of Braid

Scotland,' the * John Bull ' of the north. It is only a good book which

is worth correcting, and these blemishes can easily be removed.

S. R. G.

The first of the Three Episodes of Massachusetts History (Boston :

Houghton, Mifflin, & Co., 1892) which Mr. Charles Francis Adams treats

of is the colonisation of Massachusetts Bay, a picturesque story told

admirably by the author. The second is the Antinomian controversy—the

religious strife which raged round Mrs. Anne Hutchinson and her heresies

—interesting to English historians, if for no other reason, for the important

part which Henry Vane took in it. In discussing this very vexed ques-

tion Mr. Adams shows not merely sound learning, but a sober and un-

prejudiced judgment. He makes no attempt to palliate or to defend the

intolerance and narrowness with which many of the New England worthies

acted in this and in similar instances. * It is barely possible,' he concludes,

* that New England, contrary to all principle and precedent, may have

profited by the harshness and bigotry which for a time suppressed all

freedom of thought in Massachusetts ; but it is far more likely that

the slow results afterwards there achieved came notwithstanding that

drawback—rather than in consequence of the discipline it afforded

'

(p. 578). The third episode selected for treatment is chosen from local not

general history, but so skilfully does Mr. Adams treat it that it becomes

in his hands * the history not of a town, but of a people.' The town of

Quincy, now numbering about 12,000 inhabitants, traces its origin back

to the foundation of the church at Braintree in 1639. There is nothing

Tery eventful in the annals of this community, but it is a type of many
others, and the history of its social, religious, and material development

is a history of civilisation in New England. Each side of the life of the

community is illustrated with sufficient fulness to make it intelligible and

vivid, v/hilst the main lines of its growth are presented with admirable

•clearness. Both in conception and execution this is a most excellent

piece of work. C. H. F.

The third volume of the Dagverhaal va7i Jan van Biebeek,

Commandeur aan de Kaap de Goede Hoojp ('s Gravenhage : Martinus

Nijhoff, 1893), completes the publication of the journal (1659-1662), and

-does not differ in character from its two predecessors. The begin-

nings of Cape Colony should at the present time, when the development

of South Africa is being so rapidly extended, be of special interest, and

in no contemporary record can they be so well studied as in this compre-

hensive narrative. For ten years we are able in its pages to follow step

hj step the progress made by the Dutch settlers in making firm their

footing in the country, in establishing relations with the various tribes,

and in introducing European plants, cultivation, and farm stock. Parts

of the present volume read almost as if they might have been extracted

from some recent work on the colonisation of Mashonaland, so similar

are the conditions of life and the terms used. The Caepmans take the

place of the Matabele, and Oedasoa, the chief of the Saldanhars, is a pro-

totype of Khama. Here, too, we find the Portuguese pressing inland
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from the east ;
and with a view to forestall their efforts, and to prevent

their monopolising the trade with the natives in gold and ivory, Jan van
Eiebeek sent out three exploring expeditions. His landreizers did not
effect much beyond gaining further acquaintance with the country, and
failed to estabhsh friendly relations with the chiefs of the Namaquas, to

whom they penetrated. Their efforts and their explorations are, however,
still not without interest, geographically and otherwise.

G. E.

Mr. G. Laueence Gomme has added to his useful series of reprints

from the * Gentleman's Magazine '—the Gentleman's Magazine Library—
a fourth volume of ' Enghsh Topography ' (London : Elliot Stock, 1893),

relating to the counties of Durham, Essex, and Gloucester. It contains a

good many articles of more than local interest—for example, the steward's

accounts, printed at length, of the manor of East Hanningfield, in Essex,

which had belonged to the Knights Templars, beginning in the year after

the suppression of the order (pp. 132-143). Sometimes we have a set

history of a village, as that of Mitcheldean, in Gloucestershire, by W. H.
Kosser (pp. 275-284). Among descriptions of buildings we may notice

those of Jarrow, in Durham, by 0. Jewitt (pp. 28-33), of Waltham and

West Ham abbeys, in Essex (pp. 175-181, 188-192), and of St. Mary
Redcliff, at Bristol (pp. 237-242), which are specially interesting in view

of more recent changes and restorations. For secular buildings there is

a valuable though very incomplete catalogue of old houses in Gloucester-

shire (pp. 219-232), an account of the house at Woodford, in Essex,

connected by tradition with Robert Devereux and destroyed in 1832

(pp. 197-200), and a description of Bristol High Cross (pp. 244-247). It

is said on p. 153 that the slab of John Strype's grave was hidden away,

in the course of ' restoration,' under the pavement of Low Leyton church,

in Essex. But we can only select almost at random from a mine of

miscellaneous information which will be found of interest by all antiquaries

of the three counties and by many besides. The illustrations of the

original are not reproduced ; but, as they are uniformly referred to, the

book forms a convenient index to a large number of views and plans

which are apt to be lost sight of in the multitudinous volumes of the

* Masfazine.*

CORRESPONDENCE

Mr. Conway's * Life of Thomas Paine,'

In the English Historical Review for October 1893 my 'Life of

Thomas Paine ' is subjected by Professor Gonner to criticisms all of which

I feel able to answer, and on the more important of which I offer tbe

following comments :

—

1. * Pitt, Mr. Conway tells us, died "crushed under disclosures in the

impeachment of Lord Melville." Of course in the case of an historical

Avork the blunder as to the date of Lord Melville's impeachment, which

took place after and not before Pitt's death, would be serious in itself.'
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Pitt died 23 Jan. 1806. Lord Melville was impeached in the lords

26 June 1805.

There was no impeachment of Melville after Pitt's death. He was

tried by the lords, who cannot impeach, ' upon an impeachment ' (in

legal phrase) made at their bar by the commons, at the above date, and

supported by engrossed articles of impeachment laid before them, 9 July

1805 (Journal of the House of Lords, vol. xl. p. 350).

In the casual clause cited, the only allusion in my book to the Melville

affair, I say nothing about the lords. Lord Melville was, so far as the

truth of my statement requires, impeached in the commons, 8 April 1805,

the ' disclosures ' then made being formulated in numbered articles and

sustained. He was driven from office, and his name stricken from the

roll of privy council. On the later motion, to impeach in the house

of lords, it was argued by Lord Melville's friends that such impeachment,

even if successful, could add nothing to the sentence and punishment he

had already received from the house of commons.

2. ' In another passage we meet the statement that in his budget of 1792
" Pitt was suspected of stealing Paine's thunder." This enigmatical

utterance means that Paine himself accused Pitt of copying his budget

scheme from a book of his own that was not published at the time.'

The passage in my book (i. pp. 330-1) is as follows :

—

* Meanwhile, his [Paine's] elaborate scheme for reducing taxes so

resembled that which Pitt had just proposed in parliament that the author

appended his reasons for believing that his pages had been read by the

government clerk, Chalmers, and his plan revealed to Pitt. " Be the case,

however, as it may, Mr. Pitt's plan, little and diminutive as it is, would

have made a very awkward appearance had this work appeared at the

time the printer had engaged to finish it."

* In the light of Pitt's subsequent career it is a significant fact that, in

the beginning of 1792, he should be suspected of stealing Paine's thunder !

And, indeed, throughout Paine's part second [
* Eights of Man ' ] the

tone towards Pitt implies some expectation of reform from him.'

It will thus be seen that Paine did not accuse Pitt of * copying his

budget scheme :
' he considers Pitt's scheme ' little and diminutive,' even

in the part for reducing taxes, though there (the articles relieved were

mostly the same) he sees such resemblance that he believes his proof

sheets had been seen, albeit not quite certain, as the sentence quoted from

him shows. It will also be observed that Professor Gonner's quotation

from me is inexact. Instead of ' Pitt should be ' he prints ' Pitt was,' &c.

My sentence, detached from the context, is liable to the construction that

Paine's suspicion was general, and even with the context seems to have

conveyed that impression to Professor Gonner ; but had my words ' should

be ' been preserved between his quotation marks his reader must have

been aware that some particular^incident was referred to, and not a vague,

unsupported statement made that * Pitt was suspected of steaUng Paine's

thunder.' Moncure D. Conway.
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Reply by the Reviewer.

With regard to my review of his ' Life of Thomas Paine ' Mr. Conway
makes the above definite comments, to which I will reply in order.

1. In attacking the statement that * Pitt died crushed under the
disclosures in the impeachment of Lord Melville ' I said the blunder with
regard to the date of the impeachment would be serious, &c. This I say
explicitly with regard to Mr. Conway's own statement, as the only

impeachment at which any disclosures took place was the trial by impeach-
ment which followed after Pitt's death. It is perfectly true that Mr.
Whitbread carried up the impeachment of the commons to the lords on 26
June and perfectly true that the articles of impeachment were also taken
up on 9 July. But on neither of these occasions luas there any disclosure.

The articles of impeachment equally with the vote of censure were
•discussed in the commons, and all disclosures contained in them were
made there, or had been made before their committee ; the impeachment
took place in the lords.

Mr. Conway and I evidently differ entirely as to the use of the term
impeachment. He apparently thinks that it can be applied to accusations

or censures in the house of commons. My position is that no impeach-

ment can take place out of the house of lords, and that no disclosures

took place in the impeachment until after Pitt's death.

2. Mr. Conway's sentence beginning, * It is a significant fact,' which

he cites at length, certainly did convey to me the impression that he was
alleging that the suspicion was general. For I did not, and I do not, see

how Paine's suspicion could possibly be a significant fact with regard to

Pitt. It might be significant with regard to Paine himself. Pitt's

scheme 'just proposed in parliament' was his budget. On looking up

Paine's statements I find that his accusation was couched in even more
hesitating terms than would appear from the sentence cited by Mr.

Conway. It is surely a pity that Mr. Conway did not lay greater stress

on this fact, as also on the different nature of the two schemes.

The alleged resemblances are much more superficially apparent than

real. After looking them through again I am unable to understand how
any one could, after investigation, consider these suspicions worthy of

repetition. This is substantially what I said in my review.

I am extremely glad that Mr. Conway has printed the entire passage

of the * significant fact,' as I think it shows the extent to which any mis-

conception of what Mr. Conway explains to have been his meaning was

due to the language employed.

The quotation in my review should certainly not have run, ' Pitt was

suspected of stealing Paine's thunder.' I should be sorry to misrepresent

Mr. Conway's attitude.

E. C. K. GONNEB.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIII.
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zu Braunschweig. Pp. 202. Wolfen-
biittel : Zwissler. 6 m.

Nicholson (J. S.) Principles of political

economy. Pp. 458. Edinburgh : Black.

15/.

Perry (J. J.) The chronology of medie-
val and renaissance architecture. Pp.
310. London: Murray. 16/.

Tiele (C. p.) Geschiedenis van den
godsdienst in de oudheid tot op Alex-
ander den Groote. New ed. revised and
enlarged. I. Pp. 410. Amsterdam

:

P. N. van Kampen. 4-50 fl.

II. OKIENTAL HISTORY
Aramaicae, Inscriptiones (Corpus inscrip-

tionum Semiticarum. II.) I. 2. Pp.

169-304, 25 plates. Paris : Klincksieck.

4to.

Benedite (G.) Descriptions et histoire

de rile de Phile. I: Textes hi6rogly-

phiques. 42 plates. Paris. 4to.

BiLLERBECK (A.) Susa, ciuc Studie zur

alten Geschichte Westasiens. Pp. 184.

Leipzig : Hinrichs. 5*50 m.
Block (M.) Der Vertrag nach mosaisch-

talmudischem Eechte. Pp. 108. Buda-

pest. (Leipzig : Fock.) 3 m.

Budge (E. A. W.) The mummy: chapters

on Egyptian funereal archaeology.

Pp. 404, 88 illustr. Cambridge: Uni-
versity Press. 12/6.

Chijs (J. A. van der). Nederlandsch-
indisch plakaatboek [1602-1811]. XI:
1 788-1 794. Pp. 903. Batavia.

Derenbourg (H.) Ousama ibn Moun-
kidh : un emir syrien au premier si^cle

des croisades [1095-1188]. I. 2. Pp.
203-730. Paris : Leroux. 15 f.

DuMOUTiER (G.) Etude historique et

archeologique sur Hoa-Lu', premiere
capitale de I'Annam independant : Dy-
nasties Dinh et Le [960-1010]. Paris:

Leroux. 3*50 f.

HiMjARiscHE Inschriften und Alterthiimer
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(Mittheilungen aus den orlentalischen

Sammlungen der koniglichen Museen
zu Berlin. VII.) Pp. 80, 7 plates. Ber-

lin : Spemann. Fol. 26 m.
Indian mutiny [1857-1858] : Selections

from the letters, despatches, and other

state papers preserved in the military

department of the government of India.

Edit, by G. W. Forrest. I. London :

Allen. 12/6.

Keene (H. G.) History of India from
the earliest times to the present day.

2 vol. Pp. 459, 432, maps. London

:

Allen. 16/.

Lane-Poole (S.) The Mohammadan
dynasties : chronological and genea-

logical tables, with historical introduc-

tions. Pp. 361. Westminster: Con-
stable.

Laroche (E.) Questions chronologiques

concernant la premiere carte historique

:

Chronologic des Israelites
; chronologic

des Egyptiens; I'Exode. Pp. 176.
Angers : Lach^se.

Mirza Huseyn of Hamadan. Tarikh-i-
Jadid ; or. New history of Mirza Ali
Muhammud the Bab. Transl. by E. G.
Browne. Cambridge : University Press.
10/6.

Niebuhr (C.) Geschichte des ebraischen
Zeitalters. I. Pp. 378. Berlin. 8 m.

ScHWARz (F. von). Alexander des Gros-
sen Feldziige in Turkestan : Kommentar
zu den Geschichtswerken des Flavins
Arrianus und Q. Curtius Kufus auf
Grund vieljahriger Eeisen im russischen
Turkestan und den angrenzenden Lan-
dern. Pp. 103, plates. Munich : Wolff.
6 m.

ToDA (E.) Historia de la China. Pp.
397. Madrid : Tip. ' El Progreso Edi-
torial.' 4to. 7'oO pes.

III. GEEEK AND ROMAN HISTORY
Beloch (J.) Griechische Geschichte. I

:

Bis auf die sophistischen Bewegungen
und den peloponnesischen Krieg. Pp.

637. Strassburg : Triibner. 7-50 m.
BoTSFORD (G. W.) The development of

the earlier Athenian constitution.

Boston, U.S.A.
Bury (J. B.) A history of the Koman

empire from its foundation to the

death of Marcus Aurelius [27 b.c-
180 A.D.] Pp. 648. London: Murray.

7/6.

Clerc (M.) Les met^ques ath^niens

:

6tude sur la condition legale, la situa-

tion morale, et le role social et 6cono-

mique des etrangers domieili6s h
Ath^nes. Pp. 482. Paris: Thorin.
14 f.

Cohen (H.) & Feuardent (A.) Description

historique des monnaies frappdes sous
I'empire remain, communement appe-
lees m^dailles imperiales. VIII. Pp.
516, illustr. Paris: Kollin & Feuar-
dent. 20 f.

CoLUMBA (G. M.) Gli studi geografici nel

primo secolo dell' impero romano. I.

Pp. 130. Palermo. ICmo.
DiODORi Bibliotheca historica. Ed. F.

Vogel. III. Pp. xKx, 497. Leipzig:
Teubner. 4 m.

Etruscarum, Corpus inscriptionum, ad-
ministrante A. Danielsson ed. C. Pauli.
I. Pp. 1-74. Leipzig: Barth. FoL
10 m.

Hettner (F.) Die romischen Steindenk-
maler des Provinzialmuseums zu Trier
mit Ausschluss der Neumagener Monu-
mente. Pp. 294, illustr. Treves : Lintz.
4 m.

Latinarum, Corpus inscriptionum. III. 3.

Pp. 1669-2038, Berlin : Keimer. Fol.
32 m.

Mallet (D.) Les premiers etablisse-

ments des Grecs en Egypte ; sixi^me
et septi^me si^cles. Pp. 500, illustr.

Paris. 4to.

PiNEAu (P. M.) Histoire de l'6dilit6 ro-

maine. Paris : Larose. 5 f.

PiRRO (A.) Studi erodotei. Pp. 124.

Pisa : Nistri.

Strabo, Selections from, with introd., by
H. F, Tozer. Pp. 376, maps. Oxford :

Clarendon Press. 12/.

Wilamowitz-Mcellendorf (U. von). Aris-

toteles und Athen. 2 vol. Pp. 381,.

428. Berlin : Weidmann. 20 m.

IV. ECCLESIASTICAL AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY
Battandier (A.) Le cardinal Jean-Bap-

tiste Pitra, eveque de Porto, bibliothe-

caire de la sainte eglise. Portr. Paris :

Sauvaitre. 15 f.

Beani (G.) Clemente IX (Giulio Eospi-
gliosi pistoiese) : notizie storiche. Pp.
197. Prato : Giachetti. 16mo. 2-50 1.

Brunengo (G.) U patriziato romano di

Carlomagno. Pp. 416. Prato : Gia-

chetti.

Brunner (H.) Forschungen zur Ge-
schichte des deutschen und franzosi-

schen Eechtes. Pp.750. Stuttgart: Cotta.

Budge (E. A. W.), The book of gover-

nors : The Historia monastica of

Thomas, bishop of Marga, a.d. 840r
edit. by. 2 vol. London : Paul, Triib-

ner, & Co. 40/.

DiETERiCH (A.) NcKuia. Beitrage zur Er-

klarung der neuentdeckten Petrusapo-

kalypse. Pp. 238. Leipzig : Teubner.

6 m.
DouAis (chanoine). Statuts de Cluny, /

Mict^s par Bertrand, abb6 de Cluny,

le 23 avril 1301. Pp. 33. Paris : Le-

roux.

Droysen (G.) Geschichte der Gegen-
reformation. (Allgemeine Geschichte in

Einzeldarstellungen. III. iii. 1.) Pp.

472, illustr. Berlin : Grote. 11-50 m.

o 2
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GiUDiCE (P. del). Feudo: origine e intro-

duzione in Italia. Pp. 124. Turin

:

Unione Tipografico-editrice. 16mo.
Gmelin (J.) Schuld oder Unschuld des

Templerordens : kritischer Versuch zur

Losung der Frage. Pp. 532. Stutt-

gart : Kohlhammer. 15 m.
Gregokii Magni, Eegistrum. (Monu-
menta Germaniae historica. Epistolas.)

II. 1. Pp. 235. Berlin: Weidmann.
4to. 12 m.

Gregoire X, Les registres de [1272-

1276] : recueil des bulles de ce pape,

publi6es ou analys6es d'apr^s les ma-
nuscrits originaux des archives du Vati-

can par J. Guiraud. II. Pp. 113-216.

Paris : Thorin. 4to. 7-80 f.

Hausrath (A.) Peter Abalard. Pp. 313.

Leipzig : Breitkopf & Hartel. 6 m.
JoNCQUEL (J. B.) Notice sur saint Pierre

d'Ambleteuse, compagnon de saint

Augustin, premier abb6 du monast^re

de Canterbury. Pp. 64. Eoulogne-
sur-Mer : Deligny.

Karapet Ter-Mkrttschian. Die Pauli-

kianer im byzantinischen Kaiserreiche

und verwandte ketzerische Erschei-

nungen in Armenien. Pp. 163. Leip-

zig : Hinrichs. 5 m.
KuGLER (B.) Eine neue Handschrift der

Chronik Albert's von Aachen. Pp. 120.

Tubingen: Armbruster & Eiecker. 4to.

Le Blant (E.) Les pers6cuteurs et les

martyrs aux premiers si^cles de notre

^re. Paris : Leroux. 7*50 f.

Lecoy de la Marche (A.) La fondation

de la France du quatri^me au sixi^me

si^cle. Pp. 294, illustr. Lille : Desclee

& De Brouwer. 4 f.

Le Vasseur (D. L.) Ephemerides ordinis

Cartusiensis. V. Pp. 392. Montreuil-

sur-Mer : imp. Duquat. 4to.

Lyonnais, Cartulaire. Documents in6dits

pour servir a I'histoire des anciennes

provinces de Lyonnais, Forez, Beau-
jolais, Dombes, Bresse, et Bugey,
recueillis et publics par M. C. Guigue.

II : [1255-1300.] Pp. 760. Lyons

:

imp. Plan. (Paris : Lechevalier.) 4to.

30 f.

Moeller (W.) History of the Christian

church in the middle ages. Transl.

by A. Kutherford. Pp. 574. London :

Sonnenschein. 15/.

Nicolas IV, Les registres de : recueil des

bulles de ce pape, publi6es ou analy-

86es d'apr^s les manuscrits originaux

des archives du Vatican par E. Lan-
glois. IX. Pp. 1129-1304. 4to. 13*50 f

.

Oman (C.) Europe [476-918]. (Periods

of European history. I.) Pp. 532.

London : Eivington, Percival, & Co. 7/6.

Seeberg (E.) Der Apologet Aristides

;

der Text seiner uns erhaltenen Schriften,

nebst einleitenden Untersuchungen iiber

dieselben. Pp. 68. Leipzig : Deichert.

2 m.
Strzygowski (J.) Byzantinische Denk-

miiler. II. Pp. 270, illustr. Vienna

:

Gerold. 4to. 20 m.

V. HISTOKY OF MODEEN EUEOPE
Aragon (marquis d'). Le prince Charles

de Nassau-Siegen, d'apr^s sa correspon-

dance originale inedite [1784- 1789].
Pp. 396. Paris : Plon. 7-50 f.

Barral-Montferrat (marquis de). Dix
ans de paix armee entre la France et

I'Angleterre [1783-1793]- 1= [^7^3-

1787]. Pp.374. Paris: Plon. 8 f.

Berger-Levrault (0.) Annales des pro-

fesseurs des academies et universites

alsaciennes [1523-1871]. Paris: Ber-

ger-Levrault. 20 f.

Bleibtreu (K.) Der russische Feldzug
1812. Pp. 143, 2 maps. Leipzig

:

Friedrich. 3 m.
BuRGHERSH (lady), afterwards countess

of Westmorland. Letters from Ger-
many and France during the campaign
of 1813-1814. Ed. by Lady E.

Weigall. Pp. 241, portraits. London :

Murray. 6/.

Crousaz-Cretet (P. de). L'eglise et

I'etat, ou les deux puissances au dix-

huiti^me si^cle [171S-1789]. Paris:

Eetaux. 18mo.
Fauchille (P.) La diplomatic fran-

(?aise et la ligue des neutres de 1780

[1776-1783]. Paris: Pedone-Lauriel.

10 f.

Fester (E.) Die Augsburger Allianz von
1686. Pp. 187. Munich : Eieger. 5 m.

Forster (Georg). Briefe und Tagebiicher

von seiner Eeise am Niederrhein, in

England und Frankreich im Friihjahr

1790. Herausgegeben von A. Leitz-

mann. Pp. 310. Halle : Niemeyer.
6 m.

GiJNTHER (E.) Geschichte des Feldzuges
von 1800 in Ober-Deutschland, der

Schweiz, und Ober-Italien. Pp. 211,

3 maps. Frauenfeld : Huber. 3*60 f

.

Jensen (N. P.) Napoleons Felttog i

Eusland 1812. Pp. 412, 5 maps.
Copenhagen. (9 m.)

Kvacsala (J.) Johann Amos Comenius ;

sein Leben und seine Schriften. Pp.
480, 89. Leipzig : Klinkhardt.

La Briere (L. de). Memoires du general

Bigarre, aide-de-camp du roi Joseph

[1775-1813]. Pp. 320. Paris: Kolb.

7-50 f.

Lagemans (E. G.) Eecueil des traites et

conventions conclus par le royaume
des Pays-Bas avec les puissances etran-

g^res, depuis 181 3 jusqu'a nos jours.

XL Pp. XXX, 270. The Hague.
Lallement (L.) Le marechal de camp

baron de Warren : correspondances et

notes [1740-1775J. I: Warren et le

prince Charles-Edouard. Pp. 112.

Vannes : imp. Galles.

LuBOMiRSKi (prince). Histoire contem-
poraine de la transformation politique

et sociale de I'Europe. V: Beust et
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Bismarck [1865-1868]. Paris : C. L6vy.
7-50 f.

Plantet (E.) Correspondance des beys

de Tunis et des consuls de France avec

la cour [1577-1830]. Publi6e avec une
introduction et des notes. I: [iS77-
17CX)]. Pp. xlvi, 661, illustr. Paris

:

Alcan. 15 f.

EoTHAN (G.) Souvenirs diplomatiques :

La Prusse et son roi pendant la guerre
de Crim6e. Pp. 400. Paris : C. L6vy.
18mo. 3-50 f.

Stephens (H. M.) Europe: 1789-1815.
(Periods of European history. VII.)
Pp. 424, maps. London : Rivington,
Percival, & Co. 6/.

A. FBANCE
Abrantes (duchesse d'). Memoires. II-

IV. Pp. 460, 477, & 586. Paris:

Garnier. 24 f.

AuBER (chanoine). Histoire g6nerale

civile, religieuse, et litteraire du Poitou.

IX. Fontenay-le-Comte. (Paris : Le-

chevalier.) 6 f.

Babeau (H.) Les assemblees g^n^rales

des communautes d'habitants en
France du treizi^me si^cle a la revolu-

tion. Paris : Rousseau. 6 f.

Basin (Thomas). Fragments in6dits de
I'histoire de Louis IX, tires d'un

manuscrit de Goettingue par L. Delisle.

Pp. 33, plates. Paris : Klincksieck.

4to.

Beautemps-Beaupbe (C. J.) Coutumes
et institutions de I'Anjou et du Maine
ant6rieures au seizi^me si^cle. II

:

Recherches sur les juridictions de
I'Anjou et du Maine pendant la periode

feodale. II. Paris : Pedone-Lauriel.

12 f.

Belon (M. J.) & Balme (F.) Jean Br6hal,

grand inquisiteur de France, et la

rehabilitation de Jeanne d'Arc. Pp.

396. Paris : Lethielleux. 4to. 15 f.

Bigeon (A.) Siey^s, I'homme, le con-

stituant. Paris : B6cus. 6 f.

Blondel (Robert), historien normand du
quinzi^me siecle, (Euvres de, publi^es

d'apr^s les manuscrits originaux, avec
introd., notes, variantes et glossaire

par A. Heron. II. Rouen. (Paris

:

A. Picard.) 12 f.

BuBGAUD (E.) & Bazeries (commandant).
Le masque de fer : revelation de la

correspondance chiffree de Louis XIV.
Paris : Didot. 12mo. 3-50 f.

Charrier (G.) Les Jurades de la ville de

Bergerac, tiroes des registres de I'hotel

de ville. II: [1487-1530]. Pp. 404,

plates. Bergerac : imp. generale du
Sud-Ouest. 16mo. 4 f.

Dalbaret (C.) Un assassinat juridique

[1815] : les gendraux Faucher, ou les

jumeaux de la Reole, fusilles a Bor-

deaux sous la terreur blanche. Pp.

355, plates. Paris : Bellier. 18mo.
3-50 f.

Descostes (F.) Joseph de Maistre avant
la revolution [1753- 1 793]. 2 vol. Paris:

Picard. 15 f.

EsTADiEU (M.) Annales du pays castrais,

depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu'a

nos jours. Castres. (Paris : Lechevalier.)

4to. 10 f.

Fagniez (G.) Le p^re Joseph et Riche-

lieu [1 577-1638]. L Pp. 611, plates.
Paris : Hachette. 15 f.

Gerson (A.) Essai sur les juifs de la
Bourgogne au moyen age. Pp. 68,
illustr. Dijon : imp. Berthoud.

Gomel (C.) Les causes financi^res de la
revolution fran^aise : les derniers con-
troleurs g^n^raux. Paris : Guillaumin.
8f.

Gros (J.) Le comite de salut public de
la convention nationale. Paris : Plon.
12mo. 3-50 f.

JoBEz (A.) La France sous Louis XVI.
Ill : Mirabeau et les etats g6neraux

[1784-1789J. Pp.902. Paris : Perrin.

6f.

JoLiBois (E.) Inventaire sommaire des
archives departementales ant^rieures

a 1790. Tarn. Ill : Archives civiles.

Supplement a la serie E. Albi: imp.
Nouguies. Pp. xlix, 503. 4to. 12 f.

Lallie (A.) Le diocese de Nantes pen-
dant la revolution. 2 vol. Nantes.
(Paris : Lechevalier.) 16 f.

Landrieux (Jean), adjudant - general,

chef d'etat-major de la cavalerie de
I'armee d'ltalie. Memoires [179S-
1797]. Avec une introduction de L.

Grasilier. I : Bergame-Brescia. Paris :

Savine. 7-50 f.

Langlois (V.) & Stein (H.) Les archives

de I'histoire de France. Pp. 1000.

Paris.

Le Braz (A.) La legende de la mort en
Basse-Bretagne : croyances, traditions,

et usages des Bretons armoricains. Pp.

Ixxi, 496. Paris : Champion. 18mo. 5 f

.

Lehautcourt (P.) Campagne de la Loire

[1870-1871] : Coulmiers et Orleans.

6 maps. Paris : Berger-Levrault.

7-50 f.

Lenotre (G.) La guillotine et les execu-

teurs des arrets criminels pendant la

revolution. Pp. 383. Paris: Perrin.

7-50 f.

Leseur (G.) Histoire de Gaston IV,

comte de Foix : chronique fran^aise

inedite du quinzieme siede, publiee par

H. Courteault. I. Pp. Ixxxiv, 230.

Paris : Laurens. 9 f.

Luce (S.) La France pendant la guerre

de cent ans : episodes historiques et vie

privee aux quatorzieme et quinzieme

siecles. IL Paris: Hachette. 12mo.

3-50 f.

Mavidal (J.) & Laurent (E.) Archives

parlementaires de 1787 a i860: recuei

complet des debats legislatifs et poh-
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tiques des chambres franQaises. 2'" serie

[1800-1860]. LXXXIII-LXXXVI [du

22 avril 1833 au 27 fevrier 1834]. Pp.

807, 808, 799, & 787. Paris : Dupont.
80 f.

Mazon (A.) Quelques notes sur I'origine

des eglises du Vivarais d'apr^s les

anciens cartulaires et d'autres docu-
ments. II. Privas. (Paris : Lechevalier.)

12mo. 5-50 f.

Pasquier (cliancelier). M6moires, publics

par le due d'Audiffret-Pasquier. I

:

[1789-1810]. II: [1812-1814]. Pp.
536, 458, portraits. Paris ; Plon. Each
8f.

Pecheur (abb6). Annales du diocese de
Soissons. IX. Pp. 632. Soissons

:

imp. Foss6 d'Arcosse. 10 f.

Perrier (J.) Histoire sommaire par
ordre chronologique des sen6chaux et

connetables de France [978-1789]. Pp.
216. Lyons : Georg.

Pierre (V.) 18 Fructidor : documents
pour la plupart inedits. Paris : A.

Picard. 10 f.

EoBiNET (Dr.) Condorcet ; sa vie, son
oeuvre[i743-i794]. Paris: Librairies-

imprimeries r6unies. 10 f.

KoMAGNY (C.) Histoire gen6rale de I'arm^e

nationale depuis Bouvines jusqu'a nos
jours [1214-1892]. Pp. 331. Paris

:

Berger-Levrault. 18mo. 3 f.

Schone (L.) Histoire de la population
fran^aise. Paris : Eousseau. 12mo.
5f.

Thikbault (general baron). M6moires,
publics sous les auspices de sa fille par
F. Calmettes. 1 : 1 769-1795. Pp.

546, portraits. Paris : Plon. 7-50 f.

Thoumas (general). Paris, Tours, Bor-
deaux : souvenirs de la guerre de 1870-
187 1. Pp.292. Paris : Libr. illustree.

7-50 f.

ViLLABS (mar^chal de). M^moires,
publies par le marquis de Vogiie. V.
Pp. 446. Paris : Laurens. 9 f.

WiJNNE (J. A.) Binnenlandsche ge-

schiedenis van Frankrijk gedurende de
middeleeuwen. Pp. 288. Groningen

:

Wolters. 2-90 fl.

B. GEBMANY AND AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Baasch (E.) Hamburgs Seeschifffahrt und

Waarenhandel vom Ende des sech-

zehnten bis zur Mitte des siebzehnten
Jahrhunderts. Hamburg : Grafe.
2-40 m.

BiNTERiM & MooREN. Die Erzdiocese
Koln bis zur franzosischen Staatsumwal-
zung. Ed. by A. Mooren. II : Nach der
Kirchentrennung. Diisseldorf : Voss.
10 m.

Bismarck (Fiirst von). Politische Eeden :

historisch-kritische Gesammtausgabe,
besorgt von H. Kohl. VII : [1877-1879J.
Pp. 443. Stuttgart : Gotta. 8 m.

Buchwald (G.), Zur Wittenberger Stadt-

und Universitats- Geschichte in der
Keformationszeit : Briefe aus Witten-
berg an M. Stephan Both in Zwickau,
herausgegeben von. Pp. 192. Leipzig

:

Wigand. 6 m.
Gradl (H.) Geschichte des Egerlandes

bis 1437. Pp. 433, illustr. Prague

:

H. Dominicus. 4to. 10 m.
Hanserecesse. I. VII : Die Kecesse
und andere Akten der Hansetage von
1256-1430. Pp. 659. Leipzig: Duncker
(feHumblot. 4to. 22 m.

Hasse (P.) Kaiser Friedrichs I. Freibrief

fiir Liibeck [19 September 1188J. Pp.
19, 2 plates. Liibeck : Tesdorpf. 4to.

5 m.
Hildesheim, Urkundenbuch der Staclt,

herausgegeben von E. Doebner. V

:

Hildesheimische Stadtrechnungen. I

:

[1379-1415]. Pp. 715. Hildesheim:
Gerstenberg. 18 m.

KiRCHHOFER (E.) Zur Entstehung des
Kurcollegiums. Pp. 190. Halle

:

Kaemmerer. 3*60 m.
KoLDEWEY (F.) Der Exorcismus im
Herzogtum Braunschweig seit den
Tagen der Eeformation : eine kirchen-

historische Studie. Pp. 50. Wolfen-
biittel : Zwissler. 2 m.

KosER (E.) Konig Friedrich der Grosse.

I. Pp. 640. Stuttgart : Gotta. 8 m.
Krones (F. von). Zur Geschichte des

Jesuitenordens in Ungarn seit dem
Linzer Frieden bis zum Ergebnisse der

ungarischen Magnatenverschworung
[1645-167 1]. Pp.78. Vienna: Temp-
sky. 1-70 m.

Meyer (E.) Maria, Landgrafin von
Hessen, geborene Prinzessin von Eng-
land : ein Beitrag zur Sittengeschichte

des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts. Pp.
351. Gotha : F. A. Perthes. 6 m.

NicoLADONi (A.) Johannes Biinderlin von
Linz und die oberosterreichischen

Taufergemeinden [1525-1531]. Pp.
314. Berlin : Gaertner. 8 m,

OsTEN (Jenny von der). Luise Dorothee,
Herzogin von Sachsen-Gotha [1732-

1767] ; mit Benutzung archivalischen

Materials. Pp. 428, portraits. Leipzig :

Breitkopf & Hartel. 7*50 m.
Eeichstagsakten, Deutsche. Jiingere

Eeihe. I : Deutsche Eeichstagsakten
unter Kaiser Karl V. Bearbeitet von
A. Kluckhohn. Pp. 938. Gotha : F. A.

Perthes. 48 m.
Schmidt (A. B.) Die geschichtlichen

Grundlagen des biirgerlichen Eechts
im Grossherzogthum Hessen. Pp. 114,

map. Giessen : Miinchow. 4-60 m.
ScHMOLLER (0.) Gcschichtc des theolo-

gischen Stipendiums oder Stifts in

Tubingen. I : Die Anfange unter

Herzog Ulrich [1536-1550]. Stuttgart:

Kohlhammer. 1-60 m.
Steidl (A.) Kurze Geschichte der

Kapuziner und ihrer Wirksamkeit im
Erzbisthum Salzburg. Pp. 114. Salz-

burg : Pustet. 1-60 m.
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Thuna (L., Freiherr von). Die Wiirz-
burger Hilfstruppen im Dienste Oester-

reichs [1756-1763]. Pp. 258. Wiirz-
Jburg : Stuber. 6 m.

Trinks (F.) Beitriige zur Geschichte des
Herzogtums Sachsen-Meiningen-Hild-
burghausen. (Schriften des Vereins fiir

meiningische Geschichte und Landes-
kunde. XIV.) Meiningen : Eye. 3 m.

WiNDECKE (Eberhart). Denkwiirdigkeiten
zur Geschichte des Zeitalters Kaiser

Sigmunds. Herausgegeben von W.
Altmann. Pp. xlviii, 692. Berlin:
Gaertner. 28 m.

WiTTELSBACHER Briefs aus den Jahren
1 590-1610, herausgegeben von F.
Stieve. VII. Pp. 140. Munich:
Franz. 4to. 4-20 m.

Worms, Quellen zur Geschichte der Stadt,
herausgegeben durch H. Boos. III.
Pp. xlviii, 726, map &c. BerUn

:

Weidmann. 25 m.

0. GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND
Bates (Katharine L.) The English

religious drama. Pp. 254. London:
Macmillan. 6/6.

Baylis (T. H.) The Temple church and
chapel of St. Ann : an historical record
and guide. London : Philip. 12mo.
7/6.

Biography, Dictionary of national. Edit,

by S. Lee. XXXVII: Masguerier-
Millyyig. Pp. 453. London : Smith,
Elder, & Co. 15/.

•Carlisle.— Testamenta Karleolensia :

wills from the registers of the bishop of

Carlisle [1353-1386]. CarHsle : Thurn-
ham. (London : Stock.) 10/6.

Davis (Thomas). The patriot parliament
of 1689. Ed. by sir C. G. Duffy. Pp.
xcv, 172. London : Unwin. 1/.

Edye (L.) The historical records of the
royal marines. I: 1664-1701. Pp.
607, Ixxxv. London : Harrison.

Edward II.— Calendar of close rolls, 13 13-
1318. [By W. H. Stevenson.] Pp.
764. London : H.M. Stationery Office.

15/.

Gentleman's Magazinelibrary (The): being
a classified collection of the chief con-
tents of the ' Gentleman's Magazine

'

[1 73 T-i 868]. Ed. by G. L. Gomme.
English Topography. IV : Durham-
Gloucestershire. Pp. 341. London

:

Stock.

Green (J. K.) A short history of the
English people. Illustr. ed. by Mrs.
J. E. Green & Miss K. Norgate. III.

Pp. liii-lxxxii, 935-1409. London

:

Macmillan. 12/.

IL\RDY (W. J.) The handwriting of the
kings and queens of England. London:
Eeligious Tract Society. 10/6

Henry VIII, Letters and papers, foreign

and domestic, of the reign of. Arranged
and catalogued by J. Gairdner. XIII,

2: [Aug.-Dec. 1538]. Pp. 1, 856.

London : H.M. Stationery Office. 15/.

KomischeDokumentezur Geschichte
-der Ehescheidung Heinrichs VIII von
England [1527-1534], mit Erlaute-

rungen herausgegeben von S. Ehses.
Pp. xliv, 284. Paderborn : Schoningh.
9-80 m.

Hill (Georgiana). A history of English
dress from the Saxon period to the

present day. 2 vol. Pp. 680. London

:

:
Bentley. 30/.

Joyce (H.) The history of the post office

from its establishment down to 1836.
Pp. 450. London : Bentley. 16/.

JussERAND (J. J.) Les Auglais au moyen
age: I'epop^e mystique de William
Langland. Pp. 279, plates. Paris:
Hachette. 16mo. 3-50 f.

Lamond (Elizabeth), A discourse of the
commonweal of this realm of England,
first printed in 1581 and commonly
attributed to W. S. : ed. by. Pp.
Ixxii, 208. Cambridge: .University
Press. 5/.

Liddon (H. P.) Life of Edward Bouverie
Pusey. Ed. by J. 0. Johnston & R. J.

Wilson. I, II : [1800-1846]. Portraits.
London: Longmans. 36/.

Llandaff.—The text of the book of Llan
Dav reproduced from the Gwysaney
manuscript by J. G. Evans. Pp. li,

428. Oxford : Printed for subscribers.
MACKINNON (D. a.) Some chapters in

Scottish church history. Pp. 250.

Edinburgh : Hunter. (London : Simp-
kin.) 3/6.

Mackintosh (J.) The history of civilisa-

tion in Scotland. New ^d., revised. 11.

Pp. 452. Paisley : Gardner. 15/.

Macleod (D.) Dumbarton, ancient and
modern. Pp. 69, illustr. Dumbarton :

Bennett & Thomson. 4to. 21/.

Maxwell (sir H.) The life and times of

the right hon. William Henry Smith,
M.P. 2 vol. Portr. Edinburgh:
Blackwood. 25/.

MooRE (A. W.) Sodor and Man. (Dio-

cesan histories.) London: Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
12mo. 3/.

Parliament, Records of the, holden at

Westminster [28 Feb., 33Edw.I, 1305].

Ed. by F. W. Maitland. Pp. cxxi, 373.

London : Published under the direction

of the master of the rolls. 10/.

Pepys (Samuel). Diary. Ed. by H. B.

Wheatley. Ill: 1 April i66i-31 Dec.

1662. London: Bell. 10/6.

Privy Council, Acts of the. VII : [1558-

1570]. Ed. by J. E. Dasent. Pp.xxxv,

483. London : H.M; Stationery Office.

10/.

Prothero (R. E.) & Bradley (G. G.) The
life and correspondence of Arthur Pen-

rhyn Stanley, late dean of Westminster.

2 vol. Portraits. London : Murray. 32/.

Record office, Pubhc. Lists and indexes.

II : List and index of the declared
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accounts from the pipe office and the
audit office. London : H.M. Stationery
Office. 15/.

EoBBiE (W.) Aberdeen : its traditions

and history. Pp. 530, illustr. Aber-
deen : Wyllie. 7/6.

Somerset (Edward Adolphus Seymour,
twelfth duke of). Letters, remains, and
memoirs of. Ed. by W. H. Mallock
and Lady G. Eamsden. Pp. 540.

London : Bentley. 16/.

Tone (Theobald Wolfe). Autobiography.
Ed. by R. B. O'Brien. 2 vol. Pp.
xxxi, 321, 430, portraits. London

:

Uiiwin. 32/

Traill (H. D.), Social England, a record
of the progress of the people ; by

various writers, ed. by. I. Pp. Ivi^,

504. London : Cassell. 15/.

Winchester commoners [1800-1835] : an
index of surnames. With introd. and
notes by C. W. Holgate. Pp. 51..

Salisbury : Brown. 1/.

Yorkshire royalist composition papers^
or the proceedings of the committee for

compounding with delinquents during,
the commonwealth. I. Ed. by J. W..
Clay. (Yorkshire Archaeological So-
ciety. Eecord Series. XV.) Pp. 252..

s.l. : Printed for the Society.

Zimmer (H.) Nennius vindicatus : iiber

Entstehung, Geschichte, und Quellen
der Historia Brittonum. Pp. 342..

Berlin : Weidmann. 12 m.

D. ITALY
(Including Savoy)

Carutti (D.) Storia della citta di Pine-

rolo. Pp. 664. Pinerolo.

Cerroti (F.) Bibliografia di Roma
medievale e moderna. Accresciuta a
cura di E. Celani. I: Storia eccle-

siastico-civile. Col. 604. Rome.
Chiese (L.) Reggio nell' Emilia sotto i

pontefici Giulio II, Leone X, Adriano
VI, e Francesco Guicciardini governa-

tore della citta. Pp. 132. Reggio
nell' Emilia : Calderini. 16mo.

Colombo (E.) lolanda duchessa di Savoia

[1465-1478] : studio storico, corredato

di documenti inediti. Pp. 307. Turin :

Paravia.

Gabotto (F.) Lo stato sabaudo da
Amedeo VIII ad Emanuele Filiberto.

n. Pp.535. Turin: Roux. 8 1.

Gerbaix (S. C. a. de). Studi storici sul

contado di Savoia e marchesato in

Italia. II, 1. Pp.367. Turin: Roux. 6 1'

HiJBNER (R.) Gerichtsurkunden der
frankischen Zeit. II : Die Gerichtsur-
kunden aus Italien bis zum Jahre 11 50.

Pp. 258. Weimar : Bohlau. 6'60 m.
Martini (P.) Diario livornese : ultimo-

periodo della rivoluzione del 1849.
Pp. 478. Livorno : tip. della Gazzetta
livornese. 2-50 1.

MoREA (D.) II chartularium del monas-
tero di S. Benedetto di Conversano.
Pp. Ixxviii, 429, 11 plates. Montecas-
sino : tip. di Montecassino. 4to.

Papadopoli (N.) Le monete di Venezia.
descritte ed illustrate. Pp. 424, 15
plates. Venice : Ongania. 4 to. 25 1..

ScAiFE (W. B.) Florentine life during
the renaissance. Pp. 248. Baltimore^
U.S.A. : The Johns Hopkins Press..

^1-50.

E. OTHEB COTJNTRIES

Beauchet (L.) Loi de Vestrogothie

(Westgota Lagen), traduite et annotee
et precedee d'une etude sur les sources

du droit suedois. Paris : Larose. 12 f

.

Bergsj4e (V.) Danske Medailler, og Je-

tons samt militaire Haederstegn fra

1789-1891. Pp. 232. Copenhagen.
4to. (22-50 m.)

Burckhardt-Biedermann (T.) Bonifacius
Amerbach und die Reformation. Pp.

407, portr. Basel : Reich. 8 f.

Danvila y Collado (M.) Reinado de
Carlos III. 11. Pp. 629, plates. Ma-
drid : tip. ' El Progreso Editorial.' 4 to.

21-50 pes.

Daris (J.) Notices historiques sur les

6glises du diocese de Liege. XIV. Pp.
245. Li^ge : Demarteau. 2 f.

Egil Skallagrimson, The story of ; being

an Icelandic family history of the ninth
and tenth centuries. Transl. by W. C.

Green. Pp. 222. London : Stock.

Castile,—Apuntes para la historia de
Leon Lusignan V, rey de Armenia y

primero de este nombre de Madrid,.
Andujar, y Villarreal, 1380 siendo rey
de Castilla D. Juan I. Pp. 94. Madrid i

tip. Cruzado. 1*25 pes.

GiLLioDTs van Severen (L.) Rccucil de&.

anciennes coutumes dela Belgique. VL
Brussels : Gobbaerts. Pp. 647. 4to. 12 f..

Gouw (J. ter). Geschiedenis van Amster-
dam. VIII, 5. Pp. 327-378. Amster-
dam : Van Holkema & Warendorf ..

1-25 fl. (complete 6-25 fl.)

Holm (E.) Danmark Norges Histori&

under Kristian VI [i 730-1 746]. I. Pp.
432. Copenhagen. (8-25 m.)

JiRECEK (H.) Antiquae Boemiae usque
ad exitum saeculi XII. topographia.

historica. Pp. 195. Vienna. (Leipzig

:

Freytag.) 4 m.
JuEL (J.) En Rejse til Rusland under

Tsar Peter. Pp. 496, 2 portr. Copen-
hagen. (11-50 m.)

Juste (P.) Historia critica de Espana.
3 vol. Pp. 338, 306, 303. Madrid-
Garcia. 21 pes.
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Laxg (K.) Das Collegium Humanitatis
in Schaffhausen. I: [1648-1727]. Pp.

96. Schaffhausen.

Messiaen (abbe). Histoire chronologique,

politique, et religieuse des seigneurs et

de la ville de Comines, suivie de notices

sur ses etablissements publics, ses,

gildes, ses hameaux, et ses hommes
cel^bres. Pp. 413, 509, & 542. Courtrai :

Nys. Fol. 15 f.

NoKVEGicuM, Diplomatarium : Oldbreve
til Kundskab om Norges indre og ydre
Forhold, Sprog, Slasgter, Sffider, Lov-
givning, og Eettergang i Middelalderen.
XIV. 1. Pp.416. Chrisfciania. (9m.)

OxENSTiERNAs (rikskansleren Axcl) skrifter

och brefvexling. Senare afdelningen.

VI : Johan Baners bref [1624-1641].
Pp. 916. Stockholm : Norstedt. 11-50

kr.

PoLONiAE, Monumenta historica ; Pono-
niki dziejowe Polski. VI. Pp. 731.

Cracow. 4to. (25 m.)
Eequesens (d. Luis de) y Zuxiga (d. Juan

de). Correspondencia con Felipe II y

con el cardenal de Granvela [11 Julio-16
Agosto 1574]. (Nueva coleccion de docu-
mentos ineditos para la historia de
Espaiia y de sus Indias. IV.) Pp. 373.
Madrid : Murillo. 4to. 13 pes.

Salis (L. E. von). Schweizerisches Bun
desrecht. IV. Pp. 531. Bern : Wyss.
6-80 f.

^

Schafeb (D.) Geschichte von Diinemark.
IV. (Geschichte der europaischen
Staaten. LV. 2.) Pp. 496. Gotha

:

F. A. Perthes. 11 m.
Schweizer (P.) Geschichte der schwei-

zerischen Neutralitat. II. Pp. 281-
528, map. Frauenfeld : Huber. 5 f.

Spain.—Coleccion de documentos ineditos
para la historia de Espafia. CVII
[chiefly relating to the fine arts]. Pp.
533. Madrid : Murillo. 4to. 13 pes.

SwEDEN.^—Handlingar rorande Sveriges
historia. I. Ed. by V. Granland. Pp.
434, 45. Stockholm. (9'75 m.)

Watts (H. E.) Spain [71 1-1492]. (The
Story of the Nations.) Pp. 315. Lon-
don : Unwin. 5/.

VI. AMEKICAN AND COLONIAL HISTORY

Adams (C. F.) Massachusetts, its his-

torians and its history. Pp. 110.

Boston, U.S.A. : Houghton, Mifflin,

& Co.

Adams (H. B.) The life and writings of

Jared Sparks, comprising selections

from his journals and correspondence.
2 vol. Portr. Boston, U.S.A.;
Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. (25/.)

Bertin (G.) Joseph Bonaparte en
Amerique [1815-1832]. Portr. Paris:

Librairie de la Nouvelle Eevue. 12mo
3-50 f.

Borcke (H. von) & Scheibert (J.) Die
grosse Eeiterschlacht bei Brandy Sta-

tion [9 Juni 1863]. Pp. 179, illustr.

Berlin : Kittel. 7'50 m.
Calvert (A. E.) The discovery of Aus-

tralia. Maps. London : Philip. 4to.

10/6.

Earle (Alice M.) Customs and fashions

in old New England. Pp. 387. Lon-
don : Nutt.

EsQUEMELiNG (John). The buccaneers of

America : a true account of the most
remarkable assaults committed of late

years upon the coasts of the West
Indies by the buccaneers of Jamaica and
Tortuga. Now faithfully rendered into

English. Pp. XXXV, 508, illustr. Lon-
don : Sonnenschein. 15/.

Greswell (W. p.) The British colonies

and their industries. Pp. 144. London.
12mo.

Hart (A. B.) Practical essays on Ameri-
can government. Pp. 311. London

:

Longmans. 6/.

Herndon (W. H.) & Weik (J. W.) Abra-
ham Lincoln. 2 vol. Pp. 717, illustr.

London : Low. 12/.

KiNGSFORD (W.) The history of Canada
VI: 1776-1779. Pp. 519, maps.
Toronto: Eowsell &• Hutchison. (15/.)

Smith (Goldwin). The United States

:

an outline of political history [1492-

187 1]. Pp.300. London: Macmillan.

8/6.

Steiner (B. C.) History of slavery in

Connecticut. (Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Studies, XL 9, 10.) Pp. 95.

Baltimore, U.S.A. : The Johns Hopkins

Press. (3/6.)

Theal (G. M'C.) History of South Africa

[1834-1854]. Pp. 629, maps. London:
Sonnenschein. 15/.

Tregarthen (G.) Australian common-
wealth. (The Story of the Nations.)

Pp. 444, illustr. London : Unwin. 5/.

Tuckerman (B.) William Jay and the

constitutional movement for the aboli-

tion of slavery. Pp. 194. London.

Wilson (J. G.) Memorial history of the

city of New York from its first settle-

ment to 1892. 4 vol. New York.
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I. FKANCE
Annales de I'Ecole Libre des Sciences

Politiques, viii. 4. October—G. Sche-
FER : Loiiis XIV and Charles XII,
continued from April 1890 [showing
how the attempts of French diplomacy
from 1702 to 1706 to secure the support
of Sweden in the war of the Spanish
succession proved without effect]

P. Matter : Borne and the revolution

of 1848 [on the papal policy from the
accession of Pius IX in 1846 to the
commencement of the ministry of

Kossi, September 1848] G. Pouzet:
The ^political results of the system of
partial renewal as applied to legislative

ussemhlies [tracing the introduction of

this system into the French constitu-

tion of 1793, and its effect on the his-

- tory of the convention ; and noticing

how it retarded for four years the revo-

lution of 18 Brumaire, and thereby
changed the character of the inevitable

dictatorship] E. Hennequin : The
directories of departments established

in 1789 [examining their origin and
action and concluding them to be to

some small extent ' the ancestors of the
departmental commissions of the pre-

sent day'] D. Zolla : Variations
in the rent and value of land in France,
continued [showing that from the be-

ginnning of the eighteenth century to

about 1738 the value of land steadily

fell; from 1738 to 1763 it rose again,

but with some fluctuations; from 1763
to 1789 it rose steadily and rapidly].

Xa Hevolution Francaise, xxv. 3. Sep-
tember—M.. TouRNEUx : The control of
the press from 1789 to year VIII.
H. MoNiN : Mirabeau^s speech on the

public fetes. J. Mandoul : The
Jacobin club of Carcassonne, continued.

F. A. AuLARD : The representatives

cm mission.=^A.. October—E. Chara-
VAY : General Hoche [printing letters,

.some of which have been only partially

published, others not published at all].

—— J. Mandoul : The Jacobin club of
Carcassonne, concluded E. Castel:
A priynary assembly in 1792 [a docu-
ment relating to the elections in the
canton of Bu, department Eure-et-Loir].

The bill of f/rievances of the

clergy of Paris in May 1789.
IRevue Critique d'Histoire et de Llttera-

ture, 1893. 41. 9 Oct.—B. A. V.

:

Markham's translation of Columbu^^s
journal during his first voyage C.

Dejob : Pasolini's ' Cateriyia Sforza.^

T. DE L. : Gigas' edition of ' Lettres

des Ben&dictins de la congregation de
Saint-Maur' {i6$2-iyo6\.=^^2. 16
Oct.— 'E. T. Perrens: Villari's
' Storia di Firenze.^=A5. 6 Nov.
—P. Lejay : Le Blant's ' Les persicu-

teurs et les martyrs aux premiers siicles

de notre ere.'=46. 13 Nov.— Ij.

Faroes : Hanotaux' ' Richelieu.''=^%.
27 Nov.—C. de Pomairols : Lamartine
[on Keyssie and Deschanel's lives]. ^

49. 4 Dec.—Gf. Maspero : Spiegelberg's
' Bechtswesen des Pharaonenreiches '

[c. 1500-1000 B.C.] H. Hauser :

Boissonnade's ' Histoire de la reunion
de la Navarre a la Castille ' [1479-
1521] A. Chuquet : Pisani's ^ La
Dalmatic de 1797 a 18 15.'=50. 11
Z)ec.—L.Feer : Strakosch-Grassmann's
' Der Einfall der Mongolen in Mittel-

curopa' [I24i-i242].^=51. 18 Dec.

—

M. Vernes : Works on the later history

of Israel. A. Chuquet : The memoirs
of chancelier Pasquier, ii.

Eevue Historique, liii. 1. September—
E. MiJNTZ : Beligious feeling in Italy

during the sixteenth century [discussing

the relations between the church and
the humanist movement, and the

encouragement of art and artists at

Kome, and maintaining that religious

feeling was by no means dead among
the Italians of the sixteenth century

;

with illustrations from the works of

Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo].

X. MossMANN : The French in

Alsace after the peace of Westphalia,
third article. H. Pirenne : The
origin of town constitutions in the

middle ages, first article [examining the

theories of W. Arnold, Heusler, Nitzsch,

Wilda, Gierke, Hegel, Gross, G. L. von
Maurer, G. von Below, Sohm, and others,]

=2. November—G. Paris: Jaufr6
Budel [the troubadour]. A. Cartel-
LiERi : The accession of Philip Augustus
[II 79- 1 180], continued from vol. lii. 2 :

the king under the influence of the

count of Flanders; the English inter-

vention. X. MossMANN : The French
in Alsace after the peace of Westphalia,

fourth article. H. Hauser : On the

authenticity of the ' Discours politiques
'
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of La Noue [maintaining against D.
d'Aussy that their style is not due to

the publisher] A. de Kochas : The
archives of the war office and the cam-
paigns of the Austrian succession

E. Wklvert : Was the abb6 Grigoire a
regicide ? [holding that his letter of 13
Jan. 1793, if correctly printed, contains
a regicide opinion, but that in fact it

was without influence on the king's
fate.]

Revue des Questions Historiques, liv. 2.

October—A. J. Deiattee : The Asiatic
correspondence of Amenophis III and
Amenophis IV. A. de Boislisle :

Paid Scarron and Frangoise d'Aubigni,
second article [on their married life].

A. DE Gannieks : Lazare Carnot,
* the organiser of victory ' [claiming to

have exposed another legend of the
Prench revolution]. M. Sepet :

Napoleon; his character, genius, and
historical position P. Fabre and P.
Batiffol: On the disputed decretals
of Gatanzaro.

Societe de I'Histoire du Protestantisme
Fran^ais. Bulletin historique et litt6-

raire. xlii. 9. September—Notes and
documents concerning the protestants
and their churches at Saintes.==10.
October—A. Lods : Eabaut de Saint-
Ktienne [i743-i793]» his proscription,
arrest, and death. N. W. : Minor
notes concerning Galvin. 1 1 . No-
vember—H. Gelin : Huguenot inscrip-
tions in Poitou, Aunis, Saintongc, Ac.

C. Bead prints a letter of Ritlhi&re
on the questions of marriages au desert
[1698] a7id of toleration in the city of
Paris [1708J. T. Maillard prints
the acts of the protestant synod of
Poitou [1744].

II. GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

Archiv fiir Oesterreichische Geschichte
(Vienna), Ixxviii. 2.—E. Wertheimer
prints two memoirs of archduke Eai-
ner. I : On the organisation of the
-council of state [iSoSj. II : Suggestions
ior reforms and improvements in the
constitution of the Austrian monarchy
[December 1809] E. Wertheimer:
The stay of the archdukes John and
Lewis inEngland [ 1 8 1 5 - 1 8 1 6] , from un-
published materials. J. Loserth :

Anabaptism in Tyrol from its begin-

nings to the death of Jakob Hitter
[i 526-1 536J, from the papers of Josef,

Bitter von Beck. —— Ixxix. 1.— A.
DopscH : The origi7i and character of
the Austrian ' landrecht.^ G. Win-
ter prints the Ordo consilii [for the
imperial aulic council] of 1550 [with
lists of the minutes of the council,

1 544-1 556, so far as preserved]. J.

Loserth : Anabaptism i7i Tyrol from
1536 to its extinction.

Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften
(Munich). Abhandlungen der histo-

I'ischen Classe. xx. 3.—K. T. Heigel :

The surrender of Mannheim to the

French [20 Sept. 1795] and the im-
prisonment of the ministers, count
Oberndorff and Salabert [23 Nov. 1795],
with letters and despatches M.
LossEN : The question of precedence of
the administrator of Magdeburg at the

diet of Augsburg of 1582, with docu-
ments. F. Stieve prints letters from
jjrinccs of the house of Wittelsbach

[1590-1610]. VII: [July 1607-De-
cember 1608], with an index. —Sup-
plement F. VON Beber : The elector

Maximilian I of Bavaria as a collector

of pictures, with inventories.

Sitzungsberichte der philos.-philol.

und hist. Classe. 1893. 3.—H. Simons-
fELD : On the chronicles of Faenza by
Tolosanus aiul his i^jiitinuato7-s [exsinii-

ning the manuscripts and arriving at
the conclusion that the chronicle of
Tolosanus was not arranged in a strict

chronological order, and that, besides
the continuation, it contains numerous
interpolations and alterations which de-
prive it of the uniform character of a
contemporary authority], and Petrus
Cantinelli [who is distinguished from
the continuator of Tolosanus].

Byzaiitinische Zeitschrift (Leipzig), 11. 3,

4.—A. Pavlovskij : The decoration of
the ceiling of the Palatine chapel [im-

portant for the history of Arab art in
southern Italy in the twelfth century],

with illustrations E. Patzij : On
the hypothesis in Dindorfs edition of the

Scholia on the Odyssey [a discussion of

the date of John of Antioch and other
Byzantine historians] G. Sciildm-
BERGER : On a Byzantine polycandilon,
illustrated. K. Praechter: On the

relation of the ' Romance of Barlaam
and Joasaph^ to the 2xe'5r? ^a<ji\iK-i\ of
Agapetus [of interest in connexion
with the newly discovered ' Apology ' of

Aristides]. J. Draseke: On Johan-
nes Mauropus. S. Krauss : On
Greek and Latin lexicography from
rabbinical sources. J. Perles :

Judaeo-Byzantlne relations. A. Pa-

padopulos-Kerameus : The life of the

hymn-writer, S. Pi,07nanus,hom several

new sources. P. Lambros : The Dio-

7iysius monastery 07i Athos. The
same writer contributes collations of

the gold bull of Alexius Comnenus of

Trebizond, and two facsimiles of manu-
scripts of Hermas preserved at Mount
Athos and Leipzig.

Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Geschichtswis-

senschaft (Freiburg), x. 1.—H. Ul-

MANN : Studies i7i the history of pope

Leo X. I: The brief to cardinal

Cajetanus [23 August 1518, concerning
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Luther ; arguing, from a comparison of

the brief of the same date to Frederick
of Saxony, in favour of its genuine-
ness] F. GoKREs : Church and
state in the Vandal kingdom[42g-^^4],

1. Jastrow : The proceedings
against the Welfs and the earlier years

of the reign of Frederick Barbarossa
[1138-1156]. I: The forfeiture of

Henry the Proud [1138]. II : The will

of Conrad III. F. Stieve: The
' Contobuch ' of the German league
[containing the payments, &c., of the
catholic allies, 1619-1627]. C.

KoEHNE : Was Rudolf, set up against
Henry IV, actually crowned ? [giving

reasons in the affirmative, although
most of the authorities mention only
his anointing or his hallowing]. C.

ScHiRREN prints a private letter of
Catharine II to her mother [1754],
with correspondence of Funcke, the
Saxon agent, and Briihl [1752-1755],
and a letter of Bestuzev [1754]. H.
SiBioNSFELD : On the chronicle of Pau-
linus of Venice, bishop of Pozzuoli [in

supplement to, and correction of, K.
Eubel's paper in the ' Hist. Jahrb.' xiv.

3] A. ScHAUBE : On the Byzantine
consulate of the sea. O. Masslow
& G. Sommerfeldt: Bibliography of
German history.

Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1893.
20. 1 Oct.—G. Schmidt : Ebers, ' Die
koptische Kunst.'===21. 15 Oct.—0.
Weber : Alberoni's letters to count
Rocca, 22. 1 Nov.—F. Frens-
DORFF :

' Urkundenbuch der Stadt Hil-
desheim,' iv P. Kehr : Gundlach's
edition of the Codex Carolinus in
' Episiolae Merowingici et Karolini
Aevi,^ i. [criticised as only a slight

improvement upon Jaffa's edition. The
remarks on the chronology of the
letters may be noted].z=23. 15 Nov.
—E. Fabricius : Judeich, ' Kleinasia-
tische Studien.'

Historisches Jahrbuch (Munich), xiv. 4.

—

A. Zimmermann : Charles I and Crom-
well J. SiLBERNAGL ; Secret politi-

cal associations of Germans in the first

half of the nineteenth century [1808-
1840] J. P. KiRscH describes a
formulary of the papal chancery [a

fragmentary series of draughts], drawn
up about the middle of the fourteenth
century, and now preserved in the
Barberini library at Eome H. V.
Sauerland prints documents on the
history of pope Urban VI [1385-1386]
from a Bologna manuscript S.

Ehses prints a letter of Charles V to

pope Leo X [11 Feb. 15 16] on the death
of his grandfather Ferdinand the Catho-
lic ; and a proposal of Jakob von Salza,
bishop of Breslau, addressed to pope
Clement VII [1524], containing sugges-
tions for putting down the Lutheran
movement and for the internal reform
of the church.

Historisclie Zeitachrift (Munich), Ixxi. 1.

—E. PoHLMANN : The romantic element
in the communism and socialism, of the
Greeks [based upon an ideal ' state of

nature ']. H. von Sybel : Hans
Daniel Hassenpftug [with special refer-

ence to his policy in Electoral Hesse
from 1850 to 1855] M- L. prints a
' Mimoire sur la convenance et les moyens
d'attacher les princes eccUsiastiques
d''Allemagne au systdme de V Union ^

[written by Johannes Miiller in 1787].
2.—F. HiRSCH : Oberprdsident Otto

von Schwerin, a biography. I: [1616-
1662] M. Philippson : Cardinal
Granvella in the service of Philip II
[on the king's change of policy in 1579
and its results] P. Bailleu: Hippo-
lyte Taine [t 5 March 1893]. W.
Sauer prints four letters of Blucher
[15 Jan.-23 Feb. 1814].

Mittheilungen des Instituts fiir Oester-
reichisclie Gescliiclitsforscliung (Inns-

bruck), xiv. 4.—T. von Sickel : A ruolo
di famiglia of pope Pius IV [dealing

with the organisation of the papal
household in the sixteenth century, and
the offices and payments of its mem-
bers]. A. F. Pribram: The estates

of lower Austria ayid the crown in the
^'''^ time of the emperor Leopold I. O.
Kedlich : The recently discovered col-

lection of letters illustrating the history

of Rudolf of Habsburg [in the Vatican
library]. M. Mayr prints evidence of

an association of Venetians for the pur-
pose of coinmitting arson in Austria,

[1516].
Nachrichten von der Kbniglichen Gesell-

schaftder Wissenscliaften zuGdttingen.
1893. 14. 13 %;^.—W. Meyer prints

Georg Friedrich Gy-otefend^s first ac-

count of his decipherment of cuneiform
writing [1802- 1803].

Neues Archiv der Gesellschaft fiir altere
Deutsche Geschichtskunde (Hanover),
xix. 1.

—

B. Krusch describes manu-
scripts of lives of Merovingian saints in

French libraries, continued [the ' Passio
s. Afrae ;

' an unpublished notice of

abbat Lamfred of Mozac concerning
king Pippin and his monastery (here

printed) ; and the manuscripts of Gre-
gory's * Miracula ' (partly in connexion
with criticism of M. Bonnet)] A.
Ebner : The ' Liber vitae ' and the

necrologies of Remiremont in theBiblio-

teca Angelica at Rome [of special inter-

est for the large number of names of

the ninth and tenth centuries com-
memorated, as well as for the lists of

members of religious houses connected
by confraternity with the convent of

Remiremont. Extensive extracts are

given] V. Krause : The 181 canons

of Worms [contained in the ' Collectio

canonum xii partium,' and conjectured

by Wasserschleben to be taken from
some unknown compilation in which
miscellaneous canons were set out as a
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supplement to the real canons of the

synod of Worms of 868. This conjec-

ture is substantiated by the discovery

of the required compilation in two
manuscripts at Munich, 3851 and 3853,

a detailed account of which is here
given] 0. Holder-Egger : Studies

on Lambert of Hersfeld. I : The trans-

mission of the text [showing that Leo-
polder's excerpts, like the manuscript
at Dresden, are taken not from any
manuscript but from the editio princeps

of 1525; examining the copies of the

Erfurt manuscript from which all the

other manuscripts are ultimately de-

rived ; and discussing the use made of

Lambert by Henry of Herford]. II

:

The author's name [showing that the

attribution of the Annals to ' Lam-
pertus ' rests exclusively upon an
Erfurt tradition]. Ill : The attitude of

the monastery of Hersfeld and of Lam-
bert towards the Saxon war and the

schism [maintaining that the monastery
stood consistently by the king] 0.

Seebass describes tivo Bohhio manu-
scripts of the Capitulare monasticum of

817 [now at Turin] G. Schepss de-

scribes a Wilrzhurg manuscript of Theo-
deric of Hersfeld [with a dedication to

abbat Kichard of Amorbach and Fulda
in the early part of the eleventh cen-

tury] E. DiJMMLER : Ulric of Baben-
berg [printing his metrical prologues to

rhetorical treatises] H. Fitting :

The dispute concerning the countship

of Provence in the twelfth century
[adducing evidence from the jurist Azo
that Hugh of Baux was charged with
felony by Eaymond Berengar in 1162].

K. Davidsohn : A trial for forgery

of a papal bull [1216] G. Seeliger
prints documents from king Buperfs
register [1404-1406] W. Watten-
BACH : Manuscripts acquired by the

Bibliothique Rationale at Paris [1875-
1891].

Neues Archiv fiir Sachsische Geschichte
und Altertumskunde (Dresden), xiv.

3, 4—The late A. von Minckwitz : The
elector's horse-bodyguard down to the
establishment of the regular army
[1680] ; edited by G. von Schimpf.

S. Isleib : The imprisonment of
Philip of Hesse [1547 - 1552].

A. VON Welck : Swiss mercenaries
in the electoral service [1701-1815],
concluded. O, Meltzer : On the

earliest regulations for the Kreuz-
schule at JDresden [published by H.
Ermisch in vol. xiii] H. Knothe :

The origin and formation of the sur-

names found in the six cities of Upper
Lusatia down to the middle of the four-
teenth century. P. Mitzschke prints

a fragment of an early necrology of the

abbey of Pegau. W. Altmann prints

a treaty between the electors of Saxony
and Brayidenburg [18 June 1557] con-

cerning their cooperation with regard

to the resignation of Charles I and the
election of Ferdinand I.

Theologische Quartalschrift (Tiibingen),
Ixxy. 4—F. X. von Funk : The Apo-
stolical constitutions,'' continued [con-
sidered in relation specially to the * Con-
stitutiones per Hippolytum,' the
Egyptian church ordinance, and the
canons of Hippolytus].

Theologische Studien und Kritiken
(Gotha). 1894. 1.—Dr. Burkhardt
prints Spalatin's report of Luther's
speech at the diet of Worms [more com-
plete than that published by Forste-
mann]. T. Kolde : On the history of
the Schmalkalden articles. T.
Kolde : Philipp Schaff.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandi-
schen Gesellschaft (Leipzig), xlvii. 3.

— .J. H. Mordtmann : South Arabian
inscriptions.

Zeitschrift fiir Katholische Theologie
(Innsbruck), xvii. 4,—J. Maurer:
Cardinal Christoph von Migazziand the

Austrian Jesuits [i 773-1 793] J.

Heller prints the acts of the diocesan

synod of Passau of 1438.

Zeitschritt fiir Social- und Wirthschafts-

geschichte (Freiburg), i. 1.—E. Pohl-
MANN : The community of fields in

Homer [contested]. T. Mommskn :

The tnayiagement of church property

under pope Gregory I. W. Cunning-
ham : The regulation of apprenticeship

by the custom of the city of London.
L. Brentano : Political economy

andits concretefundamental conditions.

I : The development of the idea of

political economy. II : The conception

of an ideal state of nature. Ill : The
individualistic-atomistic doctrine. IV

:

The gbcialistic-organic doctrine.
^
V

:

The controversy concerning the origin

of society [concluding, with Wester-

marck, against the matriarchal theory].

P. Fabre : The population of Eng-
land in the tiine of Henry II [inferring

from William Fitz Stephen's notice of

the amount raised for Peter's pence that

the number of households was 288,000,

and the population a little under three

millions].= 2, 3.—E. Sackur: Con-

tributions to the economic history of

French and Lotharingian monasteries

in the tenth and eleventh centuries.—-—

K. Lamprecht : Economic and social

changes in Germanyfrom thefourteenth

to the sixteenth century [the inter-

national trade and its effects upon

home-industries ; currency and capital

;

trading companies and the decline of

the craft-guilds ; .the labouring classes ;

the town-governments; the country

population and their lords ;
customary

and Eoman law; socialistic move-

ments]. F. Eulenburg : The

Viennese craft-guilds. I: Industries

at Vienna down to the middle of the

fourteenth century. II : The rismg of

the guilds under Eudolf IV and its
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consequences L. Brentano : The
landlords^ rights over the Imen home-

industry in Silesia A. Beer: Two
sum^ptuary ordinances ofMaria Theresa.

III. HISTOKY OF GEEAT BKITAIN AND lEELAND
Archaeological Journal, No. 197.—J.

L. Andrk : St. John the Baptist in art,

legend, and ritual. E. Venables :

The shrine of St. Hugh of Lincoln
[whose head was preserved separately

in St. John the Baptist's chapel]

W. Eidgeway : On traces of the earth-

works mentioned by Tacitus (Ann. xii.

31) m Cambridgeshire. E. C. Clark:
English academical costume in the

middle ages.

Church Quarterly Review, No. 73.

October— The church of St. Mary the

Virgin, Oxford Apollinarius of
Laodicea. Preparations for the

seco7id 'prayer book of Edward VI.

Dublin Review, New Series, No, 8.

October—J. D. Breen : Anglican orders

[under Edward VI and Elizabeth ; dis-

cussing the attitude of the church of

Rome towards them]. E. C. Butler:
Bishop Lightfoot and the early Boman
see, second article F. A. Gasquet :

Beligious instruction in England
during the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries [a sketch of the activity of

the church in preaching and teaching].

Edinburgh Review, No. 366. October—
The inanoirs of general Bochechovurt.

Law Quarterly Revew, No. 36. October—
I. S. Leadam : The last days of bondage
in England [on the legal position of

bondmen and the changes in it down
to the time of queen Elizabeth].

Proceedings of the Huguenot Society of

London, iv. 2.—W. Minet: The fourth
foreign church at Dover [1685-1731],

with extracts from its records and
accounts Sir H. Layard : The duke
de Bohan's relations with the republic

of Venice [i630-163 7], with minutes
and despatches from the Venetian ar-

chives. Florence L. Layard : Henry/
duke de Bohan [i 579-1638, with an
account of his grand tour in i6cx>-

1601]. The Vaudois settlements in
Germany [printing a list of the colonies-

in central and southern Germany
drawn up about 17 16] Notes on
jprotestant refugees and their churches
in London and other parts of England,

Quarterly Review, No. 354. October—
The command of the sea [in connexion
with A. T. Mahan's ' Influence of Sea
Power']. Winchester college.

The peerage [noticing spurious claims
of antiquity] Napoleon and Alex-

ander I.

Scottish Review, No. 44. Octo&er—W.
G. ScoTT-MoNCRiEFF : Sir John Clerk

of Penicuik [born 1676, from his re-

cently published memoirs] Major
C. E. CoNDER : The ea7'liest ages of
Hebrew history K. Blind : The
meaning of the name^Bussian'' [discuss-

ing V. Thomsen's and Hyde Clarke's

theories] A. H. Millar describes

an account-book including miscellane-

ous memoranda of David WedderburUy
of Dundee, merchant [1587-1630].
M. Spence : The standing stones and
Maeshowe of Stenness in Orkney [sup-

posed to be connected with planet wor-
ship].

IV. ITALY
Archivio Storico Italiano (Florence),

xii. 1.—G. 0. CoRAzziNi : Two letters

intercepted by the died di balia

[written in February 1385 probably by
T. Strozzi to Alberto di Costa and
Michele di Lando in exile]. C. di

Fabriczy prints and discusses the por-

tion of the Codice delV anmiimo Gad-
diano relating to artists fro7n Cimabue
to Michelangelo [a compilation of notes

from written and oral sources upon the

lives and works of artists, dating from
between 1542 and 1548]. E. Comba:
The sources of the history of the Vau-
dois. G. Eossi: Zaccaria Degna,
bishop of Ventimiglia in the obedi-

ence of Benedict XIII [142 :]. G.
Sforza : Letters of Alberico I Cybo
Malaspina, prince of Massa, to the

historian Cammillo Porzio.

Archivio Storico Lombardo (Milan), xxi.

1.— G. Eomano : The scheme for the

marriage of Lucia Visconti loitJi Louis
II of Anjou [this marriage aroused the

jealousy of Gian Galeazzo Visconti,

and directly contributed to the fall of

Lucia's father Bernabo. A contempo-
rary poem, the 'Lamentodi Bernabo Vis-

conti,' confirms this view]. L. Gaddi:
Calendar of documents illustrating mer-
cantile legislation and institutions in
Lombardy [1401-1450], continued
Z. VoLTA : Bartolomeo Morone, jurist,

chrojiicler, and one of the five chiefs of
the Ambrogian republic [the article

comprises an arbitrative award by this

great lawyer, his relations to the last

Visconti and to Francesco Sforza, and
a genealogy of his family] G. B.
Intra : The life and writings of Ca-
millo Capilupi [1531-1603] G. de
Castro: Teresa Confalonieri,neeCasati

[1786-1830; with documents illustra-

ting the anti-Austrian movement and
its punishment].

Archivio Storico per le Province Napole-

tane, xviii. 3.—E. Nunziante : The first

years of Ferdinand of Aragon and the
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invasion of John of Anjoii, sixth article

[1458-1459]. M. Schipa: Tha duchy
of Naples, seventh article [968-1030].

B. Mabesca: TJie cavaliere Anto-
nio Micheroux m tJie Neapolitan re-

action of 1799, first article. E. Pkr-
copo : Notices concerning luriters and
artists of the Aragonese period, first

article : Giuliano Passaro, Giovanpero
Leostello, Francesco del Tuppo, and
fra Eoberto Caracciolo. N. Pabisio :

Calendar of documents formerly he-

longing to the family of Fusco, con-
tinued from vol. xvi. 3 ; no. ccxxi.-

cclv. [1257-1265].
Archivio della B. Societa Romana di

Storia Patria, xvi. 1, 2.—L. Gaetani :

The life and diary of Paolo Alaleone
de Branca, master of ceremonies to the

pope [1 582 -1 638. The diarist accom-
panied cardinal Gaetani to France and
underwent the siege of Paris in 1 590, was
present at the marriage of Sigismund
III of Poland with Anne of Austria in

1592, witnessed the reconciliation of

Henry IV, and the treaty of Vervins,

and the marriage by proxy of the

French king with Maria de' Medici.

Yet ' it would be difficult to find a diary

more monotonous and more tiresome.'

Not so this article] M. Pelaez : The
Memoriale di Paolo dello Mastro [1422-

1484, discussing the various manu-
scripts, printing a critical text, and
adding contemporary notices on the

chronicler's family] G. Eicci : The
guild of bobacterii at Borne [this guild

is peculiar to Eome and takes the first

place among the Arts. It is not con-

fined to cattle-rearing, but includes all

forms of agriculture. Its officials regu-

late the public games].—F. Nitti

supports his conclusions on the policy

of Leo X by printing documents from
the Torrigiani MSS H. V. Sauer-
land: a document relating to the feud
betiuecn the Colonna and the Gaetani
under Boniface VIII and his succes-
sors L. Pelissiee: The cost of the
canonisation of santa Frajicesca Bo-
mana in 1608.

Archivio Storico Siciliano (Palermo).
New Series, xviii. 2.—P. M. Kocca
prints two treaties of peace made by
private persons in the sixteenth cen-
tury G. Arenaprimo prints ihediarif

[1655-1661J of Giuseppe Zanghi, no-
tary at Messina P. Orsi: On two
Siculan tombs in the territory of
Syracuse. M. di Martino : Textual
criticism of Diodorus Siculus.

Nuovo Archivio Veneto, vi. 1.—J. Kau-
LiCH : The Spanish conspiracy against
Venice in 1618 [supporting Ilanke'&
belief in the reality of this plot and
in the compHcity of Ossuna and Bed-
mar]. P. MoLMENTi : Venetian
rule in the Friuli [a defence of the
benevolent sway of S. Mark, and of the
fidelity of the Forlivesi, illustrated by
reports of the governors] C. Cipol-
LA : (1) Inscriptions of the Veronese

;

(2) New materials to illustrate the
visit of Frederick II to Verona in 1245;
(3) An early text of the ' Annales
Veteres Veronenses ;

'
(4) the letter of

Giorgio Sommariva to Federico Comer
[1478, containing a sketch of the his-
tory of Verona from its occupation by
Eccelino, and a statistical account of
the town and territory] G. Bruzzo:
The military career and icritings of
Valerio Chiericati of Vicenza [1528-
1576] G. Capasso: The election of
Pietro Bembo to the cardinalate.

V. THE NETHERLANDS
Archiev voor Nader landsche Kerkge-

geschiedenis (The Hague), iv. 3.—
J. C. F. VAN DER MeER VAN KUFFELER :

The Lutheran community at Nimeguen.
A. C. DuKER prints unpublished

correspondence of Gijsbert Voet [1636-
1670]. A. C. J. VAN DER Kemp : The
notice taken of heretical opinions amo7ig
the French refugee preachers by the

synod of Guelders [1686-1700].
Bijdragen en Mededeelingen van het

Historisch Genootschap gevestigd te

Utrecht (The Hague), xiv.—J. H. W.
Unger prints the resolutions of the

estates of Holland [18 Sept. 1577-
1 March 1578], hitherto missing.

J. H. HoFMAN prints the marriage con-

tract of William, prince of Orange,
and Anna of Egmond [1551], and the

diploma of Charles V raising the lord-

ship of Culemborg into a countship

[21 Oct. 1555]. C. M. Dozy prints

the city accounts of Dordrecht [1323,

1367, and 1399], in supplement to his

edition of them published by the society

3rd series, vol. ii.) H. 0. & J. A.
Feith print the journal of jonkheer
Frederik Coenders of Helpen [1557-
1594, chiefly during travels in the
Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switz-

erland, France, Spain, and England,
but after 1576 mostly at home. The
earlier portion is a bare itinerary with
occasional notes]. S. Muller, Fz,^

prints documents relating to the dispute

betivcen the bishops of Utrecht and the

city touching seignorial rights [1477-

1479]-
Bijdragen voor Vaderlandsclie Ge-

schiedenis en Oudheidkunde (The

Hague), 3rd series, vii. 4. P. L-

Muller : Contributions to the history

of the separation of the North and South
Netherlands. Ill : The mediation

between Ghent and the malcontents.

J. E. Heeres : Classified biblio-

graphy of the history of the Nether-

lands [January 1892-June 1893].
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VI. EUSSIA

(Communicated by W. E. Morfill)

Istoricheski Viestnik. Septeniber—Y.
Teplov : Count John Capodistria,

IV-VI. V. Sniezhnievski : Men-
stealers [giving accounts from the

archives of the kidnapping of free men
under the old system]. A. Prozorov-

SKi : Abraham, the igumen of the

Spasslci monastery [illustrating life in

Kussian monasteries in the seventeenth

century].== October.— V. Arseniev :

The hetman Platov, the conqueror of

India [on the plan proposed to him by
the emperor Paul for invading India].

==zNovember—V. Mertsalov : Boris

Godunov [i 584-1605, a new study of

his character]. S. Adrianov : The
adventures of T. LisenJco in the war of
the last partition of Poland A.

Bruckner : Diplomacy in the riding

school [the career of Biren].

Russkaia Starina. September-October—
N. IvANiN : The memoirs of John
Erenstrom, continued. M. Popov :

The southern and Crimean armies
under prince Menshikov [giving details

of the Alma and other incidents of the

Crimean war] M. Olshevski : The
Caucasus from 1841 to 1866, continued.

==October.—V. Bilbasov : Russia aud
England in the eighteenth century.—Letters of Prince P. Volkonski to his

tvifefrom Taganrog m 1825 [describing

the last moments of Alexander I]

N. Ogloblin : The arrival at Moscow
of the archbishop of Tobolsk in 1661.

The diary of a Russian soldier

who was taken p>risoner at Bomarsund
in 1854 [describing his captivity in

England].
Zhurnal Iffinisterstva Narodnago Pros-

viestchenia. September.—G. Forsten :

The Baltic question in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, concluded.
J. Kaufmann : The English

national debt from 1688 to the present

time, continued.— V. Aleksandrenko :

The insult offered to A. Matveiev, the

Russian ambassador in London [ar-

rested for debt in 1708] B. Turaiev
;

The Keft on the Egyptian tnonu-
ments [identified with the Cypriotes].

A. Khakhanov : The Georgian
story of Alexander the Great, and the

Serbian Alexandriad. '

October.

—D. Bielaiev : The vestments of
the emperor on the shield at Kertch
[discovered in the catacombs in 1891].

S. Ptashitski: Contributions to the

history of Lithuanian law after the

third statute.==November.—A. Gren :

The dynasty of the Bagratids in
Armenia.

VII. SPAIN

Boletin de la Real Academia de la His-

toria, xxiii. 1-3. July-September—
F. Codera: Arabic books printed at

Tunis. F. Fita: Documents relat-

ing to doctor D. Juan de Jaso, father

of San Francisco Javier [of great

interest in the history of Navarre]
E. Capelle : Prehistoric remains found
in a cave at Cabeza del Griego, Sego-

briga.=^=4. October—F. Fita: The

inquisition at Guadalupe [under Fr
Nmio de Arevalo in 1485. The sta-

tistics confirm the accuracy of Llorente.

Two trials are printed in full].= 5.

November—I. Loeb, H. Gr^tz, and
F. Fita : Documents relating to the in-

quisition of Torquemada [these include

a confutation of the Talmud, and the

successive steps taken to check the

growth of Judaism].

VIII. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Johns Hopkins' University Studies in His-
torical and Political Science (Balti-

more), xi. 9, 10. September-October—
B. C. Steiner : The history of slavery in
Connecticut [1636-1869]. 11, 12.

November, December—E. W. Bemis and
others : Local government in the south
and south-ivest J. Haynes : The
popular election of United States

senators.

Papers of the American Society of Church
History (New York), v.— S. M. Jackson :

Bibliography of church history [1892],

P. ScHAPF : St. Thomas of Canter-

bury [a biographical study, without
reference to the most recent literature

of the subject]. H. C. Lea: The

absolution formula of the Templars
[showing that the practice of confession

in chapter, which included absolution

by the master, was in course of time

to a large extent superseded by sacra-

mental confession to the chaplain; but

that the master continued to grant

absolution in chapter. The distinction

between the ' forum internum ' and the
' forum externum ' was gradually de-

fined ; and a custom which was at first

permitted came to be considered of

doubtful legitimacy, and finally to be

tolerated only in exceptional cases]

W. Walker : The services of the Mathers
in New Eyigland religious develop-

me7if.
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Mr, Freeinan and the Battle of Hastings

TTNDEK cover of replying to a theory advanced by me in this

^ Eeview—namely, that William of Malmesbury's * Gesta
Eegum ' was among * the sources used by Wace ' {ante, viii. 677)—
Mr. Archer has raised anew the controversy ' respecting Mr. Free-

man's account of the battle of Hastings ' {ante, p. 1).^ Miss Nor-

gate has followed suit by reviewing the controversy throughout ; and
I find myself, consequently, compelled to reply along the whole line.

It may save trouble, therefore, to announce at the outset that I

have now received permission from Mr. Murray to acknowledge my
authorship of the two articles in the Quarterly Review (July 1892

and July 1893).

Having to reply to criticisms extending over 76 pages, I shall

endeavour, so far as possible, to concentrate attention on essential

points, however sorely I may be tempted to expose those petty re-

criminations which in no way advance our knowledge of the truth,

and which can be of little interest to the public, however absorbing

to the writers themselves. Some of the remarks made oblige me
to explain that I have not in any way objected to legitimate criti-

cism of my papers ; indeed, I welcome it. What I have had to

complain of from the first has been the manufacture of a case

against me by (1) perversion or suppression of what I have myself

said
; (2) perversion or suppression of what Mr. Freeman has

said. I need go no further than the opening paragraph of Mr.

Archer's latest paper {ante, p. 1) to find two separate passages in

which the words I wrote are thus prominently misquoted. First :

—

' It has accordingly taken Mr. Archer forty pages to ' break a lance ' over my one

and a half (viii. 680-1).

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. P
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Mr. J. H. Round, writing in the last number of this Review upon
* Wace and his Authorities,' specially picks out for analysis and discussion

one passage in the * Roman de Rou.' This passage, he tells us, above all

others ' led him to believe that the ** Gesta Regum " must have been

known to Wace ' {ante, p. 1).

This, I regret to say, is (no doubt by inadvertence) directly

contrary to fact. What I really wrote was

—

Before dealing with the passage which led me to believe that the

* Gesta Regum ' must have been known to Wace I will glance at some

other coincidences. . . . The passages, however, on which I would

specially rest my case are those in which the two writers describe the

visit of Harold's spies to the Norman camp before the battle of Hastings

[11. 7101-34] 2 {ante, viii. 677, 678).

My special passage is not the one (11. 7813-26) that Mr. Archer

asserts it to be. I discussed his passage among others later on

(pp. 680-1). Thus has my argument been misrepresented.

Secondly Mr. Archer speaks of * this same passage in Wace (11.

7813-26) which he [Mr. Round] terms "the key of the position."
'

That is, of course, what he wants me to term it, what he has been

fighting for all through.^ But reference to my paper shows at

once that I did not so describe it. I wrote {ante, viii. 679) :

This brings me to the key of the position

—

namely, § 241 of the ' Gesta

Regum.' We may divide this section into three successive parts.

It will be seen that I applied the term * key of the position ' not

to a passage in Wace, but to a section of the ' Gesta,' and not even

to the part of it corresponding (as I hold) with Wace's passage, but

to the whole section, corresponding (as I hold) with three distinct

passages in the * Roman.' Moreover in using this phrase I was

not writing on, or of, the battle of Hastings. It is a wearisome

waste of time to expose this incessant misrepresentation. But

when, as here, I am made to say that what I term the * disputed

passage in Wace ' {ante, viii. 681) is ' the key of the position,' which

is precisely what I have steadfastly declined to admit, it becomes

imperative to expose a downright misquotation.

It is unfortunate that my critics' arguments should commence

with two cases of proved misrepresentation and close with a personal

charge demonstrably without foundation.

One more point before I begin my reply. I have purposely

placed Mr. Freeman's name at the head of this article, in order to

recall the fact that the Hastings controversy began with a paper

on * Professor Freeman,' and turns on that historian's account

of the battle. Mr. Archer came forward ' to show Mr. Freeman

to have been entirely right in the view he took of the whole

2 I quote Andresen's edition throughout.

3 He makes such a point of this misquotation that he is careful to repeat it on

pp. 4, 19.
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question.''^ And Miss Norgate also has now set herself to
prove Mr. Freeman right (p. 41). Obviously, therefore, these
writers are bound by what he says ; they cannot be allowed to

throw him over when it happens to suit their case. If they
can only prove me mistaken by rejecting Mr. Freeman's views as
erroneous, it is not, I contend, straightforward to suppress the
fact. Yet this is what Mr. Archer does ; indeed, if he is right

in all he says, Mr. Freeman's authority, we shall see, is thereby
so gravely impugned as to be ' gone,' as he would say, ''almost beyond
hope of retrieving it.'

^

I now commence my reply where Mr. Archer commences his

paper.

Mr. Freeman's Evidence for the Barricades.^

My critics, I find, ignore my demonstration ^ that Mr. Freeman
explained that he had given the references to the authorities on
which his statements for the battle rested, adding that ' each reader

can therefore judge for himself how far my narrative is borne out

by my authorities ' (iii. 756). Loyally keeping to this principle, I

examine only, as before, the authorities vouched by himself.

(1) Henry of Huntingdon,

The passage relied on by the historian is this

:

Quum ergo Haraldus totam gentem suam in una acie strictissime

locasset et quasi castellum inde construxisset, impenetrabiles erant Nor-

mannis.^

Mr. Freeman paraphrased this

—

He occupied and fortified, as thoroughlyas the time and the means at

his command would allow, a post of great natural strength, which he

made into what is distinctly spoken of as a castle.^

On this I observed ' that inde refers, and can only refer, to

Harold's troops themselves,' ^^ and I showed that ' the metaphor

is, of course, a common one ' by exact parallels, including one

from Miss Norgate herself. ^^ I wrote of

* Contemporary Review (March 1893), p. 344. ^ Ibid. p. 336.

^ Mr. Freeman wrote indifferently, in his narrative, of the ' paUsade,' ' pahsades,'

' barricade ' (pp. 472, 484 bis), or ' barricades ' (pp. 468, 471, 478). It has been one of

my greatest difficulties from the first that one cannot clearly make out of what character

he believed the defence to be, though I have tried to do so. It is difficult to deal with

an indefinite object,

' July 1893, p. 83. To save space I shall refer to the two Q. R. articles through-

out as ' (1) ' and ' (2).'

« N. C. iii. 444.

" He even spoke of it as ' the main castle ' {Arch. Jonrn. xl. 359).

'»
(1), p. 13.

" ' An Irish bard tells how his countrymen on the battle-field of Dysert O'Dea

(10 May 1318) closed in their ranks " like a strong fortress," as their enemies surged

around them ; and Miss Norgate describes hO\v Steplien's troops before the walls of

p 2
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the words of Henry of Huntingdon, in wliich that writer so felicitously

describes as qttasi castellum the immovable mass of warriors girt by their

shield wall, that ' fortress of shields,' as Mr. Freeman terms it, at Maldon

and at Stamford Bridge, the ' scyld-burh' of their fathers.'^

Now both my critics are careful to ignore my parallels for

the comparison of such an array to a fortress (' quasi castellum ')
;

but while Miss Norgate discreetly leaves * the rendering of that

passage ' to ' scholars ' {ante, p. 54), Mr. Archer, who had avoided

the point in his first article, now ventures on * a brief allusion
'

(ante,!^. 11), but does not attempt to construe the Latin, which I

said, and say, Mr. Freeman has misconstrued. After suggesting

that to translate this passage in the ordinary way would deserve a

whipping, he suddenly announces that, to spare himself fatigue, he

will let me * take any advantage out of this passage ' {ante, p. 12),

the more willingly because he himself * should never think of using

it to prove a palisade.' And with that admission goes by the

board the first of Mr. Freeman's proofs.

(2) Wace.

Two passages are in question

—

{a) 11.

Freeman has paraphrased thus :

—

6991-6994, which Mr.

WAGE.

Heraut a li lieu esgarde,

Closre le fist de boen fosse,

De treis parz laissa treis entrees

Qu'il a garder a commandees.

MR. FEEEMAN.

He occupied the hill; he sur-

rounded it on all its accessible sides

by a palisade, with a triple gate of

entrance, and defended it to the

south by an artificial ditch (iii.

447).

My criticism on this has been from the first that Wace here

speaks only of a ditch, and that Mr. Freeman has not only

introduced the alleged palisade, from which Wace's fosse was

quite distinct, but has also transferred to that palisade the treis

Lincoln stood firm against the horsemen who strove " to assault them as if besieging

a fortress
"

' {ibid.) As Mr. Archer is fond of old French, I may add yet another

parallel from La Vie Seint Edmund le Rey, where the serried ranks of the foot are

compared to a * fortress : '

—

' II furent set cenz chivalers,

E quatre cenz des archiers

Ki pres les chivalers armez

Veneient le petit pas serrez
;

Si as chivalers surde destresce,

Quil les seient fortresce.^ 11. 3789-94.

It will douotless remind him of Bohadin's account of the battle of Arsuf, where ' the

infantry, drawn up in front of the cavalry, held itself firm as a wall ' (to quote his own

rendering); or the occasion when 'the Normans stood like a wall' {Crusade of

Richard I, p. 135).

1^
(1), p. 15. So too at the battle of Hastings itself: 'the fortress of shields'

(iii. 492). ,s-u
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entrees of the fosse. That Mr. Freeman did treat the * palisade '

and the ' fosse ' as distinct and considerably apart is proved by
this passage (which I have duly quoted ^^) ;

—

The Normans had crossed the [sic] English fosse, and were now at

the foot of the hill with the pahsades and the axes right before them
(iii. 476).

Mr. Archer refers us, in this matter, to pp. 344-5 of his former

article, as proving that *a military fosse in medieval usage almost

of necessity involves an agger or vallum ; and a vallum almost

equally of necessity implies a palisade ' (ante, p. 5). His argument

is that a ditch involves a bank, which I admit to be probable,^'* and
that a bank would be crowned by a palisade, which is of course a

conjecture. In this way, he urged, a fosse implied the existence of

an ' overtopping palisade.' But it could only do so if the palisade

ran along it and formed part of the work. Obviously it could not

in any way imply the existence of an independent palisade,

standing separate and at a distance. As my argument ran

—

(A) A fosse ' did not necessarily imply even the existence of a

"vallum."'

(B) * Even if it had, the " vallum," obviously, did not involve

the existence of a " palisade."
'

(C) Even if a fosse implied a ' vallum,' and if that vallum was

(which is a guess) crowned by a ' palisade,' yet this palisade could

not be that which Mr. Freeman mentions. ' It is on this last point

that we specially take our stand.' ^^ For Mr. Freeman placed the

' palisade,' we have seen, at a distance from the fosse. ^^

My gifted opponent Miss Norgate (ante, pp. 58-61) attempts

to traverse my contention here ; but the harmony of my critics'

duet seems at this point to break down. For Mr. Archer had

meanwhile been obliged to admit the point I had insisted on all

through. He writes

—

A palisade, however, if it existed, may have been close to the fosse and

agger, or, as Mr. Freeman seems to have thought, some little distance off

(ante, p. 5).

If the palisade was distinct from the fosse, and at a distance

from it, it was a separate and independent work, and Mr. Archer's

''
(2), p. 83.

1^ I showed [(2), p. 87] that even this was not always the case by an appeal to

Wace himself (11. 1737-60). Miss Norgate (ante, pp. 59, 60) complains that the

parallel cannot apply to the battle of Hastings, but, according to Henry of Hunting-

don and another authority (Andresen, ii. 713), it did.-

''
(2), p. 87.

i« Miss Norgate {ante, pp. 60-1) avoids this difficulty by contending that Mr. Free-

man's palisade was not ' at the summit of the hill.' I shall show {mfra, p. 253) that,

according to him, it was ; but it is quite sufficient for my purpose to speak of it as

' on the hill ' {ante, p. 60).
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effort to deduce it from the fosse at once collapses. Its existence

obviously needs independent evidence. If we read, for instance,

that a man had been seen out in the country, we might speculate

whether he had a great coat on or not ; but even Mr. Archer would

hardly maintain that the fact of his presence, ' if rightly under-

stood,' ^^ involved the existence of a great coat—in a neighbouring

field.

{!)) 11. 7813-26, which I term {not ' the key of the position,' but)

the * disputed passage' {ante, viii. 681). It is printed ante, pp. 1,

55. In spite of Mr. Archer's attempt to show that I have aban-

doned 'an untenable position' {ante, pp. 39, 40), I have never

changed my original contention, and I adhere to it still. I reject,

as I have rejected from the first (July 1892), Mr. Freeman's original

paraphrase of this passage

—

(A) Because it renders by ' barricades ' the word escuz, which,

according to me,^^ as to M. Pluquet ('who,' says Mr. Archer,
' should have known better than to mistranslate his own language '),

means here, as elsewhere in Wace, ' shields.' ^^

(B) Because, in his latest and revised version, Mr. Freeman
himself quotes this passage (in my original words) ' as describing

—

and describing well—" the array of the shield wall " '
(iii. 76 3). ^o

Therefore, on Mr. Freeman's own showing, he could not appeal

to this passage as describing a ' palisade.' ^^ Consequently the

evidence vouched by himself for the existence of the * palisade ' is,

as I have always maintained, nil. This is my position, as regards

Mr. Freeman, and, unlike our forefathers on the hill of battle, I

will not be decoyed from it by the wiles of my assailants. I

decline, as I have declined throughout, to break ' the line of the

shield wall.'

My Argument against the Barricade.

Here again I retract nothing : I shall not swerve by a hair's

breadth from my original position. Miss Norgate, it will be found,

though prodigal of quotation, avoids here quoting my words, and

prefers to give her own version of my argument, in order to demon-

strate, to her own satisfaction, that it is ' absolutely inconclusive
'

{ante, p. 54). I must ask leave, therefore, to give my actual

words :

It is clear, besides, that if he [Mr. Freeman] found it needful, in his

^^ C. B. p. 344. '«
(1), p. 14

; (2), p. 85 ; ante, viii. 680, 681.

^^ It is important to observe that the historian's ' firm barricades ' was here a ren-

dering of escuz alone, not a summary of the whole passage. My point is that, although

others may have seen in this passage, as a whole, mention of a palisade, Mr. Freeman,

so far as I can find, was the first to render escuz as ' barricades.'

'^" With the pretence that these words do not mean ' the array of the shield wall

'

I shall deal fully below.

2* With Mr. Archer's own interpretations of the passage I shall deal separately belows
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story of the great battle, to mention this barricade about a score of

times, it must have occupied a prominent place in every contemporary
narrative. And yet we assert, without fear of contradiction, that (dis-

missing the * Eoman de Eou ') in no chronicle or poem, among all Mr.
Freeman's authorities, could he find any ground for this singular delusion

;

while the Bayeux tapestry itself, which he rightly places at their head,

will be searched in vain for a palisade, or for anything faintly resembling

it, from beginning to end of the battle.^'-*

On this passage we take our stand : it is the very essence of our case.

We made our statement ' without fear of contradiction ;
' and it is not

contradicted. Moreover we can now further strengthen it by appealing

to Baudri's poem, an authority of the first rank, in which, as in the others,

there is no allusion to the existence of any ' palisade.'

There is another argument that we refrained from bringing forward,

because we thought it superfluous. The Normans, of course, as Mr.

Freeman reminds us, magnified the odds against them :

William of Poitiers, he adds, set forth their difficulties in detail

Now William, who was not only a contemporary writer, but, says Mr. Free-

man (p. 757), ' understood ' the site, had obviously every inducement to

include, among the difficulties of the Normans, that special ' development

'

which, according to Mr. Freeman (pp. 444, 468), ' the foresight of Harold '

had introduced on this occasion, and which, he assures us, involved ' a

frightful slaughter ' of the Normans. And yet this writer is absolutely

silent, both here and throughout the battle, as to the existence of a

barricade of any sort or kind (Q. B. ii. 84.)

Miss Norgate writes, as a complete reply

—

If the existence of a palisade is actually stated in the ' Roman de Rou,'

and not contradicted, explicitly or implicitly, by any of the other

authorities, Mr. Freeman was entitled to accept it on the testimony of

Wace alone, until either that testimony wa^ proved to be worthless or

the statement proved to be intrinsically impossible {ante, p. 54).

This, it will be seen, boldly ignores my appeal to the Bayeux

tapestry, which Miss Norgate could not have done had she ven-

tured to quote my words.

Personally, however, I confess to attaching—as will, I think, .all

unprejudiced persons—great importance to my original argument

that, had there been a barricade, it is absolutely inconceivable that

not one, but all these authorities should have been able to describe

the battle without once mentioning it, when Mr. Freeman ' found it

needful ' to mention it ' about a score of times.' Miss Norgate seems

to think that they should have gone further, and have ' contradicted,'

in anticipation, a mistake of later days.

' I come back into the everyday world,' as Mr. Freeman observed

when passing from Miss Strickland to Dr. Bruce (iii. 569), with Mr.

Archer's reply to my argument. Mr. Archer knows better than to

suppose it can be dismissed with a sentence ; the line he has

»«
(1), p. 15.
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adopted testifies to his sense of its danger to his cause. His pro-

fessed reply, indeed, is found on p. 25, ante—namely, that

we should no more expect to find the fact deliberately stated in the

brief [?] chronicles of the fight than to find mentioned in them the fact

that William partook of food after the fight was over—a detail which, true

or false, Wace is also the only one to mention.

J. need scarcely point out that we did not require the testimony

of Wace to feel sure ' that William partook of food after the fight

was over,' or that the fact in no way affected the details of the

battle, and therefore, unlike the barricade, might be, and would be,

omitted in a narrative of the fighting.

Mr. Archer's real reply must be sought in his sudden efforts to

depreciate the authorities which, Mr. Freeman insisted, are specially

entitled to our credit. In his zeal for Wace he finds himself obliged

to throw, here as elsewhere, Mr. Freeman overboard. Take, for

instance, this criticism of Guy :

—

MR. FREEMAN.

The prelate whose verse was to

hand down to us the minutest con-

temporary record of Norman victory

(iii. 146).

[It presents internal evidence of

having been written very early after

the battle by one who possessed

exact information on the subject.

—

Lower.]

Mr. Lower . . . has made good

use of Guy of Amiens, to whose

full value no earlier writer seems

to have been alive (iii. 758).

Of the primary authorities . . *

Guy alone bears the position in

mind throughout his story (iii.

757).23

MR. ARCHER.

He gives us a fair account of

what took place, but was evidently

not well posted up in details. . . .

His work ... is a very poor pro-

duction in itself, containing, as has

been well said, hardly a pint of

fact for its bucketsfull of bombast

{ante, p. 26).

Guy, true to his courtly instincts,

and unwilling to admit that his

Norman heroes could be beaten,

has turned the first flight into non-

sense by saying that it was or-

dered as a feigned flight, but con-

verted by the folly of the Normans
themselves ^"^ into a real one. This

attempt to gloss over a plain and

palpable fact speaks for itself with

most readers who carefuUy compare

the remaining accounts ^^ of the

battle [ante, p. 31, note).

2' So too * he tells us a great many things which are not to be found in any other

account, and he gives us a very clear picture of the ground and of the array of the two

armies' {Old English History, p. 320).

-* The italics are mine.
-^ Mr. Archer cannot even trouble to read the writer he so loftily dismisses. Guy

frankly admits that the Normans were beaten

—

' Anglorum populus, numero superante, repellit

Hostes, ifiq^ue retro compulit ora dari ;

Et fuga ficta prius fit tunc virtute coacta

;

Nprnaanni fugiunt, dorsa tegunt clipei.
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Pursuing Mr. Archer's criticism (p. 26) we learn of William of

Poitiers, the second of Mr. Freeman's authorities, that * he wrote
in his old age, seemingly after his hero's death . . . from twenty
to thirty years after Hastings.' Mr. Freeman, on the contrary,

wrote of * the high authority of WilHam of Poitiers as a contem-
porary and seemingly an eye-witness ;

' and he pointed out that
' his book stops suddenly short long before the end of William's

reign, for it was written during his Hfetime.' He held that * his

book is very valuable as being a book written at the time, and it

gives a full account of the battle and of the whole campaign.' 2«

Of Mr. Freeman's third and highest authority, ' the famous
tapestry of Bayeux,' ^7 that authority which he deemed * more pre-

cious than all,' 2^ Mr. Archer's treatment is so amazing that it

requires separate discussion. And let it be remembered that these

three, the * chief ' authorities for the battle, as Mr. Freeman always

insisted, are assailed by Mr. Archer solely because they are not in

favour of a palisade. As I have maintained all through, Mr.
Archer, in his eagerness to exalt Wace, is forced to assail Mr. Free-

man's authorities, and (without saying so) Mr. Freeman himself.

* Call you that backing of your friends ? A plague upon such

backing !

'

To these three I may add the poem of Baudri, the importance

of whose evidence on the subject I established in the Quarterly

Review, Miss Norgate, I observe, cautiously abstains from actually

impugning his authority {ante, pp. 42-3) ; Mr. Archer endeavours,

of course, to waive it aside. Now I call special attention to the fact

that the test I apply to Baudri is that which Mr. Freeman appKed

to the tapestry, the obvious test of internal evidence. But Mr.

Archer's ways are not as those of othelc historians : instead of ex-

amining, as I did, Baudri' s account in detail, he dismisses it on the

ground that the writer's * description of the ivorld ' at that date

could not be accurate (p. 29). We are not dealing with his 'de-

scription of the world ; ' we are dealing with his lines on the battle

of Hastings. Now I took as a test a prominent episode in that

battle, with this result :

—

All our four leading authorities—the tapestry, William of Poitiers,

Bishop Guy, and Baudri—are here in complete agreement. William

describes the duke as nudato super capite ; Guy tells us that iratus galea

nudat et ipse caput ; Baudri writes, siibito galeam suhmovet a capite ; in the

tapestry William (writes Dr. Bruce), when he wishes to show himself in

Dux ubi perspexit quod geiis sua victa recedit,

'

Occurrens illi,' <fec. &c.

He does, we see, fully admit that ' his Norman heroes ' were forced to flee, and by the

valour of the EngHsh [virtute coacta). This unfortunate attempt to depreciate one

of Mr. Freeman's leading authorities ought, certainly, to speak for itself with most

readers. ^^ Old English History, p. 320.

'^^ Short History of the Norman Conquest, p. 76.
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order to contradict the rumour that he has be§n killed, is obliged to lift

his helmet almost off his head (p. 98). It is singular that so striking

and well-established an episode is wholly ignored by Wace.^^

To this Mr. Archer can only reply that I spell the name of

Baudri's abbey ' Bourgeuil ' instead of * Bourgueil,' and that I fix

* the date of Baldric's accession to the abbacy ten years too early
'

(ante, p. 29, 7iote). Of the first argument I will only say that it is

unspeakably childish ; of the second, which moves Mr. Archer to

scorn, it is needful to say more. The date of 1079 (' within thir-

teen years of the Conquest ' 2^), which I, like Mr. Daniell,^^ adopted,

was that given by no less an authority than M. Delisle, who edited

Baudri's poem ; it is also given in Michaud's * Biographie Uni-

verselle ' (ii. 669) ; it is, again, found in the * Etude Critique ' of

M. Thurot on Baudri ;
^^ and, lastly, it is fixed upon by Mabillon in

his * Annales Benedictini ' on the authority of a statement made by

Baudri himself. ^^ These authorities may all be mistaken, just as

I showed ^^ Godefroy and Michel must, according to Mr. Archer, be

ignorant of Old French. But the scornful contempt with which he

treats their and my date should have led him at least to tell us

why it is ' ten years too early.' To adopt Miss Norgate's words

{ante, p. 53), * he ought, at least for his own sake, to say so now,

and to give his references.'

The Bayeux Tapestey.

The authority of the Bayeux tapestry is a question of the

utmost importance ; it is deserving of all the searching care that

Mr. Freeman ungrudgingly bestowed on it. As has been seen, I

appealed to it from the outset as his own highest authority, as

showing us ' Harold's army at Senlac as Harold's army really was '

(iii. 575).

Now in the tapestry we see that army (1) forming the shield ivall,

and (2) without the faintest trace of any palisade. Its evidence is

positive, and on both points it is dead against Mr. Archer. How
has he tried to deal with this fatal difficulty ? In his first article he

dismissed it with an incidental allusion :

—

The barricades may or may not have covered the whole army ; but in

any case we may suppose that they were more carefully constructed in

front of the shieldless axe-men ; Avhile they may have been less elaborate,

or altogether absent, where the English soldier fought, as in the tapestry

we see him fight, with shield and buckler.^^

I disposed of this ' ingenious suggestion ' by showing that on

-8
(2), p. 77. 29

(2), p. 73. '» Ante, vii. 705.

31 ' Baudri . . . fut d'abord moine au couvent de Bourgueil, puis abb6 de ce cou-

vent, sans doute, en 1079. C'etait un bel esprit passionne pour les lettres ' (Eevtie

Historique, i. 372). ^'- Neustria Pia. pp. 227-32.

»2 Academy, 16 Sept. 1898* ^' C. R. p. 351»
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several points ' it is not only absolutely without foundation, but is

directly opposed to Mr. Freeman's theory, and indeed to his express

statements.' ^^ Mr. Archer now, in his second article, drops this

suggestion in silence ; his ally, I observe, passes it over in silence

also {ante, p. 63).

But the fatal difficulty has still to be met; and how fatal that

difficulty is we may learn from the desperate step to which Mr.
Archer has been driven. He suddenly repudiates the Bayeux
tapestry, Mr. Freeman's foremost authority, which he had pre-

viously accepted and striven to harmonise.^^

Here is the proof of my statement.

—

MR. FEEEMAN.

Among the Norman accounts

the first places belong to the tapes-

try and to William of Poitiers. The
tapestry . . . begins to be most

minute as soon as we get to the

beginning of actual military prepa-

rations, and it continues to be of

primary importance down to the

end of the battle of Senlac ....
the most authentic record of that

day's fight. ... It will be seen

that, throughout this volume, I

accept the evidence of the Bayeux

tapestry as one of my highest

authorities. I do not hesitate to

say that I look on it as holding the

first place among the authorities on

the Norman side ... as a primary

authority for the subject of the pre-

sent volume, as, in fact, the highest

authority on the Norman side. . . .

It will be easily seen that my nar-

rative [of the battle] is mainly

drawn from the tapestry, William

of Poitiers, and Guy. ... On the

whole I look on the tapestry as the

highest authority of the three ^^

(iii. 378, 463, 563, 572, 757, 768).

In no part of the inquiry does the

paramount value of the tapestry

come out more strongly (iii. 757).

It illustrates my critic's canons

MR. ARCHER.

Apart from its age I consider

the tapestry as comparatively weak
evidence, for many reasons into

which I cannot go here. In any

case it cannot be received as con-

clusive and final evidence in itself.

. . . It may be fairly good evi-

dence for the archaeological notions

of the women who worked it, and

for the contents of the ballad his-

tory or legend on which it is

founded ; but beyond this we can-

nor go {mite, p. 27).

of criticism that while rejecting

35
(2), pp. 93-4.

3« The two accounts do not contradict, they supplement, each other (C. B. p. 351,

ut swpra).
3' So too, ' the thh-d account, and I am inclined to say the best of all the three . .

is the famous tapestry of Bayeux ' (Old English History, p- 320).
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for ' the minuter details of the battle ' (p. 28) the evidence of that

tapestry in which, wrote Mr. Freeman, * every antiquarian detail

is accurate,' he appeals to the fact that * in the Norse sagas . . .

Olaf the saint sets up " hurdles " to protect his men during their

attack on Southwark Bridge.' ^® That tale, * like most of the

accounts in the sagas, is,' wrote Mr. Freeman, * utterly unin-

telligible ' (ii. 368). It is a * wonderful ' mass of ' amazing con-

fusion ' (ii. 686), so that ' it is hardly worth while examining these

stories in detail ' (ii. 688). Mr. Archer, who rejects the tapestry

for Hastings, would doubtless accept the saga of Snorro as the true

tale of Stamford Bridge.

To no point did the late professor devote a keener care than to

establishing the relative value of the authorities he used. He
prided himself on giving us critical lists of those authorities at

every stage of his work. * Nothing in any period of history,' he

wrote in the preface to his first volume, ' above all nothing in the

period of history with which I am concerned, is more necessary

than to distinguish the respective value of different authorities.

Now in this respect both Thierry and Sir Francis Palgrave were

deficient.' What would Mr. Freeman have said had he foreseen

that Mr. Archer would treat his own conclusions on this his special

point as so much waste paper ?

But let us examine Mr. Archer's evidence, and see for ourselves

on what ground he waives aside the Bayeux tapestry. Mr. Freeman,

we must remember, devoted an appendix of 13 pages to discussing

the authority of ' this precious monument ' (iii. 563-67) ; he

based his conclusions on all the evidence, * external ' and ' internal

'

(p. 572).^^ Against them Mr. Archer brings—a guess and a mis-

conception.

MR. FEEEMAN. ME. AECHEE.

That it is a contemporary work I would say that the tapestry

I have no doubt whatever. ... I dates from between 1066 and 1210 [!]

believe that the tapestry was made with a tendency to the earlier rather

for Bishop Odo, and that it was than the later year (p. 27).

most likely designed -by him as an I would here remark that, in my
ornament for his newly rebuilt opinion, those who regard the tapes

-

cathedral church at Bayeux. In try as worked by Odo's orders, and

•''8 C. R. p. 351.

2'-' I should like to add, as my own tribute to this precious monument,' a fresh

testimony to its accuracy of detail. We see in it Harold, even in peace time, almost

inseparable from his great battle-axe. Now I have read of Osgod Clapa (temp. Edward
the Confessor) that Danico more he refused to part with his beloved battle-axe—
deaurata securi (compare the Danicam seciLrim au7-o argentoque redimitam of

Florence)—even when entering an abbey church with the saintly king himself within

its precincts. It is, I think, too often forgotten that Harold himself was half a Dane.

It .was by him, Mr. Freeman held, that ' the axe was probably brought into more
general use and made more distinctly the national weapon ' (iii. 473).
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coming to these conclusions I have

been mainly guided by what seems

to me the unanswerable internal

evidence of the tapestry itself. . . .

At p. 184 ^^ is a powerful argument

by Stothard, in favour of the anti-

quity of the tapestry. ... He
enlarges on the costume as belong-

ing to the eleventh century, and not

to the twelfth, and on the utter

improbability that any medieval

artist of a later age should attend

to antiquarian accuracy in these

matters. He remarks also on the

obscure persons represented on the

Norman side, Turold, Vital, and

Wadard, as distinct proof that the

tapestry was a contemporary Nor-

man work.

In the hands of Stothard the

subject had for the first time fallen

into hands really capable of dealing

with it as it deserved. But Stot-

hard is well followed up by a second

paper by Mr. Amyot. . . . Dr.

Bruce follows Stothard in the argu-

ment for the early date of the

tapestry, drawn from the correct-

ness of the costume. . . . The ar-

guments of Stothard, drawn from

the accurate representation of the

costume of the eleventh century,

seem to me unanswerable. . . .

Mr. Amyot's arguments with

regard to Wadard, Vital, and Twedd
seem to me distinctly to prove that

the work was a contemporary one,

and one made for Bishop Odo and

the church of Bayeux. . . . Here,

I think, is abundant evidence both

to establish the contemporary date

and to show the object of the work.

It was plainly a gift from Odo to

his own newly built church. . . .

The work must be a contempo-

rary one ; . . . there is every reason

to connect it with Odo (pp. 562,

567-572).

It is plain that it was wrought

*" Archaeologia, vol. xviii.

by so doing turn it into a semi-

official account of the battle, go
much beyond their evidence. For
even if we put aside the fact that

the external history of the tapestry is

extremely obscure for many centu-

ries after the battle, we have to re-

member that it is unfinished. Now
if it is unfinished because of Odo's

departure on the first crusade (from

which he never returned) it is a

generation later than the battle it

professes to portray, i.e. it dates c.

September 1096. If, on the other

hand, Odo ordered its construction

at a very much earlier date, it would

seem that he cannot have laid much
store upon a work of art which he

allowed to drag on from year to

year in an unfinished state. For

the tapestry is not merely an incom-

plete historic record ; it is an un-

finished piece of needlework (p. 28,

notey^

^' The italics are Mr. Archer's own.
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by order of Bishop Odo, and was
given by him to his cathedral church

at Bayeux. . . . That it was made
for Odo and for Bayeux is plain ^"^

. . . was made very shortly after the

time by order of Bishop Odo for

his church at Bayeux.''^

Such is Mr. Archer's argument. It all turns on the alleged

fact that the tapestry * is an unfinished piece of needlework.' There

was really something after all in Miss Strickland's famous dictum,

that we should leave * the question of the Bayeux tapestry to the

decision of the ladies, to whose province it belongs.' If Mr. Archer

could induce Miss Norgate to desert for a moment the battle-field

for the distaff, to exchange the part of the earlier "^^ for that of a

later iEthelflasd,'*^ she might be able to explain to him the difference

between a strip of work that is injured at the end and one that is

* unfinished.' So far as the story of the tapestry is concerned it

comes to a very fitting close with the death of Harold and the flight

of the English ; while as to the work, in Dr. Bruce's words,

—

The first portion of it is somewhat injured, and the last five yards of

it are very much defaced.''^

Indeed, the actual end has been worn away, leaving a ragged edge,

a fact not to be wondered at when we learn that

it was kept for a while in a way which did not tend much to its pre-

servation ; it was wound round a kind of windlass, and was unwound and

handled whenever anybody looked at it.'*^

But Mr. Archer relies, as I said, on a * guess ' as well as on a

misconception. That guess is that the tapestry * seems to represent,

in the main, not an original account of the battle, but the story of

Hastings as told in some ballad history or tradition now lost.' He
insists that

before a story was popular enough for its details to be worked up into

glass or tapestry it had to win its popularity ; and generally it won its

popularity through the rhymes or assonances of the wandering jo7igleur

or trouvere {ante, p. 28).

*' Old English History, p. 320. "^ Short History [1880], p. 77.

*^ ' Elflecla potens ! O terror virgo virorum !
' (Hen. Hunt.)

•^ The widow of Brihtnoth, who bequeathed to Ely embroidery pictured with his

deeds.

*^ The Bayeux Tapestry elucidated, p. 18. So, some thirty years earlier, Delauney

{Origine de la Tapisserie de Bayeux prouv^e par elle-meme) had written :
' On voit

des cavaliers poursuivant les Anglais qui prennent la fuite. Les figures sont effacees

pour la plupart ; il ne reste des autres que la moitie. J'ai reconnu cette scene, dont

personne n'a parl6, sur les points qui subsistent et marquent le dessin.' Dibdin,

who had inspected it some years earlier still, found that * about the last five feet . . .

are in a yet more decayed and imperfect state than the first portion.'

*' N. C. iii. 575.
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One can imagine with what scorn Mr. Freeman would have met
this attempt to depreciate the value of his ' highest,' his ' primary '

authority. The conquest of England was no mere ' story ;
'

it

needed no ' rhymes or assonances ' of a jongleur to make it * current
on every lip ' (p. 29) ; it took its place at once and for ever as one of

the great cardinal events in the history of the world. Not because
Odo and Adela had heard of a battle and of a conquest from a
jongleur's lips, but because Odo had fought in that battle, and
Adela' s father had achieved that conquest, was the stitchwork
wrought that kept those deeds ever green before their eyes.''^

No prattle of ' Cowper ' and of ' novels,' or of * the glorious win-
dows of Chartres cathedral,' can be allowed to blind us to the plain

facts. Mr. Archer may place these pretty toys back upon his

shelf.

But to return to the authority of the tapestry. Mr. Archer
urges that ' its accuracy is seriously impeached by the difficulty of

working details into so cumbrous a material ' (p. 27) : Mr. Freeman
held, on the contrary, that ' the material has a certain advantage.'

But it is, of course, on its early date, and the fidelity to fact of its

details, that the question really turns. Mr. Freeman insisted, we
have seen, that it was essentially * a contemporary work ' {siqwa,

p. 220). Mr. Archer scorns that idea:

—

MR. FREEMAN. MR. ARCHER.

There is no doubt that it was No one nowadays supposes it to

wrought very soon after the battle.'*^ have been wrought till twenty or

... [it is] a work which through- thirty years after the battle {ante,

out breathes the spirit of the earliest p. 27).

days of the Conquest.-^^

The climax is reached in these passages, which may be left to

speak for themselves.

MR. FREEMAN. MR. ARCHER.

It is a great thing to see the It cannot stand as full evidence

men as well as to hear about them, for the minuter details of the battle

and to know what sort of clothes any more than the old tapestries of

and armour and weapons they had, the house of lords could stand for

all which the tapestry tells us bet- ultimate authorities as to the details

ter than anything else.'^^ of the destruction of the Spanish

The representation of William's armada. It represents only just so

landing and of the great battle could much as the women who wrought

have come only from the hand of a it found easy to represent in stitch-

contemporary. The mere fulness work ; and these women cannot be

*^ Compare the tapestry presented by Godwine to Edward the Confessor (1043),

quo patrum series depicta docet varias res, Bellague nobilium turbata per aeguora

Begum. *^ Old English History, p. 320.

*» N. C. iii. 574. ^' Old Eiiglish History, p. 321.
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in any case primary authorities for

the battle {ante, p. 28).

I would say that the tapestry lies

between 1066 and 1210, with a

tendency to the earUer rather than

the later year (p. 27).

of detail, the evident delight with

which the artist dwells on all the

little incidents of the campaign,

point it out as the work of one in

whose memory they all still lived.

. . . Every antiquarian detail is

accurate ; the nose-pieces, the lack

of armour on the horses, the care

taken to represent every man
bearded, moustached, or close

-

shaven, all bespeak the work of a

contemporary artist. . . . But the

tapestry is equally accurate in

greater matters. The English army
is an English army of the eleventh

century and nothing else. ... All

these are touches from a contem-

porary hand, which it is utterly

inconceivable that an artist working

a hundred or a hundred and fifty

years later could have thought of.

. . . The contemporary artist re-

presented things as he saw them.

. . . The Bayeux tapestry shows
Harold's army at Senlac as Harold's

army really was.

I had myself learned to value

the tapestry long before I saw it,

but my examination of it [once in

1861 and twice in 1867] certainly

made my confidence in it far

stronger and clearer. ... I think

that no one can see the end of the

battle—the Housecarls every one

lying dead in their harness, while

the light-armed are taking to flight,

some of them on the horses of

the fallen—and not feel that he is

in the presence of a work traced

out by one who had himself

seen the scenes which he has

thus handed down to later ages (iii.

574-5).

All the searching analysis, all the patient comparison, by which

Mr. Freeman tested and proved the authority of ' this precious

monument,' is by Mr. Archer flung to the winds, not, be it observed,

as the result of any investigation whatever, but simply because of a

guess of his own, which makes all investigation needless. It is a

bad workman who quarrels with his tools ; Mr. Archer, finding that
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he cannot make the Bayeux tapestry square with his views, at once

throws it over, and Mr. Freeman with it.

Now, here is an instance of what I mean when I ask the readers

of this Eeview whether it is fair to persuade them that you are

proving Mr. Freeman to be right, while suppressing the fact that

you are all the time making jettison of his views.

I can imagine how startled will be those critics who in their

innocence have assured the world that Mr. Archer and Miss Nor-

gate are vindicating the accuracy of the late Professor, when they

now learn from me the truth—namely, that Mr. Archer, without

saying so, is here dismissing his conclusions as absurd.

Me. Freeman's ' Shield Wall.'

From the very beginning of this controversy I have insisted on

the fact that, according to Mr. Freeman himself, the disputed pas-

sage in Wace describes, and describes well, ' the array of the shield

wall.' ^^ Let me once more quote his words (which my critics, I

observe, have avoided doing), reminding my readers that they are

taken from the only passage (in his second and latest edition) in

which he quotes Wace's lines :

—

[The English stood, as at Senlac, in the array common to them and

their enemies—a strong line, or rather wedge, of infantry, forming a wall

with their shields (i. 271).]

Of the array of the shield wall we have often heard already, as at

Maiden (see vol. i. p. 271), but it is at Senlac that we get the fullest

description of it [sic] all the better for coming in the mouths of enemies.

Wace gives his description, 12941

:

* Fet orent devant els escuz

De fenestres e d'altres fuz
;

Devant els les orent levez
'

&c. &c. &c. (iii. 763.)

I have invariably confronted Mr. Archer with these words of Mr.

Freeman, and asked him to reconcile them with his own dictum that

' there are six distinct objections to translating this passage as if it

referred to a shield wall.' ^^ Hitherto I have pressed in vain for a

reply, because Mr. Archer could only reply by rejecting Mr. Free-

man's words or retracting his own view. At length I have extorted

the reply I sought.

Broadly speaking the reply is this : that Mr. Freeman's * shield

wall ' cannot have meant a shield wall ! For the waste of time and

space involved in showing that Mr. Freeman meant what he said

Mr. Archer is responsible, not I.

Let me first dispose of Miss Norgate. She indignantly contends

(ante, p. 62) that I am bound to prove, not merely to assert or assume,

" Q. E. (1), p. 14
; (2), p. 83 ; and sztpm, p. 211. " Cont> Ii6l\ p. 849.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV> Q
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that the shield wall which Mr. Freeman had in his mind when writing:;

that appendix was of precisely the same character as that which ' I

myself imagine.' Now, my view, accordhu) to herself] is ' that of a

" wall " formed by the whole body of fully armed men holding

their shields in their hands in a close and mibroken line along the

entire extent of the English front' {ante, p. 62). Well, she had

only to read Mr. Freeman's own explanation as printed by me above

(and in Q. R. [2], 89) to learn that he had in mind a formation

common, he held, to Maldon and Senlac and to other battles, and

exactly such as I * imagine.' I am most anxious to be strictly just,

but is it not a really extraordinary circumstance that both my critics

should avoid quoting Mr. Freeman's own words ? Is it not strange

that they should pretend that ' it is impossible now to ascertain for

certain what he meant by a " shield wall " pure and simple ' {ante,

p. 22),''^ when he himself explained his meaning by referring to his

passage on the battle of Maldon (i. 271) ?

I now turn from Miss Norgate to Mr. Archer, to whom she soon

* gladly leaves ' {ante, p. 63) this awkward question.

To avoid any possibility of dispute I will start from Mr.

Archer's own definition :

—

By * shield wail ' I of course mean what historians in general

evidently mean when they use the phrase absolutely and without qualifi-

cation . . . viz. what may be called a shield wall pure and simple,-'''

composed of shields held in the warriors' hands, and each one pressed by

its holder close to his neighbour's, so as to form an unbroken line of

shields, and shields alone, covering the whole array {ante, p. 2).

Here at least we have something definite. And yet Mr. Archer

subsequently tells us that * it is impossible now to ascertain for

certain what he [Mr. Freeman] meant by a shield wall pure and

simple ' {ante, p. 22). I reply that he meant, in Mr. Archer's

words, * what historians in general evidently mean ;
' and I intend

to prove it.

But Mr. Archer characteristically asks us to distinguish * tlie

shield wall of his note NN ' {ante, p. 22) from any other. Of this

subtlety Mr. Freeman himself knew nothing. I have printed at the

head of this section his actual words (and reference) in his note

NN. Mr. Archer has avoided doing so. Those words, ' when fairly

read,' prove beyond the possibility of question that Mr. Freeman

meant by them the shield wall pure and simple, as Mr. Archer

terms it, of which * we have often heard already, as at Maldon '

(iii. 763) ."'^ It is this, says Mr. Freeman, that the words of Wace so

admirably describe. It is not, observe, of some formation peculiar to

** The words are Mr. Archer's, but the contention is Miss Norgate's also.

** The itahcs are Mr. Archer's.

*" Mr. Archer tries to escape from this conchision by appealing (p. 15, ante) to Mr.

Freeman's allusion to ' a similar tactic in various parts of the world ' (v. 7G4) ; but
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' Senlac ' (as Mr. Archer would have us believe), that he here wrote
;

' it was of the {sic) array of the shield wall,' or, as he termed it at

Stamford Bridge, * the fortress of shields, so often sung of alike in

English and in Scandinavian minstrelsy' (iii. 372). Moreover in

this note NN, which, according to Mr. Archer, I 'can hardly have
studied much,' there is another mention of * the English shield

wall,' as to which Mr. Archer is silent. This refers to the lines of

Wace

—

Normant archiers, qui ars teneient,

As Engleis mult espes traient,

Mais de lor escuz se coureientj

Que en char ferir nes poient, &c. (11. 8163-C.)

Now even Mr. Archer will hardly dispute that esciiz here means
* shield,' and that the * English shield wall' here spoken of was
a shield wall pure and simple. Such was the shield wall of * his

note NN ' in both cases ; and Mr. Archer's statement that ' the

theory which sees in that passage [of Wace] ^^ a shield wall pure and
simple, and nothing else, belongs to the Keviewer alone '

(p. 3)

falls at once to the ground. That theory, as I have said from the

first, is distinctly asserted by Mr. Freeman in his special note upon
the subject (iii. 763). It is not, therefore, my own view that Mr.
Archer has set himself to disprove : it is that which Mr. Freeman
himself prominently and finally maintained.

Having now proved that Mr. Freeman, iii his note NN, meant
by * the array of the shield w^all ' exactly what he meant by it else-

where, I proceed to prove that he cannot possibly have meant by it

something quite different, as Mr. Archer pretends—namely, * a real

wall of real shields and stakes . . . shields set in the ground and

supported by a palisade of stakes ' (pp. 16, 22, ante) ; that is to

say, a palisade "composed of shields and stakes, quite separate from

the men themselves, who were thus left shieldless. For Mr. Free-

man treated throughout the palisade and the shield wall as separate

and distinct. Thus he wrote so late as 1880

—

Besides the palisade the front ranks made a kind of inner defence

with their shields, called the shield wall. The Norman writers were

specially struck with the close array of the English.-^*

So in his great work we read of * the shield wall and the trij)le

palisade still unbroken' (iii. 467). Later still * the shield wall

still stood behind the palisade' (p. 487). Even when *the

English palisade was gone, the English shield icall^v^SiS still a for-

midable hindrance in the way of the assailants (p. 491). The

just as he ignores the reference to Maldon, so he omits to mention that Mr. Freeman

first gives as an exact parallel the scutis scuta jiuiguntur, laterihus latera conseruntur

at the battle of the Standard, where no one pretends that the words mean anything

but a true ' shield wall ' (as indeed Miss Norgate terms it).

" The famous passage, of course, is meant. " Short IlUtory, p. 79.

q2
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array of the shield wall was still kept, though now without the help

of the barricades '
(p. 491).'^^ Here we have the very phrase of

note NN, the * array of the shield wall,' and it is shown beyond

question that Mr. Freeman's shield wall, whatever Mr. Archer may
pretend, was quite distinct from the palisade, and was a shield wall

* pure and simple.'

Section after section of this paper am I thus obliged to waste on

proving simply that Mr. Freeman meant what he said. "What is

the use of Miss Norgate disputing it or Mr. Archer pretending that

Mr. Freeman shared his own fantastic ideas ?

Was there a Shield Wall ?

In his very latest study of the battle Mr. Freeman wrote

thus :

The English clave to the old Teutonic tactics. They fought on foot

in the close array of the shield waU.^°

Mr. Archer says they cannot have done so.^^ There was also,

according to Mr. Freeman, a barricade, in front of—and distinct

from—the shield wall, being a special development which, he tells

us, * the foresight of Harold ' had introduced on this occasion (pp.

444, 468). The barricade is denied by me, the shield wall by Mr.

Archer. Whichever of us is right, Mr. Freeman's accuracy is, in

either case, equally impugned.^^

At first Mr. Archer's trumpet had no uncertain sound. He
spoke in the Contemporary Revieiv of my ' imaginary shield wall

'

(p. 352), and declared that ' the Keviewer's theory of an extended

shield wall vanishes like smoke. . . . There was no extended

shield wall at Hastings '

(p. 348) . But in this Eeview his expres-

sions on the subject are so diffuse and obscure (pp. 2-4, 17-22)

that,

What with affirming, denying,

Holding, risposting, subjoining,

I have failed, after the most patient study, to discover what he

really means. ' I may be asked,' he writes, * whether, in my
opinion, there was a shield wall at Hastings or not ' {ante, p. 21).

Certainly ; but ' he draweth out the thread of his verbosity finer

than the staple of his argument.' I hope our readers will turn to

his answer on pp. 21-2, comparing it with the note on p. 20, and

*^ I must apologise for repeating these quotations from the Quarterly Bevieic, but

Mr. Archer's resolve to ignore them leaves me no alternative.

«« William the Conqueror (1888), p. 90.

*" ' Had they done so they must have been set so close that they could not have

used their weapons with any freedom' {Cont. Rev. p. 346).
•*- Mr. Archer's admission, ' I am not in complete agreement with Mr. Freeman

on Eome points of detail,' which lurks in a footnote on p. 20, gives no idea at all of the

startling discrepancies between them.
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honestly try to ascertain what his opinion is. Of * the house-carls
the main core of the army,' as Mr. Freeman terms them (iii. 448)',

Mr. Archer vaguely writes

—

I will not speculate as to whether they (as a whole) defended them-
selves behind a barricade or a developed shield wall, or behind no artificial
shelter at all. Possibly they may have formed a genuine shield wall
&c. &c. {a7ite, p. 20).63

In this mist of uncertainty I can only gather from p. 21 that
' at least there certainly was not,' according to him, that * close-set

shield wall, without loophole or chink, and extending along the
whole line of the English army,' which * the usual tactics of the
shield wall,' as Mr. Freeman terms them, require. As he had
expressed it

—

at the most there can only have [been] a loose array of shield-

bearing warriors ... or there may have been, as was probably the
case, a few bodies of men here and there drawn up in the traditional

Teutonic wedge.^*

Compare with this view Mr. Freeman's passage (i. 271) at the

head of the present section, or again this other passage :

The defeat of the Norwegian army, just like that of the English army
at Senlac, is owing to their breaking the line of the shield wall (iii. 732).

So too we read of the Conqueror— ' he saw that his only chance
was to tempt the EngHsh to break their shield wall.'^^ So,

again, on p. 480, * the shield wall was still unbroken ;
' while the

whole English army is described on p. 471 as 'ranged so closely

together in the thick array of the shield wall that while they only

kept their ground the success of an assailant was hopeless.'

Such was * the English shield wall,' according to Mr. Freeman,

at * Senlac
;

' it was what Mr. Archer definitely declares it cannot

possibly have been.

If, in spite of this accumulated and overwhelming evidence, my
critics should still contend that the plain meaning of Mr. Freeman's

words is not their meaning, I will refer them not to my own inter-

pretation, but to that of Mr. Freeman's friend and colleague the

Eev. W. Hunt, who wrote in the historian's lifetime, * at his request'

and by his ' invitation,' and whose proofs were revised by Mr.

Freeman himself.*^^ This is Mr. Hunt's version :

—

Set in close array behind a palisade forming a kind of fortification,

shoulder to shoulder and shield to shield, the army of 'Harold presented

a steady and immovable front to the Norman attack . . . Fatal was

the national formation of the English battle, when men stood in the

closest order, forming a luall ivith their shields. While no mode of array

«' See infra, p. 230. " C. B. p. 347 ; ante, p. 21.

.
" Old English History, p, 334. «« Norman Britain (S.P.C.K.), p. vi.
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could be stronger so long as the line remained unbroken it made it liard

to form the line again /^^

So, again, in his life of Harold

—

All the heavy-armed force fought in close order, shield touching shield^

so as to present a complete wall to the enemy ."^^

Here we have no tortuous imaginings, but in plain and
straightforward words ' what historians in general evidently mean '

when they speak of a * shield wall,' what it meant to Mr. Freeman,
what it means to Mr. Hunt, and, it is admitted, to myself {ante,

p. 2). If Mr. Freeman was * entirely right in the view he took of

the whole question,' ^^ then is Mr. Archer entirely wrong in de-

nouncing as utterly impossible * an extended shield wall.' '^ And
as for the theory he now advances of ' a wall of shields and stakes,'

it is not only incompatible with Mr. Freeman's words ; if Mr.
Freeman's view is right, it vanishes as an idle dream.

Lastly as to the ground on which Mr. Archer pronounces im-

possible a continuous shield wall ^^—namely, that the English could

not have fought in such close order,^^ ^^^^ n^^^^ ^j^g axe-men being
* shieldless ^^

. . . could not have formed the shield w^all '
^'*—I need

only again confront him with Mr. Freeman's words.

MB. FREEMAN. MR. ARCHER.

Eeferring to the mode of fighting It is enough for me that common
of an English army in that age, sense, the tapestry, Wace, our
and to 'the usual tactics of the shield Italian chronicler, and his later Old
wall,' Mr. Freeman wrote of ' the French translator all show that

close array of the battle-axe men

'

the English axe-men could not or

(iii. 444). He had already written did not form the shield wall {ante,

of ' the EngHsh house-carls with p. 14).

their . . . huge battle-axes,' accus- Possibly they [the house-carls]

tomed to fight in * the close array may have formed a genuine shield

of the shield wall ' (ii. 469)J' wall ; but while forming it they
'They still formed their shield cannot have been using the 'bi-

wall and fought with their great pennis,' or the two-handed axe (awi^e,

axes.' 76
p. 20, note).77

«' Norjnan Britain {S.V.C.K.),])^.79-80. «« Diet. Nat. Biography (1890), xxiv. 424.
«9 C. R. p. 344. '0 Ibid. p. 348 ; ante, p. 21.
'' Ibid. p. 348. "2 jbid. p. 34G.
'3 Mr. Archer now explains {ante, p. 20, note) that by ' shieldless ' he meant ' prac-

tically shieldless.' (' If the axe-man has worked his shield up into the barricade, or has it

strapped on to his back, he is equally shieldless from my point of view.') But he
adheres strenuously to his argument (an inference from a remark of Wace) that they
* could not have formed the shield wall.' "* Ibid. p. 348.

•^ Q. E. (2), p. 90. ^6 Old English History, p. 335.

" The following contrast also proves that Mr. Freeman believed the axe-men to

have had shields while fighting, and fo have used them:

—

ME. FEEEMAN. ME. AECHEE.

'Men strove to guard their heads 'This stratagem [William's ordering

with their shields, and in so doing they his archers to shoot up into the air] would
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I must ask leave to finish the quotation from the Quarterly
Bevieiv,

We almost hesitate to waste our own and our readers' time on a
writer who, professing to vindicate Mr. Freeman's view as against us
devotes his energies to proving that view to be utterly absurdj*

* The Disputed Passage.

We are at length in a position to approach what I term not
* the key of the position,' but the ' disputed passage in Wace ' {ante,

viii. 681). Yet even here my time and labour, the space of this

review, and the patience of its readers must be further wasted
because my critic persists in. misrepresenting what Mr. Freeman
said.

There are, says Mr. Archer {ante, p. 2), ' four views which have
been suggested as to the meaning ' of this now famous pasaage.^^

I cordially accept this proposition, and (to avoid confusion) I also

adopt his own definitions of these views verbatim, only arranging
them in chronological order.

(A) ' That which sees in it a palisade (or barricade) 'plus a shield

wall pure and simple.'

This was Mr. Freeman's original view when he published his

first edition (1869)
.««

(B) ' That which sees in it a shield wall pure and simple, and
no barricade or palisade at all.'

This was the view expressed in Mr. Freeman's second edition

(1875), where he transferred the passage to an appendix (NN), and
insisted that it was a ' description ' of the time-honoured shield

wall of an English army.

were, of course, less able to wield their really have been useless unless a great

axes ' {N. C. iii. 496). part of the English army were " shield-

' Others lifted up their shields to guard less," i.e. had no shields m their hands '

their heads, and so could not wield their {a7ite, p. 18, note),

axes so well as before ' {Old English His-

tory, p. 336).

So much for the ' shieldless ' axe-men.
" I offered what seemed to be ' a novel suggestion ' {Q. E. [2], pp. 62-3)—as a sug-

gestion only—as to how the axe might be used in conjunction with the shield wall.

Mr, Archer, I observe, does not venture to assail it, but only urges that it ' is not alto-

gether a novel one ' {ante, p. 15), though it certainly seems to be so for our English

axe-men. But this is not the point. Until he disproves it, he has no right to assert

that the two could not be used (as Mr. Freeman and Mr. Oman say they were)

together. ''^ It is given on pp. 1, 55, ante, and viii. 680, ante.

''" As Mr. Archer may deny this, I am obliged to quote the actual words of Mr. Free-

man's paraphrase :
' The slopes, strong in themselves, were still further strengthened

by the firm barricades of ash and other timber, wattled in so close together that not a

crevice could be seen. Up the slopes through the barricades the enemy had to make
their way in the teeth of ranks of men ranged so closely together in the thick array of

the shield icall that while they only kept their ground the success of an assailant was

hopeless.'
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Now, as he held that the palisade (or barricade) was a novelty

introduced on this occasion by Harold, it is obvious that the old

shield wall (of Maldon, &c. &c.) that he referred to was ' a shield wall

pure and simple, and no barricade or palisade at all.'

(C) * That which sees in it simply a palisade or barricade, and

nothing more.'

This was the view adopted by Mr. Archer in the Contemporary

Review (1893), as he himself admits {ante, p. 4).

(D) * That which sees in it a palisade (or barricade) into which,

at all events in some places, actual shields have been built.'

This is the neiv and different reading now (1894) put forward by

Mr. Archer, in consequence of my discovery (ante, viii. 677) as to

William of Malmesbury and Wace (ante, pp. 17-20).

Here we have /o?tr different renderings of this disputed passage

by Mr. Freeman and Mr. Archer alone ; and the latter writer has

to confess that he even now * cannot disprove ' three out of the

four (ante, p. 3). Moreover his wonderful new theory that Wace
* tells us of two kinds of palisade '

(p. 18), though triumphantly

produced as * the master key to every difficulty,' is thrown over, we
shall find, by its author, almost as soon as produced. Mr. Archer

seems to be always engaged in running away from his own words.

He is utterly unable to make up his mind as to what he means, or

when he means it.^^

With so Protean and elusive an opponent it is obviously

impossible to deal.

aXX' i'lToi TrpujTiara Xicov yiver rjvyiiELoc,

avTcip ETTELTa IpcLKiav Koi TiUplaXiQ rjle. fxiyaQ avQ'

yiyvETO F vypbv vdiop Kal civ^pEov vxpmirrjXoy.

In his first article Mr. Archer gave an unhesitating translation

of the disputed passage, without reserve or question. To show

what his position was, I am obliged to quote it.

The English peasants were carrying axes and bills with well -edged

blades. Before them they had made shield- [like defence] s of ash trees

and other kinds of wood. [Yes,] before them had they raised these de-

fences [lit. them], close set, and tightly joined together like hurdles : of

these defences (lit. of them) they had made before them an enclosure

;

and therein they left no aperture by which the Normans could come
amongst them—the Normans, who wished to rout them. With [these

hurdle-like] shields and with planks were the English encompassed round,

thinking therewith to defend themselves.^^

Here, we thought, was Mr. Archer's version. But no ; he now
says that he is not ' pledged ' to it,^^ and he substitutes, we shall

find, another. Mr. Archer taunts me at the close (ante, p. 40) with

^^ See pp. 17-22, ante, ^- Cont. Bev. p. 348. ^s
^,j^g^ p. 4,
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having never * ventured to translate a single line of the crucial
passage.' It is better, I think, not to do so than to first offer a
confident translation and then to run away from it.

The point that rankles, and has rankled throughout, in the
minds of my opponents has been the charge against Mr. Freeman
of 'mistranslating his French,' which 'was based solely and
explicitly on Mr. Freeman rendering escuz as "barricades," not as
" shields." ' ^^ He rendered, as I showed in my original article,

* cscuz defenestres e cValtresfuz ' by ' firm barricades of ash and other
timber.' ^^ I have throughout tak en my stand on this word escuz,

and maintained that here, as elsewhere in Wace, it must mean
* shields ' (in the natural sense). And let me explain that when I

use such words as ' shield,' ' stake,' * barricade,' ' shield wall,' &c.,

I use them in their natural and accepted sense, and do not confuse

or juggle with their meanings.*^

Now Mr. Archer, we have seen, rendered escuz in this

passage

—

(1) ' Shield-[like defencejs.'

(2) '[These hurdle-like] shields.' '^

He thus made the word, in both cases, describe that defence which
he termed

—

(a) ' A rude barricade.'

(6) * A defence made of twisted boughs and logs.'

(c) ' A net- or hurdle-w^ork of trees and trunks.'

{d) ' A rough palisade or outwork of wattled timber.' ^'^

Why, then, complicate his rendering by the w^ord ' shield ' at

all ? Twisted boughs and logs are not ' shields,' and are not

even ' like ' them. If escuz meant ' barricades,' why not frankly

so render it, as did Mr. Freeman ?

Six months later, however, Mr. Archer boldly asserted that

the word escu was sometimes used ' in a metaphorical sense,'

and that I was ' ignorant of Old French ' not to be aware of it.*^^

Nous verrons. I replied that he was bound ' to vindicate the render-

ing by "barricades " of a term w^hich is one of the commonest in

Wace ' (who, according to himself, was ' no rhetorician, but a very

plain speaker'), and which elsew^here means ' shield
;' ^^ and I

«*
(2), p. 85, and ante, pp. 3, 11, 54-6, 58. «'

(1), pp. 14-15.

^^ To speak, for instance, of ' Mr. Freeman's theory of a developed shield wall ' as

that of Mr. Archer [ayiic, p. 39, note) is distinctly misleading. What Mr. Freeman

really said was that it Avas ' a development of the usual tactics of the shield wall

'

(iii. 444) to place a barricade in front of it. The * shield wall ' itself remained

unaltered.

" This is a misleading phrase. Wace does not say that the escuz individually

resembled hurdles, but that they were comme cUies joinz et serrcz '— set close together

like hurdles, which I take to be an obvious comparison to the hurdles round a sheep-

fold, his closturc.

«8 Cont. Rev. pp. 350, 352. «« Acadeviy, 2 Sept. 1893, p. 193.

"" I am tempted to quote from the latest writer upon Wace. ' His sir^iplicity and
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showed that Pluquet rendered it hoiicUers, Malet ' bucklers,' and
Taylor ' shields,' and that even Mr. Archer elsewhere * abandoned
his own fantastic rendering.' ^^

Mr. Archer now brings forward a new argument (<:mie, pp. 9-11),

which at first sight is plausible enough. He invokes * a medie-

val paraphrase of the " Eoman de Eou," in Old French prose,' by
* another medieval writer who wrote while Old French was still a

spoken tongue.' In short, he appeals to the * Chronique de Nor-

mandie.' ^^ To the * Chronique de Normandie ' he shall go.

Now, in the first place * this venerable document ' is anything

but an exact rendering of the * Eoman.' Eead the two side by side,

and you soon find discrepancy both in the incidents and in the

sequence of events. The very passages quoted by Mr. Archer

(p. 9) will be found to be a quite free development of what Wace
said. In the second place * our old fourteenth- or fifteenth- century

paraphrast ' not only altered and embellished Wace, but seems to

have quite misunderstood him. For instance, on the very page

from which Mr. Archer quotes, he asserts that the first attack was

made by two only of the Norman * battles,' while the duke with

his own * battle ' remained in the rear.^^ I can find nothing of

the kind in Wace ; nor did Mr. Freeman himself ;
^^ nor does Miss

Norgate, who indignantly claims that Mr. Freeman is right in

making the duke advance, at the head of his cavalry, in the first

general attack (p. 43) .^^ I wonder whether she will tell Mr. Archer

that his ' venerable document ' is worthless as ' proof ' of what

Wace meant.

But though I might, on these grounds, reject this new witness, I

shall not claim to do so. On the contrary, I shall pin Mr. Archer

down to the very passage he himself quotes. He writes (p. 10)

—

And now what light does the paraphrast throw on the * crucial

passage ' ? How, above all, does he render the lines

—

Fait orent devant els cscuz

De fenestres e d'aUres fuz ?

He renders them thus : Herault avoit fait faire targes d'huis, de

fenestreSj de cleies & d'aultres choses, S en estoit son ost tout avirone.

Compare the later passage. . . . Les archiers Northmans, &c. &c.

somewhat narrow horizon save the French poet from all " conceits," and restrict him

to an even sparer use of metaphor and simile than the English poet allowed himself '

{Social England, p. 346),

»' Academy, 16 Sept. 1893. ^'^ Bouquet, xiii. 221 ct seq.

"' 'Ainsi assaillirent longuement les deux premieres batailles des Northmans envers

les Anglois ; ne les archiers Northmans ne leur pouvoient mal faire. . . . Lors se

retrairent ung pou les deux batailles des Northmans et la bataille au Due Guillaume

approcha tousjours. Adont les capitaines des deux batailles s'assemblerent et alerent

devers le Due Guillaume et lui distrent I'estat des Anglois,' &c. &c. (p. 234).

^* N. C. iii. 479.

°* The only difference between us here is that I suggested that the duke may have

sent forward his cavalry rather than joined personally in this attack.
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To make the matter absolutely clear, I here give both the
passages m Wace of which these extracts are the paraphrases :

Mais li dus aueit ueirement

Grant plente de bons archiers. Pour les archiers que le Due
Geldons Engleis .... Guillaume avoit, Herault, avoit fait

Fait orent devant els cscicz faire targes d'huis, de fenestres, de
De fenestres et d'altres fuz, clois, at d'aultres choses, et en
Devant els les orent leuez, estoit son ost tout avironne.

Comme cleies joinz e serrez
;

D'escuz e d'ais s'avironoent.

(11. 7809-23.)

Normanz archiers, ki ars tenei- Ne les archiers Northmans ne
ent, leur povoient mal faire, pour ce

As Engleis mult espes traient, qu'ils se targoicnt des buys et des
Mais de lor esmz se coureient, fenestres dont ilz avoient fait leurs

Que en char ferir nes poient, hourdis.

Ne por viser ne por bien traire

Ne lor poient nul mal faire.

(11. 8163-8.)

Now observe, first, that the writer distinguishes between targes

(i.e. shields) against archers, and hourdis (my critic's ' barricade '),^^

used, Mr. Archer insists, against cavalry (pp. 23-5). Mr. Archer
pretends that the writer speaks of the latter in his paraphrase of

the disputed lines, but that is precisely what he does not do. He
does not render escuz by hourdis, which is what Mr. Archer's

reading requires; he renders it, as I do and as Pluquet (and

Taylor and Malet) did, by shields (targes). Mr. Archer, who
prides himself on his knowledge of French, should at least know
that targe means ' shield '—and * shield ' only. Any French

dictionary will enlighten him if he does not.

Therefore when he writes

—

Our old fourteenth- or fifteenth-century paraphrast confirms my
rendering down to the minutest point (ante, p. 10),

I would rather not say what I think of that assertion, consider-

ing that the paraphrast takes escuz, as I have throughout in-

sisted on doing, literally, and refuses that metaphorical rendering

which Mr. Archer has so confidently maintained.^^ Now, observe

that if only the ' paraphrast ' could have brought himself to render

escuz by hourdis—as Mr. Freeman rendered it (at first) by
' barricades ' and Mr. Archer by ' shield[-like defencejs '—he, like

they, could have evaded the difficulty. But though he did not hesi-

tate to treat the * Koman ' with a very free hand, he knew, as I do,

^^ See Mr. Archer's appeals to hourdis on p. 9, afite.

"^ Acadevty, 2 Sept. 1893, p. 193, and ante, p. 8.
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that escu here could only mean a (literal) shield, and he faith-

fully so rendered it. We have here, then, to quote Mr. Archer's words,

* sufficient proof that in medieval times Frenchmen still speaking

Wace's old tongue had no doubt as to*—rendering escic as

I do.

But observe, further, that the disputed passage was, in conse-

quence, as puzzling to the * paraplirast ' as it is to ourselves. The
parallel passages I have quoted prove that the best he could make
of it was the view that Harold made out of doors, wi'ndows, hurdles,

&c. {dliuis, de fenestreSf cleies, d d'aultres choses), actual shields

(targes), which his men were to use against archers ! Moreover,

he must have found the word fenestres also as puzzling as we
do. He decided, as Mr. Archer points out, to retain the word as

it stood ; but being evidently troubled with common sense, he

could not understand how an open space [? Mr. Archer's * window-

frame'] could be used as a shield against arrows. He added,

therefore, the words * doors ' and ' hurdles ' {huisy cleies) as an

attempt to make sense of the line.'
^*

Having now made good my charge of mistranslation, even our

of the mouth of Mr. Archer's own witness, I pass to my second

point—namely, that he has now completely altered the rendering of

the disputed passage he gave in the Contemporary Review. I do

not lay stress on his substitution of ' a shield-like defence of windows

and other wood-work ' (ante, p. 18) for his own ' shield[-like defence]s

of ash trees and other kinds of wood,' ^^ or Mr. Freeman's * firm

barricades of ash and other timber,' though it is destructive of his

barricade * of twisted boughs and logs,' because in this matter he is

fighting only himself—and Mr. Freeman. I rendered the word
* ash,' as he did, * in deference to the universal consensus of all earlier

scholars,' Mr. Freeman included.^^^ Until a rational substitute is

provided I do not venture to throw them over. If it pleases Mr.

Archer to construct a barricade of which ' windows ' are the chief

ingredient on an uninhabited Sussex down, in 1066, he is perfectly

welcome to do so.

My statement is based on another ground—on Mr. Archer's new

treatment of the lines

—

"s Taylor is here led to observe that ' the text is often so imperfect, and at such

variance from the ordinary rules of Norman French grammar, that it is frequently

hard to be certain as to the fidelity of a translation ' (pp. 176-7). Mr. Archer admits

that at one part of this passage ' the text is corrupt ' (a^ite, p. 2). It is very remark-

able that the two points on which Mr. Archer specially relies against a ' shield-wall

'

interpretation of this passage {C. B. p. 349 ; a7ite, pp. 4, 7-8, 17), as ' phrases which

cannot be interpreted as referring to a shield wall ' {ante, p. 2), are both absent in one

of the manuscripts, which reads ' Tmit ont ' for ' Fait orent,' and * de haces ' for • d'ais '

(Andresen, i. 339). I only mention this, of course, quantum valeat ; but such a

reading would strengthen even further my * Malmesbury ' derivation.

«« C. E. p. 348.
' loo Ibid. p. 350.
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D'escuz e d'ais s'avironoent,

Issi defendre se quidoent

;

Et s'il se fussent bien tenu,

la ne fussent le ior vencu. (11. 7823-G.)

We shall find that he now separates these from the rest of the
disputed passage, which accordingly becomes a description not of
one barricade {supra, p. 232), but of ' two kinds of paHsade, one
[11. 7813-22] . . . run up before the inferior troops ... the other
[11. 7823-4] . . . presumably for the two-handed axe-men in the
main ' {a7ite, p. 18). Whence this startling change ?

In my note in this Eeview on ' Wace and his Authorities ' {ante,

viii. 677) I advanced, as a novel theory, the view that William of

Malmesbury's * Gesta Eegum ' had been among the sources used by
Wace, and, having given my grounds for this conclusion, I applied

it to ' the disputed passage,' which might be traced, I suggested, to

a misunderstanding by Wace of WilHam's words. I am obliged to

lay stress on the fact that this suggestion is pureli/ my own—it

occurred to me in the spring of 1893—because Mr. Archer's words
{atitCy p. 40) imply that I have but come round to some ' position

of his. I cannot state too explicitly that my suggestion is, as he
has since admitted, wholly new.

So new is it that it has at once alarmed him into completely

changing his ground and giving us a ivliolly different explanation

of Wace's meaning in the disputed passage. I need scarcely say

that the rhetorical device {ante, p. 4) by which Mr. Archer offers to

* give away to Mr. Bound and the Quarterly Eeviewer two points
'

that he * might well contest ' will impose on no one. When Mr.
Archer can contest a point—however small—he always does so ;

nor, throughout this controversy, does he * give away ' anything

but himself. I have not asked him to ' grant ' or * concede ' what
he is able to contest ; nor to ' come out into the lists with both

hands tied behind ' him.

I must take it, therefore, that Mr. Archer finds himself unable

to contest the point. And this, indeed, is obvious from his attempts

{ante, pp. 12-4, 16-9) to adapt himself to the new discovery. He
first urges that William of Malmesbury's testado ' cannot, from the

nature of the case,' have been a true shield wall ;
^^^ and he then

wrests from their context the above two lines of Wace, and makes

them and William's testudo describe the same thing, viz. a brand-

new defence, a * structure of interwoven shields and stakes ' {ante,

p. 18), a *wall of shields and stakes' (p. 35), '' shields set in the

ground and supported by a paHsade of stakes '
(p. 22) ! I must

explain at once that ' the rough barricade of timber-work ' was the

only one recognised by Mr. Archer before ; of this * woven testudo

1"' I deal with this plea separately below.
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of shields '

(p. 18) set on the ground he knew nothing. Its discovery,

douhtless, is a * master key ' (p. 18) ; but it is absolutely certain, I

must insist, that Mr. Freeman knew of nothing of the kind. And
now let us see what this theory involves. First, Mr. Archer has

to abandon his Contemporary Review rendering of the second escuz

{supra, p. 232) as identical with the first, and admit that it meant
real shields—which was my contention. Second, he is left without

a nominative for his verb in 11. 7823-4, and has to invent one (' the

two-handed axe-men ') . Yet, in Miss Norgate's words

—

it would be an insult to his intelligence and his scholarship to suppose

he could ... go out of his way to invent a nominative for aueint when
it has an obvious one ready made (ante, p. 45).

Bead auironoent for aueint, and Mr. Archer's case is described.

Third, he has to substitute ' stakes ' for * planks ' as a rendering

for ais,^^^ although he insists {ante, p. 4) on *the word in Old

French having only two recognised meanings, " plank " and
" axe," of which the latter is out of the question.' And then he

triumphantly announces that he ha^ obtained this ' result ' without
* a hitch of any importance ' being left (p. 19).

Now a ' plank ' obviously is not a ' stake,' and when Mr. Archer

persists in writing of * fj^^^^s or stakes '

(pp. 17, 18, 38) we have a

right to ask him which he means. If his theory requires, as it

does, ' stakes,' not ' planks,' then it is mere shuffling to write of

' planks or stakes.' But, bearing in mind that 'stake' cannot be

evolved out of ' plank,' ^°^ I turn to the one charge that is supposed

to overwhelm me with ridicule, Mr. Archer scoffed at my ' ludicrous

equation ' of d'escuz e d'ais and mid scildum and hordum ;
^"* he

has now again poured contempt on it {ante, p. 38) ; and of course

Miss Norgate finds my ignorance ' startling.'

It was difficult to believe that a scholar could seriously make this

suggestion {ante, p. 57).

But it is to Mr. Archer that her words apply. What I myself

wrote was, * In this " wall of shields " or '• boards " [at Maldon] we

have the formation of those troops who, in Wace's words, d'esciiz e

d'ais s'auironoent.' ^^' I did not, it will be observed, actually equate

the words, but it certainly seemed, and seems, to me that just as

our English 'board' {hord) acquired the sense of 'shield,' so

might the French ' board ' or ' plank ' {ais) ^^^ be at least employed

for boards made into impromptu shields by some of the English

'02
« I should now prefer to say " with stakes " ' {ante, p. 17).

'"^ Of the note on p. 17, suggesting asses, I would rather say nothing ; for it

associates a great name with that of Mr. Archer.
'« Academy, 2 Sept. 1893. '"

(1), p. 12.

*"^ ' Board ' is the first sense given to ais in my large Anglo-French dictionary—that

of Fleming and Tibbins.
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against Norman lances. In this natural suggestion I can see

nothing * ludicrous.' ^^^ But Mr. Archer's ' stake ' cannot be evolved

out of a ' hoard ' or ' plank.' If the Academy is any authority,

his rendering ' vanishes like smoke.' ^"^ Therefore his ridicule

recoils with tenfold force upon himself. Moreover had Wace
meant ' stake,' he would have used his word for stake—in the

battle of Hastings as elsewhere—namely, j^el. That is certain.

One knows^ not whether to pity him most when seeking

authority for the use of his wall of * shields and stakes ' or when
endeavouring to explain how it could possibly be constructed. He
turns for examples from Persia in the east to North America in

the west (pp. 15, 16), while I, declining to * survey mankind from

China to Peru,' prefer to study English tactics in English battles

on Enghsh ground. But he has not only to ask us to accept a

defence till now unheard of in English battles of the time ; he has

to show us how it worked in practice. His explanation is that the

English axe-men kept their shields ' till the battle was imminent

'

(p. 20), and then got rid of them by strapping them to stakes in the

ground,^^^ or on to their own backs, so as at least to make them quite

useless."^ This last idea is derived from a figure in the tapestry, and I

am accused of omitting the fact that ' the axe-man''s shield is strapj)ed

on his hack ' {ante, p. 14) . The italics are his own. In a footnote Mr.

Archer, as usual, runs away from his words, admitting that * the

tapestry does not show the material of the strap, or indeed any strap

at all,' and that his statement is only an ' inference.' But this axe-man

was not so insane as to fasten his shield where it must be useless ; it

hangs where it naturally would hang, from his shoulder,^ ^^ as do

others in the tapestry. '^^

It is difficult to follow Mr. Archer in his rapid and dazzling

gyrations. Even Miss Norgate, like * panting time,' toils after him

in vain. She admits I am right in treating the first Englishman

shown in the actual battle (this is what I meant by * first fighting

Englishman ') as the typical axe-man, but believes, *like Mr. Archer,'

that he will have to rid himself * somehow or other ' of his shield,

{ante, p. 72) . But according to Mr. Archer's new theory he must, on

'*" It is, indeed, actually confirmed by the Dlctlonnaire Historique cU la Langue

Francaise (188 1), issued by the Acadetnie, where we read (ii. G21), • Ais s'cst dit autrefois

du hois qui formait Ic cori^s des boucliers,' four references being given, among them

De Vcscufondcnt Us aes. ""* C. B. p. 3i8.

109 i They planted in the ground planks or stakes, and worked their shields up into

the gaps ' (p. 17). ' The better troops would not strap up their shields to the stakes till

the battle was imminent ' (p. 17).

"" ' If the axe-man has worked his shield up into the barricade, or has it strapped

on to his back, he is equally shieldless from my point of view ' (ante, p. 20).

*" Mr. Archer's difficulty throughout arises from his own supposition that shields

must be held by the hand.
*'- Taylor held that when a man was using his battle-axe with both hands

.
the

shield hung from his neck. Compare Mr. Archer's Crusade of Bichard I, p. 374.
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the contrary, have done so before the battle began (p. 20). Does

Mr. Archer hiraself, however, really believe in his theory ? After

explaining, as we have seen {supra, p. 237), that one kind of troops

were protected by a ' barricade of rough wood ' (p. 17), and the other

(p. 18) by ' a simpler and more scientific structure of interwoven

shields and stakes (or planks),' he suddenly turns round and says

that perhaps the latter, after all, extended along the whole front

:

* Wace's words will equally apply to such a case, and the change of

case is still more appropriate' (p. 20). lean argue with a man
who says that a thing is black, but when he adds that ' if any

one chooses ' to say it is white he is quite ready to accept that

solution, I can only suppose that he does not know what he really

believes.

Now% as compared with this maze of speculation, my own treat-

ment of the disputed passage has been perfectly simple and con-

sistent. So long as I was dealing with Mr. Freeman's views I took

my stand on his latest dictum, that the passage describes, and de-

scribes well, ' the array of the shield wall ' {supra, p. 214). Against

this fact my critics dash themselves in impotent wrath. In what-

ever way the passage should be rendered, that fact remains. It was
Mr. Freeman, not I, who discovered that Wace was here describing

the time-honoured ' shield wall.' This at once cuts the ground from

beneath their feet.

If they will agree to throwing over Mr. Freeman, which they

cannot bring themselves to do, then I will refer them to my
personal opinion, irrespective of Mr. Freeman's views, as set

forth at viii. 677 et seq., ante—namely, that Wace has, here as

elsewhere, followed "William of Malmesbury, but been misled by
his use of the word testudo and by his own ignorance of an obsolete

formation. ^^^

Only Mr. Archer must make up his mind whether he will throw

Mr. Freeman's words over or not.

In tale state, in cosi dubbia sorte

Ceder non piace, e contrastar non vale.

E tai piovono in te nembi d' affanno,

Che se speri o disperi, osi o paventi,

Diverse e '1 rischie, e sempre ugual fia '1 danno.

The ' ScuTORUM Testudo.'

Mr, Archer assures us that this phrase, used by William of

Malmesbury, * cannot, from the nature of the case, refer to the

shield wall pure and simple, the shield wall formed of shields held in

"3 Nor must the doubtful state of the text [supra, p. 23G) be forgotten as a possible

factor in the confusion.
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the hand ' (ante, p. 18) ; for * as a description of a " shield wall " pure
and simple those words [of WilHam] are sheer nonsense. ' (ibid.) Are
they ? I must ask permission to quote in full what Mr. Freeman
says of them.

Of the array of the shield wall we have often heard already, as at

Maiden (see vol. i. p. 271) ; but it is at Senlac that we get the fullest

descriptions of it, all the better for coming in the mouths of enemies.

Wace gives his description :

—

Fet orent devant els escuz

Ja ne fussent li jor vencu.

So William of Malmesbury, 241 : Pedites omnes cum bipennibus, con-

sertd ante se scutorum testudine, impenetrabilem cuneum facmnt, quod

profecto illis ea die saluti fuisset, nisi Normanni simulatd fugd more sua

confertos manipzdos laxassent. So at the battle of the Standard, according

to iEthelred of Eievaux (343) : Scutis scuta junguntur, lateribus latera

conseruntur ^^'^
(iii. 763-4).

If words have any meaning, Mr. Freeman held that William in

this passage gave a * description ' of the * ancient array of the shield

wall '—that is, the shield wall pure and simple. This view, Mr.

Archer tells us, makes it ' sheer nonsense.'

But William's words, we learn (ante, p. 14), present to Mr. Archer's

mind several difficulties. What words do not ? * Any one really

familiar,' we are told, * with the chroniclers of the twelfth century
'

will first ask

—

Why is the curious conserta testudine used if the word merely means
* to hold one shield in the hand near another shield ' ? I know the phrase

co7iserere scutaf but this is conserere testudinem.

We (Mr. Freeman and I) say that the phrase means not merely * to

hold one shield in the hand near another shield,' but, by Mr. Archer's

own definition {ante, p. 2), * shields held in the warriors' hands, and

each one pressed by its holder close to his neighbour's, so as to form

an unbroken line of shields, and shields alone, covering the whole

array.' This was, we say, the scutorum testudo. But Mr. Archer

is exercised by two words, conserere and testudo, as well as by a

phrase, ante se. As to the first, it occurs, as we have seen, in the

description of * the English shield wall ' at the battle of the Stan-

dard, where even Mr. Archer would hardly deduce from it that the

English 'had woven together ' {ante, p. 18) their side.s {latera). As

to testudo for * shield wall,' I need only refer him to Mr. Freeman's

words on the battle of Ashdown.

He [Alfred] made his men hold close together with their shields.

"* Miss Norgate duly speaks of this as ' the English shield wall ' {England binder

the Angevin Kings, i. 292).

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. R
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[Note.—Asser calls it a testudo or tortoise. This is the shield wall,

the famous tactic of the English and Danes alike. We shall hear of it

in all the great battles down to the end.^^'']

We do hear of it again at Brunanburh/^^ and at Maldon, where

Brihtnoth bade his men * work the war hedge,' of which Mr. Free-

man wrote

—

That is, he had made his men form the sJiield ivall, a sort of fortress

made by holding their shields close together, i^''

And we do meet with it * down to the end,' when the war hedge

of Maldon was wrought anew, by Harold, on the hill of battle, and

stood once more * a sort of fortress '

—

quasi castellum.

The mention of the phrase quasi castellum reminds me that,

according to my critic (ante, p. 12), I can only appeal to it * for the

support of a shield wall of some kind or other ; and a shield wall of

some kind or other ' he has ' never denied.' Not so. The only

shield wall that could possibly resemble a castellum, would be that

unbroken * close array ' which Mr. Freeman described, which Mr,

Hunt and I alike uphold, and which Mr. Archer alone insists on
rejecting. ^^^

But, to keep to the word testudo, Florence refers to the shield

wall of the English and of the Danes at Ashdown, thus :

Pagani in duas se turmas dividentes, aequali testudine helium parant

(i. 83).

iElfred . . . Christianas copias contra hostiles exercitus . . . dirigens

. . . testudine ordinabiliter condensata confestim contra hostes vexilla

movet (i. 84).

So too at the battle of Ethandun

—

Ubi contra Paganorum exercitum universum cum densa testudine

atrociter belligerans, &c. &c. (i. 96).

' Any one really familiar with the chroniclers of the twelfth cen-

tury ' (to quote Mr. Archer's words) could have told him, by refer-

ence to iEthelred of Bievaux, that conserere need not mean to

* interweave,' and by reference to Florence that the word testudo

occurs more than ' once in other twelfth-century chronicles ' (ante,

p. 14). As usual the arrogance of his tone is in inverse ratio to his

knowledge.

I have now disposed of Mr. Archer's difficulties, and also esta-

blished beyond question that Mr. Freeman saw, as I do, in William's

scutorum testudo the shield w^all pure and simple.

Lastly as to the question

—

Why do we have the redundant words ante se, unless it is to mark

"5 Old English History, p. 112. »»« IMd. p. 155.
'1^ Ibid. p. 196. ns Yi^Q supra, p. 229.
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that these shields were distinctly ante—in front o/—their owners, and not

held in the owners' hands ?

In reply to this strange quibble I refer Mr. Archer to a rendering of

his own— * Their left hands held their shields before them ' ^^^—and
to a passage in Wace which he strangely misread,^^^ and as to which
•he is now silent. It contains the line

—

Levant lor piz lor escuz tindrent (1. 11051).

My Attitude to Wacb.

I was compelled to point out in very plain language '^^—the

matter being vital—that Mr. Archer's original contention that in

rejecting the palisade I * mainly ' relied on Wace ^^2 ^as, however

unintentional, * the exact converse of the truth.' Printing

the passages side by side,^^^ I proved that I relied on every other

authority as against Wace—if Wace used esc^^^'for "barricades"

—and that I took my stand on the passage I have printed supra,

p. 215.124

Miss Norgate now reluctantly admits (p. 58) that Mr. Archer's

statement was * not very happily worded,' but he himself, I regret

to find, prominently repeats it on p. 40 :

—

This [the Keviewer's view of Wace's lines] was his principal reason for

saying that Mr. Freeman's palisades were ' imaginary, and imaginary

only.'

I made that statement, as I have said from the first, not, as Mr.

Archer says, on the authority of Wace, whom I specially excluded, ^'^'

but on the accumulated evidence of every other authority. It is

difficult to write calmly of these persistent attempts to misrepresent

my position after I have demonstrated their injustice.

So too with the question of Wace's authority. I am taunted

with not assailing it till Mr. Archer had shown that I could not

appeal to it.^^^ But I showed clearly that

(1) The two passages in Wace which—and which alo7ie—Mr.

Freeman vouched as his authority for the palisade could not, 07i his own

showi7ig, apply to it.

(2) Having thus disposed of these passages, the only ones vouched by

him, I had no occasion to discuss the value of Wace's authority, and

therefore did not discuss it.^'^^

So long as my opponents cannot bring themselves to throw Mr.

"« Crusade of Richard I, p. 307. '^o c. B. p. 345 ; (2), p. 87.

^2> AthencBum, 18 March 1893, 6 May 1893 ; Q. R. (2), pp. 85, 86.

122 C. R. p. 344.

•23 Athe7icBum, ut supra. ^'^^ Q. R. (1), p. 15
; (2), p. 83.

*25 ' Dismissing the Roman de Rou,^ (1), p. 15.

»26 C. R. p. 344 ; AthencQum, 1 April 1893 ; ante, p. 40.

'" AthencBum, 8 April 1893.

b2
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Freeman over, openly and without reserve, they must remain bound

by his statements ut infra—
(1) That the disputed passage (11. 7813-26) describes ' the array

of the shield wall.'

(2) That Mr. Archer's appeal ^^s to Wace's lices in the first

passage (1. 7010) is, as I showed,^^^ taken from ' a ''legend" than

which, says Mr. Freeman, " nothing can be less trustworthy " '

(iii. 449). Miss Norgate discreetly passes over this {ante, p. 64) ;

but Mr. Archer, ignoring my reply, repeats his argument

(ante, p. 6).

(3) That his appeal to the second passage (11. 8585-90)— * the

only one in Wace's narrative of the battle '—is estopped, as I

showed,^^^ by the fact that it involves ' throwing over Mr. Freeman's
" conception of the battle." ' As Miss Norgate attempts to dispute

this (ante, p. 64), I shall make my statement good.^^^

There remains, therefore, under present conditions, nothing but

a solitary mention of pel in Wace's narrative of the battle to

which my critics can appeal. ^^^ Mr. Archer himself rendered this

by * stake '
^^^—the original meaning of the word—but has since

indignantly explained that though he wrote * stake ' he meant
* barricade.' ^^^

In reply to this solitary word, if it means ' barricade,' I have

argued that Wace * is not consistent.'

He can himself have formed no clear idea of the battle. For instance,

in this matter of the ' palisade ' his own narrative, as a whole, is inconsistent

with its existence. Thus in the opening scene, where it ought to have been

specially prominent, when the French infantry, in Mr. Freeman's words,

' had to toil up the hill, and to break down the paUsade ' (p. 477), there is

no mention in Wace of any defence of the kind. On the contrary, indeed,

he here describes the English as at times retreating before the Normans,

and the Normans, in turn, as pursued by the English (11. 8075-8), which

is incompatible with the opposing forces being divided by wooden walls,

behind which, on the English side, not a man, says Mr. Freeman, had
swerved. ^^^

Miss Norgate {ante, pp. 66-7) assails my rendering of this passage,

but she will find that Taylor took the same view,^^^ and that

Pluquet renders recouroent as revinrent en avant ;
^^^ and she has

overlooked the words ' hardiz saillir ' (1. 8034), applied to the

English. Now Mr. Freeman renders the word saillant (1. 8287),

'2s c. B. p. 345.

'29
(2), p. 95. I may add that Mr. Archer's instance of the use of lices is taken from

the thirteenth century (C. B. p. 346), and that they seem to be one of Wace's
anachronisms, besides being specially connected with sieges.

'^« Ibid. »3i Vide infra, p. 253.
132 ]y[j,^ Freeman made no mention of it. '^^ C. B. p. 345.
"^ Academy, 23 Sept. 1893. iss

(2), p. 97,
138 Wace, p. 191. '3-

. Disengaged themselves,' Miss Norgate.
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as 'Englishmen rushing fonvardfrom their ranks ' (iii. 495), which
is exactly my own rendering.

If, however, there be some who are still unsatisfied, I am ready

to discuss the authority of Wace, the more readily because that

question is of real historical interest.

The Authokity of Wage.

Here, as elsewhere, I adhere to my position. As I have

written in the Quarterly Revietv—
Even if Wace, clearly and consistently, mentioned a palisade through-

out his account of the battle, we should certainly reject the statement of

a witness writing a century after it, when we find him at variance with

every authority (for that is our point), just as Mr. Freeman rejected

the bridge at Varaville, or the ' falsehood ' of the burning of the ships, or

the ' blunder ' of making the duke land at Hastings, or his anachronisms,

or his chronology. For ' of course,' in the professor's own words,
* whenever he [Wace] departs from contemporary authority, and merely

sets down floating traditions nearly a hundred years after the latest events

which he records, his statements need to be very carefully weighed.' ^^s

Let me specially lay stress upon the points on which, when
Wace and the tapestry differ, the preference is given by Mr. Free-

man himself to the tapestry as against Wace :

—

Had the tapestry been a work of later date it is hardly possible that

it could have given the simple and truthful account of these matters which

it does give. A work of the twelfth or thirteenth century '^^ would have

brought in, as even honest Wace does in some degree, the notions of the

twelfth or the thirteenth century. One cannot conceive an artist of the

time of Henry II, still less an artist later than the French conquest of

Normandy, agreeing so remarkably with the authentic writings of the

eleventh century (iii. 573).

[In the tapestry] every antiquarian detail is accurate—the lack of

armour on the horses (iii. 574). [But] Wace speaks of the horse of Wilham
Fitz Osbern as ' all covered with iron ' (iii. 570).

Wace, again, is ' hardly accurate ' (iii. 765), we read, as to the

Enghsh weapons, because he differs from the tapestry. As to

Harold's wound, * Wace places it too early in the battle ' (iii. 497)

;

Mr. Freeman follows the tapestry. As to the landing of the

Normans at Pevensey

—

Venit ad Fevensae, says the tapestry . . . Wace . . . altogether

reverses the geography, making the army land at Hastings, and go to

Pevensey afterwards ' (iii. 402).

As to the 'Mora,' the duke's ship, the tapestry shows 'the

'3^
(2), p. 96. This criticism of Wace's defects is not affected by Mr. Freeman's

admission of his merits. '^'^ Mr. Archer's limit is 1066-1210.
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child with his horn ;
' Wace describes him Saete et arc tendu

portant, Mr. Freeman adopts the *horn' (iii. 382). Harold,

says Mr. Freeman, was imprisoned at Beaurain.

This is quite plain from the tapestry : Dux eum ad Belrem et ihi eum
tejiuit. Wace says, A Abevile Vont mene .... This I conceive to arise

from a misconception of the words of William of Jumieges (iii. 224).

This illustrates, I would remind Mr. Archer, the difference

between a primary authority and a mere late compiler.

To these examples I may add Wace's mention of Harold's vizor

(ventaille), Mr. Freeman pointed out the superior accuracy of the

tapestry in *the nose-pieces' (iii. 574), and observed that 'the

vizor' was a much later introduction (iii. 497).^''^ Here again we

see the soundness of Mr. Freeman's view that Wace could not help

introducing * the notions ' of his own time into his account of the

battle. Miss Norgate (ante, p. 66) admits that he * transferred to

his mythical battles the colouring of the actual battles of his own
day,' but urges that these narratives illustrate the * warfare of

W^ace's own . . . contemporaries.' Quite so. But the battle of

Hastings belonged to an older and obsolete style of warfare. That

•is what his champions always forget. If Miss Norgate's argument

has any meaning, it is that the men who fought in that battle were
* Wace's own contemporaries.' Eemembering this, I prefer to offer

no comment on these her words :

—

I am aware that in making this avowal I am putting myself outside

the pale of rational beings in the opinion of the Quarterly Reviewer

(p. 66).

As to Wace's sources of information, and the prima facie evi-

dence for his authority, a question of considerable interest is

140 ^^Q have, I suspect, a similar instance in Wace's gisarmes (11. 7794, 7814, 8328,

8332, 8342, 8587, 8629, 8656). An excellent vindication of the Bayeux tapestry-

oddly enough overlooked by Mr. Freeman—namely, M. Delauney's Origine de la

Tapisserie de Bayeux prouv^e par elle-meme (Caen, 1824)—discusses the weapons, the

author observing : La hache d^armes ressemble a celle de nos sapeurs ; celle des temps

posUrieurs au xi^ sUcle a, dans les monuments, une espece de petite lance au-dessus de

la douille du c6ti opposd au tranclia7it (see Jubinal, La Tapisserie de Bayeux, p. 17).

This exactly describes the true gisarme, a later introduction. So, again, Wace makes

the chevalier who has hurried from Hastings exclaim to Harold

—

* Un chastel i ont ia ferme

De bretesches e de fosse ' (11. 6717-8),

whereas bretasches of course were impossible at the time. One is reminded of the

description, by Piramus, of the coming of the English, when ' over the broad sea Britain

they sought.'

* Leuent bresteches od kernels,

Ke cuntrevalent bons chastels,

De herituns [? hericuns] e de paliz

Les cement, si funt riulez

Del quer des cheygnes, forze halz,

Ki ne criement sieges ne asalz.'

{Vie Seint Edmund le Bey, 11. 228-33.)
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raised. Mr. Archer discusses it from his own standpoint on

pp. 31-7, 17-18, ante, and passim. On Wace's hfe, age, and work
facts are few and speculations many. These have been collected

and patiently sifted in Andresen's great work, with the following

result :

—

Wace was certainly living not merely in 1170 {ante, p. 32), but

in 1174, for he alludes to the siege of Eouen (August 1174) in his

epilogue to the second part of the ' Eoman.' ^"^^ It is admitted on all

hands, though Mr. Archer does not mention it, that he did not

even begin the third part till after the coronation of the younger

Henry (June 14, 1170).^^^ Allowing for its great length, he cannot

have come to his account of the battle at the very earliest till 1171,

105 years after the event. For my part, I think that it was

probably written even some years later. But imagine in any case

an Englishman, ignorant of Belgium, writing an account of

Waterloo, mainly /rom oral traditiony in 1920.

Mr. Archer contends that Wace was born * probably between the

years 1100 and 1110 ' {ante, p. 31). Andresen holds that the earliest

date we can venture to assign is 1110,^''^ forty-four years after the

battle. Special stress is laid by Mr. Archer on Wace's oral in-

formation :

—

He had seen and talked with many men who recollected things

anterior to Hastings and the Hastings campaign. Among his informants

for this latter was his own father, then, we may suppose, a well-grown lad,

if not an actual participant in the fight {ante, p. 32).

* We may suppose '—where all is supposition—exactly the con-

trary. If Wace was born, as we may safely say, more than forty

years after the battle, * we may suppose ' that his father was not

even born before it. All this talk about Wace's father is based on

11. 6445-7, of w^hich Andresen truly remarks, Die Verse Mais co

oi dire a mon pere, Bien m'en souient, mais uaslet ere. Que set cenz

nes, quatre meins, furent, etc. sind viel zu unhestimmt gehalten, so

dass wir aus ihnen streng genommen nicht einmal entnehmen kbnnen,

oh der Vater im Jahre 1066 schon auf der Welt war oder nicht

(p. Ixx). I venture to take my own case. Born within forty years

of Waterloo, I can say with Wace that I remember my father

telling me, as a boy, stories of the battle. But he was born after

it. The information was second-hand. Over and over again does

Mr. Archer lay stress on the fact {ut supra) that Wace gives us ' the

reminiscences of the old heroes who fought at Hastings as no one

else has cared to do ' (p. 33). I must insist that Wace himself no-

"' ' Al siege de Eoem le quidierent gaber ' (1. 62).

'*2 ' Denn nicht etwa am Schlusse, sondern gleich zu Anfang des genannten

Theiles' (1. 179) ' spricht er von den drei Konigen Hcinrich, die er gesehen und

gekannt ' (p. xciv).

'" ' Nimmt man das Jahr 1110 als Geburtsjahr des Dichters an,' &c. (p. xQiv)4
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where mentions having seen or spoken to them. He does mention

having seen men who remembered the great comet (Mr. Archer

itahcises the Hnes ^''^)
; but this exactly confirms my point. For

when Wace had seen eye-witnesses he was careful, we see, to mention

the fact. Men would remember the comet, though little children

at the time. One of my own very earliest recollections is that of a

great comet, even though it did not create the sensation of the

comet in 1066. Wace had talked with those who had been

children, not with those who had been fighting men, in 1066.

I have only left myself space for one more point. Mr. Archer

answers us that * Wace is a very sober writer,' with * something of

the shrewd scepticism ' of modern scholars (p. 33, ante). What
shall we say, then, of his long story (11. 7005-7100 ^'') of the night

visit, by Harold and Gyrth, to the Norman camp, to which Mr.

Archer appeals as evidence for the lices (1. 7010)? 'Nothing,'

replies Mr. Freeman (iii. 449), * could be less trustworthy. ... No
power short of divination could have revealed it.' ^^^ Mr. Archer tells

us he has only space for one instance (ante, p. 34) of Wace's con-

scientiousness. That instance is his story of the negotiation

between William and Baldwin of Flanders on the eve of the

Conquest. Of this story Mr. Freeman writes :

—

Of the intercourse between William and Baldwin in his character of

sovereign of Flanders Wace has a tale which strikes me as so purely

legendary that I did not venture to introduce it into the text . . . The
whole story seems quite inconsistent with the real relations between

William and Baldwin (iii. 718-9).

Comment is superfluous.

Miss Norgate's Paper,

The space remaining will not allow me to deal so fully with Miss

Norgate as I have done with Mr. Archer ; but as she leaves to him
the hardest points, and confines herself chiefly to small quibbles,

this is of no great consequence.

More than two pages of this Eeview {ante, pp. 51-3) does she,

for instance, devote to hinting that I cannot make good a statement

(which I can at once), and to the uncalled-for innuendo (four times

repeated) that it does not refer, as it should do, to the ' Eoman de

Kou.'

(1) Mr. Archer wrote oipaliz—
After a careful examination of the whole of the * Roman de Rou ' I

have only found the word twice. ^'^^

"^^
' Assez vi homes qui la virent,

Qui ainz e pois longues vesquirent ' {ante, p. 17).

^" Compare his scornful rejection (iii. 469-71) of Wace's tales in 11. 7875-7950.
''" C. B. p. 342.
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I reply that it occurs at least thrice,^^^ and that in the case over-
looked by Mr. Archer it is not ' connected with fosse.' '^^ As pel
in the sense of ' paHsade ' also occurs three times (or four if we
include the Hastings instance), according to Mr. Archer ^^^

it is absurd
to say that the latter is ' his more favourite word,' and the former
only used occasionally.' ^^^

(2) Mr. Archer asserted that Wace uses mairrien in the
* Koman de Eou ' * always of the same thing.'

It is his word for the more or less elaborately constructed timber
which Duke William had prepared in Normandy, ^^^ and carried across for

the purpose of building his chastel near Pevensey. . . . Hence it is

clear that when Wace does use the word mairrien he uses it of carefully
prepared timber, already hewn and shaped, and pierced, so as to be built

into castellated form within a few hours at most.'-^^

I reply that in one of the ' three ' instances of which Mr. Archer
speaks ^^^

[1. 6357] the word is used, not of prepared timber for a
chastel, but of the timber felled for the construction of the fleet,

'^^

timber which had to be ' dragged ' to the ports where it was awaited,

as Mr. Freeman puts it, ' by the axes and hammers of carpenters

and shipwrights.' ^^^

When I remember that Mr. Archer has invited me to read

1*^ Ed. Andresen, i. 77 ; ii. 88, 176. »« q^ ^^ p^ 342.
'*" Ibid. p. 342 : ed. Andresen, i. 107 ; ii. 169, 175 (?).

i^o q^ ^_ p 343.
'^' There arises here a curious point, which seems to have escaped notice. Accord-

ing to Wace (1. 6543)—Mr. Freeman, oddly, omits the line (iii. 411)—the prepared
timber was brought not by Duke William, but by the count of Eu {Que U quens d'Ou
i out porte) ; therefore, ' if Wace is any authority,' Mr. Archer is here in error. The
statement in Domesday (i. 18) that the count of Eu received from William the cas-

telleria of Hastings seems, at first sight, to favour his accuracy. But I suspect that

it was, on the contrary, from the count's subsequent possession of it that Wace got

his idea ; and that suspicion is strengthened by the fact that Domesday seems to place

the grant at a later time, and that the castle of Hastings was at first committed to

Humphrey de Tilleul. If (as Orderic states) he withdrew to Normandy about 1069,

the count may have obtained the castle then. But I am carried on by this inquiry,

combined with Wace's admitted confusion of Hastings and Pevensey, to suggest—

I

do no more—that the whole story of this portable castle may be, like its bretascJies

(supra, p. 246), yet another anachronism of Wace, by whom alone it is told. It is

significant that in his own day we first hear (I believe) of such castles, two being

taken over by Henry to Ireland in 1171 {Pipe Boll, 17 Hen. II), while Kichard's
* Mategriffun ' is of course familiar. '" (^ jj. p. 343.

153 < Only threetimes, all in the same passage,' he says ; but the instances, on the

contrary, are scattered (11. 6357, 6541, 6655).
^'* N. C. iii. 379-80.
^^^ A good instance of the use of maeremium (the equivalent of mairrien) for rough

' timber ' is found, I may add, in the Rotulus Compoti for building a galley at Ipswich

temp. Edward I :

—

' Factura Galye. lidem computaverunt in maeremio empto a diversis pro Galya inde facienda . . . et

in eodem maeremio prostemendo et cariando per terram et aquam de diversis locis cum cordis emptis ad
idem maeremium tractandum,' &c. &c. (App. 1 to 9th Report Eist. MSS. p. 257.)

The timber, we see, was maeremium even before it was felled, and a fortiori before it

was handed over to the ' carpenter and shipwrights,' whom the account goes on to

mention. So, too. In mairremio ad naves Regis {Norman Exchequer Boll of 1184.)
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Wace * with a little more care,' ^^^ and charged me with ' blunders
'

on the strength of these his own errors, I might, indeed, make

merry at his expense, if it were worth while to follow my opponent's

example.

But, now that I have proved my accuracy and good faith, I

venture to ask Miss Norgate to withdraw her imputations.

The above is only a sample of her arguments. Take, for

instance, the very first (pp. 42-3). I challenge Miss Norgate to

disprove my statements

—

(1) That Mr. Freeman's own authorities ' say nothing ' of the

infantry advancing * to break down the palisades '

(pp. 467, 477),

which is a mere guess of his own.^^^

(2) That the only weapons they speak of are crossbows and

bows and arrows, * which are scarcely the weapons for pioneers.'

I do not omit * to take account of the distinction between light-

armed and heavy-armed infantry ' (p. 42). Mr. Freeman himself held

that the infantry were all archers (iii. 462) , though some of them

wore armour (the loricati of William of Poitiers). ^^^

(3) That Mr. Freeman's view^ breaks down on his own showing,

for, as I explained

—

he first tells us that for the knights to charge with * the triple palisade

still unbroken would have been sheer madness ;
' in fact it was * altogether

useless ' for them to advance until the infantry had broken down the

palisade. But this the infantry failed to do, whereupon the cavalry

charged * the impenetrable fortress of timber '

(p. 479).'-''^

Take, again, another point. A page and a quarter does Miss

Norgate devote (pp. 72-3) to trying to justify Mr. Archer's statement

that, according to Mr. Freeman, Harold^had ' set regular troops ' on

the small hill, though I had shown that he described them as * all

light-armed ' (iii. 489). Eeference to his work shows at once that

* light-armed ' was the term he employed for ' the irregular levies,'

* the sudden levies of the southern shires ' (iii. 448, 472, 490,

501, 505, 574-5, 765). And yet so utter is the weakness of Miss

Norgate's case that she tries to contest even this.

Or, again, take such a statement as this :

Of Mr. Archer's ' corroborative evidence from other sources,' the

Reviewer declines to take any notice (p. 66).

•^« AthencBum, 1 April 1893. i"
(2), p. 75.

^'^ So too 'you may call up the march of archers and horsemen across the low
ground between the hills ' (Arch. Journ. xl. 359). ' The Norman footmen, the Norman
chivalry, each forcing their way in turn to the firm barricade ' {ibid.) The fact is

that on p. 462 Mr. Freeman was guided (as he says) by the tapestry onhj, and on

p. 467 by William of Poitiers only. Had he kept them both in mind he would have
understood William aright by the aid of the tapestry. His failing, as I said in the

Quarterly Review ([2], p. 104), was ' his tendency to follow blindly individual authori-

ties in turn, instead of grasping them as a whole.'
i^»

(2), p, 76.
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Mr. Archer will hardly thank his champion for alluding to that

unfortunate * evidence,' of which I wrote

—

We shall hardly be expected to reply to Mr. Archer's * corroborative

evidence from other sources,' which dwindles down to one line—* tending in

the same direction ' ^^^^rom Benoit de St. Maur, who does not speak ofa
palisade, and to whom, if he did, no one loould pay much attention.^^^

As I have since shown,^^^ even this evidence was obtained by

Mr. Archer, according to Godefroy and Michel, by ' mistranslating

his French.'

Page after page might I thus occupy,^^^ but I would rather

select the two passages, which are not mere petty recriminations,

but criticisms on points of importance. These are (1) that the

* barricade ' according to Mr. Freeman stood considerably in

advance of the standard (pp. 60-61, 64-5) ; (2) that his disposi-

tion of the English forces, which I prominently impugned, ^^^ was

right (pp. 69-70, 73-6).

The Standard and the 'Barricade.'

The position of the standard is admitted on all sides. It stood

* on the very crown of the hill ... the spot marked to after ages

by the high altar of the abbey church of Battle' (v. 474,758).

The position of the alleged barricade relative to the standard is,

on the contrary, now disputed. According to me, Mr. Freeman

held that

the standard, with Harold at its foot, stood, throughout the day, in

the very forefront of the fight, and that Harold fought at the * barricade

'

like a private soldier (p. 64, ante).

Miss Norgate flatly contradicts me on this, writing

I hold that as regards the position of the standard and of the king

that [Mr. Freeman's] conception is wholly misunderstood by the Reviewer

{ante, p. 65).

She does 'not hesitate to assert' that, according to him, the

standard stood * not " in the very forefront," but in the centre of

the host.'

Now I gave the references for my statement, and Miss Norgate

professes to have examined them. Among them are pp. 447,

'«o C. B. p. 346. ^"^
(2), p. 96. *«- Acadetny, 16 Sept. 1893.

"=» Is it really worth while replying to such questions as Miss Norgate's {'Could

not Harold . . . have collected his timber as he went along, and carried it with him,

so that when he reached the chosen spot he had only to set it up there ? ') on p. 51 ?

Has she read of how Harold, on his ' speedy ' march, ' hastened on ' {N. C. iii. 442-3) ?

Does she realise what hauling timber through what ' was doubtless, in an October of

those days, a mere quagmire ' {iUd. p. 446) up on to a hill meant ? If so, she would

not dispute the force of my reasoning {Q. E. [1], p. 13
; [2], p. 82 ; C. B. pp. 341-2).

»"
(1), pp. 16, 18; (2), pp. 101-3.
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484, 487. On the first of these she relies against -me, writing that

in it

the standard is placed *just where the ground begins to slope,' while

in the ground plan ^^^ a full third of the depth of the array is on

the slope in front of it (antej p. 65).

But she has suppressed half my reference, which runs

:

The royal standard was planted just where the ground begins to slope

to the south-east, the point most directly in the teeth of the advancing

enemy (iii. 447).

With Mr. Freeman, the phrase * in the teeth of ' meant always,

exposed at the front.^^^

The second of my references describes the * hand-to-hand fight

at the barricades,' and Miss Norgate admits (p. 65, ante) that Mr.

Freeman represents Harold

in p. 484 as close to * the barricade,* i.e. no longer in the centre, but at

the front.

Good ; but she conveniently ignores my next reference (p. 487),

which speaks of this fight at the barricade—between * three valiant

brethren on either side ' (p. 483)—as * the great personal struggle

which was going on beneath the standard.' Thus my view of Mr.

Freeman's * conception ' is justified absolutely and beyond dispute.

He did represent * the standard, with Harold at its foot,' as * in the

very forefront of the fight.' ^^^ But, in case Miss Norgate should

still be reluctant to admit that, on this issue, I am absolutely right,

I confront her with yet another description of this ' hand-to-hand

fight at the barricades.' ^^®

The duke and his immediate following tried to break their way into

the English enclosure at the very poiiit where the king stood by his

standard with his brothers.

This extract is taken from an even later work of the author, the

' Short History of the Norman Conquest ' (p. 81).^^^

Miss Norgate, it is true, appeals to the ground-plan of the battle

;

but she has failed to observe that Mr. Freeman, in his preface,

expressly disclaimed responsibility ' for such purely military points

as the extent and arrangement of the palisade.' We must, therefore,

be guided by his text alone. And if it be claimed that his text is

contradictory, this would but prove further how confused his mind

really was as to the battle. I have demonstrated that my own state-

ment faithfully represents his words, and I adhere unhesitatingly to

'•^^ See below.
>''" ' Just in the face of the army as it came from Hastings,' he wrots in Old Eng-

lish History, p. 330.

ie7 i rpjje ygj-y spot which was the central point of that day's struggle, the spot

where Harold fought and Harold fell ' {Arch. t7o26rw.[1883], xl. 359).

»«8 N. C. iii. 484. x"* Clarendon Press, 1880.
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everything I said (aiite, p. 64) as to his believing Harold and his

brethren to have faced the invaders throughout. In the first

attack, just as in the second, I find Harold represented by Mr.
Freeman as fighting—beneath his standard— ' among the foremost.*

There, between the dragon and the standard . . . sharing the toils and
dangers of his meanest soldier . . . stood Harold, king of the English

(iii. 474-5).

The king with his choice troops stood ready to meet Duke William
himself. The king stood between his two ensigns.

^"°

Harold, Gyrth, and Leofwine are standing ready to defend.^ ^^

He rode to the standard, alighted from his horse . . . and stood

ready with his axe till the enemy drew near . . . Duke William . . .

came right against the point of the hill which was crowned by the

standard, where King Harold himself stood ready for them. . . . The
Norman writers themselves tell us . . . how the English axe in the

hand of King Harold, or of any other strong man, cut down the horse

or rider with a single blow. . . . Our men did not swerve an inch,

and they cut down every Frenchman who came near. King Harold

himself and his brothers j^^/tim^ amo7ig the foremost.' ^^^

Miss Norgate must indeed be reduced to straits when she asks

us to admit that Harold, though ' not at the front,' was yet * sharing

the toils and dangers of his meanest soldier ' {ante, p. 65). What
that phrase meant to Mr. Freeman is shown by these extracts :

—

[At Sherstone] King 'Edmund fought in the front rank, doing the duty

alike of a general and of a private soldier (' strenui militis et boni im-

peratoris officia simul exsequebatur ') . . . this praise must have been

common to every general of those days who deserved to be called a

general at all
;
yet it is often recorded to the special honour of particular

commanders, as we shall find it in a very marked way of both Harold and

William).i73

His [Harold's] axe was the weightiest ; his blows were the most

terrible of all. The horse and his rider gave way before him, cloven to

the ground by a single stroke. He played the part alike of a general and

a private soldier. This is a praise which must have been common to

every commander of those times. Still it is given in a marked way

both to William and to Harold {Haroldus, non contentus munere im-

peratoris, ut hortaretur alios, militis officium seclule exequehatur)}'^^

The breakdown here of Miss Norgate's argument carries with

it two consequences.

(1) That, exactly as I stated {ante, p. 64), 'Mr. Archer can only

appeal to Wace's mention of lices (11. 8585-92) at the cost of

throwing over Mr. Freeman's " conception of the battle
; "

' and

that these lines of Wace, if accepted, ' are destructive of Mr. Free-

man's views.' ^^^

''» Short History, p. 78. '^' Arch. Journ. xl. 359.

''2 Old English History, pp. 331, 333.

^'3 ^Y. C. i. (2nd ed.), 384. ^'^ Ibid. iii. 492.

»'^ I shall scarcely be expected to reply to Miss Norgate's half-hearted suggestion
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(2) That the barricade was, according to Mr. Freeman, where

the standard was, viz. (exactly as I stated) at ' the summit of the

hill.' This disposes of all Miss Norgate's argument on pp. 60-61,

as well as on pp. 64-5. It simply collapses.

The Disposition of the English.

I have throughout treated this as a point of much importance,

and am loth to repeat in extenso all I have written. ^^*^ My summary

was that Mr. Freeman's * disposition of the Enghsh forces, with all

that it involves, was based on no authority, was merely the off-

spring of his own imagination, and was directly at variance with

the only precedent that he vouched for the purpose.' To all this I

( [2], p. 103) adhere absolutely.

Miss Norgate cannot, of course, deny that Mr. Freeman's dis-

position of ' heavy-armed ' in the centre and * light-armed ' on the

right wing, if not on both (as in ground-plan), is a guess without

any authority. But I go further and say that it is ' directly at

variance ' with his own precedent, the battle of Sherstone (i. 383,

iii. 472), where * the king placed his best troops ... in front, and

the inferior part of his army in the rear ' (which is my own theory

of the battle of Hastings) . I showed that Mr. Freeman had re-

membered his intended precedent too late, and appealed to it

(p. 472) in his second edition, with the result only of contradicting

himself. But, meanwhile, in another work, published about the

same time (as his first edition), he seems to have duly remembered
it, and to have varied his account accordingly. It may surprise

Miss Norgate to learn that he there wrote

—

As far as I can see, King Harold put these bad troops in the back,

. . . But his picked men he put in front, where the best troops of the

enemy were hkely to come.^^^

This is exactly the * essential principle of tactics ' on which I in-

sisted,^^^ and which Miss Norgate endeavours to oppose {ante, p. 75).

Mr. Freeman, I may add, again speaks of his ' light-armed ' as * the

troops in the rear,' ^'^ which is directly opposed, of course, to his

ground-plan.

Now, as against all this confusion, I have maintained, in accord-

ance with Mr. Freeman's own precedent, that the best troops, with

their ' shield wall,' extended along the whole front.^®^ * The bad

on p. 64 that * retrait ' may not have meant ' retreated.' Pluquet's ' gloss ' is not, as she
pretends, incompatible in any way with that (the recognised) sense of the word, which
she adopts herself, without question, in 1. 8078. And, indeed, where he himself trans-

lates the words se retraient is se retirent (p. 217) and retraiant is retirant.
»^« See (1), pp. 16, 18-19, (2), pp. 101-3, for my fuU argument.
'" Old English History, p. 331. »"8

(i), p. 83.
'"8 Old English History, p. 333.

'8* Besides the contradiction I have just exposed, I contended that even in the
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troops,' I hold, stood behind them, and, thus sheltered, dis-

charged their missiles, as we see, at the advancing Normans.
The front lines were sufficiently disordered by the galling fire of

the Norman foot and the alternate advances and retreats of the

horse for the light troops to break through and pursue, if indeed

they did not, as Baudri implies, take some part in that pursuit

themselves. This at once disposes of that * irresistible inference
*

{ante, p. 74) on which alone Miss Norgate relies.

But I appeal not only to the battle of Sherstone—I appeal also,

to Miss Norgate's natural and unconcealed annoyance {ante, pp.
75-6), to the battle of the Standard. My words were

:

It was therefore an essential principle of tactics ^^' quatinus armati
armatos impeterent, milites congrederentur militihus. Therefore on Cowton
Moor (1138), as (we hold) on the hill of Battle (1066), we find the stre-

nuissimi milites inprimafronte locati, and the lighter troops behind them.
Harking back to Sherstone fight (1016), we encounter precisely the same
formation. ' The king,' Mr. Freeman writes, ' placed his best troops in

front, and the inferior part of his army in the rear.'

Passing over the characteristic quibble that the first of these

quotations applies to the Scottish army alone {ante, p. 5)—for it

applies alike to ' armati ' and * armatos,' to ' milites ' and to 'mili-

tihus '—I come straight to the point. Am I, or am I not, justified

in saying that the English tactics at the battle of the Standard

are * precisely the same ' as at Sherstone, where the inferior troops

were placed * in the rear ' ?

For the answer, I need actually only quote Miss Norgate's own

words

:

The English array was simple enough : the whole host stood in one

compact mass clustered round the standard—the barons and their

followers occupying the centre, the archers intermingled with them in front,

and the general mass of less well-armed troops of the shire in the rear,^^^

with a small detachment of horse posted at a little distance. The main

body of both armies fought on foot in the old English fashion, the wild

Celts of Galloway dashed headlong upon the English frojit, only to find

their spears and javelins glance off from the helmets and shields of the

knights as from an iron wall.^^^

History of the Norman Conquest ' the narrative itself ' is not * quite consistent in its

statements' (Q. B. [2], p. 102) as to whether the 'shield wall' covered the centre

alone or the wings also. Mr. Hunt, I find, was in the same difficulty, though writing

under Mr. Freeman's eyes [ante, p. 229). For though he represented the shield wall as

covering the whole front [ibid.), he yet wrote that Harold's army ' contained no well-

armed troops except in the centre ' {Norman Britain, p. 78).

>si Compare supra, p. 255.

>82 Compare Mr. Freeman's description of the ' light-armed ' as ' the sudden levies

of the southern shires ' (p. 482).

•8» England wider the Angevin KingS} i. 290.
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I am happy to find my version of the * array ' in absolute agree-

ment with Miss Norgate's.^^^

As to my authority it is (as hers must be) the allusion by

Eichard of Hexham to the ' reliqua multitudo.' ^^^ It is not, as

she says, ^thelred, nor did I say it was. Eeference to her pages,

will show that she combined the allusion to the troops * in the rear

'

with iEthelred's account exactly as I did myself. It must be from

misapprehension that she writes :

—

I ask my readers and the Keviewer's whether this [^thelred's] state-

ment is accurately represented by the words, ' We find the " strenuissimi

milites in prima fronte locati," and the lighter troops behind the7n;
'

and I ask whether an 'analogy ' elicited from ^thelred's [sic] pages by

such a rendering as this, coupled with a confusion between assailants and

defenders as has just been pointed out, can be of any value in a discussion

as to the disposition of the Enghsh forces on the field of Senlac {ante,

p. 76).

With these words Miss Norgate's criticisms fitly close.

Conclusion.

I will now recapitulate my points. As against Mr. Freeman's

account of the battle, I claim. Jirst, as I have claimed throughout,

that, on a review of the whole evidence, he has certainly failed to

prove the existence of that * palisade,' which would, he admits, have

been a new development, and which, therefore, requires conclusive

proof ; second, that his disposition of the English, * with all that it

involves, was based on no authority, was merely the offspring of his

own imagination, and was directly at variance with the only pre-

cedent that he vouched for the purpose ;
'
^^^ third, that the advance

of the Norman infantry was not for the purpose of breaking down
the alleged * palisade,' but solely to gall the English and tempt them
to break their ranks ;

^^'^ fourth, that the great feigned flight was not

a single but a combined manoeuvre ;
^^^

fifth, that the ' great slaughter

of the French in the western ravine ' was an episode ' invented by
Mr. Freeman alone,' ^^^ was at variance with his own conditions of

the problem,^^^ was opposed by Mr. Archer's authority, Wace, and
involved the application of ' violence ' to his own * leading

authority
;

'
^^^ sixth, that ' his explanation of how {sic) the battle was

'^* iEthelred places the strenuisshni milites in prima fronte ; Eichard of Hexham
places them in prima acie ; the baro7ies cum militibus, says the continuator of

Florence, in prima erant acie. My words ' behind them ' equate, it will be seen, the
* in the rear ' of Sherstone.

»" Kolls edition, p. 163. 'ss Supra, p. 254.
187

(2), pp. 75-6, and ante, p. 244.

»«8
(1), p. 20. '«»

(2), p. 78. •«"
(2), p. 79.

'8' Ibid. If Miss Norgate's criticism {ante, pp. 47-9) be compared with my own
passage {Q. B. [2], pp. 78-80), it will be found that she cannot deny this.
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won,' ^^2 namely, the outflanking of Harold and the centre by the

Normans gaining the hill on his right, * is a mere unsupported con-

jecture ;
'
^^^ seventh, that he was misled, at the outset, by * miscon-

struing' the words of Henry of Huntingdon (iii. 444), on which
alone can rest his statement that the post ' was not without reason

called a fortress' (iii. 447).^^* I hold, therefore, that his narrative

of the battle will have to be entirely rewritten, and its ground-plan

destroyed. ^^^

As against Mr. Archer, I have now shown, first, that the dis-

puted passage in Wace was stated by Mr. Freeman, as I have urged

throughout, to describe 'the array of the shield wall' (iii. 763), by
which he meant (as he elsewhere terms it) ' the array of the ancient

shield wall,' the array of Ashdown and of Ethandun, of Brunanburh,
of Maldon, and Stamford Bridge ; second, that, according to his own
authority, * escuz ' is mistranslated, as I said, by Mr. Freeman and
himself ; third, that he has now shifted his ground, in consequence

of my own discovery {ante, viii. 677) ; fourth, that his brand-new

theory as to the ' testudo scutorum ' is the offspring only of that

necessity which is proverbially the mother of invention
; fifth, that

it is wholly opposed to Mr. Freeman's view, according to which

this ' testudo ' was a ' description ' of the ancient shield wall—of

shields held by the warriors—a view which, Mr. Archer says, makes
' sheer nonsense ' (p. 18) ; sixth, that Mr. Freeman's shield wall is

that which, according to Mr. Archer, now ' vanishes like smoke ;
'

^^'^

seventh, that, in order to exalt Wace, he is forced to depreciate the

very authorities that Mr. Freeman selected as his chief guides

;

eighth, that he rejects Mr. Freeman's conclusion as to Odo and the

Bayeux tapestry, and propounds a view dismissed by the professor

as ' utterly inconceivable ;
' ninth, that, according to him, ' if "Wace

is any authority,' Mr. Freeman's view that the axemen fought ' in

the close array of the shield wall ' (ii. 469) is disposed of ' once and

for all.' 1^7 In short, as I said at the outset (p. 211), if Mr. Archer be

right, Mr. Freeman's authority is impugned ' almost beyond hope

of retrieving it.'
^^^

It is impossible not to pity Mr. Freeman's would-be champion.

>»2
(1), pp. 16-17 ; (2), pp. 98^101.

^^'
(1), p. 19. I particularly invite attention to Miss Norgate's criticism, ante, p.

70, where, it will be seen, she does not venture to assail my own words :
' liow the

battle was won '
. . .

' decisive turning-point of the day,' but deals with those which

Mr. Archer substituted for them (C. R. p. 353).

'^* He went so far, in later j^ears, as to say that ' the skill of Harold had made the

hill into a castle ' {Arch. Journ. [1883], xl. 359). This misconstrued passage, of which

my opponents are so shy, was that which lirst led me, on reading it, to doubt Mr.

Freeman's narrative. It is singular that Mr. Lower, whose account Mr. Freeman

praised (iii. 758), understood it quite rightly.

'3^
(1), pp. 20-1. And see (2), p. 103.

'••'« C. B. p. 348. ''• Ihid. p. 348. '»« Ihid. p. 336.
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a^0t 5' ap' avrw (iaive Xiojv u>q uXkl 7rf7rot0wc,

Trpoade he ol dupv t e<T\E Kot aairlZa iravToa ei'ffrjyy

Tov KTCifJierai [j.£fj.ad)Q oq tlq tov y' uvt'loq iXdot,

(T/jep^aXea }ayu)v.

Undertaking at the outset to ' show Mr. Freeman to have been

entirely right,' '^'-^ he discovered, as I knew, he could only oppose

me by throwing Mr. Freeman over. Now he finds himself forced

to write

—

I do not say—I have never said—that I agree with every word that

Mr. Freeman has written about the great battle ; but I do regard his

account of Hastings as the noblest battle-piece in our historical literature

—

perhaps in that of the world (p. 22).

* most lame and impotent conclusion !
' We are discussing

whether that account is * right,' not whether it is * noble.' To the

splendour of that narrative I have borne no sparing witness. I

have spoken of its * superb vividness,' I have praised its 'epic

grandeur,' I have dwelt on the writer's * Homeric power of making

the actors in his drama live and move before us,' and have

compared his tale with the * glorious description ' in the saga of

Stamford Bridge. But the nearer it approaches to the epic and the

saga, the less likely is that stirring tale to be rigidly confined to

fact.

Of Miss Norgate's paper I will only say that, firsts I have

vindicated my statements against her attempted criticism ; second,

I have shown that Harold's standard was placed by Mr. Freeman
(rightly or wrongly) * in the very forefront of the fight

;

' third, I

have proved, from her own lips, that the English array at the

ba.ttle of the Standard does support my view of the array at the

battle of Hastings. I cannot, however, part from that paper with-

out expressing my unfeigned regret that its close should be sullied

by a charge as baseless as it is offensive. I am accused of dis-

honourable conduct, and of lacking the courage of my opinions, in

' deliberately choosing to set it forth in a periodical where the

writers are bound to remain strictly anonymous, when any

magazine of repute would doubtless (sic) have gladly opened its

columns ' to me on this subject. And it is further implied that I

waited to do so till Mr. Freeman was dead. Mr. Freeman died in

1892, my article was offered and accepted in the summer of 1891,

when I obtained at length the opportunity for which I had had to

wait so long. I do not, of course, invite Miss Norgate to believe

my word in this ; I refer her to the authorised statement made in

the Quarterly Review,^^^

As to the charge of anonymity, I venture to refer her to an

»»» C.B. p. 344. 2^0
(1), p. 6.
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organ not unfriendly to her cause ;
^oi but when she asserts that I

* deliberately ' chose it, because I lacked the courage of my opinions,

I need only remind her that years ago, as in my papers entitled

* Is Mr. Freeman accurate ? ' 202 j fearlessly expressed those opinions

under my own name. Of Miss Norgate's assumption as to maga-
zines, there lies before me as I write an absolute refutation in a

letter from the editor of a monthly review (written years before

Mr. Freeman's death) explaining that the subject was * too

technical to suit the tastes of the general pubhc' And I hope I

may add without fear of offence that the sheer terror inspired by
Mr. Freeman as ' a fierce and formidabk assailant,' and the con-

viction of his infallibility, conspired to bar the way against my
criticism in any quarter where he would be bound to reply. I must,

therefore, say of her accusation that a charge so reckless, so

offensive, and so capable of instant disproof could only have been

made by the advocate of a desperate and a routed cause.

A routed cause. There is the secret of all this bitterness.

It is not merely that I have ventured to assail Mr. Freeman's

sacrosanct authority, but that I have been successful. The existence

of the ' palisade ' is but one of my points ; and on this the specialist

who wrote of the Normans surging for ever ' around the impregnable

palisades,' ^^^ now writes of their doing so * around the impregnable

shield wall ' of the English, ^^^ and tells us that * when the compact

shield ivall was broken, William thrust his horsemen into the gaps.^"^

But, indeed I have only to place Mr. Archer himself in the witness-

box. I should not myself have dragged our private correspondence

into print, but as he insists (p. 40) on doing so, I may mention

that I also * still hold ' letters in which he goes further and ex-

presses a favourable opinion (ibid.) of the view that Wace, in the

disputed passage, was thinking of the shield wall, admitting more-

over that every one but himself considered I had proved my case.

Such were Mr. Archer's views in August 1892. He will doubtless

tell us that he * abandoned ' those views immediately afterwards.

When will he cease to abandon his views, his theories, his trans-

lations ? I shall await patiently the v/hole gamut, and shall

* cherish the hope ' that the end ' may find him standing where I

now stand.' ^^^

J. H. EOUND.

^^^ ' It is rather silly oil the feminine champion to reproach the Eeviewer with

fighting from behind his anonymity. Macaulay's essays in the Edinburgh, it need

hardly be pointed out) Would be open to the same vei^vosLch.'—Literary World.

202 The Antig[Uary%
203 Oman's AH of War in the Middle Ages.

20* Social England, p. 299.

205 Ibid. p. 300. I might also refer to the ' anonymous ' writer in the Manchester

Guardian (whose identity is no secret), whose reluctance adds point to his conversion
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Note by the Editor.

As part of the discussion between Mr. Round and his opponents turns on

the meaning of Wace's language in the passage in which Harold's mode

of defence is mentioned, the following letters from two eminent French

authorities, neither of whom had seen Mr. Round's present article, will

probably be of interest to the readers of the Review :

—

Paris, le 7 mars 1894.

* Monsieur,—Je m'empresse de repondre a la lettre que vous m'avez

fait I'honneur de m'ecrire. Le passage de Wace presente quelque obscurite,

parce que le mot escuz, pris au sens figure au v. 7815, est pris au sens

propre au vers 7823. Toutefois il est certain que ces vers designent bien

un rempart, une sorte de palissade faite, d'apres 7815-16, avec des volets

de fenetres et d'autres planches, auxquels etaient meles, d'apres 7823, de

reels ecus. Je traduirais litteralement les vers en question :

' lis avaient fait devant eux des remparts

De (volets de) fenetres et d'autres bois

;

lis les avaient dresses devant eux,

Eapproches et serres comme des palissades;

lis en avaient fait par devant une cloture,

lis n'y laisserent aucun interstice

Par ou put venir entre eux un Normand
Qui voulut les deconfire.

lis s'entouraient d'ecus et de planches ;

lis pensaient se defendre ainsi.

* Croyez, monsieur, a mes sentiments de haute consideration. G. Paeis.'

Nice, 26 mars 1894.

* Monsieur,—Je suis en ce moment, pour quelques jours, loin de tons

mes livres. Je n'ai pas a ma portee I'edition (bien mauvaise) d'Andresen,

ouje pourrais verifier si les variantes ont et6 convenablement utilisees

pour la constitution du texte
;
je n'ai pas non plus les sources latines de

Wace, qui doivent surement etre prises en consideration. Toutefois, sauf

verification ulterieure, que je ferai en rentrant a Paris, et dont je vous

communiquerai, s'il y a lieu, les resultats, le texte me parait devoir etre

traduit comme suit

:

' *' Les gens de pied anglais portaient des baches et des guisarmes

tranchantes. lis avaient fait au-devant d'eux des ecus avec des fenetres

et d'autres pieces de bois ; ils avaient plante devant eux les materiaux et

les avaient rejoints et attaches ensemble. lis en avaient fait [ainsi] par

devant eux une barriere (un rempart), n'y laissant aucun joint par ou les

Normands pussent s'introduire pour venir a eux. lis s'environnaient

d'ecus et de planches, pensant se defendre de la sorte, et s'ils s'etaient

tenus ferme ils n'auraient pas perdu la bataille."

' Ici, comme targe dans le texte en prose (qu'il faudrait aussi verifier,

ce que ne je puis faire), ecto est employe metaphoriquement, pour designer

non pas proprement le scutum porte au bras, mais pour designer une for-

tification de campagne qui protege, comme protegerait un ecu pique en

terre par sa pointe. Vous savez qu'on avait de grands ecus qu'on em-
ployait de cette maniere. Je ne puis pas verifier ici si " ^cu " a ete employ^

frequemment en ce sens m^taphorique, mais d priori cela me parait bien

probable ; il y avait des locutions figurees, comme faire ecu, etc.

' Voila, monsieur, ce que je puis vous dire pour le moment, etje vous prie

d'agreer I'expression de mes sentiments les plus devours. Paul Meyeb.'
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Bishop Beckington and King Henry VI

WHEN Sir Harris Nicolas published, in 1828, the ' Journal of the
Embassy to the Count of Armagnac,' ^ he remarked on the

general scantiness of the materials for the reign of Henry VI, but
since his time very large additions to these materials have been
made. Among these are the two bulky volumes edited by Mr.
George WilHams, which contain the vast mass of correspondence
collected by the industry of Secretary Beckington.^ Not the least

interesting part of these volumes is that which relates to the bishop's
own history. Beckington was in every sense a remarkable man—
of great industry, strict integrity, clear and keen knowledge of

affairs, and boundless liberality. He was one of the best specimens of

the medieval bishop, diligent in secular business without losing his

ecclesiastical character, the friend and helper of the stainless king,

and the well-remembered benefactor of his episcopal see. The date

assigned by Sir H. Nicolas for Beckington's birth, 1385, is shown
by Mr. Williams to be too early ; 1390 is a more probable date.

The place of his birth was Beckington, a village near Frome, in

Somerset, and as this gave him his name it is clear that his family

w^as obscure. It does not appear how he found his way to Win-
chester, but once there he attracted the favourable notice of the

great founder, William of Wykeham, who, in the last year of his

life, 1404, placed him on the foundation. In 1406 he was removed
to New College, Oxford, and in 1408 obtained a fellowship there,

which he held for twelve years.

During Beckington's time of residence, Oxford was suffering

from Wycliffite and Lollard disputes, but it does not appear that he

took any prominent part in them. That he was interested in the

trouble which the university got into with Archbishop Arundel

may be inferred from his having preserved in his * Collection of Cor-

respondence ' the servile letter addressed by the university to the

archbishop. It is said both the king and tHe archbishop were

* A Journal hy one of the Suite of TJiomas Beckington, afterwards Bishop of Bath

and Wells, &c. Edited by N. Harris Nicolas. London. 1828.

- Official Corrcsjjondcnce of Thomas Bekynton, Secretary to King Henry VI and

Bishox^ of Bath, and Wells. Edited by George Williams, B.D. 2 vols. (Rolls Series.)

London. 1872.
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indignant with Oxford for having obtained from Pope Boniface IX
a bill of exemption from episcopal jurisdiction. This had been ob-

tained in the time of Archbishop Courtenay, who had made himself

extremely obnoxious to the university in which Wycliffe's opinions

were prevalent. It wa^; now justly resented by Arundel, as an

abnegation of the national character of the university ; and Oxford

professed itself ready to abandon the privilege.

By some means or other Beckington, during his residence at

Oxford, attracted the attention and patronage of Humphrey, duke

of Gloucester, who may be said to have been the architect of his

fortunes. In 1420 he resigned his fellowship and passed into the

service of the duke as chancellor or secretary. Promotion began to

flow in fast upon him. He obtained the rectory of St. Leonard's,

in Sussex, and the vicarage of Sutton Courtney, in Berks, and early

in 1422 he was appointed archdeacon of Bucks. That Beckington

had no intention of performing very sedulously the duties of his

archdeaconry may be irferred from a letter addressed by King

Henry V to the pope praying that he may be dispensed from hold-

ing visitations on account of the many arduous occupations in

which he is engaged, which often take him a long distance away
from his archdeaconry.^

Other pieces of preferment followed, including the deanery of

the court of arches, where he was associated with the famous
"William Lyndwode, the author of the * Provinciale.' In con-

junction with Lyndwode, the official of the court, and Thomas
Brown, vicar-general of the archbishop, Beckington was employed

in drawing up the form of law under which the Lollards were

to be proceeded against. He presided at the examination of

William Taylor, a priest of Oxford, and was present at his final

examination by Archbishop Chichele, when he was delivered over

to the secular arm. It is difficult to discover in the opinions

attributed to Taylor anything deserving the sad fate to which he

was brought. He appears to have rejected the worship of the

saints, and to have been opposed, on Wycliffe's theory, to the hold-

ing of property by clerks. He also refused to accept the decrees of

the council of Constance. To burn a man for these opinions was
an extreme measure even in those days, and it may be hoped that

Beckington had no special part in the matter. His familiarity

with church law, gained in the arches court, no doubt recommended
Archdeacon Beckington for the office of prolocutor of the convocation

of Canterbury. We find him acting in this capacity in 1433, and
again in 1434, when he was directed by the archbishop, in conjunc-

tion with some other clerks, to draw up in EngKsh the form known
as the Great Curse, which was to be recited by all curates four times,

a year in their churches, and which appears to have been considered

3 Correspondence, ii.
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a probable aid against the pestilence then prevalent in England.
There is a curious letter to Beckington, when dean of arches, from
William Grey, bishop of Lincoln, who is excessively indignant at

being summoned to appear in the arches court about some matter

in dispute on the very day that Beckington had been dining with

him, and without any information as to the purport of the summons.
The bishop writes in English in a very bad temper and threatens

the dean of arches with reprisals. He is not to wonder 'if I another

day do as little favour to you in your jurisdiction, if it lie in my
power, as it shall right well.' ^ As Beckington w^as an archdeacon

in the bishop's diocese, this threat was serious, and Beckington

hastens to reply in a Latin letter, which is unnecessarily diffuse

and humble in its apologies for the mere mistake of an official.

When, however, the abbot of St. Albans wrote to him as an influ-

ential person, in a fulsome fawning style, asking his aid for pro-

curing a license from the crown for a grant in mortmain of certain

manors to the abbey, Beckington' s reply is by no means courteous.

He tells the abbot that his request is most objectionable and illegal,

scolds him unmercifully for his bad Latin, taunts him with self-will

and conceit, and makes no promise of aid.-^ That the license sought

for by the abbot was ^ultimately obtained, as the documents in the

appendix show, was probably not due to any intervention of Beck-

ington.^

.It was to be expected that Beckington, as an accomplished

jurist, would be employed in diplomatic work ; and accordingly we

find him in 1432 sent to France with others to negotiate a treaty

of peace, his allowance being twenty shillings a day. He was,

perhaps, at Arras in 1435, and he certainly took part in the im-

portant embassy to Calais in 1439, which was headed by Cardinal

Beaufort, and of which a journal has been published in the * Pro-

ceedings of the Privy Council.' But the most important embassy in

which Beckington was employed is that of which we come now to

speak. About 1437, or perhaps somewhat later, Beckington became

the king's secretary. * For three or four years,' writes Mr. WilHams,

'he was, as we may gather from the dates of the letters in his

*' Correspondence," in close and constant attendance on his royal

master, the companion of his travels in his frequent migrations

from one residence to another, and at one time appointed his

reader nearly every day.' ^ Beckington had written a learned work

to prove the right of the king of England to the throne of France.

No doubt we have the substance of the argument in Shakespeare's

* Henry V,' where the archbishop learnedly proves that, so far from

Correspondence, i. 109.

Mr. Williams is of opinion that all this is pleasantry.

Corrcsjponde7ice, i. 115 sq., ii. 258 sq. ^ Ibid., introduction, p. xxv.
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the Salic law excluding the female from inheriting, the title of the

then rulers of France was through the female.^ By his legal

knowledge, his political views, and his close intimacy with the king,

Beckington was marked out as a fit agent in the delicate mission

which Henry, in 1442, determined to send to the count of

Armagnac.

During the long minority of the king the English conquests in

France were in constant peril, and it was most important that every

method possible should be taken to strengthen and defend them.

On the other hand the great princes of France were alarmed at the

growing strength of the central power, and preferred the distant

and feeble supremacy of England to the nearer and more dangerous

power of the king of France. John, count of Armagnac, feeling

himself in danger from the army of Charles VII, which was threa-

tening Guienne, thought it good policy to seek a matrimonial

alliance with the young king of England ; and with this view he

sent an embassy to England in May 1442 offering a marriage with

whichever of his three daughters the king should prefer. Of these

princesses we know that one was considered the most beautiful

woman of her time, and probably the others were not far inferior

;

but Henry, who accepted the alliance, unable to see and choose for

himself among the three ladies, must needs send some persons in

whom he could altogether confide to carry out the transaction.

Accordingly he despatched Sir Eobert Eoos, one of his carvers, and

Sir Edmund Hull, one of his esquires ; and with them he joined

his trusted secretary. Archdeacon Beckington. They were to proceed

to Bordeaux, taking with them a skilful artist, and, after settling

the preliminaries of the alliance, to despatch or bring to the king

pictures of the young ladies, that he might make his choice.^ A
very full and interesting journal of this embassy, made, as is

surmised, by one of Beckington's chaplains, ^^ has been preserved.

The envoys made a leisurely progress through the west of

England to Plymouth, in the course of which Beckington visited

his living of Sutton and his native place, Beckington, 'the only

notice we find in his life of his connexion with either place.' ^^

At Wells Beckington halted to be installed in a prebend to

which he had been presented three years before. The envoys

left Plymouth on 10 July, and landed at Bordeaux on the 16th,

where they were well received and hospitably entertained by the

8 King Henry V, act i. sc. ii.

9 The ladies were to be painted in ' their kirtles simple, and their visages, like

as ye see their stature, and their beauty, and colour of skin, and their countenances.'

This, says Sir H. Nicolas, ' is perhaps the earliest notice ever discovered of portrait

painting in this country ' (Introduction to Journal, p. ix).

1" A translation of it was published by Sir Harris Nicolas, and an accurate tran-

script of the original is inserted in the appendix to Mr. Williams's volumes.
" Introduction to Correspondence, p. xxxvi.
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civil and ecclesiastical authorities. But the accounts they had
to send back of the state of things were utterly disheartening.
The French army was carrying all before it ; one town after another
in Guienne was being captured. At Bordeaux there was sorrow and
confusion. Even the portraits of the young princesses, though the
envoys stayed till winter, could not be procured. The frost had
congealed the artist's colours, and only one portrait was finished.

Beckington and his comrades, wearied out with waiting for the other
portraits, at length determined to leave Bordeaux. They sailed on
10 Jan. 1443, and reached Falmouth on 10 February. That the
king was not dissatisfied with the part which his secretary had
played in the affair the letter following will indicate. It will also

serve as a good specimen of the humiliating manner in which a king
of England was driven to exercise his ecclesiastical patronage :—

King Henry VI to the College of Cardinals. Henry, by the grace of

God king of England and France and lord of Ireland, to the most reverend
fathers, after salutation in Christ the Saviour of all. When we lately

perceived the most reverend and excellent father the archbishop of
Canterbury to be seriously afflicted with the hard burden of decrepit age,

and that in the course of nature he could not long survive, though we
greatly desired his health, yet being bound to take care for our republic

and provide against misfortunes, we had to consider anxiously concerning
his successor. Having had much discussion and consideration about this,

it has seemed to us on good ground not merely to be expedient, but abso-

lutely necessary, that the reverend father the bishop of Bath, the chan-
cellor of England, very dear to us on account of his merits, should be
promoted to the metropolitical see after the departure of the aforesaid

father, both on account of his wisdom, piety, and mild disposition, as also

because in his office of chancellor he has long been versed in the highest

matters, and has displayed the greatest industry and wisdom, and (a

thing which is most difficult) has dealt so justly that he has been loved

by all. We added to this that which ought to have no little weight with

the see of Rome, that in these evil times he has shown constant faith and
zeal for the most holy lord Eugenius, and his and your rights. On these

grounds we sent as a special messenger to the most holy father the lord

Vincent Clement, our well-trusted clerk, supplicating the most holy father

that in such an event he would deign to assent to our wishes. We added also

our affection and prayers for him who was then our well-beloved secretary

and now the keeper of our privy seal, Master Thomas Bekyngton, a man
for learning, experience, mildness, sobriety, and other virtues fitting a

bishop especially distinguished, inasmuch as we greatly desired him to be

promoted to the see of Salisbury, if the reverend father the bishop of

Salisbury should be willing to be transferred to the see of Bath, but if not

that he should be made bishop of Bath. To all these requests his holiness

kindly consented to grant a favourable hearing. And as it has now come

to pass that the good and pious father of Canterbury, to our great grief,

has departed from this earthly life of sorrow to the country of heavenly

joy, we have thought it well to signify to your sacred college the joint
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intention of the most holy father Eugenius and our own, earnestly praying

you that you would unite with us in a kind readiness to forward these our

desires ; and, inasmuch as the bishop of Salisbury is at the present time

unwilling to be translated, as he has clearly informed us, that you would

be ready to further the appointment of the said Thomas Beckington to

the church of Bath, from which diocese he sprang, and where he is most

able and most bound to do good. The said Vincent will most fully

explain to your reverences all the circumstances of the case.^^

The king's humble request was granted. The pope nominated,

the cardinals did not oppose, and Beckington became bishop of

Bath and Wells. He had powerful friends at the papal court, with

whom he had long kept up a correspondence,^^ and some valuable

presents had been despatched by him to persons of influence there,

to cause them to keep him pleasantly in mind. It would seem

that he did not feel at all sure that the king's nomination would

suffice, so many under-currents were at work at Eome, and so much
power belonged to bribes. The bribery system, indeed, was likely

to cost Beckington dear, for his friends, immediately on hearing of

the death of Chichele, had bribed the cardinals to agree to his pro-

motion to Salisbury. Bishop Aiscough, however, would not move,

and then arose the serious question, would they require another

administration of bribes for Bath and Wells ? A royal letter to

the king's proctor,

probably written by Beckington himself, sets forth the perplexing

dilemma and the embarrassment which might ensue in sufficiently pathetic

terms. ' For if these moneys so laid out by you cannot be converted into

the firstfruits of Bath, as reason and conscience dictate, it is evident that

our said clerk, owing to that too great haste of yours, after and above

those very large expenses which he has already borne in our embassy, will

be by no means able to bear that loss, but we hope that if you take pains

those holy and devout fathers will by no means wish to retain what our

said clerk has laid out to no purpose, and which cannot be retained with

k safe conscience by any of those who have received it.'
^'^

We may hope that Beckington was not obliged to contribute

another set of bribes, but at any rate on 13 Oct. 1453 he was
consecrated to the see of Bath and Wells in the old collegiate

church of Eton ; and there on the same day Beckington cele-

brated his first mass in pontificalihus in the new church, not yet

half built, in a tent erected over the place where the royal founder

had laid the first stone ; and in the unfinished college buildings he

held his inaugural banquet.

The early history of Eton, the troubles with the first provost of

King's College, Cambridge, William Millington, who was deposed

^' Correspondence, ii. 75.

'3 A fortnight after Chichele's death we find Beckington writing to the secretary,

the chamberlain, and Angelo Gattola to exercise their influence with the pope for his

promotion (Introduction, p. xliii). '* Introduction, p. xHv.
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for refusing to take an oath to observe the statutes,^^ occupy a
large space in the ' Correspondence.' The eagerness of the king to
obtain the fullest indulgences for Eton from the pope, and the
difficulty he had in obtaining all that he wanted, are narrated at
wearisome length. A more genuine interest belongs to the corre-
spondence between William Millington and the bishop, which has
some lively sallies. The discarded provost begins by saying, ' There
are many people who do good actions, but yet do not perform what
they are specially bound to do.' The bishop was no doubt a gene-
rous man, but he was inclined to be so at other people's expense.
The provost himself had been robbed by him of a benefice worth one
hundred pounds a year. The king now laments this ; the bishop, he
fears, will rue it hereafter. The bishop replies indignantly. Mil-

lington was the only one of the society of King's who refused to

swear to observe the statutes. The commissioners, the duke of

Suffolk, the bishops of Lincoln, Salisbury, and Norwich, and himself
removed him. Never had he met with such an obstinate creature.

It was not a benefice but an office of which he was deprived. As
to his threats and insinuations, he despises them. The ex-provost

now thinks he has him at a disadvantage. * See,' he says, * how your
memory fails you. You talk of a duke of Suffolk.' There was no duke

of Suffolk at that time. The bishop's letter was full of false state-

ments. As to his being an obstinate creature, the only reason why
he would not accept the statutes was that he had previously sworn
to obey the chancellor of the university, and the statutes of King's

rejected his authority. He also objected to the regulations for

choosing the scholars of Eton. He again repeats that the provost-

ship is a benefice of which the bishop has robbed him. The bishop

answers scornfully that he has read his long yarn (telam) ; he

shows the absurdity of charging him with falsehood because he had
spoken of a duke of Suffolk when that nobleman was at the time

only an earl. Do we not ordinarily, in speaking of the events of

the life of any person, denominate him by the title which he reaches

at last ? He is quite in error about the ' benefice.' He exhorts

him seriously to amend his ways.^^ The ' Correspondence ' shows us

the bishop as possessed of plenty of spirit and inclined to be a little

sharp and severe.

This characteristic comes out, perhaps, more strongly in his

correspondence as bishop of Bath and Wells with the abbot of

Glastonbury. So great a man as the abbot of Glastonbury, in

some respects the premier abbot of England, was likely to be a

troublesome neighbour to the bishop of the see only a few miles

distant, a man scarcely greater than himself in wealth and power,

'5 A full account of the visitation of King's is to be found in Bishop Alnwick's

register, to which Mr. Williams does not appear to have referred.

16 Correspondence, ii. 157-174.
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who nevertheless claimed visitatorial authority over him. * The

relations of the bishops to the abbey,' says Mr. Williams, *were

never more cordial than those of an armed truce in which they

were mutually watching for encroachments on their several pre-

rogatives.'^^

Like all the rest of his order Abbot Nicholas Frome hated above

all things an episcopal visitation. But this the bishop determined

to hold almost immediately after his consecration, and to hold, as ap-

pears, not personally, but by John Bernard, canon of Wells, his vicar-

general in spirituals. The abbot, now ninety years of age, had no

doubt shown his dislike of the proceeding, especially when he under-

stood that the visitation was continued and prorogued but not com-

pleted. Upon this the bishop writes to him somewhat sharply, * I

am astonished, dear brother, at what I have heard of you. I see

that my good intentions are misinterpreted ; I desire only your good.

I have been a good friend to you in the past, and if any are trying

to sow ill-will between us I wish they were cut off. I send to you

my chancellor, whom I require you to listen to with patience.' The
abbot replies that he is very old and has lost his sight. He finds in

Scripture many examples of merciful restorations and cures, as by

the good shepherd, the good Samaritan, the father of the prodigal

son. These constant visitations, therefore, ought to have removed

all scandals and to have effected a cure. If they have not done so

he can only look to God for help, and remember that it is his own
most special duty to attend to the curing of evils. He will defend

the rights of the church with the aid of his chapter. A certain

sarcastic tone in this letter no doubt angered the bishop, and he

replied somewhat severely.^*^ He is sorry to hear of the abbot's

blindness, and hopes that it does not affect the sight of his mind.

Delay is often necessary, and not always a matter for complaint.

The abbot as his inferior is not to judge one who is in authority

over him. He fears that the abbot cherishes anger and hatred

towards him. The abbot says it is his business to * treat ' diseases.

He himself desires not only to ' treat ' but to ' heal.' He hopes the

angel of good counsel will be present with him. All just rights of

his church he is ready to defend, and if his officials have been in

any way to blame it shall be looked to.^^

The bishop, desiring to uphold good discipline in his diocese, was
not inclined to shrink from attacking either a mitred abbot of great

power and authority, or a high and proud nobleman the head of an
important faction in the state. To this his letter to Edmund, duke

of Somerset, bears witness. The duke's dependents had, it seems,

1' Introduction, p. xlvii.

'« We cannot see that Mr. Williams is right in describing his reply as one that

nothing could justify.'

li) Correspondence, i. 258-263.
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been guilty of extraordinary outrages, which the bishop thus
describes :

—

Certain tenants of yours at Sherborne, and others inhabiting your
town of Langport, as men lawless, neither dreading God nor living after

the laws of holy church, without any priest or clerk, presume to do
sacraments of the church, as in burying the dead, and will not suffer the

curate which under God and me hath cure of their souls to do divine

service, or to minister unto them any of the sacraments of the church,

nor any of my ministers or officers to do any correction of their trespasses

in salvation of their souls. They beat also and vex the poor people

dwelling thereabout, as well my servants as others, so that in places

where they are there dare none of them come for fear of losmg their hves.

Many other offences and damnable deeds they use and do that it is grievous

and sorrowful to hear.

They do all this relying on the authority of the duke. But the

bishop calls upon him as ' God's knight,' and for his 'own duty and
true acquittal which he owes to God and his church,' to abate these

disorders. As the duke's ' priest and bedeman ' he thinks himself

bound to inform him before he proceeds to the correction of these

misdoings, that he may not ' offend the virtue of humility or patience,'

and also that he may have * some manner of understanding and
feeling ' of his ' blessed disposition.' ^o Some years after this the

bishop addresses Henry, duke of Somerset, the son of Duke Edmund,
who, it seems, had been prejudiced against the bishop by some false

reports of words that the bishop had spoken against him. He denies

the truth of these reports and expresses his regard for the duke, but

at the same time he has a word of reproof to say to him.

My lord, it hath not been seen in my days such rule and governance

as lately hath been and still is in the church of Beckington in m^y diocese,

which by no power of the Church, but by force and strong hand, is now
held and occupied by favour and supporting, as is said of your highness.

In the name of God, if so it be withdraw your hand from such govern-

ance, and remember you of the promise you have made to the church, and

suffer such matters as belong to the determination of the church to be

determined by rightful process of the law that belongeth thereto.-^

Beckington was not only a skilful lawyer and diplomatist, and a

vigorous administrator of his diocese, but he was also a man of

profuse liberality, carefully directed to produce the most valuable

results. Before specifying his great benefactions to his see we

would mention a gift which he made in Oxford, which was of singular

use and profit. Eichard Fleming, bishop of Lincoln, who had been

a favourer of Lollard opinions in his earlier days, ^vhen bishop

changed his views and determined to combat these opinions to the

utmost. Towards the end of his episcopate he attempted to found,

by the union of several halls in Oxford, a college of theologians

20 Correspondence, ii. 340. ^^ Ibid, ii, 342.
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whose especial work it should be to combat the Lollard teach-

ing. But the work did not advance very rapidly, owing to want of

funds. It was then that Beckington came to the rescue with a

present of 200L, a considerable sum in those days, which was

entrusted to the hands of Dr. Forrest, dean of Wells, to be expended

in the most useful way on the new buildings. This is supposed to

have been the source from which the rector's house at Lincoln

College was built, and Beckington's rebus, the flaming beacon and

the ton, on the south wall of the building, commemorates the

benefaction. A more substantial recognition of Beckington's aid

was made by the second founder. Archbishop Kotherham, since in

his statutes he ordained that one fellow of the new college should

be chosen from Beckington's diocese, and that even if straitened

means should oblige the diminution of the fellows to three still the

Bath and Wells fellow should always be one of them.

But it was at Wells that the bishop most displayed his liberal

disposition. ' So long,' says Sir Harris Nicolas, ' as one stone of

his cathedral remains, so long must his memory, his taste, and his

liberality be held in veneration. It has been happily conjectured

that he imbibed his love and perhaps skill in architecture from his

first patron, William of Wykeham, from whom Bishop Waynflete

likewise acquired his knowledge of that science.' ^^ The bishop had

a devoted friend and panegyrist in Thomas Chaundler, a native of

Wells, first warden of Winchester, then warden of New College and

chancellor of Oxford. Chaundler was indebted to the bishop for

many favours ; he was chancellor of Wells and had lived with

Beckington in close friendship for many years. He applied himself

with elaborate zeal to the glorification of his friend, and in a manu-
script described by Mr. Williams, which contains a sacred drama,

several very striking illustrations, and some letters referring to the

bishop's kind actions, does his best to raise him to the highest

pinnacle of glory. He thus alludes to Beckington's benefaction to

Wells :—

This man by his sole industry and disbursements raised this city to

its present state of splendour, strengthening the church in the strongest

manner with gates, towers, and walls, and building the palace in which
he lives, with other edifices, in the most sumptuous style, so that he not

only merits to be called the founder, but more deservedly the grace and
ornament of the church.^^

Mr. Williams's estimate is more moderate :—

•

Although his princely munificence during his lifetime in rebulMlflg

the episcopal palace at Wells is described in language which the indisput-

able architectural evidence of the building itself proves to be very much
exaggerated, yet there was not one of all the medieval occupants of

22 Beckington's Journal, Introduction, p. Ivii.

2' Anglia Sacra, vol. ii. quoted by Sir H. Nicolas, i. hi
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that see who left so distinct a mark on the cathedral city, or conferred so

lasting a service on its inhabitants. His well-known canting device is

conspicuous on the gateways of the palace and the close, and on one of

the walks of the cloister ; and the public conduit and fountain, which for

four centuries have supplied the town with water, have preserved his

name in the grateful memory of successive generations. The close of the

vicars choral, one of the most perfect and interesting specimens of the

domestic architecture of the fifteenth century, was also his work. He
built also fifteen tenements on the north side of the market-place, which

were designed as a perpetual endowment of his chantry, erected on the

south side of the high altar of the cathedral.^"^

The bishop's benefactions were continued in his will, in which

not a single bequest occurs to any member of his family, but lavish

benefactions to Wells, New College, Winchester, St. Katherine's

in London, and the church of Sutton Courtney, which, indeed, had

not been indebted to him for many ministrations during his lifetime.

There are numerous other benefactions, evidencing a thoughtful

care for his friends and dependents.

The latter years of Bishop Beckington's life must have been

saddened by the reverses and death of his kind patron and friend

King Henry VI. We find that the license to exempt him from at-

tending parliament, on account of age and infirmities, granted byKing

Henry was renewed by Edward IV, perhaps an indication that he was

not out of favour with the new dynasty. Beckington died 14 Jan.

1465, and was buried in what Godwin describes as a goodly tomb,

built by himself in his lifetime. The device of the emaciated figure

or skeleton, which also appears in the almost contemporary tomb

of Bishop Fleming in Lincoln Cathedral, can hardly be regarded

as adding to the beauty af what is otherwise a remarkable monu-

ment. But the grace of the work and that of the monumental

chapel are worthy of the great prelate whose memory they preserve.

In an age the very worst probably of all periods of the English

church for the character of the bishops, when the popular feeling

against them was so strong that they constantly went in peril of

their lives, no scandal is recorded of Bishop Beckington, and

nothing is to be found against him in that severe arraignment of

the churchmen of his day, Thomas Gascoigne's * Book of Truth.' ^^

He was not a sainted churchman, but markedly a man of affairs,

and of a keen, somewhat sharp spirit, but, says Mr. Williams,

he was essentially one whose worst faults and foibles came to the

surface; a man apparently of transparent simplicity of mind, without

any pretension to superior sanctity ; of strong feelings, which he did not

attempt to control, but susceptible also of strong affections ; and, while

mercilessly severe to those who provoked his wrath on either public or

2* Introduction to Correspondence, p. Ivi.

" See Loci e Libro Veritatis, ed. by J. E. Thorold Rogers.
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private grounds, capable of unbending in playful pleasantry in the un-

restricted intercourse of private friendship. ^^

Beckington's memory has no doubt suffered from the profuse and

indiscriminate laudation bestowed upon him by Chaundler in his

life in * Angiia Sacra.' * There is,' says Sir H. Nicolas, ' an unnatural

glare about his painting, which justifies a susj)icion as to the strict

fidelity of the likeness.' ^^

In Beckington's ' Correspondence ' are printed a number of letters

from King Henry VI to Pope Eugenius IV, which approach the pope

with a great servility of tone, humbly praying for promotion for

some divine whom the king desires to honour, but whom he is

powerless to help except through the pope. Nor does this represent

the extent of the royal humiliation. Not only does the king suppli-

cate the pope in pathetic tones, but he supplicates the cardinals to

influence him, and further still he supplicates the prominent divines

to influence the cardinals. As an example we take the king's letter

to Zano, bishop of Bayeux. * We have often,' it begins, applied for a

certain favour from the pope without effect

;

but because we doubt not that your paternity has great influence with

the reverend father in Christ and our most dear friend the cardinal of

Placentia, we ask your paternity to be kind enough to make use of earnest

requests and influence with that most reverend father in such a way that

our supplications, so often made, may now at length, though very late, be

admitted to the favour of a hearing, in doing which you will greatly

oblige us.^*^

The pope was by no means inclined to listen to the king's

recommendations. In almost every letter there are com^^laints of his

neglect and contemptuous treatment of the king's wishes. They are

therefore urged again and again with a persistence that does honour

to the king's kindness, if it does not give us a high opinion of his self-

respect. Sometimes we feel that the king is showing a wise discrimi-

nation in the names he selects for promotion, as when he presses the

claim of the illustrious canonist William Lyndwode for advancement

to the see of Hereford, a see * situated on the confines of England and

among a ferocious and uncivilised people.' Lyndwode is described

as ' a man of eminent knowledge, and of well-approved and most

pure life ; of great wisdom and experience in business—a man, in

fine, so chaste, honest, and inflexibly just that wherever he goes

he purifies all things by the integrity of his life, being utterly free

from all underhand practices.' '^^ A recommendation of another

character was pressed by the king with extraordinary earnestness,

but nevertheless seems to have been a gross abuse. This was his

request that Louis of Luxemburg, archbishop of Eouen, might be

2" Introduction to Corresjpondence, p. Ivi. '" Journal, Introduction, p. Ixv.

28 Correspondence, i. 14. "^^ Ibid. i. 2.
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allowed to hold the see of Ely i/i connnendam, on account of the

great losses which he had experienced in the French war and his

constant fidelity to the king's cause. It appears that the see of

Ely had then been long vacant, and the king seems to have been of

the opinion that no great harm would ensue if it dispensed with a
bishop altogether. Its revenues were large and its spiritual charge

small, and it would be a most convenient appanage to the impover-

ished see of Kouen, which had been grievously despoiled both in

spirituals and temporals. The interloper did in fact enjoy the

revenues of Ely for some six years. It is not likely that the claims

of Ely pressed much upon the mind of Pope Eugenius. The acts

of which this pope was guilty were sometimes too much even for

his humble servant and bedesman King Henry VI. The king, who
was really zealous for the good of the church, and of a pure and
virtuous mind, was greatly exercised at an outrageous appointment
made by the pope, who had actually nominated as abbot of

St. Severus a youth of sixteen, a secular, and with no intention of

taking orders—in fact, canonically disqualified—and who was
appointed to this important post merely because he was a son of the

count of Longueville. The abbey being within his dominions, the

king determined to refuse to allow the appointment. * We, indeed,

he says, * will not offend the divine majesty by giving either aid or

assent to such an appointment.' ^^

These letters give a vivid picture of King Henry's constant

solicitude and zeal for the interests of the church. The state of

the church in those troublous times caused many a pang to the

devout spirit of the king, and in especial he was grieved at the

lamentable state of the universities. He writes to the convocation

of Canterbury

—

It is now publicly said that unless we choose to succour our universi-

ties both of them are likely to fall into extreme desolation. The number

of students in them is greatly diminished, as indeed there is none, or

scarcely any, gain or advantage to be hoped for from study. The only

way we can think of pouring oil into the almost extinguished lamps is by

causing them to have some better provision made for them from the

patrimony of the church. The Lord in the Gospel gave his vine—that is,

the catholic church—to be tended by learned and skilful husbandmen, so

that we feel ashamed to see so many learned men as are to be found in

our universities growing old without any promotion or any fruit of their

studies. On this ground we exhort your fatherhoods and require of you

that you should take effectual measures for the promotion of those who

are graduates, and of those about to become so. By so doing you shall

deserve well of the Lord of the vineyard and of us.^^

The devoted son of the pope had to bear a good many rebuffs

and neglects from his spiritual father. Thus the king earnestly

=*" Correspoiidence, i. 25. " Ibid. i. 56.

YJj . IX.—NO. XXXIV. T
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sued for the canonisation of St. Osmund, bishop of Salisbury ; but

the matter was allowed to drop, and the king writes that he had

been grievously astonished that since the time of his writing he

had heard nothing of any progress in the business. St. Osmund
did finally obtain the honour of beatification ; but the petition for

another still more distinguished man never took effect. Henry

prayed for the canonisation of the * holy and most devoted to God
King Alfred, who was the first monarch of the illustrious kingdom

of England, and by whom both in life and in death God, who is to

be admired in his saints, deigned to work certain miracles.'

It is curious to compare these laudatory words with the furious

invective to which the orthodox king gives utterance against that

mysterious person Peter Payne, alias Clerk, a leading Lollard and

religious revolutionist. It seems that the unfortunate Peter Payne

had been captured in Bohemia, and the king writes to beg Pope

Eugenius to take him in hand and to have him sent to the council

of Florence for judgment. He describes him as a * cruel and savage

beast, excelling all living men in his enmity to the faith and to the

orthodox church, who by his pestiferous and virulent teaching has

intoxicated many nations and innumerable people, who has burnt,

overthrown, destroyed, and profaned a vast number of monasteries,

churches, altars, religious places, in his impiety.' He would gladly

have had him punished in England, where he 'would perhaps

have corrupted a great part of the land had not the arm of

ro^^al power, extended against him, driven him to flight, after

long lurking in caves and dens, and escaping through woods and
secret places

;

' but this being impracticable, he earnestly hopes that

the pope will see him safely conveyed to the council, where no
doubt the king trusted that he might meet the fate which the

council of Constance meted out to John Hus and Jerome of Prague.

The earnest devotion of King Henry VI to the church and its

interests is well illustrated in these letters. Whether he is writing

in indignant tones to the council of Basle, censuring them for the

opposition to the pope, or congratulating Eugenius in extravagant

terms on the supposed reduction of the Greeks to his obedience, or

busying himself with abating the scandals in English monasteries,

or recommending some favoured clerk for promotion, he is still

animated ' by the zeal of fihal devotion, reverence, and affection,

in which, following the example of his progenitors, as an ever devout

son of the church he embraces ever with closest affection all who
give themselves to the task of serving her.' ^^ For such a king,

with such ends and aims, the clear head, strong sense, ready pen,

and religious devotion of such a secretary as Thomas Beckington

must have been of the highest value.

George G. Perry.
'=* Corres^ondeiice, ii. 54.
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I

The City of York m the

Sixteenth Ce7itiiry

THE municipal history of York during the sixteenth century-

lies embedded in twenty volumes of corporation minutes,

somewhat jealously guarded by the city's council. These differ

considerably in size, in interest, and in legibility. The writers lay

no claim to style ; still there is a certain quaint simplicity in the

terse entries, which is attractive. Kings seem to have vied with

each other in loading the northern capital with favours. The
earliest charter is one of Henry II, without date. It grants to

the citizens of York all their liberties, laws, and customs, their

gild merchant and houses in England and Normandy as the same
were held in the time of Henry I. It is possible that the pre-

sence in York of a colony of Jews may have had something to do

with the readiness with wiiich the charters were granted, for the

Jews were the only money-lenders of the period, and liberties were

very often costly luxuries. A charter of Eichard I granted to the

people of York exemption from all kinds of toll, lastage, wreck,

pontage, passage, and from all customs in England and Normandy

and parts beyond the sea.^ John confirmed these two charters, and

in return for a fee-farm rent of 160Z. granted the city of York, with

its liberties, to the citizens.^ Edward II authorised the mayor to

hold a court of pleas, a privilege which Henry III was the first to

grant,^ and placed under the control of the citizens the assize of

bread and beer, the keeping and assaying of weights and measures,

and the various duties performed by the market keeper, together

with the power of summarily punishing offenders.^

Eichard II gave to the mayor and twelve aldermen the powers

of justices of the peace, free from all interference of the justices of

the peace for the ridings of the county.'^ Later he constituted

1 Stubbs, Select CJiarters, p. 312. ' Ibid.

3 36, 40, and 46 Hen. III. « 5 and 10 Edw. II.

» 16 Bich. II.

X 2
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York a county by itself, and directed that the city and commonalty

should choose two sheriffs to hold courts from month to

month instead of the shire bailiffs, who were royal nominees.^

Henry IV ^ and Henry VI ^ also granted important privileges to

the favoured city. But it was Edward IV, the citizen king

who placed the municipal government on a distinctly democratic

basis. He ordered that the craftsmen of the trades of York should

name two aldermen, from whom the council should elect the mayor ;

®

and later he directed that all the citizens were to assemble and

choose a mayor from among the aldermen.''^ The direct participa-

YOUK iisr THE XXI*^ CEKTUJIT.
(SpplLm^ of N;mies jrujf1prnxz.ed-.)

tion of the people in the elections was not a success when the

Tudors came to the throne ; turbulence and lawlessness reigned in

York, where Kichard III had always been popular. An insurrection

early in the reign of Henry VII was suppressed with difficulty. In

1504, at the election of the lord mayor for the ensuing year, the

people rushed en masse to the gildhall with a bill of a series of

articles which they declared stood within the common law. They
refused to proceed to the election until 'the maier & presens

graunted them all theyr askyngs and desyres and also of theyr

« 19 Kich. II.

« 27 Hen. VI.

'• Eoyal Patent, 13 Edward IV.

' 1, 7, and 9 Hen. IV.

» Eoyal Patent, 4 Edw. IV.

Cf. Drake, Eboracum, p. 185, folio edition.
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further mynde caused theym to put the seale of oiBfice of marialtie

urito the said pauper bill.' Although they were not quite satisfied

that the mayor and his brethren intended to carry out the articles,

they consented to disperse, but night seems to have brought counsel,

for when, on the following day, the feast of St. Blaise, the mayor,
Sir Thomas Jameson, proceeded to take his oath of office,

right fewe of theym held up theyr hands . . . and when he and the aldermen
would have departed forth of the Comon hall unto theyr dyner diverse

riotouse persons went into the Comon hall dore and shute it and kept it

stoken unto ye tyme ye maier of nowe sworne had sette his signett unto

theyr pauper bill of diverse articles presented on Saynt Mary day last."

But the insurgents' triumph was short-lived ; a later entry shows

that the king's help was invoked: a messenger was despatched

with letters of privy seal, containing the names of sixteen of the

insurgents, who were to be sent at once to London to be tried

before the archbishop and chancellor. In an abject letter, written

shortly after their arrival in London, the prisoners strongly urged
* their marsters and sersors of all ye craffts ' among whom the dis-

turbance had originated * to be of good demenor anenst the maier,'

and a letter from Henry YII shows that submission was their best

policy. ' We have in suche wise provided for ye condigne punition

of ye residue of ye prisonners which have appeared before us as may
bee to ye fearfull example of all other sembleby toffende here-

after.' ^- By April the town seems to have settled down to its

ordinary state of quietude, for the archbishop, writing from Cawood,

says

—

Consideryng yt all ye complaynts comynnalties be subdued to your

obediaunce I wold advyse you some deall rather to be moved to pitie than

to any waies of rigor wherefore ye shall doo well to put at liberte uppon

suffycent suretie for kepyng the peace and for ye apperaunce such persons

as be in prison serssors and all others persons yat ye thynketh deserve

and by recognisaunce shall bynd every of theym in x li: and 11 suerties.

Still the sympathies of the archbishop were not entirely on the

side of the stronger party, as appears clearly from a later paragraph

in the letter :

—

. . . and yeruppon to call afore you and yo^ brethern all ye sersors com-

mandyng them for so myche as ye intende due justice and indeferency to

be mynstred unto theym and to every of theym and bycause of ye bay-

nouse complaints maid afore my lorde chancelor me & other lords of ye

Counsaill to assemble ye companeys of their crafftes severally by theym-

selves and to examyne every of thayr compayne who hath cause to com-

plane and woll putt up any billes and whenne thay have so doone then

» ' York Corp. Min.' 19 Hen. VII, ix. f. 12.

>2 Ibid 19 Hen. VII, ix. f. 14.
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the said sersors to put in writtyng the names of the coniplaynents and
present the same unto you, whar uppon my advyse of yo^ hrethern thenne

shall do weall to assigne theym a day to bring in ye billes of complainte

and at suche season ye see all thayr billes be brought affore you and no
more to be brought in after them ye may devise an ordor yt ye parties

compleynned upon may have copy of the billes object ageinste theym to

thintent they may mak answer, accordyngly shewyng that for a moor
dewe order to be had ye woU desyre me and my lord of Duresme to be

present whenne ye shall determyne in thayr causes specally that we
bothe beinge of ye Kyngs counceills may be privey to suche indifferency as

shalbe mynstered to the said complaynants at the day that shalbe ap-

poynted soo that we may make reporte to ye Kings grace of yo'^ demeano"^

in that behalfe.

Cawood the xiii day of Aprill

Yours

J. Ebok.13
Thomas Savage.

The commons seem to have had a salutary lesson, for, in spite of

episcopal sympathy, for the next twelve years the records give no
account of similar risings. But in 1517 a dispute arose with regard

to the election of aldermen, on the death of John Shaw. * Great

variaunce controv'sie trowble & debate ' arose as to his successor.

The quarrel waxed so hot that riots ensued, and several of the

aldermen, citizens, and commonalty were indicted in the court of

chancery ; one, "William Neleson, possibly the ringleader, was com-
mitted to the Fleet. In the meantime the death of another alderman
forced Henry VIII to appoint a commission to look into the matter.

The abbot of St. Mary's and Lord Latymer were at the head of the

commission. They ordered that the two aldermen chosen, John
Norman and William Cure, should be set on one side, and 'two
other substantiall and discretous sones put in theyr romes.' The
people, regardless of the order, chose the same two again, and
brought matters to a climax by electing William Neleson, the

prisoner in the Fleet, to be their mayor. In an extremely charac-

teristic letter Henry expresses his anger at their action, * which is

to us gret mervaylle & dyspleasor that ye wold thus do, and moche
the more bycause ye knowe that the said Will™ beyng prisoner is

no conveynent person to be putt in that rome.' He ordered John
Doghson to be elected mayor at once, ' as ye wold abyde our grete

dyspleasor and answer therefore unto us at your uttermost peryll,'

and threatened, unless immediate attention were paid to his orders,

for their ' mysdemeanors and abusyng of the franchises to send
justices in eyre to execute the lawes in the said citie.' ^^ Wolsey,
too, wrote a letter of remonstrance. The people of York gave way,
and expressed their sorrow thus

:

''
' York Corp. Min.' 10 Hen. VII, ix. f. 16. >' Ibid. 8 Hen. VIII, ix. f. 89.
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We be ryglit sorry inwardly in our hearts and utterly determined in

our mynds yat from hensforth not to do yat thyng that shalbe dyspleasor

to his highenes ne yor grace besechyng yor grace in the moste humble
manner to be merci [?] unto his highenes to pardon us.'^

These constant disturbances led to the charter of Henry VIII, by
which the government of the city was intrusted to the mayor, sheriffs,

aldermen, and a common council. This last-named body consisted

of two members chosen from each of the thirteen principal crafts,

and one from each of the fifteen inferior crafts. These men, together

with the oldest searchers from each craft, were to form a nominating

council, who annually chose three aldermen, from whom the mayor,

sheriffs, and aldermen elected a mayor for the ensuing year.^^

The plan worked well so long as the crafts did not fluctuate much
in prosperity, but the seeds of discord were there, and in the early

years of Elizabeth's reign York was again in a great ferment about

the question of elections. A petition was presented to the lord

mayor.

Whereas the xiv crafts and xv crafts named in the charter hath

voyces for the elecuton of the Mayor & Sheryffes and certayne of the

said occupation be decayed so that there is none of theym to have voyces

our desyre is that for such occupatons as is decayed that so many other at

the renewyng of the charter may be putte in the charter to have voyces.

Several other articles were presented at the same time, none of

which seems unreasonable.

We the said comon council and other comonars of our humble

seute desyre your lord and worshypfuUe brethren with other your lord-

shippes counsell to have nowe reformation had for 40 li: that Girdlyngton

did gyve to the comons and freemen of this citie and for that cause that

if any freeman will desyre to borowe of the same money upon they ar

pledged not to be denyed so that all the same money may be used always

according to the Girdlyngton will.

Also we desyre that from hensforth nothyng to be lette that belongeth

to the comons but that all the comons before maye have knowledge of it,

that it may be lette for the moste wallowe for the profit of the cittie of

that thing that the comons may forbeare and nothing to be allowed that

belongeth to the comons but that that is sealed with the comon seale and

for this we desire youe of your goodnes nowe that this may be enacted.

Also we desyre that our mylners shall not take no mowter at all but

one penny for a bushell of hard corne and for malt 11^ a Quarter & not

above as was used when the corne was better cheape and soo the same we

desyre reformaton.

Miles Cook, in the name of the rest of the common council,

required them to be at once ratified ; but the lord mayor answered,

with what must have seemed to the eager democratic reformer

'5 ' York Corp. Min.' 8 Hen. VIII, f. 9.

i« 9 Hen. VIII ; of. Gross, Gild McrcJiant, i. Ill ; Drake, Eboramm, p. 184.
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criminal nonchalance, that ' he and his brothern at tyme convenyent

would peruse the said articles and would establish the same as much
as reason were.' Miles Cook, however, refused to proceed to the

election unless the said articles were first enacted,

whereupon in avoydyng further clamo^' of the reste of the Comons
they gave them faire wordes wellyng the common clerke to make assem-

blant to enter them as confirmed and stablisshed and that done proceeded

all in peaceable manner to the electon of the mayor as is abovesaid.

When they learned how they had been tricked, they sent two

of their number to demand that their articles should be confirmed

and enacted. The mayor temporised and said

he and his bretheren would deliberate and examyne their sayd requests

and as they saw cause would agree the stabblishment of the same, and

that they of the common counsel should not appoynt them theyr tyme,

when nor in what wise they should order such matters.

The common council were forced to content themselves with

this evasive answer, but later * beyng put in remembrance of their

dewtie and obedyens they in ryght humble wyse beseched my seyd

1. mayor at his pleasor to appoynt a day when he would have

his assemblie.' ^^ He consented, and passed all their requests. The
rearrangement of the representative trades after this revolt gives us

a clue to their number and relative prosperity.

The fourteen crafts which sent two representatives each to the com-

mon council were the merchants, mercers, drapers, grocermen, gold-

smythes, dyers, skynners, barbers, fysshemongers, taillers, vyntners,

joynars, glasiers. The fifteen less important crafts were, hosiers, inholders,

vestment makers wax chandlers, howers, wevers, walkers, ironmongers,

sadlers, masons, bakers, bochers, glovers, pewtherers, armorers. These

underwriten have no voyces at the electon of the mayor, aldermen and
sheriffs, tapilars, tannars, cordwers, potters, sheremen, cappers, cowpers,

gyrdlers, pynners, maryners, spoeryers, fyshers, cooks, mylners, fletchers,

tylers, paynters, bookbynders, parchmentmakers, cardmakers,mynstrelles,

cortwrights, salmakers, turners, ropers, pattanmakers, fownderers, tyle-

makers, cureyers, haters, plomers,bottlmakers, homers, fedder beddmakers,

cobblers, stringers, laborers. ^^

Another turbulent council meeting led to the reform of the

manner of voting. In 1564 the archbishop, Thomas Young, de-

manded the lease of a piece of land. The matter was discussed

somewhat hotly, and when the mayor referred the affair to the

common council they

so differently answered the part crying all, all, and the others holding

theyr peace that it was not well known whether the more part assented

yereto or desclymeth and yerefore it was devysed by the said lord mayor,

M"" recorder and worshippful presens that the said Comons in quyet

'• ' York Corp. Min.' 5 Eliz. xviii. f. 81. '« Ibid. 5 Eliz. xxiii. f. 79.
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wyse should sytt orderly or stand in the said common hall and soo the
said recorder with four or five of the said aldermen in peaceful wyse, in
secret maner to know of every of theym by hymselfe whether they wold
agree to the lease to be made in forme aforesaid, whiche thyng soo gone
through by the said recorder & aldermen with the comon clerk it was
evident that 33 of the sayd comons did consent and 22 residue of all the
sayd comons there assembled wold not assent soo that by this wayes the
most part did fully agree. ^^

The York officials make a formidable show.^^' At their head
was the mayor, whose office then, as now, was no sinecure. He was
the ultimate referee in all disputes ; within the city his authority
was supreme ; Eichard II had granted that he should have their

sword carried before him with the point upward. This right was
guarded most jealously. When Margaret of Scotland visited York,
in 1504, a violent altercation arose between the sheriff of the
county and the mayor about this matter ; it resulted in the triumph
of the mayor

and in thayr rydyng forth with the said Queues grace without bow-
thome barre Sir Wilham Conyers then beyng Shireff of Yorkshire
anenst Saynt Mariegate end began to here up his roddes to fore the
Quene and the mayor said unto hym Master Shyrff ye ought to here no
roddes here as yit and the said Sir Wilham answered and said it was
within his office & he wold here it, & then the maier answered and
said it was within the liberties of this citie and he dyd wrong to here any
there.

The lord treasurer, the queen's attendant, interfered, and said

—

Sir Sheriffe put down your rodde you do wrong to here any within the

libertie of this citie and then the said Sir William held down his roddes

on lowe endlong by his horssyde unto he come beyonde Mawdeleye
Chapell withowte the liberties of this citie and then & ther he toke over

his rodde sayng nowe shyrffe hold down yor rodds for it is within myn
office and they said they wold and bade God spede him.-'

The institution of the court of the north led to some com-

plications between the mayor and the president, who took up
his residence in the old manor house at York. In the instruction

given to the burgesses in the first year of Edward VI's reign

this jealousy comes out very strongly.

[Instruction to the Burgesses concernyng the mayntenance of the ancient

liberties of the said city for the common zveal of the same.]

To labour that the mayor & Shyrffes of the said citie may be

suffered to have cognysaunce of all actons of trespas doen within

the said citie & suburbs of the same accordyng to the tenor of the Kings

'« ' York Corp. Min.' 7 Eliz. xxiii. f. 150.

•'^^ G. L. Gomme, Index of Municipal Offices, pp. 37-77.

2' ' York Corp. Min.' 18 Henry VIII, ix. f. 5.
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Majestie Chartres as also to put mr Stanhope in remembraunce that

from nowe furth the lorde president in the north parties may dyrecte the

Kmgs grace in commyssion onehe to the said maier and his brethren in

all concernyng the Kings affayres within the countie of the citie as was

ever accustomed before the establisshment of the courte of requests in the

north parties.

In a letter. to the recorder the mayor complains

that the said lord presedent do take such part his servaunts ageynst the

mayer and comaltie of the said citie that they are not able for to enjoy

and meyntene the ancyent right of the said citie onlesse a reformaton

therein be shortly hadde.^^

Another entry in the reign of Elizabeth shows that the difficulty

arose again.

For as much as William Mlayn being a free man of this citie hath

comensed sewt against Thomas Mason joyner another fre citizen of this

citie before the vicepresident and counsell in these north parts and the

said William allayn beyng now called before these presents and chardged

with the same fact and the said william allayn being now required by the

lord maier if he would submit hymself to abyde the order of the lord

maier and his brethem touchyng this his said offence, the said william

utterly and disobediently refused so to do saieng further that M^ Deane
and the Church of Yorke would heare him forth therein if it coste one

hundred pounds.^^

The matter was adjourned until Mr. Eecorder could be consulted,

and there is no further reference to it.

The mayor was always provided with resplendent robes, and

had several attendants, as mace-bearers, sword-bearers, and for

state occasions minstrels. The amount of money expended on

these civic trappings must have been considerable, if we judge from

the cost of a mace and a * hat of maintenance.'

36 oz & a half of silver for the makyng of the

great mace and gyldyng of the same

.

For a bolt of yron for the sayd mace to the smythe
For garnysshyng the two swords and for silver

and gilting the same Hat

.

one felt hat .

one gould edge

one gould tassel .

lynynge in the head

a cover of buckram

one goulde bande

makyng same hat

But all this pomp failed to inspire reverence ; for

a contumacious character, declared that my lord mayor, his brethren

24 3

4

24

3

3 4

5

18

2

22 8

2 6 24

George Horseley,

22 * York Corp. Min.' 1 Edw. VI, xviii. f. 130.
2« Ihid. 22 Eliz. xxvii. f. 239.

"* Ibid. 24 Eliz. xxviii. f. 59.
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and sheriffs * were more mete to drive pigges to the feylde than to

be justices of the peace.'

The office of sword-bearer seems to have been quite an honour-

able post, for on 8 Jan. 1518 a grant of the office was made to

Eobert Fournes, Wolsey's servant. This was done by the cardinal's

special request. As the post was generally given to a York man,
Fournes was regarded as an interloper, and on St. Blaise's Day,

when he was officiating at the election of the lord mayor, one of the

crowd cried out

—

Master Fournes what do ye here there is not con in this hall that

herafter will company with you or any thing will doo for ye, there is not

oon in this citie that luffeth my lord cardinall or you or any other that

longeth to my lord Cardinall.^^

This general dislike seems to have driven Fournes from the city,

for in 1522 Henry Fawkes was appointed sword-bearer.^^ The
sword-bearer still attends the lord mayor and corporatioii on all

state occasions, and affixes the seal of the corporation, and is present

at all meetings for the admission of freemen. In 1518, when *the

Chamber was in grete dette & also the land yereof sosore

decayed,* the municipal authorities decided * that from henceforth

there shalbe but iiii servants at the mace to the said Maier and

his Successors to suche tyme as the said Citie be in better habielyte.'

The aldermen too were required to live up to their position.

Minute regulations are laid down with regard to their dress and

style of living ; they were not to go out unless preceded by a

servant, or if that were impossible a child.

That no alderman of this Citie from hensforth shall goo owte of his

parisshe unlesse that he have a valvet typpet abowte his nek a man or a

chylde for to attend of him in syne & tokyn yat he is one alderman for

the worship of this Citie accordyng to the ancyent ordynence and what

alderman of this city sheryffe or any of the xxiv yat shall ryde withowte a

man honestly appoynted for to attend hym shall pay yerefore vi^^^

They were forced to wear their scarlet ' gownes ' frequently. If they

went to a council meeting without their tippets they were fined.

They had to wear ' gownes ' faced with * foynes ' from Michaelmas to

Pentecost, and 'gownes' faced with 'budge, black furre or silke'

from Pentecost to Michaelmas, officials who were * widdowers

'

being allowed to wear black ' for one whole year and no more.'

Their manners do not always seem to have been in keeping with

their splendid robes, for a special regulation was brought in

that none of the said presens nor their successors at any time hereafter

"^ Eobert Davies, History of the FaivJces in York, p. 8.

-« ' York Corp. Min.' 35 Hen. VIII, xvii. f. 35.
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shall call anie of his brethren, aldermen, sherriffes, or any of the xxiv

Knaves or false Knaves nor none other opprobrious or scandlous names. ^^

The relations between mayor and alderman do not always seem to

have been quite cordial, for a measm-e had to be passed that

none aldermen from hensforth speyk for no person franchest or

unfranchest in the presens of the partyes complaynant or defendant nor

gif no wordes of comfort to any person so long as the person ys obstynate

agenist the maior of this citie.^^

As collector of the city tax the sheriff too held an important post,

and any man who refused to occupy the office was lined 5Z. ; the fine

could, however, be diminished at the discretion of the mayor, as in

the case of John Eogers, fishmonger,

who considering he was of small person and not of suffycent stature to

occupie the said office shall content & pay to the well of the said citie

XX li to be payde and accompted in the mayr's tyme now beyng and for the

same to have suffycent discharge in writyng under the common scale for

the tyme of his lyff of which xx li it was agreed that at his payment he

should have x li. gyven agayn because he had great chardge of children.^^

John Smith was elected five j^ears one after the other ; but he

refused to stand and withdrew himself to Skipton in Craven. Still at

his death his executors were sued for the amount of the city tax.^°

The recorder is another prominent city official. He was the general

referee on any peculiar local custom which might be called in

question by the higher court. Pasture masters are peculiar to

York and Beverley, They are the guardians of the pastures over

which the burgesses have a right of common.^^ The gild of

minstrels and waits had a semi-official position, for no one else could

play before the mayor on state occasions. Their instruments too

belonged to the corporation. Nicholas Wright, one of the waits,

shall have of the chamber eleven shillings paid willingly for a base shalme

and the same to remayne from hensforth to the cities use and good surety

to be taken from tyme to tyme of suche the said waytes as shall have

custody and use thereof to be all tymes forth comyng when my lorde mayor

for the tyme being shall commande.

The civic authorities seem to have exercised a general supervision

over the morals of the minstrels, for an order was issued that a

certain Thomas, evidently some unsatisfactory character, should

have ' respite to learne and applie himself in the instruments and

songs belonging the sayd wayts and to leave his unthrifty gamyng
uppon payne to be putte forth of that office.' ^^ The rules of the

gild, as drawn up in 1579, show that great jealousy of foreign

musicians existed.

-' ' York Corp. Min.' 35 Hen. VIII, xvii. f. 36. ^s j^^^. 2O Hen. VIII, xi. f. 66.

'» Ihid. 1 Hen. VIII, ix. f. 49. ^o Drake, Eboracum, p. 186.

^' Gomme, Index of Municipal Offices, p. 32.

^- York Corp. Min.' 3 Eliz. xxii. f. 87
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Gild of Musyoycons. xxi Elizabeth.

That no manner of forryner of what condition hee be occupie anie

minstrelle singing or plainge upon annie instrument within annie parishe

within this citie or franches thereof upon annie church holi dies or dedica-

tion daies holowed or kept within the same parishe or annie freemans
dinner or dynnars mad or kepte within the same citie or franchesse

thereof upon payne that everie such forayne minstrell restore money to

him gyven by the maister or serchers to pay everie such tyme that he
shalbe found doinge contrary to this act iii*^ iiii^ the one halfe thereof to

remaine to the use of the comon chamber of this cittie and thother half

to the comon box of the said arte.-^^

The gild had been in existence for some time ; unfortunately its

record book is lost, but in the third year of Elizabeth a minute is

entered in the city's annals that

at the humble sewte and prayer of the friens of mynstrelles of this citie

certayne ordynances were devysed enacted & stablisshed hereafter to be

firmly observed and fulfylled of the said mynstrells in maner and forme

and in every poynt accordyng as they be inrolled in the old register of

parchment with the bosses. And that the sayd craft of mynstrells shall

of ther chardges yerely bryng forth the pageant of herod inquiring of the

iii Kyngs for the child Jesu some tyme broughte forth by the late masons
of the said citie.

^"^

Several new officers sprang into existence in York in the six-

teenth century—ale-tasters, water bailiffs, tipstaves, and especially

a new class of officers who took over the duties formerly performed

by the head, beggars. York literally swarmed with beggars. Fuller

says :
* We may observe that generally such places wherein the great

abbeys were seated swarm most with poor folk at this day, as if

beggary were entailed on them ;
' ^^ and this was certainly true of

York. After the dissolution of the monasteries the municipal authori-

ties made every effort to carry out the tentative poor relief legisla-

tion, which fills so many pages of the sixteenth-century statute

book. But the laws themselves were illogical and ineffectual. While

the j)riest preached almsgiving as necessary for eternal salvation

the legislator ordered the recipient of alms to be whipped, muti-

lated, or hanged. York made strenuous efforts to prevent the

beggars entering the town. Wardens were stationed at Micklegate

Bar, the gate leading to the south, to prevent their entrance ; but

they made their w^ay by a lane bearing the name, until within

a few years since, of Beggars' Lane to a postern which was not so

closely w^atched near Fishergate ; so the efforts of -the city council

w^ere unavailing. A few months later they drew up a series of

33 A collection of gild regulations in the gUdhall at York, f. 143. ' Forayner' may

possibly only mean ' stranger,' though the context points to its meaning ' alien.'

3^ ' York Corp. Min/ 3 Eliz. f. 40.

35 Fuller, Churcli History, ed. 1658, p. 298.
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enactments, with the view of mitigating the begging nuisance,

which had become intolerable.

It is agreed by the said presens that all the constables of this citie

and suburbs of the same shall certifie the said wardens by wrytyng at the

next ward mote of all common beggars that is come within the same

parishes and wardes within the space of three yeares last past. All

powre fowkes that are lymmyted to begge and hath bagges shall from

now furth begge within the wardes which they inhabit and dweUe within

the same citie & in none other warde uppon payne to be avoyded the

citie if any do the contrary.

None of the said powre fowlks from hensfurth shall tak nor receyve

any strange chyldren into theyr howses to the intent that any of them

shall go about within the city to begge. Any constable within this citie

from now furth shall take all strange beggers vagabonds that at anytime

hereafter shall resorte & come with their constabulary to begg or that

use or comytt any misdemeanor and to putte them in the stokkes & to

gyve them none other dyat but onely brede & water.^^

As was natural, the difficulty of collecting the gifts for the poor

increased ; at last the council agreed * that a warde mote courte
'

should be instituted, into w^hich the money should be paid. From
the accounts of this wardmote we get some idea of th^ relative

wealth of the various parishes.

Gutjirum luard

St Michel le belfry evy wek . . x« . 10/-

St Elene in Stayngate evy wek . iii^ iiii^ . 3/4

St Martyn in Constrete evy wek . v« • 5/-

St Olaves .... . xxd . 1/8

Monk ward to loay evy wek

St Sampsons . iii^ iiii<i . 8/4

St Crux .... v« • 5/-

St John le Pyk . iiii« . • 4/-
St Margaret.... xii^ • 1/-

St [?]37inPeseholme . iiii<^ 4'!

St Cuthbert .... xii'i . 12''

St Elene ad muros xii^ , 12*

MiUllytlnuard

St Johns ad finem pontis ii^ vi<^ . 2/6

St Martyns in Myk xx<i . 1/8

St Niche voc. Trinitie . xx<i . 1/8

„ „ in North Strete lid . ll*

St Marie Vet . . . .
xx<i . 1/8

St Marie de novo.... xii<i
• 1/-

3« ' York Corp. Min.' 37 Hen. VIII, xviii. f. 38.

" Word illegible.
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St Michil ad finem pon

St Marie

Crux ...
St. Denis

St M'garet .

St Lawrence

IS

xvi^

iv*

•ii»

xii«i

total £3

Walmgate ward.

6/-

1/4

5/-

4/-

2/-
1/-38

8 6 per week.

The suppression of gilds and of all the religious houses which had
escaped the dissolution of 1539 placed in the hands of the muni-
cipal authorities a certain amount of property and money.^^ Three
of the hospitals in the city—St. Thomas's, near Micklegate Bar

;

St. Antony's, in Peseholme Green ; Trinity Hospital, in Fossgate

—

were set aside as places ' where the poor could be set on worke,'

and their income * ymployed to the mayntenaunce of the powre.'

This was done before the statute 18 Eliz. c. 3 made such institu-

tion compulsory. The accounts of the hospital of St. Thomas have

been preserved for the year 1574-5, and certainly read as if the

physical welfare of the boys was attended to.

Kaiment for the poor boys in St Thomas's Hospital

Money to be pute in their purses

6000 turves for the three hospitals at 2/4 a thousand .

Labourers for carriage thereof

Six horse loads of coals to St Thomas's hospital at 6*^

the load

Paid to Johnstone's wife in Skeldergate for healing of

two boys heads at St Thomas's house which were

scalled and stuff for them

Paid to Kobert Blake for curing a younge Spanyghte

& for stuff that went to it

s. d.

8 4

4

4

2 6

3

4 6

8

As well as compulsory payments benevolences were often given by

the holders of official positions. During six months of 1574-5

£ s. d.

The Lord President of the North gave . . .900
The Lord Archbishop 10

TheDeane 6

M»'s Yonge (wife of the late Archbishop) ... 40
M- Slingsby*« 2

A few years later the lord archbishop, the lord president, and the

dean of York were rated for the relief of the poor at 20/., 13Z. 6s. 8^.,

and SI. yearly respectively.''^ The law of 1576 that stores of wool

should be provided for the people who wished to work, and houses

»» * York Corp. Min.' 4 Edw. VI, xx. f. 9.

="» Register of the Guild of Corpus Christi, Surtees See, vol. 57, preface, p. 14.

*« Kobert Davies, Walks through York, p. 110.

< York Corp. Min.' 19 Eliz. xxvii. f. 01.
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of correction erected for the refractory who refused to work, was
not put into immediate execution in York, but two years after it

was passed a large sum of inoney was put on one side by the

mayor for carrying out the first part of the enactment. * A stock

of wool for settying the poor of this citie on worke cccc£ 200

of the citie 200 of Sir Wm Bowes money ' ^^—but it was not

until eight years later that very active measures were taken to

realise the good hope expressed in the preamble to the statute of

1562 'that idleness would be banished.' The order was issued

that * a wall shalbe made up at St Antonys and a hows to be

made there for the correction of rooges & three chaj^nes and a

clogge to be made for the punnyshment of such rooges as will not

worke.' ^^ From one of the entries in the records Walmgate, then

as now, seems to have been the favourite haunt of beggars.

All badges made for the poor of this citie admytted to begge with

difference for every warde being their several lymyttes to begge in were

nowe declaired to evy the said poore one badge that is to saye to thande

of M^ Beane warden of Mykellgate xxii Bootham ward xii Monkward xxii

Walmgate ward xxviii.'*'*

This is easily explained by the fact that the unwatched Fishergate

postern led directly into Walmgate.

The poor were generally remembered in the wills of the rich

merchants ; the Bowes family, one of whom was jeweller to Queen

Elizabeth, were especially munificent to this city.''^ Among other

bequests Sir Thomas Bowes left money so that * every Sonday

throughout the year ' five penny loaves of bread should be distributed

' in honour of the five wounds of our Lord Jesus Christe.' The
difficulty of obtaining capital with which to begin any new
enterprise was a serious hindrance to a poor trader ; but money
was often left on the lines of the Girlyngton bequest, and easily

obtainable, without paying interest, by any honest man. Sir

Thomas White, merchant tailor of London, left

the some of an hundred and foure poundes of lawfuU money of England
upon condition and for thintent the said mayor & Comaltie of the said

citie of York or their assignes shall next after the receipt thereof

disburse and pay or cause to be delivered and payde unto foure yoiige

men of the said city of York and fremen of the same being of honeste

name and fame occupyers and inhabitants within the same citie of York
(clothiers always to be preferred above all others) to be named and
appoynted by the mayor and aldermen the some of one hundred poundes

that is to saye to every of them xxv poundes to have & occupie the same
for the space of ten yeares to there moste commoditie and advantage

without paying anything for the loan of the same.'*^*

^- ' York Corp. Min.' 21 Eliz. xxvii. f. 28. « Ibid. 28 Eliz. xxix. f. 107.

^' Ihid. 11 Eliz. xxiv. f. 144. '•a Drake, Eboraciiviy p. 374.

^ ' York Corp. Min.' 19 Eliz. xxvii. f. 45.
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Thomas Brafferton too left money to be employed as a fand to

supply the unemployed with work, but he guarded against the

introduction of ' a charity rate ' of wages. The will directs that

the money was to be spent

in wool! flax or hempe & to be delivered within the parishe of

Thornabie to be by them wrought & made into cloth and the poore
people for the working thereof to be paid after such rate as nowe or here-

after shallbe used for such lyke work within the said parishe.''^

That indifference to the suffering of the poor which many
historians give as the keynote to the social life of the sixteenth

century does not seem to have prevailed at York.

Envy waxeth wondrous strong,

The rich doth the poor wrong,

God of his mercy suffereth long

The devil his works to work ^^

is distinctly untrue of York. Every effort was made to cope with

poverty ; regulations were constantly made to keep down the price

of food, so that the poor should not suffer in time of scarcity.

Two of the eldest aldermen shall to-morrow attend on the market to

see the poor are served & soo other two the next market day and so

everie markett two and they to tal^e order that no badgers buye annie

corne either to be conveyed by water or land, but by reasonable quantities

and that quantite and the day & price to be written on his lycense and

they to see the poore serted before any citizen & then the citizen & then

straingers.''^
, , ,

The streets were seldom effectually lighted. Davies, whose

accuracy is generally unimpeachable, says that until 1673 the

citizens were left to grope their Vay through the dark streets and

alleys as best they could,''^ but 'early in the sixteenth century it

was ordered that

all aldermen & of the xxiiii of this citie shall have a lanterne with a hght

yerein burnyng on every dore every nyght hova v of the cloke of the

nyght unto ix of the cloke uppon payne to have to pay xii^.*''^

In 1569 the order was reissued, and not confined to officials.

The wardens to cause lanterns and lights to be sett forth at every suche

inhabitants hows as they shall thynk requyste on every strete and lane of

thys citie so there may be sufficient light throughowte the nyght from v

unto day light in the morning beginning this nyght forth to contynue and

the constables every within their chardge nyghtly at six to gyve warnyng

<^
« York Corp. Min.' 29 Eliz. xxix. f. 154.

•^ ' Now-a-day,' in Ballads from the MS., ed. Furnivall.

*^ ' York Corp. Min.' 29 Eliz. xxix. f. 174.

'*" Davies, Walks through York, p. 19.

s' ' York Corp. Min.' 19 Hen. VIII, xi. f. 25.
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to every the said inhabitants to put forth the sayd lights accordingly &
also ones every nyght about mydnight two of the watchmen of the warde

to walk the sayd sfcretes & lanes and if any want be the said watchmen

to call upon them to set forth a new light or else to present the said

defaulter.^2

In 1537 the disturbed state of the north made Henry anxious to

visit York. The citizens despatched a letter declaring their joy at

the prospect. * It shalbe to all us his powre subjects & mooste

bownden dalie beydmen the mooste high comfuth in the world next

to 0"" lord god.' ^^ Although Henry did not go to York until some

years later, a quantity of information was collected at the time

which throws some light on the size and state of the city.

Hereafter apperyth howe many beddes ar within the said citie and

subburbs of the same w*in the wakentake of Aynstie for straungers and

also stablyng for ther horses over & besydes the close of Yorke Saynt

Mary Abbey Saynt Leonerds Saynt Andrews & the iiii placeys of Freres

of the said citie, over & besydes the aldermen & other honest mer-

chauntmen of this citie which kepes logyng for ther frends.

MyJclythward

Item primis within that ward

Stablyng for .

Item w*in that ward

Stablyng for

Item w*in that ward

Stablyng for

Walmgate Ward

Monhvard

<P<j1x bedds [260]
XX

^()j(l!<jjvxvi horses [516]

m bedds [300]
c

V xvi horses [516]

0iiiiv bedds [185]

(j;(j;xviii horses [218]

Boiuthomivarde

Item w*in that ward

Stablyng for

(|!(|;iiii bedds [280]
XX

v horses [100]

Stabling for 1,350 horses and a provision of 1,025 beds give some

idea of the number of travellers York expected to pass through the

city ; during the sixteenth century it w^as the chief stopping place be-

tween London and Scotland. The account is very circumstantial, for

it goes on to distinguish between ' fedderbeddes & materseys.' ^^

The civic authorities took great i^recautions when the news
arrived of an outbreak of plague in the country. Wardens were

set at the gates to prevent the entrance of any wares from an

62 'York Corp. Min.' 11 Eliz. xxiv. f. 167.

" Ibid. 29 Hen. YHI, xiii. f. 96.

" Ibid, 29 Hen. VIII, xiii. f. 97
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infected district, the inn-holders were forbidden to lodge any
Londoners * fleeing or coming thence for fear of the plague,' and
the hospitals were forbidden to take in any strange vagabonds or

beggars. The citizens seem to have resented these precautionary

measures; for when some drapers and goldsmiths * newly come
from Stirbridge Fayre ' were ordered to * shutte up theyr shoppe

wynddars & to keep themselves from accompanyng with neigh-

bours,' ^^ they refused, and remained obstinate even when com-

mitted to prison. When once the plague had gained ground in the

city, active measures were taken to prevent it spreading. The in-

habitants of a certain district without Layerthorp postern were

provided with houses in the city, and their houses given up to the

sick people ; the postern gate was closed, the houses had * a bede

cross sett uppon the dowers,' and when convalescent they were

ordered to carry ' a whyte wande in theyr hand to the intent that

they may be known.' ^'^ The modern idea of keeping people from

thinking of the disease by providing amusement was not entertained.

In order to avoid the danger consequent upon people crowding

together the city's amusements were curtailed. Lord Kobert's

players were given a ' royall ' and told * quyetly to departe withowte

any further playing at that tyme.' But the officials did not stay to

see their wise measures carried out, and the horror of the time was

increased by the lawlessness and general disorder w^hich reigned.

* The aldermen & sheriffs of this city that hath withdrawn them-

selves furth of the city wherethrugh ther lakketh good order in

the same citie,' are ordered *to resorte home again & ther to

remayne to helpe & assist my lord mayor in his offyce of the

maryltie upone payne of 20^
;

' but they were allowed * to leve their

wives and children & servants as they think best.' ^^ With a

view to increasing the food supply, butchers from other towns were

invited to the city :

All forren butchers shall resorte to this citie with flesh to sella in

thursday markett trinite churchyard in mildygate and at the fisshe

shambles at fossebrig end freely without any payng of pagyaunt money or

other imposition considering that it is for the refuge & helpe of this citie

during the time that this citie is infected with the plage.

The mayor and his brethren were proud of the architecture

of their city, and on more than one occasion took measures

for preserving some of its characteristic features. Ouse Bridge

having been damaged by the tide, a letter was at once sent to Sir

Martyn Bowes, alderman of London, to ask his assistance in finding

a skilled workman to repair the damage. In his reply Sir Martyn

gives the workman a high character.

6^ 'York Corp. Min.' 5 Eliz. xxiii. f. 17. '^ Ibid. 28 Hen. VIII, xiii. f. 156.

»" Ibid, i Edw. YI, xx. f. 5.
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I have been an earnest sewfcar to my 1. mayour and his brethren here

to send downe to you for the amendment of your bridge the most expert

workman that aperteyneth to London bridge & as we think within the

realme for suche bridge work ... for his wages ye shall give him none

for he is the city's freeman which name is Thomas Harper his chardges

to & fro ye must beare and his chardge for bed & board whilst he

remayne with you.

This letter was dated 7 July. On 5 Aug. Harper had repaired the

bridge and was returning to London, having had given to him 51.

,

and 10s. for his return journey ; so evidently his work had given

satisfaction.'^® Towards the end of the sixteenth century Clififord's

Tower, one ot the most venerable of York's many architectural

beauties, was in imminent risk of demolition. The civic authori-

ties besought the lord treasurer and the chancellor of the exchequer

to interfere. The correspondence on the subject is very volumi-

nous,^^ but they succeeded in inducing Burghley to prohibit the

destroyer from carrying out his design. Burghley's letter to the

archbishop contains a valuable suggestion as to the use to which

the tower might be put.

There is a playne round towre of frestone of an ancyent building near

the castle called Clifforde towre the which at the present serveth no use.

Eedhead gaoler of the castle hath begonne to pulle down some parte

therof alreddy & burneth it for lyme to his owne use & so entendeth

to do the reste yereof for that it seemeth it may be turned to some good

use for the beautyfyng of the citie & profite & benefice of the inhabi-

tants by makyng it a place for the keping of the records of the citie. I

therefore praye your grace to cause it to be vewed and to certifie unto me
to what good use it may be best employed & so continued whereupon
directon may be given accordinglie and in the meantyme I pray you let

Eedhead be chardged to proceed no further in pullyng downe more of it

being rather to accompte that which he hath done as done withowte war.

rant and so I byd yor grace very heartily farewell from my hous at

Weston. BUKGHLEY.

xix June ISOG.^"

On the occasion of any great festival, as the Corpus Christi

procession or the visit of any royal personage, the streets were

swept, the pigs and beggars * avoyded, the oftal & filth ' carried

off, and sometimes the houses decorated with flags, or if flags could

not be obtained the hangings of the beds were hung from the

windows, and flowers strewn before the doors. Unfortunately we
have no means of settling the population of York during the period,

definite information on the subject being very scanty. In 1327

there were 830 taxed inhabitants, in 1740 1,300. Its population

relatively to the other large towns is given by Thorold Kogers.

^» ' York Corp. Min.' 11 Eliz. xxiv. f. 15. ^'•> Davies, Walks thro2tgh York, p. 82.

<"» ' York Corp. Min.' 33 Eliz. xxx. f. 289.
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1341 1453 1503 1641

(1) London London London London
(2) Newcastle York Bristol Norwich

(3) Bristol Norwich York York

(4) York Bristol Lincoln Gloucester

Inside the walls the principal streets follow the same lines and
in most cases retain the same names as they had in the sixteenth

century. Micklegate prolonged by Ousegate and the Pavement is

still the principal thoroughfare, and is cut by Coney Street and
Castlegate at right angles and parallel to the river Ouse. The flat,

monotonous brick houses had not then monopohsed the ground
;

the streets were formed of an irregular jumble of picturesque

timber dwellings, a good idea of the style of which can still be
gained from the houses in Stonegate. Drake says * there were no
brick buildings in England in the reign of Henry VIII, except

chimneys. It was long after this before any such thing appeared
at York ;

' ^^ but early in the reign of James I Thomas Waller is

described in a contemporary document as dwelling in * le read brik

hous ac uno orto super le backsyde ejusdem,' and in 1592 the

brickmakers had become of so much importance that they wished

to be separated from the tile-makers, with whom they were associ*

ated.^'"^ The proportion of shops to houses was much less in the

sixteenth century than at present, for business was chiefly carried

on in the markets. Workers in the same trade were accustomed

to congregate in the same place ; and many streets still retain the

name thus gained, as Girdlergate, Spurriergate, Fetter Lane, and

Tanner Eow. At the opening of the century there was hardly a

street which had not either a church, a gild house, or a monastic

building. Monasteries covered an enormous space ; there were the

Dominicans in Toft Green, the Augustines in Coney Street, the

Franciscans on the King's Staith, the Carmelites on Peaseholme

Green, the hospital of St. Leonard on the banks of the river, and

the priory of Holy Trinity in Micklegate. The gild of St. Christo-

pher and St. George had their meeting-place in the gildhall, in

Coney Street, the merchant adventurers in Fossgate^ the merchant

tailors in Aldwark.

The relations between the civic authorities and their representa-

tives in parliament were generally cordial. The correspondence

between the burgesses and mayor of York does not bear out the

theory that the direct interference of the represented with the

representatives is a nineteenth-century development. The mayor,

having heard that the two members were not good friends, wrote

an indignant remonstrance, pointing out that the weal of the city

would never be compassed if it were entrusted to men who would

not subordinate their private feelings to the cause of the city.

" Eboracum, p. 79. ^^ Davies, Walks through York, p. 138.
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The two offenders returned to York soon after the receipt of the

letter, but failed to pay their respects to the mayor at once. At

the next council meeting it was agreed

that for SCO muche as M^ Walson & Mr. Hall citizens of this last par-

liament at their home return to this citie did not immediately come to my
lord mayor according to civilitie and ancient custome shall pay therfur

5£ apece.63

The fine was afterwards remitted and cordial relations seem to

have been restored, for at a meeting in the common chamber the

same year the mayor proposed that * considering the derth of all

things necessary,' the burgesses of the city should have * 6/8 a

pece the day for the accustomed diett of theymselves theyr men
and horses.' Miles Cook, who more than once had figured as the

upholder of economy and liberty, and who was head of the common
council, refused to consent, urging that * in avoyding of a president

hereafter it would be better if at their return it be thought

reasonable to have the rest paid in the name of a rewarde.' The

mayor refusing to yield. Miles, having told him that * he was not

worthy to sytt on the bench if he be ageynst the comon wele,'

was committed to ward, and the burgesses got their increased pay.^''

The part played by women in the records is not attractive. They

generally appear as suppliants for charity, as criminals to be driven

from the city for evil conduct, or as defendants in libel cases.

Drake gives various customs peculiar to York.

There is a custome in the citie that the husband may give his lands

which are of his own purchase to his wife, there is also a custom that if

the wife do not claim her rights within a year and a day after the death

of her husband she shall be barred. The custome of the city of York is

likewise in the city that after debts and funeral expenses paid the wife

shall have the third part of the husband's goods.'^^

The lady mayoress, as the first lady in the city, played an im-

portant part in dispensing civic hospitality. In January 1556

after the accounts of the late lord mayor had been examined, he was

disallowed £12 .. 10. for the amount of a quarter's salary for two reasons,

first, for that on his first entry he did not keep house as he ought to have

done, and secondly for that the lady his wife did not wear a French bonnet

for the worship of the city.^^

One entry in the records shows that in some things the sixteenth-

century woman was not far behind her of the nineteenth.

And for so much as it apereth that Isabel Warwicke hathe skyll in the

scyence of surgery and hath done good therein it is therefore agreed by

thes presens that she uppon her good behaviour shall use the same

63 ' York Corp. Min.' 5 Eliz. xxiii. f . 45. ^* Ibid. 4 Eliz. xxiii. f. 33.

" Drake, Eboracuvi, p. 216. '^^ Davies, Walks through York, p. 186.
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Bcyence within the citie without let of annie of the surgeons of the
same.^^

When the authorities were making strenuous efforts to induce the

people to attend the parish church, they found the women more
difficult to deal with than the men, for of fifty-nine cases brought

before the mayor forty-three were women.^^ Even in the sixteenth

century a certain amount of jealousy of women's labour seems to

have existed, for the weavers' gild enacted * that there shall no man
of the said craft lerne his wif his doughter or any woman to weve
in theyr sayd craft under payne of xx^' ^^

The inhabitants of York were always a pleasure-loving, hospi-

table people, and made the visit of any royal or illustrious person

the excuse for general feasting and rejoicing. Early in the century

the Lady Margaret, the eldest daughter of Henry VII and wife of

the ill-fated James IV of Scotland, visited the city, accompanied

by 500 persons, * right nobley and richly appareled.' She was met
by the sheriff of the city

in cremnsynwith an hundred persons on horseback in one clothyng honestly

arraed and by Sir John Gilliot Knight of the Bath then beyng maior of

the worshypfull citie in fyne cremynsen saton engraved havyng a colar of

gold of the Kings livery about his nek on horsbak his saddyl of velvet &
his hors trapps of the same with gylt bullion, his fotemen in grene saton

with the armes of the citie and his owne armes, the recorder and aldermen

in skarlet on horsbak theyr sadylls covered with fyne cloth & bordered with

black velvet. Theyr trapps of the same with gylt bolyn the xxiv in

cremynsyn on fote & the crafts & comons honestly in theyr clothyng

on fote to mete her grace at Mykelgate.

A handsome present ' of a standyng sylver pace with the armes of

the citie, which pece was valowed to the somme of £12 .. 16 .. and an

hundred angells of gold amounting to £33 .. 6 .. 8 ' were given to

her. The lady was delighted with the reception and present. She

thanked the mayor * with a cheerful & goodly countenance,' and

said

—

My lord mayor and yo^ brethren and all the hole citie of York I thank

you hertely of yo^ grete kyndnesse & yo^ grete p'sent which godes grace

I shall ever endevore to luffe you and this city the dayes of my liff and I

shall showe to the Kings grace my father the grete kyndnesse that you

have done to me.^^

Queen Margaret visited York again some years later, and was then

presented with several articles less valuable but more characteristic

of the city—40 pennyworth of ' maynebrede in skilops, white wyne

& rede, white claret, malmsey ypocras,' * of evy of them a galon,'

" ' York. Corp. Min.' 14 Eliz. xxv. f. 15. «« Ibid. 18 Eliz. xxvi. f. 68.

^' A collection of gild regulations in the gildhall, f . 127.

'0 • York Corp. Min.' 19 Hen. VII, ix. f. 6.
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and ' six gret loykes laide affore her grace upon a shet qwyke lepyng

affore her which she thankfully received sayng yt was a goodly

presaunt, & she praysed the Mayne brede.' ^^ The following day

the queen went by water to the Pyke Garth and Sir John Carre

* maid to hir grace and his company a gret Banket, both of flesshe

and fysshe.' ^^ A fish dinner seems to have been a favourite way
of showing hospitality, for in 1522 the corporation invited Lord

Koos, warden of the east marches, to dine with them at the Pyke

Garths, a private fish garth belonging to the city. Davies quotes the

bill of fare, with the price of each article afiixed, from the ' cham-

berlayne's ' accounts.
£ s. d.

Six pikes . . . . . . . 1 11

2 Trenches 3 4

2Turbot 1 10

Congereels . . . . . . . 16
1 Bret 73 10

2 Keelyngs ....... 14
5 Lings 8

Eels 1 10

Salteels ........ 30
Salmon 4

3 lbs of Almonds *l 12
2 lbs of Eice J

.....
Spices 3 6

Bread 4 8

Cooks services 8

Servants for fetching and carrying . . . ^ V^

The great poverty and decay into which the city had fallen

made the commonalty regard this lavish hospitality with discontent.

Unable to see that the decay was the result of a great many far-

reaching causes, which were at work over the whole of England,

they attributed it to some fault of those in whose hands the city's

welfare was placed. For some time their anger at the deeds of the

civic authorities had been smouldering, but in 1533 it burst into

flames. They declared to the mayor and his brethren that they

were determined to have redress. The struggle between their sense

of injustice and their sense of duty to the city's governors is

apparent in each line of their remonstrance.

My lord it is not unknowne that dyverse tymes we have putte up unto

you dyverse bylles concernyng the comon wele of this city and so small

respect hath beyn gyven unto theym that wee see no reformation to so

mych that for lakke of good order among you and yor brethren the citie

is so far in decaie and in so grete dette as wee thinke yere is noon of the

'' ' York Corp. Min.' 7 Hen. VIII, x. f. 84. " Ibid. 7 Hen. VIII, x. f . 84.

'* Breat, a kind of turbQt : Halliwell.

'* Dpivieg, Walks through York, appendix., .
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comoners of this citie able to bere the chardge wherefor of necessity we be
compelled to bespeak yor lordship and all yor brethren to look upon thes
artycles followyng and if they seem to you good & laudable for the
comon proffet then we desyre you that they may incontinently be putte in

executon and if they or any of them be thought that they be not for the
comon wele we desyre you to holpe to reforme them, when thus my lord

& masters we perceive that in times past this citie was in grete pro-

speritie and the rent of this citie did amount to a great somme with many
other proffets theyn the commons of this citie for so much as they
desyred that the mayre of this citie shuld kepe a goodly howse and meyke
goode chere to suche strangers as come to the citie they of good lovyng
mynd did gyve to the mayre of this citie towardes his chardge sum moore
some less lykewyse as they thought he had deserved in kepyng of his

hows and in other good doyng for the comon wele unto so myche that

nowe of layt and of long tyme of contynnance the mayor had had every yere

of the chambre 4^^ onlesse annie defaute hath been founde in his hows-
kepyng for that he hais yerefore dyverse tymes beyn syrved to such sum
as for that defawte by his brethren was thought convenyent—which 4^^

and other vain expensis hais beyn oon of the causes of the great decaie of

this citie whereupon it was agreed ' by a full counsail in the hole voyce of

the sayd comalte ' that the mayor should have * no more fee of the comon
chambre but onely 20 pounds unto suche tyme that the comon chambre be

brought forth of dette,' and the maier was no longer * to maik annie

sumptuous and costly feaste to his brethren in lent season nor to the

Kyng Justice of assize nor annie other wyse but at his owne pleasor as

shall seeme hym beste,' and the Comon Chambre shall beere no coste of

the Mayor and his brethren of Corpus Christi dayJ-^

The remonstrance does not seem to have been very effectual,

for the presents and the feastings still continued. The institution

of the council of the north in 1536 introduced a new element into the

social life of the city. The lord president constantly received

costly gifts, and civic banquets were held in his honour. At first

the hospitality seems to have been all on one side, but the earl of

Huntingdon, who was lord president in 1561, entertained the

mayor and corporation more than once. The city records bear

witness to his generosity.

My 1. president hath bestowed on my 1. mayor and aldermen of the

cytie at York to bucks to maik merie withal that the same bucks shall be

eaten on Tewesdie next at the howse of Frances Hynche by my L. mayor

aldermen Sherrffs xxiiii and chamberlaynes and all their ladies and

wiffsJ^

Venison feasts were a common festivity at this time. The earl of

Cumberland, the captain of the city's militia, annually sent two

bucks for the use of the mayor and his brethren ; from his letter the

custom seems to have been of long duration.

'^ ' York Corp. Min.' 24 Hen. VIII, xi. f. 140. '" Ibid. 24 Eliz. xxvii
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And where you have heretofore demanded of my lorde and grand-

father and my lord father to have two tymes in the year venyson of them

as of a custume and that nowe eveyn at thys tyme I am entered into my
lands I have sent you venyson not as dewtie but for that I wold you wyll

as much as in me is not have the conducting of yo^ bodies but yo^ hertie

luffe & favo^77

Even in the midst of the Scotch war,'^ when the people of York

were expecting the Scotch at their very gates, they found time to

send the earl of Hertford, general of the army, a present.

s. d.

Mayne brede maid in skallops to the some of . • .68
Thre great pyks in ypocras thre gallons

Thre gals red & whyte claryt

In sugar two loyves

iiii lbs bysketts iiii lbs caraways

iiii lbs comfetts ^^

Mayne bread is seldom absent from the gifts to distinguished

strangers during the sixteenth century. Davies says it was ' a

delicate sort of bread or cake made for persons of superior rank.' ^°

He continues that in 1595 such a formidable rival had appeared in

the form * of spyced ' cakes

that the corporation interfered, and ordered the mayne bread bakers to

bake every Friday morning ten shillings' worth of mayne bread, and if it

were not sold by five o'clock in the afternoon the lord mayor, sheriffs,

aldermen, and twenty-four were to buy and pay for it.^^

But long before this an order had been issued that * no manor of

person of this citie shall by any spiced cakes in Saynt Marie gate

or else where on payne of forfeiting xx"^ as often as they do so.'

The fish dinners and venison feasts were chiefly patronised by

the mayor and his brethren ; but York was far from allowing the

civic authorities to monopolise the pleasures. In 1570 the gentle-

men of York put in a petition

to have a cokkepytt mayd in this citie that they myght resorte thereunto

for theyr pastime and to spend theyr money.

The council considering that it would be

a comoditie to this citie and cause much money to be spent bothe

emonge vytellers and other craftsmen

consented.^^ Throughout the whole century the records are full of

regulations against those who use unlawful games. In 1531 a very

harsh measure was passed against the pleasure-seeking labourer.

" *York Corp. Min.' 34 Hen. VIII, xvi. f. 19.

'8 Froude, History of England, iv. 109.

^9 ' York Corp. Min.' 36 Hen. VIII, xvii. f. 107.

^ Davies, Walks through York, appendix. «> Ibid,
82 « York Corp. Min.' 10 Eliz. xxiv.
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... the unthrifty rewle & demeano^ that i? nightly used by powre labrers of

this citie to ye evyll example the whyche usyd ayle howses and their playd
at dyes cards and other unlawfull games against the forme of dyverse
statuts in yt behalff provyded by the said presens yt from now furth all ye
sayd laborers both fre and foreign shalbe within thayre owne hows by
eight of the clok on work dayes at nyght and so to continue and of holy
dayes at nyght by nyne of the clok & so to contmue & whiche of the

said laborers as presummyth to do the contrary shalbe punnysshed by
imprisonment of theyr bodies.^^

But towards the end of the century the joyous spirit of the early

Elizabethan era had passed and the country was settling down to

the sternness of puritanism. Nowhere did the spirit die harder

than in York. The last ten years of the sixteenth century were

marked by a struggle between the people, bent on retaining the

pageants, processions, and interludes, and the civic authorities, bent

on suppressing them and on substituting for the city players a city

preacher. A prime mover in this effort for the suppression of

pleasure was Archbishop Grindal. His interference with the gild

displays caused much popular indignation, and he induced the

mayor to put down a peculiar local custom dating, it is said, from

the Conquest. His letter to the lord mayor contains an emphatic

condemnation of the custom.

Whereas there hath beyn heretofore a very rude and barbarous custom

mayntayned in this citie and in no other citie or towne of this realme to

our knowledge that yerely uppon St Thomas day before Christmas two

disguised persons called Yule & Yules wif shuld ryde through the

citie very undecently & uncomely drawyng grete concurses of people after

them to gaise after comyttyng other enormyties for somuch as the said

disguised rydyng and concourse besydes other inconvenynces tendeth also

to the prophanyng of that day appoynted to holy uses also with drawyng

of gret multitudes of people from devyne service and sermons we have

thought good by thes presents to will and requyre you and nevertheless in

the queues Ma*^^^ name by vertue of her highnesses comyssion for causes

directed straitly to us and others within the provynce of York that ye take

order that no such rydyng of Yule and Yules wif be from hensfurth.^'*

Edm. Eboe.

This was agreed to by the council, who further showed their zeal

for the moral improvement of the citizens by passing an act to

restrain the freedom of wedding festivities.

And it was also agreed by thes presens that none of the Aldermen

Sheriffes or xxiv shall come at annie weddyng of any person or persons

where annie bryde bedde shalbe maid uppon payne evyone offendyng in

the same to forfet for every offens fortie shyllyngs. and that none of the

cooks of this citie shall dresse any wilde fowle at annie such weddyng

«3 Ihid. 22 Hen. VIII, xi. f. 101.

8» Ibid, xxiv., quoted in Davies, Municipal Eecords, Fifteenth Century, appendix.
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upon payne to forfait for evy such offens XL^ to the comon chambre of thia

citie.^'^

The time was indeed past when

More, Sandys, and Denny passed the joke,

And bluff King Hal the curtain drew.

And Katharine's hand the stocking threw.

From the fourteenth to the end of the sixteenth century the

streets of York were constantly filled with an eager crowd, watch-

ing the processions or listening to the familiar words of the mystery

or paternoster or crede play. The most celebrated plays were

those performed by the craft gilds on Corpus Christi Day. The
town council have in their possession a book called the * Liber

diversorum Memorandorum Civitatem Ebor tangentium,' in which,

under the date 1415, a list of fifty-seven plays, with the different

crafts which undertook to bring them out, is given. The plays them-

selves have been rescued from oblivion by Miss L. Toulmin Smith.

They are of slight literary value, though they are not disfigured by

ribaldry or irreverence, and to a sixteenth-century audience some

of the situations would appeal strongly ; for the religious frenzy of

the Eeformation had left some slight warmth behind it, and * the

world to come ' was a reality to them. They probably keenly

enjoyed the groans and howls of Lucifer diaholus in inferno—
Owte, owte, harrowe

!

Helples, slyke bote at es here !

Whare es my kynde become so cumly & clere

—

and the sight of Lucifer thrust violently down from the higher to

the lower stage would afford them intense amusement.

The wails of * the synfull kaytiffs,' who at the judgment day

could do nothing but wring their hands and weep, afforded scope

for the actors to display their tragic powers. Each craft brought

out its own play. Though the municipal authorities exercised a

general supervision, there was a more or less fanciful resemblance

between the craft and the play. Thus the * shipwrightes ' play was
* Deus premuniens Noe facere archam de lignis leuigatis

;
' the

* orfeuers, goldbeters & monemakers,' * Tres Eeges venientes

ab oriente.' The plays differ considerably in length, the longest,

the * Dream of Pilate's Wife,' played by the ' tapiters and couchers,'

having 546 lines, while the innholders' play, ' The Coronacon of

owre Ladie,' has only 45 lines. Still, although the plays began at

five in the morning and lasted until nine, the whole 51 plays could

have been performed on
;

probably some of them were not spoken,

only performed in dumb show. The movable two-decked stage was

taken from place to place, according to the arrangement made with

85 . Yoj-Ij Corp. Min.' 21 Eliz xxvii. f. 122.
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the civic authorities. They assembled on Pageant Green, and pro-

ceeded to Trinity Priory, where the first play was acted. In 1569
we find an entry

—

& nowe was appointed places for hearing Corpus Christi play on Whitsun
Tewesday.

(1) At trinitie gail (7) At the Common Hall gail

(2) Ageynst M"* Heweson's Hows (8) Abowte Chris. Willings hows
(3) Abowte St Johns (9) Mynster gait

(4) At Mr Parkis dore (10) At M^ Barnards hows
(5) At Owse brig (11) At M^ Huton's

(6) At M"^ Appleyards (12) At the lord mayors place ^^^

The 13th and 14th places are not appointed
; probably no one had

applied for them, for the plays were only performed before those

houses the owners of which were willing to pay for the privilege.

Provyded that if the said persones will not pay for the said place as

the lord mayor & chamberlaynes shall thynke requisite that further order

therin shall be taken at dyscreton of my 1. mayor.

The prices differ considerably ; the lord mayor and his brethren pay
nothing. The house at the gate of the gildhall in Coney Street was
always let with the proviso that the civic authorities and their wives

should have the right of watching the pageants from the windows.

Davies quotes from the ' chamberlayne's ' accounts prices varying from

ISd. to 3s. 4fZ.^^ Could it be that where a short play was performed

the payment was smaller ? The craftsmen did not always appre-

ciate the honour of bringing forth their pageant. In 1505

John Langton draper came tofore the said presens & shewed yat

ther wer but 111 persons & ye pagent of tbeyr craffte is so costly upon

Corpus Christi day [that he asks] that every person either taillor or hoseer

that cutteth or selleth cloth' by retaille should yerely be contributory to

the bringing forth of ye drapor pagent. ^^

Toulmin Smith,®^ following Drake, confuses the procession of the

gild of Corpus Christi with the pageant plays on Corpus Christi Day ;

but the procession and the plays were perfectly distinct, in the

hands of different people, and took place on difterent days. Early

in the fifteenth century an ordinance passed the council that the

Corpus Christi plays should be played on a Wednesday, and the pro-

cession of Corpus Christi should be made on the day itself ; but the

regulation was never enforced, the only change made being that

the plays were held on one day, the procession on the next, the

craft gilds still persisting in exhibiting their pageants on the day of

«« ' York Corp. Min.' 11 Eliz. xxiv. f. 139.

^^ Davies, Municipal Records, appendix.

8« ' York Corp. Min.' 20 Hen. VII, ix. f. 25. ^' EnglUh Gilds, p. 141»
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the festival.^^ Evidently the pageants were made a pretext for a

great deal of general holiday-making and amusement, and the

authorities interfered in vain.

And for so muche as the lait easte of Corpus Christi is not nowe

celebrate & kept holyday as was accustomed it is therefore agreed that

on Corpus Christi day my lord mayor and alderman shall in makyng the

proclamation go abowte in seemly sad apparrell & not in scarlet .^^

The gild of Corpus Christi was established in 1408, in order to do

honour by a procession to the feast of that name. The gild was

extremely popular ; during its brief existence of a century and

a half 16,850 persons, including Kichard, afterwards Kichard III,

numerous archbishops, bishops, and abbots, were members.^^ The

gild was abolished in 1547 by the act of dissolution, but the hos-

pital of St. Thomas, to which it was united, succeeded in retaining

possession of the estate for nearly thirty years longer. In 1582

the house, lands, and tenement of the gild were handed over to the

mayor and commonalty of York, * to be ymployed for the benefit of

the poor.' The procession was extremely magnificent. It assem-

bled at the gate of the Holy Trinity priory, in Micklegate. The paro-

chial clergy in their surplices marched first ; they were followed by

the master of the gild in silk cope, attended by two clergy ; six

keepers of the gild with silk stoles guarded the shrine, white wands

in their hands. The shrine itself had been given to the gild in

1449 by the bishop of Hereford, and every year its beauty and

value had been enhanced by the gifts of some fanatical devotee or

penitent sinner.

The said shryne is all gilt, havyng six ymages gylded, with an ymage

of the birth of our lord of mother of perle and 33 small ymages

ennamylled ... a steple with a wether cokke, a sylver belle and 14

crucifixes, the value of the whole was ^^210 . 18 . 2.^^

The shrine was followed by people singing, and only those of the

clergy who had good voices were allowed to join in the music.

Then came a crowd of unofficial people bearing banners, crosses,

and tapers. Then the civic dignitaries followed, and the officers

and members of the crafts, bearing torches. The procession does

not seem to have been very popular with the laity, for they were

constantly being fined for neglecting to bear their torches in the

procession. Although the gild had nothing to do with the pageants

exhibited by the crafts, it had a play of its own, which was be-

queathed to the gild by the author, a priest of St. William's chapel,

on condition that it should be played once every ten years. The

play seems to have been exhibited instead of the mystery plays,

»» Davies, MimiciiMl Records. ^* • York Corp. Min.' 3 Eliz. vol. xxiii. f. 9.

»2 Corpus Christi Gild, York, Ed. Skaife (Surtees Society) ,
preface.

^' Archaeologia, x. 469.
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so it must have been of considerable length. Davies suggests
that the subject was a representation of the several events as
they occur in the creed, the creation, the nativity, the crucifixion,

the communion of saints. Unfortunately the play is lost. It was
sent in 1568 by the master and brethren of St. Thomas's hospital
to Dr. Hutton, the dean of York, to be examined as to its fitness

for representation, who replied

—

I have perused the books which yo^ brethren sent me, and as I find

manie things that I much Hke because of th'antiquities, so see I many
things that I cannot allow because their be disagreeing from the sinceritie

of the gospell, the which things, yf they should either be altogether
cancelled or altered into other maters the whole drift of the play shuld be
altered . . . surelie merie advice shuld be that it should not be plaied.^''

The book was not heard of again. The gild of our Lord's Prayer,

to which Wycliffe refers, had long been in existence ; it consisted

of more than 100 members and their wives. It did not escape the

dissolution, but the play book remained in the hands of the master
of St. Antony's gild, and in 1558 it was performed instead of the

pageant plays. In 1572 the mayor sent for the book *to be

reformed ;

' it fell into Archbishop Grindal's hands, and we need

hardly say was heard of no more. The citizens made various

strenuous but ineffectual efforts to recover it.^^

When the Corpus Christi plays were discontinued, as * savour-

ing of superstition,' other shows took their place. * Midsomer Evyn

'

was devoted to a show of armour, and * one John Grafton schole

master ' wrote * certayne compiled speeches for the occasion.' For-

tunately Grafton's bill of charges has been preserved, from which

we gain some idea of the properties used by the actors.

A crowne for the angell

Spangells for his shirte

the mending of the queene crowne

paintinge of the childe one of the fares bare

with some other trifells 4 /-

5 visards we borrowed and with rayne were rotte in peeces 4/-.^^

Plays were often performed in the common chamber by companies

of players belonging to the queen or various noblemen. They

received in payment sums varying from 3/. 6s. 8d. to 10s.

* Players of Interludes nowe come & comyng from henceforth to

this citie shall play but twice in the comon hall of this citie, viz

once before the 1. maior and the ald'men & the other before

the Comons.' ^^ Bear-baiting was a common amusement ; it gene-

®* Davies, Municipal Records, app.
»5 York Mystery Plays, L. Toulmin Smith, Introd. p. xxx ; ' York Corp. Min.

XXX. f. 17. »« • Chambei^ynes Accounts,' 1585, quoted by Davies.

»' ' York Corp. Min.' xxx. f. 95. %.
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rally took place on Peaseholme Green, and, by an order made in

the council chamber, all bulls had to be baited before they were

killed. The Midsummer shows were very popular. Kobert Peacock,

who refused to attend, was fined 3s. 4cZ., and was committed to

prison for his reply :
* I have boght a halbert which cost me xx^

and it is so moche dearer by the 34/ which I have nowe paid, and

I will selle it & never come at that shewe whil I live fine me 20^'

and ye will.' ^^ The time had not yet come when the maypole

dance and the Christmas mince pies were regarded as allurements

of the evil one, and York was not a place where the holder of such

opinions was popular. The people of York remained faithful to

their pageants and shows when they had been put down over the

greater part of England.

The more the York records are studied the clearer it appears
* that not only we who prate of rights and wrongs have loved the

people well
:

' the mayor and his brethren had onerous duties to

perform ; these they performed well. The laggard brother, who
refused to attend the meeting, was fined ; the cowardly brother,

who fled from the plague, was forced to return to his duty ; the

slovenly brother had to mend his ways. Ignorant and prejudiced

probably they were, but they had sufficient sense to avoid the

gloomy month of November and chose the bright summer weather

for the display of their pageants, sufficient sympathy with the

suffering of the poor to make some rude attempts at sorting their

paupers, and sufficient economic judgment to make their relief

works remunerative. Eetrogression rather than progress is the

keynote to the industry of York during the century, but in social

and municipal matters it stood facile princej^s amongst the towns

of England.

Maud Sellers.

»» * York. Corp. Min.' xxx. f. 95.
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* The Boke longyng to a Justice of the Peace
'

and the Assessment of Wages

SIR ANTHONY FITZHERBERT is generally believed, and, as it

seems to me, on good grounds, to have written two important
books on English agriculture, while he is known as the undoubted
author of valuable legal works. Among other things we know that

in 1538, the year of Fitzherbert's death, Redman printed what
was apparently his last book. This was * Loffice et auctoryte des

Justyces de peas co77?pyle et extrayte hors des auncie?zt liures sibien

del comen ley co7?ie dez estatutz oue moultes autres choses neces-

saries a scauoir nouelment imprime.' ^ In the same year he also

issued * The Newe Boke of Justices of the Peas by A. F. K.,' a
translation of the French work. It is to this book that Professor

Skeat thinks that Berthelet, the printer, refers in a note printed at

the back of the title-page of the 1539 edition of Fitzherbert's

* Boke of Surueyinge.' ^ With some diffidence I should like to

point out why this view seems to me untenable, and to suggest

another book closely connected with it as that to which Berthelet

refers, and with which he connects the name of Fitzherbert. In

itself too the work is of interest as adding somewhat to our evidence

as to the assessment of wages before the days of Elizabethan

legislation.

I.

Berthelet tells the reader

—

Whan I had printed the boke longyng to a Justice of the peace, togither

with other small bokes very necessary, I bethought me vpon this boke of

Surueyenge, compyled sometyme by master Fitzherbarde, how good and

howe profytable it is for all states, that be lordes and possessioners of

landes, and for the holders or tenauntes of the same landes, to haue dayly

in hande, to knowe and beare awaye the contentes of the same boke, &

also how well it agreeth with the argume7?t of the other small bokes, as

court baron, court hundred, and chartuary I went in hande & printed

* The writer on Fitzherbert in the Diet, of Nat. Biog. seems to think that Tottell's

edition of 1583 was the first published, and that the translation appeared forty-five

years before the publication of the original.

2 Fitzherbert, Book of Husbandnj (ed. W. W. Skeat for English Dialect Sociaty,

1882), xiii.

VOIi. IX.—NO. XXXIV. . X
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it in the same volume that the other be, to bynde them al togither. And
haue amended it in many places.

It would seem to me unsafe to .assume, as Professor Skeat does,

from the wording of this note alone that Fitzherbert had written

* The Boke longyng to a Justice of the Peace; ' but if this is accepted

it strengthens the argument which can be urged in favour of such

authorship for a work bearing that name. The one thing which is

quite certain is that in 1539 Berthelet had printed some book on

the subject of the justices. Was it, as Professor Skeat suggests,

the * Newe Boke of Justices ' ? If not, what was it ?

I can find no trace of any edition of * Loffice et auctoryte,' or

of the translation printed by Berthelet either before or after 1539 ;

but we have definite information as to another book on the subject

which he did print. In Ames's * Typographical Antiquities,' ^ p. 425,

we read that in 1534 (that is, before any known edition of * Loffice

et auctoryte ' or of the translation), and again in 1539 Berthelet is

said to have printed ' The Boke for a Justyce of Peace
;

' and turning

up Ames's reference to a note by Hearne,'* we get a more complete

description of the book. Mention is there made of

a small scarce Thing, intitled * The Boke for a Justice of Peace, the Boke
that teacheth to kepe a courte baron, or a lete. The boke teaching to

kepe a courte hundred. The boke called Keturna breuium. The boke

called Carta feodi, conteyning the forme of dedes, releasses, indentures,

obligations, acquytaunces, letters of atturney, letters of permutation,

testamentes and other thynges. The boke of thordynance to be obserued

by the officers of the kynges Escheker, for fees takynge. A boke conteyn-.

ynge those statutes at lengthe, whych Justices of peace, mayres, sheryffes,

baylyffes constables, and other offycers, were of late commaunded by the

kynges maiestie, to put in execution d Londini in aedibus Thomae Ber-

theleti typis impress. Cum priuilegio ad imprimendum solum .*. Anno.

M.D. XXXIX., 8vo. The Title of which Httle Book (whereof I have a

Copy in my Collection, and it contains only 122 Pages) ....

This surely was the book to which Berthelet refers in his note.

Unfortunately neither the British Museum nor the Cambridge

University library possesses a copy of the * small scarce thing,'

but an edition printed by Berthelet in 1544, containing most
of the tracts above mentioned, is in the Museum, and it seems

reasonable to assume that this was a reprint of a work issued

from the same press at earlier dates. Many printers during

the sixteenth century certainly published volumes containing the

majority of these tracts. Professor Maitland has pointed out that

* clearly there was a considerable demand for such manuals, and the

publishers of the day seem to have met it by mercilessly borrow-

3 Ed. Herbert, 1785, pp. 425, 434.

* Gul. Neubrigensis Historia sive Chronica rerum Anglkamvi (edit. Hearne, 1719),

iii. 784.
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ing, if that be the right phrase, from each other.' ^ From a
comparison of the various editions of * The Boke of Justyces ' with
one another, and with * Loffice et auctoryte,' or with the transla-

tion, it seems probable that they were all derived from one common
source ; and it may well be that Sir Anthony Fitzherbert, who is

known to have written the latter, may have written the former also/*

His last work w^ould thus be but an expansion of a tract which was
probably his earliest. Other men may have compiled handbooks
by borrowing wholesale from others, but it seems scarcely credible

that the author of * La Graunde Abridgement' and other legal

works of great importance, the lawyer with nearly, if not quite,

thirty years' experience, should have found it necessary to do this.

And that he must have borrowed wholesale, if he did not himself

WTite the earlier book, is a reasonable conclusion when we compare
the various editions of the ' Boke of Justyces,' such as those of 1510
and 1544, with the ' Newe Boke of Justices ' of 1538. The earliest

edition which I have found is one printed by Wynkyn de Worde in

1510,^ entitled * The Justyces of paes' (sic), and then below a

woodcut there follows, * The boke of iustyces of peas the charge

with all the processe of the cessyons, warrantes supersedias

and all that longeth to ony Justyce to make endytemewtes of haute

treason petyt treason felonyes appeles trespas upon statutes,

trespas contra Eegis pacem Nocume?itis with dyuers thynges more as

it appereth in the kalender of the same boke.' In the same volume

are also printed two other tracts—(1) ' Carta Feodi ' and (2) ' Modus
tenend' Cur Baroii cum visu franem [sic] plegii,' and these we find

bound in the later editions of the * Boke of Justyces,' together with

others, such as those mentioned in the copy possessed by Hearne.

It does not seem wholly without significance that when Kedman
issued the ' Newe Boke of Justices ' in 1538 he should have bound

up with it the ' Carta Feodi,' court baron, court hundred, returna

breuium, and the table of fees to be taken in the exchequer, as

though the expanded edition were to be substituted for that which

had hitherto passed for the ' boke ' on the subject.

It is indeed true that there are some variations, and later

editions show a good many additions, and here and there an omis-

sion. But these are such as are easily accounted for by the

particular circumstances of the time, and are not more striking

than we might expect to find in succeeding editions of a modern

* Court Baron (Selden Society, 1891), p. 4.

" Professor Skeat mentions the 1515 edition of the Boke of Justyces, printed by

Wynkyn de Worde ; of it he says ' it is not pretended that this was our author's (Fitz-

herbert's) work.' At the same time Professor Skeat holds that the later was an

expansion of the earlier work. But if my argument against the issue of the Newe

Boke from Berthelet's press in 1539, and in favour of an edition of the other ' boke,' be

sound, then, on Professor Skeat's assumption that Berthelet refers to a work by Fitz-

herbert, he must have written both books. ' Brit. Mus. C. 40, d. 55.
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book. There are, indeed, niany additions in the * Newe Boke ;

' but

this was intended, as I hold, to be a different work. Thus it does

not surprise us to find that the justices should in 1538 be charged

that enquiry be made * if any person by writing cifring, printing,

preaching, or teaching, dede or acte obstinately, or malicyously

holde or stonde with, to extoll sette forth, mainteyne or defende the

auctorite or iurisdiccyon of the Bishop of Eome,' while the bishops

and their ministers were to certify to the * Sterre ' chamber any

cases of offence against the statute of provision (16 Eic. II). If

we compare the charge to the justices in the * Newe Boke ' with that

in various editions of * the boke,' the arrangement of matter is

curiously similar—not always identical, which, perhaps, we should

scarcely expect in a new work on the same subject by the same

individual. Still the similarity would seem too close for them to be

the work of two men. Both charges deal first with * Heretikes and
loUardes.'

1510. Boke of Justyces.' 1544. * Boke of Justyces.' 1538. 'Newe Boke oi

Justices.'

Ye shall enquyre of Ye shall enquire of And fyrste you shal in-

heretykes &, loUardes & heretikes and loUardes quere of Heretikes and
suche as kepe erronyous and suche as kepe erro- LoUardes kepyng any
opynyonstecheandpreche nious opynions, teache and opinions contrary to the

the same contrarye to preche the same contrary faythe of our lorde Jesu

the fayth & lawes of to the faith and lawes of Christ and the doctrine

the chyrche / or kepe ony the church, or kepe any of holy churche / or els

scolers therof in hurte scholes therof, in hurte that preache or infourme

or preiudyce of the fayth, and preiudice of the fayth, the people agaynst the

ye shall do vs to wete of ye shall doo vs to wete of doctrine of holy churche,

theyr names & of theyr theyr names, & of theyr and the fayth catholique,

opynyons & how longe opinions, & how longe and of those also that

they haue contynued they haue continued ther- obserue nat the cere-

therin. Vide statutum in. Vide Statutum an. 2 monies of the churche,

Anno ii H V & ii H iiii. H v. Cap. 7. but maliciously despyse

and contempne them, as

to eate flesshe in lente

[Instructions then fol- and nat to obserue the

low as to the conditions holy dayes, as other

under which bail may be christian people do, or

taken for heretics.] that despise the sacra-

mentes of the churche,

& of such other whiche
properly be callyd Lol-

lardes. Also you shal in-

quere of the mainteinours

receiuours, fauourers, and
vpholders, of suche He-
retikes, LoUardes, &
wryters of theyr bokes

/

and of theyr sermons

scholes conuenticles, and
confederacies. An 2 H 5.

ca. 7.
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Market in chirche Marketes in churche 2. Churchyardes
yerdes. yardes.

Also ye shall enqnyre Also ye shall enquire of Also ye shal enquire of
of all them that kepeony all them that kepe any them that kepe fayres
fayre or market m the fayers or markettes, in or markettes in church-
chyrche yerde or in ony churche yarde or in any yardes, or in other placis
other holy place where other holy place, where dedicate to god. Wyn-
ony sekynge is. any sekinge is : and howe chester Capi. 10.

longe they haue continued
theryn, the statute ther-

ofisofEdwardethe thyrde
made at Wynchester.
And also in the statute

made at Winchester the

13 yere of E. 1. it was
defended, that feyers

shulde no more be kepte

in churcheyardes. [Then
follows the gist of a stat.

of 27 H. VI, that on cer-

tain days only necessary

victuals should be sold.]

Fals coyners elyppers CouTzterfaityng of coyne 3, 4. Counterfeatyng of
ofmoney.^ & bringing false money money & bringing false

into realm. money into realm.

Galyhalfe pens sos-

kyns dodkins & all

money of Scotland to

be put out.

Of such as sle their

soueraine. as wyfe her

husband, servaunt his

mayster &c.

Poisoning.

Threttes to brenne a Threttes to brenne a ^' Menacing to burne

mannes hous. mans hous. houses.

Murder and manslaugh- Murder and manslaugh- 6. Murdre.
ter. Chaunce medley. ter. Chaunce Medley.

Kauysshement of women. Eape. 7. Kape.

Eobberye. Eobberie. 8. Robborie.

Thefte. 9. Felonie.

Burgulary. 10. Burglarie.

The comparison between the charges may not be worth much as

evidence by itself, but, taken together with Berthelet's note and our

knowledge of the works which actually proceeded from Fitzherbert's

pen, it seems possible to draw the following conclusions :

—

(1) Fitzherbert wrote on the ' Justyces of the Peace ' as early

as 1510, in which case it was one of the earliest, if not indeed the

earliest, of his writings ; ^ and upon it he based a part of the larger

work printed in the year of his death.

* The headings of the next few paragraphs are suflScient to indicate the similarity,

but they do not exhaust the subjects dealt with.

» Mr. Eigg, in the Diet, of Nat. Biog., states that his earHest work was La Graunde

Abridgement, first printed in 1514.
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(2) It is not to the * Newe Boke ' that Berthelet refers, but to the

earHer ' boke,' while his note may be considered to strengthen, if not

to prove, the contention that this latter was the work of Fitzherbert.

Evidence indeed is wanting, but it does not seem beyond the

limits of probability to suggest that all the tracts mentioned by

Berthelet, which appeared so frequently under the same cover,

may have proceeded from the same lawyer, himself a justice of the

peace as well as a justice of the court of common pleas, who not

only expounded the law in the courts,^" but who is also known to

us as the undoubted author of various important legal works.

II.

But, apart from any bibliographical value which it may possess

for the few, the * Boke of Justyces ' adds further evidence on a

point of some historical interest. On the subject of the assessment

of wages by the justices in quarter sessions a good deal has been

said by modern writers of great authority ; they have for the most

part assumed that the sliding scale of 5 Eliz. c. 4, by which wages

were to be fixed by the justices of the peace, according to the * plenty

or scarcity of the time and other circumstances necessarily to be con-

sidered,' was a novelty. Thus Professor Thorold Kogers, who has

traced the history of legislation on this matter in some detail, ^^ no-

where mentions the justices or the sliding scale until he reaches the

statute 5 Eliz. c. 4, which he describes as * a conspiracy concocted by

the law, and carried out by parties interested in its success, to cheat

the English workman of his wages,' &c. He does, indeed, hint that

the sliding scale may have been thought of before, although no evi-

dence is offered. Thus he writes :
* It may be said that the framers of

the statute imagined that the magistrates could adopt a sliding scale,

like that which was evidently contemplated under 25 Ed. Ill, and

as evidently was before the mind of Parliament when it framed its

own scales in the fifteenth century, particularly in 1495.' ^^ But

although he does not, so far as I know, assert that the fixing of a

sliding scale by justices in 5 Eliz. c. 4 was a novelty, his account may

'" Fitzherbert's name appears constantly in the State Papers from 1509 to 1536 as

serving on various commissions of the peace, of gaol delivery, &c., in different parts

of the country. He is also mentioned in important cases, as those of Wolsey, Sir

Thomas More, and Anne Boleyn. The Leet Book of Coventry, ff. 304 b, 309, 311,

shows that Fitzherbert was recorder of Coventry from 1509 to 1512. He then begged to

be relieved of the work, because ' he had so grete besynesse by reason that he was
sciant of the lawe that he cowdenot nor myghtnot occupy the Eome of Recordership

of the said Citee as he was bounde to doo.'

" Hist, of Agriculture and Prices, iv. 115 et seq., v. 610 et seq.

'2 Economic Interpretation of History, p. 41. But neither in 25 Ed. Ill nor in

11 Hen. Vn, cc. 1, 22, is there any intimation of such a sliding scale, although reason-

able prices are insisted on, and it is possible to show that 25 Ed. Ill did not con-

template any such scale.
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reasonably be held to assume this. Dr. Cunningham goes further

and says that whereas * all previous statutes on the subject, from
the time of Edward III onwards, had been deliberately framed with
the view of reducing excessive wages to a lower level ; this statute

was devised as a means of adjusting wages so that they might be
sufficient for the labourer to live on, in times when prices were high.' ^^

He adds that, instead of trying to frame a hard and fast rule to hold

good everywhere at all times, they devised a machinery for giving

wages which should be determined by the plenty or the scarcity of

the time. Mr. Hewins has more recently stated that he considers

Mr. Eogers to have ' insisted too much upon the character of that

statute as a new departure,' ^^ while he himself holds that in the fixing

of the rate of wages by the justices it ' was not so much a new
departure as an extension of the powers of the justices, who had
before been entrusted with a wide jurisdiction in the regulation of

wages. The object of the act of 1562 appears to have been the

adjustment of wages at shorter intervals of time and more in accord-

ance with local variations in the price of provisions.' ^^ It is with

some hesitation that I venture to differ from Mr. Eogers or Dr.

Cunningham, while I cannot entirely agree with Mr. Hewins.

The adjustment of a sliding scale by the justices was, it seems,

from the testimony of the *Boke of Justyces,' of the 'Newe Boke of

Justices,' and finally from the evidence of the Eolls of Parliament

and the statute book itself, neither a novelty nor an extension, but a

revival of power, which certainly was not then conferred for the first

time, though it may have been dormant for a while. In the general

statement of the functions of the justices, which precedes the more

detailed charge in the * Boke of Justyces of paes ' of 1510 and later,

as well as in the * Newe Boke,' we find the following with trifling

variations :

—

Justyces of the peas shall make at euery cessyons of Ester & myghel-

masse proclamacyon how moche a mason carpenter / tyler / or other

labourers shall take by the daye as well in August as in other tyme of the

yere after theyr dyscrecyon accordynge to the derth of vytyall / & that

euery man obey the proclamacyon as a thinge done & made by the

statute / & all vytayllers shall take theyr wynnynge after the dyscrecyon

of the Justyces of the paes vpon payne of greuous punysshement. statutum

inde. Anno xiii Eichard iii. ca. viii.

In the charge itself we find that the justices were in the editions

of 1510 and 1515 instructed to commit men to ward who would not

accept wages according to 25 Hen. Y, c. 41 (sic). &uch a statute

»» Growth of English Industry, ii. 39. In his recent article in the Contemporary

Review, January 1894, Dr. Cunningham uses language which would indicate some change

of opinion ; but, as he does not refer to or reject the passage above quoted, it is not

clear how far he would still claim novelty for Elizabethan legislation on this point.

'* English Trade and Finance, chiefly in the Seventeenth Century ^ vii.

'5 Ihid. p. 82.
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obviously does not exist, but the exact prices to be paid for various

kinds of work are specified and coincide with those laid down by

23 Hen. VI, c. 12. In the edition of 1521 and in the ' Newe Boke of

Justices ' of 1538 among the various statutes upon which the autho-

rity of the justices is based that of 13 Eic. II, c. 8, is mentioned,

while in the charge itself a definite maximum rate is fixed, coin-

ciding with the rates laid down in 6 Hen. VIII, c. 3, to which

the marginal note seems to refer. There is an apparent con-

tradiction between the general statement and the charge, but this

may not really exist, since the statutes of Hen. VII and Hen. VIII ^^

attempt to fix a maximum wage

—

' and where it hath be and is

nowe used to geve lesse wages that in thes shirs and contries they

shall so gif.' ^^ When we turn from the * Boke of Justyces ' back to

the reign of Kichard II, to which it refers us, we seem to get to the

bottom of the story. Taking first the Kolls of Parliament ^® for

13 Kic. II, we find that the justices were then for the first time to as-

sess the rate of wages, and that according to the dearth of victuals.

The commons beg Eichard II that the statutes and ordinances of

Edward II, and those of his own reign touching * laborers artificers &
vitaillers * may be observed. The answer to the petition runs thus :

—

Le Eoy voet q les Estatutz & Ordenances faitz al Parlement darrein

tenuz a Cantebr','^ si bien des Servantz, Laborers, Artificers, & Vitaillers,

come de toutes autres choses, horspris rexception en un article panal

touchant Justices de la Pees; & auxint toutz autres Estatutz & Orde-

nances faitz devant ces hures, & nient repellez, soient fermement gardez

& duement executz. Mes pur ce q homme ne purra mye mettre en

certein le Pris des Bledz & autres Vitailles, le Eoi voet, q les Justices de

la Pees en chescun Counte, en lour Sessions, tenuz entour le Pasq & le

Seint Michel, facent Proclamation par lour discretion, solonc la Chierete

des Vitailles, combien chescun Mason, Carpenter, Teguler, & autres Arti-

ficers & Overours, & auxint Laborers par journees si bienen Aust come en

autre temps de Fan, solonc lour degre, prendra le jour, ove manger &
boire, ou sanz manger & boire, entre les deux seisons suis ditz : Nient-

contresteantz les Estatutz ent faitz devant ces hures. Et q chescun obeie

a tielx Proclamations de temps en temps, come a chose faite par Estatut.

And this became law as 13 Eic. II, stat. i. c. 8. The older statutes

then were still to hold good, with the exception of this one article.

* Forasmuch as a man cannot fix the price of corn and other

victuals in certain,' the justices were to fix wages twice a year by
their discretion, according to the ' chierte de vitailles.'

^^

Whether this clause was regularly carried out at this time may
well be doubted. At any rate we know that early in Henry VI's

'« 11 Hen. VII, c. 22 ; 6 Hen. VII, c. 3. '' 11 Hen. VII, c. 22.

•8 Rot. Pari. iii. 268 b, 269.

'' 12 Eic. II, c. 4, which fixes the rates of wages.
^ Professor Eogers quotes this statute, but without noticing this phrase.
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reign fresh legislation was necessary.2» After quoting 12 Eic II,

c. 4, and 13 Eic II, i. c. 8, 6 Hen. VI, c. 3, proceeds as follows

:

Les queux estatutz ne sount my gardez ne mys en execucion cestassavoir

le primer estatut a cause qe le punissement en ycell est trop dure sur les

Maistres des tielx servantz en taunt qils serroient destitutz des servauntz
sils ne voillent passer lordinaunce del estatut, et le eccwnde estatut a
cause qe null peine est limite encountre celuy qe face le contrarie de
mesme lestatut.

By this statute the justices in full session were to fix the rate of

wages for ' chescun servant de husbondrie,' by proclamation once
a year, and the rate for * chescun artificer et overour ' by the day or

week at two sessions held between Easter and Michaelmas, while
they were also empowered to impose penalties for non-observance of

the statute. This statute, at first designed for a limited time, was
soon afterwards confirmed for an indefinite period.^^ In neither

case is there any mention of a rate to be determined in accordance
with the * chierte de vitailles

;

' and as we follow later fifteenth-

century legislation in this matter we find that parliament once
more fixes a maximum wage, while the justices are only men-
tioned as imposing penalties.^^ Still nowhere are the earlier

statutes which conferred wider powers repealed.

The statute of 1495 points to * greate and many defautes ' amongst
labourers and artificers, partly because the labour statutes were not

executed, partly because * remedy by the seid estatutes is not verray

perfitte nor yeygth certyn ne hasty remedy.' ^^ HenryVIII's statute ^^

also refers to the imperfect execution of earlier measures as a reason

for further legislation, and follows the lines of 23 Hen. VI, c. 12, and
11 Hen. VII, c. 22.

Between 1389 and 1562^6 the statute book is silent on the

matter of a sliding scale, and the justices are not mentioned after

1429 as the authority by whom wages should be fixed ; but in the
' Boke of Justyces ' of 1510, as well as in the * Newe Boke ' of 1538, it

is stated that they had authority to execute 13 Eic. II, i. c. 8. Now,

whatever may be thought of the authorship of the earlier work,

there can be no question about the latter ; and it seems unlikely

that a man like Fitzherbert, a lawyer of great practical experience

as well as a man of some learning, should have introduced an

entirely obsolete measure into what was apparently intended to

be a practical manual. Further investigation and the discovery of

assessments among unpublished records ^^ may show that justices

2» Eot. Pari. iv. 330 b ; 6 Hen. VI, c. 3. 22 8 Hen. VI, c. 8 ; Rot. Pari. iv. 352 b.

" 23 Hen. VI, c. 12 ; 11 Hen. VII, c. 22.

2* 11 Hen. VII, c. 22. » 6 Hen. VIII, c. 3.

2« 13 Eic. II, i. c. 8 ; 5 Eliz. c. 4.

2^ Mr. Hewins some time ago drew attention to an assessment for Northampton in

Earl Spencer's possession (Hist. MSS. Commission Report, ii. 18), which, according

to the Report, is dated 1560 ; but Dr. Cunningham's attempts to find the manuscript
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sometimes assessed wages, as Fitzherbert would imply, and yet acted

in accordance with the statutes which fixed maximum sums.

At any rate the evidence of the statute book and of the * Boke of

Justyces ' shows that in its main features Elizabethan legislators ^^

did but go back to the scheme of Eichard II, although we may give

them credit for the introduction of certain modifications in detail.

Thus the justices were to confer once a year with men possessing

local knowledge * as to the plenty or scarcity of the time and other

circumstances necessary to be considered ;
' while only after notifi-

cation to the court of chancery of the rates proposed and due

authorisation from the central government could the proclamation

of rates be made in the open markets upon market days.^^ It is

clear from James I's legislation ^^ that the Elizabethan regulation

had not, * according to the true meaning thereof, been duly put in

execution,' and the justices of still earlier times may not have been

more conscientious than their successors in the discharge of their

duty in connexion with wages, so that we have as yet but little

evidence as to actual practice. So far as our present knowledge

goes it would seem that the first attempt in England to regulate

wages according to a sliding scale fixed by justices was not success-

ful in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, although the know-

ledge of such a measure survived until Fitzherbert's day and

was renewed in Elizabethan legislation. Nor does it appear even

after that to have been regularly carried out, although twenty-three

assessments have been printed by various investigators, and others

are probably only awaiting discovery.^ ^ This attempt in the past to

fix a * living wage ' has recently been mentioned in connexion with a

proposal to &x a scale once more. But surely it cannot be used as

a precedent of any value for modern times until w^e have further

evidence that under simpler conditions than those of to-day it w^as

so successful that it might well be applied to our complicated

organisation of industry. At present the evidence, as I read it,

would point to a somewhat different conclusion.

Ellen A. McArthue.

itself have been unsuccessful {Economic Journal, ii. 504). If it can be traced it will

prove conclusively that not only did the justices possess legal authority to asses wages

but that they actually exercised such power shortly before the passing of 5 Eliz. c. 4.

28 5 Eliz. c. 4. 29 rpjiis latter clause was repealed by 1 Jac. I, c. 6.

30 1 Jac. I, c. 6.

31 gy 3 Car. I, c. 5, and 16 Car. I, the legislation of James I on this matter was
re-enacted.
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Notes and Documents

THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN 600 A.D.

With our present materials it is impossible to trace the successive

administrative changes which transformed the empire of Hierocles
into the empire of Constantine Porphyrogennetos. In the ' Novels

'

of Justinian we have indeed a record of several important and
significant changes which that emperor introduced ; but with this

exception, which does not carry us very far, we have hitherto had
no official or express register of provinces between the ' Sjmek-
demos ' and the treatise ' On the Themes.' To gain a fully satisfac-

tory view of the development we require at least three hsts, one
dating from the early years of the seventh century, a second from
the reign of Constans, a third from the age of Leo the Isaurian.

Of these the second would be, perhaps, more valuable even than the

third ; but records of the latter half of the seventh century are so

rare that we have little chance of ever discovering such a treasure.

In the meantime we may congratulate ourselves on the partial

recovery of the first, a list enumerating the provinces at the

beginning of the seventh century. The unearthing of this docu-

ment is the work of the distinguished scholar Professor H. Gelzer

of Jena. As his edition ^ of his discovery may easily escape the

notice of some English historical students, whom his results might

interest or concern, I propose to state briefly here what the most

important of those results are.

In the first half of the ninth century, under Michael the

Amorian or his son Theophilus, an Armenian named Basil com-

piled an ecclesiastical notitia of the empire. This notitia is pre-

served in several manuscripts, of which some date from the eleventh

century, and had been already edited repeatedly but imperfectly.

The edition of Professor Gelzer (1890) rests on a new collation of

the manuscripts, and is provided with an elaborate commentary and

four maps. But the most important result of his labours is the

discovery that in this ninth-century notitia lies embedded a valu-

able document of much earlier date. Professor Gelzer has made it

' Georgii Cyprii Descriptio Orbis Romani. Acccdii Leonis Impcratoris Diatyposis

gcnuitm adhiic inedita. Teubner, 1891.
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quite clear that Basil's compilation consists of two j)arts of totally

different character, drawn from two totally different sources. The
first part enumerates the bishoprics of Thrace and Asia Minor, and
is obviously of ecclesiastical origin—is, in fact, a copy of an ecclesi-

astical notitia of the Constantinopolitan diocese. The second part

is a list of the cities and forts of the provinces of Italy, Africa,

Egypt, and the East. On the face of it—and Gelzer has proved

the fact with a completeness which leaves nothing to be desired

—

this part is of profane origin. It is, as the compiler lets out under

'Cyprus,' a copy of a notitia written by one George, a Cyprian

(AaTTcOos EV
fj

iysvv^dr) Tscopyoos 6 ILvirpiOS 6 jpd-^as rrjv ^l^Xov i^

rjs Tavra ii£T£Xrj(f>6r]<jav) . Basil put together these two different texts,

without apparently the slightest consciousness that they were

heterogeneous.

The time at which the book of George the Cyprian was written

can be defined approximately ; but here I cannot agree in every par-

ticular with the conclusions of the editor. In the first place, a

prior limit is given to us at once, as Professor Gelzer points out, by
the mention of the Kacrrpov XafMoxaprayv, which, as we know from

John of Ephesus, was instituted by Maurice. Now Maurice's first

campaign in the east was either in 577 or 578 a.d. (see my * Later

Koman Empire,' ii. 104), and therefore George wrote not earlier

than the reign of Tiberius. But we can bring the limit further

down, as Gelzer goes on to show. Daras, which is mentioned as

Koman by George, was Persian from 574 to 591 a.d. ; therefore

591 is the prior limit. On the other hand, a posterior limit is

given without any difficulty by the fact that Syria and Egypt still

belonged to the empire. This gives us 634 a.d., the year of the

Arab invasion of Syria. We get a similar limit, though not so

early or precise, by the mention of the Ligurian towns Luna,
Genua, Vintimilia, which were won by the Lombards in the reign

of Eotharis (686-52 a.d.) So far all is clear. But when Professor

Gelzer tries to narrow the limits more closely I cannot agree with all

his arguments. The circumstance that George goes out of his way
to mention the exile and martyrdom of St. Sergius at Caesarea and
Anastasiopolis (Sergiopolis) is not in itself a cogent argument for

placing the work in or very near the reign of Maurice. It is true

that in that emperor's days St. Sergius, the revered of Chosroes,

was prominently before the eyes of the Eomaioi (cf. Theoph. Sim.,

V. 13) ; but supposing there happened to be any other evidence

tending to place George's book later, say, than 620, the reference

to Sergius could not be pressed. In fact, that reference could be

completely explained by supposing that George was alive under

Maurice and had taken a special interest in the cult of St. Sergius,

though he did not write his * Descriptio ' till a later period. But
Professor Gelzer has better grounds than this for fixing a posterior
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limit earlier than Heraclius. George mentions Brixillum, in the
province of Aemilia, and Urbevetus (Op^o^spa, now Orvieto), in

the province of Campania. Now Urbevetus passed to the Lom-
bards about 606, while Brixillum was lost soon after Mantua, which
was captured in 602. Assuming that George had accurate and
early intelligence of events in Italy, we get 603 or 604 as a posterior

limit for his work. But his editor goes still further. Observing

that while Brixillum appears Mantua is not mentioned, he con-

cludes that the ' Descriptio ' must have been composed in the short

interval which elapsed between the loss of Mantua and the loss of

Brixillum. Quare in eo acquiescendum est, ut primis imperatoris

Phocae annis eum scripsisse statuamus. Now I totally dissent from
this argument from omission ; and Professor Gelzer himself may
be cited as a witness to the uncertainty of his argument, for

he points out that the codex of George, which Basil used, must
have been gravely corrupt, and that a large number of important

Italian towns which we know to have been Eoman

—

e.g. Tarra-

cina, Ariminum, Bononia, Ancona, Barium, Hydruntum, &c.—are

omitted. These omissions were due not to George's neghgence,

but eius lihrarii erroribus a quo codices nostri dependent (p. xviii).

Therefore, I hold, it is just as likely that the omission of Mantua
and Cremona may arise from the same cause as the omission of

Barium and Ariminum, as from the intention of George himself.

And then, if the argument from apparent silence is permissible, I

could find grounds for fixing the composition of the work as post

610, if not post 616 or even 6*21 ; for if he wrote before the

first of these dates how comes it that he did not mention Carthago

Spartaria, which was Eoman in that year ? how comes it that he

omitted all the plurimas urhes w^hich, Isidore tells us, were captured

by Sisebut in 616, and the urhes residuas which were taken by

Suinthila, who became king of the .Visigoths in 621 ? The mention

of Brixillum and Urbevetus shows us that we can make no such

inferences from the omission of the cities of Eoman Spain. We
have no right, then, to draw any inference from the omission of

Mantua and Cremona. I therefore propose to modify Professor

Gelzer's conclusion, and submit that our data do not permit us to

fix the date of George's ' Descriptio ' in 603-4 with any greater

probability than in 592. We are only entitled to say that the

limits of its date are 591 and 606 (possibly 604).

It is unfortunate for us that Basil did not transcribe the entire

work of the Cyprian. For Illyricum, Thrace, and- Asia he used

his ecclesiastical source, and thus we have only those parts of

George which relate to Italy, Africa, Egypt, and the East (Anatolic

diocese). Gelzer shows that no province in Italy, which we know

from other sources to have been Eoman about 600 a.d., has been

omitted by George (see his useful table, pp. xxv, xxvi). But in the
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manuscript of George, which Basil had, many of the provinces

had got placed under the head of other provinces among the

towns and castra, owing to a copyist's carelessness. Thus Bruttii

(BpsTavvLa)y Calabria, Venetia, and Apulia all figure among the

towns of Campania. That these errors crept into a manuscript of

George which Basil used, and did not arise at a later time in a copy

of Basil's compilation, is shown clearly by a remarkable interpo-

lation. Among the Italian provinces occurs Calabria, in the later

sense of the name, as equivalent to Bruttii, the sense which it bore

in the time of Basil, but which it did not yet bear in the time of

George. The interpolation is clearly due to Basil, and of course

Professor Gelzer calls attention to it. But he might have also

pointed out its significance in regard to the character of the manu-

script which was in Basil's hands. Basil inserted Calabria because

he missed it in George's list ; he missed it because the province or

theme of Calabria existed in his own time. He did not miss

Apulia or Venetia, because they no longer existed as provinces

;

and he was quite unconscious of the historical change which the

name Calabria had undergone. He did not recognise the true

Calabria embedded among the Campanian towns.^

Some quite new light is cast on the administration of the pre-

fecture of Africa. According to the scheme of Justinian, framed

after the conquest of Belisarius and preserved in the ' Codex ' (i. 27),

Africa was to consist of seven provinces—Proconsularis (Zeugitana),

Byzacium, Tripolitana, Numidia, two Mauritanias,^ and Sardinia.

The two Mauritanian provinces were, as under Diocletian, Sitifensis

and Caesariensis. But the restored Caesariensis did not go further

west than Caesarea itself—in fact, consisted only of Caesarea and a

few coast towns. Mauritania was never entirely recovered from

the Moors. The double arrangement was made in prospect of

further conquest, for the parts actually recovered were not large

enough to constitute two provinces of ordinary size.

Before 600 a.d. three important changes—of which, before

Gelzer's work, we knew nothing—were made in the African prefec-

ture. When George writes, it consists of only six provinces, and of

them only four are the same as under the Justinianean regulations.

(1) Tripolitana has been separated from Africa and joined to the

diocese of Egypt. (2) Mauritania, Sitifensis, and Caesariensis have

been thrown together to form one province, which is called Mauri-

tania Prima. (3) A new province, entitled Mauritania Secunda,

has been formed out of the remnant of the old Mauritania Tingitana

^ I cannot imagine what the mysterious Uawct^yla (between Bperawla and Ka\a$pla)

in the Campanian towns represents, unless the name somehow was given to Istria.

^ There can be no doubt that Mauritaniae, preserved by the Monte Casino manu-

script (the others having Mauritania), is the true reading. My statement {Later

Boman Ernpire, ii. 31) must be modified accordingly.
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and the imperial possessions in Spain, including the Balearic
Islands. It seems probable that this last change was later than
590. In that year we find still a special magister militum Spaniae
(Comenciolus, ' C. I. L.' ii. 3420) ; and we may suspect that Spain's

annexation to the prefecture of Africa concerned its military as well

as its civil administration, and that the dukes of whom we hear
(e.g, the dux of Malaca in 605) henceforward obeyed the prefect

at Carthage, as they had before obeyed the master of soldiers at

Corduba or at New Carthage.

Thus the provincial arrangements of Africa c. 600 a.d. corre-

spond partly to the system of Diocletian, partly to the older

system before Diocletian, partly to the scheme of Justinian, and in

two important respects differ from all these. Diocletian's principle

of an administrative connexion between north-west Africa, Tin-

gitana, and Spain has been restored ; but the bond is closer.

Instead of forming three provinces under a vicar, Tingitana, the

Balearic Islands, and what is left of Baetica form one province.

But, on the other hand, by the new system it is south-east Spain

which is connected with Africa, not—as by the old system—north-

west Africa which is connected with Spain. The two Mauritanian

provinces of the Principate, which had been divorced by Diocletian,

are restored; but the western province now extends beyond the

straits. Justinian's union of Sardinia with Africa is maintained.

The two wholly new arrangements are the addition of Spain to the

prefecture at one end and the loss of Tripolitana at the other.

In regard to Egypt the only change, of which we were hitherto

ignorant, is the extension of the diocese westward at the expense

of Africa. Thus Egypt now consists of ten provinces—Egypt i.

and ii., Augustamnica i. and ii., Arcadia, Thebaid inf., Thebaidsup.,

Libya Inf., Libya sup., Tripolitana. The two Egypts had been

constituted by Justinian in 535 a.d. (Nov. viii.) ; the list of places

in each, given by George, supplies important material for defining

the boundary between them.

Coming to the diocese of the East, we find that the provinces

in 600 A.D. correspond to the provinces of Hierocles, with three

exceptions. (1) The new province of Theodorias, of which the chief

towns are Laodicea, Paltos, Gabala, and Balaneae, has been formed

on the Syrian coast. (2) Mesojwtamia has acquired new boundaries,

and is now named Upi^er Mesopotamia or Fourth Armenia. (3) There

is a province called Other Fourth Armenia {sirapx^a A 'Apixsvlas

a\\7]s). Between this arrangement and that which Hierocles

describes, we have an intermediate stage in the remodelHng of the

Armenian provinces by Justinian in 536 a.d. He instituted four

Armenias (* Novel ' 31), of which the fourth—which alone concerns

us now—was formed out of the satrapies of Sophanene, Anzitene,

Sophene, Asthianene, and Balabitene. The next change was
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doubtless made by Maurice at the close of the Persian war, when
Chosroes restored Arzanene to the empire, as well as the region of

Taronitis or Turuberan. Taronitis was not incoporated in the

provincial system, but Arzanene was joined to the province of

Mesopotamia, and Sophanene, with its chief town, Martyropolis,

was severed from the Fourth Armenia and joined likewise to Meso-

potamia. With this enlargement of Mesopotamia, partly at the

expense of Fourth Armenia, was connected a change of nomen-

clature, the object of which is not quite clear. Fourth Armenia

was assigned as an alternative name to Mesopotamia ; and the old

Fourth Armenia was named Other Fourth Armenia^ and separated

from the diocese of Pontus to be joined to the diocese of the East.

For the details of the boundaries of these provinces, with the pas-

sages of Armenian writers bearing on the subject, the student of

geography will find full information in Professor Gelzer's preface.

The other * Armenian ' provinces, not belonging to the Eastern

diocese, are not included in our fragment of George's * Descriptio.'

It is as well, however, to mention in this connexion that we know
from other sources (proceedings of Councils) that Maurice changed

the nomenclature here also. Justinian's Third Armenia became

First Armenia^ and Justinian's First Armenia became Great

Armenia. Second Armenia remained the same. J. B. Bury.

THE SUPPOSED LATIN PENITENTIAL OF EGBERT AND THE MISSING

WORK OF HALITGAR OF CAMBRAI.

The Bodleian MS. 718 ^ has been made famous by the writings of

Spelman, Wilkins, Johnson,^ the brothers Ballerini, Wasserschleben,

Maassen, Haddan and Stubbs, and Lord Selborne. The manu-
script has been exhaustively described by the last-named author in

the second edition of his * Ancient Facts and Fictions concerning

Churches and Tithes ' (1892) ; nevertheless of the four books into

which the manuscript is divided the first alone has been traced to

its sources. Who wrote the last three books ? The evidence here

produced will, I believe, suffice to prove that these three books

formed part of a work ' De Vita Sacerdotum,' by Halitgar, bishop

of Cambrai.

As a preliminary it will be well to analyse the contents of the

manuscript 718, and this can be done very briefly, as extracts from

different parts of the volume have already appeared in print. The

handwriting of the whole manuscript is English, and, save for

some fly-leaves at the beginning and end, which contain notes

made at various times,^ belongs to the end of the tenth or beginning

* No. 2632 in Bernard's catalogue. - Ed. Baron.

' An account of these notes is given in the appendix.
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of the eleventh century/ The contents of two of the fly-leaves at

the end serve to show that the volume probably at one time
belonged to the cathedral church of Exeter,^ and subsequently to

the church of Eynsham. It is often said ^ that the book is one of

the many^ that Leofric gave to Exeter, but of this there is no
positive proof. At the beginning of the volume a slip of paper has

been pasted in, having the inscription, Liher Penitentialis Egherti

Aepi Ebor,, in a modern hand. On the fourth page, where the

book begins, under the rubric, Incipiunt Capitula libri Poenitentialis,

and then stand the titles of the nineteen chapters of the penitential

work, now generally acknowledged to be the genuine work of Egbert.

Upon this follow the rubric, Incijnt Excerptio de Canonihus Catholi-

corum Patrum Poenitentiaiis Lihri ad Remcdium Animaimm Eccfherliti

Archi Epi Eburacae Civitatis ; Egbert's own prologue ; the 21 capi-

tula, of Frank origin and belonging to the early ninth century;

the genuine penitential ; prayers and a penitential formulary. The
whole ends with the rubric. Fin. lib, Poenitential. Ecgberhti Archi

Epi.^ Book ii. bears the rubric, In nomine sanctae Trinitatis,

Incipit liber secundus ex opusculis, &c. A preamble follows, Ut

etenim in expositione, &c.,^ the titles of fifty-five chapters and their

text. The titles of the last thirty-five are known from a list in

Spelman's ' Concilia,' ^^
i. 276, headed, Ab hinc diversa ex diversis

excessibus capiiula. After these chapters follow the rubric, Explic.

lib. ii. Incipit Pfatio, lib. Hi., De mortalibus ijeccatis,^^ &c., and the

text of eighty-five chapters. ^^ Then the rubric, Explic. lib. Hi. Incip.

Plogus libri Hi. Magnopere poposcisti,^^ &c. ; 381 chapters or articles

follow, all printed by A. L. Kichter in his ' Antiqua Canonum
Collectio.' The fourth book ends with a postscript, Ecce haec sunt

pauca, &c.'^

It is known ^^ that in the Vatican MS. 1352, which belongs

* Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Documents, iii. 415. Lord Selborne, op. cit.

p. 235.

^ Pope Leo's letter to Edward the Confessor, directing the foundation cf a see at

Exeter which Leofric should occupy, is copied in a hand probably contemporary with

Leofric. In a later hand, probably of the twelfth century, are entries of moneys pay-

able from Thame and Banbury, places where Eynsham Abbey held property. Macray,

Bodl. Lib. 2nd ed. ; and see app.

^ Haddan and Stubbs, and Selborne, I.e.

' Man. Angl. ii. 527. « Selborne, pp. 237-8.

^ Ibid. p. 329, where the rest of the preamble is printed.

'*' Eeprinted in Migne, Fatr. Ixxxix. col. 431. The first seventeen will be found

printed from another manuscript in Martene and Durand, Ampl. Coll. i. 73.

" Selborne, p. 330, where the rest of the preface is printed.

'-' Martene and Durand, I.e., print the chapter titles and preface from another

manuscript.
>^ The rest printed in Selborne, I.e. ; in Wasserschleben, Beitrdge, p. 4 ; and Eichter,

Antiqua Canonum Collectio (Marburgi Cattorum, 1844).

'* The rest printed ibid.

'* It was first noticed by the brothers Ballerini, Leonis Magni Opera (1757)»

Yol. iii. ' De Ant. Coll.' pt. iv. vi. § 6, p. cclxxii,

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. Y
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to the eleventh century,^^ there is a collection in four books, of

which the three last are in all respects similar to the three last

books of Bodl. 718. The first book alone is different. The volume

opens with an address to a bishop : Ilaec paiica, Beatitado, &c./^ in

which the writer says he has undertaken the work at the bishop's

request, and has finished it as soon as he could. He says he has

named .the source of his extracts either in the margin or in the

rubrics, and hopes that if any one copies his work he will do the

same. He concludes by regretting his want of leisure and of books,

and proceeds to give a list of the chief of his sources. ^*^ A preface

to the work follows, beginning, In nomine Dei,^^ &c. This preface

sets forth that the first book will treat of the priestly life, the second

of light offences, the third of mortal sins, and that the fourth will

consist of a collection of extracts from canons which deal with

crimes a.nd their penalties. This scheme is carried out in the

MS. 1352, and there can be no doubt that here we have the work

complete in four parts as planned. In what follows this work will

be spoken of as the * Quadripartitus.'

Since then, as was shown above, the last three books of Bodl.

718 are identical with the last three of the ' Quadripartitus,' which

is a consistent whole, it is clear that the copyist of Bodl. 718 re-

placed the first book by collections of his own choosing. The

chapter titles of books ii., iii., and iv. have been already indicated,

and from the * Quadripartitus ' the chapter titles of the original

first book may now be supplied. These have been printed by Lord

Selborne. The first is * De Vita Sacerdotum qualis est,' the second

*De Doctrina Exemplis Sacerdotum,' the third 'De Exeniplis

Pravorum Sacerdotum,' and so forth, in all nineteen chapters.^"

Now Martene and Durand,^^ working with a Treves MS., have

printed the address to a bishop, and the prefaces and chapter titles

of the first three books just as we now know them to stand in the

Vatican MS. 1352. Here also the author similarly states his

intention to write in four books ; but the fourth book was missing

from the manuscript which Martene and Durand used. This

manuscript belonged to St. Matthew's Monastery, Treves, and pro-

^* According to Schmitz, Die Bussh'dcher, p. xii. Of the manuscripts named in

this paper Bodl. 718 is the only one I have myself seen.

"' The rest is printed by Lord Selborne, I.e. ; also from another manuscript in

Martene and Durand, I.e.

^* Denis, Cat. MSS. Thcol. Vindob. i. i. ccci. p. 1180, corrects some of the author's

slips.

'" Printed I.e., and by Lord Selborne.

-" Note that caps. 2, 3, 5, and have similar titles to caps. 20, 30, 29, 26 of book i.

of Amalarius's licgula Canonicorum (Migne, Pat. cv.) Amalarius's 20, 30, 29 are

identical with caps. 36, 38, 37 of book iii. of Isidorus Hispalensis's Book of Sentences

{Pat. Ixxxiii.) These three are also found in the Corpus MSS., 265, f. 17, and 190,

f. 183, in both places in conjunction with t^Y0 letters of Alcuin.

21 Amplissima Colkctio, i. 70.
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bably now belongs to the town library .^^ The missing fourth book

can now be supplied from Bodl. MS. 718 and from Vat. 1352, as

well as from other manuscripts shortly to be described.

Martene and Durand ascribe the collection in the Treves MS.
to Halitgar, bishop of Cambrai, and affirm that he wrote this work

about the year 820, at the request of Ebbo, bishop of Eheims. No
author's name is given in this manuscript, nor, indeed, in any of

the eight manuscripts where parts of this work are to be found.

Martene and Durand base their opinion on a passage in the

chronicle of Alberic,^^ who writes under the year 850, * Sub codciii

etiam Ehone collectus est et compilatus j^cr Ilalithgarmm Cameracen-

sem ejnscopujii liher qui intitulatur De Vita Sacerdotum,' this being

the title of the first chapter of the first book both of the * Quadri-

partitus ' and of the Treves MS. Halitgar was bishop of Cambrai

from 816 to 831, the year of his death ; Ebbo was bishop of Eheims

during the years 816-835.^^ Martene and Durand named an approxi-

mate date when they stated that the * Quadripartitus ' was written

about 820. Halitgar is well known to have written another work at

the bidding of Ebbo—namely, the famous * Penitential,' in five

books, to which a sixth, the ' Penitentialis Eomanus,' was added.

To this work the title * De Vita Sacerdotum,' which Alberic uses,

would hardly have been suitable. Had he been speaking of that

work he would probably have said, with Flodoard,^^ Huius praesidis

scilicet Ebonis hortatu Alitgarius Cameracencis episcopus sex libellos

de remediis et ordine vel iudiciis poenitentiae conseripsit. But if

Alberic's statement that Halitgar wrote a book at Ebbo's request,

called * De Vita Sacerdotum,' and Martene and Durand's belief

that that work was distinct from his * Penitential ' need confirma-

tion, this is afforded by the nature of the contents of the fourth

book, which Martene and Durand never saw. There can be little

doubt that this portion at least is Halitgar's, for it contains matter

so closely similar to that of the * Penitential,' which is unquestion-

ably his, that while Wasserschleben ^^ stated his opinion that the

" A short catalogue is printed in Pertz, Archiv fiir ciltcre deiitscJie GeschicUts-

kiinde, viii. 590, but none of the descriptions tally with this manuscript.

-* Alberic was a Cistercian monk who died 1241 (Chevalier, Repertoire). His

chronicle is in the Mon. Germ. Hist, xxiii. G31 sqq. Wattenbach, Deutschlands

Gcscliichtsquellen, ii. 422, states that Alberic used many works which are now lost.

-' Gams, Series Episcopoi'iun. Ebbo died 850-1, hence perhaps the year 850 in

Alberic.

-' riodoard. Hist. Bemens. ii. 19, quoted in Pertz, I.e. p. 735, note 95. So too

Baldric, Chron. Camerac. i. 38; quoted by Wasserschleben, Bussord. p. 82, note 3,

and p. 58.

2« Following the suggestion of the brothers Ballerini, Wasserschleben [Beitrdge,

p. 8) worked out a comparison of the clauses of Kegino's collection with those of our

book iv. He rejected Spelraan's idea, that the work was by Egbert, and Theiner's

{Disqnis. Crit. 334), that it was by Burchard, and ascribed it to the ninth century. He

withdrew his suggestion that the book had an English origin (p. 5) in his ' Berichti-

gung ' at the end of the Beitrdge.
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fourth book was used by Halitgar, Maassen, on the other hand,

argued in favour of the theory that it was the writer of the fourth

book who had made use of HaUtgar.''^^ But if HaHtgar was the

writer of the fourth book the question is set at rest.

Book iii. of the ' Quadripartitus ' also helps to confirm Martene

and Durand's belief that Halitgar was the author. It has hitherto

escaped attention that this book iii. appears among the writings of

Eabanus Maurus, and in a singular juxtaposition. Colvenerius, in

the Cologne edition of the latt6r (1672),^^ ascribed to him a Peni-

tential in three books, of which the first two are the first two of

Halitgar's undoubted work, the Penitential in six books, and the

third 2^ is book iii. of the quadripartite collection. This arrange-

ment was followed by Migne in his edition of Eabanus Maurus.

What manuscript Colvenerius used is not known, but it would

seem that he used one in which works well known to be by

Halitgar are closely associated with works well known to be by

Eabanus Maurus ; for, following immediately on this so-called

Penitential in three books, he gives the Penitential which Eabanus
Maurus did undoubtedly address to Otgar.^^ Book iii. of the

quadripartite collection is on the eight principal vices and the

battle of virtues against vices, and thus might easily be mistaken

for the work which Eabanus Maurus is known to have addressed

to the emperor Louis, * De Vitiis et Virtutibus.' Such a work

w^as ascribed to him by his biographer, Eudolph,^^ and had,

indeed, already been printed before Colvenerius wrote, under the

title ' Eabanus Maurus de Vitiis et Virtutibus,' by Wolfgang

Lazius,32 in his * De. Vett. Eccles. Eitt.' (1560). This undoubtedly

genuine work of Eabanus was overlooked by Colvenerius and by
subsequent editors ;

^^ and the third book of the ' Quadripartitus,'

preceded by the first two books of Halitgar's Penitential, have

been substituted for it. Thus it appears that books iii. and iv. of

the * Quadripartitus,' or, if we may so call it, HaHtgar' s ' De Vita

" Gesch. d. Quellen u. d. Lit. d. can. Rechts, pp. 856 sqq., and again pp. 867-9.
-^ Vol. vi. pp. 111-30. -'•> L.c. p. 130.
3" See Wasserschleben's Beitrage, p. 83, for an account of the Wolfenbiittel

manuscript (Helmst. No. 056, 4, saec. x.), where the works of Rabanus and Halitgar

are similarly entangled. This manuscript, however, does not appear to contain

book iii. of the Quadripartitus. What Colvenerius calls a Penitential in three books,

addressed by Eabanus to Heribald, shows a similar confusion. The 'first book'
consists in the main of Halitgar's preface to book i. of his Penitential. The ' second
book ' is Halitgar s Penitential, book iii. The ' third book ' consists of large parts
of the work which Eabanus did really address to Heribald (see Canisius, ed. Basnage,
II. ii. 298), with large interpolations from Halitgar's Penitential, book iv.

=" Acta SS. O. S. Ben. saec. iv. pt. ii. p. 19.

" Lazius used the manuscript Cod. Vindob. cclxxxii. ; Denis, Cat. i. i. 1028.
Denis corrects many of his mistakes.

" Their omission is noticed in the Hist. Litt. de la France, v. 180, in Schrockh's
Kirchengesch. xxiii. 293, and in Bahr, Gesch. d. rom. Lit. iii. (Suppl.), 377.
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Sacerdotum,' have both been printed m full. Books i. and ii. alone

have never been printed.

It now remains to speak of the other manuscripts which con-

tain the whole or parts of this work. Bodl. MS. 718, Vat. 1352,

Martene and Durand's Treves MS., and Colvenerius's unknown MS.
have been referred to above. Four others are known.

The Vienna Codex 1286 (Theol. 387) contains the whole work,

in a hand of the twelfth century .^^ The Treves Codex CXLIV.
(1084 Catal.), a folio of the eleventh century, contains books i.

and ii. and the first ten chapters of book iii. ;
^^ this may perhaps

be the manuscript used by Martene and Durand.

In two manuscripts, Vat. 1347 and Casin. 541, f. 117,^*^ the

fourth book is found attached to a collection complete in three

books called the * Coll. Dacheriana,' because it was first printed by
D'Achery, ' Spicil.' i. 5, 12, ed. 1723. The Vatican 1347 is of the

tenth century ; the Monte Casino MS. is of the eleventh. Some
interpolations from Burchard have been noted by Schmitz.^^ Its

position as a fourth book ^^ in this place is the more remarkable as it

repeats a large number of those canons which the ' Coll. Dacheriana

'

gives.^^ Indeed, * Coll. Dacheriana ' is, in all probability, the very

source from which Halitgar derived them.''^ Eegino himself used

both * Coll. Dacheriana ' and the * fourth ' book ; it is not, however,

clear that he used one volume containing all four books.''* The

connexion between * Coll. Dacheriana ' and Halitgar's * De Vita

Sacerdotum * in four books still calls for explanation.

Maey Bateson.

Appendix.

The fly-leaves at the beginning of Bodl. 718 contain excerpts from the

decreta of Gregory VII, i.e. ' Cone. Eom.' (1078), v. 10, G, 7, 1, 2, 8, con-

cluding with the following passage : Eucharistius (sic) papa. Mala

audita nullum moveant nee passim dicta absque prohatione quisquam

»* Folio, ff. 1-119. See Tab. Cod. MSS. praeter Graecos ct Orient, in Bib. Pal.

Vindob. i. 213 (1864), and Denis, I.e. i. i. 1180, num. ccci.

^^ Kichter, I.e. p. 1. See Pertz, Archiv, viii. 599. Computus ecclesiasticus cum

pcrvetusto calendario mbr. s. xi. fol. S. Mathiae, Stadtbibliothek.

36 Schmitz, Bussbiicher, 716-9 ; Cod. Casin. 541 (123) ; Interior, 417, Lit. vv.

It contains also Cresco's collection and other fragments. Blume, Bibl. TAbror.MSS.

Ital. p. 221.

"^ Ibid. p. 718. He speaks as if Vat. 1347 contained Halitgar's Vita Sacerd. book ii.,

ut this must be a misprint.

=•» Maassen says this collection dates between 774 and 831. Gesch. der Quellen, 852.

'» Ibid. 856-7.

*° Wasserschleben, Beitrdge, p. 8, opposed this on the ground that a good many

canons in the Coll. Dacli. are in Cod. Vat. 1352, taken from another source. He
therefore suggests that both had a common source. Maassen, p. 858, thinks that the

fact is explained by the use in Cod. Vat. of other sources plus Coll. Dach.
*' As Wasserschleben, Beitrdge, p. 6, supposed. For tables showing Kegino's use

of Coll. Dach. and ok iv. see Beitrdge, pp. 8, 10, and Maassen's additions, p. 856.
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umquam credat, all in a hand of the twelfth century. At the end, besides

Leo's letter about Leofric (Selborne, app. F), is a passage from an African

council, which seems to be ' Cone. Cartag.' V. 10 (Isidor. Hisp. in Migne,Pa^.

Ixxxiv. col. 210), and some other short passages which I cannot identify.

Si iudicium del . . . cremarentur. Tua sunt hace . . . trmmphare.

Placuit ut Mi . , . perjjetravit, Mulier sive vir . . . peniteat. Hiero-

nimus dicitj Quaecunque mulier . . . peniteat. Hieronimus dicit . . .

faciunt no?inuUe, ends abruptly. They are short passages from a peni-

tential.

On the last folio but two stands

—

' Ex dedicatione tres libras de u(e)t(e)ris nummis ; ludouicus I libram

;

elsis I libram ; de istis quinq^^<? libris vnam portauit vuillelm^is ad eiles-

here ; remanent IIII. IIII libras debent dare laici homines de banabereie,

qui habent V karruatas terrae & quidam iuuenis qui est prepositws tres,

& de thama, clericus elurich V marcos. & duo homines unusquisqiie vnam
libram & duo alii homines unusquisqite X solidos : & wlvvrich presbiter

triginta solidos & quidam rufus XX solidos. III libras libra^as, I ad

censicm, VLna,m [written vina?w] YYillelmus -pro ancipitre & pal/re^o.'

{Numbers in Clarendon type indicate the distribution of the books of
the supposed ' De Vita Sacerdotum ' of Halitgar.)

Manuscripts First Book Second Book Third Book Fourth
Book

Bodl. MS. 718, lOth-llth cent. .

Treves MS ^ ...
[Miscell.]

1

1

1

1

Coll. Dach. 1.

Coll. Dach. i.

Halitgar's Penit. i.

2
2
2
2
2

Coll. Dach. ii.

Coll. Dach. ii.

Halitgar's Penit. ii.

3
3

3 incomplete

3
Coll. Dach. iii.

CoU. Dach. iii.

3

4

4
4
4
4

Treves MS. cxliv. 11th cent. . .

Cod. Vindob. 128(i, 12th cent. . .

Cod. Vat. i;552, 11th cent. . . .

Cod. Vat. 1347, 10th cent. . . .

Cod. Cas. 541, 11th cent
' Op. Eab. Maur.'(Colvenerius ed.)

Fide Martene and Durand.

AN UNKNOWN CHARTEE OF LIBERTIES.

I.

The document described by Mr. Bound in the English Historical

Eeview for April 1893 (vol. viii. pp. 288-94) was unearthed by

himself from the * Additamenta ' to Eymer's ' Foedera,' which exists

at the Public Eecord Office in a large series of bound volumes of

transcripts made in the second quarter of the present century.

The volume containing the document is correctly described by Mr.

Kcund as No. 133 of Series ii., which consists for the most part of

transcripts made by a correspondent of the Eecord Commission

from the French archives. The title A.E. S.H. S.J. is, however,

somewhat misleading, since this particular document exists in the

' Section Historique ' of the ancient ' Archives du Eoyaume ' at

Paris, a series which has nothing to do with the ' Section Judiciaire.'

The sub-number J. 655 indicates that this document formed one
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of a large collection of charters of the * Tresor des Chartes,' which
were then, as now, preserved in layettes^ or hoxes, and in fact it is one

of the * layettes d'Angleterre.' This explanation was probably given

by the copyist of 1837 in the ' rapport ' which accompanied the parcel

of transcripts originally contained in a portfolio i. No. 8, but during

the process of binding this particular * rapport ' has been misplaced

and cannot now be traced.^ This loss has, however, been more
than made good through the kindness of M. Charles Bemont, to

whom I am indebted for the official reference given above, and for

the following particulars respecting the document. Indeed, M.
Bemont has furnished me with a technical description of the charter

as it lay before him in the very layette wherein it has been preserved

for at least two centuries,^ which answers all the visual purposes

of a photograph, with the additional advantage which we receive

from the explanations of a specialist.

It is scarcely necessary, perha^DS, to enumerate the several signs

in different-coloured inks with w^hich this document has been ear-

marked by successive custodians. It may be sufficient to state that

the layette J. 655 contains fifty-two parchment documents, and that

in M. Bemont's opinion our document, which is preserved amongst

these, was prepared in the French chancery for the information of

the crown. This document is in the form of a rough strip of parch-

ment, containing twenty-eight lines of writing for the two pieces,

the charter of Henry I being in the same hand as the charter of

John, which follows it, clearly a French hand of the early years of

the thirteenth century. The endorsement, how^ever, is in a different

but contemporary hand. This brief resume is far from doing

justice to M. Bemont's description of our document, but it may be

taken as setting forth the points which are most important for the

present purpose. M. Bemont further observes that the whole docu-

ment has been already printed in M. Alexandre Teulet's ' Layettes

du Tresor,' vol. ii. (1863), where the two pieces are printed in order

of date, the charter of Henry I at p. 34 and that of John at p. 423.

M. Teulet, I find, has also given a very brief description of each,

from which w^e may gather that he did not seriously regard the

latter as an original charter.

M. Bemont has most kindly collated M. Teulet's version with

the original document, and so by the simple process of comparing

the former in turn with the Record Office transcript, and the text

printed from the same in the English Historical Review, we shall

be enabled to arrive at a perfect text, subject necessarily to certain

' Cooper, app. toEymer's Foedera, B. C. D. p. 143 ; Syllabus to the Focclera (app.),

iii. xxxix.

- It is found in an inventory of the seventeenth century (Pierre Dupuy's ' Inventaire')

which was quite recently shown to M. C. V. Langlois at the Public Eecord Office by

Mr. Trice Martin. See Langlois-Stein, Lcs archives de VJmtoire dc France, p. 18

and n^.
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conjectural emendations. The variants that we thus obtain are as

follows :—
P. 289, § 3. Et tunc sine redeviptione hominum . . . vivarii, quando

ille haeres, &c., where M. Bemont notes that et tunc (before quando) is

expunged in a later, perhaps a modern, hand. Probably, therefore, the

scribe of 1837 found both in his text and copied both ; but it is obvious

that the reading which I suggested in the English HiSTOEiCAii Eeview
is preferable to that of the manuscript as it now stands. In connexion

with this mistake M. Bemont notes similar careless repetitions in such

readings as suum smcm nemus and hominum meorum meorum, to say

nothing of legacioribtts for legaliorihus (as amended by me at p. 289), a

scriptural error which, curiously, M. Teulet did not notice.

P. 290, § 4. The words non inimicis meis before si contingat, &c.,

are expunged, so that they should be included in the bracket and re-

ferred to n 1.

P. 291, § 8. Gravamen for gravam, for which I suggested the conjec-

tural emendation contra terrain.

Ibid. § 9. Afforestaveramus for afforestavimus.

Ibid. § 10. Suum nemus haheiit, habeant [suum] nemus, as amended
by Mr. Prothero. M. Bemont notes that M. Teulet incorrectly extends

nemus hahebant. The copyist of 1837 was at fault here. M. Bemont
also notes M. Teulet's extension of foresterium as forestarium, and gives

the former reading (which I adopted for choice) as the word actually

written by the scribe.

P. 292, § 11. I have to correct debeat debita, which should be, of

course, debeat, debitum, &c. I should also myself have preferred a some-

what different punctuation of several sentences of the document.

It will be seen from the above textual collation that only one

doubtful reading of any consequence remains to be disposed of

—

namely, that of gravam rectius gravamen, for which I suggested to

Mr. Eound the conjectural emendation contra terram,^ a suggestion

which has led to my own intervention in the present discussion.

The emendation gravamen was naturally the first which occurred to

me, but I was unable to adopt it for several reasons, a sufficient

one being that I could not see (with great deference to Mr. Pro-

thero's opinion) that it conveyed the required sense of the passage.

I am now prepared to admit that it was the word actually used by

the scribe, but for a wholly different reason from that suggested by

Mr. Prothero. Apart from the exigencies of contemporary charter

formulse, it is absolutely opposed to the required sense of the pas-

sage. Let us examine. ' And if a scutage shall come upon the

land ' (says oup scribe in the exact words of a well-known twelfth-

century formula, as old as the reign of Henry I ^) ' one marc of

' Those who are acquainted with original manuscripts will of course have perceived

already the point of this emendation, which assumes that the copyist read the sign for

con as a g.

^ Hist. Eliensis in MS. Tit. A, 1, cited by Mr. Bound in his articles on knight
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silver shall be taken from the fee of a knight ; and if ' (he is expected

to add) * a remission of personal service shall be granted, more may
be taken by the counsel of the barons of the realm.' This is un-

doubtedly the true reading, for it is based upon the true view of

scutage, which was by no means the mere equivalent of personal

service. The allusion is obviously to the preceding clause, which

premises that, instead of the now insupportable burden of equipping

a numerous contingent of knights, relief shall be granted by the

counsel of the baronage, in return, of course, for the fine ne trans-

fretent, which is to be paid in excess {ampliiis) of the normal rate of

scutage. The evidence of the Pipe Eolls may be referred to in

support of this theory of the compromise. The missing word is

clearly allevamen, which is required to pair with alleviabitur in the

previous article. In the printed text of Henry I's charter of

liberties we read that the military tenants are to be free of certain

burdens—from the geld, which was in one respect the forerunner of

scutage, and from the opus, which may, perhaps, be connected with

the ' war scot ' referred to under the same name in C. 9 of the

spurious Forest Laws of Cnut—this in order that, being tam

magno allevamine alleviati,^ they may be better able to render the

personal service required of them. Our document, therefore, only

goes a step further by relieving the tenants of their full liability for

personal service, provided that, in consideration of this fresh alle-

vamen, they are prepared to contribute in the shape of a fine. This

use of allevamen or allevatio is not uncommon in the twelfth-century

manuscripts, and is the natural antithesis of gravamen, as we find

it in the ' Leges Henrici
:

' Haec est alleviatio quam ego volo omni

populo, ut miUateniis ultra moclum sint gravati. But why, some

one may well ask, did our scribe write gravamen instead of

allevamen ? It might be answered, Who shall account for the mis-

deeds of a mediaeval scribe ? In this case, however, there was

evidently a confusion of long standing between the use of allevamen

and gravamen. Even in the case of the charter of Henry I there

were thirteenth-century scribes who wrote gravamine for allevamine,

following the golden rule of the scriptorium that when a phrase

occurred the meaning of which was not apparent, a more famihar

expression was to be substituted for it without further ceremony.

Our scribe, being more ingenuous than his fellows, not only sub-

stituted gravamine for allevamine in the charter of Henry I, which

he had just before transcribed, but experimented with a further

embelUshment, as a tam magno gravamine alienati for tam magno

service in the English Historical Eeview, July and October 1891 and January 1802,

from another manuscript, Tib. A, 6.

5 This is the reading of the Textus Boffmsis and the best manuscripts. The two

important texts in the lied Book of the Exchequer read gravamen, and it is a curious

coincidence that the exemplar which the scribe of the Bed Book used is almost cer^

tainly dated about the year 1212.
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allevamine alleviati. Naturally, therefore, he again rejected allevamen

in favour of gravamen when he next met with it in the document

before us, though how he would have proposed to explain the precise

meaning of a gravameyi exercitus in this connexion it would, perhaps,

be superfluous to ask.

II.

In dealing with the further question of the date and occasion

and historical significance of the charter which is here attributed

to John, I do not propose to offer any criticism on the scholarly and

ingenious arguments which have been adduced by Mr. Bound, and

in turn by Mr. Prothero, in support of a date closely preceding the

issue of the Great Charter of Liberties. My own conception of the

origin of the document is one which leaves Magna Carta out of the

question altogether, for I fail to see any greater resemblance between

the two than that which exists between the coronation oath of

Egbert and the coronation oath of queen Victoria. When Mr. Bound
communicated to me his interesting discovery I was chiefly im-

pressed with the charter of Henry I, which exhibits several pecu-

liarities which are common to other manuscript versions of special

repute. As this and other kindred matters are now at last safe in

the hands of Dr. Liebermann, it is not necessary to allude to more

than the form of salutation which here preserves the words omnibus

Baronibus etfidelihus suis. Therefore, when our scribe wrote at the

end of his transcript of the charter of Henry I, Haec est Carta

Regis Ilenrici per quam harones qiiaerunt libertates, he was referring,

7iot to the barons of John or to the proceedings of the years 1213-

15, but to the barons of Henry I ; and this is confirmed by the

contemporary endorsement, Promittit Rex Angl[orum'] Henriciis

tenere contenta in ista cedida suis haronihus et ejnscopis et aliis. This

explanation will clear the ground at once for a new view of the date

and motive for the compilation of this document.

Apart from this reference to the charter of Henry I it is quite

inconceivable that the language of the document itself can refer to

a date as late as the year 1213. It is easy to point to archaisms

of the most pronounced type in those very clauses which are held

to refer to the concessions made in the Great Charter. Can we,

for example, seriously suppose that the shrewd northern barons of

1213 could have meant to insist that scutagc should revert to the

old legal rate of 1166 ? Between the years 1205 and 1213 the

whole system of military service had broken down. Scutage had

ceased to represent a military composition in any shape, and had

become an imperial taxation, levied (as the bishop of Oxford so well

puts it) year after year as a matter of course. In 1213 it was not

a question of limiting the rate of scutage at all, but of establishing

the principle that the levies, now inevitably fixed at from 2 marcs
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to B marcs per fee, with corresponding compositions or fines, should

no longer be taken at the king's pleasure, but should be granted by

the counsel and consent of his great men. Again, the phrase Si

scutagium evenerit in terra is, as has been already pointed out, a

relic of the incidence of the danegeld and war scot under Henry I,

whilst we should seek in vain for any tradition of the origin of

the alleviatio exercitiis after the loss of Normandy, although it is

true that another tradition, which recognised only an exercitiis

Normanniae or an exercitus FranciaCy and rejected the obligation

of service in Gascony, lingered till far later times. Again, the

archaisms enshrouded in the forest articles are equally remarkable.

The language of these has little in common with that of the charters

of 1217 or 1225, but represents the probable extent of a compromise

which may have been based upon the assize of 1198.

But it is surely needless to specify archaisms such as this

when the whole style and phraseology of our document constitute

a glaring anachronism. John is made to speak in the royal style of

his great-grandfather, for his own style, like that of his brother,

exhibits a rigid adherence to the first person plural. Moreover,

phrases are employed in this document which are not found in any
other charter of the period, phrases laboriously culled from Anglo-

Norman and Frankish institutes and capitularies ; and then on the

top of all this belated archaeology we have allusions which cannot

be identified with any historical occasion previous to the year 1215.

"What may it all mean ? Is it a coronation charter of King John ?

We must once for all dismiss the idea of this enticing possibility in

the face of the utter improbability of such a charter having been

issued in a form which would have amounted to a constitutional

revolution, and which would have formed a precedent which could

not possibly have escaped the attention of the chroniclers, still less

that of the reformers of 1215. Apart from this obvious difficulty

it would be most dangerous to admit even the conjecture that the

additional articles concerning ccutage, the forests, and the Jews

may represent actual concessions made by John either in the

convention of April 1199 ^ with the English barons, or on the occa-

sion of any one of the three coronation ceremonies during the two

following years.'^ This places us in a curious dilemma. The style

and language of the document on the one hand forbid us to assign

it to a date as late as the year 1213, and on the other hand its

constitutional significance is far in advance of the period in which

it purports to have been issued.

Again, is it a literal copy of an authentic instrmnent, or is it

something else ? Here we are on firmer ground. We know with

certainty that the charter of Henry I, which stands before it, is a

careful transcript of an authoritative text, and we know more than

« Matth. Paris, ii. 453. ' Ibid.
'
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this (thanks to the error in respect of gravamen)—namely, that it was

most probably derived from an exemplar written after the year

1212. Now if the piece which follows this charter of Henry I was

also copied from an authentic document it would bear internal

evidence of the same fidelity of transcription. But it does not. In

the first place, the style is incorrect. Secondly, the phraseology is

out of date. Thirdly, there is every indication that it is not a copy

throughout, but to some extent an original compilation, based upon

a given model and amplified by information at second hand which

may have amounted to nothing more than hearsay.

It may be considered almost certain that no other copy of this

document exists. It is not an original charter ; it may be exactly

compared to those rough entries of English charters of liberties and

public statutes which were sometimes preserved as loose memo-
randa amongst the miscellaneous contents of the royal treasury,

and several of which have survived to the present day. At the

same time it may be stated with almost equal certainty that no

copy or enrolment of it is preserved in any manuscript collection

in this country ; at least that is a point on which I have satisfied

myself with some pains. It is true that the list of historical docu-

ments which are known to have once existed, and which are not

now forthcoming, is a long one, and that it is not even yet nearly com-

plete, but still it may perhaps be asserted with some confidence

that nothing like it in the form of an original document is known
to exist in this country.

Let us once more examine our document attentively, this time

in connexion with the construction of the several clauses. A com-

parison of the several articles with those of the charter of Henry I

will show that articles 1, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 of the latter are

omitted altogether, whilst there is only a distant allusion to article 6,

respecting the relief of minors. These omissions were only to be

expected, since the articles in question are strictly contemporary in

their application, and they also refer particularly to the obsolete

laws of King Edward. Moreover article 12 is omitted in at least

one twelfth-century manuscript of Henry I's charter. On the other

hand, the parallel texts given by Mr. Bound show several additions

to the charter of 1101. I cannot, however, agree that the scutage

clause is not foreshadowed there, for this clause contains, as we

have seen, a similar compromise in respect of the alleviation of

military service, whilst the article relating to the administration

of justice is so general in its expressions that it might easily be

regarded as a mere expansion of the first article of Henry I's

charter, which is based on the old Saxon coronation oath. At

the same time the articles relating to forests and to the Jews

undoubtedly break new ground.

Continuing our examination of the document, it will be obsa'ved
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that there is no preamble, and that the document opens in the

third person with Concedit Rex Johannes. In the following clauses,

which are taken almost verbatim from the charter of Henry I, the

first person singular is used. In the second of the two clauses

relating to scutage we find, however, the expression amplius caperetur,

indicating a return to secondary information. It is pretty clear,

therefore, that the document was compiled by recourse to three

several devices. In the first place, the scribe had before him a copy
of the charter of Henry I, from which he copied the substance of

all those articles which appeared applicable to the early years of

the reign of John, rejecting all the references to the laws of Edward
which seemed to be inapplicable to the occasion. Secondly, he had
access to or knowledge of the Charter of Liberties and the Forest

Charters of 1216-17, from which he borrowed certain of the leading

clauses, appending them to the articles already selected from the

charter of Henry I. Thirdly, either by design or carelessness, or

ignorance of English forms, he altered the wording of both his

originals so as to produce the effect of a paraphrase interspersed

with archaisms, such as the conversion of the style of John into

the style of Henry I, the use of words like decenter, hospitio, prae-

occupatuSy pecudes, releveium^ famulo, baiidare, and the like, some
of which may also be regarded as Gallicisms. To this precious

composition he has prefixed the title * haec subsequentia concedit

Eex Johannes,' plainly indicating, in connexion with the copy of

the coronation charter of Henry I, which stood above it, that this

was the substance of the coronation charter of King John.

From the very first I had formed this opinion of the true

character of our document—namely, that it was a coronation

charter attributed to John by a French scribe in the second decade

of the thirteenth century, but without being able to throw the

faintest light on the motive of this historical forgery. The point at

which I was first checked was in the discovery of any means by which

such a document as this could have found its way from an English

source into the French archives. This difficulty, however, is over-

come by M. Bemont's authoritative opinion that the writing is

French and the document itself in the nature of an original

memorandum for the king's use. It only remains, therefore, to

find a suitable occasion which is in accord with the internal evi-

dence of the document itself. This occurs during the invasion of

England and the claim to the EngHsh crown by the French prince,

Louis, in 1216-17. It will be remembered that this ])roceeding had

given rise to a very animated and technical discussion between the

French and Eoman courts on the subject of the interpretation of

the French feudal law; but in their manifesto to their Enghsh

partisans the astute French king and his son laid most stress, not

on the feudal question, but on the fact that John* had not redeemed
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the promises implied in Ins coronation oath, and alleged to have

been expressed on several occasions, to confirm to all men iura sua.

Thus we find in the manifesto published by Louis in May 1216

the following remarkable statement

:

Ad hoc cum praefatus lohannes in coronatione sua soleiupniter, prout

moris est, iurasset se iura et consuetudines Ecclesiae et regni Angliae con-

servaturum ; contra iuramentum suum, absque consilio vel concensu

baronum suorura, &c.

But as a matter of fact John in taking the old Saxon coronation

oath had undertaken nothing of the sort, and it seems probable

that the French court confounded this ancient formula with the

general undertaking in April 1199, and on subsequent occasions, to

respect the iura et lihertates guaranteed by the charter of Henry I.

This was the moment for the drafting of a precis of the pledges

which John was supposed to have given in his coronation oath by a

clerk of the French chancery, who was even less informed than his

masters about the technicalities of those English consuetudines for

which French lawyers now evinced so much tenderness.

As to the precise date of the compilation, we may assume that

it was later than November 1216, the date of the reissue of the

charter of liberties at Bristol, tw^o copies of which are found in

the same box as our document, the same possibly which were used

for its compilation.^ On the other hand, we must suppose either

that the Charter of the Forests, which was likewise used in the

compilation of our document, was issued earlier in the year 1217

than the purely conjectural date of September, which is generally

assigned to it, or that its contents were generally known before

its actual issue. The latter theory is supported by another inter-

esting coincidence. It will be remembered that the four burning

questions which were left over for discussion in the reissue of

the charter in November 1216 were those relating to the church,

the forests, the Jews, and the incidence of scutage. Now it will be

seen that three of these form the subject of the additions to the

charter of Henry I v/hich complete this coronation charter at-

tributed to John. More than this, the reference to the ancient

rate of scutage, which has no resemblance whatever to the articles

of 1215 and 1216, does really represent the meaning of the astound-

ing and futile concession in c. 44 of the charter of 1217, a conces-

sion never once observed during the reign of Henry III. These

circumstances, therefore, seem to point to the compilation of this

document betw^een November 1216 and March 1217, the date of

Louis's useless visit to France.

It only remains for me to add that since this paper was written

8 M. Teulet regarded them as strictly contemporary copies. M. Bemont, however

dissents from this view.
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M. Bemont, to whom I had in a few words explained my theory of

the genesis of the document, has been good enough to express the

following opinion on it

:

L'idee que la transcription des chartes Henry I-John doit avoir et6

faite par un clerc fran9ais au moment de I'expedition du prince Louis me
parait fort seduisante. J'y avals deja pense. C'est le seul moment, en

effet, ou la chancellerie fran9aise aurait pu avoir un interet pratique k

connaitre la substance des ' Libertes Anglaises.'

Whatever conclusion may be arrived at by more competent

students of the period than myself wdth respect to the real nature

of this document—and reasons might yet be given for regarding it

as the mangled form of a genuine coronation charter of King John

—it seems quite clear that we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.

Bound for the characteristic discovery of this most interesting his-

torical document. Perhaps, too, it may be permitted me to exi)ress

a hope that M. Bemont, to whom we are under an almost equal

obligation, wdll some day consider the possibility of includmg the

revised text of the document in a new edition of his invaluable

* Chartes des Libertes Anglaises.' Hubekt Hall.

THE ALLEGED POISONING OF ALEXANDER VI.

The December number of * Blackwood's Magazine
'

' contains an

article by Mr. W. W. Story, the distinguished American sculptor,

on the death of Pope Alexander VI, maintaining the truth of the

story of the pope's accidental poisoning by wine which he had him-

self drugged with the intention of administering it to Cardinal

Corneto, at an entertainment given by the latter. Mr. Story's

eminence in various fields of authorship as w^ell as in art entitles

his views to respectful examination.

The principal reason w^hy this picturesque tale has of late been

generally regarded as a fiction is the apparent impossibility of

reconciling it with a fact in connexion with Pope Alexander's last

illness which admits of no dispute, the date of its commencement.

The historians who relate the poisoning unanimously assert that

the effect was sudden and overpow^ering, that the pope was carried

back to the Vatican in a dying state and expired shortly afterwards.

The 18th of August has hitherto been accepted without dispute as

the date of his death : it follows, therefore, that the' fatal banquet

must have been on the 17th at the earliest. But a cloud of wit-

nesses, including the despatches of ambassadors resident at the

papal court, prove that the pope's illness commenced on the 12th,

and that by the 17th his condition was desperate. The Venetian
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ambassador and a Florentine letter-writer, moreover, the only two

contemporary authorities who assign a date for the entertainment,

state that it was given on the 5th or 6th {e fo ozi otto di, says

Giustiniani, writing on the 13th), which would make it a week before

the pope was taken ill. Mr. S tory meets these points by endeavouring

to prove that the banquet really took place on the 12th, and by

boldly contending that the pope had in fact been dead some days

before the 18th, but that his death was kept secret for reasons of

state. It admits, however, of absolute demonstration that the

banquet could not have been given on the 12th, or even the 11th,

and of proof hardly less cogent that the pope did actually die on

the 18th.

All the evidence that any entertainment was ever given, or that

any poisoning was ever attempted, connects the name of Cardinal

Corneto with the transaction. He and no other, according to all

respectable authorities (the statement of late writers that ten

cardinals were to have been poisoned at once may be dismissed

without ceremony as too ridiculous for discussion), was the cardinal

whom Alexander on this occasion designed to remove. Now,

Cardinal Corneto was not in a condition to partake of any banquet

either on 11 Aug. or 12 Aug. Giustiniani, the Venetian am-

bassador, who attributes the pope's illness to a fever contracted

at supper at the cardinal's villa on 5 Aug., says, writing on the

13th, 'AH have felt the effects, and first of all Cardinal Adrian

[Corneto], who • attended mass in the papal chapel on Friday

[11 Aug.], and after supper was attacked by a violent paroxysm

of fever, which endured until the following morning
;
yesterday

[the 12th] he had it again, and it has returned to-day.' Evidently,

then, the cardinal could not give or even be present at an enter-

tainment on the 12th, and nothing could have happened on that

day to throw a doubt on the accuracy of Burcardus's state-

ment that the pope was taken ill in the morning, which would put

any banquet and any poisoning during the course of it out of the

qnesLion. It is equally impossible that the pope should have been

present at the meal after which Corneto manifested symptoms of

indisposition; for this took place after mass on 11 Aug., and

Giustiniani records that precisely at that time the pope sent for

him, and held with him a long, earnest, and highly important con-

versation. There is, therefore, no reason for discrediting the

evidence of the two witnesses, the only contemporary witnesses to

date, who fix the supper to 5 Aug. or 6 Aug. at the latest. It is

possible that poison may have been then administered which did not

produce its effects until 12 Aug. ; but the picturesque statement

of the suddenness of the pope's illness and the consternation thus

occasioned are palpable fictions, which so gravely impair the credit

of the historians relating them that the story of the poisoning
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cannot be accepted on their authority. Of the statement attributed

to Cardinal Corneto himself we shall speak by-and-by.

This demonstration of the impossibility of Alexander's having

been poisoned at Cardinal Corneto's villa on the 11 or 12 Aug.

almost dispenses us from examining Mr. Story's hypothesis of the

concealment of his death for several days, for which no other

reason can be assigned than that the persons about him were taken

unawares by the suddenness of his decease. It may, however, be

worth while to point out that, setting aside all minor improba-

bilities, there are two conclusive reasons why it cannot possibly be

well founded. In all such cases, the first inquiry must be Cui bono ?

Who was to gain by it ? To this but one answer is possible, Caesar

Borgia. And what could Caesar Borgia gain ? Clearly time to

make his arrangements and secure the treasures of his father.

Then why did he not do so ? If Alexander died on the 12th or

13th, why was it not until the 18th that, as we know from

Burcardus's Diary, ' the duke sent Michelotto with a host of people,

who shut all the doors of the pope's apartments, and one of them

drew a dagger, and threatened Cardinal Casanova that if he did

not give up the pope's keys and moneys he would stab him and

throw him out of the window ' ? If Caesar concealed the pope's

death, why did he omit doing the very thing for which alone he

can be supposed to have concealed it ? Why did he waste five days

without doing anything ? Mr. Story's essay sufficiently proves

that he would be the last to attribute such fatuity to Caesar

Borgia ; if this consideration had occurred to his mind he would

have seen at once that his hypothesis could not stand. Another

equally decisive argument may be derived from the condition of the

body on the night of 18 Aug. If it had already remained unburied

for five days of a Eoman summer it must have been in an ad-

vanced stage of decomposition, and no one could have attended to

it without perceiving that death had taken place long before the

time alleged. Burcardus, the papal master of the ceremonies, did

attend to it within two or three hours after this time, and tells us

very minutely all that he did in the discharge of his office. He
does not drop the slightest hint of any decomposition, or of any-

thing in the least suspicious or unusual. Decorum assuredly did

not restrain him, for he is profuse in his description of the putre-

faction of the corpse when exposed in St. Peter's twenty-four hours

afterwards ; and no reader of his Diary, who has remarked his

garruhty and unfriendly feeling towards Alexander, w-ill doubt that

he would gladly have retailed any story he could. The inference is

inevitable that there was nothing to tell, and that, consequently,

the death had occurred very recently, at the time stated by all

contemporary writers.

The story, then, that Alexander accidentally perished by poison

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. 2
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which he had prepared for another—though not in itself impossible

or even very improbable—must be dismissed as at present unsup-

ported by direct proof or even incidental confirmation of any kind.

It does not follow that he may not have been poisoned designedly.

No pope, probably, ever made more enemies, or gave more persons

cause to wish for his removal. In estimating the probability of

this some regard must be paid to Cardinal Corneto's assertion to

the historian Paolo Giovio (if the latter' s word may be taken) that

poison was administered at his supper, not only to the pope and

Caesar Borgia, but to himself also. It is.true that he immediately

proceeds to impair the credit of his statement by adding that the

effect of the poison upon himself was to deprive him of his skin !

Whether any poison could produce such an effect is a question for

toxicologists ; certain it is that no such effect was produced upon

the pope ; and even were Corneto's story credible it would follow

that if he was poisoned the pope was not. We know, however, from

the passage of Giustiniani cited above, what Corneto's symptoms

really were ; we also know that the alleged loss of his skin did not

prevent his taking part in Pius Ill's conclave a month afterwards.

The coincidence, however, between the time and the symptoms of

Alexander's illness and his is certainly remarkable, and almost

seems to prove that their maladies had been contracted on the same

occasion. The symptoms, fever fits passing off and recurring, seem

perfectly consistent with ordinary Eoman fever, and a fever is

more likely than a dose of poison to remain dormant in the system

for a week. Yet it is not intrinsically improbable that an enemy
of Alexander's may have endeavoured to get rid of his minister

at the same time as of himself and his son. In this case the

story of the exchange of the flasks would be naturally invented to

avert suspicion, and Corneto himself may have believed it. Should

this be so Alexander has indeed had hard measure, having first

been poisoned and then accused of the very crime of which he was

himself the victim. But let not his apologists make too much of

this possibility, for such calumnies are only directed against those

who have afforded ground for them.

We have not in general thought it necessary to point out the

inaccuracies with which Mr. Story's paper abounds, but there are

two which it is impossible to leave unnoticed. It is sufficiently

startling to find the compiler Tomasi, a scribbler of the seventeenth

century, cited among contemporary authorities, entitled to equal

weight with Giustiniani and Burcardus. It is still more astounding

that the papal master of the ceremonies, whom Mr. Story unac-

countably calls ' Cardinal Egidius Burchard,' should be enumerated

among the witnesses to the death of Alexander by poisori. It

surely belongs to the elements of the subject to be aware that

one of the strongest reasons for disbelieving that Alexander was
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poisoned is that this very well-informed, very minute, and very

unfriendly writer nowhere attributes his death to any but natural

causes ; and that the journal of the course of his illness, whose

authority Mr. Story seeks to invalidate, is actually inserted in the

Diary of this very Burcardus. E. Garnett.

A WELSH PARISH IN THE INTERREGNUM.

The following extract from the ^Merthyr Tydfil Eegister' was
found by me at Cleveland Lodge, Middlesbrough, in September

1892. The entry is at one end of a book containing eighteenth-

century entries of births, &c. ; but the writing is much older than

any other hand in the book, and I take it to be that of Nathaniel

Jones himself. Aneurin Williams.

M^ Nathaniel Jones's A.M. usage in ye time of the Rebellion

Registered.

We have in and about the Parish of Merthyr Tydvill a company of

men & women combined & of a long time accustomed to have un-

lawfull conventicles wherein they ordain and settle a goverment as they

please, contrarieing and contradicting the statutes and ordinances of

several parliaments ; they have not only abolished and putt down all

manner of tiths, but are destroying the ancient fabrick of the material

Church that is in the parish, they will suffer no man to preach there but

one of their own sect & others that plunder the church, they have put

in there lay lecturers they have taken Out timber and stone belonging to

the church to build houses in the church yard. There is not a seat in y^

chancell but one & that is not whole, nor any in the body of the church

undefaced. The minister's seat and three other are destroyed
;
y^ desk

that held the Bible hath been imployed to carry mortar for their masons.

They have brought horses into the church & put up hay in ye steeple,

Threescore horses have stood in the Church on y^ marriage day of one of

their preachers. One hundred horses have carried earth into y^ church

y^ floor whereof is half a yard higher than ye chancell, where mcst of the

parish have been buried.
1st They have taken away timber stone & the seats out of the

church & they have putt in school masters whose boys have demolished

so much lead y* will not be made up w^*^ four or five pounds & if it be

not made up the steeple is like to fall.

2diy They have taken y« glasse and putt on lattice windows, the

w*^^ are now torn & lost, some of the iron barrs are also gone.
3<iiy They have sold three bells for sixpence y^ pound or thereabouts,

valued to be worth 14^ or 16^, & there is but one bell left without rope

or implements.
4thiy The brethern have a meeting every Sunday in the church &

frequently on week days where they are discussing disputing & settHng

businesses in an illegal & ungodly manner, & they do irreverently

meet there to rate taxations & contributions, squabling & falling out

with irreverent behaviour & scandalous words ill beseeming such a place.

z 2
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5thiy They will not suffer the Mmisfcer of the Parish to preach in the

church because they will pay him no tiths, sometimes they have rung the

Bells to disturb him, otherwhiles they have pulled him out of the pulpit

tearing his cloths, & using violence : othertimes they have put some

body to preach in an yew [?] tree, when y^ minister was in the Pulpit in

the church.
gthiy The people here will have neither prayer nor sacrament, and

especially the holy & allow'd prayers of the church, and the sacrament

at the hands of the minister. It is true that M^ Jenldn Jones doth

monthly break [bread], which together with the wine is distributed among
them [?] of the congregation : I am sure we have 500 men & women in

the parish that received not the Lord's Supper these ten years, very many
children unbaptiz'd. M*" Jenkin Jones or Henry Williams y®

pulpit every Easterday, at other times the people does neither receive

nor bring their children to be christened.
7thiy The people were not suffered to hear their minister preaching

wpio?] (exercising diverse Sundays) was affronted & hindered by the

anti-tith-payers who, understanding that some resorted to hear the

minister, came one day to y^ church-yard and first sent some folish

young-fellows to interrupt the man being in the pulpit : they came tramp-

ling & trotting into the church in a rude & uncomely manner; they

stared & looked in [?] the preacher's face, as if they had been drunk or

mad. When this would not do, the multitude came not in, but sent

one Eichard Thomas to disturb the preacher, who asked him questions

being in the midst of his sermon, not suffering him to proceed, & at last

carried away the Bible, which y^ Minister could never see nor have to this

day. The people understanding y* the minister was interrupted, & y* y®

Church-Bible was taken from him did forbear coming any more to

here him.
gthiy There is a hamlett in the Parish 4 or 5 miles from the church

w''^ had a chappell y* was duely served by y® curate of y® parish : this

is now demolished, & become a dwelling house. In this hamlett there

are not above 3 or 4 of y® new congregation, & there is else above 50

house holders, who seldom come to church & with their families are in a

sad condition ; The body that is not dayly nourished is drooping & faint,

much more it may be said of the soul that is not fed,^ the spirit y*^ is

not enlivened & quickened by y^ soul-saving-word of God, is not trans-

cendent & ascendeth not on high but is earthly, sensual, devilish, where

y® word of God is not preached the people perish. Preach they cannot,

unless they be sent, & teach they cannot what they never learnt.
gthiy What devotion can they have that have their Tobacco-pipes

in their mouths when they goe into the church ; & are sneezing

tobacco in the church : when they come out after their sermon they are

smoaking in the church-yard, going away some to the alehouse, others to

tobacco-houses ; where you may see the bad fruit, & ill successe of the

fair promising zeal of some, that make a better show than the former

fore-spoken of, &, y* it may appear that many of their barrels have ye

same herring they breakfast at home in the morning to destroy charity &

' In the original manuscript the words ' dayly nourished ' occur with a stroke

through them before the word • fed.'
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devotion. A Sunday morning is no due time for a poor man to look [for]

almes, & the man of the house is too proud to stoop to beg his dayly
bread when his belly is full as soon as he is up on y^ Lord's-day.

IQthiy I may not derogate from y^ good intentions or pious
endeavours of any, God forbids me, Yet men do often examine the cause
by the effect, the kingdom of God is not in word but in Power 1 Cor 4.

20. Christ & his Apostles were as good as their word they did not say
one thing, & do another, our Saviour had not a house to put his head
in, S* Paul had no certain dwelling place, when he preached unto the

people, he did not seek theirs but them, we preach not ourselves, but
Christ Jesus y® Lord, & ourselves your servants for Jesus his sake

2 Cor. 4. 5. & chap ii. 23. We all make the same profession with X^t

& his Apostles, preachers & hearers ; we should be doers of the word
& not hearers only, some . . . . y* they follow our Saviour's precept,

freely ye have receiv'd, freely [give] .... they invert (?) the pro-

position ; whatsoever they have received they give nothing ; they are

rich [?] to make friends with the unrighteous Mammon ; the Apostles

were thought to be fools for Christ his sake, but they are wise in Christ

;

& S* Paul was poor, but made many rich, they are rich by making many
poor.

llthiy This parish doth challenge to be y^ first & most reformed

place of these countys, but when there is a sermon here there is more
eating & drinking & taking tobacco in this village than in 3 of y® best

townes in y® next shires ; Here are 3 Alehouses that sell a halfe-penny

cake for two pence a peece, & a pint of drink for a penny, these houses

are full all day & some continue drinking all night, without fear or

witt. When y^ Ale-wives are taxed herewith, they say they can buy 5

bushells in y^ markett very near as cheap as they can buy 3 here [?] &
they dare buy noe where else, than from their good masters that preach &
rule & do all at their pleasure.

12tiiiy To give a little more resemblance of y° principall agents in

this business & to take a better view of their extortion, & cruelty ; six

of them were sent to London 1640, to prove their wicked inventions that

they had proposed, heynous things, things not imagined nor thought

upon, much lesse acted or done by me ; I went up to answear them to my
great charge & losse, they did in a manner undoe me in 6 yeares by

withholding my just right & laying over great taxations upon me, &

causing me to spend much ; for they thought to eject me by their

cunning & power that they had, and when they missed to doe so by

virtue of law and justice, they tooke authority to make laws themselves,

& thereby and by many force ^ they have taken away my means & left

me & my family very little : ffor hither they brought Lecturers of all

tribes & trades to intrude into the Pulpitt, & to seize upon it every Sunday,

3 of them did gather tieths from 40 in the parish for 3 yeares, & say'd,

they were to pay them to M^ Jenkin Jones when he -had disclaym'd

privately, & in y« pulpitt publickly declared that he had none, neither

would have any, but referr'd them to y^ owner thereof.

13 X The 3 men above sayd (viz) Richard Thomas, William

Howell & Howell Rees took up these tieths 3 years, & as I do heare

- Main force.
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gathered some others unto them, & disbursed among them a 100^^™

of my money to bye them to be of their profession ; the rest, which

I conceave to be as much more they kept for themselves, the other

parishioners by this example kept their tieths alsoe. Nevertheless

Kichard Thomas, Parish Clerk, gave out rates wherein I was taxed to pay

contribution all this while & soldiers were sent from Ca[r]diffe to levy

this money supposed to be rated on y® tieths yt I had not, the collectors

were driven to pay who had an order from the Quarter Session to receive

this money from them that kept their tieths, by this order they sold

& kept other tieths other yeares, that I was endamaged 40^^ in one year

and as much more in after yeares, the tieth y* they sold they sold for a

trifle, the tieth y* they kept, they kept for nothing ; I had no tieth at first

& yet I was rated for them, And I never had an account for the tieth

detained afterwards in lieu of sattisfaction for such rates or contributions.

14*^ I have bin brought to debts by their meanes formerly, & they

saw that I had a wife & 7 children that could not help themselves,

& I had spent y^ communion [?] plate, cattle & other goods left unto them
& me for future maintenance, & yet their consciences give them leave,

nott only to detain our livelihood themselves but to give them away to

gain prosolytes ; I would they would consider the woes against scribes

& Pharisees hypocrites denounced by our Saviour in Mat. 23.

A woe is repeated there 4 times :

—

(1) Because they did shutt up y® kingdom of heaven before men, &

(2) Because they devoure widows' houses ; &

(3) Because they did compasse sea & land to make men of their [?]

profession ; and

(4) Because they had blind guides which say'd, whosoever sweareth

by the temple, it is nothing, & I say I could wish that they

would examine how near those words are appliable unto them ; I

am sure a Prophet might tell them as Nathan sayd unto David

:

thou art the man.

15. Wool will grow after shearing, & haire will grow after polling

& shaveing, but when y^ skinne is scorched & burnt with y^ flame,

nothing will grow to cover y'^ carcasse. It was a hard cause y* a man of

my charge, must needs be in such a sad condition, that lost y® greatest

part of my meanes 10 yeares leaving me noe relief nor help all the while
;

Yet if they had left me so, I might have born it, but I may say as Hecuba
say'd in Senecae's Tragedies, Trojajam vetus est makmi; The Conventi-

clers proceeded to act against me & to enact new ordinances by their own
power by day & by night. In the former Act, their intention was to

exempt them only that called themselves members of y^ church, butt

very many of the rest played y^ same part ; In y® year 1649. All the

parishioners detained their tieths, & about y® later end of September they

putt foorth a new statute
;

(1^* They abolished and abrogated all manner
of tyethes and allowed me 2^ 2^ of every pound rent, This Lewis
William being a principall agent in their rates & conventicles was
pleased to call an allotment to y^ Parson of 2^ 2^ the p^ in lieu of

tieths.

16 I never gave consent, much lesse repaire or come att any time to

this confused & unlawfull assembly, but demanded y^ tieth, & something
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I had of some of them, the which I receaved in p* of payment, & not in

full & plenary sattisfaction of any of 'em, tho' all y^ I had did not

amount to halfe their allowance that year. I was driven to pay rates,

& taxations y* yeare to a great value ; notwithstanding the next year

about Michaelmas they had a second review, & took away 2^^ allowed

out of every pound in y« former allotment.

17 This was 1650 then they payd a great deale worser than before

they had done, butt little coyne in both years, butt comodities 8^ or 4^

in a shilling dearer then in the Markett, yet for all this they are dumb
& deafe ; the 3^ year (51) till December was past. In January they

proceeded, statu quo ;primo) & appointed collectors to gather as afore-

said tho they knew y* in this parish about y^ time of ye yeare a

groat is not so easily had as 12^ in y® summer or Autumne, The collectors

make an empty visit & returned a Nil habeo ; thus was I left when
there was noe fruite abroad, scarce an herb or a root to dine or sup

withall. They made since noe farther provision for me, the best of 'em

stand upon 2^ a pound still, and that, say they, they cannot pay, because

the contributions are soe great, I dare say, that tho' I was never a

delinquent, ejected or sequestered, all y^ I had these seaven yeares being

putt together, will not make up 6^ the pound of every pound in the

parish.
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Reviews of Books

The City-State of the Greeks mid Bomans : a Survey Introductory to the

Study of Ancient History. By W. Waede Fowlee, M.A., Fellow and

Sub-Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford. (London : Macmillan & Co.

1893.)

This is a world in which everything is relative. Understanding, there-

fore, * the study of ancient history,' to which reference is made in the

title of this book, to mean * the study of ancient history in the school of

Literae Humaniores at Oxford,' spoken of in the preface, I cannot but

think Mr. Warde Fowler's treatise admirably adapted to its purpose. My
own experience, in other spheres, as a teacher of ancient history inclines

me to think that there is hardly a class (except of the more advanced

kind, of which it is comparatively easy to meet the wants) that would

not be benefited by the expenditure of a few weeks upon an introductory

discussion, such as is here offered, of some important aspect of those por-

tions of * ancient ' history as to which it is, at all events, in the power of

the student to consult original authorities. The less or more of direct

comparison with other historical periods—even with one so recent as

that of 1832, in regard to which I should on some other occasion not

hesitate to pick up Mr. Fowler's glove—is really a matter of personal

judgment and taste. The excellence of the method seems to me beyond

cavil ; and I may frankly add that it is long since I have followed with

so much continuous interest a living bit of historical instruction such as is

liberally offered in this expanded course of lectures. Teachers as well

as learners will, I feel confident, profit by the example set by Mr.

Fowler's volume. Nor have I any cavil to put forward on this head,

unless it were to note an occasional tendency, more especially in the

earlier chapters of the book, towards exhibiting, perhaps a little too

prominently, the scaffolding of a structure more complete than its

dimensions might seem to the untutored eye to demand. Nothing

was more trying in Freeman's literary manner than his anticipatory

confidences to the reader as to the point where this or that fact or

argument would duly ' come in,' while as to students it is against all

the laws of rhetoric to seek to entice them by means of knowledge de-

ferred.

Mr. Warde Fowler's special purpose in this introductory essay is

in no wise akin to that of brilliant or ingenious writers like Fustel de

Coulanges or Sohm, who being possessed by a theory at once new and

striking, endeavour to test it by as complete as possible a review of the

historical evidence at their disposal. He is content to illustrate by a
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survey in which he tells us to expect nothing that is new the twofold
position ' that the history of the most perfect state is the best history,

and that the TrdAtg was a more perfect state than the modern one.' "With
remarkable skill he manages to bring home to us the conviction that we
may search in vain, even among ancient Greek and Italian communities,
without finding elsewhere, in anything of corresponding perfection, * the

spirit of compromise and reason ' to be met with in the best periods of

Athens and of Kome. And thus, while he demonstrates the fact (far

from obvious at first sight) that Athenians and Eomans developed the

same kind of polity, he practically offers a weighty plea for the continued

concentration of the educational study of ancient history instead of a
diffusion for which from other points of view other things might con-

ceivably be urged.

It is hardly necessary—or rather it is hardly just to a general survey

so well and appropriately planned, but not designed to meet controversial

objections at particular points—to indicate certain passages in which the

current of Mr. Fowler's argument seems to flow with greater, or with

less, fulness and force. To my mind, his demonstration of the process

of the formation of towns out of village settlements, more especially in

the case of the communities of Italy, might with advantage be enlarged

and strengthened. On the other hand, I cannot recall any statement

elsewhere equalling either in force or in varied suggestiveness within so

narrow a compass Mr. Fowler's account of the true historic relation of

monarchy to Greek and Italian political life, and more especially of the

causes of the suppression of this form of government—for to speak of

* the obliteration of this feature ' would be to use a quite misleading

phrase. Mr. Fowler may be moving on more familiar ground when he

defines the real meaning of the term democracy as applied to the Athenian

constitution ; but the significance of his definition is brought out with

signal force, especially in contrast with his account of the farmer

population of Latium, who from the very conditions of their life were

plainly ' not the men to govern themselves.'

I had noted a few passages in which the general line of Mr. Fowler's

argument seemed to me too rigidly maintained ; but it is obvious how
largely the apparent effect of this may be modified in actual teaching by

so ' reasonable ' a teacher. Perhaps, in the earlier passages of his ex-

cellent chapter on ' The Kise of Aristocratic Government ' he might have

done well to point out more distinctly to how few objects or purposes the

function of any kind of government was then necessarily limited. Perhaps,

again, in considering amongst the causes of the power enjoyed by aris-

tocracies mere force of habit, he has not attached sufficient importance to a

tendency in human nature which of all forms of government this is most

apt to meet. Some curious illustrations of this tendency might be found in

the history of the patriciates of the free imperial towns, to which little or

no attention has been paid by comparative historians. Why, by-the-bye,

since I have deviated into German history, is the author of ' Minna von

Barnhelm ' to be charged at the present time of day with a political

feeling which ' might be almost called one of indifferentism n the

same general connexion the phrase ' the oligarchic executive,' apphed by

Mr. Fowler to the period of Athenian history, on which so irritatingly
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imperfect a new light has recently been shed, appears in some degree

misleading by its narrowness.

Not the least merit of Mr. Fowler's philosophic survey is the carefully

sustained way in which it is, so to speak, gradually landed at its natural

close, the failure of the Roman republican empire to maintain its city-

state basis. This, and no other, is the way to build the bridge between

the studies of ' ancient ' and ' modern history,' which we all desire to

unite without confounding. A. W. Waed.

Commentaries on the History of England from the Earliest Times to 1865.

By Montagu Buerows. (Edinburgh : Blackwood. 1893.)

The title which Professor Burrows has selected for his book is not only

provocative of somewhat hazardous comparisons, but must be con-

fessed to be a little misleading. In ' Commentaries on English History
'

one would have expected to find a series of notes on doubtful points,

or disquisitions on matters of special interest. Such a volume, by a

competent hand, would have been a pleasing relief from the multitude

of little books on English history which now bewilder the unaided student.

This, however, is not what is meant. The author indeed describes his book

as ' a digest and commentary rather than an abstract or epitome,' but,

except for the absence of the usual aids to knowledge in the shape of maps

and pedigrees and plans of battle, and apart from some striking omissions

to be noticed presently, it does not appear to differ essentially from other

short histories of England. Professor Burrows seems to imply that his

book is peculiar in being ' in accordance with the latest researches.' The

claim itself may, on the whole, be allowed, but, after all, to be fairly up

to date confers no very marked distinction. If the reason for the title

of the book is not very obvious, it is equally difficult to ascertain with

what object or for what class of students it is written. The simplicity of

style and method, as well as the general character of the information given,

would lead us to infer that it is meant for students who are still in a some-

what elementary stage. But this is clearly not the case, for the preface

informs us that ' the reader is supposed to be acquainted with one or more

of the ordinary manuals.' If so, will such a reader be satisfied with a book

on English history which omits, for instance, all mention of the black death

and the bill of rights, and makes no allusion whatever to Spenser, Milton,

or Dryden—which, in fact, neglects almost entirely the literary and economic

sides of our development, and treats the constitutional side little better ?

Surely it is the advanced student who wishes to learn how all these things

have worked together to make us what we are ; and to endeavour to make
political events intelligible without reference to these neglected departments

appears, to say the least, a very retrograde policy. Whichever class of

students is in view, it is difficult to see what either will learn from sen-

tences like the following, which occur in the sketch of the year 1645

(p. 323) : 'It was a crisis. The king might recover all. So the "new
model" was formed under Cromwell's auspices, who, when the self-

denying ordinance of April 1645 had got rid of the half-hearted, was

placed at the head of affairs, though nominally under the Presbyterian

Fairfax,' Unfortunately such remarks abound in Professor Burrows's
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work. To the beginner they are meaningless; the advanced student

knows them to be misleading.

In his division of the subject the author shows some originality. It

is a bold stroke to pass over the Norman Conquest as an event of com-
paratively slight importance, and to fix on the accession of Edward I as

one of the great turning-points of English history. ' All previous history,'

says our author (p. 149), 'centres in Edward I, and all subsequent history

radiates from his reign,' and this ' is a good reason for beginning a second
and distinct period with this great king.' There is doubtless a great deal

of truth, if there is some exaggeration, in this remark. But where does the

truth lie ? It is not in Edward's continental policy, which, as Professor

Burrows points out, was mainly influenced by his Aquitanian inheritance,

nor in his ecclesiastical policy, which followed the lines laid down by the

Conqueror, Henry I, and Henry II, that any great and striking novelty is

to be found. The epoch-making character of the reign depends on its

legislation and its constitutional reforms. Yet these are just what the

professor trips airily over with a few passing remarks like this (p. 160) :

' The civil reforms of the reign fall for the most part under the heading

of legal and constitutional history. ... By some of these the whole feudal

system was modified and opened out ; by others was arranged the police

of the country. Questions of taxation introduce us to the great landmark

of his reign, the permanent formation of representative parliaments,' and

so forth. Nor can the greatness of these changes be grasped, or their

place in the national development understood, without some knowledge of

the Great Charter and the parliaments of Earl Simon. Yet the latter,

not having been mentioned in their place, are only alluded to in Edward I's

reign as * Montfort's experiment,' while the only allusion to the former is

to be found in the following remarks (p. 137) :
' We do not concern our-

selves with the details of Magna Carta, rightly called the palladium of

English liberty. Its importance can never be exaggerated.' If so, it

would have been well to say a little more about it.

The professor's strongest point is, perhaps, his judicious and impartial

estimate of personal character. * Harold,' he says (p. 78), * having had

scant justice done to him by Norman chroniclers, has had more than

justice done to him of late.' He adopts Dean Hook's view of Anselm,

and shows that with all his virtues he was narrow, discourteous, and

indiscreet. He finds that Henry V, ' though far above the level of

ordinary monarchs,' had ' all the marks of a hard, cruel soldier

'

(p. 214). He sees in Charles I * a rare phenomenon, a moral and religious

man, yet steeped in duplicity ' (p. 310). On the other hand his com-

mendation of George III is perhaps excessive. That king's conduct of

the American war 'is generally called obstinacy; let us rather call it

the magnificent heroism of the vir Justus et tenax jpropositi '

(p. 415).

There is here, as elsewhere in the book, a keen note of pugnacious

patriotism. The professor warmly defends the wars of the eighteenth

century. The British empire was not ' founded in plunder and injustice.'

The war of 1739 was ' a just war, a necessary war, a war of self-defence.'

The seven years' war was ' equally forced upon Great Britain ' (pp.

390-1). There is much to sympathise with here, though perhaps the

forcing was not all on one side. In a similar spirit the author approves of
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the wars ofEdward III and even of his claim to the crown of France. He
does good service in pointing out the mistakes which have arisen from

the phrase the ' hmidred years' war,' and shows that the wars so called

were no distinct phase of English bellicosity, but are closely connected

with and to a large extent justified by the earlier attempts to preserve or

to recover the continental heritage. But is it not something of a mis-

conception to say (p. 140) that England under the early Plantagenet kings

became a great imperial power? The truth is rather that by Henry

H's accession England became the insular possession of a great con-

tinental monarch. The style of the book is the reverse of brilliant. Occa-

sionally, it is true, we are startled by something like an epigram, as when

he speaks of the ' system of mendicancy and mendicity ' into which Henry

III gradually fell, or when he styles the adherents of the old religion in

Elizabeth's day ' schismatic Eomanists.' But these are rare examples, and

it must be confessed that his easy, unconstrained manner too often lapses

into negligence. This is how Professor Burrows disposes of the parliament

of 1659 :
' Summoned under the auspices of Lambert, the next best of the

generals after Cromwell, he and his brother officers dealt with the inde-

pendent spirit which the parliament at once evinced in Cromwell's fashion,

by a summary expulsion ' (p. 332). The contrast between Henry III

and Henry VI is drawn as follows (p. 213) :
* Henry III proved

the best soldier of the two, and was not deficient in intellect ; but the

system in which he was brought up failed to make him a consistent

Christian man, as Henry VI certainly was, though rightly refused the

canonisation demanded by Henry VII, because he was, as the pope said,

too much of a " natural "—too little the product of a character formed by

the struggle with evil, which a sound man was to be publicly honoured

for exemplifying before the world.' These are, unfortunately, no isolated

examples of slipshod work. Sometimes it may be doubted whether it is

the style or the matter which is in fault. Speaking of the powers of the

monarchy in the fourteenth century, our author remarks (p. 188), * The
king's prerogative was supposed to render him independent of all questions

of behaviour towards his subjects.' If this means anything it means a

good deal more than is true.

Apart from faults or obscurities of style, a few other passages may be

noted in which some correction appears to be required. The monastic

revival of the tenth century was not confined to Wessex (p. 63), as is

proved by the case of Croyland in Lincolnshire, and other abbeys.

Edric Streona can hardly have invented the oath of fealty (p. 70), for it

was imposed by the laws of Edmund a generation earlier. It is, of course,

a mere slip of the pen that Stephen Harding, the founder of the Cistercian

order, is called Henry (p. 109), and that Hallam's ' Constitutional History '

is cited, instead of his ' Middle Ages,' as an authority for the reign of

Edward III. But if we are to be * in accordance with the latest researches
'

we had better not say that the tax which Henry II wished to have paid

direct into the exchequer * was probably the danegeld '

(p. 121), or attri-

bute to the same king * the wonderful invention of scutage '
(p. 125), unless

indeed we mean to venture on a controversy which may be dangerous.

To number among Henry II's legal improvements ' the trial by assize,

which was the origin of trial by jury,' is, perhaps, only to give examiners
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a chance ; at all events so compressed a statement cannot do much harm.
But to say that ' the parliament of 1604 abohshed the Tudor abuse of

proclamation ' (p. 305) is incorrect ; for, if so, how is it that we find the

parliament of 1610 drawing up a solemn protest against it ? It is some-

what strange to find Arminianism described (p. 307) as a ' form of church-

manship,' but, whatever it was, it is difficult to see how it could have been

opposed by the Puritans in Elizabeth's reign, considering that Arminius
did not issue his famous theses till 1604. It does not seem clear what is

alluded to in the ' committees of parliament,' which, in September 1641,
' are appointed to serve with the full powers of parliament itself '

(p. 317).

There were committees appointed at that time to attend the king in

Scotland, and others (as Mr. Gardiner tells us) ' to watch the progress of

affairs ;
' but there is nothing to show that these committees exercised

anything like the full powers of parliament. ' The abolition of episcopacy,'

we are told (p. 318), * was the rock of splitting ' between king and parlia-

ment. But the abolition of episcopacy was not demanded by parliament

even in the nineteen propositions, and the militia bill, not mentioned by
Professor Burrows, was the immediate cause of war. Again, it appears

somewhat misleading, or at least obscure, to say (p. 393) that Bolingbroke

advised the nation ' to recur to the old English principles of party govern-

ment,' though this advice is said to have been accompanied by a call ' to

deliver the king from slavery to a particular party.' On the death of

Louis XVI, we are told (p. 493), ' indignant Europe—but not Great

Britain . . . instantly and furiously declared war.' Does not this statement

require a little modification w^hen we remember that Prussia and the

emperor had been at war with France nearly a year before the king's

execution ? These are, however, comparatively slight matters, and if there

were no other blots in the book there would be little to be said against it.

The deficiencies and obscurities of w^hich instances are given above are

more important. Still it is something to have a book which is fresh,

bright, and the reverse of pedantic, even if we can hardly consider it a

professional, still less a professorial work. G. W. Protheeo.

Llyvyr Teilo vel Liber Landavensis : the Text of the Book of Llan

Ddv rej^Toduced from the Gwysaney Mamtscript. By J. Gwenogvryn
Evans, with the co-operation of John Khys- (Oxford : Issued to

Subscribers. 1893.)

The edition of the ' Liber Landavensis ' pubhshed by W. J. Rees for the

Welsh MSS. Society in 1840 laboured under the disadvantage that the

editor was unable—though he seems to have taken pains—to trace the

original manuscript, which had been borrowed from the Llandaff muni-

ments by John Selden, and had passed down in the family of Sir John

Vaughan, of Trawscod, one of his executors. He was accordingly reduced

to make up his text by the help of a combination of late transcripts ; and

the number of mistakes, especially in proper names, thus arising is so

considerable as to preclude the possibility of using his edition Vvdth con-

fidence. The famous original was, however, all the time safe in the

possession of Vaughan's descendants at Llannerch, Gwysaney, Owston,

and finally again at Gwysaney ; and it has since been made use of by

A. W. Haddan for the first volume of Haddan and Stubbs's ' Councils and
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Ecclesiastical Documents ' (1S69). Mr. Gwenogvryn Evans has now pro-

duced a text of the entire work which is marked by the same scrupulous

fidelity and painstaking as are notable in his previous publications of

' Old Welsh Texts.' It is not his plan to edit, but to reproduce ; and in

the case of an original manuscript, if in any, a diplomatic text is desirable.

Still, with every respect for the method here employed, one cannot but

regret that Mr. Evans has not allowed himself the freedom, and his

readers the benefit, of a margin wherein to set down a concise summary
of contents, dates when necessary, and occasional references. He lives,

it may be judged, so much in the company of manuscripts that he likes his

books to be as much like manuscripts as possible, and has no tolerance

for the student who cannot likewise give all his time to the study of his

volume. We do not plead for the hasty looker-out of references, but for

the honest worker, who should not be required to annotate his copy from

end to end before he can make it of service for the only purposes for

which it is valuable, the ecclesiastical history and geography of the

diocese of Llandaff and the regions bordering upon it. Mr. Evans, how-

ever, must not be judged for what he has not professed to do. Within

his own limits his book is as perfect as any human performance can be.

Transcribing with his own hand, himself collating with the original

manuscript thrice and Professor Ehys once, there is surely no appreciable

margin for error ; and the student may use the sumptuous text now
produced with practically as full confidence as if he were handling the

original at Gwysaney. An appendix of palaeographical notes registers

the smallest indications of alterations in the original as well as the rare

cases in which the editor has corrected manifest slips of the pen ; and

another appendix contains all that is of value in the marginal notes and

glosses. The discrimination of the various handwritings in the book

bears witness to a trained eye and exact judgment, and is authenticated

by a fine series of facsimiles.

Mr. Evans's remarks on the date and composition of the 'Liber

Landavensis ' deserve attentive reading. He assigns the first hand, which

wrote the lives of SS. Dubricius, Teilo, and Oudoceus, and of the bishops

of Llandaff down to Herewald, to a date subsequent to the death of Bishop

Urban in 1133, but anterior to the accession of King Henry II. The de-

scription of Urban as vir hon^ memorie (p. 85) is sufficient to prove the

earlier limit against Haddan, but how much later it is seems still far from

certain. The only external evidence attributes the work to Urban's brother,

Geoffrey, a brother otherwise unknown. Mr. Evans will have nothing to say

of the relationship, but holds fast to the name, and suspects the writer to

be no less a person than Geoffrey of Monmouth, who became archdeacon

of Llandaff in or soon after 1140. His arguments are based upon (1) the

handwriting, which he fixes about 1150; (2) the suitability of such a

composition to the years when Geoffrey was resident at Llandaff
; (3) the

fact that the Welsh names and boundaries must be drawn from earlier

sources. On the first point Mr. Evans admits that the manuscript pre-

sents grammatical features older than those displayed in ' the large, bold

hand at thebeginningof the "BlackBookof Carmarthen," 'which 'belongs,

at the latest, to the first part of Henry II's reign ;
' and, with sincere

deference to his pala30graphical acuteness, we should hesitate to affirm
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that a hand which looks hke one of 1150 may not have been written by a
younger man anytime after 1133. As to the second argument, the name
Geoffrey does not carry us very far, though Mr. Evans ingeniously connects
the incompleteness of our manuscript with Geoffrey of Monmouth's sudden
death in 1154. Haddan noticed that one of the legends respecting St.

Samson is later than the 'Liber Landavensis,' or, more strictly, than the
writer of the first hand in it (which is the subject of Mr. Evans's discus-

sion)
;

' his fictitious archiepiscopates at York and at St. David's appear
first in the pages respectively of Geoffrey of Monmouth and of Giraldus
Cambrensis (' Councils,' i. 159). Mr. Evan's, indeed, seems to contest this

(Pref., note 49), but the passage which he has indexed as speaking of Samson
as archbishop (p. 81) really refers to Dubricius. If his archiepiscopate
is first mentioned by Geoffrey of Monmouth, the present work cannot well

have been written, as the editor conjectures, subsequently to his history.

The third argument is important, especially since Geoffrey's knowledge of

Welsh has been sometimes disparaged. But, if we admit the writer's

accuracy in copying from ancient documents, we are still far from proving
that Geoffrey was the only person who could transcribe carefully. The
bearing, however, of the argument on the intricate question as to the sub-

stantial genuineness of the charters inserted in the book is one which
cannot be dealt with in a review and does not directly affect the particular

point in dispute. To assist the solution of this further question Mr. Evans
presents us in a valuable addition to the preface with facsimiles of the

leaves of the so-called St. Chad Gospels, which contain marginal insertions,

written in the ninth century, while the book belonged to the church of

Llandaff. The insertions are of high interest, because they may be taken

as proof—since their genuineness will now scarcely be seriously gainsaid

—that records were kept at Llandaff at that early date, and the editor has

succeeded in reading a good deal of these mutilated and partly obliterated

notices, which baffled the skill of his predecessors.

Mr. Evans also prints in his first appendix the later portions of the

' Book of Llandaff, ' which have hitherto remained unpublished. They date

chiefly from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and contain a memo-
randum concerning the functions and endowments of the archdeacon of

Llandaff, statutes of the church of Llandaff, taxations of the benefices and

prebends attached to it, tables of procurations and synodals, a register of

tithes, lists of bishops, grants, pleas, formulae, and other miscellaneous

entries. The statutes, which are written in a hand of the middle of the

fourteenth century, show in an interesting way how the usual pattern of

cathedral statutes was adapted to the special circumstances of Llandaff.

Eeginald L. Poole.

The Jews of Angevin England. Documents and Kecords from Latin

and Hebrew Sources, Printed and Manuscript, for the First Time Col-

lected and Translated by Joseph Jacobs. (Jjondon : David Nutt.

1893.)

The history of the Jews in the middle ages is recorded, as regards Christian

countries, in the laws of the church and the civil powers, in the constitu-

tion of their religious community, and in their literature. For the first of

these three divisions the documents are abundant, for the second scanty,
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and for the last, so far as England is concerned, doubtful. Mr. Jacobs,

rightly judging that a complete history cannot be compiled out of such

materials, has chosen to adopt a chronological enumeration of them,

beginning with the laws of the church before 690 and ending with 1206,

and in this he claims to be exhaustive. * I have included,' he says, ' in

this volume every scrap of evidence I could find in the English records,

whether printed or inedited, that relates to the Jews of England up to

the year 1206. I have thought it worth while aiming at such complete-

ness as this in the period that has been most neglected by my chief pre-

decessor, William Prynne, from whose " Short Demurrer " (and from

Madox) Tovey's " Anglia Judaica," the ** standard " book on the subject,

was mainly compiled. Yet the materials for the twelfth century are

sufficiently copious, owing to the remarkable preservation of the English

records. Certainly no other country in Europe could produce such a

volume as this for so early a century. I reckon that it would take a score

of similar volumes to complete the history of the English Jews on the

same scale for the eighty-four years that elapsed till their expulsion in

1290.' Mr. Jacobs gives further on another reason for stopping short at

1206 :
' That date, when England lost Normandy under John, forms a

real epoch, I believe, in the internal history of the Jewish communities in

England. Hitherto they had been in touch with their brethren abroad,

and had joined in their spiritual life to the fullest extent.' These are not

all his reasons, but we may conclude that he means to say that the internal

life of the English Jews was, as to their literature, independent of their

brethren abroad. As far as I know, the only theologico-casuistical work

by an English rabbi which has been preserved—that by Jacob son

of Judah of London, finished in the year 1286-7— is completely

dependent on the famous Maimonides and on Moses of Couci. Besides

Moses of London Mr. Jacobs mentions but few English rabbis. Still he

was right to stop at 1206 for his first reason. Let us hope that the

recently constituted Jewish Historical Society will undertake the history

of the English Jews after 1206 to the date of the expulsion. Mr. Jacobs

is very complete as to the documents concerning the relation of the king

and the church. As to the literature of the Jews in England, we cannot

here enter into details ; we can only say that Mr. Jacobs is more than

complete, for he gives literature written in England or concerning

England by foreign Jews. But that does not injure his interesting

volume, the value of which is increased by its many illustrations.

A. Neubauee.

I primi dtce Secoli della Storia di Firenze. Eicerche di Pasquale
ViLLAKi. Vol. I. (Florence : G. C. Sansoni. 1893.)

Pkofessoii Villaei has here collected a series of articles or lectures

composed during a period of twenty-five years, and scattered throughout

various Italian periodicals. He has brought his earlier studies into line

with those of recent date, and has welded his materials so skilfully that they

may be said to form a continuous history of Florence. From some points

of view it would have been welcome if the distinctive character of the

essays had been accentuated rather than disguised. Three main threads
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may be traced throughout the texture of the author's work—the develop-

ment of the constitution, the conflict of parties, and the territorial expan-

sion of Florence. These are, of course, logically interwoven, for the

character of the constitution was determined by the predominance of one

or the other party, whereas the destruction of Fiesole, the conflicts with

the surrounding nobles, the long struggles with Pisa and Pistoia, with

Siena and Arezzo, depended upon the determination of the greater Arts to

control the seaward and Eomeward roads. Nevertheless these subjects

might perhaps be made clearer and more interesting if the reader's

attention were concentrated upon them in turn. The first chapter and
the last have, indeed, a separate existence, the former treating of the

authorities for the early history of Florence, epigraphy, legend, and

chronicle, while the latter gives an admirable description of the constitu-

tion and trade of the mercantile guilds, setting forth their influence upon
art and European civilisation. Interesting also is the distinction drawn
between the interests of the greater and lesser Arts. The greater aimed

at expansion abroad which entailed self-sacrifice and sumptuary laws at

home. The latter detested the wars which increased taxation and inter-

fered with the manual arts by checking the joyous life and lavish expen-

diture of the nobles, who lived on their revenues rather than on trade.

This chapter, however, deals chiefly with the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, and might have more appropriately found a place in the second

volume, which we shall cordially welcome.

On the growth and transformation of parties it is unnecessary here to

dwell. The conflict between the feudal noble and the urban merchant is

merged in the wider conflict between Ghibelline and Guelf ; the expul-

sion of the Ghibelline nobles is avenged at Montaperti ; the counter

victory of Campaldino prepares the way for the organisation of the parte

Giielfa, which is to lord it not only over Florence, but over Tuscany.

By the end of the period the political discord is again becoming social

;

the Guelfic party is already divided by the dualism between grandees and

people, between rich and poor. Professor Villari holds that throughout

the stream of party discord the under-current is the eternal conflict

between the Teutonic rural and the Romanic urban elements, a theory so

attractive that it may be pushed dangerously far. By the close of the

tliirteenth century Florence already exercised a rough hegemony in

Tuscany, due in great measure to the destruction of the Pisan fleet by their

Genoese rivals at Meloria. It is to be hoped that when the author shows

liow hegemony was converted into conquest he will add a detailed map of

Tuscany, with the physical features and the trade routes strongly marked.

The portion, however, of Professor Villari's book which will be most

closely studied by English readers is tlie development of democracy—if

democracy indeed it be. Nothing is so bewildering to the conscientious

student of constitutional history as the network of councils and committees

of which the nominal government of Florence consisted. The author

knows his subject too well to dogmatise ; he shows that confusion often

arises from the blending of conservative sentiment with radical practice,

that old institutions continue nominally to exist side by side with the

reforms which have virtually supplanted them. He admits the contradic-

tions to be found even in contemporary chroniclers. Nor, indeed, is this

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. A A
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surprising; for few probably of his English or Italian readers could

correctly describe the municipal government of his own modern town.

The constitution of Florence, arising as it did out of the necessities of

conflict between trade and feudahsm, was likely to assume a democratic

character. The traders, however, long rested on the protection of the

courts of Tuscany, and were subject to their officials. With the death of

the countess Matilda the commune emerges into independence. Its

government now consisted of about twelve consuls, of whom one or two

consules priores represented the body. They were elected annually ; their

office was essentially political, and they therefore were no mere descend-

ants of Matilda's legal officials ; they were not necessarily lawyers, and

were assisted by a iudex ordinarius and three proveditors ; they were

indeed the presidents but not even the constituting officers of the court.

As in all early states there was little differentiation of function ; the

consuls conducted wars, made treaties, and superintended the administra-

tion of justice. They were assisted by a council of about 100 members,

while a parlamento or arrengo, the general gathering of the citizens,

completed the constitutional forms.

Such was the external form of the government, but at Florence from

the first the real power lay elsewhere. The magnates are early found

to be associated in groups named torri, from the central tower round

which their dwellings clustered, and these had a formal organisation

under three or more rettori. The Arts also were already firmly organ-

ised, each under its consuls. Had the central government been founded

upon the Arts, the qualification for the highest office would have been

commercial, but the principle of election is found to be local. The con-

suls were chosen two from each quarter, and were members apparently

of the torri. The political power of the Arts, however, is proved by the

presence of their consuls in the council of 100.

The submission of the neighbouring nobles in the course of the

twelfth century was a doubtful boon to the trading community. Forced

to live within the walls of the town, they added to the numbers of the

aristocratic party, and in 1177 the Uberti, the most powerful of Floren-

tine families, though claiming a Teutonic origin, headed a revolution

against the commons. Success was undecided, but it was the origin

of civil strife, and served to accentuate the aristocratic side of the con-

stitution. It was long before Florence was affected by the network of

new officials, to whom the organising genius of Barbarossa entrusted the

government of northern Italy. Technically Florence fell under the

administration of the loodestd of Samminiato dei Tedeschi. In 1193,

however, a i^odestd is at the head of the government within the city.

His office was modelled upon that of the rural official ; he was the

head and representative of the commune, and led its armies. The

consuls were at his side, but their power diminished as his increased.

In 1200 the ijodestd was a foreigner, and represented the commune
without the consuls, who by 1207 disappeared or became merged in the

consiglio speciale, existing side by side with the consiglio generale. From
this time tlie aristocracy took a decided lead, with great advantage

to the external expansion and the internal beautifying of Florence.

Their power, however, was maimed by the outbreak of faction following
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upon the murder of Buondelmonti. Aided by Frederick II, the domi-
nant GhibelHne party assumed a foreign character. Imperial agents
were nominated to levy contributions within the city. After the great
street fight of 1249 the Guelfic leaders were forced to flee, and the
ruling party rested on the aid of Giordano Lajicia and his German horse.
The result was a popular reaction. The people nominated thirty-six

caporali, six for each district, and this was the basis of the third con-
stitution, the ^rimo popolo. The constitution became a compromise
between nobles and people, or rather a link loosely connecting two distinct

bodies separately organised. The capitano became the head of the people,

as the podestd the leader of the nobles, and between the two, acting as

central government, were twelve anziani del popolo, resembling in some
respects the earlier consuls, except that they were selected from the
people. The captain held office for a year ; he must be Guelf, noble,

and a foreigner
; he brought with him his judges and his horsemen ; he

dwelt in the Badia, together with the anziani, while the new palace

ascribed to Lapo was assigned to the podestd. The people were divided

into twenty companies within the city and into ninety-six rural sections
;

the capitano was at once their general, judge, and tribune. The podestd
was, however, still the representative of the city in foreign affairs, the

commander-in-chief of the whole army, though his special department
was the cavalry arm. To him also remained the supervision of civil

and criminal justice, while the captain held jurisdiction in cases resulting

from the violence or extortion of the magnates, and in pleas arising

from the assessment of the gabelle or estimo. Thus, then, the old

commune and the new people were divided into two camps, barely united

by a central government weaker than either. Yet such a constitution

was by no means uncommon in the larger Italian towns, being the

result of the dualism between Latin and Teutonic races, conquered and

conquerors, trade and landed property.

It is to this period also that must be referred that multiplicity of

councils, always fluctuating in number, form, and functions, which is the

despair of the student of the Florentine constitution. The central

government, the anziani, was assisted by a council of 36, to which

must be added the general assembly, the parlamento, which, however,

from henceforth was rarely summoned, for class and not residence had

become the basis of citizenship. The podestd had his consiglio speciale

of 90 members, and his consiglio generale of 300 ; the captain his

consiglio speciale or credenza of 80 members, who, when united to his

consiglio generale, amounted to 300. Among the latter were included the

anziani, the heads of the Arts, the gonfaloniers of the companies, all

being necessarily popolani, whereas nobles could enter the podestd's two

councils. Here, therefore, is to be found the origin of the consiglio del

popolo and consiglio del commune, Avell known in the Medicean period.

The compromise was evidently in favour of the trading classes, and it was

marked in 125'2 by the coining of the first gold florin, which may be

regarded as the ticket of admission into the society of commercial nations.

It is remarkable that at this time noble families begin to change their

names with a view to sharing in the commercial and political advantages

of the Arts. Compromises are rarely durable. The Uberti and the noble

AA 2
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Ghibellines were expelled, but their victory at Montaperti caused the

disappearance from 1260 to 1266 of the captain and his councils, and

the anziani with their 36. Guido Rangone was practically ruler of

the town in Manfred's service. On Manfred's death Charles of Anjou

was created by the pope vicar of Tuscany for ten years. A new Guelfic

aristocracy of wealth were now masters of Florence, and wishing to utilise

the head of the Italian Guelfs for their own ends, they offered the signoria

of their town to Charles. He indeed held the office of podestci, and often

nominated the captain, but in Professor Villari's opinion his influence in

the town was slight, and the town preserved its independence by reorgan-

ising its constitution. The central government now consisted of 12

buo7iuo7nini, whom the podestd should consult, and a council of 100

huonuomini del popolo, whose assent was necessary to expenditure and

measures of moment. The councils of the captain and podestd were

revived. A legislative measure framed by the 12 was presented

on the same day to the council of 100, to the consiglio speciale e delle

capitudini (or credenza) of 80 members, and to the consiglio generale

speciale e delle capitudini of 300. On the following day it was brought

before the podestd's consiglio speciale of 90, and finally before his

consiglio generale of 300, to which the former was sometimes added.

To make assurance doubly sure, the magistrates were empowered to

summon for preliminary discussion a consiglio di richiesti, consisting of

officials and citizens specially experienced in the subject in hand. The

government had the sole right of initiative, and speeches were necessarily

short. A little later an effective method of closure characteristic of

democracy w^as introduced ; members were permitted to vote against the

government, but were not allowed to speak except in its favour. The
poverty of Italian literature in the department of parliamentary eloquence

is therefore not surprising. The councils were elected for six months, but

little is known of the method of election. The 100 and the captain's

councils were exclusively composed of popolani^ and the consuls of the

Arts were ex-officio members of the latter, and also frequently sat in the

piodestd's councils.^ The Neapolitan king, the nominal lord of the town,

was thus controlled by the wealthy classes.

The peculiarity of Florentine constitutional history is that the effective

power rarely rested with the recognised constitutional officials. From about

1270 the real lord of Florence was the ring which controlled the quasi-

official organisation termed the parte Guelfa, and its power rested on the

possession of funds which could be easily and arbitrarily increased. In

1268-9 a fund was formed from fines and exactions levied on Ghibellines
;

it was applied originally partly to the use of Guelfic sufferers, partly to

state purposes, and partly to the organisation of the piarte Guelfa. The
latter body, however, soon monopolised the fund, which w^as administered

by six governors called capitani della parte Guelfa, appointed for two

months, a special and secret council of 14 members, and a general

council of 60, to which the statute of 1335 added a further body of 100.

To the captains were assigned a palace and some slight public functions,

' The author has on this much-disputed question taken Villani as his point of

departure. His conclusions are, however, confirmed by reference to the Consulte and

Provvisioni, which he rightly regards as furnishing the only secure test.
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such as the care of public buildings, but their possession of certain
supplies and their powers of terrorism soon gave the wire-pullers of the
party as absolute a power as that later possessed by Albizzi or by
Medici. Their office was to prosecute the Ghibellines, and any opponent
could lightly be dubbed Ghibelline.

To the people at large the constant change and the increasing com-
plexity of government were the less intolerable from the fact that their

interests really centred in institutions which lay mainly outside the
governmental sphere. Manfred might, for instance, exclude the Arts from
government, but in them the people found their life, and their organisa-
tion for so changeable a people was singularly permanent. This decen-
tralisation into small associations was of inestimable benefit

; people or
nobles might rebel against the constituted authorities, faction fight

might roll past the warehouses, but the disturbance to everyday Hfe was
more apparent than real. Professor Villari takes as his type the Art of
Calimala for the dyeing and refining of foreign cloths. Every six months
the heads of the houses belonging to the guild met in the general
assembly, the unione deW Arte. This body chose the electors who
nominated the officials of the Art, the four consuls, and the special

council of not less than twelve members, and the general council, con-
taining from eighteen upwards. A chamberlain elected for a year super-

intended receipts and expenditure, while a foreign notary, also an annual
official, was the spokesman in the councils, acted as ambassador for the

Art, and guarded against inconsistencies in the statutes. The outgoing

magistrates were subject to examination and audit by three ragionieri.

All the officials were necessarily Guelfs. Thus the Art was a state in

itself : its consuls commanded an armed force ; they passed statutes with
the assent of their councils, held courts to redress the grievances or punish

the offences of its members. While obedience to the state was lightly

held, disobedience to the Art implied exclusion from trade and total ruin.

Within Italy and without the councils of the Art pushed its trade, pro-

tected its members, provided for their lodging, exercised unceasing pressure

on foreign governments. Within the state the consuls, as has been

seen, sat in the councils and promoted the interests of the Art. It had
moreover federal relations with its fellow Arts, for the combined societies

formed le capitudini, whose head was the proconsolo.

The result of this system was, as Professor Villari points out, a widely

spread political and industrial education. Every merchant w^as versed in

the administration of important interests, in the discussion of statutes,

in the decision of commercial suits ; he had relations with all parts of the

known world ; he was himself liable to serve on foreign missions for the

furtherance of common interests. Among citizens so highly trained

election by lot was no unreasonable method ; one member was as capable

as another to govern the republic, to undertake a diplomatic mission, to

keep his head and make brave countenance in the courts of popes and

emperors and kings.

To this political and industrial training must be attributed the full

development at Florence of all the powers of which the individual is capable,

the wealth of art and literature, which takes its rise in a body of traders

unchecked by chronic disorder in the constitution of the state.
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Lucid as Professor Villari's exposition always is, his work is so full of

detail that it is hard to analyse successfully. It is hoped that the bald-

ness of the present sketch may not discourage students of Florentine

history from recourse to the original. E. Armsteong.

Life of St. Edmund of Canterhury, from Original Sources. By Wilfrid
Wallace, D.D., M.A., LL.B., Priest of the Order of St. Benedict of

the Beuron congregation. (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trlibner,

& Co. 1893.)

Father Wallace's life of St. Edmund claims both to be an historical

study and a work written for edification. On the whole it is more

successful in the former than in the latter attempt. The devotional

reflections are a little forced, and the tendency to improve every occasion

is somewhat too marked. Still among hagiographies the book should

take a high place, from the very fact that the author, far from ignoring

the purely historical interest of his subject, has taken the very greatest

pains to be accurate and thorough in dealing with all the materials.

Father Wallace begins with a careful and critical account of the original

sources of information for the facts of the saint's life. His stady of the

material, both printed and manuscript, leads him to the conclusion that

four biographies may be distinguished—those by Matthew Paris, Kobert

Rich, the archbishop's brother, Robert Bacon, his fellow student, and

Bertrand, his chamberlain. To these may be added the life which Arch-

bishop Arundel read in 1404, containing a passage not found in the other

lives. This proves to be the work of one Eustace, a monk of Christ

Church, Canterbury, and chaplain to St. Edmund. The lives by Robert

Rich, Eustace, and Robert Bacon, are printed for the first time as

appendices to Father Wallace's book. The careful study of original

sources would in itself give a distinct value to the new biography, and

this value is increased by the sympathetic style in which the results of

the investigation are expressed. On several points, as might be expected,

much new light is thrown. The vexed question of the saint's birth is not

entirely set at rest, but the most probable grounds are shown for fixing

it in 1180. The causes and the course of the dispute between the arch-

bishop and the monks are for the first time made clear, though Father

Wallace does not point out, as he might, the close connexion between the

points at issue and those with which Hubert Walter had previously been

concerned. It was not to be expected that Father Wallace would dwell

strongly upon the danger of the claims with which the monastic houses

were vexing the souls of the bishops at the time, or that he would recognise

how unconstitutional and intolerable was the papal claim to take imme-

diate jurisdiction of a dispute such as this, against the will of one of the

parties and contrary to the principles which had been affirmed in the

constitutions of Clarendon. Father Wallace has no high opinion of

Matthew Paris, and quotes Lingard against him, in a criticism which

sober historical students must surely see to be untenable. Dr. Hook too,

and not altogether without reason, he emphatically condemns ; but it is a

different matter when he implies that Dr. Stubbs has carelessly misread

a manuscript which he has epitomised. A passage in which Father
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Wallace calls attention to the condition of the Abingdon archives (p. 27)

should attract the notice of the Oxford Historical Society or of some
competent local antiquarian. W. H. Hutton.

Calendar of the Patent Bolls preserved in the Public Record Office.

Edward J, 1281-1292. Published by authority of the Home Secre-

tary. (London : H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

Calendar of the Close Bolls preserved in the Public Becord Office.

Edward II, 1313-1318. Published by authority of the Home Secre-

tary. (London : H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

To the two volumes of the new Calendars of Patent and Close Rolls,

published in 1891 and 1892, two other volumes have been added in

the course of the year 1893. Constructed on the principles already laid

down in the deputy keeper's preface to the earlier publications, the new
calendars show the same high and scholarly level of work which their

predecessors displayed. Each volume is ushered in with only a few lines

of preface, and, were it not for the fact that an elaborate commentary
might hinder the progress of the work, we should be disposed to regret

that we shall not h^ive in this medieval series the guidance which Mr.

Brewer and Mr. Gairdner have been wont to give us in their epoch-

making prefaces to the Calendars of Letters and Papers of the Reign of

Henry VIII. The compilers of the calendars must have made themselves

so familiar with the personal and local details of the periods they have

covered that it seems a pity that they are not allowed to point out to us

some of the novelties which their work has doubtless brought home
to them.

The 'Patent Roll Calendar for the Reign of Edward I' (which is

numbered vol. i. in the catalogue at the end of the volume) marks the

first of the projected series, since for the first nine years of Edward's

reign an unfortunate regard to economy seems to have left us as our

only guide the unsatisfactory ' lexicographical ' calendar issued in

instalments in the happily abandoned appendices to the annual reports

of the deputy keeper. The volume now under review is the work, for

the most part, of Mr. J. G. Black, of the public record office, who has

also compiled the index. But he has always had the advantage of the

' immediate supervision ' of the deputy keeper himself. The result is

a very careful and scholarly volume. The few slight deficiencies which

we noted in the Patent Rolls volume of the Edward III series are

successfully avoided in this case. The index is fall, serviceable, and

accurate, and, after repeated use of it, the worst errors that I can find

in it are but trifling and occasional. For example, on p. 41 the index

gives a reference to Edmund, earl of Lancaster—the brother of Edward I

—

on p. 577, but if we turn to that page we see that the reference really con-

cerns his cousin Edmund, earl of Cornwall. On p. G38 some of the

Mortimers are confused, and in particular the references to Roger

Mortimer of Chirk and his nephew, the more famous Roger Mortimer of

^Yigmore, are jumbled together under the common head of * Mortuo

Mari, Roger de ' in a way that may lead the careless to continue to

confuse the Justice of Wales with the first earl of March. But, on
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the other hand, the Welsh names, and especially the Welsh place

names, are no longer the stumbling-block that they were to the index-

maker of the Edward III volume. In this important respect there is

very little to distinguish this calendar from the very scholarly labours of

Mr. W. H. Stevenson, who in the Close Eoll volume under review con-

tinues the calendar which he has already so ably accomplished for the

earlier years of the reign of Edward of Carnarvon. The index has, indeed,

been intrusted to different hands, but Mr. C. H. Woodruff, its compiler,

has had the advantage of Mr. Stevenson's services in the identification of

the place names, and, as in the former volume, Mr. Egerton Phillimore

has placed his unrivalled stores of Welsh local knowledge at the disposal

of the editor, and again with the happiest of results. Even proper names

now often appear in the index under their natural modern form—for

example, that of Llewelyn Bren, the Glamorgan rebel of 1315-6.

Variants in the form of the name in the rolls are given immediately

succeeding the proper form ; but it would have been better had all the

references to Llewelyn Bren been collected under" the normalised form of

the name. As it is, two references appear later under the form of * Lle-

welyn Pren,' though of course * Pren ' and ' Bren ' are but the same name
in a slightly different shape. With regard to this worthy, it is possible

to illustrate the way in which these calendars help the historian in the

attainment of minute accuracy. In writing on Llewelyn Bren's life in

the * Dictionary of National Biography ' I dated his incarceration in tlie

Tower as beginning on 27 July 1316, on the authority of an entry in

the Close Eolls printed in Eymer's ' Foedera,' and calendared here by

Mr. Stevenson on p. 419. But another entry, calendared on pp. 274-5,

shows that Llewelyn was ordered to be sent to London on 26 March,

and a third entry on p. 283 shows that he had already been some time in

the Tower on 10 May. The same entries show that his wife, ' Leukina,'

or Lucy, and his sons Griffin, James, David, Meurik, and Eoger all

shared his imprisonment.

There is only one slight criticism which I should like to make with

regard to the all-important point of identification of the places mentioned,

a criticism which applies equally to the two calendars now under review.

The editors in their zeal for accuracy generally give, in the exact English

and Welsh names, the county to which the place belongs in modern times,

and, in the case of French names, the modern department. With regard

to the latter no difficulty can arise, as everybody knows that the French

departments are new divisions that had no existence in the middle ages.

Even with regard to the mass of the English shires the difficulty is but

a small one, since, with very occasional exceptions, the fourteenth-century

limits of the shires are substantially those of our own day. But in Wales

and the borders a real difficulty arises, as there the modern counties go

back no further than the reign of Henry VIII. Even the counties exist-

ing at that time were very different in area from their present counter-

parts, and in these cases some confusion may well arise. It is likely to

lead many astray to learn in the index that Crickhowell is in Monmouth-

shire, without a word to indicate that there was no Monmouthshire under

the first two Edwards. But when Kidwelly with its Commot ^ and Llan-

' Close Roll Calendar, p, 095.
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dovery ^ are put in * co. Carmarthen ' there is grave danger in assuming
that, because there was a Carmarthenshire in the days of Edward II
Kidwelly and Llandovery were then parts of that county, although as a
matter of fact both were lordships marcher, and in that capacity could
not possibly be 'shire ground.' They were, in fact, only added to
Carmarthenshire, with many similar franchises, by Henry VIII. This is,

after all, but a small point, but perhaps it is worth the attention of the
editors, who by a very few words of explanation might clear up this and
some similar ambiguities. T. F. Tout.

The Court Baron
; being Precedents for use in Seignorial and other Local

Courts, together with Select Pleas from the Bishop of Ely's Court of

Littleport. Edited for the Selden Society by Fredeeic William
Maitland and William Paley Baildon. (London: B. Quaritch,

1891.)

The legal history of England of the middle ages has not yet found a

competent systematic treatment. Even its rough materials were hardly

at all accessible, except so far as the royal jurisdiction was concerned,

until the Selden Society published a critical edition of some records of

local tribunals. These modest productions of the manorial court cannot

boast of the literary accomplishments or legal sagacity of Bracton ; they

are adapted rather to the intellect of the ordinary steward and bailiif.

Nor do the lawsuits of peasants deal with grand objects, famous persons,^

or renowned events.^ Still it was of the highest consequence for English

freedom at large that the poor tenant on manorial land, even the bond-

man who at Westminster had no legal protection against his lord, and

very rarely saw any royal officer or judge, was in practice not ruled by

an arbitrary despotism, but by an old customary law, which was adjudged

by his own neighbours. He had frequently to serve himself as juryman

and affeeror of fines, sometimes as a sworn magistrate.^ The petty cases

he had to decide were indeed so trifling that our own age, caring more

for its comfort than for right, would probably have left them alone. But

it was in this school of constant litigation that the majority of English-

men were strengthening their sense of law and social order. Money set

the machine of justice going'* here, as in King Henry's court, but there

is no proof that injustice ^ was bought.

As country life often retains old fashions which have long died out in

the commercial city and the king's residence, so these manorial records

- Close Roll Calendar, p. 701.

' Bishop John of Hotham's letter, p. 121, is merely one of business.

• At Littleport, on 1 Mar. 1325, the bishop of Ely's hayward was charged, quod

ccpit de W. Abbot nativo 2 sol., ut salvaret eum, ne tret in obsequium regis versus

partes Scocie, though W. nunquam erat electus.

^ See the index of matters, s.v. villain. The reeve and the hayward are elected by

the homage, but gladly bribe the steward to get rid of this burden ; a negligent reeve

' shall be put in the stocks upon a pining-stool,' pp. 103, 129, 141

* Tcpito dat VI den. pro auxilio ad levandum debitum quod rccuperavit versus

Elm. Nemo potest justiciam in curia optlnere, p. 126.

^ Cf., however, p. 30.
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cling to some Anglo-Saxon points of view and to expressions '^ which had
become obsolete at Westminster even under Edward I. On the other

hand daily business would more easily succeed in finding reasonable legal

forms ^ where law was unwritten than amid the stiff categories artificially

fixed by official rolls of precedents and elaborated law books of royal

judges. Legal historians may, therefore, learn from this local juris-

prudence many things they would look in vain for in the central courts

of law. But every student also of country society and rural economy will

feel grateful to Professor Maitland for the able edition and (as we must
not forget to add) ingenious discovery of these early documents of village

life. They belong all of them to the century before the black death, but,

owing to the conservatism of medieval peasants, may be used as well

for the age of the first Plantagenets, from which but few records of

manorial law have come down to us. While the court royal, gentry,

clergy, and city left many memorials for posterity, the humblest class,

whose labour supported all of them, is only occasionally alluded to in the

records of church or state, in general history, or in literature. Treatises of

husbandry, terriers, and accounts of great landowners show us the peasant

merely as paying rent or performing agricultural service. Here at last

we get, besides much dry business in wearisome repetitions, some touches

of his individual life, sometimes worthy of a humourist's pen.

A tenant attached for fishing in the lord's pond answers the seneschal

as follows : Sire, ma femme a couche en lit un mois qu'[elle] ne mangedt
[ce] qui lui plM, et elle avait le desir de manger une perche. J'allai

rautre soir a cotd de la rive et regardai les poissons, qui se jouerent en

cette eau si belle et si claire, et de mes mains seulement pris cette tanche.^

Nicholas Hoo's animals, found in the lord's corn, were impounded ; he
took them out of the lord's pinfold, pitying them, because they had been

four days without drink, and watered them.^ Old women were already

the objects of men's spite in those days : de medletis vetularum hutesium^^

praesentari non debet ; it seemed nothing extraordinary that vetulae ad
furnum pugnabant per capillos? ^

The volume before us consists of five pieces. The first four, here

printed in full, are formularies or model court rolls. Intending to teach
* stewards how to preside, clerks how to enrol, and pleaders how to

count or defend,' their authors most likely selected just those normal
cases which occurred most frequently, as formularies generally present the

average of ordinary business.

I. ' La Court de Baron ' is written in Anglo-French of the thirteenth

^ See index s.v. dnlepe [German cinlope] ; hamsocn ; undersetl ; husbof, fyrhot,

p. 129 : cf. the backbearing thief, pp. 65 sg., 73 ; harbouring three nights, p. 67 ;

measuring of wounds by inches, p. 29 [cf. Aethelberht, c. 67] ; lieriot : eqiium cum
freno, sella, gladio [cf. Cnut, ii. 71], p. 104.

^ Local courts gave a remedy against defamation, and they enforced ' formless '

agreements before the use of the action of assumpsit, pp. 115 sg.

** Pp. 37, 54. I modernise the spelling and omit some words.
« P. 57.

^° For the hue and cry on medleys see pp. 88, 73. Had the bad beer of the aUwives

(p. Ill) anything to do with this illwill ? One such breweress scandal tumherellum

cum colo et fuso, p. 100 [cf. Domesday, i. 262, b, 1]. About ordeum minus conveniens

ad brasiam, [([uia] nonpotuit eicere humores, see p. 137. " P. 73.
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century.'^ Its earliest part exists in a manuscript partly written in 1265.

"While the second part relates cases commenced in the first one, the third

part deals with a wider franchise, extending over high criminal justice, ^^

and therefore seems to be added by another author.^* The work had
become popular about 1310. Law French, therefore, appears in the

literature of local courts even before it became the jurists' language at

Westminster.'^

II. * De Placitis et Curiis tenendis ' was composed by John of Oxford,

whom the university may henceforth count among her earliest lawyers.'*''

III. * Modus tenendi Curias ' was collected or glossed about 1307 by Sir

John of Longueville, justice of assize and M.P. for Northampton. Ac-

cordingly this treatise does not restrict itself to the manor, but compares

royal and municipal procedure.'^

IV. * Curia de visu franciplegii ' is found in a manuscript compiled for

the abbey of St. Albans, and relates to imaginary courts of 1342.

V. ' Curia episcopi Eliensis apud Littleport,' 1285-1327. Here the

editor selects seventy-eight paragraphs from the rolls of thirty-two manor
courts, and sketches in the introduction the constitution of this fen village

from local records. The old tenements pass from father to son, but the

tenants pay tallage, heriot, and fine for marrying their daughters, and

render villain services ; they are still bondsmen under Edward III. The
newly enfeoffed rent-payers on land lately reclaimed from the fen formed

the minority. The leet jury generally consisted of twelve chief pledges,

most of whom were unfree. Once, however, twelve liberi form another

jury, so that double presentment is going on, as in the sheriff's tourn.

Doubtful cases were reserved for the bishop's council at Ely. The sur-

render of a tenement between 1229 and 1254 is proved in 1285 by jury,

but not yet by the roll of the court ;
* a little later we can see this step to

copyhold.' '^

Professor Maitland's general introduction gives a bibliography of

manuals for the court baron printed in 1510-46, and describes three

similar works still unedited (pp. 3, 15). Among the eleven manuscripts

transcribed or collated for this volume he catalogues five completely,

proving, what indeed was well known before, that he is the only man

^- It has no dental preserved where in the Latin predecessor of the word t or d

stood between vowels, or between a vowel and r with a following vo^Vel, or at the end

of the word, if not protected by consonants. The Assise of Bread, quoted at p. 23, is of

the thirteenth century.

'' Developed burglary occurs at pp. 27, 65.

^* The editor ought to have pointed this out in the text (p. 62) as well; he says it

only in the preface (p. 8).

'^ Professor Maitland quotes the Brevia placitata of 1271, still unprinted, as the

earliest French law book (p. 11).

"^ Compare Professor Maitland's paper ' A Conveyancer,' Law Quart. Rev. vii. 63.

John of Oxford's manuscript contains the French translation not only of Leges

Edwardi Confessoris, but of a well-known collection consisting of A.rticidi Willclmi I

Edwardus Conf. retractatns and Gcnealogia Normannica. [Cf. my Leges Aiigl.

Londoyi. coll. p. 28.J The translator wrote about 1192 : Eichards'en alat a Jerusalem

c ne esteit mie uncore venu, quant nus cest escreymcs.

'^ Quolibei vico burgi erit unus custos ad minus, ad quern hutesium levatum possii

2)resentari^ p. 80.

'« P. 110 sqq., 121, 140.
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able to characterise all these legal collections. As it is we must rely for

the rest on old British Museum catalogues. Among the topics discussed

in the annotations some only belong to esoteric jurisprudence ; most
claim general interest—for instance, the advance of trial by jury in sei-

gnorial courts (p. 16) ; wager of law, champion's oath, courtesy of England

(p. 133) ; the imprisonment of clerks by the bishop till the next justices'

eyre (p. 91) ; and the dating of baronial 'courts anno consecrationis if the

lord is a bishop, anno Domini if he is some other clergyman, and anno

regni if he is a layman. The full index of matters is an essential help

for the legal reader; but every student will most likely wish it still

larger. '9 Last, not least, there is the valuable addition of a verbal trans-

lation opposite the text. Professor Maitland will, we trust, find many
readers not trained in early English law ; and these might, perhaps,

prefer a short marginal paraphrase of the Latin parts, with explanatory

notes, to a full version teeming with obsolete technical terms. For the

old French, however, often corrupted as it is by the ignorance of scribes,

an exact translation seems absolutely a necessity, at least to me, who
freely confess that I have not unriddled the textual enigmas ^o unsolved

by the editor. To say that he possesses an unequalled knowledge of his

subject would be superfluous ; but not all great scholars bring out their

treasures with such conscientious care. Here we get the compendia dis-

solved in italics, so that Anglo-French philologists will thank Professor

Maitland for increasing their small stock of texts critically edited.^^

Want of space forbids me to point out what would be most important

to the historian of economy, society, and law among the rich contents of

this volume. I can but pick out a few samples almost at random. ^^ y^^

hear of suffisante pasture en la commune a tant d'animaux, comme il

append d'avoir selon le franc tenement que W. tient du seigneur, and of

Walter cutting wood as commitne appartenant d son franc tenement, or of

N. coupant verges de coudre [pour] faire wie faude [fold] a ses hrehis

[comme] ses ancetres avant lui : void le feoffment (pp. 41, 48, 45). The
lord alone possesses an orchard, and his palfrey gets choice herhe pour sa

fraichete (pp. 36, 39). His barn, carpentry, and dairy are covered by the

reeve with stubble (p. 38). Only by his license can turf and rushes be

exported from the village (p. 143). His permission must be asked for if

the villain wants to leave the manor, to marry his daughter, or to take

holy orders (p. 102). It was in vain that M. portavit breve de nayvitate

sttper J. ; et cognovit se inpleno comitatu pro nativo [eius] (p. 89). Several

villains serve one plough (p. 66). They are responsible for damage done

by their family and servants, but not for their labourers hired from day

to day (pp. 36, 39, 55). A tailor keeps besides agricultural tools e?i sa

chambre tin arc dHf sans corde (p. 30). The repair of the roadway is

^^ Supply, for example, Terrier, p. 112; Despectus, p. 120; Gersuma, p. 125 ; Ab-

juration of realm, p. 89 ; Sedge (lesch) as money, p. 107 ; Or moulu (assayed gold :

Madox, Exch. p. 193), p. 32.

-» Pp. 68, 6, I propose tenentes secundum cartas libertatum ; pp. 70, 2, recti instead

of fecere. Though douseyne is correctly translated dozen, the institution meant is

nothing else than decena, tithing, pp. 97, 101.

21 The ' list of words ' prefixed to the indexes declines expressly to be a glossary.

" I gave some other details in the Deutsche Zeitschr. f. Geschichtsw. 1892, E.

pp. 77, 97.
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apportioned to the tenants by perches (p. 132). A leprosa deponattir

(p. 134). In the village nid hovime soil hantant la taverne, si ne soit

riche rentier on riche marchand (p. 95). F. Liebermann.

Schuld oder Unsclmld des Templerordens : kriiischer Versuch zur
Losung der Fragc. Von Julius Gmelin, Ph.D. (Stuttgart : Kohl-
hammer. 1893.)

The fate of the Templars seems destined to be the source of endless dis-

pute. As M. Langlois acutely observes, the highest triumph of the agents

of Philippe le Bel, in the coarse and impossible series of accusations which
they framed, is not that they succeeded in imposing on the creduHty of the

fourteenth century, but on the scientific scepticism of the nineteenth.

There would be little significance in the attitude of catholic apologists

who are bound to rehabilitate ihe memory of Clement V, but when inde-

pendent reasoners like Wilcke, Hammer-Purgstall, Michelet, Henri Mar-
tin, Loiseleur, and Prutz still exhaust their ingenuity in framing and
applying Oriental mysteries to explain the heresies imputed to the Tem-
plars, the question cannot be considered closed, in spite of the new docu-

mentary evidence which the labours of scholars have exhumed during the

last half-century. In fact, within a few years there seems to have been

a revival of interest and recrudescence of debate. In 1887 Konrad
Schottmiiller printed a large amount of new and valuable material, accom-

panied by a ponderous volume, of which I gave a brief account in these

pages. In 1888 Professor Hans Prutz responded with a work of much
learning (' Entwicklung und Untergang des Tempelherrenordens '), in

which he mercilessly exposed the shortcomings of Schottmiiller and

maintained the heresy of the Templars, though in a less incisive

fashion than in his previous essay, * Geheimlehre und Geheimstatuten

des Tempelherrenordens.' Schottmiiller unfortunately died last June

without responding to the assaults upon his position, but his place is

taken by another most laborious German scholar, who, after years

devoted to the minute study of all the documents, has produced a valuable

contribution to the discussion, as he not only goes over the whole ground

with thorough knowledge, but affords to others the opportunity of testing

his conclusions in a manner which no previous writer has attempted.

Perhaps I am too firmly convinced of the false and fraudulent character

of the main charges on which the Templars were convicted to be an

impartial judge of a work which so ably defends the same side of the

argument, and hence I would only remark in general terms that Dr.

Gmelin appears to me to have reached a correct judgment as to the springs

of action in the affair, and as co the deductions to be drawn from the

course of the trials, which he follows minutely and accurately, step by

step. His characterisation of the two leading actors, Philippe le Bel and

Clement V, and of the Inquisition, which served as their indispensable

instrument, is skilfully presented from all accessible sources, and is not

unduly severe. In fact, to him who has studied the details as presented

in the authentic records of the time, nothing can exceed the horrors of

what Henri Martin has well stigmatised as Vepisode le plus hideux de cette

hideuse epogue, si digne d'inspirer les sublimes indignations du chantre
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de H'Enfer.' I confess that I could have wished something less of acerbity

in the controversial portion of Dr. Gmelin's book

—

the jjoleinisch-kritischer

TciZ—extending to p. 221, in which he pays his respects to Professor

Prutz—the ' proto-Prutz ' and the ' deutero-Prutz '—and meets him at

every point ; but unfortunately we are too much accustomed to the polemical

style in which our German friends are apt to conduct their discussions.

The feature of the work, however, which will be of special value and com-

fort to future students is the Majjj^e—a series of twenty extensive tables,

folded and enclosed in a separate envelope. In these Dr. Gmelin, with

almost incredible patience, has given us tabulated analyses of the leading

points in each of the 138 examinations by the Inquisition of Paris in 1307,

of the 33 yet extant from the hearing before the cardinals at Poitiers in

1308, and of the 232 recorded in the protocol of the papal commission in

1309-11. These constitute the bulk of the evidence remaining to us from

the confessions made by the inculpated Templars, and it is a real service to

the student to have the details thus presented in a form susceptible of easy

reference and comparison—a service, perhaps, scarce to be rightly esti-

mated save by those who have painfully laboured through the mass of

material in the endeavour to construct some working hypothesis from its

confused and contradictory elements. In performing this arduous labour

Dr. Gmelin seems to me to have settled for the future the long debate,

for he has thus enabled every one to see for himself the worthlessness of

the testimony on which the Templars were convicted.

A few trifling inaccuracies may be noted, if only to show that the critic

has performed his duty. On p. 386 Dr. Gmelin alludes to Koussillon as

politically united with Aragon, and as therefore independent of French

influence, while on p. 476 he more correctly describes it as a portion of

the little kingdom of Mallorca, and as therefore obliged to respect the wishes

of Philippe le Bel. On p. 473 he speaks of Ximenes de Luna as arch-

bishop of Saragossa, though that see was not raised to an archiepiscopate

until 1318, under Pedro Lopez de Luna, the successor of Ximenes. The
three daughters-in-law of Philippe le Bel were not all daughters of a duke

of Burgundy, nor were they all convicted of adultery, as stated on p. 504,

for Jeanne, wife of Philippe le Long and daughter of Otho IV, count of

Burgundy, escaped, although accused. In the account of the Tuscan pro-

ceedings (p. 450) some reference should have been mn,de to a council

held at Pisa, 20 Sept.-23 Oct. 1308, in which the Templars are said

to have confessed all the crimes laid to their charge.^

To these I may be allowed to add a little reclamation of my own. Dr.

Gmelin informs me (p. 478) that I am in error in having stated (' History

of the Inquisition,' iii. 316) that in Castile * no action seems to have been

taken until the bull Faciens miseiicordiam, of 12 Aug. 1308, was sent to

the prelates,' and that, on the contrary, Fernando IV lost no time hi

arresting the Templars on receiving Philippe le Bel's letters of 16 Oct.

1307. For this assertion he quotes Havemann and Schottmiiller, who in

fact make it, but cite no authority for it, for the very good reason that no
authority for it can be cited. The Spanish writers, including Campomanes

1 The authority for this is Bzovius, who states that the proceedings are to be found

in a Vatican manuscript, Nat. Alexand. Hist. Eccles. Saec. xiii.-xiv. Diss. 10, Q. 2,

art. 1, n. 8 ; Campomanes, Dissertaciones de los Tem^larios, p. 93.
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and Benavicles, know of no official action of any kind prior to the citation

issued, 27 April 1810, by the archbishops of Toledo, Plasencia, and Lisbon.'^

Other direct documentary evidence of the period is wanting, wherefore I

abstained from an absolute assertion, but to any one in the slightest degree

familiar with the condition of Castile under Fernando el Empla9ado such
energetic action as is attributed to him will appear manifestly impossible.

The crown was weak, the Templars were relatively strong ; they were
constantly rendering essential service in the sempiternal struggle with the

Saracens, which endeared them to the popular mind, and they were
recruited from the noblest families of the land. Until the reign of

Ferdinand and Isabella the national military orders were among the most
powerful political factors of the kingdom, and it was not the least sagacious

act of Ferdinand when he incorporated with the crown the masterships of

Santiago, Alcantara, and Calatrava. Under Fernando IV, moreover,

there was no Inquisition in Castile to furnish impulsion or machinery for

the destruction of the Templars. There was, therefore, everything to make
him hesitate and nothing to cause him to take hasty action. Benavides,^

indeed, quotes, though without putting much faith in it, from the some-

what dubious authority of Garibay's manuscripts, that the first act of

Fernando w^as to send his cousin and alferez mayor, Don Lopez Diaz de

Haro, as a special envoy to Clement V, to represent to him the unble-

mished reputation and distinguished services of the Castilian Templars.

Connected with this is a curious passage in a nearly contemporary

authority which appears to have escaped the attention of all writers on

the Templar catastrophe. It throws so much light on the course which

affairs took with the Templars, and incidentally on the internal condition

of the Castilian monarchy, that I may be pardoned for introducing it

here. The ' Cronica del Key Don Fernando Cuarto ' (cap. xv., xvi.) '* in-

forms us that when King Fernando summoned Eodrigo Yafiez, the master

of Castile, to surrender the Templar castles, the latter in place of obeying

w^ent to the queen dowager, Dona Maria de Molina, and offered to

surrender them to her. She consulted Fernando and with his consent

agreed to receive them. Yafiez appointed a time for the delivery, but in

place of keeping his promise negotiated with the Infante Felipe, the

king's brother, who Avas in Galicia in a rebellious frame of mind, and

delivered to him the four castles of Ponferrada, Alcafiices, San Pedro

de la Tarce, and Haro, near Corufia, on condition that Felipe should

offer to the king, in the name of the order, that if a regular trial before

the bishops should be accorded to them all the castles should be

surrendered within fifteen days ; but if this were refused, then Felipe

and the order should make common cause in defence. The royal power

in Castile had been hopelessly abased by the troubles of Fernando's

minority ; rebelHons were frequent, and the Templars, under the pro-

tection of a prince of the blood, might not unreasonably hope to main-

tain themselves, at least until they could make terms^ After some

delay Dona Maria went to Leon, where Fehpe came to meet her
;
she

showed him the papal letters ordering the imprisonment of the Templars

and the seizure of their property, and convinced him of his mistake in

- Campomanes, p. 105 ; Benavides, Memorias de Fernando el IV, ii. 738.

=» Memorias, i. G2G. * Rosell, Crunicas de las Eeyes de Castilla, L Io9-G0.
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assuming the protection of excommunicates who were accused of heresy.

At the same time she promised that his word should be held good and

that Fernando would give them a hearing before the prelates of the realm.

Yafiez was sent for, and finding himself abandoned empowered Felipe to

deliver the four castles, and agreed to surrender the rest. Thus in the

absence of the Inquisition the Templars secured a fair trial before the

bishops, which resulted in a declaration of their innocence by the council

of Salamanca in 1310.-^ Evidently Fernando could not have arrested

the Templars in 1307.

It is to be hoped that we may hear further from Dr. Gmelin, and that

his thoroughness and assiduity may serve to elucidate many more

historical problems. Heney Charles Lea.

Enquetes et Proces : Etude sur la Procedure et le Fonctionncment du
Parlement au XIV'' Steele, Suivie du Style de la Chamhre des Enquetes

et du Style des Commissaires du Parlement, etc. Par P. Guilhiekmoz.

(Paris: Picard. 1892.)

This noble quarto is divided into three parts. The central division is an

elaborate critical edition of two fourteenth-century Latin treatises on the

procedure of the second chamber of the Parlement de Paris, the ' chambre

des enquetes,' and the method of taking the inquests with which it dealt.

These treatises, the * Style de la Chambre des Enquetes ' and the ' Style des

Commissaires du Parlement,' were quite forgotten until M. Leopold Delisle

found them in a fifteenth-century manuscript of Jacques d'Ableiges's

compilation, the ' Grand Coutumier de France,' and published his discovery

in 1882 in the Memoires de la Societe d'llistoire de Paris. The relations

of the two chambers of the parlement have been so generally misunder-

stood, and are so entirely taken for granted in the treatise on the ' chambre

des enquetes,' that M. Guilhiermoz has thought it absolutely necessary to

precede his texts with a full and luminous investigation of the whole

working of the Parlement in the fourteenth century. He has ransacked

the rich store of the Parlement records and the entire legal literature of

the time, and is thus able to get rid of a number of misconceptions and

give us the first clear and definite picture of the complicated procedure of

the great French tribunal. It would be difficult to overestimate the

^ There is an evident error in the date of a document printed by Benavides (ii. GOT),

in wliich Fernando grants to the order of Santiago the derecho de Luctuosa (certain

forfeitures on the death of a vassal) ' asi como lo avian fasta aqui el maestro e los

freires de la Orden del Temple, por razon que el papa dio sentencia contra los freires

del Temple que faese desecha su orden por merecimiento de cosas muy malas e muy
desguisadas que facien contra Dios, en que fueron fallados en culpa .... Dada en

Burgos, 20 dias de Julio, era de 1346 afios ' (1308). In July 1308 it is manifestly

impossible that Fernando can have spoken of the order as dissolved and its members

as found guilty, and can have been distributing its property. As Fernando died

17 Sept. 1312, the grant must have been made in July of that year, after the action

of the council of Vienne. In contrast with this is the precaution exhibited in a grant

of 15 July 1309, by which Fernando sold to the order of Alcantara certain Templar

possessions for 160,000 maravedis ; this charter contains a proviso that if the order of

the Temple is restored, or if the pope will not grant its property to the king, the pur-

chase money must be returned before the lands can be reclaimed (Benavides,

ii. 667).
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obligations under which M. Guilhiermoz has placed medieval students by
this most masterly exposition of a very obscure and tangled subject. It

possesses in a high degree that clearness of thought and arrangement, and
that crispness and lucidity of style, which are so delightful a feature of

French historical scholarship. A third part of over three hundred pages

supplies chronological preicves justificatives in the shape of typical

thirteenth-century inquests, and extracts from those portions (1299-1319)

of the Glim or ancient civil registers of the Parlement omitted in

Beugnot's edition, from the registers of Parlement illustrating the different

elements of its procedure for the years 1313-77, and from the well-

known * Stilus Parlamenti ' of Guillaume du Breuil.

The procedure of the ' grand chambre ' of the parlement was sufficiently

well known from the registers of the pleadings (plaidoiries), deliberations

(conseil), and judgments (arrets) ^ and the treatise of Breuil. But for

that of the 'chambre des enquetes' there was nothing, until the discovery

of the treatise printed here, but the completed result of its labours, those

arrets which bore the special name oijug&s [judicata). All that modern
writers on the subject of the Parlement or Curia Regis have hitherto been

able to tell us about the work of the second chamber was that it gave

judgment on (1) inquests ordered by the court, (2) certain cases brought

up from the lower courts by appeal or special order and known from the

end of the fourteenth century as iwoces par 6crit. They knew from the

direct statement of the jurist Boutillier that its arrSts were pronounced in

the 'grand chambre,' but were under the impression that up to that point

the whole proceedings in these cases, from the pleadings onwards, were held

in the * chambre des enquetes.' M. See, the latest of these writers, in his

treatise * De Judiciariis Inquestis XIIP saeculo agente,' maintains that it

was the * chambre des enquetes ' which ordered the inquests and delivered

the commissions of inquiry. But the titles ' grand chambre ' and * chambre

des plaids ' would be meaningless if all cases in which resort was had to

inquest, the ordinary method of procedure in the fourteenth century, and

the most common class of appeals were heard and decided in the other

chamber. Any but the most superficial study of the records of the ' grand

chambre ' shows that it constantly decided, after hearing the parties,

whether an inquest should be held or not, and reserved to itself the power

of refusing to accept any particular inquest as the basis of a judgment

formulated by the ' chambre des enquetes.' Cause also might be shown

before it why judgment should not be given on proces par ecrit. The

inference that the ' chambre des enquetes ' was a subordinate body, with

merely delegated powers for dealing with the final laborious stages of such

cases, is confirmed not only by the assertion of Boutillier that its judges ne

saventpour qui ilsjugent, but by the elaborate account of its procedure and

of the method of taking an inquest contained in the two treatises printed

by M. Guilhiermoz. It was only when the great chamber had heard the

advocates of the parties, had decided to have an inquest taken, and, after

taking cognisance of the completed inquest, determined that the cause

should go to judgment, that the documents were handed over to the

' chambre des enquetes ' to be analysed by its reporters, and judgment then

given by its judges. The same holds good of the j^roces par 6crit. Even

when the judgment had been formulated and returned into the 'grand

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV, B li
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chambre,' there to be pronounced as an arret, the president might order

that the case should be revised by the ' grand chambre.' The ' chambre

des enquetes ' was, in fact, a * luxury ' which the Parlement had not always

possessed. Down to 1307 the work which afterwards fell to it was

delegated to certain judges of the Parlement, afforced by rapporteurs

from without. But with the increasing amount of business that came

before it these judges could be ill spared, and in the year mentioned a

' chambre des enquetes ' was created, with a separate staff. For nearly ten

years it continued to take reporters from the outside, but about 1316 these

were added to the jugeurs as permanent members of the court, and before

1336 the distinction between the rapporteurs and jugeiirs had been

got rid of. It was mainly the mention of these external reporters in early

documents relating to the Parlement which suggested to Saint- Simon,

Mably, and other elder historians the view that the legists were originally

only the prompters in Parlement of the great feudatories sitting as the

court of the king.

The two treatises which form the central part of M. Guilhiermoz's book

are anonymous ; but they are, evidently the work of a single author who
was a mait7'e de la chambre des enquetes of age and great experience, a fact

which he more than once impresses on his younger colleagues, for whom
he is writing. In 1337, the date of their composition, the two oldest maitres

were Jean de Bourbon and Pierre Dreue. M. Guilhiermoz inclines to

identify the author of the treatises with the latter, on grounds not abso-

lutely conclusive. Dreue was doyen of the maitres of the chamber in

1336-7, and as long as its rapporteurs were distinct from the jugeurs he

remained a simple rapporteur, and the writer is evidently first and foremost

an exponent of the art of reporting. The opinions of the author, whoever

he may be, are occasionally of more than special interest. He was evidently

well acquainted with the Roman law, but is very severe on judges who
decide by the digest what belongs to the droit coutumier. Though dealing

with a procedure wholly derived from the droit dcrit, he never once appeals

to Eoman or canon law. He holds too the strongest divine-right views

of the Parlement as the Curia Regis. He asserts for it an unlimited

power of tempering law with equity, and even maintains that it is in no

way bound to give reasons for its decisions. The judge's duty was to his

conscience alone. But the doctrine that the grounds of their decisions

were no concern of the public was evidently not yet universally accepted.

These treatises were largely used by the great customary lawyers,

Jacques d'Ableiges, Jean Boutillier, and Jean Masuer, and, as we have

already said, it was in the * Grand Coutumier ' of the first of them that

their text attracted the attention of M. Delislc after they had long dropped

nnt of mind. , James Tait.

Matthias Boring, ein deutscher Minorit des 15. Jahrhunderts. Von Dr. P.

Albeet. (Stuttgart : Siiddeutsche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1892.)

This is a very interesting, well-proportioned, and accurate study of a

typical and significant, if not important, character. The life of Doring is

one illustration out of many how impossible it is to sum up the currents

of Gcclesiastical life and thought as papal or anti-papal, reforming or
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anti-reforming. He received his training at Erfurt (a visit to Oxford,

however, is not improbable) ; and Erfurt was a university which owed
its origin to popular rather than to ecclesiastical or dynastic impulses,

and in its tendencies made a compromise between a full surrender to the

then ' modern ' influences, and a strict adherence to the best traditions of

scholasticism. There he gained his doctorate in 1424, and his sermons

(purely academic and scholastic, for though a Franciscan, Doring was
not a popular preacher), as well as his earlier writings, reflect the

scriptural studies of the place. In 1427 he was chosen as provincial

master of his order for Saxony, a post which gave him influence and

weight, and brought him into more than one controversy ; on one impor-

tant side-issue of ecclesiastical history—the struggle between the

Observantists and Conventuals—he took a decided part for the latter.

In a controversy, 1440-1453, about the Holy Blood at Wilsnack (which

reached upwards to the margrave Frederick of Brandenburg and the

archbishop of Magdeburg), he took the more conservative side, and for

his defence of the margrave's rights, and the local cult, incurred the

dislike of the reforming archbishop. He was present at the council of

Basel as a firm defender of the Conciliar theory, but it was not his

prominence here, as Ullmann asserts, that gained him his office in his

order, for he succeeded to that office five years earlier. From that time

onwards he took his share in all the local and general controversies. The
question of reform of the monasteries by the visitation of the archbishop

interested him greatly, and his action (1460) led to his excommunication

by the archbishop (August 1461) and a subsequent appeal to the pope. In

the Wilsnack controversy Nicholas V had imposed silence upon Doring'

s

opponents, but in this case Pius II gave full power to the archbishop.

Both controversies illustrate the curious undercurrents of ecclesiastical

life. A fair illustration of his qualities and powers is given in the passages

discussing clerical possession of property as against the Hussite or Wiclifite

view. With much common sense and fair historic knowledge, he allows

the possession of property, while in the ' Confutatio ' (of which more

presently) he decides against temporal sovereignty. To the involved

period of the German neutrality belongs a work unfortunately lost, the

' Liber perplexorum ecclesiae.' The ' Confutatio primatus papae ' (printed

in Brown's ' Fasc. Rev, exp.'), formerly ascribed upon insufficient and mis-

taken grounds to Gregory of Heimburg (Joachimsohn, Gregory's latest

biographer, considers the question so far settled against Gregory's claim as

to need no discussion), is here show^n, as clearly as is possible without direct

proof, to be by Doring ; the date is 1442-3, and the arguments are given

in chapter iv. In chapter iii. an account is given of Doring's w^ork as

editor and continuator of the ' Nova Chronica ' of Dietrich of Engelhus,

a source which, along with the ' Defensor Pacis,' furnishes the staple of

the ' Confutatio.' Throughout the work the treatment is adequate and

clear, and due proportion is always kept. Studies such as this correct the

too sweeping inferences drawn from wider studies, and show us how much

was contributed to the general sum of ecclesiastical growth by varieties of

scholastic, local, and fraternal life. But a book which is scholarly, well-

condensed, and carefully weighed, worthy of being referred to, as well as

of being read, should have its usefulness increased by the addition of an

index. J- P- Whitney.
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Florentine Life during the Benaissance. By W. B. Scaife, Ph.D.

(Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press. 1893.)

Dr. Scaife's bright pages will agreeably recall old favourites to all

readers of Florentine memoirs. His chapters deal with each phase of

the many-sided life upon the Arno, with political'and domestic institu-

tions, intellect and religion, commerce and charity, education and amuse-

ment. Every student in the university for which the book is written

must find something to his taste. Even the Philistine sportsman will

rejoice in the race of riderless horses for the palio which the author wit-

nessed in a Tuscan country town. On the other hand an English

undergraduate would regard the disquisition on the vexed question of the

* almighty dollar ' as unnecessarily detailed. The critic appreciates the

light touch applied to the solid information, and above all the absence

of the pretension and affectation usually incarnate in the Anglo-Saxon

Italianate. Contemporary authorities are rendered all the more interest-

ing by the author's running comments, and these are none the less

welcome for being open to argument. It may be urged for instance that

the extravagant use of titles is a sign rather of democracy than of

decadence ; it is rash, therefore, to attribute solely to the latter the

fact that Lorenzo de' Medici addressed his cultivated audience as

magnifici cittadini, and that in his age the individual citizen was first

addressed as signore. The former phrase would indeed ' excite the ridi-

cule of any crowd of American citizens, if any of our politicians should

have the bad taste to use it
;

' but at least the Florentines did not describe

a kitchen-maid as * this lady,' or address a chimneysweep as * Monsignore

Smith,' and it is doubtful whether ' Ladies and Gentlemen ' prefaced the

exordium to a parlamento.

Differences of opinion apart, every chapter may be cordially com-

mended except, perhaps, the essay on citizenship, and certainly except that

on the constitution. The latter was an impossible task within the author's

limits of space. His analysis of the organs of government is far from clear.

It is misleading to describe the podestd, the capitano, and the esecutore as

the executive, at all events in the Renaissance period, while it would be

convenient not to embed such essential and permanent features of the

constitution as the two colleges in the shifting quicksands of councils. The

author might wisely have confined this chapter to the changes of the

constitution from the ascendency of the Albizzi to the restoration of the

Medici, during which period they can be traced with tolerable certainty.

This is, after all, the characteristic period of the Renaissance, and yet it

is here that Dr. Scaife is weakest. He makes no mention of the Medicean

council of seventy, while he needlessly abolishes the councils of the people

and the commune, -ascribing to this alleged abolition a wrong date in a

case where dates are of supreme importance, as the whole question

depended upon the failure of the Pazzi conspiracy. So too neither in

this chapter nor in the separate appendix on the Balia is any reference

made to the great Balia of 1480. On the other hand, the temporary

and exotic expedient of the grand council, borrowed from Venice in the

Savonarolist period, is too often treated as normal. It is stated, moreover,

on p. 75 that the numbers of this council were from 800 to 1,000, and
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on p. 228 that they were 8,200. This is clearly the result not of error,

but of confusion of expression, which might easily prove a trap to the

unwary.

In other chapters there are slips, but not of much importance. The
reader would wrongly infer that the Salviati who was hanged after the

Pazzi conspiracy was the archbishop of Florence, while the connexion of

the latter dignitary, Einaldo Orsini, with his see might have furnished a

characteristic commentary on the condition of the church.

E. Aemsteong.

Letters and Pajjers, Foreign and Domestic, of the Eeign of Henry VIII.

Preserved in the Public Record Office, the British Museum, and else-

where in England. Arranged and catalogued by James Gaiednek.
Vol. XIII. Part II. (London: H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

In this concluding part of vol. xiii. Mr. Gairdner has been outrun by
Don Pascual de Gayangos, whose Spanish Calendar has reached to the

end of the year 1542, whilst this last issue of Mr. Gairdner' s series

extends only to the end of 1538. We will, therefore, confine our remarks

chiefly to the Domestic Papers, those which concern the diplomatic

relations between the king of England and the emperor and Francis I

more properly belonging to a review of the Spanish Calendar, of which we
may speedily expect another instalment. Indeed, the Domestic Papers

occupy the largest part of the volume, containing almost on every page

the surrender of some religious house or other, and consisting mainly of

accounts of executions for supposed treasonable practices or words, and
other gratuitously vindictive proceedings of the king's against Cardinal

Pole and his relatives. The papers exhibit in strong relief the rapacity

of the king as well as of Cromwell and his infamous agents, and prove

what was the real motive for the forcible suppression of the monasteries,

the abbots and monks of which were compelled to sign a document

purporting their voluntary resignation. None of these atrocities, how-

ever, created such a sensation throughout Europe as the desecration of

St. Thomas's shrine at Canterbury, in August 1538, which provoked

the renewal and publication of the pope's bull of excommunication of

17 December. And no wonder, for, as Mr. Gairdner in his preface

remarks, * the magnificent shrine of Canterbury was the wonder of all

Christendom, and had been the goal of continual pilgrimages for three

centuries past.' He has given us the alleged process against St. Thomas

of Canterbury which appears in Wilkins, in spite of its being a mere

forgery, as is shown, amongst several other blunders, by Henry being

designated king of Ireland, a title which he had not assumed till three

years afterwards.

The twenty-six wagons employed in carrying off the gold and silver is

perhaps an exaggeration of Sanders's. Stowe may be trusted when he

describes the gold and precious stones as filling two great chests which

each required six or seven strong men to convey out of the church.

Cranmer, too, was evidently hand and glove with Cromwell in the whole

matter. We noticed in our last article on Part I. that two of the arch-

bishop's letters which had escaped the notice of previous searchers had
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been brought to light, and here we have another unpublished letter of 3 Aug.

1538, which will scarcely be thought creditable to him. He asks

Cromwell to favour Master and Mistress Statham, the latter having been

nurse to my lord of Worcester (i.e. Latimer). His own words must be

quoted :
* If you could make him an abbot or a prior, and his wife an abbess

or a prioress, he were bound unto you, as he is nevertheless most bound

unto you of all men ; but if you would help him to such a perfection I

dare undertake for him that he shall keep a better religion than was kept

there before, though you appoint him to the best house of religion in

England ' (p. 9).

In another hitherto unpublished letter to Cromwell, dated 5 Oct.,

Cranmer writes :
' I perceive you have already suppressed certain friars'

houses, and I trust your proceedings will extend to Canterbury, that the

irreligious religion there may be extincted. As the Grey Friars, Canter-

bury, is very commodious for my servant Thomas Cobham, brother to

Lord Cobham, I beg you will help him to the said house.'

It has scarcely been recognised hitherto how entirely devoted Cranmer

was to Cromwell. More light has been thrown upon their connexion by
several letters which appear in the second instalment of vol. xiii.,

written by one Thomas Theabold, which have found their way out of the

State Paper office, by fair means or foul, into the Cottonian library

in the British Museum. One of these had been analysed in the earlier

part of the volume, but we had passed it over without notice. Now
that several other despatches of this gentleman have come to light they

may perhaps be thought worth a vvord or two of notice. The first letter

had been addressed to an unknown correspondent who is designated as

* your grace,' and the subsequent letters now published plainly prove that

* your grace ' is no other than Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury. From
these it would appear that Thomas Theabold was a spy who had been re-

commended by Cranmer to Cromwell to pick up all the information he

could amongst the Germans, and in Northern Italy, as to the proceedings

of the German Reformers and the probability of a general council being

held. He was at Tiibingen, on his way home, in February 1537, and on

22 July of that year he is recommended by Cranmer as an honest man
and trusted by the learned men in Germany, and on his departure carries

a letter of introduction to Wolfgang Capito. This was at a time when the

archbishop was still in hopes of fusing the English church and the

Lutherans into one compact mass. And Theabold appears at Strasburg

in October, apparently returning to England a second time bearing

intelligence from Bucer to Cranmer. In the present year, 1538, his

mission is to Italy, where under the guise of a student he is to watch and
report on Cardinal Pole's movements and the appearances of things as

regards the projected council of Vicenza, which had been summoned for

1 May 1538 and postponed till the Easter of 1539. For this purpose

he pretends to be a catholic, though in all respects a thorough protestant

willing to second the king and his viceregent and archbishop in all their

undertakings. His Jetters must have been very numerous, some addressed

to Lord Wiltshire, some to the lord privy seal, and some to Cranmer ; but a

few only have survived. During the autumn of this year he was at or near

Padua. On 1 Oct. he writes letters to all the three, and it is somewhat
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remarkable that the short letter to Lord Wiltshire has been preserved

among the State Papers whilst the other two, which are of more import-

ance, have found their way into Sir Eobert Cotton's collection. On 12 Nov.

Theabold proposes to remove from Padua to Venice if it be Cromwell's

pleasure, and there, he says, he hopes to learn much without its being

known that he favours the truth, ' for among my countrymen I do not

utterly profess the truth, neither to no other except it to be to certain

Germans with whom I had familiarity in their country, which here dare

not utter their minds concerning the gospel but secretly to them they

know and trust.' This man, who appears to have acted with the utmost

secresy, intended to return to England on 12 Dec, but hoped to be employed

again either in Italy or Germany. He gives a tolerably accurate account

of what was going on, as may be seen in other documents calendared in

this volume, and speaks very contemptuously of the marriage of the

emperor's bastard daughter and the pope's nephew, meaning his grandson
;

but he was certainly mistaken in his assertion that the boy was not past

thirteen years old, as well as that the emperor required to have him at

his court for three years. He details also the rumour that had reached

him that the pope gives the emperor for this marriage 200,000 ducats in

money, a cardinal's hat to sell to what bishop he will in Spain, and a

license to sell all manner of benefices in Spain similar to what he has

granted to the French king ; he must also buy of the emperor a certain

duchy in Naples for his nephew, i.e. grandson, in which the lady's dowry

must be, ending with the expression, ' This is a profitable bastard for the

emperor.' In this his last letter he mentions the fact, which we do not

remember having seen anywhere else, that Pole * took the four minor

orders from Cardinal Contarenus on 21 Nov., and 22 Nov. the order of

subdeacon, and shortly intends to proceed further.' Mr. Gairdner has not

alluded in his introduction to these important letters. We shall probably

hear more of the writer in the next volume of this Calendar.

Though these and other documents show a close connexion between

Cromwell and Cranmer, and exhibit the latter as entirely concurring with

the lord privy seal in the proceedings as regards the suppression of the monas-

teries, there is nothing which implicates the archbishop, who was certainly

not a cruel man, in the cruelties practised by the king and Cromwell on

such of the nobility and clergy as were thought likely to oppose him, and

especially those which affected the family of Cardinal Pole. Cranmer seems

to have been a passive spectator of executions which he could not interfere

with. It is unfortunate that as much cannot be said of Latimer, who appears

here, as later,on in the reign of Edward VI, to be entirely devoid of compas-

sion for suffering. His letter to Cromwell has been judiciously or

accidentally omitted in the Parker Society edition of his works. We there-

fore quote it at length, and frankly confess that, as we remember his words

about the execution of Somerset's unfortunate brother in the following

reign, we do not affect to feel the same pain or surprise that Mr.

Gairdner expresses. He says, ' Blessed be God of England, that worketh

all, whose instrument you be. I he'^.rd you say once, after you had seen

that furious invective of Cardinal Pole, that you would make him to eat

his own heart ; w^hich you have now, I trow, brought to pass, for he must

needs now eat his own heart, and be as heartless as he is graceless ' (p. 4-13).
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As regards the vindictive feelings of the king against Cardinal Pole

and all other representatives of the house of York, there cannot be any

difference of opinion. He seems to have inherited and improved upon all

his father's feelings ofjealousy of the white rose. There seems no reason to

doubt the truth of Castillon's information, given to Montmorency, that it

was long since the king had informed him that he meant to exterminate
* this house of Montague, which is of the white rose.' Henry's anger had

been exasperated against Pole for accepting the cardinalate in December

1536, and still more by his mission to England in the following year,

when the emperor and the French king, being at war, could neither of

them venture to offend the king of England by openly countenancing

Pole.

Since the ten years' truce of 10 June 1538, agreed upon at Nice,

the situation was materially altered, and Henry was more than ever

anxious to wreak his vengeance on the cardinal, on whose head he had set

a price, and whose capture and death he was more than ever bent on

securing. Unable to accomplish this end, he was wreaking his vengeance

on the other members of the family. That this intention of getting rid

of them all was pretty well known may be inferred from the speech of

one of his subjects, saying that *if the countess of Salisbury had been a

young woman the king and his council would have burnt her at their

late being in the country.' Of course it was notorious that Pole, who had

been in attendance on the pope at Nice when his holiness was patching up

a friendship between Francis and the emperor, was instigating the

emperor against the king of England, and from his own point of view

Henry must have regarded him as a traitor, whilst Pole on his part was
acting conscientiously in his endeavour to save the king's soul, at whatever

cost, by reconciling him to the papal obedience. And here Mr. Gairdner,

as in a previous volume, has done justice to the cardinal, and has seen,

what none of his protestant biographers have admitted, that Pole was
acting ' from what he doubtless felt to be a really patriotic point of view

—and even (as it may have seemed to him at first) for the preservation of

his own family in England from their impending fate '—in urging the

emperor's ministers * to take the pope's part at once and free the country

from a sacrilegious tyranny.' The plea for arresting them was their sup-

posed correspondence with the traitor. The first victim was Sir Geoffrey,

the cardinal's younger brother, who was sent to the Tower 29 Aug.

1538. After two months he was had up for examination. Dr. Lingard

has observed that he * saved his life, as it was supposed, by revealing the

secrets of his companions.' The truth of the supposition has been abund-

antly proved in the details of his seven examinations from 26 Oct. to 12

Nov. The information which he gives very seriously compromises the

members of his own family as well as others ; but when he is brought to

his trial on 3 Dec. the principal point in his indictment is that he had
said he would show his brother the cardinal how * the world in England
waxeth all crooked ; God's law is turned upsodowne, abbeys and churches

overthrown, and he is taken for a traitor ; and I think they will cast down
parish churches and all at the last, and that there ben men sent from

England daily to destroy him, and that much money would be given for

his head ' (p. 422). There is no other record of the trial than that the
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prisoner pleaded guilty. His pardon does not appear in this volume.

Those who were tried with him were condemned and executed, as also

afterwards was his mother, the countess of Salisbury, whose tragical end is

reserved for a future volume. Lord Montague, his elder brother, had been

brought to his trial with the marquis of Exeter on the same day, and both

were executed 9 Dec. 1538. The charges brought against them are pretty

much the same as those alleged against Sir Geoffrey, and seem to rest

almost entirely on the evidence supplied by him. And though it is

impossible on any reasonable interpretation of law to say that they

amount to high treason, yet there was quite enough to secure their con-

demnation under such a monarch as Henry VIII.

It is, indeed, scarcely possible to avoid the conclusion that Sir Geoffrey

Pole had consented to turn king's evidence to save his life, when we read

the following words, written by himself on the original record of his

second examination on 2 Nov. :

—

* Sir, I beseech your noble grace to pardon my wretchedness that I have

not done my bounden duty unto your grace heretofore, as I have ought

to have done ; but, sir, grace coming to me to consider your nobleness

always to me, and now especially in my extreme necessity, as I perceive

by my Lord Admiral and Mr. Controller, your goodness shall not be lost

on me, but surely as I found your grace always faithful unto me, so I refuse

all creature living to be faithful to you. Your humble slave, Geffrey Pole.'

N. POCOCK.

The Trinity House of Deptford Strond. Written and illustrated by

C. E. B. Bakeett. (London : Lawrence & Bullen. 1893.)

Peehaps there is throughout Britain no more interesting example of the

innate power and varied developments of the old gild principle, certainly

no more illustrious survival of it to modern times, than the Trinity

House. It stands out now as an institution of high national importance,

whose history is entwined with the early progress of the British navy

and the welfare and increase of our sea craft and seamanship ; in an age

when the tendency is to assume state control over all matters of national

interest the Trinity House, a voluntary corporation, still fulfils the public

functions to which its faithful labours, through a long course of years,

have established its right and title. Although its earliest records appear

to be lost or burned, there seems to be no doubt that Henry VIII'

s

charter of 1514 was granted to a brotherhood already existing, pos-

sibly possessing a brancli at Leigh (Essex) as well as at Deptford,

which then sought to have the more ample powers and authority given by

incorporation. In the charter itself we read that the shipmen or mariners

of England ' may anew erect ' a gild, and lands and tenements in Dept-

ford Strond, already in possession, are referred to. Similar bodies were

formed in other places ; in the fourteenth century there was a shipmen's

gild at Lynn, and another at Hull ; in the fifteenth century the shipmen

were one of the crafts of York. Mr. Barrett mentions that they also had

houses at Newcastle and Dover. The Hull gild (which also happens to

have been dedicated to the Trinity) flourished for seventy-four years before

receiving its first royal grant. The objects to which it was devoted were

akin to those of the Deptford House, and Henry VIII incorporated it in
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1547, just about the time when most gilds, not of crafts, were destroyed.

Clearly the shipmen were regarded as craft gilds. Neither Hull (founded

1369) nor Deptford gilds appear among the returns of 1389 in the record

office ; but it seems impossible that London, with her other great com-
panies, with the necessities of her port and river, should not also have

had very early her company of shipmen.

The constitution of the Trinity House was on the usual lines, consisting

of a master, four wardens, and eight assistants, to be chosen by the

brethren. The title * elder brother ' seems to have been adopted later for

these and for honorary members. In the beginning there were sisters, as

at Hull and in other gilds. From the ordinances of 1611, which still

remain, and of which an abstract is given by Mr. Barrett (we regret that

he did not print the text entire), it appears that, apart from technical

regulations, the gild was governed internally by the usual rules enforcing

brotherly good behaviour, attention to duty, and charity. Indeed this

company went beyond the relief of poor members, having an ancient brass

alms box, sketched by Mr. Barrett, dating from 1597, from which they

gave frequent aid to those whom Strype calls ' accidental poor sea-faring

men, their wives or widows.' The charitable side of the Trinity House
functions has always been considerable ; in 1815 they possessed no less

than 144 almshouses, besides giving 7,012 pensions ; but of late years

their funds applicable to such purposes have been curtailed. The gild

day, at any rate in the seventeenth century—and probably from the

beginning—was the Monday after Trinity Sunday, when the brethren

went to church, elected their master and officers, and held their feast,

of which the modern banquet is the representative. It is significant

that in Edward VI's reign the name and style of Gild was abandoned

by the brethren for the title of * the Corporation of the Trinity House
of Deptford Strond.' Gilds now had come into disrepute.

The functions of the Trinity House have long been recognised of such

value to the public service that their honourable origin, so consonant with

other English institutions, is apt to be forgotten ; and a debt of gratitude

is owing to Mr. Barrett for drawing attention to their past, especially at

a time when the early history of our navy is attracting notice. The
author traces the history of this remarkable body through various

vicissitudes from the earliest document of 1513 down to recent times. To
cherish the ' science and art of mariners,' and to provide a supply of pilots,

especially for the Thames up to London, were their prime duties. The
Admiralty and Navy boards were established as administrative bodies in

1520, and the ship-building yard at Deptford, with the store-houses there,

* was placed under the direct control of the gild.' The Sea Marks Act

of 1536, which throws considerable light on the position of the company
at that time, endued them with the power of preserving old and of setting

up new sea marks or beacons round the coasts, among which trees came
under their purview. How far their jurisdiction extended is not stated

;

it would be interesting to know whether their progress round the whole

shores of Britain were gradual or not. It is, perhaps, for its work in con-

nexion with lighthouses, light-ships, buoys, and beacons that the Trinity

House is best known to the general public, and the history of their early

attempts and failures, and the difficulties caused by patents and monopolies
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with which they had to contend, is in curious contrast to the modern state

of comparative perfection. The struggle with private patentees of Hghts
must, however, have exercised a wholesome competitive influence on the

lights maintained by the House, which would probably have degenerated

if none had been excepted from its management. It was only in 18B6
that parliament * empowered the corporation to purchase of the crown,

or from private proprietors, all lights then in existence,' which are there-

fore at present under their efficient central control.

Without pretending to be a complete history of the Trinity House,
this book gathers up notes of the chief events in their early progress,

chronicle-wise, leaving the last two centuries comparatively untouched.
The principal matters in their sphere of action—the important provision

of pilots, the encouragement and supply of seamen, ballastage and ballast,

Hghts and buoys, the suppression of piracy and privateers, tonnage
measurement, the victualling of the navy, their intimate connexion with
the gradual growth and armament of the navy, the curious right to

appoint certain consuls abroad—all these receive illustration at first hand
from the author's careful researches among state papers and the muni-
ments of the corporation, to which he has had access. In sympathy with
their great work and the patriotic spirit that has ever animated it, he has
done much toward filling in the outlines of a fine subject hitherto but

inadequately treated in the essays of Captains Cotton and Arrow, who, not

unnaturally, dealt more fully with the later development of powers and
duties. Such a body bears within it the elements of conservatism, but
having weathered alike the dangers of the unsettled times of civil war
and commonwealth, and the attacks of charter-mongering kings, it has

known how to admit the spirit of modern reform and advance, even to the

permitting in recent years of a diversion of its wealth into other channels,

which ensures it a lasting future. Mr. Barrett has collected interesting

particulars of many early brethren and officers, including extracts from
Pepys's and Evelyn's diaries. The names of Monk, Prynne, Maynard, and
others appear, but it is those unknown to fame to whom he directs his

attention, and his chapter of ' Biographical Notes ' contains many new
facts. In this his pencil assists with sketches of the signs and names
from the quaint painted glass in the Trinity Almshouse chapel at Mile

End, as to which he gives a warning word lest it should be suffered to

fall into decay. The other illustrations, particularly one of the two

beautiful loving-cups belonging to the house, add much to the charm of

this handsome volume. Lucy Toulmin Smith.

Venetia7iische Depeschen vom Kaiscrhofe (DisjMCci di Germania).

Herausgegeben von der Historischen Commission der koniglichen

Akademie der Wissenschaften. II. Band. Bearbeitet von Dr.

GusTAV TuKBA. (Wicn : in Commission bei F. Tempsky. 1892.)

This interesting volume of Venetian despatches from the imperial court

covers the eventful years from 1546 to 1555, which include the unex-

pectedly rapid and complete overthrow of the league of Smalcald by

Charles V, the period of the Interim, and the reaction against the imperial

ascendency. It will, therefore, be read in conjunction with one of the
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most valuable of the publications of the late Professor Maurenbrecher,
' Karl V und die deutschen Protestanten,' and throws much fresh light upon

those diiferences between the emperor and the pope as to the general coun-

cil, of which the significance was so strongly insisted on by the lamented

historian. The perplexities which beset the emperor before the sudden

collapse of his adversaries at Miihlberg are illustrated by the accounts of

the unwillingness of the Niirnbergers to aid the emperor, and of the refusal

by the Bohemians to provision his forces ; while we obtain additional

information as to the incompetence of the high-minded John Frederick,

and as to the pecuHar bitterness of hatred excited by his less scrupulous

associate, Philip 'the Magnanimous.' A curiosity in the history of

defunct German projects of federation is the emperor's intention, after he

had taken prisoner the former of these adversaries, while the landgrave

of Hesse still remained out of his power, to reconstitute the Suabian

league on the broader basis of a general defensive confederacy of the

German princes and cities. The completeness of Charles's victory

—

delusive as it was to prove—widened the scope of his plans, and he was

soon engaged in those futile schemes for assuring the succession of his

son Philip on the imperial throne which were wrecked quite as much by

the steadfastness of Ferdinand and Maximilian as by the reluctance of the

electors. The latter part of the volume contains some curious par-

ticulars concerning the death of the traitor Maurice at Sievershausen.

The ambassador Damula attributed to Margrave Albert—that very black

sheep of the house of Brandenburg—a consummation which Charles V
called upon the citizens of Brussels to celebrate by public thanks-

givings, together with the almost simultaneous death of Edward VI of

England. This brief note is far from exhausting the points of special

interest in this volume, illustrating as it does a period of European

affairs in which Charles V was still attempting to control complications

of the most extraordinary diversity. The editing of this series seems to

me excellent ; an admirable general outline of contents is preceded by

biographical notices of the ambassadors whose despatches follow at length,

with the omission, however, of such portions of them as contain merely

second-hand or inadequate information. These passages are summarised

in the foot notes, which furnish references to other sources, and which

altogether constitute a feature conspicuous by its absence in * calendars
'

more familiar to English historical students. The index is likewise

exemplary. A. W. Wabd.

The Manuscripts of the Duke of Portland. Vol. II. Historical Manu-
scripts Commission, Thirteenth Report, Appendix, Part II. (London :

H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

The second volume of the report on the duke of Portland's manuscripts

deals with separate collections which have at various times come into pos-

session of the family, and is consequently more miscellaneous in its charac-

ter than its predecessor, though the greater number of the documents

given were written in the course of the seventeenth century. It begins

with a letter of Henry VIII, and ends with an account of a series of

journeys through England in the reign of Charles II, though some
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intermediate entries carry us into the early part of the eighteenth

century.

Under these circumstances a reviewer can do no more than select

specimens of the work done. There is a journal of Penn's voyage in the

Mediterranean when he was sent to look after Eupert in 1650-2. This

expedition forms an early step in the development of the sea power of

England, and is consequently of considerable interest to the naval historian.

Unfortunately he has nothing to learn from this volume, as the journal

here given has already been printed with greater fulness in Granville

Penn's life of the admiral. More interesting are some letters of Crom-
well which bring out the ' Take care of Dowb ' side of his character. In

1G54, when Penn is about to sail for the West Indies, Cromwell (p. 88)

wrote to recommend his kinsman Mr. George Smythsby, desiring that he

may have some place that shall fall within ^the fleet ;
* and in the mean-

while that you take care that he have an entertainment becoming a

gentleman, and one related to me.' A few days later there is a similar

request on behalf of ' my nephew Whetstone.' Penn, it seems, had put a

relation of his own into the place which had been intended for young Whet-
stone. ' Truly,' writes the Protector, 'I desire you to put your kinsman into

some other command in the fleet, and let Whetstone be lieutenant to your-

self, according to your promise to me, it being my desire that he should

continue under your eye and care.' Whetstone was ultimately turned out

of his ship for misconduct.

Other letters were written during the voyage itself, and render more
intelligible the causes of Penn's failure at St. Domingo. Glancing

further, we find letters from Hobbes the philosopher, and much in-

teresting correspondence of Somers, Harley, Godolphin, Cowper, and

other prominent personages in the reign of Anne. The letters of Nathaniel

Harley illustrate the life of a merchant at Aleppo, whilst the journeys

of Thomas Baskerville through England afford just the kind of mate-

rial in which Macaulay would have delighted. The reader, in short,

has but to dip his hand into the volume to bring up something to his

taste. Samuel R. Gardiner.

The Buccaneers of America. A True Account of the most Remarkable

Assaults committed of late years upon the Coasts of the West Indies

by the Buccaneers of Jamaica and Tortuga, both English and French.

By John Esquemeling. Edited, with an Introduction, by Henry
Powell. (London : Sonnenschein. 1893.)

A reprint of this interesting book is very welcome. The edition chosen

for reproduction is that of 1684, to which is added the fourth part, by

Basil Ringrose, published in 1685. Eight plates are given, including

the portraits of Morgan and three other famous buccaneers, and the map
of the South Sea and coasts of America, and the plans inserted in the text

of the fourth part are faithfully reproduced. On the other hand, the very

necessary map of the Isthmus of Panama and the picture of the battle

before Panama, which should be in part iii., are both omitted. These

narratives, written by men who took part in the adventures they describe,
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are valuable materials for colonial history, but required much more editing

than they have received. Mr. Powell's preface is simply a summary of the

history of buccaneering in the seventeenth century, based mainly on the

book he reprints. A good bibliography of the different editions of these

narratives, noticing the chief variations and additions in the diiferent

versions, would have been of great interest and value ; but the short note

at the end of the preface is entirely inadequate. The preface should

also have contained some estimate of the trustworthiness of the narratives

which follow it, and the neglect of the editor to attempt such a criticism

is a serious defect. For some parts of Esquemeling's book this task is

easy enough. What he relates about Lolonois and Rock Brasiliano may
be difficult to test, but what he says about English buccaneers can be

examined by the light of documents of undoubted credit. Esquemeling's

account of Sir Henry Morgan's exploits did not meet with entire

acceptance, and the translator in his preface to Eingrose's narrative

discusses some of the criticisms made. Unluckily this preface, which

is in itself a racy and amusing piece of writing, is omitted in this

reprint.

To make his edition of historical value Mr. Powell ought to have used

the * Calendar of the Colonial State Papers,' which he does not seem to

have consulted at all. He would have found there Morgan's own
narratives of his capture of Porto Bello (1668) and Panama (1671),

besides many accounts of less important actions. The same papers

would have enabled him to identify some of the persons whose names
Esquemeling sadly disfigures. The wicked old pirate ' Mansvelt,' who
took the island of Old Providence from the Spaniards, was an Englishman,

named Edward Mansfield, and * Brodley,' who stormed the castle of

Chagres, appears in Morgan's own story as Lieut.-Col. Joseph Bradley.

Esquemeling often mentions the governor of Jamaica and speaks of

Morgan's pretended commission from the king of England. These

colonial records show that Morgan really had a privateering commission

from the governor of Jamaica, and acted to some extent under orders

received from him (' Calendar of the Colonial State Papers,' 1660-8,

p. 610 ; 1669-74, pp. 73, 201, 221). On account of the encouragement

which he gave to privateering Sir Thomas Modyford was deposed from

his governorship and sent to England to answer for his conduct. Sir

Thomas Lynch, w^ho succeeded Modyford, reversed his policy, and instead

of encouraging the privateers as a cheap defence against the Spaniards did

all he could to suppress them. Morgan followed Modyford as a prisoner

to England, but returned to Jamaica in 1674 as deputy-governor and

commander-in-chief. * To speak the truth,' wrote Lynch, ' he's an honest,

brave fellow, and had both Sir Thomas Modyford' s and the council's

commission and instructions, which they thought he obeyed and followed

so well that they gave him public thanks, which is recorded in the council

books.'

The history of the buccaneers, and of Morgan in particular, is closely

connected with the history of the English colonies in the West Indies,

and in a new edition of this famous book this connexion might with

advantage have been shown. C. H. Firth.
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History of Elections in the American Colonies. By Coetlandt
F. Bishop, Ph.D. (Columbia College Studies in History, Economics,

and Public Law. Vol. III., 1.) New York. 1898.

Dr. Coetlandt Bishop has in a very thorough manner collected from

widely scattered sources a mass of information, full of interest, historical,

ethnological, and political ; and it is safe to say that no future writer on

American history can afford to ignore this volume or fail to find much
that is useful and interesting in its pages. There were some curious

differences in the laws regarding elections and the franchise in the different

colonies, though all, we believe, had some sort of popularly elected

assembly—all, that is, but the Dutch colony of New Amsterdam ;—and in

many of them the freemen elected their own governor. The charters or

constitutions differed widely, and grew and changed with the demands

and requirements of the times. In Pennsylvania the ' frame of govern-

ment ' so carefully devised by Penn in 1682 had already to be revised in

1683, and again in 1696, 1701, and at intervals of a few years down to

the present day. In the first charter which Lord Baltimore received for

Maryland there was a provision for a kind of colonial house of peers. In

the first charter of Virginia, 1606, the legislative power was first given

to a council appointed by the crown ; but as early as 1621 this power was

officially transferred to an elective assembly. The colonists, however,

had anticipated their rights by electing an assembly in 1619— ' the first

election held on the American continent by men of Anglo-Saxon lineage

under an organised government.' North Carolina had the distinction of

starting with a constitution specially prepared for it by John Locke.

Three times he sent over revised editions, but it was finally abandoned in

1698. Like the constitutions of the philosophers of the French revolu-

tion it proved to be impracticable.

The qualifications required of electors varied in the different colonies.

In Ehode Island the possession of a freehold was required of every voter.

In Virginia and North Carolina no Indian or negro could vote, but in

most of the other colonies there was no colour qualification. In Penn-

sylvania voters were required to be natural-born subjects of England, or

persons naturalised in England or Pennsylvania. In 1696 South Carolina

gave the suffrage to all except Roman catholics by a law which is supposed

to have been made especially for the benefit of recent Huguenot immi-

grants. In some of the New England colonies the voter must, if required,

produce satisfactory evidence that he was ' of quiet and peaceable behaviour

and civil conversation.' In Massachusetts voters were required to be church

members. Locke's constitution denied the suffrage to every man who did not

acknowledge a God. In the Plymouth colony ' ranters or any such corrupt

persons,' ' manifest opposers of the true worship of God,' and * manifest

encurragers of Quakers ' could not vote. Virginia was the only colony

which expressly by statute debarred women from the franchise, but there

is no evidence that they had the privilege in any of the colonies.

There was as much variety in the management of elections and in the

manner of voting in the different colonies. There must also have been

fraud and corruption at a very early period, for provision for their punish-

ment was made in nearly every constitution or in the early statutes.
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There were stringent laws against bribery, ' repeating,' and illegal voting.

Punishments were even provided for ballot-box stealing and for falsifying

or delaying election returns. In Rhode Island voters guilty of fraud were

liable to be punished by forty stripes on the naked back or imprisonment

in the stocks. In New Jersey both the giver and receiver of a bribe w^ere

deprived of the privilege of voting or of holding office. In Virginia and

Maryland a fine of one hundred pounds of tobacco was imposed for

bribery ; and in the former colony a sheriff making false returns was

liable to the enormous fine of thirty thousand pounds of tobacco.

We can here only refer to a few of the curiosities of the election laws

and customs which Dr. Bishop has gathered together systematically and

intelligently in this volume. Wilson King.

Periods of European History. VII. Europe, 11S9-1S15. ByH. Moese
Stephens, M.A. (London : Rivington, Percival, & Co. 1893.)

This volume is one of a new series of text-books on European history
;

the whole subject from the fall of the western empire to the present

day will be comprised in eight volumes, of which this, though the seventh

in order, is the first to appear. If the others reach the high standard of

this book, the series will be an extremely useful one ; for in it we have a

reliable, comprehensive, and thoughtful narrative of a most important and

complicated period. The book is simply and clearly written, and, not-

withstanding the great amount of matter, the author has managed to

include all events of real importance without making the work of compres-

sion too apparent. He has, as he tells us in the preface, deliberately

omitted all military details, in order to have more space for the considera-

tion of social and political changes, a course which requires no excuse.

He has wisely kept closely to his text and allowed his narrative to explain

itself without spending space on general discussion. After a short in-

troduction, in which he explains what he calls * the inner meaning ' of the

period, he passes on to a description of the state of Europe in 1789, and

from that goes straight forward with the narrative. The object he has

set before himself is to show how during these years the ideas of the

French Revolution spread over Europe, and to explain the transition

from the feudal Europe of the eighteenth century to the modern
Europe, which is founded on the rights of the people, personal freedom,

and nationality. He rightly lays stress on the fact that the Revolution

broke out in France because in that country the people, and especially the

peasants, were more advanced than in other states on the continent, and

he dwells on the permanent results of the French influence in the aboli-

tion of serfdom and the privileges of nobles and clergy.

Mr. Stephens has not altogether avoided the danger of being too

French ; he writes to some extent as the apologist of the Revolution,

and he scarcely does sufficient justice to the creative efforts of other

countries. There is, I think, some confusion of thought in representing the

growth of the national idea as a direct result of the Revolution and as

immediately due to French influence ; it was, of course, much more closely

connected with the counter-revolution ; and though he is quite justified in

claiming the campaign of 1792 as the first example of a national war, the
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Eevolution itself was in its effects essentially cosmopolitan and
anti-national. The rising of Spain, Austria, and Germany was directed

against the uniformity and the break with old-established customs caused

by the French ; the growth of the spirit of nationality was directly

opposed to the teaching of the Revolution. Yet of this the author gives

no explanation. This is serious, because it prevents him showing how
during these years were sown the seeds of the romantic revival and the

reaction against the teaching of Rousseau represented by writers such

as Savigny. It is impossible to understand their influence unless we
realise the force of opposition which the Revolution called out ; this he
hardly refers to. Again, he scarcely shows with sufficient clearness how
fatal to liberty was French influence in other lands ; he gives a short

summary of the reforms effected in South-West Germany, but does not

say a word as to the suppression of the old estates in Wiirtemberg and
Bavaria, or show how French doctrines led to the complete abolition of

old-established forms of local self-government. A reader would inquire

in vain why Montgelas and Frederick of Wiirtemberg were looked on by
their countrymen as tyrants. In the same way, when he deals with the

regeneration of Prussia, he speaks of Stein's reforms simply as the applica-

tion of French ideas, and does not notice the peculiar character of some
of the innovations, such as the municipal law. The Prussian system of

education is not adequately described when it is spoken of as * similar to

Napoleon's reform.'

It is impossible also not to recognise a tendency to pass over the

worst actions of the French. Though he notices the contributions that

Bliicher wished to levy on the city of Paris in 1815, he is quite silent

as to the enormous contributions levied by Napoleon on Prussia, and
does not speak of the great suffering inflicted on the whole of North

Germany during the French occupation ; not even is the execution of

Hofer mentioned. How unjust too is the sneer when he says, speaking of

the rising of German national feeling, * The dissatisfied souls forgot the

benefits they had received individually in their resentment at their

being granted by France '
! In that part of Germany where benefits had

been received there was enough—perhaps too much—gratitude ; but what
benefits had been brought to the individual in Hamburg or Brandenburg

or Prussia ?

The most striking example of the way in which Mr. Morse Stephens

takes the French point of view is in the account of the treaties of Paris.

On p. 360 he rightly points out how the congress of Vienna ignored the

new principle of nationality ; one of the strongest instances-^the annexa-

tion of Norway to the crown of Sweden—he omits, but it is scarcely

credible that he refers to the restoration of parts of the left bank of the

Rhine to Germany as a case in point. After speaking of France, Belgium,

and Italy, he adds :
* The territories on the left bank of the Rhine, which

were happy under French rule, and had been an integral' part of France

for twenty years, were roughly torn away and divided between Prussia,

Bavaria, and the house of Orange, under the fancied necessity, induced

by the exploded notion of maintaining the balance of power in Europe,

of building up a bulwark against France. Such short-sighted policy

was certain to be undone—France has never ceased to yearn after her

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXIV. C G
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natural frontier, the Ehine.' Why are the spirit of nationality and the

theory of natural frontiers made to tell against the partition of Poland

and for the partition of Germany ? The writer is speaking not of Alsace-

Lorraine, but of Aachen, Cologne, Coblenz. Surely he cannot be misled

by the term ' natural frontier ' to believe that France had any right but

that of conquest to the land annexed by the republic. Moreover, it is

an anachronism to speak of the notion of maintaining the balance of

power in Europe as exploded ; it may perhaps be so now, though it would

be rash to say so, but in 1815 it was the guiding principle of every

influential politician. The end of the book, in fact, seems to have been

written rather hastily ; the whole account of the congress of Vienna is

superficial ; the explanation of the diplomatic points would have been

clearer had a more explicit statement been given of the terms of the

treaties of Breslau and Kalisch.

The description of the affairs of France and of Napoleon's internal

policy is excellent, and the account of the influence of Polish affairs on

Prussian policy, as well as that of Joseph II and Leopold, is very useful.

It is, however, a mistake to date the end of the empire from the assump-

tion of the title * emperor of Austria ' in 1804. Francis of course bore

the double title for nearly two years, and the empire nominally survived

the settlement of 1803. The mistake is repeated several times. It is a

pity to say (p. 3) that ' the dwellers on the estates of the Prussian nobility

in Silesia and Brandenburg w^ere treated no better than negro slaves in

America and the West Indies.' It is an exaggeration and is misleading.

Stein's law emancipating the land is not correctly described by the

sentence, ' He gave permission to the bourgeois and the peasant to purchase

land.' These are, however, very slight blemishes in a most useful and

admirable book. There are some good maps of Europe, and an excellent

index. J. W. Headlam.

Epochs of American History. Division and Beunion, 1829-1889. By
WooDROW Wilson, Ph.D., LL.D., &c. (London : Longmans, Green,

& Co. 1893.)

The task of reviewing such a book as this is in one way a somewhat

difficult one. The reviewer cannot well, by epitomising, give an idea of

the contents of any part of a book which is itself an epitome. The scale

of the book almost precludes such sketches of events and characters as

can be singled out to illustrate the writer's style and conception of

character. This is not altogether the case with Mr. Wilson's book.

Compressed though it is, yet it contains not a few passages where the

writer has either dealt with a character with great felicity, or has

summed up clearly and effectively an operative principle.

Such, for example, is the passage (pp. 26-27) where Mr. Wilson

points out the importance of Jackson's election as marking the advent

into political life of untried forces, and of a type of character wholly

new. ' Clay had brought with him into politics an imagination for great

schemes, an ardour for progress on the great scale, a quick sympathy with

the plainer sort of strong, sagacious men, and a personal force of initiative

which marked him from the first as a man bred among those who were

wresting the continent from nature for their own uses. Benton, too, was
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on eveiy point of political doctrine, clearly a man of the West. But Clay

acquired a political habit of compromise, and Benton studied classical

models of style and conduct. Neither of them had the direct and terrible

energy, or the intense narrowness of Jackson. Jackson's election was

the people's revolution ; and he brought the people to Washington with

him.'

Even more noteworthy from its simple effectiveness and freedom from

any touch, either of commonplace or paradox, is Mr. Wilson's sketch of

another president, perhaps more truly and in a better sense a man of the

people (p. 210). ' Abraham Lincoln came of the most unpromising stock

on the continent, the "poor white trash" of the South. His shiftless

father had moved from place to place in the western country, failing where

everybody else was succeeding in making a living ; and the boy had

spent the most susceptible years of his life under no discipline but that

of degrading poverty. And yet a singular genius for getting and using

knowledge manifested itself in him from the first, and was the more

remarkable because free from morbid quality, and slow, patient, and

equable in its development. He was altogether like the rough frontiers-

men with whom he lived, in his coarse, neglected dress, unstrenuous

ways of life ; but he was vastly above them in intellectual and moral

stature. He gained an easy mastery over them, too, by cultivating, as he

did, the directer and more potent forms of speech. And his supremacy

was the more assured because it was moral as well as intellectual.'

Indeed the whole character of the book makes one rather regret that

Mr. Wilson has not had a wider field. From first to last his work

is a genuine effort of original study and thought. It covers ground which

has hardly been dealt with as a whole, except in the vigorous but

decidedly disproportionate work of Colonel Higginson. An English

reader may learn much about it from biographies and from essays such as

those of Mr. Lodge. But even if Mr. Wilson's work were less good in

quality, it would be of value as supplying a connected view not to be

obtained elsewhere. Like most American writers of history, Mr. Wilson

is a good patriot, and something of an optimist. The brilliant and un-

wavering progress of his country in material prosperity, in the effective

use of free political institutions, and in many forms of intellectual activity,

a little blinds him to shortcomings and dangers. One would hardly infer

from Mr. Wilson's pages the extent to which the prevalent methods of

political life have kept aloof men of refinement and independence.

The author gives definiteness and cohesion to his book by never

losing sight of the great central feature on which all political issues

ultimately turned. Was slavery to dominate the union, to break it up,

or to perish in the effort ? Mr. Wilson points out clearly (p. 47) the

relation of the nullification movement of 1830 to the later attempt at

secession. Throughout Mr. Wilson keeps apart two questions apt to en-

tangle themselves in a confusing fashion, the constitutional question of

secession and the moral and social question of slavery. Many persons

will probably think Mr. Wilson's condemnation of slavery a little inade-

quate. His admiration of the type of character represented by such men
as Calhoun, a type which he not unfairly describes as ' noble and

gracious,' somewhat blinds him to the perils and evils of the system. Not,

c c 2
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indeed, that Mr. Wilson omits to state those aspects of the question

which make against slavery. It is rather that he ignores them when he

comes to sum up. He admits that ' Southerners did not discriminate

carefully between the different classes of anti-slavery men in the North
;

to the Southern thought they were all practically Abolitionists.' That

goes far to neutralise Mr. Wilson's plea that the possible horrors of

slavery were kept in check by public opinion. For it was a public

opinion under the sway of a morbid and misleading influence, a public

opinion which on the one subject concerned jealously barred itself

against the access of any breeze of free thought. Mr. Wilson again

points out (p. 127) that punishment as inflicted by the slaveowner was

not of the nature of individual and irresponsible violence. ' Each master

was in practice really a magistrate possessing a sort of domestic jurisdic-

tion on his plantation.' Could there be a more demoralising position ?

A man exercises jurisdiction without appeal over offences against himself.

His whole moral code in the matter is learnt and inherited from a class

taught to think that the one supreme danger to which everything else is

as nothing, is any incident or any admission which can weaken the penal

authority of the slaveholder. The whole tone of the South from 1850

onwards was to treat the views of slavery set forth by men like Washington

and Jefferson as anti- social heresies not to be reasoned against, but

punished. To doubt the divine origin or the social and economical advantages

of slavery, to hint at emancipation as an ultimate object, or to aim at any

improvement in the mental and moral condition of the slave, was to be

an enemy of society. An institution might be far more free from

possibilities of evil than slavery ever was, and yet become corrupt in such

an atmosphere of dogmatic tyranny. No doubt the fanaticism of aboli-

tion impeded its own cause. But it was the direct and inevitable offspring

of the fanaticism of slavery. J. A. Doyle.

St. Andreivs. By Andrev^ Lang. (London : Longmans,
Green, & Co. 1893.)

In Mr. Lang's book on St. Andrews there are passages as fine as any he

can have written. Whatever we may think of its philosophy, the pen-

ultimate paragraph is another page added to English literature. Yet his

book as a whole is hardly worthy either of its subject or its author. By
Mr. Lang's own admission the history of St. Andrews is an entirely

serious subject
;
yet he has written this history in the manner of a

chronique scandaleuse. Tone, perspective, detail—it would be hard to

say which is most open to criticism.

Mr. Lang, indeed, does not call his book a history of St. Andrews. The

drawings, he says, suggested the writing of the book. But in spite of this

disclaimer he has really attempted to relate the history of the town ; and

by the success of this attempt his work should be judged. If the

incongruity of manner and subject make the book as a whole a prolonged

solecism, in detail and general arrangement it is not less unsatisfactory.

In his first two chapters Mr. Lang has kept faithfully to his subject,, but

with so sore a struggle that in the remainder of his task he has allowed

himself a larger liberty. Much of his succeeding material, indeed, is as
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relevant to Edinburgh or Dundee as to St. Andrews. George Wishart,

Montrose, and Archbishop Sharpe are treated at a length out of all pro-

portion to the scope of the book. In the two concluding chapters all

attempt at method is abandoned, and for the history of St. Andrews we

have a succession of incoherent paragraphs, which curiously reveal the

author's impatience to have done with his task. So carelessly have the

proofs of the book been read that it is difficult to distinguish between

printer's blunders and those of the author. Thus Benedict XIII is made

to pass his Babylonish captivity in Aragon (p. 74) ; Paris is said to have

possessed universities in the Middle Ages (p. 79) ; Norman Leslie dies

two years before he lent his hand to the murder of Cardinal Beaton

(p. 146, note) ; and John Knox writes a letter a century after his own

death (p. 312). What must be laid to Mr. Lang's account is that in the

period of Scottish history he knows best he confounds the National

Covenant with the Solemn League and Covenant, and that in speaking

of his favourite, Montrose, he achieves the feat of making three blunders

in less than a dozen words.

Mr. Lang expresses the hope that students of St. Andrews may receive

his book as a memorial of their town and university. We greatly doubt

if they will. But besides this inadequate history Mr. Lang long ago

wrote a poem of happier inspiration. In the few stanzas entitled

Almae Matres he expressed in a fashion beyond the power of the best

historian the essential genius of the ancient Scottish town. The other

three universities of Scotland have long overshadowed their eldest sister
;

but none of the three has as yet produced a poet who has had the gift or

the impulse to do for his Alma Mater what Mr. Lang has once for all so

happily done for his. P. Hume Bkown.

The Eminre of tJie Tsars and the Bussians. By Anatole Leeoy-Beau-

LiEU. Translated from the third French edition, with Annotations, by

Zenaide A. Eagozin. Parti. (London: G. P.Putnam's Sons. 1893.)

It was, perhaps, hardly necessary to translate so well-known a work as

that of M. Leroy-BeauHeu on Russia. If, however, it was to appear in an

English dress, no more competent person could have been found than

Madame Eagozin. She has given us a version in excellent English

—

although, perhaps, here and there we can detect an Americanism—and

she has furnished each chapter with notes and appendices, in which

at one time she combats, at another she explains and amplifies, the

remarks of her author. The present volume includes some of the

most important sections of this really great work, for no other book

can claim to have so thoroughly exhausted the subject. At the threshold

we are met with the discussion of the physical geography of Eussia,

which presents so many features of interest—regions of forests and

regions denuded of trees, regions of complete sterility and others in which

the black mould {chernoziom) constitutes a fertility which is the marvel

of Europe. M. Leroy-Beaulieu considers Eussia destined to have political

unity, and does not range himself among the large class who wish to teach

us that the huge colossus is but ill compacted. It is, indeed, an astonishing

empire, second only to the British in its extent, and more fortunate, in
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one way, than the British in having its territories contiguous. Like us,

Eussia has an oriental population, but that oriental population lies at her

doors ; to reach our own we must traverse seas or ask a passage through

foreign territories. Eussia numbers a population of more than ninety

miUion souls, and yet up to the present time almost nine-tenths of her

territories are inadequately occupied. The vast region of Siberia is not

to the Eussians an ahen colony which it is difficult to assimilate or keep

;

it is a natural continuation of their European territory. And the same

remark applies to Central Asia and the so-called Semirechie, or disjirict of

the Seven Elvers. M. Leroy-Beaulieu holds that Eussia has more solid

guarantees for her unity than the United States of America.

The second book treats in an exhaustive manner the various races

which constitute this vast empire. Here we have every type from the

Aryan of the central region, the country about Moscow, to the Samoyede

and Chukchee of Eastern Siberia. The author remarks with truth that

the real ethnological affinities of the Eussian have been so often debated

from merely political grounds that the subject has been obscured. He
does not adopt the theory of the Tatar origin of the Eussian people,

while allowing that in some parts of the country there is a certain Tatar

admixture. If the Eussians are Tatars, then a fortiori the Spaniards are

Arabs. We could heartily wish that the unmeaning expression Turanian were

banished as wellfrom the text of the book as from Madame Eagozin's notes.

M. Leroy-Beaulieu is not well informed with regard to the classification of

the Ugro-Finnish peoples, whose relations have so clearly been ascertained

by Budenz and Hunfalvy, and his translator occasionally ventures upon fan-

tastic etymologies. These are, however, but trivial blemishes in so excellent

a work. We entirely agree v/ith our author's views on the Malo-Eussians.

Whether we consider their idiom a language or a dialect, they are still

Eussians, just as those that speak Proven9al are Frenchmen. The study of

the national temperament is a profound one, and could onlyhave beenmade
by a man who had familiarised himself with the literature of the country.

The fourth book gives an outline of the chief features of Eussian history, which

is easily broken into strongly marked periods—the old heroic times of Oleg,

Igor, and Olga—Vladimir, the first Christian sovereign, and Yaroslav, the

first legislator ; the period of the appanages ; and then the domination of the

Mongols, which our author calls the great unhingement of the country.

These are followed by the formation of the autocracy under Ivan III,

and, lastly, the reorganisation of Eussia by Peter. Subsequent chapters

are devoted to the towns and the urban classes. In Eussia we see how
the city is in reality nothing but an overgrown village. The Slav, when
left to himself, appears to be a pure agriculturist, like the Celt. His

trading instincts have been developed by the contiguity of the Teuton

and the Jew. A middle commercial class is slowly forming, and it was

just the absence of this class on a really national basis which was one of

the chief causes of the ruin of Poland. To the majority of readers the

pages devoted to the mir and the condition of the peasants will possess

the greatest attractions. Much has been written of late on this subject,

and very different opinions have been held about the advantages and

disadvantages of the communal system. The mir was first brought to

the notice of western readers by the famous work of Sir Donald Mackenzie
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Wallace. As, on the one hand, it guarantees the peasant against the

lower forms of poverty, on the other it seems to put impediments in the

way of his social advancement. Already the kulaks and miroyedes are

endeavouring to exploit the villager, and the law has just stepped in again

to protect him by forbidding the peasant to sell his land. But Ivan

Goremika (to borrow a name from the well-known romance of Grigorovich)

is very conservative. Tolstoi has proved this hundreds of times in his

tales, and it will be long before this land system and the patriarchal

manners of Eussia have come to an end. We have before us Ivan as a

veritable sphinx, to quote the expression of Turgueniev, and his future is

not easy to read.

We have no space to discuss the curious matter contained in Madame
Eagozin's notes : she tells us some very pungent truths, and perhaps

her remarks upon the Germans in Eussia (and the Baltic provinces

especially) will furnish to some of her readers valuable information at first

hand, and help to remedy the mischievous impression of some recent books,

inspired by Germans, which have appeared in this country. She will also

be found useful in explaining the significance of certain Eussian authors

whose names are almost unknown to the majority of our countrymen.

Some good ethnological maps are very helpful and add to the value of this

well-edited book. • W. R. Mobfill.

The Miscellany of the Scottish History Society, vol. i. 1893 (Edinburgh.

1894. Scottish History Society Publications, vol. xv.)

Includes nine separate assortments of documents, the majority of con-

siderable interest, the volume as a whole being, perhaps, the most

important yet issued by the Society. It begins with ' The Catalogue of

the Library of James VI,' printed from the lately discovered manuscript

in the British Museum, and edited by Mr. G. F. Warner, whose notes

on the volumes will be specially valued by bibliophilists. A variety

of information may be gathered from the marginal notes, recording

the names of the donors, and from the Ajwiyhthegmata Begis, written

on the fly leaves in the hand of the king's tutor, Peter Young. The
young king's complaint, ' Thai gar me speik Latin ar I could speik

Scotis,' is a very shrewd comment on the mistaken methods of his

early training. Following the ' Catalogue' we have 'Documents illus-

trating Catholic Policy in the Eeign of James VI,' edited by Mr.

Thomas Graves Law. They consist of (I.) ' Summary of Memorials

presented to the King of Spain,' by John Ogilvy of Poury and Dr.

John Cecil, 1596 (translated from the Spanish text in the record office

by Dr. Sutherland Black) ; and (II.) ' An Apology and Defence of the King

of Scotland,' by Father William Creighton, S.J., 1598. How far King

James was responsible for negociations with Spain and the catholics is

difficult to determine, but so far as he engaged in them he was no doubt

mainly influenced by anxiety regarding his succession to the English

throne. In his instructive introduction Mr. Law describes the ' Apologie

and the Defence of the King of Scotland,' which he attributes to Father

William Creighton, as a ' curious and violent paper
;

' but is not the

violence in some degree feigned ? Possibly Creighton may have been ' the

most honest and straightforward of the three
;

' but neither his honesty
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nor the fact that he was 'a true Scot,' nor both together seem an

adequate explanation of the document. That James did not consent to

his mother's death, but was betrayed in this matter by the master of

Gray, Creighton may have honestly believed ; but did he—a catholic and

a pensioner of Queen Mary—honestly accept Elizabeth's excuse that she
' was ignorant of her cousin's execution ' ? and what was his purpose in

professing to accept it ? Then we have the curious defence of the king's

' valour and independence,' in which it is gravely maintained that he was

never at any time taken captive by the nobility, but ' hath been free from

his very nativity and ever at his own liberty.' And still more curious is

the statement that Morton was found ' only guilty of foreknowledge ' of

the murder of Darnley, and that he was ' so far from consenting to that

horrible treason that he would assuredly have revealed the same if it had

not been (sic) his own present and unavoidable death.' If it be remembered

that Morton's professed fear was that were he to warn Darnley, Darnley

would inform the queen, the acceptance of Morton's apology by Creighton

becomes still more difficult to explain. Possibly his desire to vindicate

Morton may be partly accounted for by his relations with the earl of

Angus ; but in any case the * Apologie ' as a whole seems to have been

intended rather to conciliate James than the catholics.

The * Letters of Sir Thomas Hope, Baronet, of Craighall,' are con-

cerned almost wholly with legal processes. Of the * Civil War Papers,'

edited by Mr. H. F. Morland Simpson, the most important series is the

' Correspondence of Sir John Cochrane and others with James, Duke of

Courland, 1640-1650,' which gives interesting details regarding the assist-

ance furnished by Sweden to Charles I during the civil war. The
* Thirty-four Letters written to James Sharp, Archbishop of St. Andrews,

by the Duke and Duchess of Lauderdale and Charles Maitland, Lord

Halton ' (edited by Bishop Dowden, of Edinburgh), are of special interest,

and convey a rather more favourable impression of Lauderdale and
Halton than that usually current. Halton's ingenuous expression of dis-

quietude at the appearance of the common hangman of Irvine as a preacher

at conventicles is amusing :
' He wold not execut the rebels yt wer

hanged at Air, and ever since has foloud this way, and now is cumd the

length to pretch. Noio, good God ! wher shall ive land ivhen it is cumd
to this, and this to ther im2:)ortant glorie ? ' The ' Diary of the Eev.

George Turnbull, of Alloa ' (edited by the Rev. Kobert Paul), might without

appreciable loss have been shortened by excisions to the extent of at least

two-thirds. Why should it be deemed necessary to print pages of such

monotonous and barren chronicling as the following :
' 22^. At Airth

preached on John 5, 41 ; lectured on Mat. 12 ;
29*'^ Att ditto, preached on

ditto and lectured on Jer. 4, 1 ' ? The diarist is moreover lamentably

sparing of particulars, even when relating his travels, and might have

been both blind and deaf for all that his narrative reveals to the con-

trary : e.g. * Betwixt Darlington and Newcastle is the city of Durham,
which we only passed thorow—from Newcastle we came to Morpath, and
lodged there all night, and then next night Anicke,' &c. &c. Such a

method of recording his experiences—and it is the rule, the exceptions

being very few indeed—renders the bulk of the diary devoid of the shghtest

interest, historical or otherwise. Probably his most important remarks
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relate to the weather, if we except the chronicle of the supposed death of

a minister at Newburgh by witches. In the ' Advice and Memorandum
to them that succeeds me in ye Parkmilne '—the second of the ' Masterton

Papers,' edited by Mr. V. A. Noel Paton—we have a strikingly realistic

portrait, self-painted, of a Scottish farmer of the olden time. ' The
Accompt of Expenses in Edinburgh,' by Alexander Kose, 1715 (edited by

Mr. A. H. Millar), occupies only four pages, but indirectly illustrates some
of the peculiar habits and customs of the period. The volume closes with

a series of ' Papers about the Rebellions of 1715 and 1745 ' (edited by

Mr. Henry Paton), affording new and picturesque glimpses of the events

of those stirring times. T. F. Hendeeson.

The Science of International Laiv. By T. A. Walkee. (Cambridge :

University Press. 1893.)

Mk. Walker has published a large volume with a very ambitious title,

without apparently having formed any idea of what is involved in writing

a systematic book on such a subject. The book is little but a mass of

lecture notes badly put together, with all the faults of style common in

that form of writing. There is, moreover, a want of proportion, of which

the most conspicuous instance is the devoting of thirty pages to the Behring

Sea dispute—very natural in a lecture given last year, but unreasonable

in a work meant to be permanent. Allusions to historical incidents are

crammed together in a way which must have been bewildering to Mr.

Walker's hearers, and which is simply irritating to his readers, the more

so as they are compiled with very little care to be clear and coherent. A
reader of page 82 might plausibly infer that, according to Mr. Walker,

Wellington lived in the same age with Charles the Bold. Elsewhere a

letter of Lord St. Vincent's, denouncing certain Spanish proceedings, is

cited apparently to illustrate the state of things in the sixteenth century.

The opium trade with China and the massacre of Amboyna figure in the

same sentence with a reference to the contest between Rome and Car-

thage. Mr. Walker of course knows better ; he gives an enormous list of

books which he has consulted, to the exclusion, by the way, of the most

essential adjunct to a would-be legal treatise, a table of contents. But

when one finds that he thinks it proper to quote Lord Malmesbury's

correspondence as evidence for the bare fact of the Emperor Paul's death

having broken up the second Armed Neutrality, and Selden's ' Mare

Clausum ' as authority for the general statement that the Dutch naval

power grew during the reigns of James I and Charles I, one infers that

he has very little idea what does, and what does not, require the citation

of authorities.

Mr. Walker begins with what he considers to be a successful attempt

to establish, as against Austin and his school, the right of international

law to be properly called law. It is of course easy to show that Austin

used the term law in a special and limited sense, and that -serious disadvan-

tages result from departing thus from general usage. This has, however,

been doDe over and over again, whilst on the other hand he is probably

alone in failing to see that the distinction which Austin draws between

rules of conduct which are imposed and enforced by some definite authority

and those which are not, is a real one in spite of Austin's awkward ter-
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minology, and lias a real bearing on international law. The whole of

his chapters in answer to the question ' What is International Law ? ' are

either a repetition of familiar things in rather arrogant language, or a

mass of confused reasoning apparently intended to make out international

law to be what it is not, law in the same sense as municipal law.

Mr. Walker in his preface further declares that he has attempted to

' demonstrate International Law to be something more than a haphazard

compilation of disconnected case law ;
' and in this task he thinks he could

hardly hope not to fail. Seeing that probably every treatise on interna-

tional law as a whole has professed to do the same thing, this diffidence

seems a little misplaced. The early text-writers all started from general

principles, from natural law or something resembling it, which they main-

tained to be binding in some shape on the conscience of nations ; and their

preaching undoubtedly produced much effect. Later writers have started

from usage, but they have striven, not without success, to connect those

usages into a fairly coherent whole. Hebefoed B. Geoege.

Abelard and the Origin and Early History of Universities, By Gabeiel
CoMPAYEE, Kector of the Academy of Poictiers. * Great Educators

'

Series. (London : Heinemann. 1893.)

This book is readable enough even in its English dress. In French it

was probably more than readable. It contains a great deal that is

interesting, and a great deal that is true. M. Compayre has skimmed
much of the cream off the recently published documents of the French

universities in the way of jokes, illustrations of medieval life, and the

like. He is not without some historical appreciation of the subject,

though there is rather more than we like of the conventional criti-

cism on the middle age and the scholastic philosophy—about slavish

deference to authority, ecclesiasticism, traditionalism, &c. But more
than this we cannot say. Why is it that in medieval history almost

alone among recognised studies, it should be considered legitimate to

write without having mastered the A B C of the subject ? We do not

quarrel with M. Compayre for being popular. But what would be said of

a writer who should publish a work on Latin grammar betraying an

uncertainty as to the vexed question whether ut should be foliow^ed by an
indicative or a subjunctive, and then excuse himself on the ground that his

book was intended as a merely popular work ? It is no use to have the

best authorities before one, if one does not read them. M. Compayre
quotes Denifle, but he also cites as serious authorities writers like Maiden,

Hiiber, and Professor Laurie on points where they are wholly superseded

by the work of Denifle. Even Savigny has not been assimilated, and
we are still told that the revived study of Eoman law dates from the

discovery of the Pandects at Amalfi in 1135 or 1137. After this the reader

will not be surprised to find that the Oxford schools were founded by

Alfred the Great, Salamanca in 1200, and a whole host of traditional

blunders of the pre -critical period of university history. The translation

is not badly done on the whole, though disfigured by such Gallicisms as

* determinance ' for ' determination,' and ' librarian ' for ' bookseller,' and
words like ' prebendaryship,' as to the nationality of which we forbear to

inquire further. Still worse is the French disguise of place-names, such
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as * Verceil ' and ' Plaisance,' and the like. M. Compayre and the printer

must divide between them the responsibility for the scandalous mis-

spellings of authors' names in the very brief ' bibliography ' which con-

cludes the volume, and where Tomek appears as ' Comek,' &c. On the

history of Oxford M. Compayre has discovered no authorities except

Hiiber and Newman. H. R.

John Wyclif, last of the Schoolmen and first of the English Beformers.

By Lewis Seegeant. (London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1893.)

This is a beautifully illustrated and well-printed book, written with an

enthusiasm and ability likely to make it unfortunately popular. The
author has much love for his subject, but he is lacking in two points

where the biographer of Wiclif should be pre-eminently safe ; he has an

insufficient knowledge of medieval history, and he has not used the lately

published materials with the literature grouped around them as much as he

ought to have done. These are serious defects, and their existence is not to

be concealed by any amount of enthusiasm, abundance of historic parallels,

general phrases, and graphic delineations. As to general history, p. 24

suggests a mistaken view of the Empire ; the comparative absence of

heresy in England should have been noted on pp. 48 and 231 ; the

expression on p. 352, ' The statute of 1401, reviving the punishment of

the stake for obstinate heretics,' is curiously misleading to an unskilled

reader, and it might have been added that Sawtre was executed before

and not after the passing of the act (see Arnold's preface to Wyclif's

' English Works,' and Stubbs, ' Const. Hist.' iii. 356, for a statement of

the whole question). Here and there the writer seems to grasp the real

nature of scholasticism and Wiclif's relation to it, but as a rule he takes

the traditional and superficial view. Such expressions as that on p. 645,

' in days when a-athority demanded absolute conformity, the mere spirit of

inquiry and research was sufficient to lay a man open to suspicion and

condemnation,' are too sweeping and unguarded if not absolutely untrue.

As to Wiclif literature, there is no serious attempt made to recast the

life of Wiclif in the light of recent publications ; the very existence of

most of them is practically ignored, and yet such an attempt would

be the only excuse for a new life. The old date of 1381 is taken for

Wiclif's condemnation, in spite of Mr. F. D. Matthew's paper on the

subject (English Histoeical Review, v. 328). On p. 224 it is said

Wiclif nowhere says broadly ' Gregory is antichrist or Urban is antichrist.'

But he does say, Iste papa estprecipuus Antichristus (' Polemical Works,'

671), and this is fairly personal. But as the writer follows the broader

and rather intuitional methods he may think it unnecessary to build up a

character by painful detail. He says somewhat oddly (pp. 236-7), ' What
the world wants to see and feel is not so much the quality of his contro-

versial logic or the exact conclusiveness of his somewhat ponderous and

involved argument, for which, at best, we are dependent on manifestly

corrupt texts, as the moral lineaments and effective force of the man,

dressings up of Wiclif as a modern partisan, translations of him into

himself.' Some day, let us hope, the world will be wiser, and will go

to the volumes of the Wyclif Society in order to have a chance of seeing

what WicHf really was, feeling that a man's logic, choice of topic, and
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method of thought, contain some revelation of his character, and that

something of a man's ' moral lineaments and effective force ' is, after all,

put into his most cherished writings. J. P. W.

Historic Towns, York. By James Eaine, M.A., D.C.L.

(London : Longmans & Co. 1893.)

Canon Raine's unequalled knowledge of the many-sided past of the

great city with which his name has been so long associated does not

move with perfect ease in the cramped limits to which he has been

restricted in this little book. On the other hand we need hardly say

that the book has the well-known merits of all Dr. Raine's work.

On the antiquities of York he speaks with an authority which few

will care to dispute, and every page bears evidence of minute study of

her archaeology. It is the more to be regretted that so much of this

information is rendered useless to the reader who has not visited York by

the absence of any plan of the city and the surrounding district. There

is a good one of the Norman fortresses, but for the purposes of this book

even so slight a general plan as that given in Freeman's ' Norman
Conquest ' would have been much more useful. From what Dr. Raine

says on page 4, we should hardly think that he is responsible for the

opinion that the Roman station of Eburacum was really five-sided, as we
find it stated in the eighth edition of the ' Handbook to the Antiquities of

the York Museum ' prepared by him. It would have been desirable to

explain that the ' payment ' upon which Roger Layton was ' heded ' in

1487 was the * Pavement,' and there is an apparent contradiction as to

the position of the old Council Chamber of the city on pages 196 and 208.

The place of York in the general history of the country is described at

considerable length and illustrated by some interesting citations from the

city and cathedral archives. Archaeologists will think kindly of Charles I

for having begun the good work of clearing away the buildings which

hemmed in the minster, and will regret that he did not get rid of the

archbishop's registry which still hides part of the nave. Canon Raine's

narrative is not always free from slips when he leaves the ground he has

made his own. It is hardly correct to say, for instance, that the soldiers

of Maximus changed the name of Armorica to Brittany (p. 22), and to

call Constantine's governor of Britain, Gaul, and Spain, prefect or vicar

is misleading. Again, Stephen made Henry of Scotland not earl but lord

of Doncaster and Carlisle (p. 57). It is strange to find the Whitsuntide

parliament of 1298, which contained no clergy, described as ' the fullest

and largest body that had been gathered together in England '
(p. 67).

The slaughter of Sir Ralph Stafford at Bishopthorpe, which indirectly

caused the death of the Black Prince's widow, clearly did not happen
* towards the close of 1385,' for she died early in August of that year.

The part which Thomas Haxey, whose skeleton effigy may still be seen

in the minster, played in regard to the famous petition for court reform

in the parliament of 1397 did not consist in ' standing up in his place to

urge it.' The William Ferriby, who was executed as a partisan of

Richard in 1400, was not the William Ferriby who was a prebendary of

York. He had died in 1379. The account of Archbishop Scrope's

rebellion is not very exact, and Dr. Raine speaks with unnecessary harsh-
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ness of the ' cruelty and faithlessness ' of Henry IV. It is new to us,

again, to find that Lambert Simnell was passed off as a son of Edward
IV (p. 94). In the brief resum& of the development of the municipal

constitution of York, with which the book closes, it is disquieting to meet

with the statement that a borough which acquired the Firma Burgi,

became a commune. J. T.

Catalogi Codicum Manuscriptorum Bihliothecae Bodleianae Partis V
Fasciculus III. Confecit Gulielmus D. Macray. (Oxonii : e typo-

grapheo Clarendoniano. 1893.)

Tpiis catalogue deals with the fourth series (D) of Rawlinson manuscripts,

and presents matter of interest in a remarkably varied range, but espe-

cially for the history of the two centuries succeeding the reformation.

The collection contains a number of manuscripts of domestic and other

accounts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which will be of value

to economic historians. In No. 23 are anonymous treatises of the reign of

Elizabeth relating to money and trade ; in 132 are papers of William Pater-

son, 1701-1705. For ecclesiastical history we have Dr. Rawlinson's own
collections respecting non-juring clergy (835) ;

papers of the non-jurors

Laurence Howell (842), Samuel Grascome (846), Henry Gandy (847)

and Denis Granville (849) ;
papers of Francis Turner, bishop of Ely

(739, 840) ; materials for the early history of the Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge (834, 839) ;
pieces relating to the Society for

Reformation of Manners (129), and to the Philadelphian Society,

established by disciples of Jacob Bohme (832, 833) ; besides papers

concerning Huguenot history (436, 452, 480, 514, 638-641) and Scot-

tish presbyterian congregations in Holland (205). There are church-

wardens' accounts, some going back to 1483 (486, 496), a very curious

register of the proceedings of an anabaptist congregation in London,

1652-1654 (828), and an interesting volume of miscellaneous papers of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries on ecclesiastical subjects (843).

Among the manuscripts bearing on general history we may mention a

report on the state of Ireland in 1578, by Lord Chancellor Gerrard (657) ;

two accounts of the expedition to the Isle of Ehe in 1627 (117, 302) ; a

volume of papers of John Bastwick, transcribed by Hearne (377) ; a collec-

tion of papers relative to artillery and ammunition during the civil war,

1643-1644 (395); letters of Sir John Reresby, 1671-1679 (204); the

minute book of the high commission court, 1686-1688 (365) ; a letter by

Colonel Norton on the revolution of 1688 (148) ;
papers of Edward Mere-

dith, a Jacobite exile in Italy, 1695-1715 (21) ; a journal of occurrences in

the rising of 1715 (87) ;
papers relating to London livery companies (24,

734) ; records of the Company of Scriveners (51); papers concerning the

Bermudas ;
' Navall Essays,' by Sir Henry Shere (147) ; log books of voyages

in the seventeenth century (702, 752). Nos. 315-319, 396-401, and

others contain miscellaneous collections of Thomas Hearne, with a good

deal of interest for the history of Oxford, for which we may also refer to

the correspondence of Charlett (742), collections by Hannibal Baskerville

(859), and commonplace books of John Rogers, of the end of the sixteenth

century (273), and of Dr. William Coker, 1663-1669 (286). We have

taken our specimens chiefly from one century, because that is the cen-
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tnry for which the collection here descrihed affords the most ahnndant

illustration; but there are few periods for which the diligent searcher

will not be rewarded by some matter of interest. We look forward to

the promised index in the concluding fasciculus of the catalogue. It is

almost superfluous to add that the work is performed with the learning

and accuracy which we are accustomed to expect from Mr. Macray.

The Life of Thomas Harrison. By Charles H. Firth.

(Worcester, Mass. 1893.)

This monograph on Thomas Harrison the regicide is the expansion of a

sketch written two or three years ago by Mr. Firth for the ' Dictionary of

National Biography,' and is now reprinted from the Proceedings of the

American Antiqtiarian Society, April 1893. The additions consist chiefly

of personal details concerning Harrison and his Staffordshire kinsfolk

which have only recently come to light, and which help to give com-

pleteness and vividness to the life story of a man of considerable force of

character, who in the stormy days of the seventeenth century played

a somewhat conspicuous part. In an appendix there are several letters of

Harrison's printed me^^C7Zso, together with titles of pamphlets relating to

him. The sketch, as a whole, is an interesting and painstaking record of

a man who, if somewhat of an enthusiast on some questions, was yet a

sincere and ardent worker for liberty and righteousness as he under-

stood them. Mr. Firth has given us an able side-study of one of the

leading actors in a great time which must ever remain one of deepest

interest to those who care for the history of their country. J. B.

Practical Essays on American Govermnent. By A. Bushnell Hart,

Ph.D. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1893.)

American history is an inexhaustible mine of political instruction, and

Mr. Hart has worked in it to some purpose. He deals for the most part

with questions of living interest, but his methods ai*e those of the

student and critic ; he is not afraid to give a definite opinion, but he is

not committed to the formula of any party. In his first paper, * The
Speaker as Premier,' he shows us how the exclusion of cabinet ministers

from congress has thrown upon the speaker of the house of representa-

tives some of the duties which in our own country are performed by the

prime minister. Premier, in the full sense of the term, the speaker

cannot be ; he has no executive power : our prime minister is really

president and speaker of the house in one ; and Mr. Hart should note

that the union of executive and parliamentary authority in the leader of

the house of commons makes it possible to place an impartial person in

the chair, and thus helps to raise the tone of our debates. We have

witnessed some undignified disputes in the house of commons, but we
have not yet seen a member walking up and down for two hours in front

of Mr. Peel, ' entreating, cajoling, and ejaculating,' and finally tearing his

bill into fragments. In the paper on ' The Exercise of the Suffrage ' we
are presented with a considerable body of statistics, proving the extent

to which American citizens avail themselves of their electoral rights.

Mr. Hart dismisses the notion that compulsory voting is necessary or
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desirable ; and, indeed, it would require strong arguments to justify so

extreme a proposal. ' The Election of a President ' is described with

much minute but significant detail. A paper on ' Civil Service Reform '

enables us to gauge the effect of the act of congress passed some ten

years ago ; the new law now applies to * about 43,800 out of the nearly

180,000 persons employed in all civil capacities by the United States.'

The remaining essays in this volume are devoted to the ' Chilean Con-

troversy,' the * Colonial Town Meeting,' the ' Colonial Shire,' ' American

Cities,' the ' Biography of a River and Harbour Bill,' and the ' Public

Land Policy of the United States ;
' in the concluding essay Mr. Hart

discusses the question ' Why the South was defeated in the Civil War.'

In the endeavour to bring a large subject within the compass of an

essay Mr. Hart has once or twice put forward statements which need

some qualification. On p. 120 he says that ' the deck of a merchant

vessel is in all civilised countries simply a part of the territory in which

it lies,' while the deck of an American vessel of war is ' a bit of American

floating territory.' Both statements are too sweeping ; they are wider

than Mr. Hart's argument seems to require. T. R.

Mr. Edward Maunde Thompson's Handbook of Greek and Latin

Palceography (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner, & Co., 1893) is a

model of conciseness, lucid exposition, and methodical arrangement, and

is distinguished by the grasp of facts and the sureness of judgment which

we have a right to expect from the late keeper of the manuscripts and

present principal librarian of the British Museum. The book, we think,

stands alone in dealing with the entire history of both Greek and Latin

writing, and further not only with the hands—Irish and Anglo-Saxon

—

characteristic of the British Isles, but also with those hands as exemplified

in manuscripts written in the English language. Mr. Thompson treats his

subject in three main divisions. First he describes the materials and

implements of writing, the forms of books, punctuation, systems of short-

hand, abbreviations, &c. The account of the origin of and changes in the

various marks of abbreviation is singularly clear and helpful. Secondly,

Mr. Thompson traces the history of Greek writing. We may here call

attention to the masterly treatment of the cursive hand, for the study of

which so much new material has been brought to light in recently dis-

covered papyri. In the third place the author deals with Latin palaeo-

graphy, and again shows his special skill in the details of the cursive

alphabet. Nothing can be better than the way in which the derivation

from this of the so-called ' national hands ' is made plain. From the

twelfth century onwards Mr. Thompson enters less into particulars with

regard to the handwritings of the continent, in order to leave more room

for his account of the English styles. We hope he may be persuaded to

give us some day the results of his great experience in the whole range of

western manuscripts of the later middle ages, and that then he may
release himself from the disadvantages to which he has had to submit

through his book appearing in the small size of the ' International Scien-

tific Series.' The plentiful facsimiles are as good as they could be,

making allowance for the necessarily rough means of reproduction ; but

the lines of the originals have had in most cases to be cut short on account
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of the size of the page. A small quarto would admit space for the full

line in almost all instances. It would also help the eye if the extended

texts of the manuscripts were printed line for line with the originals.

With a view to a second edition of what must unquestionably take rank

as a standard work quite indispensable to the student of manuscripts,

we note a few suggestions and corrections. On p. 9 the ' notable excep-

tion ' is ambiguous. On p. 34 ft*, we are not told from the skins of what

animals vellum and parchment were made. In the section on paper

reference might have been made to Signor Cosentino's article on the

manufacture of papyrus and its use in Sicily which appeared in the

Archivio Storico Siciliano for 1889 (N.S. vol. xiv. pp. 134-G4). On
p. 220 * Albinus Flaccus ' should be explained as Alcuin. P. 288, the

Augustinians of Canterbury were not monks, but canons. P. 299, the

Saxon Herlry I was never emperor. Objection may also be taken to the

speaking of ' France ' in the sixth century, and of Pippin as ' Pepin le

Bref (p. 33). Among the few misprints we note arande for ararida

(p. 60), MedcBa for Medea (p. 112), Pfluck for PflugJc (p. 294).

Dr. Agostino Savelli has published a very elaborate dissertation of

125 pages on the vexed questions connected with the later life of Themis-

tocles (Temistocle, dal primo processo alia sua morte. Firenze : Loescher),

questions of which the newly discovered Aristotelian treatise has rather

increased than diminished the difficulty. Dr. Savelli has undertaken a

careful criticism of his authorities, and if it cannot be said that he has

arrived at any very convincing or starthng results, his w^ork is certainly

worth the consideration of any one who may be making a special study of

the TTEVTr]K()yTaETLa, It consists of five sections, viz. (1) the first trial and

ostracism
; (2) the sojourn in Argos, and the first part of the second trial

;

(3) the wanderings, and second part of the second trial
; (4) the arrival

in Asia, and the journey to Susa and thence to Magnesia
; (5) the last

years and death. It will be found that as regards the chronology of these

events Dr. Savelli accepts the latter of the two systems, separated by an

interval of fcen years, which were succinctly discussed by Mr. J. A. R.

Munro in the Classical Bevieio for October 1892. Thus Themistocles is

made to leave Athens in the spring of 461, and Argos at the end of that

year ; he arrives at Ephesus early in 460, and at Susa a few months

later ; he remains a year at Susa, and thence proceeds to Sardis and

Magnesia ; his death is placed about 449. If these dates are to be

accepted, it is necessary to explain the statement of Thucydides (in whose

account Dr. Savelli seems generally to place confidence) that on arriving

at Susa Themistocles found Artaxerxes vtMrrrl fDnfTiXtuovra : for Artaxerxes

had been then some five years on the throne. But of this serious difficulty

in the way of his conclusions the author gives us no explanation.

.W. W. F.

The Invaders of Britain, by Mr. Preston Weir (Clifton : J. Baker &
Son, 1893), is an attempt to set forth in a continuous popular narrative

the history of Britain from the times when the highest animals that

dwelt in the country were fishes down to the comparatively recent period

of the Norman Conquest. Its merits are a certain journalistic fluency
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and readableness of style, and praiseworthy care in getting up the obvious

modern books on the subject. Its defects are its extreme want of origi-

nality, its diffuseness, its threadbare rhetorical artifices, and some limita-

tions in its historical scholarship. We have so many good popular

books on the earliest periods of English history already that we hardly

see the necessity of a book of this type being added to the number.

T. F. T.

Professor Bernard Moses has reprinted from the Yale Beview an

interesting paper on the Bepublic of Andorre. From the original

imperial grant to the bishop of Urgel in 819, and from the bishop's

concession of concurrent sovereignty to the count of Foix in recompense

for the aid granted by him in 1194, the history of this curious dual control

is traced, until the rights of the latter, passing through the houses of

Beam and Bourbon, have become vested in the modern French republic.

The authority of the two suzerains, which is by no means nominal, is

exercised by their veguers, who alternately appoint a judge of appeals,

while each is represented by a bailiff. It is this feudal character which

distinguishes Andorre from San Marino, which in respect of size and local

government it closely resembles. To many readers the description of the

political, judicial, financial, and military functions of this group of six

parish councils will prove not only of antiquarian, but of modern interest.

It is noticeable that while more than one of the Swiss cantons dates its

independence from the rejection of ecclesiastical lordship, the republics of

Andorre and San Marino owe their survival, the one to its fidelity to its

ecclesiastical lord, the other to respect for the institutions of the ' pious

founder.' Thus local liberty and secularism are not necessarily convertible

terms.

Under the title of Dorset Becords Messrs. E. A. and G. S. Fry have

commenced a quarterly publication which deserves support from anti-

quaries and investigators of family history, as well as from those who
are interested more especially in the county. It consists of three sections,

each separately paged, containing the first instalments of an index of wills

in the probate registry at Blandford, 1681-1792, of the parish register of

Long Burton, and of abstracts in English of Dorset inquisitions post

mortem from the beginning of Charles I's reign. In this third division

some words are queried without its being explained whether the document
is hard to decipher or the Latin term ambiguous ; if the latter, the

original word or phrase should have been added wdthin parentheses. As
each series is completed it is contemplated to take other materials, such

as feet of fines, lay subsidies, &c., in hand, and the system of separate

pagination will enable the purchaser to bind the various sections as dis-

tinct works. The Becords are beautifully printed, and the arrangement

is clear and workmanlike. The yearly subscription is half a guinea, and

the publisher is Mr. Charles J. Clark, 4 Lincoln's Inn Fields.

VOL. IX.—NC. XXXIV, DD
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List of Historical Books recently published

I. GENERAL HISTORY

(Including works of miscellaneous contents)

Arbois de Jubainville (H. d'). Les
premiers habitants de FEurope d'apres
les 6crivains de I'antiquit^ et les travaux
des linguistes. II. 2nd ed. enlarged.
Paris: Thorin. 12 f.

Baumgarten (H.) Historische und poli-

tische Aufsatze und Eeden. Mit einer

biographischen Einleitung von E.
Marcks. Pp. cxli, 528, portr. Strassburg :

Triibner. 10 m.
BoRGEAUD (C.) The rise of modern de-

mocracy in old and new England.
Transl. by Mrs. G. B. Hill. Pp. IGS.

London : Sonnenschein.
CusT (L.) Catalogue of the collection of

fans and fan-leaves presented to the
trustees of the British Museum by the
lady Charlotte Schreiber. Pp. 138.
London : Printed by order of the
trustees (Longmans & Co.) 1893.

Flint (E.) History of the philosophy of

history ; historical philosophy in France
and French Belgium and Switzerland.
Pp. 706. Edinburgh : Blackwood. 21/.

Garbelli (F.) Le biblioteche in Italia

all' epoca romana, con un' appendice
sulle antiche biblioteche di Ninive ed
Alessandria. Pp. 223. Milan : Hoepli.
16mo. 6-50 1.

GiRY (A.) Manuel de diplomatique : di-

plomes et chartes ; chronologie techni-

que ; elements critiques et parties con-
stitutives de la teneur des chartes ; les

chancelleries ; les actes prives. Pp.
944. Paris : Hachette. 20 f

.

Handschriften, Yerzeichniss der, im
preussischen Staate. I : Hannover. 2.

Pp. 539. Berlin : Bath. 18-50 m.
Keltie (J. S.) The statesman's year-

book : statistical and historical annual
of the states of the world for 1894 ; Ed.
by. Pp. 1152. London : Macmillan.
10/6.

Posada (A.) Tratado de derecho politico.

II : Derecho constitucional comparado
de los principales estados de Europa y
America. Pp. 630. Madrid ; Kiva-

deneyra. 8 pes.

II. ORIENTAL HISTORY

Aegyptische Urkunden aus dem konig-
lichen Museum zu Berlin. Griechische
Urkunden. VII-IX. Berlin: Weid-
mann. 4to. Each 2-40 m.

Amllineau (E.) La geographic de
I'Egypte a I'epoque copte. Pp. xxxviii,

634. Paris : imp. nationale.

Histoire des monasteres de la Basse-
Egypte. (Annales du musee Guimet.
XXV.) Paris : Leroux. 4to. 40 f.

Baden-Powell (B. H.) A short account
of the land revenue and its administra-
tion in British India ; with a sketch of

the land tenures. Pp. 200, map. Ox-
ford: Clarendon Press.

Benzinger (J.) Hebraische Archaologie.
(Grundriss der theologischen Wissen-
schaften. VI.) Pp. 515, illustr.

Freiburg : Mohr. 10 m.
Buhl (F.) Geschichte der Edomiter.

Pp. 86. Leipzig : Edelmann. 1-80 m.
Forbes-Mitchell (W.) Pteminiscences of

the great mutiny [1857-1859]; includ-

ing the relief of Lucknow and the

campaigns in llohilcund and Oude.
Pp. 294. London : Macmillan. 8/6.

Huyghe (C.) La chronologie des livres

d'Esdras et de Nehemie. Pp. 46.

Besan(,'on : imp. Jacquin.

Kosters (W. H.) Het herstel van Israel

in het Perzische tijdvak. Pp. 152.

Leyden : Brill. 1-50 11.

Lane-Poole (S.) & Dickins (F. V.) The
life of sir Harry Parkes, sometime her

majesty's minister in China and Japan.

2 vol. Pp. 512, 477, portr. and maps.
London : Macmillan. 25/.

Oppert (G.) On the original inhabitants

of Bharatavarsa, or India. London.
PiEEs (J. D.) The Muhammadans [looi-

1761]. (Epochs of Indian History.)

Pp. 192, maps. London: Longmans. 2/6.

Kenan (E.) Histoh-e du peuple d'Israel.

V. Pp. 423. Paris : C. Levy. 7-50 f.
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Strassmaier (J. N.) Babylonische Texte.

XI. Pp. 161-320. Leipzig: Pfeiffer.

12 m.
WiNCKLER (H.) Sammlung von Keil-

schrifttexten. II : Texte verschiedenen

Inhalts. 2. Pp. 41-76. Leipzig:
Pfeiffer. 4to. 8 m.

Wirth(A.) Aus orientalischenChroniken.

Pp. Ixvi, 276. Frankfurt : Diesterweg.

12 m.

III. GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORY

CucHEVAL (V.) Histoire de I'eloquence

romaine, depuis la mort de Cic6ron
jusqu'a I'av^nement de I'empereur
Hadrien (43 av. J.-C.-117 ap. J.-C.)

2 vol. Pp. 370, 393. Paris : Hachette.
12mo. 7 f.

Francotte (H.) La cit6 athenienne et la

reforme de Clisthenes. Brussels. (From
the M6moires de I'Academie royale de
Belgique. XLVII.)

GuiRAUD (P.) La propriete fonciere en
Grece jusqu'a la conquete romaine.
Pp. 654. Paris : Hachette. 10 f.

Grasso (G.) Studi di storia antica e di

topografia storica. I. Pp. 150.

Ariano : Stab. tip. Appulo-Irpino. 2 1.

Kulturbilder aus dem klassischen
Altertume. VL» Pp. 302, 147 illustr.

Leipzig : Seemann. 3 m.
Lanciani (R.) Forma urbis Eomae

dimensa et delineata. I. plates.

Milan : Hoepli. Fol. 25 1.

Lecoutkre (C.) L'archontat ath^nien

;

histoire et organisation. Pp. 124.

Louvain : Peeters. 2*50 f.

Meyer (E.) Geschichte des Alterthums.
II : Geschichte des Abendlandes bis auf
die Perserkriege. Pp. 880. Stuttgart

:

Cotta. 15 m.
MoNUMENTi antichi pubblicati per cura

della reale Accademia dei Lincei. I,

3, 4 ; II ; III ; IV. 4 vol. Col. 437-
968 ; 336 ; 334 ; 490, plates. Milan :

Hoepli. 4to. 170 1.

Pais (E.) Storia d' Italia dai tempi piii

antichi sino alle guerre puniche. I, 1.

Pp. 624. Turin. 16 m.
Putnam (G. H.) Authors and their public

in ancient times. Pp. 309. New York :

Putnam. (6/.)

Sallusti Crispi (C.) Historiarum reliquiae.

Ed. B. Maurenbrecher. II : Fragmenta
argumentis, commentariis, apparatu
critico instructa. Pp. 311. Leipzig :

Teubner. 8 m.
Schubert (R.) Geschichte des Pyrrhus,
neu untersucht und nach den Quellen
dargestellt. Pp. 288. Konigsberg

:

Koch. 7 m.

IV. ECCLESIASTICAL AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY

AcQUOY (J. G. E.) Handleiding tot de
kerkgeschiedvorsching en kerkge-
schiedschrijving. Pp. 161. The
Hague : Nijhoff. 1-50 fl.

Adams (G. B.) Civilisation during the
middle ages, especially in relation to

modern civiUsation. Pp. 470. New
York: Scribner. (12/6.)

Apollonius, The Acts of, and other
monuments of early Christianity. Ed.
by F. C. Conybeare. London : Son-
nenschein. 10/6.

Bright (W.) Waymarks in church his-

tory. London : Longmans. 7/6.

BouLAY DE LA Meurthe (comtc). Docu-
ments sur la negociation du Concordat
et sur les autres rapports de la France
avec le saint-siege en i8oo et i8oi.

HI. Pp. 783. Paris : Leroux. 8 f.

Calewaebt (C.) Jansenius, eveque
d'Ypres, ses derniers moments, sa

soumission au saint-si^ge, d'apr^s des
documents inedits. Pp. 228. Lou-
vain : Van Linthout. 3*50 f.

Creightox (M.) a history of the papacy
during the period of the reformation.

V: The German revolt [1517-1527J.
Pp. 384. London : Longmans. 15/.

Errera (P.) Les warechaix : etude de
droit foncier ancien. Pp. 35. Brus-
sels : Vromant. (From the ' Annales

de la Societe d'Arch^ologie de Bru-
xelles. VIII.)

Favre (E.) Eudes, comte de Paris et roi

de France [882-898]. (Bibliotheque

de I'Ecole des Hautes Etudes. XCIX.)
. Pp. XXV, 284. Paris : Bouillon.

Gasquet (F. a.) The great pestilence

[1348-9], now commonly known as the
black death. Pp. 244. London : Simp-
kin, Marshall, & Co. 7/6.

Great Britain and Ireland, Calendar of

entries in the papal registers relating to

Papal letters. 1 : 1198-1304. Ed. by
W. H. Bliss. Pp. 708. London :

H. M. Stationery Office. 15/.

Grupp (G.) Kulturgeschichte des Mittel-

alters. I. Pp. 357, illustr. Stutt-

gart : Both. 6-20 m.
GuTscHE (0.) & Schultze (W.) Deutsche

Geschichte von der Urzeit bis zu den
Karolingern. I : Die gemeingerma-
nische Urzeit und die germanischen
Mittelmeerstaaten. Pp. 480. Stuttgart

:

Cotta. 6 m.
GwATKiN (H. M.) Selections from early

writers illustrative of church history to

the time of Constantine. Pp. 170.

London : Macmillan. 4/.

Hagiographicorum, Catalogus codicum,
Latinorum antiquiorum saeculo XVI
qui asservantur in bibliotheca natio-

D D 2
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nali Parisiensi, ediderunt hagiographi
Bollandiani. III. Pp. 739. Brussels :

Schepens. 15 f.

Habnack (A.) & Mitchell (E. K.) Out-
lines of the history of dogma. Pp.
572. London: Hodder & Stoughton.

7/6.

Heinemann (L. von). Geschiehte der

Normannen in Unteritalien und Sicilien

bis zum Aussterben des normannischen
Konigshauses. I. Pp. 403, plate.

Leipzig : Pfeffer. 6*50 m.
La Chauvelays (J. de). La tactique

dans les guerres du moyen age. Paris :

Berger-Levrault. 1*50 f. (From the
' Spectateur militaire.')

Mariotti (C.) II Laterano e 1' ordine fran-

cescano : studio. Pp. 158, plate. Kome:
tip. Artigianelli di S. Giuseppe. 1*25 1.

Menabd (L.) Etudes sur les origines du
christianisme. Pp. 60. Paris : lib. de
I'Art independant.

Metz (B.) Geschiedenis van de orde der
minderbroeders. Pp. 256. Ghent

:

Siffer.

Meyer (P.) Die Haupturkunden fiir die

Geschiehte der Athoskloster, grossten-

theils zum ersten Male herausgegeben
und mit Einleitungen versehen. Pp.
803. Leipzig : Hinrichs. 10 m.

MoLLER (W.) Lehrbuch der Kirchen-

geschichte. Ill : Keformation und
Gegenreformation. Bearbeitet von G.
Ka%yerau. Pp. 440. Freiburg : Mohr.
10 m.

NoLHAC (P. de). De patrum et medii aevi
scriptorum codicibus in bibliotheca Pe-
trarcae olim collectis. Pp. 48. Paris :

Bouillon.

NosGEN (C. F.) Geschiehte der neutesta-
mentlichen Offenbarung. II : Geschiehte
der apostolischen Verkiindigung. Pp.
xxxvi, 531. Munich : Beck. 12 m.

Preuschen (E.) Analecta : kiirzere Texte
zur Geschiehte deralten Kircheund des
Kanons, zusammengestellt von. (Krii-

ger's Samralung ausgewahlter kirchen-
und dogmengeschichtlichen Quellen-
schriften. VIII.) Freiburg : Mohr.
3 m.

TiERENTiJN (L.) Les comtes francs de-
puis Clovis jusqu'au traite de Verdun.
Pp. 151. Ghent : Vuylsteke. 2-50 f.

Tuck. Notices historiques sur les con-
gregations et communautes religieuses

et les instituts de missionnaires du dix-

neuvi^me si^cle. Pp. 415. Louvain:
Peeters. 10 f.

WeizsACKER (C. von). The apostolic age
of the Christian church. Transl. by
J. Millar. I. Pp. 406. London : Wil-
liams & Norgate. 10/6.

V. HISTOEY OF MODERN EUEOPE

Ady (Mrs. H.) Madame : a life of Hen-
rietta, daughter of Charles I and
duchess of Orleans. Pp. 406, portr.

London : Seeley.

Almen (J.) Atten Bernadotte : biogra-

fiske anteckningar. Pp. 338. Stock-
holm. (12 m.)

BoGLiETTi (G.) Don Giovanni d' Austria :

studi storici. Pp. 376. Bologna

:

Zanichelli. 16mo. 4 1.

Bonneville de Marsagny (L.) Le che-

valier de Vergennes ; son ambassade a
Constantinople. 2 vol. Pp. 397, 402.

Paris : Plon. 15 f.

Chuquet (A.) Les guerres de la revolu-

tion. 3^ s6rie. (IX.) Hoche et la

lutte pour I'Alsace. Paris : Cerf.

12mo. 3-50f.

Clerc (C.) Campagne du marechal Soult
dans les Pyrenees occidentals en 1813-
18 14. Pp.465, 2 maps. Paris: Bau-
doin. 9 f.

Garcia de la Vega (baron de). Recueil
des trait^s et conventions concernant
le royaume de Belgique. XIV, XV.
Pp. 451, 111; 430, 115. Namur

:

Delvaux. 20 f.

GiGAS (E.) Lettres inedites de divers

savants de la fin du dix-septieme et du
commencement du dix-huitieme siecle.

11. 2 : Lettres des Ben6dictins de la con-

gregation de Saint-Maur 1701-1741
;

publiees d'apres les originaux con-

serves a la Bibliotheque Royale de

Copenhague. Pp. 392. Copenhagen:
Gad.

Granvelle (cardinal de), Correspon-

dance du. Ed. by C. Piot. Pp. 722.

Brussels : Hayez. 4to.

Hiller (F. von). Geschiehte des Feld-

zuges 1814 gegen Frankreich unter

besonderer Beriicksichtigung der An-
teilnahme der koniglichen wiirttem-

bergischen Truppen. Pp. 481, maps,
&c. Stuttgart : Kohlhammer. 6 m.

Lagrange (madame). Le due de Marl-

borough en Belgique. Pp. 411. Brus-
sels: Hayez.

Lehautcodrt (P.) Campagne de la Loire

en 1870-1871 : Coulmiers et Orleans.

Pp. 478, 6 maps. Nancy : Berger-

Levrault. 7-50 f.

Lettow-Vorbeck (0. von). Der Krieg

von 1806 und 1807. Ill : Der Feldzug
in Polen. Pp. 209, maps. Berlin

:

Mittler. 5-50 m.
Manfroni (C.) Ginevra, Berna, e Carlo

Emanuele I [1589- 1592], con nuovi

documenti della collezione Taggiasco.

Pp. 95. Turin : Paravia.

Maulde-la-Claviere (R. de). La diplo-

matic au temps de Machiavel. III.

Pp. 479. Paris : Leroux.

MoNDoucET (Claude de), resident de

France aux Pays-Bas [i57i-i574j»

Lettres et negociations de, publiees par

L. Didier. II. Pp. 369. Rheims

:

Michaud. 6 f.
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Noel (0.) Histoire cTu commerce du
monde depuis les temps les plus re-

calls. II : Depuis les decouvertes

maritimes du quinzieme siecle jusqu'a la

revolution de 1789. Paris: Plon. 20 f.

QuisTORP (B. von). Geschichte der Nord-
Armee im Jahre 18 13. 3 vol. Pp. 552,

488, 329, maps, &c. Berlin: Mittler.

30 m.
ScHLEiDEN (K.) Erinnerungen eines

Schleswig-Holsteiners. IV : Schleswig-

Holstein im zweiten Kriegsjahre 1849-
1850. Pp. 401. Wiesbaden : Bergmann.
8 m.

SouLANGE-BoDiN (A.) La diplomatic de

Louis XV et le pacte de famille.

Paris. 18mo. 3-50 m.
Spain.—Coleccion de documentos in-

editos para la historia de Espaua.
CVIII. Correspondencia diplomatica

del marques de Almodovar, ministro

plenipotenciario cerca de la corte de

Eusia 1761-1763, Polonia 1760-1762.

Pp. 511. Madrid: Murillo. 4to. 13
pes.

Springer (A.) Der russisch-tiirkische

Krieg [1877-1878] in Europa. Sechste
Operationsperiode : I-V Heft. Sie-

bente Operationsperiode : 9 Hefte.

Pp. 191, 452, maps, &c. Vienna

:

Konegen. Each part 1 m.
ViLLARS (marquis de). M^moires de la

cour d'Espagne [1679-1681] publics et

annotes par A. Morel-Fatio et precedes

d'une introduction par le marquis
de Vogue. Paris : Plon. 16mo.
6f.

VoiGT (G.) Die Wiederbelebung des
clasisschen Alterthums oder das erste

Jahrhundert des Humanismus. Dritte

Auflage, besorgt von M. Lehnerdt. 2
vol. Pp. 591, 543. Berlin : Keimer.

Wiesener (L.) Le regent, I'abbe

Dubois, et les Anglais, d'apr^s les

sources britanniques. II. Paris:

Hachette. 7-50 f.

A. FBANCE
Abrantks (duchesse d'). Memoires

:

Souvenirs historiques sur Napoleon, la

revolution, le directoire, le consulat,

I'empire, et la restauration. V-X.
Pp. 566, 599, 584, 580, 599, 616. Paris :

Gamier. 36 f.

Afanassiev (G.) Le commerce des cer^a-

les en France au dix-huitieme siecle :

6tude historique. Trad, du russe. Pp.

583. Paris: Picard.

Alger (J. G.) Glimpses of the French
revolution : myths, ideals, and realities.

Pp. 303. London : Low.
Andrieu (J.) Histoire de I'Agenais. Pp.

307, 351. Agen : Ferran. 14 f.

Arnault (V.) Le clerge de Touraine
pendant la revolution franpaise [1789-
1800]. Pp. 417, illustr. Tours:
Cattier.

AuLARD (F. A.) Eecueil des actes du co-

mity de salut public, avec la correspon-

dance officielle des representants en
mission et le registre du conseil execu-

tif provisoire. Table alphabetique des

cinq premiers volumes. Pp. 213. Paris :

Hachette. 5 f.

Chassin (C. L.) La Vendue patriote

[1793-1800]. II. Pp. 643. Paris:

Dupont. 10 f.

Devic (C.) & Vaissette (J.) Histoire

generale du Languedoc, avec des notes

et les pieces justificatives. Nouvelle

Edition XV. Pp. 1253. Toulouse:
Privat. 20 f.

Duchesne (L.) Fastes episcopaux de
I'ancienne Gaule. I : Provinces du
sud-est. Paris : Thorin. 12 f.

Fagniez (G.) Le p^re Joseph et Eiche-

lieu [1577-1638J. IL Pp. 514, por-

traits. Paris : Hachette.

Ferry (J.) Discours et opinions publics

avec commentaires et notes par P.

Eobiquet. II : L'assembl^e nationale ;

les minist^res Dufaure et Jules Simon,
&G. Paris : Colin. 10 f.

FiNOT (J.) Inventaire sommaire des
archives communales de la villa de
Merville (Nord) anterieures a 1790.
Pp. xlvii, 86. Lille : imp. Danel. 4to.

FoucART (P.) & FiNOT (J.) La defense

nationale dans le Nord [1792- 1802]. II.

Pp. 873. Lille : imp. Lefebvre-Ducrocq.
7-50 f.

Gallo (L.) Guerre civili in Francia; i

Borboni e la rivoluzione dell' 89

;

consolato ed impero di Napoleone

:

studio. Pp. 283. Catania : tip. Na-
zionale. 5 1.

GiDEL (C.) Les FranQais du dix-septi^me

siecle. Pp. 455, illustr. Paris : Garnier.
3-50 f.

Glasson (E.) Le Chatelet de Paris et les

abus de sa procedure aux quatorzi^me
et quinzieme si^cles, d'apr^s les docu-

ments recemment publics. Pp. 52.

Paris : Picard. 2-50 f.

GouGET (A.) & Brutails (J. A.) Inven-
taire sommaire des archives departe-

mentales de la Gironde anterieures a

1790. Archives civiles. Serie C. II:

(Nos. 3133-4249). Pp. 434. Bordeaux

:

imp. Gounouilhou. 4to. 12 f.

Jeanne d'Albret. Memoires et poesies,

publics par le baron A. de Euble. Paris

:

Paul, Huard, & Guillemin. 7*50 f.

LiTTERAiRE, Histoire, de la France. XXXI

:

(quatorzieme siecle). Pp. xxxi, 827.

Paris : imp. nationale. 4to. 25 f.

Loth (J.) Histoire du cardinal de la

Eochefoucauld et du diocese de Eouen
pendant la revolution. Paris: Le-

chevaUer. 15 f.

Metais (C.) Cartulaire de I'abbaye car-

dinale de la Trinity de Vendome. I.

Pp. 461. Vendome : Eip6. 15 f.

MicHELET (J.) ffiuvres completes. His-
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toire de France. Moyen age. Edition
definitive, revue et corrig^e. IV. Pp.
xlviii, 476. Paris : Flammarion. 7*50 f

.

Ogle (A.) The marquis d'Argenson. Pp.

262, portr. London : Unwin. 6/.

Pasquier (chancellor). A history of my
time : memoirs, ed. by the due d'Audif-

fret-Pasquier. Transl. by C. E. Koche.
I: 1789-1810. Pp. 576, portraits.

London :' Unwin. 16/.

PiAGET (E.) Histoire de I'^tablissement

des Jesuites en France [1540-1640].
Pp. 630. Leyden : Brill. 6-50 fl.

Saint-Simon (due de). M^moires. Edition

augment^e des additions de Saint-

Simon au journal de Dangeau et de
notes par A. de Boislislc. X. Pp.661.
Paris : Hachette. 7-50 f.

SouRCHES (marquis de). Memoires sur le

regne de Louis XIV, publics par le

comte G. J. de Cosnac et E. Pontal.
XIII. Pp. 563. Paris: Hachette.
7-50 f.

Taine (H.) Les origines de la France
contemporaine. VI : Le regime mo-
derne. IL Pp. 412. Paris : Hachette.
7-50 f.

Thiebault (general baron). Memoires
publics d'apr^s le manuscrit original
par F. Calmettes. II: 1 795-1 799. Pp.
563. Paris : Plon. 7-50 f.

Vallette (G.) Mallet Du Pan et la revo-
lution fran^aise. Pp. 101. Geneva

:

Georg. 2 f.

VioLLET (P.) Comment les femmes ont
6t6 exclues en France de la succession
a la couronne. Pp. 58. Paris : Klinck-
sieck. 2-50 f.

WiLLERT (P. F.) Henry of Navarre and
the Huguenots in France. Pp. 478,
illustr. London : Putnam. 5/.

WuRST (A.) A. Thiers' volkswirtschaft-

liche Anschauungen. (Conrad's Samm-
lung nationalokonomischer und statis-

lischer Abhandlungen. I. 5.) Pp. 89.

Jena : Fischer.

B. GEBMANY AND AUSTBIA-HUNGABY
Burdach (K.) Vom Mittelalter zur

Reformation : Forschungen zur Ge-
schichte der deutschen Bildung. I.

Pp. 137. Halle : Niemeyer. 4 m.
Cologne.—Akten zur Geschichte und Ver-

fassung und Verwaltung der Stadt Koln
im vierzehnten und fiinfzehnten Jahr-
hundert. Bearbeitet von W. Stein. I.

(Publikationen der Gesellschaft fiir

rheinische Geschichtskunde. X). Pp.
clxxix, 769. Bonn : Behrendt. 18 m.

Fbiedrich's des Grossen, Politische Cor-

respondenz. XX. Pp. 678. Berlin:
Duncker. 15 m.

Gernet (A. von). Forschungen zur Ge-
schichte des baltischen Adels. I. Pp.
88. Eeval : Kluke. 2-50 m.

Gbadl (H.) Die Reformation im Eger-
lande nach den Quellen dargestellt.

Pp. 266. Eger : Gotz. 5 m. (From
the ' Jahrbuch fiir die Geschichte des
Protestantismus in Oesterreich.')

Greiderer (V.) Chronica reformatae
provinciae S. Leopoldi Tyrolensis ex
opere ' Germania Franciscana ' denuo
edita. Pp. 445. Quaracchi : typ. col-

legii S. Bonaventurae.
HoPMANN (R.) Reformationsgeschichte der

Stadt Pirna nach urkundlichen Quel-
len dargestellt. Pp. 329. Glauchau

:

Peschke. 4 m. (From ' Beitrage zur
sachsischen Kirchengeschichte.')

Kamann (J.) Die Fehde des Gotz von
Berlichingen mit der Reichsstadt
Niirnberg und dem Hochstifte Bam-
berg [1512-1514]. (Quellenschriften

und Abhandlungen zur Staats-, Kultur-,

und Kunstgeschichte der Reichsstadt
Niirnberg. I.) Pp. 138. Nuremberg

:

Schrag. 3 m.
KoHLER (G.) Geschichte der Festungen
Danzig und Weichselmiinde bis zum
Jahre 18 14 in Verbindung mit der

Kriegsgeschichte der freien Stadt Dan-
zig. 2 vol. Pp. 507, 533, plates.

Breslau : Koebner. 40 m.
Kraus (F. X.) Die christlichen Inschriften

der Rheinlande. II : Die christlichen

Inschriften von der Mitte des drei-

zehnten Jahrhunderts. 2 : Die In-

schriften der Erzbisthiimer Trier und
Koln. Pp. 161-378, plates. Freiburg :

Mohr. 4to. 30 m.
Malcher (F. X.) Herzog Albrecht zu

Sachsen-Teschen bis zu seinem Antritt

der Statthalterschaft in Ungarn [1738-
1766]. Pp. 204, illustr. Vienna:
Braumiiller. 4 m.

Mayer (H.) Geschichte der Universitat

Freiburg in Baden in der ersten Halfte

des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts. II

:

1818-1830. Pp. 92. Bonn : Hanstein.
2 m.

Mecklenburgisches Urkundenbuch. XVI

:

[1366-1370]. Pp. 668. Schwerin:
Barensprung. 4to. 16 m.

Moltke (Helmold von). Gesammelte
Schriften und Denkwiirdigkeiten. VIII.

Pp. Ixxvii, 546, plates, &c. Berlin

:

Mittler. 9 m.
Morris (W. O'C.) Moltke : a biographical

and critical study. Pp. 436, portraits,

maps, &c. London : Ward & Downey.
21/.

MiTNscHNER (F.) Geschichte von Hessen.

Pp.:550, portr. Marburg : Elwert. 6 m.
Eaab (C. von). Regesten zur Orts- und

Familiengeschichte des Vogtlandes. I

:

[1350-1485]. Pp. 310. Plauen: Neu-
pert. 7'50 m. (From Mitteilungen des
Altertums-Vereins zu Plauen.)

RiETscHEL (S.) Die Civitas auf deutsche
Boden bis zum Ausgange der Karolin-

gerzeit : ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der

deutschen Stadt. Pp. 120. Leipzig

:

Veit. 3 m.
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ScHAEFEK (E.) Philipp Melanchthons
Leben aus den Quellen dargestellt. Pp.

288, portr. Giitersloh : Bertelsmann.
3-60 m.

ScHLiNQ (E.) Daniel von Superville : das

Kanzleramt an der Universitat Erlangen.

Pp. 188, portr. Leipzig : Veit 6 m.
SiEDEESLEBEN (E.) Geschichte der

Union in der evangelischen Landes-

kirche Anhalts. Pp. 175. Dessau:
Kahle. 3 m.

Werminghoff (A.) Die Verpfandungen
der mittel- und niederrheinischen

Beichsstadte wahrend des dreizehnten

und vierzehnten Jahrhunderts.
(Gierke's Untersuchungen zur deut-

schen Staats- und Bechtsgeschichte.

XLV.) Breslau. 5-60 m.

C, GBEAT BBITAIN AND lEELAND

AsHTON (J.) A history of English lot-

teries. Pp. 370. London : Leadenhall

Press. 12/6.

Biography, Dictionary of national.

XXXVIII: Mihnati-More. Pp. 455.

London : Smith, Elder, & Co. 15/.

BoRLASE (W. C.) The age of the saints

:

a monograph of early Christianity in

Cornwall, with the legends of the Corn-

ish saints. London : Gibbings. 8/.

Brinkburn priory. The chartulary of.

(Publications of the Surtees Society.

XC.) Pp. 224. London: Whittaker.

12/.

Charles II.—Calendar of state papers,

domestic series, November 1667-Sep-

tember 1668. Ed. by Mary A. Everett

Green. Pp. Hi, 730. London: H.M.
Stationery Office. 15/.

Clark (A.) The life and times of Anthony
Wood, antiquary, of Oxford, 1632-

1695, described by himself. Ill: 1682-

1695. (Oxford Historical Society,

XXVI.) Pp. xxxii, 546, illustr. Ox-
ford : Clarendon Press. 12/3.

Edward III.— Calendar of the patent

rolls. 1330-1334. Pp.755. London:
H.M. Stationery Office. 15/.

Francis (H. E.) ' Junius ' revealed. Pp.

82, plates. London : Longmans. 6/.

Garnier (E. M.) History of the English

landed interest : its customs, laws,

and agriculture. Pp. 580. London:
Sonnenschein. 10/6.

Granville (Harriet, countess). Letters

[1810-1845]; ed. by F. Leveson Gower.
2 vol. London : Longmans. 32/.

Grueber (H. a.) & Keary (C. F.) A
catalogue of English coins in the

British Museum. Anglo-Saxon series.

II : Wessex and England to the Nor-

man conquest. Pp. cxxvi, 544, plates.

London : Printed by order of the

Trustees (Quaritch).

Higginson (T. W.) & Channing (E.)

English history for American readers.

Pp. xxxii, 334, illustr. and maps. New
York : Longmans. (6/.)

Ireland, Calendar of the state papers

relating to, of the reign of Elizabeth :

July 1596-December 1597. Ed. by E.

G. Atkinson. Pp. Ixviii, 595. Lon-
don : H.M. Stationery Office. 15/.

Lanark, Extracts from the records of the

royal burgh of ; with charters and
documents 11 50-1 722. Ed. by E. Een-

wick. Pp. 473. Glasgow: Carson &
Nicol. 4to. 12/6.

Lang (A.) St. Andrews. Pp. 347, illustr.

London : Longmans. 15/.

Liebermann (F.) Ueber die Leges An-
glorum saeculo xiii. ineunte Londoniis
coUectae. Pp. 106. Halle : Niemeyer.

Lonsdale (earl of). Manuscripts of the.

(Historical Manuscripts Commission.
13th report. Appendix VII.) By
J. J. Cartwright. Pp. 298. London:
H.M. Stationery Office. 1/3.

Manuscripts, , Historical, Commission.
13th report. Appendix. VI : Manu-
scripts of sir William Fitzherbert, the
Delaval family, the earl of Ancaster,
general Lyttelton-Annesley. London:
H.M. Stationery Office. 1/4.

Maxwell (D.) Bygone Scotland, histori-

cal and social. Pp. 292. Glasgow

:

Bryce. 7/6.

Montague (F. C.) The elements of Eng-
lish constitutional history from the
earliest times to the present day. Pp.
240. London : Longmans. 3/6.

Ortroy (F. van). Vie du bienheureux
martyr Jean Fisher, cardinal, eveque
de Eochester ; texte anglais et tra-

duction latine du seizieme siecle,

publies et annotes. Pp. 436. Brussels

:

Polleunis & Ceuterick. 15 f.

Overton (J. H.) The English church in

the nineteenth century [1800-1833].
Pp. 350. London : Longmans. 14/.

Pepys (Samuel). Diary. Edited by H. B.
Wheatley. Ill : [January 1662-3

—

December 1663]. Pio. 397, portraits.

London: Bell. 10/ Ot

Portland (duke of). Manuscripts of the.

II. (Historical Manuscripts Commis-
sion. 13th Eeport. Appendix II.)

London : H.M. Stationery Office. 2/.

Prothero (G. W.) Select statutes and
other constitutional documents illustra-

tive of the reigns of Elizabeth and
James I, edited by. Pp. cxxv, 464.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. 10/6.

Eamsey.—Cartularium monasterii de

Eameseia. Ed. by W. H. Hart & P. A.

Lyons. III. Pp. 603. London : Pub-

lished under the direction of the master

of the rolls. 10/.

Eawle (E. J.) Annals of the ancient

royal forest of Exmoor, compiled

chiefly from documents in the Eecord

Office ; with some account of the
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forest laws and charters and officers.

Pp. 164. Taunton : Barnicott & Pearce.

(London : Truslove & Hanson.) 4to.

20/.

Stephen (W.) History of the Scottish

church. I. Pp. 584. Edinburgh

:

Douglas. 12/6.

SvEDELius (W. E.) Maria Stuart och
Elisabeth. Pp. 231, portraits. Stock-

holm. (3-75 m.)

Vaux (J. E.) Church folklore : a record

of some post-reformation usages in

the English church, now mostly obso-
lete. Pp. 344. London: Griffith,

Farran, & Co. 10/6.

Warkender (Margaret). Marchmont
and the Humes of Polwarth. Pp. 193,
illustr. Edinburgh: Blackwood. 21/.

Wylie (J. H.) History of England under
Henry the Fourth. II : 1405-1406.
Pp. liv, 490. London : Longmans. 16/.

ZiMMERMANN (A.) Kardinal Pole, sein
Leben und seine Schriften. Pp. 890.
Eatisbon : Pustet. 3*60 m.

D. ITALY

Armellini (M.) Gli antichi cimiteri

cristiani di Roma e d' Italia. Pp. 779.

Kome : tip. della Propaganda fide.

Beltrami (L.) Gli sponsali di Galeazzo
Maria Sforza [1450-1458]. Pp. 46.

Milan : Pagnoni. 16mo.
BisTicci (Vespasiano da). Vite di uomini

illustri del secolo XV, rivedute

sui manoscritti da L. Frati. III.

Pp. 434. Bologna : Fava e Garagnani.
10 1.

BoNFADiNi (R.) Vita di Francesco Arese,

con documenti inediti. Pp. 545.

Turin : Roux. 6 1.

Browning (O.) Guelphs and Ghibellines :

a short history of mediaeval Italy [1250-

1409]. Pp. 213. London : Methuen.

5/.

Campori (M.) Regesto della corrispon-

denza di Raimondo Montecuccoli col

principe Mattia de' Medici, conservata

nella Biblioteca Nazionale di Firenze

e neir Archivio Mediceo. Pp. 38.

Modena : tip. Soliani.

Cappelletti (L.) Storia di Vittorio

Emanuele II e del suo regno. 2 vol.

Pp. 432, 450, portrait. Rome: Vo-
ghera. 16mo. 4 1.

FoNTANA (B.) Renata di Francia duchessa
di Ferrara [i 557-1 560]. Pp. 584, portr.

Rome : Forzani. 10 1.

Giacomelli (A.) Reminiscenze della mia

vita politica negli anni 1848-1853. Pp.
350. Florence : Barbera. 16mo.
3-50 1.

JoRGA (N.) Thomas III marquis de
Saluces : etude historique et litt^raire.

Pp. 223. St. Denis : impr. Bouillant.
Loffredo (S.) Storia della citta di Bar-

letta, con corredo di documenti. Pp.
442, 589. Trani : Vecchi. 10 1.

LucHiNi (L.) La politica di Dante e sue
pellegrinazioni a Bologna, Padova, Mi-
lano, Cremona, Brescia, Mantova,
Genova, Verona, Treviso, Udine, e

Ravenna : nuovi studi. Pp. 191.
Bozzolo : Arini. 4to. 2 1.

Mas Latrie (comte de). De I'empoisonne-
ment politique dans la republique de
Venise. Pp. 67. Paris: Klincksieck.
4to.

RicAsoLi (B.) Lettere e documenti pub-
blicati per cura di M. Tabarrini e A.
Gotti. IX. Pp. 419. Florence: Le
Monnier.

Salutati (Coluccio), Epistolario di ; a
cura di F. Novati. IL Pp.492. Rome:
Istituto Storico Italiano. 11 1.

Staffetti (L.) II cardinale Innocenzo
Cybo : contributo alia storia della

politica e dei costumi italiani nella

prima meta del secolo XVI. Pp. 255,
portrait. Florence : tip. Fiorentino.

16mo. 41.

E. OTHEB COUNTBIES

Barrio y Mier (M.) Historia general

del derecho espaiiol. I. Pp. 294.

Madrid : Gonzalez.
Basel, Urkundenbuch der Stadt. II.

Bearbeitet durch R. Wackernagel und
R. Thommen. Pp. 541, maps. Basle :

Reich. 27-60 f.

Berliere. Documents inMits pour
servir a I'histoire ecclesiastique de la

Belgique. Pp. 325. Bruges: Desclee.

5f.
Bjorlin (G.) Kriget i Norge 1814. Pp.

348, 3 maps. Stockholm. (7 m.)

Blok (P. J.) Geschiedenis van het

Nederlandsche volk. IL Pp. 580,

map. Groningen : Wolters. 6-25 fl.

Bormans & ScHOOLMEESTERS. Cartulaire

de I'eglise de St.-Lambert de Li^ge. I,

Pp. 699. Brussels : Haye^. 4to,

CoRNiDE (J.) Estado de Portugal en el

ano de 1800. (Memorial hist6rico

espafiol XXVI.) Pp. 340. Madrid:
Murillo. 4to. 4 pes.

CuNiBERTi (F.) La Serbia e la dinastia

degli Obrenovitch [1804-1893]. Pp.
113. Turin : Roux. 2-50 1.

Danicae, Regesta diplomatica historiae.

Series II. II, 2. Pp. 288. Copen-
hagen. 4to. (7*50 m.)

De Ridder (A.) Devises et oris de guerre

de la noblesse beige. Pp. 82. Brussels :

Schepens. 18mo. 2 f.

DooRNiNCK (J. I. van). Overijssel onder
Karel V. Pp. 460. Deventer : Deventer
Boekdrukkerij. 4*35 fl.

DuKER (A. C.) Gisbertus Voetius. I, 1 :

[1 589-161 1]. Pp. 128, 52. Leyden:
Brill. 1-75 fl.
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GuiGNiES (V. J.) Histoire de la ville de

Lessines. Pp. 358. Mons : Dequesne.
7-50 f.

Hymans (H.) Lucas Vosterman. Pp.
270. Brussels : Bruylant. 4to. 25 f.

Lamotte (G.) Etude historique sur le

comt6 de Bochefort. Pp. 581. Namur :

Delvaux. 8 f.

L\RSEN (A.) Dansk-norskeHeltehistorier

[1 536- 1648]. Copenhagen. (3-75 m.)

NiJSSENS. Eudore Pirmez. Pp. 394.

Brussels : Schepens. 8 f.

EosET (Michel). Les chroniques de
Geneve. Publiees d'apres le manuscrit
original et pr6c6dees d'une notice bio-

graphique par H. Fazy. Pp. 459,

portr. Geneva : Georg. 10 f.

Schneider (H.) Der Anteil Berns an den
Friedensverhandlungen wahrend des

alten Ziirichkrieges und am Zustande-
kommen des endgiiltigen Friedens.

Pp. 135. Basle : Georg.

Swift (F. D.) The life and times of

James the First, the conqueror, king
of Aragon, Valencia, and Majorca.

Pp. 311, map. Oxford : Clarendon
Press. 12/6.

Tamaro (M.) Le citta e le castella del-

1' Istria. II : Bovigno, Dignano. Pp.

740. Parenzo : G. Coana. 7 1.

Tatarinoff (E.) Die Entwicklung der
Propstei Interlaken im dreizehnten
Jahrhundert, mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der Erwerbungen von Kir-

chen patronaten. Pp. 192. Basle

:

Georg.
Verestchaguine (V. P.) AperQU de

I'histoire de Kussie depuis les origines

jusqu'a nos jours. St. Petersburg.
(Paris : Le Soudier.) 12ii:o, with album
of 70 plates 4to. 28 f.

VuTLSTEKE (J.) Kckeniugen der stad
Gent. Tijdvak van Philips van Artevelde.
Pp. 540. Ghent : Hoste. 6 f.

Waddington (A.) La r^publique des
Provinces-Unies en 1630. Pp. 62.

Paris: Picard.

WiLLEM V (prins). Brieven aan baron
van Lijnden van Blitterswijk, repre-

sentant van den eersten edele van
Zeeland [1778 -1805]; uitgegeven
onder toezicht van F. de Bas. (Werken
uitgegeven door het Historisch Genoot-
schap gevestigd te Utrecht. 3rd ser.

IV.) Pp. 259. The Hague : Nijhofif.

3-50 fl.

ZiJRicH.—Urkundenbuch der Stadt und
Landschaft Ziirich, bearbeitet von J.

Escher und P. Schweizer. Ill, I. Pp.
200. Zurich : Fasi & Baer. 4to.

VI. AMERICAN AND COLONIAL HISTORY

Andrews (N.) The development of the
nominating convention in Khode
Island. Pp. 14. Providence, Ehode
Island, U.S.A. : Ehode Island Histori-

cal Society.

Burke (U. E.) A life of Benito Juarez,
constitutional president of Mexico.
Pp. 384, portr. London : Eemington.

Davis (W. J.) History of political

conventions in California [1849-

1892]. Pp. 744. Sacramento: State

Library.

Eraser (L. M.)
London.

Lucas (C. P.)

the British

Oxford
Millares (A.) Historia general de las

Islas Canarias. I. Pp. 278. Las Pal-

mas. (Madrid : Murillo.) 4to. 4 pes.

History of Trinidad. I.
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colonies. HI. Pp. 283.
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Contents of Periodical Publications

I. FEANCE

Annales de I'Ecole Libre des Sciences

Politiques, ix. 1. January—Baeon
HuLOT : The relations of France with
the slave coast [principally on the rela-

tions of France and Dahomey and the

recent war]. A. Wilhelm : The jpro-

mulgatio7i and execution of colo7iial

laws [discussing the question of the

legal conditions under which French
laws are applicable to French colonies].

G. Baugnies : Monetary reform in
the Austro-Hungarian empire [giving a
prefatory sketch of the origin of the

situation existing in 189 1].

Bibliotheque de TEcole des Chartes, liv.

5.—A. Prudhomme : On the origin and
meaning of the words ' Dau;phin ' and
' Dauphind. ' [giving evidence for the

use of the name ' Delphinus ' both in

Auvergne and in Dauphine, first as a
surname, secondly as a patronymic, and
lastly, about 1282, as a title of dignity

;

and for that of the device of the dol-

phin by Dauphin, count of Clermont,
at the end of the twelfth century, and
soon afterwards by the counts of Forez
and of Vienne] L. Delisle prints

records of the visitations of master
Henry de Vezelai, arcJideacon of
Hiimois, in the diocese of Bayeux
[1267-1268]. C. Couderc : Note on
an unpublished compilation of Hugues
de Sainte-Marie and his life of St.

Sacerdos, bishop of Limoges G.
Lefevre-Pontalis : The war of par-
tisans in upper Norjnandy [i424-i^2g].

Obituary notices and bibliographies

of Julicn Havet [tl9 Aug. 1893] a^id of
Paid-Michel Ferret [t24 April 1893].

la E evolution Francaise. November—
C. L. Chassin : General Biroyi and the

war of the Vendee [with several new
documents. The writer's conclusions
are favourable to Biron]. A. Brette :

The verification of powers at the con-

stituent assembly E. Pariset :

Guillotin [from Korn's biography].

J. F. Thenard : The curate De Cham-
peaux [curate of Montigny and
member of the National Assembly].
- December—F. A. Aulakd : The
separation of church and state

under the convention [to show that it

was not Bonaparte but the convention
which restored the catholic worship by
separating church from state and esta-

blishing religious liberty] A.
Brette : The verification of powers at

the constituent assembly, continued
[illustrating from the transactions rela-

tive to the election of the cardinal of

Eohan the way in which the court at-

tempted to anticipate the decisions of

the assembly]. H. Monin : Notes on
tlie family of Eaffet [a life of general

Nicholas Kaffet, 1757-1808, grandfather

of the artist] S. Lacroix : The de-

cree of 29 May 1 793 [proving the exis-

tence of a decree of that date for the

formation of the committee which drew
up the constitution of 24 June 1793.
This decree followed the first general

report on the state of the French
republic presented by the committee
of public safety and probably written

by Danton. Part of the report
printed]

.

January—E. CHAMPION
The conversion of the count of An-
traigues A. Brette : The verifica-

tion of powers at the constituent

assembly [illustrating the way in which
the committee of verification con-

founded the distinction between prin-

cipal and secondary bailiwicks ; also

dealing with the vexed questions relating

to the eligibility of the bishops of Ypres,

Tournay, and Lydda] J. Delmas :

a rectification of the division list in the

trial of Louis XVI [showing that two
persons of the name of Malhe have
hitherto been confused, e.g. in Bel-

homme's 'Eegicides ']. February—
A. LiCHTENBERGER : Nicolas Gueude-
ville [author of 'Dialogues ou entretiens

entre un sauvage et le baron de la

Hontan,' 1704], a precursor of J. -J.

Piousseau. H. Carre : The secret

press at the eiid of the ancien regime
[giving interesting particulars concern-

ing the Jansenist press under Louis
XVI] E. Champion : The conver-

sion of the count of Antraigues, con-

tinued. J. Viguier': The reunion

of Avignon [an account of the
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proceedings of the mediators chosen,

25 May 1791, until 14 Sept. 1791, when
the union was decreed] L. Levy :

Beaumarchais and the protestants [to

show that in 1779 Beaumarchais was in

favour of forcing protestant children

to be baptised by priests].

Revue Critique d'Histoire et de Littera-

ture, 1894. 8. 19 Feh.—V. Bekger
prints the text ivith translation of the

Phoenician inscription of Larnax-
Lapithou [of the eleventh year of

Ptolemy Philadelphus].
Revue Historique, liv. 1. Jamtary—

A. Cartellieri: The accession of Philip
Augustus [1 1 79- 1 180], continued from
vol. liii. 2 : The conferences at Gisors

;

Philip's first relations with the clergy

;

the death of Louis VII, concluded

:

with appendixes on the time of Philip's

majority [at the age of 14], on the

supposed protectorate of the count
of Flanders [denied], on the treaty of

Mons [March 1180], on the powers of

Philip as associate to his father on the
throne, and on the chancellor Hugh of

Puiset. F. Lot : On the origin of the

veers of France [tracing the history of

the custom of trial by peers and fixing

the definite institution of the twelve
peers after 1153 but before 12 16, the
number being fixed under the influence

of the legend of Charlemagne], with a
bibliography G. Lanson : The
French version of Calvin's ' Institution

Chr6tie7ine ' [giving reasons for pre-

ferring as a monument of French litera-

ture the text of 1 54 1, which was Calvin's
own work, to that of 1560, which he
only dictated and never revised]

G. Syveton prints from the Vienna

archives the text of the secret treaty of
marriage between Austria a^id Spain
[signed at Vienna 5 Nov. 1725. The
importance of the treaty is well known,
but neither has the date been fixed, nor
the document discovered. The editor

adds the two secret articles of the treaty

which the emperor Charles VI con-
cluded with George II and the Estates
General,tl6 March 1731, likewise un-
published].

Revue des Questions Historiques, Iv. 1.

January—A. Breuils : The church in
Gascony in the eleventh century E.
Vacandard : The origins of the Alhi-

gensian heresy [arguing that this was
not the heresy attacked by St. Bernard,
' Serm. in Cant.' Ixv, Ixvi] N.
Valois : The Italian expedition and
death of Louis I ofAnjou [1382-1384].

Vicomte de Richemont : Jean
Pierre Gourgon, an emigre priest in
Italy in 1793, from his unpublished
correspondence. G. Kurth : Fustel
de Coulanges' ' Histoire des institutions

politiques de Vancienne France.^
Socilte de I'Histoire du Frotestantisme

Francais. Bulletin historique et litte-

raire. xlii. 12. December—F. Rou-
viERE : The assembly at the mill on the

Agau at Nimes [and the punishment
inflicted on its members, 1 April 1703],
with new documents. xliii. i.

January—E. Comba : The introduction

of the reformation into the Vavdois
valleys of Piedmont [i53o-i535].=2.
February—N. Weiss : The first pro-

fessions of faith of the French pro-

testants [1532-1547]. Notes and
documents on the history of French
protestantism, in each number.

II. GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

Archiv ftir Oesterreichische Geschichte
(Vienna), Ixxix. 2.—F. von Krones :

On the history of the Jesuit order in
Hungary [ 1645- 167 1], with documents.

E. Wertheimer : Vienna in the

year 181 3; a contribution to the his-

tory of the wars of liberation, with
letters and despatches A. Beer :

The commercial policy of Austria to-

wards the German states under Maria
Theresa.==lxxx. 1.—H. Schlitter:
The Austrian government and the will

of Napoleon Bonaparte, with letters of

sir Hudson Lowe, prince Metternich,

and others, and other documents [14

May 1821-21 June 1833].
Bayerische Akademieder Wissenschaften.

Sitzungsberichte der philos.-philol.

und hist. CI. 1893. ii. 1, 2.—K.
Krumbacher : Middle-Greeh Proverbs
[the various collections : their manu-
scripts and editions ; their origin,

authorship, and relation ; with texts

and notes.] :—:::^ 3. —K. T. Heigel : On

elector palatine John William's project

of acquiring the Armenian throne

[1698- 1 705, with letters of the princes

of Armenia, Georgia, &c.]

Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1894.

2. February—B.. Dietzel : Feilbogen's
' Adam Smith and Turgot.' A.

Wyss :
' Hessisches UrJcundenbuch,' ii.

2 [1301-1349].
Historisches Jahrbuch (Munich), xv. 1.

—

H. J. ScHMiTz : Professor Johann Gott-

fried Kauffmans and the university of

Cologne during its last fifty years.

D. Rattinger prints the ' Liber Pro-

visionum Praelatorum Urbani V'
[from a newly discovered manuscript

in the Barberini 'library]. H. F.

Helmolt : Ki7ig Buprecht in October

1401. K. Unkel: An episode from
the history of the nunciature at Co-

logne [1593-1597, in connexion Avith

the ' Witteisbacher Briefe ' printed by

F. Stieve.l

Historische Zeitschrift (Munich), Ixxi. 3.
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— 0. Webek: The legend of Denain
[maintaining that while the victory of

24 July 1712 formed a turning point in

the war, it was of quite subordinate

importance in the political course of

events]. Memoir of Theodor von
Bernhardi on the situation of Russia
in March and April 1854 [written at

Kunnersdorf in Silesia in April]

Two letters of Alexander von Humboldt
to Hardenberg [October 1794].

Mittheilungen des Instituts fiir Oester-

reichische Geschichtsforscliung (Inns-

bruck), Erganzungsband iv.—J. Jung :

On the history of the passes of Transyl-

vania, a study in historical geography.

E. VON Ottenthal : The authori-

ties for Otto the Great's first visit to

Borne [giving reason for assuming the

existence of an official narrative which
formed the direct source from which
Liudprand and Adalbert (the continua-

tor of Kegino) drew their information
and the indirect source which supplied

Benedict of Soracte and the writer of

the 'Liber Pontificalis ' with their mate-
rials through an intermediate narra-

tive now lost]. P. ScHEFfER-Boi-
CHOEST : I : The claims of Gregory VII
upon Gaul as a tributary land
and upon Saxony as the property of
the church [supporting Dollinger's

contention that the former claim was
based upon a forged charter professing

to have been granted by Charles the
Great ; but showing that the claim
upon Saxony was derived not from this

charter, but apparently from forged

charters relative to Bremen and Eres-
burg, and from a passage in the
Pseudo-Liudprand, ' de vit. pontif.'

The writer deals further with the
character of Pseudo-Liudprand, tracing

his connexion with Hersfeld and Osna-
briick ; and prints four imperial docu-
ments granting privileges to the canons
of the Vatican basilica [1159, 1196,

1234, and 1433]. II: Pope Hadrian
IV and Ireland [accepting John of

Salisbury's account of his grant of

Ireland to Henry II in fee, which
however was not executed ; but
decidedly rejecting the genuineness of

the bull ' Laudabiliter,' as also of that of

Alexander III, which are maintained
to be school exercises rather than
forgeries with a purpose. The ques-
tion, however, whether they contain an
element or two of fact, is left undecided].

M. Baltzer: The Eisenach
Dominicaji legend [of the first half of

the fourteenth century, in connexion
with a manuscript at Jena containing
a copy of it] 0. Eedlich: On the

history of the Austrian question under
Budolf of Habsburg [on the relations

of the Habsburgs with Wenceslaus II of

Bohemia], with documents [1287-1295].

T. YON LiEBENATj : Mamol as

imperial envoy in Switzerland 1536-
1538] A. HuBER : Studies on the

financial condition of Austria under
Ferdinand J, with a series of revenue
and other returns. J. Hirn : The
renunciation of Poland made by the

Teutonic master Maximilian and the

schemes connected therewith ; a con-

tribution to the history of the northern
policy of Austria in the time of the

emperor Kudolf II. H. Sander :

Vorarlberg at the time of the German
peasants' ivar. J. Egqer: The
origin of the judicial districts in
German Tyrol. J. Durig prints

decisions in cases heard in the court

of vassals of the bishop of Trent in the

thirteenth century. 0. von Zallin-

GER : The struggle for a national peace

(Landfrieden) in Germany during the

middle ages D., Bitter von Schon-
HERR : Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol,

the architect. F., Bitter von
WiESER : Bartolomeo Colombo's map
of the admiral's fourth voyage, with
three plates E. Muhlbacher: Im-
perial ayid papal documents [their

distinction in style, formulae, dating,

&c., as well as in external characteris-

tics ; and the adaptation of the imperial

documents to the papal model after

the great interregnum] This volume
is the work of professor Julius Ficker's

pupils, and is published in commemora-
tion of his fortieth year of teaching at

Innsbruck, with his portrait.

Neues Archiv der Gesellschaft fiir altere

Deutsche Geschichtskunde (Hanover),

xix. 2.—E. Dummler: Waitz and Pertz

[printing correspondence and a diary

of the former, 1836] T. Mommsen :

The ' Historia Brittonum ' [describing

the Chartres manuscript] and the

legend of king Lucius of Britain
[maintaining its Boman origin] F.

Kurze: The Carolingian Annals [741-

829] and their redactions. I : The
manuscripts [distinguishing live classes

:

A, extending to 788 (preserved in the

edition of Canisius) ; B,to 813 (found

in several manuscripts, and repre-

sented by the chronicle of Begino,

&c.) ; C, to 829, not containing the

notices of conspiracies under the years

785 and 792 ; D, likewise to 829, but

including those notices (represented

also by the Fulda Annals) ; E, the

redaction known as the ' Annals of

Einhard,' derived from D and usually

found in manuscripts containing Ein-

hard's ' Vita Karoli ' and sometimes
also Theganus' ' Vita Ludowici ' or the

'Gesta Karoli' of the Monk of St.

Gall]. P. Simson : On the oldest

historical works coinposed at Magde-
burg [discrediting F. Kurze's hypothe-

sis that archbishop Tagino wrote a
chronicle from which Thietmar derived

information, and doubting the exist-
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ence of any Magdeburg chronicle

dating from soon after 1009 ; so that

the ' Gesta Archiepiscoporura Magde-
burgensium ' would be the most
ancient historical production written

at Magdeburg] 0. Holder-Egger :

Studies on Lambert of Hersfeld. IV :

Lambert the poet [examining and
rejecting A. Pannenborg's ascription to

him of the ' Carmen de bello Saxoni-

co ']. T. MoMMSEN maintains the

spuriousness of tivo rescripts in the

so-called collection of the church of
Thessalonica (Hiinel, ' Corpus Legum,'

p. 240) against L. Duchesne.
H. ZiMMER : A further Irish ivitness

for Nennius's authorship of the * His-
toria Brittonum ' [Cormac mac Cuilen-

nain, 831 -903] B. Krusch : The
age of tlie ' Vita Gcnovefae ' [maintain-

ing its late date against L. Duchesne].

O. KuRTH prints a letter of Gerlioh

of Reichersberg from a manuscript at

Posen F. A. von Lehner prints a

petition to pope Alexander VI from the

nunnery of Inzighofen near Sigmarin-

gen.

Theologische Quartalschrift (Tiibingen),

Ixxvi. 1.—F. X. VON Funk : Karl
Joseph von Hefele [fS June 1893]
P. Vetter : The national songs of the

Armenians [from Moses of Chorene].

Merkle : Prudentius and Pris-

cillian.

Theologische Studien und Eritiken

(Gotha). 1894. 2.—T. Kolde : On the

history of ordination and church dis-

cipline [printing documents relating to

a discussion of the questions in 1538-9
raised by master Johann Schnabel
and Leonhard Eberhard]. N. Mul-
ler : On Conrad Wimpina [his testa-

mentary dispositions, with the text of

his will]. BucHWALD describes the

collection of works of Luther [including

letters] found among M. Borer's tran-

scripts at Jena.

ZeitBchrift der Deutschen Morgenlandi-
schen Gesellschaft (Leipzig), xlvii. 4.

—

J. Jolly : Contributions to the history

of Indian law [on the history of child-

marriage, and on Stenzler's collec-

tanea].

Zeitschrift fiir Eatholische Theologie
(Innsbruck), xviii. 1.—J. Svoboda:
The diet of Prague in 1575, second
article O. Braun translates the
correspondence of the Katholikos Papa
of Seleucia [from a Syriac manuscript
in the library of the Propaganda at

Kome], as a contribution to the history

of the East Syrian church in the fourth

century. E. Michael contests the
genuineness of the treatises discovered

by G. Schepss at Wirzburg and attri-

buted by him to Priscillian.

Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte (Gotha),
xiv. 2.— J. VON Pflugk-Harttung :

The Culdees. H. C. Lea: The in-

quisition of Toledo from 1575 to 1610
[giving statistics from a manuscript at

Halle] Dr. Szlavik : Oit the history

of the reformation in Hungary. I:
The schola Hungarica at Wittenberg.
II : Leonhard Stockel [and his school

at Bartfeld]. 0. F. Fritzsche prints

extracts frmn the correspondence of C.
F. Brescius, general superintendent of

the margraviate of Niederlausitz, luith

C. F. Fritzsche, superintendent at

Dobrilugk [1815-1842].
Zeitsclirift fiir Social- und Wirthschafts-
gescMchte (Freiburg), ii. 1.—W. Wit-
TiCH : The origin of ' meierrecht ' and
the break-up of villications in Lower
Saxony and Westphalia F. Eulen-
burg : The Viennese craft-guilds. Ill

:

The reorganisation of industrial condi-

tions in the sixteenth century. C.

M. Andrews : The toiun in New Eng-
land ; its origin and agrarian basis

;

first article.

Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Theo-

logie (Leipzig), xxxvii. 1.— H. Lietz :

The apocryphal acts and legends of
the apostles, and their gnostic cJiaracter.

A. Hilgenfeld : Apollonius of
Rome.

III. GEEAT BEITAIN AND lEELAND

Church Quarterly Eeview, No. 74.

January—St. Bernard of Clairvaux.

A service-book of the seventh cen-

tury [the Antiphonary of Bangor]
Bishop Theodulf of Orleans [in con-

nexion with the religion and learning

of the age of Charles the Great]. Dr.

Pusey St. John in Asia Minor and
the Apocalypse.

Dublin Review, New Series, No. 9.

January—F. E. Gilliat-Smith : The
ancie7it offices of St. Chad, St. Dunstan,

St. TJwmas of Canterbury, and St.

Osmund. A. E. P. K. Dowling :

Papal gifts [of a key of St. Peter, a

rose, and a cap and sword ; their origin

and history] MonsignorBrownlow :

A visitation of St. Mary Church [dioc.

Exon.] in 1301 [from the Exeter muni-

ments]. W. S. Lilly: Alexander

Pope H. Lucas: The early Galil-

ean liturgy, second article.

Edinburgh Review, No. 367. January
—The memoirs of chancellor Pasquier,

first article [to 181 2] Recent edi-

tions of Tacitus [by H. Furneaux and

W. A. Spooner]. The last campaign

of Montrose [giving an account of

Charles II's negotiations with the

Scots, 1649-1650, based upon materials

among the Carte and Clarendon papers

and upon the ' Brief Relation ' which
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was started in October 1649 ' as the
• official organ of the Council of State ;

'

and correcting the details of the battle

of Carbisdale, with a map of the dis-

trict] The results of the crusades [a

sketch].

Jewish Quarterly Beview, No. 22.

January—A. P. Bender : The beliefs,

rites, and customs of the Jews connected

with death, burial, and mourning.
Law Quarterly Review, No. 37. January
—E. Manson gives specimens of scenes

in court from the year books [chiefly

temp. Edw. I] J. H. Bound: The
determination of the Mowbray abey-

ance [holding that if the abeyance of

the baronies of Mowbray and Segrave

was determined by Kichard III, they are

now under attainder, and showing that

the restitution of Thomas Howard,
afterwards created duke of Norfolk, to

the earldom of Surrey expressly ex-

cluded his restitution to any baronies].

Quarterly Review, No. 355. January—
History and fable The steiuardship

of the Chiltern Hundreds [on the history

of this and similar offices which from
1750 came to be employed as a means
for enabling members of the house of

commons to resign their seats. Besides

the stewardships of the Chiltern Hun-
dreds and of the manor of Northstead,
which are still granted, there were used
also thoseof Old Shoreham{i756-i799),
East Hendred (1763-1840), Poynings
(1841-1843), and Hempholme (1845-

1865), and the escheatorships of Mun-

ster and Ulster (down to 1820). Par-
ticulars are given of the constitutional

usage and procedure in the case of

grants of sinecure stewardships]
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley.

Scottish Review, No. 45. January—
W. O'C. Morris : Marshal Macmahon
[fOctober 1893, an unfavourable esti-

mate of his military ability]. J.

CoLviLLE :
' The Complaynt of Scotland

[written 1548-1549]. A. J. Japp :

The Scottish border C. K. Conder :

The antiquities of Cyprus [in con-
nexion with M. 0. Eichter's ' Kypros '].

Transactions of the Royal Historical
Society, New Series, vii.— Sir M. E.
Grant Duff : Address [on the use of

the study of Thucydides to the modern
statesman] H. E. Malden: Notes
on the family of Betoun, in connexion
with some letters of James VI [1595,
1598]. E. Keich : The county in
Hungary. J. von Pflugk-Harttung :

The druids of Ireland. F. Lieber-
il\nn : The ' Instituta Cnuti aliorum-
que regum Anglorum ' [on the origin,

composition, and characteristics of this

redaction of the laws of Cnut compiled
about mo]. W. Cunningham: The
laws of the mercers' company of Lich-
field [of the seventeenth century] ; with
the text edited by W. H. Eussell.
I. S. Leadam : The inquisition 0/ 1517 ;

inclosures and evictions. II : Norfolk,

Yorkshire, Herefordshire, Staffordshire,

and Hampshire [with a preface in cri-

ticism of W. J. Ashley].

IV. ITALY

Archivio Storico Italian© (Florence),

xii. 2.—F. NiTTi Di ViTO attributes to

the tenth century a reliquary inscription

[given in facsimile] relating to an un-
known Saint Erminia [who died at

Martirano in Calabria. The inscription,

however, appears to be in the dialect

of Bari] C. de Fabriczy prints

additional notices of works of art con-

tained in the manuscript of the ' A7W-
nimo Gaddiano' [with remarks on the

notes of the ' Anonimo ' on Florentine
artists printed in the preceding num-
ber] A. Bazzoni: The emj^assies of
cardinal Francesco Barberini to France
and Spain in 1625-1626 [dealing with
the papal policy with regard to the
Valtelline, illustrated by manuscripts
from the Barberini library].

Archivio Storico per le Province Napole-
tane, xviii. 4.—E. Nunziante : The first

years of Ferdinand of Aragon and the

invasion of John of Anjou, seventh
article [1459]. M, Schipa: The duchy
of Naples, eighth article : the admini-
stration and social conditions of the

duchy prior to the Norman conquest.

B. Mabesca: The cavaliere Anto-

nio Micheroux in the Neapolitan re-

action of 1799, second article B. D.
prints a narrative of the siege of Capua
in 1734 by Giovan Battista Battaglia,'

maestro di cappella of the cathedral.

A. SoGLiANo : TJie ayicient history

and topography of Naples illustrated

from inscriptions, first article. E.
Pkrcopo : Notices concerning luriters

and artists of the Aragonese period,

second article : Guido Mazzoni, called

Paganino, and Francesca Galeota.
Nuovo Archivio Veneto, vi. 2.— C.

CiPOLLA : A bibliography of works re-

cently published on the medieval history

of Italy [containing a useful summary
of the Columbus literature] G.
GioRNO : A catalogue of the documeyits

recently arranged i7i the university of
Padua, the colleges, and various uni-

versity institutions [with a brief account
of the statutes of the university and its

colleges of faculties, and of the foun-

dation of the numerous residential

colleges and scholarships]. V. Mar-
CHESi : Venetian government in the

Fritdi from the sixteenth century [in

reply to professor Molmentij.
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V. THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM
Analectes pour servir a I'Histoire Eccl6-

siastique de la Belgique (Louvain),
xxiii. 2.—E. Keusens : Documents re-

lative to the university of Louvain [on

the colleges founded by the religious

orders, specially by the Oratorians, the
Fratres Minimi, the Dominicans, and
the Augustinians].=^ 3.

—

Ordinanceof
Charles Vconceryiing the Flemish clergy

[24 Oct. 1536, ordering the president of

the council of Flanders to make inquiry

touching misdeeds committed by the

clergy of the town of Bruges] A.

Cauchie : Nicole Serru7-ier,\ihe Augus-
tinian friar of Tournai who was con-

demned by the council of Constance].

Annales de la Soci6t6 d'Archeologie de
Bruxelles (Brussels), vi. 2.—P. Ver-
iiAEGEN : On the liberty of the press m
Belgium under French rule [1792-1814,
detailing illegal proceedings on the part

of the French authorities]. C. Buls :

The excavations at Olympia.
Archiev voor Nederlandsche Kerkge-

gescliiedenis (The Hague), iv. 4.—
F. PiJPER : The survival of the ordeal

in the Netherlands [exceptionally down
to the present century] J. J. van
TooKENENBERGEN I The Correspondence

of the Dutch reformed church in Lon-
don [1524-1628, in connexion with J. H.
Hessels' edition]. Bibliography of
the church history of the Netherlands

[1889-1893].
Bulletin de rAcademieRoyale des Sciences,

des Lettres, et des Beaux-arts de Bel-

gique (Brussels), 3rd ser. xxiv. 8.

—

J. P. Waltzing : The archceological

discovery made at Foy in 1892 [proving

the existence of an important military

station there in the first century a.d.]

==xxv. 1.—A. GiRON : Liberty of
conscience at Rome [regarding the

religious legislation as the logical com-
pletion of the great work of unification

at which the Koman people had steadily

aimed from the earliest times of its

historical development].
Bulletin de la Societe d'Art etd'Histoire du

Diocese de Liege (Liege), vii.

—

Stouren :

Olne [a description and history of the

commune from the eleventh century,

with particulars concerning the protes-

tants there from 1632 to the end of the

ancien regime]. A. de Ryckel : The
civil power of the prince bishops of

Li^ge [examining the extent of their

legislative, judicial, and executive

powers during the last four centuries].

L. Grandmaison : Huy during the

French revolution [on the exactions

made by the French troops and govern-

ment]. G. KuRTH : Peter the her-

mit [considering Urban II as the real

inspirer of the first crusade].

Compte rendu des Seances de la Commis-
sion Royale d'Histoire de Belgique

(Brussels), 5th ser. ii. 2.—N. de
Pauw: Gilles de Hase, of Ghent,
generalissimo of the republic of Venice
[from autograph letters and unpublished
documents, with a pedigree of his

family]. A. Cauchie : Notes from
the Vatican archives [describing docu-
ments relative to the repression of

heresy. A curious letter of William the
Silent to Pius IV explains the care with
which he watched over the interests of

Catholicism in his principality of

Orange].t=iii. 1.—C. Piot : Calendar
of the correspondence of Frangipani,

first permanent 7iuncio in the Nether-
lands [recently added to the royal
archives].

La Belgique Judiciaire, xlii. 9.—H.
ScHUERMANS : The pragmatic sanction

of St. Louis [urging that for four cen-
turies this document was repeatedly
brought up against the Roman court
without any one thinking of attacking
its genuineness].

Le Museon (Louvain), xi. 3.-^E. Babelon:
The chroyiology of the kings of Citium.

4.—E. Beauvais : The discovery

of Greenland by the Scandinavians in
the tenth century [on the explorations

of Eirik, 983-985, and on the colonisa-

tion of Greenland by the Icelanders at

that epoch].^=xii. 1

—

Terrien de la
CouPERiE : The first introduction of
western civilisatioji into China accord-

ing to legend and tradition [c. 2282 b.c.].

2. G. Massaroli : The great in-

scription of Nebuchadnezzar.
Messager des Sciences Historiques de
Belgique (Ghent), Ix. 3.—A. De Bidder :

An unpublished account of the in-

auguration of the archdukes Albert and
Isabella in the Netherlands [from a
register of the Archives H6raldiques
of the ministry of foreign atfairs at

Brussels. The narrative is probably
by Michel Maurissens]. A. d'Her-
bomez : The bishopric of Tournai-
Noyon [552-1146. For six hundred
years the union of the two dioceses was
only maintained in a political interest.

Ixi. 2.— J. Fredericks : Recent
literature on the battle of Courtral
[examining and criticising the works
of Kohler, Pirenne, and Funck-Bren-
tano].j::;:=z4.—U. Berliere : The Nor-
bertine co7ivent at Rivreulle [dependent
on the abbey of Premontres de Bonne-
Esperance]. P. Poullet : Public
opinion in Belgium imder French rule

[1795-1814, from the police reports].

H. HosDEY : Historical and biblio-

graphical catalogue of the Belgian

monasteries prior to the nineteenth

century.

Revue Benedictine de I'Abbaye de

Maredsous (Maredsous), ix. 4.—U. Ber-
LiKRE : The Benedictine colleges in the
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medieval universities [dealing specially

with the organisation of Buckingham
(Magdalene) and Gloucester colleges].

5 —W. VAN Heteren : The abbats

and lords of Egmond. 3.—U. Ber-
LiERE : Recent works on Sigebert of

Gembloux [particularly E. Diimmler's

editions of the ' Passio sanctae Luciae '

and the ' Passio sanctorum Thebeo-
rum'].=ll.— U. Berliere : T}ie

provincial chapter of the Belgian Cis-

tercians in 1782 [in protest against the

edicts of Joseph II].

Revue de Belgique (Brussels), xxv. 7.

—

M. Heins : The war of Ghent against

Termonde [illustrating the industrial

history of Flanders in the fourteenth

century. In 1345 the people of Ghent
took up arms against those of Termonde
in order to protect their monopoly of

the cloth manufacture].= 8-10.—

Eahlenbeck : The three princesses

regent of the Netherlands [1507-1567],
Margaret of Austria, Margaret of

Parma, and Mary of Hungary.=11.

—

GossART : Two natural daughters of
Charles V : Thaddde and Jeanne [whose
existence has lately been discovered in

the archives of Simancas].=xxvi. 2.

—E. GossART : Estevanille Gonzalez
[Spanish buffoon at the court of the
Netherlands in the seventeenth cen-

tury].

Revue de I'lnstruction Publique en
Belgique (Ghent), xxxv. 3.—E. Gos-
SART : Jeanne la Folle J. P. Waltz-
ing : Latin epigraphy in the last half-,

century.=xxxvi. 2.—^G. Duflon: T'he

university of Oxford.==Z.—A. Wa-
gener : A petition against the Chris-

tians 312 a.d. [from an inscription re-

cently discovered in Lycia].

VI. EUSSIA

(Communicated by W. B. Morfill)

Istoricheski Viestnik. December— A.

Mertsalov : The character of Boris

Godunov, VII-X, concluded. V.
Botsianovski : Joseph Siemashko and
the return of the Uniates [the greater

part of whom adopted the Orthodox
faith in the reign of the emperor
Nicholas] . January—V. Timiriazev:

The French queen Anna Yaroslavna
[married to Henry I in 1045 ? with a fac-

simile of her signature to a charter of the

abbey of Soissons in 1063, showing that

she used Cyrillic letters].==i'^e6rwar?/

—I. LiUBARSKi : The expedition of
Muraviev on the Amoor in 1855-1856.

Russkaia Starina. December—I. Tol-
stoi : Ukazes and rescripts of the

empress Catherine II. P. Pierling :

Cilli and Massa [giving fresh details

on the career of the false Demetrius].

A. L. : Moscow at the time of the

death of the tsar Alexis [from the

account of the Dutch ambassador van
Klenk]. N. Schilder : Talleyrand
and the emperor Alexander.=Janu-
ary—P. YuDiu: Contributions to the

history of Russian dissent. K.

Shvarsalon : Italian historical docu-

ments relating to Russia [published in

the ' Spicilegio Vaticano di documenti
inediti e rari ^].=February—V. Bil-

BAsov : Catherine II and Count N.
Rumiantsev [letters of the empress to

him preserved in the national archives].

Zhurnai Ministerstva Narodnago Pros-

viestchenia. December, January, Fe-
bruary—T, Leontovitch : Sketch of
the history of Lithuano-Russian laiu,

continued. January-February—A.
Dmitriev : The part played by the

Stroganovs in the conquest of Siberia
[in the reign of Ivan IV].

VII. SPAIN

Boletin de la Real Academia de la His-

toria, xxiii. 6. December—Co^d-e do
Casal Kibeiro : The relations of Spain
and Portugal F. Fita: The epi-

graphy of the route from Alcald de

Henares to Saragossa R. Mcro &
J. DE Dios DE LA RvDA : The remains of
the Celtiberian Nertobriga A. S.

Moguel : Dona Blarica de J^ortugal

[on the amour of the Infanta in legend

and in history] F. Fita prints

documentary evidence proving that the

mother of St. Francis Xavier died

before 1532 [hence the tale that the

saint on his journey from Rome to

Lisbon in 1540, on passing near his

h»me, refused to turn aside to visit his

mother, is apocryphal].=xxiv. 1.

January— F. Coello : The Roman
road from Chinchilla to Saragossa.

-A. G. RiBEiRO DE Vasconcellos :

The career of Suarez at Coimbra
[1597-1616: his appointment by the

crown ; difficulties as to his doctor's

degree and salary ; the controversy with
Sarpi and with James I of England].

Extracts from the diaries of the

Verdesotos of Valladolid [1490-1518].
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The History of a Cambridgeshire Manor

IT is not often that one has the good fortune of being able to study

a series of medieval documents at one's own time and in one's

own house ; but this was given to me by the late Mr. 0. C. Pell,

lord of the manor of Wilburton, in the county of Cambridge. He
committed to my care a splendid line of court and account

rolls which, though there were some gaps in it, stretched from

Edward I to Henry VH, and now, the consent of his successor,

Mr. Albert Pell, having been very kindly given, I am able to lay

before the readers of this Eeview a fairly continuous history of a

particular English manor during the later middle ages ; and to me
it seems that at the present time we have some need for histories of

particular manors, for I am convinced that the time has not yet

come when generalities about the English manor and its fortunes

will be safe or sound.

The manor of Wilburton, on the edge of the fen, formed part of

the ancient estates of the church of Ely. It is fully described in

two * extents,' the one made in 1221, the other in 1277.^ Of

these its late lord, who was deeply interested in its history, gave an

account in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.^

I shall here speak of them very briefly, for they are but the prelude

to those documents which are the theme of this essay.

The two extents begin by describing the demesne land—that is,

the land which is in the lord's own hand. In the extent of 1277

he has 216 acres (' by the lesser hundred and the perch of 16^ feet ')

of arable land, and besides this he has meadow land and a wide

expanse of fen. In the next place an account is given of the

» MS. Cott. Tib. B. 2 ; Claud. C. 11.

2 Bejport and Communications, 1887, p. 1G2.
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holdings of the * freeholders ' and * hundredors ' {de hundredariis et

libere tenentibus). Of these there are nine, one with 16 acres de

tvara, four with 12 acres de wara apiece, two with 6 acres

apiece, two with 2J acres apiece. This arrangement remained

constant during the half-century which elapsed between the two

surveys. These * freeholders and hundredors ' pay small money
rents—the holder of 12 acres pays 2d. a year—they owe two days'

ploughing in Lent and two in winter, for which they receive Id. a

day ; they have to attend the great boon day in autumn. They
owe suit to the court of Wilburton and must attend the hundred

court, which is in the bishop's hand ; hence their designation as

hundredarii. In the later extent it is expressly stated that they

owe a heriot (best beast, or SM.), a fine for marrying their daughters

(32<i.), leyrwite and tallage; the gersiima, or fine for marrying a

daughter, is mentioned in the earlier extent.

In the court rolls the existence of freeholders can from time to

time be detected. They owe suit of court ; they are often amerced
for not doing it or compound for it with a small sum of money.
There are entries also which show that they still owe ploughing

service and that some of them are very lax in performing it. Again,

descents and alienations are sometimes presented and the heriot is

still due. But on the whole these freeholders seem to have played

only a small part in the manor ; the names which occur on the

court rolls are chiefly those of customary tenants.

In the extents the description of the freehold tenements is

followed by the heading * De Operariis et Plenis Terris.' The full

land {"plena terra) consists of 12 acres de icara. Of this thorny

phrase de ivara I will here say nothing—its interest lies in a remote

past—save this, that as a matter of fact the full land at Wilburton

really consisted of 24 acres. Of these full lands there are fifteen and

a half. The holder of such a tenement pays l^d. a year—12^. as

wite penny, Q>d. as sedge silver. Id. as ward penny. From Michaelmas

to Hokeday he does two works a week ; according to the earlier

survey, three according to the later ; from Hokeday to Lammas
three works a w^eek, from Lammas to Michaelmas five works a

week ; and besides all this there is a good deal to be done which is

not computed as part of the regular week work. On the whole the

services, which are more elaborately described in the later than in

the earlier of the two surveys, and which perhaps have become

heavier during the interval, are of the familiar type.^

' As it seemed that in 1277 the bishop was exacting from the Wilburton tenants

a greater amount of ' week work ' than he exacted in 1221, 1 looked through some of the

extents of other manors given in the two Cottonian manuscripts, and I found the same

phenomenon at Lyndon, Stretham, and Thriplow. Apparently in all these cases the

bishop had put on an extra work-day in every week between Michaelmas and Hoke-

tide—and this in the thirteenth century. These Ely extents ought to be printed as

soon as possible.
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Then there were lOJ cottage tenements, which even in Henry
YII's day still preserved a relic of the Domesday terminology in

the name * cossetles.' The holder of each such tenement paid 7d.

a year—4fZ. for wite pound, 2d. for sedge silver. Id. for ward penny

—and did two works in every week. The holders of the full lands

and the cottiers owe suit to the lord's mill, a fine for marrying their

daughters, leyrwite and tallage ; they cannot sell colt or ox without

the lord's leave.

We already see that a basis has been fixed for the commutation

of labour into money. Every * work ' in autumn is, we are told,

worth one penny, and out of autumn every work is worth a half-

penny ; we also see that one haM-cotaria is held b}^ a tenant who
' at the will of the lord ' pays 2s. a year in lieu of his labours ; but

the profit of the manor is reckoned mainly in * works.' In the way
of money rents the lord draws but 31s. a year from the manor, be-

sides some small dues; on the other hand 3,773J * works' are owed

to him, by a * work ' being meant the work of one man for one day.

From 1221 down to the very end of the middle ages the manor
seems to have kept with wonderful conservatism what we may call

its external shape—that is to say, at the end of this period the

distribution of the customary tenements into ' full lands ' and
* cossetles,' or cottier tenements, was still preserved, though the
' full land ' was often broken into two * half-lands.

At the beginning of the fourteenth century we see that some of

the ' works ' were done in kind, while others were ' sold to the

homage.' Thus there is an account for seventeen weeks in the

winter of 1803-4 during which the temporahties of the see of Ely

were in the king's hand ; in this the bailijff and reeve, after charg-

ing themselves with the rents of assize {i.e. the fixed money rents),

proceed to account for 10s. lOd. for 260 ' winter works sold to the

homage at the rate of a halfpenny per work.' In a later part of

the account we see how this number of * works ' is arrived at :—the

officers account for 1,385 works arising from 15^ * full lands ' and

10 cottier tenements ; they then set against this number the 260

works sold to the homage, 355 works sold to the executors of the

late bishop, 57 works excused to the reeve and reaper, 38 works

excused to the smith, 19 works due from a holf-cotaria which

has been let at a fixed rent, 14J works excused on account of the

Christmas holiday, 363^ works the amount of ploughing done, 258

works the amount of harrowing done, 20 works in repairing the

ditch round the park at Downham, thus getting out the total of

1,385 works.

A little later comes a series of accounts for some consecutive

years in Edward II's reign. The basis of these accounts, so far as

v/orks come in question, is that 2,943 winter and summer works,

valued at a halfpenny apiece, are due, and 845 autumn works
EE 2
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valued at a penny. These numbers seem subject to some slight

fluctuations, due to the occurrence of leap years and other causes.

Then the accountants have to show how in one way or another

these works have been discharged, and in the first place they must

account for ' works sold.' In the year ending at Michaelmas 1322

the accountants charge themselves with the value of 1,213 winter

and summer works and 60^ autumn works which have been ' sold,'

in the next year with the value of 1,297^ winter and summer works

and 170^ autumn works ; in the next year with the value of 1,496

winter and summer works and 149 autumn works ; in the next

year with the value of 1,225J winter and summer works and 218i

autumn works ; in the next year with the value of 1,023 winter and

summer works and 247 J autumn works ; in the next year with

the value of 1,381 winter and summer works and 63^ autumn
works. In these and in the later accounts it is not usual to state to

whom or in what manner these * works ' were * sold ;
' but there

can be little doubt that they were sold to those who were bound to

do them—that is to say, when the lord did not want the full

number of works he took money instead at the rate of a halfpenny

for a winter or summer work and of a penny for an autumn work.

The phrase * works sold to the homage,' which occurs in the

accounts of Edward I's time, may perhaps suggest that the whole

body of tenants were jointly liable for the money which thus

became due in lieu of works.

It will be seen that the number of ' works sold ' does not

amount to half the number of works due. How were the rest

discharged ? In the first place some were released ; thus the

reeve, the reaper, and the smith stood excused ; and then again

holidays were allowed on festivals ; thus the occurrence of the feasts

of St. Lawrence and St. Bartholomew serves to discharge a certain

number of the autumn works. But very many of the works were

actually done ; thus in one year 203 ' diets ' of ploughing between

Michaelmas and Hokeday discharge 406 works ; in the previous

year 377 works had been discharged in similar fashion, in the

year before that 406, in the year before that 420 J. Ploughing,

mowing, harrowing, and the like are always wanted ; other works

are accounted for now in one fashion, now in another. In one year

26 works were spent on the vineyard at Ely, in another 3 works

were spent in catching rabbits ; but on the whole the opera are

laid out in much the same manner in each successive year.

I have examined the accounts for the last six years of Edward
H's reign ; their scheme is as follows : The accountant is the reeve

;

his year runs from Michaelmas to Michaelmas. He begins by

debiting himself with the arrears of previous years. The next item

consists of ' Kents of Assize.' These are the old money dues payable

by freeholders and customary tenants ; they amount to no great
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sum—about 21.—but show a slight tendency to increase, owing to the

* arrentation ' of some of the minor services ; for instance, 19d. is

accounted for in respect of a release of the duty of collecting sticks

in the park at Somersham. Next comes ' Farm of Land,' a single

item of 32s. in respect of 24 acres of demesne land which have

been let at a rent. By far the most important item is ' Sale of

Crops,' a very variable item, fluctuating between 81. and 541. Then
follows ' Sale of Stock.' Then comes ' Issues of the Manor ' (* Exitus

Manerii '). Under this head the reeve accounts for the number of

' works ' that have been * sold,' also on occasion for the price of

fowls and turf. The ' Perquisites of the Court ' comprise not only

the amercements, but also the fines payable on alienation of the

customary tenements and the like. The last item consists of ' Sales

accounted for on the back of the Eoll ;
' these seem to consist chiefly

of sales of malt. The total income varies between very wide limits,

rising to 66L, falling to less than 20Z.

On the credit side the first heading is * Allowances ' or ' Acquit-

tances.' A sum of Sd. has to be allowed because the reeve is excused

that sum from his rent. Under 'Custus Carucarum' stand the

cost of making and repairing ploughs, shoeing horses, and so forth.

About 5s. per annum is spent in paying 2d. per plough per day

for every one of the sixteen ploughs of the tenants engaged in the

* boon ploughing ' for winter seed and for spring seed. The * Cost of

Carts ' is sometimes separately accounted for ; the cost of ' Eepairs of

Buildings ' is by no means heavy. Under * Minute Necessaries ' fall

the price of various articles purchased, also the wages of the only

money-wage-receiving labourers who are employed on the manor

—

namely, a swineherd at 4s. 4:d. per annum and an occasionally

employed shepherd at 5s. a year. * Threshing and Winnowing ' are

paid for as piece w^ork. ' Purchase of Corn ' and ' Purchase of Stock
'

are headings that need no comment. Under 'Mowing and Har-

vesting ' (Talcatio et Autumpnus') we find no heavy charge ; all

that has to be paid for is the tenant's harvest dinner, and the wages

during harvest of the reeve and the ' repereve.' Sometimes under

the head of ' Forinsec ' (or Foreign) * Expenses ' occur a few small

sums not expended directly on the manor.

The reeve then accounts for the money that he has paid into the

exchequer at Ely, and then the account is balanced and generally

leaves him in debt. Apparently the annual profit of the manor
varied between very wide limits. The reason of this fluctuation is

to be found chiefly in the sales of corn. The highest prices of the

wheat sold in these six years are as follows :

—

s. d. s. d.

1321-2 . . 12 per quarter. 1324-5 . . 7 per quarter

1322-3 . . 11 1325-6 . . 5

1323-4 . .72 1326-7 . . 3 4
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Such figures as these, though they may be famiHar enough to

economists, are worth notice, for they show us that however stable

an institution the manor may have been from century to century,

agriculture involved a very high degree of risk.

On the back of the account roll the reeve proceeds to account for

the produce of the manor and the * works ' of the tenants. First

comes *.Compotus Grangie ' (' Barn Account'). The reeve has received

somany quarters of wheat from the barn ; so many have gone in seed,

so man}' in provender for the manorial servants, so many remain

in the barn. Eye, barley, pease, oats, and malt have to be similarly

accounted for ; the account is checked by tallies between the reeve,

the reaper, and the barn-keeper. There are four ploughmen and

one shepherd who are famuli manerii and in receipt of corn, each

of them getting one quarter per week during some twelve weeks of

the year. Next comes ' Compotus Stauri ' (' Account of Live Stock '),

under which heading the horses, oxen, and pigs are enumerated.

Then under * Compotus Operum ' (' Account of Works ') the^ reeve

has to show, as explained above, how some 3,700 works have been

discharged, the autumn works, worth a penny apiece, being dis-

tinguished from the winter and summer works, worth a halfpenny.

Thus in one of these years he has to account for 814 autumn works ;

he does so thus :

—

Excused to reeve, reaper, smith

Excused in respect of a cottary let at a rent

Excused on account of festivals

Sold

Eeaping, binding, and stacking 128 ac

2 works per acre .

Carrying

Garnering ^

Stacking pease ....
Carrying dung ....

es at

58 works

n ?>

58 5»

2464 J)

256 5>

96 >>

22 J>

10 5J

58 JJ

812

Thus out of this batch of works more than half have actually been

done.

Now, glancing at the manor as a whole, we see that to a very

large extent it is still dependent on the labours of its villains. The

whole amount received by way of rent is but 2Z. 10s., or thereabouts,

while the price of works sold brings in some 31. or 41. Almost all

the regular agricultural work, with the exception of threshing and

winnowing, is done for the lord by his tenants. He is as yet no
great ' employer of labour ' in the modern sense ; wages are a com-

paratively trifling item in his accounts. He generally employs a

hired swineherd and a hired shepherd, and during some part of the

"• In hladis mayand'' iii grangla. The word mayare is new to me.
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year he has ploughmen, who are paid in grain. But the main part

of his ploughing, reaping, mowing, harrowing is done by those who
are bound to do it by status or tenure.

From the reign of Edward III there are no accounts ; but

turning to those of Eichard II' s time we find that the theory of the

account, so far as * works ' are concerned, is still the same. It is

now reckoned that there are 2,970 winter and summer works,

worth a halfpenny apiece, and 813 autumn works, worth a penny

apiece, to be accounted for. Some of these works are ' sold,' some

not sold ; thus in the year ending Michaelmas 1393 we find 183

works of the one class and 93 of the other class accounted for as

sold. The number of works sold varies much from year to year.

Many hundred works are still done in kind ; but the number so

done has been diminished, because no less than four full lands and

nine cottier tenements * are in the lord's hand ' and have been let

out at money rents. This has introduced into the account a new
element—namely, ' Kent of Bond Land ' (* Firma Terre Native ' or

*Firma Terre Nativorum '), which brings in about 91. a year. A
large number of ope?'a has, therefore, to be subtracted on this score,

e.g. 528 winter and summer works in respect of the said 4 full lands

and 836 similar works in respect of the said 9 cottier tenancies. Ex-

actly when or how the change occurred the extant accounts do not

show. Already in the first year of Eichard II there were 3 full

lands and 8^ cottier tenements let at a rent for short terms of

years and doing no work. But by connecting the accounts with

the court rolls we are enabled to infer that these lands were vacated

by villains who fled late in the reign of Edward III ; thus the first

full land on the list is that of John Thorold, who fled in 1376 or

thereabouts, and of whose flight the court rolls continue to talk for

the next forty years.

Turning, therefore, to the court rolls, we find many entries which

seem to show that during the last half of the fourteenth century

and the first quarter of the fifteenth the lord had great difficulty in

keeping and finding customary tenants on the old terms. Some
examples shall be given.

(1364) J. W., who held a full land, has eloigned himself outside the

dominion of the lord, and altogether relinquished the said land, which

has, therefore, remained in the lord's hand for default of a tenant ; N. K.

now comes and takes the land. (1365) N. K., mentioned in the last

entry, has now relinquished {pmnino reliqidt) the land ; his goods are

seized into the lord's hand ; they include beasts, swine, household uten-

sils, &c., valued at 33s. lOf?., exclusive of the corn. (1366) H. G.,

who held a half-Und and cottage, has eloigned himself outside the

lord's demesne ; his goods and crops are seized into the lord's hand.

(1366) E. 0., who held a full land, has eloigned himself and abandoned
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his land, taking with him a plough and a pair of quern stones, against

the custom of the manor ; let him be attached. (1370) J. C. held

a cottage, but has relinquished it because of his poverty {inopter impo-

tenciam) ; so it has been seized into the lord's hand and is now let to J. G.

for twelve years at a money rent. The tenement abandoned by E. 0. is

let in the same way. (1370) J. W. takes for twenty years a full

land which is in the lord's hand for default of a tenant. In similar

circumstances A. L. takes a half-land for twelve years. Several similar

entries follow. (1371) S. T. takes for his life a half-land which is

in the lord's hand for default of a tenant ; he pays no fine, for he takes

it unwillingly {quia invito capit). Other lands which are in the lord's

hands are granted out provisionally until permanent tenants can be

found. (1372) One full land, three half-lands, three cottages, and

six half-cottages are in the lord's hand for default of tenants, but some of

them have been temporarily let ; tenants ought to be found for them, and

let proclamation be made that any heir or other person who has any

right in them do come and claim them. Proclamations to this effect

are made at several successive courts. (1380) W. W., who held

a messuage and a full virgate of customary land, has left the manor,

waived his land, and carried off his chattels to Chesterton [which is

ancient demesne]. J. M. removed the chattels for him, knowing him to

be the lord's tenant. Let J. M. be distrained to answer for these

chattels, and let a writ be sued out against W. W. [for being on the

ancient demesne there can be no talk of seizing him]. (1384) W. S.

surrenders a cottage and two acres of ' native land,' which he held for 5s.

a year, for that this was too dear {eo quod nimis cara), as the whole

homage testifies ; it is granted to J. P. and his wife and their sequel at

3s. a year. A case of surrender follows, in which the new tenant is to pay

3s., instead of 5s., paid by his predecessor, the whole homage again testi-

fying that the rent had been too high. (1387) It is ordered in

many successive courts that a tenant be found for the lands lately held

by J. A., which he has abandoned {reliquit fugitive). (1392) It

is presented by the reeve that S. T., who holds a messuage and half a
* cossetle,' is unable to maintain the said tenement and do the services

(impotens est predictam terrajn et tenementum manutenere et defendere

versus dominum) ; therefore the lord's officers must find a new tenant,

and in the meantime answer for the issues.

Throughout the court rolls of Henry IV's reign cases continue

to occur in which lands have been abandoned or * waived,' and other

cases in which rents are reduced. Thus (1401) it is presented that

Agnes D., who holds a half-land, is unable to maintain it and do
the services due to the lord, and that the jurors have provided

E. N. to take the land ; he is to pay 12s. rent instead of doing the

services which Agnes did, and only pays 2s. by way of fine for

admittance, because he is an unwilling tenant. The house is

ruinous ; the land is out of cultivation ; one of his neighbours pro-

vides him with the requisite seed. (1409) Mariota, widow of

J. N., who held a full virgate for life, has left the lord's domain,
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gone to Haddenham, taken a husband, and * waived ' the land,

so that it has come to the lord's hand. (1410) A cottier tene-

ment formerly held at a rent of 4s. is granted out at a rent of 2s.

It is not necessary, perhaps not justifiable, to infer from this

evidence that the customary tenants of Wilburton were in any abso-

lute sense badly off, that they could not live and thrive upon their

tenements. The true explanation may be, not that they were in

distress, but that they saw a more attractive prospect elsewhere.

An increased demand for hired labour and a consequent rise of

wages may have been the forces which drove the peasantry to desert

their holdings. Unfortunately there are neither accounts nor

court rolls which testify to the immediate effects of the Black Death ;

but, so far as I can see, the bishop's difficulty in finding tenants,

who will take the full lands on the old terms, begins at a somewhat

later time and thenceforth increases.

Nor need we suppose that none of the tenants were contented

with their lot. During the same period we find cases in which an

heir or surrenderee is willing to promise the old services and to

pay a fine on admission. To give a fair idea of the situation I will

make notes of the various entries which relate to changes among
the tenants of the 15J full lands between 1364, when the court

rolls begin, and the accession of Henry of Lancaster.

(1364) William Starling surrenders half a full land to the use of John
Osbern. John Walter, who held a full land, late that of Andrew Cateson,

has eloigned himself and relinquished his land ; Nicholas of Roydon takes

it, to hold at the accustomed services. (1366) Nicholas of Eoydon
has relinquished a full land ; it is seized into the lord's hand. Aubin

Willay has eloigned himself and relinquished one half-land ; Henry
Greneleaf has relinquished another. (1367) Richard Leycester

takes the half-land formerly Aubin Willay's, to hold at a rent of 13s.

until a permanent tenant can be found. (1367) Robert Osbern,

who held a half-land, has deserted it. (1368) There are now in the

lord's hand for default of tenants a full land late of Nicholas of Roydon,

a full land late of John Thorold, a full land late of Robert Osbern, a

half-land late of Aubin Willay, a half-land late of Henry Greneleaf, and

two cottage tenements. (1369) Robert Tates takes the full land of

Nicholas of Roydon for a term of seven years ; he is to pay 5s. rent and

to spend 2s. a year on improvements ; he pays a fine of 3d. (1370)

John Frost takes the half-land late of Robert Osbern for a term of twelve

years at a rent of 13s. 4:d.; he pays a fine of 6d. Aubin Willay

takes as tenant for life a half-land, seemingly that which he relinquished

in 1366. For half of it he is to pay a rent of Gs. ; for the other he is to

do the accustomed services. He pays a fine of 6s. J'ohn Atwell takes

the full land late of John Thorold for twenty years at a rent of 26s. 8^^.

;

fine, 12d. Andrew Lessi takes the half-land late that of Edmund
Prat, now in the lord's hand for default of a tenant, to hold for twelve

years at a rent of 14s. ; fine, 12c?. Richard Cokayne takes the half-
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land late of Henry Greneleaf for twelve years at a rent of 15s. ; fine, IM.
John Downham takes a half-land late that of Nicholas of Roydon for

twelve years, rendering in the first year 4s. for half of it and the accus-

tomed services for the other half, and afterwards the accustomed services

for the whole ; fine, 12d. (1371) Simon Teye takes a half-land, late

that of Nicholas of Eoydon, for his life at the accustomed services ; no fine,

for he is unwilling. John Downham, junior, takes a half-land, late

that of Nicholas of Eoydon, until a tenant shall be found who will

do the accustomed services, to hold at a rent of 15s. ; fine, 6cZ. There

are now in the lord's hand a full land late of John Thorold, a full land

late of Robert Osbern, a half-land late of Richard in the Lane, a half-

land late of Henry Greneleaf, a half-land late of Nicholas of Roydon,

besides seven of the cottage tenements.

[Hiatus in the rolls.]

(1379) Walter Wiseman marries Alice, widow of Richard Sewyne,

tenant of a full land, and is admitted for his wife's life ; fine, 2s.

(1381) Walter Wiseman has fled with his chattels to Chesterton ; let a

writ be sued out against him. The full land known as Thorold's is

divided into four portions ; one is granted to Richard Tates, another

to Nicholas Dony, another to Richard Walter and John Scot,

another to John Downham, senior, and John Parsce ; in each case

the tenure is for ten years at a rent of Gs. Sd. ; fine, Gd. John

Atwell has been holding the lands, but he could not do the

services. (1382) Alice Cokayne surrenders a half-land, late that of

Henry Greneleaf ; it is granted to Aubin Willay and John Scot, at a rent

of 14s., to hold for their lives or until a tenant be found who will do the

ancient services. (1382) Richard Downham marries Ellen, widow
of John Newman, tenant of a full land ; he is admitted ; fine, 13s. M.
The full land 'waived ' by Walter Wiseman is granted to John Arnold

and Margaret, his daughter, for their lives, and the life of the survivor, at

a rent of 26s. 8^. and suit of court in lieu of all service. (1382)

John Atwell surrenders a full land to the use of John Warwick, who takes

it from the lord for a term of twelve years at the accustomed services
;

fine, 18d. (1384) The tenement relinquished by John Arnold is in

the lord's hand ; the manorial officers answer for the issues. (1385)

Anna Foldyng surrenders a messuage and a full land, for which she has

been paying a rent of 29s. 4cZ., to the use of John Pontefyssche, who is

admitted to hold at the same rent ; fine, 8s. ; John is to erect a chamber
which Anna is to hold for her life, and is to demise to her an acre of the

said land for life. (1386) Ahce Cokayne, who held a full land for

life as widow of Richard Cokayne, is dead ; her son Andrew is admitted
;

fine, 6s. Sd. The tenement relinquished by John Arnold is still vacant.

Nicholas Dony surrenders a parcel of a full land held by him at a rent

of 6s. 8d. to the use of Richard Downham, who is admitted to hold to

him and his at the said rent ; fine, 12d. Simon Teye, who holds a half-land

at the ancient services, is too feeble to do them ; John Crombred takes

the tenement to hold to him and his at the ancient services ; fine, 6s. Sd.

(1387) John Arnold's tenement is still vacant. (1389) John Down-
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ham, senior, tenant of a full land, is dead ; his widow, Anna, is to hold for

her life. Eichard Downham and Ellen his wife, who in Ellen's right hold a

full land, are too feeble to maintain the said land, and they surrender it,

Ellen being separately examined ; the lord grants it to Jacob Frost, to hold

to him and his sequela at the accustomed services ; fine, 3s. 4:d,, and no

more, for he is an unwilling tenant ; and since Eichard and Ellen have

let the tenement go out of repair and cultivation, Jacob is to have from

them two mares {kmienta), price 15s., and four quarters of drage, price 8s.,

and they are to hear no more about the waste ofwhich they have been guilty.

Aubin Willay, who holds a half-land jointly with John Scot, surrenders

his moiety to the use of John Downham, junior, who is admitted to hold at

a rent of 7s. until a tenant be found who will do the ancient services ; fine,

8^. Eichard Downham surrenders his share 'of Thorold's tenement to

the use of William Breche and Catherine his wife, who are admitted to

hold to them and their sequela, at the rent of Gs, 8d., at which Eichard

held ; fine, 8d. (1389) John Arnold's tenement is still vacant.

(1390) John Atwell surrenders a full land, since he is too feeble to

maintain it, to the use of John Warwick, who is admitted to hold

to him and his sequela at the accustomed services; fine, 6s. Sd.

John Arnold's tenement is still vacant. (1392) John Arnold's tene-

ment is still vacant. (1393) Anna, widow of John Downham, senior,

who held a full land for her life, is dead ; her son, John Downham, junior,

is admitted to hold to him and his sequela at the accustomed services

;

fine, 6s. Sd. John Arnold's tenement is still vacant. (1396) At the last

court it was presented that Aubin Willay, who held a half-land, had gone

away and waived it. He is now present, and on being examined states

that he refuses and relinquishes the land, and he surrenders it to the use

of Eichard Scot, to whom it is granted at a rent of 12s., to hold to him
and his sequela until some one shall come to take it at the accustomed

services ; and in case such a one appears, Eichard is to have an option

of continuing to hold at the said services, and should he reject this

option is to receive from the incoming tenant the costs that he has laid

out on the tenement ; fine, 12d., and no more, because he is to build.

John Arnold's tenement is still vacant. (1398) John Crombred,

who held a full land, is dead ; his widow, Ellen, is admitted to hold for

her life ; no fine. Eichard Dony and Ellen, his wife, late widow of

John Crombred, who hold a full land for the life of the said Ellen, sur-

render their estate, and the lord grants the said land to them and their

heirs at the accustomed services ; fine 2s. Nicholas Dony, holder of a

half-land, is dead ; his widow, Agnes, is admitted to hold for her life

at the accustomed services ; no fine. (1399) John Starling, holder

of a full land, is too feeble to maintain the land, and surrenders it ; the

lord grants it to John Newman, to hold to him and his sequela at the

accustomed services ; fine, 6s. 8d. The outgoing tenant * demises ' to

the incoming tenant farming utensils and tillages, and pays 60s. to the

incoming tenant in respect of waste, which money the incoming tenant

is to spend in repairs. John Arnold's tenement is still vacant.

On the whole, after reading these entries our conclusion will

probably be that, in the then state of the markets for land, labour,
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and food, the value of a full land copyhold of the manor of Wil-

burton, to be held by the ancient services, was extremely small,

and was often accounted a negative quantity by the tenant—that is

to say, he would rather not have "the land than have it. Happy in

their posterity were those who endured and got their services com-

muted into rents.

We may now compare the accounts of Eichard II's reign with

those of Edward II's. The scheme remains the same, but some

new headings have made their appearance. The ' Eents of Assize

'

now bring in 2L 3s. O^d. ; there is here a trifling increase. The

old * Farm of Land,' which brought in 11. 12s., is replaced by two

headings— ' Farm of Demesne Land ' and * Farm of the Natives'

Land.' Under the former there is an increase during Eichard'

s

reign from 6s. 9cL to 11. Is. ll^d. A good many small pieces, two

or three acres apiece, of the old demesne have been granted out by

entries on the court roll at money rents of about Is. per acre.

Under the * Farm of the Natives' Land ' fall the rents paid for those

relinquished full lands, half-lands, and cottages which have fallen

into the lord's hand and been granted out at money rents ; the

amount of these rents rises during the reign from 71. 10s. to near

101. ' Sale of Corn ' brings in some 20Z. and ' Sale of Stock ' a very

variable amount. The * Issues of the Manor ' bring in some 21.

and the * Sale of Wool ' some SI. The * Sale of Works ' is separately

accounted for, and at the beginning of the reign still brings in SI.

or 4L The ' Perquisites of the Court ' have fallen rather than risen,

and cannot be relied on for more than 21. There are now some

sundry receipts which may raise the total by 11. or 21.

The credit side of the account presents some new phenomena.

Under ' Acquittances and Decay of Eent' we find that the rents with

which the reeve now debits himself are by no means pure gain.

As tenements fall into the lord's hand and are let out at new rents

—

rack rents—the old dues have to be forborne ; they are not at once

struck out of the account, but appear on both sides : it is conceived

that the old rents have ' decayed.' Under this heading also

various allowances to the tenants are comprised, and a sum is thus

shown which rises from 9s. to 15s. Other headings of (fischarge

are ' Purchase of Corn and Stock ' (very variable), ' Cost of Ploughs

'

{11. to 2L), * Cost of Carts,' * Eepair of Buildings and Gates ' (usually

less than 10s., but rising to 5Z. when a new pigeon-house is built),

* Cost of Sheep and Fold ' (less than 11.), * Necessaries,' * Threshing,'

' Servants' Wages ' (there is a shepherd, sometimes a boy to help

him ; the whole of this item is 10s. to 15s.), and besides this there

is the cost of the ' Boon Ploughing ' and of the ' Harvesting

'

(the tenants' dinner).

An attempt has been made to bring out the net result of these
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accounts in a tabular form, in which are stated (1) the total of the

items of charge, less arrears, (2) the total of the items of discharge,

less money paid to the lord's use. During the fifteen years of

Eichard's reign for which accounts exist the excess of income over

outgo varies between 231. and 50/. ; its average is about 37/.

Year ending Michaelmas

1378 1379 1381

"^

Income . 47 1 10 45 18 2} 57 12 o|
Outgo . . 7 9 IJ 8 18 llf 16 13 7

Balance . 39 12 8i 36 19 3 40 18 5|

1382 1384 1385

Income . 49 19 10]- 48 2 OL 53 6 11

Outgo . . 12 17 Ih 12 8 7"' 10 10 2i
Balance . 37 2 8| 35 13 5i 42 16 Bi

1386 1387 1392

Income . 36 19 3J 46 4i 60 17 9i
Outgo . . 13 12 6i 15 17 51 11 17

Balance . 23 6 9i 30 2 11 49 H
1394 1395 1396

Income . 40 13 llf 57 18 6 45 7 H
Outgo . . 7 9 lOf 25 6 llj 14 9 n
Balance . 33 4 1 32 11 6i 30 17 ^

1397 1398 1399

Income . 48 16 01 47 4 6i 61 8 H
Outgo . .779 9 15 ll'' 10 10 2i
Balance . 41 8 3i 37 9 7i 50 17 10|

On the back of the roll, as of old, appear the * Barn Account,'
* Stock Account,' and ' Account of Works.' The ' Account of

Works ' for the year ending Michaelmas 1381, the year which saw the

peasants' rebellion, is as follows :

—

Ploughings :—[He accounts for] 232 1 diets of ploughing, proceeding

from 15 1 full lands for 30 weeks and two days between Michaelmas and
Hokeday, falling this year on the last day of April, from each full

land every other week one diet of ploughing reckoned as two works.

Total, 232i diets.

Of which in acquittance of the reeve and reaper, each of whom holds a

half-land in respect of his office, 15 diets ; and in default of 4 full lands in

the lord's hand and at farm, 60 diets ; and in acquittance of 10J full lands

which are in work, in respect of the fortnight at Christmas, 10^ diets

;

and in ploughing the demesne land for wheat seed, 12 diets ; and for

spring sowing, 17 diets ; and for diets sold, 118 diets.

Balanced.

Somererthe:—15^ diets of ploughing, called Somererthe, proceeding
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from the said 15^ full lands ; to wit, for each full land, 1 acre ploughed

and reckoned as 1 work as per the terrier.

Total, 15J diets.

Of which in acquittance of the reeve and reaper, each of whom holds a

half-land in respect of his office, and of the 4 full lands in the lord's

hand and at farm, 5 diets of ploughing ; and in ploughing the demesne

land 10^ diets.

Balanced.

Benerthe :—5G diets of ploughing proceeding from the custumarii, as

well free as native, according to the teams that they yoke ; in the year

from each custzwiarius with all the beasts that he yokes, 4 diets, at Id. per

diet, as per the terrier.

Total, 5(j diets, accounted for by ploughing of the demesne land.

Nederthe :— 15^ acres of ploughing and harrowing proceeding from

15J full lands at two seasons called Nederthe, from each full land at

each season ^ acre ploughed and harrowed without food and without

being reckoned as a work.

Total, 15J acres.

Of which in acquittance of the reeve and reaper, each of whom holds a

half-land in respect of his office, and of the 4 full lands in the lord's hand

and at farm, 5 acres ploughed and harrowed ; and in ploughing of the de-

mesne land 10^ acres.

Balanced.

Winter and summer works :—[He accounts] for 2,936j works pro-

ceeding from 15^ full lands and 10J cottaries, from Michaelmas to

Lammas (1 Aug.) ; from each full land 8 works per week and from each

cottary 2 works per week
;
price of each work, a halfpenny.

Total, 2,936J works
;
price of a work, one halfpenny.

Whereof in acquittance of the reeve and reaper, each of whom holds a

half-land in respect of his office, 130^ works ; and in default of the 4 full

lands in the lord's hand and at farm, together with the full land of

Walter Wiseman, which fell this year into the lord's hand at the

end of November, 498^ works ; and in default of the 8^ cottaries in the

lord's hand and at farm 639^ works, and in acquittance of 10^ full lands

which are in opere for 147 diets of ploughing, arising from the

same as mentioned above, at 2 works per diet, 294 works ; and in

acquittance of the said 10^- full lands which are in opere for

' somererthe ' as per the terrier, 10 ^7 works ; and in cutting 700 bundles of

thatch, called lawthatch, among the full lands that are in opere—to wit,

each 100 bundles reckoned as 1 work—9 works ; in cleansing wheat and

rye for seed, 12 works ; in harrowing the demesne land for sowing wheat
and rye, 46 works ; in making a new onurs -^ for enlarging the lord's

sheepfold, 37 works; in covering the same sheepfold, 32 works; in

cutting the brushwood in the grove at Hadenham for inclosing the

gardens, rabbit warren, * et le ponyerd,' 36 (?) works ; in aiding the

carrying of the said brushwood to the carts which had been brought there,

* I can only read the word thus.
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6 works ; in aid in ' shredding ' {shridando) of the said brushwood at the

rabbit warren at Wilburton and drawing it inside, 12 works ; in securing

the ditch round the said warren, 3 works ; in carrying dung outside the

manor to the fields within the Christmas fortnight, 40 works ; in repairing

the wall round the manor, which had fallen down, 61 works ; in scouring

the ditch round the ponyard, 13 works ; in digging the lord's vineyard at

Ely, 13 works ; in harrowing the lord's land for spring sowing, 102

works ; in breaking the ground for the same sowing, 22 works ; in

carrying pease from the rick in the manor to the barn for threshing,

6 works ; in weeding the lord's corn, 60 works ; in shearing 173 sheep of

the lord, 32 works ; in scouring the ditch round the park at Downham,
15 works ; in mowing 7a. 3r. of meadow in Emedwe, 20 works ; in

cutting, binding, and shocking the forage there, 20 works ; in mowing

24-^ acres in Landmedwe, 88 works ; in making the hay there, in addition

to the help given by the servants, 38 works; in carriage of the said

forage and hay with two carts for two days, 20 works ; in stacking the

forage and hay in the manor, 8 works ; in collecting dung in the manor
in July, 6 works ; in winnowing 161 qrs. 2 bus. of divers grain of the

issue of the barn, as above, besides the 30 qrs. of barley for malting,

62 works ; and in works sold, 484| works ; and in 23J works upon the

account.

Balanced.

Autumn works:—[He accounts] for 814 works proceeding from the said

15^ full lands and 10J cottages from Lammas to Michaelmas, during 8

weeks and 3 days, during which each full land works 5 days per week—to

wit, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday—and each cot-

taria works two days per week on days chosen by the bailiff.

Total, 814 works
;
price of each work, one penny.

Of which in acquittance of the reeve and reaper, each of whom holds a

half-land in respect of his office, 41 works ; and in default of 4 full lands

in the hands of the lord, and at farm, 164 works ; and in default of 8^
cottaries in the hands of the lord and at farm, 144^ works ; and in ac-

quittance of the 10^ full lands which are m opere for two festivals fall-

ing on their work days within the said time—to wit, the Assumption of St.

Mary, on a Thursday, and the Decollation of St. John, on a Thursday

[21 works] ; and in reaping, binding, and shocking 96{y acres of divers

grain at two works per acre, 193 works ; and in carrying the lord's corn,

28 works, besides the help of the manor carts ; and in stacking the

lord's corn, as well in the barn as outside, 12 works ; and in driving the

lord's plough while the servant {famulus) of the manor was thatching a

rick of pease, 3 works ; and in carrying dung out of the manor, 38 works
;

and in works sold, 169J works.

Balanced.

We see, then, that at the very end of the fourteenth century many
of the old * works ' were exacted. In some years more were ' sold,'

in some less. In the year ending Michaelmas 1397 only 8 out of

2,970 winter and summer works were sold : some 800 were actually

done ; many of the others were discharged by the fact that four of the
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full lands and no less than ten of the cottage tenements had fallen

into the lord's hand and had been let by him either permanently

or temporarily at money rents. And on the whole the economy of

the manor is far from being an economy of cash payments. The

lord is no great payer of wages. For the regular field work he has

no need of hired labourers ; his only permanent wage-receiving hind

is a shepherd, but there are ploughmen who receive allowances of

grain.

Passing on now to Henry IV's reign, we find that the old mode

of reckoning is still preserved. There are still 2,970 winter and

summer works due, but 5 full lands and 10 cottier tenements have

fallen into the lord's hand and bring in nothing but money ; more

than 10^. has now to be accounted for as * Kent of Bond Lands,' and

a proportionate number of works has to be subtracted. Of the other

works some are sold ; in one year 204 of the winter and summer

works are sold, while 114 have been discharged by harrowing. In

1407, however, the basis of the account was changed ; it became a

recognised fact that 6 full lands were no longer in opere, and the

total number of winter and summer works to be accounted for was

reduced to 1,188, and that of autumn works to 378.

A great change seems to have taken place soon after this, during

a period for which we have no accounts. In the first year of

Henry VI (1423) the ' Eent of Bond Lands ' has risen to 22Z. All the

* works ' seem now to be released {relaxantur custumariis domini)

except the boon ploughing :—76 * diets ' of ploughing due from

the customers, whether free or bond. Very shortly after this, in or

about 1426, another great change was made. The demesne of the

manor, containing 246 acres of arable land and 42 acres of meadow,

was let to farm at a rent of 8^., and the demise of the land which had

been actually in the lord's hand seems to have carried with it the right

to the ploughing service ; that service, therefore, no longer concerns

the bishop while the , lease lasts {nichil hie quia conceditar firmario

terre dominice cumfirmasua). The demesne land is let cum operihus

et consuetadinibus omnium custumariorum operabilium. This soon

leads to a great simplification and abbreviation of the accounts, an

abbreviation to be measured in feet. The receipts are now the old

assize rents, the rent of the demesne, the rents of the bond lands,

the perquisites of the court ; the opera are no longer brought into

the account, and the purchases and sales of stock and crops disappear,

for these of course concern the firmariu's, not the lord. The firmarius,

it may be noted, is just one of the men of the vill, one of the

copyholders, as we now may call them ; in the first instance he is

the same man who is acting as reeve.

Thenceforward the bishop seems to have been able to keep the

demesne land in lease, now one and now another of the copyholders

taking it for a term of years : thus under Edward IV it was let for
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IG years at a rent of 11. It is always recognised that the subject

of this demise comprises ' the customs and works of the customary

tenants of the lord.' Meanwhile the ' Kent of Bond ' or * Natives'

Land,' which has declined from 22L to about 111, remains constant.

Under Henry VII the situation is but little altered ; the bond

land brings in its 111, the demesne land 8Z., the demises of the

latter are still described as including * all the works and customs of

the customary tenants of the lord.'

This evidence, therefore, seems to point to a great change under

Henry V (1413-22). In the last year of Henry IV the rent of

bond lands is entered at IIZ. 5s. 6d. ; it is still reckoned that 1,056

halfpenny works and 336 penny works are due ; many of these

are actually done in kind, though some are * sold.' When the

accounts begin again under Henry VI the rent of bond lands is

22Z. 2s. lOd., almost exactly double the old amount, and all the

works that are accounted for are 76 diets of ploughing. This

change was immediately followed by another—namely, the letting

of the demesne—the scitus manerii, as it is sometimes called

—

together with the benefit of whatever ojoera remained uncom-

muted. Whether the commutation under Henry V was originally

regarded as more than a temporary or revocable measure does not

appear ; practically it seems to have been a final step.

Two cases of commutation which occurred in the reign of

Henry IV are noticed on the court rolls. J. N., who holds a full

land by services and customs, has requested the lord that he may
have his land at farm and not for customs and services, and the

lord, seeing his w^eakness and poverty {inojnam et dehilitatem)^ oi his

special grace has granted that he may hold his land at farm ; and

upon this comes J. N. and takes the land to hold to him and his by

the rod at the will of the lord, according to the custom of the manor,

rendering yearly to the lord 20s. rent for all labour services to the

said lord belonging, and he gives the lord 2s. The other case is of

a similar character : the lord of his special grace grants to J. D. a

half-land, to hold to him and liis sequela at a rent of 12s.

for all services and customs, which land the said J. D. hitherto

held by services and customs. It is specially noticed in this case

that no fine (gersuma) is taken for this new grant.

Then, as already said, we find that in the first year of Henry VI
(1422-3) all the customary tenements are paying money rents. It

may be interesting to note the fate of the full lands.

The reeve accounts for 26s. Sd. from John Downham and his fellows

for the full land late of John Tliorold.

For 13s. 4:d. from Andrew Somerset for a half-land.

For 13s. Od. from Thomas Stoney for a half-land, formerly Pratt's.

For 12s. Od. from Simon Dauntre and Wilham Philip for a half-land,

formerly of Henry in the Lane, demised to them for life.
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For 13s. 0^. from John Downham, senior, for a half-land, formerly of

Henry Greneleaf.

For 265. Od. from the full land called Sewyne's, demised to various

tenants.

For 12s. 0^. from Eobert Scot for a half-land.

For 12s. Od. from Eobert Newman for a half-land demised to him

and his.

For 12s. 0^. from Thomas Downham for a half-land demised to him

and his sequela.

For 24s. Od. from John Newman for a full land.

For 24s. Od. from John Downham, senior, for the works of a full land

recently released to him.

For 24s. Od. from Andrew Cokayne for the works of a full land re-

cently released to him.

For 24s. Od. from John Frost for the works of a full land recently re-

leased to him.

For 24s. Od. from John Downham for the works of a full land

recently released to him.

For 24s. Od. from Eichard Dony for the works of a full land recently

released to him.

For 24s. Od. from Andrew Frost for the works of a full land recently

released to him.

For 24s. Od. from Andrew Lessy for the works of a full land recently

released to him.

For 24s. 0^. from Jacob Frost for the works of a full land recently

released to him.

For 24s. Od. from John Warwick for the works of a full land recently

released to him.

Thus the basis of the commutation effected under Henry IV and
Henry V seems to have been 24s. for the full land—that is to say, a

shilling per acre with the messuage thrown in. During the four-

teenth century the lord seems to have been able to obtain a higher

rent—namely, 26s. 8^.—for the full land, and 13s. 4:d. for the half-

land. But even 24s. was too high a rent to be permanently main-

tained ; before the end of Henry YI's reign it had been very

generally reduced to 20s., and the total * Eent of Natives' Land '

had fallen from 22/. to 171. It might be an anachronism to say that

these copyholders of the fifteenth century were paying ' rack rents,'

but they were paying * the best rents that could reasonably be

gotten.'

When once the commutation has been effected and the demesne
demised to a farmer, the manorial accounts cease to have any great

legal interest. The lord of the manor has, in effect, become a

landlord of the modern type. It can be no part of my undertaking
to trace the ups and downs of his income ; many of its items were
now irrevocably fixed, while the rent that could be obtained for the

demesne varied from time to time and lease to lease. On the whole

his income seems to hava fallen. About the years 1428 to 1432
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the excess of income over outgo generally amounts to 30Z. or little

less; thirty years later it has fallen to some 25L, and it seems

never to recover from this fall. An abstract of the account for the

year ending Michaelmas 1507 will show how the matter stood at

the beginning of another century.

Debit

Rents of assize ,

Rents of * Natives'

Land ' .

Rents of pieces of

demesne land

.

New rent for small

parcels of demesne

.

Farm of the manor .

Issues, of the manor

(only one item, for

liberty of fold de-

mised) .

Perquisites of court .

Total

2 3

d.

2i

17 16 1

1 6 10

1

15

30 4 51

Credit,

Allowance and decay

of rent .

Repairs of barns

Paid to the lord's use

Balance due

14

10
28 8 6J

30 2 GJ
1 11

Total 30 4 5J

The manor was granted by Bishop Martin Heton to Queen

Elizabeth in the forty-second year of her reign (1599-1600). This

appears from a survey of 8 Aug. 1609, when the manor was in the

hand of King James. Its revenue was then estimated as follows :
—

£ «. d.

Rents of assize 2 3 2|
i Rents of assize of * native tenants '

. . . 17 16 1

Farms of demesne lands in the occupation of

tenants 1 16 10

New rent 18
Issues of the manor . . . . . . 10
Farm of the * scite of the manor ' let for a term

of years by indenture . . . .800
Perquisites of the court upon an average . . 3 9 11J

Total . . 33 8
9~

But the surveyor adds, * Ther is yearly allowed and deducted out of

the value aforsayde for a decay of rente within the sayde mannor
the some of xvij.^ 9*^ ob. but whether it may be repayred or not I

have noe knowledge.'

A good many of the ancient tenements have still to all appear-

ance kept their shape ; they are still held as integral wholes, though

several are sometimes in the hand of one man. The full tenement,

or ' virgate,' still pays in general a rent of 205. ; it consists of a

house and curtilage, of twenty-four acres of arable scattered about

F F 2
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in the common fields, of a few acres of meadow, and of rights of

common of pasture. What is more, it still owes some labour service,

the remains, so it would seem, of .the old *boon works.' Against

the names of several of the tenants, in addition to the amounts of

their rents, is set ' j. oipera seminancV tritici et alt' ino seminancV ordeiy

\j, opera tritici alt' ordei ut supra,' ' iiij. opera ut supra' * 4 da^^e workes

cum carucca firmarii' 'iiij. opera cum caruca.' The benefit of these is

enjoyed by the farmer (firmarius) of the demesne, of the scitus

manerii. But while rents have remained fixed, the annual values of

the copyholds, reckoned in money, have in all probability increased

enormously. Against each tenement is set not only its rent but

what seems to be an estimate of the amount beyond its rent that it

might be expected to bring in if let at a rack rent. Thus of one

small tenement the rent is 12(Z., while after this stands aim' vaV

dimittend' 9s. idtra r—that is, the annual value of it if demised at

a full rent is 9s. beyond the rent actually paid ; in other words, the

actual rent is but a tenth of the possible rack rent. In some cases

the virgate which brings in 11. per annum is reckoned as worth 61. or

71. more. Even the demesne seems to be held by the termor on

very beneficial terms (probably he has paid a substantial fine) ; as

of old he pays but SI., while the annual value of his tenement seems

to be estimated at 661. 13s. Ad. From a copy of the deed whereby

King James sold the manor it would seem that he got 1,261?. 18s. Ad.

for it, an absurdly large price if the purchaser was going to get but

33Z. a year. But whatever the purchaser could get by reletting the

demesne or cultivating it himself, the time was past when he could

hope to increase his receipts from the 'natives' lands,' and the

evidence goes to show that the economic catastrophe of the sixteenth

century, the influx of the precious metals, not to mention the de-

basement of the coinage, had greatly benefited the representatives

of the * natives ' at the cost of their lord.

At the risk of making this paper intolerably long I must add a

few words about the legal status of the villains of Wilburton. There

can be no doubt that in the thirteenth century the customary

tenants, the holders of the full lands, half-lands, and other tenements,

were serfs, nativi. This theory was kept up during the whole of the

next century, and was brought home to them in practice. Thus in

or about the fiftieth year of Edward III. a number of nativi relin-

quished their lands and fled ; for many years afterwards orders were

given at every successive court for their recapture.

(1369) Andrew Thorold, a nativus of the lord, dwells at Lindon,

Andrew in the Lane at Hidingham, Nicholas Bande at Hempstead,

William Coppe at Cottenham ; let them be seized and brought to

the next court. (1372) Andrew in the Lane, Nicholas Bande,

John Thorold and Robert his brother, Andrew Thorold, John and
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Nicholas, sons of Andrew Frost, nativi domini, are missing and

ought to be seized. Such entries as these are found on the rolls of

the fifteenth century also. (1467) Several nativi domini dwell at

Crowland, Iselham, and elsewhere, and pay no chevage (head

money) ; let them be attached. (1480) A similar entry. In Henry

VII's day care is taken to record the fact that certain persons are

serfs, and to state the whereabouts of their progeny. (1491) A. C,

a native by blood of the lord, dwells on the lord's demesne, and has

three sons and one daughter, whose names and ages are stated

;

J. B., another native, has two sons and one daughter ; E. F., another

native, has one daughter ; another K. F. has a daughter ; Agnes D.,

a nieve, dwells with W. B. ; Joan D., a nieve, dwells at Chatteris
;

Ellen D., a nieve, dwells at Wilburton ; let them be attached by their

bodies to do fealty to the lord. Such an entry as this suggests that

by this time it has become necessary to enumerate the ' natives ;

'

it is no longer to be assumed that all holders of customary lands are

serfs ; the difficulty that there had been of finding tenants had

probably brought into the manor a number of outsiders who were

not the bishop's born bondmen.

The practical incidents of servility are enforced during the four-

teenth century. True that when a serf has once run away he is

not recaptured ; but there is a good deal of talk about recapturing

him, though nothing seems to come of it. The ' natives,' however,

who remain behind cannot marry their daughters, educate their

sons, or sell their beasts without the lord's leave.

(1364) It is presented that H. N. sold a foal of his own increase

{de iwoprio incremento) without the lord's licence ; therefore he

is amerced. (1367-9) Several similar entries. So in 1384 an

amercement for selling foals to strangers without leave of the lord

or supervision of the bailiff. (1372) Presentment that Eichard

Cokaygne has put his son John, aged eight years, to school without

the lord's leave ; he is amerced in 40fL At a later court Eichard

is licensed to send his son to school on condition that he does not

take any holy orders without the lord's leave, the condition being

enforced by a penalty of 100s. (1380) A. L., a nativiis of the lord,

at the time when he was reeve acquired, without leave of the lord, a

messuage and some freehold land from W. S. ; he now makes fine

to the lord with 20s., that he may hear no more about this matter

{ne occasionetur) . (1384) A nativus pays 13s. 4(^. for leave to

marry a nativa, a widow who holds a full land, and for leave to hold

that land jointly with his wife. (1385) Presentment that A. L.

married his daughter to E. H., a nativus of the lord ; A. L. pays

3s. Ad. that he may hear no more of this {ne occasionetur de

maritacione j^i'cdicta). (1394) J. F., a> nativus domini de corpore,

pays ISd. for leave to marry his daughter, nativam domini^ to J. C,
nativo domini ; he pays no more because his daughter has been guilty
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of fornication

—

comisit leyrwyght—by reason whereof the lord had

5s. These marks of servihty seem to disappear in the fifteenth

centm-y.

The terminology employed in the earliest surrenders and admit-

tances is not stereotyped. The land is sometimes terra nativa,

sometimes terra ciistmnaria, sometimes simply a ' full land ' or * half-

land,' as the case may be. The tenendum is sometimes sibi et suis,

sometimes sibi et sequele sue ; * secundum consuetudinem manerii
'

appears at times, and occasionally * ad voluntatem dominiJ In Eichard

II's day, in the case of a grant to a man and his wife, we already find

the full form, teneridum J, et M. et heredibus et assignatis eoritndem

per virgam et ad voluntatem domini secundum consuetudinem manerii

faciendo servicia antiqua pro predicto integro cotagio. Thence-

forward it is common to mention the rod, the will of the lord, and

the custom of the manor ; but the phrases ' sibi et sequele sue,* * sibi

et suis ' do not at once give way before * sibi et heredibus suis,* In the

middle of the fifteenth century it became common to describe the

tenant as holding per copiam.

The conclusions to which these rolls would lead us may now be

stated in a summary fashion.

Before 1350 or thereabouts. The lord gets very little by way of

money rent. His demesne is cultivated for him by the * works ' of

his customary tenants. More works are due than are wanted, and

each year he * sells ' a certain number of works at a customary rate

—

that is to say, he takes from the person liable to work a penny or,

as the case may be, a halfpenny in respect of each work that he

does not want. The customary tenants are for the more part, if

not altogether, unfree men, and are treated as such.

From 1350 to 1410 or thereabouts. There is as yet no per-

manent commutation of work for rent. The lord, however, finds

the greatest difficulty in keeping old and obtaining new tenants
;

his tenants, more especially the cottagers, run away and relinquish

their tenements. The lord still hopes to obtain tenants on the old

terms, but in the meanwhile has to make temporary grants or leases

at money rents, and from time to time to reduce those rents. From
the tenants who still hold on the old terms he still exacts a con-

siderable number of works, while other works he ' sells ' to them
year by year. Many of the tenants are still unfree, and are treated

as such.

After 1410 or thereabouts. It havhig at last been recognised

that many of the tenements are no longer in opere, and that there

is no prospect of a return to the old state of things, a general com-

mutation of all works (except some ploughing) takes place. Per-

haps this is not at once conceived as a final change, but prac-

tically it is irrevocable. The rents are the best rents that the lord
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can get, and in course of time it is necessary to reduce them.

The demesne land, together with the benefit of such works as are

uncommuted, is now let, for short terms of years, to a farmer.

The lord of the manor becomes, in effect, little more than a receiver

of rent. Very few practical traces of personal servitude remain, but

we read of no formal emancipation of the bondmen, and the lord

is careful to preserve a record of their bondage.

Iti the sixteenth century. Owing to the fall in the value of

money, the copyholder gradually acquires a valuable right in his

holding. His rent—less than a shilling an acre—becomes light.

I will not generalise, but to me it seems that in this instance the

copyholder's vendible interest is almost entirely an unearned incre-

ment, the product of American mines.

F. W. Maitland.
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The Co7ispiracy of Dr. Lopez

IN the year 1591, an impecunious Portuguese adventurer, Don
Antonio, together with certain fellow-countrymen, his sup-

porters and followers, was attracting public attention in London.

Don Antonio, an illegitimate son of the infante Don Luis and

grandson of King Manuel, was a pretender to the disputed crown of

Portugal, in opposition to Philip II, and in consequence a refugee

in England. His most influential Portuguese supporter in his

exile was a certain Dr. Kuy Lopez.

This Eoderigo or Buy Lopez was a physician of Jewish descent.

He had settled in England in 1559, and neither professional jealousy

nor prejudice of race had interfered with his success. He steadily

made his way, was admitted to the membership of the College of

Physicians, and on one occasion was invited to read the lecture on

anatomy, which, however, he thought good to decline. In a list of

the chief London practitioners in 1575, enumerated by Stowe, his

name stands near the head, as well it might, for he attended Secretary

"Walsingham professionally, was house physician at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, and shortly after was appointed medical adviser to the

large household of Leicester. In later years he added Essex to his

patients. At first, in company with his brother Luis, he was a

resident in the parish of St. Peter-le-Poer, and in the census of

foreigners living in London in 1571 he is described as * Dr. Lopus,

a portingale, householder, denizen.' We are able to trace him to

Wood Street, and to a house in Mountjoy's Inn, Holborn, presented

to him by one of his wealthy patients. Latterly he spent part of

his leisure at the house of his neighbour, Mistress Allington, a lady

of good repute living in Holborn, ' harde by Gray's Inn on the

Fielde Side.' His wife, Sarah, also a Jewess, had relatives at

Antwerp of some importance; and probably the two assisted the

poorer members of their race in the Low Countries. But Lopez

himself had been baptised, and was a professing member and com-

municant of the church of England. He had a son at Winchester

College, and two daughters. He had obtained from the queen

favourable leases and the monopoly of importing aniseed and

sumach for a short term of years ; and these favours, added to his
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large practice, caused him to be reputed, though erroneously, a man
of considerable wealth. He was well educated, having a knowledge

of five languages. It was, however, impossible for a Portuguese Jew

to obtain a position and influence without exciting jealousy. He
was said to be no Christian at heart. His professional brethren

accused him of unprofessional practices. They maintained that

he owed everything to his proficiency in advertising his own
importance and in flattering his patients. The profession may
be pardoned for feeling angry when he held the monopoly not

only of aniseed and sumach, but of such a long list of influential

patrons. Gabriel Harvey wrote on the fly-leaf of a medical

work, * He is none of the learnedst or expertest physitians in the

court, but one that maketh a great account of himself as the

best, & by a khid of Jewish practic hath growen to much wealth,

& sum reputation as well with ye queen herself as with sum of ye

greatest Lordes & Ladyes.' Bacon endorsed this, and said that

his rise and importance were due to a restless activity and plausible

address rather than to medical ability. In the atrocious libel

that saw the light in 1584, called 'Leicester's Commonwealth,'

he is stigmatised as ' Lopez the Jew,' and credited with a skill in

poisoning. But, on the other hand, his colleague at St. Bartholo-

mew's, William Clowes, declared him to be both * careful and very

skilful.' Apart from the opinions of his brethren of the lancet, I

think that the implied charge in the ' Commonwealth ' may be put

down to the hatred of Leicester. Eobert Dudley had been advanced

by the queen out of all proportion to his merits, and his arrogance

and scheming propensities contributed to make him as many
enemies as either his father or grandfather had had before him.

People were ready to believe anything of him; and this dislike

spread to those who enjoyed his confidence. The one fact upon
which the writer of the ' Commonwealth ' traded was this : that a

physician from Portugal was likely to be an expert in poisonous

drugs.

Whatever his enemies might say, Lopez continued to advance,

and in 1586 we find him promoted to the chief post of honour

in his calling : Elizabeth made him her physician in chief. ^ It

was three years after this that a grave mischance happened. He
had made a good use of his persuasive powers at court and won
the confidence of the queen. In 1589 Elizabeth was induced by

^ Mr. Sidney Lee has collected much valuable information about the life of Lopez

up to 1591 in the article on him in the Dictionary of National Biography. 'Loppez

himself confessed that he is a Jew, but the said Loppez was Christened, though now
by proof a false Christian ' (affirmation of Eman. Lovys and Ferrera de Gama, State

Papers, vol. ccxlviii., No. 12). There are also numerous incidental references to the

previous career of Lopez in the State Papers, the Sloane MSS., as well as in con-

temporary writers. For the Portuguese refugees in England see inter alia Camden's

A7inales (London, 1625-29), pt. iii. p. 103, translated by Thomas Browne.
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him to send an expedition to Lisbon to place Don Antonio on the

throne. It was represented both by Lopez and Antonio himself

that a strong feeling prevailed in the pretender's favour, and that

the natives would rise so powerfully that the government of Philip

would be driven out of Portugal. Accordingly Drake and Norris

were intrusted with a fleet and army ; and with them young Essex

secretly went, in spite of the queen's disapproval, embarking on

board the ' Swiftsure.' The promised help was never given ; the

expedition was quickly abandoned, and the Portuguese, instead of

a restoration to their native country, still remained exiles in

England. We shall see that Lopez was afterwards accused, and

it is to be feared justly, of sending timely notice to Philip. After

the failure of this armada Lopez expressed his deep regret

to Secretary Walsingham that by his advice the queen had been

induced to spend so much money for no good purpose. At this

time he also petitioned, though in vain, for an extension of his

monopoly to a period of thirty-one years, and begged for assistance,

as he was in needy circumstances. Assuming that he exaggerated,

in order to obtain the end he had in view, yet our knowledge of his

means five years later demonstrates that, though covetous and a

beggar, he was not the wealthy man of contemporary portraits.

In spite of his practice and the royal bounty he was in debt.^

The bad advice he had given did him no harm, for he continued

to enjoy the confidence of his royal mistress and of an influential

clie7itele of noble patrons ; and he occupied so good a position

as to be quite independent of Don Antonio and his failures,

and in a fair way to die peacefully in his bed ; but there were

others in a forlorn condition. It is necessary to mention two or

three of them.

Stevan, or Estevan, Ferrera de Gama, sometimes passing by

the name of Domingo Ferrandis, was a 'gentleman of good

calling ' who had lost everything by the unlucky fortunes of

his master, with whom he had come to England. In the con-

spiracy he served as the negotiator between Lopez in England and
Fuentes and Ybarra at Brussels ; and this duty was delegated to

him because he enjoyed the confidence of Philip. Manuel Luis

Tinico, or Tinoco, otherwise Francisco de Theores or Thorres, was

a second. He had served Don Antonio many years, had taken

part with him in a marauding expedition to Morocco, been taken

prisoner, and after four years' servitude owed his release to the

good offices of Elizabeth. His wife was in Portugal, at the mercy
of Philip ; and twice had he proved of service already to Philip by

2 Two letters to Walsingham, abstracted in the Calendar, Elizabeth, Domestic,

iii. 609. The value of his estate, real and personal, after his death may be estimated

by the grant mentioned in iv. 15. The debts are mentioned in different parts of the

State Papers.
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handing over to Fuentes at Brussels secret despatches entrusted

to him by Don Antonio for delivery in France. A third, Manuel

de Andrada, was a ruffian pure and simple, ready for anything pro-

vided that money was to be procured and little risk incurred. He
was intimate with Lopez, and learned in the use of poisonous

drugs. Mr. Motley calls him 'the famous Portuguese poisoner.'

Burghley did not know that Andrada was more than suspected

under the direction of Count Fuentes, secretary of state to Philip

in the Low Countries, of an attempt upon the life of Henry IV *by

a nosegay of roses impregnated with so subtle a powder that its

smell alone was relied upon to cause death,' ^ and Andrada was

suspected in England of an attempt upon the life of Don Antonio.

I will further mention here that Antonio Perez, who had at one

time been the trusted minister of Philip, and employed by him in

a high and confidential capacity, was an exile in England living

near Windsor. Dr. Lingard will have it that Perez first put it into

the head of Essex that Lopez was hatching a poison plot. I think

that this historian grounded his statement upon insufficient data

;

but Perez certainly had something to do with the matter, as will

presently appear.

Certain of the Portuguese refugees of the retinue of Don Antonio

kept up a correspondence both with Portugal and Spain with the

full knowledge and consent of the English ministers. Lopez did

the same, and it was proposed to him that he should get what

information he could for Elizabeth and her government. Lopez

is reported at first to have objected to this kind of employment : he

wished to be a physician and nothing more. It needed Elizabeth

herself, so we are told, to overcome his scruples by a promise of

reward. We can only conjecture when and how Lopez first ob-

tained access to the ear of Philip, but he certainly did begin a

correspondence with the court of the Escorial and with the vice-

regal court at Brussels. The English government all the time

believed that he was faithful to them, was deceiving Philip, and

was giving all the information in his power.'* As we go on there

will be evidence to show that Lopez played a double part. He

^ United Netherlands, iii. 278. Motley cites as his authority Meteren (xvi. 334).

He has no doubt about the accuracy of his statement.

* Works of Frmicis, Lord Bacon (London, 1841), vol. i. p. 401 et seg. ; Court of

King James the First, by Bishop Godfrey Goodman (London, 1839), vol. i. p. 145 et seg.

which includes the period of Elizabeth. Goodman was born in 1584, and says he derived

his information from Sir Henry Saville, provost of Eton, ' who was very great with the

earl concerning that business,' and from two informants not named—one the alleged

messenger between the queen and Lopez when Lopez was in prison ; the other a

frequenter of the court in the royal presence when Essex broached the conspiracy to

Elizabeth. Other authorities, and notably State Papers, vol. ccxxxviii.. No. 39, and

vol. ccxxxix., No. 152, also show that Lopez was employed as a spy on the Spaniards

by the English government.
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supplied the Spaniards with information, and kept up negotiations

with them, which he kept secret, though bound to reveal everything

to Elizabeth and Burghley. The English authorities believed that

Lopez was faithful to the country of his adoption, and was playing

Philip false; Philip and his ministers believed that Lopez was faithful

to Spain and tricking the * bastard usurping heretic' There were

communications with Moro and Idiaques at the Escorial, with Don
Bernardino de Mendoza, a former ambassador of Philip to England

and France, and with Count Fuentes and Secretary Ybarra,

ministers resident at Brussels, and of these communications the

English knew nothing. It was a curious position, but one we must

grasp would we follow the intricate mazes of the conspiracy/'

About 1590 Andrada wrote secretly to Bernardino de Mendoza,

supplying him with information and saying he had won over Lopez

to the side of Philip. This letter was intercepted and Andrada
committed to prison. Lopez, however, managed to have an inter-

view, and directed his ally what to say. Accordingly Andrada, all

prepared, declared on examination that the statement about Lopez

was a pure invention of his own, intended to convince Mendoza of

the cleverness of his correspondent. Owing to the influence of

Lopez he escaped. Lopez further advised that Andrada should be

sent abroad on behalf of the hopeless cause of Don Antonio. Before

he went another letter to Mendoza was intercepted and translated

from the Portuguese. By this Burghley was able to see that

Andrada had formerly endeavoured to get Don Antonio on board

ship as though to sail for Dieppe, while the skipper was to be

bribed to put in at Dunkirk, where the Portuguese pretender would

be at the mercy of the Spaniards. Andrada likewise told Mendoza
that he was doing his best to win over Lopez to the cause of Philip,

and that Lopez had said that Mendoza was also trying. Lopez

had given information to PhiHp about the expedition of 1589 ; he

had dealings with Mendoza ; he was a confederate of Andrada.

He was also well acquainted himself with drugs ; yet, living daily

about the court, and enjoying the confidence of the queen and her

chief adviser, he was suspected of nothing.^

It is difficult to understand why Andrada was allowed to go

abroad after this second letter had been read ; but through the

influence of Lopez he was, and through that same influence obtained

a passport for Spain. He set out in March 1591, and according

to his own accounts had interviews with Don Cristobal de Moro
and Don Juan de Idiaques, and even w^as permitted to kiss the

^ See the confessions of Gama and Tinico, in the State Papers, which will be

referred to later.

« The translation of the letter to Mendoza is in State Papers, vol. ccxxxviii., No. G8,

{Calendar, Elizabeth, Domestic, vol. iii.) ; see also vol. ccxlvii., Nos. 1 and 2 about

Andrada. Murdin's State Papers, p. 669, contains an account of Dr. Lopez's treason,

with particulars about Andrada.
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hand of Philip at the Escorial. The king, he said, was tormented

with the gout, and drawn about his cabinet in a black velvet chair.

The surgeons had bled him four times, and all the court was sad at

his wretched health. There is no reason to doubt that these inter-

views did take place, though there is every reason to doubt that he

was ever believed in at the Escorial. In the crooked practices he

had been induced to accustom himself to, Philip was compelled to

resort to the worst of agents. The Spaniards had soon done with

him. Andrada took ship again at Vigo, w^as wrecked near St. Malo,

and reached Havre. There he had to wait for a safe-conduct from

England, and when this was obtained he was escorted by a guard,

for fear of highwaymen, to Amiens. He put to sea again at Dieppe,

but was taken prisoner and brought back as a suspicious character

and taken^before the governor. Eventually he was allowed to go

on to Eye, at that time a packet station almost as important as

Dover.

Burghley went to Chichester to see if Andrada had brought

back anything of value. Thomas Mills, in company with Diego

Botello and Lopez, was ordered by Burghley to take him to the

house of Sir John Aikin. Burghley told them that Andrada had

offered to do her majesty service, but was suspected of designs

against her. At first he was to be examined civilly, but if he pre-

varicated threatened with death. Lopez was ordered to peruse the

papers, which no doubt he was glad of. Andrada proved such a

braggart that it is difficult to understand that Burghley would ever

have condescended to deal with him but for the sinister advice of

Lopez. He declared that he was commissioned by Philip to nego-

tiate for a treaty of peace while a second armada was preparing,

and that he could have proved it had not his papers been lost in

the shipwreck. He also said that 3,000 Bibles had been sent from

Middelburg to Portugal and Castile, and that the power of God

would prevail against human reason in spreading the gospel in

those parts. He begged for an interview with Burghley, but the

old statesman would have nothing more to do with him. No one

believed a word he said. The mission to Spain had been an entire

failure, and it would seem that Andrada had cheated Don Antonio

of eighty ducats to pay his expenses, acting under directions from

Lopez. Andrada also told Burghley that he had represented to

Philip that Lopez had procured him his liberty in spite of Don

Antonio, had subsequently attended him in a feigned illness, and

that while so attending he (x\ndrada) had won over the doctor to the

good cause. This likewise illustrates the pecuhar position in which

Lopez stood.'

' Andrada's mission to Spain and subsequent communications with Burghley are

in twelve State Papers, from vol. ccxxxviii., No. G8, to vol. ccl., No. 22, abstracted in

Calendar, vol. iii.
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Lopez had not wanted Andrada to return from Spain so soon,

and when at Dieppe had urged him to go on to Calais, in order to

play a double part—openly to report to Burghley * such news as he

found in the streets,' secretly to keep up the line of communication

with Brussels. But Andrada was not his own master, and had

been compelled to go where the governor wished, and the governor

had sent him to Eye in answer to a request from England. Lopez

had also dictated a great deal of these Eye series of fabrications of

Andrada.^ Now, Andrada brought over for Lopez a gold ring, set

with a large ruby and a large diamond, of the estimated value of a

hundred guineas. It was a present from Philip. This Lopez showed

to the queen and offered for her majesty's gracious acceptance, with

protestations of his fidelity. He did not tell her from whom the

gift had come. Bacon says that Elizabeth returned it to him with
' gracious words.' The pious recluse of the Escorial, to show his

affection for Lopez, by this same channel sent an ahracijo or ahrazo.

This * embrace,' even when delivered by means of an agent of repute

so questionable, was held to be a very high honour in Spain, almost

as distinguished as the enamelled fleur-de-lis cross of the Calatrava

or the Alcantara. Lopez, it is to be feared, would by far have pre-

ferred a substantial sum of money. The ring and the ahracijo

subsequently formed a telling item in the indictment, and took a

firm hold of the popular imagination.^ As we advance it will be-

come clear that Andrada brought back with him something more

than a jewelled ring and an ahracijo.

All the talk at Eye about the pretended peace and the Middel-

burg Bibles was, of course, sheer falsehood. Lopez helped Andrada

to concoct it. The real importance to be attached to the visit

is that Philip and his ministers, in the absence of a more trust-

worthy agent, commissioned Andrada to sound Lopez about poison-

ing Elizabeth. The known and open correspondence of the physi-

cian with the Spaniards rendered this plot feasible, but the main

drawback was the agent Andrada himself, and there were other

circumstances that caused delay. "While Philip wanted the whole

matter to be conducted by Gama, Lopez would only trust Andrada

.

Lopez w^anted to be paid in advance ; Philip would only pay for

services actually performed. Euentes and Ybarra, working in

** Confession of Tinico to the council of 22 Feb. 1594, translated from the

Portuguese, in Calendar, iii. 439. Andrada told Tinico.

" Did Lopez tell the queen that Philip had sent the ring ? Lingard argues that

the olfering of it to the queen demonstrates the innocence both of Philip and Lopez.

It would undoubtedly be a point in their favour if Lopez had mentioned how he came
into possession of it ; but Lingard is silent here, as v/ell he may be. Bacon and
Camden both merely speak of the offer ; and, as no one mentions anywhere a point so

important, I am led to believe that Lopez left the queen in ignorance. As a rule

Elizabeth was quite willing to receive any number of presents from her faithful

subjects. On more than one occasion she accepted a gift of chemises.
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connexion with the Jesuits of the Low Countries—Holt, Sherwood,

Archer, and the rest—had their own alternative plan of assassina-

tion, and finally Andrada had a great objection to be superseded

by Gama or any one else. His own estimate of himself was vastly

higher than that of any one else. So time sped.

Andrada was under observation, but Lopez and he conferred

habitually without suggesting suspicion. Lopez sent one or more
letters by way of Antwerp to Brussels and Madrid, declaring his

willingness to do Philip service, even though such service involved

the death of the queen ; and while he did this he still retained his

post at court, and enjoyed the confidence and esteem of patients

of all ranks. It was in November 1591 that he offered the ring

to the queen, and kept the abracijo to himself altogether. Beyond

what has just been said there is nothing of importance until the

beginning of 1593. We then find Andrada conferring with Gama,
and Gama telling Lopez how he had heard of the plot from Andrada.

The ever cautious doctor did not want Gama to meddle at all. It

was quite enough for him that even one of his own countrymen

should hold him in his power ; a second was unnecessary and dan-

gerous. But Gama found out for himself that Lopez w^ould do

nothing until he had received his pay. But shortly afterwards

Lopez summoned Gama to his own house, as he was in need of

assistance. He dictated two letters, one to Fuentes and the

other to Moro. The wording was ambiguous, so that if inter-

cepted nothing incriminating would appear. The substance was
the same ; Lopez was willing to do what Philip wished. In the

letter to Moro he said he had a friend, a great lord, always about

the queen, whose name he was not at liberty to mention. Gama
not only wrote but took charge of this correspondence. The two

were sent by diiferent routes, the second through a certain Manuel
de Palacio of Antwerp. ^° Gama had been already admitted into

the secret, and it would be a fine thing in case of discovery that

Gama should get into trouble and not Lopez. But further than

this Lopez would not trust him, and when Lopez mentioned the

friend at court of course he meant young Essex, the master of the

horse, whose physician he was. By the letters to Moro Philip

would be led to believe that Lopez was faithful to him, and beyond

suspicion on the part of the English court ; and Philip might well

think that the services of the doctor against his great enemy were

invaluable.

The plot still hung fire ; and no money, not even another ruby

'" The confession of Gama of 18 Feb. 1594 before Essex, Sir Thomas Wilkes, and

Wade is in State Papers, vol. ccxlvii.. No. 70. It is in French, and with an affidavit by

four notaries that it had been collated cum originali debite and verbatim with the

Portuguese of Gama. Also in Yetsweirt, whose important little book I will mention

further on (see p. 453, note 20).
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ring, was forthcoming. So Andrada went abroad to hasten matters

on. On 24 April 1593 ' this person, being very inward to Dr. Lopez,'

as the Hatfield manuscript has it, bade his old friend good-bye, and

left England for Calais and Brussels, never to return. All the time

since he set foot at Eye he had been either under arrest or under

surveillance.'^ The paramount influence of Lopez was sufficient

to get the expenses of this penniless scoundrel paid ; and Burghley

allowed him a hundred cruzados—say, ten pounds. Andrada was

to keep his eyes open, and report through Lopez to Burghley any

suspicions ; for in the Low Countries plots were ever being batched

against the life of Elizabeth and for the destruction of the fleet.

Andrada took with him a young servant named John. "Whilst his

master remained abroad John acted as postman, and had interviews

with Lopez in London in the garden at the back of his house. Our

wanderer also wrote three letters one after the other to Count

Fuentes at Brussels. Their burden was the same. Let the matter

of the poisoning be settled at once, and the money paid down.

Herein arose the prolonged delay. Fuentes could not or would not

pay without the consent of Philip, and Philip would not pay until

the service required had been actually performed. Dealing with

rogues, he suspected fraud. One cannot but be struck with the

position of Andrada. Burghley suspected him, yet provided him

with money (of greater spending value in those days than the actual

figures imply) and used him ; and in return Andrada kept up a

secret correspondence with Lopez. Philip, Fuentes, Ybarra, and

Moro all believed him to be at one and the same time a spy of

their own, a spy of Elizabeth, and a spy of Don Antonio
;
yet he

writes to Philip's ministers, and they condescend to answer.'^

Gama conducted the correspondence for Lopez, but failed to win

his confidence. Philip wrote to Fuentes that he would not trust

Andrada, and that Gama must take the matter in hand. Fuentes

and Ybarra wanted a more explicit promise from Lopez, and in-

structed Gama to * draw a letter ' from him, promising to do the

service required. But this is just what Lopez was, for the present,

too wise and cautious to do. Secretary Walsingham was now dead,

but his method of intercepting letters, copying, and, if necessary,

deciphering, and then sending on as though nothing had happened,

was continued. Afiairs were not progressing, and towards the end

of July Manuel Luis Tinico, who now first, so far as we know, takes

a part, left for Brussels.'^ He afterwards said that at this time he

knew nothing of the machinations of Lopez, Gama, Andrada, but

" Amongst the State Papers, vol. ccxlviii., No. 17, is one bearing date 10 March

159^. It gives the dates of arrivals, departures, arrests, and of certain letters. Hence-

forth I shall refer to it as the Time Table. It says, ' Andrada went from England

24 Aprill 1593.'

'-' For three letters of Andrada to Fuentes see State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 84.

»8 Ihe Time Table says, ' Lowis went from England ye 26 of July 1593.'
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that Gama and he had taken counsel together and determined to

throw over Don Antonio for ingratitude and incapacity, and support

the pretensions of the duke of Braganza, the ' well-beloved ' of the

Portuguese nobility. His excuse was that he wished to seek through

Fuentes the good services of Philip. But how benefit their new lord

in this way ? Philip wanted Portugal to continue and remain as

much a province of Spain as Estremadura or Andalusia.

Tinico took with him a * schedule,' and kept it hidden away in

his trunk. This document was wTitten by Andrada, and in it he

had pledged himself to be faithful to Philip. Andrada had given it

to Gama, who passed it on to Tinico. As Tinico was acquainted

with its contents, he could not have been so ignorant as he subse-

quently pleaded. Destitute and unscrupulous, he was willing when
he started to earn his living by plotting against the life of Eliza-

beth. Arrived at Brussels, he was immediately consulted by Fuentes.

First of all Fuentes wanted to know Tinico's opinion of the trust-

worthiness of Andrada. The reply was unfavourable. Next Fuentes

showed him the three letters from Calais. Fuentes approved of

the scheme, but disapproved of Andrada. It was of no use ; Philip

would neither consent nor grant the money so long as that rogue

remained managing director. Gama must take his place. The
two arranged for Tinico to go to Antwerp, where Andrada was
staying, and so to settle. Accordingly Tinico left Brussels for

Antwerp and talked over matters. Of course Andrada did not at

all like the idea of retiring in favour of Gama. He protested that

Lopez would trust no one but himself. Eventually he yielded, and

wrote a ' ticket ' to Lopez, as directed. He strongly advised the

doctor to trust everything to Gama, who was devoted to Philip.

By union and mutual confidence they would yet perform one great

service for Philip, and one great remedy for Christendom, and Lopez

himself would be handsomely rewarded. This ' ticket ' Tinico took

care of, went back at once secretly to England, and gave it to Gama
for Lopez. While at Antwerp Tinico noticed that the young man
John went over the Channel with despatches. It is a pity that this

messenger was not seized and searched before he had time to reach

the back garden of Lopez. The eyes of the English authorities

might then have been opened as to w4iat manner of man the court

physician was. But the passport gave John complete immunity.

Lopez would not see Tinico, who brought other letters. One
contained an offer for money to be paid in advance to Lopez in

England. This offer w^as made as it was well known that the

caution of the doctor would forbid the payment of any large sum
in England. Had Lopez accepted, Fuentes would have been placed

in a difficulty, as he would have been compelled either to break his

promise or to disobey the orders of Philip. This offer was made so

that Lopez, seeing that large sums were in the background, might

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. G G
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no longer hesitate, but it failed in its object. There was besides

positively another ahracijo for Lopez, this time from Fuentes, and

an encouraging letter from the same hand for Gama ; also a special

letter from Moro, in Spain, for Gama. Moro was pleased to find

Gama such a good servant, and promised him large rewards. He
desired that the * treaty of peace ' might be renewed. The * treaty

of peace,' a term borrowed from the previous correspondence of

Gama as dictated by Lopez, meant the poisoning of the queen.

After delivering these messages and letters to Gama, and not for-

getting the special ahracijo of Fuentes for Lopez, Tinico went

straight back. He had only stayed one day.^^

From the time of this flying and secret visit of Tinico Andrada
retires into the background, though no doubt the trusty John is

still kept busy. Willingly or unwillingly Gama is at the right hand
of Lopez. At Brussels Tinico is in communication with Fuentes

and Ybarra, and also with the Jesuits. The conspirators abroad

begin to look forward to a speedy accomplishment of their designs,

so that Philip, in spite of gout and all infirmities, may yet enjoy

a merry Christmas on the southern slope of the Sierra de Gua-
darrama. Gama reminded Lopez of his two penniless daughters,

and that the king would provide for both him and them. He should

have what he asked ; and, as he would not receive payments in

England, the sum might be handed over to any friend at Antwerp.

Lopez demanded the enormous bribe of 50,000 crowns, or gold

escudos—worth 18,800Z., equal in spending value to at least four and'

a half times the sum of to-day, and in scarcity still more. Bacon

says :
' Lopez thought he had wrought a great mystery in demanding

the precise sum of 50,000 crowns, agreeing just with the sum of

assignation or donation from Don Antonio.' The demand was

enormous, and, like the ring and the ahracijo, subsequently excited

the popular feeling.^-^ Bacon further tells us that yet another Por-

tuguese, one Gomez d'Avila, was a * base fellow,' and the Hatfield

^* The Tima Table says, ' Manuel Lowis Tinoco came back to E. August 1593,

stayed one day, and went back again.' By order of the lord warden of the cinque

ports the original passport of all passengers departing, or a true copy, and the signa-

ture or mark of all passengers were kept. No doubt this held good of all south or

south-east ports. Hence it was easy to get the exact day of anyone's departure. Had
Tinico paid his flying visit openly, this would have been done. Tinico's first trip to

Brussels and return to England is chiefly taken from State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., Nos. 12,

19, 84, and 102, and vol. ccxlviii.. No. 26.

^^ By comparing State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., Nos. 12, 84, 100, and 102, 1 have fixed the

time when Lopez named his price. The truth depends upon the accuracy of the con-

fessions of Tinico and Gama. I am indebted to Major Martin Hume for informa-

tion upon the value of the sum, which I wished to have cleared up. He says,

' If, as I suppose, by crown you mean escudo, the gold escudo of the time of Philip II

was worth 38 reals of vellon, 2^d. each.' So I have calculated a crown or escudo to be

worth 7s. 6j(:Z. of our money, and the 50,000 crowns of this story to be worth 1S,802Z.

We must multiply, as I have said, by at least four and a half before we get the value

of this now, taking into consideration spending value of three centuries ago, taking
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manuscript calls him a* meane fellow.' He lived near to Lopez,

who procured a passport, and gave him through Gama 20/.

for travelling expenses ; and on 18 Sept. Avila went to Brussels

with the hard conditions of Lopez. The same almost childish

caution was continued. In obedience to instructions the messenger

delivered a letter to Ybarra and Tinico, each in the presence of the

other ; and a third for Moro was sent on immediately to the Escorial.

Bacon asserts that, to ward off any possible suspicion, Lopez

announced his intention of administering the poison in syrup,

because the queen never used syrups ; and * that would prove a high

point for his justification if things should come in any question.'

Avila waited for an answer in Brussels. Would Philip pay the sum
in advance? Would Lopez be satisfied with a mere promise to

pay ? Upon the answers to these questions everything depended,

and communication with the court of Castile was an affair of

weeks.

Leaving Avila at Brussels enjoying the companionship of Tinico

and the disappointed poisoner Andrada, and while the courier of

the viceroy of the Low Countries is carr^dng the demand of Lopez

to the Escorial, and bringing back an answer from * that indefati-

gable letter-writer ' Philip II, we will turn to Essex, who, as already

stated, had secretly embarked for Portugal in 1589 on board the

* Swiftsure.' ^^ Elizabeth had forbidden him to take part in the ex-

pedition, and was very angry at his conduct. About the same time

he further incensed his royal mistress by a secret marriage with

the only daughter and heiress of Secretary Walsingham, widow of

Sir Philip Sidney. Elizabeth was hot-tempered and masterful:

so was Essex. The young man intrigued with maids of honour

and absented himself from cOurt without leave, returning at unex-

pected hours of the late night and early morning. Of course the

queen rebuked him :
* Our man here,' writes one of his supporters

at court, * hath been extremely shaken up for his ranging abroad.' *^

into account the scarcity still more. A pistole or i^istolet, otEer names for a doubloon,

was worth 75- reals of vellon, and a cruzado 10 reals of vellon, which likewise I have

calculated in the text. I have also to thank Major Hume for looking over my manu-
script ancj. making corrections, of which I gladly avail myself. He further tells me,
' You will not be correct in assuming that there is no mention of Lopez and his con-

spiracy in the Spanish State Papers, but I am afraid some years will have to pass before

I can deal with that date.' When these papers come to light they may give us something

fresh and interesting, particularly about Andrada's trip, and the ' letter of Espagne.'
'« The Time Table says, ' Gomes d'Auila went from England 18 Sept. 1593.' In

State Papers, vol. ccxlvii.. No. 84, Tinico says the post left for Spain on the arrival of

Avila ; No. 102 that Avila took with him the conditions of Lopez ;. vol. ccxlviii.. No. 12.

that Lopez gave a bill to one Alvero de Sima, or Lima, to deliver 20/. for Avila 's

journey.

'' Extracts by Dr. Birch from the original papers of Anthony Bacon (Lord Bacon's

elder brother), Sloane MSS., 4112, iv. 44 ct scq. Birch's Extracts are in the British

Museum, Anthony Bacon's papers in the Lambeth Palace library. The doings of

Essex in connexion with the conspiracy are largely derived from the Extracts.

(i G 2
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The previous jesiY Essex bad asked Elizabeth in vain to ap-

point his friend Erancis Bacon to the vacant attorney-generalship.

It would seem that Burghley was jealous of the genius of his nephew

(for he was so related to Anthony and Francis Bacon), or deemed

him untrustworthy and an indifferent lawyer. Certainly there was

no love lost between Essex and the lord treasurer and his son

Eobert—an important point to bear in mind. Like his stepfather

and father-in-law and guardian, Essex employed agents to furnish

him with information, domestic and foreign, concerning the friends

and enemies of the queen. Anthony Bacon was one, Lopez a

second. When Lopez had supplied Burghley with intelligence from

the Peninsula or Brussels, he sometimes took the same to Essex, as

though what he imparted was quite fresh. Essex w^ent straight to

the queen, only to be laughed at for his assumption of importance

and for calling his stale matter 'news.' This happened more than

once ; and in revenge at the deception of Lopez, Essex endea-

voured to prevent the physician from obtaining one of his beneficial

leases. So there was bad blood between the two when in the

summer of 1593 Lopez took lodgings near Windsor, close by Don
Antonio and Antonio Perez, the disgraced favourite of Philip. The

three began to indulge in free intercourse and conviviality, and over

their cups Lopez unfortunately, in Spanish or his native Portuguese,

loosened his tongue at the expense of Essex. Li his professional

capacity he had acquired a knowledge of facts reflecting discredit,

and a physician of honour would have perished at the stake rather

than have divulged them. His companions, both anxious to win

the favour of Essex, repeated, with such additions and omissions as

were best suited to serve their ends, whatever Lopez let drop. Dr.

Lingard says that Perez suggested to Essex that Lopez was busy

hatching a conspiracy. There is no satisfactory authority for this
;

but undoubtedly the hatred of Essex for the doctor was on the

increase—also an important point to bear in mind.'^

While Avila was away—and a long time in returning—Lopez

Memoirs of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, chiefly from the papers aforesaid, by

Dr. Birch (London, 1754), i. 123 ct scq. The ' shaking up ' is rQcorded by Anthony
Standen, writing to Anthony Bacon from the court. The panegyric, from Macaulay's

Essay on Burghley, I am unable to endorse. Anthony Bacon was employed by Essex

to furnish intelligence.

'^ Bishop Goodman says, * Making merry with them (the two Antonios) Lopez

began bitterly to inveigh against the E. of Essex, telling some secrecies—how he had
cured him, and of what diseases, with other things which did disparage his honour.

But as soon as Lopez was gone they went instantly to the E. of Essex, and to

ingratiate themselves in his favour did acquaint him with all the several passages.

Here the earl was so much incensed that he resolved to be revenged on him, and now
he began to possess the queen that Lopez was a very villain and had poisoned others '

(i. 152). Essex did not tell the queen anything about poison at this date, or we should

have known of it ; but the rest of the story may be true. Goodman, who thought

Lopez innocent, does not help him much here.
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continually asked Gama whether any answer had been received.

After he had accomplished his villainy he intended to escape to

Antw^erp, and from Antwerp to Constantinople, for he had Jewish

friends and allies in the capital of the sultan. But no answer

satisfactory to Lopez could by any possibility be received so soon.

Fuentes neither wished nor dared to give so large a sum, and if

Lopez hoped that Philip would pay in advance, still it would take

six or eight weeks to receive a reply from the Escorial by way of

Brussels and Antwerp. It was afterwards remembered that about

this time Lopez put to the queen the oracular query * whether a

deceiver might not be deceived,' and her majesty ' uttered dislike

and disallowance.' Somehow the movements of Gama excited the

suspicion of Essex. The queen herself caused an order to be issued,

and the confidential agent was arrested ^^ in the doctor's own London

house, taken to Windsor, and handed over to Don Antonio, whose

servant he was. No definite charge was brought. There was

merely a vague suspicion of playing the spy for the benefit of Philip.

A watch was kept at the ports for Avila, but Lopez remained free

from suspicion. Seventeen days later that * meane ' and *base

fellow ' Avila, ignorant of the misfortunes of Gama, once more

rashly placed his liberty under the flag of Elizabeth, being induced

thereto by sundry payments and larger promises, and was promptly

taken into custody as a reward for his trusting confidence. His

person w^as searched, and a letter discovered from * Francisco de

Thorres ' to ' Domingo Ferrandis,' bearing date 26 Oct., or by the

English calculation 16 Oct.

The bearer will tell your W. the price in which your Pearles are held.

I will advise your W. presently of the vttermost pennie that will be given

for them, and craue what order yoa willhaue set down for the conueiance

of the monie, And wherein you would haue it employed : Also this bearer

shall tel you in what resolution we rested about a little Muske & Amber,

the which I am determined to buy. But before I resolve myself, I will

bee advised of the price thereof : And if it shall please your W. to bee my
partner, I am perswaded we shall make good profit.-^

The reader already knows that ' Francisco de Thorres ' was Tinico,

and 'Domingo de Ferrandis' Gama. What, then, was meant

'" The Time Table says Ferrera Gama was apprehended 18 Oct. 1593.

2« This letter is in A Trve Beport Of Sonclry Horrible Conspiracies of late time

detected to have [by Barbarous murders) taken away the life of the Queen's most

excellent Maiesty ; lohom Almighty God hath miraculously conserved against the

treacheries of her Bebelles, d the violences of her most puissant Enemies.

Nouember at London Printed by Charles Yetsweirt Esq. 1594. Probably derived in

substance from Harl. MS. 871, 7 and 18b, and drawn up by Coke, solicitor-general

(Spedding's Bacon, vol. viii. 271.) I am of opinion that the letter is a translation from

the Portuguese. The Time Table says, ' The Letter of Manuel Lewis sent by Gomes

D'Auila bearing date 26 Oct. 1593.' ' Bearing date ' means the N.S. in use in the

Low Countries. The date is corrected in the margin. Also ' Gomes D'Avila returned

-4 Nov. 1593.'
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by ' the price in which your Pearles are held,' and ' a little Muske

& Amber ' ? Here, again, I take it, the reader will have little

difficulty in understanding that Tinico did not yet know how high

he was commissioned to go, but * will advise your W. presently of

the vttermost pennie that will be given.' Behind this mercantile

phraseology it is easy to read that no definite answer had come

from Philip so far. The ' Muske & Amber ' will be explained in

due course.

But the authorities were not behind the scenes, and could but

conjecture. They might have guessed in vain so far as Avila was

concerned ; for, mean fellow though they called him, he held his

tongue. But, fortunately or unfortunately, the two other rogues each

of them made a false step, and gave Essex and the rest a clue they

did not fail to utilise. Gama's neck was in danger. He wrote a

' little ticket ' to Lopez, asking or begging that the Antwerp corre-

spondence with Manuel Palacio, the youth John, and others might

be stopped. This letter was intercepted, copied, and sent on to its

destination. Lopez answered that he had already on three separate

occasions given directions not to send any more letters from

Antwerp. He bade his friend be of good cheer, for though it cost

him 300Z. he would yet bring about his release. For the first time

Lopez was compelled to write himself, and so, in spite of all his

previous caution, he excited susj)icion, for his reply was of course

duly intercepted, copied, and passed on to Gama as though nothing

had happened.2^ I take it that Essex was first led to suspect Lopez

of plotting by perusing these letters, so incautiously sent. He
may also have suspected the writer and assignee of the seized

mercantile communication about the pearls and musk and

amber. The ' Time Table ' says that Francisco Caldero de Brito,

another spy of the Spaniards, was arrested towards the end of

November. He seems to have known something, and may have

helped to put Essex on the right scent. Previously, says

Bacon, * the light was in the clouds
;

' but from the interception of

the * little ticket ' and of the reply he dates * the dispersion of the

clouds.' Why should Lopez have any correspondence with the

dominions of Philip to keep secret from all save Gama the suspect ?

Was he not bound to report everything sent from those quarters

to his mistress and her ministers ? Lopez was now under the

watchful eye of his enemy Essex and his men, all the more dan-

gerous as the doctor thought himself so very secure; while the

2' state Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 102, and vol. ccxlviii., No. 7, in Calendar; also

Bacon and the Hatfield MS. The State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 84, has ' Lovys [Tinico]

saith that Loppez in these treasonable matters would in no wise sett his hand to ye

penn at any time,' and I believe the letter to Gama in prison is the only time he was
caught so doing, though he managed a secret Antwerp correspondence.
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authorities guessed sufficiently aright to wish to get hold of Tinico,

safe at Brussels if only he had the prudence to remain.^^

The position of Tinico was becoming difficult. He heard of the

arrest of Gama, and was compelled to take precautions, whilst all

the time his employers at Brussels wanted him to do their bidding.

They had begun to despair of Philip keeping his * merrie Christmas,'

so cautious and exacting was the doctor, but still hoped for a

* merrie Pascua,' or Easter. At last the answer of Philip to the

extortionate demand of Lopez arrived. The poisoner must do his

work first ; but the fifty thousand golden escudos, or crowns, were

to be paid in full at Antwerp or anywhere else afterwards. This was

the substance of the ofters and orders of the Spanish king. And
now the time was come for Lopez to be advised of the ' vttermost

pennie ' that avarice could extort or perverted passion be persuaded

to pay. Immediately Fuentes summoned Tinico into his cabinet,

where was Ybarra. Each of the ministers took a hand of the

Portuguese within his own, and made him swear to do their dangerous

work. Easy enough for them, secure at Brussels, to plot ; to do

the like in England another and very different thing. With Gama
in prison the task of negotiating with the court physician was

becoming difficult. How the conspirator strove to please the masters

who paid him we shall see. He left Brussels and the safe domi-

nions of Philip on 5 Dec, and duly reached Calais, then flying the

flag of Henry IV.'-^^

Thomas Jefferey was an English merchant resident at Calais and

a trusted agent of Burghley. A stranger called upon him, whom he

remembered having seen in the more than doubtful company of

Andrada. It was Tinico, anxious to get across to Dover, but unable,

though some days passed. He wanted a passport and safe-conduct.

The merchant naturally asked how a servant of Don Antonio came

2'-^ The only piece of evidence that I can find for Lingard's theory that Perez first

suggested the plot to Essex is that Kichard Vennard, of Lincoln's Inn, a prisoner in

the Fleet, stated to the attorney-general that one Tristan Cotteril wished the Spaniard

who is great at court [Perez ?] had been hanged before he came to England ; for it was

he who disclosed Dr. Lopez's practice to the earl of Essex (State Papers in Calendar,

iv. 175) ; and I do not think Lingard knew even of this, which does not amount to

much.
-^ The Hatfield MS. says, ' The Answere [of Philip] was not yet [after the arrest of

Avila] come out of Spaine, but expected daily ; & Manuel Lewis [Tinico] who
already was acquainted with the Villainies was appointed to bring it for the more

security.' So we know why he waited, and what he brought. In Yetsweirt Tinico

says, ' As farre as I can remember it was the 9 day of December past ' that he was
' sworn in ' by the secretaries—which meant 29 Nov., O.S. The Time Table says, * The
letter of Espagne brought by Manuel Lewis bearing date ye 15 of December, 1593.'

' Bearing date ' means N.S. ; so the letter from Spain was taken by Tinico from

Brussels 5 Dec. In the memorial to Elizabeth dated §[ Dec. (State Papers, vol. ccxlvi.,

No. 39) Tinico says he has waited ' 15 days for a wind,' and he might have added for

a passport. So he arrived at Calais on 6 or 7 Dec. The distance by road from Brussels

is a Httle over 100 miles— say, 100 to 120.
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to live in Brussels of all places ; and his caller assured him that he

had represented himself to be a faithful subject of Philip, and curried

favour with the ministers to get his wife out of Portugal. Under a

promise of secrecy he read to Jefferey two memorials, one for

Elizabeth, the other for Burghley. Don Antonio, he contended, had

treated him badly ; and he would serve the don no more. Tinico

wanted Elizabeth to understand he owed his liberation from a four

years' captivity in Morocco to her, and was now willing to repay by

revealing secrets hurtful to England that had come to his knowledge

during his stay in Brussels. Jefferey understood very little Portu-

guese, the language of the memorials, and contented himself with

forwarding the papers, and remarking that the man's information

might possibly be useful, seeing he had been behind the scenes at

Brussels.^'' In due time a passport arrived, and Jefferey gave it to

Tinico. Wade, the clerk to the privy council (who probably

draftedit), said that the instrument granted a safe journey to London;

but that a return was especially made conditional upon the consent

of Burghley :
^^ Tinico believed it to be a complete safe-conduct

there and back, granting immunity from arrest. Little did this

clumsy schemer think that behind the lord treasurer Essex was

waiting, anxious to solve the mystery of the * Pearles ' and of the

* Muske & Amber ;

' and so, confident in his double security—the

security of the ignorance of his doings and intentions and the security

of his passport—he went on to his doom. He wished the journey to

be kept secret from Don Antonio, then at Dover ; and Essex wanted

it to be kept secret from all in England. Tinico pretended it must

be kept secret from the men at Brussels, so soon to be exposed ; and to

this assent was gravely given. A servant of Jefferey embarked with

him so soon as the wind was favourable. As Tinico pathetically

remarked afterwards, his only shirt was the one on his back. At

Dover they had to go all over the town to find lodgings, and at last

shared the same bed. Two servants of the captain of Dover

Castle now took care of him. He went to court, exj)ecting to be

granted an interview with Burghley; but a different reception

^* Jefferey and Tinico, State Papers, vol. ccxlvi., No. 39, with translations of the

memorials.
25 According to Wade the passport was for Tinico's journey to England only

;

for his return, ' if it shall be thought he should be returned ' {Calendar, iii. 464). In

his declaration to Burghley Tinico said he did not confide in his passport, ' but in the

queen's bounty and mercy, and his excellency and Sir Eobert's nobility and good incli-

nation ' {State Papers, vol. ccxlviii., No. 20). But according to my second Walkden MS.,

written the day after his trial, he pleaded differently. ' Emanuel Louvys Tynoco

being demaunded (as the lawe requireth) why judgment of death should not be given

against him upon his own confession alleged that he came in by virtue of a passeporte,

& therefore praied mercye. But that his pretence touchinge the passeporte was so

fuUye cleied for the matter it selff by the Earle of Essex and S'' Kobert Cecill & in

]awe also so answeared otherwyse, "that (as we think) the Court and all the hearers

were fuUie satisfied." ' So said Egerton and Coke : see p. 464 note 42.
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altogether awaited him. He began to be alarmed at the number of

Portuguese in prison.

Before he could see Lopez or Gama he was seized and searched.

On his person were found a letter from Count Fuentes and another

from Ybarra, both for Gama, besides two letters of credit or bills of

exchange. Fuentes wished Gama to go to Spain, and follow the

directions of Moro, though he did not say how he was to get out of

prison. Is it possible he had not heard of the arrest? He also

referred to some other commission. Ybarra wrote of ' the great ser-

vice whereby should arise a universal benefit to the whole world.'

He expressed himself confident of Gama, and reminded him that

Philip ever rewarded handsomely all who were faithful to him. The
two money bills were written by Fuentes, under orders from Philip,

and made good to Gama. Any sum in accordance with their terms

might be taken up. Any doubt remaining in the mind of the reader

as to the delay of Tinico in coming over the correspondence he
brought with him dissipates. The dislike of Philip to paying in

advance, the refusal of Fuentes and Ybarra to pay without express

order, and the consequent waiting for the ' answer out of Spain,'

these facts become clear, as do the caution of Lopez and his deter-

mination to have the money before he committed himself.^*^ On the

next day the prisoner was examined by Essex and others in French,

a language he professed to be unfamiliar with. The archduke

Ernest of Austria, successor to Alexander Farnese, duke of Parma,
as governor of the Spanish Netherlands, was intending to invade

England ; and Philip had other designs on the Isle of Wight. A
priest of Galicia, too, with a Jesuit companion was about to come
over in a coal boat from Dieppe, and kill the queen at the celebra-

tion of some great feast by a * device of fire.' Of course this was

not the main point, norwasthere anything very new in the informa-

tion he had professedly come over to give. Essex pressed closely,

and Tinico contradicted himself sadly. Why had he gone to

Brussels ? What did the letters taken on him mean that he had
been so careful to conceal ? The conspirator urged that he

offered service to Philip solely for the purpose of aiding the duke

of Braganza, and by order of Philip he had come over to England
to see Gama in the most secret manner he could. The two were to

try and win Lopez over, and get a letter in his own handwriting

promising to do Philip service. This defence w^as unsatisfactory,

as the letters taken on Avila and on Tinico himself remained

unexplained, and pointed to some mysterious and sinister design ;

and since Lopez had been mentioned the suspicions of Essex made

"^ Translations of the letters of Fuentes and Ybarra are in State Papers, vol. ccxlvi.,

Nos. 26 and 27 ; Letters of Credit, vol. ccxlviii., No. 26 ; also Murdin's Hatfield MS.,

Bacon, and Yetsweirt. The Time Table says, ' Manuel Lewis apprehended 14 Jan.

1593' [1594 N.S.J.
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him look after the doctor more carefully than ever. Tinico was
not immediately committed to the Tower, but taken charge of by

Vincent de Fonseca, another of these endless spies. He began to

be seriously alarmed, and the very next day wrote a memorial to

Cecil protesting his innocence, and asking to be sent back to

Brussels speedily.^^

During the autumn the court was at Windsor. A page of Lady
Scrope, of the queen's bedchamber, died of the sickness or plague in

the castle keep ; and Elizabeth was urged to remove, for fear of

infection. She refused until Christmas, when she repaired to

Hampton Court. She and Essex continued to quarrel as before.

The latter left the court abruptly. Either he was offended at the

slight still put upon Anthony Bacon's younger brother, Francis, or

he found the old queen and her companions dull. But at Hampton
Court the household might well have concluded that no differences

had ever existed. On Twelfth Night the queen was seated in state

at the customary entertainment ; and the chair of Essex occupied

the post of honour near her, * with whom she often devised in sweet

and favourable manner :

' and so matters went on until a further

quarrel was brewed.^^

Lopez was prevented by Essex from communicating with either

Tinico or Gama, both of whom were now completely isolated from

outside influence. He continued his secret correspondence with a

friend and namesake—Jerome Lopez—and others at Antwerp. An
unknown correspondent—perhaps this same Jerome—tells him that

his last letter was read with much content, particularly by his con-

sort, Dona Ester. The writer reminds Lopez that though the latter

sent fifteen pistolets (about eleven pounds sterling) only eight had

been received, and in addition twenty more from other quarters, all

of which were bestowed on the ' divine work.' "We do not know to

this day anything material about this mysterious Antwerp corre-

spondence that Gama was so anxious should be stopped for fear of

discovery ; at the time—January 1594—Essex knew less than we do.

But the young earl did know of the intimacy with Andrada and

Gama and Tinico, of the concealed letters that had been taken, and of

their vague terms pointing to some concealed plot. Did he also hear

from Avila, or otherwise, anything to make him more confident ? Or

how was it that, angling without bait, he hooked so fine a salmon ?
^^

But since Tinico had involved Lopez in his own affairs some sort

" See Tinico's first examination, State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 12 ; Memorial,

Ko. 13, both in Calendar.
'^^ Anthony Standen to Anthony Bacon, in the Sloane MSS. of Dr. Birch.

2^ The unknown correspondent at Antwerp wrote, ~ Feb., acknowledging the receipt

of a letter of |§ Jan. {State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 69, in Calendar). The letter alfords

additional evidence of the secret dealings of Lopez. What was the ' divine work ' ?

I have suggested elsewhere, perhaps only relief to poor Jews.
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of explanation was exacted ; and the alarmed bearing of the doctor

increased the suspicion of his enemy. There must be something

more, unexplained and concealed, in the background. In spite of

his position in the household, in spite of the queen's favour, one

week after the arrest of Tinico Lopez was treated in like fashion

and taken into custody.^^ He was immediately examined at

Burghley's house in the Strand, before Burghley, Eobert Cecil, and

Essex, appointed by the queen. By this time he was quite

composed ; and so satisfactory were his answers, and so groundless

did the suspicion of Essex seem, that father and son were confident

the accusation was all wrong. His house was searched, but nothing

found. Cecil posted in haste to Hampton Court, stealing a march

on Essex, and assured Elizabeth of the complete innocence of her

favourite doctor. Lopez was removed to Essex House, close by, and

committed to the custody of Gilly Mericke, the steward.

While Cecil was doing his best at court to convince the queen

that the rashness of Essex and his hatred of Lopez had only ended

in a false accusation, the earl himself remained behind, and was

rewarded for his impatient industry by obtaining an important

piece of evidence. Tinico told whence the ring had come that

had been offered to the queen two years and two months before.

He also told of the existence of the Antwerp correspondence with

Jerome Lopez and the rest, and of the offer of Lopez to Philip of his

good services. Unless this could be explained away as part of the

acknowledged secret communications, here was sufficient to bring

Lopez to the block ; and who could tell where these discoveries were

likely to end ? ^^ Full of the treachery of his enemy, Essex returned

to court, only to fmd that Eobert Cecil had prejudiced the mind of

the queen against him in advance. His royal mistress called him
to his face a ' rash and temerarious youth. She charged him
with bringing this ruinous accusation of high treason against her

trusty servant from sheer malice, and told him that she knew Lopez

to be innocent, and that her honour was at stake in seeing justice

done. Eobert Cecil and Lord Howard of Effingham were both

present to hear this galling rebuke. At the close of the stormy

audience Essex quitted the royal presence in a violent passion.

For two days he avoided the queen and court until the services of

Lord Howard were successful in appeasing his anger. * Atonement,'

as Essex called it, was made, and Howard consented to accompany
him with Cecil to London to prosecute the search.^^ A point in

^° The Time Table says, ' Dr. Lopez was comytted 21 Januarii 1593[4].' Also

in State Papers, vol. ccxlviii., No. 7, Goodman says the arrest took place at Hampton
Court ; but I think he is wrong. The Hatfield MS., like the State Papers, says that

Lopez's ' altered Chere & Countenance betrayed to many his guilty Conscience.'
=*' Tinico's second confession of 23 Jan., State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 19.

2- Anthony Standen sent full particulars at the time to Anthony Bacon (Birch's
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favour of Lopez having a fair trial was that every one else of

weight and influence believed the hare-brained young earl was

endeavouring to hunt an enemy to death with nothing substantial

to go upon. Burghley and Cecil and Egerton and Coke, the

attorney-general and solicitor-general, were inclined to favour the

accused, both because of the accuser and of the manner of the

accusation.

During the winter of 1593-94 the political atmosphere was over-

charged with reports of plots and conspiracies. According to

affidavits that came to hand one after the other, ' fireworks ' had

been secretly made at Dieppe, and * wildfires ' at Dunkirk—the

former to burn the fleet, the latter an elementary kind of bomb or

infernal machine. Irish soldiers in the service of Philip, on half-

pay or no pay at all, were reminded that their end was either

beggary or a bullet ; that they might do much better, for Elizabeth

was a wicked woman, desirous of overthrowing all Christendom,

and that to put such a wretch to death was an act glorious in the

sight of God. Jesuit fathers assured them that the killing of the

queen would be a most blessed deed, and that, should they be

themselves killed, they would thereby win heaven and become saints,

while their fame would go abroad for ever. The Irish soldiers

received absolution, and were given to read the story of Judith the

Israelitish widow who killed Holofernes, and reports were floating

about of Jesuits in London, disguised in gay and fashionable silk

doublets, but with hair shirts next to their skin ; that Yong,

Edmund Yorke, and Eichard Williams, three of Philip's pensioners,

had been offered by Ybarra 40,000 crowns to do the deed ; that the

priest of Galicia mentioned by Tinico, who was to cross the Channel

in a coal boat, was concealed at Brussels in the hotel of Fuentes,

and that even in the Fleet prison Komanist suspects were consoled

by sprinklings of holy water. Lopez was not likely to have public

opinion with him.^^

It was amidst this feeling of general distrust and insecurity that,

in spite of the queen's favour, the prisoner was removed from

Essex House, committed to the Tower, and examined again next

day by Essex and his rival Eobert Cecil. He then asserted that his

dealings with the king of Castile, so far as they were unknown to

Burghley, only related to a plot initiated by the late secretary

Walsingham to win over a man in the employment of Idiaques, who
was in the confidence of Philip. Walsingham may have employed

Lopez so to do, as he may have employed him in other underhand

Sloane MSS., as before). Lingard is wrong in fixing 28 Jan. as the date of ' the

storm ' at Hampton Court : it was four days earlier.

^=' The reader curious to study the details will read with interest the confessions of

John Anias, Polwhele, Patrick Collen, Hugh Cahill, John Daniell, and others {State

Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 33 et seq., abstracted in Calendar, vol. iii.)
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matters ; but tc the very pertinent query, ' Why did you not

acquaint the lord treasurer with these recent deahngs ?
' he could

only forswear and contradict himself. He confessed * more than

enough,' and a letter was found wherein he wrote offering all service

to Philip, and expressing a wish to retire to Antwerp.^'* Why we
know not, but Essex suspected something more. At the beginning

of February he wrote to Anthony Bacon :
' In haste this morning.

I have discovered a most dangerous and desperate treason. The
point of conspiracy was her majesty's death. The executioner should

have been Dr. Lopez ; the manner poison. This I have so followed

as I will make it appear as clear as the noon day.' ^'' This was the

first time the poisoning of Elizabeth was mentioned, but from

whom Essex got his clue I have no means of ascertaining. He
went gadding about in his wild way no longer, but devoted all

his energies to prosecuting inquiries and collecting evidence against

the three prisoners, Lopez, Tinico, and Gama. If we are to

believe Bishop Goodman, Lopez importuned the queen from the

Tower ; and Elizabeth answered that he should suffer no wrong, but

that it was only right and just he should answer the very grave

charges brought against him.^*^

The last-discovered letter—that in which Lopez offered service

to Philip—was cleverly utilised. Like the others, upon the surface

there was nothing compromising ; but Essex played off Tinico and

Gama against each other. The document was in the handwriting

of Gama : and taking advantage of a colourless confession he had

made, which contained nothing whatever against Lopez, Cecil went

to Tinico, and declared that Gama, * under threat of the torments,'

had charged him with high treason. At once taking alarm and

thinking he was betrayed, Tinico answered that the accusation

against himself was untrue, and that Gama had left out the principal

conspirator, Lopez. In the different letters, he added, that had

fallen into their hands the term * peace ' meant the death of the

queen, and ' the letter which was required of the lord treasurer

'

meant the letter Gama was to induce Lopez to write in his own
hand promising to remain firm and obey Philip—an odd interpre-

tation of the phrase, but so it was. As for the rest Cecil might go

^* Standen writes to Anthony Bacon 3 Feb. 159^, ' On Tuesday at noon Dr. Lopez

for all the favourers he had was committed to the Tower, and on the Wednesday fol-

lowing at seven in the morning was examined before the earl of Essex and Sir Eobert

Cecil, and confessed more than enough.' This makes 29 Jan. the day when Lopez

was sent to the Tower (Birch's Extracts, Add. MSS., 4112, f. 9 b.) Nicholas Faunt,

writing to the same on 11 Feb., says that the examination of Lopez and the finding

of the letter had been communicated to him as a great secret. This letter is not in

existence (Add. MSS., 4112, f. 16.)

''^ Ibid, f . 16 ; Birch, Hist. i. 152.

^^ The bishop so often appears to be ignorant that I have not that trust in him

which both Mr. Brewer and the editor of the Egerton MSS. have.
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himself and ask Gama what was meant by ' the busmess that was

to result m the good of all Christendom.'

Tinico never confessed anything but what he thought was condu-

cive to his own safety. Since he thought Gama was about to save his

own life at his expense, he would be beforehand with him.^^ In

l^ursuance of this same plan Gama in turn was examined before

Essex, "Wade, and Sir Thomas Wilkes, and induced to believe that

Tinico was sacrificing him. The examinee then admitted not

only that Lopez had been for jesivs the agent and pensioner of

Philip, unknown to them, but that ten months back, through him,

Gama had exjyressed himself as ready and willing to j^oison Eliza-

hethy provided payment was made in advance. The examiners

signed the translation of this important confession themselves,

and caused it to be endorsed by four notaries as exactly agree-

ing with the statement of Gama. Clearly * the light was break-

ing through the clouds,' and when examined separately the two

accomplices corroborated each other. This is the second mention

and first confession of poison. From w^hat source did Essex get

his clue before ? Is Dr. Lingard right in his supposition (stated

as a fact) that Antonio Perez had hinted or suggested it ? But,

so far as we know, whoever may have known at the Escorial or

Antwerp or Brussels, there were only four men—Lopez, Tinico,

Gama, and Andrada—able to acquaint Perez, and not one of the

four likely .^^

It was now a question of open competition between the two

conspirators to save their respective necks by representing them-

selves as ignorant, and confessing more and more at the expense of

the doctor and of each other. Four days later Tinico revealed

more of Andrada's dealings, and declared that when the latter

made his trip to Spain, and saw Philip at the palace of the Escorial,

he conveyed the love and goodwill of Lopez, combined with an offer

to poison Don Antonio. He likewise admitted that Lopez had for

years past constantly given information concerning the condition

and movements of the fleet. Philip had accepted the offer to poison

Don Antonio very joyfully. Tinico was anxious to be confronted

with Lopez, so that he might accuse him to his face.^'-* The next day

he went further. He in turn confessed to a guilty knowledge of the

plot for poisoning the queen, declaring he had first heard thereof

from Fuentes the summer previous. He gave particulars of the

negotiations between London and Brussels and of his own * swearing

in.' He was now^ thoroughly alarmed, begging Cecil and Essex to

3" state Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No 51, and vol. ccxlviii., No. 20, in Calendar.
^^ The translation into French of Gama's confession is in State Pajjcrs, vol. ccxlvii..

No. 70. There is a translation into English in Yets^Yeirt. Gama's original Portuguese

is not to be found.

^^ State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 82—the original in the Portuguese of Tinico and

igned by him. I have used the translation in the Calendar.
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intercede with the queen on his behalf, promising to spare no pains,

so that all might become known. It is characteristic of his ruling

passion that even in this his extremity he asked for money/^
Not without difficulty, and assisted by Eobert Cecil, as well

as by Wade, Wilkes, and others, was Essex fulfilling the prophecy

he had made to Anthony Bacon :
* This I have so followed as I

will make it appear as clear as the noon day.' Lopez, in prison,

had so sorry a time that he must have wished himself back at

the house of Mistress Allington every hour of the day ; for Essex

was determined, if he could, to make the doctor add his confes-

sion to those of the two confederates. At first the latter w^avered

between denial point blank and assertions that though he might

have corresponded in secret, it was only in the service of Eliza-

beth he had so done. Eventually, it would seem, he acknowledged

that he had promised Philip to poison his mistress, but that he

had made this promise only to cheat the Spanish monarch of a

large sum of money. If we are to trust London gossip, he was
repeatedly put upon the rack; if we are to believe Cecil, Camden,
and all the documentary evidence, the rack, though perhaps threat-

ened, was never once used. One way or another sufficient material

was collected to bring the leading criminal to the bar. The indict-

ment ranged over a long series of years, and embraced different

heads, and the letters had to be translated. A few days before the

trial a conference was held at Burghley's house, at which a fact of

significance was demonstrated. The Cecils, father and son, were

hostile to Essex, and would have been glad to see him in dis-

grace
; yet they were now convinced, as was Wade, of the guilt of

Lopez."*^

On the last day of February, and at the Guildhall, Lopez was
accordingly indicted for high treason. Of this trial it is much to be

regretted that no official account can be traced. Such few details as

can be brought together are scattered here and there among the state

papers and in the private correspondence of the day. Appointed by

•"' Siaic Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 84, in Calendar, p. 469 ; also in Yetsweirt,

Appendix ; also in State Papers, vol. ccxlviii., No. 20. Tinico explains further.

" Philip Gawdy writes to his brother from on board the ' Defiance ' and the

' Eevenge,' and after leaving London (no date beyond Friday mornkig) 'Dr. Lopez hath

been often examyned & dyvers tymes uppon the racke ; he confesseth all things very

franckly ' (letter at Eoydon Hall, Norfolk, quoted in Hist. MSS. Comm., 7th Keport).

Cecil's letter, which states that Lopez was not racked, we shall come to. Camden
says, ' Confessed voluntarily.' .From Tinico's statement of 10 March (State Papers,

vol. ccxlviii., No. 20) it is evident that no torture had been used, and Lingard is wrong
again in saying that the confessions were worthless, being wrung by torture. Nicholas

Faunt, formerly secretary to the late secretary Walsinghara, wrote on 25 Feb. that he

had met Wade at Burghley's house. Burghley had just come out from the conference.

What he told Wade made the latter say to Faunt, ' Now all appeared manifest ... it

was evident that the practice had continued long, and that Lopez was no new traitor
'

(Add. MSS., as before.)
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special commission under the great seal were fifteen judges—the

lord mayor, Essex, Cecil, Howard of Effingham, Lords Buckhurst

and Kich, Heneage, the vice-chamberlain, Fortescue, the chancellor

of the exchequer ; Wade, Popham, the chief justice of the queen's

bench, Daniell, a sergeant elect, and four others ; and a ' most sub-

stantial jury.' Of course it would not be tolerated for one moment
now that the prosecutor should sit on the bench, but it was in ac-

cordance with the usage of three centuries ago. And on the bench

were enemies of Essex, awaiting the earliest opportunity of prov-

ing that he had made a huge mistake, and that the queen's favourite

physician was quite innocent. This would have pleased the queen,

and would have pleased Burghley, to whom many of the fifteen

were under obligations. Egerton and Coke, attorney-general and

solicitor-general, were enemies of Essex. The former held the

place that the royal favourite had desired for one of the spectators,

Francis Bacon. At eight in the morning the court was opened.

Lopez was charged that for years past he had sent secret intelli-

gence to Philip and his ministers of things done against Philip for

the security of the realm, so that the Spaniards might prepare their

forces and direct their purposes acordingly ; that he had endeavoured

to stir up rebellion and war within the realm ; and finally that, with

Philip, Moro, Fuentes, Ybarra, Tinico, Gama, and Andrada, he had
conspired to poison the queen.

The first piece of evidence was the seized and intercepted letters.

As we already know, Gomez d'Avila had brought one over. While

Gama was in prison he and Lopez had written to each other—two

more. Tinico had brought over three—from Fuentes, Ybarra, and
* the famous letter of Espagne '—and after the arrest of Lopez yet

another had been found in the handwriting of Gama, in which

Lopez had professed his complete devotion to Philip. It is probable

that these seven did not complete the list.^^ Next came the evidence

of Tinico and Gama. These two informants related to an astonished

audience of bench, jury, and spectators all about the protracted

*- These seven or more letters we now possess only in substance or translation
;

and the question arises, What became of them ? This I can answer in part. Some
of Egerton'c papers are preserved at the Bridgewater offices at Walkden, near Bolton-

le-Moors, and through the courtesy of Mr. Clifford Smith copies of two (all, far as

I know, bearing upon the subject) have been sent to me. They are both signed by

Egerton and Coke, and directed to Burgliley, and bear date 6 and 16 March, 159f . In

the second it is said, ' The originalles of suche of the letters as are moost materiall

Mr. Waade hath. The residue remaine with us.' Wade's consignment are probably lost

for ever ; but, unless thorough search has been already made, ' the residue ' might be

found. I further learn that the two lawyers gave Wade instructions to draw up a full

account of the conspiracy, and that these instructions were submitted to Burghley for

approval. Probably Murdin's Hatfield MS. was so composed, and not written, as

Motley thought, by Burghley himself. Nearly all the State Papers must have been

either the indictments or ' Postylles,' i.e. addenda or marginal notes to the indictments,

likewise mentioned as written by Wade under instructions from Egerton and Coke.
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dealings of Andrada in Spain, England, and the Spanish Netherlands,

as Andrada and Fuentes had both told of them. For the first time

the public heard of the ring and the * embrace ' of that arch-enemy

of their country Philip of Castile, and in regard to the letter of

Gomez d'Avila both witnesses were able to say that, according to

a cipher with which Lopez was acquainted, the * Pearl ' was Eliza-

beth, the ' price of the Pearls ' meant the sum to be paid for poison-

ing her, the * advising presently ' of the * uttermost pennie that will

be given for them ' told Lopez that the answer of Philip to the

demand for 50,000 crowns, paid in advance, had not arrived at

Brussels, and the ' order you will have set down for the convei-

ance of the money, and wherein you would have it employed,'

told him that he might be paid at Antwerp or anywhere else, if he

did not like money sent over to him in England. Tinico also

explained that in the latter part of the letter ' Muske & Amber

'

referred to a scheme for burning the English fleet, Lopez being

invited to join, as money was to be made in that way also. The
court heard how Lopez had waited for a clear and definite ac-

ceptance by Philip, how long any answer had been in reaching

Brussels, how Philip had consented to pay the 50,000 crowns, but

after the deed was done, and how Tinico came over with this

offer and with orders in company with Gama to urge Lopez on,

and how he had been arrested with his letters before he could have

any interview. Neither did Tinico make any mystery of those two
other letters from Fuentes and Ybarra he had brought—strangely

enough intended for Gama, although Gama was in prison.

What could Lopez, undefended by counsel, answer to such an
indictment ? For two years and some months had he been tampering

with this poison plot. If innocent, why have kept all knowledge

from his royal mistress and her responsible advisers ? From time

to time the prisoner had duly delivered reports of his dealings with

Philip, and each time said or implied, ' This is all I know ; there is no

secret behind.' He swore and protested his complete ignorance and
innocence. He was reminded, * You have already confessed to secret

dealings,' and answered that ho had so done only to escape the rack.

Further pressed that the rack had never been threatened, he declared

his object had been to ' cozen ' the Spaniard, and to win money from

him ; and this second pai-t of his o^\'n double-barrelled vindication

is at least plausible and worthy of attention. Here Gama, anxious

to escape Tyburn, was pitted against him, and an altercation, no
doubt a lively one and interesting to the spectators, took place.

Lopez * with blasphemous and horrible execrations ' denied that he

had ever had any speech with any person or ' any understanding

at all of any such matter.' But he protested overmuch, and Gama so

successfully made him contradict himself that at last he gave in.

In the end he wrote down and signed his own confession, and was
VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. H H
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sentenced to be hanged, drawn, and quartered at Tyburn.'^^ By three

o'clock all was over ; and the court adjourned for a fortnight,

when Tinico and Gama were to know their fate.

Eobert Cecil went direct from the bench to his father's house in

the Strand, and at once sat down and wrote to his friend James

Windebank, a clerk to the signet, at Hampton Court.

From ye Strand newly come home from Gyldhall

this Thursday at 4 of clock

. . . The Vyllaine confessed all y^ day that he had indeed spoken of

this matter & promised it but all forsooth to cosen ye k of Sp. but

when he saw both his intent & overt Fact were apparent y® vile Jew sayd

that he dyd confess indead so to it that he had talk of it, but now he might

tell further he did bely himself & did it only to save himself from

Backing which ye Lord knoweth on my Sowle's wytness to be most untrue,

& so was he told home, & the [most substantial Jury that I have seene,

have found him gilty in the highest degree of all Treasons, & Judgment

passed against him with y^ applause of all y^ world

Your loving friend

Ro. Cecyll.^'*

I attach great importance to this letter, partly because we have

the original, partly because the writer was hostile to Essex, partly

because it is a private communication, never intended to see the

light. As to the guilt of Philip and his ministers, in spite of Dr.

Lingard and others, who express doubt, history will have to be

written after some other method before we can find them innocent.

But with Lopez the case is different. Had it not been that we are

told by many that he at one time or other confessed to conspiracy

to poison, I should have said that his own defence was probable,

and that his conspiracy might after all be nothing more than the

minor conspiracy of a man impecunious, avaricious, and unscru-

*^ The indictment is in State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 100 ; the abstract of the evi-

dence in No. 103 ; other matters about the trial are in the same vol., No. 105, and vol.

ccxiviii.. No. 16. Mrs. Everett Green has made full and able abstracts in the Calendar,

vol. iii. These tell us that Lopez wrote down and signed his own confession. But

Camden says all Lopez confessed was ' that he never intended more than to deceive the

Spaniard, and cozen him of money.' He went by hearsay evidence. Bacon, who was

present, says he confessed fully, so does the Hatlield MS.— ' under his own hand.'

Faunt and Captain Good, both to Anthony Bacon, in Birch's Sloane's MSS., and dated the

day of the trial, likewise give information. From these last I ascertained that Francis

Bacon heard the trial. Bishop Goodman says, ' When he came to be arraigned, some

letters being produced, they could do no less than find him guilty ; only he protested

his innocence before God, and did not reveal those secrecies that past [sic] between

the queen and himself.' Goodman went also on hearsay evidence ; and this lame and

far-fetched defence by the detractor of Essex does not help Lopez. The point is that

even Goodman acknowledges the damning authenticity of the correspondence. I have

searched in vain at the Kecord Office, British Museum, and Guildhall, and consulted

countless works of reference, but have been unable to trace any account of the trial,

which is not in the State Trials.

** State Papers, vol. ccxlvii., No. 97.
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pulous to ' cozen the Spaniard ' by cheating him of money ; but

here Cecil, fresh from the Guildhall, has no doubt about the fairness

of the verdict, and corroborates Francis Bacon, a host in himself,

though friendly to Essex, and Captain Good, who were also present,

as well as nearly every document in substance I have been able to set

eyes on. After making every allowance for what Carlyle would call

the * Preternaturalism of Suspicion,' so much remains, and is

enough. It is against the prisoner at the bar of the Guildhall that

nearly every one in authority, from Elizabeth to Egerton, at the

first believed him innocent, and held that Essex was but wreaking

vengeance upon him. Lopez would have deserved death had the

jury but been satisfied that he had supplied the enemy with in-

formation, or that he had a guilty knowledge of a scheme for

burning the fleet, or that he had negotiated with Andrada about

poisoning, and not reported these negotiations ; but ' the most sub-

stantial Jury that I have seene ' found no difficulty in finding a

verdict of guilty on the more heinous charge.

While Cecil was busy writing to his friend Windebank, Lopez
and the two witnesses against him were taken back to the Tower.

Gomez d'Avila, who had not been summoned as a witness, and
whom Wade called * a most impudent and lewd person,' endea-

voured to persuade his examiners at the Tower that he knew
nothing about the matter, and was transferred to Bridevv^ell for his

pains. Gama and Tinico were again examined previous to arraign-'

ment, but nothing of importance was extracted ; and a hitch occurred

about the second trial, appointed for Thursday, 14 March. Chief

Justice Popham fell ill, and owing to the spring assizes no other

judge was available. Egerton also became ill ; so did Buckhurst.

Lopez had taken to his bed ; and anxiety was felt lest he should

defeat the ends of justice by poisoning himself, and the proceedings

were put off no longer than the 15th, at seven in the morning.

Serjeant-elect Daniell served either as a commissioner in place

of Popham, or as prosecuting counsel in place of Egerton; and

some of the former bench sufficed. Gama pleaded not guilty,

but, confronted with his previous confessions, withdrew his plea.

Tinico pleaded guilty ; but when the time came to assign cause, if

any, why judgment of death should not be passed against him on
his own confession, pleaded his passport and prayed for mercy.

He had acknowledged in prison that his passport, sent to him
at Calais, was conditional ; and the wording was to the effect

that he had leave to enter the kingdom, but to return only if the

Enghsh authorities thought good. The plea was discussed; and
after hearing Essex and Cecil the point was decided against Tinico,

and both he and Gama received sentence of death. As the result of

the two trials the three Portuguese ' all voluntarily and in the public

place of judgment confessed to the whole of the treason, the letters

H H 2
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also being produced.'^^ The queen issued an address, in which she

said the action was so horrible that, had it not been for the confes-

sions, she would never have believed it ; and an order for prayer and

thanksgiving was promulgated, with an admonition enumerating

some of the large number of the conspiracies of the reign. Nineteen

to twenty are mentioned categorically, commencing with. Arthur and

Edward Pole, found guilty in 1563 of an attempt on behalf of Mary
Stewart and pardoned, and concluding with Collen, Polwhele, and

others already referred to, and Gilbert Laton, sent over from La
Eochelle to kill the queen, * a man of great importance.' Not only

the Tower, but the Marshalsea Gatehouse, the Bridewell, the Fleet,

theKing's Bench, in Southwark, and other prisons contained suspects

and persons under sentence. It cannot be that all these plottings

were fabulous. Yet the question suggests itself, Wherein lay the

benefit, even to Philip and the Jesuits, of anticipating by a few

short years the course of nature, and of placing James of Scotland

on the throne in lieu of Elizabeth ? Did her enemies wish her to go

down to posterity as a martyr ?

Bishop Goodman will have it that Lopez continued petitioning

the queen—a story likely enough—and that Elizabeth assured him
that his imprisonment should be brief, and that he should soon be

restored to liberty, with no more serious injury than the temporary

loss of his practice.'*^ Be this as it may, it is clear the queen dis-

' played all her old objection to making up her mind, and hesitated

time after time before giving the requisite authority, until the lieu-

tenant of the Tower must have been distracted lest so clever a

poisoner as Lopez should make away with himself. At last the

lords of the council wrote from Osterley to the lord keeper that the

queen had decided to delay the execution no longer, and directed

*^ Ibid. vol. ccxlvii., No. 105 ; vol. ccxlviii., No. 12. In Calendar, p. 4C0 ct seq.

I have discussed Tinico's passport above, p. 4oG, note 25.

*^ Goodman says that Efssex caused Lopez to be removed from the Tower to the

Queen's Bench prison, in Southwark, because the queen's warrant would not be

required to deal with him there. Surely he is wrong, and the only difference would

be in the form and wording of the warrant. Goodman continues that Essex then had

him brought before Popham at the bar of the Queen's Bench, and it was demanded

of him to show cause why the sentence of death, already passed, should not be

carried out. Some unnamed prisoner was also at the bar, and in a long speech, to

which the closure was applied, roundly accused Lopez of entrapping him into the

affair. They were both ordered for execution the next day. Goodman says, ' This I

heard from a very honest man who had it from him that did solicit Dr. Lopez'

business, and was the messenger between the queen and him.' Goodman did not

know that two others were concerned with Lopez, and nowhere mentions Tinico or

Gama by name, or seems to have heard of them. Nowhere else can I find any trace

of this story of his. The three are in the list of prisoners under the custody of Sir

Michael Blount, lieutenant of the Tower, on 14 April {Calendar, p. 494). Also two

letters from the lords of the council to Sir .Tohn Puckering, lord keeper, and to

Lord Buckhurst (Harleian MSS., 6996, pp. 160, 162) show them to have been in the

Tower then.
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him and Lord Buckhurst to consult the judges as to the best way
of carrying out the sentence * for the freeing of the Heutenant of

the Tower from his restraint; yet even here in so vague and

hesitating a manner was the queen's commandment given that

Pickering and Buckhurst were directed to ascertain from the Heu-

tenant what his orders were, and by whom given, as well as to

confer with Burghley and Cecil, who were both present when the

queen gave the authority, so that every one might be satisfied

that the execution had really been ordered.'*^

On one day in June the three prisoners were conducted with all

the hideous Tudor formalities past Mistress AUington's house, in

Holborn, where Lopez had spent happier days, and dragged to the

place of public execution at Tyburn. On the scaffold Lopez en-

deavoured to speak, and to protest his entire innocence ; for, in

spite of previous confessions, he maintained this. Such of the crowd

as were nearest to him cried out, * Hold your peace,' while those

further off shouted, * Speak out,' and these contending factions

between them drowned what he had to say. Above the tumult his

angry and despairing voice, hoarse from wasted effort and emotion,

was for a moment audible, as with his last words he emphatically

insisted that he had loved his mistress better than Christ Jesus.

Coming from one believed to be in secret a Jew by religion as he

was by race, this did but excite the derisive laughter of the multitude,

and amidst shouts and gibes and jeers the unhappy wretch was
turned off the ladder.'*^ Patrick Collen, who had nearly succeeded

in killing himself in prison, was executed shortly afterwards, but

many of the conspirators supposed to be connected with the other

plots were spared. Sarah, widow of Lopez, and her children received

back from the queen a beneficial lease forfeited by the attainder,

and a hundred pounds' worth of his goods and chattels ; but

special exception was made of ' a jewel set with a diamond and a

ruby, sent by some minister of the king of Spain.' This historic

*^ Haiieian MSS., as in last note.

*" The exact day of the execution is doubtful. On 7 June Philip Gawdy wrote to his

family, ' This day Lopes was executed & two Portingalls more at Tyborne ' (Histor.

MSS. Comm., 7th Keport). This would seem to settle the matter but for the Harleian

MS. 6996, p. 160. At the time this was written the three were in the Tower. But
when was it written ? The printed catalogue gives the date as ' 9 June.' Some one in

authority has altered this to ' 4 June.' I deciphered it as ' 1 June ;
' and an expert to

whom I showed the manuscript inclined to ' 7 June.' Certainly 9 and 4 are both

wrong, as in the date 1594 the writer of the manuscript forms the figures quite dif-

ferently. The next manuscript is, unfortunately, not dated, although on the same
subject—the execution of the prisoners in the Tower. Goodman. gives most of the

details. He says :
' This I heard from a very creditable man that was present.' He

is corroborated by Camden in part. It has been suggested that the delay in the execu-

tion was caused by the desire of Elizabeth to give her brother-in-law, Philip, an oppor-

tunity of proving his innocence (Spedding's Bacon, vol. viii., p. 271).
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ring the queen retained, and I should like to know its after

history.'*^

It has been maintained that the repressive policy of Burghley

against the Eoman catholics was the cause both of the genuine

plots against Elizabeth as well as of the suspicion of others that

never existed, and that this cruel severity was not justified by the

conduct of the Komanists themselves, who had deserved better by

helping almost to a man against the armada. But these inferences

are not warranted by the facts. It is true that the Jesuits and

nonconforming English clergy had been banished as traitors to

the state in 1585; but look at the provocation ; and this edict did

not apply to all nonconforming subjects, for Eomanists filled posts

in the household and public offices, and of these some betrayed

their trust in the matter of the Babington plot. If we glance at

the dangers ever surrounding the throne and person of Elizabeth,

and the source whence these dangers arose, and go on to reflect

upon the sixteenth-century ideal of public justice, we shall assuredly

hesitate ere we censure the severity of Elizabeth, or pronounce her

criminal courts packed assemblies. When English Eomanists

compared their own treatment with that of protestants in Spain

and the Netherlands, of what had they to complain ? and as regards

the trial of our three Portuguese in particular we do not find, as

practically we are invited to, a judicial panic similar to the so-called

popish plot eighty or ninety years later. According to the accepted

methods of the time the prisoners were fairly condemned ; and

unless Tinico and Gama, let alone Lopez, forswore themselves for

nothing, and the letters were forged by Essex for no purpose, and

judges, jury, and spectators one and all misled, it is difficult for

posterity to arrive at any other conclusion than that of the Guild-

hall commission. It may seem almost inconceivable that Philip

and his ministers, as a regular part of their duties, should suborn

a man who had been handsomely treated, and was not even * one

of the faithful,' to betray his trust and murder his mistress ; but

there appears to be no other solution, and unless the documents at

Simancas, when forthcoming, or some other evidence, at present

undiscovered, should suggest his innocence, we too must accept the

Guildhall verdict.^^

Lopez immediately became a favourite subject for the con-

temporary playwright. He figures in Marlow's * Jew of Malta ' and
* Eaustus,' in Dekker's * Whore of Babylon ' and Middleton's

*^ Grant, in Calendar, iv. 15. I mention this partly in justification of my
suspicion of Goodman, the apologist for Lopez. This incorrigible writer says, ' Dr.

Lopez being executed, his wife petitioned the queen for his goods, to whom the queen

gave them all, and would not suffer her to lose one farthing,' whereas the ring was of

great value.

*" See Prescott's History of the Reign of Philip II, bk. iv. c. 3, for the ethics of

that monarch.
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' Game at Chesse,' not to mention John Taylor's polemical

theological treatise * The Church's Deliverance.' I can only

bestow a passing notice upon a very interesting suggestion.

The first rough draft of the ' Merchant of Venice ' was put upon

the stage on 23 Aug. following the trial and execution. All

London was then ringing with the different conspiracies that had

just come to light, and above all with that of Lopez ; and the

inference is irresistible that equally with his brother dramatists

Shakespeare had Lopez in mind. Shylock, whose avarice was only

surpassed by his cruelty and hatred, might be expected to attract a

large number of playgoers in whose midst the greed and treachery

of Lopez had been so recently enacted, and before their very eyes ;

and Shylock, the merciless villain of the play, in more places

than one suggests incidents in the career of Lopez as depicted at

the trial and in contemporary pamphlets like that of Yetsweirt.

There is the willingness of Lopez to conform outwardly to Chris-

tianity, though remaining at heart a Jew.

Antonio. Two things provided more—that for this favour,

He presently become a Christian. . . .

Duhe. He shall do this ; or else I do recant

The pardon that I late pronounced here.

Portia. Art thou contented, Jew ? what dost thou say ?

Shylock. I am content. (Act iv. scene 1.)

Again, some Christians are no better than Jews, for though taught

that revenge is unlawful they teach revenge to the Jews—a rap at

Philip, the relentless enemy of every patriotic Englishman.

Shylock. . . . If you poison us, do we not die ? and if you wrong us,

shall we not revenge ? If we are like you in the rest, we will resemble

you in that. If a Jew wrong a Christian, what is his humility ? revenge.

If a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his sufferance he by Christian

example ? why, revenge. The villainy you teach me I will execute, and

it shall go hard but I will better the instruction. (Act iii. scene 1.)

Further, the protestations of Lopez at his trial, his despairing

declaration on the scaffold, the insistence by the plotters that the

murder of the queen was the doing of * a great remedy for Christ-

endom,' and the examples offered to the assassins of Judith and

Deborah, may well have suggested the famous lines

—

A^itonio. The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose.

An evil soul, producing holy witness,

Is like a villain with a smiling cheek

;

A goodly apple rotten at the heart.

(Act i. scene 3.)

But although Lopez may have suggested to Shakespeare the

typical villain of three centuries ago, and although that villain
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must needs be either a Jew or a Spaniard, the characters of the

two, Shylock and Lopez, are in one important point essentially

different, for while Shylock subordinates even avarice to hatred

Lopez subordinated everything to avarice. And, further, only in

name does ' the good Antonio, the honest Antonio ' of the * Merchant

of Venice,' the enemy of Shylock, bear any resemblance to either of

the two Antonios of this story, both in a sense hostile to Lopez.

The Portuguese Don Antonio was neither good nor honest, while the

Spanish Antonio Perez had been the agent of Philip in the secret

assassination of the secretary Escevedo, as he was amongst those

who accused the king, and probably falsely, of poisoning his son

and heir, Don Carlos. And one can but regret that the supreme

genius of Shakespeare should ever have been used to incite hatred

and suspicion so unjust against a race who possessed as many
virtues and as few vices as the majority of the Christians of the

time, and in spite of the treatment they generally received.

And if Lopez did indeed supply Shakespeare with his greatest

villain, he inflicted a lasting injury upon his own unhappy race.^^

So indignant was Elizabeth at the treacherous behaviour of

Philip that she asked for a passport for a special envoy to the

viceregal court of the archduke Ernest, who was to demand the

punishment of Fuentes and Ybarra and the extradition of Andrada

and her own treasonable subjects. It is needless to say the viceroy

of the Netherlands declined, declaring the demands insulting to

Philip. Arthur Dimock»

*' This connexion between Shylock and Lopez has been carefully worked out by

Mr. S. Lee, Gentleman^s Magazine, February 1880 ; also in the Transactions of the

New Shahspere Society, 1887-92, pt. ii. p. 158. Professor Symes, of Nottingham,

dates the production of the Merchant of Venice so late as 1596. This need not

imply any contradiction with the authority quoted by Mr. Lee that in its first rough

draft it was put on the boards 23 Aug. 1594.
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The Royal Navy tmder Charles I

Part III.

—

The Administration.

THE system, inaugurated in 1618, of governing the navy by
commissioners acting under the lord high admiral remained in

force until February 28, when the four principal officers resumed
control under Buckingham. Although the commissioners' direction

was of course, both in ability and honesty, immeasurably superior

to that of Mansell, they cannot be said to have risen to any great

excellence of administration. In October 1627 Charles, in writing

to the duke, apologised for the slowness with which supplies were
furnished, ' the cause whereof is . . . the slow proceedings of the

commissioners of the navy (which all commissioners are liable

to).'^ If king and minister were both of this opinion, it would
account for the supersession which so soon followed. After

Buckingham's murder the post of lord high admiral was put into

commission, and the new lords of the admiralty were even more
reliant on the capacity of the principal officers than had been their

predecessors ; but they appear to have been also more suspicious

of them than the commissioners were. Of Buckingham it may be

said that, had he possessed less power, he would have made a

better chief. In the ten years he held office he practically doubled

the effective of the navy, for the commissioners could have done

little without his aid. So far as the emptiness of the treasury

would allow he enlarged and repaired docks and storehouses, and,

if he did not discover, he was one of the first to appreciate the

naval importance of Portsmouth.- He provided for the home
manufacture of cordage by inducing Dutchmen to settle here and

teach Englishmen their art, and was the builder of the first rope-

houses attached to English dockyards. He reintroduced lieutenants

and corporals on board ship, and was the first administrator who
began systematic naval and gunnery instruction in the service.

* Halliwell's Boyal Letters, ii. 277.

- Portsmouth was largely used during the earlier years of the reign of Henry VIII,

but lost its pre-eminence when Deptford, Woolwich, and Chatham were founded. It

is curious that one of the first recognitions of its value as a permanent naval station

should have come from Philip II {State Papers, Domestic, Mary, vi. 16).
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Unfortunately for his memory, he must be judged not as head of

the navy but as the all-powerful minister, and in that sense history

has pronounced its verdict.^

Since 1618 the duties of the treasurer of the navy had become,

and remained in the future, almost entirely financial. His salary was

increased from 1630 by the grant of the poundage of threepence on all

payments made by him, including wages, instead of, as before, only

on those to merchants supplying stores, as well as a house at

Deptford and other advantages, and in 1634 his fixed fee was raised

from 2701. 13s. M. to 645Z. 13s. M^ He even received the pound-

age on the salaries of the other three officers, and they were con-

tinually petitioning for an advance in their rate of pay, which had
remained unaltered since their posts were created by Henry YIII.

It is suggestive to find that, among their reasons for the requested

increase, they mention that before the reforms of 1618 they had
an allowance of 60L a year from the treasurer and victualler for

passing their accounts,-^ and that the surveyor and comptroller

estimated the total annual value of their perquisites before that

date at 384Z. and 430?. respectively. This included the allowance

from the treasurer and victualler, commissions given by officers on

appointment, and dividends divided among them from the sale of

old stores.^ In 1637 they appear to have been promised that if

they could obtain their augmentation without going to the royal

coffers for it they were welcome to whatever they could get.

Accordingly they point out that in this year they had prevented

fraudulent overcharge on the part of owners of hired merchantmen
to the extent of 1,374^., and they therefore desired to divide the

whole of this sum.^ What advantage this would be to the crown
they omitted to say. They were exceptionally unlucky, seeing that

most officials had only to petition in order to receive. In one case

201. a year was taken off the salaries of the masters attendant, but,

when these complained, they had each 401. a year added and with

less work. Their ill fortune was, perhaps, due to the disfavour with

which the lords of the admiralty seem to have usually viewed them,

and it was not until the era of the long parliament, when, from
motives of fear, all wages were raised, that they shared in the

general increase. None of these officers was of any historic interest.

' It is difficult to apportion the credit for the reforms which followed 1618 between
the commissioners and Buckingham. Nicholas {State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxli.

85, 86) gives it to Buckingham ; but Nicholas was his private secretary, and we know
that the duke had no grasp of detail. On the other hand he wrote after the duke's

death, when he had nothing more to hope from him, and it is certain that the com-
missioners could not have stood for twenty-four hours against the vested interests

they attacked without Buckingham's consistent support.
* Add. MSS. 9301, f. 110. * State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccciv. 9.

^ State Papers, Domestic, Elizabeth, ccxxxvii. f. 138.
' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccclxxii. 21.
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For two and a half years, between 1627 and 1629, Sir Sackvillo

Crowe was treasurer, but he, to put as favourable a construction as

possible on what happened, got his accounts into confusion to the

extent of 1,5001.^ Before and after Crowe Sir Wm. Eussell was

sole treasurer till 1639, then for two years with the younger Vane,

and again, in 1642, by himself till August, after which Vane alone

was reappointed. Eussell was a mere man of affairs, who confined

himself to his accounts, and seems never to have ventured an

opinion on anything outside them. Kenrick Edisbury, at first

paymaster, and from December 1632 surveyor of the navy, and per-

haps the most observant and energetic of the chief officers, held the

latter post till his death in 1638, when he was succeeded by Wm.
Batten, who was appointed * during pleasure,' instead of by patent

for life, as in preceding cases.^ Sir Guilford Slingsby had been

comptroller of the navy under Mansell, and was again given the same
office in February 1628 by Charles. The main incidents of his second

tenure which have come down to us relate to his assaults on his

inferiors and his quarrels with his brother officers. Immediately

after his appointment John Wells, the storekeeper of the navy,

petitioned that, although the other officers had allotted him lodgings

in the navy office, Slingsby, to accommodate his family and

servants, * hath violently taken his lodgings from him.' ^° In

1629 his colleagues complained to the lords commissioners that he

had felled with a pocket pistol, and otherwise maltreated, the man
in charge of the navy office, and kept him out of the house, not-

withstanding their wish to reinstate him.^^ Slingsby died in 1632,

and Sir H. Palmer succeeded him. The most notable event in

Palmer's official career was his excuse for selling government

cordage and pocketing the proceeds— ' because his predecessors had

done the like.' He subsequently amended this defence by saying that

he had spent the money on naval necessaries. ^^ Till 1628 William

Burrell was in charge of all ship-building and repairs, and in

1629 Burrell and Phin. Pett were made assistants to the principal

officers. Burrell died in 1630, and from January 1631 Pett became

himself a principal officer, being three months junior to Sir Kenelm
Digby, who had been appointed in the previous October. Neither

* It will be remembered that during his treasurership he helped himself to 3,000Z.

from the Chatham chest, and that the money was still owing in 1644. After his dismis-

sal from office Crowe was ambassador of the Levant Company at Constantinople, and,

in 1646, nearly ruined that company by, on the one hand, quarrelling with the Porte,

and on the other imprisoning the members and agents of the association. When he

returned in 1648 he was sent to the Tower, but seems to have escaped scatheless.

" By an order of 13 Feb. 1637 no place in the navy or ordnance offices was hence-

forth to be granted for life, but only during pleasure. Edisbury 's real name was

Wilkinson (see Hasted, History of Kent, i. 20 note, ed. Drake, London, 1886).
'" State Papers, Domestic, CJmrles I, cxxxv. 37. '' Ibid. clii. 51.

»2 Add. MSS. 9301, ff. 121, 133.
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Digby nor Pett had any defined duties, and in Digby's case the

position seems to have been almost entirely honorary, although at

one time he was treating with Mervyn for the latter's command in

the Channel. Mervyn asked 5,000^., his arrears of pay, to his

rights in which Digby would presumably succeed, and the 3,000Z.

he had given for his admiralship of the narrow seas.^^ It would

be a mutter of some interest to know to whom that 3,000?.

was paid, but there had been obviously no secrecy in the trans-

action.

After Buckingham's death the lords commissioners met twice a

week, sometimes at Walhngford House and sometimes in the

council chamber at Whitehall. In April 1638 the child duke of

York was made lord high admiral for life, and Northumberland his

acting substitute during the king's pleasure ; the navy, therefore,

ceased to be governed by commission from that date. In 1628 the

principal officers met at St. Martin's Lane, but in March 1630 some

rooms were taken for them in a house in Mincing Lane at a rental

of 30L a year.^'* Thenceforward expenses incurred in relation to

that house appear in many of the accounts ; it cost 1501. for

furnishing, twelve months' beer there 13Z. 8s.,^^ yearly water rate

IZ. 6s. Sd., but only 3s. 6d. for Christmas gratuities. Although in

1628 the chief officers had been reinstated in a portion of their

former authority, they by no means escaped the control of, and

occasionally severe censure from, the lords of the admiralty.

Sometimes my lords considered that their sympathies ran rather

with their subordinates than with the king's interests, and, as most

of them had been suspended for acts similar to those they were

called upon to condemn in minor officials, the charge was not un-

founded.^^ In the fleet of 1637 embezzlement of stores by the

boatswains had been very general. There was nothing unusual in

this, but the resolve of the lords commissioners to punish the guilty

persons appeared to strike the principal officers as both unusual

and unfair. Their pleas on behalf of these men provoked the com-

missioners to write, ' We observe that you are more apt to intercede

for those that are most faulty than to certify what you find against

other boatswains .... it is time by due punishment to break up

this custom of the boatswains' exorbitant wasting of his majesty's

stores, the continuance whereof so long with impunity hath, it seems,

made the officers think it almost lawful.' ^^ On another occasion

they were told, * If you were as careful of his majesty's service as

'^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, clxxiii. 6. Mervyn to Nicholas.
'* Add. MSS. 9297, f. 178.

'^ The price of beer at this time was about 11. 10s. a tun.

'^ In 1634 Palmer, the comptroller, Denis Fleming, clerk of the acts, Phin. Pett,

another principal officer, and several storekeepers and masters attendant had all been

suspended for selling government stores for their own profit.

'^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cccliii. f. 88.
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you are to cast all such unfitting troubles on us, you would gain

much more reputation and esteem to yourselves
;

'
^^ and, once

again, reference was made to their * supine negligence.' While

they were exposed to these snubs from their superiors one of their

inferiors certainly, and others probably, expressed opinions of them
with the same frankness. They complained to the lords that

Francis Brooke, storekeeper at Portsmouth, * used many base words

of ourselves, calling us loggerheads.' Perhaps the admiralty agreed

with him ; at any rate I do not find that Brooke was reprimanded,

so that the only consolation left to them was their salaries.

Observers who acquitted the principal officers of intentional fraud

accused them of incompetence, although they doubtless possessed

the amount of intellect considered sufficient for permanent officials.

They were said not to know where their respective duties began or

ended, but the conditions under which they worked were not favour-

able to success in management. Each one kept his books at his

own residence, and neither sufficient time nor assistance was allowed

for the various duties of inspection or bookkeeping which fell to

him. Moreover they were compelled to purchase stores from

persons holding patents for the sale of special articles, such as iron,

canvas, &c., a necessity sufficient to account for any depth of bad-

ness in the supply. Whether the confusion was due to neglect or

overwork, the effect on the lower ranks of naval employes was the

same. From the first year of the reign we have a continuous record

of carelessness and fraud, which neither commissioners nor lords

commissioners seem to have been able to stamp out. In 1625, on

board the ships at sea, pursers charged on the full number of men
supposed to be mustered and shared the profits made on those

absent with their captains, while gunners and boatswains each kept

from two to five servants who were rated as seamen, but who were

boys and landsmen, and w^hose wages were retained by the officers.

When the vessels were laid up the ship-keepers were usually drunk

or absent. Captain Joshua Downing one night rowed down the

Medway, and ' might have gone on board all ships but three and

done any mischief
;

' and ' in these twenty years last past all the

navy hath not bred five able sailors nor two able gunners.' ^^ Fifteen

years later matters were as bad. John Holland, then paymaster

of the navy, wrote that the ship-keepers and apprentice servants of

the officers were coachmen, tailors, gardeners, &c., and that the

apprentices were dismissed at the end of their term as ignorant as

when they joined. ^'^ Bobberies were frequent. ' Generally the

'^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cccliii. f. 55.

*® Ibid. xiii. 70, 1625, i.e. by the system of servants and apprentices. It was not

until 1G47 that the ship-keepers in the Medway were ordered to strike the bell on

board every half-hour through the night (Add. MSS. 9306, f. 103).

2» Discourse of the Navy (Add. MSS. 9335).
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watchman is the thief and the ship-keeper the cabin-breaker ;
' but

the ship and dockyard officers dared not prosecute, because such a

course would have called attention to their own delinquencies.^^

Downing's experience did not evoke much attention, since, in the

following year, it was reported from Chatham. ' There are divers

that are upon the king's majesty's charges both for victuals and

wages, but give no attendance nor do no service ; neither can we

take any muster of any man but just at dinner time, for no longer

than they are tied by the teeth are they to be kept on board,' ^^

this being in the full stress of war time. When captains were

turning their men-of-war into cargo boats, to enable merchants to

defraud the customs,^^ we need not be surprised that their inferior

officers allowed themselves license in theft, and the references to

carpenters, gunners, boatswains, and pursers about the sale of stores

entrusted to them are innumerable. That fortunes were made

from * chips ' taken out of the dockyards is well known. * The

infinite abuse and prejudice the king has in all or most of his yards

under colour of chips is intolerable ;
'
^^ again, ' a great quantity

of wood is carried away by workmen when they go to breakfast, at

dinner time, and at night under colour of, chips ; they cut up good

timber and call it chips ; '
^^ and in some yards the shipwrights

built huts in which to store their plunder. In one case a lighter

containing 8,000 tree-nails, said to be made from chips, but more
probably stolen from Deptford yard, was seized, and the destined

receiver was found to be one of the government shipwrights who
also owned a private ship-building yard. Some of the dockyard

employes converted the storehouses into lodgings for themselves and

their families, and this abuse continued until the parliamentary

navy committee made a clean sweep of them.^*^

Of all the subordinate officials the pursers, as in later times,

were the most acquisitive, having the greatest opportunities. Most
places in the navy were for sale, but theirs were considered so i^ro-

fitable that they were eagerly sought. In 1626 Nicholas was
informed that a person, lately mayor of Kochester, would give him
1001. for the appointment to the * Anne Koyal,' or 60Z. for either of

two others. As the ex-mayor could only sell again the eventual

holder must have anticipated a handsome income. One article on
which he made it was the beer ; the brewer delivered this by beer

measure, but the purser served it out by wine measure, pocketing

the value of the difference.^^ Sometimes he was a pluralist. One
man was cook of the * Bear ' and purser of the ' George,' and exe-

2' Dicourse of the Navy (Add. MSS. 9335.)
22 State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxvii. 69. '" Ibid. cli. 33.
2* Ibid, cclx. 29. Edisbury to Nicholas. 25 j^^^^ cclxiii. 19.
-« Add. MSS. 9306, f. 119.

2^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, xxiii. 120, 1G2G. Ten years later Nortliumber-

and made the same complaint. There had bean no reform.
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cuted both places by deputy. Of course they, Hke the others, sold

then* stores ashore. But one of their particular sources of profit was

the men's clothes. In 1623 wearing apparel was first ordered to be

provided for the men, and to be sold to them at cost price, subject

to a commission of one shilling in the pound for the purser. In

1628 it was being sold, when obtained, at 11. 7s. a suit, to be

deducted from the wages, but, as occurred with other naval requi-

sites, the contractors frequently refused to supply it without pre-

payment. By 1636 the commissions had increased. The merchant

had to pay two shillings in the pound for entering the clothes on

board ; the paymaster and purser took each a further shilling on all

articles sold, and of course the unfortunate sailor had to meet all

these extra and illegal perquisites, the result being that ' the men
had rather starve than buy them.' The original purpose of the

supply was ^ to avoyde nastie beastlyness by contynuall wearinge of

one suite of clothes, and therebie boddilie diseases and unwholesome

ill smells in every ship.' The whole of the clothes served out during

the earlier years of the reign was not a quantity likely to have much
improved the unpleasantly suggestive conditions of this passage.

In 1641 Northumberland, as lord high admiral, took the busi-

ness in hand, and issued stringent regulations which forbade the

sailor to purchase more than fifty shillings' worth a year, at fixed

prices, and reduced the commission to sixpence in the pound, which

was to be paid to the purser by the vendor.^^ When, as rarely hap-

pened, a purser was honest, he seems to have been assaulted and per-

secuted by his captain, and his position on board rendered unbearable.

Perhaps the key to the situation is to be found in their petition of

1639, when many of the pursers asked for increased pay, saying,

' We know not how to subsist in our places without the continuance

of what has ever been tolerated, or else the grant of a competent

salary.' ^^ Corroborating this plea we have Holland's opinion that

wages were too low, ' most of them being for want thereof necessi-

tated . . . either to live knaves or die beggars, and sometimes both.'

It was however a sign of the times that when in 1640, Thomas Smith,

Northumberland's secretary, took 40L for an appointment, he found

himself exposed to the taunts of his equals and had to defend him-

self by asserting that he never bargained, but * what men volun-

tarily give me my conscience assures me that I may take as mere

gratuities.' It was still no crime but was reaching the stage which

precedes legal condemnation. There is no trace of the sale of

places during the Commonwealth, but the custom was reintroduced

with the other fashions of the Eestoration.

Neither in their sense of honour nor in the extent of their

professional knowledge did the navy captains of this generation

28 IbicL cccclxxx. 36. ^9 ji^i^i ccccxxix. 33.
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favourably impress their superiors. In August 1630 Mervyn, who

was commanding in the Channel, wrote to Nicholas that he had cap-

tains who knew neither how to command nor how to obey, and a

month later he requested that John Mennes should be given a ship,

so that he might at least have one captain who had ' passed his

a b c' Men of such calibre usually owed their position to, and ob-

tained other advantages from, court influence and family connexions.

Of one man who received 3,000Z. as his 3 per cent, commission

on carrying treasure to Dunkirk we read, ' You may see what a

brother or friend in the bedchamber doth.' Another captain, his

men said, was ' fearful in oaths,' plundered merchantmen, and

threatened to kill any one who complained of him ; his crew refused

to sail, because ' for his blasphemous swearing they feared the ship

would sink under them.' Others were questioned for beating

officers and men, but in no case does any punishment appear to have

followed. Another form of fraud which came into existence now,

and lasted till the present century, was the forging and uttering of

seamen's tickets. The tickets were practically promises to pay

wages due, and in the state of the royal treasury were only saleable

at a heavy discount. Not only did the captains and pursers forge

tickets in the names of men who had never existed, but civilians

carried on a brisk trade in such articles, and, when Crowe was navy

treasurer, they were ' such good merchandize that a penniless wag
made out a ticket for Ball, a dog . . . and sold it with a letter of

attorney to a man who lodged seamen.' ^^

"When the civil war commenced most of the non-combatant

employes of the admiralty remained, like the officers and men, in

the service of the parliament, which took control by means of

committees, whose members were constantly being changed.

Subordinate to the parliamentary committee was a board called

the commissioners of navy and customs, whose work was chiefly

financial, and the functions of the principal officers, except the

treasurer's, were performed by another body known as the com-

missioners of the navy. The earl of Warwick was their lord high

admiral, appointed in 1642, in place of Northumberland, and he

resigned in April 1645, to be again appointed on 29 May 1648,

^" It must not, however, be supposed that naval morality was worse during the

reigns of James and Charles than subsequently. Leaving the eighteenth century out

of consideration it was said that at the beginning of this one the annual public loss

from fraud and embezzlement ran into millions, a sum which may well have almost

drawn the shades of Mansell and hundreds of other pettifogging seventeenth-century

navy thieves back to earth. I take the great difference to have been that at the later

date, whether from higher principle or want of opportunity, the combatant branches

of the service were honest, the theft and jobbery being confined to the admiralty, navy
board, and dockyard establishments. Lord St. Vincent said of the navy board that it

was ' the curse of the navy,' and the methods of the dockyards may be gauged from
the fact that while the (present) ' Victory ' cost 97,400Z. to build, 143,600Z. were in

lifteen years expended on her repairs. Of the Admiralty nothing need be said.
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when the news of the Eamsborow outbreak was received. In one

matter the parliament found itself better off than the previous

administration, for the question of timber had for years been a

difficulty, the royal forests having deteriorated from various causes.

Now, in spite of increased requirements, it was obtained more

easily by the process of seizing the timber on delinquents' estates.

In 1632 a report was made on the condition of the forests, when

that of Dean was said to be ' wasted and ruined,' the New Forest

was ' so decayed ' that there were not 2,000 serviceable trees in it

;

there were not more in Waltham Forest and hardly 400 in East

Bere.^' Much of this wreck was due to lavish grants made by

James and Charles to private individuals, and a further cause was

the open theft which went on, sufficient wood to build ships being

sometimes taken away without any attempt at concealment. Still,

in 1633, there were 166,000 trees left in the Forest of Dean of an

average value of twenty shillings a tree.^'^

John Browne, who held the appointment of * king's gunfounder

'

under James I, continued in that office during the whole of this

reign. . The price of ordnance in 1625 was from 13Z. to 14L a ton,

and did not afterwards materially vary. Many complaints were

made about the excessive solidity and weight of naval guns, which

caused much of the straining and rolling at sea, and they were so

unnecessarily strong that when sold abroad the new owners rebored

them for larger shot. In 1626 Browne was granted a reward of

200/. for casting lighter guns which had withstood a double proof;

but, notwithstanding this encouragement, he, like every one else

dealing with the crown, suffered in his purse. By June 1628 up-

wards of 11,000?. w^as due to him, and Evelyn, the powder contractor,

had 2,400/. owing to him, and had refused to furnish anything more

for three months past. Coke thereupon suggested to Buckingham
that Evelyn should be compelled to resume his supplies, * but till

the ceasing of parliament holds it best not to urge him too much,'

which throws an interesting side light on general history.^^ Not-

withstanding these straits and the requirements of his fleets,

Charles did not neglect his glorious heritage in the crown jewels

which w^ere pawned to the Dutch, and Burlamacchi was directed to

sell 4,000 tons of ordnance abroad and redeem the treasures. As

an appropriate part of the transaction Browne found himself

obliged to export in Dutch vessels, as they were provided with con-

voy. In 1632 there w^ere in store 81 brass and 147 iron pieces,

presumably the reserve behind those in the ships and forts, and

207,000 round and 3,000 cross-bar shot. Stone shot are no longer

mentioned.*"^^ The allowance for a second-rate was three lasts of

powder, six cwt. of match, 970 round, 100 cross-bar, 70 double cross-

^' State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxxix. 114. ^- Ibid, ccxlv. 19.

^' Ibid, cviii. 18. ^' Ibid, ccxxvii. 1.
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bar shot, and 2,000 rounds for small arms.^-^ The musket trade

had been gamed from us by Holland since the precedmg reign, and

now Sweden was underselling Enghsh founders of big guns; in

1634 Browne, in petitioning the king for payment, said that he

had paid 1,200Z. for a license to export ordnance, but that the

Swedes were now selling at half-price. This Swedish manufacture

was really worked by Dutch capitalists, and within twenty years the

price of English ordnance in the Low Countries had fallen from

36Z. to 141. a ton. For the proper equipment of the fleet, exclusive

of castles and forts, 96 lasts of powder were required in 1635, but

in that year only 94 were in store for all purposes ; between 1628

and 1635 there had been no powder in Southsea Castle, and doubt-

less many less important positions were equally ill furnished.

Perhaps the crown could not supply the forts, because too busy in

private trade, the sale of gunpowder to merchants and others being

a royal monopoly. A handsome profit was made on it, the cost

being 7id. per lb. and the selling price Is. 6d. In 1637 the year's

gains on this article came to 14,786/.^^ The ordnance office had

already obtained that evil pre-eminence in sloth and incapacity it

has never since lost, and its situation in 1638 was that of ' the

surveyor sick, the clerk restrained of his liberty, one of his clerks

absent, the clerk of the deliveries out of town and his clerk absent,

the master gunner dead, the yeoman of the ordnance never present,

nor any of the gunners attendant, and the stores for ordnance

empty.' ^'' Outcries, such as we have been also used to hear in

this generation, against their delays in serving the ships with guns

and ammunition, were loud and continuous, and in 1639 it was

proposed to return to the original arrangement made by Heijry YIII

and allow the naval authorities to supply themselves with these

necessaries. It is an illustration of the meditative and weighty

caution with which official wisdom can be trusted to move onward
from change to change that it was not until a few years ago

that the alteration suggested in 1639 was made. Finally we read

that 'the accountant nor other officers keep no books, and the

ancient officers and clerks are averse to all new propositions which

meet their inveterate frauds and defects.' ^^ The parhamentary
leaders seen at first to have doubted how far Browne was to be

trusted, since on 30 Dec. 1645 it was ordered that his works, which
had been managed by deputies, should be given back to him.

Besides producing dangerous international friction the matter
of saluting was a cover for theft and an excuse for waste at home.
The lord high admiral seems to have been the only person whose
reception was according to distinct forms, and for him the royal

^^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxix. 67.
^•* Ibid, ccclxxvi. 160 and ccccxlii. 12.
^' Ibid, cccxcvii. 37. as

Ib^id. CQcalzxyL 115.
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standard was to fly at the main, yards to be manned, and on his

approach within musket shot of the ship the trumpets were to cease

and * all who carry whistles are to whistle his welcome three times,

and in the intervals the crew to cheer.' ^^ Butler notices the fond-

ness of the English for making a noise as a mark of deference, and

the expenditure of powder in this way was described as the * main
excuse of gunners' frauds,' and as causing the waste of at least a

thousand barrels of powder a year. Every one stood closely on his

honour in the matter of salutes, and in 1631 Pennington was fired

on from Pendennis Castle for not striking his flag. No occurrence

was of too little consequence to be thus signalised ; in one gunner's

accounts we find: *One fauconwhen the master's wife went ashore.

. . . One minion the master commanded to be shot off to a ship his

father was in. . . . We shot two faucons in healths and three when
Master Newton went ashore.' Of another gunner it was remarked :

* He cannot write, yet presents the account here enclosed, in which

you see the king's powder spent in salutations of ketches and

oyster boats. ... I shall shortly send far greater and fouler

examples of powder purloined by the last.' ^^ The hired merchant-

men in the royal pay had as much self-respect on this question as

men-of-war, and saluted towns on entering and leaving harbour, the

captain's brother, and * the captain's friends for their farewell ' in

orthodox service fashion. The large ones had, in some respects,

the advantage of the smaller men-of-war, since the captain of one

of the latter, in accounting for his consumption of ammunition, said

that ordinary traders ' scorned to strike to a w^help,' and he had to

force them to their duty. The result of all this firing was that in

the two and a half years ending on 30 June 1627 out of 653 lasts

of powder issued to the various forts there had been 300 used in

saluting.'*^ Nor were these proceedings devoid of danger, since the

repeated orders that guns should be fired with blank charges were

still disregarded, and there are several instances mentioned of

persons on shore being struck from vessels saluting at sea. The

admirals were equally sensitive about their dignity, and when
Lindsey commanded the fleet of 1635 the question of his flags

appeared to weigh most on his mind. On 1 May he complained

that he had not enough flags and was not furnished with a

standard ; the next day he repeats his wants, adding that he would

like a kitchen ship, and a week afterwards he thinks himself ' a

little maimed,' still lacking the standard.

Among foreign powers the Dutch were the chief victims to the

^" Butler's Dialogical Discourse, Sec. Of course the guns would be going all the

time. This form of reception appears to have been that given also to the king or to

a general commanding an expedition.

^^ State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, liii. 40. Hejdon to Nicholas.
'' Ibid. Ixxxviii. 27-

1 I 2
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requirements of maritime decorum, here complicated by the dispute

about the dominion of the narrow seas. In July 1626 the captain

of Deal Castle fired at a Dutchman which came into the roads with

colours flying, and made the master pay ten shillings, the cost of

the shot. In his report of the affair he says, ' The rather did I it

because I have heard it imputed that we have lost the jurisdiction

of the narrow seas.' Six years later a man-of-war having been

sent to Calais to fetch the body of Sir Isaac Wake, her captain had

the audacity to force the French to strike their colours to him.^^

When Lindsey went to sea in 1635 his instructions ran that his

* principal care ' was to make foreign fleets perform their ' duty and

homage,' and, if they refused, to make them answer for their ' high

contempt.' "'"^ Eemembering the state of Lindsey's fleet, not only

in the absence of the standard which he deplored so sadly, but in

more urgent essentials, such as men, provisions, and stores, it w^as

perhaps fortunate that Eichelieu evaded the trial, and tbat the Dutch

were content—for the time— to salute all day long if Charles so

pleased. Northumberland, the next year, was told to insist on foreign

ships yielding homage in Calais and other harbours if out of range

of the forts. '^^ Wiser than his master, if he did more than look into

the French ports he did nothing to provoke a collision. Moreover

Northumberland may have felt that he was hardly in a situation to

enforce compliance. Lindsey mentioned in his journal that in two

days eleven ships lost masts and topmasts with only ' strong

winds ' blowing, but had not thought the circumstance deserved

comment, although his vice-admiral, the old Elizabethan seaman

Sir William Monson, was not so reticent. Northumberland's fleet

was equally ill found, and on his return he charged the principal

officers with giving him ships leaky and out of repair, fitted with

defective masts and yards and bad cordage ; some, he said, were too

old to be worth repairing, and the new ones required girdling to

make them fit for sea."*^ What the earl thought of his men and

stores has been already related. However, English captains con-

tinued to carry matters with a high hand, and, in 1687, Stradling

meeting a Dutch squadron which did not salute with sufficient

promptness, reported :
' The captain of the rear-admiral I have taken

out of his ship and sent to Plymouth.' As time wore on the Dutch,

seeing that Charles had enough to occupy his attention at home,

became more independent, and in 1639 they were searching English

ships and taking Spaniards out of them, a change from their

former submissive attitude.

* State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccxx. 25. M. de Kermaingant {Le Droit des

Gens Maritime . . . au Commencement du XVIF SUcle, Paris, 1892) suggests that

the real origin of the English claim to the lordship of the narrow seas is to be found

in the possession by our early kings of both shores of the Channel.

« Ibid. 2 May 1635. •" Ihld. cccxvii. 102.

" Ibid, cccxxxvi. 13 and cccxxxviii. 39.
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A precarious source of crown revenue was that obtained from

the prize tenths. In the two years ending with May 1626 seventy-

three vessels had been taken and proceeded against in the admiralty

court, and Bristol paid 7,604Z. between 1628 and 1631. It was not

until the civil war that the crew of a ship belonging to the state

had any fixed proportion of the proceeds, but by a council order of

October 1626 ' a competent reward ' was to be given to the captors.

On the other side seventy-seven vessels, of 100 tons and upwards,

were taken by the enemy between 1625 and 1628, so that the balance

of profit was hardly with us. In another paper w^e are told the,

presumably net, proceeds from Spanish prizes between July 1626

and August 1639 came to 38,158Z. Ss.'^ In October 1642 the

parliament announced that henceforth one-third of the value of

a prize was to be divided among officers and crew, in addition

to wages. Its effect was undoubted, since from February 1643 to

April 1649 prize goods were sold for 123,200Z., and this must repre-

sent an enormously higher original value.''^ However, out of this sum
officers and men only got 14,465/., while the two collectors, Thomas
Smith and John Hall, took 4,989L, Warwick 5,9851., and the expenses

of storage, lading and unlading, &c., were 17,000/. The delay and

deductions in the payment of the thirds were among the chief causes

of the trouble the Commonwealth experienced with the seamen in its

earlier years, and in this account we see quite extraneous charges

borne upon it. The treasurer of the navy took 30,000/. from it,

Augier, the parliamentary agent in Paris, 610/., the secretary and

usher of the committee of foreign affairs their salaries, and it had

to meet various other items which would now go under the head of

secret service money. The Dutch system of rewards for captures

was in working order long before ours and was liberal enough in

amount. Privateers were allowed, beyond the value of the ship

and goods taken, a state reward of from 8,000 to 30,000 guilders,

the latter sum being given for any vessel of more than 100 lasts

burden. If the enemy was sunk at sea instead of being brought

into port, only half these sums were paid.

The following table, compiled from the ' Audit Office Declared

Accounts ' for the several years, gives the ordinary and extraordinary

expenditure in round figures, as well as that of ship money, of

which 1,028,702/. was demanded by writ, and 716,528/. was paid

over to the navy treasurer.'^^ The estimates for the ordinary are

for routine, naval, and dockyard work and the Channel squadron,

and do not include the cost of the expeditions of the first three

years or of any of the later fleets. The amounts in the last column

but one are those actually paid by Sir Wm. Eussell out of tonnage

^« And. Of. Dccl. Accounts, 1G99, Go. "' Ibid. 1812, 443 A.

••** State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, ccccxxxviii. 102.
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and poundage, anticipated revenue, and other sources. For

instance, in 1625 he spent 170,000^., of which he received 119,O0OZ.

from the exchequer, 40,000L from tenths, fifteenths, and subsidies,

and 'from the French king's agent' towards fitting out the

* Vanguard ' 4,800Z.'*^ The last column gives the sums paid out of

the ship-money receipts for the corresponding fleets ; no doubt

much of the balance went to clear off old debts, to pay for ship-

building, as in the case of the *' Sovereign,' and other purposes :

—

Estimates Dockyard expenditure, ordinary
for ordi-

nary and
and extraordinary

Actually
Paid out

extra-
ordinary =° Cordage

expended
by

of ship

navy and
victual- Chatham Woolwich

Dept-
ford

Ports-
mouth

treasurer
money

ling

1625 28,000 _ _ .170,000

1626 28,700 — — — — — 117,000 —
1627=' 40,500 8,445 1,522 1,714 370 — 63,000 —
1628 40,800 5,860 704 3,171 359 — 110,000 —
1829 47,000 — — — — — 57,000 —
1630 34,700 4,977 185 2,141 1,460 4,805 102,000 —
1631 34,200 — — — — — 46,000 —
1632 27,900 6,700 97 1,025 1,591 4,455 21,000 —
1633 28,600 7,453 100 1,233 1,834 4,145 69,000 —
1634 31,300 — — — — — 48,000 —
1635 31,200 —

.

— — — — 85,000 88,000
1636 15,500 5,050 625 3,029 3,000 3,265 58,000 136,000
1637 14,200 .

—

— — — — 12,500 122,000
1638 20,300 — — — — — 22,000 109,000
1639 38,100 — — — — — 58,000 47,500
1640 38,800 — — — — — 78,000 44,500
1641 38,500 — — — — — 88,000 —
1642 28,700 — — — — — 66,000 —

13 May 1645 to
31 Dec. 1646 } - - - - - - 392,000 -

1647 — — — — — 178,000 —
1 Jan. 1648 to

12 May 1649
I _ 22,000 3,414 2,247 5,189 — 336,000

The disbursements during the civil war years by no means
represented the naval expenses, there being always hundreds of thou-

sands of pounds owing ; the authorities, however, took care that the

executive branches should be comparatively punctually paid, owners

of hired ships and purveyors of stores being the principal sufferers

by delay. Yane acted under an ' ordinance of both houses, of

8 Aug. 1642, concerning subsidy of tonnage and poundage,' and simply

continued the forms and system used by his predecessors.^^

*^ Pennington and his men were paid double wages ' out of the French king's

moneys ' (Aud. Off. Decl. Accounts, 1698, 63), which throws their intense abhorrence

of their work into still stronger relief.

^ For the distinction between ' ordinary ' and ' extraordinary ' charges see English
Historical Review, vii. 492.

^1 In this year the navy and ordnance offices were 251,000Z. in arrears {State

Papers, Ixxxvii. 35).

" Few historical students admire Charles I, but even such a king as he is

entitled to the justice of posterity beyond that which he got from his contemporaries.

Professor Hosmer {Life of Sir H. Vane the Yoimgcr, p. 497) says that Vane ' had
created the fleet out of nothing, had given it guns and men.' He appears to think
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Among the dockyards the most noticeable change is the steady

increase in the use made of Portsmouth, while Woolwich was almost

discarded, part of it being leased in 1633 to the East India Company

that a naval force, with its subsidiary manufactures and establishments, could be

created in a few years, but, as a matter of fact, the parliament commenced the struggle

infinitely better equipped at sea than on land, and it was so powerful afloat that

i did not find it necessary to begin building again till 1646, when the stress of the

conflict was over. If Mr. Hosmer is referring to a later period, the statement is still

less accurate, since the number of men-of-war had been increased and Vane had
ceased to have any special connexion, except in conjunction with others, with naval

affairs. Allowing for his narrow intelligence and vacillating temperament, Charles

showed more persistence and continuity of design in the conduct of the navy than in any

other of his regal duties ; for, although relatively weaker as regards other powers,

England, as far as ships and dockyards were concerned, was stronger absolutely in

1642 than in 1625. The use made of the ship money showed that under no circum-

stances could Charles have been a great naval organiser ; but he has at least a right

to have it said that he improved the inaUriel of the navy so far as his limited views

and disastrous domestic policy permitted.

Eeturning to Vane, Mr. Hosmer says in one place (p. 148) that the post of

treasurer was worth 30,000Z., and in another (p. 376) 20,OOOZ. a year. What Mr.

Hosmer's authority (G. Sikes, Tlie Life and Death of Sir Henry Vane) really writes

is, ' The bare poundage, which in time of peace came to about 3,000Z., would have

amounted to about 20,000Z. by the year during the war with Holland.' The poundage

in peace years never approached 3,000Z., and, as Vane ceased to be treasurer in 1650,

and, from the date of his resignation, a lower scale of payment was adopted, the

second part of the calculation is obviously nothing to the purpose. Whether the

reduction in the treasurer's commission was due to Vane or whether he resigned on

account of it we have no evidence to show, nor do vague generalities help to clear

the doubt. As bearing testimony to Vane's disinterestedness Mr. Hosmer quotes

Sikes to the effect that he returned half his receipts, from the date of his appoint-

ment as sole treasurer, at the time of the self-denying ordinance. Unfortunately the

accounts previous to 1645 are wanting and the question must remain open, but if the

probability may be judged by general tendency it must be said to be extremely un-

likely, since, not content with his pay, he gave himself a commission of thirty shillings

on every thousand pounds for portage, bags, wax, &c., an addition which neither his

predecessors nor successors received, and which, for the nineteen months ending on

31 Dec. 1650, came to 1,0051. 16s. 8d. Moreover he was treasurer from 8 Aug. 1642

till 31 Dec. 1650, and during that time received in poundage and salary for the five

and a half years for which the accounts remain the sum of 19,620Z. Is. lOd. There

is no sign in the audit office papers that he returned one penny of his legal dues, and,

whoever else had to wait, he seems to have paid himself liberally and punctually.

Mr. Hosmer has only indirectly noticed that parliament, when Vane resigned, settled

a retiring pension on him. Sikes says, ' some inconsiderable matter without his seek-

ing, was allotted to him by the parliament in lieu thereof ' {i.e. of his place). The
' inconsiderable matter ' was landed estate producing 1,200Z. a year. Seeing that he

held his post for only seven and a half years, that during that time he must have

received at least 25,000Z., and that all previous treasurers had been, on occasion, dis-

missed without any suggestion of compensation, his disinterestedness may be ques-

tioned. When parliament voted Ireton an estate of 2,000Z. a year he refused it on

account of the poverty of the country. And Sikes's version that it was ' without his seek-

ing ' is not absolutely beyond doubt. On June 27, 1650, a petition of Vane's was referred

to a committee to discuss how the treasurership was to be managed from Dec. 31 follow-

ing, and * also to consider what compensation is fit to be given to the petitioner out of

that office or otherwise in consideration of his right in the said office.' It is no unjusti-

fiable assumption to infer from this the possibility that the petition at any rate

included a claim for compensation. Sikes, again, tells us that he caused his subor-

dinate Hutchinson to succeed him, but when, on 10 Oct. 1650, the motion was before
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at 1001. a year.-^^ It had long been pointed out that it frequently

cost a fleet as much time and trouble to get round from the Thames
to Portsmouth as from that place to the Mediterranean, and under

Buckingham's administration it came into favour as a rendezvous

for the ships prepared for service. It possessed a graving, but no

dry dock, and in 1627 the duke caused estimates to be prepared for

the construction of a double dock, but his death deferred the

question.-'' In 1630 Pett, Sir Thos. Aylesbury, and others were

sent down to report on its capabilities, and they recommended that

the men-of-war should ride in Fareham creek, at the head of the

harbour, about a mile and a half from Porchester and two miles

from the then dockyard, a proposal which was adopted. They did

not advise the making of a dry dock, thinking the rise and fall of

the tide too little, and * there is no use of any there
;

'
^' but

personal interests were also in the way, the comfort and pecuniary

advantages of the shipwrights being bound up with the Thames and
Medway yards. From this date, however, a few ships were always

stationed at Portsmouth, but it was not until January 1638 that a

master shipwright was ordered to reside there permanently ; before

that time the shipwrights had taken the duty in turns, and the

absence of a dry dock, although several times intended to have been

commenced, was still causing inconvenience and expense. Eussell

complained that ' his majesty cannot have a pennyworth of work
there done under twopence, in respect the king's yard and the ships

be so far asunder for transporting materials.' The dockyard con-

sisted chiefly of storehouses, and orders had been given that all

private houses near them were to be tiled instead of thatched,

they having been once already burnt down during the reign of

Elizabeth. It is difficult to say what extent of ground belonged to

the crown at this time. The official plan now existing gives the
size of the dockyard when first formed by Henry VIII at 8 acres

1 rood. The natural suspicion with which one regards an official

statement, whatever its date in the centuries, was here intensified by
the exactness of the measurement and the fact that the admiralty

the house that the * question be now put ' whether Hutchinson's appointment should
be made, Vane was one of the tellers for the ' Noes ' and wa^ beaten by 27 to 18. This
was immediately followed by Hutchinson's nomination without a division. The in-

cidents of Hutchinson's official career imply a much stronger and more lasting influence
than that of Vane, but the only importance of the question is as affecting the trust-
worthiness of the latter's seventeenth century biographer. Mr. Hosmer, like all other
writers on Vane, appears to quote Sikes with implicit faith, but the man evidently
wrote only loosely and generally, making up in enthusiasm what he lacked in exact-
ness

;
e.g. ' In the beginning of that expensive war he resigned the treasurership of the

navy.' Hutchinson succeeded him from 1 Jan. 1650-1, and war with Holland did
not occur till June 1652. There is nothing to show that Vane was not an honest
administrator, but his party, fortunately, produced many others equally trustworthy.

'' Add. MSS. 9302, f. 42. 54 j^^^. 9297, f. 75.
" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, clxxiii. 32.
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either do not know or will not say by what means it is obtained.

Those suspicions were confirmed by finding—so far is the official

date of 1540 from being correct—that storehouses and a dry dock,

large enough to take the ' Eegent,' existed in 1507. In 1523

Henry VIII added other buildings and constructed a dock capable

of receiving the ' Henry Grace de Dieu.' Another cause of hesita-

tion in the adoption of Portsmouth as a permanent naval station

was the diverse opinions expressed as to the existence of the Teredo

navalis in the harbour. This maritime pest, probably brought

into northern waters from the tropics during Elizabeth's reign,

played havoc with ships mostly unsheathed, and whose sheathing,

when it did exist, was ill adapted to resist its ravages. In 1630

the chief shipwrights reported that ' no worm destructive to ships

is bred in Portsmouth harbour ;

' five years later some of the

same men turned round with, ' We positively conclude that there

is a worm in that harbour.' The decision was still postponed till,

in September 1645, a number of shipwrights were sent down, and

it thenceforward rapidly grew in naval importance, although the

dry dock, so often ordered, was not commenced till 1656.

Chatham had for nearly a century been the first of English

dockyards, and in 1634 contained seventy-five acres, held on a lease

granted for 100 years, from 1618, by Eobt. Barker, lord of the

manor of Chatham.-^^ In March 1627 Coke, at the request of the

king of Denmark, sent a Dane named Andersen there, with a letter

of recommendation to the officials, desiring them to explain to him
their methods of work. The request was complimentary, but

Andersen could hardly have been very favourably impressed by all

he saw and Heard. The dockyard service was as much disorganised

as the rest of the administration ; the ' Assurance ' had recently

been repaired only by the expedient of selling fifty-four guns to pay

the expenses,^^ and 7,740L was owing to the shipwrights and ship-

keepers there, nearly eighteen months' wages being over-due.''^

They had of course freely petitioned, but * a letter to persuade the

workmen to go on cheerfully ' had quieted them for the time. One
explanation of their patience may be found in the existence of a

rule under which persons in the naval departments could not be

proceeded against legally until permission was given by the

authorities. Just before Andersen's visit work had been at a stand-

still for want of materials to the value of 400/., which the govern-

ment could not obtain on credit, and, in April, the workmen still

had fifteen months' pay due. Both the commissioners and chief

officers confessed their inability in face of these difficulties, since if

the men were discharged they came clamouring and threatening

daily for their w^ages, and if kept on there were not sufficient stores

*" State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cclxxix. 20.

" Ibid, ccxlv. 49, January 1627. ^^ Ibid. 1. 45.
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for them to work with.-^^ Matters did not improve, and in 1629

Edisbm-y pointed out that, in addition to all this, great waste and

theft existed, many families living in the dockyards, and cabins and

other parts of ships being daily ransacked, and the materials stolen

or used for fire wood, * every one almost being director of his own

work for want of some able, understanding man to regulate the

inferiors, as it was while the commissioners had the government.' ^°

This handsome testimonial to the merits of the commissioners,

lately relieved, may be considered impartial, for the interests of

Edisbury, then paymaster, but shortly to be himself a principal

officer, were bound up with those of the officers. Another writer

tells us that the master shipwrights rated their subordinates accord-

ing to favour, and that they themselves were sometimes absent for

one or two months at the time at their own private yards.*^^ In

thirteen years' experience he had never known any inferior suffer

for delinquency, * although he had been convicted of divers stealths.'

At the most they were suspended, and then restored, and the entries

in the State Papers bear out Holland's assertions. He also tells

us that Fridays, being the Eochester market days, were kept as a

general holiday in the dockyard ; the expenditure on ornamental

carving and painting had become four times as great as formerly,

because the amount was left to the master shipwrights who refused

to be outdone by each other ; if work was done by contract, a bill

was usually sent in for ' overworkes ' which exceeded the original

contract amount, and, as a result, the shipwrights' houses were
' fitter for knights than men of their quality.' These houses had

back doors opening into the dockyard—for obvious purposes, the

writer hints.

The almost incredible financial straits of the treasury may be

measured by the fact that some storehouses in Chatham yard having

been damaged by a storm in January 1630 the money necessary

for the repairs—only 20Z.—had to be obtained by selling old

cordage.*^'-^ Large sums, however, were at various times expended

on maintaining, improving, and enlarging the yards. In 1629 there

was spent 2,197^. on Portsmouth, Deptford, and Chatham,^^ and in

1634 there was a further estimate of 2,445L for the same places

for additions subsequently carried out, one of them being a brick

wall round the new dock at Chatham. The barricade across the

Medway at Upnor, although it had been allowed to become almost

useless, was still nominally maintained. It must have been an

expensive defence, since the estimate in 1635 for another, made
like the earlier ones of masts, came to 2,305Z., besides involving a

^^ Ibid, cxxxviii. QQ. eo Ibid, exliii. 37.

" J. Holland, Discourse of the Navy. «2 Add. MSS. 9301, f. 135.

«3 Egerton MSS. 2541, f . 123. Deptford was chiefly used for building, and Chatham
for repairing.
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yearly outlay of 624Z. to keep it in good order. An iron chain

weighing twenty-eight tons, and held by eleven anchors, was re-

commended in its place, as costing only 1,500L^^ The long parlia-

ment further enlarged the dockyards, and cared for the shipwrights

spiritually as well as physically. In 1644 they ordered that a

lecture should be delivered at Deptford every Wednesday morning

on ' saving truths,' and the time thus occupied was not to be

deducted from the men's pay.

In 1637 the stores at Woolwich, Deptford, Chatham, Portsmouth,

and on board the ships in harbour comprised 1,446 tons of cables

and cordage, 221 tons of anchors, 79 lasts of tar, sails made up

to the value of 4,500Z., canvas not made up to 5,000L, 167 com-

passes, 2,236 hammocks, 520 masts, 1,200 spars, 3,694 loads of

timber, and 332,000 tree-nails.^^ This was in the full flush of the

ship-money receipts, yet both cordage and timber are far below the

minimum considered necessary by either principal officers or com-

missioners. As in later years ships lying up were dismantled, and

in 1631 the lords of the admiralty ordered that, instead of sails and

rigging being kept in a confused heap at Chatham, a room, with the

ship's name painted on the door, should be provided for the belong-

ings of each vessel. In 1637 Hildebrand Pruson died, he and his

father having been sail-makers to the navy for sixty years. Edisbury

then tried, but in vain, to persuade the lords commissioners to have

the sails made at Chatham and save a fifth of their cost. So far

from undertaking fresh responsibilities they desired to transfer

some of those they already bore. They were at the time nego-

tiating with Kussell about an offer he had made to provide the

squadron for the narrow seas by contract at SI. a man per month,

that rate to cover all expenses except those of repairs to the

vessels.^*^ They were to be nine months out of the twelve at sea,

and doubtless Piussell saw his way to a profit, but the proposal was

not carried into effect. There were few naval improvements intro-

duced under Charles. Deck ring-bolts for the lashing of ordnance

were first supplied in 1628 ;
*^^ staysails came into use early in the

reign, one of the whelps having two in 1633, and in 1639 there were

forty in store at Portsmouth, but they seem to have been only fitted

to the smaller classes of ships.

However badly off fleets might be in material necessaries, they

should have been well furnished with the aesthetic refreshment of

flags, judging from the number in store. In 1626 1,280Z. was spent

in providing them, and in January 1627 there were 415 of various

kinds to be had at Chatham alone, and however low in the future

might fall the reserves of powder every care was taken that the men
should not lack this solace. A proclamation was issued on 5 May

^* State Papers, Domestic, Charles I, cccii. 27. ®^ Ibid, cccliii. f. 67.

"^ Ibid, cccxlvii. 85. ^^ Ibid, xlviii. January 20,
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1634 commanding that English and Scotch merchantmen were no

longer to fly the union flag of St. George's and St. Andrew's crosses,

but to each keep to its own national cross, men-of-war alone flying

the union. The parliamentary committees were just as fond of

flags, for in the sixteen months ending with November 1646 they

spent 1,178L on these articles, while sailors' hammocks for the same

period cost only 1771. For 1647 their bill for flags was 567^. and

for hammocks 307/. In Feburary 1649 the parliament ordered

that men-of-war should carry a St. George's cross on a white

ground, similar to the present admiral's flag, which, although the

St. George's cross had been in general use for many centuries, may
be considered to be the beginning of the present naval ensign in

its special form.*^^

The following prices were paid for naval necessaries at various

dates :

—

Cordage (1625), 26?. 13s. 4:d. a ton.

„ (1629), 32Z. a ton.

„ (1631), 30Z. „

„ (1640), „ „

Tar (1631), SI. 10s. a last.

„ (1635), 101. a last.

Eosin (1631), 13Z. a ton.

Train oil (1631), 20Z. a ton.

Crooked and straight timber (1631), 11.

10s. a load.

Knee timber (1031), 21. 10s. a load.

Elm „ „ 11. 6s.

„ (1640), 11. 12s.

' „ plank (1626), 11. 18s.

Oak „ „ 21. 2s.

„ (1640), 31. lis.

French canvas (1635), 221. a bale.

Ipswich „ (1626), 11. 6s. a bolt.

„ (1635), IZ. 10s. „

Powder (1627), 51. a barrel.

(1646), 41. 10s. a barrel.

Bound shot (1627), IIZ. a ton.

Musket shot (1627), 14Z. a ton.

Hammocks (1625), 2s. each.

„ (1642), 2s. Id. each.

Anchors (1626), IZ. 10s. to 21. per cwt.

„ (1631), 2Z. per cwt.

(1640), 11. Ids. per cwt.

Beer (1635), 28s. to 34s. the tun.

„ (1646), 38s. the tun.

Beef in 4-lb. pieces (1635), 9^. and lOd.

the piece.

Pork in 2-lb. pieces (1635), 5d. and Qd.

the piece.

Codfish (1635), 4Z. 3s. the cwt.

Biscuit „ 13s. and 14s. the cwt.

Seamen's clothes (1628) :
<^^—

Shirts, 3s. 4:d. each ; caps, 2s. each
;

cotton breeches, 2s. 8d. each;

stockings. Is. 4:d. a pair ; canvas

suits, 6s. each ; cotton waistcoats,

3s. each.

M. Oppenheim.

•"* It is possible, too, that the present navy button and cap badge may be traced
back to the parliamentary regime. Northumberland's seal consisted merely of his arms
with a background of sea and ships, and although earher lord admirals—Southampton,
Lincoln, and Buckingham—had used the anchor, none of them had combined the
coronet, anchor, and wreath. Warwick's was one which differs only in the relative

proportions of the details from the button and badge now in use, except that the anchor
is now fouled. If it is only a coincidence it is a curious one. Popham, Blake, and
Deane employed a modification of Warwick's seal, omitting the crown, and then the
navy office started one of its own, consisting of three anchors, a large centre one with
a smaller on each side, and ' The Seale of the Navye Office ' round the edge, so that

the device selected by Warwick seems, in one form or another, to have been soon widely
used and continued.

«» These prices were paid by the government ; the cost to the sailor depended on
the honesty of many intermediaries.
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Catinat

* A LL the world has heard of Catinat ; every one thinks highly of

l\. him ; very few of us know much ahout him.' This was the

justification given by the Marquis de Crequi for his biographical

sketch,^ and it holds good in this country to-day. Even his name
is not to be found in most of the biographical dictionaries. He has

had the good fortune to figure in the portrait gallery of Sainte-

Beuve,^ but no adequate memoir of him has been written. The three

volumes of his correspondence published on behalf of his family ^

contain valuable but very incomplete materials, edited carelessly and

without intelligence. Much more is to be learnt of him, in fact,

from M. Eousset's admirable life of Louvois,"* and the great work

compiled by General Vault on the war of the Spanish Succession.'*

Set aside by Louis XIV in favour of men who were worse soldiers

but better courtiers, Catinat became the hero of the latter half of

the eighteenth century, and was made the subject of panegyrics

which placed him on a level with Turenne. It is not surprising that

Napoleon found him an overrated man. He was not one of the few

great generals of the world, but he was a very able officer, a man
who, as Voltaire said, avail clans Vesprit une application et mie

agilite qui le rendaient capable de toiity sans qiCil se piqudt jamais de

rien. He was also a man of rare elevation of character ; to borrow

Sainte-Beuve's description, ' brave, simple, modest, self-sacrificing,

devoted to duty, owing all success to merit alone, and preserving a

spirit of moderation and fairness in a trade of violence.'

Nicolas de Catinat de la Fauconnerie was born at Paris,

1 Sept. 1637. He was the fifth son of Pierre de Catinat, a president

of the parliament of Paris. The family came originally from

Mortagne in Perche, perhaps of that Norman stock in whom, as

Michelet says, the passion for law and soldiership is blended. He
was educated for the law, but his taste was for a military career

;

and the loss of his first case made him throw up advocacy in disgust,

' M^moires pour servir a la vie de Nicolas de Catinat. (Paris, 1775.)
- Nouveaux Lundis, vol. viii.

- Memoires et Corrcspondancc du Marechal de Catinat, par Bernard Le Bouj-cr de

St. Gervais. (Paris, 1819.)

* Histoire de Louvois, 4 vols. (Paris, 1872.)

^ Memoires militaires relatifs a la succession d'Espagne sous Louis XIV, vol

i. ii. (Paris, 1835.
^

i
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and follow his brothers D'Arcy and Croisille into the army. He
obtained a commission in a company of light horse, and in 1667

distinguished himself under the eye of the king in the assault on

the outworks of Lille. His brother D'Arcy was killed there, and

Croisille, a lieutenant in D'Arcy's company, was named to

succeed to the command of it. Croisille was younger than Nicolas,

and tried to get the name of Nicolas substituted for his ow^n on

this account ; but the latter counterplotted him, and was eventually

given a commission as lieutenant in the French guards. He became

a captain in that regiment in 1670. *He rendered us,' says the

preamble of his brevet of marshal, ' important services in the three

first campaigns of the war which began in 1672, especially in the

attack of the horn-work of Maestricht in 1673, and at the capture

of the fort of St. Etienne and the outworks of the citadel of

Besan9on in 1674.' Aristocratic prejudice stood in the way of his

further advancement in his regiment. He was lit to be a general,

a minister, an ambassador, or a chancellor, but not a major of the

guards ; so La Feuillade, its colonel, told the king. But Louvois

in his army reforms had need of the plebeian virtues of obedience,

industry, exactness, and honesty ; and had found means of eluding

vested interests, and promoting serviceable men. In 1676 Catinat

was appointed * major-general,' or in other words chief staif-officer,

to Marshal Eochefort, who commanded the army of the Meuse. In

the following year he was made a brigadier, and so gained access,

as Martinet had done before him, to the rank of general officer

without having commanded a regiment. He w^as successively

governor of St. Ghislain, Dunkirk, Longwy, Conde, and Tournai

;

and in 1681 became marechal de cainx>.

In 1679 he was sent on his first mission to Italy, the country

with which his fame was to be bound up. It w\as part of the tradi-

tional policy of France to counteract the influence of Spain in

Northern Italy, and especially to control the action of the house of

Savoy. The Montferrat district, which interposed between Piedmont

and the Milanese, was important for this purpose, particularly its

fortress of Casale on the Po, midway between Turin and Pavia. It

belonged to the duke of Mantua, and in 1627, when the claims of

the French duke of Nevers to that duchy were disputed, KicheHeu

had marched an army into Italy, raised the siege of Casale which

the Spaniards had in hand, and placed a French garrison there.

This fortress, with Pignerol, which Eichelieu took two years after-

wards, gave France a firm grip of the territories of the duke of

Savoy. But by the treaty of Eatisbon, in 1630, while Pignerol was

retained, the French troops had to be withdrawn from Casale. An
opportunity now presented itself to Louis XIY for regaining a foot-

hold there. The reigning duke of Mantua, a gambler and spend-

thrift, was willing to sell to France the right to keep a garrison in
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Casale, if he could get his price ; but it was necessary that the

negotiations should be kept profoundly secret, especially from the

court of Savoy. Catinat, who was to make arrangements for the

entry of the French troops, passed under a false name, and was

confined as if he were a state prisoner at Pignerol, pending the com-

pletion of the treaty. There was much haggling and delay, and at

length it was discovered that Count Mattioli, the duke's negotiator,

was playing false. He had sold the secret to Savoy and Spain.

The scheme had for the time being to be abandoned and disavowed.

One thing only remained to do—to punish the double-dealer. The

French minister at Turin persuaded Mattioli to go with him to meet

Catinat on the French frontier, near Pignerol, and receive the

money. They met at an inn ; Mattioli was seized, and conveyed

to the dungeon of Pignerol, and was no more heard of, unless—as

some have supposed—he was the man of the Iron Mask.

Catinat returned to his government of Longwy, but the project

was not allowed to drop, and two years afterwards he was again

sent secretly to Italy. He wrote to Louvois from Pignerol

(6 Sept. 1681) :—

I go by the name of Guibert, and pass for an engineer who has been

arrested by order of the king for having made off with a nmnber of plans

of the fortresses of the Flanders frontier. M. de St. Mars keeps me a

prisoner in all due form, but gives me an abundance of large and delicious

tigs. This, together with the door by which his majesty has been pleased

to let me know I am to go out,^ makes me bear my confinement with

much patience.''

A large force of cavalry and dragoons was assembled under

Boufflers in Dauphine ; the duchess regent of Savoy did not

venture to hinder its march through Piedmont, and on 20 Sept.

the citadel of Casale was occupied. On the same day the

French troops entered Strassburg :
* What a joyful day for Europe !

'

wrote Boufflers to Louvois, ' what glory for the king and for

you !
' The duke of Mantua had signed the treaty only on condition

that the French occupation should be confined to the citadel,

leaving the town and castle of Casale to be garrisoned by his own
troops. The next step was to get rid of this limitation. Catinat,

who had followed Boufflers to Casale with twelve battalions of

infantry, was sent on as special envoy to Mantua to represent the

urgency of the case. But he met with no success. He told

Louvois :

—

I have found these people very unlike what I expected. 'I hoped much
from the leave given me to offer money, but they seem quite indifferent

to it, and all offers of that kind have been very ill received. They have
spirit and firmness. They look upon it that they would be ruined and

** That is, the governorship of Casale. ' Bousset, iii. 140.
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dishonoured if they seemed to agree so readily to an absolute spoliation

of their master. We must look to time to give an opportunity of obtaining

what the king wants.^

The duke himself was equally inflexible, and stood upon the

king's pledged word. No servant of Louis XIV was free to decline

dirty work; but Catinat was so much alive to the discreditable

character of the overtures he had had to make that he advised

Louvois to disavow them on the king's behalf, and to express his

majesty's disapproval that they should have been made. Louvois

approved his advice on this point and acted on it, but at the same

time he told Catinat to manage somehow to get the Mantuan

troops amicably out of Casale. Catinat replied, much to Louvois'

irritation, that this was impossible, for the Mantuan governor, the

Marquis Gonzaga, w^as a man of spirit. He succeeded, however, in

arranging with Gonzaga for a joint occupation of the town and

castle, which by conciliatory behaviour and strict discipline was

made to work satisfactorily.

After spending four years at Casale, Catinat w^as summoned in

February 1686 to take command of the French troops who w^ere

to assist the duke of Savoy in the forcible conversion of his Vaudois

subjects. Upon the revocation of the edict of Nantes the duke of

Savoy was informed that the king would be glad he should take

advantage of so favourable an opportunity to bring back his subjects

to * our religion.' The duke asked time for consideration before

undertaking an enterprise so often attempted in vain, and proposed

measures of mildness. He was told that such measures were useless,

and that so long as protestants were allowed to remain upon the

French frontier they were sure to aid the escape of Huguenots

from France. Despatch followed despatch, and their tone became

more and more threatening. Victor Amadeus looked in vain for

effective support from other powers, and he knew that he would have

little sympathy from his own people in resisting these demands.

Much as he fretted under the dictation of his domineering

neighbour, the time was not yet come to assert his independence

;

and on 31 Jan. 1686 he issued an edict forbidding to the Vaudois

henceforth and for ever the exercise of their religion. Their churches

w^ere to be levelled, their pastors to become Eoman catholics or

leave the country within a fortnight, and their children to be

brought up as catholics.

Victor Amadeus II was at this time under twenty years of age,

but he had been duke of Savoy more than ten years, and his re-

markable character had been early developed by the difficulties of

his position. His reign marks one of the chief steps upward by

which the counts of Maurienne have become kings of Italy ; but in

« St. Gervais, i. 230.
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his youth it seemed more likely that he would lose his ducal crown

than that he would change it for a royal one. His mother, who
belonged to the half-French family of Savoie-Nemours, was greedy

of power, while incapable of pursuing any fixed policy. Slighted

by her husband while he lived, she solaced herself with lovers after

his death, and neglected her son. When he was only twelve years

of age, she planned a marriage for him with her niece, the infanta

of Portugal, so that he might live at Lisbon, and she herself con-

tinue to rule Savoy as regent. The situation gave unlooked-for

opportunities to France, which for centuries had been gradually

absorbing the Savoyard possessions on the west of the Alps, and

might now hope by the judicious use of so serviceable a tool to

acquire those on the east. Louis XIV at once expressed his

complete satisfaction at such a match, and promised his support to

bring it about. The marriage was as little to the taste of the

Piedmontese nobility as to that of the boy-duke ; but the latter

—

though he nominally attained his majority in 1680—was still in

leading-strings, and was obliged to sign the marriage contract. It

was only by truly Italian adroitness that he at length brought the

Portuguese themselves to break it off in 1682. Louis XIV at once

notified to the court of Savoy that no other marriage must be

arranged without his approval. A force of three thousand French

cavalry was sent into Piedmont to support the authority of the

duchess, and, if she would consent, to occupy the citadel of Turin

and the town of Verrua. Piedmont was in fact to be made a

French province under the nominal rule of the duchess. Happily

her courage failed her : she mistrusted her son, but she also mis-

trusted the king. She refused to pay the price of French support,

and she had no other. The young duke, while gaining adherents

and popularity, was studiously respectful to Louis, and was ready

to meet his wishes by marrying the daughter of the duke of

Orleans. The wedding took place in 1684. The duchess-dowager

had to hand over the reins of government to her son, and France

had to be content with a family alliance instead of an acquisition of

territory.

When Catinat went to Turin in March 1686 to consult with

Victor Amadeus about the operations against the Vaudois, he

thought him a child without clearness of head or decision of

character. The sluggish action which was really due to policy he

set down to incapacity. He had himself to serve a master who
looked for prompt results, and he was impatient of the delay, not

unwelcome to the duke, which was caused by the intervention of the

Swiss envoys. These envoys had been sent by the protestant

cantons to intercede for their co-religionists, and to urge the duke

to withdraw his edict. When they found this useless they endeavoured

to persuade the Vaudois that nothing was to be hoped from resistance,

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. K.K
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and that they should ask leave to emigrate en masse to protestant

lands. The more stout-hearted of the mountaineers refused to give up

their country ; others who would have been willing to go doubted

the duke's good faith, and at length the whole community decided

to stay and fight it out. Meanwhile the French and Piedmontese

troops had been taking up their positions, and on Easter Monday,

22 April, the signal was given for their advance into the Vaudois val-

leys. Of these valleys, one, that of the Pellice, or of Luserna, lies im-

mediately to the north of the upper valley of the Po ; the other, that

of the Germanasca, or of San Martino, lies north of that of Luserna.

Wedged in between the two main valleys, at their eastern end,

is the smaller valley of Pramol : and to the west of this lies the

upland vale of Angrogna, a part of the valley of Luserna, so

difficult of access that it was regarded by the Vaudois as their

most secure retreat.^ The population of the two valleys was about

15,000, giving less than 4,000 fighting men.

The French force consisted of five battalions of infantry and

six squadrons of dragoons ; it was concentrated at Pignerol. The

Piedmontese force numbered 4,000, and was at the mouth of the

valley of Luserna. The plan agreed upon was that the latter

should advance up that valley, while the French should enter the

valley of San Martino and cross the dividing ridge into the valley

of Pramol. Both forces would then converge upon the vale of

Angrogna, the defences of which would be taken in reverse by the

French. The Piedmontese met with a good deal of resistance,

but succeeded in pushing back the Yaudois along the heights on

the east side of the vale of Angrogna nearly as far as Mt. Bal. A
French detachment of 300 men, left by Catinat at the mouth of the

valley of Pramol to engage the attention of the Vaudois, pushed its

sham attack too far, was attacked in its turn, and nearly cut to

pieces. But meanwhile the main French force in two columns

entered the valley of San Martino with little opposition, and

crossing the ridge descended upon Pramol. Don Gabriel, who
commanded the Piedmontese, then summoned the Vaudois to lay

down their arms, pointing out that they had the French behind

them. Most of them did so, and their example was followed by

those who were facing Catinat in the valley of Pramol. The
charge made by Muston^° against Catinat, that he induced his

opponents to surrender first of all by falsely representing that

the others had done so, is disproved by his despatches to Louvois.

By the 26th the whole vale of Angrogna had submitted, and ifc

only remained to deal with a few men who obstinately held out at

the upper ends of the valleys of Luserna and San Martino. While

" The best description of the country and of the operations is in Les Vallecs

Vaudoises, by Colonel Eochas d'Aiglun.

'" Israel of the Al^s,
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the Piedmontese swept the former valley, * to clear out this filth,'

as Victor Aniadeus phrased it, the French did the like in the valley

of San Martino.

I have given orders [wrote Catinat] that a little cruelty should be

shown to those who are found hidden in the mountains, who give us the

trouble of looking for them and take care to appear without arms when
they are surprised by superior numbers. Those who are found with arms

in their hands, and are not killed, are executed.

A band of sixty were discovered in a cave * like an eagle's nest,'

on the Quatre Dents rocks, above Balziglia, so difficult to reach

that it took him two days with 500 men. They were all killed,

men and women alike, the latter having taken an active part as

combatants. By the middle of June the work was so nearly

finished that there was no longer any need for Catinat's presence.

He took leave of Victor Amadeus, who overwhelmed him with

acknowledgments and attentions, and returned to Casale.

The wretched Vaudois prisoners, numbering nearly 10,000,

were confined in difierent Piedmontese towns till it should be

settled how to dispose of them.

They are ill-housed, and crowded together [Catinat wrote to Louvois]

,

and those who are well have to breathe a poisoned air. Beside these

evils there is the sadness and melancholy justly caused by the loss of

their goods, by a captivity of which they see no limit, and by the loss of,

or at any rate separation from, their wives and children, whom they do

not see and whose fate they do not know.

The master might have been expected to share the servant's com-

miseration for these victims ; but the only comment of Louis XIV
in writing to his ambassador at Turin was :

—

I see that sickness is delivering the duke of Savoy of part of the em-

barrassment which the custody of the rebels of the Luzerne valleys was

causing him, and I have no doubt that he is easily consoled for the loss

of such subjects, who make room for better and more faithful ones.^^

The Venetians offered to buy the men for use as galley-slaves,

but the duke, who had given his word that they should not suffer

in life or limb, would not go this length ; and in November he

allowed what remained of these poor people—reduced by that time

to less than 3,000—to go to Switzerland and Germany.

In 1687 Catinat was made governor of the fortress and district

of Luxemburg, which had been taken from the Spaniards three

years before. In September 1688 he was promoted lieutenant-

general, and was sent to take part in the siege of Philippsburg.

The situation was curiously parallel to that of 1866. Louis was

" Kousset, iv. 28.

K K 2
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well aware of the intention of William of Orange to head the

revolution in England, and it is obvious enough after the event

that he made a fatal mistake in not doing his utmost to prevent

William's leaving Holland. But he was as little prepared for the

collapse of James as Napoleon III for the collapse of Austria, and a

prolonged civil war in Great Britain would have suited him well.

Just as Mexico had crippled the French army in 1866, so the

waterworks of Versailles had made it unfit for great efforts in 1688.

But Louis knew since the League of Augsburg that a great war

was hanging over him, and he thought it best to steal a march

upon the Ehine while William had his eyes upon England and the

Emperor was still occupied with the Turks. So an army of 80,000

men sat down before Philippsburg, which barred the Ehine and

formed a gate into the Eastern Palatinate. The dauphin was in

nominal command, advised by Marshal Duras and assisted by the

best officers of the several arms. According to Louvois's custom

they were all of them required to keep him well informed of what

went on by direct and independent letters ; and Catinat was espe-

cially told that the king put great reliance on his reports, and often

asked for them. The place was nearly surrounded by swamps and

the weather was very bad. As Vauban said, the besiegers had all

the elements against them ; earth failed them, water persecuted

them, and fire smote them incessantly. The garrison did their

duty, and a vigorous sortie nearly cost Catinat his life. In rally-

ing the guards of the trenches, Pere la pensee, as the soldiers called

him, received a bullet which passed through his hat and wig. By
Vauban' s skill and energy the place—which had held out for three

months against the Germans in 1676—was taken in four weeks
;

though even this was too long to satisfy the impatient Louvois. A
few days were sufficient for Mannheim and Frankenthal ; Mainz

accepted a French garrison ; and before the end of the year all the

country west of the Ehine, with the exception of Cologne and

Coblenz, had submitted to France, and her troops were raiding up

the valley of the Neckar.

But it became evident early in 1689 that the French forces

would be vastly outnumbered by those which the allies would bring

into the field. A strictly defensive campaign was decided on.

Large garrisons were left in Bonn and Mainz, but the troops were

drawn in from the smaller places ; and orders were given in May
for the devastation of the Palatinate, to deprive the enemy of its

resources. Catinat had the good fortune to escape any active share

in the barbarities which ensued. After the fall of Philippsburg he

was sent to Jiilich in the electorate of Cologne, and though he had

to levy contributions with threat of fire and sword, he was able to

do his work in such a way as won for him the thanks of the

inhabitants. He returned afterwards to Luxemburg, from which

I
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he was summoned in March 1690 to take command of the troops

on the ItaHan frontier.

The attitude of the duke of Savoy had become increasingly inde-

pendent and threatening as the general league against France had

prospered. In 1687 Victor Amadeus, in spite of the protest of the

French ambassador, had paid a visit to Venice and spent some time

there in the company of his cousin, ^'-^ Prince Eugene, and the

elector of Bavaria. Three years before, when such a visit was

mooted, Louis had threatened to send eight thousand men into

Piedmont, but now he had to content himself with closely watching

this and other overtures to his enemies. To secure hostages for

good behaviour he asked the duke in October, 1688, to lend him
three regiments of infantry for service in France, as had been done

in former wars ; and after much demur the troops were lent, for

Victor Amadeus was not yet ready to declare himself. He con-

tinued for another year and a half to watch events, preparing for

war as openly as he dared, but professing devotion to the French

king while complaining bitterly of ill-usage.

In the meanwhile a number of the Vaudois had found their

way back to their valleys, and their extirpation served as an excuse

for massing French troops in Dauphine and sending Catinat to

lead them. The exiles had not been warmly welcomed in Germany,

and had made two unsuccessful attempts to return to their own
country. But in 1689 it was thought that they might serve the

purposes of the Grand Alliance by helping to invade Dauphine, and

rousing their old co-religionists to revolt ; or at any rate by guard-

ing the Alps against the French. With the encouragement of

William III and the connivance of Victor Amadeus, 600 Vaudois

and 400 French refugees, under the leadership of Henri Arnaud,

crossed the lake of Geneva, and at the end of a ten days' march they

found themselves once more in the valley of San Martino, having

lost nearly one-third of their numbers on the way. Establishing

themselves at the head of this valley and the head of the valley of

Luserna, they harried the settlers who had replaced them in the

lower parts. Knowing that death or the galleys awaited them if

taken, and unable to guard prisoners, they seldom gave quarter.

The Piedmontese troops posted in the valleys defended the new
settlers in only a half-hearted way, and the French could obtain no

effectual co-operation from them in rooting out the mountaineers.

The latter, now unencumbered by women and children, used to

their rugged country and to the mode of warfare which suited it,

were more than a match for regular troops, and managed to main-

tain themselves throughout the winter, though they suffered great

hardships. Their chief stronghold was on the Quatre Dents rocks,

'2 They were both of them great-grandsons of Charles Emmanuel I of Savoy.
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above Balziglia, the refuge of the band destroyed by Catinat in 1686.

Their camp, which contained 370 men, was on a ledge about 120

feet above the foot of the rocks. It consisted of huts half sunk in

the ground, and was bounded by a stone wall about fifteen feet

high on the outside, in front of which was an abatis of trees. In

advance of it there were small posts on either flank, and above it,

on a point of rock, there was an old tower. This was in its turn

commanded by the four peaks {Quatre Dents) on each of which

there was a defensible post, and of these one known as the Pain de

Sucre was the most inaccessible.

At the end of April Catinat, having brought into the valley a

force of nearly 4,000 men, prepared to attack this camp. The

Quatre Dents were a spur of Mont Pelvoux, and about 2,000 men
were sent to gain Mont Pelvoux by a long and difficult circuit, and

so descend upon the camp from the west. On the night of May 2,

when it was reckoned that they would be ready to take part, a force

of 1,500 men, mounting from Balziglia, attacked the camp on the

east. The western columns were delayed, however, by the deep

snow and by the formidable chasms they had to cross ; those from

Balziglia climbed the rugged ground with great difficulty, blinded

by a snowstorm and losing heavily from the bullets and stones of

the Vaudois. The assault failed, with a loss of more than 200

men ; and Catinat wrote to Louvoia :

—

We must make up our minds to treat the enemy's post like a fortress,

and take advantage of the best season of the year, from July to August,

to establish the troops regularly in the mountains, so that they may not

have to make premature attempts, which, if they fail, are a reproach to

us, and raise the reputation of this canaille.

Catinat himself had now to march into Piedmont to put pressure

on the duke of Savoy, and it fell to Feuquieres to finish with the

Vaudois. Some small guns were brought up to breach the walls

of the camp and of the flanking posts, and on May 23, when this

had been done, a combined attack was made by eight battalions,

three columns advancing from the north and east and one from

Mont Pelvoux. This time the mountaineers made little resistance,

but retreated upward to the Pain de Sucre. This was surrounded

by the French on all sides, and they felt sure that they had at last

got their men ; but a thick mist came on, and when the French
reached the summit they found that their agile enemies had slipped

through them.^^ For a fortnight Feuquieres pursued them inde-

fatigably, but without success, from one fastness to another. It

was the chase of a dog after a bird. Early in June he was sum-
moned by Catinat to join him, and leaving detachments in La
Torre and Luserna, he turned his back on the Vaudois valleys.

" Moreau de Brasey, Journal de la campagne de Piemont 1690. (Paris, 1691.)
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The Vaudois were no longer rebels fighting against their sovereign
;

they were patriots resisting an invader.

On arriving in Italy at the end of March Catinat had paid a

visit to Victor Amadeus, and been effusively assured by him of his

respect for the king, and the need he felt of his protection. But

the evidence of his duplicity soon became so clear that Catinat was

told to secure further material guarantees. First, the duke was

called upon to send more of his troops into France, or else to let

the French troops occupy Verrua and the citadel of Turin ; then,

both of these conditions were insisted upon, and finally it was

required that the Piedmontese, instead of going to France, should

serve with the French against the Spaniards in the Milanese.

There was some difference of opinion at Versailles. Louvois, con-

vinced of the duke's treachery, wished to hurry things on and make
him harmless. The king himself clung to the belief that he might

still be deterred from separating himself from France. Victor

Amadeus had been at first alarmed at Catinat's coming, but he

soon came to the conclusion that it was an artifice meant to impose

upon him, and to hide the real weakness of Louis XIV. He
decided to throw in his lot with the allies, but wished to gain time

for the Spaniards a,nd Imperialists to come to his assistance.

In the beginning of May Catinat informed the court of Turin

that he required food and free passage for 10,000 infantry and

6,000 cavalry, who were about to enter Piedmont. On the 9th he

advanced to within twenty miles of Turin, and on the 21st he began

to levy contributions on the country. After using every other

means to prolong the negotiations, the duke now tried one last

stroke. He wrote a letter to Louis, putting himself absolutely in

the king's hands, but begging that the surrender of the places

demanded, which were to be eventually restored to him, might

be by formal treaty. Catinat recognised that this was a mere

device for delay, but he saw that a refusal to suspend action pend-

ing a reply from the king would enable the duke to throw upon

him the whole responsibility of a rupture. He waited, therefore, for

ten days, in spite of the increasing symptoms of hostility at Turin.

By so doing he escaped the king's blame, but incurred Louvois's :

—

I need not tell you how much it is for your interest to shake off the

lethargy that has come upon you, for it seems to me I have omitted

nothing to make you realise how much your conduct is prejudicial to the

king's service, and is calculated to ruin your future.^'*

The necessary powers were sent to him to comply with the duke's

desire, but they were no longer needed. On June 4 Victor Amadeus
signed a treaty of alliance with the emperor, and informed the

French ambassador that the king's harsh treatment had obliged him

»* Rousset, iv. 385.
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to accept Spanish offers of help. He called his nobility together and

told them that he had done everything in his power to avoid a war,

even to the extent of offering to give up the citadel of Turin for a

time, but that he now saw clearly the intention was to destroy his

house and country.

The Piedmontese troops, consisting of 4,500 infantry and 1,200

cavalry, were at once joined at Turin by 5,000 Spanish infantry

and 3,600 cavalry, making an army little inferior in numbers to

that of Catinat. The decision of Victor Amadeus took Louis XIV
by surprise, and he insisted on offering concessions. But it was

too late. The duke declined to receive the envoy ; he hoped now
to gain more by the sword than by further negotiations. He was

himself impatient to try conclusions with the French, but Louvigny

who commanded the Spaniards insisted on acting on the defensive.

The French troops would soon be weakened by sickness and by

difficulties of supply; and reinforcements for the allies were on

their way from Germany under Prince Eugene.

Catinat was not strong enough to attempt the siege of Turin, or

to attack the combined forces in their entrenched camp near it
;

but his endeavour was to provoke an engagement in the open field

before the reinforcements arrived. Accordingly he ravaged the

country to the south-west of Turin ; he burnt the country house of

the Marquis St. Thomas, the chief minister of Victor Amadeus

;

and his foragers carried off supplies under the very eyes of the

Piedmontese troops. The town of Cavour refused to pay the con-

tribution demanded of it, so he led a force against it. It was

easily stormed, the few troops in it retiring to entrenchments on

the heights above where they were pursued and massacred.

Every one found in the town [says one who was there] was put to

the sword; nothing escaped the fury of our soldiers. What could be
done to restrain them was done. The town was pillaged and burnt.

More than six hundred people were killed in the town and on the heights.

. . . This expedition spread terror among the villages of the plain, who
feared the same fate as Cavour. ^-^

It was war after the fashion of the conquest of Canaan. Here, as

in other cases, Catinat incurred blame by too recklessly exposing

himself during the assault.

It was now August. Catinat was losing men fast by sickness,

and he determined to try a bold stroke to bring the enemy to an
engagement. The detachments left in the valley of Luserna had
been brought away, not without heavy loss, and his army now
consisted of 19 battalions of infantry (7 of them being mihtia)

and 47 squadrons of cavalry and dragoons, or in all about 18,000 men.
The alliea were encainped at Villafranca, and had large stores at

'* St. Gervais i. 89,
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Saluzzo, which was ten miles south of Villafranca, and twelve miles

south-east of Catinat's camp near Cavour. On the 17th he marched

on Saluzzo, deliberately exposing his flank to attack, and having to

cross the Po on his way. He marched in such an order that he

could readily form hne of battle to his flank ; the brigades of the

first line in column on the left, those of the second line in the

centre, and the reserves with the artillery on the right. On reach-

ing the Po the brigades of the first line crossed and advanced to

Saluzzo, and preparations were made for an assault. The temptation

was too great for Victor Amadeus, and about dusk Catinat learnt

from the cavalry which had been scouting towards Villafranca that

the allied army was on the move. While the second line formed

itself in order of battle, the brigades of the first line recrossed the

Po and in the course of the night took up their positions in front of

the second line. The allies did not attack, but halted ; and when

Catinat reconnoitred them next morning he found them strongly

posted in a fork formed by the Po and its little tributary, the

Giandone. Their right and left were covered by swamps extending

to these two streams, and the intervening space of hard ground was

less than a quarter of a mile wide. Behind them lay the abbey of

Stafifarda, and a wood reaching to the river. On the right there

were some farmhouses, forming very defensible posts, and the

country was intersected by hedges and deep ditches. The position

was a formidable one, and gave very little scope for cavalry attack ;

but Catinat had examined the ground not long before, and had

ascertained that the swamps were not impracticable for infantry.

The cavalry and dragoons occupied the enemy's attention while the

infantry were being brought up. The right brigade was then sent

across the southern swamp to turn the enemy's left, and succeeded

in driving in the left wing upon the right. In the centre the

cavalry had some success and took some guns, while the artillery

showed itself very superior to that of the enemy. But on the right

of the allies, attack after attack was repulsed, and their infantry

clung obstinately to the farmhouses for about four hours. At

length the four regular battalions of the second line were brought

up ; they carried with them the exhausted troops of the first line,

and were supported by some cavalry which managed to cross the

swamp ; and the position was stormed. The allied army fled in

confusion, but the ground was unfavourable for cavalry pursuit, and

the retreat was skilfully covered by a few squadrons under Prince

Eugene, who had hurried on in advance of his own troops, to join

the duke. The loss of the allies was upwards of 5,000 men, includ-

ing prisoners, and all their artillery ; that of the French was over

2,000.

The victory of Staffarda brought a chorus of praise to Catinat.

His soldiers admired alike the skill with which he had brought
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about the battle, and the courage and coolness he displayed in it.

The king wrote :
' It does not increase the high esteem I already

had for you, but it shows me I was not mistaken when I gave you

the command of my army.' But he was not able to follow up his

advantage. The beaten army was soon reinforced by 11,000

Spanish and German troops, while Catinat received only two regi-

ments of cavalry and one battalion of infantry. He lost by sickness

more than a hundred men a day, for the Italian grape proved a

potent ally to the duke ; and the peasantry played an active part

in harassing the invaders. He found he must give up his hopes of

taking Turin, and could not venture even to attack Carmagnola or

Coni in face of the superior numbers of the enemy. Eaids on open

towns and villages, to enforce payment of contributions, went on as

before till November ; and then the French army withdrew from the

desolated valley of the Po, and turned its face towards Dauphine.

It marched from Pignerol to Fenestrelles ; but then, leaving the

road to France, the infantry—followed later by dragoons—mounted

the Col de Fenetre in spite of snow, and descended suddenly upon

Susa. They were joined by some battalions who marched down the

Dora bringing guns with them. The town surrendered at once,

and the castle only held out for two days, the duke of Savoy

arriving too late to save it. With this brilliant stroke the campaign

ended. It had not realised the hopes of Victor Amadeus, and it

was no sooner over than he began to pave the way for resuming

negotiations.

The only incident of the winter of 1690-1 was an attempt on
Avigliana, a place midway between Susa and Turin, made by
Catinat from Susa, and Feuquieres from Pignerol. The latter

arrived first, attacked and failed ; and Catinat was only in time to

cover his retreat. Feuquieres wrote to the court that the scheme
was none of his, and he was not surprised at its failure ; and in his

memoirs he has taken this incident as an illustration of the impor-

tance of punctuality in combined operations, charging Catinat with

having wasted time on the road. But as Catinat told his brother

not long afterwards :
' One can hardly believe a word he says—

I

never saw a man less hampered by truth.' ^* Voltaire said of his

criticisms in general: * He alters facts in order to have the

pleasure of finding fault.' The truth was that it was a favourite

scheme of his own, to which Catinat reluctantly agreed, and that he
attacked before the time fixed in hopes of getting the whole credit

of success. ^^

The French troops, thanks to Louvois's organisation, enjoyed the

standing advantage of being able to begin their campaigns a
month before the enemy. In 1691 the siege of Mons was a striking

'" St. Gervais, ii. 59. i^ Eousset, iv. 453.
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example of this. Drawing supplies from their well-filled magazines,

an army of 75,000 men was suddenly gathered round Mons in the

middle of March, when the allied chiefs were only beginning to

discuss their plan of operations. The snows of the Alps forbade

any such early action in Italy, but they equally disabled the duke of

Savoy from doing anything to defend his territories of Nice and

Savoy, which lay on the French side of the mountains. He asked

for a three-months' truce to give time for negotiations, but this was

refused ; and at the same time that Mons was invested Catinat

appeared before Nice with 15,000 men. A siege-train was sent by

sea, and by April 3 the castle, city, and county of Nice had been

forced to submit with a loss of only 100 men. The allies had

settled, in deference to the clamours of the duke of Savoy and to

secure his adherence, that the elector of Bavaria should take

12,000 German troops to his assistance in Piedmont. To make
head against, or rather to anticipate, these forces, reinforcements

were sent to Catinat which gave him a field army of 35 battalions

and 60 squadrons. ^^ A great effort was to be made on this side to

strike such blows as might dissolve the coalition ; and if the duke

held fast to it, his people were to be shown what evils he was

bringing on them with a light heart.

Louvois, not satisfied to be the organiser of victory, wished to be

strategist as well, and even Turenne had had to complain of his

interference. His scheme was that Catinat, advancing from Susa

and Pignerol, should besiege and take Ivrea, and so open the door

for a separate column which should cross the Little St. Bernard

from Savoy, and descend the Yal d'Aosta. With every care for

the susceptibilities of the minister, Catinat pointed out the risks

involved in such a division of force, and in a flank march past

Turin, as well as the large convoys and escorts that would be

necessary for the supply of his troops. Louvois ultimately left him

free to take his own course, but would not forego the expedition into

the Val d'Aosta, as a sort of reconnaissance in force, thereby

wasting the services of 10,000 men for the season.

Catinat began by taking Avigliana to wipe out the failure of the

winter, and sent Feuquieres once more into the Yaudois valleys to

do what mischief he could to the mountaineers, who had hung
inconveniently upon the retiring army at the end of the last cam-

paign, and were a constant danger to the communications.

Advancing into Piedmont, Catinat burnt the duke's palace at

Eivoli, and took Carmagnola (June 9). He then encamped near

it, facing the Piedmontese army, and covering the siege of Coni,

which he sent Bulonde with 9,000 men to undertake. The acqui-

sition of this place was important because it would secure commu-

^^ Taking the battalion at 600, and the squadron at 150, this would give 30,000

men ; but both were often below their nominal strength.
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nication with the county of Nice over the Col di Tenda, and would

enable the French to winter in the valley of the Po. But Bulonde

was old and nervous, and he was badly seconded by Feuquieres, who

had finished his work in the valleys. Feuquieres persuaded him

to try a premature assault on the outworks, which failed with a

loss of 800 men. On June 27 he learnt from Catinat that Prince

Eugene was making for Coni with a large force of cavalry, but

that reinforcements were on their way to him which would enable

him to hold his ground. He was not to trouble himself about the

trenches, but to take up a good position to receive the enemy.

Bulonde lost his head, and misunderstanding these instructions

he at once raised the siege, and leaving his wounded, his ammuni-

tion, and one of his guns behind him, he rejoined Catinat. The

news of the failure of the siege of Coni was a keen disappointment

to Louvois, who had built so much on the campaign in Italy ; and

perhaps it hastened his end. He died suddenly a week afterwards.

An anonymous epitaph described him as the man * whom no one

loved, and all the world regrets
;

' but there were exceptions to both

these statements. Catinat wrote to Barbezieux of his deep grief at

the loss of his patron, * whose affection has always touched me a

hundred times more than all the good offices he could do me; '

while the king in whose service he had spent himself sent word to

James II that he had lost a good minister, but that neither his

affairs, nor James's, would go on any the worse.

The arrival of the elector of Bavaria in Italy now gave the

allies superiority in strength, especially in cavalry. Catinat had

to act on the defensive, and was unable to prevent the recapture of

Carmagnola. With the approach of winter he recrossed the Alps,

as he could not feed his army in Piedmont. In December he took

the citadel of Montmelian and so completed the subjugation of

Savoy. According to one of the officers serving under him there,

* he may be said to have done the duty of general, engineer, captain,

and soldier in one, invariably present at everything, always in the

trenches, passing the nights there, and looking to everything him-

self.'
1^

The policy of vigour which Louvois had done his best to pursue

in regard to the war in Italy ended with him. Louis XIV had
always hankered after a pacific settlement with the duke of Savoy,

which should leave him more strength for operations elsewhere.

He had taken the opportunity of Louvois's death to make a parti-

tion of the duties of the war department, like that exemplified in

Moltke and Boon. Chamlay had been called to Versailles to act as

strategic adviser to the king, while Barbezieux, as secretary of

state, was entrusted only with military administration. In January

'" Moreau de Brasey, Cavipagne de 1691.
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Chamlay was sent to Pignerol in response to secret overtures from

the duke, to offer terms less harsh than hitherto, and to add the

bait of the Milanese upon the death of the king of Spain. But

nothing less than the full and immediate restitution of all his

places and territories would satisfy the duke, especially as he had

reason to hope for better success in the coming campaign. Louis

was preparing to show the world by the capture of Namur how well

he could do without Louvois. ' This great expedition,' as he after-

wards wrote, * was exclusively his own work, conceived by himself,

and carried out, so to say, with his own hands.' The army of

Italy was sacrificed to that of Flanders, and Catinat had to confine

himself strictly to the defensive. He had twenty-seven battalions

and thirty-three squadrons, or about 20,000 men,^^ while the allied

army was at least double that number. It was very strong in

cavalry, while Catinat, owing to want of forage, was obliged to send

what cavalry he had to the rear.

Victor Amadeus, urged on by Prince Eugene, determined to

carry the war into Dauphine, where the compulsory converts were

supposed to be only w^aiting for the coming of the allied troops to

rise and join them. After spreading a report that he meant to

attack Susa he marched southward to Coni, leaving 15,000 men to

watch Catinat. Then following the valley of the Stura he crossed

the Col de I'Argentera and the Col de Vars, and descended into the

valley of the Durance at Guillestre. This town surrendered after

three days. Leaving there the Spanish contingent, soon joined by

a body of 4,000 Huguenots and Vaudois which had crossed from

the valley of Luserna, the duke advanced to Embrun wdth about

20,000 men and a few hght guns. This place was ill fortified and

ill provided, but a garrison of nine battalions had been hastily

gathered there.

Catinat, whose chief concern was for Pignerol and Susa, had

been at first encamped at Fenestrelles. On learning of these

movements he shifted his camp to Mt. Genevre, and thence to

Palons and La Koche, halfway between Brian^on and Embrun.

But he brought only ten battalions with him, as he could not leave

Pignerol without support ; and he was not strong enough to attack

the troops at Guillestre or to meddle with the besieging army.

Embrun held out for only twelve days, owing to want of ammu-
nition. Victor Amadeus then advanced on Gap, planning to work

round by Grenoble and Moutiers, and to return to Italy by the

Little St. Bernard ; while Catinat did what he could to cover

Grenoble, and to force the enemy to turn southward into Provence,

where they could do less harm and would find subsistence more

difficult. But the ' newly converted ' did not rise as the allies had

2« Rochas d'Aiglun, Campagne de 1G92. (Paris, 1874.)
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hoped, and Catinat had feared. On the contrary they fought

against the invaders, and one lady—Mademoiselle Philis de la

Chara—so much distinguished herself in command of local levies

that she was afterwards summoned to Versailles and rewarded with

a colonel's pension. Prince Eugene levied contributions and burnt

Gap in default of payment. But the duke, having caught the

small-pox, had to return to Embrun. He had had enough of the

campaign, and on 11 Sept. the army began its march homeward

by the way it had come. It retreated unmolested. The damage

done by the incursion was not very serious, and in so far as it dis-

pelled the hopes that had been built upon it, the result of it was

adverse to the allies. ' It will have this advantage,' wrote Catinat

to his brother, ' that his majesty will learn what attention this

frontier deserves, and will not be so easily led by people who do

not know it, and who have made him think the task is easier than

it is, to disregard proposals for its security.' ^^ In fact, as soon as

the campaign was over, Vauban was sent to Dauphine, and about

a million and a half francs were spent in carrying out his projects

for Mont Dauphin (near Guillestre) and other works. Feuquieres

has severely criticised Catinat's conduct, but on quite unfounded

assumptions as to relative strength. That the king saw no reason

to complain of it was shown by the inclusion of his name among
the seven marshals created in the following March. In the recital

of his services then given it is said :

—

We have had no less reason to be satisfied with the precautions taken

by him last year for the preservation of Pignerol and Susa, which secured

those two places against the designs our enemies had formed to get

po^ession of them, and forced them to confine their successes, of which

they had boasted so much, to the simple capture of Embrun ; which they

had to abandon afterwards, withdrawing all their troops into Piedmont,

owing to the skill with which the Sieur de Catinat had seized the positions

necessary to hinder their subsistence, and so compel them to retreat.

Catinat was now fifty-five. His friends and relatives decided

that he ought to marry, and found a suitable partner for him. He
acknowledged the force of their arguments and the excellence of

their choice, but he told his brother :

—

I must own that I cannot bring myself to turn my thoughts that way.

I enjoy a freedom of mind on which I set great store, and which that

bond would much impair. I consider myself old, and I find myself rather

ill-looking. 'Faith, my friend, I think it must needs be that I should go

on living as I have lived.

The high dignity of a marshal of France in itself entailed some

embarrassments on a man of his simple tastes and character. He
found himself blamed at one time for being too familiar, at another

-> St. Gervais, ii. 9d.
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for being too deferential, in acknowledging congratulations ; and

bad to ask his brother for a book of etiquette. He protested

against the change of style which his brother, Croisille, thought it

right now to adopt :
' Thy ceremonious letters vex me ; as I read

them I substitute thou and thee for you ; on my word I will not

answer them if thou continuest.'

The earlier part of the campaign of 1693 was unpromising

enough. The king was again taking the field in Flanders, for the

last time, and the army of Italy was so stinted of cavalry and of

forage for it that the defensive was again imperative. The duke

of Savoy's illness postponed the opening of the campaign ; but in

June the allies invested Casale, and by the middle of July they

appeared before Pignerol. By remaining near Pignerol Catinat

ran risk of being cut off from Susa and Brian9on ; so he drew back

his troops to Fenestrelles, leaving Tesse with a garrison of twelve

battalions to defend Pignerol. The first business of the allies

was to get possession of a new detached work, on a spur above the

town. It held out for a month, and consumed so much of the

supplies and ammunition which the besiegers had provided that,

after a short bombardment of the town and citadel, they found it

necessary in the beginning of September to raise the siege for a

time. Meanwhile Catinat in his camp at Fenestrelles had to bear

as best he might the criticisms on his inactivity reported to him
from Paris. Feuquieres, who was now serving in Flanders but

wished to get back to Italy, insinuated through his relative, the

minister Pomponne, the malevolent comments which he afterwards

made in his memoirs. Even Yauban openly said that the army

ought not to have retired beyond Perosa. Stung at first by this,

Catinat soon recovered his equanimity. 'M. de Yauban,' he

wrote,

is one of my friends, but his natural frankness has taken him unawares,

and has made him say what he thinks, but does not know, with too little

consideration for a man whom he loves, or who has a right to believe so.

As for the rest, while deploring the position of affairs, he

assured his brother that the comments made, however well founded

they might seem at a distance, would not seem so to a man on the

spot. Anticipating the author of *Lothair,' he described the critics

as ' the people whose uselessness puts them in a position to judge

with impunity of the conduct of those who do something and get

employed.' All who are honoured with command must expect

criticism :

—

I do my best, and consider what is for the good of the service, so far

as my capacity and intelligence will go. If there is something beyond,

I do not see it, but I don't presume to think that nobody could do better.^^

=*- St. Gervais, ii. 206.
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By this time Louis XIV had returned to Versailles, seeing no

prospect of winning cheap laurels in the Low Countries, and was
able to survey more impartially the several theatres of war. He
was alarmed for Pignerol, and to enable Catinat to advance and

save it, he sent him reinforcements of cavalry from Flanders. The
difficulty of supplies remained ; but Catinat learnt that the siege

was to be resumed towards the end of September, and the oppor-

tunity of striking a blow at the enemy while so engaged was worth

seizing. A mule train of 18,000 mules was hastily organised, and
by 28 Sept.—three days after the bombardment had began

again—the French army, consisting of forty-eight battalions,

seventy-seven squadrons, and twenty-six guns, was rapidly massed
at Bussoleno, near Susa. Next day it advanced to Avigliana, and
parties were sent out which pillaged and burnt the duke's country

house of La Veneria, the only one still remaining to him. The
movement took Victor Amadeus by surprise, and he was slow to

believe it serious :
* regiments don't spring up like mushrooms in a

night,' he said. He allowed Catinat to issue out into the plain of

Piedmont unopposed ; but finding that he was himself about to be

cut off from Turin, he raised the siege of Pignerol on 2 Oct.

and marched towards his capital. He soon learnt that Catinat

was approaching him, but, incensed at the burning of his palace,

and persuaded of his own superiority of strength, he decided

—

against the advice of the chiefs of his composite army—not to avoid

a battle. Next day the two armies found themselves in presence

of each other, and both prepared for the fight. The allies faced

north, having the dry bed of the little river Chisolla behind them,

and beyond it the village of Marsaglia. They intrenched their

centre and tried to gain possession of the heights of Piossasco

which threatened their left ; but the French were beforehand with

them. Both armies were drawn up as usual, with the infantry in

the centre and the cavalry on the wings ; but the allies had six

squadrons of cavalry intermixed with the infantry of their first

line, which was commanded by Prince Eugene ; while Catinat

placed several battalions on each wing to support his cavalry, as

the country, entangled with vines and brushwood, was ill suited to

horse. The allies had forty-three battalions, seventy-seven squa-

drons, and thirty-one guns, so that the two armies were of about

equal strength.

About nine o'clock in the morning of 4 Oct. the French
advanced, and after a short artillery engagement which was favour-

able to them, in spite of their having the smaller number of guns,

they made their attack simultaneously along their whole line.

Upon their right it was at once successful, the cavalry forming the

left wing of the allies being driven off the field, leaving the infantry

of the centre exposed to attack in flank. But on the French left
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the combat was much more obstinate. The gendarmerie, the cream

of the French cavalry, were opposed there to the heavy German
horsemen who were the mainstay of the cavalry of the allies. The

lirst charges were repulsed ; and the due de Vendome had to bring

up the second line. At length the Germans gave way, and with

them the infantry of the centre. The squadrons intermixed with it

proved of no value. They were meant to break up the French

infantry in its advance, but the latter, without halting even to fire,

charged them with the bayonet. * I do not believe, sire,' wrote

Catinat to the king, * that there has ever been an action which

has shown better what your majesty's infantry is capable of.' He
had reason to emphasise this aspect of the battle, for Louis XIV,

like the bulk of his officers, w^as inclined to hold infantry cheap.

Two years before he had told Luxemburg to make use of his

cavalry instead of engaging in infantry fights, * in which heavy losses

are incurred, and which never lead to any decisive result.' ^^ But
this opinion was based on experience with the older armament of pike

and matchlock, which so greatly trammelled infantry action. In spite

of the king and his advisers who clung to the matchlock as slow but

sure, the flintlock or fusil had made its way. It had been adopted

in Germany, and to some extent in France, along with the plug

bayonet ; and in 1689 orders had been issued that all the French

infantry taking the field should have ' bayonets to fix at the end of

the musket or fusil, so contrived as not to hinder firing or re-load-

ing,' 2^ in other words, socket bayonets. These orders, it is true,

had been only partially carried out, for there were pikemen at

Steinkirk in 1692, who after the battle threw away their pikes, and

armed themselves with their enemies' fusils.

The victory of Marsaglia was most complete, and the pursuit

was continued nearly to Turin. The allies are said to have lost

10,000 men and all their artillery, while the French loss was under

2,000. The king wrote to Catinat :—

I looked for some brilliant action in Piedmont, but the complete

victory which you have won over my enemies has surpassed my hopes,

increased the esteem I already had for you, and shown me how well you
merit my confidence by the way in which you serve the state.

And three days afterwards :

—

The secrecy you observed about your plans for entering into Piedmont,

and the way in which you concealed your march from the enemy, w^ere of

great advantage, and contributed to the good fortune w^hich has befallen us.

That shows the difference between people who know what they are about

and those who act w^ithout reflection. ^"^

23 Rousset, iv. 510. -' Ibid. in. 330.
•'^ St. Gervais, pp. 230, 243.
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But along with these expressions of appreciation there came

embarrassing instructions as to how the victory was to be turned

to account. The mere relief of Pignerol was no longer a sufficient

result. Arrangements were to be made, if possible, for the army

to winter in Piedmont, not only to save the French exchequer, but

to bring pressure upon the duke of Savoy, and give encouragement

to the Italian princes favourable to France. With this object it

was essential that Coni should be taken, in order to cover the com-

munications of the army with Dauphine and Provence ; and even if

wintering in Italy was impracticable, the capture of that place was

none the less important, as evidence that the victory was not a

barren one, and as a starting-point for the next campaign. In

fact, in a few days Catinat received peremptory orders to undertake

the siege of Coni. He writes to his brother (27 Oct.) :

—

In this war my pleasures are shortlived. It is a remote country ; the

court is not acquainted with it, nor with the difficulty of carrying out its

wishes ; and one does not enjoy all the confidence which one's own
knowledge of the country deserves.

It was late in the year, and his hastily improvised train was

quite inadequate to a siege. Even if the siege were successful, the

troops could not remain in Piedmont and subsist upon the country

throughout the winter without being scattered to an extent that

W'Ould be most unsafe in presence of an enemy still so strong in

cavalry. These difficulties he urged upon the king again and again.

Whether we fail to take Coni, or succeed, the consequences seem to

me so grave that I have felt bound to point them out to your majesty, in

order that you may have time to consider what orders you will give in

anticipation of the extremities in which your army may find itself.'^^

Chamlay, who was sent from Versailles to examine matters on

the spot, agreed with Catinat, and at length the king gave way.

Pignerol was gorged with supplies, swept in from the surrounding

country, and the army retired into France in the middle of

December. There was practically no more fighting between the

two armies during the remainder of the war. Throughout the

year Victor Amadeus had been carrying on secret negotiations.

Tesse, who commanded at Pignerol, thought to push his fortunes

better as a diplomatist than he could as a soldier ; and at the end

of November he went to Turin, on the duke's invitation, disguised

as a postillion. A conditional agreement was drawn up the terms

of which were approved at Versailles ; but the duke could not

persuade the emperor to consent to the neutralisation of Italy, and

he was not yet prepared to change sides. He could only promise

that during the next campaign he would do his best to thwart his

'« 29 Oct. St. Gervais, ii. 280*
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allies, and to play them false ; and he seems to have kept his word.

The allies again invested Casale and took an outlying fort ; but they

did nothing further. Catinat, who had had to detach troops to

Spain and to Provence, lay encamped near Perosa.

In December the king became impatient at the slow progress of

the negotiations, and wrote to Catinat that he regarded them as

having completely fallen through. He wished him, therefore, to

take the offensive in 1695, and hasten the advent of peace by

successes which there was no prospect of obtaining on the Khine,

and still less in Flanders after Luxemburg's death. But the

finances of France were exhausted ; every expedient for bringing

money to the treasury had been tried, and all were insufficient to

meet the drain of the war ; more than a tenth of the population,

according to Vauban, had been reduced to actual beggary, and

more than half the remainder were not far off it. An offensive

campaign in Italy demanded money and supplies which were not

to be had, and in the absence of them Catinat strongly advised

adherence to the defensive. According to the vicious system

which prevailed of inviting subordinates to report confidentially on

their chiefs, Tesse was asked by Barbezieux for his opinion ; and

he contrived adroitly to show the many deficiencies of the army
which went to justify Catinat's view, and at the same time to make
his court with the minister by sneering at the marshal's cautious

character. ' The temperament of men is, so to say, ineffaceable.

That of Marshal Catinat, bold when sword in hand, is made up of

IDrecautions and of all the talents which tend to economy.' Then

after dwelling upon the difficulties, the excellence of the enemy's

troops, and their own shortcomings in men and material, he

concludes :
—

To come back to the particular question you ask me, I venture to say

that I find Marshal Catinat disposed to help forward what the king shall

enjoin upon him, having first of all raised all the objections which fore-

sight and algebra can suggest to him, the whole being based upon his

conviction of the inability of the king and the state to bear the expense

he foresees. After that, there is no one better qualified to do all that is

possible, or who knows the country better ; I may go further, I see no

one here who could take his place. But to decide him it will be proper

that the king should tell him he is to enter Piedmont, and that he should

tell him so soon.^^

No such definite order was given. The allies began the cam-

paign of 1695 by the siege of Casale, but it w^as only a mock siege.

Victor Amadeus was as unwilling to see Casale in' the hands of

Spain or the emperor as in the hands of . France. With some

difficulty he brought Louis to consent to its surrender on condition

that it should cease to be a fortress, and to instruct the governor

=' Kousset, iv. 526.

ll2
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accordingly. After the siege operations had gone on for a fortnight

to save appearances, the governor was summoned, and the duke

persuaded, or rather forced, his alHes to accept the terms he offered.

The duke followed up this diplomatic success by proposing that

Pignerol should be likewise dismantled and handed over to him.

It was a heavy blow to the king's pride to part with a fortress which

had been French for more than sixty years ; but in his straits he

found it worth while to buy off the duke even at this price. At

the end of May 1696 preliminaries were signed by which Pignerol

was to be given up, and Susa, Nice, and Savoy to be restored, while

Victor Amadeus undertook either to obtain the neutralisation of

Italy, or to join his forces with France. His eldest daughter was

to marry the duke of Burgundy, and he was thus, as it seemed, to

be bound in future to the French alliance. In compliance with

the wish of the duke, the agreement was kept secret, and the French

army under Catinat advanced into Piedmont in June. A formal

offer of peace was then made to the duke upon the terms arranged,

and he communicated these to the Spanish and imperial command-
ers, as terms he was prepared to accept with the consent of his

allies. To give time for obtaining this consent there was a truce

for some months, but in September no agreement had been come
to, and the hostilities recommenced. Meanwhile a definitive treaty

had been signed between France and Savoy, and Victor Amadeus,

now generalissimo of the Franco-Piedmontese army, marched with

Catinat into the Milanese, and laid siege to Valenza. But the

allies soon gave way, and early in October they agreed to sign a

treaty for the suspension of all operations in Italy until there

should be a general peace. This peace was not long deferred, for

the defection of Victor Amadeus loosened the whole fabric of the

grand alliance. In 1697 Catinat was employed in Flanders, along

with Boufflers and Villeroi, and was charged with the siege of Ath.

This place was taken in a fortnight, and nothing else was done,

with the exception of an attempt on Brussels which was foiled by

"William III. The question of the Spanish succession was imminent,

and Louis, who had fought for nearly ten years seul contre tons, felt

the need of a breathing-space and showed himself willing to purchase

it by unexpected concessions. Peace was signed at Eyswick in the

autumn.

When Louis made Catinat a marshal, he spoke of it as ' the

crowning of virtue.' He did not consider that virtue called for any

further crown, even for the brilliant victory of Marsaglia. Villars

six months after he became a marshal was bargaining to be made a

duke ; and Catinat's friends urged him to be like other people and

to press his claims. But he told his brother :

—

I dare say that people who look well after their own interests may
think differently, but for my part I prefer to be a good servant who loves
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his master, and does not wish to tarnish the attachment and affection he
has for his service by asking for an increase of wages.^^

He was unwilling even to ask favours for his relatives. * I have

done little' for this brave man,' the king once remarked, * and yet

he is perhaps the only man in my kingdom who considers himself

to have been well paid for his services.' But this disposition had
effects not to the king's mind. During the peace, Catinat, though
necessarily at the court, never went to Marly. He explained, when
questioned by the king :

* There are a great many courtiers, and I

stay away to leave others the opportunity of paying their court.'
'^'^

The peace lasted only three years. In 1701 Catinat found

himself again in Italy, once more opposed to Prince Eugene, but

under reversed conditions. He had had to make head against

confederate forces, superior to him in numbers, but divided in

counsels. He was now to be associated with the troops of Spain
and Savoy in face of a smaller but homogeneous and seasoned army
of imperialists under a young and enterprising commander. Above
all, the treacherous duke of Savoy, who had been so useful to him
in the opposite camp, was now transferred to his own. Charles II

of Spain had died 1 Nov. 1700. As soon as the emperor learnt

the provisions of his will, he claimed the Milanese as a fief of the

empire ; and when he found that the prince of Vaudemont acknow-

ledged Philip V, he prepared to send an army of 29,000 men into

Lombardy. The Spanish force there was about 10,000 ; the people

of the province were favourable to the emperor, and so were most
of the states of Italy. To maintain the rights of his grandson as

king of Spain, Louis XIV decided to send an auxiliary army,

and invited the duke of Savoy to ally himself with the two crowns

of France and Spain. He proposed that the duke's second daughter

should become the queen of Spain, and the duke himself be the

generalissimo of the combined forces.

Tesse, who had negotiated the treaty of 1696, and had ingratiated

himself with the house of Savoy, especially with the young duchess

of Burgundy, was sent to Italy in December to arrange matters

and to command the French contingent. But at Turin he was put

oft* with vague expressions of devotion to the king, and could obtain

nothing definite, not even permission for the French troops to

pass through Piedmont. The bulk of them were sent by sea, and
landed in the Gulf of Genoa. It was not till the spring that

Victor Amadeus signed the treaty of alliance, and pledged himself

to contribute 10,000 men towards the army he was to command.
Meanwhile the invasion of the imperialists was delayed by the

winter, and Tesse and Vaudemont made their dispositions to meet
it. It was possible that the invaders might come through Switzer-

-' 22 Sept. 1C94. (St. Gervais, iii. 26.) ^ Crequy, p. 218.
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land and over the Splugen ; or that they might skirt the head of

the Adriatic, entering the district of Friuli, and marching through

the whole length of the Venetian territory. But their most likely

road was over the Brenner and down the Adige to Verona. The

republic of Venice declared that it would make its neutrality

respected, but both its power and its will were doubtful. It refused

to allow foreign troops to garrison any of its fortresses, but

consented that the allies should take such other measures as they

thought necessary to close the valley of the Adige. The main road

from Innsbruck to Verona, on the left of that river, was blocked

by the fort La Chiusa, held by a small Venetian garrison. On the

right of the Adige, between the river and the Lake of Garda, the

two generals selected some posts near Eivoli ; and they encamped

their main force on the Mincio, placing garrisons in Mantua and

Mirandola. The chief command lay with the prince of Vaudemont,

as representing the power against which the attack was directed.

He belonged to the house of Lorraine, and was the friend of

William III, with whom he had served against the French in the

last war. His son was now serving with the imperialists, and he

was himself regarded with strong, but probably unfounded, suspicion.

But he was almost the only adherent of Philip V in the country,

and it was the more necessary to treat him with every consideration.

Tesse was too much of a diplomatist to fail in this respect. In

writing to the king, he spoke of the prince in the highest terms,

both as to his capacity and fidelity, and took care to intimate that

the confidence was reciprocal. It was no doubt a disappointment

to both of them to learn, when the campaign was about to open,

that Catinat was coming to supersede Tesse in the command of the

French force.

Catinat reached Milan on 7 April. ' He is a man of judgment,'

the king wrote to Vaudemont, ' whose experience and merit have

raised him to his present position, and with whom you will have

as much reason to be satisfied as you have had hitherto with Count

Tesse.' ^^ In the absence of the duke of Savoy, Vaudemont was

still to have precedence, so far as all operations afi'ecting the

security of the Spanish possessions were concerned. By the middle

of May the bulk of the imperialist army had assembled near Trent.

On the 26th Catinat informed the king that it was now clear that

Prince Eugene w^ould adopt one of three alternatives : to attack the

French positions and try to force a passage ; to move round the

head of the Lake of Garda and descend on the district of Brescia ; or

to turn south-eastward into the Vicenza district. Eugene chose the

latter course, which presented great physical difiiculties, but enabled

him to debouch from the mountains unopposed, as the allies did

^ Vault, i. 224.
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not wish to provoke the Venetians by entering their territories east

of the Adige. On May 27 the German cavalry crossed the moun-
tains from Eoveredo to Schio ; while their infantry advanced down
the Adige to Borghetto, and threatened attack. A week later,

having made a new road over the mountains, it descended by the

Fumane on Verona. By June 15 Catinat learnt that the head of

the imperialist army had reached Castelbaldo, on the lower Adige,

and had thrown a bridge across the river.

On the first threat of attack thirty-eight battalions of French and
Spanish infantry were encamped at and in front of Eivoli, with

sixteen more behind them, between Verona and the lake ; while the

river between Verona and Legnago was watched by the cavalry.

But Catinat soon began to fear that Eugene's object was not to

advance westward into the plain of Lombardy, but to cross the Po
into Ferrara and Modena, perhaps with an eye to the invasion of

Naples. As the imperiahsts moved southwards, the allies made a

corresponding movement. The main body of their infantry was
kept near Verona, but several battalions were encamped behind

Legnago, and some were posted at Carpi, seven miles below it. On
the 16th Catinat occupied Ostiglia on the Po. The allies were

thus distributed over some sixty miles of country, and along an arc

of a circle of which Vicenza was the centre. Fourteen battalions

remained between the Lake of Garda and the Adige near Pdvoli, and
Catinat wished to reduce this force in order to strengthen his right

;

but Vaudemont, whose only care was for the safety of the Milanese,

would not consent. Catinat, therefore, to reinforce Ostiglia, with-

drew the infantry from Carpi, leaving there only three companies

of grenadiers with cavalry and dragoons.

The Adige in the lower part of its course runs eastward, parallel

to the Po, and between them is the Canale Bianco, which, starting

from the Adige at Carpi, unites with the Tartaro below Trecento.

The king was most anxious that the two generals should prevent

the enemy from passing into Ferrara, by defending the line of the

Canale Bianco ; but with their present forces they dared not extend

further. Additional troops were known to be on their way to join

Eugene ; the duke of Savoy still hung back ; and both Vaudemont
and Catinat begged the king to send them large reinforcements as

soon as possible. At the end of June Vaudemont went off to

Milan, leaving Catinat in sole command. By that time the

imperialists had bridged the Canale Bianco, and thrown a detach-

ment across the Po. Tesse advised Catinat also to cross the Po
with the greater part of his infantry, but he contented himself with

sending over eight battalions. On July 7 he sent orders for the

troops at Eivoli to rejoin the main body ; but it was too late to

distribute them where they were most needed. Eugene, having

contrived to alarm his enemies about both their flanks and to
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weaken their line by extension, suddenly struck it near the centre.

He had now about 24,000 men—half of them cavalry—in or near his

camp at Castel-Guglielmo on the Canale Bianco. On the night of

8 Julyhe led a column of about 10,000 men with twenty guns along the

embankment on the south side of the canal, and crossed the Tartaro

where it joins the canal. A second column of rather less strength,

under Commercy, took a more southerly road, and crossed the Tartaro

rather further up, near Trecento. The French were not on the

alert; the river was bridged without opposition, and Eugene's

troops appeared at daybreak before Carpi and its outwork, Cas-

tagnaro, and at once carried them both. Tesse, who was near

Legnago with ten battalions and thirty-six squadrons, hurried up

as soon as he learnt of the attack ; but he was too late to save

the post and could only cover the retreat of its garrison. He was

not strong enough to hold his ground at Legnago, but fell back by

Catinat's orders to Nogara, halfway to Mantua. Catinat joined him

on the way with the troops from Ostiglia. The disaster would

have been more serious had not the left column of the Imperialists

been forced to make a wide detour on its march to Carpi, and

Eugene consequently unable to follow up his success. He had to

wait some days for his artillery and provisions, and then advanced

to Villafranca.

There on 15 July the two armies faced one another, each drawn

up in order of battle, but neither willing to attack, on account of the

many small canals intersecting the country. On the 17th Catinat

fell back, and took up a fresh position, with his left on the Mincio,

opposite Goito, and his right towards Mantua. A strong detach-

ment was posted on the right bank of the Mincio, halfway between

Goito and the Lake of Garda ; but Catinat did not believe that

Eugene would venture to attempt the passage of the river, and

doubted if he wished to pass it. Next day Vaudemont rejoined the

army, and on the 25th the duke of Savoy arrived. By this time

twelve fresh battahons had come from France, and these with the

Piedmontese troops made the allies numerically much stronger than

the imperialists ; but the generals came to the conclusion that the

result of an attack was too doubtful, and failure too disastrous, to

run the risk.

On the 28th Eugene threw a bridge over the Mincio a little

below Peschiera, and before night his whole army had crossed.

* We could not comprehend,' writes one of his officers, ' why they

did not make use of the opportunity they had to render our passage

very difficult, if not wholly impossible ; but they suffered us to pass

without any hindrance.' ^^ After waiting two days for the artillery

and stores, the imperialists marched on the 31 st to Desenzano, one

3' Canijpagna Miravigliosa. By an officer of the German army. Translated, Lon-

don, 1702.
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column by the road along the lake, and one along the high ground

to the south of it, by Ponti and Pozzolengo, fully expecting to be

attacked. The allies at first regarded Eugene's movement as a feint,

and remained on the left bank of the Mincio till the 30th. Then
crossing at Goito they moved in a leisurely way to Solferino. Tesse

was urgent to fall upon the flank or rear of the enemy, and finally

said to Catinat :
* Sir, it is a dishonour to the king's arms

; you will

do neither one thing nor the other.' ^^ Vaudemont seems to have

agreed with Tesse, but Catinat could not make up his mind to attack ;

and the duke of Savoy was only too pleased to see dissensions among
his military advisers, for he was already in secret correspondence

with Eugene. The imperialists were allowed to continue their march
on Brescia unhindered. Vaudemont and Tesse hurried off to

Cremona and Milan, to take measures to prevent insurrection and
to get together fresh troops.

From Milan Vaudemont wrote, strongly urging Catinat to hang
close upon the enemy's rear, and oblige them to fight by cutting

off their communications. But Catinat was anxious about his bread

supply which he drew from Mantua, and he still believed that

Mantua rather than Milan was the point really aimed at by Eugene.

He thought it best to move parallel to the imperialists on a more
southerly line until their intentions were more clearly shown. At

length he came round to Vaudemont's view that the security of the

Milanese should override everything else, and decided to cross the

Oglio at Canneto, and march up the right bank, so as to place him-

self between Milan and the enemy. He wrote to the king :

—

It seems to me that the source of our mistakes has been the wish to

provide against everything that the enemy may do, and that objections

were found to every course that might be proposed ; accordingly, sire, I

now propose to pursue one single object, choosing that one, if I can,

which is of most importance. ^"^

He carried out this plan, though not without some further hesitations

caused by the enemy's movements, and on the 16th he reached

Eomanengo on the road from Brescia to Lodi. Vaudemont had
rejoined him on the way, and the army assembled at Eomanengo
amounted to 51 battalions and 71 squadrons, or about 36,000

men.

Eugene, with an army inferior in numbers, for he had not more
than 32,000, had thus forced back the allies to within thirty miles

of Milan, almost without striking a blow. There could not fail to

be discontent both in the allied army and at the court, and the

blame fell on Catinat. Vaudemont had written to the king com-
plaining of him, arid asking that Villeroi—an old opponent, but a

personal friend of his own—might be sent to replace him. Tesse,

'^- Esnault, Michel Chamillart, i. 38. ^3 4 ^yg_ Vault, i. 290.
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an intriguer without scruple, whose portrait may be found in St.

Simon, had written despairingly to Chamillart, saying all he could

to Catinat's disadvantage.

The duke of Savoy washes his hands, saying that it is not he who
commands the army, and that he has the king's orders to do only what

the marshal thinks best. Now it is not for me to say anything against

the marshal, but M. de Vaudemont has told me that he meant to inform

the king of what the duke of Savoy said yesterday to the marquis de los

Balbuces, to be repeated to him, and which he repeated to me ; that in

fact this marshal—whom I love, respect, and honour—sees no more than

a man who is trying to drown himself ; wants to do everything and does

nothing ; torments himself and to no purpose ... to sum up, the king

ought to be informed that in truth he is out of his wits {il 7i'y a plus

perSonne au logis) as the saying is ; his poor head heats itself and worries

itself, and nothing comes out of it.^'*

Tesse was as little hampered by truth as Feuquieres,^^ but he was

more adroit and insinuating. The influence of the young duchess

of Burgundy was brought into play, and even that of Madame de

Maintenon, who found Catinat wanting in religion. Two years

afterwards she wrote of him :

—

M. Catinat knows his business, but he does not know God, and he

believes that his proud philosophy is all-sufficient. The king does not

like to trust his affairs to irreligious people.^^

On the 16th Catinat received a letter from the king reproaching

him for his over-caution and loss of opportunities :
* I told you you

had to do with an enterprising young prince ; he has set the rules

of war at defiance
; you wish to follow them and you let him do

what he likes.' Two days afterwards he learnt that Villeroi was

coming to Italy, though the blow was softened for the moment by

the reason alleged, that it might be advisable to divide the large

forces of the allies into two separate armies. The course he took

was characteristic of him. He refused to ask leave to return to

France as his friends urged him to do. He wrote to his eldest

brother :

—

I think many people would be surprised if they knew what my real

feelings are about this. I have often reflected on the changes which may
happen to men, particularly to those who are honoured with high posi-

tions ; and these reflections have afforded me some support and conso-

lation under the shock of this blow. I shall collect myself and call all

" 10 Aug. Vault, i. 594.

« For instance, he wrote to St. Thomas, the minister of the duke of Savoy

(7 May, 1703) :
' Have I gone mad that people should have the insolence to suspect

me of having spoken of His Eoyal Highness in terms unsuitable both to him and to

me and to the respectful attachment which I profess and ought to profess to him ?
'

At the same time he habitually spoke of him in letters to the court as ' the faggot of

thorns,' 'a fox who would die in his skin.' (Rambuteau, Lettres de Tessi, pp.

153, &c.)

^* Lavall^e, Histoire des Frangais, iii. 369.
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my strength to my support, in order that I may render useful service

in the operations for which we are preparing ; and I shall forget nothing

to wipe out the dissatisfaction which his majesty has expressed at my
services in this campaign. . . . Deus dcdit, Deus ahstulit, sit nomen
Domini hcnedictum.^'^

Nor did he attempt to vindicate himself.

If the circumstances were well known [he wrote to Chamillart] they

would be seen to form a chain leading me on naturally enough to my
present misfortune and disgrace, other people's views having contributed

thereto at least as much as mine ; of that, sir, you may be well assured.

But at the present time this would have the air of a manifesto which

would affect the harmony that is needed for the well-being of the king's

service, to promote which as best I can I devote all my energies.^^

The facts fully bear out what he here intimates. The task set

him had been one of great difficulty. He was to act on the

defensive and do nothing to provoke the republic of Venice ; yet

he was expected to cover not only Lombardy but central Italy. He
had to work with Vaudemont and the duke of Savoy, both of whom
there was reason to distrust and whose objects were by no means
the same as his. He had under him a displaced lieutenant, who
was always a malicious critic instead of a loyal supporter. * It

would have been better for the king to lose a battle than to

finish the campaign as we are doing,' Tesse wrote to Chamillart

(7 Aug.) ; but when he was himself in command he had argued

that a battle should by all means be avoided unless success were

certain, for the allies stood to lose the Spanish possessions while

the emperor could only lose some troops.^^ Catinat might point

to the experience of his successor Yilleroi, as going far to justify his

not attacking the imperialists on their march to Desenzano ; and the

retention of the troops on the upper Adige—the thing most blamed

by Feuquieres in his memoirs—was the doing of Vaudemont backed

by Tesse. Nevertheless, it must be owned, after making all allow-

ances for his position, that he was no match for his opponent in

this campaign ; his letters show inability to forecast the action of

the enemy, and irresolution as to his own. He was fluttered by

the ' enterprising young prince.' Louis was right to make a change,

but wrong in the change he made.

Villeroi arrived and assumed command on August 22. The
army was by that time encamped at Antignate, a place on the high

road from Brescia to Milan, about five miles west of the Oglio.

The reinforcements from France brought up by Tesse on that day

raised its strength to sixty-nine battalions and ninety squadrons.

The imperialists, not more than two-thirds of that strength, lay on

the east side of the Oglio, south of Palazzuolo. Villeroi determined

to attack them at once, as the king desired. He had brought with

" St. Gervais, iii. 111. " j^, p. i^q. 3» Vault, i. 225.
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him a letter of recall for Catinat, but he did not use it. As he told

the king (August 24) :
* He is more active, more vigilant, and more

busied with the smallest details than he was before my arrival, and

has not shown the least mortification.' ^^ At the same time Villeroi

was hand and glove with Vaudemont, lodged with him, and could

not praise him enough. Catinat probably found himself isolated

and powerless, for on the 28th he wrote to Chamillart :

—

I write to you with a mind absolutely calm and free from irritation.

I do not know what is the king's intention as to the stay of Marshal

Villeroi in Italy, or what his majesty has resolved as regards me, so that

I have the more freedom in telling you my sentiments. I do not think it

is for the king's service that I should be left at the head of affairs in

Italy. I am no longer young ; I am on the point of entering my sixty-

fourth year. The best made machines wear out in time. I do not say

that mine is of that sort, but such as it is I am a man of sufficient

reflection to recognise its decay. We should never come to an end if the

vigour of mind and body were equal at all ages ; add to which I have an

infirmity which makes much riding painful. I beg you, therefore, to

explain this to his majesty, and to persuade him to order me to return to

France when the campaign is over."*^

The Oglio was fordable, and the army passed it unopposed on the

29th. Villeroi was elated, and his only fear was that his enemy
would not wait for him. He meant to push forward his right so as

to cut off the imperialists from Brescia, and throw them back upon

the mountains to the north ; but his plan was changed by finding

the enemy intrenched near Chiari, on the left front of the army as

it advanced northward. Catinat advised a careful reconnaissance

of the position, but Villeroi, believing it to be held only by a rear-

guard, decided to storm it without loss of time. * The season of

prudence is past,' he said ;
* I have not the good quality of circum-

spection, especially when I am stronger than the enemy.' ^^ Four

brigades of infantry advanced to the assault, but after an hour's

fighting and a loss of 4,000 men, the attempt had to be given up.

Eugene was there with his whole army, and he had occupied

Chiari itself, which was a small walled town belonging to Venice.

His artillery was well placed behind cover, while the French guns

could not be brought up. Passing now from rashness to caution,

Villeroi was afraid to continue his movement lest the enemy should

cross the Oglio and march upon Milan. In spite of their great

superiority the allies could find nothing to do but to encamp
opposite the imperialists, between Chiari and the river. There

they lay for more than two months, hoping to starve out Eugene

;

but their own supplies failed first, and on November 12 they recrossed

to the right bank, and marching down it went into winter quarters

^0 Vault, i. 306. "' Ihid.
^'-

St. Gervais, iii. 324.
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between the river and Cremona. A few shots were fired by the

enemy during their passage of the river, and one of these wounded

Catinat. He went to Cremona to recruit, and in the beginning of

January returned to France. He thus escaped sharing the fate of

Yilleroi, who was made a prisoner in Cremona a month later by

Eugene's successful raid.

When he presented himself at Versailles the king questioned

him about the cabal against him, but he excused himself as he had

done before from bringing charges against men who, now that they

had got rid of him, might do good service. He was appointed to

command the army on the Khine for the next campaign, and when
he objected that he was no longer fit for such a command, the king

told him that his mere presence would be enough. Louis had

persuaded himself in fact that there would be little, if any, fighting

there. He had won over the elector of Bavaria to his side, and

believed that he might count on the neutrality of the smaller

German princes. He had to meet an army of 70,000 imperialists

in Italy, and an army of 130,000 Dutch, North German, and English

troops in the Low^ Countries, and he had few troops to spare for the

Ehine. His necessities led him throughout the campaign to under-

rate the enemy's strength there, and to overrate the effective

strength of his own field army.

When Catinat arrived in Alsace in April the imperialists had

already invested Landau—an outpost planted in the heart of the

Palatinate—and were strongly intrenched upon the Lauter, es-

pecially at Lauterburg and Weissenburg. He was told to lose no

time in attacking them and driving them away, but he found the

task beyond him. He w^as short of everything. The enemy had

the advantage of numbers as well as of position, and he needed

more men even for the defence of Alsace. Chamlay, who was sent

thither by the king, agreed with him, and urged that reinforcem^ents

should be sent from the Low Countries, however ill they could be

spared. This the king would not do, and he did not believe that

the enemy would venture to besiege Landau, a strong place newly

fortified by Yauban and well garrisoned.

He was mistaken ; the siege began on June 16. On that day

Catinat wrote to the king that he had only 20,000 men to oppose

to 40,000, who were very advantageously posted ; and that if the

king wished the place to be relieved he must send no less than 80

battalions and 40 squadrons, or in other words double his army.

Catinat was asked to be content with half, but he declined to reduce

his estimate, and could not promise success even if the troops he

asked for were given him. At the same time he reminded the king

that reinforcements were necessary in any case, to arrest the further

progress of the enemy, apart from the relief of Landau.

His position for a defensive campaign was not unlike that of the
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previous year ; for as Eugene at Vicenza was free to move south or

west, so Louis of Baden from the Palatinate might advance into

Alsace, or might enter the country of the Sarre, and induce the

newly restored duke of Lorraine to join the allies. The cases were

parallel in another respect, for Catinat had again an ambitious,

though a more honest, lieutenant, eager to take his place. Villars

had freely expressed his views at Marly before he joined the army,

and he was asked by Chamillart to give his opinion as to what

might be done. Fifteen years younger than Catinat, ardent and

self-confident, he was ready enough with his suggestions, and

nothing loth to play the critic. The relief of Landau had been

too long delayed, and would now, he admitted, be no easy task
;

still, if twenty battalions and twenty squadrons were sent, it might

be tried. While the main army should press the enemy in their lines

on the Lauter, this corps—of which he asked to have the leading

—should make its way from the valley of the Sarre, through the

hilly country of Zweibriicken, to Landau. Should this fail, for that

country was tangled and difficult, there were other courses open.

It would not be impossible to cross the Ehine below Strasbourg,

capture the fort of Kehl, and raid the Black Forest :
* The river

once passed, give me 2,000 horse, 1,000 dragoons, and 500 grena-

diers, and see what I will do with such a force in the Black

Mountains.' He echoed the wish which the king had himself

expressed to him, that his generals had ' the boldness appropriate to

a leader of Frenchmen.' ^^

The king decided that Landau must be left to its fate, but sent

twelve battalions and sixteen squadrons to form a corps under

Villars for the defence of the Sarre. In the middle of July, before

these troops had arrived, there were indications that the enemy
meant to advance without waiting for the fall of Landau ; and

Catinat decided to retire from Haguenau, where he was encamped,

to within ten miles of Strasbourg. The king disapproved of this,

and told him to fortify Haguenau and intrench himself on the

Moder, so as to protect Fort Louis and Lower Alsace. He added :

* I will not listen to any remonstrance about the difficulties to be

met with in the execution of this scheme, but I order you to prepare

to carry it out without losing a moment.' "^^ These peremptory

directions of * the greatest king that ever wore the crown,' as Villars

described him in his letter to Chamillart, did not meet with the

deference he was used to.

I do not think I am disobeying your majesty [wrote Catinat] in

telling you frankly that this cannot be done ; the scheme is not one which

can be carried out, and I neither can nor ought to make a beginning of it

now. There is no defensible post at Haguenau, nor means of making

one. The army has been encamped close to it for more than six weeks,

*' Vault, ii. 802. «* Id. ii. 340.
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and has consumed all the forage withm reach. We have no means of

transport for the supplies which we require. Your majesty writes that I

can readily bring up food and forage by the Ehine and the Moder.

Throughout its course this latter river is not navigable, and deserves only to

be called a brook ; its banks are flat, and it is fordable in numberless places.

Even supposing, sire, that your majesty's army were so well intrenched

that it would not be attacked, and were amply provisioned, still all its

communications could be cut off, and it might be completely destroyed.

Your majesty attributes to the post of Haguenau an importance which it

does not possess. It can do nothing for the preservation of Fort Louis,'*''

and is no barrier for this country ; the enemy could pass either above or

below it, and march into upper Alsace, or post themselves if they chose

between Strasbourg and Haguenau, and they would be in a position to

get their supplies by way of the Rhine. ... In the present position of

your majesty's affairs in Alsace, there is nothing better to be done for the

good of your service than to take care not to expose your army in-

advisedly ; to feed it as long as possible at a distance from Strasbourg

;

and if the enemy enters Alsace, to be in readiness, considering our

inferiority of force, to fall back on Strasbourg, whence the garrisons of

the other fortresses might be quickly raised to the necessary strength, a

thing which could not be done from the intrenched camp.

Such, sire, is my view. If I spoke otherwise to your majesty, I

should no longer have the honour to be guided by a spirit of truthfulness

towards you. I am well aware that your majesty is not without

uneasiness about my course of action. I am on the spot, and am doing

the best I can ; but I do not thmk that this should bring me imperative

orders highly injurious to your service.'*^

Without waiting to hear further from the court, he moved his

army back next day to the position he had chosen.

Such an exposure of the blunders of court strategy was not

likely to be relished at Versailles, but it had its effect. Chamillart

wrote in reply :
* It is for you to do what you think best,' ^"^ at

the same time begging him to consider whether some position could

not be found where he might dispute the enemy's entrance

into Alsace, even if he ran some risk. The king himself wrote

soon afterwards to the same effect, saying that the young king

of the Romans (who was now with the imperialist troops) would

probably be led by his impetuosity into movements of which ' a

man of judgment and consummate experience ' like Catinat could

take advantage if he were only near enough.

If [he continued] you find yourself in a position to undertake some-

thing, do not be apprehensive that I shall hold you responsible for success.

I take the issue on myself, and give you full powers to march against the

enemy and fight them, weak or strong, whenever you meet with them, if

you should think it advisable. The only thing I am uneasy about is

your retiring and leaving them masters of Alsace and the Sarre.'*^

*'" Situated on an island in the Ehine, twenty miles beloAv Strasbourg.

*« Vault, ii. 3i3. *' Id. ii. 34U. <« Id. ii. 359.
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This was in the beginning of August. By the middle of that

month the reinforcements from Flanders had arrived, and were

encamped under Villars at Saverne. Landau still held out, and to

delay its fall the king urged Catinat to advance on Weissenburg,

and so oblige the enemy to withdraw troops from the siege to meet

him. He had now an army of about 32,000 men, and felt himself

strong enough for such an advance, though the total of the German
forces was nearly twice his own. He preferred, however, to make
it by the side of the Khine, in order that he might use the river for

his supplies. On August 30 the army crossed the Zorn and began

its movement on Lauterburg. But on that same day the king sent

him news which changed the position of affairs. The elector of

Bavaria, though alone among the German princes, had decided to

declare himself for France and Spain, and to create a diversion in

the heart of the empire on condition of receiving French aid,

Catinat was at once to concert with him, and to send him such

troops as he might require up to a total force of forty battalions

and fifty squadrons ; and these troops were to be under Yillars.

Of the small remainder of Catinat's army part was to be sent into

the country round Metz, and the rest were to go to Strasbourg.

His part as a commander was played out, but he had still some
anxious responsibilities. The best point for the French to cross

the Khine was at Huningen near Basle, where preparations had
been made for some time past ; but the imperialists were entrenched

at Friedlingen facing Huningen, and it was part of the agreement

with the elector that a Bavarian corps should advance to the

Ehine and take these entrenchments in reverse to facilitate the

French passage. The Bavarians, however, refused to come within

fifty miles of the Khine. Landau fell on 8 August, and left the

imperialists free either to occupy Alsace, or to interpose between

the French and the elector. The king's intention had been that

only in proportion as the enemy detached troops against the

elector should the French go to his assistance ; but he now decided

that Yillars should have all the troops available, so that he might

force a passage without Bavarian aid. How Villars did so and

won the battle of Friedlingen, belongs to his history rather than

that of Catinat. The victory made him a marshal of France, and

the courier who brought the news of this promotion brought also

the order for Catinat to return to the court. He left Strasbourg

1 November, and therewith closed his military career.

The brilliant success of Villars in a most difficult enterprise

contrasts strongly with the continued 7io?i possumus of Catinat.

The king was right in thinking that here was the man to make
head against the large but heterogeneous forces of the empire, and

to take full advantage of the slowness which was sure to result from

their divided interests and counsels. But if the success of Villars
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was largely due to his own buoyant confidence and resource, it was

largely due also to his enemy's mistakes. The imperialist army

opposed to Catinat had been always greatly superior to him in

strength ; latterly it exceeded 60,000 men. But more than half of

it was left idle in Alsace, while the full force of the French, handed

over to Villars, and amounting to about 30,000, had to deal with

only 25,000. Even this number should have been sufficient with

such a river as the Ehine in its front ; but by allowing Neuburg to

be surprised, and by the careless manner of his withdrawal from

the intrenchments of Friedlingen, Louis of Baden threw away his

advantages. It may well be doubted whether Villars, in Catinat's

place, could have saved Landau. Two years afterwards Villars's

warmth of temper caused him to be replaced by Marsin, and the

crushing defeat of Blenheim must have brought home to the king

that there were worse things than over-caution. * The errors of

young men are the ruin of business ; but the errors of aged men
amount but to this, that more might have been done, or sooner.'

Circumspect as Catinat was, averse to risk, and prone to a defensive

attitude, he showed on occasion that he could strike hard and

sharp. His chief defect as a commander seems to have been a

want of resource. His mind was not fertile in plans, or else it was

more fertile in objections to them, which nipped them in the bud.

There is not much to be told about the ten remaining years of

his life. He spent most of his time at St. Gratien, a poor chateau

which he had inherited from his mother, a few miles north-west of

St. Denis. At first he had also a house in Paris, but he soon found

it necessary to give it up and reduce his establishment. His patri-

mony gave him an income of 7,000 francs ; he had neither increased

nor diminished it during his service. He had not taken opportuni-

ties, like Villars, engraisser son veau. His allowances as a marshal

were 15,000 francs, but owing to the financial straits of the country

they fell greatly into arrear.

In 1707 he sent his plate to the mint for the public service.

His attendance at court gradually declined to once a year. In 1708,

after the fall of Lille, the king sent for him and asked him to go to

Chamillart and give him the benefit of his advice. Chamillart,

when they parted, gave him an order on the treasury for all the

arrears due to him ; but next day he sent to beg that the order

might not be presented, and Catinat there and then put it in the

fire. In 1705 the king wished to make all his marshals knights of

the order of the Holy Ghost, but Catinat—like Fabert before him

—

objected that he could not furnish the proofs of nobility required by

the statutes. His family remonstrated with him ; there were proofs

that would pass unquestioned, and he was doing them a lasting

injury, * Very well,' he said, ' strike me out of your genealogies.'

His friends in his retreat were few, but staunch. Madame de

\0h. IX.—NO. XXXV, M M
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Coulanges, who lived close by, at Ormesson, wrote of him to

Madame de Grignan :
' He strikes me as very clever, but charm-

ingly modest ; he never talks to me about himself. . . He is a

perfect philosopher : a Christian philosopher.' And again :
* He

is the most amiable man in the world. We never pass a day with-

out seeing him. I meet him walking by himself at the end of one

of our avenues ; he wears no sword ; he forgets that he ever wore

one.' So plain was his dress, and so unassuming his manner, that

mistakes were often made. A sportsman from Paris, meeting him

in his own grounds, said to him :
* My good fellow, I don't know

whose land this is, but I am going to shoot over it.' Catinat listened

hat in hand, and then walked on. The man, learning from some

peasants who he was, hurried after him and apologised. ' One need

not know a man,* said Catinat, *to take one's hat off to him.

However, let that pass ; come and sup with me.''^^

He wrote a good deal, but most of his papers were burnt by him

before his death. When Pere Yarenne was engaged upon his life

of Constantino, Catinat helped him in dealing with the campaigns

in northern Italy. Like Frederick the Great he had a fancy for

versifying, and on the morning of Marsaglia he said to a friend :

5 1 assure you that for the last week I have not given a thought to

making verses.' He corresponded with Vauban on economical

subjects, and shared that sympathy for the poor which found ex-

pression in the Dime Royale. In his will, while leaving a bequest

for the poor of St. Gratien, he stated that he would have made it a

permanent provision, but he had found that where the poor were

known to receive help, it only brought upon them fresh exactions.

He died at the age of 75, 22 Feb. 1712, and was buried at St.

Gratien. According to the frigid account of him attributed to

Madame de Maintenon,

He died peacefully, fearing nothing, hoping nothing, desiring nothing,

and perhaps believing nothing. His merit was natural ; it cost him
nothing ; and so he held himself above all honours. Though suspected

of irreligion, he was not accused of any vice.

Alongside of this may be placed St. Simon's sketch of him :

—

Catinat turned his philosophy to account by his great piety. He had
wit, much sense, ripe reflection, and [a great merit in St. Simon's eyes]

never forgot his modest quality. His clothes, his carriages, his furniture,

his house, were all of them extremely simple ; so was his manner and his

whole behaviour. He was tall, dark, thin, thoughtful, and rather slow,

rather deferential, with fine and very intelligent eyes.

Ernest Marsh Lloyd.

<* Cr^quI, p. 290.
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Notes and Documents

PAPAL LETTERS RELATING TO ENGLAND, 1133-1187.

The following ten documents have hitherto either remained

unknown or been only badly or partially published. They are not

without interest for English readers, since they all bear an English

address, though some of them, except for the address, have no

special reference to England. I have prefixed to each document a

few remarks to explain its bearing,^ and appended a notice of the

source from which the text is derived. Almost all the documents

are taken from manuscripts in the British Museum.

Paul Maria Baumgarten.

I.

The following letter of Pope Innocent II has a special local

interest, as giving us the names of certain canons and clerks of the

church of Llandaff. Its purpose is to direct Archbishop William of

Canterbury to maintain the rights and property of the church of

Llandaff, void by the death of Bishop Urban at the Curia.^

Innocentius papa II. mandat Willelmo archiepiscopo Cantuarien. ut

Landavien. ecclesiam vacantem per mortem in curia Urbani eiusdem sedis

praesulis, in statu quo manuteneat, eique Landavien. dioeceseos aliquos

canonicos clericosque commendat.

y^35, Odobris 9, Pisis.

Innocentius episcopus servus servormn Dei venerahili fratri Wil-

lermo ^ Cantuariensi archiepiscopo et apostolice sedis legato salutem

ct apostolicam henedictionem. Quantum venerabilis frater noster

* These remarks have been khidly translated by Mr. R. L. Poole, who has added a

few notes of his own. These notes are distinguiBhed by his initials.

^ This letter forms a sequel to the long series of papal letters and other documents

relative to the repeated appeals of Bishop Urban to the pope for a decision concerning

the extent of his episcopal jurisdiction. They run from 1119 to 7 March 1132, and
are contained in the Liber Landavensis (pp. 27-67, 87-94, ed. Evans, 1893), whence
almost all of them are reprinted in chronological order in Haddan and Stubbs's Couri'

oils and Eccles. Documents, i. 309-14, 317-43 (Oxford, 1869).—E. L. P.

' William of Corbeuil, archbishop of Canterbury, 1123-36.

MM 2
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Urbanus* Landavensis episcopus pro recuperandis bonis ecclesie

sue laboraverit, fraternitas tua non ignorat. Tandem pro eodem

negotio ad sedem apostolicam sub gravissimi temporis estuatione

pervenit ibique post expositam nobis et fratribus nostris itineris

sui causa[m] languore arreptus humanitati concessit et ad patres

suos, qui de hoc seculo migraverunt, in bona confessione transivit.

Quocirca fraternitati tue rogando mandamus, quatinus Landaven-

sem ecclesiam manuteneas et nullatenus inquietari permittas et ut

idem locus in eo statu, in quo erat, quando prefatus noster frater

Urbanus episcopus ad nos nuper veniendi iter arripuit, perseveret,

usque dum ibi. Domino largiente, episcopus canonice subrogetur,

efficias. Eogamus preterea fraternitatem tuam, quatinus filios

nostros Uhtredum archidiaconum,^ Kadulfum canonicum, Bual-

lanum, Isaac,^ A., Johannem ^ et reliquos iam dicte ecclesie clericos

pro beati Petri reverentia habeas commendatos et ut tam persone

quam bona, que eis collata sunt, quiete permaneant, pro nostra

karitate efficias. Caratocum quoque presbiterum, Guganum de

Lancarvan et germanos prefati fratris nostri Urbani episcopi pietatis

intuitu manuteneas et nullam eis molestiam irrogari permittas.

Data Pisis vii idus Octob.

British Museum, Royal MS. 5, A, XIII. fol. 199, v. (saec. xii.)

11.

The following letter has been hitherto known only by a fragment

of the text and an extremely meagre excerpt from the complete docu-

ment. The fragment is described by Jaffe, * Regesta,' No. 13722 ^

:

* Alexander III Alano priori Cantuarien. scribit, sese canonicos eius

a solutione decimarum de hortis, de feno, de herbis pascuorum et

de minutiis aliis ' liberare. (Fragmentum) .—
' . . . ea propter

dilecti' (c. 1180). Antoine Thomas gives, in his analysis of the

Registers of Boniface VIII, the address, incipit, and date, with only

a few words to indicate its contents and without perceiving its

identity with the document calendared (as above) No. 13722. The

connexion between the document of Alexander III and two letters

of Boniface VIII may be seen from Thomas, * Les Registres de

Boniface VIII,' Nos. 442, 443. The text of the letter now printed

removes all obscurities.

* Urban, bishop of Llandaff, 1107-33.
^ Uhtred appears in the Liber Landavensis under the years 1127 and 1131 (pp.

29, 60, 64).—R. L. P.

^ Isaac, capellanus episcopi, is mentioned in company with Uhtred in the places

cited ; also under the year 1120 {virum niagn^ astv^ti^ et valenti^) in connexion with

the translation of the body of St. Dubricius (p. 85).—R. L. P.
'' Possibly the Adam and John who appeared as witnesses for Bishop Urban before

Honorius II in 1128 {ibid. p. 41).—R. L. P.

* The references to Jaffa's Registriim are throughout to the numbers of the second

edition of the work.
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Alexander papa III concedit Alano priori et capitulo Cantuarien.

ecclesiae ut sint in perpetuum liberi a solutione decimarum aliarumque

rerum in epistula nominatarum.
i'/SO, Decembris 23, Tusculani.

Alexander^ episcopus servus servorum Dei dilectis filiis A}^

priori ^^ et capitido Cantuarien. ecclesie salutem et apostolicam bene-

dictionem.

Apostolice sedis cui licet immeriti deservimus, auctoritas nobis

attentius persuadet, ut religiosis viris apostolicum patrocinium im-

pendamus et eorum paci tanto sollicitius debeamus intendere,

quanto. sub habitu regulari omnipotenti Deo, cuius servitium se

subdiderunt, devotius famulantur. Ea propter, dilecti in domino filii,

officio subscepte administrationis inducti et vestris precibus inclinati

presentibus vobis litteris indulgemus, ut a solutione decimarum de

ortis vestris, de feno, de erbis pascuorum, de proventibus molendi-

norum, de fructibus pomariorum, de fructibus nemorum et de

minutis aliis ita sitis amodo liberi, sicut a quadraginta retro annis

noscimus sine interruptione fuisse. Villas quoque et alia ecclesie

vestre predia ea decernimus in posterum libertate gaudere, quam
per quadraginta annos inconcusse habuisse noscuntur. Nulli ergo

omnino hominum etc, usque : contraire. Siquis autem etc. usque :

incursurum. Dat. Tusculaii. X. Kal. Januarii.

Vatican, Archiv. Seer., Eeg. No. 47, Bonif. VIII, Ann. I. fol. ciii.

(102), No ccccxliiii.

This letter of Alexander III was confirmed by Boniface VIII, ad in-

stantiam ^ prioris et capituli Cantuarien. ord. Sancti Benedicti.' Inc.:

* Littera felicis recordationis Alexandri pape III predecessoris nostri ex

parte vestra nobis presentata extitit sub hac forma.' After reciting the

tenor of Pope Alexander's letter the document concludes :
' Nos itaque

vestris supplicationibus inchnati, concessionem huiusmodi per eundem

predecessorem factam auctoritate presentium approbantes, ipsam decer-

nimus ecclesie vestre perpetuis temporibus profuturam. Nulli ergo etc.

Nostre approbationis et constitutionis etc. Dat. Anagnie III cal. Septem-

bris anno primo. [1295, Augusti 29, Anagniae.] Cf. Thomas, * Les Eegistres

de Boniface VIII ' (Paris, 1884), vol. 157.

III.

This letter was published some years ago in Lowenfeld's * Epi-

stolae,' p. 220 (cf. Jaffe's * Kegesta,' No. 15205) ; but a comparison

of the text with that of our manuscript showed the necessity

of printing it anew, since we have now before us not only a far

better text, but also the means of establishing the date of the

document precisely. Instead of belonging vaguely to the years

1181-1185, it is fixed to the exact date, 13 Dec. 1181.

* Alexander written in elongated minuscules.

" A. somewhat accentuated.

" Alan had been appointed prior of Christ Church, Canterbury, 6 Aug. 1179.

Stubbs, intr. to Epistolae Cantuar. p. cxxi (1865).—R. L. P.
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Lucius papa III scribit Balduino episcopo Wigorniensi, compellat R.

clericum, ut G. clericum iuramento, quod ab ipso extorserit, solvat. (Jaffe-

Lowenfeld, 15205).

i^^i, Decembris 13, Bomae apud Sanctum Petrum.

Lucius episcopus servus servorum Dei venerahili fratri B. Wigor-

niensi episcopo '^ salutem et apostolicam henedictionem.

Ex conquestione G. clerici auribus nostris insonuit, quod cum
ipse ecclesiam de Geringe ^^ sub annuo censu unius marce argenti

longo tempore tenuisset, E. clericus ab eo per multas impressiones

et gravamina iuramentum de solutione maioris census extorsit.

Quoniam igitur, cum sit prohibitum in Lateranensi concilio, ne

novi census imponantur ecclesiis vel veteres augeantur, sustinere

non possumus incorrectum, quod tanta videtur temeritate pre-

sumptum, fraternitati tue per apostolica scripta mandamus quatenus

inquisita presentibus partibus veritate, si ita tibi constiterit pre-

scriptum censum ad solitum auctoritate nostra contradictione et

appellatione cessante reducas et memoratum E. ecclesiastica severi-

tate compellas, ut supradictum G. a iuramento, quod ab ipso

recepit, absolvat, et de cetero consueto censu contentus existat, eum
quoque de tanta presumptione sublato appellationis remedio taliter

punias, quod pena docente cognoscat periculosum cunctis existere

statutis apostolicis obviare. Dat. Eome apud sanctum Petrum id.

Decembris.

British Museum, Eoyal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 63, v,

IV.

Only the second part of the following letter is published in the

collections of decretals, because in it is contained the substance of

the importance of the letter for canon law. In Jaffe, No. 15204, it

is described thus : Lucius III \_Balduino'] episcopo Wigorniensi per-

mittit, * ut quoties aliqua scripta sub suo nomine impetrata redar-

guenda viderit falsitatis, nullam adhibeat Jidem.' (Imp. II, L. 2, t, 18

c. 4. Deer. Greg. L. V. t. 20, c. 2. * Super eo autem.' * Super eo

veroJ) The British Museum manuscript supplies the first part,

hitherto unpublished, containing a judicial mandate, and furnishes

a basis for closer approach to an exact date.

Lucius papa III mandat Balduino Wigornien. episcopo clericum G. si

de falsitate poterit comprobari, in aliquo monasterio recludat, insuper

monet eum ne litteris falsis sub nomine papae editis fidem adhibeat,

neque mandatum in illis sibi commissum observet.

" Baldwin, bishop of Worcester from 10 Aug. 1180 to 16 Dec. 1184, when he was
translated to the see of Canterbury.

" The name Geringe is not to be found under the heading ' Ecclesia de Geringe '

in the manuscript Index of Charters in the British Museum, which contains, however,

the name of a man bearing the surname ' De Geringe.' [Possibly the word is mis-

written for Getinge, now Guiting, in Gloucestershire.—B. L. P.]
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H81-11S3, Velletri.

Lucius episcopus servus servorum Dei venerabili fratri B, Wigorn.

episcopo salutem et apostolicam benedictionem,

Fraternitati tue per apostolica scripta mandamus, quatinus G.

clericum ad tuam presentiam convocans, si de falsitate coram te

poterit comprobari, in aliquo monasterio, appellatione cessante,

recludas in quo reatum suum valeat expiare. Super eo autem quod
sententiam latam falsarum litterarum optentu noluisti exsecutioni

mandare, tuam plurimum providentiam commendamus, mandantes,

ut quotiens aliqua scripta, sub nostro nomine destinata, redar-

guenda videris falsitatis, nullam eis fidem adhibeas et quod per

ipsa mandatum fuerit, non observes, set eum, qui presentaverit,

facias retineri. Dat. Velletri.

British Museum, Eoyal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 62, v.

V.

This document is described as follows in Jaffe, No. 14964 :

Lucius III Blalduinoj episcopo Wigorniensi scribit de T, rectore

ecclesiae de Didting, cui Rleginaldusl episcopus Bathoniensis inter-

dixeritj ne monacliis Glasticiae [al. Clanstig~\ ceyisum solveret. App.

Cone. Lat. xxviii. 13. Comp, II, L, 3. t. 25, c. 1, Deer. Greg. L. III.

t. 39, c. 13. ^ Signijicavit nobis T.,' * Significavit T.' The letter has

only come down to us in the collections of Decretals, and repeated

transcription has perverted both the spelling of proper names and

the constructions in an altogether capricious way, almost past re-

cognition. Thus abbate et monachis Glastonien. became in course of

time Glasticiae, or, according to another reading, actually Clanstig.

For the first time we are now able to attach an approximate date to

this document.

Lucius papa III scribit Balduino episcopo Wigorniensi circa litem

inter Eeginaldum episcopum Bathonien. et T. rectorem ecclesiae de

Dulcingen, ipsam ecclesiam concernentem.

HS2-HS3, Junii 5, Velletri.

Lucius episcopus servus servoimm Dei venerabili fratri B. Wigor-

nien. episcopo ^^ salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

Significavit nobis T. rector ecclesie de Dulcingen ^^ quod a dilectis

filiis nostris abbate et monachis Glastonien. ^^ ad regimen ipsius

ecclesie electus de solvendo annuo censu trium marcarum, quern

predecessor eius solverat, prestitit corporaliter iuramcntum. Post-

modum autem venerabilis frater noster K. Bathonien. episcopus,^''

in cuius diocesi ecclesia ilia consistit, ne ipsum censum monachis

' See above, p. 534, n. 12.

'^ The parish is no doubt Doulting, near Shepton Mallet, Somerset. It appears

as Dultyng in the taxatio of Pope Nicolas IV, 1291 (p. 197 a), at which time the

benefice was appropriated to Glastonbury.—K. L. P.

*® Glastonbury (see above).

" Reginald fit? Joceline, bishop of Bath, 23 June 1174-26 Dec. 1191,
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solveret nisi prius constaret, quod de episcopali auctoritate fuisset

impositus in periculum ordinis et sub interminatione anathematis

interdixit. Unde prefatus rector hinc reatum periurii meruit, inde

timet inobedientiae periculum imminere. Quocirca fraternitati tue

per apostolica scripta mandamus quatinus partibus convocatis, si

prescriptum canonem de auctoritate presulis et non ex novo im-

positum fuisse constiterit, episcopo auctoritate nostra precipias ut

prohibitionem suam sine dilatione relaxet. Si vero census fuit de

novo impositus sive de auctoritate episcopi hoc factum fuerit, sive

non, abbatem et monachos ut clericum a prestito iuramento ab-

solvant, appellatione remota ecclesiastica districtione compellas.

Pati enim nee volumus nee debemus ut ecclesiae novi census

exactione vexentur. Dat. Velletri nonis lunii.

British Museum, Koyal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 63, v.

The following three letters relate to the nomination of Arch-

bishop Baldwin of Canterbury as legate for England. Henry II

had written requesting Pope Lucius III to name the archbishop as

legate ; but while the letter was on the way the pope died, 25 Oct.

1185, and the petition came into the hands of his successor. Pope

Urban III, who was elected on 25 Nov. and crowned 1 Dec. of the

same year.^^ Urban observes with special emphasis that, since the

magisterium ecclesiae is continuous, though the persons exercising

it change, King Henry is to expect always the same goodness at the

hands of the apostolic see ; and although it is without precedent

that petitions addressed to a dying pontiff should be acceded to,

without a renewal of the request, by his successor, nevertheless in

the present case the pope departs from the rule in order to give the

king a signal proof of his fatherly love. On this account he is

willing to grant the king the request he made to his predecessor,

and he herewith nominates the archbishop apostolic legate in the

province of Canterbury. ^^ In the second letter, again, which is

addressed to the archbishop himself, and which informs him of

his appointment, the pope repeats that by way of exception he has

treated the letter directed to his predecessor as though it had been

directed to himself.^^ In the third letter, addressed to the whole

clergy, higher and lower, of the province, the pope does not return to

the subject. The noble language of the three letters deserves notice.

" Lucius III died at Verona, and it was there that his successor was elected and

rowned.
>» Compare the letter in Jaffe, No. 15490, of 19 Dec. 1185 (in which already the

archbishop receives the title of apostolicae sedis legatus. On the privilege of the arch-

bishop of Canterbury of. Stubbs, Constitutiofial History of England, iii. 298 ff.

(Oxford, 1878). * The next two archbishops, Eichard and Baldwin, were made legates

as a matter of course '
(p. 300). Cf. W. F. Hook, Lives of the Archbishojps of Canter-

bury, ii. (1862).
'^' Baldwin was archbishop of Oantpybijry Irom 16 Dec. 1184 to 19 Nov. 1190.
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VI.

Urbanus papa III, non obstante quod legatio Balduini Archiepiscopi

Cantuarien. a praedecessore, non a se ipso, quaesita fuerit, Henrico

Anglorum regi nihilominus gratiam petitam praebet.

iiS3, Decembris ^7, Veronae.

Urbanus episcopus servus servorum Dei karissimo in Xpo filio H,

illustri Anglorum regi salutem et apostolicam henedictionem.

Ab oculis Eomane ecclesie, matris tae, nee debet omnino nee potest

ulla temporis diuturnitas abolere, quantum ei semper fidelis extiteris

et devotus et circa profectus ipsius in articulo ^^ cuiuslibet necessitatis

intentus. Hinc est quod quantumeunque in ea fiat pro tempore

mutacio personarum, suum tamen circa te sine mutacione aliqua

conservat affectum et apostolica sedes cuius magisterium in sola

dumtaxat variacione pastorum ordine suceessionis alternat, una
semper et eadem perseverans, suam circa te benivolenciam non

immutat. Unde, licet hactenus sit inauditum, quod ea que a Eomano
pontifice in extremis posito requiruntur, successor ipsius, nondum
ei specialiter porrectis precibus, exequatur, placuit tamen nobis et

fratribus nostris tue consideracionis obtentu, iuxta easum novitatis

istius, novum tibi aliquid indulgere, ut tanto efficiaris in ea, qua

soles devocione propensior, quanto predicta Komana eeclesia maiori

te benedictione prevenit, dum illud pro te quasi de novo incipit,

quod pro aliis facere minime consuevit. Quamvis enim non a nobis,

eet a predecessore nostro ea, quam desiderabas, fuerit postulata

legacio, nos tamen et fratres nostri pia consideraeione prospeximus,

ut nequaquam tibi occasione ista quod postulaveras negaretur,

maxime quia qualiscumque sit persona que preminet, eadem semper

remanet apostolice sedis auctoritas, que quod postulatur indulget.

Ideoque secundum quod excellenciam tuam velle cognovimus,

legacionem Cantuarien. provincie venerabili fratri nostro B. Cant,

archiepiscopo duximus committendam, firmam spem fiduciamque

tenentes, quod earn ad honorem Dei et tocius ecclesie profectus, sicut

homo, virtute multaque seientia et honestate preditus, exequatur.

Te vero monemus et exhortamur in Domino, quatinus ei ad statum

eeclesiasticum in melius reformandum faveas omnimodis et assistas

ita, quod in facto isto habuisse videaris pie intencionis intuitum

cum de favore celsitudinis tue prosperum habuerit archiepiscopus

supradictus in sui operis executione progressum et nos tanto

debeamus in aliis quibusque negociis facilius indulgere, quod

postulas, quanto affectum tuum ad honorem Dei et ecclesie sue

profectum sinceriorem nobis in tuis actibus representas. Dat.

Verone xvi Kl. Januarii.

British Museum, Royal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 2, r.

'' AfHiculo : manuscript araculo.
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VII.

Urbanus papa III nuntiat Balduino Cantuarien. archiepiscopo ad in-

stantiam Henrici Anglorum regis se eum apostolicae sedis legatum per

Cantuarien. provinciam nominare.

i-fSS, Decembris 13, Veronae.

Urbanus episcopus servus servorum Dei venerahili fratri B, Can-

tuaiden. arcJiiepiscopo, apostolice sedis legato, salutem et apostolicam

henedictionem,

Sinceritas devotionis et fidei consuete quam Anglicana semper

ecclesia circa unitatem et pacem sedis apostolice conservavit,

in tua, sicu[t] bene confidimus, prudencia et virtute refloruit et

acceptabile incrementum placidi fervoris accepit. Talis enim ad

Komanam ecclesiam tue manavit fraternitatis opinio, que et tue

honestatis odore nos recreet et constancie, quam habes, vigore

confortet, ita ut confidenciam quam de tua probitate concepimus,

in nostro iam apercius opere declaremus. Supplicante siquidem

karissimo in Xpo filio nostro H. illustri Anglorum rege, ut Angli-

cana ecclesia legatum apostolice sedis pro suis et tocius regni pro-

fectibus optineret, quamvis id nondum a nobis set a predecessore

nostro, quem credidit superstitem, postulavit, tamen quia sedes

apostolica eademipsa remansit etiam cum personam alteram ordine

canonice successionis accepit, nos qui in ea sumus, ordinante sicut

voluit Domino, constituti, preces illas tamquam ad nos destinatas

accepimus, et quod fuit de tam ^ublimi negocio hactenus inauditum

eisdem precibus alteri quidem persone set eidem dignitate porrectis,

assensum prestitimus et favorem, maxime quia multum credimus

ecclesie similiter et regni utilitatibus expedire, si talem in minis-

terio supradicto provincia ilia recipiat, qualem predicti regis

instancia de conversacionis merito et fidei sinceritate commendat.

Ideoque nos ad honorem Dei et ecclesie sue salutem et pacem per

aniversam Cantuarien. provinciam officium tibi legacionis iniungi-

mus, per apostolica scripta mandantes, ut illud cum fraterne obe-

diencie humilitate suscipias et secundum datam tibi celitus facul-

tatem ad emendandum ea, que necesse est emendari et conservanda

ea, que conservari oportet, debite diligencie manum auctoritate

ipsius legacionis apponas, ita nimirum in omnibus reverenciam

matris tue Komane ecclesie parata devocione custodiens, ut de

profectu ministerii, quod tibi ieta committit, tuis eam facias operi-

bus leciorem. Dat. Verone xv Kl. Januarii.

British Museum, Royal MS. 10, A, II, fol. 2, v.

VIII.

Urbanus papa III significat abbatibus, decanis, archidiaconis aliisque

ecclesiarum praelatis et universe clero Cantuarien. provinciae, se Bald-

uinum archiepiscopum Cantuarien. legatum apostolicae sedis per dictam
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provinciam constituisse monetque eos ut legato debitam praebeant reve-

rentiam et obedientiam.

^i83, Decembris IS, Veronae.

Urbanus episcopus III [sic] dbhatibus, decanisy archidiaconis

aliisque ecclesiarumprelatis etuniverso cleroperCantuarien.provinciam

constitutis salutem et apostolicam henedictionem.

Divine sapiencie inscrutabilis altitude, que sacrosanctam eccle-

siam in huius mundi latitudine stabilivit, ita regimen et guberna-

cionem ipsius immutabili provisione disposuit, ut ad earn salubriter

gubernandam plures assumerentur in partem sollicitudinis, quam-
vis pro unitatis ecclesiastice firmamento unus obtineret plenitudinem

potestatis. Volumus enim ut secundum quod earn alloquitur in

propheta, Pro patribus eius filii nascerentur, qui superomnem terram

principes constituti essent ubique nominis sui memores et evangelice

veritatis incliti preceptores. Hinc est quod Eomana ecclesia, cui

precipuum contulit super ceteras magistratum pium ad alias

habens materna provisione respectum, providit ab inicio et lauda-

bili hactenus observantia custodivit ^^ ut ex diversis mundi partibus

ad earum ministerium adimplendum viros prudentes ascisceret,

quorum auctoritas et doctrina sub Eomani pontificis moderamine
constituta, quod ipse per se non poterat, procul distantibus ecclesiis

ministraret. Unde et nos qui licet insufficientibus meritis in sub-

limi sumus eiusdem ecclesie specula constituti patrum nostrorum

vestigiis inherentes ita intendimus cum Dei adiutorio iniunctum

nobis ministerium circa proximas ecclesias gerere ut his etiam a

quibus locorum positione distamus, oportuna debeat providentia

non deesse. Specialiter autem ad presens ^^ Anglicanam ecclesiam

paterne considerationis oculis intuentes, ad salutem ipsius et

speciales in Xpo profectus communi consilio fratrum nostrorum

decrevimus ordinandum, ut venerabilis frater noster B. Cantuarien.

archiepiscopus de cuius meritis et virtute, sapientia pariter et doc-

trina ecclesia universa congaudet, ministerio legationis accepto

vices nostras ad honorem ecclesie et tocius regni salutem et pacem
per subditam sibi provinciam exequatur. Ideoque universitati

vestre per apostolica scripta mandamus atque precipimus, quatinus

ei decetero tamquam apostolice sedis legato debitam in omnibus
reverentiam et obedientiam impendatis, ita quod et ipse in nobis

ad gloriam Dei vestrumque omnium commodum et salutem iniunc-

tum sibi possit ministerium exequi et vos coram Deo et ecclesia

eius merito valeatis commendabiles inveniri. Dat. Verone xv Kl.

Januarii.

British Museum, Royal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 2, v.

^'•^ Custodivit : manuscript custodium.
'^ The following passage, as far as exequatur, is quoted by Ealph de Diceto, Ymag.

Hist. {0pp. hist, ii.), p. 38, ed. Stubbs, 1876.
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IX.

This letter of Pope Urban III relative to a canon Heipas]

contains a decision of a case in canon law, such as often occurs.

Unfortunately there are no indications of place, nor of the exact

date.

Urbanus papa III scribit Balduino Cantuarien. archiepiscopo aposto-

licae sedis legato de Het. canonico, qui, subdiaconatus ordine praetermisso,

in diaconi et inde in presbyteratus ordinem convolavit.

IIS6-IIS7, Junii 23, Verona e.

Urhanus episcopus servus servorum Dei venerabill fratri B,
Cantuarien, archiepiscopo apostolice sedis legato salutem et apostolicam

henedictionem.

Sicut tue littere continebant, ita et lator presentium Het.

canonicus regularis confessus est coram nobis, quod cum esset

acolitus, subdiaconatus ordine pretermisso, in diaconum est promotus
et tempore procedente ad presbiteratus ordinem convolavit ; set in

presbiteratus officio, sicut asserit, minime ministravit. Unde quia

de vita et conversatione ipsius tam a te quam ab aliis bonum testi-

monium nobis perhibetur, volumus et tue fraternitati mandamus,
quatinus super hoc plenius de rei veritate cognoscas, si tibi constiterit

quod non ex industria vel contemptu, set ex negligencia prescriptum

ordinem pretermiserit, ipsum a susceptis ordinibus tam diu facias

manere suspensum, donee recipiat ordinem, quem negligenter

recipere pretermisit. Eo vero recepto in superioribus ordinibus

ministrandi de auctoritate nostra liberam ei tribuas facultatem.

Si vero ex industria ilium ordinem pretermisit predictum cano-

nicum ab executione superiorum ordinum sine spe restitutionis

perpetuo facias abstinere. Dat. Verone viiii Kl. Julii.

British Museum, Royal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 3, r.

X.

The only specimen of the circular letter in which Pope Cle-

ment III notifies to all archbishops, bishops, &c., his elevation to

the apostolic chair is that directed to England. Of special interest

is the sentence : Die tercio defunccionis ipsius predecessoris nostril

rite prius oimiihus celebratis, fratres nosiri ad insiifficientiam nostram
ocidos levaverunt, et sicut placuit Domino imposuerunt onus apostolatus

humeris nostris.

Clemens papa III significat episcopis per Angliam constitutis se

Gregorio praedecessore mortuo, die tertio defunctionis ipisius^ rite prius

omnibus celebratis, in pontificem maximum esse electum.

/-/<S7, mense Decembri, Pisis.

[Clemens episcopus servus servorum Dei venerahilihus fratrihus

episcopis per Angliam constitutis salutem et apostolicam henedic-

tionem.
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Illud operata est nuper in nobis dextera manus Excelsi quod

nos plurimum obstupescere cogit et dicere cum propheta * Dextera

Domini fecit virtutem, dextera Domini exaltavit me.' Cum enim de

ipsius Dei provida pietate nobis concessus fuisset bonus pater et

prudens, Gregorius recolende memorie, ilium postmodum brevi

temporis intervallo rebus humanis exemit, nosque et fratres nostros

de sua absentia plurimum contristavit. Set attendentes quod dis-

positioni eius non potest aliquo modo resisti, qui constituit termi-

nos hominum et mensurabiles posuit dies illius, quique facit ea, que

vult, nee illi quisquam audet dicere Cur ita facis ? Die tertio de-

fanccionis ipsius predecessoris nostri, rite prius omnibus celebratis,

fratres nostri ad insufficientiam nostram oculos levaverunt, et sicut

placuit Domino imposuerunt onus apostolatus humeris nostris.

Speramus tam[en] de misericordia Ihesu Xpi quod per orationes et

merita bonorum virorum, nobis constitutis in tanto regimine, vires

et scientiam pro benignitate solita ministrabit. Eogamus igitur

fraternitatem vestram et monemus in Domino, quatinus matri

vestre sancte Eomane ecclesie devoti more solito existatis et subditos

vestros ad servandam ei devotionem et reverentiam inducatis.

Ipsum etiam, ex cuius prudentia ad offieium sumus apostolatus

assumpti, devote atque humiliter exoretis ut ad regendam
ecclesiam suam nos virtute sua corroboret et confirmet, nobisque

concedat ea in hoc ministerio iugiter operari, per que status uni-

versalis ecclesie reformetur in melius et nos in extremo examine

Deum invenire propitium valeamus. Dat. Pisis.

British Museum, Royal MS. 10, A, II. fol. 62, v.

NOTE ON MAGNA CARTA.

In the valuable^ * Histoire de Rouen pendant TEpoque Com-
munale ' of M. Cheruel (1843) there is found this passage on our

Henry II : Ce prince fat, en effet, un des souverains du xii^ siecle

qui comprit le mieiix Vimportance d'une union intime entre les villes et

la royaute . . . il affranchissait toute la Normandie des abus feodaux

les plus exorhitants (i. 21). This is followed by a summary of a

charter of liberties granted to the duchy, as the author held,

about the time of Henry's accession. Extracts are given from this

charter, for which the reader is referred to Brusselle's treatise, ' De
rUsage des Fiefs.' This work, which bears the date 1750, gives the

charter in full at the head of its evidences, and assigns it to about

1155. It proves, however, to be nothing but a corrupt version of

the Magna Carta of Henry III. 'Normandy' has been substi-

tuted for * England ' throughout, and the king's avus, which refers,

of course, to Henry II, is taken to mean Henry L So really singular

an error fairly deserves to be set on record. J. H. Round.
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PAPERS OF ARCHBISHOP HOLGATE, 1547.

The following letters from the Tanner manuscripts in the Bodleian

library have, as far as I know, entirely escaped the notice of his-

torians. They afford a useful supplement to the very meagre

collection of Domestic State Papers of the first year of the reign of

Edward VI. These latter do not amount altogether to a hundred

and fifty, and very few of them have been printed at length, excepting

those which appear in Tytler's 'England under the Eeigns of Edward

VI and Mary.' Whether the originals exist or not it is impossible

to say. The copies are alleged to be * ex antiq. coll. epp. penes Tho.

Martin, 1730.' They show how entirely Somerset could depend upon

his creature Holgate, archbishop of York, for aid in all his designs for

the spoliation of church property. And what is most remarkable,

there is nothing either in the domestic papers in the Eecord Office

or in the acts of the privy council that illustrates these documents.

Very little good is known of Archbishop Holgate, and the contents

of these letters will not add much to his reputation.

The king died on Friday, 28 Jan. 1546-7, but the proclamation

of Edward did not take place till 31 January. The first of these

letters must have been written after the private letter of the same

date addressed to Paget by Somerset in which the future protector

advises concealment of parts of the late king's will. This and

another letter of the next day written by Somerset and Anthony

Browne to the council are the only documents that throw any light

on the transactions of these three days which intervened between the

death of the king and the proclamation of his successor, excepting

the clause in Paget's letter of 7 July 1549. * Kemember w^hat you

promised me in the gallery at Westminster before the breath was

out of the body of the king that dead is; remember what yon

promised me immediately after devising with me about the place

which you now occupy.'

I. The earhest act of the council of Edward VI, which has never

yet been printed, is here given from a copy in the Tanner MSS.
90, art. 41, fol. 143. It is headed :—

Copy of a letter from the Council to the Council at York giving order

for proclaiming Echuard VI. Jan. 29, 1546-7.

After our right hearty Commendations. You shall understand that

the living God in heaven from whom all kings of the world do descend and

by whose grace they have their power and wisdoms to order and govern

their realms & kingdoms hath taken from us to himself yesterday in the

morning about two of the clock, our late sovereign lord king Henry the

eighth of most noble and worthy memory ; for the which all we that were

his loyal subjects have great cause to lament and sorrow our great want

of so prudent and virtuous a prince and governor, and should have much
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greater but that both God of his goodness hath given unto us to succeed

him such a godly prince as his son King Edward the Sixth is now our

natural sovereign lord and king, and himself also our said late sovereign

hath in his lifetime by his great wisdom established such orders for the

government of his realm and subjects during the tender years of his son

our sovereign Lord that now is, as all things by the grace of God shall

proceed to his great renown to the honour of his son and to the weal and

benefit of the realm. "Whereof we, to whom with two or three other now
absent the mayning and order of the affairs of the realm is committed by

his last testament, have thought convenient to advertize you, and not only

to require you to publish immediately the Proclamation which you shall

receive herewith being thereat yourself accompanied with the Council and

such other noble personages and men of reputation as are near at hand, but

also to give such order and direction in all places within the limits of your

Commission as all things may continue in quiet and tranquillity, and have

such a regard abroad as if any seditious persons would attempt any

business, the same may be straight met withal at the first. In the doing

whereof, as ye shall accomplish your duties to the King's Majesty our

sovereign lord that now is and show^that you loved the king's majesty our

late sovereign lord of most noble and worthy memory ; so shall ye lack

none aid or assistance neither of us that be in authority under the king

nor yet of all other his majesty's true and loving subjects. Thus fare

you right heartily well.

From Westminster the 29th of Jany. 1546.

Your lordship's assured friends

T. Cantuaeien., E. Hertford, Thom^ Wrothesley, Cancel.

John Lisle, Cuth. Duresme, J. Eussell,

WiLL*^ Paget, T. Seymour, Antony Denny,
W. Herbert, Antony Brov^^ne, Edward North.

This letter, as its contents imply, was addressed to Holgate,

archbishop of York, the president of the northern council. It is

perhaps the only document in which Somerset signs his name after

Cranmer's.

II. The next letter is headed thus :

—

Copy of a letter to the Council at York for the liberation of prisoners.

May 4, 1547.^

After our right hearty commendations. Understanding that there be in

the city of York and divers other places within the north parts of England
persons detained in prison upon sundry indictments, arraignments or

condemnations, as well of offences against the statute of the Six Articles

(1541) as against other statutes & laws of this realm which were pardoned

at the king's highness' most joyful coronation, who for poverty be not able

to sue for and purchase their pardon, We have thought good to signify unto

you that for as much as they remaining there shall rather increase their

disabilities thereto than otherwise, you cause them upon the sight hereof

» Tanner MSS. 90, art. 11, fol. 144.
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or with such convenient speed as you may to be put at liberty. Giving

them advice to procure their said pardons within the time limited by the

same and thus most heartily fare you well.

Your loving friends

E. SOMEESET, J. KUSSELL, W. NOETHT,
J. Warwyk, H. Aeundell, A. Denny.

To the most reverend father in God the Archbishop of York,

Lord President of the North parts and other of the King's Majesty's Council

there—haste—haste.

III. There is another letter which seems to show a certain vacil-

lation in the council as to the best method of proceeding with the

people of the north.^

Copy of a letter from the Council to Holgate Archbishop of York counter'

manding the inhibition ofpreachers tmtil further orders.

After our right hearty commendacions to your good lordship. Whereas
there was lately addressed towards you an Inhibition under the ecclesi-

astical seal for certain things as in the same is contained, among the

which is an Inhibition for preachers ; these shall be to will and require

you on the king's majesty's behalf to forbear the execution of that part

of the Inhibition for preachers till ye shall further herein be advertised

from hence, proceeding nevertheless to the accomplishment of the rest

prescribed by the said inhibition accordingly. Thus fare your good lord-

ship right heartily well.

From London the 11th of May, 1547.

Your lordship's assured friends.

E. Somerset, T. Cantuaeien.,

J. Beistoll, T. Seymoue,
WiLL^^ Paget, Will^^ Petee S^\,

R. Sadleye, H. Aeundell.
To our very good lord the Archbishop of Yorke,

President of the King's Majesty's Counsel in the North parts,

haste, haste, post haste, for thy life, for thy life, life.

IV. Copy of a letter from Paget to the Archbishop of York requiring

the return of the document containing the Inhibition of preachers

3 May, 1547.^

My lord. After my right commendations. Whereas of late I sent

unto you an Inhibition, these shall be to require you to return the same
hither again and herewith to receive this other which my lord protector

and the rest of the Council prayeth you to be executed as appertaineth.

And thus fare your lordship right heartily well.

From Westminster the 13 of May 1547

Your grace's to command
WiLL^' Paget.

To the right honourable and my very good lorde the archbishop of Yorke his

grace.

2 Tanner MSS. 90, art. 41, fol. 145. ^ Ibid. fol. 144.
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V. We wish we could give some explanation of the case alluded

to in the following letter from the same collection.'*

After our right hearty commendations to your good lordship. Being

desirous for certain purposes to speak with William Craforth a priest we
have thought to require you on the king's highness' behalf to make
enquiry for him and address him unto us with surety whereof we pray

you not to fail for his Majesty's affairs and the matter touching him
doth so specially require.

Thus fare your good lordship right heartily well.

From London the 26th of May 1547.

Your assured friends

E. Somerset, T. Cantuarien,

J. Russell, W. Northt,
T. Seymour, J. Warwyk,
John Gage, Antony Wyngfeld,
Eic. Ryche, W. Herbert.

Postscript.—We require you to devise first to get the priest

into your hands & thereupon and not before prohibit the reading in

churches of the book called Exoneratorium Curatorum, and likewise to

call in all the said books in places where the same be within your rule.'*

VI. Another letter shows the wholesale nature of the spoliation

that was going on, and to which Archbishop Holgate was a con-

senting party.''

After our hearty commendations to your lordship. Where it hath been

brought to our knowledge that the number of seventeen score and four

ounces of silver found by reliques within that Cathedral Church remaineth

in the custody of the prebendaries there, and that also there remaineth a

whole shrine of silver and gilt and some gold. We think convenient that

both the said ounces of silver and all that riseth of the shrine to be weighed

by the officers of the mint at York in your presence, be delivered by the

said officers of the mint by indenture to the King's highness' use, and if the

Mayor or any other make claim to the premisses, upon their complaint

here unto us we sball so answer as the case shall require. Thus fare

your good lordship heartily well.

Your lordship's assured friends

E.Somerset, W. Seint John,

J. Russell, W. Northt,
H. Arundell, T. Seymour,
Will'' Paget, Rychard Ryche,
Antonie Browne, Antony Wyngfeld.

From Hampton Court the 17th of Oct. 1547.

To our very good lord the Archbishop of York,

President of the King's Majestys Council in the North.

Haste post haste.

Memorandum.—That the 23rd of October 1547 George Gale under-

treasurer of the mint at Y'ork, John Wynde, Comptroller of the same and

' Tanner MSS. 90, art. 44, fol. 150. * Ibid. art. 49, fol. 15G.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. N N
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Eicliard Lee, paymaster there received of the prebendaries of the Cathedral

Church of York in the presence of the said Archbishop to the King's

Majesty's use sixteen score and eight ounces of gilt silver, twenty ounces

of parcell gilt silver.

The said George, John, and Eichard received the same day to the same

use of the masters and keepers of Corpus Christi Gilde at Yorke. One

thousand and nine ounces of gilt silver. Twenty-one ounces of white

silver.
' Eleven ounces of coined gold.

Three old nobles coined, one old Ryall coined, one goodly holow

Cristall.

VII. From the same collection which has been so strangely

neglected by historians we gather that there was a very early im-

pression prevailing that there was to be a wholesale plunder of

church goods, and that private individuals were anticipating the

action of the council in this matter and making off with plate, jewels,

and lead. The following is a copy of a letter ^ headed

Copy of a letter from the Council to Holgate Archbishop of York ordering

him to make enquiry into the Spoliatio7i of church goods in his

province.

After our right hearty commendations to your lordship. These shall

be to signify unto the same that it hath been brought to our knowledge

that sundry persons upon some vague brutes or rather their own rashness

have now lately attempted in sundry places of the realm to make sale of

the ornaments of the plate jewels and bells of sundry churches wherein

they have demeaned themselves otherwise than became them and given

a very ill example. So thinking convenient both to have a stay made

that the like be not from henceforth attempted and also to have perfect

knowledge how and to what uses the money received for any of the things

aforesaid hath been employed, we have thought good to require you that

unless the King's Majesty's Commissioners for the Visitation have already

taken order herein, ye cause due search and enquiry to be undelayedly

made by your ministers what hath been taken away sold or alienated out

of any church or chapel of your diocese and by whom and to what uses

the money growing thereupon hath been employed, and thereupon taking

special note of their names who have made the same araye and of the

values of the things, to give a strait commandment in the King's Majesty's

behalf that they ne any other presume not from henceforth to make any

such alienation, signifying unto us what ye shall have done therein.

Whereupon such further order shall be taken as shall be expedient. Thus

fare your lordship right heartily well.

From Hampton Court the 17th of October, 1547

Your assured friends.

E. SOMEESET, H. AeUNDELL,

T. Seymoue, Will'^ Paget,

WiLL^ Petee, Secretary.

To our very good lord the Archbishop of York,

President of the King's Majesty's Council in the North.

« Tanner MSS. 90, art. 40, fol. 153,
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VIII. The reply was as follows, addressed by Holgate to Somer-

set :— "^

Please it your grace and other of the King's Majesty's privy council

to be advertised when I received your honourable letters of the 18th day

of October to make enquiry what ornaments plate jewels and bells hath

been taken away sold or alienated out of any church or chapel of the

diocese of York and by whom [and] to what uses the money growing

thereupon hath been employed, and to give strait commandment in the

King's Majesty's name and behalf that they nor any other presume from

henceforth to make any such alienation. Therefore making inquisition

according to my bounde duty and the purport of your said most honorable

letters have found by the same inquisition divers things above expressed

alienated by divers persons forth of sundry churches and chapels within

the diocese of York, and the money thereupon growing employed as is

contained in several schedules of the four archdiaconries of the said

diocese herein enclosed. And also have given and caused to be given

strait commandment in the said our sovereign lord's name and behalf

that they nor any other within the said diocese presume from henceforth

to make any such alienation as they will answer at their uttermost peril,

most humbly beseeching your grace not to impute the long delay of this

certificate which I would have executed with much more speedy diligence

according to my most bounden duty had not been as well my absence

from hence in being at the parliament as also that since my return

homewards I have been sore diseased. As knoweth Almighty God who
ever preserve your grace my singular good lord.

Written at Yorke the 19th day of January, 1547[-8].

Memorandum.—That the bills of the ^aid schedules remain in the

register of the Archbishop of Yorke.

Ex orig.

IX. But even before parliament had met, Somerset and the

council had reason to fear opposition in the north, as appears from

the following letter of 26 May 1547 from the protector to Holgate,

archbishop of York.^

Copy of a letter from Somerset to the Archbishop of York remonstrating

with him for not keeping the Council informed of the disaffection of

people in the North, May 2G, 1547.

After our right hearty commendations to your good lordship. These

shall be to signify unto the same that it hath been brought to our

knowledge that certain persons as well within York as in other places

thereabouts have not only used very slanderous and naughty words

against us but also very seditiously set forth the rancour and malice of

their lewd intents, to the maintenance of their old naughty lives contrary

to their duty to the king's majesty our most gracious sovereign lord in

whose minority all our study and care is to have his people in due order of

obedience, and amongst the rest would be sorry that those which after their

naughtiness heretofore received such grace and favour as whereby they

' Tanner MSS. 90, art. 4G, fol. 154. « Ibid. art. 43, fol. 149.

N N 2
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owe before others to be of honest conformity and obedience in all things

should now shew themselves of disposition to return to their naughtiness.

And therefore as we much marvel that having such commodity of advertise-

ment ye have hitherto forborne to signify unto us the state of things

there, So we have thought meet on behalf of his highness to will and

require you to give us knowledge of the perfect state of the same truly

and thoroughly with all diligence and direccon [sic] as both those which have

been doers herein receive condign punishment and others by the example

and terror of their punishment beware the like. For unless you see redress

in time whereby things grow not to further extremity these easily may be

redubled the intent shall seem to the world to be yours who having rule

there under his highness do not steppe to it in time and give knowledge

hither that it may appear how much you tender your duty and the con-

servation of the people in order which we doubt not by this monition you

will see duly accomplished as appertaineth. Thus fare your good lordship

right heartily well. Your lordship's assured friend. E. Somerset.

From Somerset Place beside the Strand the 2G of May 1547.

To our very good lord the Archbishop of York,

President of the King's Majesty's Council in the North.

Ex orig.
* Nicholas Pocock.

LETTERS OF WILLIAM WANDESFORD TO SIR ROWLAND WANDESFORD.

The five letters which follow are taken from the Wharton papers

now forming part of the Carte collection in the Bodleian library.

Eowland Wandesford, to whom they were addressed, was a distant

kinsman of Strafford's friend Christopher Wandesford. On 9 Oct.

1637 Garrard wrote to Wentworth that *Mr. Wandesford, your

countryman and a long practitioner in the court of wards, is now
made attorney of that court. My Lord Cottington brought him
last week to the king. He had never seen the king before. Every-

body is glad he hath it ; for he is known to be an able and honest

man.' Wandesford, who was knighted by Charles I on 12 Feb. 1638,

is described as of Pickhay in Yorkshire. His daughter Elizabeth

married Philip, fourth Lord Wharton, which explains the appear-

ance of these letters in the Wharton collection.

Christopher Wandesford, so often mentioned in Strafford's

letters, was sworn a member of the Irish privy council 25 July 1633,

and granted the office of master of the rolls in Ireland by patent

22 March 1633-4. On 3 July 1636, and again on 12 Sept.

1639, he was sworn one of the lords justices of Ireland during

the absence of the lord deputy. He was himself appointed lord

deputy on 1 April 1640, and died on 3 Dec. of the same year. By
his second wife, Alice, daughter to Sir Hewet Osborne, of Kiveton,

Yorkshire, he left five children, George, Christopher, John, Alice,

and Catherine.
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William Wandesford, the writer of these letters, is described by

the lord deputy in his will as ' my brother,' and was apparently

his half-brother. Administration to the effects of Christopher

Wandesford of Dublin was granted at York, 6 Aug. 1642, to

William Wandesford of London, merchant tailor. Mrs. Thornton,

the lord deputy's daughter and one of William Wandesford's

wards, brings complaints against the latter which show that he

was not the disinterested guardian he protested he would be (' The

Autobiography of Alice Thornton,' 1875, pp. 61, 185, 357; Lodge,
' Peerage of Ireland,' 1754, iii. 196, article * Castlecomer ;

' Burke,
* Extinct Baronetage,' 1844, p. 550).

The chief interest of the first two letters consists in the men-

tion of Strafford ; the third gives an account of lord deputy Wan-
desford's death ; the fifth shows the disorganisation of the Irish

government before the rebellion of October 1641 broke out.

C. H. Firth.

I.

Sir,— I am so graciously received by the Maister of the KooUes, and by

his favour by every one of place and qualitie, as I am most sensible of my
great misfortune in my former neglects and truly he doth not onely love

me but esteme my poore parts, as appeares by the communication of some
affaires of consequence. He often invites me to his house, and yesterday I

dined with him, haveing no other guests but my Lord Dillon and my
Lord Foilett, to whom he did present me with great advantage. Yester-

night he carried me to Sir George Eadcliffe who respectively remembers

you, and speakes honourablie of you, even for your favour and bounty to

me, and remembers well my fathers person. He presented me to my Lord

Deputies Lady and my Lady Radcliffe and the Secretary of the State, and

sup'd with my Lords Lady and the rest before named, and as kindly

entertained as a man of better place. This weeke I am to waite uppon

the Maister of the Rolles, and Sir George Radcliffe some fiftie miles of

Dublyn to the Earle of Ormonds, a brave gentleman, and the Maister of

the Rolles most noblie doth cast about every way for my good, and doth

assure me of his goodwill towardes me and his care over me. Sir, I am
sory from my hart for my untoward carriadge heretofore, for he is

knowne to be a most worthy man in his place and of singular good life

and conscience, and beloved and honoured by all men, he is a most faith-

full poore man's friend, and so my Lord Deputy, as I thinke lives uppon the

Earth, and imitates God himselfe in some sort (with reverence be it spoken)

for he pulls downe the mighty from their seate and exalts the humble and

lowly.

Sir I beseech you to be pleased to give unto my servant Gyles that

which you out of your charity have bestowed uppon me. -The Lord be as

mercifull to you when you most neede itt, as you were comfortable in this to

my selfe, my wife, and our poore children, in true passion do I thinke and

speake itt. I have received of my Lord 300t and 301". I hope to imploy

the rest to my present profitt, which I am now much sett uppon, but

neither basely nor dishonestly but tenderly for my children, for whom I
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onely live, and by God's Grace shall provide if God lend me my frinds,

which are yourselfe, my Lord, and the Master of the Bowles. Sir, my Lord

Deputie hathbeene and yet is absent from Dublyn about 40milesof,if.this

kingdome afford anything which my knowledge may attaine to and worthy

of yours I shall beg leave to acquaint you with it hereafter. In the meane

time beseeching God to blesse you with health and life, and your

sweete children, and my good Ant I humblie take leave and rest

Your ever dutiful! Nephew as most bound,

W^ Wandesfokd.
Dublyn this 3* of Sep. 1638.

Sir I shall send word to Gyles what course to take for the return-

ing of the money to me. Dr. Margetson will direct me when he

comes home, being at this present waiting uppon my Lord Deputy.

[Addressed :] For the right worshipfull his worthy unckle Sir Rowland Wandes-

ford, Kt., his Majesties Attorney at the Court of Wards and Liveries.

11.

Sir,—I have not received any one letter from my frinds in England

since I came over, so that, I am left solely to my dutie to you and the

narration of my occasions here in Ireland. The Maister of the EoUes

was absent at my first landing, but uppon his returne I presented my
service to him personally, who was very honourablie pleased to receive itt,

uppon my first tender of better indeavours then my former behaviour had

promised. Truly he is a very honourable man, and in his worth I live ac-

ceptable in all places, in some measure, but bountifully where my relation

to you both in blood and favour is made but any way knowne without any

merit of my owne. Sir, the Maister of the Rolles hath presented me to

all of worth, and so regardfully to my Lord Deputie himselfe, that a

distinct favour appeared so publiquely, that me thought the Gentlemen

about him looked uppon me as if some vertue had gone out of him and

fallen uppon me ; at the very first sight he tooke me alonge with him in

his coach, brought me back, caused me to supp Avith him, drunck to me
by the name of Cosen (which terme he is pleased to use alwayes) after

supper he pul'd me by the cloake privately and caused me to follow

him into a private roome, where he takes tobacco (haveing dismissed all

the rest, Captaines and Gentlemen of great qualitie and singled me out

alone, for to waite uppon him, together with the Master of the Rolles ; and

was likewise pleased for 3 houres to discourse pleasantly, and to draw

from me often my poore opinion with much liberty, by the noble and

gentle opennese both of his Countenance and fashion towards me ; about

a weeke after we supped againe at his table, and was admitted againe to

the same honour, by his owne command none other else being their but

the Master of the Rolles. I take God to witnesse, I do truly honour them,

and passionately love them ; for my Lord, I thinke in my poore judgment

that with much more right he might be p[ar]ted for his vast and exquisite

parts and spirit with Cesar then the Great Duke of Guise by his admiror

the Frenchman, and for the Master of the Rolles, for his great understand-

ing and integritie generally, and peculiarly in his place, he is much
honoured by all men, and by his particular frinds most affectionately
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beloved for sweete society and ingenuous affability. Now for all these en-

couragements I am the same both in my nature and practice, I will never

intrude uppon them, nor their imployments but if I were commanded by

them, my integritie is maister both of death and danger, I prayse God ;

my old modestie and I will live and die together by God's grace. Sir I

beseech you to present my humble service to my Lord, I neede name no

more, if I be worth any thing 'tis by him, he tooke me from the plough

and new molded me, but I was a little too old and rustie to receive

the best stampe, his favour to me was as well knowne here to my Lord
Deputie and the Master of the Rolles as to your selfe, and he did never

looke uppon a more thankfull man with his eyes then uppon me ; I

beseech God to prosper him and his, and to grant you many yeares. Thus
humblie do I take my leave and rest

Your ever dutifull Nephew
W^ Wandesfoed.

Sir my hast hinders me from writeing to my Cosen Tempest, but I

begg his pardon till the next opportunity, and then I would beg his leave

to tell him my very great obligacion to him both in sicknesse and health : T

beseech you to pardon the scribling of sea faring letters ; the Messenger

snatches this from me.

I heare nothing yet of my poore wife and children.

Butter Laine the house of D"" Margetson, Deane of Derry in Dublyn this 8"" of

October. 1638.

III.

May it please you Sir, I assure my selfe that you have heard of my
Lord Deputie's death, (things of such nature meete with many Messen-

gers though unrequired) Truly, my owne unspeakeable losse, both of

comfort and protection, moved me to a griefe and sense at first some-

thing proportionable to his favour, at least in such a degree as my poore

hart and spirits were well able to beare. But considering better of the

perplexed condicion of this world (wherin he bore no little part) ; of the

troubles and molestacions wherwith his best frinds stand charg'd ; of his

owne particular cares, feares, and dangers, (which the wise though innocent)

cannot but in some measure apprehend), I have marked his death (amongst

the changes and chances of this mortalllife) as a certaine seale andsigne sett

by Almightie God uppon his many blessings formerly conferred uppon him
;

for as he lived in great honour so he died in great honour, unquestioned, un-

suspected, nay the very day before he died, he received a letter from his

Majestic declaring his gracious acceptance of his good service and a

desire to continue itt. The people in the stretes bemone his losse, and
praise his goodnesse. The nobles mourne and weepe for him, some so

passionately, that their Ladies charge their familyes not to name him,

(so apt are their griefes to take touch at the least mencion of him ;) : for

his ennemies he either had none, or none that durst appeare in his life

for feare, or I hope will now after his death for shame ; for his fortunes

in this Kingdome they are unsettled, but I hope in good time may be to

a faire renoune. I will say no more especially to you of whose true love

and affection he ever assured himselfe, and ever sayd that if he died in

your time, he had a frind in power to do his eldest sonne much good,
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which I humbly beseech you to afford unto him even for theinfinit favour

and love he hath borne to me your poor nephew whom he hath made

one of his executors, and besides his Councell their was no liveing

creature privie to his will makeing but my self, by the Grace of God, as he

did in honour when I could not requite him, so will I do faithful! service

now for him, when he cannot requite me. The last word he ever spoke

to me was that he had sent for me to have me in his eye, and this was

about twelve a clock at night, and he died about 5 in the morning ; with

the most assured faith and comfortable confession of itt, that I ever heard

from dying man, desireing of God often to be forgiven as he forgave all

the world. In the time of his sicknesse, he did often whisper in my
eare, and tell me that he found the certaine approches of death by the

decay of his memory and other parts, he desired me to hide it from his

wife and children, and entreated me to peruse his will over and over, that

he might alter itt if I found cause, whilst he had time, for he sayd he

easily perceived his end, which for my part I never imagined, he made
so little show of any feare when he spoke to me. And this much I must

testifie in the presence of God, I did never see any mortall man so little

esteme death or show more hope of God's mercy after itt, then he : he

hath left this memory behind him, that he was as free from corruption

and partiality, as any that ever sate in the seats of Justice, he hath given

great proofe of his vast transcendent naturall parts, by his many eloquent

speeches, wise Councells, just judgments : Christ Jesus grant unto him

a blissed and a joyfuU resurrection. Thus in great sorrow I humblie take

my leave and rest

Your poore nephew
W^^ Wandesfoed.

I humblie beseech you to present my humble service to my Lord
Wharton, his good Lady, and all his : and to my Ant.

Dublyn this xij"' of December.

IV.

May it please you, Sir, I presume you hea^-e of all affayres in this

Kingdome from better hands, even from those who are interested in them,

for at this instant, the severall workes of both Kingdomes are so mixt, that

it is too hard for me to distinguish them, I leave all these publicke

matters even to God and his blissing uppon the King and Parliaments,

and my care is taken.

My particular care and imployment at this instant, is about my late

Lord Deputies occasions, which by the Grace of God I will serve with my
life and fortune so long as the law will allow me ; I know you have heard

of some scandalous peticions against my Lord, concerning his purchases

in Ireland, I have sent over some instructions for answere to their unjust

and untrue allegacions, which I hope will serve the turne, and for the

possession, I shall in the meane time looke as carefully to it as I can,

Uppon Monday next God willing my poore wife and family sett forward

towardes the plantacion if it please God to blisse us with health and life,

I hope to bring some such good purposes to passe for the good of my Lady
and her childrin, as none but a Wandesford would have undertaken ; I am
naturally passionate, and I do hartily rejoyce that it had pleased God to
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imploy my passions uppon such honest workes, no calme man if never so

wise could play my part, for I have hundereds of declared adversaries against

me, of all qualities. Knights, Lawyers, besides theeves and rascalls innu-

merable, which I apprehend were then the better sort, with whom to

deal is some honour but I have an honest cause, and a true hart and a

great good will to serve my Lord faithfully and these all conjoyn'd

together I hold invincible.

Sir, my Cosen Tempest doth take such paines and care to instruct and

direct all things for our good and just proceeding that you would thinke

he had loved my Lord by obligacion, but indeede though their be much of

itt for my Lord's sake, (for he will take no fee) yet I must and will ever

humblie acknowledge, that the most part is for my comfort and safety : he

is as worthy and as an affectionate frind unto me, as I have at any time ob-

served any man, to any other what soever : if it please God that any bliss-

ing or happinesse befall me or mine, I will not keepe it long from you,

for I know your rejoycings, but if any thing of evill I will conceale it

from you, least it trouble you, (unlesse it shall lie in your power to helpe

itt, Sir I inquire daily and I thanke Good [God] I heare daily of your

good health and of my Lord Wharton, and my Lady and all yours, I be-

seech ^ continue itt, and give you long life, which is both so

comfortable, profitable, and usefull to all your frinds both rich and poore,

in which latter number I place

Your most dutifull and faithful! poore Nephew.

W^ Wandesford.
Dublyn the 22 of Feb : 1640.

[Addressed :] For the right worshipfull Sir Kowland Wandesford, Kt. his Majestie

Atturney of the Court of Wards.

V.

Sir,—I do most humbly thanke you for your bounty and favour to my
poore child, I hope you will live till he be your Chaplaine and pray for

you by name.

Sir, I dare not present my service in writeing to my Lord Wharton,

I know he thinks me a State-Hereticke, and I have no mind to be burnt

for my opinions, but when the Parliament is done, I shall humblie present

unto him some draughts of acts against the next Trienniall.

Sir, I have still the same favour from Sir Thomas Tempest, and I

take it for one of the greatest when he showes me my owne name written

by your hand, may you be still pleased to doe itt, and I worthy of itt.

We have some newes here daily, which reflects so much uppon my Lord
Lieuftenants, government, that I know not how to order my affections

with safety, and therfore I forbeare itt, onely thus much I dare touch

uppon, rescues and forcible entries are so common since his death, that it

is questionable wiiether security lie in law or outrage, their is one thing

very considerable, that the poore protestant hath scarce a. hole to put his

head in, if good he is an Hipprocrite, if bad a Eeprobate, if wise he is

dangerous, if innocent, simple, so that if their were any other way to

Heaven I would venture uppon itt, though I w^ent about. Within this

fourth night, about twelve a clock at night, the Tolesale bell rung out at

^ The paper is here torn.
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a Towne where I first lived when I came into the Kingdome, it is

called Tredagh, this bell is never rung but uppon the ennemies comeing,

or fire, or some such desperate occasion, presently uppon the ringing, the

whole Towne was in armes, being composed of 40 papists for one pro-

testant, the Nunnes, (for their is a Nunnerie their) cryed out that the

protestants would have ravished them, the complaint was so eager that

the protestants were afraid of a massacre. If it please you to relate these

things to my Lord Wharton, I assure myself, that his Lordship will thinke

it great pitty that my Lord Lieuft. was given to mistresses and treason, for

otherwise we lived securely under him, as I thought. Sir I am afraid

I am too bold with you, you did never forbid me, and if my discretion

faile, yet my humble duty never shall as to the materiall part. I humblie

beseech you to love and pardon

Your truly thankful! Nephew ever ready to serve you

W^^ Wandesford.
Dublyn this xxx*" of Aug : 1641.

THE ASSESSMENT OF WAGES.

In a short paper on the assessment of wages which appeared in the

April number of this Eeview, an unfortunate slip in writing has led

me in one place to misrepresent Professor Thorold Eogers. On p. 310

it is stated that he * nowhere mentions the justices or the sliding

scale until he reaches the statute 5 Eliz. c. 4.' I intended to write

* he nowhere mentions the justices atid the sliding scale,' for, as I

have shown on p. 312, he quotes 13 Kic. II, st. i. c. 8,^ and mentions

the justices, but he does not notice the definite instructions for

determining the rates which were laid down by that statute. From
what he says elsewhere about the Elizabethan measure,^ it seems

clear that he cannot have observed that a sliding scale was contem-

plated by Eichard's statute. Curiously enough, however, in his

latest published work on the early labour statutes^ Professor

Eogers ignores 13 Eic. II, st. i. c. 8 altogether, and, speaking of

2 Hen. VI, c. 18, he says :
* the Statute of Labourers is re-enacted,

and a new clause added, one which was hereafter to bear such evil

fruit, that the justices in quarter sessions should be empowered to

regulate the rate of wages.' ^ The latest information is not neces-

sarily the truest, and it is more charitable to think that Professor

Eogers did not omit 13 Eic. II, st. i. c. 8 intentionally. But my ob-

ject is not to point out inconsistencies or to defend the dead, but

rather to apologise for a slip which may have led to misrepresentation.

Ellen A. McArthur.

Hist, of Agriculture and Prices (1882), iv. 116.

Econ. Inter;pretation of Hist. (1888), p. 41 ; Eng. Hist. Eeview, ix. 310.

Econ. Interpretation of Hist. pp. 26-34. * Ibid. p. 32.
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Reviews of Books

Latin Historicallnscriptions illustrating the History of the Early Empire,

By G. McN. Eushforth, M.A. (Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1893.)

Suggested by Mr. Hicks's handbook on ' Greek Historical Inscriptions,'

this work is intended chiefly for the benefit of the historical student, also,

though not so much, as an elementary introduction to epigraphy for those

who aim at becoming specialists in that subject. Epigraphy is treated as

a handmaid of history, inscriptions being merely a particular kind of his-

torical documents, to make use of which some special but by no means
mysterious knowledge is necessary. Mr. Eushforth' s manual clears away
those initial difficulties which beset the beginner who can construe his

Tacitus, but in the presence of an inscription finds himself at a loss. He
covers a period of a hundred years, from Caesar's victory over Antony to

the accession of Vespasian, and he has selected his inscriptions (numis-

matic as well as inscriptions in the narrower sense of the word) with a view

to illustrating the constitution of the principate, the organisation and ad-

ministration of the provinces, the administration of Eome and Italy, the

defence of the frontiers, and so forth. In his learned notes, which are up

to date, he gives copious citations from the literary texts which the in-

scriptions illustrate. There can be no question that the student who works

through these hundred and thirty pages will not only learn how to read

inscriptions and use them for historical purposes, but will gain consider-

able acquaintance with the results of recent research in regard to some of

the most important and interesting sides of early imperial history.

But admirable in general conception and execution alike as this scholarly

work is, it has one capital defect, from which other defects unavoidably

ensue. Mr. Eushforth has been beguiled by that dangerous saying of

Callimachus which, one notices, is never taken to heart except by those

who might better neglect it. If he had extended his work to three hun-

dred pages, and doubled his century of inscriptions, he would have pro-

duced a manual on Latin epigraphy in the service of history which might

defy criticism. But the strait limits which he has imposed on himself

necessarily render his treatment of some subjects—always accurate as far

as it goes—rather scrappy. While he is sometimes very complete, as in

his notes on the divine worship of the emperors or on the Canabae, he is

also sometimes very scanty ; and thus the book produces a certain impres-

sion of inequality, which, especially in a short book, is irritating. It would

be better, I think, to have neglected chronology in the case of the ' Lex
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de Imperio,' and placed it at the beginning along with the inscriptions

bearing on the origin of the principate, with which it has an ' inward

connexion.'

That Mr. Kushforth's work will speedily come to a new edition I have

no doubt ; for it meets a want in a branch of study whose importance is

becoming every year more amply recognised. When the time comes'

I

hope that he will not be content with a revised reprint, but will give us a

much larger book, with space to do full justice to his scholarship and

knowledge. The book seems remarkably free from misprints. I have

only observed one, on p. CO, where there is a false gender in a German

quotation. J. B. Bury.

History of India fro7n the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By
H. G. Keene, CLE. 2 vols. (London : Allen & Co. 1893.)

Mr. Keene 's new history is no mere enlargement of his earlier ' Sketch

of the History of Hindustan,' noticed in this Eeview in 1887 (vol. ii.

p. 180 f.) It is practically a new book, for the portion dealt with in the

previous volume has been entirely rewritten and greatly improved. An
interesting introduction, treating of the geography and ethnology of

India, has been prefixed ; more space has been allotted to the centuries

before the Muslim conquest ; and on arriving at historical times, where

trustworthy authorities are available, the history of the whole of India

is now included, and the narrative brought down to Lord Dufferin's ad-

ministration. As we suggested in our notice of the ' Sketch,' more atten-

tion has been given to the early history of the Mohammedans in India,

though there is still room for improvement, and one is surprised to find

no mention of the first Muslim settlements in Sind. It is a venial slip to

make Sabaktigin the immediate successor of Alptigin (i. 52), and to print

Bairam for Bahram (i. 65) ; but a very odd note (i. 65) says that

Queen Eiziya (not Eaziya) was called ' sultan ' and * padshah,' * like a

male sovereign.' Surely Mr. Keene must know that there is no

feminine to the word * sultan ' in Arabic ? A sultan may be a man
or a woman ; but ' sultana ' is a solecism. In the Mogul period the

narrative has been condensed, with the result of greater sharpness and

cohesion. Mr. Keene omits to mention the mission of Sir William

Norris to Aurangzib on behalf of the London company, though it

throws an interesting light upon the Mogul's relations with the English.

I doubt Beale's statement (which I formerly accepted) that Chin Kilich

Khan (not Killich, i. 179) died at the age of over a hundred : the con-

temporary ' Tarikh-i Muhammadi ' gives his age as 77, and looking to

the date of his father's birth this, or 79 (as Mr. Irvine has suggested),

seems nearer the mark. On p. 144 a slight carelessness in the sentence

gives the reader the false impression that the Nizam shahs ruled at

Bijapur. Mr. Keene's philo-Hinduism comes out, among other places,

on p. 169 of vol. i., where he makes Prince Akbar revolt out of pity

for the Kajputs and disgust at his father Aurangzib's drastic measures.

The analogies of Mogul history point rather to personal ambition as the

young prince's motive.

In matters of orthography Mr. Keene is still open to criticism. In
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common words, such as Cawnpore, Seringapatam, he prefers to use the

accepted spellings, and he is right ; but if so why write ' Barhamputar,'
* Lahore ' with an accent, and ' Taimur ' for Timur or Tamerlane ? With

regard to accents he says in his preface, * Where it seemed absolutely

necessary to contrast one syllable with another, especially where an a was

used, an acute accent appears over the long syllable, but the multiplica-

tion of accents has been avoided.' It would have been simpler to say

that the printer's longprimer fount contained an accented d but not a u
or an i, which seems the plain explanation ; otherwise why should words

like shah and khan, where no mistake or ' contrast of syllables ' is

possible, be carefully accented, whilst Kashmir, Mahmud, &c., which

the unlearned might easily emphasise on the first syllable, lack the

accent on the second, which would prevent the mistake ? A total omis-

sion of accents would be better than a misleading eclecticism. Among
misspellings maybe noticed Shahab-ud-din, Jazia (Jizya), Hassan, Gongo,

WaliSullah, an w too few throughout in Muhamad, and a b wanting

and an s in excess in Abasside. In altering the old-fashioned Anglo-

Indian u into a, it is possible to exhibit trop de zele. Mr. Keene must

not turn Mujahid into Majahid, Ulugh into Ulagh, or Tughril into Taghril.

And why he should specially (i. 55) note ' Gur (the " Ghore " of Eng-

lish historians) ' it is hard to divine. ' Ghore ' is nearer the pronunciation

'of Gh6r or Ghiir (both are correct) than Gur, which represents a different

initial consonant and omits the distinction of the long vowel. Consider-

ing that no one seems to know the true spelling of Altamsh, it is needless

to adopt a new form, Iltimsh ; nor is the reference to the evidence of the

coins quite correct (i. G2). A few misprints in the first volume, which

may be corrected in future editions, are Cou?'t v. Noer (98), progenitor

(147), Sha^ista Khan (171), Munmm (177), Raashan Akhtar (179), Saada^

Khan (181), Ghzni (184), certaimty (327).

Mr. Keene, I notice, remains a heretic on the subject of the Mogul

revenues. He still holds to his low valuation of the rupee (not so low,

however, as he made it in the earlier ' Sketch '), and ascribes my own
' extravagant estimates ' to a confusion of livres parisis with livres tour-

nois. Frankly I am growing tired of repeating that I never calculated

a single return on the basis of livi^es parisis, or indeed any livre at all.

The livre has very little to do with the question. I can only say again

what I said in the Academy of last August, that until Mr. Keene can

upset the evidence of Sir Thomas Roe, Dr. John Fryer, and the Rev.

James Ovington (to name no other travellers), who exchanged rupees at

about 2s. dd. from 1615 to 1690, I shall continue to hold that the rupee

was worth 2s. Sd. of English money in the seventeenth century. The

whole matter turns upon this. But if Mr. Keene prefers to reckon in

French money I have quoted authorities (notably Bailly's * Histoire Finan-

ciere de la France ') to prove that the livre tournois of Bernier and Taver

nier's time was worth a trifle more than Is. 6d., which makes those

French travellers' rates of exchange (thirty sols, or a livre and a half, to

the rupee) tally with those of their English contemporaries. The result

of this valuation of the rupee at 2s. ScZ., which I venture to consider as

proved beyond dispute, is to bring the land revenue of the Mogul emperors

to about 19,000,000/. towards the end of Akbar's reign, rising to over
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40,000,000L when the emperor Aiirangzib was at the height of his power.

These figures are based upon returns for revenue derived from land and

tribute. When Mr. Keene urges that I admit ' uncertainty ' as to the

* casual ' revenue derived from escheats, fines, presents, &c., I grant it

freely. These fluctuating sources of income were probably never fully

entered in the imperial accounts, and the Great Mogul himself was

doubtless hazy on the subject. All I have advanced is that the consistent

testimony of Hawkins, Manucci, and Gemelli Careri justifies the supposi-

tion that the extraordinary revenue very nearly equalled the land revenue,

and that to get at the total revenue of the Mogul empire we may fairly

double the sums mentioned above as derived from the land. Mr. Keene

argues that no financial skill of Mogul times could have raised such an

income ; but it is not a question of what could be done, but of what

was done. The figures for land revenue are recorded, and cannot be

gainsaid : the estimate of the other items of revenue is based upon three

consistent contemporary statements and confirmed by everything that

one reads in the chronicles and travels of the time.

Two-thirds of Mr. Keene's volumes are occupied with the growth of

British rule and the administrations of successive governors-general.

The field is a large one, but it has been often trodden, and Mr. Keene's

industry in ransacking authorities, and his use of the biographies of

* Rulers of India ' down to the proof-sheets of Captain Trotter's ' Lord

Auckland,' have enabled him to present the results of the latest inquiries.

For a future edition he may perhaps find some useful hints for the Mutiny

period in Mr. Hare's recent memorials of ' Two Noble Lives.' His treat-

ment of the Afghan disasters, of the Mutiny, and other subjects of con-

troversy is remarkably fair and judicial. Even in dealing with such con-

trasted policies as Lord Lytton's and the Marquis of Ripon's he holds the

balance Avith scrupulous anxiety to be just, though it is not difficult to

discover which way his personal leaning tends. The chief defect one

notices is a want of life in the narrative of campaigns and in the delinea-

tion of characters. One feels that Mr. Keene is more occupied with

the development of social and political conditions than with the men who
took leading parts in forming and ruling the Indian empire. It is an in-

creasing and, as many hold, an auspicious habit with historians, but it

does not make history interesting to the general. Nevertheless Mr.

Keene's well-written and comprehensive volumes fill a i^lace that wanted

filling ; they form a useful and convenient work of reference, and will

doubtless be heartily welcomed by the * students and colleges ' for whom
they are designed, and by many other classes of readers.

S. Lane-Poole.

Periods of European History. Period I. Europe, il0-918. ByCnAELES
Oman, Fellow of All Souls' College and Lecturer at New College,

Oxford. (London : Rivingtons. 1893.)

We are glad to welcome another work from Mr. Oman. There was
plenty of room for it. We have excellent monographs like those of Mr.

Hodgkin and Professor Bury, but no English work which covers the

whole period from 47G to 918. "We have no English account, for example,

of the Lombard kingdom, of the growth of the Spanish kingdoms, or of
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the Mahometan invasions of Italy. Mr. Oman has done his work well.

His narrative is clear and interesting, and takes full accomit of recent

research. Some of it may be compilation, but it is the compilation of a

man who has done independent work of his own, and knows how to use

his materials with independence. Sometimes too we get work of a much
higher class, like the concluding passage in which Mr. Oman points out

the military necessities which led to the predominance of feudalism.

There is not very much room for criticism beyond misprints, which are

more numerous than they should be. We see, however, that Mr. Oman
diverges from Professor Bury's view of the origin of the * Themes,' and

ascribes their institution ' probably ' to the emperor Constantinus

(Constans II) during the interval (657-662) of the great Saracen war.

The question is a difficult one, and we need not implicitly follow

Constantine Porphyrogenitus ; but it may be doubted whether Mr. Oman
has fully weighed Professor Bury's arguments for an earlier date.

H. M. GWATKIN.

Histoire de la Constitution de la Ville de Louvain au Moyen Age. Par

Heemann Vander Linden. (Universite de Gand : Eecueil de

Travaux publies par la Faculte de Philosophie et Lettres. VII.)

(Ghent : H. Engelcke. 1892.)

M. Vandee Linden is a distinguished pupil of Professor Pirenne, and

this admirable study of medieval municipal history supplies a worthy

pendant to his master's ' Histoire de la Constitution de la Ville de

Dinant,' which forms an earlier volume in the same series. It is in-

tended to be merely preliminary to an elaborate monograph dealing with

the origins and development of the urban constitutions of Brabant. A-s

the subject of Vorstudien to a general study of civic history in Brabant

Louvain has obvious advantages. She has, it is true, long since been

left behind in the race by Brussels and Antwerp ; but in the middle

ages, before her discords had ruined her trade and involved her in bank-

ruptcy, Louvain held an acknowledged pre-eminence among the Braban9on

cities. The oldest seat of the ducal house, and the most important manu-

facturing centre of the duchy, die beste Stad van Brabant according to

the Brabantsche Yeesten, Louvain was not overtaken by Brussels until

the middle of the fourteenth century ; and though by the sixteenth the

younger city had drawn well ahead it was not until the time of Philip IV
of Spain that the dukes of Brabant ceased to begin the joyeuse entrde

which followed their accession with Louvain, and Brussels became the

scene of the ducal inauguration. As a result of this leading position the

constitution of Louvain served as a model for those of many smaller

towns, while the exciting course of her internal history imparted to it a

diversity of elements which makes it peculiarly interesting to the student

of municipal life. It is also remarkably well illustrated both by public

documents and by the city archives. M. Vander Linden has drawn

exhaustively both from the diplomatic collections of Willems, De Bam,

and Wauters, and from the ' Groot Gemeynboeck,' ' Groot ' and * Cleyn

Charterboeck,' ' Dienstboeck,' and other records of medieval Louvain.

These latter unfortunately do not carry us back beyond the fourteenth
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century, and so tlie question of the origin of the constitution of the city

presents many of the usual difficulties.

The constitution of Louvain during what may be called the middle

period of the medieval history of the city, from about 1250 to about 1350

or, in other words, from the first appearance of the commune to the

opening of the democratic revolution, consisted of a body of seven scejjene,

or echevins, presided over by a meier (villicus), sixjurati who chose from

among their number two rectores comrmmionis, the later burghermasters

(a name which was not given to them until 1378), and a merchant guild

whose heads were known as deans (guldehenen). All these, though of

different origin, were, with some qualification in the case of the last,

organs of what was now a narrow civic aristocracy, the geschlachten,

apparently seven, as at Brussels, though the number is not expressly

mentioned for Louvain before the sixteenth century. The mass of the

population was excluded from power, except in so far as the craft guilds,

which seem to have been about twenty-five in number, were still represented

in the merchant guild, of which, in M. Vander Linden's opinion—and here

be accepts the hypothesis of Nitzsch as against Hegel—the artisans and

small traders had all originally been members (p. 45). But, even before

the craft guild representatives were got rid of, the patrician cloth mer-

chants practically controlled it ; it came to be known as the Lahengulde^

and it was not until after the democratic revolution that a third element,

the so-called ' common guild brethren,' rich plebeian merchants and wealthy

retired artisans, became prominent. Besides, though the guild contained

representatives of the artisans in the heyday of the geschlachten, it was

always subordinate to an exclusive organ of that aristocracy, the council

oiih.&jurati. The origin of this all-powerful civic patriciate is subject

of dispute. We have, indeed, a clue in the name which they bore in their

collective capacity during the period of which we have been speaking,

and in fact down to the French Kevolution. They were known as the

Sinte-Peetersmannen or familia S. Petri, and as such formed a court of

justice, to whose jurisdiction alone they were amenable. How did they

come by this name of Sinte-Peetersmannen ? Our modern guides are

unfortunately not agreed upon the point. It seems an obvious inference

from the name to look upon them as descendants of dependents of

St. Peter's, the oldest church of Louvain, and their tribunal as the

survival of an ecclesiastical immunity. The familia S. Trudonis at

St. Trond, the familia S. Petri at Ghent, and several others in the

Low Countries were certainly of this kind. This inference was drawn as

early as 1853 by M. Lavallee in the Bulletin de VAcademic de Belgique.

But it has not been universally accepted ; and in particular a well-known

Belgian historian, M. Wauters, in his ' Histoire des Libertes Communales
en Belgique et dans le Nord de la France ' (1869), has argued that the

Sinte-Peetersmannen of the later middle ages represented not former

church dependents, but the cultivators of the demesne of the early counts

of Louvain. He takes this view on the ground that the very restricted

patrimony of St. Peter's could never have admitted of so large a body of

tenants, that when they first come into the light of history they are

expressly called homines S. Petri censuales ad liberam familiam ducis

^ertinentes, and that none of the ecclesiastical familiae with which it is
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sought to rank them enjoyed a private jurisdiction Hke the tribunal

familiae S. Petri, which was presided over by the ducal officer, the

meier.

M. Vander Linden is able, however, to meet these arguments satis-

factorily, and to furnish convincing confirmation of the hypothesis of

Lavallee while correcting it in some important details. He points out

that the number of the Sinte-Peetersmanneii in the fourteenth century

can hardly be regarded as a criterion of what it had originally been,

since the protection and privileges which their society afforded had
been making constant additions to their ranks for several centuries. The
close connexion with the ducal power observable in the fourteenth

century he traces to the circumstance that the dukes of Brabant were

advocates of the church of St. Peter, founded about the middle of the

eleventh century by their ancestor Count Lambert of Louvain. This

accounts for the position of the ducal officer in the court of the ancient

ecclesiastical immunity, and explains the process by which the dukes

obtained a control over the body which obscured its real origin. This

transformation was already virtually complete when the expression

homines S. Petri censuales ad liheram familiam clucis pertinentes first

occurs in 1319, and the expression itself is clearly late, for censuales could

not have been spoken of as a libera familia in the eleventh century (p. 14).

Even in the fourteenth century unequivocal traces of their real character

occur in the documents, such as the description mansionarii in anti-

quis mansis S. Petri Lovaniensis residentes (p. 6). As against Lavallee

M. Vander Linden shows that the application of the term censuales to

the whole body excludes the possibility of any of the original Sinte-Peeters-

mannen having been full freemen. The powerful aristocracy which
superadded commercial wealth to hereditary landed position, and with

the admixture of some rich plebeian elements wielded an absolute power
over the city, whose traders found their way alike to England and to

Prussia, which in the sixteenth century arrogated to itself the title of
' St. Peter's men of the seven noble stocks,' was thus as a matter of

fact descended from ecclesiastical dependents paying a census capitalis,

whose position was sometimes attained even by serfs.

M. Vander Linden investigates the genesis of the administrative and
judicial organs through which this patriciate governed with great tho-

roughness and a constant eye to the bearing of the facts upon the current

controversy over municipal origins. Approaching this controversy from
the firm ground of a particular, comparatively well illustrated case, he
supplies a useful corrective to some of the generalisations of German
scholars. The city of Louvain, though the site is mentioned in the

Frankish chronicles of the ninth century as the temporary centre of a

band of Northmen ultimately expelled by Arnulf, grew up in the eleventh

century round the castle of its counts and their foundation, the church of

St. Peter, and, sharing in the growth of commerce and industry which
marked the twelfth, became a distinct territorial area with a set of legal

customs peculiar to itself, those leges Lovaniensium which, as early as

11 GO, were accorded by the duke of Brabant to other communities in the

duchy. These rules were developed by the tribunal of the seven scepene

(scabini), who were the nominees, from the familia S. Petri, of the counts

VOL. IX.— NO. XXXV. O O
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and dukes in their public capacity, and presided over by the meier whom
they appointed from among their minis teriales. The ecclesiastical im-

munity of St. Peter was by the fourteenth century equally under the

control of the count, but in his private capacity as advocate of the church.

The government of the town was, therefore, wholly seigniorial down to the

appearance in 1234 of the jurati, who are first heard of about the same

time in the other cities of Brabant, and also those of Liege, a century

later than in the more advanced Flemish communities. With the

appearance of the jurati the urban constitution is complete.

The great question at issue among the constitutional historians of city

life concerns the relation of the jurati to earlier organisation. With

the facts relating to Louvain and to the Belgian cities generally before

him, M. Vander Linden is unable to agree either with Arnold and Heusler

that the judicial competence of the jurati was derived from the Frankish

public tribunal, with Nitzsch that its origin was domanial, with Maurer-

that it grew out of the administration of the 'mark,' with Below's

modification of Maurer's views, with Gierke that it was derived from

the powers of the heads of the guild, or with Sohm that it was the

expansion of a market jurisdiction. He can find no trace in the cities

of Brabant of an altfreie Gemeinda ; his view of the origin of the

Sinte-Peetersmannen excludes the domanial theory ; he agrees with Dr.

Gross that the guild w^as a merely subordinate though an important

member of the town constitution, and points out that the essentially

temporary character of markets is irreconcilable with Sohm's position

that the city is merely a permanent market. * The sources of the constitu-

tional history of the cities of Brabant enable us to affirm that the councils

are in essence exclusively communal, and have no connexion with any

preceding institution.' Their powers, instead of originating in a jurisdic-

tion over weights and measures, and thus giving an extension of the

powers of the old rural commune, as Below supposes, were derived,

in his opinion, from a jurisdiction over the peace. The protection of the

dukes had ceased to afford an adequate security for the tranquillity and.

good order indispensable to the commercial and industrial prosperity of

the growing community. The appearance of the jurati and the organisa-

tion of the commune are accompanied by the ducal grant to the city of the

right to avenge its own wrongs. It was by the efforts of the jurati and

the rectores communionis that the ducal rights in the city were gradually

and peaceably diminished during the thirteenth century. Thus the fully

developed municipal constitution of Louvain was composed of two distinct

elements. It was partly derived from the old public authority of the

counts, represented by the scepene and the meier, and partly from the

new communal authority, which the growth of the community called into

existence. The story of the democratic revolution which broke through

the monopoly of the city government enjoyed by the patriciate is

extremely interesting and instructive. It was a monopoly that was soon

abused, and the faction struggles of the Colveren and Blankaerden

encouraged a revolt of the craft guilds as early as 1267. But the party in

power had the whole support of the dukes until they died out in the male

line with John III in 1356. Wenceslas of Luxemburg, who succeeded in

right of his wife, daughter of John III, found it to his interest to lend a
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general support to the craft guilds, who found an able if not disinterested

leader in the patrician Peter Coutereel. After twenty years of alternate

revolution and restoration, during which both parties unscrupulously

exploited the city exchequer, bankruptcy stared the community in the

face. The merchants of Louvain were everywhere arrested for the debts

of their city. Thus Wenceslas was at last able, in 1378, to obtain the

acceptance of a new constitution which divided the offices of the city and

guild between patricians and plebeians, and with remarkable and successful

wisdom placed the choice of the patrician members of the council of

jurati and the patrician deans of the guild in the hands of those ' common
guild brethren ' who were neither patricians nor members of the craft

guilds, but had relations with both and formed a moderate middle party.

This statesmanlike settlement proved lasting, but it came too late to heal

the wounds which the city had inflicted on its own prosperity. The

artisans had quitted the town in crowds, and carried their industry either

to the small towns of the duchy or to England.

It is pleasant to have but few slips to correct in a book dealing with

such a mass of minute detail. Almost the only ones we have noticed are

the accidental repetition of a false date on p. 128, Hohlbaum's correction

of which had already been noticed on p. 49, an apparent failure to

identify jportus Gippeioicum with Ipswich (p. 56), and a contradiction as

to the number of heads over the craft guilds between pp. 71 and 132.

There is a useful appendix, giving the text of ^ome of the most important

documents, including the constitution of 1378, but unhappily no index.

James Tait.

History of Early Scotch Education. By John Edgae, M.A.

(Edinburgh : Thin. 1893.)

This is a valuable and highly interesting account of Scotch education from

the earliest times down to what we may call the definitive establishment

of that Scotch educational system which, with all its defects, was probably

till very recent times the best in Europe. There is, indeed, one im-

portant omission, for which it is not easy to understand the motive. The
account of the Scotch universities down to the somewhat late dawn of the

Renaissance in Scotland is so slight as almost to amount to total

neglect. On the side of constitution and organisation the omission is

absolute, and even on the side of educational history (which is Mr.

Edgar's special point of view) his treatment is very inadequate, contrast-

ing very markedly with the fulness of his information as to the earlier

medieval schools. The book consists of two parts. The first, deahng with

the schools of the middle ages, will no doubt contain much that is new
to even well-informed Scotsmen, while much in the second part will pro-

bably be new to most Englishmen. Both are well done, but in the first

liaif our commendation requires more reservation than in the second,

though Mr. Edgar has taken great pains with this part of his work, and

there is much in it which will not be too familiar even to professed

students of the middle ages.

The extremely interesting information which Mr. Edgar has collected

as to the cathedral, abbey, and ecclesiastical schools .of the pre-university

period supplies valuable evidence of the fact that education must have

o o 2
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been much more widely diffused in the middle ages than is commonly sup-

posed. There is no reason to believe that Scotland was any better provided

with the more elementary schools than any other part of Europe (in higher

schools it was, of course, exceptionally deficient), and yet many people

still imagine that Edward VI invented grammar schools in this country

instead of merely restoring a few of the much larger number destroyed by

the Reformation or by the anti-Wycliffite reaction which preceded it. One

can only wish that some one should undertake as full an account of the

English extra-university schools as Mr. Edgar has here given us of the

Scotch. And yet as an historian of medieval education there are some

qualifications which Mr. Edgar lacks. He seems scarcely at home (few

Scotsmen are) in the medieval world, and he fails somewhat in placing

the facts which he has collected in due relation to the movement of

thought and culture in Europe generally. There is no adequate insist-

ence upon the enormous intellectual change which came over the face

of European thought in the twelfth century. The name of Abelard is

missing in the index, and occurs (I think) but once in the book, and that

quite incidentally. Mr. Edgar is quite aware that intellectually the

middle ages were not so black as they have sometimes been painted ; but

if the whole of the enormous period embraced in ' the middle ages ' is not

set down as uniformly ' dark,' no one would gather from Mr. Edgar's

pages the immense difference between the darkness of the tenth century

and the comparative daylight of the twelfth. The author also falls into

a few mistakes—not very bad ones—on matters of ecclesiastical techni-

cality. He does not understand the difference between the chancellor of

a diocese who had nothing to do with education and the chancellor of a

cathedral who had. He falls into the common error of supposing that

schools for seculars connected with monasteries were necessarily taught

by monks. This was common in the twelfth century, but probably rare

in the thirteenth, while in the fourteenth century the practice of having
* external schools ' was forbidden at least to the whole Benedictine order.

The town schools connected with abbeys like Bury and Canterbury were

taught by secular masters and there is no reason to believe that the

state of affairs was different in Scotland. Certainly Mr. Edgar produces

no evidence that it was. As to the chapter on * Scholasticism,' one

can only recommend Mr. Edgar, if his book reaches (as it deserves to do)

a second edition, simply to leave it out. It does not contain many positive

mistakes, though a certain chronological haziness is suggested by the

remark that ' the initial stage (of scholasticism) is marked by the names
of John Scotus and Lanfranc' But it is so slight and vague and infelici-

tous in its generalisations that it would have been better to have said

nothing than to have said only this. And, by the way, it is not true that

Duns Scotus died at Paris, and quite unproven that he died at 34 ; while

to make John de Sacrobosco * professor of mathematics in the university

of Paris ' is, to say the least of it, absurdly misleading.

It would carry us too far to ask whether Mr. Edgar has succeeded in

his comparison between the end and spirit of medieval education and that

of our own day. My impression is that, in spite of considerable learning

and an evident desire to appreciate the past, there is still too much of the

conventional middle age in Mr. Edgar's picture. To say that the object
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of medieval training was for the life to come is surely a one-sided picture

of an age whose intellectual meat was largely supplied by Aristotle and

the study of law, and in whose universities and higher schools * religious

education,' except for professed theologians, was simply unknown. The
worldliness of the middle ages is quite as conspicuous as its other-world-

liness. Nor am I quite sure whether to describe the modern ideal of

education as ' less the expression of dogmas in life than a free development

on natural lines ' is a very profound or illuminating remark. To use that

much-abused term * natural ' in such a context, without explanation or

comment, is hardly worthy of so well-informed an ' educationist ' as Mr.

Edgar. But these are comparatively slight blemishes in a useful, solid,

and very readable book. Its value would have been increased by references

to authorities. H. Eashdall.

Edward the First. By Professor T. F. Tout. (* Twelve EngHsh States-

men.') (London : Macmillan & Co. 1893.)

In this little volume of 230 pages Professor Tout has contrived to

tell the story of one of the greatest reigns in English history simply and

impartially. It could not be expected that so small a book should contain

picturesque descriptions of social, artistic, or ecclesiastical life ; the interest

is almost entirely political, but this is only as it should be. The book,

after all, is a biography of Edward I, and Edward was a statesman. Pro-

fessor Tout has, therefore, done well to confine his attention to politics. In

discussing these matters he has found plenty of opportunities for throwing

light on Edward's character, and he succeeds in conveying to the reader

a clear and trustworthy impression of the great king's personality, of his

defects as well as of his virtues.

It was hardly possible for the author to find much that is original to

say about the legislative work of Edward I. This ground has already been

too fully occupied. But Professor Tout gives a lucid and intelligible

account of this most important side of Edward's activity, and brings out

successfully the share that belongs to him in the building up of the

parliamentary system. Objection may, perhaps, be taken to a few points

of detail. It is a little over the mark to say (p. 124) that ' the whole

ground of the law ' is covered in the first statute of Westminster. It

would certainly have been a good deal bulkier if it had taken in everything

that Bracton handles as law—if, for instance, it had dealt at all fully with

the feudal relations or with villenage. The results of the quo warranto

writs might have been more clearly explained. The remarks (p. 126) on

Edward's policy regarding manorial jurisdictions are even a little mislead-

ing if they imply, as they seem to do, that he was beaten in the game of

bluff by the earl of Warenne and his compeers. Some allusion might

have been made to the steps previously taken in the direction of the

statute ' De Religiosis ; ' as dealt with here (pp. 126, 157) i-t bears rather

too much the appearance of an isolated phenomenon. Is it not a little

antedating the court of chancery to say (p. 130) that the ' equitable juris-

diction of the chancellor ' was established ' on a firm basis ' before 1307 ?

The statement (p. 138) that ' Edward, in the middle period of his reign,

carried through the organisation of the historical house of lords ' is a trifle
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enigmatical. When the author says of the statute ' Circumspecte agatis

'

that ' it rigidly and narrowly defined the limits of the ecclesiastical juris-

diction in matters which had in them a temporal element ' (p. 158), how
is this to be reconciled with the fact that the statute does not say a

word about matrimonial and testamentary matters, certainly not the least

important province of ecclesiastical jurisdiction ? In discussing the

statute of Winchester (p. 131) the author might have added something

about the important introduction of commissions of array. It is, perhaps,

a laudable aversion from over-praise which has led Professor Tout to

minimise the king's share in the great acts of legislation which mark his

reign. He refuses to credit him with the ' initiative ' or with ' any great

originality or insight ' (pp. 73, 123). The chief praise for judicial and

other reforms, he thinks, belongs to the king's ministers and advisers.

It may be so, and no doubt Edward rather developed old lines than struck

out new ones. But, after all, in those days the praise or blame of govern-

ment belongs primarily to the sovereign; and if others advised and

executed, the stamp of one master mind, and that the king's, is to be seen

throughout the legislative work of the reign.

Professor Tout is at his best when dealing with Edward's foreign

policy, including under this head his annexation and settlement of the

principality of Wales, as well as his mediatory intervention in European

affairs, and his strenuous maintenance of his rights in Aquitaine. The

author does real service in regard to Edward's Aquitanian policy, in keep-

ing constantly before the reader the importance which the king attached

to this part of his duties. It may be hoped that the Gascon rolls, when
they come to be better known, will enable him some day to give a complete

picture of the important and interesting connexion of England with France

beyond the Loire. So, too, in his introductory remarks on the condition

of Wales before the final conquest (p. 17 ff.), and in his geographical

description of the principality and the marches, as well as in his account

of the settlement that followed the death of David (p. 113 ff.), he displays

the results of original work. Professor Tout rightly finds in Edward's

earlier connexion with Wales * the germ of all his later Welsh policy

'

(p. 22). The European complications which called for Edward's mediation

in the earlier part of his reign are very hard to unravel, but the author

has coped with them successfully (p. 92 ff.) If his explanation is not

always quite easy to follow, this is due to the great compression which

want of space has forced upon him in this part of his subject. In speaking

of an earlier phase of the relations with France, Professor Tout says (p. 29)

that the earl of Leicester ' hotly opposed the peace ' of 1259. This view

seems to rest mainly on the authority of the royalist writer Thomas
Wikes, who is certainly a prejudiced witness. Although no doubt Earl

Simon at first pressed his wife's claims, the evidence on the whole seems to

point to his having been largely instrumental in bringing about the final

settlement, and the statement in the text should probably be modified.

Such small matters would not be noticed if there were anything serious to

quarrel with. G. W. Pbotheko.
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A History of Epidemics in Britain, from A.D. 664 to the Extinction of the

Plague. By Chaeles Creighton, M.A., M.D., formerly Demonstrator
of Anatomy in the University of Cambridge. (Cambridge : University

Press. 1891.)

The Great Pestilence (1348-9), 7iow commonly knoion as the Black Death.

By Francis Aidan Gasquet, D.D., O.S.B. (London: Simpkin,

Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Go., Limited. 1893.)

The story of the great pestilence in the fourteenth century has during

the last twenty years incited the researches of students at home and abroad

with a strong fascination ; and the subject is now handled from two
different points of view by Dr. Creighton and Dr. Gasquet. The former

of these writers is a physician, and a specialist as a medical historian
;

the other is a representative of the Benedictine order in. England, and
therefore inevitably prone to see things from the point of view of one whose
sympathies are with the past rather than the present, and whose regrets

are for much that has gone and cannot return. Dr. Creighton is a man
of wide learning whose field embraces much more than could come within

Dr. Gasquet' s purview.

To deal with the history of epidemics from the earliest times could

only be possible for a physician whose professional knowledge and
culture had prepared him adequately for his task, while even to collect

the evidence which has been accumulating upon us of late concerning

the incidence of the great fourteenth-century plague required a practised

eye and a practised hand in the art of research. These Dr. Gasquet has

brought to bear with considerable success in carrying out his task.

As might have been expected, the physician's volume has less to

do with general history than with the varying phenomena of epidemics

from age to age. It investigates rather the origin—the march, the

pathology, and the recorded symptoms—than the social or still less the

political consequences of these terrible outbreaks. Father Gasquet

endeavours to interpret the significance of the phenomena which he

brings before us, but the impression which his volume leaves upon
us is that he is much stronger as a collector of evidence than as a

commentator. As a contribution to the apparatus of history the book

is one of very great value, and deserves to be spoken of with cordial

admiration and respect ; but the subject has not yet been exhausted,

and the philosophic historian who can bring to bear upon it a judicial

intellect with breadth of view and a freedom from bias has yet to

come. Meanwhile Dr. Gasquet has done his work with unsparing in-

dustry, and has given us a monograph which is not only scholarly but

abounds in narratives of thrilling interest. It is not the least of its

charms that when we have got to the end of the volume we leave off

with the regret that there is not more. Dr. Gasquet does not spend too

much time in describing the symptoms of the plague. The particulars

which a contemporary—Gui de Chauliac—has left us tell us nearly as

much as we are ever likely to know. Nor does he trouble himself with

conjectures as to its origin ; this is entering upon dangerous ground even

for such a learned expert as Dr. Creighton. Do we misunderstand the

physician's theory? or does he adopt with little or no hesitation the
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theory of Etienne Pariset, that the plague of Justinian's time originated

in the dissemination of cadaveric poison on a prodigious scale by the

disturbance of vast accumulations of Egyptian corpses in the valley of

the Nile ; while the fourteenth-century epidemic is to be attributed to

much the same causes, the pestilence sweeping westward from China ?

Dr. Gasquet seems to assume that the plague was * altogether novel

in character.' The assumption, though it has been acquiesced in very

generally, is not so certainly to be accepted. It is noticeable that Simon

de Corvino, a doctor of Paris, who was among those who treated the dis-

ease at Montpelier, calls it pestis inguinaria, and this is exactly the term

applied to the plague which devastated so large a portion of the globe in

the reign of Justinian,* and which the Irish annals tell us fell with

tremendous force upon Ireland, as it probably did upon the larger portion

of the people of Europe at the same time. If we could hope to know as

much of this earlier visitation as we do of the fourteenth-century epidemic,

there is some reason to believe that the two would be found to have been

almost identical in their symptoms, severity, and incidence.

In his remarks upon the origin of the name ' black death ' the author

apparently is not aware that, as far as England is concerned, this term

is quite modern ; that it was unknown among us till the present century,

and that no instance has yet been produced of its employment by any

English writer till Mrs. Markham introduced it into her once popular

' History of England.'

The first four chapters of Dr. Gasquet's volume—occupying about a

third of the whole—are concerned with tracing the progress of the pesti-

lence through the continent of Europe. And these chapters are by no

means the least interesting, as to many they will be by no means the

least novel, portion of the story. Muratori, Boehmer, and other great

collections, together with a large number of out-of-the-way books, acces-

sible only to the few, have been laid under careful and intelligent contribu-

tion. The result is that we can trace the progress of the visitation from

east to west with tolerable certainty. We first meet with it in 134G, at

Caffa, in the Crimea.^ In October 1347 it was raging horribly in Sicily.

In January 1348 it burst upon Marseilles and Avignon ; next month it

was at Venice. In April it had reached Pisa, Florence, and Siena. In

July it had got as far as Normandy, had travelled into Austria and
Bavaria, and was on its way to the Baltic lands. In August it had
reached England, and had broken out at Melcombe Eegis in Dorsetshire.

There can be no doubt at all that before it appeared among us it had
played frightful havoc in the larger towns through which it travelled,

but we confess to a certain surprise that the wholly incredible round

' . . . Huius tempore cum lues ilia quam inguimariam vacant per diversas regiones

desaeviret. . . . Sanctus Gallus non tantum pro sc quantum pro populo suo trepidits

crat. Gregorius Turon., Hist. Franc, lib. iv. c. v. Compare also ch. xxxi., where the
symptoms described are exactly the same as those with which we are familiar in

the later plague of 1349. . . . Nam nasccnte in inguine aut in ascella vulncre in
modum serpetitis, ita inficiebantur homines illi aveneno, ut die altera aut tcrcia spiritum
exalarent, &c.

- It is distressing that we have to give up our old friend Gabriel de Mussi as an
eye-witness of the Tartar siege, and Dr. Creighton will not be the last to regret that
the romantic story of the good man's escape from the town must be abandoned.
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numbers which the earUer writers give of the deaths in the medieval

cities should have been accepted by Dr. Gasquet with so little demur.

Haecker's ridiculous statement that ' India was depopulated ' need hardly

have been repeated ; and when we are told that Venice, Florence, and

Siena each lost 100,000 of their inhabitants, that in Paris 50,000, in

Parma 40,000, and an equal number in Reggio, while in little Lucerne

3,000 succumbed, it makes us almost doubt whether the statistics,

which really do seem to have been drawn up with some care at Bremen, are

to be believed, though in that rich and flourishing city no more than 7,000

are spoken of as having fallen victims to the dreadful scourge.

Dr. Gasquet has done good service in following the same line of

research which in the case of East Anglia led to such notable results a

few years ago. He has examined but few court rolls, but such as he has

had the opportunity of looking into, in Somerset, have strikingly confirmed

and illustrated the evidence which the Norfolk rolls afforded. He has

also done some excellent work among the institution books of Salisbury,

Exeter, Hereford, Winchester, and Bath and Wells. It is to be observed,

however, that the aggregate of deaths among the clergy in the first three

of these dioceses falls short of that which is recorded in the single diocese

of Norwich. In the diocese of Winchester, where the able co-operation

of Mr. Baigent was freely afforded him, Dr. Gasquet's results neverthe-

less appear to be somewhat vague ; while again it is probable that a

closer examination of the Exeter registers—edited so admirably by Mr.

Hingeston Randolph—would have furnished more abundant indirect

evidence than we are here supplied with. Much more remains to be done

in the diocese of Worcester. It is misleading to be told that the county

of Warwick formed part of this diocese. Only the deaneries of Warwick
and Kington belonged to Worcester. The registers of Bishops Braunds-

ford and Thoresby appear to have been passed over; and the huge
diocese of Lincoln, so rich in its stores of documents of all kinds, has

apparently received no notice. Unfortunately the registers of the dio-

cese of London during this period have been lost. It is clear that a

good deal still remains to be done by inquirers in the future, if only

labourers can be found as sagacious, patient, and indefatigable as Dr.

Gasquet has proved himself to be.

If the metaphor may be allowed, it is as a contribution to the apparatus

of ' textual criticism ' that the exceeding value of this book deserves our

ungrudging recognition, but where the author wanders into the direction

of ' exegesis ' his comparative weakness is apparent. The tendency to

exaggerate the effects of the plague, which is the temptation of almost

any student who has given much time and thought to amass details of

evidence on such a dreadful calamity, has surely led Dr. Gasquet into

theories which cannot stand the test of sober scrutiny. It is a serious

overstatement to assert that ' the black death . . . produced nothing less

than a revolution of feeling and practice, especially of religious feeling

and practice.' Even more untrue is it that ' it formed the real close of

the medieval period and the beginning of our modern age, . . . produced

a break with the past, and was the dawn of a new era.' So far from

this being the case, what fills some of us with wonder is how little break

there was with the past occasioned by the pestilence. The country was
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hugely overstocked with religious houses, for instance ; the population

had been very seriously diminished, and of course the monasteries could

not be supplied with their full complement of inmates. Yet how very few

of them ceased to exist ! The latter half of the fourteenth century exhibited

quite a new craze for church-building. Even the mysticism and fervour

which characterised the new literature was only a natural development of

that which had begun before the plague came among us. The inventories

of church goods which Dr. Gasquet alludes to may exist in larger numbers

than I am aware of ; but certainly one, at which I have worked a little,

for the archdeanery of Norwich in 1368 indicates anything rather than a

decline in the splendour of the ritual of our parish churches, and anything

rather than a want of liberality on the part of clergy and laity when the

claims of the ecclesiastical edifices appealed to the artistic sentiment of

the people. All this side of the great question, ' What were the effects of

the plague for good or evil upon the nation at large ? ' does not admit of

being treated by polemics starting with a theory ; it can only be possibly

handled by inquirers who have no theory, but who are simply in search of

one forced upon them by evidence not to be gainsaid. Meanwhile we have

only to reflect upon the real and tremendous solution of continuity brought

about by the spoliation of the monasteries, the pillage of the chantries and

collegiate churches, and above all the detestable plunder of the guilds, to

convince us that, compared with this latter series of cruelties, wholesale

vulgar robberies, and barbaric obliterations going on through the length

and breadth of the land, the black death was, after all, but an insig-

nificant calamity. To begin with, the wave of devastation which was

first set in motion by Henry VIII continued with more or less fury for at

least half a century. The plague lasted little more than a twelvemonth.

It was sudden, sharp, and terrible, but it was soon over. The one was

indeed a revolution, the other was a national disaster, but how much
more than that remains to be shown. A. Jessopp.

The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in Modern Times. By
W. Cunningham, D.D. (Cambridge : University Press. 1892.)

With this second volume Professor Cunningham has completed a task

which has been one of great trouble and for which students of economic

and social conditions owe him very sincere gratitude. He has presented

them with a work which for the first time places at their hand a con-

tinuous sketch of the development of England on its economic side. As

I wish to offer some criticisms on the method he has employed and the cha-

racter of his work, it is only fair to take this opportunity of pointing out

the great difficulties which have beset the author in his labours. In this

department of history he has had to rely for the facts of the development

very largely on his own study and investigation, since, as yet, few attempts

have been made in the direction of specialisation with regard to par-

ticular periods of English economic history. It is due, perhaps, to this

that he has adopted the method of writing his economic history in what

maybe termed parallel columns, a method which, though it may save

a writer some trouble, gives a good deal to the reader, and in addition

has certain grave inherent defects. In the first place it obscures the
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tendencies at work at the various epochs which underlie and largely

determine the courses of many of the various branches and departments of

economic life. To take a particular instance, it must prevent a reader of

the present volumes from appreciating to their full extent the expansive

vitality and instinct of organisation which reveal themselves in the com-

mercial enterprise, in the restless inventiveness, and, last but not least, in

the great audacity of the industrial and poor law policy, which mark the

Elizabethan epoch. Most of the facts are, no doubt, there ; and though

more might have been done in their arrangement in the separate chapters,

it is not precisely a defect in this particular which is the matter of com-

plaint. It is rather the need of turning from one chapter to another, of

running the finger along what I have likened to parallel columns, de-

voted to the accounts respectively of Commerce, Plantations, Industry,

Agriculture, the Poor, Finance, and Economic Doctrine, before the reader is

able to construct for himself what might have been given him by the

author. There is too great a lack of unity. No doubt some separate

treatment must be meted out to the various aspects of social and economic

life, but without neglecting these more emphasis might have been laid on

the fundamental characteristics distinguishing age from age and consti-

tuting the chief features of the successive epochs. In particular it is ques-

tionable if much is added to the main value of the present volume by the

space devoted to three subjects, Plantations and Colonies, Finance and

Taxation, Economic Doctrine, &c. Certainly much has been sacrificed.

There is no doubt as to their importance, but there is a doubt as to whether

they require such detailed treatment in a work of this nature. In the

case of Finance and Taxation, indeed, the treatment is either too detailed

or not detailed enough. The history of state finance has formed the

subject of separate works by previous writers, but it cannot be said that

these works are such as to render superfluous very careful investigation

by an author devoting as much space to it as does Professor Cunningham.

With regard to the chapters on Economic Doctrine and opinion, a criticism

at once similar and dissimilar may be offered. It is not Professor Cun-

ningham's knowledge that is questioned, but rather the relevancy of the

matter to the main subject of his book. Of course some mention of

economic doctrines is inevitable and right, but the interest which it has

for the author seems to have led him to exceed the necessary limits.

Granted, however, that the history of economic theory looms of necessity

so large as it does here, it is perhaps well that it should be treated of by

itself, for, as compared with its original form, the enlarged edition of the
' Growth of English Industry and Commerce,' while superior in all

respects, is in no way so superior as in this, that it lacks the perplexing

appearaiice of confusion between the history of theory and the history of

conditions, which its forerunner occasionally displayed. In the second

place Professor Cunningham has too often fallen into the snare laid by

his own methods and his own hand, and gone into too much detail. It is

one thing to treat of agriculture or commerce at one epoch, it is another

thing to treat of them in relation to the general development of economic

life. Though economists question if a country can accumulate too much
capital, an historian may without doubt accumulate too many facts. But

enough has been said of a method which is chiefly regrettable because it
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diminishes the utihty of a work so important and so vahiable as the

present.

This second volume is devoted to two main subjects—the history and

fall of later mercantilism and the rise of the new industrialism. With

regard to the former Professor Cunningham has pointed out, not indeed

for the first time, but with much greater insistence than any other writer,

that ' the rationale of the whole was the deliberate pursuit of national

power. The means of attaining this end had been made the subject of

repeated experiment, and now they were organised by statute. Treasure

was the direct means of securing power, and industry and trade were to

be so managed that treasure might be obtained ; but the power of the

English nation was almost equally dependent upon shipping ; hence the

navigation laws, and the care for fisheries and the supply of naval stores.'

This very deliberate intention peeps out through many statutes and

attempts, but there is another side of the mercantilist system, which

deserves a little more attention than it has received. Side by side with

the desire to secure treasure or a balance for the sake of the national

power was the curious indefinite belief that in exchange one party would

be the loser. It was highly desirable that that party should not be

England. The error, of course, is common enough ; it revealed itself in old

economic theory, just as it has formed part of the armoury from which

weapons have been taken in modern times for the assault on a policy of

free trade ; but in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it seems to have

had important results in the direction of the national policy. Its vague,

half-formulated nature is shown very clearly in the controversy which
took place as to the utility of the office of the king's exchanger. As to

the meaning of treasure there is little doubt. Though some mercantilists

were, doubtless, open to Adam Smith's taunt of imagining that gold and
silver alone are wealth, the main school were guiltless of this absurdity.

What they did believe was that gold and silver are wealth or treasure

in a sense in which commodities in general are not, and their view and

its meaning are well represented by the writer who tells us that nothing

is really wealth except ' gold, silver, and silk.' Why silk ? The answer

must be that at that time silk was of such a certain value that, like the

precious metals, it was always marketable. If we take as our starting-

point the mercantilist system as outlined by Professor Cunningham,
we have some clue to the constant attempts which were made to turn

commerce into particular directions.

There was one other strong influence at work—the instinct of organisa-

tion, which characterised the social and industrial policy of the Elizabethan

era. This is well expressed in the volume before us, where the legislation

bearing on these points is rightly treated as a whole and not as so many
incidental efforts in different directions. In opposition to the late Pro-

fessor Thorold Eogers, Professor Cunningham points out that this legisla-

tion, so far from being an attempt to repress the lower classes into a new
condition of servitude just at the time when their legal emancipation from

serfdom was being completed, had in reality as its end the object previously

sought by local institutions and trade societies—that is, the establishment

of an order of things in which each man should have his due work and
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be able to earn his own, and that a reasonable, living. If wages were to

be fixed, so was also the price of bread. In these instances the difference

between the Elizabethan system and that of earlier times consisted chiefly

in the greater coherency of the former when viewed in its completeness.

As to the success of this regulative policy, there are many opinions. Even
Professor Cunningham wavers in his estimate, saying of it in his intro-

ductory poHtical survey, * So wisely was this machinery framed that all

through the seventeenth century and the greater part of the eighteenth

it reigned unquestioned, and was only slightly modified from time to

time,' whereas in other places he inchnes to the view that certain parts

of the poHcy were but partially, if ever, carried into effect. With regard

to the seventeenth century the most notable fact is the great difference

between commercial and, to some extent, industrial England at the end
and at the beginning. Of the causes of this very solid grow^th the present

work does not furnish so full an account as might be wished. The subject

is difficult ; for the century presents few startling features on its economic
side, while on the contrary the political stage is full of interest and events.

It is probable that these did not interfere so much as has been sometimes
suggested with the development which was taking place in the different

localities and trades. As Professor Cunningham says, ' it is on the whole
true to assert that while there was the direst confusion in church and
state, the course of industry and commerce was marked by steady and little

-

interrupted progress.' The moneyed interest attained a higher position,

and capitalism, though not to be predominant till after the era of inven-

tion, became increasingly important in several branches of industrial

undertaking.

The early years of the eighteenth century saw no change in these

respects, but there were signs that the leading manufacturing industries

had reached or were reaching the limit of their development under the

conditions which governed production at that time. Both the extent

of this apparent depression and its causes receive judicious criticism in the

present volume, where some stress is laid on the very uncertain results

of the attempts to control and direct commerce and industry into

particular channels. Professor Cunningham, it is hardly necessary to say,

does not start from an a prioi^i theory that all regulation must be harmful.

In each case he seeks to arrive at an independent conclusion, based on the

separate study of fact.

With the era of invention and the introduction of the system of large

industries the doom of mercantilism and the Elizabethan social and
industrial policy was irrevocably pronounced. But even before this, as

Held has pointed out—and Professor Cunningham comes to much the

same conclusion—the latter had ceased to be effective. The mercantile

system, too, seems to have lost in influence in proportion as the commerce
and industry which it attempted to direct and regulate grew in size and

changed in character. The opinion expressed in the present volume is

that, after the decay had set in and after many of its provisions w^ere

obsolete, it w^as retained chiefly because of the need that was felt of

maintaining the national power in its fullest strength in view of the

continued hostility with France. This strain withdrawn, the whole
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fabric fell to pieces. This position will very likely seem arbitrary to the

reader of the book, but a far more interesting question arises when we
turn to Professor Cunningham's estimate of the importance of the

mercantile system. While admitting as fully as does any one its many
weaknesses and its early decay, he deems it to have had very important

and beneficial effects. ' When all the blunders of theory and practice on

the part of the politicians and economists of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries have been fully exposed—and their blunders were many—the

fact still remains that the mercantile system justified itself in the only

possible court of appeal—by the logic of events. The power of England

was so maintained that Wellington won the battle of Waterloo and

Napoleon went to St. Helena. It is of course easy to say that if a dif-

ferent economic system had been adopted England might havQ triumphed

more easily ; but the speculation as to what would have happened if some-

thing else had not happened is the most futile of all forms of prediction.

We know what did happen.' Though it is quite true that we know what

did happen, I cannot agree with the conclusion implicitly involved that

we know ivhy it did happen. Thje question is really one as to the exteilt

to which this policy influenced the economic growth of England, and in

the above passage the summing up seems, to me at any rate, to go beyond

the evidence. That it had beneficial consequences can hardly be doubted

by students who remember the early history and importance of trading

companies, the growth of the marine, and the development of certain

branches of industry ; but it may be questioned whether there was not

something to set off against these. It may be asked further, How do its

results compare with those produced by the slow natural growth which

during this period took place in the industry and commerce of the

country, apimrcntly little ajfected by it either for good or for evil ?

With the introduction of machinery, consequent on a large series of

inventions, a change came over the country. While Professor Cunning-

ham attributes the strength which enabled the nation to battle through

the Napoleonic wars largely to the mercantile system, other writers

have reckoned it as one of the first consequences of the recently

established cotton manufacture. This was, in truth, a new industry, and

the remarks on it in the present volume are fully authenticated by the

reference made to it as such in the act which was passed to allow of the

sale of the new stuff. For an account of its rise and that of the other

industries, textile and hardware, the reader may be referred to this

book, which gives what is at present the best account of the change.

With regard to one point at least more evidence is wanting. It is

important to know when the consequences of the change began to

be effectively felt, when machinery really began to supersede the

hand and the factory the home. But this and other points are only

touched on by Professor Cunningham in conclusion, as it were, of his

task.

There are, of course, many incidental matters and questions in so

long a period as that embraced by this volume with regard to which a

reviewer might say much, but in the case of this important work it has

seemed more profitable to discuss the main features than to be led into

the criticism of separate points. In the present instance I may say that
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I had, and availed myself of, the opportunity of offering remarks on various

details at a much earlier stage. ' The Growth of English Industry and
Commerce,' if not invariably arranged as another writer might desire,

contains a large mass of information and presents the student with a

valuable sketch of the economic development of the country, and though in

its treatment of many points it may be superseded by the work of spe-

cialists it will probably retain its high position as a history for a long

time. E. C. K. Gonnee.

A Discourse of the Common Weal of this Bealm of England. Edited
from the MSS. by the late Elizabeth Lamond, Girton College.

(Cambridge : at the University Press. 1893.)

The readers of this Eeview will remember that in the number for

April 1891 Miss Lamond published an article in which she showed con-

clusively that the treatise known by the alternative titles of 'Certain

Ordinary Complaints ' and ' A Brief Conceipt of English Policy,' and
hitherto assigned to the year 1581, the date of its first pubHcation, really

—when freed from later awkwardly made corrections—described the con-

dition of things in 1549, and that it was doubtless written very soon after

that date. She gave reasons, not so conclusive, but still creating a high
degree of probability, for supposing that its author was John Hales, the

most active mover in the matter of the commission on enclosures in 1548.

And having done this she set about the preparation of a critical edition

of the * Discourse ' from the manuscripts she had discovered. This work,

interrupted by her death, her old master, Professor Cunningham, has now
brought to completion. To the text which she had prepared Professor

Cunningham has added a useful body of notes, including several docu-

ments before unprinted, for which he hardly takes sufficient credit ; and
Miss Lamond' s own paper, to which reference has already been made,
has furnished material for an introduction. The importance of the book
can be readily made clear. It is an admirable critical edition of one of

our most trustworthy sources of information concerning social conditions

and popular opinion in the middle of the sixteenth century. And while

it covers the whole range of the economic interests of the time, the

treatise itself and the documents now for the first time made easily acces-

sible, such as Hales's ' Defence ' and those draft bills with which he was
so unfortunate, add especially to our knowledge of the enclosure move-
ment. It is curious to observe how very recently it is said that the en-

closures have begun to occupy with modern writers anything like the

place they had, and necessarily had, in the thoughts of the sixteenth cen-

tury. What we have now to do is to render our conception of the move-
ment more precise ; to ascertain the classes affected, and the time, place,

and manner in which they were affected. It is great good fortune, there-

fore, that puts upon our table together two such books as the ' Discourse

'

and Mr. Leadam's * Inquest of 1517.' W. J. Ashley.
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• Kardinal Pole: sein Lehen und seine Schriften. Ein Beitrag zur Kirchen-

geschichte des 16. Jalirhunderts. Von Athanasius Zimmermann, S.J.

(Regensburg, New York, and Chicinnati : F. Pustet. 1893.)

Liberal-minded Englishmen who can read German will hardly peruse

this treatise without a sense of humiliation. Father Zimmermann is

indeed quite at home both in our language and in our country ; but why

was it left to a foreigner in our day to do simple justice to an Englishman

so illustrious, so single-minded, so tolerant, and so thoroughly consistent

in his life and aims as Cardinal Pole? The best biography of him

in our own language was written in the middle of the last century by

Thomas Phillips, a Roman catholic priest, a few years after the publi-

cation of Pole's correspondence. It was at once attacked with a good

deal of acrimony by a number of stout protestant champions, and no

doubt blunders were exposed. Nearer our own time Dean Hook gave us

a strangely unsympathetic biography, interpreting the facts of Pole's

career and the motives that inspired him almost at every turn from

the lowest possible point of view ; admitting on the whole that he

was an honest man, but insinuating occasionally things scarcely con-

sistent with honesty ; accusing him of avarice and ambition, of which he

was singularly free ; depreciating his judgment where his motives stand

unchallenged, and pouring out contempt on his utter want of statesman-

ship where the question was with him one of high principle and not of

policy at all. Surely protestants might have learned by this time that it

would do their cause no harm to be a little more candid. Father Zimmer-

mann has corrected several of Dean Hook's errors, and on the whole deals

with him very mercifully. His strongest remark is in reply to the dean's

extraordinary imputation against Pole of ' want of straightforwardness ' in

saying that his mother died a martyr when she was condemned for treason,

not for heresy. * Hook,' says Father Zimmermann, * is quite incapable of

estimating matters of fact or weighing evidences.' So one would think of a

writer who could imagine that the alleged 'treason' for which the countess

of Salisbury was shamefully executed had nothing to do with her belief

in the pope's supremacy over the church. On the other hand some may
think Father Zimmermann's vindication of Pole's conduct at Paris a

little incomplete. I think myself he has given the true reading of one

ambiguous letter ; and he is quite justified in arguing that if Pole had in

the smallest degree compromised his honour to Henry the king would

never have allowed him to escape from his concessions. Yet the fact

that he solicited opinions in the king's favour is indisputable, and though

the unpleasant duty was thrust upon him against his will he was told he

had given great satisfaction in England by acting stoutly in the king's

behalf. Father Zimmermann is less happy, I think, in denouncing as

a forgery Zornoza's letter about Pole from Venice. He should rather

have said that the late Mr. Bergenroth totally misrepresented the docu-

ment in the report which Dean Hook followed ; for we know its real

contents now from the calendars and from a transcript in the British

Museum ; and its real contents give not the smallest countenance to the

insinuation that Pole's conduct was ' base in the extreme,' for they show

that Pole was not in the least consulted about the project which Zornoza

recommended.
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Cardinal Pole is such an interesting figure in history, and so imper-

fectly appreciated either by protestants or by Koman catholics, that I

feel tempted to say much more about this valuable little book ; but I

will conclude with the author's own very just estimate of his hero:
' Cardinal Pole is no spiritual giant, none of those powerful characters

who throw off all restraints and with irresistible strength force onwards
with themselves all who come into their vicinity. Pole is no original

thinker who indicates new paths to the human spirit, but an amiable and

sensitive man, animated by the love of all that is good and beautiful. By
nature weak and pliant, compassionate and forbearing, he attained in the

school of suffering and in regard for the duties of his position an extra-

ordinary firmness and constancy, which, because they were united with

mildness and goodness of heart, exercised such an irresistible attraction.

He whom the staff of this amiable magician had once touched could

never step out of the circle drawn by him, but hung upon him with

wonderful love. He was, as his contemporaries unanimously acknowledge,

formed as it were by nature for the reconciliation of England with the

Holy See ; and it was truly no fault of his that his work did not endure.'

James Gairdner.

Acts of the Privy Council. New Series, vol. VH., a.d. 1558-1570.

Edited by J. R. Dasent. (London : H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

The preface with which Mr. Dasent has furnished this latest volume of

the series undertaken by him is less ambitious than his previous essays

of the kind, and so much the better. His study is to display the contents

of his original, bringing together the more important minutes by intro-

ductory and connecting remarks, for the instruction of the reader. This,

indeed, he has done in his former prefaces, but here it seems to be very

properly his main design. He has laboured in the execution of it ; and

yet, in the manner that he has adopted, he cannot be said to show mar-

vellous resources. Linking things together in a presupposing manner is,

in fact, one of the most difficult modes of writing that there is. The in-

troductory sentences of Mr. Dasent's paragraphs, the general remarks that

are meant to carry on the connexion, are not all very luminous or weighty.

One of them is true :
' Ireland was a great source of financial trouble, as

was always the case, whether in times of peace or war.' Another is

powerful :
' The factor which dominated all the transactions of this period

was no doubt the ever-varying intrigue of the master of the horse. Lord

Robert Dudley.' In another we are told that Pole was ' the evil genius
'

of Mary's reign. Now it is among the puzzles of history w^hether any one

in particular is chargeable with Mary's calamities. More than one writer

has spent pains on it. Mr. Dasent goes on quoting Machyn, and none but

Machyn, as long as he lasts ; and when Machyn comes to an end he bids

him farewell with a sigh :
' We are no longer able to refer to Machyn 's

interesting diary.' He continues to ignore all other writers contemporary

or subsequent ; but, in his apparently more limited design, this cannot be

matter of blame, except in one respect—that he is entirely negligent of his

own predecessors or fellow labourers in the field of the privy council. The

late Mr. Stevenson, in the ' Calendar of State Papers, Foreign, of Elizabeth,'

has edited the very proceedings of the privy council which Mr. Dasent has

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. P P
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edited in the first part of this volume. It might be thought within Mr.

Dasent's scope to have taken some sort of notice of Stevenson's work. It

is true that Stevenson edited from Harleian transcripts, whereas Mr.

Dasent has edited from the * Council Book ' itself. It is also true that

Stevenson gives only the entries which are about foreign affairs, omitting

the rest. But these entries are no inconsiderable part of the whole ; and,

moreover, Stevenson has given abstracts of several of the letters written

in pursuance of the orders of the council, the orders entered in their Book,

and also of several answers returned by persons who received them. These

documents are, of course, wholly concerned with the matters in hand, and

might perhaps have been used to illustrate them. In one place (p. x ; cf

.

p. 42) Mr. Dasent confuses Sir Henry Percy with his brother the earl of

Northumberland. It looks as if * factes ' should be read for ' partes ' in

the expression * many other devylishe partes ' (pp. xxvi and 201).

B. W. Dixon.

Henry of Navarre and the Htcguenots in France. By P. F. Willeet,

M.A. (London and New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1893.)

The great story of the decadence of Spain in the sixteenth century has

yet to be told in its broader aspects—how through forty years the patient,

ponderous methods of Philip II were circumvented and beaten at every

point by the nimble suppleness of his enemies. If Elizabeth by her

diplomatic opportunism, if Catherine de' Medici by her subtle selfishness

undermined Philip's policy early in the struggle, Henry IV must be

credited with giving it the final coup de grace by the exercise of qualities

in many respects not dissimilar to those of Elizabeth herself. How
this was done in its succeeding stages is well and ably set forth in a

popular form for English readers in the new ' Life of Henry of Navarre,'

by Mr. P. F. Willert, in the ' Heroes of the Nations ' series. There was

little of the hero, perhaps, in the Huguenot princes and nobles who led

the protestant cause in France, with the exception of Coligny and La
Noue ; and Henry himself, the joyous slasher, was not overburdened with

scruples of conscience; but voluble, attitudinising hbertine as he was,

the jolly Gascon was at least a man, and a great one, and coming after

the loathsome Valois crew was like a mountain breeze upon a perfumed

debauch. It was very well for his ally Elizabeth to break out in scornful

denunciations of his great apostasy when he bought Paris with a mass
;

but his circumstances were widely different from hers. The Huguenots

were in a small minority in the country, whereas in England the protest-

ants outnumbered the catholics. The League was yet strong, Spanish

forces held much of the soil, the country was utterly desolate and ruined

by strife, Paris starving but sullenly determined that no heretic should

enter its gates as king of France, and Henry himself in such dire poverty

as almost to be in want of the necessaries of life. The queen of England

was, as usual, sparing in the aid she would afford to enable him to beat

his enemies by force of arms, and time after time, up to the peace of

Vervins, only doled out such help as was absolutely needful to prevent

the Spaniards from gaining a strong footing in the north of France.

Mr. Willert' s history is confessedly a popular and elementary one, and
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it would be unfair to criticise it from any other standpoint, but still one

regrets somewhat that the earlier portion of the book was not curtailed,

in order that some space might be given to the interesting negotiations

which took place from 1591 to 1597 between Eliazbeth and Henry, in

which the intrigues and enmity at work in the English court between

Essex and the Cecils were so deeply involved. To English readers some
account of the missions of Sir Henry Unton, Sir Roger Williams, and Sir

Thomas Edmonds, and of the extraordinary series of intrigues disclosed

in the Bacon papers and Perez's correspondence would have given a more
lively interest in Henry's career and a better knowledge of the objects

aimed at by all the parties, than interminable accounts of the movements
of troops, which in many cases produced no permanent result. Within

its limits, however, Mr. Willert's history is in every respect excellent.

In a book of this size, covering so active and eventful a life, much
must necessarily be omitted which, though perhaps of partial and sub-

sidiary interest, may yet be important to those who seek to reconstruct in

detail the whole drama. Mr. Willert, for instance, gives a full and inte-

resting account of the king's entrance into Paris after his acceptance of

the catholic faith, but beyond registering a remark of the king's showing

how low he rated the sincerity of the mob which cheered Vive le roy ! as

he went to return thanks to God for his escape from assassination, has no
room to show how deeply disaffected the Parisians remained, notwith-

standing their enthusiastic reception of the king, and how terrible was

the suffering in the city from famine and pestilence, to the bitter dis-

appointment of the populace, which had been told that all their troubles

would be ended if they consented to receive the semi-Huguenot ' Bearnais.'

Whilst Henry was giving and receiving hard knocks in Picardy, and care-

fully preparing his bluff and artless imprompkc speeches for the States at

Rouen, pamphlets and pasquins were flying from hand to hand in the

capital, bought by Spanish money, even as were most of Henry's half-

hearted catholic ministers at his side. But for his own sympathetic

personality, aided, perhaps, by his very foibles, and the utter unworthiness

of his plotting catholic cousins, it would have been easy for a bolder

and more versatile adversary than Philip II to turn out the ' Bearnais

'

on more than one occasion during the distressful years of 1594 to 1596.

On the gates of the Louvre itself in 1596 was posted that famous decalogue

which has since given birth to so numerous and so scurrilous a progeny

:

Heretique point ne seras, de fait ni de consentement

;

Tons tes peches confesseras au Saint Pere devotement

;

Les eglises honoreras, les restitueras entierement.

Benefice tu ne donneras qii'a ime eglise seulement

;

Ta bonne soeur convertiras par ton exemple doucement

;

Tons les ministres chasseras et huguenots pareillement.

La femnie d'antrui tu rendras que tu retiens paillardement,

La tienne tu reprendras si tu peux vivre saintement

;

Justice a chacun tu feras, si tu veux vivre longuement

;

Grace on pardon ne donneras contre la mort uniquement.

En le faisant te garderas du couteau de frere Clement.

By this it will be seen how difficult was Henry's task in gaining over to

his personal devotion a whole people, most of whom had some reason to

p p 2
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distrust him. The Huguenots were disappointed that he had forsaken

their faith and was showing them no great favour ; the cathoHcs, as has

been seen, looked upon him as a heretic still ; the stiff-backed Calvinists

were shocked at his licentious life, the Parisians sullenly inimical,

and the country at large desolated ; and yet the unbounded vitality

of the 'Bearnais,' his large heart, his untiring perseverance, in ten

years overcame all obstacles and made of him a national hero, beloved

beyond all others by the populace who for years before had withstood

him with hate and scorn. No sovereign, perhaps, ever so closely

identified himself with the daily life of his people. 'He who injures

my people,' he said, 'injures me.' When travelling through the country

he would constantly stop and speak with those whom he met on

the road, asking them whence they ca,me and whither they went, the

nature and price of their wares, the profits of their trade, and other details

of their daily life. ' Other princes,' he said, ' think scorn to know the

value of a ducat ; I would know the exact worth of a farthing, what it

buys and by what labour it is earned.' He would ask hospitality of a

peasant, or sit drinking with boors in some country inn, freely bandying

talk and jest with those he met ; and the popular conception of the

* Bearnais,' that he was untiring in love and war, and that he wished

every peasant in France to have a fowl in his pot on Sunday, reflects not

inaccurately the hearty popularity in which he was held during the last

twelve years of his reign. For all the dissoluteness of his life, despite of

his insincerity and his southern extravagance, his untimely death at the

hands of an assassin was a great loss to France and to the cause of tole-

ration the world over. Within its own limits Mr. Willert's work is

worthy of the highest praise, and brings within the reach of every

Enghsh reader a trustworthy and satisfactory history of one of the most

epoch-making and fascinating careers that the world has seen. As such

the book may be confidently recommended, combining, as it does, the

attractions of a romance with the solid value of a serious contribution to

the history of an interesting period. Maetin A. S. Hume.

The Yorkshire Archceological Society. Becord Series. Vol. XV. : York-

shire Boyalist Composition Papers. Edited by J. W. Clay. (Printed

for the Society. 1893.)

Op the nature of the ' Royalist Composition Papers ' in general the notices of

the successive volumes of Mrs. Green's ' Calendar ' give a sufficient idea.'

This volume contains the papers relating to seventy cases, printed at

length. For family and county history they are of great value, but of

little general interest. Sir John Goodricke, Sir Richard Graham, Sir

James Pennyman, and Sir Francis Fane are the most important of the

delinquents whose cases are included. In future volumes the documents

might advantageously be abridged (without omitting any details of

interest) by summarising the orders and references which formed part of

the ordinary proceedings of the committee for compounding. The report

of the committee, the petition of the delinquent, and the statement of the

delinquent's property are the documents to be printed in full.

C. H. Firth.

» See ExausH Historicil Review, 1892, p. 371 1 1803, p. 309.
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Calendar of State Papers. Domestic Series : November 1667-September

1668. (London : H.M. Stationery Office. 1893.)

It is twenty-seven years since the last volume of the * State Papers of the

Keign of Charles II ' was published, and the resumption of the series is a

matter to be hailed with gratitude by students of the seventeenth century.

The volume is edited by Mrs. Everett Green, and, as usual with her work,

excellently edited. It contains a fairly complete series of papers relating

to the administration of the navy, and many of much interest dealing with

the attempted retrenchments which followed the Dutch war. Of the great

unpopularity of Clarendon many references give ample proof, and an im-

portant letter from the fallen chancellor to Walter Montague gives full

particulars of the attack made upon him by some English sailors at

Evreux in April 1668 (p. 354). A long series of letters from Eichard Bower,

at Yarmouth, to Joseph Williamson give a most valuable account of the

difficulties of executing the laws against nonconformity. L'Estrange'

s

reports and the examinations of the printers, whose arrest he procured

will be of great importance to the historians of the press and of political

literature in general. In this connexion one error in the ' Calendar ' may
be corrected ; the title of the tract given on p. 357 should be not * Omnia
concessa a Belo,' but * Omnia comesta a Belo.' Many items of literary

interest are pointed out in Mrs. Green's preface (pp. xliii-xlv), but it is

odd that she does not mention the warrant granting the office of poet

-

laureate to Dryden (p. 341), especially as the date, April 13, 1668, is usu-

ally incorrectly given by his biographers. Scott in his life of Dryden,

Cunningham in his notes on Johnson's * Lives,' and Mr. Leslie Stephen

in the ' Dictionary of National Biography ' all assume that the laureate

-

ship was first granted him in 1670, in conjunction with the office of his-

toriographer royal. The history of Joseph Williamson's attempts to get

elected to parliament for the borough of Appleby is a curious instance of

the despotic influence exercised by local magnates over constituencies in

their preserves. The truculent letter which the countess of Dorset, Pem-
broke, and Montgomery is supposed to have written to the secretary of

state, who tried to interfere with her freedom of choice, is well known from

Walpole's version (see ' Dictionary of National Biography,' xi. 56.) What
she really wrote was, as the correspondence in this volume shows, some-

thing much more curt, but equally firm. There is now one historical

legend the less. In conclusion, as no volume on the period would be

complete without some scandal about Charles II, one may call attention to

the document concerning the education of his illegitimate son by Lady
Greene, subsequently known as Don Carlos (p. 114). C. H. Fieth.

Becueil des Traites et Conventions conclus par la Bussie avec les Puis-

sances Etrangeres. Public d'ordre du Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres

par F. DE Martens. Tome IX (X). Traites avec I'Angleterre,

1710-1801. (St.-Petersbourg : Imprimerie du Ministre de Voies de

Communication. 1892.)

Having, in the eight or nine previous volumes, given us the text of the

treaties made by Russia since 1648 with Austria and other German
powers, as well as useful introductions and commentary, M, de Martens
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has now issued the first volume relating to the affairs of Great Britain.

The story of English connexions with Russia is of course almost entirely

one of commercial enterprise ; the growth of English trade through Arch-

angel is followed from its commencement in the sixteenth century till its

climax and sudden fall in the middle of the seventeenth. Partly because

of the czar's dislike of the English republic, partly because of a growing

feeling that his country was being unfairly exploited, the Russian monarch

never replaced English commerce in quite such a favourable position as it

had occupied before the death of Charles I. As Russia grew into con-

sciousness as a civilised state, her rulers pressed more and more for a

political alliance with England and maintained English commercial

privileges only so far as to gain, if possible, international recognition.

Noteworthy among these endeavours is the tobacco monopoly which Peter

the Great granted to his friend the marquis of Carmarthen,^ which
involved even the suppression of the Cossack manufacture and the destruc-

tion by the British ambassador of a Russian factory.

M. de Martens remarks (pp. 35-6) on the extraordinary character of

eighteenth-century diplomacy ; he speaks of ambassadors intriguing for

intrigue's sake, of kings and their ministers aiming at mutual deceit, non
pas en vue de leurs interets nationmix, mais seulement jparce quails nepou-
vaient pas resister au courant qui les entrainait vers tout ce qui sortait

des limites du naturel ; and he compares the great majority of statesmen

to Alberoni, who consid&rait Vorganisation de complots contre les gouverne-

ments dtrangers comme le premier prohleme d resoudre j;ar les agents

diplomatiques. This seems one of those generalisations which are ipso

facto false, and we need not go far in M. de Martens' own pages to find

its refutation. The problem of eighteenth-century diplomacy for British

statesmen arose out of the personal union between the electorate of Hanover
and the kingdom of Great Britain. It was perceived at once by Peter the

Great, who was as anxious for a political alliance with Great Britain as ho
was hostile to the elector, and the first convention not purely commercial
which brought Great Britain into connexion with Russia was an agree-

ment between Hanover and the czar in 1715. The introduction of Ha,n-

over into the anti-Swedish alhance was the beginning of its dissolution,

and of that substitution of Russia for Sweden as the object of fear and
opposition on the part of the Baltic powers which differentiates the
eighteenth from the seventeenth century. M. de Martens (p. 46) gives us
a picture of the Russian ambassador warning the Enghsh ministers
against the Hanoverian proclivities of their royal master, and the pecu-
liarity of the personal connexion between the continental electorate and
the insular kingdom seems never to have been forgotten by Russian states-

men.
.
In 1785 the Russian ambassador demonstrated to Lord Carmarthen

the futility of British disavowal of Hanoverian policy by quoting the
possible parallel of a union between Russia and Holstein (pp. 330-1).

At the beginning of the eighteenth century Russia, then just emerging
from barbarism under Peter the Great, was bounded to the westward by
three powers—Sweden, Poland, and Turkey. But these were at the begin -

» The eldest son of the first earl of Danby, whose name M. de Martens here forms
into ' Caurmartin,' a blunder in which he is followed by M. Desjardins in his article

in the Bcviic des Deux Mondes for 15 Oct. 1893, but which he avoids in speaking
of a later marquis in 1783 (p. 327).
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ning of their decay. Charles XII was ending the long contest between

Sweden and Poland with the ruin of both countries, and at his death in

1720 Sweden fell under an oligarchy. Poland was ruled by a Saxon elector,

who was regarded as the czar's stadtholder. Turkey had begun to lose

her military efficiency. Both the two western powers, England and

France, regarded these three states as allies or dependents, and in general

their policy, though equally directed to maintaining their proteges against

Eussia, was hostile to one another. For the last ten years of Peter the

Great's life, however, their relations to Kussia were governed by that

alUance which was inaugurated by Orleans and continued by Bourbon

and Fleury on the one side, and on the other cultivated by Stanhope and

his colleagues and believed in by Walpole even when all possibility of its

maintenance had disappeared. Hence we have the spectacle, otherwise

curious, which M. Desjardins has set forth in the article to which we
have already referred, of Peter the Great vainly suing for a French

alliance, which will not be granted till he has attained what proved after

all unattainable, an equal political alliance with Great Britain. Before

France and England had drifted back into their normal position of hostility,

Prussia had begun to establish herself in the place of Sweden and Poland

as the outwork of western Europe against Russia, and the romance of

Frederick the Great's early career, his first twenty-three years, till he

sought safety in alliance with Catherine II, consists in the greatly daring

character of his seizure of Silesia in the face of a Russian hostility which

from the first was possible, was always threatening, and at last all but

overwhelmed him in the third Silesian war.

Sweden, Poland, Turkey, Prussia are thus the scenes of the diplomatic

battle between England and France in their secular war for supremacy.

England's long alliance with Austria gives the temporary colour to this

contest till the middle of the century, her alliance with Prussia causes a

second phase, and her solitude after 1763 brings out more distinctly than

before the principles of the warfare ; but throughout the century the re-

lations which both England and France cultivated with these four eastern

powers, in order to check Russian advance, form a large chapter in

European history, though the policy of both completely failed.

Besides the usual confusion as to the Roman emperors, a confusion

which became quite amusing in the story of the Austro-Russian treaties,

M. de Martens gives us an elector of Hesse Cassel somewhat prematurely.

His French is also peculiar at times ; entre autre is quite common, as

also is des followed by an adjective in the singular. Does persjncacite

(p. 266) convey to a Frenchman the same notion as ' the distinguishing

faculty ' does to an Englishman ? or is L'orgueil est indistinct de Vigno-

rance a fair rendering of * Pride is the offspring of ignorance ' ? The
second paragraph on p. 46 is quite confused, though the sense is dis-

coverable in spite of the curious phrase jpour qui est, &c. English

names suffer as usual : we have ' Buth ' for ' Bute ' and * William ' instead

of ' C. J.' Fox (p. 320). But these and two or three misprints of dates ^

do not seriously take away from the value of this publication, which

will afford useful material for the increasing number of students of Europe
in the eighteenth century. A. Johnson Evans.

2 E.g. 1711 for 1709, p. 29, 1. 15 ; 1772 for 1773, p. 286, 1. 4 ; 1784 for 1785,

p. 330, 1. 12.
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Memoirs of the Life of Philip Donner, Fourth Earl of Chesterfield, with

numerous Letters noio first published from the Newcastle Papers.

By W. Ernst. (London : Sonnenschein & Co. 1893.)

To readers of the English Histoeical Eeview the importance of

this volume will appear to lie in the fact that it contains extracts

from the hitherto unpublished Newcastle papers, which were alluded to

by Lord- Carnarvon in his edition of * Chesterfield's Letters to his Godson.'

These are brought into court in connexion with Chesterfield's second

embassy to the Hague in 1745 and his very important year of office as

lord-heutenant of Ireland. They bring out very clearly, on the one hand, the

adroitness of the ambassador, to whose * Weight, Prudence, and Ability

'

the duke of Newcastle ascribed the success of the negotiations, and on the

other the vigour and resolution displayed by the lord-lieutenant during

the perilous time of the rebellion of 1745. The position of the Irish

government was not so secure that the progress of the Pretender in

Scotland could be observed with complete equanimity. As Chesterfield

himself wrote, any attempt to invade the country would have found it ' in

a wretched state of deffence ; the regular troops are but few, the forts and

barracks have been so long neglected that they are extremely out of repair,

and taking the Papists throughout the kingdom, they are at least four to

one Protestant.' On the news of the battle of Prestonpans the lord-

lieutenant, without waiting for instructions from home, ordered the

immediate recruiting of four regiments of foot up to their full establish-

ment in the north of Ireland, giving strict orders ' that no person shall be

enlisted without a certificate from the Parson of the Parish, or from the

dissenting teacher, of his being a Protestant.' The militia were also

ordered out in every county, and the available regular troops so distributed

* as that they may in eight and forty hours be got together ' with a view

to an invasion either by Galway or Cork, ' the two parts of this Country

where the Papists are the strongest, and where, whenever there is an

invasion, that invasion will certainly be made.' Chesterfield adds :
' I

have left the North of Ireland to take care of itself, which it is both able

and willing to do.' The exportation of corn was also forbidden by procla-

mation, because it was being bought up in Belfast for the use of the rebels

in Scotland. While adopting every precaution that his knowledge of men
could suggest, the lord-lieutenant carefully avoided the usual hostile

action against the Eoman catholics, and was thanked by the leading

ecclesiastics of that church for his moderation. Meanwhile he found time
to write letters to the government in London, so full of good counsel that

they even modified for a time the king's settled dislike of him. ' Those
that were proper,' writes the duke of Newcastle, ' I showed to the king,

and they had the desired effect, his majesty beginning of himself to

speak to my Lord Harrington of the wisdom, solidity, and resolution that

appeared in them.' Though Lord Chesterfield did not long retain his

difficult office, we find him almost to the close of his life taking a keen
interest in Irish affairs. Writing in 1747 to his friend Dr. Chenevix,
then bishop of Waterford, about the linen manufacture, he says :

' I wish
my Country-people—for I look upon myself as an Irishman still—would
but attend half as much to those useful objects as they do to the glory of
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the militia and the purity of their claret.' And as late as 1761 he remarks :

• I have still a tenderness for Ireland.'

The Newcastle papers also contribute largely to Mr. Ernst's account

of the junction between Newcastle and Pitt in 1757, which was mainly

due to Chesterfield's wisdom. Even in retirement he was an important

influence, and it is clear that Newcastle set a high value upon his acute

comments on the politics in which he had ceased to take any active share.

His claim to the respect of posterity is based quite as much on his later

function of political oracle as on his diplomatic triumphs at the Hague or

his administrative successes in Ireland.

There are other points of interest in Mr. Ernst's biography that need

scarcely be noticed here. He inserts copious extracts from Chesterfield's

letters to his son, prints in full his famous speech on the playhouse bill,

quotes his clever characters of George I and Walpole, and settles the

question of his treatment of Dr. Johnson in Chesterfield's favour. He
also makes use of Horace Walpole's characteristic manuscript notes on

Maty, Chesterfield's earlier biographer. Mr. Ernst displays judgment in

selecting his extracts, and skill in weaving them together into a continuous

narrative, but he practises the virtue of self-suppression with quite unne-

cessary austerity. Except in an occasional sentence in praise of his hero

his voice is seldom heard. He attempts no criticism, and draws no

conclusions from his facts, leaving everything to the imagination of his

readers. They are also required to fill in for themselves the historical

background, for he tells us very little about Chesterfield's times. Thus

though his work is conscientious it is too timid to be biography of the

higher order. Nor is Mr. Ernst's sense of relevance too fastidious.

He has a taste for interesting anecdotes, and thinks everything fish that

comes to his net. All this makes his book capital reading, but does not

add to its value as history. J. R. Tannee.

The Writings of Thomas Paine. Edited by Moncuee D. Conway. Vol. I.

(London and New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1894.)

This first instalment of Paine's collected works contains two of his most

famous productions, viz. ' Common Sense ' and * The American Crisis.'

To these the editor has added reprints of a number of magazine essays,

a,nd miscellaneous publications written between 1775 and 1779. The
paper on 'African Slavery in America,' originally published in the

Pennsylvania Journal, is interesting as one of the earliest antislavery

protests, and is now for the first time reprinted. The letter to Franklin

in Paris describing the British occupation of Philadelphia and the news-

paper articles on the aftair of Silas Deane are also of value. But the

story of the loves of Cupid and Euralinda, the ' New Anecdotes of Alex-

ander the Great,' ' The Dream Interpreted,' &c., are dull nonsense which a

judicious editor should have omitted. The notes are few but good.

C. H. FlETH.
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Briefe und Tagebilcher Georg Forstefs von semer Beise am Niederrhein,

in England und in Franhreich im Frilhjahr 1790. Herausgegeben

von Albeet Leitzmann. (Halle : Niemeyer. 1893.)

Although George Forster was of English descent, and in early life

accompanied Captain Cook on his second voyage round the world, I

suspect that his name is but little known in this country, or remembered

chiefly in connexion with the political escapades of his latter days. In

these escapades there is reason to believe that he engaged in good faith

and with the purest of intentions. But the author of the declaration

which was read by himself to the National Convention at Paris, and in

accordance with the demand of which the left bank of the Ehine, from

Landau to Bingen, was incorporated in the French repubhc, invited the

destiny which befell him. He died early in 1794, a solitary and broken-

hearted exile and outlaw. With this tragedy this pleasant volume, as a

matter of course, has no concern. It forms a welcome contribution to the

biography of a German writer, the charm of whose style is irresistible, and

to the literary history of his most popular work, the 'Ansichten vom
Niederrhein, &c.' From neither point of view, indeed, does it contain very

much that is novel, since the delightful book of travels to which I have

referred largely owes its spontaneity of manner (a very uncommon
feature in contemporary works of the kind) to the circumstance that it

was founded upon the author's travelling diary. This diary is now
printed at length, including that portion of it, concerning England and

France, which L. F. Huber (who married Forster' s widow) had already

published in conjunction with the elaborated volumes on the Rhine and

the Low Countries. To the diary in its turn, the author's letters to his

wife, now printed for the first time in company with a few other letters

already known, form a by no means superfluous supplement. Forster had
the rare gift of being able to repeat himself without becoming tedious

;

and though he bade his wife preserve his letters for future literary use,

they were written with a freshness and a verve hardly conceivable without

the inspiration of an intimate personal address. As to the actual relations

between Forster and his wife, the daughter of the great Gottingen scholar

Heyne, I am content to take M. Leitzmann at his word, although others

have inclined to a less roseate view than is to be found in his introductory

notes. Certain it is that Forster had a warm heart, and was full of affec-

tionate yearnings towards his wife and children, of which the sentimental

fashion of his age readily suggested a rather exuberant expression to his

facile pen. It was not Therese's fault that the husband and wife were so

much apart ; and she was certainly not das Weib on whose advice he
' planted the tree of liberty.' (See No. 845 in the edition of the ' Xenien,'

pubUshed last year by the Weimar Goethe Society from the manu-
scripts of the ' Goethe and Schiller Archives,' and the annotation, ib.

p. 215, of the editors, Erich Schmidt and B. Suphan. Two or three other

of the ' Xenien ' are directed against Forster, although one of the two
epigrammatists spoke kindly of him after his death. There were, in fact,

points of sympathy between Goethe and so true a student of man and
nature as the unlucky ' Elpanor ').

This is hardly the place for discussing the literary characteristics of
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Forster's ' Sketches,' and of the diaries and letters with the aid of which

they were composed. In this book there is something of the scientific

enthusiasm of Alexander von Humboldt, who, by the way, accompanied

Forster on his travels through the Low Countries, proving the most genial,

not to say jovial, of companions ; fond of good dinners, bad puns, and

plenty of sleep. There is in it likewise something of the serenity, where

artistic enjoyment is in question, of the * Italienische Eeise ;
' and some-

thing of the humour, without the cynical wit, of the * Eeisebilder.' The

political interest of these pages is not very great, unless Forster' s jottings

be taken in connexion with what may be called the catastrophe of his

career. Illustrations of the decaying condition of the holy Eoman empire

are furnished by his accounts of the troubles at Aachen, where, in spite of

the throne of Charles the Great, the citizens were prepared to defy execu-

tion itself, and of the angry contempt manifested by the Liittichers for

a corrupt decision of the Kammergericht at Wetzlar. Of the Belgian

revolution, of which the outbreak had immediately preceded his visit to

Brabant and Flanders, he was a most acute observer ; he attributed the

overthrow of the Austrian regime chiefly to the influence of the priests,

embittered by the Josephine reforms and their spirit of toleration. A
genuine love of freedom seemed to him conspicuous by its absence from

among the motives of revolt. ' We do not want liberty,' cried the good

burghers of Brussels, * we want our old constitution.' Forster's political

philosophy was of a wider and loftier type ; unhappily, he mistook both

his opportunity and his powers when seeking to put it into practice. His

fiasco will not, in the judgment of candid minds, deprive of their signifi-

cance his interpretations of the signs of his times, which are wholly free

from cant of any sort, and occasionally have an almost prophetic force.

The English notes in this volume, as already observed, are not new,

although they may be such to many English readers and would well bear

reproduction in our language. Forster had been familiar with this country

in his younger days, and his forte as an observer lay in his ready but

unprejudiced perception of national characteristics. His remarks, on the

occasion of a visit to Oxford, concerning our system of higher education

in its period of all but absolute stagnation, are both sagacious and free

from the exaggeration which its defects invited. It is, by the bye, odd

that so well informed a writer should have put on record his difficulty in

understanding ' how young men can escape from the alternative of

superstition or infidelity, when they are obliged here to put in an
appearance in the chapel of their college four times a day during a
residetice offrom six to eight years.' This traveller's tale was transferred

without change to the published ' Ansichten.' In the ' Diary,' which

contains an account of the ' Shakespeare Gallery ' worth preserving, but

omitted from Huber's reprint, the well-known academician Fuseli, whose
illustrations of Shakespeare were more to the taste of the British public

than to Forster's, is consistently spoken of by his original Swiss name
of Fuessli, which he had laid aside after his visit to Italy in 1770.

There are a few other less defensible peculiarities of spelling, among
which I commend that of Brasenhose College to inquirers into the

origin of that still vexed appellative. A. W. Ward.
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The English Church in the Nineteenth Century (1800-1833). By the

Kev. John H. Overton. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1894.)

Mr. Overton tells us in his modest preface that for twenty years he has

been collecting materials for this book, and that for five he has been

gradually arranging them with a view to publication. Of course a writer

who works in this way has to leave out a great deal, and sometimes leaves

out the wrong things. ' Hutchinsonianism,' we are told, ' has no longer

even an historical interest.' If Mr. Overton thinks so, he might have

dismissed the subject with a reference to the fuller treatment which it

ought to have received in the English church in the eighteerith century.

The reference, if given, has escaped me. Bishop Home's pamphlet and

Mr. Overton's allusions in the present volume do not give the same idea

of the issue : according to the bishop the Hutchinsonians intended not to

upset but to supplement the Newtonian philosophy. They proposed to

supply a dynamic explanation of gravitation and much else from the

properties of ether, which, being too mysterious for unassisted human
faculties, were to be learnt from the biblical accounts of heaven. Of course

it was discreditable to Jones of Nayland and his friends to be Hutchin-

sonians, but it was due to very good and very able men to explain what it

was that attracted them. Again, we are told a propos of Porteus's pamphlet

in defence of Indian missions that specimens of his * irony ' have been

given before. On p. 89 it looks as if an opportunity had been renounced.

Other omissions are no doubt deliberate ; even when they seem deliberate

they are a little capricious. We learn, for instance, everything about the in-

firmities of Mr. Simeon. We do not learn, what is at least of equal import-

ance, how and when Wilham Wilberforce lost consideration among his

friends. There are, perhaps, redundancies too. Hannah More was no doubt

as influential as she was excellent, but the references to her are over-nume-

rous. In other ways there is a lack of proportion. Van Mildert's Boyle

lectures are, according to Mr. Overton, immature compared with his Bamp-
tons, but they are described at greater length. Whately's ' Historic Doubts '

get the best part of a page ; his incisive book on ' Party Spirit in Eeligion
'

is dismissed in a couple of lines. Things like Horsley's ' great sermons
'

loom rather larger than life through a benevolent haze. It is solemnly

decided that Henry Martyn's is the most (though not the only) heroic

figure in the church of Selwyn, Patteson, and Hannington. Was Henry
Martyn exactly a hero at all ? He was a very good man, with a pitiable

love story, whose fervent faith led him to sacrifice his prospects as a

successful Cambridge don to be an unsuccessful missionary. Again, Mr.

Overton obviously regards the classical position of the ' Christian Year

'

as absolutely secure.

Apart from these drawbacks the book is full of interest and informa-

tion. The bird's-eye view of the church, with the three sections of orthodox,

evangelical, and liberal, is decidedly luminous. It is not made quite clear

why Heber is classed with the liberals, but it is made clear that it would
be misleading to distinguish the orthodox and the evangelicals as high

churchmen and low ; indeed, the zeal of the latter during Mr. Overton's

period led them to make a more general attempt than the orthodox to

carry out the system of the Prayer Book, though they had (with a few
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exceptions, like Simeon) no intelligible principle on which to rest the

duty of church membership. In one way or another nearly all the

characteristics of the evangelicals during their culminating period come

out very clearly. One which has been frequently forgotten is that most,

if not all, the leaders were very good company ; this is proved by the

testimony of outsiders. Another is that while the eminent evangelicals

of the first generation kept hold upon their children, who did them credit,

in the next generation the children always cast off the traditions of their

elders and often turned out ill. Mr. Overton observes that this was due to

the fantastic line which the latter drew between worldly and lawful

pleasures, and to their curiously complete indifference to intellectual

interests. The adhesion of a learned or able man was valued, just as the

adhesion of a peer or a dignitary was valued, in a purely extrinsic way as

a credit to the cause ; but the more intelligent an evangelical was the

more careful he was to keep his religion purely practical and ' experi-

mental,' free from all disturbing intellectual speculations about un-

fulfilled prophecy and divine decrees which attracted immature ambitions.

A dislike for the Calvinistic controversy is characteristic both of the

evangelical leaders of the second generation and of Mr. Overton, who,

however, gives good reason for believing that the party was as a whole

Calvinist in one sense or another ; he is not careful to ascertain in what

sense they were accused, or in what sense the accusation was true.

Indeed, the whole book is indecisive. The subject of pluralism is fully

illustrated, among other instances, by the excellent Valpy, who never

visited his Norfolk parish, but sent his parishioners an annual address,

which he published with a dedication to the Bishop of Norwich. We
learn too that there were plenty of precedents among the best dignitaries

for Henry of Exeter's attachment to the living of Stanhope ; we have

well-selected testimonies from Mr. J. A. Froude and others to the usefulness

of the ' squarson ' of the first quarter of the century when resident. What
we do not learn is what proportion of cures were served by well-beneficed

clergy and what proportion by overtasked curates who, though ill paid,

were pluralists too, like the W. Goodacre who describes a typical Sunday's

work in pathetic doggerel on pp. 161-2. However it fared with the clergy,

the majority of country churches were in a very dilapidated state even

when they had been crowded twenty years before. In fact, during Mr.

Overton's period the work of the Stuart revivals went on decaying while

the work of the Georgian revivals went on growing. The excellent Joshua

Watson came to London when daily service ' had not yet died out.' Mr.

Overton gives no support to the view that the Oxford movement was a

mere episode in the continuous development of the 'historical high

church party
;

' its best representatives were emphatically 'survivals.'

' The Hackney phalanx ' which gathered round Norris have long been

forgotten ; were they ever known half as widely as the ' Clapham sect,'

or indeed at all outside the meetings of the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge ?

Mr. Overton recurs more than once to a remarkable point ; there is a

remarkable concurrence of testimony to a general improvement in the

church and clergy, and a concurrence equally remarkable, if less general,

in a despondent view as to the future of both, and this during a generation
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when, for once in a way, parliament was willing to grant money for

church-building. Several reasons are assigned for this : the dissenters

(Mr. Overton does not cite the illustrious exception of Eobert Hall) were

as a body opposed to the French war, and they extended their organisation

during a time when churchmen were spending all their moneyon patriotism

;

and though the time was one of general improvement both within and

without, improvement did not keep pace with the general sense of short-

comings. At such times too, though neither Mr. Overton nor any one else

has told us why, there is always a tendency to attack first not what is

actually worst, but what ought to be best. Parson Trulliber was always

more decent and more useful than Squire Western ; both classes were

better in Miss Austen's time than in Fielding's ; but it was the parson

rather than the squire who scandalised the reformers when their time

came. Another cause which may have contributed to the discredit of

the clergy was the depth of their Erastianism. An important section of

them still remembered that their official position was something more

than a department of the civil service ; now and then a bishop like

Bathurst would sacrifice his chance of translation by the independence of

his votes ; but the supremacy of the crown was quite unchallenged. It is

curious to contrast Ken's refusal to publish James II's declaration of

indulgence with Parr's surly but complete acquiescence in the prohibition

to pray for Queen Caroline, which does not surprise Mr. Overton, though

he comments upon the curious opinion current in ' orthodox ' circles, in

spite of the munificence of more than one of their leaders, that it was

below the dignity of an established church to raise money by voluntary

contributions. Of course where such a view was possible the relations of

the clergy to unestablished churches in Scotland and America were ex-

tremely embarrassing ; it proved, for instance, quite impossible to consecrate

a bishop for the latter in England and very difficult to admit clergy in

Scotch episcopal orders to English preferment. On the other hand
Buchanan's splendid dreams of an Indian establishment, if not exactly

realised, were not rudely crushed ; from the first the chair of Calcutta

has ranked in dignity with London, though its occupants have never been

in a position to outshine Canterbury and overshadow the governor-general

of India. G. A. Smcox.

Sir Thomas Munro and the British Settlement of the Madras Presi-

dency. By John Bradshaw, M.A., LL.D. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.

1894.)

This book, one of the last volumes in the series of ' Rulers of India,' differs

from previous volumes in two ways. The subj ect of the biography was not,

strictly speaking, a * ruler of India ' at all. The highest office which he
held was that of governor of Madras. Secondly, Dr. Bradshaw's memoir
is neither the record of personal acquaintance (such as were the volumes
of Lord Hardinge, Sir Owen Burne, Sir William Hunter, and others), nor
is it a monograph based upon sources previously unused. The custom
of the series has in consequence been departed from, and quotations no
longer appear in small type to distinguish them from the writer's own
opinions. The book is mainly derived from the lives of its subject by
Mr. Gleig and Sir A. J. Arbuthnot. At the same time Dr. Bradshaw
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(whose death has occurred since the completion of his work) was * a

scholarly man of letters and a patient researcher into the local sources

of Indian history,' and the compilation is sympathetic, intelligent, and

valuable. Sir Thomas Munro was unquestionably one of the ablest and

most thorough of the earlier race of British administrators, and it is

interesting to learn that his work is still remembered and his memory
cherished by the natives. He was one of the first officials, if not the first

official, of eminence to plead for the employment of natives in positions of

trust and power.

The Dictionary of National Biography. Vols. XXXIV.-XXXVIII.
Edited by Sidney Lee. (London : Smith, Elder, & Co. 1893-94.)

The reviewer who attempts to give an estimate of any single volume of

this great national work knows that he is undertaking an impossible task.

Many years of constant use by a large number of competent scholars will

be needed before anything like an adequate judgment can be pronounced.

In giving an opinion, therefore, on the five volumes that have appeared

(Llwyd to More) since the book was last noticed in these pages, ^ all that

can be done is to call attention to a few prominent articles, to the neglect

probably of others equally meritorious, and to point out a few corrigenda

for amendment in later issues. In seeking for something to admire the

eye is almost involuntarily attracted by Mr. Leslie Stephen's work, and it

happens that in these five volumes we have an opportunity of measuring

its range. Though Macaulay and Milton stand at the opposite poles of

literary character, Mr. Stephen shows the same power of appreciation in

dealing with both. The subjects, however, are not those on which

any one can pretend to say a last word, and it is possible to wish

that Mr. Stephen had given a little more space to his judgment on

Macaulay. ' It is obvious,' he writes, * that he does not rise above

the party view of politics, and explains all opposition to whig principles

by the folly and knavery of his opponents. It does not seem that he

was ever consciously unfair, and an historian without prejudices has

hitherto always meant a writer without imagination. His misrepresenta-

tions are a result of his " castle-building." In spite of his wide reading

he had often constructed pictures from trifling hints, and a picture, once

constructed, becomes a settled fact.'

All this is admirable as far as it goes, but it surely does not go far

enough. Macaulay's prejudices were, no doubt, as Mr. Stephen holds,

owing in great part to the vividness of his imagination ; but they were

also due to the deadness of his imagination in some directions. What-
ever appealed to common sense was to him a reality. The vague aspira-

tions of spiritually minded men were to him an unreality. Macaulay at

his best is to be detected in the argument in which he crushes Hallam's

assertion that the parliament was wrong in its final breach with Charles I,

by simply noticing that, if they had abstained from war, 'they would have

left him in command not only of the militia but of the army levied for

the reconquest of Ireland. Macaulay at his worst is shown in the ludi-

crous argument that Cromwell could not possibly have approved of the

* English Historical Eeview, viii. 181.
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king's execution, because it was politically unadvisable. Of Mr. Stephen's

Milton it is enough to draw attention to its balance of judgment.

To turn to the present editor, Mr. Lee's work on sixteenth-century

worthies is always excellent. His articles on Sir Thomas More, Queen

Mary, and Marlowe specially deserve praise, and his opinion on the vexed

question of Sir Thomas More's views on persecution and toleration will,

therefore, be studied with interest. ' In the " Utopia," ' says Mr. Lee, ' the

most advanced principles of religious toleration held sway. . . . But no

theory of religious toleration influenced More's official conduct.' Mr. Lee's

solution of the difficulty appears to be that the ' Utopia ' was an * exercise

of the imagination, a playful satire on the world as it was.' He does

not seriously grapple with the difficulty that it is unlikely that More, even

under such conditions, would present a system of toleration in bright

colours if he held it to be altogether abominable. Mr. Lee, too, appears

not to have observed that More's attitude towards a toleration of differ-

ences of intellectual opinion before Luther attacked the papacy is likely

to have differed from his attitude towards a toleration of heresy which,

after Luther's attack, threatened to divide the church into hostile sects.

Lack of space alone makes it impossible to deal as they deserve with other

articles, such as those of Dr. Garnett, Mr. Firth, Mr. Hunt, Mr. Kingsford,

Miss Norgate, Mr. Warner, Mr. Henderson, and many others. The con-

test about the characters of Mary Stuart and Maitland of Lethington will

perhaps roll on for ever ; but there is a verisimilitude about Mr. Henderson's

representation of them which induces plain men who have not themselves

been sucked into the vortex of strife at least provisionally to rely upon

his judgment. The article, however, is disfigured by some misprints.

The death of Mary of Guise is assigned to 10 Jan. instead of 10 June
(xxxvi. 374), and in the next page 1560 appears for 1561. The same
writer's Mary of Gueldres suffers somewhat from his neglect to consult

Beaucourt's ' Charles VII,' where he would have learnt something about the

negotiations for her marriage to Charles of Anjou, count of Maine, in

1441, and to Albert, duke of Austria, in 1444 ; as also that it was Charles

VII who suggested her to the Scottish commissioners in 1448. Mr.
Kingsford in his article on Clement Maidstone has not noticed Sir James
Ramsay's argument (i. 89) that he was not the author of the account of

the * martyrdom ' of Archbishop Scrope. On the other hand Mr. Kings-

ford is quite up to date in his list of authorities appended to his article

on Merlin, calhng attention, for instani^e, to Zimmer's ' Nennius.'

Professor Laughton's biographies of naval worthies are too widely
appreciated to stand in need of praise. By a misprint he gives the

maiden name of the wife of Sir James Modyford as Stanning instead of

Slanning. In his life of Mordaunt, earl of Peterborough, he should have
referred, in dealing with the authorship of Carleton's ' Memoirs,' to Mr.
Doble's letters in the Academy for May 1893, in which the claims of

Defoe are strongly advocated. To Mr. Bigg's account of John Mordaunt,
liaron Mordaunt of Reigate, it may be added that a full account of the
charges against Mordaunt as constable of Windsor is to be found in Tighe
and Davis's 'Annals of Windsor ' (ii. 332-49). This appointment was
revoked 19 Oct. 1668, so that Mr. Rigg is not correct in saying that he
resigned. His account of Mordaunt' s trial in 1658 also contains inaccu-
racies.
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Forscliungen zur Geschichte des deutscJien und franzosischen BecUtcs.

Von Heineich Brunner. (Stuttgart : Cotta, 1894.)

In the middle of his great history of German law Dr. Brunner has paused

to collect in one volume many of those valuable essays which during the

last thirty years he has published in various journals. Some of these

will be old friends to any onewho is interested in legal history—for example,

the ' Zeugen- und Inquisitionsbeweis ' of 1865 and the * Wort und Form ' of

1868. It is pleasant to meet them once more and to possess them in a con-

venient form. Then there are newer papers which may not be so well known
outside Germany ; but every one of them has made its mark. The volume
is divided into four sections. The first of these is devoted to three essays

on the history of feudalism. One of these is the famous dissertation on

the gifts of Merovings and Agilolfings, which propounded terms of peace

in the strife between Waitz and Koth. Another concerns the history of

warfare as much as the history of law ; it traces the connexion between

cavalry and feudalism. The second section deals with the history of legal

procedure. It is here that we meet with our oldest friends, with the
' Zeugen- und Inquisitionsbeweis,' which was the prelude to the classicalbook

on trial by jury ; also the beautiful ' Wort und Form im altfranzosischen

Prozess,' a perfect model for essays in the history of jurisprudence. Again,

there is a paper which has a peculiar interest for Englishmen, * Die Zuliis-

sigkeit der Anwaltschaft im franzosischen, normannischen und englischen

Eechte des Mittelalters.' Excellent as are all parts of Dr. Brunner's work,

it is when he is dealing with medieval procedure that we see him at his

very best. The third head is ' Criminal Law.' Under it fall three papers,

two of which are of general importance ; the one speaks of outlawry, the

other of the treatment of unintentional wrong-doing, * homicide by mis-

adventure,' and so forth. In a fourth and last section come contributions

to the history of private law ; the two most valuable of these are devoted

to the early history of mercantile paper, while another, which was written

last year and is the latest essay in the book, has for its theme the droit de

retour, and completes the circle by joining hands with the first dissertation,

that on the Merovingian gifts.

For full twenty years Dr. Brunner has stood in the front rank of the

Germanists and in the front rank of those who study comparative juris-

prudence. The amount of work that he has done is appalling. Besides the

papers contained in this volume we have to mention the book on trial by

jury, which won him his first fame ; the essay on the Anglo-Norman law of

inheritance ; the ' Carta et Notitia ;
' the dissertation on Eoman and German

conveyancing, which contains the best work yet done for the Anglo-Saxon

land books ; sketches of German, French, and English legal history ; and
two stout volumes of what is to be a classical ' Deutsche Eechtsgeschichte.'

Whether any other man has ever been so widely and so deeply read in

medieval law we may well doubt ; but it is not of his reading only that

we must speak ; his work has just those qualities that Englishmen do

not always find in learned German work, but admire when found.

One thing we may regret—namely, that in the title of this volume no

room has been found for England. Of course itis a defensible thesis that

English law is in its origin either dcutsch orfranzosisch, and a title may
VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. Q Q
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be too long. Nevertheless it is the duty of an Enghsh reviewer to say

that in this book there is a great deal about English law. A thorough

knowledge of the Enghsh law of the Norman and Angevin periods has

from the first distinguished Dr. Brunner from most of his fellow German-

ists, who, however learned they may be in the Anglo-Saxon dooms, are apt

to leave England to itself so soon as the Normans have conquered it.

Over and over again this knowledge of our common law has stood

Dr. Brunner in good stead even when he has been dealing with some

piece of continental history. A striking example of this occurs in the

first of the essays that are here republished. When Waitz and Roth

are disputing over the charters of the Merovingian kings, Dr. Brunner

intervenes between them, bearing in his hand das Evangclium des

cnglischen Immohiliarreclites, Littleton's * Tenures,' and there is peace.

This is a typical instance of what English medieval law can do when it

is in the hands of a master. Such exploits as this ought to secure for

Dr. Brunner's work a hearty welcome in England. Many of the theories

of the great Germanists, the jurists who have been reconstructing ancient

Teutonic law, raise suspicions in our insular minds. Their authors, while

striving to minimise the influence of Roman law, and while they are

in .the very act of protesting that all is deutsch as dcutsch can be,

introduce ideas and distinctions which do not come naturally to the

Englishman, but look to him like Roman ideas and distinctions that are

striving to conceal their Romanism. They are not themselves aware of

the all-pervading influence which their early training in Roman law and

the romanised law of modern Germany exercises over their theories of

the middle ages ; for example, they cannot but see a ' usufruct ' where an

Englishman sees—and, according to Dr. Brunner, is right in seeing—

a

' limited ownership.' They cannot understand the potency of the for7na

doniy which imposes, as Bracton says, a lex upon the land that is given.

But if the key to many a problem of French and German legal history is

to be found in England, it is equally true that the key to many an English

problem must be found in France or Germany. Dr. Brunner has thrown

a noble and a stable bridge over the high seas, and we hope that English

students will cross it. F. W. Maitland.

The Australian Commomvealth. (' The Story of the Nations.') By Gkeville
Tbegaethen. (London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1893.)

The history of Australia presents so many difficulties that many allow-

ances ought to be made for a writer who essays to overcome them.
Probably no two writers undertaking the task attempted by Mr. Tregarthen
would have planned out their book in anything like the same way. The
space allotted by each to the events of various epochs would have differed,

as would also the mode of treatment. Mr. Tregarthen, on his part, has
devoted what will seem to some a disproportionate amount of his book
to the earHer history of both Austraha and Tasmania, and he has con-

cluded by presenting short sketches of the most recent events and the

present conditions of the separate colonies. By so doing he has unavoid-
ably curtailed his account of the more important history of the period

1830-70. In Australian history there are two subjects of the very highest
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importance, the land system and the constitutional development. Both

of these demand very careful consideration, and, we think, more lengthy

treatment than has been meted out to them in the present work.

If we turn, ao^ain, to the important characters in Australian history, two,

Sir George Gipps and Gibbon Wakefield, receive somewhat insufficient

attention, and, in consequence, fail to occupy the positions which are

their due in the history of the country which they did so much to develop.

It is difficult also to understand why New Zealand should be included

with Australia when its whole history and circumstances were so different.

Despite the multiplicity of controversial subjects which crowd colonial

history, Mr. Tregarthen has striven, with very fair success, to maintain

an impartial attitude ; in this respect, at any rate, excelling many of his

predecessors. But the history of Australia still remains to be written.

E. C. K. G.

Philosojyhy and Political Economy in some of their Historical Belations.

By James Bonae, M.A., LL.D. (London : Sonnenschein & Co.

1893.)

The history of economic theory has been sketched, and ably sketched, by

other writers ; the novelty of Mr. Bonar's work lies in this, that he has

endeavoured to illuminate it by regarding it in a particular reference—in

reference, that is, to the total body of opinions held by the leading

economists on matters non-economic, but which in the opinion of the

author influenced or elucidated their economic views. It has of late

become a truism that political economy is after all only a department of

social philosophy or sociology, and should own allegiance to its architec-

tonic. After all, what is a philosophy but a point of view ? a science but

a department of knowledge treated from that point of view ? But

although economists for the most part have accepted the doctrine, they

have hitherto shirked the laborious task of applying it historically.

Mr. Bonar has come to the rescue ; that he was perhaps the best qualified

among living economists to fill the recognised want was already evidenced

by his brilliant monograph on Malthus. As he points out in his intro-

duction he has had few pioneers—none in fact who have endeavoured to

grasp the subject under a single comprehensive view. The industry of

the German school of historical economists has been exercised on the

influence of historical and economical facts and practice on the growth of

economic theory, and hardly at all on the solidarite between economics

and its philosophic sources. It is difficult, then, to over-estimate the com-

bination of qualities such a work as the present demanded. To have

compressed the result of so much reading, to have emptied so many
commonplace books, and to have epigrammatised so much reflection into

one not very bulky volume would be in itself a notable feat. And yet the

touchstone in such cases is not the collection but the selection of material.

It is here that Mr. Bonar has exhibited his mastery of his subject. He
has given us a real history and not merely a series of isolated studies.

Although his purpose is rather to illustrate the mental attitude of the

leading thinkers than to sketch the course of economic doctrine, he never

fails by a few pregnant sentences to put the reader in touch with the

essential course of history. At the same time he never allows his

Q Q 2
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enormous and first-hand knowledge of economic literature to seduce him

into a discussion of * origins,' which in such a work as that before us

would manifestly be out of place. After all the earliest date at which the

outcrop of an idea or the formulation of a ' law ' can be traced, interesting

though it be, is not always of first-rate importance in the history of

thought. Not the mere emergence of ideas, but their fruitful emergence,

is the historian's primary concern. Mr. Bonar has therefore been wise,

and at the same time historically just, in devoting most of the space at

his disposal to those writers whose influence on economic theory has

been generally recognised by posterity. In dealing with the doctrines of

a series of teachers he has been guided by a thoroughly sound standard of

criticism. In order justly to appraise the 'relativity' of a writer's

economic opinions to the rest of his mental outlook, it is imperative to

answer two questions : first, what are the man's central interests, his

animating ideas ? secondly, how have they shaped and inevitably deter-

mined his economic speculations ? Mr. Bonar has been at pains to inter-

rogate his witnesses impartially, and to extract the answer to these

two questions in their own words. By placing side by side an epitome

of the ' philosophy ' and a synopsis of economic theory, both generally put

with admirable terseness, he enables the careful reader—and the book is

not intended for a fugitive perusal—to frame an independent opinion, and.

even where he may be most at home, to find fresh and suggestive matter

for thought. It will be clear, then, that the work gains its chief value

from the new light it throws on the postulates of economics, and coming

as it does at a juncture in the history of economic thought, when these

postulates are exposed on all sides to a vigorous and unsparing criticism,

a dispassionate and historical retrospect must be peculiarly acceptable.

Mr. Bonar naturally devotes his first book to a discussion of the

economics embedded in Greek philosophy. If he has failed to extract

much ore, the fault is not his. His chapters on Plato and Aristotle really

only serve to show that it is well-nigh impossible to find a content for

' economic categories ' from writers by whom these categories were not

recognised. The truth is that there is only one conclusion to be drawn
from the study of Greek economics ; and that is that if Greek philosophy

had included a theory of economics, it would have been held in very strait

subordination by ethics. When Plato by a fine ironic stroke based his simple

city of swine on the modern seeming principle of the division of labour, he

probably employed a parable, he certainly did not inculcate an economic
truth. And Plato's ideal state is after all no state, but a university. For
him the real problem was not quantitative but qualitative—simply how to

educe the highest individual hfe. Even Aristotle, when he discusses and
condemns wealth as an ideal, condemns an individual and not a political

ideal. With the terminus ad quern of modern pohtical economy he
has no concern. Hence it is that, from the modern critic's point of view,

the keystone of the arch is wanting, and only a heap of half-hewn stones

invites conjectural reconstruction. But even so the metaphor is unfair,

for Aristotle never intended to complete the arch. His social philosophy

stands rounded and complete. We may therefore collect Aristotle's

economic opinions if we please ; but we have no right to discover in

Aristotle a theory of economics.
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Passing rapidly and judiciously over the long interval which separates

Greek philosophy from the modern world, Mr. Bonar points out how we
must look for the rise of the conditions which rendered political economy,

strictly so called, possible in ' the growth of states in their modern form.'

The history of speculation only confirms a thesis for which there was already

an a j^riori necessity. To awaken and maintain an intelligent interest

in political economy there must exist, first, a sufficient number of persons

with a practical economic interest, and, secondly, a sufficiently broad field

of view to allow of the application of 'political arithmetic,' for political

economy is concerned with averages and aggregates. In other words wo
have to synchronise the rise of political economy with the upgrowth of

centralised governments and a middle class. The assertion that modern

political economy is the offspring of enlightened avarice is after all no

more than is involved in the definition of economics as the science of

material interests. Avarice in some form or other is certainly inherent

in human nature ; enlightenment is slow to arrive. ' Modern political

economy may be said to begin with the introduction of taxation,' and, in

fact, it was long before a study, which was assiduously and profitably

monopolised by monarchs and ministers, fell to be regarded as the

common concern of the nation. What really marked the significance of

Adam Smith as an economist was not so much perhaps that he was the

author of the first system of economics as that he taught the world to

write ' the interest of the individual ' for ' the interest of the state ;
' or

rather, as he conceived, of ' that crafty and insidious animal, the poli-

tician !
' As might be expected, a change of philosophic allegiance accom-

panied the change of practical scope. From the aegis of political

philosophy economics passes under that of ethics—in other words, eco-

nomics entered upon its individualistic stage. It was, of course, Adam
Smith who was chiefly responsible for the forward movement ; it was

the facile optimism which he shared with his age, which unhappily pre-

vented him from carrying out the ne'w principle to its high moral issues

and left the science he had created at issue with the philosophy from

which it should have drawn its strength. The history then of modern

political economy may best be epitomised in the succession of its ideals :

(1) the wealth of the government, (2) the wealth of the state or nation,

(3) the wealth of the individual, (4) the material well-being of each

and all.

In the review of the history of economic speculation in England which

Mr. Bonar affords us it is interesting to note how the course of history,

the ' raw material ' of philosophy, conspired with the stock of philosophic

formulae in vogue to determine the peculiar course of its development.

In fact, in every period it is enforced upon us that certain formulae

—

fictions, posterity calls them—are, so to speak, the international currency,

the universal exchange medium of theorists. So, for instance, in the

seventeenth century we observe, on the one hand, the influence of the

cosmopolitan conceptions of a law and state of nature, or of an original

contract ; while turning to history we recollect that it finds one of its

distinctive notes in its increasing foreign trade, its commercial wars,

its commercial treaties, its enthusiasm for ' plantations.' And it is just

the union or interplay of these two influences—the practical and the
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speculative—which explains on the one hand the economical reflections

of Hobbes and Locke, on the other the ' practical ' handling of economic

questions by Mun and Petty. Although some time was yet to elapse before

the a priori and the posteriori currents were destined to flow in one

channel, a retrospective view shows how from the seventeenth century

political economy was, as it were, unconsciously struggling to gain the

foothold of an independent science. From that time onwards economic

questions are discussed purely as economic questions. Mr. Bonar is careful

to signalise the services of David Hume in this respect, and places him fore-

most among the pioneers of Adam Smith. Hence the shrewd, genial,

inquisitive observer, the Socrates of the eighteenth century, believes, says

Mr. Bonar, * in the possibility of a science of economics. He does not

indeed use the term, but he describes the study itself. Its scope is, he

says, an inquiry into the nature of commerce and riches, and their effect

on the greatness of the state and the happiness of individuals '

(p. 105).

And discursive and incomplete as Hume's contributions to the new
science were, it is his merit to have shown what results might be achieved

by the application of the ' concrete ' method. Not merely then by the acute

discussion of individual problems, but chiefly by his unprejudiced analysis

of the postulates of political economy—ethical, psychological, and political

—Hume has left his mark indelibly on economic history.

That Mr. Bonar should have thought fit to bring his sketch of English

economical theory to a close with John Stuart Mill, though at first sight

disappointing, is justifiable. As an economist Mill was rather epoch-end-

ing than epoch-making. ' He prepared the mind of English economists

for new ideas, but he did little to introduce these himself.' Since Mill,

English economics have been chaotic or eclectic ; and Mr. Bonar devotes

his last book to the course of economic thought in Germany. That the

initiative in economic method has been seized by the Germans is indis-

putable, even though one were inclined to defend the ' orthodox ' political

economy from some of the withering invective which has been lavished on
it. Further, that German economics are the direct outcome of German
philosophy is convincingly demonstrated by the writer. Whether Kant
and Fichte bulk quite so largely in the development of economic theory

as they do in the work before us is questionable, but it would be difficult to

overrate the influence of Hegel. That in some form or other the cate-

gory of evolution—the principle of Hegel or the principle of Darwin

—

must leaven even English economics is a prophecy which is already ap-

proaching verification. W. G. Pogson Smith.

The Mark in Europe and America. By Enoch A. Beyan.
(Boston : Ginn & Co. 1893.)

At present Mr. Bryan's best achievement is 'a brisk little fusillade of

small shot, aimed at those enthusiasts who have allowed themselves to

see the pilgrim fathers carrying over to New England a well-preserved

and still effectual sample of the Teutonic mark, much as William the

Conqueror used to freight his ships with the feudal system. Mr. Bryan,
however, must equip himself with heavier armour than he has as yet

donned if he is to take any part in the now raging warfare over * early
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land tenure.' It is too late nowadays for any one to write as though he

supposed that the forces led by Fustel de Coulanges will find the

opposing host led by G. L. von Maurer
;
yet Mr. Bryan seems to know

nothing of any books that have been written in Germany during the last

thirty years. Then, again, those who are preparing to follow the

illustrious Frenchman will do well to remember that, to our great loss,

death took him away before he had faced what he himself knew to be

the hardest part of the task that he had to perform. Those who laugh

at the old question, ' Plow did the manor grow out of the mark ? ' will

have to meet the equally difficult question, How did the manor grow

out of the Koman villa ? M. Fustel died before he had given more than

a very small part of the answer which this question demanded of him,

and we fear that as yet Mr. Bryan is not prepared to supply the deficiency,

and is not even aware of the difficulties which beset the task. For some

wise remarks about the use, or rather abuse, of historical theories by

political speculators, who really care nothing for history, we are

grateful, and we may hope that Mr. Bryan may some day do good service

in that stern conflict on the outskirts of which he has been skirmishing.

F. W. Maitland.

The first volume of the Cartulariwn Mo7iasterii de Bameseia, edited by

W. H. Hart and the Rev. Ponsonby A. Lyons, vol. iii. (London : published

under the direction of the Master of the Rolls, 1893), was published in

1884, and the second in 1886. After seven years' delay this third volume

completes the work. The death of Mr. W. H. Hart left Mr. Lyons solely

responsible for the last sheets of the present part, and Mr. R. E. G. Kirk

has added an elaborate index to the three volumes, which has the merit

of at last rendering them fairly accessible. With regard to the merits and

importance of the book, there is little that need be added to the notice of

the first two volumes printed in the Historical Review (iii. 365-7). The

documents of the cartulary are not, as a rule, of very great importance or

general interest ; and many of the more formal ones might well have been

simply calendared. But they are here all printed out at length, with

almost an excessive amount of spacing and display. The editors have

given no preface, and not even a table of contents, so that it is only by

help of the index that we can find our way about in the confusion which

seems to have been due to the casual arrangement of the original cartulary.

The editors have given a good many notes, but it seems rather a waste of

public money to eke out notes by quoting long verbatim extracts from

Matthew Paris and other easily accessible authorities. Moreover the

strange mistake which assigned the cartulary and the so-called Chronicoii

Ahhatiac of Ramsay to different editors for different treatment still con-

tinues to lead to unnecessary repetition. For example, the treatise ' De
Abbatibus Rameseiae,' which Mr. Macray printed as an appendix to the

Chronicon, is of course here reproduced in the text of the cartulary. It is

characteristic that what Mr. Macray could print on less than eight pages

is here padded out to nineteen. It may, on the other hand, be recorded

to the editors' credit that they often mention w^here a document has been

printed before, and that their notes are sometimes helpful. T. F. T.
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Professor Ashley has reprmted from the Harvard Quarterly Journal

of Economics, viii. 3 (April 1894), an interestmg paper on The Anglo-

Saxon ' Tow7iship.' The point from which it starts is not, indeed, as he

seems to think, altogether a new one, for in 1889 Professor Maitland called

attention to the distinction ' between the villa and the villata, between the

town and the township, between the geographical area and the body of in-

habitants ' {ArchcBological Beview, iv. 233). But Mr. Ashley has thrown

fresh light upon the usage of the word. He demolishes the supposed

evidence for the term tunscipe in Anglo-Saxon times, and shows that the

earliest instance cited of the definite application of toiunship to a local

area dates no earlier than the fifteenth century. The word tun or toicn

remains the only proper historical denomination of the old English

village. From this Mr. Ashley proceeds to comment on the importance

of the identity of town and villa, tracing it back to the organisation of

estates held by proprietors with dependents under them which the

English conquerors found on their arrival in Britain, and which he be-

lieves continued under them to be the normal system.

Die Anfdnge der Lehngerichtsbarkeit in England, von Frank

Zinkeisen (Berlin : Sayffaerth, 1893), a dissertation of an American

student at the university of Berlin, is a meritorious discussion of the

evidence that relates to the rise of a feudal or seignorial justice in England.

It maintains against Mr. Adams that private justice, at all events the

justice of the ' immunist,' was no very new thing in the England of the

Confessor's day. It has long seemed to us that Mr. Adams's argument

was open to attack, and we think that it can no longer be treated as

in possession of the field. To our thinking Mr. Zinkeisen might with

advantage have gone further than he has along the path that he has

chosen. It is time that the meaning of the ' immunities ' granted by the

Anglo-Saxon land books should once more be subjected to a thorough

discussion. When Kemble wrote the Frankish * immunity ' had hardly

been explored. When Mr. Adams wrote the prevailing theory among
continental writers was one which minimised the import of the immunity
and assigned a very recent date to the growth of the seignorial court.

But all that is changed nowadays. One of the few points about which
all schools of historians seem to be agreed is that from the very first the

Frankish ' immunists ' had the power, if not the right, to hold a court for

those who dwelt upon the privileged land. We could wish that Mr.

Zinkeisen had brought this doctrine to bear upon the oldest Anglo-Saxon

land books ; but still he has done well in abating the barrier which had
been erected between the diplomata of the Confessor and the diplomata

of Cnut. F. W. M.

The third volume of Mr. C. P. Lucas's Historical Geography of the

British Colonies (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894), dealing with the

West Coast of Africa, is of less general interest than its predecessors, which

have been noticed by us on their appearance, but it is not less full of

accurate information, well arranged and lucidly set forth. The historical

student will find much valuable matter in the earlier chapters, which are

concerned with the history of discovery, the early settlements and rivalries
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of the various races which estabHshed themselves on the West Coast, and

in particular with the history of the slave trade, about which Mr. Lucas

has some general observations marked by penetration and grasp. The

interconnexion of the history of colonisation in West Africa and the east

of South America is very clearly brought out, but it is an error to suppose

(pp. 39, 46) that the Portuguese were excluded from Brazil by the award

of Pope Alexander VI. The limit laid down in the bull of 1493, fixing the

line 100 leagues westward of the Cape Verd Islands, was extended in the

following year to 370 leagues, so that a considerable part of Brazil was,

under the award—which Columbus declined to recognise—the lawful

prize of the Portuguese.

In a former number of this Review (viii. 391-393) we had occasion

to notice Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell's great work on ' The Land Systems of

British India,' which has enabled the student at home to form accurate

notions of the land tenures and land revenue systems now prevailing in

different parts of our Indian empire. We have now to acknowledge a

concise manual of the same subject, entitled A Short Account of the Land
Bevenue and its Administration in British India, with a Sketch of the

Land Tenures (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894). It is necessarily con-

cerned with legal, administrative, and economical rather than with strictly

historical topics. We may observe, however, that Mr. Baden-Powell

adheres to those views respecting the constitution of the Indian village

which he put forth in his larger treatise, and denies that the agrarian

communism depicted by historical jurists either prevails now or ever has

prevailed in India. F. C. M.

The Statesman's Year-Booh for 1894, edited by Mr. J. Scott Keltie

(London : Macmillan & Co.), continues to be an indispensable manual of

reference for the details of the systems of government and statistics of all

countries. For the historical student it possesses the special value of

giving particulars as to the recent history of legislative and administrative

changes as to which it is often hard to obtain information readily else-

where. The lists of rulers are usually very accurate ; but we notice that

Ferdinand I is called archduke of Austria in 1520 (p. 334), whereas the

treaty of partition was not made until 1521. It appears also inadvisable

in a colourless work like this to treat the modern German empire as the

legitimate successor of the holy Roman empire (p. 531), a claim which

the house of Hohenzollern has expressly avoided making. Nor do we
understand why Wenceslaus, Rupert, and Sigismund are treated as

forming an imaginary ' second interregnum.'

Miss Hetherington's Index to the Periodical Literature of the World

for 1893 (London : 125 Fleet Street, 1894) is a useful and very practical

record of the contents of the leading British and American periodical

publications during the year. It is alphabetically arranged, and comprises

authors as well as subjects, but it is the subject classification which gives

the book its chief value ; for the compiler has gone behind the often vague

titles of articles and indicated briefly their real purport. The cross refer-

ences are abundant and usually accurate. We could have spared the

citation of summaries in the Beview of Bevieius, but this was no doubt a
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matter decided by business considerations. Intended in the first place for

a wide popular circulation, and certainly indispensable to librarians, the

Index will also be found serviceable by historical scholars and antiquaries.

True it includes but few pubhcations of the learned type ; but it is just

the historical articles and papers appearing in publications of a general

character which the student is most Hkely to overlook, and to which, there-

fore, an index is most requisite. A reference to headings Uke ' Churches '

or * London ' will illustrate what we mean. Prefixed to the volume is a

directory of periodical pubhcations of many countries, with their editors,

pubhshers, and other notes. This is valuable so far as it goes, but it

needs enlargement. For instance, the Bevue Critique and the Theologische

Studicn imd Kritiken are omitted. The specifically Eoman catholic

complexion of the Polyhihlion should have been mentioned. In the list

of publications ' deceased or incorporated wdth others ' the Archceological

Beview should have found a place.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Battle of Hastings

I. In my last paper ^ I drew a pointed distinction between the opinions

advanced by Mr. Round when writing anonymously in the Quarterly

Bevieio and those held by him when writing under his own name. But

the crowning instance of discrepancy remains to be given. 'Of course,'

wrote the Quarterly Reviewer, 'Mr. Freeman's " fortress " has secured

universal acceptance. Its "paHsades " and " barricades " figure now in

every history
;

'
^ and he proceeded to enumerate a string of writers who

have accepted Mr. Freeman's ' singular delusion.' One name, however,

which should have stood high in the list is 'conspicuous by its absence.

In the ' Dictionary of National Biography ' (iv. G4) Mr. J. H. Round has

not only accepted without question the ' palisade,' which the Quarterly

Reviewer declared had ' absolutely no existence save in the pages of

romances '
; but, in direct contradiction to the Quarterly Bevieiuer, has

found for it an authority in William of Poitiers, and has gone far beyond

Mr. Freeman himself in giving us the name of the man who first broke

it down. Here are Mr. Round's own words with his own reference to

William of Poitiers

:

He [Kobert de Beaumont] distinguished himself early in the day by a charge

on the right wing, in which he was the first to break down the English palisade

[Will. Poitou, p. 134].

My next example shall be shorter still. In the Quarterly Bevieio

Mr. Round devoted three pages to an attack upon Mr. Freeman's use of

the ' excruciating name of Senlac,' ^ that ' impossible English name,' and
wound up with an * earnest appeal to all who may write or teach history

to adhere to the " true ancient name " of the battle of Hastings.' In

the same article by Mr. Round in the * Diet. Nat. Biog.' I read that

* Robert [de Beaumont] fought at Senlac'

» Ante, January 1894, pp. 38-40.

2 Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 15. ^ jj^<^^ jyiy 1392^ pp. y.n.
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II. Now for two points on which Mr. Round risks an appeal to Mr.
Freeman himself. The result of this appeal will be best shown by quota-

tion in parallel columns :

—

(1) Mr. liouND. Mr. Freeman.

Mr. Freeman himself held that the ... First in each division

[Norman] infantry were all archers. marched the archers, slingers, and
(Eng. Hist. Eev. ix. 250.) crossbowmen, then the more heavily

armed infantry, lastly the horsemen,

(iii. 467.)

Mr. Round, indeed, gives a reference to iii. 462. What Mr. Freeman
there says, however, is not that ' the infantry were all archers,' but that
' the archers were all but universally on foot '—a very different thing.

(2) Mr. Round. Mr. Freeman.

According to me Mr. Freeman There, as the inner circle of the

held that the standard, with Harold at host, were ranged the fated warriors of

its foot, stood throughout the day in the house of Godwine. . . . Closer still

the very forefront of thefight. {Ante, than all, the innermost centre of that

p. 251.) glorious ring, stood the kingly three

(iiL 474-5). "William himself and his

native Normans took on them the

heaviest task of all . . . their duty

was to cut their way up the hill right

to the standard in the teeth of King
Harold himself (iii. 476).

III. In my first article I showed that Mr. Round was not acquainted

with the great French historians who have written on the battle of

Hastings—with Thierry, with Michelet, with Martin and others."^ I

showed also that he had not mastered Guy of Amiens and William of

Poitiers, our two leading contemporary historians of the battle.'' As to

Mr. Round's second article, I published eleven months ago an announce-

ment that I should not answer it, and to that resolve I have adhered.

But, while dealing with another topic, I incidentally pointed out how Mr.

Round in this second article did not once, in either title or text, spell

correctly the name of the writer (Baldric of Bourgueil) whose poem he

was professing to review ;
^ how he had, apparently, not read that writer's

most famous work ;

'^ and how, while posing as an authority on Latin

style and grammar, he did not even know how to use a Latin dictionary,

and was capable of mistaking the dog Latin of an eighteenth-century

lexicographer for the ' golden prose ' of Livy.^ Now I have to show that

Mr. Round, posing as an authority on the Old French language and

medieval literature, does not know how to use an Old French dictionary

;

and, in an argument which turns on a point of chronology, quotes three

passages written by an early tenth-century chronicler as the composi-

tion of a chronicler of the twelfth.

(1) In the Quarterly Bevieiu for July 1893, p. 85, Mr. Round wrote :

—

* Contemporary Review, pp. 338-340, 354. My challenge, poinfedly reiterated by

Miss Norgate [ante, p. 50), still remains entirely unanswered in Mr. Round's April paper.

^ Ibid. pp. 341-2. Here too my challenge, pointedly reiterated by Miss Norgate,

still remains entirely unanswered in Mr. Eound's April paper.

^ Ante, p. 29. Cf. x>. 218, where Mr. Eound simply misses the point of my foot-note.

' Ante, p. 29. « Ante, p. 11, note 30.
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'It was . . . incumbent on Mr. Archer to vindicate the rendering by

"barricades" of a term [i.e. escu] which is one of the commonest in Wace,

and ivliich, as everyone hnows, invariahhj means " shield:'
'

Mr. Kound's credentials as a scholar of Old French may be gauged by

the words I have italicised. Many a schoolboy could tell him that escu is

very frequently used for a coin (the modern ecu).

(2) In the English Historical Eeview for April 1894, p. 235, Mr.

Round writes :

—

'Mr. Archer . . . should at least know that targe means "shield," and

" shield " only. Any French dictionary will enlighten him if he does not.'

A reference to Du Cange's Old French glossary s.v. ' targe,' and thence

to the examples given in vol. viii. p. 33 (ed. 1887) of the Latin portion of

the same great work, might ' enlighten ' Mr. Round as to the various

meanings of this word, which is used not only for a shield, but also for

(a) a coin (like escu) ; (6) a short sword or dagger
;

(c) a special kind of

ship. I absolutely decline further controversy on a matter of Old French

scholarship with a writer who shows himself ignorant of the meaning of

some of the commonest words in medieval literature, and incapable of

using the great dictionary of medieval language which must lie at every

scholar's side as he works at the subject of his choice ; above all else with

a writer who says that a rendering of ' faire escu' confirmed by such

scholars as MM. Gaston Paris and Paul Meyer is ' obviously ' wrong.

IV. Commenting on William of Malmesbury's phrase conserta ante se

scutorum testudine, I remarked that here the language, as apart from the

matter, presented three slight peculiarities.^ Of these the second was the

word testudo^ ' a word w^hich,' I remarked, ' I only oxcollect once in other

twelfth-century chronicles.' ^° Mr. Round (who of course drops my word
* recollect

')
produces three instances which he labels ' Florence.' ^^ Really

Mr. Round should be more cautious. Every one of these instances is a

quotation from Asser. Here are the passages side by side :

—

Florence. Asser.

Quo dolore et verecundia Christiani Quo dolore et verecundia Christian!

commoti iterum post quatuor dies commoti iterum post quatuor dies

contra praefatum exercitum, in loco contra praefatum exercitum in loco,

qui dicitur ^scesdun, quod Latine qui dicitur ^scesdun, quod Latine

' mons fraxini ' interpretatur, totis * mons fraxini ' interpretatur, totis

viribus et plena voluntate ad proelium viribus et plena voluntate ad proelium

prodeunt. Sed Pagani in duas se prodeunt; sed Pagani in duas se

turmas dividentes, aequali testudine turmas dividentes, aequali lance tes-

bellum parant, habebant enim tunc tudines parant, habebant enim tunc

duos reges multosque comites, conce- duos reges et multos comites, conce-

dentes mediam partem exercitus dentes mediam partem exercitus

duobus regibus, et alteram omnibus duobus regibus, et alteram omnibus
comitibus {Mon. Hist. Brit. p. 554). comitibus {Mon. Hist. Brit. p. 476).

The passages beginning Alfred tunc secimdarius and Inde sequenti

die, at pp. 555 and 559, compared with those at pp. 476 and 482 yield the

same result.

» Antfi, pp. 14, 18.

'" Ante, p. 14. I italicised the word ' recollect,' so as to make my meaning clear.

" Ante, p. 242.
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I need hardly say that I was quite aware of Asser's use of testudo

for a shield wall, and indeed had alluded to it in my January article.'

^

Mr. Eound, however, though posing as an authority on medieval literature,

knows so little of his subject as to offer Florence of Worcester's quota-

tions from Asser as though they were Florence's genuine work.

V. On one point where Mr. Bound has thrown down a direct chal-

lenge as to fact I must say a few words. I wrote incidentally in a

foot-note, ' How very recent is the Keviewer's knowledge even of Baldric's

name is evident from the facts (1) of his persistent misspelling of

Baldric's abbey

—

" Bourgeuil " [sic]—(2) by his fixing the date of Baldric's

accession to the abbacy ten years too early.' '^ As to (1), Mr. Round * will

only say that it is unspeakably childish '
'"* of me to mention the fact that

he, writing in the Quarterly Bevieiu as a specialist on Baldric of Bour-

giceil, never once spelt that name right ! I noticed it because, along with

two other things, it showed me pretty clearly that he had never made a

study of the great work of the writer he was professing to review ; and we
may be sure that if he had read Baldric's history of the first crusade he

would have answered my challenge. As to (2), Mr. Round pleads that

he has, besides M. Delisle, the support of three other authorities

—

Midland's ' Biographie Universelle,' M. Thurot, and Mabillon's ' Annales

Benedictini,' in which last the date 1079 is given on the authority

of Baldric himself.^'' May we not infer from this that Mr. Round was

ignorant of tJie monograph on Baldric, written in 1878 by the Abbe

Pasquier? a monograph which has revolutionized our knowledge of

Baldric's life, and finally dissipated that story, repugnant to common
sense, which made Baldric an abbot at the age of twenty-two or twenty-

three. M. Pasquier not only gives evidence for the true date 1089, but

shows how the false idea arose from a misunderstanding of Baldric's own
words.^^ M. Pasquier's results were at once accepted by the editor of

Baldric's great work, published the next year (1879) ; and they hold the

field to this day, as is shown by Hagenmeyer's lately issued (1890) edition

of the ' Gesta Francorum.' ^^ Mr. Bound, the specialist, is fifteen years

behind the time in the subject of his choice}^

VI. Mr. Round's logic, I may add, is not much better than his scholar-

ship. A good deal of his argument is based on the obvious fallacy that,

because Mr. Freeman rejects Wace where he believes Wace to be wrong, he

is bound to reject Wace when he believes him to be right.'^ Another argu-

ment is based on the still more patent fallacy that, because Mr. Freeman

and I cannot well both be right when we differ (as we are bound some-

times to differ), we cannot therefore be right where we agree.^^ Again, I

>2 Ante, p. 21, note 52. ^^ ^4^^^^^ p^ 29, note 62. '* Ante, p. 218. »* j^^^,

'" Pasquier, pp. 274-5. '^ Hagenmeyer, Introduction, p. 76.

'8 Elsewhere, ante, p. 247, where Mr. Bound alludes to the so-called ' Chronique

Ascendante ' in proof that Wace mentions the siege of Eouen in 1174, he is thirty years

behind the time. Du Meril disposed of that ' proof ' in 1862.

'** Ante, p. 245. Other forms of this fallacy run through nearly all that Mr. Round

has written on this subject.

-o E.g. Mr. Freeman believes in a palisade in spite of the fact that, so far as he

knows, it does not appear in the tapestry. If, then, Mr. Freeman, regarding the

tapestry as his highest authority, believes in a palisade despite its silence, why may

not I, who do not rate the ' priceless record ' quite so high as Mr. Freeman, believe in
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speak of Guy of Amiens as a rhetorical writer :

^i Mr. Freeman speaks of

him as giving the ' minutest contemporary ' account of the battle.^^ Mr.

Round seems to see a contradiction here ;
^^ I see none. With a possible

reservation as to William of Poitiers I could use the words myself. The

fact is that Mr. Round has just missed the whole point of my section C.-'*

I have a sterner criterion as to w^hat good authority is than Mr. Round. I

have been trained in a different school. To me not one of the authorities

for Hastings is ' good.' But I quite agree with Mr. Freeman that of our

historical accounts Guy's and WiUiam's of Poitiers are in many ways the

best. But what Mr. Freeman thought of his authorities as a whole is

evident from his own words that, as to the military disposition of the

Enghsh, ' the one absolutely certain point is the position of the English

standard.' 2^ All the rest, he admitted, was matter of opinion. And
curiously enough the tapestry gives the lie to this one point.

VII. And now to sum up the whole matter so far as I am concerned.

Mr. Round wound up his original article in the Quarterly Review with these

words, words that I quoted as the motto for my article in the Contemporary

Review :
' We have but pointed out some of Mr. Freeman's errors, and

lue have endeavoured^ as we purposed at the outset, to restrict ourselves to

those, small or great, which are beyond the possibility of question. ' ^^

Of these ' errors '
' beyond the possibility of question ' I took up the most

important—the one on which the Quarterly Reviewer himself laid most

stress. And here it is.

Mr. Round advanced the following propositions : (1) The general propo-

sition that Mr. Freeman was grossly mistaken in supposing that what

Mr. Round himself called the 'crucial 2" passage' inWace (11. 7815-2G)

referred to a palisade or barricade. Mr. Round stated positively that the

lines did not refer to a palisade, but that they did refer to a shield wall.

(2) The special jjroposition that in rendering 11. 7815-0—Fait orent

devant els escuz Defenestres ed'altres fuz—Mr. Freeman was 'obviously'

wrong. According to Mr. Round these two lines ' obviously ' referred to

a * shield wall.' ^s
(3) Lastly, Mr. Round practically denied that the word

ais of Wace's 1. 7823 {D'escuz e d'ais s'avironoent) had any reference

to planks or boards built up into a palisade. He contended that the word

was, more or less, equivalent to the Old English ' bord ' in a passage

where ' bord ' means a ' shield.' 2-»

In the Contemporary Revieiv for March 1893 I controverted Mr.

Round's position and asserted Mr. Freeman's interpretation of the disputed

passage to have been right on the whole. I admitted, and admit, that in

non-essentials as to the exact form or materials of the barricade experts

may differ ; but I showed that, assign what meaning we may to the word

fenestres and the second esctcz (in 1. 7823), the barricades still remain ;

^^

for they are not based either or\. fenestres or on the second escuz.

a palisade also, despite the tapestry's silence ? Where is Mr. Piound's ' fatal difficulty
'

[ante, pp. 218, 219) in my position ?

-» Ante, p. 26. '-"- Norm. Co7iq. iii. 146. " j^^f^^ p^ 2I6. "* Ante, pp. 25-35.

25 Norman Conquest, iii. preface, p. viii. "^ Quarterly Revieiv, July 1892, p. 37.
"-' Ibid, p. 14. -'^ Ibid. pp. 14-15.
-** Ibid. p. 12. Cf. Mr. Round's own explanation of his meaning in Ekg. Hist.

Rev., April 1894, pp. 238-9.

^^ Contemporary Bcvieiv, March 1893, p. 338, &c.
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Mr. Round, without ever attempting seriously to answer my arguments,

denied my conclusions point-blank. It then became a question for

experts to decide as to the true meaning of that * crucial passage ' to

which Mr. Eound himself * invited ' his readers' 'particular attention.' ^^

Accordingly appeal was made to the two foremost living Old French

scholars—to M. Gaston Paris and M. Paul Meyer—both of whom have

now spoken, and that in no hesitating voice, as to every one of the three

points enumerated above. According to M. Gaston Paris it is ' certain
'

that 11. 7813-2G do refer to ' a kind of palisade,' while M. Paul Meyer's

verdict is in a similar direction. Both scholars are equally agreed that

the word cscuz of line 7815 is used in a barricade sense ; and both are

equally atone in rejecting the Avord ' shields ' as a rendering for the ais of

1. 7823.^- Thus the two very foremost living authorities on Old French

confirm Mr. Freeman's general interpretation of this passage.

So much for the translation point—the only one I took up directly.

As to the question whether there was a barricade of some sort at Hastings

or not, Mr. Round himself appealed to our only English ' specialist ' on

medieval warfare. Now that the evidence on both sides has appeared

(Mr. Round's four papers and my tivo), that specialist, Mr. Oman, has

commissioned me to say that he thinks there was.

VIII. One word in conclusion as to the argumentum ex silentio.

Had Mr. Round made this argument the forefront of his battle in his first

paper I should have met it at once. Every scholar knows that it is one

of the weakest of all possible arguments, especially in a case like the

' battle of Hastings,' where we have not a single line written by any one

who was present at the fight. I will give one instance to show where it

would lead us if rigidly applied. If any fact in Hastings is more certain

than another it is that at the beginning of the battle the main body of

the English was posted on a hill. Now the ' priceless record '—the

Bayeux tapestry—represents them on the plain. If the tapestry could

leave out this central feature—the hill of Senlac—from its picture of the

opening battle, still more easily could it leave out the intricate barriers

upon the hill.^^

I could go on indefinitely calling attention to Mr. Round's want of

^' Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 14.

3-' Eng. Hist. Rev. April 1894, p. 260.

^' I may add that Mr. Freeman treats the Bayeux tapestry in precisely the same
way as he treats Wace. He follows it when he thinks it is right ; he does not follow

it where he thinks it wrong. Thus, to take an instance or two out of many, (a) he

rejects the tapestry's version of Harold's death, which makes him fall not upon the

liill of battle but on a plain
;

(b) he rejects the tapestry's account of Harold's coro-

nation, following Florence of Worcester's statement—that Harold was crowned by

Aldred, archbishop of York— in avowed opposition to his reading of the tapestry, i.e.

that Harold was crowned by Stigand
;

(c) lastly, he rejects in toto the tapestry's

version of Edward the Confessor's death, for that ' priceless record ' makes Edward
buried before he died ! Mr. Freeman, and perhaps not altogether without reason,

follows the saner notion of other authorities that Edward died before he was buried.

I must add that Mr. Eound mistakes my position towards the tapestry in a twofold

manner. (1) I do not ' repudiate ' it. (2) I have never once said it icas based on a

chanson. I have been careful to give alternatives, ' chanson, history, or tradition.''

My position is simply this : that whatever may be its authority for the facts it

mentions it is not full and conclusive evidence against those facts that it omits.
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knowledge, his blunders and his poverty &c. and poverty of argument. But

is it worth while ? I will only ask my readers one question : With reference to

the ' crucialpassage ' and the ' barricade,' has he carried out his oion vaunt ?

With the leading specialists of Old French in the world against him, has he

shown Mr. Freeman's rendering of the crucial passage to be * obviously
'

wrong ? Has he confined himself, as he ' purposed from the outset,' to those

* errors,' ' small or great, iv-hich are beyond the possibility of question ' ?

Hi motus animorum atque haec certamina tanta

Pulveris exigui iactu compressa quiescunt.

T. A. Aechee.

Again and again has Mr. Eound insisted that Mr. Archer 'undertook

to show Mr. Freeman to have been entirely right in the view he took of

the whole question ;
' ^ again and again has he quoted these words, or a

part of them, in such a manner as to give them a sweeping application to

' that historian's account of the battle ' ^ dotvn to the minutest details. On
each occasion he has omitted the context which shows what was the

' whole question ' to which alone they directly applied—the only question,

be it observed, which Mr. Archer set himself fully to examine in the

article whence they are taken :

—

The Eeviewer's charge is that Mr. Freeman has mistranslated Wace ; that

Wace's passage refers to the shield-wall and not to a palisade. . . We shall

examine the passage on which the Keviewer lays so much stress, and show that

his translation does not fulfil the conditions of the case, while Mr. Freeman's

does. Thus we shall show Mr. Freeman to have been entirely right in the view

he took of the whole question.^

In the face of this Mr. Bound charges his opponents in the controversy

with * the manufacture of a case against me by (1) perversion or suppression

of what I have myself said
; (2) perversion or suppression of what Mr.

Freeman has said.' ^ As regards (1)

—

I. He complains, first, that his words, ^ ' the passage which led me to

believe that the " Gesta Regum " must have been known to Wace,' have been

quoted as referring to Wace's 11. 7813-26, whereas they referred to 11.7101-34

and the ' Gesta Regum,' § 239 ; and, secondly, that he has been misrepre-

sented as applying the term * key of the position ' to Wace's 11. 7813-26,

whereas he applied it to the 'Gesta Regum,' § 241.^ If Mr. Round has a

grievance here, it is against 7ne, not Mr. Archer ; for I suggested the inser-

tion of the four or five words complained of into Mr. Archer's text. But
I certainly never intended to misrepresent Mr. Round in any way ; and

for any failure to grasp his meaning he is himself responsible. He
plunged his readers into a labyrinth of metaphors through which even

now I cannot see my way. Certainly, without his present explanation, I

at least should never have imagined that he found ' the key of the posi-

tion ' in one passage and ' the word that really gave him the clue ' in

another ; while ' the passage which led him to believe,' &c., was distinct

from both of these, but identical with that ' on which he would specially

rest his case.' He further, however, insinuates that not his ' key ' only,

' Quarterly Revieio, July 1893, p. 80; cf. ante, ix. 210, 230, 258. ^ ^^^^^^ p_ 21O.

» Cont. Rev. March 1893, p. 344.

* Ante, p. 209. ' Ante, viii. G77. « Ante, p. 210.
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but also his ' position ' has been wilfully mistaken—that he has been mis-

represented as referring, when he used the phrase 'key of the position,'

not to the theory which he was then propounding as to Wace and his

authorities, but to the question as to the palisade^at Senlac ; and that it

is to this latter that the phrase has been applied in Mr. Archer's paper of

January last. Being, as I have already stated, myself the author of the

phrase as used there, I can say with authority that this insinuation of

Mr. Round's is absolutely groundless. The only ' position ' which I ever

imagined to be referred to in Mr. Round's use of the phrase, the only

' position ' which I ever had in my mind when using it, is the position

which he was laying down in the article where it occurs as to the relation

between the ' Gesta Regum ' and the ' Roman de Rou.' That the same
interpretation, and no other, was in Mr. Archer's mind when he adopted

the phrase from me is evident from the context in every one of the three

places where it is quoted in his paper.

II. In p. 214 Mr. Round writes :

' In spite of Mr. Archer's attempt to show that I have abandoned " an un-

tenable position " I have never changed my original contention.'

Mr. Round's original statement of the ' position ' here referred to need

only be compared with another passage from the same writer.

' Quarterly Bevieiu' July 1892, jp. 14. ^ Historical Review,'' Oct. 1893, ^j. 681.

The description of the palisade [in There are . . . undoubted difli-

the ' Norman Conquest '] . . . is taken culties in rendering the passage \Fait

from a passage in the same poem orejit . . . uencu'] as a description of

referring not to a palisade, but to the the 'shield wall'. . . Starting from the

'shield wall.' . . . The passage in fact that the disputed passage sup-

question runs thus : Fait orent . . . ported and also opposed both render-

uencu. ings, I arrived, &c.

III. Again, Mr. Round declares (p. 243) :

• Mr. Archer's original contention that in rejecting the palisade I " mainly "

relied on "Wace was, however unintentional, " the exact converse of the truth "

... I relied on every other authority as against Wace—if Wace used escuz

for " barricades."
'

•//'! That little word makes all the difference. There was no * if

'

in the Quarterly Reviewer's original treatment of what he himself called

* this crucial passage.' His repeated assertion that Mr. Archer's state-

ment ' is not only imtruc, it is the exact converse of the truth,' ^ can have

only one meaning, viz. that he practically placed no reliance on his own
argument from Wace. By his own words he shall be judged. Here they

are :
' We invite particular attention to this crucial passage, because it is

the one on which our author specially relied.' ^ ' Our author ' here was

Mr. Freeman, on whose theory of a barricade at Senlac the Reviewer

made an assault in three divisions which may be called A,.B, and C. Of

these A (pp. 12-14) is made up of sundry little points, and winds up with

the words, * We have armed ourselves thus heavily for assailing Mr.

Freeman's " fortress," because . . . we suggest nothing less than that his

^ Athena!umy 18 March 1893 ; cf. ante, p. 243. « Quarterly Review, July 1892, p. 14.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXV. R R
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famous palisade had no existence *' save ... in the pages of romances

like his own." * Therefore A is introductory to B. C, the argument

from the silence of other authorities, opens with the words, * It is clear,

besides, that if,' &c. (p. 15) ; therefore C is subsidiary to B. And what is

B, the argument to which A is introductory and C subsidiary ? It is the

argument /row Tface, and specially from the crucial passage: 'the de-

scription of the palisade ... is taken from a passage in the same poem

referring not to a paHsade but to the '' shield wall :
" ' 'it is, moreover,

so obvious that " escuz defenestres e d'altres fuz'' refers to shields, and

not . . . to '' firm barricades," ' &c. (pp. 14, 15). Therefore the Eeviewer

did * mainly ' rely upon Wace as against Mr. Freeman ; and his ' dis-

missing the Boman de Boio ' in a parenthesis in the middle of his sub-

sidiary argument was a sheer wanton freak, the dismissal, without any

reason given, of a servant who on the Reviewer's own showing was of the

highest value to his cause.

^

IV. Mr. Round asks me (p. 250) ' to withdraw my imputations

'

respecting his statements as to paliz and mairrien. He had denounced

as ' directly contrary to fact ' two statements which he imputed to Mr.

Archer—(1) ' that Wace only uses the word paiiz twice ;
' (2) * that he

only uses mairrien for the special timber which Duke William had pre-

pared in Normandy for his chastel on the English coast.' ^° He does not

now repeat the words ' directly contrary to fact
;

' indeed, he virtually

withdraws his imputation of (1) by quoting what Mr. Archer actually

wrote—'
" I have only found the word twice." ' As regards (2), he asserts

that 'in one of the "three" instances of which Mr. Archer speaks

(1. G357) the word [mairrien] is used not of prepared timber for a cJiastel,

but of the timber felled for the construction of the fleet,' ^^ When Mr.

Archer took mairrien in 1. 6357 as referring to the chastel instead of to

the ships, he took, out of two possible interpretations, the one least

favourable to his own cause. Mr. Round had asserted that ' a palisade in

Wace is jpaliz and the timber of which it is formed mairrien.' ^-

Mr. Archer in reply showed that in the ' Roman de Rou ' a palisade is

more often jpel than paliz, and that mairrien is there used only for

a particular kind of timber which—whether it were castle timber or ship

timber—is certainly nowhere stated to be palisade timber. I see no

reason to alter my expressed opinion that Mr. Round's treatment of these

two points was ' calculated to awaken a misgiving as to his own confidence

in the strength of his case,' and I cannot admit that he has yet ' proved

his accuracy ' with respect to either of them.

V. Mr. Round complains (p. 256) that I have misrepresented him as

basing his version of the array of the English at Cowton Moor upon
iEthelred, instead of on ' the allusion by Richard of Hexham to the

reliqua multitudo, which, he adds, ' must be ' also my authority for

the substantially identical version given by me seven years ago—'the

" In pp. 215 and 243, ante, Mr. Eound ' takes his stand ' on the argument which I

have called C, i.e. the argument from silence. In p. 233 he reverts to B, saying, ' I

have throughout taken my stand on this word escuz.' I venture again to point out

the insecurity of his position : he is standing with • one foot on sea and one on shore.'

"» Quarterly Review, July 1893, p. 82. " Ante, p. 249.
'- Quarterly Eevieiv, July 1892, p. 14.
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general mass of less well-armed troops of the sbire in the rear.* I, on

the other hand, have long since come to the conclusion that for these

words of mine there is no authority whatever ; and I could not guess that

Mr. Round saw one in a passage to which he gives no reference, and

which runs thus :
* Maxima pars equitum, equis relictis, fiunt pedites,

Horum electissimi, mixti cum sagittariis, in prima acie praeordinantur.

Caeteri vero . . . juxta et circum Standard in pectore belli condensantur.

Reliqua autem multitudo undique conglomerata eos cibcumvallabat.' ^^

Before closing I will only touch upon one other point.

VI. Commenting on my suggestion that Harold might have carried

with him to Senlac the timber for the palisade, Mr. Round asks :
' Has

she read of how Harold, on his " speedy " march, " hastened on " ? ^'^ Does

she realise what hauling timber through what *' was doubtless, in an

October of those days, a mere quagmire," ^^ up on to a hill meant ? ' ^^

To his first question I answer. Yes ! I had read of the ' speedy

'

' march of Harold from London into Sussex '—
* along the line of the great

road /rom London to the south coast' ^^ And I nad also read of how * the

Norman army, in its advance frojn Hastings * to * the foot of the English

position,' had to make its way ' through difficult country,' one of its

difficulties being that ' the lower land, close at the foot of the hill . . .

was doubtless, in an October of those days, a mere quagmire.' *^ To the

second question I answer. No ! I certainly do not ' realise ' how a quagmire

which the authority invoked by Mr. Round himself thus places on the

south of Senlac hill could lie in the way of the English host on its

' speedy ' (and therefore direct) march from the north.

I venture to think that the second head of Mr. Round's complaint

—

' perversion or suppression of what Mr. Freeman has said '—may be

passed over in silence.

Kate Nobgate.

[This discussion must now be closed. I wish it to be understood that

the letters given above have been shortened in consequence of limitations

of space imposed by me.

—

Editor.]

»^ Eic. Hexham, ed. Hewlett, p. 163. '^ [N. C. iii. 442-3.]

'^ [Ibid. p. 446.] *^ Ante, p. 251, note 163.

•^ N. C. iii. 442-3. "* Ibid. pp. 446-7.
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Schleicher (A. W.) Geschichte der

Galla : Bericht eines abbessinischen
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Monches fiber die Invasion der Galla
im sechzehnten Jahrhundert ; Text
und Uebersetzung herausgegeben von.
Pp. 42. Berlin : Frohlich. 2-50 m.

Smith (G. A.) The historical geography

of the Holy Land. 6 maps. London

:

Hodder & Stoughton. 15/.

WiNCKLER (H.) Altorientalische For-
schungen. I, II. Pp. 1-196, 4 plates.

Leipzig : Pfeiffer. 12 m.

III. GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORY

Amitai (L. K.) Eomains et juifs : 6tude
critique sur les rapports publics et

prives qui ont exists entre les Eomains
et juifs jusqu'a la prise de Jerusalem
par Titus. Paris : Pischbacher. 4 f.

Beloch (G.) Studi di storia antica. II.

Pp. 155. Kome : Loescher. 6 1.

Casagrandi (V.) & KoMEO (G.) Eaccolta
di studi di storia antica. I: Sulla guerra
sicula tra Ottaviano e Sesto Pompeo
Magno. Pp. 141. Catania : tip. del-

r Etna.
Cassiodori senatoris Variae. Eec. T.
Mommsen. (Monumenta Germaniae
historica. Auctores antiquissimi. XII.)
Pp. clxxxiv, 597, plates. Berlin

:

Weidmann. 4to. 28 m.
Costa (E.) Papiniano : studio di storia

interna del diritto romano. I. Pp.
372. Bologna : Zanichelli. 6 1.

Crampe (E.) Philopatris : ein heidnisches
Konventikel des siebenten Jahrhunderts
zu Constantinopel. Pp. 62. Halle

:

Niemeyer. 1*80 m.
DoESBURG (J. J.) Geschiedenis der

Grieken. Pp. 637. Amsterdam : Boon.
4-20 fl.

Greenidge (A. H. J.) Infamia ; its

place in Eoman public and private law.

Pp. 219. Oxford: Clarendon Press.

10/6.

GsELL (S.) Essai sur le r^gne de I'empe-
reur Domitien. (Bibliotheque des
Ecoles francjaises d'Ath^nes et de Eome.
LXV.) Pp. 398. Paris : Thorin. 12 f.

Hardy (E. G.) Christianity and the
Eoman government : a study in impe-
rial administration. Pp. 208. London :

Longmans. 5/.

Hauvette (A.) H^rodote historien des

guerres mediques. Paris : Hachette.
10 f.

Lanciani (E.) Forma urbis Eomae dimensa
et delineata. II. 6 plates. Milan

:

Hoepli. 25 1.

ToMASCHEK (W.) Die alten Thraker

:

eine ethnologische Untersuchung. II

:

Die Sprachreste. 1 : Glossen aller Art
und Gotternamen. Pp. 70. Vienna

:

Tempsky. 1-40 m.

IV. ECCLESIASTICAL AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY

Acta martyrum et sanctorum Syriace ed.

Bedjan. IV. Pp. 668. Paris. (Leip-
zig : Harrassowitz.) 24 m.

Aerts (W.) Geschiedenis van het prins-

bisdom Luik. Pp. 177. Hasselt : Klock.
1-50 f. *

Baetoli. Histoire de St. Ignace de
Loyola. 2 vol. Pp. 424, 450. Bruges :

Descl6e. 10 f.

BoHMER. Eegesta Imperii. II : Die
Eegesten des Kaiserreichs unter den
Herrschern aus dem sachsischen Hause
919-1024 ; neu bearbeitet von E. von
Ottenthal. I. Pp. 252. Innsbruck

:

Wagner. 4to. 9'24 m.
Bordeaux (P.) Les monnaies de Treves
pendant la periode carolingienne. Pp.
114, illustr. Brussels: Goemaere.
5f.

Chevalier (U.) Eepertoire des sources
historiques du moyen age. Topo-
bibliographie. I: A-B. Pp. 527.

Montbeliard : Hoffmann. 10 f.

Constitutiones et acta publica imperato-
rum et regum. I: 911-1197. Ed. L.
Weiland. (Monumenta Germaniae his-

torica. Leges : Sect. IV.) Hanover

:

Hahn.
DiEMAND (A.) Das Ceremoniell der

Kaiser-Kronungen von Otto I bis Fried-

rich II. (Historische Abhandlungen.
IV.) Bamberg : Buchner. 5 m.

Engel (A.) & Serrurr (E.) Traits de
numismatique du moyen age. II.

813 illustr. Paris.

Etten (F. J. P. G. van). Beknopte
geschiedenis van de Handelingen der

Apostelen of van de stichting der kerk.

Pp. 294. Amsterdam : Bekker.
1-10 fl.

Gelasian Sacramentary : Liber sacramen-
torum Eomanae ecclesiae. Ed. by H.
A. Wilson. Pp. Ixxviii, 400, 2 plates.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. 18/.

Gierke (0.) Untersuchungen zur deut-

schen Staats- und Eechtsgeschichte,

herausgegeben von. XLI : Das fran-

kische Grenzsystem unter Karl dem
Grossen. Pp. 76. Breslau : Koebner.
2-50 m.

Gregoire de Tours. Histoire des Francs.

VII-X. Texte du manuscrit de Bru-
xelles, public par G. Collon. Pp. 243.

Paris : Picard. 5-50 f.

Labanca (B.) Francesco d' Assisi e i

francescani [1226-1328]. Pp. 46.

Eome : Tip. della Unione Cooperativa

editrice. 16mo.
Lavisse (E.) & Eambaud (A.) Histoire

generale du quatri^me si^cle a nos jours.
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III : Formation des grands 6tats [1270-

1492]. Paris : Colin. 12 f.

Lesca (G.) I commentarii rerum memo-
rabilium quae temporibus suis con-

tigerunt d' Enea Silvio Piccolomini

(Pio II). Pp. 450. Kome.
Meyeb von Knonau (G.) Jahrbiicher des

deutschen Eeicbes unter Heinrich IV

und Heinrich V. II: [1070-1077]. Pp.

911. Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot.

18 m.
MiRBT (C.) Die Publizistik im Zeitalter

Gregors VII. Pp. 629. Leipzig :

Hinrichs. 16 m.
Eeusch (F. H.) Beitrage zur Geschichte

des Jesuitenordens. Pp.266. Munich:

Beck. 5 m.
EosEL (G.) Juden und Christenverfol-

gung bis in die ersten Jahrhunderte

des Mittelalters. Pp. 88. Miinster

:

Russell. 1 m.
Sackur (E.) Die Cluniacenser in ihrer

kirchlichen und allgemeingeschicht-

lichen Wirksamkeit bis zur Mitte des

elften Jahrhunderts. II. Pp. 530.

Halle : Niemeyer. 12 m.

Saxo Grammaticus. Danish History,

I-IX. Transl. by 0. Elton. With
some considerations on Saxo's sources,

&c., by F. Y. Powell. Pp. cxxviii, 436.

London : Nutt. 15/.

Schlatter (A.) Der Chronograph aus

dem zehnten Jahre Antonius. (Geb-

hart & Harnack's Texte und Unter

-

suchungen zur Geschichte der alt-

christlichen Litteratur. XII. 1.) Pp.

94. Leipzig : Hinrichs.

SoMMERVOGEL (C.) Biblioth^quc de la

Compagnie de Jesus. Nouvelle Edition.

Bibliographic. V : Lorini—Ostrosanski.

Pp. 992. Brussels : Schepers. 4to.

30f.

Strakosch-Grassmann (G.) Der Einfall

der Mongolen in Mitteleuropa in den
Jahren 1241 und 1242. Pp. 227,

5 maps. Innsbruck : Wagner.
Weiss (K. F.) Die kirchlichen Exem-

tionen der Kloster von ihrer Entstehung
bis zur gregorianisch-cluniacensischen

Zeit : ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der

Klosterexemtionen. Pp. 88. Basel:

Georg.

V. HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE

AuBiGNE (A. d'). Histoire universelle.

Ed.parA.deEuble. VII: [1585-1588J.
Pp. 418. Paris : Laurens. 9 f.

Broglie (due de). Maurice de Saxe et le

marquis d'Argenson. Pp. 456, 402.

Paris : C. Levy. 18mo. 7 f.

Cavotjr (le comte de) et la comtesse de

Circourt. Lettres in^dites publi^es par

le comte Nigra. Pp. 193, portrait.

Turin : Eoux. 4to. 3*50 f.

Chepy (Pierre). Correspondance avec le

ministre des affaires 6trang^res [mai

1793-janvier 1794], publiee par E.
Delachenal. Paris : Picard. 10 f.

De Witte. Les relations mon^taires
entre la Flandre et I'Angleterre. Pp.
22. Brussels : Weissembruch. 2 f.

Dusseldorpii (Francisci) Annales [1566-
1616], uitgegeven door E. Fruin.
(Werken uitgegeven door het Historisch
Genootschap gevestigd te Utrecht.
Ser. III. I.) Pp. cxxiv, 591. The
Hague: Nijhoff. 7-50 fl.

England.—Calendar of letters and state

papers relating to English affairs pre-

served principally in the archives of

Simancas. II : Elizabeth, 1568-1579.
Edited by M. A. S. Hume. Pp. lii, 742.
London : H.M. Stationery Office.

15/.

Gerin (C.) Louis XIV et le Saint-Siege.

Pp. ^579, 652. Paris : Lecoffre.

15 f.

Joinville (prince de). Vieux souvenirs

[1818-1848]. lUustr. Paris : C. Levy.
12mo. 3-50 f.

KiJKELHAUs (T.) Der Ursprung des Planes

vom ewigen Frieden in den Memoiren
des Herzogs von Sully. Pp. 181. Ber-

lin : Speyer & Peters. 3*50 m.
Loftus (lord A.) Diplomatic reminis-

cences. Second series : 1862- 1879. 2

vol. Pp.754. London: Cassell. 32/.

Navez (L.) Waterloo. Pp. 54. Brussels

:

Lebegue. 3 f.

Opel (J. 0.) Der niedersachsisch-danische

Krieg. Ill: Der danische Krieg von
1627 bis zum Frieden von Liibeck

[1629]. Pp. 749. Magdeburg: Faber.

12 m.
Pieper (A.), Zur Entstehungsgeschichte

der standigen Nuntiaturen. Pp. 222.

Freiburg : Herder. 3-50 m.
Eothan (G.) Souvenirs diplomatiques

:

la France et sa politique exterieure en

1867. Pp. 420, 470. Paris : C. Levy.

18mo. 7 f.

Stiegler (G.) Le mar6chal Oudinot, due

de Eeggio, d'apr^s les souvenirs inMits

de la mar^chale. Pp. 567, 2 portr.

Paris.

ToMKiNsoN (the late W.) The diary of a

cavalry officer in the Peninsular and
Waterloo campaigns [1809- 181 5]. Ed.

by J. Tomkinson. Pp. 358, portr.

London : Sonnenschein.
Wakeman (H. 0.) Europe, 1598-1715-

(Periods of European History, V.) Pp.

394, maps. London : Eivington.

6/.

Wiesener (L.) Le regent, I'abb^ Dubois,

et les Anglais, d'apr^s les sources

britanniques. II. Pp. 336. Paris:

Hachette. 7-50 f.
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A. FBANCE

Advielle. La biblioth^que de Napoleon
a Sainte-H616ne. Pp. 40. Ghent:
Siffer. 1 f.

Babeau (A.) La province sous I'ancien

regime. Pp. 348, 384. Paris : Firmin-
Didot. 12 f.

Barante (baron de). Souvenirs [1830-
1832], publies par son petit-fils C. de
Barante. IV. Paris : C. Levy. 7-50 f.

Baudot (M. A.) Notes historiques sur la

convention nationale, le directoire,

I'empire, et I'exil des votants. Paris.

BoGUSLAWsKi (A. von). Der Krieg der
Vendue gegen die franzosische llepublik

[1 793-1 796]. Pp. 302, 7 maps. Ber-
lin: Mittler. 7-50 m.

BosBEDON (P. de). Repertoire des sceaux
des rois et reines de France et des
princes et princesses des trois races

royales de France. Pp. 240. Peri-

gueux : imp. de la Dordogne. 4to.

Broussillon (B. de). La maison de
Craori [1050-1480]: 6tude historique,

accompagnee du cartulaire de Craon.
2 vol. Paris : Picard. 20 f.

Constant, premier valet de chambre de
I'empereur : Memoires sur la vie privee

de Napoleon, sa famille, et sa cour. I.

Paris : Gamier. 6 f.

Croze (P. de). Le chevalier de Boufflers

et la comtesse de Sabran [1788-1792].
Paris : C. Levy. 12mo. 3-50 f.

FiLON (A.) Merim6e et ses amis, avec
une bibliographic. Paris : Hachette.
12mo. 3-50 f.

Gorge (P. de la). Histoire du second
empire. I, IL Pp. 279. Paris : Plon.

16 f.

*

Hachet-Souplet (P.) Louis Napoleon
prisonnier au fort de Ham : la verite

sur I'evasion de 1846. Documents ine-

dits. Paris : Dentu. 12mo. 3-50 f.

Jablonski (L.) L'arm6e fran9aise a

travers les 4ges. V. Pp. 425. Li-

moges : Lavauzelle. 18mo. 5 f.

Lalore (C.) Collection de documents
in^dits relatifs a la ville de Troyes et a
la Champagne meridionale. Inventaires

des principales eglises de Troyes. Pp.
ccclix, 400. Troyes : Dufour-Bouquot.
12 f.

Lecoy de la Marche (A.) La France
sous saint Louis et sous Philippe le

Hardi. Pp. 255, illustr. Paris : May
& Motteroz. 4 f.

Loir (M.) .Tean-Gaspard Vence, corsaire

et amiral [1747- 1808]. Plates. Paris.

4to.

Mazade (C. de). L'opposition royaliste

:

Berryer, Vimie, Falloux. Pp. 311.

Paris : Plon. 18mo. 3-50 f.

Meneval (baron Claude Francois de).

Memoirs to serve for the history of

Napoleon I [1802-1815]. Transl. by
R. H. Sherard. I, II. Illustr. London :

Hutchinson. 36/.

MoNTCHENU (marquis de). La captivit6

de Sainte-H61^ne d'apres les rapports
inedits du, par G. Firmin-Didot. Illustr.

Paris : Didot. 7-50 f.

Pasquier (chancelier). Histoire de mon
temps : memoires publies par le due
d'Audiffret-Pasquier. I : Revolution,
consulat, empire. Ill: [1814-1815I.

Pp. 452. Paris : Plon. 8 f.

(F.) Texte roman des coutumes
municipales de Seix-en-Couserans, et

reconnaissance des privileges de cette

ville par Henri II [1547]. Pp. 12.

Foix : imp. Pomi^s.
TuETEY (A.) Repertoire general des

sources manuscrits de I'histoire de Paris
pendant la revolution franc^aise. Ill

:

Assembiee constituante. Paris.

Weill (G.) Saint-Simon et son oeuvre.

Pp. 253. Paris : Perrin.

B. GEBMANY AND AUSTBIA-HUNGAEY

Beer (A.) Studien zur Geschichte der

osterreichischen Volkswirthschaft un-
ter Maria Theresia. I : Die osterrei-

chische Industriepolitik. Pp. 133.

Vienna : Tempsky.
Bisjiarck (Fiirst von). Politische Reden.

Historisch-kritische Gesammtausgabe,
besorgt von H. Kohl. IX : 1881-18S3.
Pp. 479. Stuttgart : Cotta. 8 m.

Brandenburg.—Urkunden und Akten-
stiicke zur Geschichte des Kurfih'sten

Friedrich Wilhelm von Brandenburg.
XV. Pp. 775. Berlin: Reimer.
20 m.

CosACK (K.) Das Staatsrecht des Gross-

herzogthums Hessen. (Handbuch des

offentlichen Rechts. III. i. 4.) Pp.
149. Freiburg : Mohr. 4 m.

DoRTMUNDER Urkundeubuch, bearbeitet

von K. Rubel. II, 2. Pp. S93-813.
Dortmund : Koppen. 10 m.

Krones (F. von). Zur Geschichte Un-
garns [1671-1683], mit besonderer
Riicksicht auf die Thatigkeit und die

Geschichte des Jesuitenordens. Pp.
107. Vienna : Tempsky.

Lamprecht (K.) Deutsche Geschichte.
V. 1. Pp. 358. Berlin : Gaertner. 6 m.

Landwehr (H.) Die Kirchenpolitik

Friedrich Wilhelms, des grossen Kur-
fiirsten. Pp. 385. Berlin : Hofmann.
7-20 m.

Leipzig.—Beitrage zur Geschichte von
Dozenten der Leipziger Hochschule.
Pp. 253. Leipzig: Duncker & Hum-
blot. 6 m.

Melcher (E.E.) Geschichte der deutschen

Kaiser und Konige von Preussen nebst
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Kurfiirsten von Brandenburg, mit Bei-

tragen zur Geschichte der Wenden und
alten Deutschen. Pp. 373. Berlin :

Fontane. 6 m.
Pbibram (A. F.) Franz Paul, Freiherr von

Li sola [1 6 1
3-1 674] und die Politik

seiner Zeit. Pp. 714, portr. Leipzig ;

Veit. 18 m.

Stengel (K. von). Das Staatsrecht des
Konigreiclis Preussen. Pp. 58G. Frei-

burg : Mohr. 15 m.
ToLLiN (H.) Geschichte der franzosischen

Colonic von Magdeburg. III. 1, C

:

Die Kirche des Kefuge insbesondere in

Magdeburg. Pp. 1327. Magdeburg:
Faber. 18-90 m.

C. GEEAT BEITAm AND lEELAND

Batten (J.) Historical and topographi-

cal collections relating to the early

history of parts of Somerset. Pp. 194.

Yeovil: Whitby. (London: Simpkin.)

6/6.

BiOGKAPHY, Dictionary of national. Ed.

by S. Lee. XXXIX : Morehead—Myles.
London : Smith, Elder, & Co. 15/.

Chevrillon (A.) Sydney Smith et la re-

naissance des idees liberales en Angle-

terre au dix-neuvi^me si^cle. Pp. 418.

Paris : Hachette. 12mo. 3-50 f.

Dalton (C.) English army lists and
commission registers [ 1 66 1- 1 7 1 4] . II

:

1685-1689. Pp. xxxiii, 298. London:
Eyre & Spottiswoode. 25/.

Edward II.—Calendar of the patent rolls,

1307-1313. Pp. 866. London: H.M.
Stationery Office. 15/.

Green (Mrs. J. K.) Town life in the

fifteenth century. 2 vol. Pp. 439,

476. 32/.

Hall (W. E.) A treatise on the foreign

powers and jurisdiction of the British

crown. Pp. 318. Oxford : Clarendon
Press. 10/6.

Harrow.—The Harrow of the Gumen-
ings ; Harrow in Domesday. By W. D.
Bushell (Harrow Octocentenary Tracts
III, IV.) Pp. 12, 26. Cambridge:
Macmillan & Bowes. 1/6.

Knollys (H.) Life of general sir Hope
Grant, with selections from his corre-

spondence. 2 vol. Pp. 720, portr.

London.
Ludlow (Edmund). Memoirs [1625-1672],

edited by C. H. Firth. 2 vol. Pp.
Ixix, 548, 571. Oxford : Clarendon
Press. 36/.

Maxwell (sir H.) Scottish land names :

their origin and meaning. Edinburgh :

Blackwood. 6/.

Pepys (Samuel). Diary. Ed. by H. B.
Wheatley. IV: 1 Jan. 1663-4—30
June 1665. Pp. 453, portraits. Lon-
don : Bell. 10/6.

Becord Office, Public. Lists and indexes.

Ill : List of volumes of state papers
relating to Great Britain and Ireland
and the Channel Islands. I. London :

H.M. Stationery Office. 6/6.

Sharpe (R. R.) London and the king-
dom : a history derived mainly from
the archives at Guildhall. I. Pp. 566.

London : Longmans. 10/0.

Statutes. Second revised ed. VII : 6 &
7-9 & 10 Vict. [1843-1846]. London :

H.M. Stationery Office. 7/6.

ToRRENS (the late W. M.) History of

cabinets from the union with Scotland
to the acquisition of Canada and
Bengal. 2 vol. London : Allen.

36/.

Turk (M. H.) The legal code of Aelfred

the Great, edited with'an introduction.

Pp. 147. Halle : Niemeyer.
Webb (S. & B.) The history of trade

unionism. Pp. 558. London : Long-
mans. 18/.

Wolseley (viscount). Life of the duke
of Marlborough. I, II. Pp. 940.

Loudon: Bentley. 32/.

D. ITALY

(Including Savoy)

Baddeley (St. C.) Charles III of Naples
and Urban VI ; also Cecco d'Ascoli,
poet, astrologer, physician. Two his-
torical essays. Pp. 159, illustr. Lon-
don : Heinemann.

Bozzo (I.) La Sicilia e P Italia dal 1848
all' epoca presente : frammenti storico-

critici. Pp. 176. Palermo : Nocera.
16mo.

Cappelletti (L.) Storia di Vittorio
Emanuele II e del suo regno. III.

Pp. 443, portr. Rome : Voghera. 4 1.

Casinense, Spicilegium ; complectens
analecta sacra et profana e codicibus
Casinensibus aliarumque bibliotheca-

rum coUecta. I. Pp. cxiv, 466, 5

plates. Monte Casino : tip. Archicoenobii.

4to.

FoNTANA (B.) Renata di Francia duchessa
di Ferrara. II. Pp. 602. Rome:
Forzani. 10 1.

Gabotto (F.) Storia del Piemonte nella

prima meta del secolo XIV [1292-1349].
Pp. 271. Turin : Bocca. 6 1.

GuAsco (C.) Cronaca alessandrina pub-
blicata da A. Civalieri-Inviziati. I. Pp.
42. Turin : Bona. 4to.

Lambelin (R.) La Sicile. Pp. 286.

Bruges : Desclee. 5 f.

Manno (A.) Bibliografia storica degli

stati della monarchia di Savoia. V.

Pp. 460. Turin.
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Santi (G.) Federigo di Montefeltro,

duca di Urbino ; Cronaca. Zum ersten

Male herausgegeben von H. Holtzinger.

Pp. 230. Stuttgart : Kohlhammer.
18 m.

TivARONi (C.) L' Italia durante il dominio

austriaco. II : L' Italia meridionale.

Pp. 686. Turin: Boux. 16mo.
5 1.

Zdekauer (L.) Lo studio di Siena nel

rinascimento. Pp. 205. Milan : Hoepli.

4 1.

E. OTHER COUNTBIES

Balaguer (V.) Los Eeyes catolicos. I.

Pp. 567, 11 plates. Madrid: tip. 'El
Progreso editorial.' 4to. 21 pes.

Brialmont. Biographie du lieutenant

general Liagre. Pp. 58. Brussels

:

Hayez. 2 f.

Drenthsche rechtsbronnen, uit de veer-

tiende, vijftiende, en zestiende eeuwen,
uitgegeven door S. Gratama. Pp. 179.

The Hague : Nijhoff.

Hachez. Histoire de Dinant. Pp. 269.

Court-Saint-Etienne : Chevalier. 3 f.

Haffter (E.) Georg Jenatsch : ein

Beitrag zur Geschichte der Biindener
Wirren. Pp. 552. Davos : Eichter. 6 f.

HoLLANDE, La revolution fran<?aise en

;

la republique batave. Pp. 398. Paris :

Hachette.

Muriel (A.) Historia de Carlos IV. I.

(Memorial historica espanol, XXIX.)
Pp. 289. Madrid: Murillo. 4to.

4*50 pes.

Skrrure. Essai de numismatique luxem-
bourgeoise, Pp. 226, 222 gravures.

Ghent : Vijt. 15 f.

Tandel. Les communes luxembour-
geoises. VI. Pp. 1516. Arlon

:

Briick. 21 f.

Trosee (J. A. G. C.) Het verraad van
George van Lalaing, graaf van Eennen-
berg, baron van Ville, &c. Pp. 206,

197. Bois-le-Duc.

Vercamer. Histoire du peuple beige et

de ses institutions. Pp. 240. Brussels

:

Leb^gue. 2 f.

VI. AMEEICAN AND COLONIAL HISTORY

Barros Arana (D.) Historia general de
Chile. XII. Pp. 678, plates. San-
tiago : Cervantes. 4to. 18*50

pes.

BocHET (J. A. J.) Campagne du Mexique
[1862-1867] : journal d'un officier de
chasseurs a pied. Pp. 235. Paris : imp.
Pairault. 16mo.

Cappa (E. de la C. de J.) Estudios criticos

acerca de la dominacion espanola en
America. Ill : Industria naval (con-

tinuacion). Pp. 360. Madrid : Euiz
de Castroviejo.

England.—Calendar of state papers,

colonial series : America and West
Indies [1675-1676], also addenda [1574-
1674]. Ed. by W. N. Sainsbury. Pp.

Ixi, 595. London : H.M. Stationer

Office. 15/.

Maclay (E. S.) a history of the United
States navy [1775-1893J. I. Pp. 607,

illustr. New York : Appleton. (17/6.)

Millares (A.) Historia general de las

Islas Canarias. II. Pp. 322. Madrid :

Murillo. 4to. 4 pes.

Todd (A.) Parliamentary government in

the British colonies. 2nd ed., ed. by
his son. Pp. 929. London : Long-
mans. 30/.

WiNSOR (J.) Cartier to Frontenac : a
study of geographical discovery in the

interior of North America in its his-

torical relations [15 34-1 700]. Illustr.

London: Low. 21/.
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^ontents of Periodical Publications

I. FRANCE

Annales de I'Ecole Libre des Sciences

Politiques, ix. 3. May—A. Fleury :

Francois Martin, governor of Pondi-

cherry [the founder of the French East

India company's establishment at

Pondicherry in 1674, and its governor

until its capture by the Dutch in 1693,

and from its restoration after the treaty

of Ryswick till his death in 1706].

Bibliotheque de rEcole des Chartes, liv.

6.—The late Julien Havet : The Acts

of the bishops of Le Mans [agreeing

with Waitz that the ' Gesta domni
Aldrici ' and the 'Actus pontificum ' are

by different authors ; maintaining that

the genuine text of the ' Gesta ' ends
with ch. xliv., that the work was com-
pleted between February and July 840
and was written by bishop Aldric him-
self, and that all the charters contained

in it (some of which are rejected by T.

von Sickel) are genuine ; showing that

the ' Actus pontificum ' are in two
parts, the original extending as far as

Aldric but written between 850 and 856
before his death, and the continuation,

after a long break, running from 1067
to 1 125, and that the author of the
original ' Actus * was an impostor who
forged his documents ; but rejecting

B. von Simson's hypothesis that he was
the compiler of the False Decretals.

This, the first instalment of a remark-
able dissertation, will increase if possi-

ble the deep regret felt by all students
of Frankish history at the premature
death of its distinguished author]
L. Batiffol : The Italian descent of
Juvenel des TJrsins [showing that the
alleged evidence for it is worthless].

H. MoRANviLLK : FroissarVs story

of the race to Paris between Charles VI
and the duke of Touraine [February
1390; defending the historian's accu-
racy, except in so far as the race did not
begin at Montpellier but at Bar-sur-
Seine] E. G. Ledos prints a letter of
Cristoforo Landino to Bernardo Bem-
bo B. Haubeau maintains against
C. Langlois the distinction between
Bernard of Chartres and Bernard Sil-

vestris of Tours [M. Langlois reserves

his reply].

La Klvolution Francaise. Mareji—E.
Champion : The conversion of the count

of Antraigues, concluded S. Leeoy :

The deputies of the bailliage of Sedan
at the states general. V. Jeamvrot :

Monseigneur d'Agra [founded on some
new documents].="^^nZ—F. A. Au-
LARD : Statistics of the jpress in the

year VIII. C. L. Chassin : The
prisoners of Saint-Florent and the

passage of the Loire H. Monin :

The last trade guilds in France [throws

light on the commercial policy of the

crown, 1776-1789]. V. Jeanvrot :

Monseigneur d'Agra, continued.

May—F. A. Aulard : The last Jacobins

[on the revived society, 5 July-13 Aug.

1799] V. Jeanvrot : Monseigneur
d\igra, continued. A. Brette :

Secret memoir oyi the state of France

[ 1789].=Jw7i<3—E. Champion : Church
endowments and the revolution [urging

that confiscation was justified]. V.

Jeanvrot : Monseigneur d'Agra, con-

cluded C.Eist: Analysis ofthepro-
ceedi'ngs of the assembly of the clergy in

1788. F. A. Aulard: The seventy-

three [proving that they were seventy-

five].

Revue d'Histoire Diplomatique, viii. 1.—
H. CoEWER : Historical sketch of the

relations of Great Britain with Bur-
niah [instituting a comparison between
English and French methods in the

East, in favour of the former]. J. du
Hamel de Breuil : The policy of So-

bieski, continued. R. des Fortes:
European diplomacy and dom Miguel
[an account of the fortunes of dom
Miguel, partly from despatches of

the foreign ministers of England,
France, and Portugal]. :^tt- 2.—G. Sy-

VETON : Ripperda ; first article [giving

an account of the circumstances which
led to the treaty of Vienna in 1725].

J. Du Hamel de Breuil : Sobieski,

concluded [bringing out the close inter-

dependence of eastern and western >

polities during the latter half of the
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seventeenth century]. E. Eodocana-
CHi reprints a portion of the jour^ial

of cardinal Chigi [who visited Paris in

1662] L. PiNGAUD : The situation

of Sicily in 1809 [giving a memoir by
J. C. Mellish, secretary of the EngHsh
legation ,in Sicily 1807- 1809], first

article.

Kevue Historique, Iv. 1. May—G.
Jacqueton: The trdsor de Vdpargne
under Francis I [i 523-1547, an ex-

amination of the financial system of

the French government], first article.

V. FouRNEL ; The actresses of the

revolution; Eose Lacombe and the
female clubs C. Pfister : Sully's
' Economies royales ' and Henry IV^s
great design [of an alliance against

the aggrandisement of Austria and
Spain], second article G. Weill:
Studies on the life of the count de
Saint-Simon [a chapter of a book since

published].

Eevue des Questions Historiques, Iv. 2.

April—F. DE Boor : The fall of Baby-
lon [539-538 B.C., among other points

making the actual conqueror not Cyrus
but his oflicer Gobryas (Gubaru), and
identifying the latter with the ' Darius
the Mede ' of the Book of Daniel]

A. Spont : The French navy under
Charles VIII [including an account of

the sack of Bristol by French sailors in

1484 and notices of Henry VII's navy
from English sources]. J. Gendry :

Pius VI afid Joseph IFs ecclesiastical

reforms C. G. de Grandjluson : The
' black ' cardinals [who abstained from
taking part in the marriage of Napoleon
with Maria Louisa, 1810] Comte L.
DE Mas Latrie : The lords of Arsur
[Apollonia] in the Holy Land. T. L.

:

Early biblical chronology.
Societe de I'llistoire du Protestantisme

Fran^ais. Bulletin historique et litte-

raire, xliii. 3. March—Notes on pro-
testant history in Poitou, Saintonge,
and Aunis C. Bead T^xmiB president
Laine's account of the manner in
which he secured the withdrawal of the

duke de la RochefoucauUVs proposal
for the suppression of freedom of wor-
ship among protestants in 181 5.==4,
5. April, May — C. Pascal : Sir
Williarn Trumball, ambassador at the

French court [1685-1686], two articles.

N. Weiss prints a letter of Gaspard
Baux [minister at Leeuwarden] de-

picting the situation of the protestant

refugees in the United provinces and
elsewhere [1687] N. Weiss : Paris
and the reforination *w tlie time of
Francis J [15 15-1547].

II. GEEMANY AND AUSTRIA

Bayerische Akademieder Wissenschaften.
Sitzungsberichte der philos.-philol.

und hist. Classe. 1893. ii. 4—
G. F. Unger : The chronology of Jose-

phus. I : The day of the death of

Vitellius [21. Dec. 69]. II: The
dates of the Macedonian calendar in

Josephus's ' Antiquities ' [translated

from the Jewish reckoning]. Ill : The
dates in the ' Jewish War.' IV : The
date ' 3rd Apellaeus,' ' Bell. lud.' iv.

xi. 4 [apparently corrupt, TpWr) stand-
ing for rf) It)].

Byzantinische ZeitschrUt (Leipzig), iii.l.

—J. Strzygowski: The architecture

and sculpture of the time of Basil I
[867-886], with plates J. Nicole
prints an unpublished ordinance of
Alexius Comnenus [on the privileges of

the x«pTO(/)i;Aa^] A. Karnejev prints

the Greek text of the ' Physiologies '

from the manuscript of the library of

the holy synod at Moscow [with vari-

ants of manuscripts and versions]

E. Lentz : The gradual transition of
Venice from a real to a nominal de-

pendence upon Constantinople [with

excursus upon the sources] J. E.
AsMUs: TheodoreVs ^ Therapeutical and
its reference to Julian [showing that

Theodoret is in general controverting
Julian's polemical writings], > 2.

—

P. N. Papageorgios : A topographical,

archaeological, and* historical descrip-

tion of the town and neighbourhood of
Serrae in Macedonia, with 7 plates.

E. Gerland : The Persian cam-
paigns of the emperor Herakleios [an
attempt to clear up the chronology

;

written with the help of Syriac and
Armenian sources] C. Neumann :

Two unexplained national names in the
Byzantiiie aryriy of the eleventh century
[the KovXiriyyoi and the TouAjUar^ot]

K. Dieter : On the credibility of Anna
Comnena.

Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Geschichtswis-
senschaft (Freiburg), x. 2.—W. Oncken :

Gneisenau, Badetsky, and the march
of the main army of the allies through
Siuitzerland to Langres [on the discus-

sions at Frankfurt, November-Decem-
ber 1813, and their issues], with docu-
ments. J. Jastrow : Theproceedings
against the Welfs and the first years of
the reign of Frederick Barbarossa
[1138-1156]. Ill: Henry the Lion's
suit for Bavaria [1147-1154]. IV : His
reconciliation with Albert of Branden-
burg [1152]. V: Fi-ederick's attitude

towards the parties in Germany about
II 52 J. VON Pflugk-Harttung :

The bulls of Gregory VIIfor the Irish

head-king (Jaff6, 5059), and of Hadrian
IV and Alexander III for Henry II
(Jaffe, 10056 and 12174) [the two latter
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the famous bulls concerning the grant

of Ireland : all three are here rejected

as spurious]. A. Stebn prints a

memoir of Fridrich von Gentz on the

^proceedings in the first Bavarian as-

sembly of estates [20 Feb. 1819].——
0. Masslow & G. SoMMEBFELDT : Biblio-

graphy of German history.

Gbttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1894.

3.—March—Y. Bayek : Bachmann's
documents for the history of Frederick

III (' Fontes Berum Austriacarum,^

xlii., xliv., xlvi.).=4. April~W.
Michael : Euville's ' Aufiusung des

preussisch - englischen Bilndnisses

[1762] J. LiEHEN : Cicero's corre-

spondence from his proconsulate in

Cilicia to the murder of Cacsar.-=
5. May—L. Weiland :

' Urkunden-
huch der Stadt Goslar,' i. [922-1250].

G. Heeger : Zimmer's ' Nen-
nius vindicatus.^==.Q. June—E.,

Freiherr von Schwind : Hiibner's ' Im-
mobiliarprocess der franhischen Zeit.''

Historisches Jahrbuch (Munich), xv. 2.

G. Eauschen : The ' Descriptio ' [of

Charles the Great's legendary visit to

Jerusalem and Constantinople] in con-

nexion with the great reliques at Aix-
la-Chapelle and St. Denis J. B.

Sagmuller : The beginnings of diplo-

matic correspondence [in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries] F. Kayser :

Johannes Ludovicus Vives [1492-1540].
A. BiJCHi: Georg von IVyss.

C. Weyman: The relation between
Prudentials and Sulpicius Severus

;

and a quotation by Salvianus from
Paulinus of Nola. F. Kampers
describes a 7nanuscript of the Vita
Anskarii [formerly belonging to the
monastery of Nordhorn] J. Fija-

i-EK prints a letter of Zacharias Ferreri,

papal legate in Poland, to Martin
Luther [20 May 1520].)

Historische Zeitschrift (Munich), Ixxii.

1, 2.—M. Lenz: The p>reparations for
the flight of Louis XVI [tracing them
in detail from October 1790 to June
1 79 1 and criticising the authorities],

two articles F. Meinecke : General
von Gerlach and Bismarck [from the
former's memoirs and correspondence].

0. M. : The elector Friedrich Wit-
helm's aims at the crown of Poland
[printing a letter by him, April 1661].

T. ScHiEMANN prints a precis de la

charte constitutionnelle pour Vempire
russe [a constitutional scheme, drawn
up on modified liberal lines and ac-
cepted by tsar Alexander 1, 17 Oct. 18 1 9,

which has recently come to light among
the Berlin archives] -A. SCHAUBE
The donations to the papacy promised
at Kiersy [754] and Rome [774; hold-
ing that the former promise was esta-

blished by means of a genuine docu-
ment, but that the account of the
donation of 774 given in the ' Vita
Hadriani ' contains an extract from a

document based upon one which had
been falsified]. Theodor von Bern-
hardi's memoir on Russia as Nicolas I
left it [written in April 1855], first part.

T. Wiedemann : Note on the treaty

of Nymphenburg.
Mittheilungen des Instituts fiir Oester-

reich.isclie Geschichtsforschuiig (Inns-

bruck), XV. 1.—E. EoHRicHT : The fall

of the kingdom of Jerusalem [1281-

129 1, with an account of the subsequent
negotiations of the papacy, especially

with England, for the recovery of the

Holy Land. A note on the authorities

and an extract from the British

Museum MS. Addit. 27695 are added.

The article is disfigured by numerous
misprints] . H. Bresslau : The
antecedents of the election of Rudolf of
Habsburg [printing an extract from
a Genoese despatch of 7 Feb. 1273
which shows that Ottocar of Bohemia
was at that date still a candidate for

the throne]. A. Unzer : The con-

vention of 3 Jan. 1778 between Austria
and the Palatinate [relating in detail

the events which led up to it] H.
ScHLiTTEB : A contribution to the his-

tory of the duke of Reichstadt. K.

Uhlirz : On thebiography of archbishop

Tagino of Magdeburg [1004-1012,

showing his family connexion with

Eatisbon and rejecting the supposed
evidence, accepted by F. Kurze, for his

having written a chronicle]. M.
Tangl : The antedating of papal docu-

ments [from the time of the antipope

Clement VII].

Nachrichten von der Kbniglichen Gesell-

schaft derWissenschaften zu Gbttingen,

1894, 1.—F. Frensdorff: Contribu-

tions to the history and explanation of

the German laiu books. II : The
• Sachsenspiegel,' ii. G6 ff., and the

landfriede. Ill: The other passages

in the ' Sachsenspiegel ' relating to

peace.

Neues Archiv der Gesellschaft fiir altere

Deutsche Geschiclitskunde (Hanover),

xix. 3.—0. Holdeb-Eggeb : Studies

on Lambert of Hersfeld. V : On the

last chapters of the ' Vita Lulli ' and
the use of the ' Vita ' for the criticism

of Lambert's ' A^males ' [ending with

an adverse judgment of the historian's

character as a writer]. VI : Canossa
[a destructive criticism of the details of

Lambert's famous account of Henry
IV' s humiliation, 1077]. VII : Larn-

bert and Ekkebert of Hersfeld [rejecting

an identification] P. Scheffer-
Boichorst prints the minutes of evi-

dence at a laiusuit at Verona [11 81],

in illustration of the imperial history

and of the history of the fortress of

Garda. H. Block : The charters of

the emperor Henry II for the monas-
tery of Michelsberg at Bamberg [dis-

tinguishing between those genuine,

interpolated, and forged] ; with notes
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(1) On the false chro7wlogy of Ekke-
hard of AiLra for the reign of Henry
II

; (2) On the accounts of the founda-
tion of the monastery of Michelsberg

;

(3) Documents on the tithe dispute

between Michelsberg and Wiirzburg
[1169-1197] H. Zimmek: Note on
Nennius G. Seeliger : A Munich
manuscript of the Capitularies G.
Leidinger : On the * Vita Ludovici
IV.' F. Falk : Necrologia Mogun-
tina.

Theologische Quartalschrift (Tilbingen),

Ixxvi. 2.—J. B. Sagmuller: Tlie

synods of Rome [798] and Aachen
[799; the former held on 23 Oct., the
latter in the following May or June].

Zeitschrift ftir Katholische Theologie
(Innsbruck), xviii. 2.—J. Ernst : The
genuineness of the letter of Firmilian
to St. Cyprian on the baptism of here-

tics [defending it against Eettberg]

A. ZiMMERJiAKN : Javics II and the

Jesuit father Petrc. J. Maurer : On
the history of the reforms set on foot by
Joseph II [printing a resolution of 1 791
to show that ihe policy was continued
by Leopold II] E. Michael com-
ments on the importance of preachwig,
arid of preaching in the vernacular, in
the middle ages [controverting errone-

ous statements on the subject].

Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschiclite (Gotha),

xiv. 3.—0. HoLTZMANN I Studies on
the Acts of the Apostles. I : The com-
munity of goods. II : The first mis-
sionary journey of St. Paul G.

UiiLHORN : The influence of economic
conditions on the development of man-
asticism in the middle ages. H.
NoBBE : The office of superiyitendent ;

its position and function according to

the constitutions of the evangelical

churches in the sixteenth century.

0. Seebass : Tlie Poenitentiale Colum-
bani [printing the text, with remarks
on its composition and its relation to

the Penitential of St. Finnian]

Three letters ofLuther and Melanchthon
[1531, 1551, 1555] A. Bernouilli
prints two exempla, one de indulgenciis,

the other de uno doctore, from a Basel
manuscript.

Zeitschrift fiir Social- und Wirthschafts-
geschichte (Freiburg), ii. 2.—A.

ScHAUBE : The idea of insurance in
shipping contracts before the establish-

ment of formal insurance C. M.
Andrews : The town in New England

;

its origin and agrarian basis ; second
article, concluded C. Grunhagen :

On the supposed rights of landlords

over the linen home industry in Silesia

[in criticism of L. Brentano's paper in

vol. i. 318 ff.]

Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Theo-
logie (Leipzig), xxxvii. 2.— J. Draseke :

The transmission in manuscript of the

Acts of the Apostles [with special

reference to the Codex Bezae] G.
KRiJGER : The letter to Diognetus attri-

buted to Justin [claiming it for the

work of Aristides].

III. GEEAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

Church Quarterly Review, No. 75.

April—ArtMir Penrhyn Stanley, dean

of Westminster. Theprimitive saints

and the church of Home [dealing with
the character of the jurisdiction pos-

sessed by the Eoman see in early times].

The English cathedrals. The
English cMirch, 1800- 1833 Henri-

etta, duchess of Orleans Villain-

age in England [following P. Vino-

gradoff] Cruttwell's 'Literary His-
tory of early Christianity.'

Dublin Review, New Series, No. 10,

April—F. A. Gasquet : Neiu evidence

of the character of the English monas-
teries on the eve of their suppression

[from the reports of the commissioners
of 1536. 'Out of the 37(5 religious

so reported upon, only 22 men and 3

women are noted as not of good repute.

The rest are declared to be of " good
and honest conversation." '] J. F.

HoGAN : The popes as promoters of uni-

versity education [with special refer-

ence to the middle ages] R.
TwiGGE : Albi and the Albigenses

Maria Zucchi: The Misericordia of

Florence [from its foundation in the

thirteenth century] L. Eivington:
The controversy concerning Acacius of
Constantinople. W. C. Eobinson :

Penal times in Holland [on the position

of the Roman catholics there after the

establishment of independence].

J. MoYEs prints the defence of arch-

bishop Warhavi against a charge under
the statute of Praemunire [1532, a do-

cument of great importance in illustra-

tion of the attitude of the clergy towards
Henry VIII's policy].

Edinburgh Review, No. 368. April—
The memoirs of chancellor Pasquier, ii.

The letters of Lady Burghersh
[18 1

3- 18 14] and 'Raxe'^'- Memorials of
Charlotte countess Canning and Louisa
marchioness of Waterford.'' Moltke's

campaign in Bohemia [1866]

Social evolution [on B. Kidd's book].

Genealogist. January.— J. H. Round :

The alleged Etiglis'h Habsburgs [deny-

ing that the Fieldings, earls of Denbigh,
are a branch of the Habsburgs, and
contesting the genuineness of the docu-

ments which prove the descent.]

Law Quarterly Review, No. 38. April—
J. R. Fisher : On the history of the law
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of libel [tracing the distinction between

libel and slander to the procedure of

the Star Chamber].
Quarterly Eeview, No. 356. April-

William Hefiry Smith. Old Testa-

ment criticism [on the Pentateuch].

The county of Devon Sir Harry
Parkes [on S. Lane-Poole and F. V.

Dickins's biography] Hyperides and
the new papyri.

Scottish Review, No. xlvi. April—
A. H. Millar : Sir Walter Scott

J. B. Bury : The great palace of Con-
stantinople [on A. G. Paspates' and D.
T. Bieliaiev's works]. The late

J. M. Gray : Scottish arms and tai-tans.

IV. ITALY

Archivio Storico Italiano (Florence), 5th

ser., xiii. 1.—N. Festa prints the text

with Latin translatioji of the four Greek
letters of Frederick II [the writer shows
that Wolff's careless transcription has
caused confusion in the order of the

latest victories of the emperor] G.

E. Saltini : The career of Celio Male-
spini [novelist and professional forger

;

his unauthorised editions of Tasso's
' Goffredo ;

' his relations to the Medi-
cean grand dukes ; the ' Ducento Novelle

'

Illustrative documents from the Flo-

rentine and Venetian archives are

added]. G. Sfoeza : The Codice
Pelavicino of Sarzana [a collection of

documents relating to the cathedral

of Luni, 899- 1 289. Autobiographical
notes of Enrico, bishop of Luni
(1273), are printed]. U. Mar-
CHEsiNi discusses three autograph do-

cuments of Ser Lapo Gianni [1300,

1317, and 1321]. E.LoEViNsoN : The
suhynission of Spoleto to Perugia [1324].

L. G. PjiLissiER i^rints (1) a letter

of Louis de Montpensier, elder brother
of the Constable Bourbon, and tivo

letters relating to him by his uncle
Francesco di Gonzaga

; (2) A scheme
of alliance in 1497 between Charles
VIII and Ludovico Moro [by means of

a marriage of the latter with the
countess of Montpensier]. G. Bolo-
GNiNi discusses at length the luorks of
H. Spangenberg and N. de Claricini
Dornpacher on Cangrande I delta
Scala. P. Santini : The claims of
the Italian crown on the patronage of
the patriarchate of Venice.

Archivio Storico Lombardo (Milan), 3rd
ser., i. 1.—F. Novati: Ancient rela-
tions between Trent and Cremona and
their citizens. E. Colombo : The alli-

ance of kitig Ren6 ivith Francesco Siforza
and Florence against the Venetians and
Alfonso of Naples [throwing light upon
the ambitions of the dauphin Louis with
regard to Genoa] G. Livi: The
history and contents of the archives of
Brescia.

Archivio Storico per le Province Napole-
tane, xix. 1.—M. Schipa : The duchy
of Naples, ninth article : The territorial
diminution of the duchy, and the resis-
tance to the Normans down to the death
of Robert Wiscard.—E. Ndnziante :

The first years of Ferdinand of Aragon
and the invasion of John of A7^ou,

eighth article [1458-1459] B.
Maresca : The cavaliere Antonio Miche-
roux in the Neapolitan reaction of

1799, third article. B. Croce : Naples
from 1508 ^0 1 5 12, from an old Spanish
romance. A. Sogliano : The ancient
history and topography of Naples, illus-

trated from inscriptions, second article.

Archivio della R, Societa Romana di

Storia Patria, xvi. 3, 4,—C. Calisse :

Documents of the monastery of San
Salvatore on Moyite Amiata relating to

Roman territory [chiefly sales, leases,

and donations, 819-1011] C. Man-
FRONi: The Christian league of 1572
from the despatches of M. Antonio
Colonna [which illustrate the bad faith

of the Spanish government towards the

pope and the Venetians] F. Pa-
GNOTTi prints the report of B. Campello,
auditor of the nu7icio in Savoy [1624-
1627. It relates chiefly to the conflict

between the civil and ecclesiastical

powers, but gives also a valuable de-

scription of the court and state, and of

the political relations of the duke].

G. Monticolo : Notes on manu-
scripts at Venice [especially the Codice
Barberini xxxii. 125 of the ' Cronaca
breve ' of A. Dandolo and its relation to

the fate of the Venetian manuscripts of

Christina of Sweden]. -R. Lanciani :

Documents on the rebuildhig of Frascati
under Paul III.

Archivio Storico Siciliano, xviii. 4.—E.
Salemi : The palace of count Federico

at Palermo. E. Salvo di Pietragax-

zili : Tlie Siculi and the primitive in-

habitants of the Mediterra7iean lands
[examining the views of G. Sergi, S.

Eomano, and P. Orsi]. L. Correra :

TJic inscription of Domitia Callista

[discovered at Naples in 1892].

Nuovo Archivio Veneto, vii. 1.—H. V.

Sauerland : A fragment of a tivelfth-

century mamiscript at Metz relating to

Venetian history. P. L. Rambaldi
publishes with an introduction a versi-

fied chronicle of the war between Sigis-

mond of the Tyrol and the Venetians

[1487] C. Cipolla : Survey of recent

literature on Italian history, continued".

L. BiGONi : The Paduan icriter of

comedies, S. A. Sografi. G. Romano :

Letters ofP. Sforza Pallavicino [relating

to the prohibition of the sale of his
' Storia del Concilio di Trento ' by the

Venetian government].
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V. THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM

Analecta BoUandiana (Brussels), xii. 1.—Acta SS. Antliusae, Athanasii epi-

scopi, Charisimi et neophyti, ed. H.
Usener. Catalogns codicum hagio-
grapJiicorum bibliothecae Cenomanen-
sis Vie du B. inartyr Jean Fisher,
eveque de Bochester.-==-^.—Gregorii
2'uronensis passio septetn donnientium
apud Ephesum, ed. B. Krusch. 3Ii-

racula SS. Pauli, Clari, et Cyriaci,
atictore Al. Gemmeticensi Cata-
logns codicum hagiographicorum biblio-

thecae A. Wins apud praetorium Nivi-
gellense judicis S. Norbert and
Tanchelin [against Wauverman's article

on ' I'Heresie de Tanchelin ' in the
' Ann. Acad. Arch, de Belg.' vii. 5 ff.].

=xiii. 1.—C. Pfistek: The life of
St. Odile [based on the oldest manu-
script known, of the end of the tenth
century, preserved at St. Gall] The
earliest life of S. Austremoine.

Annales de la Societe Archeologique de
Bruxelles, viii. 1.—J. Destree : Bra-
banc^on sculpture in the middle
ages.

Bijdragen voor Vaderlandsche Geschie-
denis en Oudheidkunde (The Hague),
3rd series, viii. 1, 2.—A. C. Bondam :

Dirk F's charter of 1083 [defending its

genuineness] ; the St. Adelbertsboek [of

Egraond] ; and the notes of Balduinus
de Haga J. G. Frederiks : The
secret marriage of countess Jacoba [or

Jacqueline, ^Yith Franck van Borselen,

I433J- W. F. DE JoNGE : The ' Mer-
curius Gallo-Belgicus' [1592-1625], a
bibliographico-historical study E.
Pelinck : Drenthe in Boman times.

Bulletin de TAcademie Royaledes Sciences
des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Bel-
gique (Brussels), 3rd series, xxvii. 2.—
G. MoxcHAMPS : The Belgian corre-

sxtondents of Huygens [Gr6goire de St.

Vincent, de Sarasa, Aynscom, Hesius,
and others].

Bulletin de la Commission Royale d'His-
toire de Belgique (Brussels), 6tli series,

iv. 1.—C. PioT : Documents relative

to the abbey of Soliires, near Huy
[1127-1331].—H. PiRENNE : On a
chartulary of Brussels, preserved at

Bern [hitherto unknown, containing
34 charters, 1229-1347, of which seven
are unpublished].

Bulletin de I'lnstitut Arch^ologique
Li^geois, xxiii. 1.— Chestret de
Haneffe : The sumptuary laws of the

clergy in the diocese of Liige ; and
the Lidge fair and its dealings toivards

the end of the middle ages.z= 2.—T.
Gobert prints the earliest rules of the

craft of coalminers [contained in 23
articles dated 10 June 1479] Ches-
tret DE Haneffe : The regulation of
food at Liige in the middle ages [giving

an account of the ordinances of the
prince bishops on this head from the
charter of Albert de Cuyck down to the
peace of St. Jacques].

Commission de I'Histoire des Eglises
Wallonnes (The Hague), Bulletin, vi. 1.

The late F. H. Gagnebin : The Walloon
church at Bredafro^n 1590 to 1643.
E. N. L. Mirandolle illustrates from
the Walloon registers at Eotterdam
the financial difficulties of the time of
tlie war of the Spanish succession
[fluctuations in the exchange with
France ; bankruptcies] A. J. En-
SCHEDE : Jacques Louis, comte de Noy-
elles et de Fallais, general in the ser-

vice of the United Provinces [f 1708],
with documents.

Messager des Sciences Historiques de
Belgique (Ghent), 1894, 1.—A. dk
Bidder : The regidations of the court of
Charles V [from the archives de I'audi-

ence at Brussels]. P. Poullet :

Piiblic opinion in Belgium underFrench
7-ule [from the official reports during the
consulate] P. Claeys : Confidential
reports addressed by N. Cornelissen to

the pyrefect of the department of the

Scheldt [from the town archives at

Ghent].
Le Museon (Louvain), 1894, 2.—C. de
Harlez : The first fifteen centuries of
Chinese history according to the most
ancient evidence [social condition,

organisation of government, property,
the condition of the women, religion].

A. VAN HooNACKER : The place of
worship in the ritual legislation of the

Hebrews [from the Jehovistic texts,

Deuteronomy, and the priestly code].

Revue de I'lnstruction Publique en
Belgique (Ghent), xxxvii. 1.—T.
Frederichs : The historical value of
the ^AOrjvaiwv iroXiTeia.

VL EUSSIA

(Communicated by W. R. Morfill)

Istoricheski Viestnik. March—F. Pav-
lov : Becollections of an eye-iuitness of
the revolt among the military colonists

in the year 1831 [established by Arak-
cheev and very unpopular].:=zr^7;riZ

—

V. V. : Becollections of the Polish

insurrection, 1860-1864 A. L. : The
struggle for the Baltic coast in the six-

teenth century [on the plans of Ivan
the Terrible to get an outlet towards
the west].=M«?/—V. Timiryazev :

TJie Franco-Bussian alliance in the
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daijs of Catherine 11. A. Bruckner :

Peter the Great and prince Menshikov

at Hariiburgin 17 13 [from documents

collected by Prof. Wohlwill]. The

times of Nicholas I and Frederick

William IV [from the memoirs of the

late Theodor Bernhardi].

Russkaia Starina. March-May— V.

BiLBASOv : Catherine II and coimt

N. P. Eumiantsov. V. Smirnov :

Memoirs of Mohammed-Nedjati Effendi,

a Turkish prisoner in Russia [1771-

1775] N. Shirayev : Lanskoi ; an
episode of Russian history at the close

of the eighteenth century.==^April,

May—M. Peskovski: The correspond-

ence of baron NicJiolas Korf.=May
—G. VoROBiEv : Tsar Ivan IV and

pope Gregory XVII [on the attempts to

convert Eussia to the Koman catholic

faith].

Zhurnal Ministerstva Narodnago Pros-

viestchenia. March—T. Leontovitch :

Sketches of the history of Lithuano-
Russian law N. Chechulin : The
project of an imjierial council in the

first year of the reign of Catherine II.

=: April— M. DiAKONOV : Contribu-
tions to the study of the reforms at

Moscow in the latter part of the six-

teenth century [constitutional].^==Ma?/
—A. Papadopulo - Kerameus : Theo-
phanes Cariceus, the patriarch of Con-
stantinople, 1597. 1. Sprogis : The
national courts in Western Russia.

VII. SPAIN

Boletiu de la Seal Academia de la His-

toria, xxiv. 2. February—F. Fita:

The chronicle of the kings of Navarre
by Juan de Jaso, father of San Fran-
cisco Javier C. F. Duro combats
the claims of Jean Cousin as the dis-

coverer of America Archceological

notices of the prehistoric remains of
Majorca and Minorca, the caves of
Olihuelas, and Nertdbriga beturica.

3.—L. J. DE LA Llave : Report on
the municipal archives of Talavera de
la Reina V. de la Fuente : Notices

of the archives of Tarazona, Veruela,

Alfaro, Tudela, Calatayud, and Borja.

F. FiTA : The national councils of
Palencia [iioo] and Gerona [iioi],

with documents A. S. Moguel
prints a letter of Suarez [161 1] J.

Paz prints a charter of king Garcia
Sdnchez to the monastery of San
Mieldn [the oldest parchment in the

Biblioteca Nacional], with comments
by F. FiTA.=4. April—F. Fita :

The national councils of Carridn
[1 103] and Ledn [1107] Roman
remains in the province of Almeria.

VIII. SWITZEELAND

Anzeiger fiir Schweizerische Geschichte

(Bern), 1894, 1, 2.—Obituary notice of
Georg von Wyss [f 17 Dec. 1893]—

—

G. ToBLER prints a document of Maxi-
milian I concerning his agreement
with the Confederation [1487]. K.
Thommen : Basel and Rheinfelden in

1 502. T. VON LiEBENAU I The sur-

renderof the Val d' Ossola to France in

1515, with documents. H. Escher :

ZwingWs memoir on an alliance with
Constance, Lindau, and Strassburg in

the summer of 1527 A. Kcchler :

Wolfgang Stokmann's account of the

battle of Sempach [written in 1633].

L. E. IsELiN : Names of places in

Vallais E. de Muralt : Bern and
Vaud in 18 14.

IX. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Johns Hopkins University Studies in His-
torical and Political Science (Balti-

more), xii. 3.—J. S. Bassett : The
constitutional beginnings of North
Carolina [1663-1729].= 4.—H. E.
McIlwaine : The struggle of protestant

dissenters for religious toleration in
Virginia [dealing with the quakers,

the Huguenots and Germans, and the

presbyterians].

Papers from the Historical Seminary of

Brown University (Providence, Rhode
Island), ii.

—

Mary E. Woolley : The
early history of the colonial post office

[1639-1710].
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The Do7iation of Constantine as applied

by the Roman Chttrch ^

DUEING the last twenty years a great number of critical essays

have appeared on the subject of the donation of Constantine

the Great to the Eoman church. ^ The forged grant purports to confer

upon Saints Peter and Paul the imperial insignia, lands in Judea,

Greece, Asia, Thrace, Africa, and Italy, and various islands to be dis-

posed of at the hands of Pope Sylvester and his successors.^ It like-

wise grants that pope and his successors the city of Kome and all the

province, places, and cities of Italy and the west.^ However much
the opinions and results of the numerous investigators of the sub-

ject may differ from one another, we may now, I think, accept as

proved the fact that the document was forged in Eome in the

course of the sixth and seventh decades of the eighth century.^

In contributing to the literature on the subject my chief aim is to

investigate how far the donation of Constantine was theoretically

or practically applied by the popes to enlarge their worldly sway.

1 See the bibliography in Dollinger, Papstfaheln des Mittelalters (2nd ed. Stuttg.

1890), p. 125, n. 2 ; to which add A. Hauck, Zeitschr. f. kirchl. Wissensch. u. kirchl.

Leben, iv. (1888) ; Kriiger, Theol.-lit. Zeitung, Nos. 17 and 18 (1889) ; and Seeberg,

TheolAU. Blatt, Nos. 3-5 (1890).

2 Kevised text by K. Zeumer in Festgabe fiir R. von Gneist, Sonderabdruck (Berl.

1888), p. 55, lines 197-208.

3 Ibid. p. 58, lines 264-70.

* Dollinger, I.e. p. 88, set the term from 750 to 775 ; but compare p. 123, where it is

put shortly before 754. With this view agrees Hauck, I.e., who has developed a

plausible theory to the effect that the ' Donation ' was forged before the council of

Quiercy, 754, on which assumption alone he can explain the demands made by the

pope on that occasion, demands which had no basis either in law or fact. See also

iiis Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, ii. (Leipzig, 1890), p. 24, n. 1.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI. S S
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The ultramontane view holds that the papacy very rarely used the

donation to enhance its power, and derived no particular claims

to islands from it.^ Others consider it the foundation of the

temporal power of the papacy .^ Who is right ? We must turn to

the papal registers particularly for an answer. Could we accept

the theory of Hauck^ as to the origin of the * Donation,' the first

attempt to draw benefit therefrom would be that made by Pope

Stephen III (II) at the council of Quiercy in 754. But, to turn

to an indisputable case, there is a reference to it in a letter of

Hadrian I to Charles the Great,^ where the pope calls upon Charles,

but with little or no success, to follow the example of Constantine

and endow the Eoman church.^ The next notice of the donation

comes from a different source, and is the more valuable as it tells of

its whereabouts at a definite time. The reference occurs in Liud-

prand of Cremona's account of his embassy to Constantinople in

968-969.

LiUDPKANDI LeGATIO.

Constantinusimperator augustus

. . . sanctae apostolicae Eomanae
ecclesiae . . . multa donaria obtulit,

non in Italia solum sed in omnibus

pene occidentalibus regnis, necnon

de orientalibus atque meridianis,

Graecia scilicet, ludaea, Perside,

Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Aegypto,

Libya, ut ipsius testanturprivilegia^

quae venes nos sunt}^

Donatio Constantini.

. . . rebus diversis eas [thecas

Petri et Pauli] ditavimus, et per

nostras . . . sacras tarn in oriente

quam in occidente vel etiam septen-

trionali et meridiana plaga, videlicet

in ludea, Grecia, Asia, Thracia,

Africa et Italia vel diversis insulis,

nostram largitatem eis concessi-

mus. . . .
^^

The likeness between the two passages seems sufficiently clear, only

that Liudprand appears to have expanded * Asia ' into ' Perside, Meso-

potamia, Babylonia,' and * Africa' into * Aegypto, Libya.' I cannot

resist the inference that the author is here quoting from memory.
If, besides, we take his last clause into account, the existence, at

Eome, of the * Donation ' of Constantine, either in the original or in

copy, seems proved for the middle of the tenth century. About a

generation after the bishop of Cremona wrote, the emperor Otto III

made a gift ^^ to the Eoman see, in which the voice of suspicion,

^ Analecta Juris Pontificii, xxi. 302, 333 (Romae). Cf. Hergenrother, Kircheund
Staat (1872), p. 366.

« Gibbon, c. 49 ; W. Moeller, Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte (2nd ed. Freiburg,

1893), ii. 89, ' Die phantastische Legende hat im Mittelalter eine sehr reale Macht
erlangt ;

' see also K. Miiller, Kirchengesch. (Freiburg, 1892), i. 445-6 (see note 23

below) et passim. ^ See note 4.

8 May 778. Jaff6, Bibl. Rer. Germ. iv. 199.

• See Hauck, Kirchengesch. ii. 91, w. 1.

*» Liudprandi Legatio, Monum. Germ. Hist, SS. iii. 350.
" Zeumer, I.e. p. 55, lines 203-6.

*2 Monum. Germ. Hist., Leges II B. p. 162.
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though unsupported by critical insight, was first raised against the

forgery. Can the sumptuous copy in * letters of gold,' to which the

emperor refers in his grant, have been the one which Liudprand

speaks of ?

Another half-century passes before we hear of the * Donation
*

again. To prove the superiority of the church of Eome, Leo IX, in

1054, sent a long letter to Michael, the patriarch of Constantinople.^^

The fact that almost the entire text of the * Donation ' proper is

inserted in it goes to show the implicit belief which the pope seems

to have had in the supposititious document. The same year Leo IX
once more called upon the great name of Constantino, but to no

effect. After his defeat by the Normans at Civita in 1054 he made
peace with his enemies, but with no intention of its being final ; for

he sent messengers with a letter to Constantinople to beseech the

eastern emperor to take part with the German emperor in avenging

his wrongs. In this letter the pope begged the emperor to give up

to the holy see all that which Constantine and his successors had

once granted. ^"^ There was no response to the request, and the

pope soon died. In significant contrast to the frank assurance of

Pope Leo is the reserve of Gregory VII. Still it does not seem

strictly true to say that he never so much as mentions the * Dona-

tion ; '
^^ for in the oath which Gregory exacted from Kudolf of

Swabia there is apparently an allusion to the spurious gift : De
ordinatione vero ecclesiarum et de terris vel censu quae Constantinus

imperator vel Carolus sancto Petro dederunt . , , ita conveniam cum

papa, ut periculum sacrilegii . . . non incurram.^^ Perhaps Gregory

had the * Donation ' in mind when, in his celebrated dictatus, he

claimed that ' only the pope can make use of the imperial insignia,' ^^

which, to be sure, always remained an empty claim. Finally, there

is another case which is more in point but is still more doubtful than

the two preceding. In a letter to the kings and princes of Spain ^*

the pope claims that regnum Hispaniae ex antiquis constitutionihus

heato Petro et sanctae Romanae ecclesiae in ius et proprietatem esse

traditum. Now the ' Donation ' of Constantine is called Exemplar

Constituti Domni Constantini Imperatoris in a manuscript of the

ninth or tenth century, ^^ and this copy Gregory might have seen

and had in mind. But on what a slender footing this hypothesis

rests is made doubly clear when we examine another letter of the

pope on the same subject, in which Spain is merely claimed as 'of

old the property of St. Peter.' '^^' In fact, it seems to me more than

*3 Migne, Patrol. Lat. cxliii. No. c. pp. 744-69.

^^ Gregorovius, Gesch. d. Stadt Rom im Mittelalter, iv. 88 (Stuttgart, 1862).

^5 See Bollinger, I.e. p. 90. Friedrich, the editor of Dollinger, however, refers

(p. 107, n. 1) to the oath spoken of in my text. '" Jaff6, I.e. ii. 476.

»^ Ibid. ii. 174 ; cf. Zeumer, p. 56, lines 214-27, and Dollinger, p. 97.

J8 Jaff6, ii. 286. ^^ Zeumer, I.e. p. 41 ; Codex, A 2.

20 Ibid. ii. 16-17.
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likely that Gregory's policy was not to invoke the false ' Donation ;

'

for in two cases he is careful to name the grantor of lands which he

claims for the holy see. Thus he laid claim to Hungary as the

gift of King Stephen, and to Saxony as that of Charles the Great.^^

Furthermore, when he had an excellent chance of invoking the

* islands clause ' of the ' Donation ' he was silent ; for he claimed

Corsica only ex debito vel iure proprietatis, and Sardinia on the ground

that Eome was the spiritual mother and guardian of the island.^^

Such silence cannot have been an accident on the part of a pope

who saw his policy clearly before him in laying the corner stone of

the temporal sovereignty of the Eoman church ; and it is surely a

misconception on the part of a recent church historian to ascribe to

him a free use of the ' Donation ' to reach his ends.^^

Urban II was less scrupulous, and he first made practical use

of the * Donation.' In a bull dated 3 June 1091 he granted the

Liparian islands to the monastery of St. Bartholomew, which was

situated on one of them, on the strength of it. These are the words

of the bull : Cum universae insulae secundum instituta legalia iuris

publici sinty constat prqfecto quia religiosi imperatoris Constantini

privilegio in ius proprium beato Petro eiusque successoribus occiden-

tals omnes insulae condonatae sunt maxime quae circa Italiae oram
habentur,'^^ &c. I pass over the peculiar interpretation of the

^ islands clause '

—

vel [m] diversis insulis nostram largitatem eis con-

cessimus—of the * Donation ' to go on to a second bull of Urban II

for the bishop of Pisa, which was issued in the same month and con-

tains much the same preamble.^'^ These are the only two cases,

to my knowledge, in which the popes cited the ' Donation ' of Con-

stantine with such bold assurance in support of their temporal

claims. The action of Urban II stands unparalleled for centuries.

His discreeter or more timid followers seem carefully to have

avoided following in his footsteps ; for Honorius II, in a bull

of the year 1126 to the Pisan church, which confirmed that of

Urban II, neglected to take the opportunity of proclaiming the

grounds on which his predecessor had based the original grant, ^^

^^ Jaffe, ii. 128, 469. The latter country Gregory claimed by a great stretch of

imagination and conscience. Cf. P. Scheiffer-Boichorst, ' Zwei Untersuch. z. Gesch.

d. papstl. Finanzpolitik,' in the Mittheil. d. Instit. f. osterreich. Geschichtskunde,

. Erganzungsheft iv. 82-5, 90. 22 j^ff^^ ^^ 290 ; cf . pp. 342-45.
23 K. Miiller, Kirchengesch. i. pp. 445-6. He cites the cases spoken of above,

but is surely wrong in the case of Hungary and Saxony, if not in that of Corsica,

Sardinia, and Spain.

2* Kocchi Pirri, Lipariensis Eccl. Notitia, viii. lib. iii. in J. G. Graevius, Thesaurus

Antiquitatum et Historiarum, &c., x. 1125-6. Pirri took his text from the original, tran-

scribing the correct indiction 14. Ughelli, Italia Sacra {1st ed. Eome, 1647, ii. 1047-8,

and 2nd ed. i. 775), misprints 18, and is followed by Migne, Patrol. Lat. cli. 329.

2* Ughelli, I.e. iii. 423 : Cuvi omnes insulae . . . iuris publici habeantur, constat

etiam eas religiosi imp. C. liberalitate ac privilegio in beati Petri vicariorumguc

eius ius proprium esse collatas. Cf . Scheffer-Boichorst, I.e. pp. 105-6.
2« Ughelli, I.e. iii. pp. 441-4.
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and Innocent II, in granting half of Corsica to Genoa, did not cite

the * Donation.' ^^

In the face of such apparent indifference on the part of the

papacy it is interesting to see what a hold the fictitious ' Donation '

had taken on the public mind by the middle of the twelfth century.

John of Salisbury, for instance, in referring to the attempted feudal

grant of Ireland to Henry II through Pope Hadrian IV, states his

belief that the pope had a right to confer the island. Nam, said

he, omnes insule de iure antiquo ex donacione Constantini . . .

dicuntur ad Romanam ecclesiam pertinere.^^ Whether Hadrian IV
himself derived his right of disposing of Ireland from the same
source we have no means of telling, for the original bull is no longer

extant. It was probably left to disappear as having outlived its

purpose, for it seems that Henry was not willing then to become the

vassal of the papal see,, as he afterwards was forced by circum-

stances. ^^ The bull Laudahiliter, which has so long been considered

by many a genuine bull of Hadrian IV, must now, I think, be

considered an innocent forgery, a medieval scholastic exercise.^®

Still it serves our purpose here, which is to show how the public,

or at least the catholic, mind was then imbued with the fascination

exercised by the mighty name of Constantine. But we must not

overlook the fact that in this same century the first voices, since that

of Otto III, were raised against the genuineness of the ' Donation.*

The Historiae Farfenses ^^ report a litigation which took place in

the year 1105. The story tells how the monks of the monastery

of Farfa resident in Eome were involved in a dispute about the

possession of a castle with some Koman nobles who based their

claim on the * Donation ' of Constantine. Without absolutely

denying the genuineness of that document, the monks nevertheless

turned the evidence of historical criticism upon it to refute their

rivals' arguments. Shortly before John of Salisbury upheld the

tradition of the church the then powerful Arnoldists began to shake

it. One of their number denounced it as a lie and heretical fable

2'' Pflugk-Hartturg, Acta Pont Bom. Inedita (Stuttgart, 1888), ii. 274, No. 313.

28 Metalogicus, iv. 42 ; of which Scheffer-Boichorst, I.e. p. 104, gives the best text.

2» Ibid. pp. 110-1. That the attempt failed is clear from a genuine bull of Alex-

ander III (20 Sept. 1172 ; Jaffe-Loewenfeld, 12162), in which he congratulates Henry II

on his success in Ireland. Here the ' island ' is referred to as having been brought

within the jurisdiction of the Eoman church by the initial act of the king, not as

granted in fee by the pope on the condition of being made subject to Eome.
3° Ibid. pp. 112-20, especially pp. 116-20. For the other view see Miss Norgate,

* The Bull Laudahiliter,' English Histobigal Eeview, viii. 18-52. The words of the

bull which refer to the ' islands clause ' of the ' Donation ' are Sane Hiberniam et

omnes insulas, quibus soliustitiae illuxit, et quae documentafidei Christianae ce^perunt,

ad ius B. Petri et sacrosanctae Bomanae Ecclesiae {quod tua et nobilitas recognoscit)

non est dubium pertinere. Migne, I.e. clxxxviii. 1441.

3* Mon. Germ. Hist. xi. 668-70.
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which was so patent that even labourers and women could convince

the most learned thereof.^^

It is remarkable that, although the ' Donation ' was embodied

in the collections of canon law from that of Anselm of Lucca

<f1086) onwards,^^ the popes for some centuries availed them-

selves so little of it. Innocent III, whose reign marks the climax

of the temporal sovereignty of the papacy, in one of his sermons

merely stated it as a fact that vir Constantinus egregius imperator

. . . Urhem pariter et senatum cum omnibus et dignitatihus suis,

et omne regnum Occidentis ei [Silvestro papae] tradidit et dimisit.^*

He left it to a successor, Gregory IX (1227-41), to draw the

logical conclusions from it, and he maintained in a letter to the

emperor Frederick II that, through his gift of the imperial insignia

to the Eoman see [as granted in the * Donation '], Constantino had

for ever entrusted the city and duchy of Eome and the imperium to

the care of the popes.^^ Nevertheless when, in 1239, the pope took

steps to exercise his assumed right of guardian of the imperium by

dispossessing Frederick II of it by bull, he did not derive it from

the above-mentioned claim, but rather ex parte Dei omnipotentis

Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti et authoritate apostolica Petri et

Pauli.^^ The reference here is probably to the papal ' power of the

keys.' Gregory's next successor but one. Innocent IV, had recourse

to the same power in renewing the excommunication pronounced

against the emperor,^^^ thus likewise desisting from carrying into

practical effect the claim put forth by his predecessor. Nor did

Boniface VIII, in spite of his overreaching claims, ever, so far as I

know, turn for support to the authority of the * Donation ' of

Constantine. From his retirement at Avignon John XXII once

invoked the false * Donation,' but only to demonstrate the spiritual

sovereig];ity of Eome.^^

More than a century later the position of Nicolas V (1447-55)

towards the ' Donation ' appears uncertain; for whereas in one case ^®

he disregards the privilege supposed to have been bestowed by
Constantine on the church—namely, the claim to the east and
west and various islands—he is not slow to avail himself of it in

a bull in favour of Alfonso of Portugal and his uncle Henry the

Navigator, dated 8 Jan. 1454. It grants them full and exclusive

rights over their discoveries in Guinea and several islands. In

view of the great significance which the formula of grant after-

wards obtained I quote its terms in full.

32 Wetzel in a letter to Frederick I, 1152, in Martene, Ampl. Coll. ii. 556.
3^ Dollinger, I.e. p. 96. a* Migne, I.e. ccxvii. 481.
"* Mon. Germ. Hist, Epist. Pont. Rom. saee. xiii. i. 604.
3« Matthew Paris, Chron. Maiora (R. S.), iii. 533 sq.

"^ M. G. H., Ep. P. R. saee. xiii. ii. 93, lines 22-6 ; p. 90, lines 32-40. He says

that Gregory had invoked the ' power of the keys ' against Frederick.
3« Magn. Bull. Rom. (Luxemburge, 1727), pt. iii. pp. 168, 169.
39 BuU of Nicolas V to Alfonso V of Aragon and Sicily, 6 Oct. 1450. Ibid. p. 259.
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De praemissis omnibus et singulis plenissime informati, motu jpro-

prio, non ad ipsorum Alfonsi Kegis et Infantis vel alterius pro eis

nobis super hoc oblatae petitionis obstantiam, maturaque prius desuper

deliberatione praehabita, auctoritate apostolica, et ex certa scientia de

ajpostolica potestatis plenitudiney literas facultatis praefatas ... ad
Geptemsem et praedicta et quaecunque alia . . . provincias, insulas . . .

harum serie declaramus, etiam ad ipsos Alfonsum Regem successores

suos . . . pertinuisse, ac in perpetuum spectare et pertinere de iure. . .
,^^

Although no reference is here made to the * Donation ' in so many
words, there can be little doubt that the grantor had it in mind

;

for had not the emperor Constantine given the apostles Peter and
Paul the east and west and various islands, to be disposed of at the

hands of Pope Silvester and his successors ? The above formula
is generally thought to have been first used in the celebrated de-

marcation bull of Alexander VI, dated 4 May 1493 ; but it is evident

that it originated with Nicolas V and was used several times before

the former pope is supposed to have given it prominence. Nicolas

himself repeated the clause word for word in a bull of 9 Jan. 1454,^^

which was confirmed by Calixtus III the next year.'*^ Here we again

meet with the formula in question in full. Both of the foregoing

bulls were confirmed by Sixtus IV 21 June 1481, where we once

more find the clause in question, though with immaterial changes."*^

Probably it also occurs in the confirmatory bull of Innocent VIII

mentioned in Eaynaldus.^^ Perhaps the most interesting bulls,

however, in which the formula of Nicolas V occurs are those of

Alexander VI dated 3 and 4 May 1493. The latter is the famous
demarcation bull, which divided the discoveries in the new world

between the kings of Spain and Portugal."*^ This long series of bulls

is closed by that of Leo X of 3 Nov. 1514, which recites and sanctions

all the previous bulls addressed to the kings of Portugal.'*^

*" Magn. Bull. Rom. pt. iii. p. 263. The date of the pope's regnal year is wrong
by a year in the Bullarium; instead of an. vizi, it should be an. vii., as Nicolas V was
consecrated 18-19 March 1447.

*' Eaynaldus, Annales Eccl. Continuatio (Lucae, 1753), x. 8-10.

^2 Ihid. pp. 17-20. Another confirmation, dated 1456 and beginning Inter caetera,

which I have not been able to find, is mentioned by J. F. von Schulte, Die Macht der

rom. Pdpste, &c., Prague, 1871, p. 37.

^^ The bull is in a confirmatory charter of Leo X of 3 Nov. 1514 ; see Bullarium

Fatronatus Portugalliae Begum . . . Olisipone, 1868, i., p. 106 sg. D. Cyriacus

Morelli, Fasti Novi Orbis, &c. (Venetiis, 1776), gives the best summary of all the bulls

relating to the discoveries in the new world. But the book does not give the text of

any of the documents, always referring to books few of which I have been able to find.

The bulls which may have a bearing on my subject are those of Alexander VI, 9 June

1494, 1 June 1497 ; Julius II, 2 Nov. 1503, 21 Jan. 1506, 28 July 1580.
*^ Eaynaldus, I.e. ad an. 1484, xi. 88.

** Navarette, Coleccion de los Viages y descubrimientos (Madrid, 1825), ii. 23-7,

especially 26
; pp. 28-34, especially 32. The latter is also in the Magn. Bull., pt. iv.

pp. 2-3. Cf. a letter of Alexander, 25 Sept. 1493, in Navarette, pp. 404-6.

*^ Bull. Fatronatus, p. 106 sq. Cf. Hergenrother, Eegistrum Leonis X (Freiburg,

1888), p. 764, No. 12516. The bull contains the traditional formula with slight varia-

tions. For the reference I am indebted to Herr Hans Schulz of Berlin.
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Such was the sudden and general use which the popes, from

the middle of the fifteenth century to the eve of the Eeformation,

made of the ' Donation ' of Constantine, not, to be sure, to enlarge

their own territorial possession, but rather to dispose of lands newly

discovered. But it was just this disposing power which had been

conferred by the supposed gift of Constantine. By a strange irony of

fate the very half-century which saw the triumph, as it were, of the

forged * Donation ' saw also, after several onslaughts of the fourteenth

century, the final overthrow of the audacious fiction at the hands

of the culture of Europe. Enea Silvio Piccolomini, the secretary

of the emperor Frederick III and afterwards Pope Pius II, in 1443

had urged the emperor to have the question as to the authenticity

of the * Donation,' * which was bewildering many minds,' decided at a

council.^^ If the German Nicolaus Cusanus ^^ had wavered in his

judgment, Reginald Pecock, bishop of Chichester, had brought a

remarkable series of historical arguments to bear upon the spu-

riousness of the document.^^ But the crushing blow had already been

dealt by the Itahan humanist Lorenzo Valla in 1440, through his

* De falso credita et ementita Constantini Donatione Declamatio.' ^^

Still the canonists wisely clung to the fiction for about a century,

until the dictum of a cardinal of the Eoman church, Baronius, in

his ecclesiastical annals decided against the document known as the

* Donation ' of Constantine, and thus hushed its defenders.^^ Yet its

spirit was revived only nine years ago, when, in the dispute about

the Caroline Islands, the Spaniards based their claim to them on

the famous demarcation bull of Alexander YI.

I have traced the history of the * Donation ' of Constantine in

literature, and especially in papal politics, from its appearance to the

period when it was swept away as a living force. It is evident that

it was used by some popes to further their claims, but by rather

fewer than has been generally supposed. Apart from the doubtful

cases of Stephen III and Gregory VII, only Urban II and some of

the popes from Nicolas V to Leo X, 1447-1521, derived a practical

benefit from the forged grant. Consequently we must differ from

the first and modify the second opinion quoted above (p. 626), and

admit that the popes drew far less advantage from the * Donation ' of

Constantine than, for instance, from their ' power of the keys ' or

that of the ' two swords.' F. Zinkeisen.

*' Dollinger, I.e. p. 118.

*^ Schardius, De lurisdictione . . , et praeeminentia imperiali ac potestate . . .

variorum authorum (Basiliae, 1571) ; Nic. Cusanus, De Concordantia Catholica, &c.,

lib. iii. c. 2, p. 608 sg_.

*^ E. Pecock, Repressor of over much Blaming of the Clergy (Lond. 1860),

ii. 361-7 ; cf. Dollinger, I.e. p. 118. ^o ^^^^ Schardium, I.e. pp. 734-780.
'^^ Baronius, Annales Ecclesiastici (Lucae, 1739), iii. caiD. cxviii. Cf. Dollinger, I.e.

p. 119.
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Laurence Saunders, Citizen of Coventry

ALL that we know concerning the life of Laurence Saunders is

found in entries of various kinds scattered among the records

of the Court Leet of the city of Coventry in his time—the latter

part of the fifteenth century—the fourth city in the kingdom. As he

was the declared enemy of the small oligarchy that ruled Coventry

then, and the Leet Book ^ was the organ of his opponents, it is

natural that a great deal of unfavourable comment should be

added to the record of his sayings and doings. His character

suffers much when the word is in the mouth of his enemies. He
was a masterful man, they .said, and 'would not otherwise be

ruled than after his own will ;
' and persistent, for after they had

disproved his charges, he still repeated them and * would not be con-

tent.' As for these charges, they were * feigned,' yet they brought

the royal interference upon the city, and stirred up * commotions and

insurrections ' among the people. But we need not in passing

judgment on Saunders rely solely on the word of his enemies. His

friends—their attacks upon the municipality are duly recorded in

the Leet Book—used other language. When he was lying in

prison ' in the hall,' and put to silence, there was no one who
could speak on their behalf against the oppressor, and they were

oppressed. As a rhymester from among Laurence's followers

declared in 1495, in verses the town rulers were quick to pronounce
* seditious :

'

The cite is bond that shuld be fre

;

The right is holden fro the comunalte

;

And he that speketh for our right is in the hall

And that is shame for yowe and for us all.^

When Laurence Saunders in 1480 became chief of a party

* The Leet Book, now in possession of the Corporation, is a manuscript of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The first entry belongs to the year 1422, the last to

the year 1556. Sharp, in his Antiquities of Coventry and his Coventry Mysteries^

has made some extracts relating to royal visits, the buildings of the city, and the

mystery plays. He also printed in the Antiquities, pp. 235-6, as specimens of ' civic

poetry,' the three sets of verses quoted below.

2 Sharp, Antiquities of Coventry, p. 236, and Leet Book, f. 278.
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that was to make the lives of the mayor and corporation a burden for

some time to come, a small oligarchy had been supreme within the

city for a hundred and thirty or forty years. This oligarchy was

intimately connected with certain guilds founded under Edward III.

Originally there had been six distinct bodies, but of these only two

survived, the Holy Trinity and the Corpus Christi, the former

having absorbed the rest before 1370.-'^ These two brotherhoods

acted in concert. At the time of their foundation the members of

the Trinity Guild were the chief men dwelling in St. Michael's

parish, the half of the town formerly belonging to the earls of

Chester, while the members of the Corpus Christi were of Trinity

parish, the prior's fee.^ The governing body of the city was self-

elective. Twenty-four leading citizens, chosen from among the

officers of former years by some indirect process of which we have

lost the secret, were empowered to elect the officers for the ensuing

year. The same number was preserved in the jury of the Court

Leet, the lists of names given in either case proving that this second

body of Twenty-four was almost identical with the above-named

company of electors. In the Court Leet, which assembled at Easter

and Michaelmas, regulations were passed binding on the whole

community. At other seasons of the year, the ordinances of a

council of Forty-eight, chosen half by the mayor and half by the

Twenty-four who took part in his election, were of equal force.

The activity of this council dates from the year 1424 ;
^ on im-

portant occasions the full number received a summons ; at other

times the powers of the whole body were entrusted to a few of

the members.®

3 The full title was ' The Guild of St. Mary, St. John the Baptist, the Holy Trinity,

and St. Catherine.' These guilds were united by patent in 1392, Rot. Pat. 16 E. II,

p. 1 m. 19 ; but they had been actually united between 1365-69 : Sharp, Antiquities,

p. 131. St. Mary's or the ' Merchant ' Guild, founded 1340, gave its name to the Guild

Hall ; and very probably purchased the Charter of Incorporation, 1344. Two years

before occupying the place of mayor every citizen, as a general rule, was chosen

master of the Corpus Christi. Two years after serving as mayor he rose to be master

of the Trinity Guild. For an account of the Coventry guilds, see Mrs. J. E. Green's

Town Life in the Fifteenth Century, ii. 202 et seq.

* The Trinity Guild was ' founded in the parish of St. Michael :
' Charter, 6 Ed. VI

(in possession of the Corporation). In St. Nicholas Hall (in possession of the Corpus

Christi Guild) the mayor addressed the parishioners of Trinity ; in St. Mary's Hall the

parishioners of St. Michael : Leet Book, f. 44.

* Leet Book, f. 12 a.

^ Thus in 1446 the Forty-eight resolve that the mayor should call twelve persons

or more according to his discretion, and to their ordinances they (the Forty-eight) will

agree, ibid. 1. 129. Though presentments were made and amercements ' affeered ' in the

Coventry Leet, there is no record of any judicial business done in the court. Ordinances

only are recorded. The method of procedure was as follows. Petitions were given in to

the mayor four days before the meeting of the court, and these were inspected by
twenty-four summoned by the mayor. On the day of the Leet these petitions—if

satisfactory—received the assent of the ' honest men ' elected to the Leet, i.e. the

twenty-four jurats. Leet Book, ff. 92, 4, 10.
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From time to time the discontent this irresponsible rule aroused

found an outlet in riots and tumults. The chief causes of complaint

were twofold. The first was owing to the influence the wealthy

victuallers had with the corporation. Thus in the year 1387 we
read ' the Commons rose and threw loaves at the mayor's head in

St. Mary's Hall, because the bakers kept not the assize, neither did

the mayor punish them according to his office.' ^ Of the second of

the grievances—the enclosure of the common pasture lands—there

is much to be told. Though this question was for a time set at

rest by an inquest of the commons taken and enregistered in the

year 1424,^ murmurings did not wholly cease ; and the old cause

of trouble can be seen at work in a renewal of outbreaks between

1469 and 1525. During this last period the malcontents were
further strengthened by the support of a body of men of some
influence, having other causes of complaint, which will hereafter be

touched on, to urge against the municipality.

These enclosures the community found so grievous were, at least

on one occasion, the work of an individual citizen under the rose. At
other times the municipality, with the consent of those they saw fit to

summon, ordered that portions of the common lands should be kept

in severalty for particular purposes.^ John Bristowe's offences belong

to the former class ; they were brought to light in 1469, when his

son William Bristowe had the folly to quarrel with the corpora-

tion.^^ This was an unwise step, for the town-rulers at once * re-

membered,' the Leet Book says with unconscious irony, that he
enjoyed certain privileges of pasturing his cattle to which he was not

entitled. While this matter was in debate his father's encroachment
was brought forward. John Bristowe had, * by dyking and hedging,'

enclosed a piece of common pasture by the water at Whitley,

and the father and son had kept the meadow several ever since.

This was to be endured no longer. The populace, led on this one
occasion by a mayor and an alderman, arrayed in jacks and saletts

and bearing arms of divers kinds, went forth, pulled down Bristowe's

hedge, and took possession of the field. They returned afterwards

in triumph to the city, with the waits and pipers playing and piping

merrily before them * like as they had doen a gret conqueste or

victore.'^^ In this manner the seeds of long conflict were sown.

John Bristowe, the real author of all the mischief, can be none other

than the mayor of the year 1429, a draper, afterwards master of the

guild, justice of the peace, and again and again member of the

'' Sharp, Antiquities, p. 211. For the power of the victuallers see Mrs. J. E. Green's

Town Life, ii. 49, 60-3.

•* Leet Book, f. 12 et seq.

^ See p. 636, infra ; for other examples see Leet Book, f. 5 a.

i» Ibid. f. 206 A.

*.^ For these details see Bristowe's complaint to the king (manuscript in possession

of the Corporation).
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august body of Twenty-four. It is significant that the municipality

paid no heed to his encroachments until they fell out with his son.

The enclosure of ' Prior's Waste,' on the other hand, was made

in this year with the full parade of the consent of mayor, bailiffs,

and community. This land was held by St. Mary's Convent at that

time, but the community was possessed of a somewhat doubtful title

to it.^^ Possibly there were rumours of encroachments afloat—many
' aged men ' having delivered evidence against Bristowe—which were

caught up by the ' commonalty.' Be that as it may, the people on

St. Nicholas' day broke out into open riot, threw down hedges round

about the 'Waste,' and those of other gardens belonging to the

convent. The prior professed to be * greatly aggrieved,' and pro-

posed to ' trouble ' the city—no doubt with a lawsuit. But the mayor,

perceiving perhaps that the case was one of great difficulty, entreated

him to come to terms, and finally granted him as compensation

the * Waste,' and a piece of land ' without the New Gate ' to be

kept ' several for evermore.' These enclosures were the beginning of

troubles. A body of 216 men had approved of the measure ; but

they were very likely selected with a special view to obtaining this

approval, as the names of 65 of them can be identified with those

of past or future municipal officers.^^ At least, the common people

did not approve of the step. It appears that attempts were made

three years later to break up the Prior's Waste and the close by the

New Gate, for the Leet fixed the penalty of those who should offend in

this manner at forty shillings. ^^ Men of long memories must have

pointed out to the anxious crowds at Lammas these encroachments

on the land of the community. ' The people come at Lammas,' runs

an order of Leet for the year 1474, * in excess number and unruly

to ill ensaumple.' And it was ordained that on this day (August 1)

none should accompany the chamberlains, when they rode out

into the fields about the city to throw open the common lands, but

those to whom permission had been previously given.^-^ This order,

when discontent increased, was again repeated ;^^ and in 1495 we
find that the municipality chose ' divers out of every ward,' about

50 in all, to be the chamberlains' limited following on the occasion

of their Lammas ride, and entered the names of the company in the

Leet Book. Laurence Saunders was the spokesman and chief of those

who demanded that these lands should be again thrown open. To
judge from the position of Laurence and his friends, ^^ the heads of

•2 In the survey of 1424 ' Prior's waste ' was said to have once been ' common of

old time,' but at other times ' several,' Leet Book, f. 13.

»3 Ibid, t 207. 1^ Ibid, t 216.
15 Ibid. t. 219. 16 Ibid. f. 275 A.

*^ Four friends who were his sureties in 1482 were well to do among the nine score

most wealthy men of the place, ibid, f . 244 a. These men were : a fuller, tanner, whit-

tawer, and capper or chapman. Of these the capper appears twice on the Twenty-four,
f. 268 (1492) and f. 277 (1496), and the fuller once, f. 268. Hence they were men of
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this party were men of good standing in the town and well-to-do.

They could count among their number brethren of the guild, and
men * of substance ' sufficient to admit of their filling the lower

municipal offices, the warden's post or the chamberlain's. These

men had grievances other than the surcharging or enclosing of the

common pasture—questions to which Laurence's formal petitions

are wholly devoted ;—their trade was shorn of its profits. In com-

plaints coming from Laurence's followers, we are told that the

rulers of the city * picked away the thrift ' of the ' commonalty ;

'

and reference is made to certain unpopular acts of Leet touching

the citizens, not only as sharers of the common pasture, but also

as makers, buyers, and sellers—in short, as craftsmen.

The truth was that the municipality—consisting for the most

part of wealthy merchants, drapers, mercers, grocers, and the like

—sought to rule the crafts with a rod of iron. Two of Laurence's

supporters were fullers ; this fellowship had an old quarrel with

the municipality.^® The tanners and whittawers may have been

angered at the appointment of searchers of leather, nominees of

the mayor and council, to test the quality of their workmanship.^^

While the dyers—and Laurence himself was of their number

—

were of old a stiff-necked craft. In 1475 they aroused the dis-

pleasure of the Leet by certain regulations, which were forthwith

declared * void, quashed and annulled ' by this authority. ^o It is

noticeable that this took place five years before the opening of the

career of Laurence Saunders ; it may have influenced his action,

but upon this point he is silent.

William Saunders, the father of Laurence, had been mayor in

the year the ' Prior's Waste ' was enclosed. He must have been a

wealthy citizen to rise to the mayor's degree. Since 1430 the family

had lived in Spon Street,^ ^ a convenient neighbourhood for those of

the dyers' occupation, as the river flowed near. If he had been of

a submissive temper, in all likelihood Laurence would have risen

to high places, as his father had done. Owing perhaps to William

Saunders's influence, early in Hfe the son once gave his adherence

to the municipality, in so far as, when the question of enclosing the

' Waste ' was brought forward, his name appears among the two

influence. Two other sureties of his were of his own craft, dyers ; one of these was in

1492 a warden and on the jury of Leet, f. 268. Three more witnesses for him in his

final trial were a fuller and (probably) a taylor, and (probably) a weaver.

*^ See Leet Book, ff. 88, 93, 202 a, for ordinances of Leet referring to the fullers'

workmanship. The fullers—it is almost certain—were prevented from profiting by

permission to form a guild and hold lands in mortmain. Bot. Pat. 17 H. VI, p. 2 m. 5.

1" Leet Book, f. 207 a. On the relations between the crafts arid the town corpora-

tions, see Mrs. J. E. Green's Toion Life, ii. 136-60.

20 Ihid. t 227 A, It may be that the weavers—and most probably one, at least, of

the men mentioned in connexion with Laurence was a weaver—felt certain regulations

for the sale of wool and cloth—which will be touched on later—as a great grievance.

2' Ibid. f. 71 A.
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hundred and sixteen who consented to the measures which, on

looking back eleven years later, he unreservedly condemned. It

was in 1480 that he was chosen to fill the post of chamberlain or

treasurer, and probably from that time as a member of both the

guilds, or as a late municipal officer, he was on the roll of those

liable to be summoned by the mayor to attend the council.^^ The

chamberlainship was an irksome post. The officers were overseers

of the common pasture, and took fines from the owners of strayed

cattle. They received the murage dues, which were devoted to

repairing the walls and city buildings, giving in an account of the

outlay at the end of the year. The murage money was continually

running short about this time, as the prior could not be induced to

pay his share, and the chamberlains were frequently called upon to

make up the deficit.
^^

The corporation quickly found they had reason to repent of their

choice. Laurence, as has been said, was a * masterful ' man :
' where

he is subject and servant he would subdue us all if he might get

assistance,' the mayor complains in a letter written this year to

the prince of Wales. The Leet Book gives a specimen of the new

officer's insubordination. ^'^ It appears that labourers had been set to

quarry for stone required for repairing the town wall. At the end

of the week the two chamberlains, Saunders and his fellow, William

Hede, refused, contrary to custom, to give them their wages,

Laurence saying * presumptuously ' to the mayor that * those that

set them awarke shuld pay for hym.' The two officers were there

and then committed to prison, where they lay for a week. In the

end the petitions of their friends obtained a release. Both were,

however, bound in 401. to abide by the decision of the mayor and

council as to their punishment. The mayor and council fixed upon

a fine of lOZ., and of this they afterwards gave back 61, to the two

chamberlains, a piece of liberality which shows that the town rulers

knew their cause was weak, or thought it impolitic to push

22 Laurence was a member of the 'council of Forty-eight,' f. 253 a, and a

member of both guilds, Sharp, Antiquities, p. 235, and Leet Book, f. 278. In 1495

Saunders was discharged from all attendance at the mayor's council, the common
council, and all other councils to be taken within the city, ibid. f. 275. The common
council is first mentioned in 1477. Probably the 'Forty-eight' and the common
council were identical. The ' mayor's council ' consisted apparently of such of the
* Forty-eight ' as he cared to summon. In the year 1446 21 of the ' Forty-eight

'

made ordinances by which the whole body was bound. The record of this proceeding

is glossed ' 21 to be mayor's council,' ibid. f. 129 a. The mayor could add to the

Forty -eight what number he chose ; fifty-three were summoned in 1444, ibid. f. 109 a.

There is no evidence that these councillors were elected by wards. In Norwich,

from 1403-1417, the electors of the four great wards chose six of the twenty-four

aldermen ; and an unequal number of the sixty common councillors : Hudson, Leet

Jurisdiction in Norwich, xx (Selden Society).
23 The prior in 1498 is said to have refused to pay it for twenty years. Leet Book,

f. 282.

2* Ibid, f . 234 A.
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Saunders to extremities while such a strong feeling in his favour

existed throughout the city.

Matters did not improve as time went on. The Leet Book
relates how Laurence, in spite of the forbearance shown towards

him, was * wilfully disposed ' against both the mayor and * common
people,' distraining their cattle and taking ' excess ' fines for the

pound. When summoned before the mayor to * see direction

'

according to custom, he 'many times grudged so to do, and in

manner at all times disdained to be led by the said mayor.'

Finally, on 20 September, having obtained license to leave the

city on the plea of business at Southampton, he turned his horse's

head in the direction of Ludlow and rode thither, bearing in his

hands a petition addressed to the prince of Wales, who, as duke of

Cornwall, was the lord and special protector of the city. The
prince, a child of ten years old, kept his court at Ludlow Castle at

that time under the guardianship of his uncle, the earl Eivers.

It is very evident that this account of the first falling out

between the chamberlains and the corporation does not go to the

root of the matter. Laurence's conduct is more explicable when
we turn to the version he gives of the matter in the ' Petition of the

Chamberlains and Citizens ' of Coventry,^^ for in this document,

which he tendered to the prince's council, his finger can be

distinctly traced. According to this petition, there were two

grievances under which the community then laboured. In the

first place the prior, the recorder, Bristowe, and others, withheld

from them half of the common lands ; in the second a favoured

few, ' maintained ' by the recorder and the mayor, * surcharged

'

the pasture with what number of sheep they chose, while the

common folk of the city were not allowed to go beyond their * stint,'

the number laid down by the authorities. In a city where there

was much cloth making, and wool greatly in request, there was

naturally a good deal of scope for the grazier, and no doubt the

men of this calling had come to an understanding with the

municipality. The chamberlains' duty, however, was perfectly

clear. They were enjoined by an order of Leet, passed only nine

years before, to drive the flocks of those who surcharged the

commons to the pound and take distress from the owners until

they should pay the customary fine.^^ This order they accordingly

fulfilled, but whether they really asked for what the municipal

version calls an ' excess ' fine there is no means of discovering.

But the mayor desired that they should be ruled by his Hkings and

accordingly tried the persuasion of a week's imprisonment. Find-

" Leet Book, f. 235.

26 lUd. i. 207 :
' Cattle surcharging the common to be driven to the pound and

distress taken,' And yet this very year the municipahty declared to the prior that the

citizens always had driven their cattle ' without number ' on the commons.
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ing that after their release the chamberlains still persisted in this

course, he again and again delivered up the sheep and remitted

the fine. Whenever this was done the officers sustained the

loss of several shillings, for the charge for every score was four-

pence, and there is mention of nine and ten score, and even of

three hundred sheep driven into the pound. ^ It would seem that

in all these matters the mayor was but the tool of the recorder,

Harry Boteler, or Butler, who had succeeded to the recordership

in 1456, in the room of Thomas Littleton, of famous memory. It

was Boteler who, according, to the petition, kept Saunders and

Hede in prison over the day of the Easter Leet, and ' wolde in no

wyse suffre ' them ' to speke a worde for the said comown.' He,

too, urged on them the signing of the recognisance in 401. 'to

obbeye the meirs commandements,' about the pinfold charges,

although the chamberlains ' grudged ' to do so, ' in so moche as

they were solemply sworen to the contrarie.' And from this bond

he would not release them, he cried a month later, ' for the befet pece

of scarlet in England.' As for the prior's sheep, though four hun-

dred of them were grazing on the common, * contrarie to old custom,'

the recorder would not suffer them to be pinned, because the prior,

forsooth, was ' lord of the soil.' And when the chamberlains asked

that the closes which the prior kept in severalty might be thrown

open at Lammas, it was Boteler who refused, alleging the ' com-

position' made between the prior and the community *in the

time of William Saunders beying meir.' ^^

Wher it ought to be comen as all the body of the city knowen ; in

that the forseid laurens, on of the seid Chamberleins grugged (grudged)

insomoche as the seid mair, decessed was his fadir and myght not

answer for hymself, but saide, ' that he trusted in God to see hit comen

agen.'

Then the recorder burst forth :

That he wold make the seid Chamberlein to curse the tyme that ever

he sigh hym and woolde make hem to wepe water with his yen ^^ and for

to be revenged uppon hym he saide he wolde ryde to complayne uppon

him unto our soveraign lorde the Kyng.

The petition ends with a list of the fields enclosed by the prior,

the Trinity Guild, and others of the city.

It is clear from the recorder's speech that there was expectation

of battle toward, and Boteler had no mind to give quarter. Mean-
while Laurence, by his appeal to the prince's council, had stolen a

march upon his enemies. A letter, dated 30 Sept. 1480, required

that some discreet persons of the city council should ride to Ludlow,

bearing a copy of the chamberlains' oath, in order that the prince's

council might compose * a variance between certain people of the

2^ Leet Book, f. 235. 28 j^g, < eyes.'
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city about a common pasture.' This letter revealed to the corpora-

tion the chamberlain's secret mission. ' We, your humble and true

servants here,' the mayor and his brethren wrote in reply, * know
no variance betwixt any person here for any common pasture but

that we among ourselves, be the grace of God, shull amicably and

rightwisly settle.' They begged that Saunders's words might not be

* prynted in the prince's remembrance,' and hoped to have license

to punish this troublesome citizen, inasmuch as he * would raise up

coiiiocions among the pepull,' and**by this means discourage ' other

mysruled to presumptuously attempt such things herafter.' As

the prince still insisted that the suit should be heard at Ludlow,

eighteen * worshipful ' men, chosen by the common council, set forth

on the journey. Among them were numbered the recorder, lately

recovered from sickness, the master of the Trinity Guild, John

Boteler, town clerk, presumably a son of the recorder, and William

Hede, the chamberlain, Laurence's fair-weather friend, who had

betimes humbly submitted to the corporation. The wardens, to

whom the paying of extraordinary expenses fell, went with the party

to pay for the cost of the journey. There was a goodly following of

servants, bringing up the number to forty-four persons in all, for

the worshipful folk travelled luxuriously, and to secure their comfort

a cook and a harbinger were of the company. The cost of the

journey—amounting to 15Z. lis. lid.—was afterwards, by decree

of the mayor and council, discharged by Laurence Saunders.

There is nothing related of the proceedings of the case, save that

the decision was against Laurence. The Leet Book says, * as openly

was proved—he intended not reformacon, . . . but feigned matters

to the entent to have be venged for the due punysshement yeven to

hym for his obstinacy.' ^^ So he came home to receive * correction,'

and in his company there came a gentleman of the prince's council

to see that he fulfilled all the commands laid upon him. There was

nothing for it now but to bow before the storm. In the presence

of the mayor, the council, and ' divers commons ' assembled in St.

Mary's Hall, Laurence, it is said, knelt down and besought the

mayor's forgiveness, acknowledging his wrong-doing. He was then

committed to ward. After a little time, his friends' intercession

prevailed, and he was allowed to leave the prison, being bound

in 500Z. to appear at the next quarter sessions. The bond too

—

for the corporation were little inclined to allow further complaints

to royalty—was to be renewed ' till content wer' had ' of his ' sadde

demeasnyng.'

During this autumn and the following year there was much

talk among the people of the enclosures, and of the prior's practice

of surcharging ; a circumstance which provoked great anger at the

convent. At Lammas 1481 Bristowe would not allow the chamber-

29 Leet Book, f. 236 a.
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lains to enter the meadow at Whitley, and the common folk, there-

fore, rose and broke into the close. The old recorder, always

active when trouble came, went out and bade them * leave off

their frowardness ;
' all went back to their work, save one John

Tylor, who gave to the recorder * froward and unfitting language,'

and was committed to prison. A riot took place on the Trinity

Guild feast day, the Decollation of St. John the Baptist, the rioters

rang the common bell and made an attempt to rescue Tylor. The

king, on hearing of this, showed high displeasure, and by his com-

mand three of the rioters were kept in prison at Ludlow until the

following Easter.^^ There is no word spoken of Laurence through-

out these troubles.^^ The leaven of discontent, however, was

spreading through all classes ; a privy seal, written in April,

1482, and addressed to the mayor and sheriffs, speaks of 'con-

venticles and conspiracies,' which are not suppressed, nor the

offenders sufficiently punished, * because divers of yewe, in maner
supposyng them to be supported and favored by divers persons

having rule in the city, doubten to procede in their ferther puny-

con.' ^^ A final decision in Bristowe's case was delivered in this

year, but nothing was done with regard to the other enclosures, and

Laurence became unquiet. He drew up a second list of the meadows
that were withheld from the community and laid it before the mayor
and council.^^ It is noteworthy that ' Mr.' Onley—a member of

one of the oldest merchant families within the city—figures in the

list as the holder of a * field called Ashmore.' The council conde-

scended to explain how and when these enclosures had been made.
The Leet Book says ' they made him privy to the evidence of the

city on this behalf.' But when Laurence desired a copy of these

records to show to ' certain people of the city '—old men of his party,

no doubt, whose memories reached to bygone times—it was indig-

nantly refused him. The mayor and council would never stoop so low

as to furnish all chance comers with the means of cavilling about

their proceedings. Then Laurence Saunders burst forth into

' untoward ' speech, asking to be released from his bond (the

500L ?) and showing he would not * otherwise be ruled than after his

own will.' The matter was shown to the lords of the prince's council,

then tarrying in Coventry. By their advice Laurence was com-
mitted to the 'porter's ward ' on the Sunday before All Hallows ; and
when, after a week had passed, and he was released ' at the great

instance ' of his friends, it was not without some words of admonition.

The lords told him ' that this was the IP^ tyme he had been in w^ard

for his disobeysaunce and for commocons made among the pepull,

3« Leet Book, f. 247 a.

2* Nevertheless he is spoken of later as having offended against this mayor. Ibid.

f. 250.

32 Ihid. f. 247 A. 33 jii^. f^ 250.

I

J
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they bad hym be ware, for yf he cam the IIP® tyme in ward for

such matters, hit shulde cost hym his hedde.' The warning was not

without its effect. Laurence, for the second time, made a full sub-

mission, and also signed a * statute merchant,' this time in 200Z.,

undertaking that he would be 'of good bearing to the mayor
and his successors ... for ever

'
; and four craftsmen, who

dwelt near him in Spon Street,^^ were responsible for his con-

duct in half this sum. Of the fine of 101., half was in course of

time to be given back, if his submissive temper showed signs of

lasting. It might well be thought he would not again question the

high ways of the corporation, for by so doing he might involve his.

friends in ruin.^^

For twelve years there is no record that Saunders ever troubled

the peace of men in high places. During this interval death re-

moved his great enemy the old recorder, and royal favour—for

Henry VII was ever prudent in such matters—gained the vacant

post for Kichard Empson. In 1484, three years before his death,

Boteler was overtaken by a great disgrace. He magnified his

own office at the mayor's expense ;
^^ and, as a punishment, the

Forty-eight—with Laurence for the first time on record sitting

among the number—decreed that on all public occasions he should

not immediately follow the mayor, but should give precedence to

the master of the Trinity Guild.^^ There are signs that about this

time Laurence was looked upon with more favour by those in

power.2^ In 1494, however, a change of policy, owing perhaps to

the influence of the mayor, a grocer, named Robert Green, caused

him to take up his old position. In those days the matter of

enclosures was but one among many sources of trouble. In the

first place, in that same year, the municipality, perhaps suddenly

roused to the doings of the various crafts, thought that they had
enjoyed in the past few years more liberty than they were disposed

to allow. They turned their attention to the pewterers' and tanners'

fellowships.^^ Complaint being made concerning ' discevable

'

pewterers' ware, the Leet ordained :
* That all such as maken and

3* Ibid. f. 244.

^^ It is noticeable that immediately after this the Leet gave orders that some of

the fields granted to the prior, i.e. the field by the New Gate, should be had again ' in

a perpetual ferm ' of the prior.

^^ He said ' he had as much power as the mayor and could arrest him at sessions

sitting on the bench. Leet Book, f . 253 a.

3'' Unless he would submit to this condition and to take an oath at Candlemas—as

the mayor did—he was to be dismissed. Boteler chose to submit. Ibid.
^"^ The records are very meagre about this time. The fact that Laurence was a

member of the Forty-eight is an indication that the municipality were well disposed

towards him. The fact that the very same mayor who occasioned Boteler's disgrace

enforced certain acts of Leet against the bakers (v. ante) is also a proof that there

was a change of policy in his time at least. Leet Book, f. 253.

39 Ibid. 2T2 A, 1494.

T T 2
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medle metailes within this cite, as vessels of brasse, peauter and

laten,' should sell true goods, 'medled in due proportion,' and to

such merchants as had served an apprenticeship to the craft.

Furthermore, the master of the fellowship received orders to seal

any faulty vessels and bring them before the mayor and council

;

the maker, in the event of the charge being proved, was condemned

to forfeit the sum of twenty shillings. Then the tanners felt the

effects of the energy of the Leet. Certain of the craft were wont to

buy raw hides *in grate,' with the intention, no doubt, of selling

them at a profit. This practice the court forbade, under pain of a

forty shilling fine, to be taken from buyer and seller alike. The

irritation these ordinances called forth among certain members of

these fellowships can be illustrated from the records of the Leet

held the following year. It was then enacted that John Duddesbury,

a tanner,'^^ and John Smith, a pewterer, for their repeated ill-

behaviour to ' men of worship,' were to be put * under surety from

session to session,' "^^ until their submissive behaviour should content

the justices of the peace.

A highly unpopular measure was the work of the mayor him-

self. This ordinance looks simple enough, but there is possibly a

deeper meaning underlying it. Before his indentures were made,

every apprentice was ordered to pay twelve pence towards the

common funds, have his name entered in a book prepared for the

purpose by the town-clerk, and * swear to the franchises ' of the

city.^"^ The apprentices' friends might feel aggrieved at this new
exaction ; it is less easy to understand why the masters were

inclined to resist the measure. That they were so inclined is shown

by an order made some six months afterwards to the effect, that those

who still received apprentices contrary to the ordinance and con-

tinued stubborn were to be committed to ward B,nd Jlnd surety that

they would in future obey all ordinances of Leet^^ The municipality

had some motive in binding the apprentices by a solemn oath and

enrolling them in this methodical fashion ; they evidently wished

to keep a tight hold on them for some particular purpose. For a

hundred years Coventry had been celebrated for clothmaking, and

the sellers of cloth had been the richest men in the city, and

members of their fellowship more frequently in office than those of

any other occupation.^^ It was important that the merchants and

**• Corpus Christi Guild Accounts.

<' Leet Book, 275 a. This order was re-enacted in 1495, ihid. t 279. No tanner or

butcher ' to make conspiracy or ordinance contrary to this ordinance.' Duddesbury

had been a member of the Twenty-four and was mayor in 1505.

*2 Ibid. f. 272 A.

*^ Ibid. f. 273. The continuation of this order shows how restive the people were

becoming under the recent orders :
' a like surety was to be taken from any one who

would not obey orders of Leet and be reformed by the mayor and council.'

** Lists of all the living craftsmen who had held office were compiled in 1449 ; 15
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drapers—and of these the municipahty was chiefly composed

—

should be able to keep the makers of cloth, weavers and fullers, well

under control ; and in attempting this, quarrels may well have

arisen. The merchants, thinking they would again arise, deter-

mined to weaken the master-makers of cloth by keeping this tight

hold over the apprentices, and making them responsible to the

municipality.

Certain practices, in all probability lately revived under this

mayor or his successor, were particularly detested by the citizens

concerned in clothmaking. Coventry was a great centre for the

weaver's industry. For a long time past, in accordance with

orders of Leet, cloth had been sold on market days in the * Drapery,'

in St. Michael's churchyard, a house of which the Trinity Guild had
been possessed for the last 130 years.'^^ There was a second selling

place, the porch of St. Michael's church, which lay a few yards

from the Drapery door. This had been in all probability the

traditional sale ground for cloth before the Drapery was fixed on
and passed into the possession of the guild.^^ In the church porch

the payment of stallage might be avoided,^^ and—it may be—the

makers did not fear for their workmanship the strict supervision

of the craft of drapers. In 1456 the sale of cloth in the porch was
forbidden by the Leet ;

^^ yet no doubt, in spite of pains and
penalties, the weavers or makers still drove their bargains, when-
ever it was possible, outside the walls of the Drapery. But the

municipality resolved that the orders of Leet should no longer be

set at nought ; cloth must henceforward be sold in the Drapery,"*®

and not elsewhere.

There was also a fixed place for the weighing and sale of wool,

called the Wool Hall, adjoining the Drapery, and likewise the

property of the guild.^*^ The trade in wool was, no doubt, chiefly in

the hands of the wealthy merchants, many of whom were * of the

staple of Calais.' The wardens also overlooked the weighing, and

took from the owner certain dues * for the profit of the town.' ^^

drapers, 11 mercers, 7 dyers, 2 wiredrawers, 2 whittawers, and 2 weavers are men-
tioned. Ihid. ff. 144-5.

•^ Drapery granted to the Trinity Gild 1365-9. Sharp, p. 131.

"' There had been in earlier times a market in the Earl's Half as well as in the

Prior's Half. After 1356 the market for timber, victuals, &c., was held in the Cross

Cheaping. Indenture Tripartite, MSS. H. Burton, f. 100.

•*^ In Cresthwaite there was a market held in the church porch before there was a

regular town market, and no dues were paid for stallage. Commission on Markets^

p. 25.

^« Leet Book, f. 166.

*^ These words are almost identical with a gloss, written in the margin of one

ordinance passed in 1495. For the profits arising from the Nottingham Drapery, see

Ashley, Eco7i. History and Theory, ii. 20, and Records of Nottingham, in. 62.

^" Charter, 6 Ed. VI (in possession of the Corporation).

^' 1439, Leet Book, ff. 99 and 101.
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These dues must have increased the price of wool, so that the

weavers or clothmakers—or whatever body of men purchased the

wool for manufacture in the first instance •^2—suffered by reason of

these regulations, and poor householders who bought the wool to

weave for their own use were in like case. The enforcement of these

orders ^^ and the consequent collection of dues were bitterly resented,

and the citizens, reminded of the traditional ' toll freedom ' of their

market, cried that the city that had been free was now in bondage.

Dame goode Eve ^'^ made us fre,

But now the custom for wol and the draperie.

But before Green's year of mayoralty was past, the municipality

found that they would still have to reckon with Laurence Saunders.

It was on Lammas day 1494, in the presence—so the mayor and

council were * credibly informed '—of forty persons, that he spoke

these words :
' Sirs, her me ! we shall never have our rights till we

have striken of iii or iiii of thes churls beds that rulen us, and if

therafter hit be asked who did that dede, hit shalbe seid, me and

they, and they and me.' In his next words we are reminded of the

old grievance concerning the loaf and the victuallers, which had

occasioned so much trouble under Edward III and Eichard 11. * He
shuld constreyn,' Laurence went on, ' William Boteler to drive his

cart laden with ots into the Croschepyng, and ther to unlade the

seid cart.' Now, William Boteler was probably a forestaller and

regrater, who intercepted, in defiance of all manner of ordinances to

the contrary, the grain intended to be sold openly in the market, and

it was permitted him to do these things. Laurence, it appears,

fulfilled his threat, and cried out to the crowd assembled in the

Cross * Cheaping ' or market place :
' Come, sirs, and take the corn

who so wuU, as youre owne.'^^ The whole proceeding utterly

scandalised the mayor and his worshipful brethren. On the

* Wednesday after the Exaltation of the Holy Cross ' they committed

Laurence to prison, and fixed his fine at 40L For seven months he

lay there, but two friends belonging to his own craft ^^—they were

brethren of the Corpus Christi Guild, and hence men of substance

—

were surety for the pa-yment of this great sum. But this amount
meant ruin, and drove Laurence's party to fury. The mayor and

^'^ In Coventry the wool buyers appear to have been the clothmakers. The dyers

in 1415, who were ' great makers of cloth,' took ' the flower of the wool ' for their own
use, Rot. Pari. iv. 75. In 1436 we hear of the clothmakers employing combers to

card wood, Leet Book, f. 90, and in 1512 we find that certain searchers were appointed

to see that the wool was free from filth for the clothier, ibid. f. 312.

^^ There are no new ordinances relating to the weighing of wool at this time.

Most likely the ordinances of 1439 were often evaded, and it was resolved that a

tricter supervision should be exercised. ^^ i.e. Godiva.
^^ Laurence afterwards committed William Boteler to ward—for breach of regula-

tions of Leet doubtless—but ' without authority.'

" Alexander Horsley and Kobert Barlow, v. Corpus Christi Guild Accounts, f. 5.
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council had treated a fellow citizen no better than one of those

hated Scots. But this was not enough. They also bound over

this sower of strife * to good bearing,' and the next year, whether

for the sake of old offences or for the commission of new ones,

wiped out his name from among the number of the ' brethren of

the mayor.' Laurence Saunders was * discharged,' the order ran,

*from the mayor's council, the common council, and all other

councils to be taken and kept within this city for the welfare of the

same,' and forbidden under the penalty of 40Z. ever to ride out

with the chamberlains on Lammas day.^^

It was an old custom in Coventry to nail up all announcements,

which for obvious reasons no crier would consent to proclaim, on

the church door, where all might read them. It was in this

manner that Friar John Bredon, on the occasion of a dispute

between his order and the monks, some forty years back, appealed

to the citizens to throw off the dominion of the prior, as * the thraldom

of Pharaoh.' So within eight days after Lammas 1495, some un-

known rhymester of the * commonalty ' nailed up some verses of his

making on the north door of St. Michael's Church ; forgetting in

them neither the oppressive acts which had been lately passed,

nor the punishment visited on Laurence for the tumult of the pre-

ceding year.^^

Be it knowen and understand.

This cite shulde be free and nowe is bonde.

Dame goode Eve made hit free,

And now the custom for well and the draperie.

Also hit is made that no prentis shalbe

But xiii penyes pay shulde he
;

That act did Eobert Grene,

Therfor he had many a curse, I wene.

And now a nother rule 3e do make
That none shall ride at lamas but they that 3e take

When our ale is Tunned
3e shall have drynk to your cake.

The final lines recall the heavy fine to be paid by Saunders

:

Ye have put on man like a scot to ransaun,

That wol be remembred when ye have all forgote. Caviat.^^

It may be that, in the face of this wrathful discontent-^it was

just at this time that the ill-behaviour of John Smith and John

Duddesbury to ' men of worship ' caused the offenders to be watched

so closely—the municipality felt some anxiety. At least they

thought it prudent to relieve Laurence of the payment of half of the

fine they had laid upon him. Yet, though the half of the fine had

^' Leet Book, f. 275.
*s Ibid. i. 275 a. One of the pieces of ' civic poetry ' quoted by Sharp, p. 235.

^^ Sharp, Antiquities, p. 235.
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been forgiven, 201. was yet unpaid, and in 1496 Saunders appealed

to the king. The fruit of his sohcitings was a privy seal, addressed

to the mayor and sheriffs asking them in charity to take 101. and

remit the rest of the fine, as Laurence was now old and fallen into

poverty.^° There was one sentence in the letter very little to the

recipient's liking. The king ordered the mayor * to do right ' in a

variance concerning a common pasture which Laurence had in-

formed his grace to be in the city ;
* where,' as the ' men of worship

'

declared with righteous anger, ' no such variance was.' It would

be folly indeed to smooth the lot of Laurence Saunders or release

his friends from their bond. So the great culprit having paid 101.

and his sureties a like sum, matters must be set right at court, and

the appeals of Laurence and his party made of no effect. So a * writ-

ing of the great and many offences of the said Laurence ' was sent

to Master Eichard Empson who was then in London, to be laid

before the king. The mayor and his fellows awaited meanwhile

the issue of the recorder's mediation.

Laurence Saunders had his hopes of the court. * As for Mr.

Eecorder,' he said confidently a little later, * I have reckoned with

him before the king, and he shall be easy enough.' Meanwhile

Lammas time was approaching, and he looked for some great move-

ment against the municipality, which that season should bring

forth. So he went into the house of the mayor, John Dove, and
said :

Maister meir, i advise yowe loke wisely on yourself, for on lamasse
day ye shall her other tythyngs, ffor many of these catifes that loke so hy
nowe shall be brought lower ; and ye knowe w^ele amongst yowe ye have
of myn x h : of money, which I dought not I shall have ayen on lamasse
day, or elles iii or iiii of the best of yowe shall smart. Therfor I advise

yowe, ber upright the swerd at your perill, for ye shall knowe mor
shortly.

That allusion to the mayor's sword carried a sting. A century
ago, Eichard II had ordered it to be borne behind Adam Deister,

the mayor, rather than before him as the custom was, ' because he
did not do justice.' It may be John Dove was secretly afraid. Had
he done justice continually? What if the king should visit

Laurence with his favour now ? Though this man made so light

of the-mayor's dignity, he was not punished ; but all waited for the
news from London.

On July 20, Laurence determined to justify his position by putting
in his petition of grievances for the third time. He laid before the
mayor a list of the enclosed common lands, drawn up from inquiries
made among old men of the city the year of his chamberlainship.

«» Leet Book, f. 277 a, and Collection of Letters in the possession of the Corpora-
tion, vol. i. f

.
14. The poverty from which Laurence suffered now had not afHicted him

earlier in his career.
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He asked that the bill might be read aloud in open court, for

the sessions of the peace were then proceeding. Jjhn Dove was
not prepared to do this. It was not a matter to be determined in

that court, and besides, he understood that it required no haste.

Saunders might come and have his answer on the morrow by nine

of the clock. On hearing this the old taunt sprang to Laurence's

lips. ' Maister meir,' he said aloud in the assembly, * hold upright

your swerde ;
' and after expressing his hope of * reckoning with

Mr. Eecorder,' he left John Dove to recover his dignity.

As far as we can tell, Saunders's hour of triumph never came, for

there was no rising at Lammas ; but soon after the scandal at the

sessions came a letter from the king, giving the mayor and coun-

cil full permission to deal with the rebel ' after the good and laud-

able custom of the city.' This permission must have afforded them
untold relief. As Laurence refused to give any pledge as to his

future conduct, they committed him to prison. But he never rested,

nor did his friends give up the battle. They interceded at court,

this time with Thomas Savage, the bishop of Eochester,^^ and it

seemed that their intercession was likely to bear fruit, for letters

arrived to the effect that Laurence should be set free to plead his

cause before the king at Woodstock: But thp.mayor and council

would not let him go, for he offered—to their thinking—insufficient

surety, letting fall also many seditious words, which are recorded in

the Book of Council, and saying, 'he wold fynd no other surety

what so ever fell theruppon.' Wherefore—the Leet Book says—he
remained in prison.

Two * seditious bills
'—one nailed on the minster door on St.

Anne's Day—show how strained the situation was b^ecoming. If

ever, during a century and a half, the rule of the Coventry guilds had
been as thoroughly detested as now, the feeling had never been put
in words that have come down to us with such unmi^t^ka^ble force.

Of these attacks, the second has a much loftier tone. ., After a
passing reference to Laurence, lying in prison— -,

, /
Ye have hunted the hare, '

.

i <• '

Ye hold him in a snare

—

r\

there come, in the first set of verses, a warning to allthe great

folk that have forgotten to rule justly

:

'
'

•:

Ye that be of myght,

Se that ye do right, •,

Thynk on your othe
;

' '^

For wher that ye do wrong, .

'

Ye shall mend hit among,

Though ye be never so loth. '
'

-
,

" It is possible there may have been a coolness between Empson and the bishop.

The good people of Coventry ^Yere not slow in taking advantages of the kind. In
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The poet and his friends—he says in the second set of verses-

show outward respect to their rulers, but their minds are full of

bitterness

:

This cyte is bond thad shuld be fre,

The right is holden fro the comunalte

;

Our comens that at lamas open shuld be cast

They be closed in and begged full fast,

- And he that speketh for our right is in the hall,

And that is shame for yowe and for us all

;

You can not denygh hit but he is your brother

;

And to bothe Gilds he hath paid as moch as another.

As for the * commonalty/ they have no more to lose, the verse

goes on to say :

For eny favour or frenship the comens with yowe fynde,

But pyke awey our thryfte and make us all blynde
;

And ev'r ye have have nede to the comunalte,

Such favour as ye shewe us, such shall ye see.

We may speke feir and bid you goode morowe.

But luff with our herts shuU ye hav never.

Cherish the comunalte and se they have ther right,

For drede of a worse chaunce be day or be nyght,

The best of you all litell worth shuld be,

And ye had not help of the comunalte. ^^

Matters remained for some time at a standstill ; then at last, early

in November, Laurence's ' labour and busy suit ' brought two privy

seals, containing full directions, to Coventry .^^ The mayor was

required to release the prisoner after taking surety in lOOL, so that

he might appear at Westminster and state his case ; while two or

three of the city council, sufficiently instructed in the matters to be

laid to his charge, were to bear him company. At a meeting of the

council on November 14, certain citizens, among whom was John

Boteler the steward, were appointed to ride to London. There

joined by the recorder and others of the city, who no doubt had

already entered on various negotiations connected with this suit,

they were to lay an account of Laurence's * demeasnyng ' before

the king. Another privy seal had been received, addressed to four

friends ^^ of Laurence, who were summoned to London ' to th' entent

1464 William Huet—he was afterwards to be one of Laurence's witnesses in the final

trial—fell out with the Corporation and had to pay a fine ; his friends interceded with

the Kingmaker—the action of the other side having previously gained the approval of

Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester and Edward IV, and the mayor forgave Huet the greater

part of the fine, Leet Book, f. 198.

«2 Leet Book, f. 278. The MS. has co'iens and co'ialte throughout. Both sets

printed in Sharp, pp. 235-6.

«8 Leet Book, f. 278.

** One of these, William Huet—probably a tailor or shereman—had been one of

the nine score wealthy men. In 1464 he had been in trouble with the Corpora-

tion. * Norfolk,' the name of one other, was a regular weaver's name in Coventry.
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that they shuld testifye wit hym in such matters as he wold allege

for his greves.' And now the business went quickly forward.

' The appoyntement was kept,' says the Leet Book, * befor the

Kyng's Council in the Sterr Chambr the friday next after seynt

martyn day, and ther contwzied dayly unto the Tewsday next befor

the fest of seynt Andrew ... at which day befor my lords of Caun-

terbury, london and Kochester, chief Justice Mr. ffyneux, and many
other lords, the hole matier was hard at large, both the compleynt

of the seid laure7^cg, and the answer therunto, the replicacon of the

seid laurence, and the rejoynder theruppon, with the deposicons of

the witnesses, and preves of the seid laurewce, wheruppon the

seid laurence was ther and then comyt unto the flete, unto the

tyme the kyng's plesure was knowen.'

So Laurence Saunders vanished into the Fleet, while Boteler

and the rest returned in triumph to Coventry. The municipality

remained clearly masters of the field. In a privy seal,^^ the mayor
and sheriffs received in the next December, Laurence's complaints

were pronounced ' feined and contrived,' and himself a * seditious

'

man, who had * of his gret presumpcon and obstinacie not seldom

but often tymes disobeyed the leefell . . . precepts of you the

said maior . . . and (by) right evil and pernetioux example ' em-
boldened and encouraged others * to offende likewise.' But the king

willed that the laudable and prosperous governance of the city

should not ' surcease or bee sette aparte by the sinistre or crafte

meanes of any private personne,' and so the folk of the city were

commanded * for the pretence ofany right herafter to he by thaim . .

.

claimed ' to make no conspiracies and unlawful assemblies.

As for the details of the trial, of them we know nothing. Boteler

kept the complaint and the answer, the replication and the re-

joinder, in papers, ' the tenour whereof,' says the Leet Book, * her

ensueth . .
.' but just at this place occurs an unlucky break. The

careful and zealous town clerk was called away, no doubt, at that

moment on business of the first importance ; there are no further

entries made ; so there can be nothing told of the trial in the Star

Chamber that Martinmas and of the long agony of Laurence

Saunders. Mary Dormer Harris.

^* Volume of Correspondence, vol. ii. f. 19.
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Shakespeare and the Jews

THEEE is ofie sentence in the Kev. Arthur Dimock's interesting

article on the * Conspiracy of Dr. Lopez ' against which I

wish, with all courtesy, to make a protest. It runs thus

:

One can but regret that the supreme genius of Shakespeare should

ever have been used to incite hatred and suspicion so unjust against a race

who possessed as many virtues and as few vices as the majority of the

Christians 6f the time, and in spite of the treatment they generally received.

Now with all the latter part of this sentence I am, I hope it

need not be said, in hearty sympathy ; but the earlier words surely

need very considerable qualification. I propose in this paper to

consider how far such a statement is to be allowed as that Shake-

speare's genius was used for such a purpose as that described by

Mr. Dimock with such laudable disgust. Certainly if the object or

if the effect of the ' Merchant of Venice ' is ' to incite hatred and

suspicion ' of the Jews, then, at least so far as that play is con-

cerned, Shakespeare forfeits his claim to be ranked amongst the

great humanisers of English and of the world's literature. He
becomes so far the poet of the groundlings. The supposed child

of light is, in fact, a child of darkness, a bigot, or at the best a

merely conventional person who shouts the shout of the mob, and

if it is * HEP !
' makes no objection, but gives that infamous cry a

full and far-heard utterance. Shakespeare meant, no doubt, to

produce successful and popular dramas ; beyond question he had

an eye to financial profits ; material prosperity was by no means
a thing he despised or neglected. Also, it may be stoutly main-

tained that he is not, nor ever set himself up to be, a formal and
professional teacher; that he was no schoolmaster who regarded

it as his province to lesson and instruct his age, and impress on
its mind excellent morals of the old copybook style ; that he was
no * heated pulpiter,' overflowing with texts and truisms ; but yet,

though a keen and shrewd man of business, and though not a

pedant or a preacher, he was assuredly no mere slave of filthy

lucre, and no less assuredly he was in a certain sense in his own
way a great evangehst. And to think of him as a mercenary,

ready to serve in the army of the Phihstines, if the pay was high
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enough, is surely to do him a grievous injustice, is to misread

him, and to make it impossible to understand the imperial position

he holds in the literary realm. And what is it but to discrown and

degrade him to say that he used his genius ' to incite hatred and

suspicion ' against a certain race ? Such language might perhaps

aptly apply to the author of ' The Jew of Malta.'

Barabas [writes Charles Lamb in a well-known passage] is a mere

monster, brought in with a large painted nose, to please the rabble. He
kills in sport, poisons whole nunneries, invents infernal machines. He is

just such an exhibition as a century or two earlier might have been

played before the Londoners by the royal command, when a general

pillage and massacre of the Hebrews had been previously resolved on.

Marlowe did little or nothing to mitigate the ferocious bigotry

of the Elizabethan age in this respect. Eather he fanned and in-

flamed it. But can it be said of Shakespeare that he was in this

matter even as his brilliant contemporary—no more enlightened,

no more humane, no mor«rliuman ? When Shakespeare, closely

familiar as he assuredly was with Marlowe's portrait of the Jew,

resolved himself to try his hand at the same subject, did he propose

to produce a sort of replica, or at all events to produce another

monster to put side by side with Marlowe's hideous creation?

Surely he might well think that mankind was sufficiently caricatured

by one such piece of work. What we venture to suggest is that

Marlowe's play, which undoubtedly influenced him, influenced him
in the direction of antagonism rather than of sympathy. It was
* a stepping-stone to higher things.' Commanding attention by its

power and its popularity, it excited in Shakespeare deep and curious

questionings. He took counsel with the human heart within him
as to whether such a brute in the shape of a man was in fact

conceivable or possible ; and he made a study of the Jew for him-

self, the result being Shylock. How wholly different is Shylock

from Barabas, and how profoundly Shakespeare did in fact modify

in his picture the vulgar conception of the Jew then current, and,

what is of the highest importance, how he suggested an explanation

of features that were undeniably morose and callous, and thus, so

far from inciting hatred and suspicion, actually instilled a recon-

sideration of the popular verdict—these points I hope to illustrate

so far as may be in the space now at my disposal.

But first let a few words be said as to Shakespeare's personal

knowledge of the Jewish race—as to where and how he acquainted

himself with it and its characteristics. It used to be stated that

he could not have met and observed Jews in London—that they

could not have ' sat ' to him in the flesh there at all events—and

the lifelikeness of his portraiture was explained by the conjecture

that he must have travelled abroad and studied in foreign countries
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a people then proscribed and prohibited in his own. So late as

1873 Elze maintained that it was in Venice Shakespeare encoun-

tered the prototype of Shylock. But considerable evidence has

been by this time collected to show that, forbidden or not, Jews

were not so scarce in the EHzabethan streets as was once supposed.

Long ago the elder DisraeU in his ' Genius of Judaism ' wrote—

My researches might show that they [the Jews] were not then [in the

reigns of Ehzabeth and the first two Stuarts] unknown in this country.

Had there been no Jews in England, would that luminary of the law Sir

Edward Coke have needed to inveigh against the Jews as ' infidels and

Turks,' delivering them all alike to the devil ? Stigmatised and infamous

persons, ^perpetui inimici,' says Littleton, 'and not admissible as

witnesses.'

Possibly these researches, unhappily not pubHshed, would have

given us the very results, or some of them, which IMr. Sidney Lee put

out in his valuable article in the * Gentleman's ]\iagazine ' in February

1880. I quote one of the most decisive, a little late in date, but yet

quite satisfactory for the purpose before us . In a rare tract published

in 1625, entitled ' The Wandering Jew telling Fortunes to English-

men ' (reprinted in Halliwell's [afterwards HalHwell-Phillipps] ' Book

of Characters,' 1857), occurs the statement that ' a Store of Jewes

we have in England ; a few in Court ; many i' th' Citty, more in the

Countrey.' Mr. Lee's discoveries have been supplemented by Mr.

Lucien Wolf in a paper read at the Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibi-

tion in 1887, dealing with the 'Middle Age of Anglo-Jewish

History, 1290-1656.' One of Mr. Wolf's notices I will here cite,

because it furnishes what is, I think, a not hitherto observed illus-

tration of a phrase in Shakespeare's ' Macbeth.'

In 1581 a Jew of Prague, in Bohemia, one Joachim Gaunz—perhaps a

connexion of the famous Hebrew chronicler David Ganz—came to England

with an invention for making copper, vitriol, and copperas, and the smelt-

ing of copper and lead ores, and was permitted to make experiments at

the copper mines near Keswick, in Cumberland. Gaunz seems to have

remained some years in England ; for in 1589 we find him in custody at

Bristol on a charge of blasphemy. It appears that he had been in the

habit of discussing theological questions with a certain Jeremy Pierce, and

he had very much shocked that pious gentleman by endeavouring to prove

to him that ' there was but one God, who [=and he] had neither wife nor

child.' The blasphemy got wind, and a Christian minister named
Richard Curteys seized an opportunity of interrogating the infidel before

witnesses, when he exclaimed, ' What needeth the Almighty to have a son ?

Is he not Almighty ? ' Upon this evidence Gaunz was apprehended and

sent to London for trial. The circumstance is interesting as another

indication that conforming Jews visited England at this period as well as

converts. In his examination before the magistrates Gaunz explicitly

stated that he was a Jew, that he had been trained in Talmudic teaching,

and had never been baptised.
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It can scarcely be doubted that when the third witch in * Macbeth '

mentions ' Hver of blaspheming Jew ' amongst the ingredients to

be added to * our cauldron, to * make the gruel thick and slab,' the

memories of the Globe audience would revert to Joachim Gaunz and

his audaciously expressed contempt of a cherished Christian dogma.

Conspicuous amongst the London Jews of Shakespeare's time

was Dr. Lopez, as has been so fully shown by Mr. Lee, and in yet

further detail by Mr. Dimock. With him it is almost certain that

Shakespeare was brought into personal contact. For we know

that at one time, however bitter their enmity after the summer of

1593, Lopez medically attended the earl of Essex ; and we know

that the earl of Southampton was a close and faithful friend of the

earl of Essex; and lastly we know that Shakespeare in 1593 was

on terms of intimacy with the earl of Southampton. Thus it is

hardly possible that Shakespeare should not in private life have

met the notorious Portuguese doctor. Certainly elsewhere he must

often have encountered him—in Wood Street, where Lopez at one

time resided ; near Mountjoy's Inn, Holborn, where he afterwards

had a house, given him by a wealthy patient, haply crossing the

street to visit * Mistress Allington, a lady of good repute,' living

' hard by Gray's Inn on the field side.' And Mr. Lee did excellent

service in calling attention to a certain connexion between Lopez

and Shylock.^ But it is going too far to identify Lopez and

Shylock, to assert, as Mr. Wolf asserts, that Lopez

' sat for one of the most striking portraits created by the greatest bard of

all time,'

and very much too far to assert that

' it was in order to pander to their [the public's] prejudices in this respect

[i.e. in respect of Lopez's guilt, of which the public was firmly convinced,

and wrongly according to Mr. Wolf] that Shakespeare wrote the " Merchant

of Venice."
'

To speak of Shylock as a photograph or a mere image of Lopez

does but scant justice to Shakespeare's artistic method. Shake-

speare's portraits are not the reflections of individual men whom he

had interviewed and perused ; they are distinct and separate

creations, springing from the large knowledge of men and manners

he had amassed as he moved up and down in the society of his

time ; they are independent compositions, whose various material

he had gathered here and there and everywhere. Other members

of the Hebrew race besides the unfortunate physician who perished

at Tyburn so miserably and amidst such execrations in June 1594-

1 Mr. Lee very plausibly suggests that when Shakespeare makes Portia speak of

being ' on the rack ' as a position

' Where men enforced do speak anything,

there may be an allusion to Lopez and what he confessed to avoid the rack, as he

afterwards declared. But he does not note, as also might well be done, that the allu-

sion, if it is one, is sympathetic, i.e. is in Lopez's favour.
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were certainly present in his mind when he conceived and em-

bodied Shylock. And it should not be forgotten that he was

assisted in drawing that immortal figm^e by other means than con-

temporary society supphed. He was assisted also, and largely, by

literature, especially, not to refer to Chaucer and other later writers,

by the Bible. We cannot but think that, after all, Shakespeare in

his'studyof the Jewish nationality owed more to the pictures and

the specimens of the Jewish nature and genius given so frankly

and faithfully in the Old and the New Testaments than to any

other source. There is scarcely a feature in Shylock's character

that cannot be amply illustrated by those wonderful documents in

which the Hebrew people in all its strength and all its weakness

so fully and plainly reveals itself. The fervid patriotism, the ready

duplicity, the remorseless greed, the abundant intellectual power,

the inexorable spirit of revenge, even the deep domestic affectionate-

ness—all these are elements present in that strange compound

Shylock, some of them, indeed, less in evidence than others, but all

present in him in a greater or less degree. And how easy to point

out each one, or signs of each one, in the stories of the Bible.

Unhappily the circumstances of the time did not permit Shakespeare

to represent the Jew at his best. It may be confidently stated that

Shakespeare never knew him so personally. It was not till nearly

two centuries after the appearance of Shylock that such a figure as

Nathan the Wise could possibly take a place in European literature.

But in his Biblical studies Shakespeare had seen the Jew at

his best as well as at his worst ; and he was not unmindful

of what was best, although what was worst naturally became

prominent in the * Merchant of Venice.' It may be plausibly

believed that Shakespeare made a special study of the Bible, with a

view to an accurate rendering of the Jewish character, or certain

aspects of it. Again and again as one reads the ' Merchant

'

one catches echoes of those scriptures ; one is reminded of phrases

and situations that occur there. Shylock standing in the Venetian

court of justice unrelenting and wolf-like, receiving Portia's praise

of mercy with a defiant contempt of such gracious considerations

—

My deeds upon my head ! 1 crave the law,

The penalty and forfeit of my bond

—

how exactly he recalls the scene at Jerusalem when, according

to St. Matthew's account of that appalling day, Pilate having

washed his hands before the multitude, and declared himself ' in-

nocent of the blood of this just person,' all the people answered
and said, * His blood be on us, and on our children.' There is

the same terrible self-sufficiency, the same obstinate recklessness,

the same stiffness of neck and hardness of heart. And other such

paralleHsms might easily be discovered. * There is,' says Schlegel,
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* a light touch of Judaism in everything Shylock says or does.'

What I now suggest is that it was from the Bible yet more than

from any personal contact that Shakespeare derived his knowledge

of the Jew and his ways.

Moreover, we are prevented from pressing too closely the

connexion between Lopez and Shylock by the fact that for some
years before the Jew had attracted Elizabethan playwrights. It

is well known that as early as 1579 there was a play current called

* The Jew,' described by Gosson ' as representing the greediness of

worldly choosers and bloody minds of usurers '—a description that

makes it as good as certain that the said play was the basis of

Shakespeare's comedy, as it combined the same two plots as are

found combined in the * Merchant of Venice.' Then somewhere
about 1590, certainly after 1588, was first performed the * Jew of

Malta ;
' and this became a standard play, as we learn from

Henslow's Diary, which informs us that it was acted some twenty-

five times in 1592-6, and again in 1601. Thus before Lopez's

treason—the treason with which at least he was generally credited

—reviving or intensifying the unpopularity of the Jews, gave

Shakespeare, as probably enough it did, a new impulse to the study of

that marvellous people, there were already incentives in that direction.

But it is time we turned to the special question that now
concerns us, viz. whether Shakespeare did merely add his voice to

the chorus of detestation with which the Hebrews were at that

time commonly greeted—whether he used his genius * to incite

hatred and suspicion ' of a race, already profoundly hated and
suspected, already * down ' and friendless. Now it would be absurd

to say that in his portrait of Shylock he does not paint a very

dreadful and forbidding person ; but perhaps we may decline

to pronounce him devoid of all nobler capabilities and sym-
pathies. At a superficial glance one may perceive only a fiend in

human shape; and perhaps Elizabethan audiences, furious with

prejudice and bigotry, saw only what was devilish in the wretched

being they derided and loathed. But a careful and thoughtful

spectator must even then have seen something else ; for assuredly

something else is to be seen. And in later times, as we read the

play in a better light, and not with eyes jaundiced and purblind,

this something else more and more commands our interest and
attention; and we discover that not less in the * Merchant of

Venice' than in others of his works Shakespeare makes for

humanity and tolerance—that he is no rabid partisan—that he

bears ever in mind how, in the language of the Hebrew Scriptures

he knew so well, God * in the beginning ' had said, * Let us make
man in our image, after our likeness,' and how, accordingly, God
had * created man in his own image, in the image of God created

he him.' In fact, the * Merchant of Venice ' has done its part in

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI. U U
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showing so-called Christians ' a more excellent way '
with regard

to the Hebrew section of their fellow-creatures ; it has done its part in

spreading the gospel of humanity—the gospel of goodwill between

man and man. Certainly never again can Shylock be * a comic

character,' to whatever extent he may have seemed so to the Eliza-

bethan in his benightedness. Now and for the future we behold and

shall behold him with shame and confusion of face. He is the victim

of coarse and gross religionists, the offspring of a pseudo-Christian

fanaticism, a fellow-creature direfully and tragically demorahsed

and degraded, but yet a fellow-creature, God-made, man-marred.^

1 will not now dwell on the several indications given in the

play of a nature that is not merely sordid and wholly addicted to

usury. Shylock's spite against Antonio arises, as has often been

remarked, not only from personal grounds. Even in their com-

mercial ideas the men are opposed to each other, and represent two

extremes. Nor is Shylock by any means insensible of the scorn

with which Antonio regards his nation— ' our sacred nation '—quite

apart from himself. That scorn rankles deep and fiercely in

his soul. Nor is it fair to insist that Shylock valued the ring he

had from Leah when he was a bachelor only because of its turquoise.

It may be difficult to imagine Shylock as a young ardent lover,

beaming and hopeful, when Leah ]3lights him her troth ; but such

a difficulty is not so entirely unusual even amongst ' Christian

'

husbands. To many a man in advanced life his love letters would

form strange reading enough, and his young self, if he could see

him, would be quite unrecognisable. And there are other indica-

tions that Shylock is not a pure and unadulterated brute. But,

not now to discuss these, what we wish to emphasise is this : that

Shakespeare, w^hile representing with sufffcient frankness the mon-

strosity of the Jew, addresses himself to the explanation of that

monstrosity. Largely accepting the vulgar notion that the Jew

was a monster, he at once asked himself how he became so.^ And
the result of his inquiry was that the Jew had been made so by

so-called Christian treatment and outrage. In point of fact does

not the ' Merchant of Venice ' expose with surprising truth and

boldness the insolence of the Christian as well as—I do not say

no less than—the greed and venom of the Jew ?

Shakespeare fully exhibited Shylock's hardness of heart. The

Jew stood unmoved in the Venetian law court amidst all the appeals

for indulgence and remission

—

Nee magis movetur

Quam si dura silex atit stet Marpesia cautes

—

2 Comp. As you like it, act i. sc. i. 35 : ' Marry, sir, I am helping you to mar
that •which God made, a poor unworthy brother of yours with idleness.'

' Comp. King Lear, act iii. sc. vi. :
' Then let them anatomise Regan, see what breeds

about her heart. Is there any cause in nature that makes these hard hearts ?
*
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not * touched with huma,n gentleness and love.' And well might
his debtor protest against any further waste of time on such efforts.

I pray you, think you question with the Jew.

You may as well go stand upon the beach,

And bid the main flood bate his usual height

;

You may as well use question with the wolf,

Why he hath made the ewe bleat for the lamb
;

You may as well forbid the mountain pines

To wag their high tops and to make no noise,

When they are fretten with the gusts of heaven

;

You may as well do anything most hard

As seek to soften that—than which what's harder ?—
His Jewish heart. Therefore I do beseech you
Make no more offers, use no further means,

But with all brief and plain conveniency

Let me have judgment, and the Jew his will.

How preposterous it would have seemed to Antonio at that

moment when Shylock was bent on his death, if he had been in-

formed and could have discerned that he, Antonio himself, and his

fellow-Christians so called were largely responsible for the existence

of that horrible being who stood there thirsting for his life's blood.

Yet this is the frightful fact that Shakespeare dares to suggest.

Cruelty begets cruelty. ''T/3pis tlktsc vfipiv. Hatred and scorn

bring forth hatred and scorn. Those ' soft and tender hearts which

nature confesses she gave man when she gave him tears ' may be

petrified by ill-usage and tyranny. Briefly, in a most grave and

important sense Shylock was a monument of protracted persecu-

tion and outrage. The fountain of tears had long been frozen up

by * Christian ' calumny and spite and wrong.

This was the profound suggestion that Shakespeare made as to

the Jewish character or temper as then generally viewed and

accepted. Possibly, or indeed probably, its full significance was

not at once generally perceived, however great its influence with a

generation better fitted for its apprehension. * A knavish speech,'

says Hamlet, * sleeps in a foolish ear.' So also does a wise speech,

and the Elizabethan mob may in its folly have applauded what

exposed and condemned itself. But certainly in the ' Merchant of

Venice ' wisdom was justified of her child, the author ; and Mr.

Irving, in his well-known rendering of the character in question,

faithfully follows and interprets that author's text. Certainly in

that play the plain truth was presented to all who could understand ;

and the intelligent at all events, in a greater or less degree, sooner or

later realised that much that was execrable in the Jewish type was

the product of a bastard Christianism.

For observe that it is Antonio himself who is peculiarly offen-

u u 2
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sive in his demeanour towards Shylock ; and Antonio is one of the

gentlest and lovablest of all the men in Shakespeare's theatre.

And the thought cannot but arise, if even Antonio, a refined and

most tender-hearted gentleman, behaves so to the Jew, how will the

common herd behave ?—a thought answered by the performances of

Salanio, Salerio, Graziano. No doubt the gentleness of Antonio was

heightened for artistic reasons. The contrast to Shylock he presents

in the law courts and everywhere is absolute. ' A kinder gentleman

treads not the earth,' says Salarino ; and he goes on to give a truly

touching account of the leave-taking of the two friends, and

how Antonio,

his eye being big with tears,

Turning his face, he put his hand behind him,

And with affection wondrous sensible

He wrung Bassanio's hand ; and so they parted.

Salanio cannot find an epithet worthy of him ; he speaks of the

good Antonio, the honest Antonio. ' Oh that I had a title good

enough to keep his name company !
' Bassanio describes him as

The dearest friend to me, the kindest man.

The best conditioned and unwearied spirit

In doing courtesies, and one in whom
The ancient Roman honour more appears

Than any that draws breath in Italy.

Lorenzo says to Portia, when she has generously consented to

her ' lord's ' going to do what he may to rescue Antonio from his

misfortunes

—

But if you knew to whom you show this honour,

How true a gentleman you send relief,

How dear a lover of my lord your husband,

I know you would be prouder of the work

Than customary bounty can enforce you.

Thus a special stress is laid on Antonio's kindliness and goodness.

He is the pink of courtesy, the soul of benevolence, the spirit of

self-sacrifice, in his own social circle. And yet this gentle Antonio

has for the Jew only words of insult and acts of insolence. Could

anything be more suggestive and significant ? In the following

passage, which, however well known, must be here quoted to bring

home the point now being urged, where Shylock catalogues the

shameful contumelies he has suffered even from the gentle Antonio,

surely our sympathy is rather with the Jew than with the Christian.

Siguier Antonio, many a time and oft

In the Rialto you have rated me
About my moneys and my usances

;

Still have I borne it with a patient shrug,
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For sufferance is the badge of all our tribe.

You call me misbeliever, cut-throat dog,

And spit upon my Jewish gaberdine,

And all for use of that which is mine own.

Well, then, it now appears you need my help :

Go to, then
;
you come to me, and you say,

* Shylock, we would have moneys ;
' you say so :

You that did void your rheum upon my beard,

And foot me, as you spurn a stranger cur

Over your threshold ; moneys is your suit.

What should I say to you ? Should I not say,

* Hath a dog money ? Is it possible

A cur can lend three thousand ducats ?
' Or

Shall I bend low, and in a bondsman's key,

With bated breath and whispering humbleness,

Say this :

* Fair sir, you spit on me on Wednesday last

;

You spurned me such a day ; another time

You called me " dog ;
" and for these courtesies

I'll lend you thus much moneys ' ?

And what does the gentle Antonio answer to this deplorable record ?

What does he ansv/er, he who amongst Christians was

The best conditioned and unwearied spirit

In doing courtesies ?

Untouched by shame or remorse, all he has to say is that he shall

probably enough repeat the gross indignities he has heaped on the

wretched Israelite !

I am as like to call thee so again.

To spit on thee again, to spurn thee too.

May we not exclaim, as further on in the same scene Shylock

exclaims

—

father Abram, what these Christians are ?

No w^onder, then, Shylock was something of a monster. What
else could he be ? No wonder his bosom was a very furnace of

hatred. In another well-known passage he reiterates the injuries

and mischiefs Antonio has done him. It is a passage w4iite-hot

with passion and fury.

If you wrong us shall we not revenge ? If a Jew wrong a Christian

what is his humility ? [i.e. how does the Christian humble himself ? Does

he turn the other cheek to be smitten, in accordance with the Sermon

on the Mount (Matt. vi. 39) ?] Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew,

what should his sufferance be by Christian example? Why, revenge.

The villany you teach me I will execute ; and it shall go hard but I will

better the instruction.

John W. Hales.
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TAe English Government and the Relief

of Protestant Refugees

AMONG the many minor falsifications of history which meet the

student at almost every turn, there are few more curious,

and few have proved more long-lived, than that embodied in the

accepted account of the grants made by William III and his

successors in aid of the Huguenot refugees in this country. Briefly,

the story is this. Under Charles II and James II, both before and

after the revocation of the edict of Nantes, briefs were granted for

collections to be made in behalf of the French protestants escaping

from persecution, and large sums were raised on those briefs by

private benevolence throughout the country. The product of these

collections was more than doubled by parliamentary grants, and

the total—over 200,000^.—was lodged in the Chamber of London,

whence it was subsequently borrowed or removed by William III

under stress of state necessity. When, therefore, the government

of William III issued a grant to the Huguenot refugees of 15,000^.

a year, this could only be regarded as the interest on the capital

sum confiscated, and therefore the right and property of the refugee

French. The full amount of this pension was paid with occasional

irregularity through the reigns of William and Anne and part of

that of George I : then the government of George I reduced both

pension and arrears by one half, and gradually, in our own century,

as church after church or refugee family after family ceased to

exist or to need the dole, the amount was resumed to the state,

until nine years since, by a resolution of the Treasury, the last

item—the grant of 250Z. to the French Protestant Episcopal Church
of the Savoy—was withdrawn.

It is the object of this article to show from documentary sources

that the main contention of such a statement of the transaction is

completely unfounded.

The original briefs and tlie account books of the collections are

still in great measure preserved at the Guildhall library,^ and their

* I am much indebted to the courtesy of the librarian of the Guildhall, Charles
Welch, Esq., F.S.A., for an indication of these manuscripts, and for every assistance in

handling them.
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testimony is perfectly conclusive. The Chamber of London was

simply the treasury for the city of London. On account of the

position held by the city its treasury became the depository of

numberless funds raised for charitable objects of all sorts.

Receipts or notes were made of the money paid in; as soon

as the funds began to come in, or as soon as they had reached

a considerable amount, they were distributed and receipts taken

for the payments exactly as would be the case with any Mansion

House fund to-day, and the account was finally and invariably

closed by a balancing of charge and discharge within a reason-

able date from the opening of the subscription. All these

various kinds of documents exist still among the Guildhall manu-
scripts. The account books are roughly in the form of ledgers or

rather cash books. The papers or notes of payments into the

chamber consist of the actual briefs themselves, as issued to the

churches and returned thence endorsed by the rector and wardens

with a statement of the amount of the collections. The acknowledg-

ments consist of the actual forms as signed by the various recipients

of the charity. In many of the last-named the ink has faded, and

it is difficult to draw out the total. Moreover, the whole series of

accounts from first to last is not, as yet, to be found, but enough

remains to establish a sufficient account of the question.

The first brief for a collection on behalf of the French protestant

refugees w^as ordered by a proclamation of Charles II on 28 July

1681. As a rule these briefs ran only for a year, and were then, if

necessary, renewed by a re-enacting proclamation. In this particular

case the first payment into the chamber of London on account of

the brief was made on 2 Aug. 1681. From that date onwards the

subscriptions cover the whole of 1682 and continue to September

1683, when the account was cast up. But subsequently it was

reopened and straggled on to February 1684, the ledger even con-

taining the entries of subsequent years, 1686, 1689. The total pay-

ments into the chamber made within the whole period amounted to

14,631L lis. 7^d. The paying out of the money began almost simul-

taneously. From the way the account is cast up, however, it is not

certain whether we know the exact final amount paid out ; but receipts

exist for various sums amounting in the whole to 14,141Z. 5s. 3d.

The dates of these receipts extend over 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, and

into 1685. From them it is clear that the bulk of the money was paid

away before 23 Sept. 1683, when the account was temporarily cast

up,2 leaving a balance of 362?. odd. In the end a sum of at least

2 Guildhall MS. 279 :
* an account of monies received towards the reliefe of poor

protestants from the kingdom of France.' The account of receipts runs from 2 Aug.

1681 to 2 March 168| with three entries of May 1G82 for London, giving a total col-

lected from the capital of 3,319Z. Is. 5^d. ; and for all England from 10 Jan. 168^ to

4 Sept. 1683, giving a total for the whole country up to the latter date of 12,788Z. 6s. ll^d.

(this amount including the London contribution). The dates given are those, not
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14,268L 18s. was paid away, leaving still the same balance apparently

unexpended, but probably the item of bad money and expenses would

fully account for this latter. At any rate it is certain that the com-

mittee of the house of commons, which sat on the question in 1689,

came to the conclusion that the money had been properly and faith-

fully administered.

The next transaction of the kind was set on foot by James II'

s

proclamation for a collection by brief dated 5 March 1685-6, renewed

in the following year by a proclamation of 31 Jan. 1686-7. In the

preamble to the latter of these two proclamations of James, it is

explicitly stated that * all the several sums of money which were

collected under the former (of the two briefs) have been faithfully

expended and applied to the use of the French refugees.' Each brief

only ran, as usual, for a year ; but the last payment, which appears as

being made on behalf of either of the accounts or of the combined

accounts, runs into 1695, by which time the total money received

under the two Jacobean briefs amounted to 63,713L 2s. ddJ In

of the collection, but of the entry of the amount in the book, which is equivalent to

the date of the receipt of the return from the various churchwardens, &c. On the

latter date, 4 Sept. 1683, the account was cast up thus :

' There was reC^ by Sir Thomas Player, Knt., late cham- £ «. a.

berlain of the city of London, to the 4 Sept. 1683 . 12,788 6 llj

' There was paid by Sir Thomas Player, Knt., to the said

time, the sum of 12,425 13 4

Balance .... 362 13 Tj

'

But as the moneys almost immediately recommenced to flow in, the account was re-

opened; the entries of payments-in from 11 Sept. 1683 to 28 Feb. 1684 (with two

other entries, one of 1686 and one of 1689) making a total receipt of 1,843Z. 4s. 8rZ.

These figures give the total of receipt as stated in the text.

£ f. d.

Keceived up to 4 Sept. 1683 12,788 6 11^

„ 11 Sept. 1683 to 1689 .... 1,843 4 8

14,631 11 7i

The payments-out also immediately recommenced with the term of ofi&ce of a fresh

chamberlain (Peter Aylworth, Esq.), and ran over 1684 up to 27 March 1685, includ-

ing one entry of 1689, when the total of the new payments-in was exactly liquidated.

The total of payments-out therefore stands thus :

£ s. d.

Paid 8 Aug. 1681 to 4 Sept. 1683 12,425 13 4

„ 26 Sept. 1613 to 27 Mar. 1685, and an entry of 1689 1,843 4 8

14,268 18

There was therefore, on this showing, an unexpended balance of 362Z. 13s. l\d. But

against this is to be set the bad money received, which amounted to llOZ. 2s. 9^. The
small remainder might have gone in expenses. At any rate, it is expressly stated (see

below, p. 667) that the account was finally considered to be properly liquidated. In

Guildhall MS. 297, marked ' orders for payments out of collections 1683,' there is a

bundle of 345 loose receipts for various sums, of which I make the total to be

14,141Z. 5s. Zd. All these orders for payments are signed by the bishop of London and
the Lord Mayor or one of the two, and are endorsed with the signature of the recipient.

The earliest dated of these receipts appears to be one for 30Z., 12 Aug. 1681.

^ Guildhall MS. 280, ' an account of monies received upon the briefe for French

protectants,' For the first brief the entries extend from 21 April 1686 to July 1688,
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the absence of the account of the discharge we are reduced to

the testimony of a file of receipts which is manifestly incomplete

and which, with the account of the bad money received, gives

a total of known disbursements of 56,465Z. 18s. Id., leaving an
apparent debit balance of 7,237^. 4s. 2cZ. The presumption is that

this balance would be satisfactorily accounted for by the missing

receipts, for there is not the least doubt that the whole sum was
exactly expended and on its proper object. So much is directly

avouched by the report of the commons' committee above referred to.

The succeeding brief, and the last which it is necessary to notice,

was ordered by William and Mary by their proclamation of 31 March
1694. It produced between 2 May 1694 and 17 Feb. 1701-2 a total

of 11,829?. 5s. lO^d., but the account of the discharge I have been

as yet quite unable to trace."* This was by no means the last brief

with three entries of 1689, and a total receipt of 42,889Z. 8s. lO^d. Ibid. fol. 27, ' received

for French protestants upon his majesty's second brief, dated 31 Jan. 168|, as followeth.'

The entries for the second brief extend from 10 March 168| to January 16|f with a

second total of 19,634Z. 19s. 9^d. From this point the two accounts are combined, and the

entries thrown together in one column, the items being marked ' on the first brief,' ' on

the second brief,' as the case happens to be. The last item of the combined account is

dated 20 Dec. 1695, and the grand total of all moneys received on both the briefs from

first to last (including therefore the above-named separate amounts) is 63,713Z. 2s. Sd.

For the verification of part of this debit account there still exist at the Guildhall

(Guildhall MS., bundle 291) the original forms of the latter of the two concurrent briefs

just as returned from the various parishes endorsed with statements of the amount col-

lected, and signed by the parson and churchwardens. Many of these have been almost

hopelessly damaged, having evidently passed through a fire and been deluged. There

is unfortunately no record of the discharge or credit account, and in the absence of

it we are reduced to the imperfect record of the receipts which have been preserved of

the payments-out. So many of these as are still known to exist are contained in

Guildhall MS., bundle 347, ' orders for payments out of collections for relief of French

protestants to Henry Loades Esq., chamberlain of London.' These orders are in many
instances signed by Tillotson, Stillingfleet, Jeffreys, Nottingham, Huntingdon, &c.,d'c.

Each document is a written instruction to the chamberlain of the city of London to pay

so much money (mostly to Peter du Gua, merchant and treasurer of the French church

at the Savoy), and is endorsed by Du Gua's or other signature as attesting the full receipt

of the money. The number of receipts preserved is fifty. The total amount of the

payments they attest I make to be 55,150Z. 16s., and the dates range from 5 May 1686

to 8 Jan. 16-^, the dates of the payments-out, therefore, not covering but falling

within the dates of the payments-in or debit account. The series is, therefore, quite

manifestly incomplete. At the end of MS. 280, there is an entry of bad money

received upon the brief of 1687, the amount being 224Z. lis. 10^^. On the previous

brief of March 2, James H, the bad money received 22 April 1687 to 6 March 168^ was

390Z. 16s. 2|d.

* The accounts for this collection exist in part in Guildhall MS., bundle 290, which

is as before a large bundle of the actual briefs as despatched to the various parishes,

and returned thence endorsed with the amounts collected and the signatures of the

rector and churchwarden. There are 104 briefs in the bundle, but I have been unable

to take out the total of amounts on account of the state of decay of a great portion of

them. The full statement of account (debit), however, is preserved in Guildhall MS.

280. It is abstracted as follows : Entries running from 2 May 1694 to 6 July 1696

continuously, 11,774Z. 17s. 4ld., and thence four or five entries of scattered dates

reaching to 17 Feb. 170|, 54Z. 8s. 5fd., making a total of receipts on the brief of

31 March 1694 of 11,829Z. 5s. lO^d. There was 305Z. 7s. l^d. of bad money received-
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issued for the protestant refugees. But as far as the origin and

real nature of the royal bounty are concerned, the crux of the

question lies in these collections of Charles II, James II, and

WiUiam III, and there cannot be a shadow of doubt as to the dis-

posal of the funds raised by them. Almost as fast as the money

came in it was paid out ; the accounts were properly watched and

finally balanced ; and whatever was done further by either king or

house of commons was entirely spontaneous and additional. Putting

aside finally, therefore, the question of the briefs, there remains

that of those other parliamentary and royal grants and their origin.

It is not quite so easy to see what the real nature of these latter

at first was. Finding that the relief which sprang from the collec-

tions by the briefs was insufficient to meet the growing wants of their

poor, the ministers presented on 15 April 1689, a petition to the

house of commons, praying a yearly relief for their support out of

a revenue arising from a tax to be put on hackney coaches. The

commons disliked the petition ' as very irregular and disagreeable

to the custom of the house to prescribe ways and means.' It was

resolved * that the petition be withdrawn, and that a committee be

appointed to consider of a way to relieve the French protestant

ministers and others.' Nine days later this committee reported as

follows :
^

—

. . . (the Frenchmen have formed three regiments and there are 20,000 of

them engaged in trade, etc.) but there still remain above 2,000 persons,

some of them old, others infants, others sick and impotent ; many of them

heretofore rich and flom'ishing in their own country, but now reduced to

the utmost misery and must inevitably perish and starve unless assisted

by the house. The money of the 2 late collections made upon the briefs

obtained from the late King James not being sufficient to last beyond the

end of next June, after which they have nothing to trust to but the mercy

of God and the pity and compassion of this house. The committee

The materials for the balancing of the account are unfortunately wanting. In

the Guildhall manuscript, bundle 348, there are two bundles of small printed

receipts for money paid out to the distressed ; French. They mostly relate

to 1C98. The various amounts received have been entered in ink, and the ink

has so faded in many instances as to render it impossible to cast up a correct

total. The same bundle encloses a doubled-up paper book of about thirty leaves in

good condition, which contains ' an account of the distribution and assistance made to

the poor French protestant refugees out of the money proceeding from the parlia-

mentary fund granted for their relief for the year 1696, which distribution was made
by the French committee, &c., &c.' The total accounted for in this book is 2,48SZ.

6s. Id., and it is possible that the loose receipts preserved alongside in bundle 348

represent this total. The only other possible (partial) statement of credit account

which I have been able to find at the Guildhall is contained in bundle 349, which is

unlettered, but is evidently a rough file of payments made 1695-8, mostly to the

refugee churches outside, as London, Colchester, Thorp, Barnstaple, &c. There are

forty-two receipts, giving a total disbursement of 1,161Z. 16s. Sd. But this is manifestly

a mere fraction of the account.

* Commons Journals, x. 88 and 103, 15 and 24 April, 1689.
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examined the management and distribution of the money raised by the

2 said collections the first whereof amounted to about 50,000/!. and the

latter to about 15,000?., which 2 sums have served them for about 3

years and a half. The committee upon examination found the said 2 sums
to have been faithfully employed for the ends mentioned in the aforesaid

briefs, and all parties concerned to be well satisfied. After this the com-

mittee proceeded to the consideration of the present state of the said

distressed French protestants, and it appeared to them that there are now
to be provided for about 100 poor ministers and their families, amounting

in all to about 300 persons, and 100 gentlemen and their families,

likewise about 300 persons ; about 400 physicians, lawyers, citizens, &c.

;

about 400 common people ; 60 sick people at the Pest House ; about 100

children at nurse, and about 400 persons in divers places in the country.

Upon calculation of the yearly sum requisite for the support of these dis-

tressed people they find that a revenue of 17,200Z. per annum is necessary.

Further, the committee proceeded to consider of a fund that might be

proper for the raising the said yearly sum. Divers things were pro-

pounded, as the renewing the tax upon coal, the laying 1 per cent, on all

merchandises exported and imported as has been formerly done for the

redemption of captives, the revenue that may be raised on hackney

coaches, taxes to be laid upon paper, the wine license office, post office,

and others. On the whole matter the committee came to these resolu-

tions :

1. That it is the opinion of the committee that a revenue of 17,200?.

per annum is necessary for the support of the distressed French Protes-

tants.

2. That it is the opinion of the committee that the new imposition upon

wine and vinegar which is to expire 20 July 1693 is a proper fund for the

charging the said sum of 17,200?.^

Immediately after hearing this report of the committee the house

was summoned to the lords to witness the royal assent to several

bills, and on its return it adjourned without discussing the above

recommendations. Nor is there any evidence in the Journals

between April and 30 Nov. that the commons returned to the

subject. The reason is nowhere explicitly stated, but is quite easy

to deduce. Before the committee of the house had finished its

report even, King William or rather Queen Mary had taken the

matter up and made a grant to the French out of the privy purse.^

« In the Ulster Journal of ArcUccology for 1853, i. 218, M. C. N.de la Cherois Purdon,

writing on the Huguenot colony at Lisburn, co. Antrim, gives a partial extract from

this report of the committee of the house of commons. He omits the decisive words

here copied, but Agnew, who had the paper before him, had only to turn to the original

to find them.
^ See The Proselytish Hercules, p. 91. Some light is thrown on the transaction by

the completely analogous case of the relief for the distressed Irish protestants. Their

case was considered on the same day of April on which that of the Huguenots had

been handled. A committee was appointed and on 1 May it reported {Commons

Journals, x. 134) advising the raising of money on the East India and Guinea stock

held by the late King James II. The House agreed to all the suggestions of its com-

mittee, and yet three months later (10 August 1689, C. J. x. 259) we find them
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The original warrant for the grant I have been unable to find, but

it is referred to distinctly in the privy purse accounts for 1697.''

Part of Queen Mary's jointure was a sum of 50,000/. annually

allowed her for her own use and service, to be disposed of at her

pleasure without account.^ It formed the fund from which the

queen's civiUist was paid, as also the annual 15,0001. to the French,

the 425Z. to the Savoy churches, and numerous other charities.

William religiously maintained all the benefactions of his queen after

her death, and when he took over and provided for her civil list out

of his own privy purse, he continued the grant of 15,000L to the

French along with iV^

In its origin and nature, therefore, the grant is properly a

bounty or charity from the royal or privy purse. But there seems

some little discrepancy in such scattered hints as are available,

as to the funds which were allocated or appropriated for the supply

of the privy purse for these objects. On the opening of the

parliament of 1695 (22 Nov.), William recommended the case of

the French protestants to the commons from the throne, and early

in 1696 the house took the matter into consideration, resolving

21 March 1695-6 * to consider of ways and means for the civil list

for 1696, and for the relief of the poor French.' The report of the

committee's resolutions was made on 27 March 1696, and consisted

of recommendations of a series of duties on low-priced wines to be

granted for five years. A bill enacting to that effect was ac-

cordingly brought in and passed on 23 April. ^^ On the other

hand, writing in the reign of Anne, Michel Malard gives a different

account of the nature of the fund.^^ *As for the 15,000L per

annum it was granted to the French protestants by King William.

The said sum was and is taken out of the stock that ariseth

resolving on an address to be presented to the king by such members as were of the

privy council to remind his Majesty of the address of this house for the bestowing

of 5,000L for the relief of the Irish nobility and gentry.

8 Eecord Office, Audit Office Declared Accounts. Privy purse, Koll 3a, bundle 1922.

The account from 24 June 1697 to 24 June 1699 of Edward Nicholas, treasurer and

receiver general to Queen Mary. 'Easter term. Anno IX Wm. Ill, by the hands of

Thomas Howard Esq., one of the tellers to y^ aforesaid Edward Nicholas Esq. upon
account to be applied towards the support of poor French protestants by vertue of a

Ijrivy seal dated 19 April 1689, and a warrant under the royal signe manuall dated

3 June IX Wm. Ill—£15,000.'
" See one warrant for this payment in King's Warrant Book, vii. 121, Eecord Office.

It is dated Whitehall, 4 June 1689, and is addressed ' to the commissioners of our

treasury, etc' There are numerous references to this fund, for which warrants had to

be issued yearly. See at the Eecord Office the warrants for 1691, 1694, 1695 in

' auditor's privy seals xxi. 166, 225, 238,' et aliunde.
"> ' Our will and pleasure is that the establishment of the sallaries and charitable

pencons to our late dear consort the Queen's family and servants be continued from
Lady Day 1695 until we signify our further pleasure.' Eecord Office, Treasury Warrants,

xi. 96, 4 May 1695.

" Commons Journals, xi. 527-562, ;passim.
'2 The Proselytish Hercules, p. 91.
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every year from the first fruits and tenths of all the ecclesiastical

preferments of the church of England.' According to this Queen

Anne's bounty to the poor English clergy would be simply an

adaptation of the same idea. It is, perhaps, permissible to conclude

on the whole showing that this civil list item was at first and up

to 1696 unappropriated—a payment of 50,000Z. being annually

made direct from the imperial exchequer to the queen's treasurer,

—

and that then for the rest of William's reign it was charged upon

the wine duties and for that of Anne upon the first fruits.

It would be interesting to follow the history of the fund, but

here again there is not a little difficulty. In a warrant dated

18 Dec. 1695, subsequent to that by which William took over the

queen's civil list there is mention of a payment * to M. Braquier,

treasurer to the French refugees, of lOOZ. weekly to begin the 18th

day of September last. This payment is now ceased.' ^^ Apart from

this entry, which may perhaps admit of explanation, it is demon-

strable that the payments for the first years of William and Mary
approximated to 15,000Z. per annum. The first disbursements on

account were made in November 1689, and from that date to 6 July

1693 a sum of 39,000Z. was received by the French committee from

the king.^'* From other sources the committee received an addi-

^^ It is possible that this entry refers to a separate grant or bounty of the king to

the families of the French officers and soldiers which did him and us such signal

service. In Edward Nicholas's accounts for 1697-9 (see reference jpos^) there is an

allusion to such payment quite apart from the 15,000Z. to the ministers and non-

military refugees. ' M. Kovigny ... to be by him paid and distributed to 61 families

of French refugee officers, etc., 1,0971. per annum.''
^* Record Office, Treasury Papers, xxi.^ 36, 169|.

Etat dcs sommes accord6es par sa majesty pour la subsistence des Protestans

fran9ois refugies depuis le mois de Novembre 1689 et re9ues par le comit6 fran^ois

qui a administre les charit^s royales.

1689 £>

12 Novembre Re<?u en argent contant par les mains de S' John Morden . 2,000

7 Jan. 16|§ En argent par le dit sieur 1,000

27 Jan. En argent par le dit sieur 1,800

19 Sept. 1690 re(?u en taillies a I'echiquier 1,800

2 Jan. 169£ re9U en argent 1,000

30 Jan. re9U en taillies 1,400

3Avril „ „ „ 1,200

9 May » ,, ,
1,800

12Aoust „ M „ . 3,000

29 Oct. re9U en argent 1,000

1 Jan. 169^ re9u en taillies 4,000

28Avril , „ „ 4,000

ISAoust „ » „ 4,000

19 D^cemb. „ » ,
'

. . • • 6,400

12Juinl693 „ „ „ 3,600

29 Juillet re9U en argent 1,000

39,000

Sur cette somme est a deduirc qui a 6tc rcmis pour la negotiation des

aillies dix neuf cent trente livres 1,930

37,070
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tional sum of over 5,000Z., the total receipt for the period being

43,392Z. 6s. M. The united amounts would make out more than

the annual 15,000L for the period covered (two and a half years),

but the committee themselves work out the annual expenditure

to 14,379L 4s. 6d. The subsequent accounts for Wilham's reign

are not forthcoming, but direct evidence of the payment of the full

Partant le comity n'a eu a distribuer des charites de leurs majest^s que la dite

Bomme de trente sept mille septante livres qui a ete employee avec les sommes cy apres

k payer les personnes et autres assistances dues jusqu'au dernier Fevrier 169|.

Autres sommes revues par le comit6 pour la subsistance des refugi^s depuis ledit

jour premier Novembre 1689.

Ee^u a la chambre de Londres procedant de la collecte accord^e en £ «• f?-

faveur des dits r^fugies en I'annee 1686 600

Plus repu de la meme collecte a autrefois 1,330

Plus repu de la collecte accord6e en I'ann^e 1688 .... 1,000

Plus rcQU de la meme collecte a autrefois 950

Plus reQU en consequence des souscriptions faites par plusieurs

seigneurs et autres personnes en faveur des dits refugi^s depuis le mois

de Juin 1690 jusqu'a la fin de la meme annee . . . . . . 1,868 4 10

Plus le comity a employe pour la subsistance des dits r^fugies un
reste des sommes destinees pour le rachat des captifs a Alger decedes

pendant la n^gociation et qui avaient ete donn^es par divers particuliers 332 4

Plus le comite a re9U de legs pieux faits au profit des dits refugies

en I'annee 1692

Somme totale de la depense faite par le commite depuis le dit jour

prem' Novemb"" 1689 jusqu'au dernier fevrier 169| qui sont 3 ans 4

mois, quarante trois mille trois cent nonante et deux livres 6s. 4:d

.

Et les d6penses pensions et distributions aux dits refugies ayant cesse

par le commite faute de fonds au dernier fevrier 169f il se trouvera

qu'au premier Janvier de I'annee procliaine 1694 ils auront 6te dix mois
Bans rien re^evoir. Lesquels dix mois sur le pied de 1,250Z. chacun et

des dernieres assistances et en regard que le nombre des personnes a

augmente d'un tiers depuis I'annee 1691 se montent a douze mille

cinq cent livres 12,500

241 17 6

6,322 6 4

43,392 6 4

Memoire des charges du commite
Personnes. Pensions par an

£ s. d.

g
j'Ministres leurs femmes et enfans au nombre de . . . 345 2,757

Gentils hommes et demoiselles au nombre de . . . . 268 2,120 16
Bourgeois au nombre de 465 2,597 8 6

Pauvres des eglises Fran(?aises en province au nombre de . 200 100
VOrphelins au nombre de 105 430

^ (Menu peuple a qui Ton donne par semaine au nombre de . 1,000 5,182
L'Hopital de la Peste House coute par an . . .

Medecins chirurgiens et medicamens ....
Ecoles entretenues pour les pauvres ....
Enterremens

Passans et nouvellement arrives

w \En frais necessaires et besoins exfcraordinaires

420

236

36

100

300

100

2,383

Total de la somme d6pens6e par an 14,379 4 6

Le tout justifie par le Dernier Etat
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bounty exist here and there in the kings' warrant books and in the

privy purse accounts in the audit office. ^^ Nor, on the other hand,

is there any complaint of the withholding of the bounty until the

last year of William's reign, when it appears from the petition

of the French refugees on 8 Dec. 1702,^^ that these payments were

suspended by a warrant of 14 Jan. 1701, and continued so sus-

pended until after the accession of Anne.

For the reign of Anne the information is more circumstantial.

The last-named treasury paper is minuted, * 8 Dec. 1702. The

Queen doth intend to continue this 15,000/. pei' annum to the

French refiigeeSy and uill pay a year ivhen due, from the time of

its being last paid.' There is no complaint that payments were

not made during the early and greater part of her reign. Towards

the end of it, however, they were again suspended. The statement

of what was due to them on this account and of the action of

George I on his accession is detailed by the French themselves in

their undated memoir preserved in the Treasury papers (ccxi. 7

assigned to 1717). In 1710 only half the grant was received, the

remaining half being paid at irregular intervals between 1711 and

1714, at which latter date the arrears for 1711 were in great part

paid up.^^

At the accession of George I the bounty w^as therefore over two

years in arrears. It is further clear, by a note drawn up by John

** Eecord Office, Audit Office Declared Accounts. Privy purse, Roll 3a, bundle 1922.

' Allowed the accomptant, Edward Nicholas Esq., treasurer and receiver-general to

Queen Mary, the money wherewith he is charged in this accompt to have received out

of his majesty's exchequer by virtue of 2 several warrants under his majesty's royal

sign manual, the one dated at the camp of Genap, 3 June 1697, and the other at the

court at Looe, 15 Sept, 1G98 (O.S.), payable to the French ministers and other French

protestants according to such directions as he should receive from time to time from

the archbishop of Canterbury, lord mayor, lord chancellor, the bishop of London, &c.

&c. (detailed) 15,000"-' For w^arrants for 1G91, 1694, and 1695, see note 9, supra.

^* Treasury Papers, Ixxxiii. 11.

^^ Eecord Office, Treasury Papers, ccxi. 7 : En I'annee 1710 la Eeine d'heureuse

m6moire donna un warrant pour faire payer aux pauvres Protestans Francois refugies

la sommc annuelle de 15,000Z. de la beneficence pour I'annee courante finissant au

24 de Mars 171p En 1710 les refugies ne rcQurent que la moitie de cette somme. Le

reste sur le meme warrant leur a ete paye a diverses fois en 1711, 1712, 1713, et au

commencement de 1714 la reine fit donner aux ministres Francois qui ont part a la

Beneficence Eoyalle la somme de 1,500Z. Par un warrant du 19 de Novembre 1714, le

roy eut la bonte de leur adonner sur I'argent qui devoit rentrer a I'echequier avant

le 1 Aoust de la meme annee (ce sont les termes du warrant) la somme de 13,500Z.

qu'ils ont receue et au moyen de laquelle toute I'annee 1711 leur est payee. II leur

est deu jusqu'a la mort de la Eeine
£

toute I'annee 1712 15,000

1713 15,000

depuis le 25 Mars jusqu'au 31 Juillet 1714 quatre mois et quelques jours . 5,000

35,000

This information is reprinted verbatim in the preface to the list for 1717 issued by

the committee, also in Dubourdieu's Appeal to the English Nation, 1718.
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Kobinson, bishop of London, for the information of the king re-

specting pensions, that the question of the renewal of the grant

by George was uncertain. * King WilHam granted and the late

queen continued 15,000L sterling a year to the French protestant

refugees.' ^^ In the end, however, the grant was again allowed.

Le regne de sa majeste commen9ant au 1 d'aout 1714, il a eu la

bonte au mois de Decembre 1715 de faire expedier un warrant pour leur

faire payer la somme de 15,000^. qu'ils ont receue, au moyen de laquelle

la premiere annee du regne de sa majeste finissant au SlJuillet 1715, leur

a 6te payee. Au mois d'avril dernier 1717 le Koy a eu la bonte de donner

un warrant pour leur faire payer pareille somme de 15,000Z. C'est pour

la seconde annee du regne de sa majeste. II n'y a encore rien d'ordonn^

pour la troisieme annee courante.^^

On a later document of 1719^° a note is entered that * the

whole has been paid to Lady-day 1717, so that from thence to

Midsummer 1719 is two years and one quarter, which amounts to

33,750Z. . .
.'21

The subsequent history of the grant is interesting in itself, but not

material to the main contention of this article. In 1726 (14 June),

the grant was reduced by a warrant of George I. The arrears, put

at 53,750Z., were cut down to 26,511Z., and the annual 15,O0OZ. to

8,591L, of which amount 1,718L 4s. was appropriated to the refugee

ministry and churches. This order was renewed on his accession by
George II, and the grant remained at the sum named until 1831,

when (5 March) Mr. Stewart, secretary of the treasury, addressed

a letter to the archbishop of Canterbury, requesting him and the

other commissioners * to consider and suggest in what manner and
under what arrangements the gradual reduction of the same can be

'8 Minuted, ' Read 29 Oct 1714. To be considered.' Treasury Papers, clxxxi. 32.
" Record Office, Treasury Papers, ccxi. 7. Appended to this document is a list

of the payments in detail.

19 Nov. 1714 by the hands of Mr. Nicholas on the order for 15,000Z. £ j. d.

bounty 13,500
26 Aug. 1715 by the hands of ditto on pencons 7,820
10 Feb. 171§ by the hands of Mr. Clayton in part of an order for lo,OOOZ.

bounty 7^500
27 April 1716 by the hands of ditto on pencons established by his

majesty 1^822 5
27 July „ The like 1j91 is iii
7 Sept. „ „ 1 792 i 2
^ Oct. „ „ 1 758 9 10
15 Nov. „ „ to complete the order for 15,000 bounty . . 7,500
28 Dec. „ The like on pencons established by his majesty . . 1,797 4 2
8 Mar. 171f The like 2,066

46,787 19 1\

20 Eecord Office, Treasury Papers, ccxxi. 3 (5 May 1719). Cp. also the preface to the
list for 1717.

2' For the years 1723 and 1724 sec the incidental references in Treasury
Papers, ccxiiv. 1, and ccxlviii. 63.
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made, so as to secure the entire cessation of it hereafter, with the

least possible detriment to the individuals who have been hitherto

benefited by it.* As a matter of course the comite ecclcsiastique ob-

ected, but the resolution was finally taken and announced, 13 Feb.

1833, to discontinue the various pensions as the recipients, whether

churches or families, died out. From this point onwards, therefore,

the amount gradually diminishes, as the refugee churches one after

another closed their doors or were united, or as the pensioners

died out. In 1831-32 the estimate for this charity was as

follows :

—

For the poor French protestant refugee clergy . . . 2,092 6 8

For the poor French protestant refugee laity . . . 1,250

For the poor of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields and other charitable

allowances : , . 1,197 4 10

To-day there is nothing whatever paid on this score.^^

The last and still surviving French refugee church—that of the

Savoy—received as its share of the above a grant of 250^. from

1835 to 1841, when it was announced, 15 Jan. 1841, that it would

be reduced to 209^. 13s. On the appointment of M. Bouverie to

the ministry of the church in 1870, this decision was again an-

nounced, and the attention of the ecclesiastical committee was

drawn to the resolution of the treasury not to continue payment
after the life of the then new incumbent. M. Bouverie died in April

1884, and on 9 May following the vestry received notice from

Mr. Barrington, through the ecclesiastical committee, of the inten-

tion of the lords of the treasury thenceforward to discontinue the

pension. The result was a controversy between the treasury and

the Savoy church which lasted down to 1888 but without producing

any result. In his conduct of this controversy, M. Beaufort, the

treasurer of the church, insisted most strongly on the old hitherto

accepted account of the bounty, and emphatically asserted that his

church had a legal claim to the annuity. But beyond holding that

" The following details from the pavliamentary Accounts and Pa]:ers for the

years chosen may illustrate the process :

—

AccDimts and Papers

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI.

1833
Vol.

Xxiv. 449
Refugee clergy

1,695Z.

Refugee laity

1,673Z.

1834 xlii. 425 1,673 1,000

1835 xxxviii. 508 1,600 900

1836 xxxviii. 407 1500 800

1837-8 xxxviii. 375 1,500 700

1839 xxxi. 673 1,300 600

1840 XXX. 835 1,300 500

1841 xiv. 441 1,200 400

1842 xxvii. 509 1,100 400

1849 xxxi. 467 1,000 350

1850 xxxiv. 453 800 850

1851 xxxii. 459 700 300

X X
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* much might be said on the question,' the treasury did not notice

the contention as far as the mere historical side of the question was

concerned.

In the case of this particular church, however, there are con-

siderations which, it was contended, might have entered more fully

into the niinds of the lords of the treasury. When in 1833 Mr.

Stewart communicated the pleasure of the treasury, his letter

contained a concession which put the case of the Savoy church

on quite a different footing.

Being of opinion that it will be proper that there should be one place

of worship in London fot the performance of divine service for French

protestants, my lords will continue, when these charges shall otherwise

have ceased, to submit to Parliament such estimates as may be necessary

to provide for the church in Crown Street ^-^ beyond the sum which may
be raised for that church as at present by subscriptions and by property

now in the funds.

This was tantamount to a reinstitution of the pension, and to its

placing on quite a different basis from the old grant under the

royal bounty, and on this basis the vestry of the church claimed to

have received repeated assurance of the guarantee of the money.

But apart from the exceptional circumstances of guarantee which

this particular church has received, it is to be clearly understood

that there is no basis for any claim, qua claim, on the part of the

French refugees in any capacity. The conduct of the British nation

towards them, except in this latter and much disputed transaction,

has been signally noble. The money the country spontaneously

raised for them they duly and fully received ; over and above they

partook of the royal bounty, and that granted in no mean and
grudging measure, and in one form or other were partakers of it for

over a century.^^

23 Now the Savoy church in Bloomsbury.
2' There is another extremely interesting question involved in this history of the

royal bounty, viz. that of the spirit of the administration of the charity. The litera-

ture of the subject yields an abundance of personal and biographical Huguenot matter
and quite deserves separate study. For the administration of the bounty twenty com-
missioners were named apparently ' par sa majeste :

' see Etat dc la distrihutic/ri de la
somme de 15,000Z. etc. pour Van 1705 (British Museum, 791 k. 5). These formed the
EngHsh committee. Under their direction worked a French committee of twenty-four
—the names of the members of both bodies are given for the year 1705 in the tract
quoted. The rules for the guidance of the French committee were drawn up ' par les

seigneurs hauts commissaires Anglais.' They are printed in ' les malversations du

7o°?2i^
FrauQois ... par remarques sur la conte rendu do I'an 1707 ' (British Museum,

g- ). Under any conditions the handling of such a charitymight be expected to give rise
to jealousy and discontent in some one quarter. Pensions would tend to be continued
when the cases were no longer necessitous—fresh applicants would find it necessary to
press, insist, beg, and so on. So much is directly charged on the committee, and much
more indeed. But there appears to be something beyond this merely personal and
natural jealousy. A very strong feeling was aroused by the change in the constitu-
tion of the French committee which is detailed in Treasury Papers, cxlix. 30, 1712
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There is a remarkable parallel to this historical blunder in the

hitherto accepted account of the national grant to the Vaudois clergy.

The misstatement involved in the latter, though hardly as definitive

and far-reaching as that relating to the French refugees, is curiously

similar in nature and equally bound to disappear on examina-

tion. Ever since the days of the high-minded and determined

action of Cromwell in defence of the persecuted protestants of

Piedmont the English people has evinced a tenderness of re-

gard for the protestant inhabitants of the Hautes Vallees. All

through the eighteenth century they were the recipients—as at this

moment they still are—of the national bounty. But it happened that

at the beginning of the present century the yearly grant of aid was

for explicable causes suspended. Accordingly, in 1825, a movement
purely private and unofficial was set on foot to agitate the question

of support for the Vaudois protestants and to inquire into the lapse

of the said pension. The first meeting of the * Committee for the

relief of the Vaudois of Piedmont,' was held at the house of the

Eight Honourable Sir George Henry Eose, 20 May 1825, under the

presidency of Dr. Howley, then bishop of London. A report was

issued couched in brief in these terms :

—

It is attested by documents in the Record Office that 13,333Z. IQs. Sd.f

the residue of a collection made in 1G55 for the Vaudois, was placed out

at interest, and that the interest had been regularly remitted to the Vaudois

under Oliver and Richard Cromwell. Soon after the Restoration remit-

tances were stopped, and no steps were taken to renew them till 1689

when measures were taken by Queen Mary, and a pension of 4:251. a year,

increased after 1703 to 500Z., was directed to be paid through the hands of

the Lord Almoner, Archbishop Sharpe, to the Vaudois churches. The
Vaudois ministers continued to receive this sum up to 1797 through the

archbishops of Canterbury and York, when the remittances became very

irregular and ceased altogether in 1797. A secretary of the archbishop

received the issues from the exchequer until 1804, but failed to remit them,

.

(Record Office). Possibly connected [with this was another slight change in the

composition of the charity itself. It became applicable to the relief of poor proselytes

to the Church of England from the Chmxh of Eome, and the phrase ' the commis-

sioners for the relief of the x^oor proselytes ' is even employed (see Treasury Papers,

ccxxi. 3, 1719. Eecord Office). The reference to proselytes is contained in the eighth

of the regulations referred to above, and these date apparently from 1689, but the idea

would certainly appear to have been an afterthought, ' out of which sum of 15,000^.

'

says Malard, ' the French (committee) have granted 400Z. with much ado to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury for the said proselytes ' (see The Proselytish Hercules, p. 91

;

also a better account of the proselytes' fund in Seymour's Stow, ii. 23). Malard's

accusation is that the French committee being presbyterian tabooed such proselytes

as became not presbyterian but conformist {i.e. to the Church of England form as

adopted in the Savoy church), thereby belying the goodness and exceeding charity of

King George. He charges them, as did others, with frantic corruption. But the ques-

tion is worth much more careful examination (see Misson's unequivocal defence of the

committee in his Meanders a7id Ohservatmis on his Travels over England, 1719, s.v.~

French Committee).

xx2
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and died insolvent in 1809. From 1804 to 1807 the moneys accumulated

in the exchequer, but in July of the latter year a treasury minute ordered

the payment on account of the Vaudois churches to cease from that time.

The Vaudois committee made a representation of this case to

government in a letter addressed to the Earl of Liverpool, 11 March

1826, in which it was stated that the Vaudois had a fair and equi-

table claim to arrears and to a restitution of the pension. The

result was a restitution of the 1,500Z. which had accumulated in the

exchequer, and a renewal in part (277^. Is. 6cL) of the pension formerly

granted. The 500Z. was reduced to 413L 12s., two-thirds of which

was to go to the Piedmont churches. ^^ From that day this amount

has been issued regularly in May or June to the Vaudois representa-

tives on application to the lords commissioners of the treasury.

With the latter portion of this document and history we have no

concern. The interest of the subject turns on the disputable statement

of the preamble. In the letter to Lord Liverpool just referred

to, these statements are given with more of detail and apparent

circumstantiality.

1. The parochial collections of 1655 produced 88,241Z. IGs. Gd., of which

21,908Z. Os. Sd. was immediately expended. 3,000Z. were remitted within

the 2 following years, and the remainder placed out on loan at 4 per cent.

2. The interest was regularly remitted to the Vaudois by order of the

privy council up to 1660, as is attested by official documents in the State

Paper Office. 3. Very soon after the Eestoration the remittances were

stopped, but whether the principal sum was paid into the exchequer or

otherwise or by whom embezzled is unknown to us.

At. this distance of time a complete elucidation of the matter is,

perhaps, out of the question, but a much more detailed and correct

account of the facts is at least possible.

On May 17, 1655, the elders of divers congregations in London
presented a petition to Cromwell calling his attention to the case of

the poor Waldenses. On the same day the council appointed a day
of humiliation in reference to the subject, ^^ and a week later a com-
mittee was appointed to consider of means for promoting the collec-

tion on the occasion. On 31 May the warrants for a general

collection on 14 June, accompanied by a printed sheet of * instruc-

tions by the Protector,' were sent out signed by President Lawrence.^^
Christopher Packe, then Lord Mayor, and Sir Thomas Vyner, alder-

man of London, were appointed treasurers of the fund, and they
were to be assisted by a committee of nine in the distribution.

Finding that the contributions on the appointed fast day had not

« See Treasury MimUe Boole A, 152, 8 May 1827 and 8 June 1827.
" Council Minute Booh, Eecord Office, I 76, pp. 78-9. State Pajjcrs, Domestic,

Interregn. xcvii. 44.

•'' Ibid. I 7G, 110, 113. 5f. P. Dam. xcvlil. 4. ]
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been universal, Cromwell issued another proclamation (12 July 1656)

for a collection in those parishes which had not taken the matter

up {Council minute hook, I 76, p. 75). From this point onwards

numerous references exist in the state papers and council minute

books, to the remittance of several amounts to Geneva and to

exchange ^^ transactions with regard to them. But it is unnecessary

to follow these in detail, as the properly attested account of the

whole exists. The money was partly distributed at home to such

of the Vaudois refugees as had managed to reach England and

partly remitted via Geneva.^^ But a balance still remained, and

considerably more than a year afterwards the council, on report

from the committee, ordered * that what remains from the collection,

viz. 11,8121. Is. Sd., be put forth on good security in such sort as

may enable the trustees to call it in speedily if any further remit-

tances are wanted to be sent (12 Nov. 1657, Council hook, I 78,

p. 73). This order was approved by the Protector two days later.

Almost immediately payments began to be made out of the

interest on so much of this money as was lent out.^° But it is quite

impossible to construct an account of the interest for the years

during which the money was out. In the course of the following

year also, the matter became further complicated by the institution

of relief out of the same fund to certain protestant Polish and

Bohemian exiles. This relief was granted in response to a petition

of the pastors of * several churches of the reformed religion in higher

Poland and Bohemia, now scattered abroad through persecution,'

(4 Nov. 1657, Council hook, I 78, 249). The matter of their petition

was referred to the same committee which had the management
of Piedmont moneys, and although a separate collection was

28 Such iDayments as I have noticed may be printed together though the dates

spread ^Yide, as will be apparent :

—

{Council Book, I 76, p. 197)

I 77, p. 563

I 78, p. 33

„ I 78, p. 303

178
I 78, p. 632

For the subsequent payments which were clearly misappropriations of the money see

jpost. The account of the income of the whole collections 1655-6 is still preserved

at the Eecord Office in a folio manuscript volume marked I 126j ' Collections for the

Piedmontese churches in England and Wales.' It would require a chartered accountant

and weeks of toil to talce out the total, whic h is also happily stated elsewhere.

2^ See among the Gibson papers at Lambeth an attestation of a committee of

examination, to Llorland's faithful discharge of his duty in these remittances abroad.

(Lambeth MS. 931, No. 9.)

3" See Council Book I 78, p. 366, 24 Dec. 1657, and the terms of the parliamentary

order of 7 Oct. 1659, I 91, p. 90.

'

24 July 1655 15,000Z. ordered to be remitted

Nov. March, 165f 7,000Z. ,, ,,

27 Jan. 165^ 2,000Z. >» ,,

28 July 1657
;1,000Z.T

1 200Z./

r lOOZ.-j

»» • 1

25 Nov. 1657 300Z. I

.1,500Z.J

n II

18 May 1658 1,254Z. >« „

27 May 1658 lOOZ. „ M
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ordered 31 for the new sufferers (5 Jan. 1652, ibid. I 78, 386) the

two accounts were ultimately combined.^^ ^yj^^t money was

raised by the PoHsh collection proper seems to have been paid

away as quickly as it came in, and the account balanced up to

15 June 1658 at the least,^^ but for the subsequent income from the

collections which straggled as usual over no little time, there is

nothing ascertainable beyond the skeleton of items in the statement

of account (see appendix below), and we are therefore left with two

floating and unknown balances on our mind. It was to this com-

posite sum or balance that the council of state had recourse in 1659

in the time of its financial need. On 9 July of that year a parlia-

mentary order was passed empowering the council to borrow from

the balance of moneys of the Piedmont fund. Three weeks later

the treasurers of the fund were ordered to pay over the balance

into the exchequer. In accordance with this order a sum of

1,9181 8s. 9d, was at once paid in.^^ There still exists an index

reference to an entry in one of the missing council minute books,

3' Oliver's declaration for a collection is dated 25 March 1658. It is preserved in

the Council Minute Book, 1 78, p. 865, and gives a succinct account of the persecution.

' On information that during the late wars in Poland the protestant churches at Lycia

and other places have been driven away on account of their religion and forced to fly

into Silesia to preserve their lives and consciences, and have sent deputies authorised

by five of their pastors and by the testimony of protestant princes who have afforded

them shelter, and also on a petition from twenty protestant families driven from

Misnia in Bohemia into the marquisate of Culmbach by the persecution of the Jesuits

and of the House of Austria, whence they sent a signed instrument attesting their

distress, his highness,' &c.

^^ E.g. on 12 May 1658, Council Book, I 78, p. 614, the treasurers for the Piedmont

money were ordered by the council to advance 5001. for the twenty Bohemian families.

" See order of the council 24 June 1658, I 78, p. 713, and ditto of 7 Sept. 1658.

" See Eecord Office, State Papers Dom. Interregn. cciv. 19, petition of Thomas Vyner

and Christopher Packe. ' We were made treasurers of the moneys collected for the dis-

tressed protestants in Piedmont and Poland. These moneys were brought into the

Chamber of London and there managed by a committee whence the greatest part was

sent beyond sea for the uses intended, and the remainder by order of the committee

we were to put out to interest. Since that time on 29 July [1659] you commanded us

to bring in 3,100Z. 18s. 2d. of the Piedmont moneys, and 853Z. 10s. 6d. of the Poland

moneys, 3,954L 8s. Id. in all, supposed to be in our hands, and 9,450Z. more, unapplied

to the uses for which it was gathered. We never had any money in our hands, but

what remains in cash remains in the chamber of London, in the same specie wherein

it was first contributed, part of it being money counterfeit or light, and clipped money
not current. Yet to show our forwardness, the next day after the order we brought

into the exchequer all the same moneys amounting to 3,178Z. 8s. 9<^. in current money
and 775Z. 19s. lOd. in other money ; and have since got in 4,500Z. more in part of the

bonds. As the security for the remainder set out at interest is taken to the late Pro-

tector and his successors and if any part should prove desperate, yet the moneys being

put out with the best of our skill to persons then and yet responsible, and it being

then known that the moneys were the protestants moneys, we conceive we are not by
any rule of equity to make good the same. We beg acceptance of the moneys as brought
in, and an order for the rest to be brought in, and an act of parliament discharging us
in full.' This paper of the treasurers is assigned conjecturally to August 1659. They
subsequently (22 Oct. 1629) paid in another 300Z. {State Papers Dom. Interregn. ccv. 57.)
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dated 81 July 1659, * Piedmont money, how to be disposed.' The

full entry, of course, cannot be conjectured, but it is quite plain

that the money was used freely for state purposes. On IB Aug.

following a sum of 1,000L was ordered to be paid out of the fund,

800Z. of it being to pay for coats and breeches for the soldiers that

came from Dunkirk.^'' There are similar entries relating to pay-

ments amounting in whole to at least 6,700Z.

Naturally the matter and manner of these transactions did not

pass unchallenged. On 7 Oct. 1659 a parliamentary order was passed

"

(Council hooky I 91, p. 90) on the petition of the deputies of the

poor Piedmontese for an inquiry into the affair, and in April of the

following year (11 April 1660) an auditor's warrant was issued for

payment to the protestants of Piedmont of 7,978Z. 8s. del., 'part of

the moneys borrowed by the state by the parliamentary order of

9 July 1659.' A month later (11 May) in consequence apparently

of the non-discharge of the warrant, the commons ordered the

7,978^. 8s. 9cZ. to be repaid to the treasurers of the Piedmont fund

by 2,0001. monthly from the excise, the house declaring at the

same time its detestation of any diversion of the money from its

proper use. Between this latter date and 24 Oct. 1660 only

one payment of 2,000L was made. The Piedmont deputy accord-

ingly again petitioned the council and got an order for a privy seal

for the payment of the 2,0001. monthly from the exchequer. In

November 1660 one such privy seal for the payment of another

2,0001. was issued to Escosier and Bastie. This is the last item of

payment that can be found, and it is open to doubt how far

we can assume from the statement of the affair appended to

this article, that the whole account was settled before October 1668.

There are, therefore, to my mind two uncertain points about this

statement of account. (1) We are left uncertain as to the final

repayment by the treasury of the balance of the 7,879?. 8s. 9cl.

The explanation would probably be that if paid at all it, was paid

direct, and not through the hands of Packe, and therefore need not

reappear, as it otherwise ought, on both the credit and debit side

;

(2) of the 8,000L lent to Nathaniel Temme and Sir Martin Noell,

4,9501, was recovered from their executors by act of parliament.

But if the balance 3,050L was written off as a loss, it ought to

appear credited to Packe in account. In the same way there is no

" See Council booJc, I 79 and 37, Eecord Office. The following payments also

name out of the same fund :

—

6 Aug. 1659 2,000Z. for Dunkirk garrison

„ „ 1,0001. for Major-General Lamber
22 Aug. {Council book, I. 79, p. 471) 2001. for 1,200 pairs of stockings and

shoes, and 1,200 shirts

23 Aug. „ „ 1,000Z. to G. Frost

2(5 Sept. „ „ 1,5001. due to Lieut. -Col. Clement and John

Young {Council Book, I 79, p. 617).
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credit entry for the money spoken of as embezzled by Powell, and

yet the account is made to balance. We can only suppose that these

credit items are lumped in the total of money remitted. The

statement of account is byno means clear, and its testimony is sHghtly

confusing ; but it must not be forgotten that this document was

drawn up and filed after the appointment of a commission of

inquiry upon the subject, and that it must have been intended and

accepted as final and satisfactory. It is at least open to conclusion,

though it may also be disputed,^^ that the commonwealth transac-

tion was in the end fairly liquidated, however discreditable the

action of Eichard Cromwell's government was in the matter.

"When, therefore, in the reign of WilHam III EngHsh charity again

flowed out to the Savoy protestants, it could not possibly have

had relation to any outstanding claim for old moneys confiscated.

No such claim existed, nor, I think, could exist, nor was it at the

time ever whispered or dreamed of. The grant which Queen Mary

made was allowed by her out of the 50,000L per annum already

referred to as the first source of the 15,000L granted to the French

protestants. The king's warrant books and the accounts of

Edward Nicholas quoted, amply attest this, and it is quite in

character and keeping with a small host of related gratuities.

The subsequent history of the grant, therefore, must stand on

its own merit and the later conduct of the treasury be similarly

estimated—putting aside for good this wholly untenable claim to

interest on a misappropriated sum.^^

William A. Shaw.

="> See Kecord Office, Domestic Entry Booh ; Warrant Book, 4 Jan. 166| to 23 Feb.

166*. * Being informed that there is a sum of money remaining in the hands of cer-

tain persons not yet accompted for out of that which was pretended to be collected for

the protestants in the time of the late usurpations we do hereby give power and

authority to . . . Anthony, Lord Ashley, and S"" John Denham . . . our surveyor of

the works, to examine the whole matter and to that end that they may send for all

such persons, books of accompt, or other papers as may make out the full discovery

thereof, and to report to us as they shall therein discover, and come to the knowledge

of, that so as we may give further order for the prosecution of our right and title

therein.' Dated 12 Nov. 1664. The rough draft occurs among the undated state

papers of 1663 (Ixxxviii. 2).

^^ Among the Guildhall MSS. there are several bundles which bear on the later

part of the subject of the Savoy churches and their pension.

MS. No. 281 (marked j). A folio vol. of accounts of collections made on briefs (1) for

the Vaudois 6 April 1699 to 24 Dec. 1710 ; (2) for the refugees of the

Principality of Orange, 11 Feb. 170^ to 7 March 1712. With accounts

of payments.

MS. No. 282. A folio vol. • Account of moneys received upon her majesty's [Anne's]

brief for relief of poor distressed Palatines, with account of

payments.'

MS. No. 287 (marked 1). Folio vol. (2) collections for the poor distressed protestants

in lesser Poland as per his majesty's briefe 1 June 1681 to 8 May 1682.

MSS. No. 350 and 351. Printed copies of a brief of 12 March, 2Wm. Ill for a collection

for the Vaudois,
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APPENDIX

Record Office. Audit Office Declared Accounts. ' Protestants,

Moneijfor: Boll I. Bundle 2027.

{Duplicate in Pipe Office Declared Accounts 2084.)

Declaration of the accompts of [Sir Robert] Viner K* & Bar* one of the

executors to Sir Thomas Viner K* Bar^ deceased, who with Christopher

Packe late alderman of London were appointed Receivers and Treasurers

for the money collected for the poore Protestants in Piedmont and for the

Polonian and Bohemian exiles from the 25 May 1655 untill the last of

July 1660.

The said Sir Thomas Viner and Christopher Packe being in and by

several instructions to be observed touching the collecon appointed by a

declaracon of Oliver the late pretented Protector with the advice of his

counsel to be made throughout England and Wales for the poore inhabitants

of Lucern Angrona and others within the dominions of the Duke of Savoy

and for the polonian and Bohemian exiles, nominated and appointed

treasurers for the receiving the whole sum which should be gathered

upon that collection [torn] sums received and paid from time to time by

virtue of sundry orders of the said protector and council or of the committee

appointed by the said instructions to take care of (it) from 25 May 1655

to the 31 July 1660 as by 2 ledger books of account delivered in upon

oath of the said Christopher Packe the only surviving Treasurer with bills

of exchange, receipts, acquittances, etc.

Sworne before (...) 12 Oct. 1668.

Charged tuith

of Oliver late pretended Protector 7 June 1655 for said

protestants of Lucerne and Angrona and other valleys of £ .,. d.

Piedmont 2,000

of sundry persons in England and Wales as by the

instructions of the said pretended Protector to receive the

money collected 86 232 8 8

For interest of severall of the said sums of money soe

collected as aforesaid and lent out by order of the then

counsell untill it could be disposed of for the relief of the

Protestants upon the security of several persons . . 614 19 9

Also with money received and collected within the

several parishes in England and Wales according to the

declaration of the late Oliver Cromwell for the relief of

divers Protestant churches driven out of Poland, and

sundry Protestant families driven out of the confines of

Bohemia . 10,685 14 3

MS. No. 352. A bundle of warrants to the chamberlain to pay money to the Vaudois

out of collections for them. Also an authority from the Landgrave of

Hesse authorising Sir Gerard Denham to receive money for the

Vaudois settled in the territory.

MS. No. 353. A parcel of printed briefs for the poov distressed Palatines, with account

of gums received, (See No. 282.)
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£ s. d.

And with money received back out of the receipt of the

Excheq'' by virtue of an order of the then counsell dated xiii

April 1660, in part of the sum of 7,9181. 8s. 9d. being part

of the money collected for the reliefe of the aforesaid poore

protestant exiles and which was by these accomptants

formerly paid into the receipt of the exchequer at West-

minster in pursuance of an order of the late pretended

parHament of 9 July 1659 _2,000_0

Sum total of change and receipts . . . 51,532 17 8

Payments.

For relief of the protestants in the valleys of Piedmont.

Transmitted by order of Oliver Cromwell as his free gift 2,000

Transmitted in pursuance of severall orders of the late

pretended Protector and council, &c 23,455 18 9

For relief of the Polonian and Bohemian exiles

transmitted as by orders, &c. appeareth . , . 9,470

Given by virtue of several like orders to sundry of the

said exiled persons then in England 650

Paid into the receipt of the exchequer upon several tallies

leavyed and struck upon their accounts, viz. upon one tally

dated the 2nd of August 1659, 1,550L, another of same date

1,628L 8s. 9d., another of 13 August 1659 2,500Z., another of

same date 2,000L In all as by the said taUies and a certifi-

cate under the hand of WilHam Wardour clerk of the Pell,

dated 5 May 1665, appeareth 7,688Z. 8s. 9d. and for money

by them also paid into the receipt of the exchequer 22 Oct.

1659, 800Z. In all paid into the Receipt of Exchequer . 7,978 8 9

Money lately owing by Nathaniel Temme late alderman

of London, and S"" Martin Noell Kn*, both dec^ in part of

the sum of 8,000Z. lent them in pursuance of an order of

the committee for the affairs of Piedmont dated the 27

November 1657, upon their bond dated the 22 of December

1657 and since paid by the executors of the said S^ Martin

Noell with interest according to the tenor of an act of par-

liament in the parliament begun at Westminster 13 May, 13

Car II, unto John Escosier minister of the Gospel and James
Bastie of St. John in the valley of Lucerne, the 2 deputies

of the Protestant churches of Piedmont lately residing in

England or unto Didier Foncaut of the city of Westminster

apothecary, and Peter Gerrard merchant stranger the £ s. d.

attorney of the said 2 deputies 4,950

Also allowed for dipt and brasse money sold by virtue

of an order of the late committee of the then councell to

whom the business of Piedmont is referred, dated 16 April

1660, and the proceed thereof paid to the aforesaid John
Escosier and James Bastie the deputies of the said churches 473 16 10

_

Also allowed for money paid by virtue of an order of his
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majesty in Councell dated 16 July 1660 unto said John

Escosier and James Bastie deputies of the said churches . 2,000

Money given to persons that assisted in the conveyance

of the money transmitted by Alexander D'Ize by virtue of

an order of Oliver Cromwell and councell dated 27 May
1658, 1001. and to Samuel Morland by like order dated

25 Nov^ 1687 for his care and paines in the business of

Piedmont, 800Z 400

For the Examinacionof accounts, watching the Treasury,

for books, paper bags, and other stationary ware, printing

bill orders and other acts of Parliament, charges in the

exchequer when the money was paid into the receipt there,

portage and postage of letters, charges of a suit against

Noell and Temme upon the bond as by several bills and

acquittances appeareth and allowed by order of the counsel

19 July 1655 91 13

For money paid to John Powell for the service of

himself and clerk by order of the then pretended counsell

28 December 1657 100

Charges and expenses in a suit commenced against

Powell and others for the recovery of the money by him
embezzled as by several bills appeareth and now allowed

by order of the Lords commissioners of his majesty's

Treasury dated 28 August 1668 59 9 4

In all • . 51,529 6 8

So the said accomptants are indebted 71s. which said sum of 71s. was

by the aforesaid Christopher Packe the surviving Treasurer paid into the

receipt of his majesty's Exchequer at Westminster 17 Sept. 20 Car II as

by a tally then levyed the same day and certificate of W"* Wardour clerk

of the Pells of 18 Sept. 1668 appeareth.

12 Oct. 1668.
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William Robertson Smith

THAT England has lost in the late Professor Eobertson Smith

her most distinguished Orientalist, has been acknowledged in

many of the notices which have appeared since his death. Ample

justice has been done in many quarters to his personal charm, his

most stimulating enthusiasm, and his extraordinary erudition.

But Eobertson Smith's claim to original scholarship does not rest

upon his work as editor of the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica,' nor even

upon his admirably lucid and fascinating lectures upon the Old

Testament in the Jewish Church. Had he published no more than

these lectures it might have been said with some show of truth that

he was mainly the interpreter of the last results of Continental

Biblical criticism to the English people. The view of the Old

Testament so ably advocated by Eobertson Smith was indeed in all

essentials that of Wellhausen, though he differed from that great

scholar on several points, notably on the theory of Tithes. In

fact Smith held that there was no room for much originality in

the purely literary study of the Old Testament. Apart from

gleanings which may come from an improved text of the Septua-

gint, all the direct evidence which is ever likely to appear has been

in the hands of scholars for a considerable time. The language

of the Old Testament has been carefully studied by generations

of able and painstaking workers. For the most part passages

which are corrupt can be detected as such, and in many cases the

critical acumen of some scholar has supplied the necessary emenda-

tion. Again, from the days of Astruc onwards, the composition of

the Pentateuch, which is the key to the history of religion in Israel,

has been subjected to minute literary analysis, and at last a con-

sensus of opinion has been reached, a consensus which is not likely

to be disturbed except by the introduction of entirely fresh evidence.

It is not in the dhect Hue of Old Testament criticism, but

in another branch of historical study, that Eobertson Smith's

original work lay, namely the investigation of social and religious

custom among the Semitic peoples. This wide field, touching

anthropology on the one hand and theology in the stricter sense on

the other, needed all the varied gifts which the late professor
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brought so successfully to bear upon it. Moreover, though his two

epoch-making works— * Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia,' and

the * Eeligion of the Semites '—do not deal directly with the

elucidation of the Bible, but rather with the religious ideas of the

whole group of the Semitic nations, yet to many minds not the

least interesting and important of his results are those which explain

and illustrate by the way many expressions and ideas found in the

Hebrew Scriptures. The comparative study of Semitic religions,

it may be remarked, was once at least a pre-eminently English

field of work, and Eobertson Smith had in this very subject

a Cambridge predecessor, the great theologian Dr. John Spencer.^

In the two centuries which elapsed between Spencer's work and

Smith's, much had been done for the criticism of the documents

of the Bible, but the systematic study of the social and religious

usages of the Hebrews and the meaning of these usages had been

almost untouched. Islam, Christianity, the religion of the Psalm-

ists and prophets, these do not profess to be original beliefs, but

divine revelations which supplanted and transformed the original

religious consciousness of the Semites, and the problems which

Eobertson Smith set himself to solve were the nature and meaning

of these original religious traditions. What was the origin and

meaning of sacrifice ? What is the nature and what are the obliga-

tions of kinship ? What did the Semitic nations conceive to be the

natural duty and relation of man to his fellows and to his God ?

In his investigations concerning ancient Semitic religion,

Eobertson Smith entirely abandoned the a priori method which until

quite lately was almost universally adopted by writers on this subject.

He held that in order to understand primitive religions we must first

direct our attention, not to mythology or any abstract theory about

the nature of the deity, but to religious observances. The obser-

vances, he maintained, were * the only fixed and statutory elements
'

of the ancient religions ; the myths were, for the most part, mere

attempts to explain the origin of religious observances, and as long

as a man duly complied with the ritual of his religion he was at

liberty to believe as much or as little of the current mythology as

he chose. Hence, from the point of view of the historical student,

the importance of myths is merely secondary—the mythology does

not afibrd a real clue to the primitive meaning of the religious rites,

but serves only to show how those rites had come to be regarded at

a later period. When once this principle is grasped we are able to

see the futility of inquiring (as was the fashion only a few years ago),

whether primitive man or the original Semite was a ' monotheist,'

* polytheist,' a 'pantheist,' or any other kind of *ist.' All such

' The constant references to ' Spencer ' appear to have led an Edinburgh Eeviewer

(April 1892) to complain that Robertson Smith took his philosophy from Mr. Herbert
.

Spencer.
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speculations proceed on the false assumption that the ancient

religions wQve abstract systems of belief. Those, for example,

who defended the theory of an original monotheism had no

difficulty in finding, among the vast and heterogeneous masses of

ancient mythology, some myths which, if proved to he 2)rimitivey

might appear to confirm the theory. But unfortunately it is

quite as easy to establish any other theory, by making a difterent

selection of myths and arbitrarily assuming that they date from

primitive times. It is one of Kobertson Smith's most conspicuous

merits that he insisted on the necessity of basing all scientific study

of the ancient rehgions on those parts of religion which were fixed

and obhgatory, that is to say, on religious practices as distinguished

from religious beliefs.

Differing thus profoundly, in his method of investigation, from

most previous writers on Comparative Eeligion, he often arrived at

conclusions altogether opposed to popular prejudice. In his view

the differences between Semitic and Aryan religion had been enor-

mously exaggerated by Eenan and other writers of the same school,

and he even went so far as to say :

—

Not only in matters of worship, but in social organisation generally

—

and we have seen that ancient religion is but a part of the general social

order which embraces gods and men alike—the two races, Aryans and

Semites, began on lines which are so much alike as to be almost indistin-

guishable, and the divergence between their paths, which becomes more

and more apparent in the course of ages, was not altogether an affair of

race and innate tendency, but depended in a great measure on the opera-

tion of special local and historical causes.

It may possibly seem strange to some that so much of Eobertson

Smith's work is taken up with Arabic tradition. He has even been

accused, most unfairly, of a dislike of Assyriology. The truth is

that Assyrian documents, which chiefly consist of the official

chronicles of conquering sovereigns and the business records of

a mercantile community, do not throw much light on the social

customs of the pure Semites. Of the other Semitic literatures

Syriac is almost exclusively ecclesiastical, and ^thiopic wholly so.

But Arabia remained pagan till the time of Mohammed ; there is

still extant a considerable poetical literature dating from what Mos-

lems call the time of Ignorance, and in spite of the theoretical

exclusiveness of Islam later Moslem writers preserve for us many
precious details of the customs and behefs of the ancient Arabs.

The first of the anthropological problems attacked by Kobertson

Smith was that of the nature of kinship among the Semites. Per-

haps in no branch of historical study are the results of scientific

research so opposed to the dominant received tradition. Among
the Arabs, as among the Jews, every man's genealogy is supposed

to mount up through his fathers to the patriarch of his tribe or
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nation. The man is everything, the woman nothing. Nowhere
does male kinship and descent through the male line appear at the

first glance more thoroughly rooted into the structure of society than

in the Arabia of Mohammed. But Kobertson Smith has entirely

altered the balance of the argument. He shows in his * Kinship

and Marriage ' (1885) that the Arabs had emerged from a condition

of things not far removed from Tibetan polyandry, and that there

remain many traces even of the still older state of society, where

the woman stayed at home with the tribe of her maternal uncles,

and received her husbands there, the kinship being in such cases

reckoned exclusively through the mother. Such a marriage was

Samson's with the Timnite (Jud. xv. 1), who remained with her

own people; nay even that of Jacob with Laban's children.^

* Kinship and Marriage ' is, so to speak, the prelude to the * Eeligion

of the Semites,' which was to have been the great work of Eobertson

Smith's life. The first volume, all, alas ! that we have, takes us into

the enchanted world of the natural religion of the Semitic peoples

—

the old unconscious religious tradition, the body of religious uses and

beliefs which cannot be traced to the influence of individual minds and

was not propagated on individual authority, but formed part of that

inheritance from the past into which successive generations of the Semitic

race grew up as it were instinctively, taking it as a matter of course that

they should believe and act as their fathers had done before them. The
positive Semitic religions (that is, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) had

to establish themselves on ground already occupied by these older beliefs

and usages ; they had to displace what they could not assimilate, and

whether they rejected or absorbed the elements of the older religion, they

had at every point to reckon with them and take up a definite attitude

towards them.^

Nor is the study of these beliefs a mere antiquarian pursuit.

When we wish thoroughly to study tlie New Testament doctrine of

sacrifice, we are carried back step by step till we reach a point where we
have to ask what sacrifice meant, not to the old Hebrews alone, but to

the whole circle of nations of which they formed a part."*

It is strange and fortunate that so little had been done in this

most important branch of theological study. Strange, for though a

satisfactory investigation could hardly be undertaken while the

critical study of the books of the Old Testament was still in a back-

ward state, yet the importance of the subject ought to have fasci-

nated the theologians of the nineteenth as much as of the seventeenth

century ; fortunate, because it required special gifts, such as

Eobertson Smith had in so abundant a degree, to clear the new

ground, and to mark out the right tracks for those who were to

come after. The importance of such a book as the ' Eeligion of the

2 Kinship, p. 170. " Bel of the Semites, p. 1, foil. * Ibid. p. 3.
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Semites ' does not depend upon the absolute accuracy of all the

conclusions reached, but rather upon the fact that it forms the

starting-point for further investigation. And yet it is hard to

believe that the main results at which the author arrived with regard

to the original meaning of sacrifice among the Semites will be over-

thrown. He shows how, in the primitive Semitic belief, the wor-

shipper and his tribe, with all of whom he felt himself kin, kept up

their common kinship with their common god by the sacrificial

meal. It was, in fact, an act of communion. It * expresses the

establishment or confirmation of a bond of common life between the

worshippers, and also, since the blood is shed upon the altar itself,

between the worshippers and their god.' ^ After describing the most

primitive type of Semitic sacrifice with which we are acquainted, the

* Saracen ' ritual as described by Nilus, Eobertson Smith says :—

* In this sacrifice, then, the significant factors are two : the conveyance

of the Uving blood to the godhead, and the absorption of the living flesh

and blood into the flesh and blood of the worshippers. Each of these is

effected in the simplest and most direct manner, so that the meaning of

the ritual is perfectly transparent. In later Arabian sacrifices, and still

more in the sacrifices of the more civilised Semitic nations, the primitive

crudity of the ceremonial was modified, and the meaning of the act is

therefore more or less disguised, but the essential type of ritual remains

the same.^

Nay more, * the older Semites . . . held with rigour to the funda-

mental principle that the life of the victim must be a kindred

life,' ^ and * in the oldest stage of pastoral religion ... every sheep

or camel—according as the tribe consisted of shepherds or camel-

herds—was regarded as a kinsman,' ^ kinsman therefore both with

the worshipper and the god. It is startling to find so many ana-

logies with the catholic doctrine of the sacrament.

Some of the most interesting results of Professor Eobertson

Smith's work are found in the light often thrown by the study of

Semitic custom upon obscure expressions in the Bible. In certain

cases this study helps us to choose between rival readings in the

text, in others it supplies the clue to the meaning of phrases which

would otherwise be altogether inexplicable. Thus the eating of

blood was sometimes used as an act of communion with heathen •

deities, and consequently forbidden to the orthodox Israelites in

Lev. xix. 26.® Eating ' with the blood ' appears as a crime of the

wicked Jews in Ezek. xxxiii„ 25, but in the somewhat similar

passages, Ezek. xviii. 6, xxii. 9, the act is described as eating
* upon the mountains,' though in xxii. 9, it is said to take place

within Jerusalem. Now the Hebrew consonants for * eating with

the blood ' and * eating upon the mountains ' are so much alike

» Rel. of the Semites, p. 320. « Ibid. pp. 320-1. ' Ibid. p. 343.

« Ibid. p. 341. » Ibid. p. 324,
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that it is clear we have here only a scribe's error on one side or the

other, and in Professor Smith's opinion the evidence is decisive in

favour of reading ' with the blood ' in all cases. ^^

An example of a different kind occurs in the first verse of the

song of Deborah, the full explanation of which I believe Eobertson

Smith had intended to incorporate into a later volume of the

* Religion of the Semites.' The difficulty of the passage may be

expressed by the fact that two such utterly different renderings as

* Praise ye the Lord for the avenging of Israel,' and ' For that the

leaders took the lead in Israel,' have found their way one into the

Authorised Version and the other into the Revised. The new
Hebrew Dictionary of Stade and Siegfried says modestly : Nicht

mehr deuthar ist hif'^roa^ fnVoth. The meanings of fera' and the

corresponding words in Arabic and Syriac are very varied and per-

plexing, and at first sight it seems impossible to connect them.

Robertson Smith considered that the only primary meaning of the

word was * long hair.' ^^ Now the persons of all warriors are sacred,
^"^

consequently they wore their hair long, for it was dangerous to cut off

any portion of a sacred body. A familiar instance is the long hair

of the Spartans at Thermopylae. Robertson Smith, therefore, took

the verb in Judg. v. 2 as a denominative from/era* and translated the

half verse quite literally :
* When hair was worn long in Israel,' i.e.

when warriors abounded.^^ The same thought in accordance with

the laws of Hebrew parallelism is expressed over again, but in less

metaphorical language, in the second half of the verse :
' When the

(whole) people were volunteers, bless the Lord !

'

I have attempted in this short and incomplete way to call

attention to that side of Professor Robertson Smith's work which he

himself considered the most important. It is, however, that part

which is best able to speak for itself. New generations will come

to the Oriental School at Cambridge who will never have known
Robertson Smith, and to whom his striking and loveable personality

will be a fading tradition. But the time is far distant when his

work will be antiquated to Orientalists, and even should our know-

ledge so advance that such a time shall have arrived, works like

* Kinship and Marriage ' and the ' Religion of the Semites ' will

ever have the interest of pioneer efforts, which have opened up

new regions to the student of the Bible and of the East.

F. C. BURKITT.

^•^ He points out that the confusion is as old as the LXX of Lev. xix. 2G.

" From this also comes the common Arabic use of 'far' ' for ' chief ' or ' prince,'

for a prince's person, and therefore his hair, is sacred, and to wear the hair long is

the mark of princedom (compare 2 Sam. xiv. 26).

'- Compare Isaiah xiii. 3.

'^ Dr. Cassel in 18G5 proposed a similar explanation, but he does not bring out the

essential sanctity of ancient warfare.
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Notes and Doamients

RULES FOR MONKS AND SECULAR CANONS AFTER THE

REVIVAL UNDER KING EDGAR.

The evidences which are biographical or professedly descriptive

of the revival of monasticism under Edgar the Peaceful have

been for the most part fully sifted, but the theological manuscripts

which that revival produced have not received much attention.

Among them are certain manuscripts written with the object of

securing uniformity of practice in the monastic life. When under

the rule of Edgar a brief period of peace came to England, a century

and a half's arrears had to be made up before English knowledge

of the religious life could be brought to the continental level, and

to do this it was necessary to provide copies of books which had

long been familiar abroad. It is proposed here to notice the

various manuscript editions of the rule of St. Benedict, of the works

of Benedict of Aniane, of St. ^thelwold's original work, the 'Kegu-

laris Concordia,' and ^Ifric's digest of the same, all belonging to

this period ; and subsequently the present writer hopes to trace to

their sources some of the contents of those large theological common-
place books, the production of which is characteristic of this age.

The causes of the monastic revival under Edgar are not far to

seek. "When the Danish enemy had settled in the country, war and

the danger of war were over, at least for a time ; the only check

which the early monastic spirit ever seriously felt was removed, and

an impulse to its development was given by the newly converted

settlers. In brief, to say that the archbishops Odo ^ and Oswald ^

were Danes, goes far to explain the origin of the revival, and to say

that it was from Fleury that the new teachers of monasticism

sought help is to explain its literary and scholastic character. It

was natural that men should turn to Fleury, for it justly claimed

to be the head of all monasteries ;
^ it had given shelter to the bones

of St. Benedict, and it had undergone the Cluniac revival at the

' Historians of the Church of YorJc (Eolls Series), i. 404.

^ Chron. Barnes. (Rolls Series), p. 21.

3 See the grant of pope Leo VII, Mabillon, Ann, Bened. iii. 708 ; and see Rocher,

Hist, dc Vabb. royalc de S. BcnoU sur Loire, p. 71.
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hands of Odo of Cluny himself, without accepting the regulations

which were to become the characteristics of a particular system.''

Its school and its library were so important as to make it certain

that any monastic revival that emanated from it would be a literary

revival, and the letters of Abbo exist to prove how free was the

interchange of books between this monastery and others on the

continent and in England. Catalogues of the library as it existed

in the tenth century are still extant, and support the theory that

many of the manuscripts which the English scribes copied belonged

to Fleury.^ Fleury was one of the monasteries which came under

the influence of Benedict of Aniane's reforms.^ Theodulf, bishop of

Orleans, at one time abbot of Fleury, whose works were hardly less

popular with the English reformers than with his contemporaries,

was himself one of Benedict's friends ; ^ the manuscript of Benedict's

own great ' Kegularis Concordia,' from which the printed editions

are taken, belonged to Fleury.'^ This accounts, perhaps, for the

frequency with which copies of the works of both writers occur in

English manuscripts.^

I. Copies of St. Benedict's rule.

The first thing that the monks of Fleury would teach their

English and Danish visitors, among whom were Odo, Oswald,

Osgar, and Germanus,^^ was the need of copies of the rule of St.

Benedict, for it was one of the clauses of the rule that it should be

frequently read aloud to the persons professing it. But the cessa-

* Bibl. Cluniac. f. 32 A.

^ See Stubbs's Memorials of Saint Dunstan (Eolls Series), pp. 376, 409, 410
;

Chron. Raines. (Kolls Series), pp. 42-3 ; Mini, de la Soc. Arch. cVOrl. xiv. 551 ; Eocher,

p. 154 ; Cuissard, Inventairc de la Bibl. d'OrUans, p. xiv ; Delisle, ' Anciens Sacra-

mentaires ' [Mem. de VInst. Nat. de Fr., vol. xxxii. p. 215). In Stubbs's Dunstan (p. 370)

is printed a letter written apparently from Fleury, possibly on behalf of Abbo, abbot

of Fleury 988-1004, in which complaint is made that a certain abbot will not return

his books. The abbot's name is in cipher, and Dr. Stubbs is at a loss to identify it.

The passage runs, . . . ut commcntitm Flori quod habet donvmus abbas '. : scbr ::s et

alios libellos qui Imbentur ylmt'.'.nke. This last word Dr. Stubbs interprets, no doubt

rightly, as ' wintonie,' but he takes the first also to be the name of a monastery ; I

would suggest that, on Dr. Stubbs's own interpretation of the cipher, it may be read

Oscarus, and that the person alluded to is probably Osgar, abbot of Abingdon, whose

connexion with Bishop iEthelwold and Winchester is well known. He is called Oscar in

Wolstan's life (Migne, Pat. cxxxvii. col. 89).

« Pertz, Mon. Ger. Hist., Leges, i. 223.

' Baunard's TModidfe (1860), p. 7. Theodulf 's capitulary was accepted by Hildegar

of Meaux, 868 ; and by Ilodolph, bishop of Bourges, 840. Baunard refers to Baluze,

Misc. Sac. vol. ii., and Gall. Christ, vol. iii. See also Mem. de la Soc. Arch. d'Orl.,

tome 24, for M. Cuissard's monograph on Theodulf of Orleans.

^ That which Menard used (Cuissard, Inventaire, p. 128). It is not in Cuissard's

' Catalogue of the tenth century ' [Cat. Gen. dcs MSS. des Bib. Publ. de Fr. vol. xii.

p. v).

" The English MSS. of one of Theodulf's works will be noticed subsequently.

*" ^Ifric's ' Life of iiEthelwold,' Chron. Abingdon, ii. 259, 278.

Y Y 2
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tion of religious instruction had been so complete that even a

knowledge of ecclesiastical Latin was rare, and a translation was

necessary if the monks were to know what was the code under

which they w^ere living. That ^thelwold translated the rule into

Anglo-Saxon is known to us from the statement in the Liber

Eliensis, that the manor of Southburne was given him by Edgar for

performing this task,^^ and there is no reason to doubt the statement.

Indeed, it is probable that the translation in the Cottonian MS.,

Faustina A. X, f. 102a^, without Latin version, is a copy of ^thcl-

wold's translation. ^2 This is followed (f. 148) by an account of the

revival of monasticism in Anglo-Saxon, probably by ^thelwold

himself; unfortunately the beginning of this postscript is lost.^^

Professor Arnold Schroer has collected a number of Anglo-Saxon

versions of the rule ; he prints the copy in the Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, MS. 178, f. 287, in which each Latin chapter

is followed by its Anglo-Saxon translation. The prologue is lost.

He ascribes the manuscript to the end of the tenth or the beginning

of the eleventh century, and says that nothing is known of its

source. The Corpus Christi College, Oxford, MS. 197, f. 1, is a

version in alternate Latin and Anglo-Saxon paragraphs of the

beginning of the eleventh century and comes from Bury.'^ The

Cottonian MS. Titus A. IV, f. 2, probably of the same date, is ar-

ranged in a similar way. An interlinear version is in Tiberius A.

Ill, f. 118 a ; Professor Logeman, who edited it for the Early English

Text Society, is of opinion that it dates between 1020 and 1030.

Among other versions belonging to this period which seem to have

passed unobserved we note the Corpus Christi College, Cambridge,

MS. 57, which contains the rule with Anglo-Saxon glosses, belongs

to the early eleventh century, and appears to have been written at

Abingdon. In the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, 0. 2, 80,

is a Latin version of the rule in an Irish hand of the tenth century.^'"'

On f. 129 are some words from the rule explained, with a drawing

below, on 129 h a list of sins, and on f. 130 Simplicius' preface,

followed by notes on the w^ords. On f. 130, the rule begins, and each

" Lib. El. ii. cap. 37, ed. D. J. Stewart, p. 153.
'^ Bibl. d. A.S. Prosa, ed. Grein-Wiilcker, Schroer, Bd. ii. p. xvii. Dr. Schroer

ascribes the manuscript (p. xix.) to the end of the eleventh or beginning of the twelfth

century, but the character of the handwriting would lead me to ascribe it to the early

eleventh century.

" Cockayne's Leechdoms, iii. 433. Ten Brink {Litteraturgesch. i. 131) is in accord-

ance with Cockayne's opinion. Dr. Schroer {loc. cit.) points out that the author of the

postscript was an abbot, not a bishop, and that if the author was yEthelwold, it must
have been written before 9G3, and after 959 when Edgar became king. He thinks the

author of the postscript is certainly the same as -the author of the Anglo-Saxon version

of the rule. The beginning never was in Faust A. X. ; the passage begins abruptly

in the middle of the page, after a gap.
'* Schiosr, loc. cit.

'^ See MS. Catalogue.
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chapter is followed by explanations of the words in Latin. Anglo-

Saxon glosses occur on ff. 130 h, 131 a, and 133 h. It is bound

up with a copy of Isidore, in a later hand, belonging to St. Mary
Overey. The Cambridge University Library (LI. I, 14, f. 70)

contains another Latin version of about this date with Simplicius'

preface.^« In Galba E. IV, f. 133 h, the catalogue of Christ Church

Library, mention is made of Regula heati Benediciti (/lossata anglice.

The dean and chapter of Wells possess a fragment of the rule ar-

ranged in alternate Latin and Anglo-Saxon paragraphs, ' in a fine,

clear and distinct hand, belonging probably to the tenth or eleventh

century.' ^^ Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS. 368, is a Latin

version. ^^ On f. 103 Tiberius A. Ill is the Latin of the fourth

chapter only, followed on f. 104 a by an Anglo-Saxon translation

of the same.

II. Benedict of Aniane's Memo7iale.

Having provided copies of the rule, in all probability the

next object of reformers was to supplement it in order to secure

uniformity of conduct in religious communities. To live the

monastic life ' regularly ' was no easy matter even for the most

religious of men, for a life led merely in general accordance with the

spirit of St. Benedict's rule did not satisfy the monastic reformers.

St. Benedict had himself arranged that the letter of his rule should

not be explicit on any matter of detail. But to the monk of the

tenth century diversity of discipline appeared dangerous, for had it

not been a cause of the decay of the earlier English monasticism ?

The reformers sought to follow in the footsteps of their predecessors

on the continent by aiming at the utmost possible uniformity. The

work which Benedict of Aniane had done under the emperor Louis

the Pious was precisely what was wanted in England under Edgar

the Peaceful, and it was to his works that iEthelwold and his con-

temporaries turned. The most popular of these seems to have

been the * Memoriale qualiter in monasterio conversare debemus,'

and as this has not always been accepted as a work of Benedict of

Aniane a word on the proof of his authorship is necessary.

In the seventeenth century Haeften ^^ stated his reasons for

rejecting the then accepted view that Benedict of Monte Cassino

was its author, and he threw out the suggestion that Benedict of

Aniane wrote it. Migne '^° gives it among the ' Scripta Supposita ' of

Benedict of Monte Cassino, and is not inclined to reject the idea of

his authorship entirely. If it be not his, he says, it is probably the

'« The Catalogue says it is in a hand of the twelfth century, but this is a mistake.

>' Hist. MSS. Comm., First Eeport, p. Oi.

IS Nasmith, Catalogus seculo X scriptus.

19 Disquis. Ord. Mon. Ben., ed. 1644, p. 1066.

20 Fatr. vol. Ixvi. col. 937.
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code of rules that governed some Gallic monastery. From its

position, either in whole or in part, in some Enghsh manuscripts

of the tenth century or a little later, it may, I believe, be ascribed

with certainty to Benedict of Aniane. Its existence in Enghsh

manuscripts does not seem to have been hitherto noticed.^^

Haefteh was first led to ascribe the Memoriale or part of it to

the early ninth century by finding some passages in Menard's

edition of Benedict of Aniane's Concordia Regularis, and those in

particular which resemble the Memoriale, compared to a certain

Epitome Luclouici Pii Lnjjeratoris super Regulam S. Benedicti ; and

in one place Menard notes ^^ that Haec epito7ne est media ptars

Memorialis, in cod. MS. S. Victoris. Haeften wrote to Menard on

the subject, and he replied that the Epitome was the same as the

conclusion of the Memoriale. I have not traced the MSS. Victoris,

but one English manuscript of the four which contain the Memoriale

or Epitome has this very title, and at a point which is in the other

three either an end, a break, or a beginning.

The place in which this Memoriale and Epitome occur in the four

manuscripts is as follows :

—

1. Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 57, has

—

(rt) The rule of St. Benedict with Anglo-Saxon glosses.

(J))
Fulgentius' threat against those who add to the rule.

(c) The Memoriale followed by Epitome Ludovici Pii impera-

tons super Begidam. S. Benedicti.

(d) A note on the feasts of the year, called in one manuscript

Louis the emperor's.

(e) The Capitulary of 817, made at Aix-la-Chapelle, headed

Ahhreviatio ejus qui supra.

Then follows a calendar which proves the manuscript to have

belonged to Abingdon. It was perhaps the work of Osgar himself,

and at the end is a copy of Smaragdus' * Diadem of Monks.' ^^

2. Cambridge University Library, LI. I, 14, has

—

(a) Simplicius's introduction to St. Benedict's rule.

{h) St. Benedict's rule.

-' The supposition that the author is Fulgentius is entirely without foundation :

it is based on an error of Junius, nyIio mistook the passage from that writer, which

concludes the rule of Benedict in some manuscripts and warns ail from tampering

therewith, as the title of the ensuing Memoriale. See below. Wanley, Catalogue,

p. 91. The Memoriale is not identical with the lost Ordo Monastictis, written by

Benedict of Aniane, the contents of which are known only through the summary in

Ardo's life. Boll. Acta SS. xii. Feb. p. 617.

" Migne, Pair. vol. ciii. col. 1103. In the Turin MS. G.V. 4 stand Paul the

Deacon's Exposition of St. Benedict's rule, Louis's Capitulary, 817, Paul the Deacon's

letter to Charlemagne, and the Oi-do qualiter. The contents of the Monte Cassino MS.
175 are closely similar. See ih.e Ncues Archiv, xix. 217, and Zeistchr.f. Kirchcngesch.

xii. 322. On other MSS. of the Capitulary see Mon. Gcr. Hid., Leges sect. ii. tom. i.

ed. Boretius, p. 343.
-'•* Smaragdus sat at the council of Aix, 817. Diet, of Christ. Biogr.
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(c) The Memoriale and Ex^itome (this last not so entitled),

(a) Notes on the order of hymns throughout the year.^*

(c) The Capitulary of 817.

3. Titus A. IV has—
(rt) The Eule of St. Benedict, each paragraph followed by an

Anglo-Saxon translation.

(h) The Capitulary of 817.

(c) The Memoriale and Epitome (this last not so entitled).

(d) A note on the feasts of the year by Louis the Emperor.

It begins

—

Festos dies in anno caelebrare sanximus.

It is not the 46th chapter of the capitulary.

4. Tiberius A. Ill has

—

{a) ^thelwold's Concordia Eegularis with Anglo-Saxon

gloss. Separated from this :

—

Q)) The Eule of St. Benedict with Anglo-Saxon gloss.

(c) Fulgentius's note, with Anglo-Saxon gloss.

{d) The Epitome or second part of the Memoriale, without

title, with Anglo-Saxon gloss.

{e) A note on the feasts of the year [by Louis the

Emperor].

(/) The Capitulary of 817, imperfect, no title.

{g) An Anglo-Saxon translation of part of a chapter of

iEthelwold's Concordia, Incipit Ordo qualiter, &c.,

which includes a quotation from the Memoriale.

Qi) In a different hand, passages from iEthelwold's Con-

cordia, on the death of a brother with variations.

It is evident from the numerous copies of the Capitulary of 817

found in English manuscripts of this period that it was thought a no

less valuable commentary on the rule of St. Benedict than the

* Memoriale ' itself. In one manuscript the Epitome is called the

work of Louis, and in the same manuscript the Capitulary is called

* An Abbreviation of the Memoriale and Epitome.' Hence we may
believe that the Memoriale and Epitome have the same author as the

Capitulary, namely, Benedict of Aniane, and that he composed both

with the sanction of Louis. My thanks are due to Dr. Gasquec,

who kindly drew my attention to these copies of the capitulary in

the British Museum manuscripts.

The Memoriale begins : Nocturnis horis cum ad opus divinum de

lectido surrexerit frater,"^^ and proceeds to describe what a monk
-^ Printed by me as a supplement to ^Elfric's letter, in Dean Kitehin's volmiie of

Obedientiary Bolls of St. SwithuiVs, Winchester, p. 196. (Hampshire Eecord Soc.)

-^ The rest of the Latin will be found in Migne, Patr. vol. Ixvi. col. 937, under the

title Ordo Monasticus S. P. Benedicto aitributus. Qualiter fratribus in monasterio

religiose ac studiose conversari, etc. ; but as its English connexion has not been noticed

before, and the English manuscripts introduce some variations in detail, passages from

it are given here.
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should do. He should cross himself as an invocation to the Holy

Trinity, then say the verse Domine labia mea aperies, and a psalm

with the Gloria. This is a preliminary. He then goes to the church

{oratorhm) saying a psalm ; he must enter reverently, so as not to

disturb others, kneel in the proper place, and then pour out his

private prayers to God, rather from his heart than from his mouth,

and the prayer he should say is given. ^^ When all are ready, each

standinf^ in his proper place in the choir, and at the last sound of

the bell (signum), lauds begin. The following details for the

guidance of monastic behaviour show that manners were still

primitive.

Et si forte alicui frequens tussis aut phlegma evenerit ex pectore aut

naribus, post dorsum projiciat, aut juxta latus. Caveat autem curiose ut

infirmis fratribus non vertatur in nauseam ; sed semper, quod spuitur,

pedibus conculcetur : ut dum ad orationem curritur, vestimenta eorum

non sordidentur. Quod omnibus locis eis observandum, sive sint in

ecclesia, sive in refectorio, sive in portica, et in omni loco et conventu, ut,

quod spuitur, pedibus conculcetur.^^

At the end of lauds (called nocturns in some manuscripts), an

interval occurs when the utmost silence must be kept—a silence

which must extend to every kind of sound,^^ for then each privately

confesses his sins to God. At the beginning of dawn, at the sound

of the bell all cheerfully hasten to matutmal lauds which must

not be too noisily sung. When this office is over there may be

silent prayer and reading, and one manuscript ^^ adds that singing

may be taught. After prime, and before the fiftieth psalm is

ended, the brethren go in turns to make confession ; they then

meet in the chapter-house {capitulum) and, facing the east, salute

the cross and humble themselves one to another. Then follows a

lection (lectio), and the names of those saints are recited whose feasts

are celebrated on that day.^° The proceedings relating to public

confession are described in detail. After chapter all go either

together or separately to the w-ork assigned to each,^^ without

conversation, singing their psalms, and if talking at all only of

necessary things. C.C.C.C. 57 adds that if it should happen that

any one can teach disciples, he should take them with him to

work, and teach them and look after them, and regulate the amount
of their handiwork according to their strength. When the bell

26 Thus much occurs verbatim in the Cone. Reg. of JEthelwold. Portions of the

first sentence occur in the Ride of S. Benedict.
'" To this point the Memoriale is quoted verbatim in that version of Chrodegang of

Metz's rule, cap. 14, which is supplemented by extracts from the Capitulary of 817.
-8 Except sobs, groans, and sighs, adds Titus A. iv. This passage also occurs in

Regula Magistri (ed. Holsten), c. 48.
'^^ C.C.C.C, 57. Migne omits the whole passage.
'» The day following, Titus A. IV., and so Migne.
'• Titus A. IV. has ad o;pus dei injunctum.
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rings for divine service there must be no delay in going, as the rule

(of St. Benedict) also says. All should meet at the entrance to

the oratory and say a verse three times over, and then pray with

bended knees, and say, Misereatur nostri omnipotens cleiis ; Amen ;

this is the end of the first part.

The second part, or epitome, begins : A calendis Octohris usque

ad Pascha, tertia horalioc faciant ; a Pasclia autem usque ad calendas

Octohris, hoc hora sexta et nona Jiat^^ At all times perfect

silence should be kept in church, and only such sounds as

belong to the ears of God may be heard. No brother should call

another by name, but decency demands that seniors should call

juniors fratres, and juniors should call seniors nonnos, out of filial

reverence ; the abbot should be called dominus and pater. Nobody
should swear a stronger oath than Crede miki. When brethren

meet, the junior says to the senior, Benedicite ; if the junior is

sitting when the senior passes he must rise. If the senior

wishes to sit, the junior may not do so without leave. A brother

going out of the convent or out cf the house should say Benedicite,

even if he is alone, for God is present everywhere.

If a brother neglect his duty in the cellar, refectory, kitchen, or

elsewhere, he must hurry at once to ask for pardon, and if possible

he must bring the object of his neglect in his hand, prostrating

himself to the ground. Brethren must beware of secular and

superfluous laughter, and of frequent conversation with secular

friends ; other brethren of proved fidelity should be present if such

conversation is necessary, especially when the brethren are youthful,

as their minds may easily be diverted from the desire to serve-

God. The brethren should not wander about the monastery at

will unless they are obedientiaries and in need of something. No
work, even though it may seem good, should be undertaken

wdthout orders ; nothing should be given or taken except by the

command of the abbot ; none should have any private property

except what the abbot permits. A senior may correct a junior for

small offences once, twice, and thrice
;

great offences should be

punished according to rule ; if castigation is necessary it must be

proportionate to the offence, and not too violent lest limbs be

broken. At the signal given for the canonical hour there should

be no further discussion, and he who is first silent will be reputed

the wdsest. No food should be taken either before or after the

hour, excepting by the infirm or by children, whose weakness the

prior must consider. The brethren must be particularly careful

never to excite disputes, or to indulge in gossip. At the appointed

hours the brethren should not fail to do some handiwork, for work

is good for body and soul. At other hours they should go to

^ Migne, Fatr. vol. Ixvi. col. 938.
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reading, and if possible sit in one place or in the cloister {claustrum)

.

Silence must be observed, and brethren should not read together,

unless it is absolutely necessary, nor should they walk together in

the cloister. In summer each should go to his proper place, with

great care not to disturb those who read or sleep. A brother should

never speak of ' his ' things, but of ' our things ;
' sin alone can he

claim as his own and say Mea culpa. In psalm-singing those who

are best able should begin the verse, and the rest come in at the

second syllable.

At the hour of refection the brethren must sit in the choir

saying psalms till they hear the bell (cymhalum), then in an

orderly manner and with no noise they may proceed, after wash-

ing their hands, to the refectory, where they salute the cross, turn

to the east, and sit at table properly and in order with perfect si-

lence. Nobody may help himself before the abbot, but the abbot

should not delay to help himself. When the brethren have taken

their bread each says to other Benedicite, and receives the answer

Bominus, and so, too, when they first drink. No separate blessing

need be asked for the pottage on the table. Before they begin,

the reader asks a general blessing and then reads aloud ; no-

body's voice should be heard except the reader's, unless some

one has something short to say which will be edifying. Thereupon

each is served with pottage {qiiidquid imlinenti mmistratur) from

the kitchen, beginning with the youngest monk; the abbot is

served last. Then a bell {cymhalum) sounds and the brethren say

Benedicite in unison, wait for the abbot to begin, and each says

Benedicite before his own first mouthful. The benediction of food

and drink must be done standing ; if there is to be water in the wine

the cellarer makes a little sign to the servant and the youths rise to

pour in the water, fill the washed vessels with water according to

measure, and stand in order according to the date of their conver-

sion. Then the cellarer again tinkles {sonet cymhalum tacitc), and

the brethren say Benedicite in unison, and the prior having blessed,

the junior brother, who gives the cup into the hands of the sitters,

inclines his head humbly ; when the work of mixing is finished he

hands it to each of the brethren in order at their tables. Apples

and those fruits of the earth which are cultivated, may be served

at the hour of breakfast, or like other food. The portions are

divided by the cellarer before the brethren come in ; such adjuncts

are eaten after the other food. When the meal is over and the

reading ends, a verse is said and the left ' chorus ' goes out first, the

abbot last, all singing the second psalm which begins Miserere mei,

Deus, distinctly and not hurriedly. After vespers there is a reading

of the scriptures in the chapter-house. Compline follows imme-
diately ; after that absolute silence must be kept ; and each must
make secret prayer with his lips and with his heart and record his
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sins with groaning, lamentations, and tears, but without disturbing

the others. Then the prayer Gratias tibi ago ; and cautiously to

bed. In bed each is to say the psalm Deus in adiutoriiim, the

whole Gloria and the verse Pone, Donmie, and fortifying himself

with the sign of the cross, sleep in the Lord.

III. English Copies of the so-called Ride of Chrodegang of Metz,

A Latin and Anglo-Saxon version of the rule of Chrodegang of

Metz, as enlarged after the Council of Aix-la-Chapelle, 817, exists

in the MS. 191 ^^ in Corpus Christi College Library, Cambridge.

So far as I am aware it has not been identified before. Early

writers have been misled by Whelock's note which ascribed the

work to Theodore of Canterbury .^'^ Whelock's mistake is fully

appreciated by Lord Selborne,^'' who calls it correctly (p. 235) * a

rule of life borrowed from Lorraine
;

' it is, however, somewhat

misleading to say, as he does on p. 267, that it is a rule for secular

canons draicn up by Bishop Leofric, since a comparison of the

manuscript with the printed version of Chrodegang's enlarged rule

shows that it is merely a copy of the same.

It begins. Si trecentorum decern et octo reliquorum sanctorum

patrum canonum aitctoritas inuiolata semper duraret, etc. Then
follows a list of the titles of the chapters in Latin (the first thirty-

one titles are lost) ; these are continued to the eighty-fifth. The

chapters themselves are perfect ; they are given in Latin and

Anglo-Saxon. The manuscript has been ascribed to the latter half

of the eleventh century, but the handwriting points rather to an

earlier date in that century. ^*^ The manuscript belonged to Exeter,

and there the rule was in force under Leofric.

The Brussels manuscript, 300, described by Mone and by

2^ There is a copy in the Harl. MS. 440, said to be in the hand of Abraham
Whelock. The copy is perfect, the manuscript 191 is not. In Vit. D. VII. is a copy

much damaged by tire ; on p. 12 are legible the words est liber exonicnsis Bihliotccae

de vita et ordine canonicorum, coinplectens 85 capita, tarn latina quavi Saxonia lingua

conscripta. It copies only the Latin, with no titles or chapters. In the old Christ-

church catalogue is mentioned Begicla canonicoritm, anglice, Galba, E. IV. f. 133 6.

^* Nasmith's Catalogue.

3^ Ancient Facts and Fictions concerning Churches and Tithes, pp. 263, 268.

The above passage was at press before I saw Lord Selborne's second edition, in which

the manuscript is identified (pp. 264-270). On the arguments for the date 817 rath«r

than 816, which Lord Selborne accepts, see Mon. Germ., Leges, i. 197.

^•^ Nasmith, Catalogue. Selborne, loc. cit. 2nd ed. p. 268. Se'e also Schoer, Engl.

Stud. ix. 291. He thinks it a version of St. Benedict's rule. Dietrich {Zeitschr.

f. d. Hist. Theol. vol. xxv. 1855, pt. iv» p. 542) also failed to recognise it ; and so did

Wanley (p. 130, S. 12) : he describes it under the name Collectio Canonum Ecclesiasti-

corum, and says the manuscript is of the time of the Conquest. In the index he calls

it Pastorale Saxonicum, seu cxcerpta ex Begula S. Benedicti, &c. The general resem-

blance which the rule of Chrodegang bears to the rule of St. Benedict has led to these

mistakes.
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Bethmann in Pertz's ' Archiv der Gesellsch. fiir iilt. deutsche

Gescliichtskunde,' viii. 513, is said to contain the Liber Canonicae

regulae, eighty-four chapters, of which the first nine are lost. The

last is the eighty-fourth of Chrodegang's enlarged rule,^^ and there

can be no doubt that we have here another English copy of the

same rule.

IV. St. Mtlielwold's Regularis Concordia.

By multiplying copies of Benedict of Aniane's Memoriale and

Capitulary of 817, tenth-century teachers were doing something

towards securing that uniformity of monastic practice in England

which they so much desired, but St. ^thelwold was not content

with mere transcripts ; he had teaching of his own to give. An
instructive parallel may be drawn between the lives of the two men,

and the debt which iEthelwold owed to his predecessor is visible in

many parts of his work ' Kegularis Concordia ' or * De Consuetudine

Monachorum.' ^^ Just as Benedict of Aniane fathered his Memoriale

and Epitome on Louis the Pious, so iEthelwold fathered his

Concordia on Edgar the Peaceful. It is only from ^Ifric's letter

to the monks of Eynsham ^^ that we learn beypnd the possibility

of doubt that the work is ^thelwold's, as far as it could be the

work of any one man. In his ' Prohemium ' it is ^thelwold's

object to point out that the Concordia has the sanction of the king,

and that it was framed at a synodal council held at Winchester.''^

^^ Archiv d. Gesellsch. f. tilt. Gcschichtshunde, viii. 513, 8558-8563. A.S. Schrift

besteht aus drei zusammen gchundencn SiilcJcen, von verschiedenen Hdndeji. fol. 1.

Liber Canonicae Regulae, 84 Capitel, tvovon die 9 ersten verloren sind. Das letzte :

de eo quod debent canonici se praecavere ante transformationes daemonum. Vieles

darin zur Kenntniss des Volksglauhens und hcidnischer Gebrduche.
^^ The full title is Regularis Concordia Anglicae nationis vionachorum sanctimo-

nialiumque orditur ; it has long been accessible in Reyner's De Antiquitdte Ordinis
Benedictinorum in Anglia, App. iii. p. 77 ; and in the Monasticon Anglicanum, vol. i.

p. xxvii ; and an admirable edition of it from the MS. Tib. A. Ill, glossed with Anglo-
Saxon, has been issued by Logeman in Anglia, vol. xiii. neue Folge, Band I.* It is often

wrongly referred to as Dunstan's Concordia Regularis, and under this title some
account of its contents is given in Rock's Church of our Fathers, vol. iii. pt. ii. p. 5
sqq. ; in Fosbrooke's British Monachism, i. 20 sqq. (ed. 1802) ; in the bishop of Dur-
ham's paper on a ' Benedictine monk of the Middle Ages,' in vol. i. of Records of
Gloucester Cathedral; in Lingard's Anglo-Saxon Church, ii. 273-4, and in Lord
Selborne's Facts and Fictions, 2nd ed. pp. 214-215.

39 For an account of this see below. The passage alluded to has been printed by
Wanley, p. 110 ; and by Breck (Leipzig, 1887).

^^ Probably about 966. Nothing is known of it beyond what is said in the Con-
cordia. iEthelwold mentions the interest taken by Dunstan in the monastic reform.
He seems to have been present at this conciliabtihivi, to have confirmed its proceed-
ings, and to have added a clause regulating the circumstances under which monks and
others might visit nunneries.

* In the manuscript Faust. B, IH. 154, is another copy of the Latin, in a late teuth-century hand. It
omits the epilogue. j ^^. ±i,
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"What Benedict did at the council of Aix-la-Chapelle, .Ethelwold

did at Winchester.

^thelwold's Concordia is chiefly concerned with the regula-

tion of divine service in a monastery, and a large part of it is taken

up in arranging for certain psalms and prayers for the king and
queen/^ and benefactors, which were now to form part of divine

service. Its importance as a text to illustrate the gradual develop-

ment of the service-book need not be dwelt on here, for Kock in his

* Church of our Fathers * has used it freely, and a few words on the

subject of its liturgical contents must be said subsequently in con-

nexion with ^Ifric's digest of the same. From the * Prohemium '

we learn that the council ordered that the rule it established was
not to be altered save by future synodal councils. The election

of abbots and abbesses was to be according to rule,^^ and required

the consent of the king. The election of bishops to conventual

cathedrals was to be arranged like that of abbots."^^ The bishop

was if possible to be one of the convent ; if not, he might be chosen

with the king's consent from a neighbouring convent ; the bishop

was to follow the rule not less but rather more exactly than he had

done before his election. Seculars were not to become priors.

Service to the king and queen might be of profit to the sacred institu-

tion, but the powerful should not be sought after for convivial

purposes ; their influence must be used only for the advantage of

the monastery. Monks who travel either on horseback or on foot

should spend the time in psalm- singing or profitable conversation,

not in idle talk. The MS. Faustina B. iii. f. 154, which perhaps

is the original from which the glossed Tib. A. iii. f. 1, was derived,

does not contain the passage warning the monks against frequent

circuits among their 'villas' (the Anglo-Saxon gloss is tuna), a

passage which must have been taken from cap. xxvi. of Benedict

of Aniane's Capitulary, nor the passage on convivial intercourse

with secular s.'^'^ Neither does it contain the important passage

at the conclusion of the treatise, called Edgar's * Epilogue,' which

occurs only in Tib. A. III. It warns abbots and abbesses against

laying up treasure on earth in the form of heriots, heiiatua,

glossed hergeate, a * census,' q^ti ][)ro hums patrie potentihus post

ohitum regihus dari solet. Such payments are made to them

•1 Compare cap. 1 of the Capitula Ejjiscoponmi, which Lord Selborne [Facts and

Fictions, p. 39) ascribes to a date not earher than 813.

•2 The rule of St. Benedict (cap. C4) orders that the abbot be elected by the brethren
;

if they are not unanimous the choice of the wiser members of the community is to be

preferred even though they be in a minority {quern sibi oniJiis concors congregatio

secundum timorem Dei^ sive etiam pars guainvis parva Congregationis, saniori con-

silio elegerit). For the views of commentators see Martene, Comm. in Beg. S. Ben.

(1690), p. 835 sqq.

*^ Compare the ordinance of Louis the Pious, 81G (Baluze, Capit. i. 564).

** This is very like cap. xiii. of Theodulf of Orleans' flrst letter to his clergy.
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and their successors, not to the abbots as individuals ;
^^ they

should be spent in providing for the necessities of the monks or of

the poor, not in gifts to the abbot's relations nor in buying off

secular tyrannies.

The clauses of the Capitulary of Aix-la-Chapelle which most

resemble the Concordia are, the sixth on the time of shaving, the

thirteenth on confession, the twenty-third and twenty-fourth for

Maundies, the thirtieth for omission of the Alleluia in Septuagesima,

the rule for the ' signa ' to summon to the canonical hours (60), the

rule for reading in the chapter house (69), and the regulations for

fasting (77, 51, and 47) ^^ and it is in such clauses as these that the

Concordia most resembles the customs of Fleury.'^^

V. MJfrics Letter to the Monks of Eynsham,

Abbot iElfric, the translator and homilist, a pupil of Bishop

^thelwold, wrote a letter to the monks of the house of Eynsham,"*^

of which it is probable he was at one time abbot : his object w^as to

give an account of the religious observances he had himself seen

practised at Winchester, and he states that the sources of his infor-

mation are Bishop iEthelwold's Consuetudiiies and Amalarius' De
Ecclesiasticis Officiis. That the Consuetudines and the Regularis

Concordia are but two names for the same w^ork is clear from the

fact that the greater part of ^Ifric's letter is taken verbatim from

the work known to us under the latter name. He has not followed

either of his authorities slavishly, and there is much in the letter

which probably comes from sources so varied as to be unrecog-

nisable, and parts we may believe from iElfric's own judgment.

The Council of Winchester, which sanctioned ^thelwold's Con-

suetudines, had indeed ordered that no monastery was to allow

innovations in its 'use,' without synodal sanction, but such

legislation was valueless, while the manuals to guide the daily

conduct of a monk were still so far from clear. Fulgentius

*'^ Alford {Annales, iii. 343) interprets this passage differently ;
' nee male hie con-

jectat Seldenus hoc genus tributi in monasteria etiam irrepsisse ; et interdum novos

Abbates, 6 demortui Abbatis peeulio, illud Kegi pendisse. Quod indigne ut vides fert

Edgarus, liberam ecclesiam servire illam servitutem.'
*^ See Haeften, as above.

" Ed. De Bosco. For a comparison between these tenth-century customs and the

clauses of ZElfric's letter, see notes to iElfric's letter.

•*» By the kind permission of the Dean of Winchester, a transcript of the letter

made by the present writer from the unique Corpus MS. No. 265 has been printed

as Appendix vii. to his volume of Compotus Eolls of the Obedientiaries of St. Swithun's
Priory, Winchester, lately issued by the Hampshire Eecord Society. The date of the
manuscript cannot be earher than lOOG, for in 1005 the house was founded, and in the

manuscript iElfric speaks of the obedience the brethren have shown him preteritis

annis. The handwriting of the manuscript appears to belong to a date early in the
eleventh century. It is without ornament, and the volume in which it occurs is

believed to have belonged to Worcester.
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might add notes to warn succeeding generations against adding

notes, but in vain. Benedict of Aniane's Memoriale filled up some

of the lacuna) in the liturgical regulations of the founder, iEthel-

wold's filled up some more, and ^Ifric did his best to interpret

^thelwold whose language revels in obscurity, yet there remained

much for Lanfranc to say on the precise details of the monastic

service.

u^lfric's quotations from Amalarius are mostly to explain the

reasons of things ; he delights in symbolism, and even launches into

an occasional derivation. He says nothing of any occupation for

monks other than divine service, though that he himself found

time for other occupations is proved by the number of his writings.

iElfric had learned from ^thelwold what piety could mean, and

recites a story in one of his sermons of the monks who were dis-

gusted at the number of services they had to attend in order to give

thanks for the miracles worked by St. Swithin. ^'-^

His letter presupposes a large amount of liturgical knowledge on

the part of its recipients and does not by any means give all the

information that was necessary to a priest for the conduct of a

service. ^Ifric abbreviates to a mere outline iEthelwold's first

chapter on how to arrange the prayer for the king and queen, and

how to fit in two extra psalms to each of the offices. He says that

from 1 Oct., except on Sundays and feast days, at the first sign of

dawn, prime is to be sung, with seven psalms and the sevenfold

litany ; the monks then go to reading till the signal for tierce is

sounded, at the third hour. They next put on their shoes and

wash (having said prime in their nightgear), and the whole ' school

'

makes common prayer ; the seniors pray separately and sprinkle

themselves with holy water. After tierce follows the first or

matutinal mass and then the chapter {cajntulmn). After the sixth

hour the mass for the day is said, then ' none ' is sung. The rule of

iEthelwold orders certain extras, namely twelve prayers, made in

sets of three, four times a day ; i.e. three in the oratory, three at

night after the signal for prime has sounded, three before prime in

summer, or before tierce in winter, and three after compline ; also

two psalms extra for the king and for benefactors at all the hours,

with the Lord's Prayer and other prayers. On Sundays and feast

days chapter takes place earlier after prime, and is followed by

the first mass ; then comes the signal for tierce and salt and water

are blessed ; on Sundays only do the monks go in procession.

After Easter the chapter is always to be at the earlier hour, till the

octaves of Pentecost. On rising from chapter they sing five psalms

for the dead brethren. On Sundays, prime is prolonged and the

abbot sits in the cloister with the brethren and all humbly make

« iElfric's Lives of Saints, ed. Skeat (E.E.T.S.). P- 457.
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confession of sins they have committed in the past week at the

instigation of the Enemy. Every Sunday or other solemn day

the brethren give the kiss of peace and take the Eucharist,

except those who have ah^eady celebrated their mass. If this

be displeasing to anybody, says iElfric, let him hear what St.

Augustine says : Qui cotidie non meretur accipere, non meretur

post annum accipere.

The custom of regular monks does not allow any brother to

rush in hurriedly to the canonical hours ; he must go when the signal

is given, and the brethren must begin and end together, all standing

except the sick or those whose blood has been let. ^Ifric then

gives the hymns proper for each hour ; two he rejects, i.e. Veni

redemptor and Audi redemptor, because the wise do not consider

them becomingly composed. Both of these may be found among
the Anglo-Saxon hymns (published for the Surtees Society), there

and I believe there only. In winter time the brethren may light a

fire,^^ if necessity compels them so to do, but certainly not in the

refectory. If the weather is exceedingly severe, the brethren may
do their reading in the house {in domo) ; otherwise they must all

sit together in the cloister. There is to be no drinking on feast

days after ' none ' from the feast of St. Martin (11 Nov.) to the

Purification of the Virgin. In Advent the Gloria is not to be sung,

nor is fat to be put into the food, except on feast days. On the

vigil of Christmas Day, when mention is made of the birth of Christ

by the reader in the chapterhouse, all bend the knee together, and
the same on Holy Saturday, although that is not in the * martyro-

logy.' ^^ On Christmas morning matutinal mass is to be celebrated

in the twilight before dawn. The ministers at the service should

always be dressed in good time and not hurry in at the last minute.

The wearing of albs must be regulated by the weather, ^thelwold's
custumal orders abstinence from food made with milk or eggs

from Quinquagesima. On Ash Wednesday the brethren sprinkle

their heads with ashes blessed by the abbot, and the meaning of

this and all similar rituals ^Elfric is careful to explain, generally from
Amalarius' De Ecclesiasticis Officiis. In Lent the rehcs and crosses

should be kissed and a veil placed between the Holy of Holies and
the people, for, says ^Ifric, we consider it absurd to adore the Cross
when we omit Alleluia in the service. But if any one wishes to adore
the Cross in Lent, there is no need for him to do so with us on the
day of our Lord's passion. In Lent divine services should be in-

creased to ease the burden of the servitude we feel. Two extra
psalms are to be added after each hour, and these are to be said

^ .Ethelwold, In caimiene, glossed ' fyr hyses,' Logeman, p. 397.
»i Martyrologies are known to have sometimes contained monastic rules, because

both were read in the chapter-house. (Du Cange, s.v.)
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prostrate on the ground. On Saturday in mid-Lent the brethren

shave themselves.

zElfric adopts most of the ritual described by ^thelwold as

proper to Passion Week. To symbolise the three nights during

which our Sun was eclipsed in the grave, and because there are

twenty-four hours in each day, on the nights of Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday in Passion Week, twenty-four candles are lit and one

put out every hour. This observance is described in Amalarius

(De Eccles. Offic. lib. iv. cap. 22), but not in ^thelwold. On
Maundy Thursday (In Coena Domini) ^thelwold's custumal says .

that at the end of the last antiphon in the Gospel two boys

should sing Kyrie Eleison in the southern apse {2)orticus)y and two

more answer Christe Eleison in the northern, two should call out

in the western part Domine miserere 7iohis, and the whole choir

answer Christus dominusfactus est ohediens usque ad mortem , and all

this should be done three times. After chapter on the same day

the brethren take off their shoes and go barefoot, the priests wash
the altars, and the brethren the pavements of the church ; mass is

not to be celebrated at any altar whilst it is being washed. After

sext is celebrated the mass for the poor, who ought to have

assembled according to the number for which the abbot is prepared,

and the washing, drying, and kissing of feet proceeds, with such

distribution of food as the abbot may provide. On that day and

the next two, at the ninth hour, the new fire is to be struck from

a stone, at the door of the church. The custumal says that, if

it is desired, after * none ' they may go through the ceremony of

bringing in a candle fixed to a spear in the shape of a serpent,

from which the lights are lit. After the celebration of mass the

altars are to be stripped and remain so till Saturday. The

hallowing of the holy oils^^ in three vessels is then explained.

After mixtus ^^ has been taken, the abbot, accompanied by such of the

brethren as he chooses, proceeds to his own Maundy (mandatum).

After vespers they go to refection, and the brethren then perform

their Maundy to the abbot and the servants. In all this iElfric

follows iEthelwold closely. Specially interesting are the remarks

of ^Ifric on the mass of the Presanctified (he does not use the

term), taken in conjunction with his famous sermon on which pro-

testant writers base their assertion that he showed himself no friend

to the doctrine of transubstantiation. Corpus Christi solummodo

seruatur a coena domini in yarasceve quia credimus cum vere mortuum

esse corpore, et item in parasceve uinum cum aqua in calice mittitur,

quia credimus ueram resurrectionem eius ut haheamus sacramenta

uiuentis hominis in nobis per corpus et sanguinem eius.

" Cf. iElfrlc's epistle, Quando dividls Chrisma, and Pvocl-:, III. ii. 79.

'' SeeHaeften, pp. 915-20.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI. Z 2
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He omits ^thelwold's short service in Latin and Greek before

the adoration of the Cross, with an et cetera ; also the ceremony in

imitation of the burial of Christ. On Holy Saturday, when infants

are baptised, they are to be anointed on the head by the priest,

because it is left to the bishop to anoint on the forehead where

the pope would put the gold leaf. The candle which is put into the

hand of. the baptised infant is analogous to the lamp of the wise

virgins. This is not in iEthelwold.

From the octaves of Easter a,nd all the summer, according to

the rule of St. Benedict, there should be an interval between nocturns

and matins, so that matins be finished at daybreak as they ought

to be, but we living in Britain have shorter nights in summer than

they have in Beneventum,'"''* and find the interval quite filled up

with the four psalms which we sing for the king, two after nocturns

and two after matutinal lauds, besides the matutinal lauds which

we sing for All Saints. The ' Custom ' says the first bell should

always sound for nocturns, and for vespers it should be sounded as

long as the * school ' is going into church. But the custom has

grown up with us on all feast days when there is cessation from

work, to ring all the bells for nocturns both before mass and before

vespers. If the offices do not last out the full time in summer, we
repeat again what we have already sung until the time is filled up.

The ' Custom ' teaches that the monastery should have a place

called an auditory, that the brethren may speak on necessary

matters,^^ when the brethren go to lections or after vespers. At the

four annual times of fasting the Lenten abstinences are kept. The
rule orders a Maundy every Saturday, but the ' Custom ' adds

that three of the poor persons who are regularly fed in the

monastery should have their feet and hands washed by the brethren

in turns in a suitable place, and be served with the food which the

brethren are accustomed to use themselves. The * Custom ' teaches

that no layman, except only the king, should have dominion over
the monastery, and the king has dominion to protect the place, not
to tyrannise over it. No secular should eat or drink anything in

the refectory, except the king and his son ; neither the abbot nor
the brethren must eat or drink outside the refectory except by
reason of their infirmity, nor should they rashly venture to attend
secular entertainments. ^Ifric takes the passage on the proceed-
ings in the event of the death of a monk from iEthelwold, and gives
the form of the letter which is to be sent to other monasteries
to-request the prayers of their brethren for the welfare of the soul
of the departed. iElfric's letter follows the MS. Tib. A iii. f. 26h,

*' In which duchy Monte Cassino was situated.
S'^ Many of the reformers of the Benedictine rule look exception to the vagueness

ol the directions concerning silence, and enforced it more strictly.
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omitting the statement that the deceased's name should be inserted

in the anniversaries.^'^

^Ifric extracts nothing from the remarkable Epilogue in Tib. A.

Ill, f. 21a, but proceeds with an account of what (lessons) should be

read or sung throughout the year ; this the brethren had asked for,

and he writes it according to ecclesiastical authority, and according

to the custom w^hich he and they had used till now. After giving

the order of the lessons he observes that the whole Bible {bihliotheca)

ought to be read in the course of the year, but because we are

slothful we read in the refectory what we omit in church. He
then expresses his pleasure at the obedience the brethren have

shown him in consenting to have these lections with as many
responses, he says, all summer at nocturns, as we had in winter in

past years. We would not while we have life be found wanting on

festival nights, and since you repeat Sunday mass in Lent on

Mondays and Tuesdays at prime mass, so that Sunday masses are

celebrated at least three times a week, in the same way you should

repeat all Sunday masses, but if feasts clash, do not celebrate

Sunday masses more than three times in the week, lest they should

appear to be held cheap.

It is thought that MUric began translating the Consuetudines,

but did not complete the project. The A.S. fragment in Tib. A
III, f. 1 74a is believed to show the characteristics of his language

and of his handwriting." At the beginning of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, 201, is a mutilated A.S. translation of parts of the

Consuetudines not hitherto noticed. It seems to have been intended

for the use of nuns, as * abbess ' is inserted as an alternative to

* abbot,' but the rest of the MS. (Wulfstan's sermons) does not help

to its identification. It begins (in the middle of p. xxxvi, Mon.

Angl.) with the observances for Palm Sunday, ^^ and ends at et

reliqiia on p. xxxviii.

Appendix.

In Faustina B. iii. f. 193a, at the end of the Consuetudines

comes a form beginning Dominus ille ahhas monasterii illius, but

written above it stands vel episcojms ecclesiae Christi.^^ Then,

instead of the epilogue which Tib. A. iii. f. 27 a, alone adds, comes

the following prayer form, w^hich with the corrections already men-

^^ See Appendix.
^" Breck supports Dietrich's view (pp. 9-12, Fragment of ^Ifric's Trans, of

iEthehvold's De Cons. Mon. Leipzig, 1887). There is no proof that the trans-

lation was meant for the Eynsham monks as Breck suggests, for that they understood

Latin is clear from the letter. Cf. Schuer, Eng. Stuclien, ix. 290.
s» See Wanley, p. 137. In the Corpus MS. 190, f. 213, are passages de ecclcsias-

tica consiieiiidine closely re^emhlins^ JEtheh\o\d''s 'Customs,' and, in places where it

differs therefrom, ^Ifric's letter.

*^ Nowell's copy of Faiist. B. iii. f. 154. Another copy is Junius, 62, ii.

z z2
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tioned perhaps shows that the manuscript belonged to Christ-

church, Canterbury .'^^

' Gratia dei archiepiscopus ille humiUsqnc Christi ecclGsiae monachorum

coetus cunctis in Christo salutem fidehbus. Quoniam quidem charissimi

charitatis vinculo iubemur vniri dilectioneque dei feruere et proximi, et quia

apostolo scimus obediendum ita monenti, Orate pro inuicem vt saluemini,

vestrae fraternitati notum cupimus fieri vnum e nostris fratribus ilium

sacerdotem vel leuitam et monachum [xi Kal. Feb.] ilh ergastulo carnis

exemptum vitam finisse temporalem, pro quo petimus vt strenui ipsa com-

pellente charitate interuentores existatis, quo omnipotens precibus com-

placatus vestris animam eius gaudiis inserat sine fine luansuris. Viuat

valeatque qui deum postulat, quo spiritus eius requiescat in pace.

In Tib. A. iii. f. 177fl, after a fragment of A.S. translation

of the Consuetudines (see above), comes a fragment from the Latin of

the last chapter of the Consuetudines ; the beginning is lost and

only the passage In ordinis communione . . . suhsequente orationc

(see Logeman, p. 445) remains. Thereon follows the prayer form

Satisfaciat tihi domine, as in Logeman's edition, except that et heati

Petri ajJostoU tui, is added after virginis Mariae. It proceeds as in

Logeman to est agatar, and then adds the following prayer forms :

Gratia miserationis dei archiepiscopus ille omnigque [conventus^^]

omnibus senioribus & iunioribus fidelibus in Christo salutem. Sanctitati

vestrae volumus sit notum de obitu fratris nostri illius monachi et uel

[sic] leuite, sacerdotis, qui obiit [xi. Kal. Feb.] N. pro quo petimus vt

intercessores existatis, quatinus suffragiis^^ vestris valeat aggregari

coetibus sanctorum in coelis. Valete.

Gratia miserationis dei archiepiscopus ille omnisque congregatio

ecclesiae Christi omnibus ecclesiae fidelibus salutem. Cum omnes diem

mortis nostrae expectamus et necesse habeamus mutuis saluari precibus,

suppliciter petimus et pro fratre nostro illo monaclio et uel [sic] leuite,

sacerdote, qui carnis ergastulo exiens [xi. Kal. Feb.] N., hoc saeculum

deseruit, intercedere dignemini, quatinus per nostra sacra suffragia ad

aeterna spiritus eius perueniat gaudia. Valete.

The same forms will be found copied on p. 44 of Harl. 552.

where the copyist has misread heremite for levite.

IVIahy Bateson.

wolsey's ordination as priest.

My attention has been drawn by IVIr. A. E. IMalden, Chapter Clerk,

Sahsbury, to the following entry in the Kegister of John Blyth,
Bishop of Sarum 1493-1500.

Christchurch had a copy of the Consuetudines de faciendo scrvicio divino per
annum glossatc Anglice, Galba,E iv. f. 153, b ; and Liber de Ordine Mo7iastico, also with
EngHsh glosses.

*" Omitted in the MS.
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Ordines sacri ct generates celehrati in ecclesia parochiali Sancti Petri

da Marleburgh per venerahilem patrem dominum Augustinum Liden

Episcopumvice et auctoritate Beverendi in Xpo patris et domini Johannis

dei Gratia Sarum Episcopi die sabhati iiij'"' temporum viz X""" die mensis

Martii aimo domini milV"'° cccc""" LXXXX""^ septimo ct anno consecra-

tionis prefati patris Sarum Episcopi quinto.

f. 113. Presbyteri.

M. Thomas Wolsey artium magister Norwicen dioc : diaconus socius

perpetuus coUegii beate Marie Magdalene universitatis Oxon per literas

etc. ad titulum eiusdem coUegii in presbyterum etc.

Augustine Church, titular bishop of Lydda, was deputed suffragan

to Bishop Blyth in 1494. He held benefices in England ; inter alia

Boscombe, Wilts, to which he was collated by Bishop Blyth.

By this entry it appears that the expectation expressed by

Wolsey's father that his son would be a priest within a year of the

father's decease was not fulfilled. His father's will is dated 30

Sept. 1496, made apparently shortly before his decease, and the

future cardinal was not ordained priest till March 1498—new style

—when he was twenty-seven years old according to the usual

ascription of his birth to 1471. H. E. Malpen.

THE ROYAL NAVY UNDER QUEEN ELIZABETH.

On the appearance of Mr. Oppenheim's interesting article on the

above subject (English Historical Eeview, vi. 465) I had my
doubts as to some of his conclusions, basing them on the privy

council records in the time of Edward YI. I should not, however,

have felt justified in expressing them had they not been confirmed

by further investigation. Turning to the commencement of the

queen's reign, we find Mr. Oppenheim arguing, from the list of

1562—

that one of the earliest cares of Elizabeth or her council after her accession

was the strengthening of the navy, although some of the ships dated 1558

may have been really ordered during Mary's lifetime, as they could

scarcely all have been built and launched in the one year (p. 481).

Even if they were, they could not in any case be due to Elizabeth,

as she only occupied the throne for the last six weeks of the year.

But of the ships assigned in this list to 1558 I find.no fewer than

six—the ' Hart,' the ' Antelope,' the ' New Bark,' the ' Jennet,' the

' Greyhound,' and the ' Sacar '—incidentally mentioned so far back

as in records of 1550-2,^ while another, the ' Phoenix,' was

despatched to Spain in January 1553-4 with the * Bark,' the

' Acts of the Privy Comicil.
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^Jennet,' and the 'Greyhound,' and is again found in com-

mission with the 'Jennet' and 'Greyhound' at the close of that

year,2 while the 'Hart' occurs in 1555-6.3 The 'Bark of

Bullen ' (Boulogne), assigned in the 1562 list to 1559, occurs in 1554,

1555-6, and September 1556,^ while the 'Lion' and the ' Tiger,'

which the above list assigns respectively to ' 1557 ' and ' Hen. VHI,'

are found serving together in 1547.^ So also the ' Great Bark

'

and the ' New Bark ' ('1558') are found in commission together

* before Portsmouth ' in May 1554.*^ Enough has been said to show

that the dates given in the 1562 list cannot be relied on as those of

building and launching, and can at most only refer to thorough

repairs. But, in order to place the point beyond the possibility of

question, I may observe that the lord admiral Howard writes to

Burghley in 1588, testifying to the good condition of certain ships,

'although two of them, the "Mary Kose" and the "Swallow,"

were in service in the queen's father's time.' ^ Now the 1562 list

assigns these ships respectively to 1556 and 1558. Thus eight

of the alleged ' 1558 ' ships are now disposed of. Therefore the de-

duction that EHzabeth's accession was marked by large additions

to the navy is untenable. The ' Great New Ship ' and ' Lesser New

Ship,' assigned in the list to 1561, were clearly, from the names,

real additions ; but I see no proof that the ' Great Ship ' of the

1558 list was ' certainly the vessel shortly afterwards named the

"Elizabeth,"' or, even if so, that she was 'just launched in the

presence of the young queen '

(p. 467)

.

Again, I would urge that (as Mr. Oppenheim himself admits)

* the reports are not altogether reliable as to the number of vessels
'

(p. 481), and that vessels may have formed part of the navy even

when unmentioned in some particular list. Thus the ' Primrose
'

of Edward VI is not mentioned in the 1562 list, though she was

serving in 1561 and 1563,^ nor does that list contain the ' Minion.'

So, too, Mr. Oppenheim observes (p. 481) of the 1574 list that

* the three galleys ' in the 1562 list have disappeared in the interval.

These were the ' Speedwell ' and ' Tryright ' and the old ' Mermaid.

Yet so late as 1582 (24 Eliz.) we find William Harrison descril)in^

the queen's ' three notable galleys, the " Speedwell," the " Tryright,"

and the "Black Galley."' As the 'Victory' appears among the

'great ships' in September 1563, one is tempted to ask whether

that now famous name had not been conferred on one of the ' new '

ships of the 1562 list as yet unchristened, though Mr. Oppenheim
identifies them differently.

2 Acts of the Privy Council. ^ Ibid. " Ibid. ^ Ibid.

« Appendix IV to Ttoelfth Report of the Boyal Historical MSS. Commission, p. 62.
' State Papers, Elizabeth, ccviii. 79. Indeed, the ' Mary Eose ' was contemporary

with the ' Henry Grace a Dieu ' {Caleiular of Cecil MSS. I, 52).
" Calendar of Cecil MSS., I, 257, 270, 281.
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Continuing these miscellanea, I note among Lord Cowper's

MSS. at Melbourne Hall references to the galleys ' La Superlativa,'

and * L'Advantagia * in IGOl,^ to the galley ' Mercury ' also in

1601,^0 and to 'the London gallies ' in 1602.' »^ The mention of

these manuscripts reminds me that among them is what seems at

first sight to be a most valuable list of the queen's ships laid up at

Chatham in ' November 1589,' which should be compared with

the corresponding one, for 1586, given by Mr. Oppenheim. Strangely

enough, there is another list, supplied to Mr. Furnivall by

Mr. Sparling, and assigned by him to * the Armada year,' which

agrees closely with the Cowper one of * 1589.' The first 24 ships

are the same in both,^^ Q^nd 18 others correspond. The only differ-

ence is that the * galley "Mercury"' {vide supra) occurs instead of

the 'galley " Bonavolia," ' (1589), and the ' Primrose ' instead of

the * Martine,' *Popinjaie,' and ' Jenet.' But these were insigni-

ficant vessels. It should be added that this Armada list is already

divided into ' rates.' And yet, close as is the correspondence, both

these lists must be of later date, and therefore misleading as they

stand. They are of course irreconcilable with Mr. Oppenheim's

data, and they mention ships which do not occur till a later time.

But it is singular that ' the book of abuses ' (in the navy) among
the Cowper MSS.— dated 1562-74 (p. 40)—alludes to the building

of * three great ships,' the dimensions of which correspond exactly

with those of the ' Defiance/ ' Merhonour,' and ' Garland ' as given

by Mr. Oppenheim (p. 482), who assigns them to a considerably,

later date. J. H. Bound.

The 'Hart,' ' Lion,' ' Antelope,',' New Bark,' ' Jennett,' 'Grey-

hound,' ' Sacar,' and ' Phoenix ' can not only be traced back to

1550^2 in the ' Acts of the Privy Council,' but also to 5 Jan.

1547-8 in the well-known list printed in ' Archaeologia,' ^ to which I

referred on p. 465, and which is quoted in many naval works.

They may be again found in a still earlier list of Anthony Anthony's

of 1546. I was, perhaps, wrong in not dealing more particularly

with this list of 1548, but I intended reserving its detailed exami-

nation for the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, and, in view of

the number of times it has been printed, it did not occur to me that

I might be held to imply the absence of these names prior to 1558.

As a matter of fact I believe I can take the ' Hart,' * Lion,' ' Ante-

lope,' ' Greyhound,' and ' Phoenix ' back to 1522, and the ' Jennett

'

to 1513, and if so their age would add to the probability of their

» Appendix I to Tivelfth Eeport of the Historical Manuscriiots Commission, p. 32.

'» Ibid. p. 31. " Ibid. p. 35.

'2 Save that in the 1589 list the ' Garland ' is inadvertently entered twice*

vi. 218.
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having been rebuilt after the middle of the century. I was

certainly wrong in not making it more clear that the real ques-

tion in connexion with the Hatfield manuscript is the meaning

the writer attached to the dates he gave. From the impersonal

character of the document his honesty may be presumed, and there

is some indirect corroboration of his knowledge. Mr. Eound

assumes that where a name was continuous the ship it represented

was also constant, but that has not been the case at any time. I

drew marked attention (p. 466) to the large variation usually found

in the tonnage measurements of the ships, but when I find the

* Lion ' given as 140 tons in at least six earlier Ksts, ordered in a

seventh to be rebuilt, and then appearing in the first of EHzabeth's ^

as of 450 tons, a tonnage which, roughly, it maintains in her lists, I

consider that the Hatfield writer is entitled to belief when he assigns

1557 to what was practically a new and distinct vessel under the

same name. The ' Jennett ' he assigns to 1558, and here he is sup-

ported by the State Papers,^ which describe her as being then in

' new making ' at Portsmouth ; the ' Mary Willoby ' he dates 1552,

and in July of that year Edward VI mentions in his journal his

presence at her launch. There was a * Mary Willoby ' in 1522,

so that we have here an illustration of continuity of name in new

vessels. The ' Jesus of Lubeck ' he dates 1545, and she was one of

a score of foreign ships hired in that year, some of which were

subsequently bought into the service. The ' Mary Eose ' is dated

1556, and another authority gives 1555.'* I must remind Mr.

Round that the ' Mary Eose ' of Henry YIII capsized at Spithead

on 20 July 1545, and that the name does not occur in any list

subsequent to that date until the Elizabethan of March 1558-9.

So that, instead of the point being 'beyond ths possibility of

question,' it appears almost certain (experience of contradictory

naval papers teaches one never to be too positive in assertion)

that Howard made one of those mental slips which so easily

happen.-^ It is a significant coincidence that Sir Eichard Haw-
kins, also a professional seaman, made a slip of the same type

when speaking of the ' Mary Eose ' disaster in his * Observations ;

'

he there calls her the ' Great Harry.' ^ Seeing, therefore, that,

where the meagre data available render examination possible,

the manuscript writer is found to be substantially accurate, I

- State Papers, Dom., Eliz. iii. 44, March 1558-9. ^ Ibid. 20 Feb. 1558-9.
•• Cotton MSS. Julius, F, iii. f. 105. The fact was mentioned in evidence by William

Bright, master shipwright, son of the man who built her.

° Anthony's MS., of which one-third is in the Museum ibrary (Add. MSS. 22047)
contains the ' Mary Eose,' but as the manuscript is beautifully ornamented with careful

drawings of the ships in gold and colours it must have taken a long time to prepare,

and was probably commenced before July 1545. The ' Mary Hose ' was built in 1509
the ' Henry Grace a Dieu ' in 1514.

" Hawkins's Voyages, p. 96, Hakluyt Society.
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think I was j Listified in assuming his general trustworthiness. I

ought, however, to have pointed out more distinctly that most of

these accessions of 1558 represented rehuildings. In one sense

they were not additions to the navy ; in another the restoration of

useless and unseaworthy ships to a serviceable state constitutes a

very real increase. Like Mr. Eound I still find it difficult to believe

that they were all launched during 1558, but if 1559 is allowed as

well—and I meant to imply that in the sentence quoted—it becomes

quite possible, and the writer still remains as exact in his dates as

most of the equally indeterminate writers of his age, who did not

compile their information with a view to the historical inquiries of

posterity. Mr. Eound points out that Elizabeth reigned only six

weeks of 1558 ; but he appears to have, for the moment, forgotten

that as the year was then reckoned, and as her contemporaries

would use it in their calculations, she reigned four months and a

half of that year. In March 1559 the number of ships under

repair, and the number of men—554—working on them at Deptford,

Woolwich, and Portsmouth, fully warranted, I still hold, my original

statement that one of Elizabeth's first cares was the condition of

the navy, and inferentially supports the trustworthiness of the

writer under discussion. It must also be remembered that the docu-

ment is not a mere memorandum, but a long and carefully drawn

up paper, dealing with executive matters and office accounts

generally, and written within four years of the suspected dates by

one who, even if he had not personal knowledge, must evidently

have been in a position to obtain reliable information.

I considered the 'Great Ship' to be the 'Ehzabeth,' because

(i.) the Hatfield writer tells us that the * Elizabeth ' was built in

1558; the * Great Ship' occurs in the State Paper list of March
1558-9, and in June the * Great Ship ' was fitting at Woolwich ;

^

(ii.) on 3 July 1559 Elizabeth went in state to Woolwich to name
the * new ship

;

'
^ (iii.) their tonnage corresponds

; (iv.) there was

then no other ship of so large a size as the * Great Ship,' or the

' Elizabeth,' in the navy. I am unable to accept Harrison as an

authority on naval matters ; at any rate the Black Galley was

ordered to be sold in 1559,^ after which year it disappears, as do

the others after January 1566-7. I admit that official papers must

always be used with a cautious suspicion, their honesty or accuracy

being frequently open to question ; but even at the worst they are

more likely to put us on the right track than the collections of a

clerical compiler who was avowedly dependent on shipwrights for

his scraps of knowledge. Otherwise we may accept newspaper

history in the present, and its equivalents in the past, and spare

^ State Papers, Dora., Eliz. iv. 50.

** Machyn's Diary. She would not have gone in state to name a small vessel.

^ State Papers, Dom., Eliz. iii. 44.
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ourselves historical investigation. Vessels may be absent from one

or two lists, but I can recall no instance of continuous absence over

a long series of years followed by a reappearance. It happens that

for January 1581-2 there is a schedule of wages for officers of ships

in which the galleys are not mentioned. Mr. Bound may say that

the ships named do not necessarily constitute a full hst, and

although, from internal evidence, I think it is, it cannot now be

proved to be so. But the preceding and following lists for 18 Oct.

1580 and 30 May 1583 are distinctly said to be complete, and the

galleys are absent from both of them. Will Mr. Bound stand by

Harrison against the official returns ?

The * Primrose ' and ' Minion ' are not in the 1562 list, for the

very good reason that the first had been sold for 1,800/. and the

second given away.^^ The two ships so named which occur in the

papers quoted by Mr. Bound were armed merchantmen, and are so

described in a list of 11 Feb. 1559-60. The * Victory' can be

traced back to January 1562-3, and I gave my reasons ^^ for the

suggestion that the rebuilt ' Peter ' possibly became the first

'Victory.' It cannot have become the * Elizabeth,' if my view

about the ' Elizabeth ' is right, because it was in the shipwrights'

hands when the * Great Ship ' was already afloat.

There were four—in the article I carelessly wrote six—galleys

at the end of the reign, viz. *La Superlativa,' * L'Advantagia,'

* La Volatillia,' and * La Gallarita.' I have reason to think that

the * Mercury ' was not of the true galley type. The city of London
presented the queen with two in 1601,^^ but whether they are in-

cluded in these four I do not at present know\

An examination of the evidence which led me to assign the
* Garland,' ' Merhonour,' and * Defiance ' to 1589 would unduly

lengthen this note.^^ It will be sufficient to call Mr. Bound's atten-

tion to the fact that they were not used in 1588, which maybe taken

as proof positive that they did not then exist. A glance at the list

supplied to Mr. Eurnivall by Mr. Sparhng shows that it cannot
be earher than 1596, since it includes the ' St. Mathew ' and ' St.

Andrew,' captured at Cadiz in that year. No reference is given by
Mr. Sparling, and I am unable to trace the paper in my notes

;

moreover the wages list there given must be grotesquely inaccurate,

e.g. boatswain 41. a month. I am inclined to think that the divi-

sion into * rates,' in the modern meaning of the word—that is to say,

of a fixed relation between guns and tonnage, the guns being in-

"> State Papers, Dom. Eliz. 20 Feb. 1558-9.
" English Historical Keview, vii. 485.
'* Rememhrancia, pp. 246, 249.
" I assigned them to 1589 on indirect evidence, but since this note has been in

type I have found in the navy accounts the exact date, and cost of their construction
in detail, under that year.
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variably of a certain number and weight, in accordance with the

class of ship—does not commence before the Commonwealth period.

In a looser sense—that is, of a graduation by size alone—the navy

of Henry VIII may be said to have been so divided.

M. Oppenheim.

AN ANONYMOUS TRACT ON * LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE.'

In the first volume of this Eeview, pp. 144-146 (1886), Mr. Gar-

diner drew attention to an anonymous tract on * Liberty of Con-

science ' which appeared in March 1644 ; and in his * History of

the Great Civil War ' (pp. 290-293, 2nd edition) he praises and

cites it at considerable length. He describes the tract as serving

* as a high-water mark of the controversy on religious liberty in

the seventeenth century.' As to its authorship he writes

—

I am entirely baffled in all my attempts to conjecture the author's

name. It seems unlikely that one who could write this pamphlet should

have written nothing else, but there are insuperable objections to every

name which presented itself to me.

The author was an obscure pamphleteer who wrote much on

many subjects, though his other tracts are none of them equally

notable. Thomas Edwards, in his list of prominent sectaries,

mentions ' one Mr. Eobinson who is commonly reported to be the

author of that book called " Liberty of Conscience " printed in the

year 1643.' ^ The full title of the tract praised by Mr. Gardiner

is * Liberty of Conscience : or the sole means to obtain Peace and

Truth,' and it was published, according to Thomason, on 24 March,

1643. It is obviously to this tract that Edwards refers. The
* Mr. Eobinson ' to whom the tract was imputed can be safely

identified with a certain Henry Eobinson, a merchant, who wrote

many tracts on commercial and economic subjects, and several

others on the reform of the law. To all these he put his name, and

they are duly assigned to him in the British Museum catalogue.

In the preface to one of these entitled ' Brief Considerations

concerning the Advancement of Trade and Navigation,' published in

1649, Eobinson states that he had written many anonymous pamph-

lets on religious topics.

These latter days have been spent in vindicating both our civil and church

liberties, during which controversies I have not hid or kept my talent idle,

though a small one ; but as occasion presented have endeavoured to

improve the same for the common good, especially concerning the point

of persecution, church discipline and maintenance, oftener than any one

I know, though namelesse to public view ; not so much for safety of my

^ Gangraena (1646), pt. i. p. 96.
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person, which yet could not escape, as for not prejudicatmg such arguments

as I then brought, which the greatest part of people, who in those

times of Tyranny that begets ignorance, were apt to look upon the very

best with an over biassed understanding, which were produced by anybody

not authorised by a call ; much like that esteemed parochiall, prelaticall,

or even papall, from whence it will be found to derive its pedigree, its

original!.

Eobinson then goes on to say that the controversy concerning

freedom of conscience is now over, and it is time to consider * the

securing of the nation as concerning civil immunities,' and ' things

conducing to the plenty and happiness thereof.' After ' above a

seven years' apprenticeship against persecution for conscience sake,

I presume we have not only cleared it up, but gained that liberty

never hereafter to be endangered.'

Of the pamphlets written by Robinson during that struggle one

only bears his name, viz. 'Some few Considerations propounded

as so many scruples by Mr. Henry Robinson in a letter to Mr. John

Dury upon his Epistolary Discourse,' 1646 (British Museum, E. 345,

1, dated by Thomason 18 July 1646). Three others are attributed

by William Prynne to Robinson, and internal evidence confirms the

attribution.

(1)
* An Answer to Mr. William Prynne's twelve questions concern-

ing church government : At the end whereof are mentioned severall

grosse absurdities and dangerous consequences of highest nature

which do necessarily follow the tenets of presbyteriall, or any other

beside perfect Independent government. Together with certain

Queries.' No place or date of publication is given, but the date is

evidently 1644.

(2)
* " The falsehood of Mr. William Prynne's Truth Triumph-

ing in the Antiquity of Popish Princes and Parliaments : to which he

attributes a sole soveraign legislative coercive power in matters of

religion. With Twelve Queries, eight whereof visit Master Prynne

a second time because they could not be satisfied at the first."

Printed in London, 1645.'

Prynne also attributes to Robinson a third answer, entitled

' The Pretences of Master William Prynne,' &c., which I have not

seen. From the two former pamphlets he quotes at great length

in his ' Fresh Discovery of some prodigious new wandering-blazing

stars and firebrands stiling themselves new lights,' 1645 (pp. 4, 6,

8, 26, 28, 38-40, 42). The resemblance of the arguments used by
Robinson in these two pamphlets to those employed in the tract

called * Liberty of Conscience ' is sometimes very striking, and the

similarity in tone is equally remarkable. One passage in which
Robinson, to Prynne's great indignation, asserts that he finds in

Laud's diary * eminent signs of a moral, noble, pious mind, accord-

ing to such weak principles as he had been bred up in,' shows an
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independence of judgment of which scarcely any other puritan

l^amphletcer was capable (quoted at p. 39 of Prynne's * Fresh

Discovery ').

In the course of Prynne's answer he incidentally describes

Kobinson as a merchant by profession who * hath maintained a

private printing press and sent for printers from Amsterdam,
wherewith he hath printed most of the late scandalous libellous

books against the Parliament ' (p. 9). There can be httle doubt that
* Liberty of Conscience ' was produced at some such private press.

It bears no printer's name, is very badly printed, and contains an
unusually large number of errata. Prynne goes on to aitribute to

Piobinson the composition of a number of extremely scurrilous

pamphlets against the Westminster assembly, viz. ' The Arraign-

ment of the Persecution,' ' A sacred decretall of Sir Simon Synod,'
' Martin's Echo,' and others. These were perhaps printed at the

same press, but they are certainly not by Kobinson. They do not

resemble either in style or thought his acknowledged or unac-

knowledged pamphlets. Their author, who called himself ' Martin
Mar-Prelate, junior,' was Eichard Overton, and they were subse-

quently owned by him.

The method in which the author of * Liberty of Conscience
'

treats ecclesiastical and theological questions shows that he was
not a professed theologian, and that tract also contains a passage

which seems to prove that the author was a merchant who had spent

some portion of his life in the catholic countries of the continent.

On the whole the attribution of this remarkable tract to Kobinson

is supported by sufficient external and internal evidence to be

safely accepted.

C. H. Firth.
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Reviews of Books

Aus orientalischen Chronihen. Von Albeecht Wirth. (Frankfurt

a. M. : in Commission bei Moritz Diesterweg. 1894.)

This work consists of two main divisions. In the first (which, though in

form merely introductory to the second, is the most useful part of the

book) the author begins with some general remarks on the historical

compositions of the Egyptians and the Assyrians, the Jews and the

Greeks, the last of which he divides into pragmatical works, like those of

Thukydides and Polybios, works by followers of Herodotos (to which

class he refers Ephoros, Theopompos, and Timagenes), and local histories

like the 'AtQiceq (with which he classes Greek histories of various oriental

countries—Persika, Lydiaka, &c.—wrongly, in our opinion, since such works

have at least as much in common with the second class and might well

form one of their own). He next proceeds to deal with those writers after

the time of Alexander who endeavoured to determine accurately the dates

of the chief events of Greek history and to establish synchronisms with

that of oriental nations. This was first attempted systematically by

Eratosthenes and his continuator, Apollodoros, who chiefly used Egyptian

materials. A further improvement was introduced by the astronomer

Ptolemy, an Alexandrian Greek, who employed the astronomical records

of the Babylonian priests in the earlier part of his ' Canon of Kings,' a work

whose importance for oriental history is out of all proportion to its small

size. About the end of the second century after Christ the study of

chronography underwent a remarkable development, it was then taken

up by two Christian writers, Hippolytus of Portus and the Syrian Greek

Julius Africanus, who undertook the task of reconciling Greek and espe-

cially Greco-oriental chronology with that of the Bible. In the fourth

century Eusebios composed another chronicle on the same lines as that

of Africanus, but differing materially in details ; thus Eusebios placed the

creation B.C. 5199, Africanus B.C. 5500, and the former placed the date of

the Babylonian captivity forty-two years later than his predecessor had.

None of these early chronicles are extant in their original form. That

of Africanus is known to us by the quotations of Synkellos ; that of Eusebios

is preserved in a partial Latin version by St. Jerome, a more complete

Armenian one, and in Greek quotations by Synkellos and others. Dr.

Wirth next gives a short account of the various schools of chronographers.

Those of western Europe generally followed St. Jerome's version of

Eusebios, the Irish, Welsh, German, and Scandinavian writers fittiner
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their national legends into the 'general scheme as best they could. The
later Byzantine Greek chroniclers follow either Africanus or Eusebios, or

occasionally, as in the case of Synkellos (whose ' Chronographia ' in spite

of its many defects, is one of the most valuable Byzantine works extant,

in consequence of the numerous extracts from lost authors which it con-

tains), give the views of both. Amongst the latest works of this class are

the metrical chronicles of Dorotheos of Monembasia and Melaxos, who
lived about the beginning of the sixteenth century. The Armenian,

Slavonic, Syriac, and Christian Arabic chroniclers generally follow

Eusebios, but for the earlier period they, especially the Armenians, often

preserve national legends and local traditions of considerable value, while

in the later period the Armenian and Syriac writers give important details

of the wars between Rome and Persia. Their statements respecting the

West on the other hand are often only calculated to excite our amusement.

The Syrian Greek Malalas and a few others are more or less independent

of Eusebios, and though generally deserving of very little credit sometimes

preserve local traditions, such as are found in the vernacular chronicles.

The Mahometan historians, hampered by the monstrous genealogies of the

Koran, are of little value for anything before the time of the Sassanidse.

The remainder of Dr. Wirth's introduction, entitled * Zur Chronologic,' is

taken up with a general discussion of the systems adopted by the

Greeks before Africanus, by the Christian chronographers, and by the

Mahometans.

The second portion of the book contains (1) the text, with copious

notes and parallel passages, of a Greek chronicle from the creation to the

time of John Komnenos, with the title of 'Ek-X^y;) laroptoj)', which seems

hardly worthy of the attention devoted to it by the editor
; (2) a useful

abstract in German of the chief Syriac, Christian Arabic, Armenian,

Slavonic, Mahometan, and Samaritan chronicles, written between the fourth

century a.d. and the end of the Middle Ages, with references to the best

editions or European translations. The chief value of these, as of all the

Christian chronographical works, lies in the names, facts, legends, and

extracts from older writers which they embody ; the dates given and many
of the synchronisms are of no value in themselves, being due to an artificial

system or systems ; we must, in fact, take the history as exhibited in them

to pieces, and put it together again by the help of information derived

from extraneous sources, or mere probability.

The last 130 pages of Dr. Wirth's book form a sort of appendix, the

most important item in which is the text of a Greek treatise found in a

very corrupt form in several manuscripts, which professes to be an account

by Anastasios, patriarch of Theoupolis (Antioch), ' who alone of the

Eomans was present,' of a disputation held at the court of the Sassanid^,

'BaaiXEvovrog 'AppevuTov tT]q Hepcrawyc xiopac, between the Christians,

' Greeks ' {i.e. heathen), and Jews. A dispute having arisen as to the

truth of the accounts of the nativity of Christ given respectively by the

heathen historian Dionysaras and Philip, a contemporary of St. John

Chrysostom, the king summoned ' all the bishops of the country, being

more than a hundred, and the archimandrites ' and the rabbis of the Jews

to discuss the question. The disputation takes place under the presidency

of Aphroditianos, the king's «px'iu"yfti00f , whose wisdom is universally ad-
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mitted. Aphroditianos, though a ' Greek,' decidedly favours the Christians,

and relates a curious legend respecting the sending of the magi to Pales-

tine by the king of Persia at the time of the nativity in consequence of

certain prodigies. On the second day of the conference Horikatos, one of

the king's soothsayers, challenges the Christians to the ordeal of fire. He

and a Christian bishop accordingly enter the furnace ; the bishop is un-

hurt, but Horikatos only escapes death by being dragged out by the

Christians. Finally the Jewish ;^disputants are worsted
; they are con-

sequently excommunicated by their co-religionists and then become

Christians. Even if Dr. Wirth is right in supposing that this dialogue

rests on no historical foundation it is valuable as being evidently the work

of one well acquainted with the internal condition of the Persian empire at

the time,^ of which we know so little. The elaborate honorific formulas

used by and appHed to the king and his officers agree well with what we

find in the inscriptions of the Sassanidse. The king and Aphroditianos,

though convinced heathens, are represented as tolerant and well-disposed

to the Christians^ Aphroditianos addresses the bishops in terms of

respect ; the anxiety he expresses that persons of various religions should

live at peace with each other is a curiously modern feature. Even the

strange legend told by him may be really a part of the eclectic mass of

traditions circulated by the various semi-Christian sects—Manicha3ans,

Mazdakites, Sabians—then existing in the Persian empire. With the

dialogue itself the editor compares those between Mani and Archelaos,

bishop of Kashkar, and between bishop Grigentios and the Jews in

Arabia.

A folding plate at the end exhibits a sort of genealogical tree of the

various chroniclers, indicating at a glance the sources followed by each.

The book is legibly printed on good paper, but is disfigured by several

gross typographical errors. John E. Gilmoee.

Studi di Storia antica. Pubblicati da Giulio Beloch. Fascicolo II.

(Rome : Loescher. 1893.)

This is an interesting little volume. It seems that Professor Beloch
trains his advanced pupils to study particular periods of history on
scientific methods, and then publishes year by year the best results of

their work. His name is, of course, a guarantee that no really bad work
will be included, and what we have here, so far from being bad, is of a

very honest and useful kind; and we may heartily congratulate the

professor on such good evidence of the excellence of his teaching. He
appears to concentrate the attention of his pupils as far as possible on
a single period each year—in some ways, no doubt, a good plan, for

they probably work to some extent together, and learn the arts of

division and also of contribution of labour. The period selected last

year calls for much more attention than it has recently received,

especially in England. We have first a set of studies by G. de Sanctis
on Athenian history for some sixty years after the Lamianwar. Chapters

' The anterior limit of age is fixed by the allusions to Kobades, a.d. 518 ; it is alluded
to by a writer of the ninth century.
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are devoted to Phocion, Demetrius of Phalerum, Demetrius Poliorcetes,

and Antigonus Gonatas, and an appendix is added which will be useful

to all who work at the period, as it contains a painstaking attempt to

clear up some of the chronological difficulties. We might have wished

for more than eight pages on so interesting a personage as Demetrius

Phalereus ; but it must be allowed that in these eight pages is included

almost all that we certainly know about him, and to speculate on the

relation of his Athenian constitution to the political ideal of Aristotle was
no doubt beyond the scope of this publication. The second essay, by
R. Corsetti, S.J., is on a subject of great interest, viz. the average price

of grain in classical antiquity. In twenty pages we do not expect to find

a complete exposition, but what there is is clear and useful, and tends to

the conclusion that prices in Greece rose steadily from the time of Solon

to the end of the fourth century, when they reached their highest point.

In the later periods the question is still very obscure. In this- essay, as

in the others, there is no padding and no confusion ; both in matter and
manner they are decidedly superior to other recent Italian attempts to

deal with classical subjects. The 'Quellen,' down to the latest-found

inscription, are handled with precision, and with much greater lucidity of

arrangement and expression than is common among young scholars north

of the Alps. There are two other essays—one by Cesare Salvetti on the.

extent of the ^tolian league at different times between 431 and 168 B.C.,:

and the other by Filippo Arci on the Peloponnese at the time of the

Social War. An interesting point in the former is the relation of the league

to Delphi, of which hardly anything was known before the publication of

the Wescher-Foucart collection of inscriptions. After the year 191 B.C.

the name of the ^tolian strategus disappears from the inscriptions

relative to manumission of slaves by Delphian citizens ; hence Corsetti

infers that Delphi ceased to belong to the league at this time, and became

a liherum oppidum, as it appears in Pliny, * N. H.' iv. 7. The last essay

is a useful bit of work, and is illustrated by two rough but telling maps,

drawn by Signor Arci himself. W. Warde Fowler.

Social England, Edited by H. D. Traill, D.C.L. Vol. I. (London

:

Cassell & Co. 1893.)

The ' Social History of England ' is a book written by various authors

and is of varying quality. It is edited, or, as it would be safer to say, not

edited, by Dr. Traill, who for his part has contributed an introduction of

some forty pages, in which he tells us what we may expect and what we
may not expect to find in the remaining parts of the work ; though even

Dr. Traill does not prepare us for all that we find in the pages of the

volume he introduces to our notice. It is unfortunate that the part

under review deals with a period with which it is plain that the editor

has a very limited acquaintance. An editor's duty most assuredly

consists in the selection of competent contributors ; and here it must be

admitted that, in many cases. Dr. Traill has done well. But it would

be idle to pretend that the editorial function ends here ; for the editor

should also have a sufficient acquaintance with all the branches of his

subject to enable him to detect gross errors on the part of his con-

YOL. IX.—NO. XXXYI. 3 X
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tributors ; and dissatisfaction deepens into indignation when we find

signs of such palpable carelessness— if it be not worse than careless-

ness—as the citation of Richard of Cirencester for an authority on

Roman Britain and Flodoard as an authority on the Anglo-Norman

fleet.

With these words of criticism I will enter on the far pleasanter ofBce

of praising what is good, and will leave each reader to find out for

himself the points on which it would be possible or legitimate to question

the theory or the knowledge of individual writers. It is unnecessary to

praise Professor Maitland's account of English law under Norman rule.

The editor has allowed him somewhat larger space than he has allowed

to others of his colleagues ; but this indulgence has been well justified

both by the importance of the subject, the variegated nature of the the

me, and, above all else, the admirable way in which the writer has

manipulated his material. The only complaint that a layman has to

make against Professor Maitland's work is that it might well have been

half as long again ; to borrow his own words, he might with advantage

in more than one place have * descended into detail.' And possibly he

] night also have said a few words to show that, at all events in financial

matters, our northern island could lend as well as borrow ; and if she

owed much to the lawyers of northern Italy could repay the debt in

aome degree at least by lending her administrators to the great island of

the south.

Few sections of the book are better put together, so far as interest

•^nd method go, than Dr. Frank Heath's Anglo-Norman ' Literature and

Language.' What, however, this writer means by saying that the

' Roman de Rou ' is written to the same measure as the ' Chanson de

Roland ' quite passes my comprehension. The * Chanson de Roland ' is

at least a homogeneous wcrk ; the so-called ' Roman de Rou ' is not ; for

in its traditional form it may be divided into three, if not four, distinct

sections. Those parts of Wace's poem which are most undoubtedly genuine

are octosyllabic rhymed couplets ; and other parts, of more questionable

authenticity, are in twelve-syllabled verses in centos, each based upon a

single rhyme. The ' Chanson de Roland,' on the other hand, is entirely

made up of ten-syllabled verses, where assonance takes the place of

rhyme. So far as form goes no two works could present greater contrasts.

I have marked one or two other points in Dr. Heath's pages that seem
to me ambiguous or misleading. But, apart from details, I do not

hesitate to call his contributions among the best in the volume.
From Dr. Heath's ' Literature and Language ' we naturally pass to

Mr. Poole's ' Learning and Science.' Mr. Poole's subject does not, perhaps,

lend itself to popular treatment so easily as that of Dr. Heath ; but it

would be hard to speak too highly of the skilful manner in which he has
condensed the essential parts of his topic into ten pages. I had marked
for quotation a few hnes on ' Nominalism and Realism ' which seem to me
admirable in form as they are true in substance ; but exigencies of space
forbid me to copy them out. It is noteworthy that Mr. Poole speaks of

John of SaUsbury in terms which seem to imply that he was by far the
most learned man of his century. He draws attention to the great
number of authors that he quotes. As to this point, however, Mr. Poolo
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does not directly claim that Jolm of Salisbury had read aZZ the Latin poets

he quotes from. Dr. Stubbs long ago, with his instinct for the probabili-

ties of things and his knowledge of the meagreness of most medieval

libraries, suggested that the quotations of medieval writers were possibly,

for the most part, drawn from centos or ' elegant extracts,' rather than from

the poets themselves. And I myself have noticed more than one twelfth-

century manuscript whose pages are full of isolated lines or passages

—

proverbia—from those very writers to whom Mr. Poole alludes. It would

be a real gain to our medieval scholarship if some one would print one

or two of the collections of ^provcrhia that abound in the twelfth-century

French MSS. In any case there is a suspicious ' identity ' in many
of the quotations that are found most frequently in twelfth-century

writers.

Space forbids me to touch upon Mr. Hughes's sections on * Art and

Architecture.' Possibly opinions may vary as to the ' inevitability ' of one

or two of his conclusions. Mr. York Powell is, if possible, too minute

in detail when dealing with the coming of the English ; and I fear that

if he is right as to the large survival of the Brito-Eoman element even in

eastern England Mr. A. L. Smith can hardly be correct in saying that

the fifth-century invaders * transformed the romanised and Christian

country into a veritable Engle-land.' But the question is one on which a

difference of opinion is to be expected. Mr. Hutton deals with the twelfth-

century church, and he is well known to have made a special study of

the age of Becket. One wonders, however, to read that Gilbert of

Sempringham was a Lincolnshire ' knight.' I can hardly speak so

favourably of Mr. Laird Clowes's sections on the navy ; but he is certainly

'justified in some of his remarks that are opposed to popular misconcep-

tion.' It is in details that he sometimes seems to outrun contemporary

evidence, so far as it is known to me ; and I am doubtful as to the correct-

ness of the deduction that the vessels of King William's fleet * appear

to have been always carefully painted, generally with horizontal strijjes

of different colours.' On the same sort of evidence we might say that

the Norman horses had one leg blue and another red, and the English

trees party-coloured barks of pink and blue and yellow. It is far more

likely, as Mr. Clowes admits, that in such matters ' the needlework

disdains accuracy,' as does our author himself when he writes of the

Christian fleet arriving at Joppa in 1107 during the siege of Jerusalem.

In reading Mr. Oman's sections on military warfare one has the

comfortable feeling that a specialist is dealing v/ith a subject lie

thoroughly understands. Personally I wish that he had been a little

more definite on the question of the equipment of the 'house carls.'

Were these latter invariably or for the most part clad in armour and

furnished with the two-handed axe ? If so, how is it that the so-called

* house carls ' of the Bayeux tapestry have not this weapon in the

majority of cases while the two-handed axe-men, generally speaking, have

no armour ?

On the whole there can be no question that there is distinctly room
for a work of this kind on the social history of England. Dr. Traill's

auxiliaries have done very excellent v\^ork, and some of their contri-

butions are all that could be desired, On the other hand there is a

3a3
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certain disadvantage in consulting a book written by so many authors,

each taking his own view of his own subject and each adopting his own

method of treatment. One writer seems to sacrifice detail to general

effect ; and a critic naturally is tempted to think his contribution flimsy,

though, as a matter of fact, much more thought and reading may have

gone to its making than to that of its neighbour, which seems by com-

parison to bristle with facts. On the other hand a section, abounding in

detail, may seem lacking in breadth of treatment simply because of its

juxtaposition with another section which lends itself better to generaUsa-

tion. Owing to these and similar causes Dr. Traill's first volume cannot

be called an unequivocal success ; but it is so far successful as to warrant

a belief that later volumes will improve on the very high standard of the

best articles in the one before us, though, of course, no amount of

editorial care can do away with all the disadvantages incidental to a work

written by so many hands and on subjects that so often dovetail into one

another. I would express one wish before closing this notice. Will not

the publishers consider the advisability of issuing an illustrated edition ?

Surely of all sorts of history * social history ' lends itself most readily to

illustration, and both the utihty and the attractiveness of the work before

us would be greatly increased by a free use of the manuscript treasures

of our great libraries, and I may add by the judicious use of the camera to

aid in reproducing the prehistoric and historic remains of medieval and

of later dwellings. T. A. Aechek.

In the following paragraphs I have briefly to notice one section of the

book which seems to demand separate review. The chapter on * England

before the English ' forms about one quarter of the volume before me, and

contains eight articles by six contributors dealing with the civil and

military organisation, the social life and religion, the art, trade, and

industry of Celtic and still more of Eoman Britain. These articles, like

the rest of the work, are intended to give a popular but accurate and

scholarly account of the subjects treated in them, and it is unfortunately

necessary to point out that the intention is not carried out and that the

treatment is, in general, not accurate or scholarly. The merits of the

articles differ : the pages due to Mr. F. T. Eichards of course contain

competent work, but the general result is thoroughly unsatisfactory.

The subject of England before the English is naturally double, includ-

ing Celtic and Eoman Britain, but the latter receives the more space.

The former is treated with considerable vagueness ; there is much
rhetoric about the ancient Briton and many statements which seem to

lack evidence to support them, but the longer account of Eoman Britain

is the more definite in its errors. These, indeed, are such as to arouse
the most careless reader. The provinces, cities, and roads of Eichard of

Cirencester are quoted three or four times, as if they were demonstrable
facts, instead of being demonstrable forgeries. Great earthworks like

Bokerly and Wansdyke are complacently set down as pre-Eoman (pp. 51,

99), though the researches of General Pitt Elvers have shown that they
are certainly not earher than the later Eoman occupation, and are in all

probabihty entirely post-Eoman. The date of the Claudian invasion is

given in four places, and in three of the four it is given wrongly. Camu-
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lodunum is said to have become a colonia after the Boadicean rising

(p. 101) ; Tacitus, it seems, and all iAie Romans were quite in error as to

the date. The eastern god Juppiter Dolichenus (misspelt Dolichemus) is

transferred to the Celtic theogony (p. 74). The article on * Warfare ' is

peculiarly full of such errors, some of which are almost past credibility.

We hear that Watling Street and the other great road were British inter-

tribal roads (p. 49) ; the writer might as well have quoted the ' Poly-

chronicon ' in full and told us they were constructed by Belinus, son of

Molmutius. The Roman army is misdescribed beyond recognition. The
names and numbers of the legions are inextricably confused. For the

garrison of Chester we have the 10th Victoria Victrix and the 20th

Valeria Victrix (p. 61), when in reality there was only the 20th Valeria

Victrix. The inscriptions of auxiliaries are cited as legionary monuments,
which is much as if one should nowadays ascribe a Sikh regiment to

Somerset. When the frontier defences between Tyne and Solway are

mentioned, we read that there were 23 towns on * the Wall of Severua

between Bowness and Wallsend ' (p. 55), in a land (be it remembered) in

which our evidence provides us only with two possible towns, neither on
the wall. Further on we are told of 218 stations * known ' in Britain,

two being mimici;pia and nine being coloniae (p. 62), and for this again there

is no shadow of support.

These errors in detail, and otherswhich could easilybe added, are serious

;

most of them are such as to cause in the reader's mind a total misconcep-

tion of what Roman Britain was, and corresponding to them we have the

melancholy but inevitable spectacle of a number of general statements

which are equally misleading. It is impossible to deal fully with these

statements without writing a treatise on Roman Britain, but it is necessary

to indicate their extent and character. I have already alluded to funda-

mental errors in the accounts of the civil and military institutions, and it

is hardly needful to add that these institutions constitute the most import-

ant aspects of Roman Britain. To the student of Roman Britain as a

Roman province it is all-important to realise the military character of the

occupation. In the book before me neither troops nor fortresses nor roads

are described with any accuracy, and the importance of these things for the

history of the province is in no sense adequately stated. To the student

of Roman Britain as the chronological antecedent of Saxon England it is

all-important to know the extent of the romanisation, the spread of Roman
town life in municipia and coloniae, with such accompanying features as

collegia, the use of such Roman institutions as the colonate or the Roman
system of agriculture. In the book before me the statements about

munici'pia and coloniae are various, contradictory, and largely wrong ; the

questions of the colonate and agriculture are left practically untouched.

In a subsequent section Mr. York Powell says that the Saxon three-field

system is of Roman origin ; our writers on Roman Britain might have told

us something about such things. Instead they show inability even to

estimate the evidence they do adduce ; they overrate the richness and

significance of the mosaics and say that Roman inscriptions are compara-

tively common in Britain. Other subjects, trade or rehgion, fare little

better, though the scholarly sketch of trade, by Mr. F. T. Richards, is incom-

plete rather than erroneous. In the description of religion we have a
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variety of serious omissions and errors. Mithras is mixed up with the

Druids. No attempt is made to bring out the distinctive features of

Roman British worship. The deae matres, dismissed in a few lines, are

actually ascribed to Italy and Africa. The real influence of the army on

the matter is all but ignored. Christianity comes off as badly ; the

Silchester church is not even mentioned.

Under these circumstances further criticism may seem idle, but I

should like in conclusion to protest against the general attitude of Dr.

Traill and his contributors towards Roman Britain. They tell us, of

course, that the Roman occupation of the island left its inhabitants un-

warlike and enervated, though as a fact they resisted the barbarian

longer than the provincials in the rest of the empire. Having repeated

this common error, the result of Gildas's rhetoric, they proceed to magnify

the Celts. The Roman occupation, they tell us, was an episode, a

mere interval of arrested growth. Dr. Traill gives the tone :
' Dim with

the dust of centuries, yet still distinctly visible in dialect and tradition, in

boundary lines of shire and diocese, and in the strange survivals of pre-

historic feud, the tribal divisions of Celtic England can still be traced.'

No one knows exactly the tribal divisions of Celtic England, and the

boundaries of the English dioceses have varied a good deal, but the state-

ment may pass as a bit of poetry. Unfortunately it is copied by Dr.

Traill's contributors, whose Celtic patriotism would delight the heart of

Morien. This is, of course, the new method of explaining the gulf between

Roman Britain and Saxon England. That gulf is no longer ascribed to

the fury of the Saxon conquest, but to the departure of the Romans : they

vanished, we are told, without a trace, leaving an uninfluenced Celtic

element to resume its interrupted supremacy. This view may flatter the

Celtic patriot, but it is not therefore true. It is more probable that

Roman influences largely conditioned the Britain which the Romans left

and the Saxons found ; it is probable, too, that some things Roman sur-

vived even the Saxon conquest. The kind and quantity of such survivals

varied ; they were more marked, perhaps, in agriculture than in matters of

town life, of law, or of civic institutions, and they were more marked in

certain districts than elsewhere. Our knowledge is too small to allow of

a certain verdict, but it may, at the present time, be permitted to suppose
that while there were both Celtic and Roman survivals in a predominantly
English England, the Roman or romanised elements were not the least

extensive or important. F. Haverfield.

The Early Collection of Canons Jcnoiun as the ' Uihernensis: Two un-
unfinished papers. By the late Heney Beadshaw, Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge, and University Librarian. (Cambridge : Univer-
sity Press. 1893.)

Few subjects involve the inquirer in more confusion than the attempt
to thread the mazes of the various forms of the early canon law of the
western church. If a certain amount of rough agreement reigned as to
the material—the Greek councils and the papal decretals (to which were
very usually added a collection of African canons), combined with the local
synods of each country—there was none, at least until the despatch of the
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revised Dionysian collection to Charles the Great by Pope Hadrian in

A.D. 774, as to the version of the translated matter or as to the arrange-

ment or completeness of the whole. A new complication arose in the

tendency, which began to be prevalent from the opening of the eighth cen-

tury, to substitute for a chronological and historical series of councils and
epistles an arrangement by subject matter which grouped under the same
heading all canons bearing on the same point. For obviously the value of

the collection of canon law depended on its easy application to the affairs

of the day ; obviously, too, such application was not easy if the whole
catena of authorities had to be looked through to find decisions applicable

to the particular case at issue. Thus it came about that these * systematic

collections ' multiplied in turn and threatened to be even more numerous
than the simpler collections out of which they were put together, until they

too in time were superseded by the final digest of the whole corpus of

ancient canon law into the * Decretum ' of Gratian. But between Gratian

and the beginnings of the ' systematic arrangement ' some four centuries

had elapsed. Nowhere is the history of early canon law obscurer than in

our own islands, whose geographical position tended to separate them then,

as since, from the main currents of influence which dominated the rest of

the western church. Archbishop Theodore quoted from a book of canons

at the council of Hertford in a.d. 673, and the proceedings are faithfully

reported by Bede ; but the ordinary view that the collection used was that of

Dionysius, if it cannot be disproved, can scarcely be proved from any real

resemblance in the quotations to the Dionysian version. Not long after

Theodore, however, at the end of the seventh or beginning of the next

century, one of the earliest known systematic collections was put together

on Celtic ground, and is known, from the Irish authorities quoted side by

side with the foreign, as the * Hibernensis.' When Professor Maassen, in

his History of the sources of western canon law, described die irische

Sammlung, he was acquainted with only five manuscripts. Dr. Wassersch-

leben not only added another half dozen to the list, but published

the editio princeps of the text in 1874. Between that year and 1885,

when a second edition was in preparation, the ' Hibernensis ' and its his-

tory had attracted no small share of the attention of one of the greatest

of modern scholars, the late Henry Bradshaw, whose fragmentary con-

tribution to its literature has been made public with all the advantage

that careful and reverent editing, apart from the master hand of the

writer, can bestow.

This pamphlet, which now lies before us, is singularly characteristic

of* Mr. Bradshaw's work, both in its excellences and its defects. It shows

all his power of patient and successful interrogation of documents, and at

the same time all his inability to bring his toil to completion. With

him, more than with most men, the best was the enemy of the good, and

perhaps even in the two papers now published it is not so much the

actual result attained as the stimulus given by insight into a real scholar's

methods which gives them their greatest value. The first and longer is

cast in the form of a letter to Dr. Wasserschleben. The question how to

account for the wide diffusion on the continent of a collection which

apparently originated in Ireland somewhere about a.d. 700 was answered

by the German editor simply with a reference to the spread of Irish
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missionaries and Irish influence up the Rhineland. To Mr. Bradshaw

the problem seemed a less simple one. He found, for instance, that two

recensions of the work existed, that not only one of the manuscripts of

this second recension but a large group of manuscripts of the first connect

themselves directly with Brittany by the occurrence of Breton, not Irish,

glosses ; and this being so, he considered it probable that the remaining

manuscripts—among which is the oldest of all, written at the orders

of Alberic, bishop of Cambrai a.d. 763-790—owe their origin to a

movement which spread rather from Brittany, where we know the

* Hibernensis ' to have circulated, than by any other hypothetical channel.

In asserting the connexion of Brittany with the history of the ' Hiber-

nensis ' Mr. Bradshaw did not necessarily deny its Irish origin, which,

indeed, more than once he seems inclined to affirm (pp. 7, 14). At a

later point, however, he throws out the conjecture that Cummeanus, the

author of an apparently Breton penitential, was author also of the col-

lection of the ' Hibernensis ' itself.

The second paper bears the heading, * Notes on the Two Manuscripts at

Chartres and Tours containing the " Hibernensis," ' and was written a few

months later than the first, after the appearance of Dr. Wasserschleben's

second edition. It is even more incomplete, for the discussion of the

Chartres MS. is apparently not concluded, and the Tours MS. is (apart

from a paragraph on p. 42) never reached at all. But the account of the

former manuscript is a model of exhaustive detail, and an admirable

specimen of the thoroughness of Mr. Bradshaw's work. Every number

of which the manuscript (it came from the library of the chapter of

Chartres) bears traces is faithfully recorded, and a sort of skeleton of its

history is drawn out. The title on the first page (in a hand of the eleventh

or twelfth century) runs, * Exceeptum de Canonibus ;
' and Mr. Bradshaw

writes, ' An early inventory of the library, if in existence, would be of

material assistance, as the entry would almost certainly be identical in

terms with what is found written at the head of the volume.' Now the

part of the ' Catalogue General des Manuscrits des Bibliotheques Pub-

liques de France ' dealing with the Chartres MSS. (' Departements,' t. xi.)

was not published till 1889, four years after the date of Mr. Bradshaw's

notes, but it contains a sixteenth-century catalogue of the chapter library

(unfortunately there seems to be nothing earlier), in which occurs an
entry—'31. Excerptum de canonibus, 8o.'—that exactly bears out his pro-

gnostication. We might call attention to many other admirable bits of work.

See, e.g., on p. 21 the proof that the Cambrai MS. itself, neither a muti-

lated book nor written by an Irish scribe, was copied from one which was
mutilated and which had been in Irish hands ; on p. 27 the sketch, sug-

gested by the great Paris MS., of the accretion of piece to piece of canon
law material until the numerous little volumes get incorporated into a
single large one, a complete Coijms luris ; and, lastly, on p. 35, the outline

of the process of history by which manuscripts, e.g. of the ' Hibernensis,'

found their way in the twelfth century from the homes of the decaying
learning of Brittany out into the greater world of France and England,
to the flourishing hbraries of Fleury, Fecamp, or Corbie, Canterbury or
Glastonbury, just as these Benedictine monasteries yielded up their trea-

sures in turn to the national or university libraries of their country or
the municipal libraries of their neighbourhood. C. H. Tuenek.
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Nennius Vindicatus : ilhcr EntsteJmng, Geschichte tend Quellen der

' HistoriaBrittonurn.' Von Heineich Zimmer. (Berlin: Weidmann.

1893.)

In this volume Professor Zimmer, if he has not definitely closed, has

certainly marked a decisive period in the history of a long-standing con-

troversy. The incongruities and contradictions contained in the ' Historia

Britonum ' are indeed too palpable to escape any but the most uncritical,

and Leland, happily depending—unlike Bale—on his own observation

instead of upon legends, sagaciously marked their significance. The work

did not pass unobserved by seventeenth- century scholars like Archbishop

Ussher, and it was printed by Gale in his ' Scriptores Quindecim ' in

1691, as well as by the notorious Charles Bertram some sixty years later.

The true starting-point of modern criticism is, however, the edition of

Gunn, who in 1819 made public the text of the ancient Vatican manu-
script, which seemed to favour the ascription of the authorship to one

Mark the Hermit. Nineteen years later the ' Historia Britonum ' was

edited for the English Historical Society by the Eev. Joseph Stevenson,

in a volume which still affords the best available text. Father Stevenson

was the first critic to consider carefully the difficult questions of date,

authorship, and authenticity. In the light of the information then avail-

able he arrived at the not unnatural conclusions that the true author

was unknown, that the name of Nennius was probably unknown as an

historian before the twelfth century—for it occurred only in manuscripts

of that epoch—and that it was impossible to ascertain the original form

or extent of the work. The high-water mark of scepticism was reached

by Thomas Wright in his * Biographia Britannica Litteraria ' in 1842, and

in a paper reprinted from the Archaeologia (xxxii. 335-49) in ' Essays on

Archasological Subjects ' Wright unhesitatingly pronounces the ' Historia
'

an absolute forgery, written, as he would appear to think, after the

Norman Conquest, and not in Britain at all, but on the continent, perhaps

in Brittany. Such a circumstance would, no doubt, as Wright observed,

have had an important bearing on the history of the medieval romances
;

but the theory was destined to be rudely shattered. The publication in

April 1848 of an Irish version of the ' Historia ' afforded powerful evidence

not only that the work was of incular origin, but that it belonged at

least to the early eleventh century. The Irish text, which is ascribed to a

sennachy named Gilla Coemgin {d. 1072), was edited by Dr. J. H. Todd

;

the text was accompanied by a preface from the hand of the Hon.

Algernon Herbert. It is curious to observe how narrowly Herbert missed

anticipating some of the conclusions now put forward by Dr. Zimmer

;

but he failed, or perhaps we should say he had not the means, to estimate

rightly the value of the discovery. So he was inclined to favour the idea

of Mark's authorship, and whilst recognising that Nennius's claim to a

share in the work was well grounded relegated him to the inferior position

of the editor or transcriber of an edition which dated from 858. Later in

this same year 1848 the ' Monumenta Historica Britannica' appeared,

but not too soon for Sir T. D. Hardy to make reference to Herbert's preface

in his notes. Hardy's position in 1818 was substantially the same as

that given at a later date in the ' Catalogue of British History,' where the
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« Historia Britonum ' is described as ' the production of an anonymous

author, which some scribe, perhaps named Nennius, interpolated and

glossed for his friend Samuel, adding at the same time the earher [longer]

prologue.' Hardy, however, attributed to the ' Historia ' an antiquity

greater than that allowed by most other critics ; on the strength of a

reading in the Vatican MS.^ which seemed susceptible of an interpreta-

tion that the date of writing was 647 years after the Passion, or 674 a.d.,

he assigned the original edition of the ' Historia ' to this year. Other

editions Hardy fixes in 823 (the fourth year of Mermin), 858, 907, and 977.

Up to this point criticism had been chiefly directed against the claims of

Nennius to the authorship, but in 1851 Schoell, in his ' De Ecclesiasticae

Britonum Scotorumque Historiae Fontibus,' attacked the composition of the

work itself, rejecting not only such spurious adjuncts as the 'Versus

Nennii ' and ' Capitula,' but also both Prologues, the Genealogies, the

* Mirabiha,' * Civitates,' and even the ' Patricii Acta ' in §§ 50-5, noticing

that in the Vatican MS. the last comes at the very end of the work. Skene

in ' The Four Ancient Books of Wales,' while sceptical on some points,

was in the main more favourable than previous critics. He held that the

original work was written in Welsh in the seventh or eighth centuries,

that Mark was the editor of a Latin version in 823, when the legends of

Germanus and Patrick were added, and Nennius of one in 858, when they

were finally incorporated ; he, however, noticed the importance of Gilla

Coemgin's version as evidence for Nennius's share in the work, and attached

to the ' Historia ' an authority higher than had usually been assigned to it.

It should have been impossible to speak of Nennius as an invention of

the twelfth century after the publication of the Irish version. But never-

theless this theory was again advanced by M. A. de la Borderie in his

' L'Historia Britonum attribuee a Nennius ' (1883), which until the appear-

ance of Dr. Zimmer's work was the most elaborate and perhaps the most

generally accepted criticism that had appeared. By some curious fatality

M. de la Borderie entirely overlooked Gilla Coemgin and his version
;

so, whilst he censures those who place the ' Historia ' side by side with

Gildas and Bede as an historical authority of serious value, and assign

it a date in the seventh or eighth century, as misunderstanding its

true character and the definite results that criticism had attained, he
was himself blind to the existence of a document without reference to

which all criticism is futile. ' Every one,' M. de la Borderie says, * is

agreed that the author is unknown, and that Nennius is a fictitious

name no older than the latter part of the twelfth century.' He follows

Schoell in rejecting all but §§ 7-49, and possibly § 56, and in fixing

the original date of composition in 822. M. de la Borderie's treatise was
the subject of a review by M. Gaston Paris in Romania, xii. 367-71, in
which the latter writer identified—very improbably—the Mermin of § 16
with the second king of that name, and revived the notion that the
* Historia

' was of continental origin. The last of Dr. Zimmer's prede-
cessors was G. Heeger, in his treatise ' tJber die Trojanersage der Britten

'

(Munich, 1886), perhaps the most noticeable points of whose criticism

* Following the Eecord Office transcript and not Gunn's edition as given by
Stevenson, p. 49, n. 12.
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are that he fixed the compilation of the work in the early half of the

eleventh century, and marked § 10 as an interpolation, thus sweeping

away the ground on which the date of the original edition was fixed in

822 or 823. The general results of all this criticism had been on the

question of authorship to attach—as I think may now be asserted—

a

wholly fictitious importance to the claims of Mark and to minimise un-

duly those of Nennius, whilst with regard to the work itself the tendency

was to reduce the original kernel to a comparatively small compass, but,

in some quarters, to carry that kernel back to a far earlier date than was
claimed for it in the work itself. It is perhaps, however, not too much
to say that the conclusions of all the critics had so far been vitiated by pre-

conceived principles as to what was acceptable, or ignorance of evidence

Avhich was essential to the question in hand. Dr. Zimmer may claim to

have based his conclusions on a rigid analysis of the work itself, viewed in

the light of whatever external evidence may be brought to bear upon it.

Dr. Zimmer's first care is to examine the Irish version of Gilla Coemgin,

which supplies us Avith our most ancient material for estimating the value

and significance of the Latin work that has come down to us. Now this

Irish version not only includes the shorter preface (§ 3) in which Nennius

is named as the author, but interpolates in § 48 (p. 104 in Todd and

Herbert) definite ascription to him, Nennius dixit hoc ; on the question

of authorship, therefore, its evidence is decisive in favour of Nennius. In

the matter of the composition of the work the Irish version establishes in

the first place the claim of the ' Vita Patricii ' (§§ 50-5) to be regarded as

an integral part of the ' Historia ' in the copy used by Gilla Coemgin.

Those critics who rejected these sections did so on the supposed superior

authority of the Vatican MS. ; but a comparison with the Irish version

points to the revisions represented by the Cambridge and Harleian groups

of manuscripts ^ as being the more closely related to the original. The manu-
scripts of the Cambridge and Harleian groups have a greater affinity to one

another than to the Vatican, and the first-named group comes closest to

the original of the Irish version. The Cambridge MS., Ff. 1. 27, how-

ever, is of late date and has several characteristics which are peculiar to

itself and of clearly doubtfal authority viz. the longer preface, the * Com-
potus,' the * Capitula,' and the * Versus Nennii.' Other manuscripts of this

group, as Burney 310 and C. C. C. Cambridge 139 (G and K in Steven-

son), are free from these excrescences, and the former, which represents

an edition which, from a reference to Anaraut in § 5, can be dated in 910,

comes nearest to the original of the Irish. It is, however, unfortunate

that no really good Latin manuscript of the Cambridge group has survived :

all the extant manuscripts belonging to it have been influenced by manu-

scripts of the Harleian group. We are thus thrown back on the Irish

version as our best source of information on the true original. The copy

used by Gilla Coemgin must have represented an edition older than 910,

for it does not possess the notice which is the distinguishing feature of

2 The manuscripts fall into three groups, here referred to by their chief representa-

tives—Cambridge University Library, Ff. 1. 27; Harley, 3859; and Vatican, 1964. The
Vatican MS. gives Mark as the author ; the ascription to Nennius is confined to the

Cambridge, that to Gildas to the Harleian group.
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Burney 310. A further examination of the Irish version reveals a very

marked variation in the order of §§ 4-28. Striking as some of these

variations are it is, perhaps, of most importance to note that §§16 and

18 are altogether wanting. With § 16—as to which there are also con-

siderable variations in the Latin manuscripts—disappears the chief evidence

in favour of 822 (or 820) as the date of the original version. The evi-

dence of Gilla Coemgin's translation, therefore, points to Nennius as the

author of the ' Historia Britonum ' at some time anterior to 820. The

industry of Dr. Zimmer has discovered two further items of external

evidence bearing on the history of the work. The more important he

was unable to incorporate in his book, but has discussed in the Neues

Archiv der Gesellschaft filr alters deutsche Geschichtskunde (xix. 486-48),

where he shows reason to suppose that the * Historia Britonum ' was

known under the name of Nennius to Cormac mac Cuilennan (831-

908), king of Cashel and probable original author of the ' Saltair Caisil.*

The latter consists of a gloss in the Bodleian MB. Auct. F. 4-32 (sec.

ix.), where it is related how one Nemniuus invented certain forms of

letters ut vituperationem et liehetudinem deiecret gentis suae, an ex-

pression that shows a marked verbal coincidence wdth § 3 of the ' His-

toria.' It is not improbable that we have here an allusion to the author

of the ' Historia,' while the forms of the letters which Nemniuus devised

point to south-eastern Wales as his home.

We must now turn to the internal evidence in the work itself as

bearing on the date and locality of the author. In § 49 we have a

reference to Fernmael . . . qui regit modo in regionihus duahus Buelt

et Guorthigirniaun, filius Teudubir; Teudubir ijjse est rex Buelitae

regionis, filius Pascent. Of this Pascent we have a genealogy in * Y
Cymmrodor,' x. 110 from which, with other evidence, Fernmael's date

can be fixed between 785 and 815. In § 85 reference is made to Catell

Durnluc, king of Powys, whose death is given in the ' Annales Cambriae '

under the year 808. These references, which both occur in the part of

the ' Historia ' devoted to the legend of St. German, acquire a peculiar

significance if we regard them as showing a desire to glorify the reigning

princes of the writer's own neighbourhood. A further coincidence of date

is to be derived from the ^ Genealogies,' w^hich appear to have been

originally compiled about 685, in the form of a brief North British and

English history, but to have received some interpolations and additions

in the course of the eighth century. Amongst these latter must be

reckoned the genealogies of iEthelbald and Ecgfrith in § 60, which it is

not unreasonable to suppose were added by the writer who lived on the

borders of Mercia, in the region ruled by Fernmael and Catell, and who
may well have written at the very moment of the short reign of Ecgfrith

in 796. This author we may fairly identify with that Nennius who
before 808 addressed the letter which forms § 3 of the ' Historia ' to

Elbodug, the romanising bishop of Bangor. That Nennius wrote in

South Wales, in Brecknock or Radnor, is further confirmed by his insertion

in the ' Mirabilia '—which, hke the genealogies, is chiefly North British— of

two wonders in Buelt and Ercing, of the latter of which he says expressly

ego solus probavi. The notion that Nennius was a sympathiser with the

latinising movement in the Welsh church is one that had occurred to
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earlier critics, and it is in this that we must find the explanation of his

description of himself as disciimlus Elbodugi.

Wg may, therefore, sum up the history of the work as follows : The
Historia Britonum ' was originally written about the year 79G by

Nennius, a South Welsh adherent of the Latin communion. The work as

thus composed included substantially the whole of §§ 4-76.^ A few

years later, but before 809, Nennius prefixed the letter which now forms

§ 3, and sent it with a copy of his work to Elbodug. After Elbodug's

death, but before 820, a North Welsh copyist, who calls himself Samuel

the child of Beulan the priest, made an edition of the work under his

master's direction. That Samuel was not, as some critics have supposed,

identical with the original author is clear from his statements interpolated

in §§ 10 and 63 (in MSS. G and K ; see Stevenson, pp. 8 and 54) that he

had the volumen Britanniae before him, and from the fact that he was

an avowed copyist

—

ut scriptores ante m-e scripsisse. Since, moreover,

Samuel refers to Elbodug as sanctissimus episcoporum, it is only

reasonable to suppose that Samuel—unlike Nennius—wrote after

Elbodug's death, though he seems to have been personally acquainted

with him. By Beulan' s direction Samuel omitted the Genealogies, which,

though included by previous writers in the volumen Britanniae, seemed

useless to his master ; on the other hand he made certain interpolations,

some being personal to himself, but the chief having reference to the

wonders of Anglesey, of which island he was perhaps a native. It is

easy to see why in the North Welsh copies which followed Samuel's

version the preface addressed to Elbodug was retained, whilst in South

Wales, where there still lingered a feeling of jealousy for the Koman
usages of which Elbodug was the patron, it was rejected. It un-

fortunately happened that the South AVelsh copy, from which our extant

manuscripts descend, had suffered from a considerable derangement of

its earlier leaves ; hence comes the unsatisfactory order of sections 4-28,

which by the evidence of the Irish version has now been proved to be

erroneous. Three early editions of the ' Historia ' can be traced in South

Wales, which Dr. Zimmer dates in 820, 831, and 859. Of these the

manuscripts of the Harleian group represent the third, while the second

is ultimately represented by the Vatican MS., which, however, immedi-

ately depends on an English version made in 946, from a copy probably

obtained in the north during the wars of Edmund. Of Samuel's or the

North Welsh edition we have, as already observed, no copy that has not

been influenced by the South Welsh versions. Dr. Zimmer has made an

addition to the manuscripts previously known in the shape of a copy at

Chartres which contains §§ 4-37, and is apparently older than any other

extant manuscript ; it throws vahiable light on the difficult passage in

§ 81, Begnante Gratiano secundo Equantio, &c.

We have set forth the main conclusions propounded by Dr. Zimmer
as to the authorship and composition of the 'Historia Britonum,' but

this is very far from exhausting the interest of his work. Just as the

* Historia Britonum ' itself is more important for early British and Irish

^ Dr. Zimmer points out the appositeness with which the Genealogies follow ori

he reference to Ida at the close of § 50.
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mythology, whether sacred or profane, than as a dkect historical docu-

ment, so also Dr. Zimmer's ' Vindication ' is of interest for its inci-

dental treatment of various difficult points raised by the ' Historia/

There is no space here for more than a passing mention, but special

notice may be directed to his treatment of the legend of Lucius, which

has been further discussed in the Neues ArcJiiv der Gesellschaft fiir

altere deutsche Geschichtskunde, xix. 283-93, by Dr. Mommsen, wdio

there maintains the Eoman origin of the legend. Nor must I conclude

without calhng attention to Dr. Zimmer's detailed discussion of the

sources of the ' Historia,' in chapter xvi., and to his investigation of the

chronological difficulties presented by the ' Historia ;
' amongst these latter

may be mentioned his treatment of the expression Begnante Gratiano

secundo Equantio, &c., on pp. 200-6, and of the reasons which he

adduces (pp. 163-5) for fixing the fourth year of Mermin, and therefore

the first South Welsh redaction of the ' Historia,' in 820 instead of in

822 or 823, as has commonly been done.'^

C. L. KiNGSFOBD.

* Since writing this notice my attention has been directed to a review of Dr.

Zimmer's work by Dr. G. Heeger in the Guttingische gelehrte Anzeigcn for May 1894,

wherein exception is taken to some of the more important conclusions of the Nennius

Vindicatus. Dr. Heeger urges that the date of Gilla Coemgin's death in 1072 is a

matter of presumption, and that the ascription of the Irish version to Gilla Coemgin

is dubious, since it occurs only in the fifteenth-century Book of Hy Mane. The Irish

version itself Dr. Heeger characterises as ' not a translation, but a very free version of

the Latin Historia Britonum,'' and as ' worthless for a critical treatment of the Latin

Historia Britonum ; ' its date he fixes at the beginning of the twelfth century, or not

much earlier. But if the Lehor na Huidre was written before 1106 we have the fact

that a copy—not the original—of the Irish version dates from the very first years of

the twelfth century, and, as Herbert pointed out {Irish Version of Nenjiius, Introduc-

tion, p. 21), there is some reason to think that the Irish version as now extant is a

revision of a more ancient translation. In any case there is no inherent impro-

bability in carrying back the Irish version to the time of Gilla Coemgin, thirty-five

years before the date of the Lehor na Huidre. Moreover the Irish version, and an
extant manuscript of a part of it, are both older than any manuscript of the

Latin original, with the exception of the Chartres and possibly the Vatican MSS., and
a full century older than the Cambridge MS. Ff. 1. 27—the Harleian MS. is of the

early twelfth century. Ko doubt Dr. Heeger's objections to the ascription to Gilla

Coemgin have some force, and objections of a somewhat similar character might be
brought against the evidence connecting JSIcnnivs and the Historia Britonum with
Cormac mac Cuilennan. But the conclusions of the Nemiius Vindicatus do not rest

solely on the support to be derived from the names of Gilla Coemgin and Cormac
mac Cuilennan, nor even upon the evidence of the Irish version. In the first place
we have the coincidence of a variety of small points that indicate the close of the eighth
century and south-eastern Wales as the time and place of the composition of the
Historia Britonum. Secondly, we have the inherent improbability that the ascription
to Nennius, an otherwise unknown person, should be an entire invention. For the
omission of Nennius's name in all copies but those of the North Welsh recension
Dr. Zimmer has suggested an explanation that is at least plausible ; for the existence
of a British scholar of that name about the close of the eighth century he has adduced
some slight independent evidence. To my mind the conclusions of the Nennius
Vindicatus form a logical theory, which, if open to objection on one point ox another,
is yet fairly entitled as a whole to maintain the field against any merely destructive
criticism.
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The Elements of English Constitutional History, By F. C. Montague.
(London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1894.)

* This little book,' says the author, ' is designed to give such an account

of the growth of EngUsh institutions as may be inteUigible to those who
are only beginning to read history.' It maybe said at once that Professor

Montague has produced an excellent little book, clear, compact, accurate,

and duly proportioned.

While by no means slurring over the earlier portions of the subject,

he treats the last three or four centuries on a more extensive scale.

He has thus been enabled to incorporate much of the w^ork of Mr. Todd
and Sir WilHam Anson, and to bring the book down to a date within the

memory of the youngest schoolboy. This will be a good corrective for

those who think that constitutional history ceases to be interesting after

the Kevolution, or that there is nothing worth learning after the point

where Hallam leaves off. The defect of the book, perhaps inevitable in

so small a space, is that it is rather a series of separate views, taken at

different periods of our history, than a connected and historical account
of our constitutional evolution. This is especially the case in the earlier

part of the work. Short paragraphs, acting as connecting links between
the different epochs, are not altogether wanting, but they are inadequate.

The student who wishes to mark the process of change, and to under-
stand the forces which produced it—and this is, perhaps, the most valu-

able part of an historical training—will be obliged to have recourse to

larger books.

A few details may be noted as perhaps capable of improvement.
Speaking of the separation of the civil and ecclesiastical courts by
William I, the author says (p. 3G) :

' Before the Conquest the bishop had
sat with the sheriff in the county court. . . Now the clergy were no
longer to sit in the county court.' But, first, the ordinance of William I

deals with the hundred, and says nothing about the county court at all

;

secondly, it does not forbid the clergy to sit in the temporal courts, it

only forbids the trial of spiritual matters there ; thirdly, the bishop was
supposed to sit in the county court certainly as late as 1108 (see Henry
I's laws, caps. 7, 31). Again, the author, speaking of the quarrel between
Becket and Henry II, says (p. 43) :

* After the Conquest they [the clergy]

were tried only in the church courts.' If this means that the change in

question took place immediately after the Conquest, it is pretty certainly

incorrect. It was the eventual but not the immediate consequence of the

Conqueror's legislation, which had sent spiritual causes, not spiritual men,
to the church courts. The change probably took place under Anselm or

later, for it is not recognised till Stephen's time (see his second charter, § 4).

In speaking of the ' Constitutions of Clarendon '
(p. 45) the author should

not have implied that the regulations for episcopal elections were new, and

he should not have omitted to mention the clause touching trials about

church lands, the complement of that touching trials of churchmen.

The remark (p. 38) that the villain ' takes part in the administration of his

township ' requires some modification to prevent an exaggerated idea of

the villain's rights. It is rather an Irish way of describing tonsure to

say (p. 44) that it was * a peculiar way of wearing the hair ;
' it should
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rather be ' of not wearing the hah\' In speaking of Henry II's judicial

reforms, and the estabUshment of the court of King's Bench (p. 47), the

reservation of the most important cases for the king's supreme appellate

jurisdiction should not have been omitted. Mr. Montague says of the

statute • Quia Emptores '

(p. G5) that it is not easy to reconcile its drift

with that of the * De Donis.' Is not the connexion to be found in the

fact that both statutes were made in the interest of the superior lords ?

The remarks on impositions under the Tudors (p. 97) should be corrected

by reference to the explanations given by Mr. Hubert Hall and Mr. S. R.

Gardiner of this intricate subject. The phrase ' the privy council, or,

as it came to be called, the star chamber,' would not have passed muster

in the sixteenth century. The account of the high commission (p. 110)

is incorrect, but this is Hallam's fault rather than Mr. Montague's.

' Attorney-General May '
(p. 120) is, of course, a misprint for • Noy.' In

his account of the Triennial Act of 1G41 (p. 126) it is pleasant to see that

Mr. Montague has not on this occasion been led into error by following

Hallam. He is, however, wrong in saying (p. 132) that Cromwell ' dis-

solved ' the Little Parliament : it voluntarily resigned its powers.

* Cabal ' (p. 139) hardly signifies * any knot of men who act in concert.'

Secresy is more of the essence of the word. It is surely not correct any

longer to say (p. 173) that the duties of the junior lords of the treasury

* are confined to countersigning certain official papers,' whatever may
have been the case in the eighteenth century. Speaking of Wilkes and

the Middlesex election, the author (p. 180) declares * this resolution

clearly unconstitutional; for an English subject cannot be deprived of

any of his rights except by an act of parliament.' This general

statement rather savours of the platform, and is not much to the point.

The unconstitutional action of the house of com.mons consisted not

in declaring Wilkes ineligible—for the house has the right to decide

qualifications for membership, and has disqualified persons elected in our

own day—but in declaring that Colonel Luttrell was elected and. in

admitting him to a seat. The redistribution act of 1885, we are told

(p. 211), broke up the county of Middlesex 'into even divisions,' where
' even ' is, I presume, a misprint for ' seven.' These few points, it is

hardly necessary to say, interfere very slightly with the general value of

Mr. Montague's useful little book. G. W. Peothero.

De Geschiedenis van het Nederlandsche Volk. Door P. J. Blok.
Eerste Deel. (Groningen : J. B. Wolters. 1892.)

This volume treats of the history of the people of the Netherlands from
the earHest times down to the commencement of the fourteenth century.
Professor Blok has bestowed upon his subject that careful and judicious
research which is characteristic of his work, and has justified the claim
he puts forward in his preface of being the first historian to give a con-
nected and trustworthy account of the involved history of the medieval
Netherlands. At the same time it must be confessed that the result of
his labours is as unsatisfying as it is fragmentary, and this not from
any fault of the writer, but from the very nature of the task he has
essayed. In the first place the materials are wantini?. Professor Blok
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(p. 358) thus describes his difficulties :
—

* What we know of the history

of these parts before a.d. 1300 is piecemeal (stukivcrk). For single

years we indeed find something, then again for a whole series following

as good as nothing is known. Here we depend upon a trustworthy

informant ; immediately .afterwards the firm ground entirely sinks be-

neath us. By exception only have we a continuous narrative, ordinarily

nothing but single short notes at our disposal! Once in a way we see a

situation develop itself slowly and regularly ; mostly it comes as if it

had fallen ready made out of the sky.' This is bad enough, but, after all,

such difficulties in obtaining satisfactory sources of information for

medieval history are not peculiar to the Netherlands. The chief obstacle

which has stood in our author's way can be stated in a very few words.

He has attempted to write the history of a Netherland people during a

period when as a fact no such ' people ' existed. The geographical

district known as the Netherlands was in the middle ages occupied by a

number of independent or semi-independent feudal and ecclesiastical

states, and the inhabitants were divided by differences of race and of lan-

guage, as well as of government. The Walloons in the south-east spoke

a Eomance tongue {walsch)^ the Flemings, the Hollanders, and the

Frisians strongly marked dialects of the German (dietsch). The course

of events has, indeed, created out of a congeries of discordant units two

states with well-defined national sentiments, the Dutch and the Belgian

;

but the former cannot in any sense of the word be said to have existed

before 1588, or the latter, as a nation, before 1830. A common sense of

danger, and the great abilities of three successive princes of Orange,

alone held together during the first half-century of its existence the loose

and unequal union of one large and six small sovereign states; nor

did the northern Netherlands, despite their subsequent power and pro-

sperity, really coalesce into a Dutch nation until the fiery flood of the

French Revolution had swept away the old order of things with its parti-

cularism and jealousies. The southern Netherlands had a harder fate.

The victories of Parma crushed out their liberties, and doomed them to a

long period of lethargic subjection to the house of Habsburg. When, in

1815, the congress at Vienna decreed that the whole of the Netherlands

should form one kingdom, the people north and south of the Scheldt were

deeply divided, religiously and politically, by more than two centuries of

complete separation. The Fleming felt more affinity to the Walloon,

though of alien descent and language, than to the Dutchman, who tried

to force on him methods of government in church and state which were

foreign to his traditions.

Professor Blok in his introduction (p. 2) defines his purpose by saying

that the title of his work means the history of the people of the northern

Netherlands, i.e. of the Dutch people. If so then the question naturally

arises, In what sense can the contents of the present volume, which deals

almost entirely with the political history of a number of petty medieval

states, be regarded as a necessary introduction to the 'main theme?

Surely, for instance, the lengthy account of the hundred-years struggle

between the descendants of ' Black Meg ' ^ of Constantinople, the houses

* Zwarte Griet.

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXYI. 3 B
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of Dampierre and Avesnes, for supremacy in Flanders and Hainault seems

scarcely relevant. As a matter of fact the history of the Dutch people, as

a people, commences in the throes of the war of independence. Ere long

it gained strength to stand alone. Then rapidly did it thrive and prosper,

and astonished Europe, before the seventeenth century was yet grown

old, saw a new nation arise in its midst, stirred for a while by an almost

phenomenal energy and force, which in the course of a few decades ex-

tended its commerce and influence through the four quarters of the

globe. But a line of cleavage, broad and deep, separates historically

the age of Frederick Henry of Orange from that of Charles V, and the

Dutch people from the subjects of the counts of Holland or of the

bishops of Utrecht.

To turn to the actual contents of the volume before us, it cannot be

said that the author has anything new to add to our knowledge of

the Eoman dominion in the districts round the mouths of the Ehine and

the Meuse, and but little to tell of any kind, as to the Frankish period,

which appHes pecuHarly to the Netherlands. It is, however, remark-

able that both the great dynasties, the Merovingian and the Carolingian,

should have been of Netherland extraction. After Lewis the Pious

the Low Countries fell to the share of Lothair, and formed part of the

domain henceforth to bear the name of Lotharingia, or Lothringen.

About a century later we find this district split up into the two great

duchies of Upper and Nether Lothringen, and in the latter were included

all the later Netherlands, with the exception of Flanders,'^ which lay

within the boundaries of West Francia. From the middle of the tenth

century, therefore, the history of the Netherlands is incorporated in that

of Nether Lothringen, whose dukes were vassals of the German king

;

and a melancholy history it is. Its characteristics are thus portrayed by

Professor Blok (pp. 121-2) :
* The history of the duchy of Nether Loth-

ringen is a story of suffering {lijdens geschiedenis). It contains the tale

of the ceaseless fights fought out by the dukes against the German king

and the counts of the duchy ; of the frontier wars between inchoate Ger-

many and inchoate France ; of the internecine quarrels between the counts

on the estabhshment of their different dynasties, which come to the front

later, in the old Lothringen territory. It is a history of war and devasta-

tion, of murder and treachery, of treaties and plots—a wearisome spectacle,

in which rude force stands opposed to rude force, in which might is right,

in which the worst passions of the human mind were unchained. ... Of
anything else than war the chronicles and documents of this period

scarcely speak.' Such is a faithful description of the state of this unhappy
land in the dark interval between the days of Otto the Great and
Frederick II. Its only interest to the student of Netherland history

consists in the tracing, by the help of such fragmentary records as have
been preserved, chiefly in cloister annals and chronicles, the gradual
formation, amid such a chaos of discord and anarchy, of the group of

semi-independent feudal states, which were to become in process of time
the seventeen provinces of the Netherlands. Of these four stand out

- Flanders was, strictly speaking, divided into two vi^rts—Krooii-Vlaandcren and
Bijks-Vlaanderen. The former only was a fief of the French crown.
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pre-eminent, two of which were ecclesiastical
;
geographically two were

in the northern, two in the southern Netherlands. The great sees of

Utrecht and of Liege date from the early part of the eighth century, and

became for several centuries centres of comparative light and culti-

vation amidst the utter darkness that covered the land. From them was

diffused the first dawn of civilisation in the Low Countries. The prince

bishops, supported by the German kings as a counterpoise to their secular

neighbours, soon became powerful feudal sovereigns, who, though as pre-

lates many of them were men of learning and piety, were as rulers ready

to defend their rights sword in hand. The influence and the cha-

racter of these two states gave to them an importance in this dark

medieval period which in no survey, however brief, of the early history of

the Netherlands can or should be overlooked. Kightly, however, has Pro-

fessor Blok seen that in tracing the history of the northern and southern

Netherlands downwards from their source one must follow two main
streams, which practically absorb in their course all minor streamlets.

In other words, he has recognised that the story of the growth and

development of Holland and of Flanders includes or involves that of the

other provinces. The task is a wearisome one, for the author repeatedly

complains of the lack of materials wherewith to make it either interesting or

instructive. And the worst of it is that, as we have said before, so much
of it is beside the purpose. In his account of the dynasties who ruled

over these two dominant states (and the narrative confines itself mainly

to this theme) Professor Blok gives to the southern county decidedly the

larger share of his attention. He seems to have forgotten that he is not

WTiting a history of the southern Netherlands at all, nor even of the

northern Netherlands, except in so far as it throws light upon the making

of the Dutch people.

The present volume carries us as far as the commencement of the

fourteenth century. The first dynasty of the counts of Holland, the

dynasty of the Dirks and Florises, had just become extinct, after producing

for some three centuries and a half a long series of singularly capable,

tenacious, strong-handed rulers. When Floris V, perhaps the most dis-

tinguished and enlightened of his race, after a reign of forty years was

basely murdered ^ in the castle of Muiden (1296) by a band of discontented

nobles, and the sovereignty of Holland was about to pass into the hands

of another family,"* the supremacy of Holland in the northern Netherlands

had been already assured. Three centuries of fierce wrestling with the

forces of nature, even more than with acquisitive and ambitious neighbours,

had established a strong state amidst the morasses which stretched from

the Scheldt to the Zuyder Zee and the Helder. Already in 1300 the

suzerainty of the German king had become a mere name. The Frisians,

after many a desperate struggle, had submitted to the rule of the counts

of Holland ; the bishops of Utrecht had acknowledged their supremacy
;

and, lastly, the possession of Zealand, which for 150 years Had been the

subject of perpetual contest between Holland and Flanders, was finally

3 Professor Blok speaks of Vondel's drama on this subject. This is a slip; Gerard

van Velzen was written by Hooft.

* That of Avesnes, counts of Hainault. The young son of Floris V died childless

In 1299.

3b2
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assigned to the former by a treaty bearing the date 6 March 1323. At

this point the history of Holland under its ancient counts may be said to

culminate ; the evils of disputed successions are to come upon it, followed

by submergence in the wide domain of the dukes of Burgundy.

Geokge Edmundson.

Epochs of Indian History. The Muhammadans, 1001-1761 a.d. By

J. D. Rees, C.I.E., Fellow of the University of Madras, &c. (London :

Longmans & Co. 1894.)

It is just this sort of book that does most harm to young students.

Without being flagrantly wrong in the general course of events, it is full

of small inaccuracies and loose statements, and cannot fail to encourage

a corresponding looseness and inaccuracy in those who seek to learn

Indian history from it. Mr. Rees has apparently compiled his ' epoch '

from obsolete authorities, as may be judged by his treatment of proper

names, such as * Sir Acoh ' for Shirhuh : he was doubtless thinking of

the crusading form Siraeon. It is curious how easily a writer's know-

ledge of his subject and his indebtedness to various sources—not neces-

sarily authorities—may be divined from his shifting orthography. Thus

we find Mr. Rees speaking of * Mulik Shah Suljuki ' in one place and
' Malik Shah the Seljuk ' in another ; thus, Bussora, Basra, and Basra

ring their changes, and Boioides on one page becomes Buyades or Bouides

on another. All this is disturbing to the youthful babu, but when similar

variations occur in the dates of important events, such as the first

invasion of Sind or the conquest of Spain, the confusion becomes indeed

worse confounded. There is a bad map of Mohammadan Asia in the

volume, but the author can scarcely have glanced at it, or he would
not have described Khorasan as * the western province of Persia,' the

conquest of which, wrongly dated, was ' followed by that of Trans-

oxiana, when, for the first time in history, the crescent waved upon the

banks of the Indus.' That the crescent should have ' waved upon ' the

Indus at the beginning of the eighth century is itself remarkable enough,

when one considers that the emblem was unknown to the armies of

Islam under the caliphate ; but that it should have ' waved upon ' the

Indus in Transoxiana is even more singular. It is clear, however, that

Mr. Rees's definition of this province is peculiar, for he expressly states

that Transoxiana comprised Khorasan and Ghazni. By another strange

confusion he states that when Godfrey took Jerusalem the kingdom
of Roum was cut off from Syria, which is much as if he said that the
taking of Constantinople cut off Servia from Austria. Syria was over-

run, and Damascus and Jerusalem taken, according to Mr. Rees, by the
caliph Abu-Bekr, whereas, in fact, that good man was then dead. The
accession of Harun-er-Rashid is here placed at 781, instead of 78G ; the
death of Alptigin at 975, instead of 9G3 ; Mahmud's separate invasions of

India are reckoned at seventeen in one place and thirteen in another, and
several of his successors' names and dates are wrong. A Mushm w^ould

Rhiver at such a profane blunder as ' Abul-Rashid ;
' and the orientalist

may well take time to discover that ' Shiruijad ' means Shlrzdd. Pro-
bably Mr. Rees has been badly served by his printers, but it is too much
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to ascribe all the following to misprints : Nur (for NtIH, repeatedly)

;

Jdund (Jand) ; Toghral and Togral (where the o or u is short) ; Kuru
Malik in half a dozen head-lines, but Kushrtl in the text (for KJiusnl

Malik) ; Prithur Baja (for Prithtvi) ; Ghamo-ud-din (for Shams-ed-dln)
;

Amron (for 'Amr), Ma7igo7i (for Mangu), Zalfikar (for Zu-l-Fikdr), Madhi
(for Mahdi), Gomelli (for Gemelli Careri), Nadir Shah (ior Nadir Shdh)^

Chaicth and chout, Seif-ud-Tui, Syed-bin-Abu-ul-cas, &c. The avenger

of the Afghan tragedy is even spelt Pollok. ' The spelling of proper

names,' we learn from a prefixed note, 'is according to the system

authorised by the government of India ;
' but it may be doubted whether

Sir William Hunter will endorse this statement or be particularly gratified

at the prominence given to his name in a book of so slipshod a character,

which is also as mere literature curiously inept.

Stanley Lane-Poole.

Geschichte der Normannen in Untcritalien und Sicilien bis zum Aus-

sterben des normannischen Konighauses. Von Dr. Lothab von
Heinemann, Privatdocent an der Universitat Halle. Erster Band.
(Leipzig: Pypffer. 1894.)

The Norman conquest of Naples and Sicily is a neglected subject,

though every historian of the empire or the papacy is obliged to touch

it incidentally. Dr. Heinemann limits himself a little too strictly to

Italian affairs, and his narrative suffers from the almost complete omission

of any account of the Normans before their arrival in Italy. He begins

with a general account of South Italy in the ninth and tenth centuries,

and then describes successively the earliest Norman settlements, the

conquest of Apulia, the quarrel with the papacy followed by alliance

with it, the conquest of Sicily, the policy of (Gregory VII, and the invasion

of the Eastern Empire by Eobert Guiscard. He brings down the present

volume to Guiscard's death in 1085, and leaves for another the general

results of the Norman Conquest and the continuation of the history to

the invasion of Heinrich VI. Dr. Heinemann has worked for himself

amongst the original writings, and given us a solid and serviceable piece

of work. H. M. Gwatkin.

tJber die Leges Anglorum saeculo XII. ineunte Londoniis collectae. Von
F. LiEBERMANN. (Hallc : Max Niemeyer. 1894.)

De. Liebeemann here brings to justice a scoundrel who, if all that is said

against him be true, deserves to hang on the same gallows with the false

Ingulf and the author of the * Mirror for Justices.' He is one of the great

falsifiers of English history. His works have done much harm in the past.

One by one they have been condemned, for his is the letter of Pope Eleu-

therius to King Lucius, his are the interpolations which deface some copies

of the Conqueror's laws and the * Leges Edwardi Confessoris.' What re-

mained for Dr. Liebermann to do was, not to prove that these things are

forgeries, but to prove that they all came from one and the same hand and

to assign to their forger motives and a date. In brief, the story that he

has to tell is this. Early in the thirteenth century some one compiled a
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large law book. It included among other things selections from the

Anglo-Saxon dooms which were taken from the ' Quadripartitus ;
'

it con-

tained the laws of William, the 'Leges Edwardi,' the 'Leges Henrici,' Glan-

vill's treatise, and some ordinances of Henry 11. He hitched these together

in a narrative form by means of royal genealogies and brief remarks about

the kings and their doings. He falsified his documents. He interpolated

stuff of his own into the laws of Ine and of Alfred
;
he played havoc

with the laws of WiUiam, and studiously depraved the ' Leges Edwardi,'

introducing the letter of Eleutherius, the infamous chapter * De here-

tochiis' and many another falsehood. Two marked tendencies run

through all his fables. He was a Londoner, and he forged for the greater

glory of his city. He was in his own eyes an ' Anglo-Briton,' and he forged

for the greater glory of an England that had been, still was, and ought to

be a great, a very great, Britain. At every turn he tries to show either

that the city of London is the head of the realm and of the laws, exalting

its customs and imposing them on the whole land, or else that all Britain,

including that * Albania which is now called Scotia,' has been from of old

and still is subject to the king of England. There are some other tenden-

cies : he is against arbitrary monarchy, he is for some of those reforms

which Magna Carta will secure ; but the civic motive and the ' Pan-Bri-

tannic ' motive are the leading motives which permeate the whole concerto.

If Dr. Liebermann has succeeded in bringing home all these frauds to

one man, he has done an excellent work, and so far as I can judge he has

succeeded. The task that he has set himself is not an easy one. The

three MSS. which contain these would-be ' Leges Anglorum ' come only

from the fourteenth century, but he has, so it seems to me, shown good

cause for his judgment that the compilation was made in the early years

of the thirteenth ; and the more closely we examine the spurious matter

that has been introduced, the stronger will be our inclination to father it

all upon one man. For a moment the letter of Eleutherius may bid us

pause. There is a sublimer impudence in such a forgery than we can

find elsewhere in the work of this London citizen, who, though he was

unscrupulous enough, had but a limited and a meagre faculty of lying.

But Dr. Liebermann shows that this would-be papal epistle is very closely

connected with the * Leges Edwardi,' and apparently it is never found in

manuscript apart from the rest of this Londoner's work. Incidentally

—

this I need hardly say—Dr. Liebermann tells us much that is both new
and interesting. We see, for example, one manuscript of this book falling

into the hands of that wretch, Andrew Horn, who is suspected of being

the author of the ' Mirror ;

' thus, one set of lies becomes a model for

another and a yet more pestilent set. To watch Dr. Liebermann tracking

a forger from fraud to fraud will be a delight to every well-constituted

mind. To one who has enjoyed it, ' the detective novel ' becomes flat,

stale, probable. F. W. Maitland.

The Couchcr Booh of Selby Abbey. Edited by J. T. Fowler, M.A.

2 vols. (Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association.)

1891, 1893.

The present volumes mark a change in the policy of the Yorkshire Archaeo-

logical Association. The previous volumes have been of exclusively
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genealogical interest, and, if, as an outsider, I may venture on an opinion,

of a dreary nature even for genealogists. It has long been established

that, so far as local societies are concerned, the historian must depend

upon the crumbs that fall from the table of the genealogist ; but in the

case of this series the crumbs have been of microscopic proportions.

It is exceedingly difficult to become enthusiastic about sixteenth-century

feet of fines and seventeenth-century wills, and it is, therefore, not to be

wondered at that the series has met with inadequate support. Now
that we have earnest of work of more than a restricted local and genea-

logical interest, it is to be hoped that the subscribers may increase to

satisfactory numbers. The society owes the present volumes to the

munificence of Mr. Thomas Brooke, of Armitage Bridge, the owner of

the manuscript, which dates from the early part of the fourteenth cen-

tury. The editing has been committed to the able hands of Mr. Fowler,

and the proof sheets have passed under the accurate eye of Canon
Kaine. Therefore little need be said about the editing. From p. 202

of the first volume to the end of the work Mr. Fowler has adopted

the irritating system of abbreviating set phrases with which we are

familiar in the publications of the Surtees Society. In the second

volume he informs us that his own choice is in favour of using record

type, basing his choice upon the examples of blunders in extension

collected by Sir Thomas Hardy from Rymer's ' Foedera,' the * Scrip-

tores post Bedam,' and Fenn's * Paston Letters.' This is obviously not

the place to discuss the advantages of the two systems, but it does not

seem to me a very heavy indictment against extension by competent

editors to cite blunders committed by the transcribers of the named works,

as these transcribers were capable of such astonishing blunders that the

use of record type would have been no check or protection. The system

adopted in the present work is to give merely the initials and abbrevia-

tions of the words of certain set phrases, so that we get such medleys as

d. c. et li. p. c. m. conf. Deo et S. G. de S., et mon. ibidem Deo servienti-

bus, pro sa. an. m. et patris m. et antec. et succes. m., in pur. et perp. el.

It is obvious that this might be abbreviated even further. Although

these abbreviations present no great difficulty to any one conversant with

medieval deeds, they are nevertheless a source of unnecessary trouble, and

they must be quite incomprehensible to many readers, especially as no

key is given.

The chartulary is, on the whqle, as the editor admits, of a disappointing

nature. The deeds are seldom dated, and the names of the witnesses are

partly omitted by the compilers, so that there is frequently no means of

establishing a date. Unfortunately this disqualification applies princi-

pally to the early deeds. It is a curious fact that the introduction of the

custom of dating deeds is followed by, or is coincident with, an almost

total cessation of interest in them, until one feels that one would

willingly barter fifty dated deeds in order to ascertain the date of one

undated one. The chartulary contains some interesting inquisitions con-

cerning the draining of the district around Selby—a subject whose interest

extends to the time of Vermuyden and the Dutchmen who were so badly

treated in these parts. There is next to nothing relating to the agricultural

systems and services, and, as in many other chartularies, we have lo
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re_gretthe absence of the extents of manors and kindred records that give

such a high value to the Gloucester and Ramsey chartularies.

The editor has reprinted the ' Historia ' of the abbey, written in 1174

(not 1184, as stated on the first page), from Labbe and the Bollandists,

unfortunately giving marginal references to Labbe instead of to the latter.

It is to be regretted that the editor has not edited this history, which is

certainly the most interesting thing in the two volumes. He retains the

punctuation of the earher editor, which is more of a hindrance than a

gain, and does not correct the obvious blunders, such as Suuam filius Sigge,

p. [16], who is obviously Suuain (he is indexed as Situa) ; Deburum, p. [17],

for de Burun (probably written Buru) ;
Bandidphus, p. [20] ; and Dunigtum,

p. [53], which is probably Duningm—ths^t is, Dunnington, near York. At

p. [38], line 28, we have eodera modo for eodem modo ; at p. [43], line 14,

prcesumpsimns ; at p. [45], line 29, ogehat for cogebat (cogitabat ?), and at

p. [54] pomereri, for proinereri ; but these may be modern typographical

blunders.

The second volume contains an interesting architectural history of the

abbey and its beautiful church, by Mr. Charles Clement Hodges, and both

volumes are amply illustrated with plates. In the appendix to the second

volume several documents relating to the abbey are given, and also a sort

of calendar of the register of Abbot Gaddesby in the public record office,

which frequently gives the full texts of deeds of interest. Altogether it

may be said, in the editor's words (vol. ii. p. xii), that Mr. Brooke 'has

spared no expense in order that these volumes may be as complete as

possible.*

The chartulary, like so many others, was written by a careless scribe.

Mr. Fowler corrects in the notes many of the obvious blunders. He, however,

does not note that ^osi decimas altersacionis (ii. 23, line 3) is a blunder,

although (or because) the convention relates to tithes, for post diutinas

altercaciones, and he devotes a note to visitare (ii. 99, line 1), although

it is plainly a mistake for vadiare. Some other mistakes are, perhaps,

to be ascribed to the transcriber, such as quietclamasse (i. 105, line 10

from foot)
; quidem for quondam (i. 107, line 6). In manuscripts of

this date it is in most cases impossible to distinguish between bb and lb,

and there need, therefore, be no hesitation in altering films Malbe (i.

193, lines 5, 20) into Mabbe, and filius Ilbe (i. 275, line 23) into Ibbc

(=0.E. Ibba). The following obvious mistakes arise from the impossi-

bihty of deciding whether the scribe means n, u, or v, and the even
greater difficulty of resolving several consecutive minims into the

constituent letters w, n, u, v, or i. For le Saunber (i. 145, line

24) read Saimber (cf. Saymer on next page) ; for Bob. de Bayns (i. 175,
last line) read Baijus (=Bayeux) ; for Snarting (i. 263 passim) read
Suarting (=0.E. Sivearting) ; for Almcroft (i. 309, line 14) read Alvicroft
(from O.E. ^Ifivig) ; and for Sualene-bregefeld read Sicaleue-, that is,

'swallow' (O.E. sivcahiuc)] for Thorn' Haye (i. 311, line 16) read, not,

as Mr. Fowler suggests, 'Tom's Hay,' but Thovi Haye' (O.N. Tofi,
* Toovey')

; Laverd, 'lord,' as suggested (i. 322), instead of the mean-
ingless Lanerd; for brmalpcning (ii. 19, line 17) rea.d breual-pening
(see 'New Engl. Diet.' s.v. ' burghalpenny '). The Juniames (ii. 250,
line 9 from foot) is, no doubt, intended for Iwzawes (inclosures, ' intakes ').
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The 'filius Essolui [or -ni?] ' of i. 203, line 11, should probably be read

Ossulvi=^ son of Osulf,' since there is frequent confusion between the

capitals e and o. At p. 219 a ' Thomas filius Vineth [vel Vnieth ?] de

Ebor ' occurs. Both forms are wrong. The name should be read Uvieth,

and represents the O.E. Ufe-geat. Mr. Fowler is puzzled with the spell-

ing seudis (i. 137, line 8), and thinks it is feudis, as elsewhere. But
the latter word is impossible here, and there is no difficulty about

seudis. It is a not uncommon latinisation of the Anglo-French seudet

usually given in Latin as selda, just as feld is frequently given asfetida,

feuda. It is strange that Mr. Fowler should have been puzzled with the

Vr de Alb, who witnesses a charter of Henry I, in i. 26. He decorates

him with two notes of interrogation, and says, ' We should expect " Nigel

de Albini." ' Of course it is the well-known ' Urso de Abbitot,' appearing

as Alb' through the graphic confusion of bb and lb that I have already

mentioned. There are several errors of transcription or extension in the

legal proceedings in the first volume ; but, as such mistakes occur in nearly

every chronicle and chartulary hitherto printed, little need be said about

them. Mr. Fowler has many needless notes that the two dots that

represent the name of an abbot in ecclesiastical proceedings are so in the

manuscripts ; for this was the usual practice, the name of the individual

abbot being purposely omitted in such proceedings.

There are a few mistakes in the explanatory notes. The forario

(vol. ii. p. 12, line 10 from the bottom) is not ' a field for fodder,' but the

'headland' of the field, generally latinised as forera, forerda (O.E.

fore-yr^). A gare (ii. 68, 223) was not * an English measure of land,'

but a ' gore,' or triangular or irregular selion (O.E. gara, or, perhaps, in

Yorkshire the cognate O.N. geiri). Buttae (ii. 197) were not 'little fields

(Fr. boute de terre) ;
' they were ' buts ' or short selions abutting upon the

selions. Mara (p. 144), explained as palus, lacus, stagnum, is not, as

stated, from the O.E. mere, but is a latinised word introduced from

Normandy, derived either from the cognate O.N. marr ^ or O.H.G.

mari. Mr. Fowler is unable to explain rendeles propinquiores ierrae

(ii. 199), occurring in connexion with ploughed lands. It is probably the

Yorkshire 'runnel' (O.E. rynel) or 'a water-course.' At p. 132 of the

second volume Mr. Fowler quotes a note of Professor Rogers to show
that the name Mary ' was not unknown in the fifteenth century, though

it was scarcely ever given, probably from motives of reverence.' The
name was not so rare as this suggests in the fifteenth or two preceding

centuries, and the assertion is one of those hasty generalisations from a

restricted field of observation to which the professor was so prone.

As some of the personal names above cited will suggest, the ' Coucher

Book ' is rich in O.E. and O.N. personal names, and supplies further

evidence, if any were needed, of the persistence of these names until the

thirteenth century amongst the agricultural and town populations. In

1255 certain men ct totius villatae de Seleby universitas release to the

abbey their right in a wood (i. 170). According to a deed in vol. ii.

(p. 40) the abbot and convent were accustomed to demise a hermitage in

' Ch. Joret, Des Caracteres et de VExtcnsion du Patois Normand, Paris, 1885,

p. 75.
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ferm to one of the monks. Its tithe amounted to 4s., so that the value

of the hermitage would compare not unfavourably with that of a chantry.

In 1270 the abbot and convent appear to have advanced money to a man

to enable him to set out for the Holy Land, on condition that they held

his land for six years, or, if he did not return, in perpetuity (ii. 84). A

somewhat similar transaction of an earher date is recorded in Kemble,

'Codex Diplomaticus,' vol. iv. p. 288, and Thorpe, ' Diplomatarium

Anglicum,' p. 535. W. H. Stevenson.

Des Bichard Loivenherz deutsche Gefangenschaft (1192-1194). Von

Kael Alois Knellee, S.J. (Freiburg : Herder. 1893.)

The captivity of Eichard I at the hands of Leopold of Austria and Henry

VI is one of the comparatively few points at which the history of Eng-

land really comes into close contact with that of Germany during the middle

ages. It has long had a special interest for German writers, whose various

treatises and dissertations on the subject leave very little room for Eng-

lish investigators, who, however, have not shown much inclination to

enter the field. A little more than a year ago we noticed (Histoeical

Keview, viii. 334-336) two monographs dealing, the on^ largely, the

other exclusively, with this subject. But while Dr. Bloch treated of

Richard's captivity as but a part of his criticism of some points of Toeche's

* Kaiser Heinrich VI,' and Dr. Kindt concerned himself mainly with the

reasons for Eichard's captivity, the learned Jesuit, Father K. A. Kneller,

here treats of the whole history of Eichard's imprisonment, and, while

not neglecting critical investigation, concerns himself primarily with a

narrative of events. His book is written with no inconsiderable spirit and

with great abundance of detail. One of the songs assigned to Eichard is

translated into sonorous German verse. But Father Kneller also gives a

good summary and fair criticism of the sources, and supplements his

account of Eichard's sufferings by investigating the reasons which brought

Leopold of Austria under the ban of the church, and by describing how the

duke received his mortal wound at the tournament at Graz. The little

tract of 128 pages cannot be regarded as superfluous, but is a useful

supplement to the writings of its predecessors. It is, however, worth

while noting that Father Kneller sometimes goes rather wrong when
dealing with English history. The worst case is when he talks of a song

written in m der lingua popularis, der eben im Entsteheii begriffenen

anglo-7iormannischen Mischsprache (p. 4), a view which takes us back to

Sir Walter Scott and ' Ivanhoe.' Herr beider Sicilien (p. 16) is not the

best twelfth-century description for the lord of Naples and Sicily. Geoffrey

Plantagenet is described as ' bishop ' instead of * archbishop ' of York.
• Eoger of Wendover's ' name is persistently misspelt ' Wendower,' and
G. P. R. James's 'Life of Eichard Coeur de Lion ' is treated as a serious

authority. Here and there Father Kneller has not quite shaken himself

loose from the legendary Eichard, of whom he speaks so vigorously, yet the

book as a whole is a serious and valuable monograph. T. F. Tout.
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Vie dc S. Frarigois d'Assise. Par Paul Sabatiek. (Paris : Fischbacher.

1894.)

Much attention has of late years been given to the origin and growth of

the Franciscan order. But most of those whose scientific training and
knowledge render them capable of dealing with the mass of materials

have been attracted rather to the development of the order than to the life

and character of the founder. An adequate biography of St. Francis has

hitherto been wanting. That want has at length been supplied. No
work on the subject has yet appeared comparable to that of M. Sabatier

in depth of sympathetic insight. But M. Sabatier has not fallen into the

sin which doth so easily beset the sympathetic historian ; he has not been

tempted to read his own ideas into St. Francis ; he has given eight years

of study and thought to the subject ; he has assimilated most of the

available sources, and has throughout followed their guidance. The
author does not, however, seem to know at first hand the manuscripts in

the British Museum relating to his subject ; it is to be hoped that he

may see his way to fill up the omission in a later edition.

Prefixed to the life is an * Etude Critique des Sources,' which is a model
of historical criticism, and throws light on many obscure points. Pour
apprccier d'tme fagon wi peu exacte les documents qui vont nous occuper,

ilfaut les replacer au milieu des circonstances de leur eclosion. By this

method the difficulties connected with the lives of Thomas de Celano ^

are cleared up. The first life (1230) was written under the influence of

Elias ; c'est un vrai manifeste en sa faveur. In this the struggle of St.

Francis in his latter years against the papal policy, to preserve his ideal

intact, is ignored ; the companions of the saint, Leo, Masseo, the upholders

of primitive Franciscan liberty and poverty, are not mentioned. The
government of Elias (1232-9) united against him both the zelanti of

Italy and the friars of France, Germany, and England, who, while up-

holding poverty, disregarded their founder's injunctions against learning.

Elias, deserted and deposed by the pope, joined the emperor. * The first

legend of Thomas de Celano had now become impossible. The role

which it gave to Elias w^as almost a scandal,' and in the general chapter

of Genoa (1244) all the friars who had anything to relate of the life of

St. Francis were invited to put it in writing, and send it to the minister-

general Crescentius. From these communications a work was at once

compiled in the form of a dialogue. This soon disappeared, but some of

the writings on which it was based remain—the legend of the three

companions, the legend of Friar Leo, and the second life of Thomas de

Celano. The former was ' the first manifesto of the friars who remained

faithful to the spirit and letter of the rule.' There is an astounding gap

in the legend as we have it : on the years between 1220 and 1226, the

years of struggle against the papal policy, not a word is said. The

legend was mutilated by those in authority ; Crescentius was a declared

enemy and persecutor of the zelanti, not, as Dr. K. Miiller asserts, a

supporter of them. Passages purporting to be quotations from the work

^ M. Sabatier has discovered a valuable manuscript of the first life in the library

of the medical school at Montpellier.
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of Friar Leo, which are not in the legend as we have it, are found in

documents of undoubted authenticity of the early fourteenth century.^

Several passages quoted by Ubertino da Casale and Angelo Clareno as

beinff from the legend of Friar Leo are found in the ' Speculum Vitae S.

Francisci et Sociorum ejus,' and there can be little doubt that this work

preserves fragments of the unmutilated legend. M. Sabatier gives refer-

ences (p. Ixix) to the editions and manuscripts ^ of this rare book
;
a

critical edition of it is much needed, and no one would be so well quaUfied

to furnish one as M. Sabatier.

The second life of Celano consists, according to the author, of two

parts ^—(1) composed 1246-7, under Crescentius ;
this is founded on the

legend of the three companions, but tout ce qui ne concerne pas saint

Franqois est impitoyablement proscrit ; (2) undertaken at the bidding of

John of Parma, the first minister-general who belonged to the zealous

party. The zelanti were for the moment in the ascendant, and hence

' the legend of Friar Leo has come to us, almost entirely retouched by

Thomas of Celano, abbreviated, with its freshness taken off, but still of

capital importance in the absence of the greater part of the original.'

These legends are of infinitely more value than the official compilation

of Bonaventura ; he gives no living picture of the man ; his aim was to

promote peace in the order, to smooth over differences, and find a modus

Vivendi for the opposing parties. To the same object the impious decree

of the general chapter of 1266 was directed : Item praecepit generate capi-

tulum per ohedientiam, quod omnes legendae de heato Francisco olim

factae deleantur, et uhi inveniri poterunt extra ordinem ipsas fratres

studeant amovere.

M. Sabatier has not been afraid to make use of the ' Fioretti,' as giving

the atmosphere in which the primitive Franciscans lived. The ' Fioretti

'

were committed to writing about the middle of the fourteenth century, by

a friar of the march of Ancona, and have a strong local colouring. The

march of Ancona remained the Franciscan province par excellence—the

home of the persecuted Spirituales—of the friars who held fast to the

letter and spirit of the rule ; and such stories as the conversation of

Francis and Leo on perfetta letizia reveal the very soul of the Poverello.

No part of M. Sabatier's ' Etude Critique ' will excite more surprise than

his estimate of the ' Liber Conformitatum ' of Bartholomew of Pisa. Je

n'hesite cependantpas a y voir Vouvrage le plus important qui ait cte fait

sur la vie du saint Franqois. Bartholomew's quotations from extant authori-

ties are * literally exact,' and one may fairly assume that his quotations from

works no longer to be found are equally trustworthy. The most important

of these works is the * Legenda Antiqua,' which M. Sabatier concludes to

be a second edition of the work of Friar Leo, emanating from the spiritual

party and edited probably by Friar Conrad of Offida, who died in 1306.

Few if any before M. Sabatier have made a thorough study of the
• Liber Conformitatum ;

' it was easier to accept the adverse verdict of the

2 P. Ixiv.

^ A valuable manuscript of this work is preserved among the Cotton MSS. (Cleop.

B. II. fol. 71), under the title Speculum Perfectionis Status Fratrum Minorum.
* Generally divided into three. The Assisi MS. 686 treats parts ii. and iii. as one

part, Oo this estimate of the second life contrast Miiller, Anfange.
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Bollandists than to struggle through its exhausting and distracting pages.

Bartholomew too has suffered grievously from his editors ; it is difficult

to separate the genuine work from the later additions, and no manuscript

of the book by which early editions could be checked is known to exist.

The examination of the various rules leads to important conclusions.

The rule of 1210, consisting, it would seem, of some texts from the gospels,

is alone truly Franciscan ; it was not a rule in the ordinary monastic sense

but, as Dr. Miiller puts it, der Ausdruck eines gejneinsamen Lebensideals.

The rule of 1223 has little in common with that of 1210 except the name :

it is indirectly the work of the church trying to assimilate and bind to itself

the new movement which it completely transforms. The rule of 1221

marks an intermediate stage. The testament is a return to the original

idea ; it is not an appendix to the rule of 1223, but almost a revocation

of it, and the papacy declared that the friars were not bound to observe it.

The last five years of St. Francis's life were a constant effort to protest by
his example and words against the subjugation of the Franciscan move-
ment by the papacy, against the substitution of external ordinance for the

willing sacrifice of the heart. Francis did not aim at founding an order,

still less a mendicant order. The so-called confirmation of the rule

by Innocent III was merely a permission to preach. Francis and his

brethren were to follow in the footsteps of Christ and his apostles. * Their

life was the apostolic life followed to the letter, but the ideal which they

preached was the evangehc life which Jesus has announced.' It is clear

from this what the so-called third order was in the thought of Francis.

It was not an organisation. Its rule of life was the gospel. Whoever
lifted up his heart to God, whoever fulfilled with joy the duties of his

station in life, whoever freed his soul from avarice, and regarded his

wealth as a trust and not as a possession—he was a true Franciscan.

The ' third order ' had no need to be * instituted ' in 1221 ; it came into

existence as soon as Francis began his apostolic work. The religious life

as conceived by St. Francis did not release its followers from their every-

day duties, but idealised them. The earlier rules and the testament lay

special stress on the duties of work and service ; every friar was to con-

tinue to practise the handicraft or other occupation by which he had

hitherto obtained his livelihood ; if he knew none, he was to learn one.

The fullest illustration of the life of the early Franciscans is, perhaps, to

be found in the biography of Aegidius.-^

Francis did not cut himself off even from the politics of the time, but

threw himself into the midst of the civil dissensions of the Italian cities.

He preached peace, always taking the side of the poor. In 1210 he suc-

ceeded in reconciling the two parties of Assisi—the maiores and minores.

It was at this very time that he adopted the name Fratres Minores for

himself and his followers. The name was clearly borrowed from the

political language of the time and illustrates the political side of the

apostolate of Francis. The inner workings of St. Francis's mind and the

steps of his spiritual development are traced in the work before us with a

master's hand. M. Sabatier has shown clearly what the Franciscan ideal

' Acta Sanctorum, Aprills, iii. pp. 220-248 ; Sabatier, p. 139 ; Miiller, Anfange^

pp. 46-49.
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was and how soon that ideal became perverted under the papal influence.

The story of the struggles of Francis against the papacy (now first fully

brought to light with the help of the chronicle of Jordano of Giano) is the

more heart-rending in that it lay outside the scope of M. Sabatier's work

to show how great a spiritual and moral revolution St. Francis really

wrought in the church and in the world. If the church transformed the

Franciscan ideal, the Franciscan ideal to some extent transformed the

church. In England, for instance, the extent of the change may be gathered

by comparing the church of Becket with the church of Grossetete. And if

St. Francis failed to make the world reahse that the individual conscience

is the judge in the last resort (pp. 299, 301, 375, 386, and 390), he at any

rate planted anew in the heart of mankind a thought which was never

again to die out. A. G. Little.

Leet Jurisdiction in the City of Norwich during the Thirteenth and Four-

teenth Centuries, with a Short Notice of its Later History and Decline,

from Bolls in the possession of the Corporation. Edited for the Selden

Society by William Hudson, Vicar of St. Peter Permountergate,

Norwich. (London: Quaritch. 1892.)

Mr. Hudson's able paper on the early civic organisation of Norwich

'

constituted a decided advance in the treatment of English municipal

history : instead of sweeping generalisations he gave us ascertained details,

obtained by the careful study and the ingenious combination of original

city records. The introduction of the volume now before us, which fills

ninety pages, more than its third part, makes a further step in the right

direction. It describes amply the Norwich leet, 1288-1391, while the

frankpledge was still in full operation. In former volumes the Selden

Society had deserved our gratitude by publishing documents of manor
courts : we are now enabled to look into the leet system working in a

large city. The editor has spared no pains to point out single facts which

would hardly strike a cursory peruser of the rolls and reveal themselves

only to the penetrating eye of a scholar long trained in the local muni-

ments. For instance, as family names were only just beginning to become
the rule, Mr. Hudson has had to guess the identity of persons under a

nickname or a designation from the place of origin or the occupation.

^

If we venture here to reproduce his results, we can trace but the broadest

lines and must leave out the reserves and cautions of the heedful and
accurate author.

The Norwich citizens elected their own praejJostitis from 1194,^ and
quattuor ballivi instead from 1223.^ Most likely each baihff represented

a leta. The four large leets were originally separate settlements, the

' Archaological Journal, 1889, p. 293 ; cf. Deutsche Zcitschrift fdr Geschichts-
wissensclmft, vii. E. 26, viii. E. 197. Mr. Hudson has since published a paper on the
'Bailiffs of Norwich,' 1223-1403, in Norfolk ArchcBology , xi. 228, and on ' the charter
of 1194 to Norwich ' in the Eastern Daily Press for April 28, 1894.

2 ' Isabella Lucas ' is called after the husband's christian name (p. 71; cf. p. xcii).
=» The previous development (p. xvi) seems doubtful. If the weekly hiisthing

corresponded to the London one, Mr. Hudson ought not to call it the successor of
folkmot (p. xc).

* There is, however, a. :^rae]pcsitvs in 1229 (Madox, Firma hxirgi, p. 43).
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earliest dating from Anglian times, the latest {Franci in Novo hurgo,^

Newport) from the Confessor's reign. Before Edward I's reign, in which

our documents begin to appear, a leet was an administrative unit,

organised as a hundred with its bailiff, co7istabularius, and criminal

court,^ and subdivided into two, three,^ or four districts, which were then

called after their parishes. (These smaller districts received the name of

leets in the fourteenth century, and of the twelve wards in the fifteenth

;

then only the great wards, the former large leets, were symmetrically

subdivided into three.) Each of the eleven subleets comprised unequally

from two to ten parishes—there were forty-siK parishes in Norwich—but

contained at least twelve decennae, so that twelve capitales plegii ^ could

be sworn in as jurati for presentments from each subleet. Three subleets

had juries of fifteen, eighteen, and thirty men. Mr. Hudson judiciously

concludes that the subleets were artificial groups, created, perhaps in 1223,

in order to get a lawful presentment jury. The tithing, therefore, is older

than the subleet. But it is younger than and subordinate to the parish.

It generally comprised from nine to twenty-eight men, and gained

members when the population increased, while the number of tithings

remained constantly about 160 in the whole city. All the male inhabi-

tants, if twelve years old and resident ^ for a twelvemonth, were bound to

belong to a tithing, even nativi ^° paying chevagium to the lord of a

neighbouring manor, sons living in the father's household, and some

servants. Other mainpasts, however, were answered for by their master.

Clerks leading a clerical life, but not married or in trading, were exempted,

as were free owners of land outside the town, the class of probi homines

{bons gentz), and large landholders in the city, but by no means, as

Bracton would make us believe, all who possessed rem immobilem in

civitate. The capital pledge, a well-to-do citizen of the class just below

the patricians, lived in the midst of his decennao'ii, who acted as compur-

gators for each other.^^ He gave the tithing his name, as he filled his

post for many years. It was, no doubt, a disagreeable office, as he had to

spy out the offences ^^ of his neighbours before he acted as their mouth-

piece in presenting them in the annual court of leet. This was held in

the tolbooth during the Lent month. The four bailiffs together presided

* Domesday, ii. 118. ,

^ Mr. Hudson inclines to date the acquisition by the city of its own view of frank-

pledge from 1194, and the hundred jurisdiction from 1223. He candidly owns, how-

ever, that his argument (the Lent term of the court of leet, while the Great Charter of

1225 fixed the Easter term) is not conclusive.

' That three was the intended normal number cannot be proved.

« The Old English word heed-bonvis (chief sureties), preserved at Lynn about

1425, and, altered into head-boroughs, until 1835 (p. Ixix), must not be connected with

borough.

» The walls of Norwich included, however, several jurisdictions not belonging to

the city, viz. the cathedral priory, the castle (with the sheriff's county court and

ballivi regis ; see p. xciii, and Eye, in Norfolk Antiq. Mlscell. i. 326), and two letae

in Newgate, then owned by monasteries, later on annexed to the city.

'« The authority alleged by the villans in 1313 is a forgery ; cf. my Leges Anglo-

rum London, pp. 36, 99.

" P. XXX. Cf. my Consiliatio Cnuti, 13.

'2 Vici burgi custos amerciatur, siper fraudem fuerit hutesium concelatum (John

of Longueville ap. Maitland, Court Baron, p. 80).
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in it and represented the king, without distinction between his seignorial

and royal authority or between their administrative and juridical functions.

The presentments were made for every subleet separately by a unanimous

jury, which was collectively responsible for the truth ;
the jurymen were

often amerced when they had concealed any offence. Two or four ^^ of

these capital pledges affeered the small amercements, which varied from

6d. to 4s. and were largely reduced by half, sometimes through patrician

influence on the bailiffs. In 1289 ISl were assessed and 17/. only

actually collected by the bailiffs' permanent Serjeants. Trifling fines,

for the sale of beer, &c., operated in the long run, when repeated every

year, rather like an excise duty or a license. The system was altogether

efiicient for the detection of offences, but not for their punishment.

Though the trial of the most serious crimes was reserved to the

king's justices, even murder was presented if the evidence had not come

before the coroner.^^ Hamsocn, rape, assault {tmhere sanguinem),

receiving s':olen goods, harbouring thieves, and sometimes even theft were

dealt with by simple amercements.^^ Nocumentum vicini, though there

would lie an action for a remedy, was then still presentable, just like

common nuisances, as obstruction of road or river and diversion of water-

courses. A system of indictable offences did not exist. The remaining

presentments in these rolls concern unlawful feeding of animals on

Norwich Common or in the city ditches, deforcing people from mowing

grass in a common islet, capere yong fry m regia ripa pro bayte, non-

delivery of goods found, vetitum namium, violent rescue of distraints,

detinere landgabhc7n, purprestures, removing bounds, refusing to serve as

a subconstable or a juryman, non-attendance at the leet, harbouring

strangers who ought to be in tithing, not being in a tithing, vagabondage

by night, drunkenness, ludere ad talos, wrongful or unpursued hue and

cry, impleading a citizen in curia christianitatis de placitis que non

tangunt matrimonium neque testamentum, &c. By far the most frequent

cases arose, however, from trade and industry. People bought before the

market in order to avoid the toll or to gain by resale a difference ot

price.^^ Sellers used private balances and measures, ungauged or

defective, while buyers refused bare ones. The assize of bread and beer

was often broken. Bad victuals were offered under wholesome appear-

ance, as flesh of fallen animals, rotten fish and whelks, measled pork, and
warmed-up meat. Hides of cows, calves, and horses were sold for ox-

hides ; the fripperers made old clothes appear like new ones ; and similar

fraudulent manufactures were frequently presented. Many inhabitants

without freedom of the city were fined for doing merchandise or for

keeping apprentices, a licence belonging to citizens only.^''

There were women citizens (p. 49). The concives were sometimes
called p>(ires ^» {civitatis). A merchant gild did not exist, and craft

" Compare the four affeerers at Lynn {Norfolk Archcsologij, vi. 229).
'* Inquisitions into incendiarism and medleys belonged to the baihffs' duty ; see

Eye's Norfolk Antiq. Miscell. i. 327.
'* Compare thefbote, pp. 63, 66. i* See glossary, s.y. forebarring.
" The editor prints (p. Ixxxvi) the interesting rule of admission to citizenship

rem the Norwich Customs.
'« This occurs also in Northern France.
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gilds were by charter of 1256 prohibited as interfering with the general

interests of the communitas. But the cobblers', saddlers', fullers', and
tanners' gilds were already flourishing in 1291-2, as the presentments

prove ; and in the fifteenth century only men enrolled in a trade company
could become cives. We must not here follow Mr. Hudson into his com-
parison of frankpledge in East Anglia, London, and Nottingham, into

much interesting local matter, or into * the decadence of the leets.' The
tithing system lost its purpose and its power to the crafts and the new
oligarchical institutions long before ^^ the reorganisation of Norwich

after the London ^o pattern came about from 1403 onwards. Mr. Hudson
recognises an aristocracy around the bailiffs, * the one executive authority,'

so early as in the thirteenth century. To the same class, to judge from

their names, belonged the sixteen cives quorum consilio universitas rege-

batitr'^^ in 1272. Were four of these councillors elected by every leet,

as later on six for the Twenty-four ?

The text of the volume was previously unedited. It is here printed in

full as far as p. 28, later on in excerpts, in a conscientious and scholarly way.

It consists of authentic records of the Norwich court, viz. eleven leet rolls

of 1288-1391, an account of amercements of 1364, inquisitions of 1350,

and presentments before the sheriffs of 1551-1802. The tithing roll of

Mancroft, the most populous leet, comprising the market and tolbooth, of

1311, is described and partially given in facsimile. Not all the rolls con-

tain complete proceedings of the court, i.e. both presentments and amerce-

ments.

Though these documents hardly ever touch national history, except in

the case of the citizens' riot against the cathedral and its painful conse-

quences, they illustrate medieval civilisation in many ways,^^ as well as

municipal ^^ and legal antiquities, which are carefully explained in the

notes. Some patricians stole 40Z. from the subdean's chest, most likely toll

wrongfully exacted (p. xci). Economic history of course gains most.

Stone houses were still rare enough to give a family its name (p. 59).

Besides corn, butter, and cheese, a taverner exported 28 barrels of eggs

out of the kingdom (p. 63). Details of brewing, tanning, fulling, and

other industrial processes are often mentioned. We can make up a long

list of trades existing at Norwich about 1300.^^ A capellanus est usurarius

" Cf. p. 80 on 'the absorption of the business of the leefcs by the municipal

assembly ' in 1350.

20 As early as 1272 the London Guildhall sides with the Norwich citizens against

their cathedral priory {Liber Antiq. Leg., ed. Stapleton, p. 145).

2' So Gregory X, in Luard's Barihol. Cotton, Appendix, p. 422 ; also in Eye's Norf.

Ant. Misc. ii. Gl, iii. 346. (Cf. a council of sixteen in 1377, ibid. p. 348.) It is a

pity that Mr. Hudson, using largely unpublished materials (pp. xlv, 12), hardly ever

quotes local Hterature or Bentley's Excerpta Historica, p. 253.

'^- Cf. Notes and Queries, 1893, i. 366, ' Costume in Chaucer.'

-^ Taxatorcs communis taxationis sigilium jposuerunt 7iomine cifrcstattonis, p. 67.

2* Mercator, hukster (p. 63), carecter (p. 25), miller (p. 74), bacur (.p. 25), bmciator

(p. 13), taverner (p. 63), coci (p. 13), pastemakere (p. 28), le puddingwyf (p. 6),

pulletarii (p. 13), bocher (p. 71), schcseinonger (p. 13), leekman (p. U), forester (p. 16),

fishmonger ague dulcis (p. 80), pessoner (p. 14) or pescur {]).2S), mercer (p. 74), especer

(p. 17) or spycer, silkman (p. 66), liattere (p. 53) or chapeller (p. 28), leytier (p. 45),

cardemaker or webstcr (p. 66), shernian (p. 72), fuller (p. 74), dubbatores (p. 17),

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXYI. 3 G
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maximus (p. 35). The names of Isak and Benjamin do not belong to

Jews ; but Isak filius Deuelcreys is one of Abraham Deu-le-cress's family.

A seller of carnes Judaicas trepha is presented (pp. 7, 10, xcv). Duchmen

and cervisia Flandr' occur. Lepers were presented, though not always

isolated. Ballivi regis ducehayitcommunes meretrices extra civitatem (p. 59).

The language of the medieval rolls is business Latin, richly interlarded

with English and French bits which philologists will relish. The editor

places an accurate translation opposite the text, and supplies his somewhat

mea^^re * glossary ' ^^ by valuable notes at the foot of the page and an

* index of matters,' full, but of course not exhaustive. His * indices of

persons and places' seem complete. The 'map of Norwich in 1288*

ought to become a model for similar editions of local origin. We must

not forget the list of * local manuscripts of the corporation ' on p. Ixxxv,

containing, e.g., Leges antique Norwicenses before 1340. Hoping soon to

see these treasures communicated to the students of English municipal

history, we could not wish for fitter hands to publish them than the pre-

sent editor's. F. Liebeemann.

De oiidste stadsrekeningen van Dordrecht, 1284-1424. Uitgegeven door

C. M. Dozy. (Werken uitgegeven door het Historisch Genootschap

gevestigd te Utrecht. III. Ser. No. 2.) ('s Gravenhage : Nijhoff.

1881.)

We have too long delayed to notice this exemplary edition by Mr. Dozy

of the oldest town accounts of Dordrecht, published by the indefatigable

Historical Society of Utrecht. Historical students are beginning to dis-

cover that medieval account rolls are valuable for much more than the

information they give us about prices and wages—information which by

itself is frequently meaningless. They are among the richest sources of

material for constitutional history, and for that understanding of the

blekestere (p. 14), lyster [dyer] (p. 70), draper (p. 56), lindraper (p. .35), tailor (p. 76),

lacebreydere (p. 5S), felliparkis [fripperer] (p. 64) or peliparii (p. 55), skinner (p. 18),

scoudere (p. 21) or scowthere (p. 12), tanner (p. 22), barker (p. 3), curreur (p. 57), lether-

kervere (p. 10), cordicaner (p. 64), souter (p. 78), cobbler (p. 24), gaunter (p. 25),

mitenmaker (p. 18), gerthmakere (p. 25), sellarii (p. 43), sporier (p. 64), armourer,

(p. 64), smith (p. 74), goldsmith (p. 72) or orfevre (p. 42), monner (p. 14), locksmith

(p. 31), agidlier (p. 8), ledbetere (p. 25), belleyetere (p. 42), coteler{ip. 6Q),faciensmanu-
bria ad cidtellos (p. 28), barbour [as a bleeder] (p. 70), comibstere (p. 9; le comberc,

p. 51), lanternemaker (p. 66), candeler (p. 11), parchemyner (p. 75), scrivener (p. 18),

luminur (p. 25), bookbynder (p. 66), daubere, turner (p. 13), carpenter (p. 12), rieder

(p. 73), skeppere (p. 17), hirdler (p. 25), pantermaker (p. 52).

" Add the following words, all duly entered in Mayhew and Skeat's Dictionary,
and in Godefroy in these or similar forms: arguel (p. 47), barrera (p. 12), belewe

(p. 66), bido'j) (p. 67), blanket (p. 66), brasas, brestplates (p. 64), buket (p. 10), bunda
[boundary] (p. 22), kardes (p. 65), carkeys [carcasses] (p. 71), coverlyt (p. 66), dagger
(p. 69), U espenserdu chastcle (p. 11), forcerium (p. Bij), furred (p. 78), gravella et sabilo

(p. 59), gvttera (p. 56), harncys selle (p. 74), hcspys de Irlond-yern (p. 75), kerchef
(p. 69), latthis [laths] (p. 70), naperon (p. 69), oof et warp (p. 63), i^euter (p. 78)
pillorclla (p. ^Q), pu{n)dinges (p. 8), schoppa (p. 12), slabbes (p. 65), stulpes et stakes

(p. 73), de straio (p. 67), vitrum mixtimi cum vertegrez (p. 47), warp de brown (p. 65),
w]jlkcs (p. 9), yongfry (p. 73). Ad talliam means by retail (p. 57). Tp)rut (p. 14) is

an mterjection of scorn
; cf. Monuin. Germ, xxvii. 73, and Wright's Folit. Sonas,

pp. 223, 381.
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structure of society which makes the constitution intelligible. This is es-

pecially true of medieval town life ; where we are fortunate enough to have

both accounts and tax rolls we are able to penetrate into the daily working

of the civic organism. And hence it is that just as national constitutional

history, hitherto based chiefly on the chronicles, is now being corrected, as

by Mr. Round, from charters and other administrative documents, so civic

history, which in like manner has hitherto been constructed from town

chronicles, is being reshaped by works like those of Professor Karl Biicher

on Frankfort. Every scrap accordingly of this new sort of evidence is more

than welcome; and it is this fresh impulse to investigation, and the

probability that the cities of Western Europe resembled one another in

some, at any rate, of the broader characteristics of their development,

which gives a more than local importance to such labours as those of Mr.

Dozy. The publication before us includes all the material of the nature

of account rolls now extant belonging to Dordrecht up to 1424. This falls

into two divisions—first, the detailed rolls of receipts and payments for

the years 1284-1287 ; and secondly, extracts from the accounts of 1311,

1312, 1351, 1374, 1385,1390, 1400, 1418 and following years. The former

are still extant in the Dordrecht archives ; the latter are preserved among
the manuscript notes of the antiquary Wouter van Goudhoeven. It will be

observed that there are unfilled gaps between 1287 and 1311, and between

1312 and 1351 ; and, as the first half of the fourteenth century was the turn-

ing point in the economic and therefore in the constitutional history of most

of the important cities of north-western Europe, these are hiatus valde de-

flendi} However even these accounts give us evidence thirty years earlier

than that furnished by similar documents in any other town of the

northern Netherlands (Hulst, 1326 ; Deventer, 1337). We may reason-

ably hope that if only every municipality and local society will do its duty

and print literatim all the fourteenth-century documents in its charge,

the lacunae will ultimately be filled up, the blank spaces in some town

histories being supplied from others so like in character and situation

that we may assume similarity of development. W. J. Ashley.

Becords of the Parliament holden at Westminster, a.d. 1305. Edited by

Fbedeeic William Maitland. (London : Published under the direc-

tion of the Master of the Eolls. 1893.)

Peofessor Maitland has set himself to publish from the original, recently

recovered in the king's remembrancer's office, ' one of the earliest, amplest,

and most complete of the ancient rolls of parliament . . . the roll of

the parliament held by Edward I in the spring of the year 1305.' Al-

though * as a whole ' this roll had hitherto remained unpublished, the

greater part of the entries in it were already known. They were, in fact,

transcribed so long ago as the beginning of the fourteenth century in the

famous collection which passes by the name of the * Vetus Codex,' by a

clerk ' who had access to the parliamentary rolls,' and were printed in 1661

in the * Placita Parliamentaria ' of William Ryley, the editor of the * Vetus

Codex.' The reasons which nevertheless prompted Dr. Maitland to print

' Mr. Dozy has since discovered the accounts for 1323, 1367, and 1399, and

pubhshed them in the Bijdragen en Mededeelingen of the Utrecht Society, vol. xiv.

—

Ed. E. H. E.

3c2
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this document in full are, first, that ' the as yet unprinted part of it ought

to be given to the world
;

' and secondly, that ' an opportunity seemed to

have offered itself for the accomplishment of a task that has never yet

been attempted, viz. the illustration of a good and typical parliament roll

by means of those parliamentary petitions which are its groundwork.'

^

There exist in the record office a great number of undated ' ancient

petitions,' from which Dr. Maitland has sought out all those that were

connected with the roll of 1305, and has added them to his edition.

' As the editors of the " Eolls of Parhament," ' he says (p. xxxii), 'seem

of set purpose to have avoided the printing of any original petition, if

they could find any mention of that petition upon a roll, it has been

thought that a volume which would show the connexion between the roll

and the petitions might be a valuable aid to students of history, even though

in some cases the entry on the roll, and in others the petition, had been

already printed.' Moreover, Dr. Maitland has made judicious use ' of

those writs which carried into effect the answers given to the petitions,

writs that are to be found on the chancery and exchequer rolls of the

year.' * We are thus,' he says (p. xxxiii), * enabled to see the business of

petitioning in three different stages : first we have the original petition in

homely French, then the brief entry on the parliament roll, then the writ

which tells the story yet once more. . . . Perhaps a careful study

of petitions, parliament rolls, and chancery writs, when once more they

are brought into connexion with each other, may help towards a solution

of some of those problems about the relation between the king's council,

the auditors of petitions, and the assembly of the estates which are still

open after all the labours of Prynne and Hale, of Hardy and Palgrave, of

Gneist and Stubbs.'

The majority of the rolls of the English parliament in the time of

Edward I are ' occupied by entries which concern the audience of petitions

and such judicial business as was transacted, the line between these placita

and the hearing of petitions being not very sharp.' Now at the same

period there were in France also parliaments which administered justice

and heard petitions in the king's name. It is interesting to notice in this

connexion how much better the English archives were kept than were

those of France, and in how much less mutilated a condition they have

come down to us. It would be impossible in the case of a session of the

French parliament, although this parliament corresponded at the same time

to what the English parliament was—a solemn session of the king in

council—and to the court of king's bench, to undertake a publication so

complete as that which Dr. Maitland has prepared of the first parliament
of the thirty-third year of Edward I. There existed, indeed, in France as

in England, the roMi parlamentorum, where the acts of the assemblies
were, at least in part,^ recorded ; but these rolls were, without exception,

destroyed at a very early date ; we have nothing beyond the extracts which
were arbitrarily made by the redactors of the ' Olim ' registers after the
manner of the compiler of the ' Vetus Codex.' As to petitions, acts of

procedure, and royal mandates ' which carried into effect the answers given,'

and the decisions arrived at, we have some indeed, but they are miserably

' Cf. Maitland, p. xxv, 1. 7.
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few and scattered, because the old archivists of France never took the

precaution of gathering the original documents (we have never had a

separate class of 'ancient petitions '), and because the royal writs have, in

France, never been registered with as much care as at the chancery or

the exchequer in England. In his * Actes du Parlement * M. E. Boutaric has

lately tried to bring together, as Dr. Maitland has now done with superior

means at his disposal, the notices in the 'Olim' and the original petitions,

decrees, &c., which appeared to him suitable to complete and illustrate them.
If one compares the documents which exist relating to, I do not say the

French parliament of 1305 (because there was no parliament in France in

1305), but to any other parliament of the time of Philip the Fair, with the

documents here collected relating to a parliament of Edward I (a parliament

which, after all, was in no wise exceptional), one may see clearly the differ-

ence between the English and French materials, to the advantage of the

former. It is true that Dr. Maitland is a most conscientious editor,^ while

M. Boutaric was very careless ; nevertheless, while admitting that by diligent

research it is possible to add notably to the entries supplementing those

from the ' Olim ' which M. Boutaric has published, the total loss of our

rotuli parlamentorum, the want of a collection of ' Ancient Petitions,' and
the irregularity of the system of registering at the French chancery, these

three causes of inferiority can never be overcome.

Setting aside such points of difference, the distinctive value and
interest of Dr. Maitland's book lie less in the texts which it contains,

which, though typical, possess no special significance, than in the learned

and ingenious commentary with which in the second part of his intro-

duction (pp. xxxiv-lxxxix) he has furnished them. In the fifty pages

of this introduction we have the most solid and judicious account that has

yet appeared of the early history of the king's council in England—of its

composition and jurisdiction, of the true meaning in the time of Edward I

of the words parliainentum and consilium, which later have been under-

stood very differently, and led to dangerous anachronisms in the language

and theories of modern historians. Nowhere can we find more clearly

explained (pp. Iv-lxvi) the procedure of the hearing and * trying ' of the

special committees for Aquitaine, Scotland, Ireland, &c., a method closely

analogous to that of the commissions appointed by the parliaments of

France to hear the petitions of the langue d'oil or of the langue d'oc.

With regard to the exact nature of these * so-called parliamentary

petitions ' in the beginning of the fourteenth century. Dr. Maitland points

out that they are not at all addressed to the parliament or * to the lords of

parliament ;
' they are personal petitions addressed ' to the king and his

council ' assembled in solemn session :
' as yet any meeting of the king's

council that has been solemnly summoned for general business seems to

be a parliament ; ... it is but slowly that this word is appropriated to

2 I may make a single criticism. Dr. Maitland's introduction is followed by a

* calendar of the parliament, which gives, or is intended to give, the names of the

bishops, the barons, and the representatives of the commons, also of the officers of

state, justices, sheritls and so forth.' Now how was this list made up ? ' From docu.

ments that are already in print and from the various rolls of the year ' (p. xciii). It

was quite indispensable to indicate the exact authority for each name. The list appears

to have been somewhat hastily put together.
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colloquies of a particular kind—namely, those which the king has with the

estates of his realm—and still more slowly that it is transferred from the

colloquy to the body of men whom the king has summoned' (p. Ixvii).

The _p^^cito tried in the parhaments of Edward I raise a very difficult

question. The chancery, the exchequer, the king's bench, and the

common bench (afterwards the court of common pleas) are already in

1305 clearly differentiated institutions. But who is it that judges cases

that come before the king in parhament ? Is it the council ? Is it * the

nascent house of lords ' ? The question has been much debated, but

never more ably discussed than in the book before us (pp. Ixxix-lxxxviii).

Dr. Maitland declines to settle it ; all that he claims to do is to provide

materials for the formation of opinions ; but no one is likely to refuse

adherence to the provisional conclusions which he states with equal

modesty and skill. In a word, this introduction contains a very important

chapter in constitutional history.

The work ends with a note on the ' Vetus Codex '

(p. 843), and with

some extracts from the Vascon roll of 1305. Dr. Maitland himself

declares that * it would have been easy to fill another volume with

documents occasioned by the session held in the spring of the year 1305,'

or simply contemporaneous with that session. With regard to the entries

in the Vascon roll in particular, he has ' selected a very few of them

'

(p. 328). The reader is free to form his own opinion as to whether it

would not have been better to leave out insignificant extracts arbitrarily

chosen. * They will give us,' says Dr. Maitland, ' some information about

persons who played a prominent part in our parliament as auditors of

[Vascon] petitions.' But are these the only documents which afford us

information concerning these persons ? If the editor had wished to

furnish biographical matter touching every individual who sat in the

parliament of 1305, he would have increased his book very unnecessarily,

and very easily, for if it is true that ' there is no question about the govern-

ment of England by Edward I which cannot be answered ' (p. Ixxxix), it

is not less so that the cursus honorum of nearly all the councillors of

Edward I could be reconstructed. As this was wisely not attempted, I

think it would have been no loss to omit also appendix ii. (pp. 321-338),

which is either superfluous or insufficient. C. V. Langlois.

Le CronicJiG di Giovanni Sercamhiy Ltccchese, pubhlicate sul Manoscritti

Originali a cura di Salvatore Bonghi. Istituto Storico Italiano :
* Fonti

per la Storia d' Italia.' 3 vols. (Roma : Sede dell' Istituto. 1892.)

Sekcambi was a druggist and grocer of good means who was born in the

year of the great plague, 1348, and whose life was closed by that of 1424.

The only pubUc event in his career was the aid which he gave to his

patron, Guinigi, in estabhshing his despotism at Lucca. For this he was
rewarded by the monopoly of the supply of stationery to the government
offices, and of confectionery, groceries, and drugs to the despot's court.

Literary tastes, however, interrupted these more profitable avocations, for

he left, apart from the chronicles, a collection of tales, a plagiarised com-
mentary on Dante, and a political tract which recommends a combination
of protective duties with internal freedom of trade. The chronicles
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themselves are no unadulterated history. They are weighted with moral

tales, and with passages from Dante, the Dittamundo, Stoppa dei Bostichi,

and especially Soldanieri. Digressions are very numerous. The author's

habit of rambling has the merit of illustrating the intellectual atmosphere

of the age : it is curious, for instance, to find the disreputable miracles of

the magician Virgil still repeated. It is owing, however, not to their

literary garrulity but to their historical indiscretions that the chronicles

have remained so long unprinted. So jealously were they guarded by the

government of Lucca that Muratori could only publish a fragment from

a casual manuscript at Milan. The reason of this secrecy was partly

Sercambi's honesty in confessing that the independence of his town
from Pisa was due to the emperor Charles IV, and partly his panegyric

of the gentle despotism of Paolo Guinigi, which was offensive to the

later oligarchical government. It is typical of the continuity of Italian

life that a combination of national, particularist, and constitutional

prejudices should have delayed the publication of important chronicles

to the present day. Sercambi's introduction, due apparently to the

limitations of his main authority rather than to his own self-restraint,

is unusually short. He begins only with the emperor Barbarossa, and
there is no tendency to expatiate until the facts begin to fall within

the author's personal knowledge, or that of his immediate predecessors.

It would be difficult to find in any country a period more crowded with

events, and an intelligent Lucchese had peculiar opportunities of observa-

tion. Lucca stood halfway between Florence and Pisa, the Tuscan repre-

sentatives of Guelfic and Ghibelline principles. She was exposed at once

to the threats and blandishments of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, as she blocked

his approach to Florence by the coast road from Sarzana. Lucca was,

indeed, the traditional ally of Florence, and had been punished by enforced

submission to the Pisan yoke. Yet Sercambi illustrates the jealousy with

which the republic, which was to dominate Tuscany, was regarded.

Pisa abhiamo cornperata e LuccJia aremo in dono, sang Florentine men
and women, gentle and simple, as they danced among the bonfires on the

great piazza in August 1405. So also the author regarded with prophetic

alarm the commendation of Sarzana to the Florentine rival, Li questo

modo il comune di Firenza va pigliando intorno a Luccha. Iddio ci

difenda dalla loro voluntd !

The internal history of Lucca is a typical tale of the alternations of

submission to a foreign state, stormy independence, and the replacement

of an oligarchical government by a native despot—military, as Castruccio,

or civil, as Guinigi. The references to constitutional practice illustrate the

better known history of Florence, while the difficulties entailed by the

multiplicity of councils in the latter town are in one case described in

detail. Of great interest is a chapter on the economic distress caused by

the Burgundian and Armagnac civil war to the trade of Lucca, the bank-

ruptcy or migration of the workers in silks and velvets, in gold and silver

thread, even of the makers of packing cases ; the artisans, as it appears,

being paid in kind by wares whose value was depreciated by fifty per cent.

So too the depreciation of the coinage in France, the capture of Amiens

by the English, the dynastic troubles in England react immediately upon

Jjucchese commerce. Sercambi, moreover, does pot confine his records to
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events in Lucca. His chronicles are intended to be a history of Italy, or

even of Europe. He is particularly well informed on the affairs of Genoa
;

among his stories is an anecdote of the single Genoese ship which escaped

from Chioggia by following the viking practice and leaping the bar of sunken

vessels, with the crew astern at the moment of the charge. He lashes with

his own and with Dante's invective the assumption of temporal power

at Rome by Boniface IX at the request of Paolo Orsini and the people.

The victory of Carmagnola and Pergola over the Swiss at Arbedo is

graphically described, with the death of the Swiss giant who long made

victory doubtful. The arrival of the first gipsies at Lucca, ' Egyptian

men and women on horseback, under the leadership of a duke,' is attributed

to the forced conversion of native populations by the Turk, and to the

subsequent penance of visiting Eome imposed by the emperor Sigismund.

Almost from the scene of battle a relation sends a narrative of the disaster

of Nicopolis. The civil war in France and the EngHsh campaigns, as

being of such vital importance to Lucca, receive frequent notice, the

struggle between Burgundian and Armagnac being regarded as the out-

come of social strife between the upper and lower classes. The account

of the fall of Richard II is the antitype of the confusions made by many

a modern candidate for examination. We read how the count of Arbi,

son of the duke of Lancaster, defeated and imprisoned King Edward,

and was by the nobles, people, and community of London elected

king ; while, however, he held the feast of the round table at Vindisora

the count of Oreo brought the news that his bastard brother, the arch-

bishop of Canturbia, the count of Otindon, and the lord Spensieri had risen

for the dethroned king. The elected monarch, being neither gluttonous

nor incredulous, arose from table, rode the twenty miles to London, and

with the financial aid of the Londoners defeated the rebels. The tale

closes with the picture of Otindon, Spensieri, and the bastard, with four-

and-twenty counts and barons, undergoing execution. They lie with face

to ground, their heads fixed in a frame of which the upper side forms an

axe, which the executioner with a gigantic mallet drives upon their necks.

This picture is but one of six hundred engravings reproduced by aid of

photography on a scale of two-thirds from the original water colours of

Sercambi. Inexact as they may be for the execution of English noblemen,

they form, even without the text, a precious lesson in contemporary

Italian life, its warfare, its political assemblies, its religious functions, its

superstitions, the appearance of its towns. S. Gemignano * delle belle

torri ' finds many a counterpart in these pages. Bologna is distinguished

by its leaning towers, while, curiously enough, Pisa is never so characterised

—a fact which, if the author's intimate knowledge of the town be considered,

may go some way to correct the current theory of the Pisan curiosity.

The harbour of Genoa and her Castelletto, the Seragho of Mantua, are

easily recognised, and the square imperial keep of Samminiato. We see

the companies of Hawkwood and Alberico da Barbiano, the hiring of the

condottieri at a booth outside the gates, the infantry, with long lances and
round shields and party-coloured stockings, preceded by their drummer,
mounted archers and cross-bowmen, towns attacked bywooden castles raised

upon wheels and decked with Ghibelhne battlements. Raiding parties hang
in scorn asses, dogs, and sheep before the hostile city ; they coin money out-
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side its gates in sign of sovereignty, and race for tlie palio, the long strip

of cloth upheld on a lance as the prize in view. Unauthorised plunderers

are hung from trees by pulleys, while the troops drive off herds of cattle,

sheep, and swine. The storming of towns is marked by standards hurled

from the towers and the dismantling of fortresses ; the captured Visconti

banners are dragged astern through the canals of Venice. Peace is cele-

brated by bonfires and illuminations; treaties are sworn, each party

holding his hand upon the book in the mediator's presence. In civil life

the gonfaloniers of the companies receive their banners, the balia meets

to assess a tax, the council is seen in session with the ballot boxes ready

for the vote, the bag is filled with the names of candidates for office, the

eight at Florence ' who had the presumption to be called saints ' are por-

trayed upon their election for all time. Civil discord is spread by the

agency of a visible devil ; then follows stealthy assassination, the hurling

of defeated magistrates from the windows. The executor of justice sits

with his assessors on a rostrum ; the victims, with hands bound, receive

sentence, and suffer execution after the manner of the English noblemen.

After a successful revolution the despot and his horsemen illustrate the

well-known phrase, correre la cittd. A curious picture of international

amenity is the return of the Florentine masons who had aided in dis-

mantling the imperial castles in Lucca ; a palio, of which the pattern can

still be traced, is sent to be hung with many others in S. Giovanni.

Emperor and pope play leading parts. Charles IV receives the iron

crown in front of S. Ambrogio, and the imperial crown at Rome. Wenzel
meets Charles VI to discuss the healing of the schism, though the

traditional drunken orgy is discreetly omitted. A newly elected pope,

with the tiara suspended above his head, is surrounded by his cardinals

while the last rites are performed in honour of his predecessor. Inter-

dicts are pronounced, bulls despatched ; the rose is presented to a prince
;

the olive branches are blessed, indulgences conferred. On two occasions

the jubilee pilgrims meet outside the walls of Rome, each with his alpen-

stock, while the white penitents, with their torches and crucifixes, accom-

pany the reader throughout Italy. Finally the pictures of the plague

have a pathetic interest, and illustrate the sanitary theory which was

seriously held ; devils mow down the victims with scythes, or angels and

cupids shoot them down with arrows, or empty their poisoned vials upon

the prostrate victims of whom the chronicler was destined to be one.

E. Akmsteong.

History of England under Henry IV. By James Hamilton Wylie,

M.A., one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Vol. II.—1405-

140G. (London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1894.)

Ten years of the laborious leisure of a busy official career have brought

the work, the first volume of which was noticed in this Review in 1886

(vol. i. p. 786), to the verge of completion. The new instalment consti-

tutes a marked advance upon the first in thoroughness and historical

grasp. The modest list of sixteen pages of printed authorities consulted

for vol. i. is now supplemented by one of fifty-four pages, and the manu-

script material used has also largely increased. Much valuable information,
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especially as to the king's movements, has for instance been gleaned from

the Eeceipt Eolls of the Duchy of Lancaster. For the years comprised in

this volmne Mr. Wylie almost exhausts the available material, printed

and manuscript, in this country, while keeping himself fully abreast of

what foreign scholars have been doing to throw light upon the relations of

England abroad. His book is in fact the only monograph on any period

in the last two centuries of Enghsh medieval history which can compare

in thoroughness of research with those of foreign historians on corre-

sponding periods of the history of their own countries. So greatly has

the task indeed grown upon Mr. Wylie's hands, that the second volume,

which was to have completed the work, covers only two years. They are

no doubt the critical years of the reign, but we feel some doubt whether

the five which remain can be dealt with on the same scale, along with

appendices and an index, in the third and concluding volume which is

promised for next year.

, The affairs of Wales, where the English victories over Owen Glyndwr

at Grosmont and Usk in the spring of 1405 turned the tide against the

Welsh rebel, are dealt with at considerable length, and the misery into

which the border country had been plunged by the war is clearly brought

out. The * Coify ' castle of the ' Eulogium,' which the Welsh had been

besieging all through the winter, is rightly identified with Coity near

Bridgend (pp. 6, 305) and not with Caerphilly as suggested by Sir James

Eamsay. But nothing very new or striking is elicited until the con-

spiracies of this year are reached. Some interesting details are added to

the story of the kidnapping of the young Mortimers in February, and

even Bishop Stubbs is shown to have been misled by some misplaced

documents in the Proceedings of the Privy Council into supposing that

the duke of York, who was imprisoned at Pevensey for his share in the

plot, was already released and in full employment again in June. The
Close Rolls prove that he was at Pevensey until October (p. 48). That
Archbishop Arundel should have thought it necessary to disavow any com-
plicity in the affair is not so strange as some have thought, seeing that, as

is here pointed out, his name had been used by the Percies in the defiance

they sent to Henry before the battle of Shrewsbury. Mr. Wylie further

shows that the date of 16th April assigned on the authority of Walsing-
ham to the St. Albans Council which ' agreed to differ ' is probably a

week too late. The probability would be certainty, but for the disquieting

evidence which has convinced him that ' the fact of documents being
dated from certain places away from Westminster cannot be relied upon
as proof that the king was himself there in person' (pp. 53, 255, 264, 279,

297). On the other hand we cannot but think that Mr. Wylie has mis-
apprehended some lines in Harding's chronicle (p. 362, ed. Ellis) from
which he infers a meeting of the council at London on Easter Sunday
(19 April) which was attended by the earl marshal and Lord Bardolf
before their flight to the north (pp. 53, 277, 211). A curious error into
which Sir James Ramsay and others have fallen as to the movements of
the king at this time is dispelled. On the strength of a document dated
25 April at Pontefract and placed by Kymer under this year, empowering
the earl of Westmorland and others to pardon Northumberland's adher-
^Qnts, it has been supposed that Henry, before going down to the Welsh
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Marches where we find him early in May, made a hurried journey into

Yorkshire, but, finding everything quiet, returned to Worcester whence he

was recalled to the north at the end of May by the outbreak of the revolt.

Mr. Wylie shows conclusively that the document really belongs to 1408

under which year indeed Rymer inserts a duplicate of it, and that on

25 April Henry was at Oxford slowly making his way to Worcester. The
close personal and family connexion between Northumberland and

Bardolf is likewise made clear (p. 175).

Quite excellent is the account of Archbishop Scrope and his unhappy

rising, in which the evidence is brought together which puts it practically

beyond doubt that Sir Harris Nicolas and Canon Raine were right in

making him one of the younger sons of the first Lord Scrope of Masham,
and that all other modern writers have been in error in taking literally

the words of the will of his father's cousin, the first Lord Scrope of

Bolton, in which he refers to the archbishop as ' my most dear father and
son' (pp. 192-7). The establishment of this relationship helps to explain

his revolt, for his younger brother John married in 1402 the widow of

Sir Thomas Percy, second son of Northumberland, and hig elder sister

was wife of a Yorkshire follower of the Percies, Sir Eobert Plumpton,

whose son William shared his maternal uncle's rising and fate. The
great difference in character between the two manifestoes attributed to

Scrope has never been satisfactorily accounted for. We are almost in-

clined to believe that Mr. Wylie is right in suggesting that Scrope 's only

manifesto was the shorter and vaguer of the two. The longer one

printed in ' Anglia Sacra ' is only referred to him in the heading, and its

similarity to the Percy manifesto of 1403 suggests that it may have been

issued by Northumberland and his party in 1407. Its allusions to the

condemnation of bishops by secular tribunals and to the king's excom-

munication seem to be almost conclusive against the usual date. The
collapse at Shipton Moor is described with a personal knowledge of the

ground and the addition of some interesting'^details from local sources, as

that the archiepiscopal forces carried the banner of the five wounds.

But Mr. Wylie's most important contribution to the elucidation of a

somewhat obscure episode is certainly his discovery on the Rotulus Viagii

of documents, which go far to reconcile the discrepant accounts of the

trial of the archbishop and the earl marshal on 8 June. The contem-

porary * Annals ' state that they were hurriedly condemned to death by

the earl of Arundel and Sir Thomas Beaufort. Thomas Gascoigne and

the writer of the anonymous chronicle generally known by the name of

its editor, Dr. Giles, who both wrote many years after the events, are

agreed that Chief Justice Gascoigne was asked and declined to sit in

judgment upon the two traitors ; the duty was then devolved, according

to the former writer, upon Sir William Fulthorpe, who was not even a-

judge ; according to the latter, upon Fulthorpe and Sir Ralph Eure.

Now Mr. Wylie is able to inform us of the appointment . four days before

of a commission to try all persons concerned in the rebellion, in which Sir

Thomas Beaufort was conjoined with Chief Justice Gascoigne, Fulthorpe,

and a number of northern gentlemen. Two days later (6 June) the names
of Arundel and five other peers were added to the list. We are not

expressly told by Mr. Wylie that Eure was a member of the commission^
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but elsewhere he implies that he was. He also reminds us that Beaufort

and Arundel were acting at the time as deputy marshal and constable

respectively. This new evidence certainly adds something to the proba-

bility of the story of Gascoigne's refusal to deliver sentence. Thomas

Gascoigne, though he wrote upwards of thirty years later, had good sources

of information. He was, as Mr. Wylie seems to have put beyond doubt,

a nephew of the judge ; and a relative of the Gascoignes, Sir Thomas

Cumberworth, a Lincolnshire knight, was an actual eye-witness of the trial.

Fulthorpe, though apparently not a judge, was learned in the law and

* one of the sages of the council of the court,' presiding in 1408 in a court

of chivalry, and acting as legal representative of the constable of England

(p. 236). The scene of the execution seems fixed with a fair amount of

certainty at a field just outside the walls of York at Clementhorpe
; but

Mr. WyHe criticises the lament for Scrope, printed by the Early English

Text Society, for speaking of the ' hill ' of execution, without being aware,

it would seem, of the local tradition which fixes the scene at a spot called

Bishop's Hill between York and Bishopthorpe (Murray, 'Handbook of

Yorkshire,' p. 73). We now know that the head of the hapless young

earl marshal was placed not on Ouse Bridge, but on Bootham Bar, looking

towards his own Vale of Mowbray, and that his body was not buried in

the Minster, but in the Grey Friars Church. Mr. Wyhe emphasises

strongly the mistake the king made in allowing Scrope to be buried in

his own cathedral. His conception of Henry's character is that of a man
full of energy while in health, but impulsive and ' infirm of purpose.'

But while joining in Bishop Stubbs's condemnation of the impolicy of his

proceedings against Scrope, he refuses, and we think rightly, to ascribe

nis action to * personal enmity or jealousy,' and takes a less favourable

view of the archbishop's motives than ' his latest apologist.' That some

of Henry's difficulties would have assumed much less acute shape had he

made any serious attempt to restrain the extravagance of the court, appears

very clearly in these pages. The whole royal family was greedy of lands

and revenues. Queen Joan most of all.

We have left ourselves no space to discuss many other interesting

lights thrown upon the difficulties of the reign, and can only just

mention that Sir James Kamsay is shown to have put the French
landing at Milford in the summer of 1405 a month too late, and that

the famous tripartite convention between Owen Glyndwr, Northumber-
land, and Sir Edmund Mortimer, which he, by a curious oversight, places

both in 1403 and in 1405, is assigned by Mr. Wylie, on grounds which seem
well weighed, to February 1406. It is pleasant to have found so few

obvious errors in so closely packed a mass of facts. ' The Commission
which pronounced sentence of deposition on Richard II ' should be,

' which announced ' his deposition to him in the Tower (p. 10). The
father of Gilbert Talbot, the victor at Grosmont, died 7 Sept. 1396, not

on 8 Sept. 1392. The Mowbray from which the earl marshal derived

his family name w^as not in Yorkshire (p. 31), but in Normandy. The
Vale of Mowbray, like Melton Mowbray, takes its name from the family.

For 'episcopatus Leondinensis; at p. 201, we should probably read
Leodiensis. Thomas Neville, lord Furnival, was warden not lord of

Annandale (p. 228). His father John Neville died in October 1388, not 1389.
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Mr. Wylie has here been misled by Surtees. Tonneins on the Garonne is

disguised as Tonnien at p. 31G. The most uncompromising admirers of

Prince Henry the Navigator hardly, we think, claim for him that he was
' the daring explorer who first ventured beyond Cape Bojador into the

Sea of Darkness.' Mr. Wylie does not inform us that the collection of

sermons so popular in the later fifteenth century under the humorous

title of * Dormi secure ' are ascribed to John of Verdena as well as to

Richard Maidstone, and his list of the early printed editions is not very

accurate.

The book is open to more serious criticism on a head which was dealt

with at some length in the review of the first volume and need not be

much enlarged upon here. The central chapters in which the moving tale

of Scrope's treason and death is narrated are written with some force and

power of style. But elsewhere Mr. Wylie severely taxes the patience of

his readers. To his old fault of interrupting the connexion of the

narrative by digressions which should go into notes or appendices, he has

added the new one, inspired by an excessive yearning after exhaustiveness,

of sprinkling his text with archaic words and phrases and then overloading

his closely printed notes with explanations and parallels. The historian

is not expected to supply a dictionary of the furniture, the dress, the

military architecture, and other realien of the time with which he is dealing.

The general reader is only repelled by notes of this kind, and the student

would much prefer to have the main lines of the subject standing out

more distinctly and turn up his Du Cange and his Godefroy for himself.

But though he may grumble he will not, if he is a student of the history

of the fifteenth century, be able to dispense with constant reference to

the results of Mr. Wylie' s exact and profound knowledge of that part of

the period which he has made his own. James Tait.

Die Wiederbelebung des classischen Alterthums, oder das erste Jahrhundert

des Humanismus. Von Geoeg Voigt. Dritte Auflage, besorgt von

Max Lehnekdt. 2 vols. (Berlin : Georg Reimer. 1893.)

The history of humanism of the late Professor Voigt of Leipzig has

long been, like his life of Aeneas Sylvius, a standard work. Unlike the

biography, it has had the advantage of passing through more than one

edition, and now reappears revised and improved for the third time. It

has been translated both into Italian and French ; but in England it is

not so well known as it deserves to be, and English students are usually

contented to resort to the unsatisfactory volume of the late Mr. J. A.

Symonds, or else to the arid summary which opens Signor Villari's ' Life

of Machiavelli.' For mature scholarship, sound judgment, and range of

learning, Voigt's book stands without a competitor, and it is much to be

desired that it should appear in an English dress. The section, how-

ever, which deals with the English scholars in Italy needs a good deal of

correction and enlargement, for the author has depended almost entirely

on Vespasiano da Bisticci, Bale, and Wharton. To speak of the second

founder of the university library at Oxford as having established a library

wohl bei cinem der Colleges (ii. 256) is a mistake which might easily

have been avoided by referring to Anstey's ' Munimenta Academica,'
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where two catalogues of Duke Humphrey's books are printed. In the

same way the mention of Bishop Gray's hbrary needs supplementing by

a statement that the greater part of it still remains in the possession of

Balliol College, Oxford. The record of the books collected by or tran-

scribed for the opulent scholars of the fifteenth century furnishes not the

least valuable testimony to their tastes and acquirements, and when these

books are actually in existence it is a pity that the fact should not be

noticed. Coxe's catalogue might at least have been cited.

Reginald L. Poole.

Caterina Sforza. Di Pier Desideeio Pasolini. 3 volumi.

(Roma : Loescher. 1893.)

It is a rare pleasure to read a work at once so thorough and so spirited

as is this life of Caterina Sforza, to which Count Pasolini has obviously

devoted many years of patient labour. Research and enthusiasm do not

often go together, but Count Pasolini is inspired by local patriotism

towards the Romagna, and is supported by a feeling of hereditary loyalty.

He has ransacked all the archives, and has compiled a calendar of the

documents relating to his subject. His book is full of illustrations of all

the people and places who were connected with his heroine. The only

English book with which his volumes can be compared is Sir William

Stirhng Maxwell's * Don John of Austria.' Both are the works of men
who have spared neither pains nor money to gather all available material

and put it before their readers. Both writers are profoundly interested in

their subjects.

It must be confessed that few personages are more interesting, both in

themselves and in their surroundings, than Caterina Sforza. The rise of

the Sforza family is one of the most picturesque episodes in Italian history.

The government of Milan by Caterina's father, his tragic death, the

fortunes of his widow, the downfall of his son, and the French invasion

of which it was the ostensible cause form the turning-point in the fortunes

of Italy. Caterina's own life was connected with everything that was
most characteristic in contemporary politics. She married the nephew
of Pope Sixtus IV, and held a high place in Roman society, which she

entered as a bride at the age of fourteen. On the death of Sixtus, when
she was only twenty-one, she had to maintain the state of Forli for her
incapable husband, who was murdered four years later. It was then that
his widow displayed an amount of courage and statesmanship which
earned her a lasting reputation, and made * Madonna di Forli ' one of

the most conspicuous figures in Italian politics. She continued to

preserve her power during the French invasion, but fell a victim to
Cesare Borgia, after offering the only resistance which that adventurer
ever experienced. She was carried oft' as a prisoner to Rome, where she
was shut up for eighteen months in the Castle of S. Angelo, and was
only liberated when she was helpless for the future. She never recovered
her power, but ended her days in Florence in 1509, at the age of
forty- six.

Caterina Sforza was a remarkable woman, and Count Pasolini does
full justice to her merits. He writes as a biographer, and does not stray
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needlessly into general topics. He has no particular lesson to teach, and
no moral to draw. He deplores the corruption of the times, and is severe

sometimes on Caterina's enemies, but for herself he has extenuating

circumstances to plead. Yet it is impossible not to see that she reaped

what she had sown, and that the substitution of Cesare Borgia for a

number of small rulers of the same type involved no change of political

method and no deterioration of political morality. Thus during an
illness of her first husband she concocted a scheme for the murder of the

captain of the fortress of Ravaldino, of whose loyalty she was not sure.

He was treacherously assassinated, and the assassin pretended to act

on his own account, and then gave up the fortress to Caterina, who rode

out and took command, though she was gravida e grossa a la gola. The
assassination of her husband Girolamo Riario was instigated by Lorenzo

dei Medici, with the assent of Pope Innocent VIH ; but Caterina by her

intrepidity prevented them from reaping the fruits of their treachery. She
obtained help from Milan, and had the skill to overawe her people, and
also to prevent the sack of the town, which seemed the natural revenge

for her husband's death. She actually became the object of popular

gratitude, because she preferred to rule over a city which was not reduced

to a heap of ruins. But however resolute Caterina might show herself in

time of danger she could not rise above her passions, and soon raised her

lover, Giacomo Feo, to a dangerous power. Caterina could not marry

without losing her position as guardian of her son ; but Count Pasolini is

convinced that she secretly married Feo, though no evidence is produced.

At all events Feo behaved as undoubted master, and a Florentine envoy

was informed that * she would rather bury herself, her children, and all

her goods, would rather give her soul to the devil and her state to the

Turk than abandon Feo.' The Florentine looked on and took a business-

like view of the situation. He gave his opinion that Feo was hated at

Milan and at Rome ; so long as Caterina clung to him she would be obliged

to ally herself with Florence. But this state of things could not last long

without a catastrophe. One of three things must happen : either Caterina

would tire of Feo and have him assassinated ; or Feo would have Caterina

and all her children assassinated; or her eldest son, Ottaviano Riario,

would have his mother and her lover assassinated. Politics proverbially

admit of three courses ; but as a rule none of them is pursued with the

definiteness with which they are stated. Even Italian affairs in the six-

teenth century admitted of compromises, and such a compromise was

actually made. Feo went so far as to box Ottaviano's ears in public, and

Caterina was afraid to interfere. An unauthorised conspiracy was made
against Feo, and he was assassinated by private enemies, without affect-

ing Caterina's political position. But Caterina's vengeance for the death

of her lover knew no bounds. Even the wives and children of those sus-

pected of being privy to the plot were put to death with horrible cruelties.

Count Pasolini can only say that, ' sublime after the assassination of her

first husband, after the murder of her lover the figure of Caterina presents

itself as vile and ferocious.' Even Pope Alexander VI expressed himself

as shocked at such atrocities.

However, the political results of Caterina's good understanding with

Florence remained, and she was not long in taking as her third bus--
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band Giovanni dei Medici, to whom she bore a famous son, Giovanni delle

Bande Nere. But her eldest son, Ottaviano, was growing up, and the

period of Caterina's regency was coming to an end. She determined to keep

her power as long as possible, and refused offers of marriage for Ottaviano.

One came from the pope, who proposed the hand of Lucrezia Borgia.

Count Pasolini gives Caterina due credit for this refusal : Fede poliiica

immutabile, he says, ma in casa, a quahmque costo, pie7ia libertd morale.

It is difficult to rate Caterina's moral objections very high. She says

herself, Comprendo che il primo disegno loro sia stato di levarme da qui
;

and this reason was more powerful than the desire to save her son from

the disgrace of marrying a divorced woman. But the toils of the Borgia

gathered round her ; Forli was taken by Cesare in January 1500, and

Caterina at the age of thirty-seven had finished her career.

It is curious how all definite information is lacking about the actual

deeds of Alexander VI and his son. Contemporary rumour attributed

to Cesare the vilest treatment of his prisoner ; but of this there is no cer-

tain knowledge, and Caterina's letters give no details of what happened to

her during her imprisonment at Kome. It would be extremely interesting

to have even a fragment of a conversation between her and Alexander VI,

bat Count PasoHni has failed to discover any such record. We only Imow

that Caterina left S. Angelo with her spirit considerably tamed, and that

a priest of her party speaks of her escape from quelli diavoli incarnati.

The end of Caterina's days was like that of other dispossessed sovereigns,

and was spent in vain attempts to procure her own return and to stir up

her sons to activity for that purpose.

Caterina's fame rests, after all, upon her display of personal courage.

Sanuto's description sums up all that is characteristic : Femina quasi

virago crudelissima e di gran animo. Had she been a man she would

not in that age have been specially remarkable. The wonder was that

she should combine feminine charm with manly vigour ; but she certainly

possessed little feminine tenderness. A letter written by her to Ludovico il

Moro in 1496 is certainly characteristic of the moral condition of the

times. Ludovico had remonstrated with her, at the request of Giovanni

Bentivoglio, for attempting the assassination of one of her personal

enemies who was residing at Bologna. She answers :
' To speak freely

I do not deny the truth, which is that having learned from some

servants that the said Giovanni Battista Brccchi was in Bologna, and in

the house of Messer Giovanni, for no good purpose towards me, many of

our servants came and offered either to take him alive and put him in my
hands as prisoner or to kill him. I, who had been grievously offended

by him, and who wished to have him in my hands for the greater confusion

of those who had machinated against me, did not refuse either offer. I

confess this was no good deed, as you say. But Messer Giovanni need
not express such surprise at it, but might remember that I am made of

the same stuff as himself ; for he has caused to be pursued, even into

holy places, many who have not offended him so much as Giovanni
Battista has offended me. Every one feels resentment about his own
grievances, and if he has given such tokens of resentment in his affairs it

ought not to seem to him such a novelty that I am disposed to let him know
that I am not dead yet.' There is more than masculine directness in this
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statement. On the other hand Caterina shows that she was a good house-

keeper by a receipt book of considerable size which she kept. This is a

valuable source of information about the private life of Italian ladies

of the sixteenth century, and deserves study from this point of view.

There are innumerable prescriptions for acqua mirabile a farsi bella, as

well as for ointments and medicines against many ills of the flesh. The
investigation of domestic medicine in the past is a comparatively new
subject. An analysis of Caterina's collection for the purpose would

be of great interest. M. Petribubg.

Botuli Scaccarii Begum Scotorum. The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland.

Edited by George Burnett, LL.D., Lyon King of Arms, and

iE. J. G. Mackay, M.A., LL.D. Vol. XIV. 1513-1522. (Edinburgh,

H. M. General Register House. 1893.)

The scantiness of ancient records in Scotland compared with the

abundance that exists in England is strangely contrasted with the far

more sumptuous style of publication adopted in the northern than in the

southern kingdom. It is well undoubtedly that Scotchmen should make
the most of what they have got ; but surely the contents of documents

which contain an enormous amount of repetition might be very effectually

made known without publishing them all at full length in rather

unwieldy volumes. The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland are not exactly

literature ; they are only valuable for the dry facts they contain ; and

these to all appearance might have been pretty well condensed into about

half the bulk of the ponderous books issued under the direction of the

Deputy Clerk Register of Scotland. Take, for example, the accounts of

the chamberlain of Bute, which occur five times over in this single

volume and are printed at full length for five separate years. Of course

there are some differences in the particulars from year to year ; but, from

the peculiar mode in which it was usual to keep such accounts in former

days, there is a vast deal of reiteration of absolutely identical statements.

First, the accountant charges himself with the arrears of his last account,

the amount of which of course is variable. But he next goes on to

charge himself with some items which are absolutely invariable and yet

are repeated from year to year, viz. certain rents in the parishes of

Kingorth and Rothesay, partly in money and partly in specific measures of

barley and oats, * marts ' and quarters of a * mart.' Then comes the

statement of his expenses, a large portion of which are invariable also,

and are repeated from year to year almost exactly in the same words.

Thus the first item is the payment of two chaplains celebrating in

Rothesay Castle, who had a regular allowance of 61. 5s. 4:d. a year. Then

comes the accountant's own allowance of twenty-five marks, which at

p. 20 are translated into 161. 16s. ^d. (either a clerical or a printer's

error), though rightly given as 161. 13s. Ad. elsewhere. Then 26^. 13s. M.
is allowed him for the keepership of Rothesay Castle ; while John Huntar,

keeper of the does of the island of Cumbrae, has an allowance of twenty

shillings a year and two chalders of oats. Information like this is

valuable in its way ; but to print it over and over again in a large volume

just because it reappears again and again in the same set of rolls ia

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI. 3 D
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surely quite unnecessary. It would be enough to print it once, and after-

wards record variations only. In fact, this would be even better for the

purpose of those who will make most use of these accounts.

Mr. Mackay is hardly responsible for this ' wasteful and ridiculous

excess.' He seems only to have undertaken the editorship of this and

the preceding volume to complete a work left unfinished by the late

editor, Mr. George Burnett ; and he now tells us that he quits the task.

It is to be hoped that the work will be prosecuted hereafter in a some-

what different style—at least as regards the text. As for the prefaces, we

should be sorry to insist that they should be subjected to the same

restrictions as those of the Enghsh Calendars, which are now confined

within the limit of fifty pages each. At the same time it may be a

question whether they are not—in spite of their high literary merit and

real historical value—just a little too discursive sometimes. Mr. Mackay 's

summary of the period of Scottish history included in the text of the

volume is very well done ; but it leads him on to discuss a speculative

question about a picture, which, though very curious and interesting in

itself, might have been better discussed elsewhere. Let me add that in

the course of this dissertation there is quite a heap of small chronological

errors from a misinterpretation of Clarencieux's letter to Wolsey in 1522.

First, Mr. Mackay has got it into his head that Candlemas day is the

first of February instead of the second (p. clxxvii). He accordingly

makes * Saturday Candlemas Eve ' (the day on which Clarencieux reached

Edinburgh) 31 Jan., though the 31st of January that year was a Friday.

Then 6 Feb., when Clarencieux saw the queen, he gratuitously calls

* the following Saturday,' which is inconsistent even with his own previous

computation ; but the day was really a Thursday. Then, following his

new reckoning, he speaks of Monday the 8th, instead of the 10th, as the

day v/hen the berald delivered his message to the Scotch parliament.

Errors like these in a work published by authority are more mis-

leading than if they appeared in some ordinary history ; for it will readily

be taken for granted that they are all warranted by the original documents,

and that the editor had taken the simple precaution to consult a proper

calendar for the year as to the day of the week and month.

Mr. Mackay's preface in itself extends to 159 pages, and taken with

the four appendices subjoined it comes to no less than 193 pages. But
the amount constitutes only an additional claim to the student's gratitude

where the matter is strictly relevant, as it really is for the most part.

Indeed, a writer hke Mr. Mackay may very well be pardoned if he go

somewhat beyond what the necessities of the case seem to require ; and
it is always a question where to draw the line. The body of this preface

is divided into six sections, of which the first deals, in a general way, with

the contents of the rolls themselves. The second is a brief review of the

period—' the nine years after Flodden.' The third, giving an account of the

leading personages—the young king and his mother, Margaret, the duke
of Albany, Arran, Angus, Gavin Douglas, and various other scarcely less

considerable figures in the history of those nine years, as drawn not only
from the rolls but from the Hterature of the time—is no less interesting

than valuable. The fourth, similarly devoted to ' some minor historical

persons who appear in the accounts,' could just as ill be spared. The
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fifth contains a masterly review of the foreign relations of Scotland, on

which also the accounts have some bearing ; while the sixth collects the

notices which appear in the text of the royal castles and palaces, showing

at what times they were occupied, what repairs were made, and what
wages were sometimes paid—at Linlithgow, for instance—to watchmen
and porters to prevent surprises. All this is most important material for

the historian, is extremely well handled, and is not by any means irrele-

vant to the matter in the text. We only doubt the propriety of adding to

a necessarily bulky volume an essay of more than twenty pages on a

matter entirely speculative. James Gaiedner.

A History of the Papacy during the Period of the Beformation. By
M. Ceeighton, D.D., Lord Bishop of Peterborough. Vol. V. The
German Revolt (1517-1527). (London: Longmans, Green, & Co.

1894.)

In vols. i. and ii. of his elaborate history the bishop of Peterborough dealt

first with the leading aspects of the great schism (1378-1414). He then

passed on to review the proceedings of the council of Constance and the

council of Basel, and treated next of the period which he designates as

that of * The Papal Restoration,' the period extending from 1444 to

1464, during which the bonfires were lighted in Rome to celebrate the

return of Germany to the papal allegiance and the arrangement of the

chief points in dispute between the two powers made by the concordat

of Vienna. The reforms conceded by Rome on that occasion were in

reality not very considerable, nor did they find much practical effect.

The pontiff yielded, it is true, two important points—the right to reserve

to himself certain benefices and the right to interfere in elections to

bishoprics. But, as Dr. Creighton observes, * the German church gained

nothing. . . . The reforming movement had been a political failure, and

the fruits of its labours were swept away by the reaction ' (ii. 284). It

was, however, in this reactionary period that now ensued that the factors

of the actual reformation took shape and developed ; although, as we
shall see, our author's estimate of their character and of the direction in

which they operated differs, somewhat materially, from that of most

protestant writers. At the diet of Frankfort, held in 1454, it was decided

that the emperor should be asked to urge upon the pope the desira-

bility of convening a new council, but the design failed to find effect.

Nicholas V could not indeed but admit that reform was needed, but he

believed that any attempt to carry out what might be determined upon

would be fraught with too much danger. He answered the demands of

Germany, says Dr. Creighton, ' by offering culture ;
' and the bribe proved

eminently successful. Nicholas de Cusa and Lorenzo Valla, alike assailing

the fiction of the donation of Constantine with weapons taken from the

armoury of the new learning, each to rise to official eminence and die in

the service of the papal power, exemplify the entire process. The spirit of

the Renaissance, Dr. Creighton holds, became for the next sixty years the

chief bulwark of the papacy and averted the rupture of relations between

Germany and Rome until the actual outbreak at Wittenberg. The

astounding project of Maximilian, of welding the popedom and the empire

3d2
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into one, appears to him a fair illustration of the practical bearing of

Kenaissance influences. From the year 1455 to 1517 Germany accordingly

receives but little attention at his hands, the writings of Gregory

Heimburg, in his controversy with Pius II, forming the chief exception.

France assumes the leadership of the opposition to Kome ;
and the

pragmatic sanction of Bourges seems to represent the standard round

which the chief opposition to ultramontane extortion and usurpation will

for the future have mainly to rally.

Dr. Creighton's method of treatment in his third and fourth volumes

proceeds on the same lines. In interest of narrative and literary finish

these pages are greatly superior to the preceding portion of the work

;

but, devoted as they are to ' The Italian Princes,' they relate almost ex-

clusively to events within the peninsula, and the Eoman pontiff himself

figures as little more than one among those potentates, absorbed like the

rest in worldly struggles and secular concerns, and one to whom, as Dr.

Creighton says, ' it might well be a question how he was to preserve the

temporal sovereignty of the papacy in the existing movement of Italian

politics ' (iii. 61). Throughout this period, which extends from 1464 to

1518, we are occupied, therefore, mainly with events south of the Alps, and

those, again, of an almost purely political character, the career of Savonarola

forming the chief exception ; and Savonarola, in our author's opinion,

was ' sacrificed that the French might be shut out of Italy.' From any-

thing like doctrinal sympathy with the views afterwards espoused by
Luther he altogether exonerates him. It is in connexion with this part

of his subject that Dr. Creighton gives expression to an opinion which to

some will appear almost paradoxical. It is superfluous to name the long
array of writers who might be cited in support of the theory that the

degradation of the papacy under the Borgias paved the way for the Kefor-

mation movement : the concentration of the pontiff's interest and energies

on the field of Itahan politics, the secularisation of his court, his greed of

wealth and of dominion, involved an anomaly which could not escape the
more critical spirit of the age and broke the spell which had so long held
Europe in subjection. Dr. Creighton, however, finds in this pohcy of

territorial aggrandisement nothing more than a frank and poHtic accept-
ance of the situation. * Had not the papacy,' he says, ' possessed a strong
foothold in the states of the church, it might, in the rapid movement of
the Reformation, have been reduced to its primitive condition of an Italian
bishopric ' (iv. 167).

I have thus briefly summarised the main features of Dr. Creighton's
treatment of his subject in his preceding volumes in order to show that
the real burden of his great undertaking necessarily descends upon the
author with the period at which this volume commences. The purpose
of that undertaking, as defined by himself in his preface, has been * to
brmg together materials for a judgment of the change which came over
Europe in the sixteenth century, to which the name of '' the Reformation

"

IS loosely given.' ' I have taken,' he adds, ' the history of the papacy as
the central pomt for my investigation, because it gives the largest oppor-
tunity for a survey of European affairs as a whole.' Every student
who has made any attempt at original research in the same field will be
aware how the discovery of fresh material has added to the labour and
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the difficulty. He will know perfectly well that Martin Luther was not

the alpha any more than he was the omega of the Reformation ; and he

will turn with lively expectation to the present volume under a sense of

no small obligation to that elaborate inquiry, candid spirit, and critical

discernment which, in the sixteen hundred pages already devoted to the

subject, have so materially contributed towards enabling him to appre-

hend more clearly the condition of affairs in Italy and the general state

of religious feeling which ushered in the great Lutheran epic. At the

same time he will, I think, be of opinion that quite enough space has

already been devoted to the prelude. Varied and suggestive as are the

episodes and scenes which in this story of the ' Italian Princes ' passing

succession before us—the splendid court of Sixtus IV, under whom the

secularisation of the papacy began, and with it that strange conjunction

of crime and learning, vice and aesthetic taste which at once fascinates

and repels ; the Quixotic French invasion, so barren of political results, so

potent in its reflex action on the northern nations ; the meteor-like career

of Savonarola ; the despotism of the Borgias ; the vast designs and

genuine achievements of Julius II ; the commencement of the reign of

Leo X ; the fruitless efforts of the council of Milan to coerce the pontiff

;

and the eventual triumph of the Lateran council, over episcopal independ-

ence in the concordat with France and over philosophic independence

in the person of Pomponazzi—interesting as is the drama, and excellent

as is its setting, it is impossible to gainsay the essential truth of Lord

Acton's verdict, in his criticism on these volumes, that the treatment leaves

the ' solemn realities of the church ' untouched, and that * the system, the

idea ' stand ' masked by a crowd of ingenious, picturesque, and unedifying

characters.' * By giving us life and action for thought and law,' he added

(in that euphemistic phrase in which he prefers to disguise a censure),

' the author lifts an enormous burden. The issues which he has so far

deliberately avoided will force their way to the front when he reaches the

commission given by Leo to the master of the sacred palace, Cajetan's

expedition into Germany, and the pilgrimage of Eck to Rome.' ^

Dr. Creighton's careful abstention from anything but the most inci-

dental reference to the progress of sentiment and feeling in Germany

down to this period is, indeed, remarkable. Events in that country

touching very closely upon events in Italy are ignored, and become to the

student of Ranke or Bollinger ' conspicuous by their absence.' It is in

an almost casual manner that he notes that, on the assembling of the

council of Milan in 1511, Maximilian so far seconded its honest endea-

vours as to request ' a learned professor at Heidelberg, Jacob Wimpheling,

to draw up a list of the grievances of the German church, and to report

on the means for their redress ' (iv. 137). But now that we have at last

reached the subject of ' The German Revolt ' we feel that we are face to

face with the events in which the interest of the whole drama centres and

culminates ; the professor of Wittenberg strides into the foreground, and

the conflict between Teutonic and Latin conceptions has definitely begun.

Even the philosophic Ranke felt himself moved in unwonted fashion as

he entered on the task, and declared it was impossible ' to approach a sub-

^ EKGJilSH HlSTOBJCAL EjUVIEW, il. 580,
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ject having its origin in such intense mental energy, and exercising so

vast an influence on the destinies of the world, without being profoundly

interested and absorbed.' But a 'judgment of the change' which was

now passing over Europe can only be arrived at after we have, at least to

some degree, satisfied ourselves as to the causes by which that change was

brought about. As regards the Renaissance, I have already noted that

Dr. Creighton shows little disposition to Hnk that movement with the

Reformation. It was neither the renewed acquaintance with pagan

thought nor the critical faculty engendered by the study of these new

models that brought about the breach with Rome. Nowhere did philo-

sophic speculation and refined scepticism find freer scope than at the

court of Leo X. * There was everywhere an atmosphere of cultivated

toleration ; if a man professed old-fashioned piety as a rule of life, he was

free to pursue it ; if not, he might enjoy himself at his ease and think

what he liked' (p. 3). But if the Reformation was not the work of the

philosopher and the scholar, was it not largely that of the preacher, the

morahst, and the satirist ? Had it not its origin in a widely diffused sense

of wrong, an honest indignation, developing into fierce anger, on the part

of an oppressed people at the corruption, the abuses, and the utter world-

liness, the lust of gain, and the perversion of power which now charac-

terised alike the papal see at home and its emissaries abroad ? There is

much to be said in support of this view, and, as it is also one which Dr.

Creighton keeps entirely in the background along with the facts which

serve to illustrate it, I will venture to refer briefly to some of the latter.

It is certain that at the commencement of the sixteenth century

Germany suffered under the papal exactions almost as cruelly as did Eng-
land under the tax-gatherers of Richard II. Listen to the ' Oratio Vulgi

ad Deum,' as it rose up in 1517, in the paraphrase of no less a scholar

and theologian than that same Jacob Wimpheling to whom Dr. Creighton

often refers in terms of highest commendation :

—

* Nee enim sola paupertas neque solus labor nos angit, sed plerumque
etiam ab importunissimis creditoribus, raro absque annuo censu nobis in

summa etiam egestate mutuantibus, in ipso die sancti Martini (etiamsi

dominicus fuerit), citationibus et monitoriis obruimur, etiam si aestus, si

pruina, si grando, si vermicuh sata et vineta nostra vastarint, a parochiae

templo, a sacramentis, ab agris nostris, a pagis et oppidis excludimur,
et ut oves morbidae tandem prophanae tradimur sepulturae ' (p. 10).

Listen, again, to the long enumeration of wrongs set forth in the ' Gra-
vamina ' of Germany, as formulated in 1500 and again in 1511, in pathetic
remonstrance at the tyranny under which the nation groaned : the
systematic repudiation on the part of each pontiff of whatever concessions
had been wrung from his predecessor ; the granting of reversions and the
constant Hfcigation which those grants involved ; the exaction of annates,
held by Ranke to have been the most oppressive tax in the empire ; the
bestowal of cures on priests, qui ad mulos magis quam homines jjas-
cendos et regendos essent idonei

; the new indulgences, carrying with them
the revocation of the old

; the levying of tenths in order, forsooth, to
expel the Turk, against whom not a lance set forth ; the constant citing
of disputes to Rome which might, without difficulty, have been decided in
Germany

;
and, finally, the ominous reminder that, if France had her
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pragmatic sanction, Germany had her concordata principum, which the

imperial power was bound to guard.^ And in immediate connexion with

these grievances in relation to ultramontane policy stood those intestine

disorders, the outcome of a melancholy consciousness which now pervaded

Germany that the theory of the holy Eoman empire itself was obsolete.

' Teutschland,' as Mr. Bryce happily puts it, was learning ' to separate

itself from Welschland,' but was still wasting its best energies in a series of

abortive attempts to give a new constitution to the empire. Dr. Creighton

is perfectly aware of the existence of this grave element of political

dissatisfaction. ' To make the empire more powerful,' he says, ' Maxi-

milian called in to his aid the principle of nationality, whose growth

proved the empire to be but a dream ' (iv. 98). But in what manner
Germany at large was thus developing this new principle, of the diets of

Worms, Lindau, and Freiburg, and of the intestine troubles, which men
began clearly to see were the outcome of the defective constitution and
obsolete modes of procedure of the imperial chamber, we hear next to

nothing. It is not until we come to the diet of Worms in 1521 that the
* Gravamina,' to which I have above referred, are incidentally mentioned

as * a document drawn up by Wimpheling, and now rescued from oblivion,

to show that Germany had complaints of its own before Luther's opinions

had been broached ' (v. 147). There can, however, be little doubt that

Ranke is right when he indicates this political ferment and dissatisfaction

as largely conducive to the temper and frame of mind in which the

German people approached the questions raised by the career of Luther.

Ranke, it may be urged, was writing a ' History of Germany during

the Reformation,' while Dr. Creighton has proposed to write 'A History

of the Papacy during the Reformation,' and is consequently absolved

from dealing with this phase of 'European affairs as a whole.' If,

however, any proportion is to be observed in the treatment of so vast a

subject, I cannot but think that the temper and views of the German
nation on the eve of Luther's appearance on the scene should rank as of

at least equal importance with those difficulties of the Bohemian league or

the petty feuds of Neapolitan barons in the days of Innocent VIII which

Dr. Creighton sets so carefully before us. And if, again, Luther headed

the * German revolt,' as can scarcely be denied, it surely becomes at once

a primary obligation on the part of the historian of that great movement

to discriminate between the forces that preceded Luther's activity and

the momentum which they acquired when concentrated in the channel of

his intense and overpowering individuality. But it is precisely this obli-

gation which Dr. Creighton appears to me to have, I will not say evaded,

but at least to have declined. Hcyplaces before us in the earlier pages of

the present volume a series of brief sketches of some of the leading spirits

in Germany before the days of Luther, and he shows, as Ludwig Geiger,

Burckhardt, and Georg Voigt have already done on a more extended

scale, how perceptibly scholarship and learned speculation then began to

be affected by Renaissance influences. But the main value of such a

retrospect, when given in connexion with the history of the papacy at

the same period, must evidently consist in making clear the extent to

" Freher, Germ. Rerum Scriptt. ii. 373.
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which these thmkers, by their pohtical and theological views alike, fore-

shadowed the more clearly enunciated theories and the decisive action of

Luther. That they did so is undeniable. If, indeed, it were possible for

an intelligent student to be so educated that he should have an accurate

knowledge of church history down to Reformation times, and yet be kept

in entire ignorance of the Reformation movement itself, it may safely

be affirmed that he could not possibly peruse the writings of the men

whom Dr. Creighton has selected—Johann Wessel, Nicholas of Cusa,

Rudolphus Agricola, Alexander Hegius, Jacob Wimpheling, Brant, and

Pirkheimer—without becoming aware that a great revolution was impend-

ing which distinctly menaced the authority and whole theory of the Roman

church. Ullmann, in his well-known work to which Dr. Creighton refers,

* Reformers before the Reformation,' insists with special, it may be with

exaggerated, emphasis on this point. * It necessarily came to pass,' he

says, * that the desire for a reformation grew to a public matter, a popular

cause in the fullest sense of the word . . . until at last all Europe rang

with the cry for an improvement in the church both in its head and

members. The fact is notorious to the whole world, and such a fact must

have had good grounds to rest upon ' (Introd. p. 9).

This all-important generalisation is not only not insisted on by Dr.

Creighton, but he almost entirely passes by the evidence on which it rests.

In proof of this I will take his treatment of one of the characters above

named, Nicholas de Cusa—undoubtedly the most original genius ofthem all.

In his second volume Dr. Creighton appears to have but imperfectly appre-

ciated Cusa's singular merit. He speaks of him as * an able but narrow-

minded man,' possessing 'not the learning of the Renaissance, but the

technical theology of the schoolmen ' (p. 394). In the present volume
he says, * In the domain of knowledge he was probably the most learned

man of his times, and had the largest intellectual horizon. He held the

balance between the old and the new learning, seeing the defects of both,

and striving to combine their merits. ... He was the highest type of an
enlightened and conservative scholar ' (p. 6). Which is the juster estimate

of that distinguished thinker no one possessing any real knowledge of

fifteenth-century history requires to be told ; but if there are any facts

in Cusa's career which are of special importance in relation to the papacy
they are these : (1) that in his * Sententia de Donatione ' he attacked, like

Valla, the fiction of the origin of the temporal power
; (2) that he sought

completely to emancipate the secular power, as wielded by the emperor,
from the control of the papacy, and propounded a scheme of administrative
reform which Ranke {' Deutsche Geschichte,' i. 71) pronounces to have been
the embodiment of exactly what it was most desirable to put in practice

;

and (3) Cusa, like Valla, was bribed to silence, and after receiving the
honour of a cardinalate, followed by the bishopric of Brixen, went over to

the hostile camp and abjured the principles which he had before so power-
fully and eloquently asserted. These facts, together with an outline (the
best that has yet appeared) of his scheme of political reform, are fully

set forth by Stumpf in his excellent tractate ' Die politischen Ideen des
Nicolaus von Cues ' (1865). On all these points, however. Dr. Creighton
is silent, and virtually suppresses them. ' Cusa,' he says, * at the conclusion
of hie sketch,

' though he abandoned the council of Basel through dread
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of its revolutionary procedure, remained firm in his belief of the necessity

of reforms in accordance with the principles which it laid down '

(p. 6).

With this assertion I will compare the language of Stumpf. ' Nicholas,'

he says, ' by entering upon the service of the pope, and by the change of

his leading principle [Grimdidee), abandoned for ever his connexion with

Germany's efforts at reformation ' (p. 110) ; and after summing up the

main features of that most discreditable episode—Cusa's contention with

Count Sigismund of Tyrol in order to carry his own nomination to the see

of Brixen (an appointment which had been made in the teeth of that free-

dom of capitular election for which he had once pleaded so earnestly)—he

adds, ' We turn from our consideration of the facts with heartfelt regret

that a leading spirit, striving at unattainable ends by false paths, and un-

true to its better self, should have thus fruitlessly consumed its powers.'

The culture of the Eenaissance, the sentiment of nationality, political

divergencies, the abuses connected with the temporal power, the growth

of scholarship and enlightenment in Germany, all alike, in Dr. Creighton's

narrative, are scarcely perceptible as currents in the mighty tide which

bore the Eeformation into actuality. There remains, however, another

factor on which considerable stress has been laid by some writers—the

purely religious sentiment, as associated with the repudiation of the

medieval theology. Although the great work of Dollinger long ago

made it clear that Luther's doctrinal teaching, as at first rudely appre-

hended by his less educated followers, certainly did not result in an

improved morality, there are still those who hold, and conspicuous among
their number was the late Dr. Beard, that ' the chief motive power of the

Eeformation was distinctly religious ' (' Hibbert Lectures,' p. 80). Dr.

Creighton, conscious of the involved paradox, is far too cautious even to

advert to this theory, but he does not fail to bring under our notice the

language in which Luther advocated the summary repression of that

Peasants' Eevolt which justified itself, in no small measure, by arguments

derived from the Lutheran teaching ; and after citing the words in which

the reformer urged on the nobles to the work of slaughter, he observes that

they are * startling as coming from one who had been fighting the battle

of liberty of opinion ; '
' but Luther,' he adds, ' was too entirely concerned

with theology in its relation to the individual to consider the bearings of

his new system on civil life '

(pp. 262-3). The criticism might very well

have been followed up by a citation of the remarkable testimony of

Georg Witzel, written at nearly the same time : Invenio aeqiie improbis

morihus ac mala vita homijies, ut antea. Nulla fides ergaproximum, etiam

nee ea, quam docent et gentilmm literae. Nulla caritas, nullus favor^

nulla heneficentia, Summatim, vivitur tarn male inter Evangelicos, ut me
istius pudeat inter Ethnicos (Dollinger, ' Die Eeformation,' i. 37). * The

real object of Christian belief,' said Erskine of Linlathen, ' is to produce

the Christian character, and unless this is done nothing is done.' Dr.

Creighton, however, manifests throughout a singular indisposition to

apply any such test to the age with which he deals. The details which

attest the sensuality which underlay the refined air of Leo's court and

the dark horrors of the court of the Borgias are ahke narrated with a

placidity which Gregory of Tours could not have surpassed. The history

of morals is evidently one thing, that of the papacy quite another.
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On turning to follow the career of Luther himself we find the same

treatment. Whether at this period popular morality in Germany stood

on a higher level than in Italy may be questioned, but it is certain that

the state of society in Kome itself was exceptionally bad, and it might

even be plausibly maintained that the disillusioning process through

which Luther passed on his first visit to the capital in 1510 was the true

germ of the Reformation. Long after he declared that not for a hundred

thousand gulden would he have missed that visit and the opportunity it

afforded him of seeing with his own eyes how popes and bishops deluded

mankind (Walch, xxii. 2378). Everything was permitted in Rome save

to live an honest life {ib. 2373). Dr. Creighton, however, is content to

dismiss this notable experience with the observation that ' Luther felt his

devotion to the city of martyrs pale before the religious indifference which

he saw on every side '

(p. 54). The account which follows of the highly

complicated system of indulgences which then obtained is probably the

most accurate that has yet appeared in an English dress, and the manner

in which that system came into collision with Luther's doctrine of justi-

fication by faith is very clearly brought out. As Dr. Creighton observes,

there had been a gradual development of practice and of teaching con-

cerning indulgences which had never received any authoritative definition,

and Luther, leaning on St. Augustine and St. Bernard, proved more than

a match for Aquinas and his followers among the schoolmen. From that

colHsion came the spark which set the decaying structure of medieval

theology in a blaze. The difficulties raised by Luther's theses and the

sweeping generalities with which the master of the palace sought to over-

ride them broadened into questions which touched the whole theory of

papal authority, of development i of doctrine, of councils, and of the

universal church. Prierias took his stand on usage ; Luther maintained

that usage could not bind the church. He was cited to Rome to defend

himself against the charge of heresy; but the elector of Saxony was

able to have the cause tried at Augsburg. Maximilian saw the danger,

and feared that rebellion to authority might extend so as to menace

other power than papal ; but officialism at Rome prevailed over states-

manship, and scholasticism, as represented by Cajetan, and liberty of

judgment, as represented by Luther, met again in conflict. There was,

however, really no common ground; the formal mind of the cardinal

appealing to the principle of obedience, while Luther, burning for

mental satisfaction, pleaded for reasonable conviction. They parted

irreconcilable foes; Cajetan to procure, if possible, Luther's expulsion

from the elector's dominions, Luther to draw up his appeal to a general

council.

The period that follows—that, namely, which intervenes between the

return of Luther from Augsburg to Wittenberg and his excommunication,

by Leo in the bull of 15 June 1520—is one of special interest in connexion

with his whole career, and it is no exaggeration to say that the interpre-

tation placed on his motives and conduct at this critical juncture must be

almost decisive of our whole estimate of his discretion and rectitude of

purpose. In endeavouring to arrive at such an estimate it is of material

importance to determine the amount of encouragement and support which
he really received in two influential quarters—from the elector of Saxony,
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the political head of his own people, and from Erasmus foremost among
the scholars and theologians of his day. In proportion as we incline to

regard the sympathy shown to Luther by these two leading personalities

as but slight, our disposition to throw the entire responsibility of the

Eeformation on his shoulders will be increased. If, on the other hand,

that sympathy was considerable, we may not unreasonably incline to the

conclusion that behind the intense energies and intellectual power of the

great leader there were, forces on which he felt that he could count, and

which justified his decisive action. Dr. Creighton, in the following

crucial passages, not only seeks to minimise these forces, but also dis-

regards the important evidence which proves their existence. First, as

concerns the results which followed upon the encounter with Cajetan he

thus writes :
' Cajetan was convinced that he had done all that could be

done, and thought that he had been ill-used by Staupitz and Luther. In

a leisurely way he wrote his complaint to the elector Frederick, begging

him to send Luther to Rome, or at least to exile him from his dominions.

Frederick's answer ought to have convinced Cajetan of the gravity of the

situation. He did not approve of the attempt to extort from Luther a

recantation while his cause was still pending ; many learned men in

Germany thought that there was nothing heretical in Luther's opinions
;

he would not expel from his dominions a man who had not been con-

victed of error ; he had sent the legate's letter to Luther, and enclosed

his answer ; it would be seen that Luther was ready to submit to the

judgment of the universities,' &c. (p. 86). Of the view of Eanke {Deutsche

Gesch. i. 270), that Cajetan's conduct of affairs was regarded with dis-

satisfaction even at Eome, Dr. Creighton says nothing ; and it will be

seen that there is nothing in the above outline of Frederick's letter to

invalidate the assertion (p. 125) that down to March 1520 ' he had not

shown any sympathy with Luther's opinions.' But on turning to the

Latin original we are at once struck by a singular omission in the outline.

Frederick did certainly observe that * many learned men in Germany
thought there was nothing heretical in Luther's opinions,' but he also

added exceptis nonnullis, quorum rei privatac et utilitati pccuniariae

cruditio eius non profuit, qui, ut propriae commoditati consulcrent,

Martino sese adversarios opposuerunt (' Opera,' ed. 1865, ii. 410).

After such a distinct intimation on Frederick's part of his own opinion as

to the merits of the opposition which Luther had to encounter we feel less

surprise that Leo began to think it was time to adopt a more conciliatory

course, and the mission of his ow^n chamberlain, the noble Saxon, Karl

von Miltitz, bearing the golden rose, receives additional explanation.

Such explanation is not, however, vouchsafed us by Dr. Creighton, who

thus describes the mission of Miltitz to the elector's court in January 1519 :

' It was rumoured that Miltitz was the bearer of papal briefs, addressed to

all who Avere likely to help him, ordering that Luther should be seized

and sent to Rome for trial ; and, as a matter of fact, the pa'pal letters to

the elector and his advisers called Luther " a son of Satan," and requested

that his excessive rashness should be checked, lest the fair fame of the

elector be tarnished by the protection of a heretic ' (p. 88). It is now ten

years ago that Cardinal Balan published his well-known and interesting

collection * Monumenta Reformationis Lutheranae ex Tabulariis secre-
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tioribus S. Sedis.' ^ Of his eminence's merits as an historian I here say

nothing, but I am not aware that any doubt has been thrown on his good

faith as an editor of documents. In his preface he tells us that his

end has been to help the seeker after truth ; he was unwilhng to

cumber his volume by printing afresh matter already familiar and acces-

sible to the learned public ; monumenta tamen vel mutila vel intcr-

polata in notis editionibus, iterum dedimus veramque eorum lectionem

credimus (p. v). And foremost in his collection he prints a letter from

Leo to Frederick, bearing the date 8 July 1520. In this Leo distinctly

says that he is unable any longer to speak of Martin Luther as his son,

and that he has already borne with him longer, perhaps, than the care for

his pastoral duties demanded, but that he had done so in the hope that

he might repent, and also out of a desire not to give offence to Frederick

himself. ' For,' Leo goes on to say, ' it is currently reported, tibi ilium

chanim acceptumque esse, tuoque ilium patrocinio magis confisum qumn
oportebat hos tantos sibi arrogantiae spiritus sumpsisse '

(p. 2). There is

another version of this letter, printed as long ago as the Jena edition

(1566) of Luther's works (ii. 256-8), which differs almost entirely in tone.

In this Leo is represented as saying that he is well aware how loyal

Frederick has always shown himself to the cause of Christendom and of

the holy see ; he knows him semper conatibus Martini Lutheri iniqui-

tatis filii obstitisse, neque ullum unquam auxilium aut favorem hide

homini praestitisse. . . . Sapientissime huius pestilentis ac venenati

hominis familiaritatem aspernatus es. As both versions bore the date

* 8 lulii 1520 ' it became a matter of some interest to Cardinal Balan to

ascertain which version appeared to be the genuine one. He has never

been able to find, he tells us, the original of this earlier version : omnia
iterum iterurnque evolvimus ; epistolas etiam minimi momenti invenimus ;

hoc gravissimummonumentum nos semper latuit ; per pluteos, per capsas,

quaesivimus an aliquod vestigium appareret, an aliqua etiamsi ambigua
indicatio ; at nihil omnino. But what he did eventually find was the

letter which he has printed, dated certainly * die 8 lulii 1520,' sed

omnino diversam a vulgari lectione inter Opera Lutheri excusa (Praef.

p. vi). Dr. Creighton, however, takes no notice of this letter; but,

following, I presume, the letter (with its assigned date, ' 23 Aug. 1518 ')

from Leo to Frederick, printed in the Frankfort edition of Luther's works
(ii. 252-4), although he gives no reference, he represents Leo as stigma-

tising Luther as ' a son of Satan,' at the very time that by the present of

the golden rose and by a judiciously selected emissary he was doing his

best to concihate the elector. Passing on to the discussion of Leo's policy

in the earlier part of 1520, Dr. Creighton describes it in the following

terms :
' It does not seem that any attempt was made to gain information

about the state of opinion in Germany, or the consequences likely to

follow from repressive measures. Yet the attitude of the elector Frederick

might have given reason for speculation. He was himself a devout son
of the church, with a taste for collecting relics ; he had not shown any
sympathy with Luther's opinions, but had refused to interfere on the side

of repression '

(p. 125).

' Dr. Creighton's references to Balan are somewhat perplexing, and I am unable
to say what work is intended by the reference on p. 139.
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The misleading character of this description becomes still more
apparent when we proceed to note Dr. Creighton's description of the

relations between Luther and Erasmus. 'In March 1519,' he says,

' Luther wrote to Erasmus in terms of fulsome flattery ; but Erasmus,

though civil, gave him little encouragement, and hinted that theological

subjects were best discussed by the learned '

(p. 118). It is amusing

to compare the terms in which Koestlin refers to this same letter of

Luther's (De Wette, i. 247-9) as * written in a tone of perfect dignity, and

free from the hyperboles to which Erasmus was usually treated by his

admirers,' and I cannot but think the criticism of Luther's biographer the

more just ; it is true that Luther, intent on an occupatio henevolentiae,

does write, Quis enim est, cuius penetralia nonpenitus occupet Erasmus

,

quern non doceat Erasmus^ in quo non regnet Erasmus ? De iis loquoVy

qui literas amant. But this, at that time, was hardly exaggeration, and

the complimentary vein of the correspondence of those days is notorious.

As for the reply of Erasmus, it is something more than * civil.'

Writing from Louvain, that great centre of conservatism in doctrine,

he is naturally cautious, and he explains that he lies under the

suspicion of being inspired by Luther's writings, when he has not even

read them. But he adds that he knows that they have numerous admirers

in England, and some even in Louvain ; and he concludes by enjoining

the necessity for prudence and discretion. In short, it is a friendly and

encouraging letter. But in connexion with both the elector and Erasmus

there is another letter (it is one which the untiring research of Kolde

recently brought to light from the Camerarius collection at Munich) to

which Dr. Creighton, although he cites Kolde, makes no reference, but

which certainly deserves to be quoted. It was written, it is to be noted,

30 May 1519—within a few weeks, that is to say, of the letter of Luther to

Erasmus—and is addressed byMosellanus at Leipzig to John Lang, vicar

of the Augustine order in Saxony. The terms in which he describes the

position of Luther at this critical juncture are as follows : Martinus noster,

quae res sophistis illis vertat male, denuo a Carolo Milticio citra episcopi

nostri authoritatem et summa cum Frederici principis indignatione Con-

flucntiam vacatur. Sedfrus tra. Neque enim princeps prudentissimus Jiuic

fraudi hominem innocentem exponere vult, sed rem totam cum Trevirorum

ptrincipe agere et Mine nehulonem a Germanis suis quasi transfugam suo

tempore ulcisci, Videhis brevi Erasmicam epistolam qua vir ille Martini

innocentiam Friderico heroi prudentissime commcndat (* Analecta Luthe-

rana,' p. 9). Dr. Creighton looks upon Luther's refusal to attend the

summons of Miltitz to Coblenz, here referred to, as evidence that he had

by this time ' passed beyond all thought of submitting to authority ' (p. 113),

and he characterises the language of the letter conveying his reasons as

marked by ' unpardonable insolence.' It is, however, clear from the above

sentences that he enjoyed, at this time, the open favour of the elector, and

was supported by the private commendation of Erasmus. -

I have already pointed out that, under our author's treatment, the

preparatory forces of the Eeformation, so apparent to ordinary ken long

before Luther appeared upon the scene, are successively set aside as of

small moment or even not unfavourable to the maintenance of the status

quo ; and, similarly, the circumstances and events which served to inspirit
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Luther, and to urge him on his course, are here minimised or altogether

io-nored. ' The religious revolt, originated by Luther, fell like a thunder-

bolt from a clear sky :
' such is the sentence with which Dr. Creighton

commences his first chapter. It would seem, accordingly, that we must

needs fall back on the reformer's personal gifts—his creative force,

indomitable energy, large insight into human nature, and moral influence

as the forces which carried him to victory. But this, again, is precisely

what Dr. Creighton seems least disposed to concede, and rarely on the

canvas of any protestant delineator has the figure of Martin Luther

appeared so dwarfed as here. ' It was his misfortune that he rarely

transcended the limits of his own surroundings' (p. 117); 'he yielded

easily to contradictory impulses '

(p. Ill) ;
* he instinctively felt the value

of violent language in intimidating opponents ;

'
* he would never have

been the leader of a great rebelHon if he had clearly known whither he

was tending ' (p. 89). And thus, in fine, guided neither by God nor man,

the drama of the Reformation drifts on.

Dr. Creighton's labours and research would seem, indeed, to have

been mainly bestowed on that Italy whose enchantments have so often

proved fatal to her admirers. This volume, especially when viewed in

connexion with those 1,600 pages by which it has been ushered in, is

disappointing both as regards new material and originality of view. The
appendix, which represents nearly a fifth part of the contents, is composed

almost entirely of extracts from Italian sources, among which eighteen

pages are given to the account of Marcello Alberino of the siege of Rome
—a record of interest, doubtless, to the antiquarian and the historian of

the city, but standing only in the most distant relation to the subject of

the Reformation. We have to regret, moreover, the absence of an
appendix like that given in the second volume, dealing with the original

sources, while the index is at once scanty and defective.

J. Bass Mullinger.

Vie du Bicnheureux Martyr Jean Fisher, Cardinal, Eveque de Bocliester.

Texte Anglais et Traduction Latine du XVI® Siecle. Publi<5s et

annotes par F. van Oetkoy, S. J., Bollandiste. (Bruxelles : Polleunis

et Ceuterick. 1893.)

This is a reprint from vols. x. and xii. of the ' Anecdota Bollandiana,'

pubHshed in 1891 and 1893, and its high importance as regards the

biography of Cardinal Fisher fully justifies the republication. Even
Father Bridgett's valuable memoir of Fisher, published no longer ago
than 1888, would undoubtedly have gained something had the author been
able to consult such a careful and critical edition as the present of a work,
not indeed by any means unknown to himself and previous biographers,
but seriously misunderstood and undervalued in the past, owing to mis-
taken views of its authorship and composition. It was first published in

1055 by Thomas Bailey, D.D., a convert to the church of Rome, who
coolly put it forward as his own work, with a long title page, declaring it

to be the fruit of much research from ancient records and to contain ' the
liighest and hidden transactions of church and state in the reign of
Henry VIII.' The truth, according to Anthony Wood, was that he had
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copied a manuscript once belonging to the English Benedictines of

Dieulouard, in Lorraine, which had already passed through other hands
and was lent to him by its then owner. Of course he copied it, as Wood
says, ' making some alterations therein,' and sold his copy to a bookseller,

who had it printed. Other editions were published in the eighteenth

century without any material alteration.

The manuscript which Dr. Bailey copied seems to be lost ; but
there are other copies by which the precise alterations made by him can

be detected. These are in the worst possible taste, destroying, in many
cases, the simplicity of the original narrative, and betraying, in others,

gross ignorance of the history with which he was dealing. He not only

added imaginary details but suppressed matters of prime importance
;

and though Father Bridgett exposed a good number of his errors he by
no means exhausted the hst. It was easily discovered, however, that

Dr. Bailey was not the author ; for Pits, who died early in the seventeenth

century, had already seen the Dieulouard MS. before it left the monastery,

and believed it to be the work of one Eichard Hall, a Cambridge student

who was an exile for religion's sake upon the continent. There could be

no doubt that the work published under Dr. Bailey's name was only a

corrupt edition of that manuscript, or at all events that Bailey had
made very free use of it ; and accordingly Hall was regarded as the real

authority for any information it contained. But the value of what it

contained was not very manifest when it could only be read in Bailey's

text ; and considering alike the -omissions, the weak interpolations, and the

positive errors with which it abounds, we cannot be surprised at the

opinion pronounced by the late Mr. Bruce in the * Archaeologia ' (xxv. 81),

that * Hall's Life of Fisher is undoubtedly a book of no great authority.'

In fact, the first to appreciate the work, or to make a careful examination

of the true text, from the original manuscript (Arundel, 152, in the British

Museum), discarding the inventions and superfluities of Dr. Bailey, was
Father Bridgett. But even Father Bridgett was in error about the author-

ship, for the work was no more composed by Richard Hall than it was by

Bailey. There is, in fact, no other reason for attributing it to Hall than

the opinion of Pits, who, as is euphemistically remarked by Mr. Hudson

Turner, is ' not always an infallible guide.' The proofs given to the con-

trary by M. van Ortroy are pretty conclusive. At the same time there was

a reason for this attribution, which M. van Ortroy makes no less clear. A
Latin translation of the work, of which there is a copy among the Bar-

berini MSS. at Rome, and which, though prepared for publication, was

never published, does certainly appear to have proceeded from Hall's pen.

And this translation, composed, and intended to be read, abroad, with ex-

planations of many things on which an Englishman would not require

to be enlightened, has a special value of its own, which no mere literal

version could possibly have, especially as it contains incidental comments

on matters which are important to the literary history of the work.

But now the question arises who the original author really was. M.

van Ortroy cannot pronounce a decisive opinion ; in fact, he gives pretty

good reason for believing that the original life was not the work of a

single hand ; for not only have we a rough draft of an imperfect English

life of Fisher, apparently from a difierent pen, the substance of which is
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incorporated in the life supposed to be Hall's, but the Barberini translation

authenticates one particular incident in words of its own, which not only

imply plurality of authorship, but lead us as near as we can yet come to

the discovery of one of the authors. Quod unus ex illis qui hanc vitam

concinnaverunt, says the translator, verum esse affirmavit, reverendus

quidam episcopus, qui turn temporis admodum adolescens praesens erat

dum liaec omnia, uti descripta sunt, gererentur. The incident referred to

was a strong denunciation by Fisher as chancellor of Cambridge of those

who treated the papal indulgences of Leo X with contempt ; and one of

the writers of the life was a young man at the time, who became a bishop

afterwards. But who this was M. van Ortroy forbears to inquire ; neither

does he attempt to identify any of the others, although at the close of the

introduction he ventures to suggest that the author who completed the

work was John Young, vice-chancellor of Cambridge under Mary and

master of Pembroke College, of which Hall was a fellow. Hall edited

a work of Young's under the disguised name Johannes Giovanus, and

he may very well have received from Young a copy of the English life of

Fisher which he translated into Latin.

But if the identification of the different authors be very problematical

the story of the compilation may be gathered with tolerable distinctness

from the Arundel MS. in the British Museum above referred to, which

not only contains the best manuscript of the English life, but a Latin life

as well, and a good many other documents besides closely connected with

its literary history. The Latin life is by no means the same as that in

the Barberini MS. In fact, M. van Ortroy considers it not a translation,

but really the original of the English life, and possibly by the same hand.

We can, indeed, see Hterally the same hand in both ; for M. van Ortroy

informs us that the handwriting of the writer who has retouched and
corrected the English life in the Arundel MS. is identical with that of the

writer of the Latin life in the same volume. And this is not the only

thing that points to an identity of origin between the two works, though
the proof is not absolutely conclusive ; for besides these two lives,

English and Latin, the volume which contains them, along with the

neighbouring volume, Arundel 151, contains also the main sources from
which both were drawn ; and it is a remarkable fact that where any
divergence occurs between the Enghsh and the Latin the documents on
which either narrative was founded are to be found in these two volumes.
But dismissing the question of a possible, or probable, common author-
ship of the Latin and Enghsh hves in the state in which they were left,

we come now to trace the story of their formation. Besides these two
lives, the Arundel MS. 152 contains also a rough Latin sketch of the
projected work, and a first draft in English, in which the plan so laid

down has been closely followed. It also contains what seems to be
a redaction intermediaire, and further ' an epilogue ' suggesting various
additions to be made at the end of the life, which have been actually
incorporated with the life in its last form. In the whole progress of
the work we find evidence of the greatest desire to ascertain the facts
on the best possible authority ; and we have even the actual letters
of information supphed by a correspondent at St. John's College,
Cambridge, in answer to specific inquiries by the author.
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The whole compilation of the life appears to have been done in

England—a fact in itself quite fatal (considering the limits of date within

which it must have been composed) to the theory of Richard Hall being

the author ; and the materials accumulated went, in some ways, far beyond

the purpose of a mere biography of Fisher. In the Arundel MS. 151, for

instance, is a mass of state papers transcribed or collected—for some of

them are originals (unfortunately these have been overlooked in the

Henry VIII calendar)—bearing specially on the diplomatic history of

Henry VIII's divorce, which it is clear enough the latest author had

read, though he wisely made very sparing use of them. We know, further,

that this writer lived in London, as his Cambridge correspondent, who
was unable to supply any details of Fisher's life from personal recollection,

writes to him, * Ye may ask Mr. Langdale, your neighbour, what he can

remember of him, and old Mr. Eoper. I know no more that can say

anything.' M. van Ortroy is able to prove, by an extract from a manu-
script of Parsons, that Alban Langdale, who was elected fellow of St. John's

College in 1534 (the year before Fisher's death), had, in 1581, a library

at the town house of Anthony Brown, Viscount Montague, built on the

site of the old priory of St. Mary Overy in Southwark. The same extract

also mentions the library of Dr. John Young, whom M. van Ortroy is

inclined to consider the final biographer. But the words of the extract

scarcely prove, as M. van Ortroy wishes to make out, that his residence

in London was dans le voisinage d'Albmi Langdale ; for Young himself

was then dead, and his library was in his brother's keeping, who probably

resided in the city ; for Parsons, after visiting the one library, passed by

boat to the other.

We may apparently presume that there is nothing in the Latin life

contained in the Arundel MS. which will not be found in the English life

as well, except where the omission has been deliberate. The Latin, for

instance, enlarges the substance of a note which appears among the in-

formation supplied to the biographer, and which the anonymous corrector

(apparently the biographer himself) has run his pen through. The story

of the martyrdom and burial of Fisher is told in the Latin (enlarged with

some classical superfluities) from a few scattered documents in the same

manuscript volume ; but the facts seem untrustworthy. The Latin

narrative then outruns the subject and goes on to relate the arrest and

punishment (four years later) of John Beach, abbot of Colchester, a great

admirer of Fisher and Sir Thomas More. But the English narrative

keeps strictly to the subject of Fisher's life, using a good deal of material

which evidently came under the author's notice after the completion of

the Latin, mainly derived from Cavendish's life of Wolsey and from the

lost life of Sir Thomas More by his son-in-law Judge Rastall, of which

latter three important extracts are to be found in the Arundel MS.

The result, then, of M. van Ortroy's labours is that we can now more

fully appreciate a very careful and conscientious piece of biography com-

posed from the best materials attainable within half a century after the

martyr's death ; for M. van Ortroy, besides the very careful analysis in

his preliminary dissertation, has not only given the complete English text

from the best sources attainable (the Arundel MS., unhappily, being very

badly mutilated), with the Barberini translation below it, but has added

VOL. IX.—NO. XXXVI. 3 E
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critical footnotes as regards the accuracy of the facts narrated wherever

other evidences tend to discredit them. Of these one of the most valuable,

and perhaps the most interesting in the whole volume, is that in whicli

he impugns the truth of the story of Eich's visiting Fisher in the Tower

and extracting from him, under a promise of secrecy, an opinion against

the king's supremacy, which was shamelessly used against Fisher at the

trial (>n°the evidence of Rich himself. The biographer has here followed

Rastall, only supplying the name of the ' subtle councillor,' which Rastall

had concealed. The story certainly does but little injustice to Sir Richard

Rich, Henry VIII's solicitor-general, who actually went to the Tower, as

we 'know, to entrap Sir Thomas More by a legal argument into some

damaging admissions, and whom Sir Thomas, at his trial, accused of

having given perjured testimony against him. But it would seem that

Rastall has made the parallehsm between More's case and Fisher's too

complete ; for there was no necessity to use much legal subtlety to bring

the latter within the meshes of the law. Both prisoners were visited in

their cells by Cromwell and other members of the council on 7 May.

On that day the -opinion that the king was not head of the church was

easily extracted from Fisher, who never imagined he had broken a law

framed expressly against those who should deny the king's headship

* maliciously,' while Sir Thomas, little trusting to this security, fenced

with his questioners, declining to give a direct answer, as the matter looked

so dangerous. Afterwards, warned by More, Fisher tried to observe the

same attitude ; but he had already committed himself sufficiently for the

purposes of his accusers. In this case, then, our biographer was misled

by Rastall. Other errors are no less distinctly due to Cavendish, writing

with his imperfect recollection of facts long after the date at which they

occurred. We can see also that the writer, notwithstanding his careful

search for state papers, was naturally misled in some things by his

necessarily imperfect knowledge of the diplomatic history of the divorce.

We can quite understand how, from this cause, he falls into the common
error of making Wolsey the author of that of which he most reluctantly

allowed himself to be an instrument. But with all that, we have here

a most precious original biography, and, thanks to M. van Ortroy, we can

disentangle truth from falsehood both in these things and in other matters

as well in a way which has not been possible hitherto.

James Gaikdner.

Select Statutes and other Constitutional Documents illustrative of the

Beigns of Elizabeth and James I. Edited by G. W. Peothero,
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. (Oxford: at the Clarendon

Press. 1894.)

The modest title page of this volume affords no room for conjecture as

to its contents or the purpose of its pubhcation. It is in point of fact

an attempt to illustrate by a selection of contemporary documents the

gradual changes of the constitution which were going on during the

reigns of the last of the Tudors and the first of the Stuarts, and to trace

existing or subsequently aboHshed institutions to, or at least some way
towards, their original sources. The raison d'etre of the work consists
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in the hundred and twenty-five pages of the introduction. Its main
contents, extending over more than 4G0 pages, are the vouchers for the

opinions expressed and the story told in the preliminary matter. This

is arranged in the most systematic way under the following seven heads

:

(1) ' The Monarchy and the Nation
;

' (2) ' Church and State
;

' (3) ' ParUa-

ment; ' (4) * Council, Ministry, and Star Chamber; ' (5) 'The Judicature
;'

(6) ' Army and Navy ;

' (7) ' The Prerogative.' The design of the writer

as given in his preface is to contribute towards filling up the gap between

the ' Select Charters,' edited by the bishop of Oxford, and Mr. S. R.

Gardiner's * Constitutional Documents of the Puritan Revolution.'

What we have called the vouchers are arranged in the same syste-

matic order, the documents of the reign of Elizabeth appearing under

eight different headings, beginning with copies of certain of the statutes

and ending with ecclesiastical documents, those of James I's time

following pretty much the same order. It could not, of course, bo

expected that any such division should be logically exact. It was
unavoidable that some of the documents might equally have been

arranged under the head of parliamentary or ecclesiastical proceedings
;

but this creates no confusion, as the preliminary matter, which, as has

been implied, is the essential part of the book, has not been arranged

according to the same classification, the opinions there expressed being

referred for their justification to statutes, speeches, proclamations, articles,

or injunctions, just as it may happen to suit the case.

Under the first head, ' The Monarchy and the Nation,' the author's

view of the success of the Tudors and the ultimate failure of the Stuarts

is summed up in the following words :
—

' To the Tudor despotism the

nation as a whole was a consenting party, because the sovereigns of that

line protected its highest interests, and in the long run gave effect to its

wishes. It resisted and finally overthrew the despotism of the Stuarts,

not because it believed an autocratic system to be intrinsically bad, but

because under the new regime it was misapplied ' (p. xxix).

Under the second head of ' Church and State ' the author traces the

working of the acts of supremacy and uniformity through both the reigns

of Elizabeth and James I and the utter want of .toleration as regards

the Roman party on the one side and the puritans on the other. The

war with the papists could be carried on with much unanimity between

the queen and the parliament, but against the growing sect of puritans,

who were the genuine offspring of the reformation, she was single-handed

and was obliged to fall back upon the bishops, who were her own creatures

and would do her bidding as far as might be possible. And here the

author was not called upon to notice the symptoms of doctrinal changes,

excepting so far forth as they were connected with matters which relate to

the external and the visible, and so he has scarcely alluded to the wonderful

issues which have resulted from the queen's arbitrary and overbearing

exercise of the royal supremacy. For, indeed, this is one of the principal

lessons to be learned from the numerous documents he has printed from

parliamentary records. It is quite evident that had it not been for her

scarcely resisted usurpation of what she considered her privilege the

church cf England under parliament legislation would have become

presbytorian as regards church government, and would have adopted

3e2
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Calvin's creed in the teaching of her formularies. Assuredly we cannot be

too thankful for the illegal interference of the queen in the exercise of

her prerogative which forbade all discussions on religious matters in the

lower house, as well as for her equally high-handed dealing with Whitgift

in making him retract the Lambeth articles, which probably there was

not one suffragan bishop who would have refused to subscribe. And here

we miist enter our dissent from Professor Prothero's opinion as expressed

on p. Iv, that * the chief obstacle to the spread of Calvinistic doctrines in

this country was the existence of a hierarchy hostile to the school of

Geneva.' On the contrary, many of the bishops were rank Calvinists,

and there was scarcely one of the Zwinglians amongst them who would

have cared to oppose such teaching. The crushing of Calvinism in

this reign was entirely due to the vigorous action of the queen. No one

seemed to think she was overstepping her province when she threatened

the bishops for their supposed neghgence, saying in her speech to * my
lords and ye of the lower house,' ' All which if you, my lords of the

clergy, do not amend, I mean to depose you.' And though she never

actually deposed a bishop, yet she suspended both an archbishop of

Canterbury and a bishop of London. We observe that the editor has

reprinted the Lambeth articles amongst his documents, but we do not

see that he has alluded to them in his introduction.

We come next to the court of high commission, which in its per-

manent form dates from the first year of Elizabeth, and which the author

considers was one of the most efficient causes of the quarrel between the

monarchy and the nation which culminated in the rebellion of 1642. The
powers exercised by these commissions, appointed in succession at the

death of each archbishop, seem gradually to have been enlarged all

through the reign of Elizabeth and of her successor. The commission

was not unpopular at first, whilst its efforts were mainly directed against

the church of Rome, but when it began to interfere with puritan prac-

tices it was felt that it was exercising an arbitrary control over the free-

dom of rehgious belief and practice.

Under the head of ' Parliament ' the author notices the significant fact

that during the long reign of Ehzabeth the parliament sat for an average of

three weeks in the year, and in that of James I only for six weeks, from
which fact alone it may be judged how different parUamentary govern-

ment in the sixteenth century was from that of the nineteenth ; l3ut other-

wise parliament was far more dependent on the crown than it has since

become, the upper house consisting mostly of peers of recent creation and
bishops, about a third of the whole number, nominated by the queen,

whilst the lower was to a considerable extent packed by crown influence,

and the speaker was practically the nominee of the privy council. The
power of dispensing with law in particular cases and of issuing proclama-
tions which had the effect of law considerably detracted from any influence

which parliamentary legislation might have had. We are obliged from
mere want of space to omit much that is valuable under this head as

regards the subject of taxation and parliamentary privilege.

The next section treats of the powers exercised by the council
and star chamber. During the whole time of Elizabeth and James the

councillors seem to have managed nearly everything. That they were

'
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much influenced by the sovereign there cannot be any question, but it

may be doubted whether Ehzabeth really exercised as great control over

affairs as she is generally credited with. Certainly during the lifetime

of Lord Burleigh he rather than his mistress was the mainspring of the

council's action. The court of star chamber, which consisted chiefly of

members of the privy council, was, perhaps, first established, in a form

somewhat like that in which it afterwards appeared in 1487. At any rate,

as the author observes (p. cvi), ' the lawyers of the long parliament, when
they abolished the star chamber, justified their action on the ground that

it had exceeded the powers conferred on it by the act of 1487.

Under the fifth head, viz. of * Judicature,' the author notices the number
of courts possessing special jurisdiction. Of these the most important

was that called the council of the north, first set up by Henry VIII in

1539, and the council of Wales, which was instituted soon afterwards.

The first probably originated in the pilgrimage of grace, which had
recently been suppressed. Its object at first seems to have been to put

down riots and other disturbances, but its jurisdiction at the accession of

James had been much enlarged, so as to include matters of justice * as

well in causes criminal as in matters of controversy between party and
party.' The instructions for the council of the north, as well as those

for the council of Wales, have been printed at length, with a few unim-

portant omissions, those for the northern council being of the first year

of the reign of James I, those for the Welsh having been reprinted from
the original, dated 12 Nov. 1617, the fifteenth year of the reign.

The last three pages of the introduction are devoted to the seventh and
last head, viz. ' The Prerogative.' In these the author has given a lucid

explanation of the different significations which have attached to the word
during the period embraced by this volume. The prerogative of the crown

consists in the peculiar powers enjoyed by the sovereign alone, resting

partly on statute, partly on custom, limited by law, and not amounting to

any emancipation from law. But here it is difficult to define the limits,

as cases must arise wdiere the sovereign is forced to act without law for

the preservation of the state. And thus Blackstone says, ' By the word

prerogative we usually understand that special pre-eminence which the

king hath over and above all other persons and out of the ordinary course

of the common law, in right of his regal dignity.' But parliament had

also its own prerogative, and the friction which had begun in the reign of

Elizabeth w^as gradually increasing through the reign of her successor,

and the apology of the house of commons of 20 June 1G04 stated its

case fairly well when it alleged that ' the prerogatives of princes may
easily and do daily grow ; the privileges of the subject are for the most

part at an everlasting stand.' But the theory of the royal prerogative

had, in 1607, developed into the form expressed by Dr. Cowell, the pro-

fessor of civil law at Cambridge, as follows :
' The king is above the law

by his absolute power, and though for the better and equal course in

making laws he do admit the three estates—that is, lords' spiritual, lords

temporal, and the commons—unto council, yet this, in divers learned

men's opinions, is not of constraint but of his own benignity, or by reason

of his promise made upon oath at the time of his coronation.' And this

was the kind of doctrine preached by divines of the reign of Charles I,
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Professor Prothero concludes his introduction with the following significant

passage :— ' Cowell describes the prerogative as " that especial power, pre-

eminence, or privilege that the king hath above the ordinary course of the

common law," and this was the watchword of the royahsts. It required

only an alteration of one word to enable Blackstone to adopt Cowell's

definition, but in substituting the phrase '' out of the ordinary course of

the common law " for that which Cowell uses he substituted a constitu-

tional doctrine for one destructive of the constitution. The whole quarrel

between the Stuarts and the parUament Hes there.'

We have said that the documents are the vouchers for the opinions

expressed in the introduction ; but many of them, and those not the least

important, are scarcely or not at all alluded to by the writer. These are

chiefly papers which relate to doctrine. We have already called attention to

the Lambeth articles of Elizabeth's reign. There is another document of

the reign of James I which in this respect is of equal value with the copy

of the Lambeth articles. The latter show how Elizabeth's arbitrary inter-

ference saved the church from what parliamentary legislation would have

made it. The former, which represents the attempt made at the Hampton
Court conference of 1604, is headed 'The Sum of what was concluded at

this Conference ; ' but there ought to have been added to the description the

words * and of things which were not concluded,' for in point of fact the

king overruled all the objections brought by the puritan party in the

protestant interest, and the so-called concession, * one catechism to be

made and used in all places,' resulted in the important addition made by

Overall to the older catechism, which restored to the Prayer Book the

doctrines of sacramental grace, which had been all but obliterated from

the second Prayer Book of Edward VI, of 1552, and that of Elizabeth

of 1559.

We notice amongst the few mistakes in this interesting volume that the

circular letter enforcing the penalties for nonconformity threatened in

James's proclamation of July 1604 is wrongly attributed to Whitgift. It

bears the date of 22 Dec. 1604, and is signed * R. Cantuar.,' which of course

means Bancroft, his predecessor having died in the month of February in

that year. Nicholas Pocock.

Johann Amos Comennis : sein Leben unci seine Schriften. Von Dr.
JoHANN KvAcsALA, Professor am evangelischen Lyceum in Pressburg.
(Leipzig : Julius Khnkhardt. 1802.)

The life of Jan Amos Comenius was as eventful as his writings are
voluminous. No more laborious humanist can be found in the world of
letters. Upon such a man Browning's poem ' The Grammarian's
Funeral

'
would alone be the fitting epitaph. He was indeed a child of

sorrow who bravely bore the buffets of fortune. An exile from his
country in his early youth, he experienced the truth of the bitter hnes of
Dante that the stairs of strangers are hard to climb, and their bread is

salt. Even his birthplace seems to be involved in obscurity, and in our
own days an American clergyman succeeded in finding his humble grave
under the floor of a barracks at Naarden, in Holland. Dr. Johann
Kvacsala, of Pressburg, has given us at the end of his book a complete
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bibliography, which we have compared with the elaborate citations in

Jungmann's history of Bohemian literature. How Comenius found time

for so much composition in the midst of his varied labours as bishop of

the United Brethren and pedagogue must be a source of wonder to us.

Many of his writings have been translated into several languages, English

among the number. Especially have his Janua Linguarum Beserata and

Orbis Pieties made him celebrated, in which works his well-known theories

of education were promulgated. His chiliastic and other mystic writings

have less permanent value, but are still interesting. The men of his time

and of his religious belief in their hour of need and prostration soothed

themselves with the marvels of prophecy, and applied the Apocalypse to

explain the successes of Ferdinand and the disasters of the Winter King.

That extremely weak and impossible sovereign was after all to reign upon
the earth with the saints. \Te may smile at these delusions and at the

spectacle of learned men, Comenius included, seriously committing to

writing the delirious utterances of the ecstatic Christine Poniatowska.

But well might their fancies become diseased when the godly were

smitten and they felt, as Milton did when he gave us * Samson Agonistes,'

that the unholy were triumphant in the high places of the earth.

The one mystic composition of Comenius which is still read with pleasure

is the quaint ' Labyrinth of the World and Paradise of the Heart ' [Lahyrint

svcta a rdj srdce), which in some respects resembles Bunyan's ' Pilgrim's

Progress.' An analysis of the contents of this work is given by Prof

Kvacsala, who adds to the value of his biographical sketch by these 2>lcbt-

forms of the writings of the Bohemian bishop. Much of what Comenius

has left us is of course in Latin, but the ' Paradise ' is in Chekh, and there

are also versions of a considerable number of the psalms. Unfortunately

the great Thesaurus of the Bohemian or Chekh language which he had

prepared was destroyed at the sack of Lissa : it would have possessed

great interest and value. And thus as a writer who had earned a Euro-

pean reputation, and had shown a hearty confidence in the dignity and

stability of his native tongue, the Bohemians did well to honour the

memory of the great humanist in 1892, on the tercentenary of his birth.

A complete edition of his works appeared on that occasion, and many
letters first saw the light, the originals of some of which are preserved in

the Bodleian and British Museum. It was on this occasion that the work

of Dr. J. Kvacsala was planned. He appears to have many qualifications

for the task, and not the least of these is that he can approach Comenius

on his Bohemian side. We cannot adequately understand the bishop if

he is treated merely as a German (as some writers affect to do) or from a

German point of view. His mysticism has always seemed to us to have

something very Slavonic about it, just such as Mickiewicz showed when he

fell under the influence of Towianism. We are afraid that the majority

of Englishmen think Comenius a German and do not in the least under-

stand his significance in Bohemian literature. By calling him Comenius

we repay foreigners for such perverse names as Thomas Morus and Franz

von Baco. Certainly Jan Amos Komensky would have a more genuine

sound. It is curious that, according to Dr. Kvacsala, the name Amos

has perhaps nothing whatever to do with the prophet, but is a quibbling

translation in dubious Latin of the name MiHch. Dr. Kvacsala gives us
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but few glimpses of the domestic life of Comenius, but the material is

somewhat scanty. His sojourn in England is briefly discussed, but then

we must remember that his visit resulted in nothing of importance. The

style of the book is somewhat heavy, but it has clearly been undertaken

with conscientious labour ; the analyses and bibliography would alone

make it valuable. W. E. Morfill.

Massachusetts: its Historians and its History. By C. F. Adams.

(Cambridge : Biverside Press. 1893.)

This book is the completion of Mr. Adams's larger work, * Three Episodes

of Massachusetts History.' He there shows in a full and careful state-

ment how wholly groundless were the claims made on behalf of the

founders of New England by the early school of American historians :

claims accepted by the somewhat uninquiring patriotism of Mr. Bancroft,

and urged, though not without a half-conscious hesitation and uneasiness,

by Mr. Palfrey. Mr. Adams now sums up the conclusions which he has

before illustrated in detail. His task in overthrowing what one may call

the sacred legend of New England is no very difficult one. When one

reads the details of such affairs as the trial of Mrs. Hutchinson and the

expulsion of the Antinomians, even more when one has before one the

frank avowals of intolerance made by such representative writers as Ward,

Cotton, and even John Winthrop, it seems wonderful that any one should

ever have claimed for the founders of New England as a virtue that

toleration which they themselves would have denounced as a pestilent

concession to heresy. Nor is Mr. Adams less successful in overthrowing

the alternative line of defence occupied by Mr. Palfrey. Mr. Palfrey

defends or palliates every act of persecution committed by the civil

ecclesiastical rulers of Massachusetts on the grounds of political necessity.

It is an obvious retort that the very same plea was invariably urged, and
with equally good ground, by those whom Mr. Palfrey denounces on
almost every page as persecutors.

It was certain that with the increase of historical knowledge a reaction

would come. The keynote of protest, indeed, was struck some forty years

ago by Mr. Oliver in that vigorous piece of devil's advocacy the ' Puritan

Commonwealth.' A New Englander must have been indeed steeped in

traditional patriotism if that book did not awaken an uneasy feeling that

there was a side to the early history of Massachusetts which ordinary
writers had kept wholly out of sight. But Mr. Oliver, though an acute
advocate, was no profound student, and the gulf which sundered him from
his countrymen was too wide for any effective appeal to be heard across it.

Against their prejudices he brought a rival host of prejudices, more un-
conventional and original, but every whit as strong. Mr. Palfrey was hardly
unjust to his opponent when he spoke of him as using language which might
have come naturally from a chaplain of Charles I.

Mr. Adams, on the other hand, has not merely a minute and exact
knowledge of the early history of New England, but a hearty sympathy
with its poHtical traditions. His main thesis is that political life kept
alive that spirit of independent thought which theological teaching and
religious ordinances did their best to stifle. He once explicitly works
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out and repeatedly suggests a parallel between the condition of Massa-

chusetts in the first century of her existence and that of Scotland in the

last century, put before us in a vigorous but one-sided picture by Mr.
Buckle. Each writer has probably to some extent erred in the same way

;

each has taken the conventional teaching of the pulpit for an ever-present

reality of daily thought. Ultra-Calvinism, with all its hideous con-

sequences, has loomed far larger in the eyes of the historian than it did

to contemporaries. There was, moreover, one important difference in

favour of New England which Mr. Adams hardly brings out. The
dogmatism and intolerance of New England reaches its literary climax in

the hagiologies of Cotton Mather. Yet even there we find a praiseworthy

freedom from any claim on behalf of the clergy as a caste invested with

peculiar holiness and protected from insult by special supernatural

sanction. In Scottish tradition the supernatural judgment more often

than not overtakes the man who has scoffed at the ministers of religion.

In New England God is provoked by some direct violation of his moral

or ceremonial law ; we seldom hear the personal resentment of his outraged

servants.

While Mr. Adams's work is a thoroughly wholesome and needful

protest against his predecessors, yet it suggests the possibility that when
once reaction has set in the tide may ebb a trifle too violently. Mr.

Adams uses the shortcomings of such writers as Mr. Bancroft and Mr.

Palfrey, the ' filio-pietistic ' and ' ancestor-worshipping ' school, as he styles

them, as a text from which to preach against the admission of any strong

sympathy into the field of history. * The historian invariably scrutinises

the record through eyes jaundiced by faith or patriotism, or filial affection,

or partisan zeal.' Gibbon is the one perfect historian simply because he,

a scholar, an investigator, a thinker, chanced also to be nothing else, not

even what is known in common parlance as a Christian. It is a dismal

prospect if the historian's first step towards fitting himself for his task is

to strip himself of ' faith, patriotism, and filial affection.' It needs no

very wide knowledge of historical writing to discover, what might be

inferred from an a priori view of human nature, that indifferentism has

its prejudices, every .whit as misleading as those begotten by any of the

influences which Mr. Adams denounces. Nor would it be difficult to

prove by example that enthusiasm for a cause does not involve approval

of every act which makes for it ; that condemnation of a cause as a whole

is consistent with a generous sympathy with individual supporters

of it. Mr. Adams, too, hardly does justice to those who have argued that

the early errors and crimes of Massachusetts were in a certain sense a

needful condition of her success. That plea is undoubtedly no defence for

individual offenders, for the men who defied every canon of justice in the

trial of Mrs. Hutchinson, who stifled every plea of humanity in their

execution of the Quakers. Yet there is just this element of truth in the

plea : if Massachusetts was to err in either direction, that was the safer

side for error to take, Mr. Bagehot has pointed out with characteristic

force and clearness in his ' Physics and Politics ' how the narrowness and

over-rigidity of early society is needful as building up the type of character,

both in the community and in the individual, which is needed for the

better times which are to come. For a community, like New England,
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at its first foundation, thrown upon its own resources, and in a measure re-

duced to primitive conditions, and therefore in danger of being dissolved into

primitive elements, that ' yoke of custom ' of which Mr. Bagehot speaks

was a necessity. That pubhc morality should be conventional and

over-rigid was a far less danger than that it should be lax. The dogmatic

faith and rehgious ordinances of New England were so inextricably

entangled with the conditions which created that morality that we can

hardly condemn the one without condemning the other, and by implication

all that work in the future of which New England was to be the chief

instrument. J- A. Doyle.

Calendar of State Papers^ Colo7iial Series, America and West Indies^

1675, 1676 : also Addenda, 1574-1674. (London : H. M. Stationery

Office. Edited by W. Noel Sainsbuey. 1893.)

The additional papers calendared in the addenda to this volume fill

about two hundred pages, and relate chiefly to the voyages of Sir Hum-
phrey Gilbert, Sir Walter Kaleigh, and other Elizabethan voyagers, to

the early history of Virginia, and to the conquest and settlement of

Jamaica. The most interesting subjects dealt with in the new papers are

Bacon's rebellion in Virginia and the King Philip war in New England.

The letters of Edward Eandolph on the condition of the New England

colonies and the reports of the governors of the different "West Indian

islands furnish a detailed account of the economic and social state of the

colonies, which Mr. Sainsbury has summarised with great skill in his

admirable preface. The Navigation Act, systematically evaded by the

New Englanders, was a great hindrance to the commercial develop-

ment of the islands, and the attempt of Jonathan Atkins, governor of

Barbadoes, to obtain its relaxation brought upon him a severe censure

from the home government. New York, lately reconquered by the

Dutch, now returned again to Enghsh rule, and Major Andros, the Duke
of York's agent, took possession of it, and organised its government.
Surinam, ceded to the Dutch by the Treaty of Breda, was now actually

surrendered, and its English planters removed to Jamaica and to other

English possessions. Carolina, the latest founded of the America colonies,

was slowly increasing the number of its inhabitants, though the settlers

made loud complaints of the agrarian policy of the Lords Proprietors.
The great inducements which were offered intending colonists were self-

government and full freedom of conscience. * There is full and free liberty

of conscience granted, that those that are truly conscientious may have
liberty to worship God according to their own way, provided they behave
themselves orderly towards the civil government ' (p. 145). Shaftesbury
was anxious to induce the persecuted Quakers to establish themselves
there, and his numerous letters about the colony—many of which are in
the handwriting of John Locke—are full of interest. Mr. Sainsbury, at

p. xiii of his preface, corrects the life of Sir Thomas Gates given in the
'Dictionary of National Biography,' and the life of Sir William Berkeley
should also be revised by the light of the papers in this volume.

C. H. FlETH,
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The Life and Times of Anthojiy Wood. Collected from his Diaries and
other Papers. By Andrew Clark, M.A. Vol. III. (Oxford:

Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press.

1894.)

This volume completes the text of Wood's diaries, but the editor an-

nounces a fourth volume of selections from Wood's papers, including

many documents relating to the antiquary's suit with the earl of Cla-

rendon. This volume, as Mr. Clark's preface states, ' contains a much
larger proportion of unprinted matter than its predecessors, giving for

the first time the entries of the diaries for eight successive years, 1684-

1691, besides much new matter in the other years.' In 1682, when it

begins, Wood's health was faihng, and there are many entries relating

to his deafness and the treatment he underwent for it. He also suffered

from cramps, and had a sharp illness in October 1693. The severe

weather of January 1695 diminished his strength, and he died on 29 Nov.
of that year. One curious biographical incident, first revealed in these

pages, is Wood's unsuccessful wooing of an unknown lady. Finally,

discerning ' scorn and pride ' and * a decay of love in her,' he resigned

himself to remaining single (p. 61). The account of the troubles in

which the publication of * Athenae Oxonienses ' involved Wood, the

severe and ungrateful treatment he received from the university, and
the sUghts which ignorant and insolent persons put upon him in his

old age, is very painful reading. One of the last entries in the diary is

his complaint of the unworthy reception of his great work (p. 496).

A large part of the new material printed by Mr. Clark relates to the

general history of the university. Wood notes all new buildings, new
walks, plantations, and similar changes. He records the decrease in

numbers of the university, caused in 1682 by the suspicion that it

favoured popery, and in 1687 by the measures of James for introducing

catholics into it (pp. 7, 202, 246). During the first four years treated of

in this volume there was a violent reaction against the whigs in Oxford,

as throughout England. Wood describes the famous burning of the

rebellious and seditious works of Milton, Baxter, and others in July

1683, and the expulsion or denial of degrees by which believers in the

right of resistance were punished (pp. 19, 62, 69, 117). On the resist-

ance of the university to the measures of James II and the heads of

colleges set up by him there is a very large amount of new information,

so much as to render this volume a necessary supplement to Dr.

Bloxam's ' Magdalen College and James II.' When Massey was installed

as dean in the cathedral, * many young scholars and townsmen were there

laughing and making a May game of the matter '

(p. 201). Scholars

went to Obadiah Walker's chapel at University College, and when he

tried to keep them out answered, ' We do not keep you out of our

chapels and churches ; why should you keep us from yours ?
' A

gentleman commoner of Christ Church was arrested for jeering at Walker's

catechisings (pp. 213, 223). At Magdalen, after fourteeen of the demies

had been expelled for imitating the contumacy of the fellows, some of those

who remained invited them to dinner. ' They dined at the demies' table

in the hall, had several dishes of meat, sat with their hats cocked in
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defiance of the new masters, continued sitting after the masters had risen,'

and wound up by drinking confusion to the pope. The new fellows were

•girned at, flouted, and sometimes called after with ill names in the

streets.' Moreover, adds Wood, ' some waggish, quarrelsome scholars

that are protestants will go into their groves and water-walks to meet

them purposely to girn and flout at them ' (pp. 256, 257). The passages

relating to the history of the city, and the loss and recovery of its

charter,- also deserve special mention (pp. 86, 89, 113, 280), whilst the

memoranda about books and Uterary men are of great value. The

editor's own notes are excellent, and he has judiciously added continual

references to Luttrell's Diary. C. H. Fieth.

Die Augshurgcr Allianz von 1686. Von Richaed Festee. (Munich :

M. Rieger. 1893.)

' The legend of the League of Augsburg,' as it is called by the author of

this extremely noteworthy monograph, served its temporary purpose,

though the reed pierced the hand of him who leant upon it. When in

September 1688, Lewis XIV broke the peace of Europe, without being

able to count upon a single ally, it was necessary for him to pose as menaced

by those upon whom he made war ; and such a menace he professed

to see in a diplomatic transaction which, though he had failed correctly

to appreciate its nature, might well seem to him ominous of a combina-

tion which he had every reason to dread. It is equally intelligible that

he and his historiographers should have kept up a misconception which

his chief adversary the emperor would have rejoiced to convert into a

reality when the opportunity (such as it was) had passed. Thus, con-

sidering what has been the usual character of ' reasoned ' declarations of

war whether in the latter half of the seventeenth century or at other

times, we need not be specially censorious of the official Parisian pen
which in the manifesto of September 1688 put forward the Augsburg
alliance as an unprovoked offence against the Power which in its own
sense was most certainly desirous of peace, or of « the manufacturers of

history who stereotyped the designation of * the war of the league of

Augsburg ' for the great struggle for aggrandisement which ended with

the fiasco of Ryswick. But the legend is a legend nevertheless, and it is

time that in histories and historical handbooks the significance of the

alliance of Augsburg should be reduced to its real dimensions. It was
in truth nothing more than an ambitious attempt made by a busy but

ineffective diplomatist, who afterwards proved as wax in the hands of the

Count d'Avaux, to outdo the efforts of Waldeck, and while reorganising the

defensive power of the empire in the circles of the south-west, to make
the alliances of one of those circles the basis of a new European coalition.

But Count Ludwig Gustav von Hohenlohe, the imperial ambassador
accredited to the Franconian and upper-Rhenish circles, was not strong
enough to carry his project to any really important issue. The emperor
was intent upon the Turkish war in which the year 1686 was to bring so
glorious a success to his arms, fraught with consequences so important
for his monarchy

; the soldiery of the circles which were invited to defend
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themselves and the empire on its western were fighting on its eastern

frontier ; the very elector palatine, trembling lest he should himself afford

a pretext for invasion less flimsy than the Orleans claims, was afraid to

arm, and the protestant powers were with the exception of Sweden—ever

ready, as Dr. Fester expresses it, to rattle with her sabre—biding their

hour. The coincidence in time of the meeting at Cleves between William

of Orange and the Great Elector with the conclusion of the Augsburg
alliance has naturally led many writers to regard these two as connected

events ; but there is no reason to believe that at Cleves the plan of action

that was afterwards carried out was decided, or even discussed, and
Frederick William was not yet prepared to allow his policy to take the

fresh turn which he was meditating. Without Brandenburg and Saxony,

without the United Provinces or Switzerland, the alliance was a project

and nothing more ; and the force which it could have put into the field

was hardly formidable even on paper. Nor when the war actually broke

out, was the existence of the League of any moment ; the defencelessness

of the south-west determined Lewis XIV to fall upon it and for the time

to leave William of Orange to his own devices ; and the emperor treated

his ' allies ' without any reference to the terms of the ' alliance.'

This essay contains a remarkably large and varied amount of detail to

which it is impossible even to refer within the limits of a short notice,

but both the argument at large and some of the episodes interwoven with

it are full of interest. Students of the policy of William of Orange, and

of that of the House of Hanover in the days of Ernest Augustus, will

alike do well to take notice of Dr. Fester's last publication, for although

primarily a contribution to the history of a subject of which its author is

master—the military constitution of the empire in the days of its decline

—it is at the same time a diplomatic study of exceptional force and

acumen. A. W. Waed.

Maria, Landgrafin von Hessen, gehorene Prinzessin von England. Ein

Beitrag zur Sittengeschichte des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts. Von Dr.

Erich Meyer. (Gotha : F. A. Perthes. 1894.)

Dr. Erich Meter calls this book 'a contribution to the history of

manners in the eighteenth century.' It is, in fact, a contribution, partly

from original sources, to the history of a very disagreeable family quarrel

in the house of Hesse-Cassel, which connects itself with an odd incident

in the dynastic history of the years immediately preceding the outbreak

of the seven years' war, and which possesses a special interest for English

readers as affecting the fortunes of a daughter of George II. The land-

gravine Mary of Hesse was the youngest child but one of King George

and Queen Caroline, next in age to the duke of Cumberland, clearly

the hero of her younger days, although her biographer writes of him with

much truth, * he is decidedly not to be called a gifted commander, since

he lost all his battles with a single exception.' In the year 1740 she was

married to Prince Frederick of Hesse-Cassel, the eldest surviving son of

WiUiam, afterwards Landgrave William III, and up to the date of his own

accession regent in the landgravate for his elder brother, Frederick I,

whom his consort, Ulrica Eleonora, had in 1719 raised in her own place
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to the Swedish throne. Prince Frederick was at the time of his marriage

with Princess Mary the heir presumptive of territories to which, on

account of their geographical situation in central Germany, a certain

significance attached, and which might moreover be relied upon to furnish

stalwart soldiers in return for subsidies punctually paid to their ruler.

(In the war of the Austrian succession a Hessian contingent was furnished

to each of the contending sides ; but this was unusual.) Personally, the

prince was empty-minded, almost, if not quite, to fatuity ; and Frederick

the Great correctly gauged his powers when declaring that he invariably

acted on the advice of the last person with whom he chanced to have come

into contact. In 1754 it became known that this descendant of Philip

* the Magnanimous ' had been converted to the church of Kome—a step

which half a century earlier would have been quite in the common order

of things, but to which the inevitably imminent outbreak of a new war be-

tween Austria and Prussia lent a serious aspect. Frederick professed to have

spent seven years in doubt before he had been actually received into the

church of Rome in 1749. In the interests of that church itself he had

contrived to keep his conversion concealed for five years further. It had

exercised no specially chastening influence upon his private life, though it

may have been a mere piece of scandal on the part of his Prussian name-
sake that it wai>s pour amour piour une comtesse Hatzfeld quHl a fait cctte

sottise-ld. Inasmuch as the papers concerning his subsequent divorce have

been lost, his reputation on this score must be left to take care of itself.

Oddly enough, so far as general European politics were concerned

Prince Frederick's conversion proved practically devoid of consequences.

Like many of his illustrious descendants, he was fond of playing at

soldiers ; and, as his own abandonment of the protestant faith excluded

him from any command over Hessian troops, he was anxious to become
either an Austrian or a Prussian general. He was caught at Sans-Souci
for the ' right side,' and then relegated to a remote and subordinate post
(at Wesel), in which he duly found an opportunity of disgracing himself.

Neither before nor after his accession, in 1760, to the government of the
landgravate (or rather of the greater portion of it) can he be said to have
personally influenced the course of the struggle, or to have either favour-
ably or unfavourably affected the fortunes of his unlucky land, which was
in part for a long time occupied by the French.

^

On the other hand, in the internal and dynastic affairs of Hesse-Cassel
Prince Frederick's change of creed opened an ' Iliad ' of troubles. Hardly
had his change of religion become known, when a bloodless variation of
the contemporary Russian style of coup cVetat obliged him to sign a
document of which the substance was afterwards reproduced in the so-
called^' act of assecuration.' By this act, ijiier alia, the education of the
prince's sons in the protestant religion was secured ; and, in order to
assure, in the event of Frederick's own succession, a proper maintenance
for his wife and the three sons in question, the reigning landgrave agreed
henceforth to carry on the administration of the county of Hanau in the
name of the eldest of the three, who on Frederick's own accession to the
landgravate was to retain Hanau as an independent government till his
father's death. Although, as the person chiefly affected by this act
before long began shrewdly to suspect, it could not easily be proved on all
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fours with the rights of sovereignty laid down in the treaty of Westphalia,

it was guaranteed by Great Britain and the United Provinces ; it was,

though not absolutely without hesitation, upheld by Prussia ; and thus,

notwithstanding the efforts of Prince Frederick (aided by French intrigue)

before and after he became landgrave, it actually regulated the course

of events in Hesse, and in Hanau in particular. Its promulgation had,

almost as a matter of course, been followed by the divorce—in 1755

—

of Frederick from his consort, the English princess Mary, the mother of

his three sons, WiUiam, Charles, and Frederick. She was henceforth

the declared enemy of her former husband, whom she brought herself

without much apparent difficulty to regard as a criminal ; but she retained

a staunch friend in his father, who became landgrave in 1751, and was
well counselled even after his death, so that she established herself with

her sons at Hanau. Popular feeling in Hesse was throughout on her

side

Such were the circumstances under which the princess led her life of

suffering and self-devotion ; and I am not sure whether they might not

have been safely left to speak for themselves. For though this hard-

used but high-spirited lady had much in her of the natural fortitude

and something of the sound sense which characterised her mother,

Queen Caroline, her letters are commonplace and uninteresting ; nor

can I profess to agree with Dr. Meyer in hoping that some addition to

the nine hundred of which he has already skimmed the cream may
be hereafter forthcoming. The series now published is addressed to

Princess Mary's favourite eldest son, William ('Bylly'), in whose edu-

cation and general progress, as in those of his brothers, she took an

unflagging interest, and with whom she was never tired of corresponding,

both when the ' three boys ' were students at Gottingen and when they

were beginning life—the life of their caste—at the friendly court of

Copenhagen. ' Bylly ' was afterwards known as the first elector of Hesse,

and, I think I am justified in adding, was detested wherever he was known.

But this is not to be laid at his mother's door, who had most assuredly

done her best to put some sense into him. Nor is she to be blamed

because her serious and her playful mood as a letter-writer are equally

devoid of charm—except, apparently, to her biographer, Dr. Meyer. The
style of Princess Mary—and the sentiments which find expression in

that style—reflect the training of a family circle of which we knew
enough already from Lord Hervey. In a bald translation this style be-

comes altogether colourless, and the reader finds himself face to face with

triviality. A. W. Ward.

Le Chevalier de Vergennes : son Ambassade a Constantinople. Edited

by Louis Bonneville de Marsangy. Two vols. (Paris : Plon.

1894.)

The book before me deals almost exclusively with the period of eleven

years during which the future minister was ambassador of France at the

Sublime Porfce. Monsieur de Vergennes before he went to Constantinople

had been sent by Louis XV in April 1752 as minister to Hanover, in

order to prevent George II of England from succeeding with the help of
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the court of Vienna in electing the nominee of the two courts king of

the Romans. After three months' hard work he persuaded his colleagues

that the election must he in accordance with ancient foms, and that it

would only be valid if unanimously made by the electors and avec le hon

gr6 ct racquiesce7nent de la France. Of course such terms were rejected

at Vienna, and the congress of Hanover failed. This was Vergennes's

first diplomatic triumph. In January 1755 M. de Vergennes was named

minister plenipotentiary at Constantinople. He was then thirty-five

years old. Before his departure from France news arrived of the death of

Sultan Mahmoud and of the accession of Othman III. The new minister

arrived in the Bosphorus at the end of May, and was received with the

usual humiliating ceremonies which Turkish etiquette exacted from the

representatives of all European powers, Lord Winchelsea, our own

ambassador, for example, having his head pushed down against the

ground when his obeisance was judged by the two attendants who were

deputed to hold him by each arm not to be sufficiently low.

At the time of his arrival in Constantinople the policy of France was

to maintain peace on the continent, so that she might have a free hand in

fighting England. A triple alliance between the courts of St. Petersburg,

Vienna, and London was feared, and the aim of France was to make this

impossible. The territory of Poland touched that of Turkey, and the

election of a king formed a subject at once for Austrian and Eussian

intrigues to obtain influence in Poland, and for French intrigues at the

Porte to check those of Austria and Russia. The objection of France

to any interference by Austria and Russia in Poland arose not from any
friendship towards the Poles, but from the fear that Russia was about to

aid England. An EngHsh diplomatist, a certain Williams, had left sud-

denly for Petersburg, and, as was said, to obtain a treaty allowing him to

raise 60,000 Russian troops for use by George II. ' Are they to be used
against us,' asks the minister of war of M. de Vergennes, * or are they to

support the election of the king of the Romans, or to be made use of in

Poland ? ' His instructions to Louis's representative on the Bosphorus
were to persuade the Porte to let it be known that she was interested in

whatever concerned Poland, Sweden, or Prussia, and that any movement
by the courts of Vienna and St. Petersburg against any of these countries
would be regarded as threatening the interests of the sultan. Above all,

Vergennes was instructed to obtain a notification from the Porte that
WiUiams should not be allowed to obtain the treaty from Russia which
was the object of his mission. In order to obtain this result Vergennes
was authorised to pay as bribes up to a million of francs, ' and even a
higher sum if required.' The bakshish must be considered as heavy even
for^ Turkey, considering the time. M. de Vergennes reported that he
beheved it would be a mistake to bring England's name into the negotia-
tions with the Porte, since the reflexion of the latter would be that it had
no interest in preventing these struggles among the Christian powers, and
that his best course was to point out that Austria and Russia proposed to
mterfere in Poland, and that this interference would be prejudicial to
Turkey. He was of opinion that he could succeed in inducing the Porte
not only to warn these powers against interference, but to make a military
demonstration which would have the effect of inducing them to believe
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that if their troops entered Poland Turkey would declare war. The result

obtained was, however, only a vague declaration, which showed that the

attempt to awaken distrust had not succeeded. During the negotiations

to obtain a military demonstration England was attacked by the French

minister, and declared to be the most formidable eiiemy of France and

the power which was mciting Austria and Russia to send troops into

Poland. The mission, or supposed mission, of Williams had been disclosed,

and the minister had entirely abandoned his original intention of not

mentioning England. But, says M. de Vergennes, ' I have found a lean-

ing in favour of the English which gives them a considerable advantage.'

The Turks believed that the English were so well affected towards them
that their guiding motive was to seek the well-being of Turkey. M. de

Vergennes assures his chief that he has done his best to get this idea out

of the heads of the Turks. The minister of war (the Reis Effendi) was so

far influenced by those arguments that he had exclaimed, ' What, are the

English also infidels ? I knew the Russians were, but I should never have

believed that the English would act against our interests.' Possibly the

fact that the Frenchman was about to present him with a gold watch set

with diamonds, and worth 2,600 crowns, helped to induce him to under-

stand the Frenchman's arguments. At any rate the Reis Effendi

enjoined the strictest secrecy as to the opinion he held about the

English. Fortunately for the French ambassador there occurred just at

this time one of the palace revolutions so frequent in Turkish history

.

The grand vizier was sent for by the sultan, dismissed, and bowstrung

the next day. The Reis Effendi was named in his stead. Shortly after

there happened an incident which gave M. de Vergennes the chance he

wanted to discredit England. An English frigate, the ' Phoenix,' captured

two small French ships in open sea in the archipelago, and took them

into a Turkish port where there were four French ships chartered by

Turks. The ' Phoenix ' captured the four French ships, notwithstanding

that they were in neutral waters. France remonstrated. The English

ambassador denied the alleged facts, and the Porte sent an officer to make

inquiries. M. de Vergennes fit sentir d ce messager que ses peines ne

resteraient pas sans recoynpense si sa conduits repondait aux motifs ayant

determine sa mission. The inquiry lasted some months, and at the end

the four vessels were given back. This incident, properly represented to

the Porte, gave great hopes to M. de Vergennes of removing any illusions

from the mind of the Turk as to the friendship of England. Three

months later the new grand vizier was banished, and M. de Vergennes,

having now (March 175G) been raised to the rank of ambassador, had the

satisfaction of seeing a Turkish minister, whom he regarded (as he had

his predecessor) as especially friendly to France and hostile to England,

elevated to the highest position in the empire which a subject could

occupy.

In London, however, Frederick of Prussia had signed a treaty with

England. France had learned that there was apparently no question, for

the present at least, of sending troops from Russia, and the ambassador

was instructed to do nothing until Paris learned how events were tending.

New alliances were formed. The combination which had been feared of

England, Russia, and Austria was no longer probable. But in the mean-
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time M. de Vergennes was instructed to act in concert with the inter-

nuncio of Maria Theresa, and as there was no hkeUhoodof Russian troops

marching across Poland to help the king of England in Hanover, he was

directed to say nothing more against Russia, and to explain to the Porte

that the object of the approaching alliance between France and Austria

was mainly to prevent Russia sending troops to aid England. The editor

points out that the new policy meant for the ambassador an entire change

of front. In regard to one nation only was it to remain the same. He

was to oppose England, against whom war had now formally been

declared. M. de Vergennes found his task difficult enough, especially as

the Enghsh ambassador, Mr. Porter, was a cool-headed man who had no

favour to ask from the Turk, who was ever ready to give the English view

of what was passing, and who had simply to recall to the Porte that his

colleague was now abandoning all the arguments which he had urged

against Austria and Russia and unsaying everything which he had been

urging upon the Porte since he had arrived in the country. To justify

the change of policy required all the adroitness which Vergennes pos-

sessed. He coolly assured the Porte that although the war with England

had forced France to ally herself with Austria, the arrangement was only

provisional, and that France would soon act in accordance with her old

policy, and that as to the resumption of diplomatic relations with Russia,

the only object of his country was to deprive England of Russian aid.

Meantime in August 1756 Frederick of Prussia invaded Saxony, and a

few months afterwards the Russians entered Poland. The difficulties of

M. de Vergennes increased. He had now to try and reconcile the Porte to

the course against which he had hitherto protested with all the force of

an exceptionally energetic character. The natural result was that the

authority and prestige of France was greatly lessened. The Porte under

the new sultan, Mustapha (1757), was inclined to an alliance with Prussia,

a step which Porter strongly urged. The French minister of foreign

affairs suggested that an endeavour should be made to buy the grand

vizier, alleging that he understood that England had adopted this course
;

but Vergennes considered this step useless, because la mauvaise foi de

ces gens-ci (the Turks) est si grande et leur cujpidite si insatiable que, dans

la supposition que nous reussirions pour le moment d rendre inutiles les

desseins et les tentatives de nos ennemis, on ne manquerait pas de reveiller

souvent nos alamics pour nous arracher de nouvelles liberalites. Two
years were occupied in endeavouring to keep Turkey from joining with
Prussia, in the course of which France made use of a curious argument,
based on the sultan's beHef that he was a blood relation of the French
kmg. The latter assured the sultan that the ties of blood as w^ell as those
of interest would lead him to show that he was both a good kinsman and
a faithful ally. In spite, however, of all that could be done the ambasador
had at last to announce that a treaty had been signed between the Porte
and Prussia.

An incident had occurred in 17G1 which is fully set out in the work
under examination, which shows that the influence of France at the Porte
had fallen so low that the sultan did not hesitate to threaten war on
what must be considered a shght provocation. Calamata, a Greek pirate,
hoisted English colours and captured near Cerigo a French ship with a
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rich cargo. Upon the representations of the chevalier de Vergennes the

Porte sent a man-of-war, which succeeded in capturing Calamata and his

crew. They were transferred on board the admiral's own ship, which

was also the best in the Turkish navy. But a little later the prisoners

saw their chance of escape. The Turkish commander went on shore in

state to mosque at Stanchio, accompanied by a strong body of troops.

The corsair crew made common cause with the eighty Christian slaves on

board, and successfully attacked the soldiers who had been left to guard

them. They then slipped the cables, and, favoured by a strong wind, made
for the open sea. They reached Malta and surrendered themselves and

ship to the grand master. The knights were protected by France, and

the Porte therefore looked to France for redress. In vain Vergennes

pointed out that the knights belonged to many nations and had a consti-

tution of their own, and that France had no right to make any demand of

the kind asked for. The vizier threatened interruption of all diplomatic

relations if the man-of-war was not restored, and peremptorily demanded
its surrender, as well as that of all the Christian slaves. The sultan was
furious at the loss of his best ship, his ' sea throne,' as he called it, and

feared that the loss presaged that of his throne on land. His first orders

were to bow-string the admiral and the captain. They had fled, but were

caught and brought to Constantinople, and their heads were immediately

after displayed on the walls of the seraglio. Meantime Choiseul, the

French minister of foreign affairs, had done his best to conciliate the

Porte. The ambassador was ordered to give notice that a special envoy

would be sent to Malta to buy the man-of-war, but it was again pointed

out that the grand master was an independent sovereign, over whom the

king of France had no control. The Porte threatened again to break off

diplomatic relations, and both France and the pope were in alarm.

Finally, sixteen months after its capture, the famous vessel, having been

obtained from the knights of Malta by France, entered the Dardanelles

and w\as given up to the Porte on 27 Jan. 17G2.

The empress Elizabeth of Russia died in January 1762, and her

successor, Peter, sincerely attached to Frederick, broke with France and

concluded a treaty with Prussia. Twenty thousand Russians were sent

to act with the king. The murder of Peter, possibly with the consent of

his wife, Catherine, raised her to the Russian throne. What course she

would take in the European war was at first unknown ; but after some

hesitation she decided to adhere to the Prussian alliance. France was

wearied out with her long struggle, and especially with England. Les

Anglais, wrote the duke of Nivernais, sont furmcsement im^perieux : Us

sont dans Vivresse du succes, et malheureusement nous ne sommes pas

en etat de rahattre leur orgueil. Hence prance concluded peace with

England and Spain in November 1762, and in February 1763 the treaty

of Leipzig between France and Austria and Prussia put an end to the

seven years' war. At length the Polish question came to the front as a

serious problem. France foresaw partition, and supported the claims of

the young elector of Saxony as a candidate for the chief magistracy.

Austria was on the same side.

Catherine of Russia claimed that there should be a free election, and

Prussia acted with Russia. The Porte also declared that the election ought

3f2
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to be left to tlie free choice of the diet. Thereupon Louis made a solemn

declaration to the same effect. He would support no candidate, but

would accept whoever was chosen, though at the same time he will allow

no other interference and will be ready to send aid if any is attempted.

Catherine gave orders, however, shortly afterwards that her troops should

enter Poland. This they did, and surrounded the castle at Warsaw, where

the diet was assembled. The diet carried a resolution thanking Catherine

for hei^ protection, and, according to custom, fixed the date for the meeting

of the special diet which should elect the king. Upon this the French

ambassador left Warsaw. Prussia and Russia recommended as a can-

didate for the throne Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski, who was elected on

7 Sept. 1764.

The French ambassador had in vain tried to arouse the Porte to object

to the election and to take an active part against Russia and Prussia.

But the influence of France had become too weakened to allow her

representations to have much weight. After some hesitation the sultan

himself decided to recognise Stanislas, and the failure of the French

embassy was completed. The due de Choiseul urged the ambassador to

devote all his energies to persuade the Turks to fight Russia, to neglect

nothing to secure the same influence in the divan which the Russian and

and Prussian ministries had obtained. But to arouse the Porte was

more than the chevalier de Vergennes could accomplish. Mon insucces,

he writes, m'alarme autant quHl me mortifie. On 25 April 17GG,

suddenly and without assigning any reason, but possibly, as the editor of

these volumes suggests, for having married without permission from the

king, Louis XV put an end to the ambassador's mission at Constanti-

nople and recalled him to France. Before his departure, however, he had

the satisfaction of seeing the Porte imprison the Russian minister in the

Seven Towers, and of knowing that this step was the prelude of a decla-

ration of war with Catherine. His eleven years' residence on the Bos-

phorus was followed by diplomatic service in Sweden, and then by

thirteen years as minister of foreign affairs in France itself, during which

he did his best to aid the revolted American colonies against Great

Britain.

No attempt is made by the editor to make out Vergennes as better or

abler than he was. As far as possible the history of his mission to

Constantinople is told in the ambassador's own letters. The editor's

connecting narrative enables us to recognise in the minister whose mission
failed a man of unusual intelUgence and one capable of acting wisely upon
his^ own responsibihty. In those days many kinds of questions arose
which required a prompt solution, and for which reference to Paris was
impossible. When Armenians—for then, as now, there was an Armenian
question—were surrounded in a Galata church and threatened with im-
prisonment, and probably death, for attending service in a Frank church,
the ambassador came to their aid and defended them with energy, dignity,
and success. On other occasions where decision of character and readi-
ness to accept responsibility were necessary he was not found wanting.
Iq conclusion it is worth noting that the period of his mission is one in
which information regarding Turkey and its government is deficient, and
these volumes will be useful to the student of Turkish as well as of French
^''^^'y- Edwin Peaes.
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Dix Ans de Paix Armee C7itre la France et VAngleterre, 1783-1793. Par
le Marquis de Baeral-Montfeerat. I. (Paris : Plon. 1893.)

The author tells us that the speedy recovery of power and prestige

by Great Britain after the disastrous peace of Versailles aroused his

desire to study the causes of a revival which is not altogether unlike

that of France since 1871. The spirit which informs this work is,

therefore, almost the same as that which has prompted the many able

historical researches into the general causes of national strength or

weakness, which have recently appeared in France. The temporary

collapse of French influence in and after 1787, and the enormous expan-

sion which followed, from Valmy to Wagram, are themes of absorbing

interest for every historical student ; but to our neighbours they seem to

be of practical importance, as tending to aid in the moral and political

revival begun since 1871.

Our author, under his former title of comte de Barral, had already

given to the world an important work, ' Etude sur I'Histoire Diploma-
tique de I'Europe ' (Paris, 1885) ; but in this more detailed study of a

single momentous decade the patriotic aim is distinctly avowed. For the

England of 1783 read France in 1871, for the loss of the United States

read that of Alsace-Lorraine, in place of the family compact substitute

the triple alliance, and there are some interesting parallels between the

position of the youthful Pitt and the aged M. Thiers or his numerous
successors. We must, however, at once call attention to one most

important difference between the England of 1783 and the France of

1871. The former had an enormous reserve of potential wealth in the

new high farming and the mechanical inventions which began to give us

the industrial supremacy of the world. France in 1871 had no such

reserve of industrial power, and could only rely on the development of

her agriculture and industries on existing systems. The neglect to

attribute due importance to the economic causes leading to England's

recovery under William Pitt seems to us the most serious defect in the

marquis de Barral-Montferrat's work. It is true that he admits the fatal

effect of approaching bankruptcy on the diplomatic position of France.

Indeed, the connexion betw^een the financial embarrassments, increased

by Calonne's prodigality, and the honteuse reculade of French policy in

the Dutch question (Oct. 1787) has never been more fully and clearly set

forth than in chapters xi.-xvi. of this work. But if it was necessary to

exhibit so fully the financial causes of the decline of France in 1785-1787,

surely it was equally important to explore the sources of the new strength

of England at that same time ; and here our author's information is

exceedingly scanty. It appears to us that the conception, and even the

title, of his work expresses only a half-truth. Was it really the aim of

William Pitt to preserve an attitude of malevolent neutrality towards

France— ' a policy without scruples of which hatred and fear of France

were the principal motive power '

(p. 5) ? Naturally the British govern-

ment desired to end the isolation in which it was left by the family

compact and by the strife against the armed neutrals; and our traditional

friendship with the stadtholder's party gave us the first poi7it d'appui on

the continent, and enabled us to sap French influence, then paramount in
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Dutch affairs. But apart from this natural and ahnost inevitable contest

between French and English influence, is there any really important

course of action which justifies the title of this work? Its earlier

chapters describe numerous petty intrigues set on foot by ambitious

young attaches and meddlesome agents, who doubtless imagined that they

were moulding the destinies of the world. But is there any proof that

Pitt and other statesmen of hght and leading desired anything more

than to dissolve the European concert of 1780-1783 against England?

Our author admits (pp. 23-34) that Joseph II's ' ridiculous and untimely

demands' relative to the Scheldt interrupted the entente cordiale

between France and Austria ; and it was in the very nature of things

that the stadtholder, by marriage the nephew of the great Frederick,

should look to England and Prussia against the French support given to

the Dutch ' patriots.' It was no special malice against France, but merely

diplomatic skill on the part of Sir James Harris, which utilised the

temporary accord on the Dutch question to end England's isolation and

finally to bring about the triple alhance of 1788.

Some of the Enghsh despatches of the autumn of 1784, expressing satis-

faction at the difficulties of France over the Scheldt question, are inter-

preted by the author in the w^orst sense ; but it seems equally probable

that Pitt and the Enghsh ministry in general really desired to utilise the

temporary embarrassment of French diplomacy so as to reduce the English

military and naval forces. Peace and retrenchment alone could ensure

success to Pitt's memorable change of fiscal policy in that year ; and the

estimates for those services were cut down from 7,843,000Z. in 1784 to

5,229,OO0Z. in 1785, and to 4,819,O00L in 1786. We think this single

fact a sufficient proof of Pitt's pacific intentions. If Great Britain had

kept up her war armaments, what French historian would not have accused

her of increasing the financial difficulties of France, and so preparing the

Revolution ? Carmarthen and our diplomatists were undoubtedly striving

to use the Dutch question to separate France from Austria, and to effect

a rapprochement between England and Prussia ; but Pitt's first aim was to

turn a deficit into a surplus, not to gain diplomatic victories. In October

1785 he wrote, *
. . . . [we] shall, if the same course of prosperity con-

tinues, find ourselves very different in the eyes of Europe from what we
have been for some time.' It was indeed obvious to any intclhgent

observer that with increasing surpluses in England, and with Calonne's

regi7ne of prodigahty and deficit in France, the position of the two
countries would be more effectively reversed than by a policy of ' armed
peace.' Disarmament, encouragement of our new industries, and the
opening of fresh markets for our goods, these were Pitt's weapons. The
commercial treaty of 1786-7 between England and France naturally
receives but scanty notice in this work, though a curious statement from
Mr. Hailes's official papers is given at p. 97, that Calonne desired the
import of British goods at a moderately high duty, so as to provide a
temporary increase of revenue.' A full discussion of Pitt's avowed
reasons for concluding that treaty would necessarily have weakened the
author's argument and invahdated the title of his book ; and no reasons
are given for doubting Pitt's sincerity other than his reported statement
that the treaty of 1786 would be our revenge for that of 1783 ; but this,
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as well as Pitt's argument against our timid merchants— ' France gained

a market of 8,000,000, we a market of 24,000,000 of people '—must surely

be interpreted by the light of his declaration of principle :
* Considering

the treaty in the political view, the idea of France being the unalterable

enemy of Great Britain must be done away. To suppose that any

nation can be unalterably the enemy of another is weak and childish. . . .

It is a libel on the constitution of political societies and supposes the

existence of a diabolical, immovable malice in the original frame of our

nature.'

It is much to be regretted that the traditional French view of Pitt's

policy is accepted in this otherwise valuable work. Instead of viewing

Pitt's policy as a whole, the author, renouncing that task as above his

powers, has contented himself with seeing at work, and following step

by step, some of the principal agents of Pitt. The result is that English

policy is judged by the despatches of Mr. Hailes, Sir James Harris, &c.

The accounts given of the Dutch question in all its- bearings, and of the

designs of Catherine and Joseph II on Turkey, are admirably full and

clear ; and as a diplomatic study of these important years, this first

volume will be a trustworthy introduction to the works of Sybel and

M. Sorel on the revolutionary era. J. H. Rose,

Memoires du General Baron ThiehauU. Publics d'apres le manuscrit

original par Feenand Calmettes. 1 : 1769-1795. II : 1795-1799.

(Paris : Librairie Plon. 1893, 1894.)

The first volume of General Thiebault's Memoirs falls into two portions

of unequal historical value. Two hundred pages, which carry the story

down to the commencement of the Revolution, are chiefly concerned

with matters of personal interest. Young Thiebault was a stranger to the

land of his fathers down to his fifteenth year. He was born at Berlin

in 1769. His father, a once well-known literary man, had been attracted

to BerKn by the great Frederick, and was kept there in those gilded

fetters which bound all foreign servants of the philosopher king. But in

1784 the elder Thiebault, seeing that Frederick's life was running out,

managed to escape from Prussia and to return to France, where he found

preferment in the royal library. In Paris the younger Thiebault grew up

without any regular education. Ill health was supposed to prevent any

regular study, but certainly did not prevent a premature social experience

such as Barry Lyndon might have approved. In this portion of the

Memoirs we catch a few glimpses of old France, and more particularly of

old Paris, its uproarious carnival, its Paphian processions at Longchamps,

its reckless gaiety and boundless ostentation, its masses of neglected and

unwholesome habitations (to which Thiebault ascribes what he regards as

the exceptional ugliness of Parisians), its bad lighting, worse police, and

other evidences of lax, incapable administration. Young Thiebault was

certainly neither saint nor political economist, but for that very reason it

is instructive to read the passage in which he contrasts the Prussia of his

boyhood, where the king seemed to live solely for the greatness and glory

of the state, and the whole moral and intellectual force of the people was

enUsted in his service, with the France of his adolescence, where the
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government was the object of contempt, where those nearest the throne

were subjects of the most licentious hbel, and interest in public affairs took

the form of indignation against old abuses (209-13). But these

passages of historical interest are lost in verbiage about trifles which the

writer should have forgotten, and persons whom the world has long ago

agreed to forget. When young Thiebault had reached his twentieth year

the Revolution came. The sudden outburst of anarchy was curiously

illustrated in his personal experience. On 12 July 1789 his family, with

some friends, had gone for a picnic in the forest of Vincennes. The feast

was over and they were about to return, when they learnt for the first

time that the mob was out in Paris. They reached their home with some

difficulty, and the next day young Thiebault joined the National Guard.

Without knowing it he had stumbled on his vocation. At this point

commences the really historical portion of these Memoirs. Here, therefore,

it is advisable to ascertain the personal opinions and the trustworthiness

of the author. Both the elder and the younger Thiebault evidently

shared the opinions and feelings then common among the enlightened

bourgeoisie. The father did not go to church, and held that even the best

of priests should be seen only at the altar (p. 186). The Revolution

robbed him of preferment, but he does not seem to have therefore borne
any grudge against the Revolution. Neither father nor son seems to

have felt any prejudice in favour of the institution of monarchy. They
deplored the fate of Louis XVI, but the son declares that no man ever did

more to bring destruction upon himself. He relates as an eye-witness a
little incident which does no credit either to the good manners or the
good nature of the king. He is firmly convinced that Monsieur was a
contriver of assassination, and that the count of Artois combined
debauchery with cowardice of the meanest kind. Young Thiebault,
therefore, had no old-fashioned illusions. He was heartily in favour of
the Revolution. It is all the more noticeable that he was no less hearty
in condemnation of the Terror. True he had some cause. He was twice
within measurable distance of the guillotine. His father, actually in
prison, was only saved by the timely 9th of Thermidor. The theory of
historians * in their civihsed easy chair,' that the results of the Revolution
could not have been secured but by the Terror, was unhkely to find
credence with one who had tasted such an experience.

As to Thiebault' s trustworthiness, we should be disposed to limit it to
statements respecting events within the range of his own experience. A
writer who can beheve that Robespierre was really the instrument of the
princes to revenge themselves upon respectable persons who had not
emigrated, and to make the Revolution hateful by dint of massacre
(p. 273), a writer who can even believe that at a large dinner party
Robespierre in his drunkenness disclosed his part in this infernal scheme
(p. 166), would be altogether unworthy of credit, did we not remember
that he himself had been in peril of death at the hand of Robes-
pierre s faction, and had lost many dear friends by their tyranny. On
tlie other hand Thi6bault's contribution to the history of the Parisian
JNationai Guard has every appearance of truthfulness, and helps to explain
wliy a torce which might have controlled Paris, and through Paris the
i:tevolution, played a parfc so utterly contemptible (pp. 231-237). The
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ardour to enlist and don a smart uniform, followed by speedy indifference

and dislike of duty, the intense jealousies which interposed obstacles to a

proper organisation, and the helplessness of these armed citizens in the

face of ruffians of every description, are very vividly depicted. Thiebault

lays much of the blame on La Fayette. He analyses La Fayette's action

at the time of the march to Versailles (pp. 245-51), and seems to show
conclusively that La Fayette grossly neglected every military duty.

After the storming of the Tuileries and the September massacres

young Thiebault, no longer able to remain in Paris, joined a battalion of

volunteers and went to take part in the defence of the frontiers. In his

company the captain was an engraver, the lieutenant a goldsmith, and
the sub-lieutenant a violinist. Their zeal was temporary. The
lieutenant and sub-lieutenant returned to Paris in four months ; the

captain immediatcment aiiris les premieres affaires (p. 328). When the

French occupied the Austrian Netherlands after the victories of 1792 the

elder Thiebault and an unfrocked priest were nominated commissioners

for the district of Tournay, and the younger Thiebault became their

assistant (p. 348). In this position he could follow the preliminaries to

the union of the Belgic provinces with France, which did not impress

him as altogether spontaneous (p. 358). His father, coerced by Merlin de

Douai, had to take part in confiscating the church plate of the provinces

—

the first conspicuous instance of the revival of antique habits of plunder,

begun by the republic and continued by, the empire. Thiebault's

criticism on the military operations of the following year is of some
interest, as coming from a competent soldier. * How often have people

repeated in speaking and writing, " Without generals, without officers, we
have beaten all the armies of the world." Nothing is more ridiculous

or more untrue. But for the systematic slowness of the Austrians above

all we should have been ruined a hundred times. . . . The Austrians

alone have saved us by giving us time to make soldiers, officers, and

generals ; as to fortresses, never has a country or a cause been better

served than by the fortresses which we lost in 1793 '
(p. 413). It may be

noted in passing that Thiebault had a high opinion of the Belgian soldier,

as uniting with the elan of the French a tenacity and energy which the

latter, taken in the bulk, do not possess (p. 407). When the French had

reasserted their superiority and had overrun Holland, Thiebault returned

to Paris and was attached to the 1st division, encamped at Marly. He
thus came to take part in the combat of the 13th Vendemiaire, of which

he gives a detailed account. On this occasion he first met Napoleon.

Here the first volume ends.

The second volume is rather tedious reading. Thiebault devotes much
space to the adventures of himself and his friends, to details of military

operations which no longer interest even the student, and to such discus-

sions of the merits and demerits of this or that commander as beguile the

leisure of the United Service Club. Yet something of v.alue remains after

the volume has been well sifted. It throws considerable light on the

temper of the republican armies, especially of the army of Italy. As a

successful officer Thiebault may be supposed to draw an unprejudiced

picture of his comrades. It is singularly unlike the traditional picture of

republican virtue, stern patriotism, and martial simplicity. If we may
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trust Thiebault, the warriors who followed the young Buonaparte were

remarkably like the earHer Gallic invaders of Italy, from the days of

Brennus to those of Francis I. Brave with a light and^ airy

courage, which is certainly more attractive than the dogged resolution of

the Teuton, sociable, open-handed, and superficially amiable, but vain,

jealous, quarrelsome, greedy of spoil, greedy of sensual pleasure, little apt

to respect the goods, the honour, or the religion of the conquered, the

heroes of 1796 were singular apostles of justice and freedom. It was not

easy to keep them from flying at each other's throats. When the corps

which had distinguished themselves by their valour, and to which

Napoleon had given flags inscribed with mottoes like these :
* La terrible

57^ [demi-brigade] arriva,' * J'etais tranquille, la brave 32® etait 1^, returned

to France, the wounded pride of the other armies led to so many duels that

the obnoxious flags had to be put away (p. 46). When Bernadotte's

division came from the army of the Ehine to reinforce the army of Italy, it

was greeted with such intolerable disdain that over a hundred lives were

lost in duels, and there were some fears of a general encounter (p. 103).

When the Directory ordered that a funeral service in honour of Hoche

should be celebrated in every division of the republican army, nothing

could exceed the ill-humour of Massena's division. Thiebault, then a mere

captain, was chosen to make the inevitable oration, and the one direction

which he received was, 'Be short' (p. 118). Massena was already the

discontented rival of Napoleon, and declared in 1797 that he had done

quite enough for the glory of others (p. 141). Such was the standard

of discipline and self-sacrifice in that brilliant army. Nor, amid the ex-

acting claims of vanity, was the solid satisfaction of booty neglected. In

Italy the French soldier plundered much and the French official plundered

more. Sohgnac, a personal friend of Thiebault and chief of the staff

to Massena, carried back from the Italian campaign a sum of 16,000Z.

sterling (p. 132). When the French entered Rome in 1798, and whilst

their general was apostrophising the manes of Cato, Brutus, &c., the staff,

civil and military, were busily appropriating the poor remains of Roman
magnificence. ' Over and above the regular contributions extraordinary

ones had been exacted ; the richest proprietors had been despoiled with-
out any account made rendered to the state or any formal acknowledgment
to the sufferers. Offices, as it were, of pillage and devastation were
opened, where gold, jewels, and every kind of precious article had to be
delivered

' (pp. 145, 146). A httle further on Thiebault thus sums up the
causes of the insurrection of Trasimene :

' It had the same causes as all

the preceding insurrections—the composition of the new authorities ; the
choice of agents of very bad character ; the contributions exacted from
the towns for the so-called patriotic festivals ; the requisitions, so to say,
unknown to the subjects of the pope ; the oppression and embezzlement
practised by the collectors ; the quartering of soldiers . . . and the law
which forbade the regular clergy to beg or the secular clergy to give alms '

(p. 205). The last of these grievances was, perhaps, a benefit in disguise.
But the others were real enough. Such were the liberty, fraternity, and
equahty propagated by the arms of the repubhc, and so little is the
predatory instinct modified by the neatest and most perspicuous declara-
tions of the rights of man.
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In these and in other ways the present vokime sheds Hght on the obscure

interval between the treaty of Campo Formio and the campaign of Suwarof.

The general reader may feel some surprise when he finds the French

who threatened Vienna. in 1797 flying from Lombardy in 1799. But at

least a partial explanation of this total change of fortune is to be found

in the history of the intervening period. The rash dispersion of inade-

quate forces, the popular hatred kindled by military tyranny, the jealousy

of the commanders, the incompetence and dishonesty of the Directors and

their officials all contributed to the overthrow of the French power in

Italy. The working of these causes is fully illustrated in Thiebault's

copious narrative. When we have deducted from his statements every-

thing which can be ascribed to prejudice, carelessness, or the habit of ex-

aggeration, we are still indebted to him for a great deal of information

regarding the French conquest of Eomc and Naples. In point of style

and good taste Thiebault is far inferior to Marbot. As the preface says,

he has conceived his Memoirs after the manner of Jean Jacques. In other

words, self-complacency has led him to tell many things not worth the

telling, one or two perhaps better untold. F. C. Montague.

The Marquess Wellesley, E.G. By the Rev. W. H. Hutton, M.A.

Lord Amherst and the British Advance eastioards to Burma. By Anne
Thackekay Eitchie and Richaedson Evans. {Bulers of India,

Edited by Sir W. W. Hunter, K.C.S.I.) (Oxford : Clarendon Press.

1893, 1894.)

Mr. Hutton had a magnificent subject and has done full justice to it.

Of the commanding position of Lord Wellesley in the long line of Indian

Governors-General there can never be any question. As Mr. Hutton

well puts it, 'if it was Olive who won and Hastings who preserved the

English foothold in the great peninsula, it was Wellesley incontestably

who founded the British Empire in the east. He found the East India

Company a trading body ; he left it, almost in spite of itself, the mightiest

power in the land.' The conquest of Mysore, the incorporation of the

buffer-state of Oudh, and still more the skilful and courageous manage-

ment of the Marathas and the conclusion of the subsidiary treaties, are

grounds enough for placing Wellesley in the front rank of imperial

statesmen. But for his masterful independence, the 'maxims of the

counter ' might have prevailed. He achieved his supreme acts of policy

in face of the querulous opposition of the anile court in Leadenhall Street,

whose soul did not rise above dividends. The life of such a ruler is worth

more attention than it has hitherto received, and Mr. Hutton's memoir

will perhaps win a wider popularity for its subject than has been

accomplished by previous biographies. He writes in an interesting and

vivid style, Avithout ever losing his scholarly tone. He has spared no

pains to make his work full and accurate within its liriiited compass. He
has used the manuscript materials at the British Museum and India

Office, the Historical MSS. Commission's report on Dropmore, besides the

ordinary printed authorities ; and if he has not lighted upon anything of

remarkable novelty, he has been able to fill in his portrait with many
significant touches. Such additions as the veteran ' Mr. Hastings's
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observations on Lord Wellesley's minute relative to the College at Port

William' are ample rewards for researches among the India Office

archives. Three-fourths of this little volume are naturally occupied by

the narrative and criticism of Wellesley's Indian administration, of which

Mr. Hutton has formed a just and balanced, as well as highly apprecia-

tive, judgment. He rightly places the Maratha policy in the forefront of

Wellesley's title to fame, and shows that the treaty of Bassein was the

turning' point of policy which really gave the company the empire of

India. How clearly the ' great proconsul ' realised the impossibility of

carrying on the old commercial idea of the company's sway may be seen

from his admirable letter to Lord Castlereagh, quoted on p. 109, where

he maintains that the notion of private proprietorship is obsolete ;
* the

company, with relation to its territory in India, must be viewed in the

capacity of a sovereign,' and the only alternative was * the instantaneous

assumption of the direct executive power of the British possessions in

India by the Crown.' Mr. Hutton defends the most debated act of

Wellesley's government, the annexation of Oudh, on the ground that the

anarchic state of the Nawab Wazir's dominion formed a pressing danger

to our position, and the annexation converted the danger into a safeguard.

The brief but well-written chapter on Wellesley's later career in England
hardly calls for criticism, since Mr. Hutton's task has necessarily been

to portray chiefly the ' ruler of India.' It must, however, be noted that,

although he gives him much credit for activity at the Foreign Office,

Wellesley certainly obtained a reputation among his contemporaries or

subordinates for extreme lethargy as Secretary of State, and both
Stratford Canning and D. R. Morier said the office was asleep under his

command. On the other hand Mr. Hutton perhaps makes too much of

Wellesley's faults of character. His love of pomp and ceremony was
undoubtedly useful in India ; his vanity was not misplaced ; and as for

being a ' man of pleasure,' his first (somewhat over tardy) marriage did
not lead to domestic happiness. Mr. Hutton does justice to the charm of
his manner and the grace of his refined scholarship ; but as a fair correc-
tive to Wellesley's disparaging criticism of Wellington's politics, he might
have quoted the elder brother's noble lines on the great duke :—

Conservata tuis Asia atque Europa triumphis
Invictum bello te coluere ducem.

Nunc umbrata geris civih tempora quercu,

Ut desit famae gloria nulla tuae.

In future reprints, Azim-al Omrah, Omdal ul Omrah, Azi'm u'd
Daulah, Shah 'Alam, should be corrected to Azim-al-Umara, Umdat-al-
Umard, Azim-ad-da.ulah, and Shah 'A'lam. Lord Westmorland, whom
Wellesley rebuked for not sitting in 'a decent attitude' at a cabinet
council (when the lord privy seal put his feet on the table), had no second
e m his title. And how many varied forms of Mahadagi Sindhia's name
do the ' Eulers of India ' sanction ?

The joint work of Mrs. Ritchie and Mr. Richardson Evans forms a
marked contrast to Mr. Hutton's volume. It deals with a much less im-
portant man and period, and it deals with them in a less important man-
ner. Ihe First Burmese war and the capture of Bhartpiir are the events
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of Lord Amherst's governor-generalship, and they hardly supply material

for a volume even of the small compass of this series. The most interest-

ing incidents in Lord Amherst's career, his mission to Sicily in 1809 and

his embassy to China in 1816, receive the one a bare mention, the other very

scanty notice—doubtless because they have nothing to do with * rulers of

India.' The space is filled up by an able but rather controversial essay on

the problems in Indian administration which might have engaged Lord

Amherst's attention, but did not ; and by lively sketches of viceregal

doings and travels taken from the first Lady Amherst's diary, which

apparently exists somewhere in manuscript, and reminds us that Lord

Amherst's most remarkable feat in private life was his marrying in

succession two dowager countesses of Pembroke. Mr. Evans may be

fully trusted to give an accurate account of Indian affairs, but he does

not mention any authorities, and is rather too fond of running off into

debatable ground, such as the Permanent Settlement, which was none of

Lord Amherst's doing. Mrs. Eitchie is doubtless responsible for the

sketches of Indian travel and domestic incident, which hardly rise to the

level of historical treatment. The book is scarcely in keeping with the

sober histories with which it is associated, and too much of it reminds one

of the light magazine article, where oriental manners, odd and strange

to the writer, but perfectly familiar, one would imagine, to readers of this

series, are emphasised by an exasperating use of notes of exclamation.

Nevertheless it is eminently readable, and as a personal memoir, rather of

Lady Amherst than her husband, it has the rare merits of a light touch

and sympathetic appreciation. S. Lane-Pools.

History of South Africa, from the Foundation of the European Settlement

to our oion Times. With six maps. (1834-1854.) By Geoege McCall
Theal. (London : Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1893.)

This book is the fourth volume in Mr. Theal's ' History of South Africa.'

It gives the record of twenty years only, but they are years which shaped

the whole course of subsequent events in South Africa. The narrative

includes the Kaffir wars of 1834 and 184G, the Basuto war of 1852, and

the founding of the colony of Natal, of the Orange Free State, and of the

South African Eepublic. The seaport of Natal bears the name of Sir

Benjamin d'Urban, the first governor of the Cape during the period

under review. The capital of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, founded in 1839,

is named after two leaders of the emigrant farmers, Pieter Retief and

Gerrit Maritz ; while Potchefstroom and Pretoria, the old and new capital

of the South African Republic, commemorate two other Boer leaders,

Hendrik Potgieter and Andries Pretorius. The book would have been

more interesting if it were not so overladen with small details, and with

names of many white and black men of little or no importance. The

author, however, vindicates the exhaustive treatment of his subject on the

ground that * the minutest details of the dealings of the English authori-

ties with the Bantu tribes ' must be recorded, if the history of South Africa

is to be rightly understood by South Africans, and if the mistakes of the

past are to be avoided in coming years. He writes in the main as a
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colonist for colonists, naturally and rightly from the colonial point of

vie^y. But the book is, as far as can be judged in the reading, fair and

truthful ; the work which has been done is of permanent value
;
and South

Africa owes a debt of gratitude to its chronicler. It may be added that

an exhaustive list of authorities is given, and a full index.

The story of South Africa in the present century may be described as

a series of dissolving views. Here, to a greater extent, perhaps, than in

any other part of the world where Europeans have settled and formed new

homes, there has been a want of continuity in policy, a constant undoing

of work, a constant retracing of steps. Thus, taking only the twenty

years which are covered by the present volume, in May 1835 the governor

of the Cape, Sir Benjamin d'Urban, annexed to the British dominions

the territory between the then eastern boundary of the Cape Colony

and the Kei river. In December 1836, under instructions from Lord

Glenelg, who was then Secretary of State for the Colonies, the proclama-

tion was revoked and the king's authority withdrawn. Eleven years

later, in December 1847, the district in question was again annexed by

Sir Harry Smith and constituted the territory of British Kaffraria. In

1848 British sovereignty was proclaimed over the whole country between

the Orange and the Vaal rivers. In 1854 this policy was reversed, and
the independence of what is now called the Orange Free State was for-

mally guaranteed. The colony of Natal began with the trading venture of

a few Enghshmen in 1824. In the closing months of 1837 Boer immi-
grants crossed the range of the Drakensberg, and came into contact and
conflict with the Zulus. At the end of 1838 a detachment of British

troops was stationed at Durban, but was withdrawn in a year, and for a
short time a larger area than is now included in the colony w^as under
republican government. In 1842 British forces were again sent into the
territory, and in 1843 it was proclaimed to be a British colony.

What are the causes which have made the story of South Africa, or

rather of the Enghsh in South Africa, so disjointed and imeven ? In the
first place, geography has necessarily been an important factor in deter-

mining the course of events. The different districts are not easily acces-
sible from the sea or from each other. There are few natural harbours.
Mountain ranges run, like barriers, parallel to the coast ; and the rivers
are useless for purposes of communication. Thus, before the days of
railways, it was specially difficult to connect or to hold together the various
provinces of South Africa ; and the configuration of the land pointed to
separate communities, rather than to a single people. There was, moreover,
the difficulty of races. The natives, the Bantu tribes, were not and are not
an msignificant remnant, Hke the Australian aborigines. They were and
are a strong type of humanity, restless, at times aggressive, capable of
formmg, as ni the case of the Zulus, the Matabele, and the Basutos, strong
military organisations. The European incomers, again, belonged to at
least two distinct though kindred nationalities, each with a strong
character of its own

;
the old settlers being Dutchmen, with a large

admixture of French Huguenots, and the later immigrants being Enghsh.
It IS impossible not to admire the strength and tenacity of the Dutch
Boers. The emigrant farmers, whose doings are chronicled in the book
under review, the men who went out from the Cape Colony to found
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Natal, the Orange Free State, and the South African Republic, were in

many respects similar to the English Puritans who crossed the Atlantic

in the seventeenth century. Like the Puritans they were deeply religious

men. Like them, they went out into the wilderness to live their lives in

their own way and to be beyond the reach of a government in which,

rightly or w^rongly, they had lost all confidence. The charge made against

them, that they emigrated in order to throw off law, Mr. Theal declares

to be untrue. ' The early emigrants,' he says, * constantly maintained

that they left the colony to free themselves not of law but of lawlessness.'

They left it because of the insecurity to life and property, which was the

result of Lord Glenelg's policy towards the native races. There was,

it would seem, no strong race antipathy between the Dutch and the

English. The movement was a colonial movement, directed against the

imperial government, and leading eventually to self-government in the

Cape Colony itself; and it was an emigration of Dutchmen, partly

because the large majority of the settlers were Dutch, but still more

because the habits and modes of thought of the Boer farmers, men who
liked to lead a more or less isolated pastoral life, tending their flocks and

herds, were necessarily more antagonistic to the somewhat rigid views of

the English government than were those of the English colonists.

The policy of the imperial government is explained to a large extent

by the feeling which prevailed at the time in Great Britain. From the

time of the Reform Bill, for many years, there was a strong and not

unhealthy reaction in Great Britain against any measures which savoured

of aggression, and against any step which tended to increase the area and

the responsibilities of the empire. The spirit of philanthropy was abroad

in the land ; the abolition of slavery was being carried into effect through-

out the colonies ; and missionaries were active and not always discreet.

It is the weakness as well as the strength of Englishmen to apply English

principles, sound and wholesome in themselves, to all conditions of men
and to every set of circumstances. Sufficient allowance is not always

made for local conditions ; tales of oppression sent home by irresponsible

advocates have not been always fully sifted ; and the occasional deeds of

a few are assumed to be the everyday dealings of a whole community.

This well-meaning unwisdom was carried, it would seem, to an unusual

extent by Lord Glenelg, w^ho became secretary of state for the colonies

in Lord Melbourne's administration of 1835 ; and his despatches on the

subjectof the Kafhr war and the Boer emigration, extracts from which

are given in Mr. Theal's book, were nothing short of insulting to the

colonists, English and Dutch alike, as well as to the governor, whose

advice he declined to follow. The result of his policy was unhappiness,

discontent, and unrest. The black men did not gain except for the

moment. The white men lost heavily. The British government for the

time being forfeited the respect and esteem of South Africans. These

things are written for our admonition. In colonial matters, especially

when native questions are involved, the one thing needful is to be consist-

ent. An empire cannot be built up and held together unless the home

government wins and keeps the confidence alike of the colonists and of

the natives ; and that confidence can only be won and kept by consistent

dealing and by common sense.
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This is the chief moral of the book under review, but it is needless to

say that the narrative contains much else that is interesting, especially

when studied in the light of later South African history. One point only

can be noticed here. It is the advantage which local experience gives to

irregular troops over regulars in border warfare. This has often been

illustrated in South Africa, where small bands of colonists, all expert

marksmen, have constantly proved more formidable opponents to the

fighting • native tribes than regiments sent out from England. Mr.

Theal's book tells us how the emigrant farmers from the Cape proved

in the end more than a match for Dingan and his Zulus, and how they

drove the Matabele beyond the Limpopo, to be broken up in our own time

by another guerilla force. 0. P. Lucas.

The Bise of Modem Democracy in Old and Neio England. By Chaeles

BoEGEAUD. (London : Swan Sonnenschein & Co. 1894.)

Etahlissement et Bevision des Constitutions en Amerique et en Eurojpe,

Par Charles Borgeaud. (Paris : Thorin et fils. 1893.)

The first of these works, which is very well translated by Mrs. Birkbeck

Hill, and introduced by a valuable preface from Mr. C. H. Firth, is an

attempt, marked by great learning and research, to prove that modern

democracy has its origin in the Reformation. The second and more

elaborate, which is an expanded prize essay, is a valuable collection

of information on the subject with which it deals. It is more than this,

however, because a theory runs through it, and it ends with a practical

moral regarding the present constitution of France. Both works together

form a contribution of considerable merit and value to the history of the

social contract ; but looking at them in this light we feel bound to take

them with some reserve. M. Borgeaud has a very decided opinion that

every written constitution is essentially of the nature of a contract between

king and people in the case of monarchies, or between the individuals

composing the people in the case of republics. He traces, or attempts to

trace, the genesis of the notion of a contract in a w^ay which is admir-

able as far as it goes and opens up a new department of the subject,

but which is too exclusively confined to the province of the historian to

be quite adequate. The only approach to a written constitution England
has ever had—the Instrument of Government—was founded on the Agree-
ment of the People drawn up by the Levellers in 1647, as modified by the
officers of the army in 1649, an extraordinary anticipation of modern demo-
cratic ideas. This is traced to the influence of the independent churches

;

and it is shown with some elaboration, especially in the essays appended to

the smaller work, that in the American colonies those churches were dis-

tinctly founded on compact. But though M. Borgeaud refers back in general
terms to medieval charters and the lex regia of the Roman empire as
containing the germ of the idea of a fundamental law above ordinary
law, we think he neglects to make it clear that the idea of contract was
very much in the air at the close of the middle ages. The Jesuits, no
doubt, had a great deal to do later on with popularising it ; but it has, as
indeed he indicates, a natural conformity with Protestantism. But surely
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it comes down from Koman law and Greek philosophy, and is only

adopted by the protestant churches because, as protestantism recognises

no authority between the individual and his Maker, some theory of the

genesis of the churches as human institutions has to be adopted, and this

is found in the familiar theory of contract.

However, this is a minor matter. M. Borgeaud shows, especially in

the second of these works, to which the rest of our remarks will refer

exclusively, that from the religious sphere the idea of a constitution qua
social pact passed into the secular sphere in the American colonies

;

that then it spread into France, and that from France the notion affected

the rest of the continent, in spite of the reactionary restorations after

1815. Constitutions, however, may be divided into a charter type, granted

by the prince, and a democratic type, emanating from the popular will.

M. Borgeaud, however, is concerned to show that even the charter type is

a pact between prince and people, and here it is that the question of the

mode of revision becomes of importance to his thesis. If a constitution

can be revised by the ordinary process of legislation, without the formal

consent of the body of citizens, as is the case in Prussia, it is not really a

fundamental law. But most constitutions, even in reactionary Germany,
have been submitted to popular votes (some were rejected), and require

special methods of revision, and so are pacts.

The immense amount of detail given as to existing constitutions

and their methods of revision cannot, of course, be here summarised.

But, after showing how essential popular consent is, M. Borgeaud attacks

the existing French constitution, which was meant to be the instrument

of a monarchical restoration, and so does not provide for the taking of

any popular vote on revision, and urges that this omission should be

repaired. We must say that in the present state of French politics we
think constitutional revision had better be let alone.

We note as welcome features an admirable defence of Eousseau's con-

tract theory—unhistorical, indeed, but a necessary hypothesis as the basis

of a free state—the great attention given to American state constitutions

(here it is, he reminds disciples of Sir Henry Maine, that democratic insti-

tutions can really be studied), and the large space given to Switzerland.

But is it in any sense true that Switzerland obtained the referendum from

France ? We are aware that French influence established the veto and that

ideas of the veto had a great share in extending the referendum, but we
think M. Borgeaud overlooks the fact that it is primarily a native product.

M. Borgeaud protests none too soon against the purely analytic and

abstract (abstract in the worst Hegelian sense) method of study which

separates a constitution from its history. We at least are not likely to

fall into this error of a certain school of German jurisprudence. Time
enough to think about that when we get our constitution written down.

J. S. Mann.

Mr. G. H. Putnam, in his Authors mid their Public in'Ancient Times

(New York and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1894), has endeavoured

to put together and discuss all the chief passages in ancient authors

which throw light on the relations between them and their publishers and

between the publishers and the reading public ; and this less from the

VOL. IX.—NO. xxxvi. 3 a
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point of view of a scholar than as one interested in the development of

the idea of literary property. We thus find 'the dialogues of Aristotle,'

Cicero's 'Discourse on Ligarius,' * Nichomachus,' ' Appollonius,' and a

plentiful crop of mistakes in Greek accents and Latin quotations
; and also

an undue admixture of modern technical terms of pubhshing applied to

circumstances in which those ideas were far less fixed and rigid. But the

author has searched high and low, and far and wide, for his facts, has

marshalled them with considerable skill, and proves that even in the best

periods of hterary activity the conceptions of ownership, of what con-

stituted plagiarism, and of systematic work for profit's sake, were extremely

slow in growth and rudimentary in practice.

The well-known bibliography of German history, Quellenkunde der

deutschen Geschichte, by Dahlmann and Waitz, has lately been reissued

in a sixth edition by Professor E. Steindorff, of Gottingen (Gottingen

:

Dieterich, 1894). To those who do not know this extremely convenient

and valuable handbook it may suffice to say that it contains a classified

catalogue of the texts and other sources of German history, together with

the important works of modern date which explore the various highways

and byways of the subject, as well as the criticisms and discussions

which have appeared in periodical publications. The new edition is

brought as nearly as may be up to date, and is very clearly arranged and

printed. Titles are repeated when the books are valuable for more than

one subject, and the index is drawn up on a far more workmanlike and

serviceable principle than was the case in the preceding editions.

The most notable feature of The Manuscripts of the Earl of Lonsdale,

Historical Manuscripts Commission, Thirteenth Eeport,' Appendix, part

vii. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1893), is to be found in the

' Notes in Parliament,' which cover the latter part of the second parliament

of Charles I, the latter part of the first session and the whole—with the

exception of the closing scene of tumult— of the second session of his

third parliament. It is true that the note-taker was by no means so

skilful as Nicholas or D'Ewes. Such an entry, for instance, as, ' Chancellor

Duchy had, on examination, sent off a contribution by hearsay from a man
to no purpose to take heed of hearsay,' takes a good deal of thinking over,

and it is difficult to believe that Sir Robert Mansell can really have said that
' we have recollected ourselves and shown us to be men and not the sons

of women.' All entries, however, are not like these, and a close com-
parison between these notes and those already known brings out some
points that ai'e both new and valuable, as, for instance, the arguments on
the tonnage and poundage bill of 1628.

These notes are followed by a curious account of a journey in Scotland
in 1G29, and by letters extending from 1G39 to 1815. One of the most
interesting of these is written by Canning in November 1806, in which he
urges his correspondent to join in an assault upon the Ministry of All the
Talents, in order to drive Lord Grenville into admitting himself and the
other Pittites to a share of office.

In Customs and Fashions in Old Neio England, by Alice Morse Earle
(London

: Nutt, 1893), we have an account of social habits and conditions
from the middle of the seventeenth to the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
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tury-; derived from memoirs, diaries, newspapers, and other contemporary-

sources, and arranged under about fifteen subject headings. It collects

a great deal of information which will be useful to historians, both on the

social and economic development of the colonies. It does not profess to

be more than a popular sketch of the subject; but it is an extremely

interesting book, agreeably written, and can be confidently recommended
to any reader.

CORRESPONDENCE

Lord Mordaunt's Resignation in iG68

A STATEMENT made by me in an article on John Mordaunt, Baron

Mordaunt of Reigate in Surrey, in the * Dictionary of National Biography,'

to the effect that he resigned the office of constable of Windsor Castle, is

censured in the English Historical Review, July 1894, as inaccurate?

on the ground that ' this appointment was revoked 19 Oct. 1668.' From
the ' Calendar of State Papers,' 1667-8, p. 608, it appears, however, that on

29 Sept. 1668 the office was granted to Prince Rupert, being then ' void

by resignation of Lord Mordaunt.' The subsequent revocation must
therefore have been a merely formal act. J. M. Riqg.

[The following explanation is given by the writer of the portion of the

article in question (English Historical Review, ix. 592), in which he

used the expression :
' This appointment was revoked 19 Oct. 1668, so

that Mr. Rigg is not correct in saying that he resigned :

'—
* Mr. Rigg

is technically correct in saying that Mordaunt resigned, but the real

question is whether his resignation was voluntary or not. In his

life of Mordaunt Mr. Rigg states that "for alleged arbitrary acts"

done by Mordaunt as constable of Windsor Castle articles of impeach-

ment were exhibited against him in the winter of 1666-7. " A timely

dissolution, however, put an end to the proceedings, and before

they could be renewed he had received a full pardon from the king.

Nevertheless he resigned his office." In the first place the proceedings

were interrupted not by the dissolution, but by the prorogation of parlia-

ment. The parliament in question was not dissolved till Jan. 1679,

twelve years after Mordaunt's impeachment. In his note Mr. Rigg

correctly points out that the revocation is only the formal confirmation of

an earlier arrangement by which Mordaunt resigned in favour of Rupert.

In the passage quoted from his article he apparently represents Mordaunt

as resigning of his own free choice. Mordaunt's resignation was not a

voluntary act. The king was thinking of meeting parliament again in

Nov. 1668, and in order to avoid a fresh dispute about Mordaunt's im.

peachment obliged him to vacate his office, but allowed him to do so by

selling it to some approved person. Prince Rupert paid Mordaunt 3,500/.

for the post (" Fleming Papers," p. 59). Thus formally Mordaunt resigned,

but substantially he was removed. Mr. Rigg himself admits this, for in

a later column he sp'eaks of " the very grave charge which led to his dis-

missal from the command of Windsor Castle."
'

Editor.]

3q2
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Lemnos. II. Pp. 262. Leipzig :

Barth. 14 m.
Reichel (W.) liber homerische Wappen

:

archaologische Untersuchungen. (Ab-

handlungen des archaologisch-epigra-

phischen Seminars der Universitat

Wien. XI.) Pp. 151, 55 illustr. Vienna :

Holder. 5 m.
Shuckburgh (E. S.) a history of Rome

to the battle of Actium. Pp. 816, maps.
London : Macmillan. 8/6.

ToRR (C.) Ancient ships. Pp. 152, illustr.

Cambridge : University Press. 10/6.

IV. ECCLESIASTICAL AND MEDIEVAL HISTORY

Arnold (C. F.) Caesarius von Arelate und
die gallische Kirche seiner Zeit. Pp.

607. Leipzig : Hinrichs. 16 m.
Beguelin (E.) Les fondements du regime

f^odal dans la Lex Romana Curiensis.

Pp. 91. Bern : Miiller.

BoHMER (J. F.) Regesta imperii. V:
Die Regesten des Kaiserreichs unter

Philipp, Otto IV, Friedrich II, Heinrich

(VII), Conrad IV, Heinrich Raspe,

Wilhelm, und Richard [1198-1272].

Neu herausgegeben und ergiinzt von J.

Fickerund E. Winkelmann. VII. Pp.

1773-2109- Innsbruck: Wagner. 4to.

12-60 m.
Borromeo (C.) Avignone e la politica di

Filippo il Bello nella canonizzazione di

Pietro da Morrone (Papa Celestino V).

Pp. 45. Modena : Namias. 1 1.

Cheetham (S.) A history of the Christian

church during the first six centuries.

Pp. 450. London : Macmillan. 10/6.

Dahn (F.) Die Konige der Germanen,

nach den Quellen dargestellt. VII

Die Franken unter den Merovin-

gern. I. Leipzig : Breitkopf & Hartel

12 m.
Darmesteter (Mary). Froissart. (Les

grands ecrivains fran^ais.) Pp. 174.

Paris : Hachette.

Douais (C.) Acta capitulorum provincia-

lium ordinis fratrura praedicatorum.

Premiere province de Provence ;
Pro-

vince romaine ; Province d'Espagne.

[1239-1302]. I. Pp. cxix, 493, plates.

Toulouse : Privat. 10 f.

Dl-mmler (E.) ber Leben und Schriften

des Moncbes Theoderich von Amor-

bach. Pp. 38. Berlin : Reimer. 4to.

2 m.
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DuviviER (C.) Les influences fran<?aise

et germanique en Belgique au xiii"

si^cle ; la querelle des d'Avesnes et des

Dampierre jusqu'a la mort de Jean

d'Avesnes [1257]. Pp. 330, 666.

Brussels : Falk. 12 f.

FRAN901S DE Sales (saint). Journal

durant son 6piscopat [1602-1622],

publi6 par J. F. Gonthier. Pp. 340.

Annecy: imp. Ni^rat. 16mo. 2 f.

Gebhardt (0. von) & Harnack (A.) Texte

und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der

altchristlichen Literatur. XII. 2. Ter-

tullians Gegen die Juden, auf Einheit,

Echtheit, Entstehung gepriift von E.

Noldechen. Pp. 92. Die Predigt und

das Brieffragment des Aristides, auf

ihre Echtheit untersucht von P. Pape.

Pp. 34. Leipzig : Hinrichs. 4 m.

Hampe (K.) Geschichte Konradiris von

Hohenstaufen. Pp. 394, map. Inns-

bruck : Wagner. 6 m.
Henry earl of Derby (afterwards king

Henry IV), Expeditions to Prussia and

the Holy Land made by [1390-1 and

1392-3]; being the accounts kept by

his treasurer. Ed. by Lucy Toulmin
Smith. Pp. cxiv, 360. London :

Camden Society. 4to.

Lamperti monachi Hersfeldensis opera

recensuit 0. Holder-Egger. Accedunt

Annales Weissenburgenses. (Scriptores

rerum Germanicarum.) Pp. Ixviii, 490,

plate. Hanover : Hahn. 6 m.
Lector (L.) Le conclave : origines, his-

toire, organisation, legislation ancienne

et moderne, avec un appendice conte-

nant le texte des buUes secretes de Pie

IX. Pp. 788, illustr. Paris : Lethiel-

leux. 6 f.

Le Mercier db Moriere (L.) Catalogue
des actes de Mathieu II, duo de Lor-
raine. Pp. 392, plates. Nancy : Wie-
ner. 9 t.

McLaughlin (E. T.) Studies in mediaeval

life and literature. London : Put-
nam. 5/.

Maury (L.) Le reveil religieux dan
I'eglise r^form^e a Geneve et en
France [1810-1850]. IL Pp. 467.

Paris : Fischbacher. 7-50 f.

Merkel (C.) Intorno alle cronache del

medio evo, considerate nel loro svolgi-

mento e nel presente loro stato. Pp.
35. Turin : Clausen.

Monumenta Germaniae historica. Auc-
torum antiquissimorum tomi XI, pars
2. Pp. 241-506, 2 plates. Berlin:
Weidmann. 9 m.

Epistolae saeculi XIII e regestis

pontificum Bomanorum selectae per
G. H. Pertz. Ed. C. Eodenberg. III.

Pp. 807. Berlin : Weidmann. 4to.

27 m.
Neumann (C.) Die Weltstellung des by-

zantinischen Eeiches vor den Kreuz-
zugen. Pp. 121. Leipzig : Duncker
& Humblot. , 2-40 m.

Stouff (L.) Etude sur le principe de la

personnalite des lois depuis les invasions
barbares jusqu'au xii* si^cle. Pp. 102.

Paris : Larose. 3 f.

Tripepi (L.) Eagioni e fatti ad apologia
di alcuni papi : studi. Pp. 383.
Eome : tip. degli Artigianelli di S. Giu-
seppe.

Vanel (J. B.) Les Benedictins de
Saint-Germain des Pres et les savants
lyonnais, d'apr^s leur correspondance
in6dite. Pp. 379. Paris : Picard. 10 f.

Villaret (A. de). Campagnes des Anglais
dans I'Orleanais, la Beauce chartraine,

et le Gatinais [1421-1428] ; I'armee
sous Warwick et Suffolk au si^ge de
Montargis ; campagnes de Jeanne
d'Arc sur la Loire posterieures au si^ge

d'0rl6ans. Pp. 168. Orleans: Hei:-

luison. 5 f.

V. HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE
Alhaiza (A.) Historique de I'^cole soci^-

taire fondle par Charles Fourier ; suivi

d'un r6sum6 de la doctrine fouri^riste

et du sommaire du garantisme, 61ucid6
par H. Destrem. Pp. 152. Tours : imp.
Arrault. 2-50 f.

Badmont (H.) Etudes sur le regne de
Leopold, due de Lorraine et de Bar
[1697-1729I. Paris: Berger-Levrault.
7-50 f.

Casati (Alfonso und Girolamo), spanische
Gesandten, Correspondenz mit Erzher-
zog Leopold V von Oesterreich [1620-
1623] ; rait Einleitung und Anmerkun-
gen von H. Eeinhardt. (Collectanea
Friburgensia. I.) Pp. Ixxxvii, 214.
Fribourg: Librairie de I'Universite.
4to. 7-50 f.

Epistolae selectae virorum clarorum
saeculi XVI et XVII. E codicibus
manuscriptis Gottingensibus edidit et

adnotationibus instruxit E. Weber. Pp.
195. Leipzig : Teubner. 2*40 m.

Ganqloff (G.) Les zouaves : le corps
des zouaves ; le regiment des zouaves
[1830-1852]. Pp. 389, 351. Eamber-
villers : Bisser. 15 f.

GioDA (C.) La vita e le opere di Giovanni
Botero, con la quinta parte delle rela-

zioni universali e altri documenti ine-

diti. I. Pp. 395, portrait. Milan:
Hoepli. 4 1.

GuiLLON (E.) Port-Mahon ; la France
a Minorque sous Louis XV, d'apr^s les

documents inedits des Archives de
France et des Baleares. Pp. 121, map.
Paris : Leroux. 3*50 f.

Lavanchy (J. M.) Le diocese de Geneve
(partie de Savoie) pendant la revolu-
tion fran(?aise. I. Pp. 722. Annecy

:

Burnod. 8 f.

Leva (G. de). Storia documentata di
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Carlo V in correlazione all' Italia. V.
Pp. 497. Bologna : Zanichelli. 12 1.

pREuss (G.) DerFriede von Fiissen [1745J.
{Historische Abhandlungen. VI.) Pp.
128. Munich : Liineburg. 4*20 m.

Spain.—Nueva coleccion de documentos
inMitos para la historia de Espana y
de sus Indias. V : Continuacion de la

correspondencia de D. Luis de Keque-
sens y D. Juan de Zmiiga con Felipe II

y con el cardenal de Granvela [1574].
Pp. 378. Madrid : Murillo. 4to. 13 pes.

Spanish Armada, State papers relating

to the defeat of the, Edited by J. K.

Laughton. I. Pp. Ixxxiv, 365. Navy
Records Society,

Stoerk (F.) Nouveau recueil g^n^ral de
trait^s et autres actes relatifs aux rap-

ports de droit international. Continua-
tion du grand recueil de G. F. de Mar-
tens. 2" serie. XVIII, 1. Pp.211.
Gottingen: Dieterich.

Straeten (E. Vander). Charles-Quint
musicien. Pp. 69, illustr. Ghent

:

Vuylsteke. 3 f.

TiLTON (W. F.) Die Katastrophe der
spanischen Armada [31 Juli-8 August
1588]. Pp.150. Freiburg : Wagner.

A, FBANCE
AuLARD (F. A.) Eecueil des actes du Co-

mite de salut public, avec la corres-

pondance officielle des representants

en mission et le registre du conseil

executif provisoire. VI : [15 aout-21
septembre 1793]. Pp. 648. Paris:

Hachette. 12 f.

Beausejour (G. de). Memoires de famille

de I'abbe Lambert, dernier confesseur

du due de Penthi^vre, aumonier de la

duchesse douairiere d'Orleans sur la

revolution et I'emigration [1791-1799].
Paris : A. Picard. 10 f.

Boivin-Champeaux (L.) Notices histo-

riques sur la revolution dans le d^parte-

ment de I'Eure. Pp. 533, 448, illustr.

Evreux : impr. H6rissey. 12 f.

Branthome (P. de). ffiuvres completes,

suivies des oeuvres d'Andre de Bour-
deilles et d'une table generale, avec une
introduction et des notes, par Prosper
M6rim6e et Louis Lacour. IX. Pp.
327. Paris : Plon. 16mo. f.

Brikle (L.) & CoYECQUE (E.) Archivcs

de I'Hotel-Dieu de Paris [11 57-1300].

Pp. Ixi, 640. Paris : Hachette. 4to.

12 f.

Bruel (A.) Recueil des chartes de
I'abbaye de Cluny, form6 par Auguste
Bernard. V: [1091-1210]. Pp. 852.

Paris : impr. nationale. 4to. 12 f.

Charrier (G.) Les Jurades de la ville de

Bergerac, tiroes des registres de I'hotel

de ville. Ill: [i533-i577]. Pp- 405,

plates. Bergerac : impr. generale du
Sud-Ouest. 16mo. 4 f.

Demante (G.) Etude historique sur les

gens de condition mainmortable en

France au dix-huiti^me si^cle. Paris :

A. Picard. 3 f

.

Douen (0.) La revocation de I'edit de

Nantes a Paris d'apres des documents
inedits. 3 vol. Pp. 1756. Paris:

Fischbacher. 200 f.

Dumas (F.) La generalite de Tours au
dix-huiti^me siecle : administration de

I'intendant Du Cluzel [1766-1783].

Pp. 437. Paris : Hachette.

DuRAND (G.) Inventaire sommaire des

archives de la ville d'Amiens anterieures

511790. II. Pp.521. Amiens: impr.

Piteux. 4to. 12 f.

Fagniez (G.) L'6conomie rurale de la

France sous Henri IV [1589-1610J.
Pp. 56. Paris : impr. Leve.

Feret (P.) La faculte de th^ologie de
Paris et ses docteurs les plus cel^bres.

Moyen age. I. Pp. Ixviii, 372. Paris

:

Picard. 7-50 f.

FRAN901S P"", Catalogue des actes de. VI

:

supplement [1527-1547]. Pp. 832.

Paris : impr. nationale. 4to.

Garnault (E.) Le commerce rochelais :

les Rochelais et le Canada. Pp. 71. La
Rochelle : impr. Martin.

GuiFFREY (J.) Inventaires de Jean, duo
de Berry [1401-1416], publics et an-

not6s par. I. Paris : Leroux.
Jarossay (E.) Histoire de I'abbaye de

Fontaine-Jean, de I'ordre de Citeaux

[1124-1790], avec pieces justificatives.

Pp. 383, plates. Orleans : Herluison. 6 f.

Lacombe (C. de). Vie de Berryer, d'apres

des documents inedits : La jeunesse de
Berryer. Paris : Didot. 8 f.

Launay (G. de). Recherches g6nealogique3

et historiques sur les families des

maires d'Angers, accompagn6es de
pieces inedites. I, II. 1. Paris : Le-
chevalier.

Lemas (T.) Un district breton pendant
les guerres de I'Ouest et de la Chouan-
nerie [1793-1800]. Paris : Fischbacher.

5f.

Martin (A.) Histoire de Fecamp illustr^e.

I. Pp. 290. Fecamp : Durand. 6 f.

Mavidal (J.) & Laurent (E.) Archives
parlementaires de 1787 a i860. Recueil

complet des d6bats legislatifs et politi-

ques des chambres francjaises. 1" serie.

XXXVIII-XLI [29 Janvier - 16 avril

1792]. Pp. 804, 791, 803, 804. Paris

:

Dupont. 80 f.

Meneval (baron C. F. de). M6mcirea
pour servir a I'histoire de Napoleon I"
[1802-1815]. Edition entierement re-

iondue. I, II. -Paris : Dentu. Each,
7-50 I.

Merlet (L. & R.) Inventaire sommaire
des archives departementales anteri-

eures a 1790. Eure-et-Loir. Archives

ecclesiastiques. Serie G. VII. Pp. 390.

Chartres : impr. Garnier. 4to. 12 f

.

Merlet (R.) & Clerval (abb^). Un
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« manuscrit chartrain du xi« si^cle : Ful-

bert, 6veque de Chartres. Plates.

Paris : A. Picard. 4to. 25

NoRMANDiE, Societe de I'histoire de. Me-

langes : documents publics at annot6s

pai°rabb6 Blanquart, F. Bouquet, C.

Breard, le comte A. de Circourt, L. Re-

gnier, l'abb6 Sauvage. 2" serie. Pp.

405. Eouen : Lestringant. 12 f.

Pabis, Actes de la commune de, pendant la

r6volution, publics et annotes par S.

Lacroix. I : [25 juillet - 18 septembre

1789]. Pp.691. Paris.

Pasquier (chancelier). Memoires, publies

par le due d'Audiffret-Pasquier. Deu-

xi^mepartie. Eestauration. I: [18 15-

1820]. IV. Paris : Plon. 8 f.

Peibesc, Lettres de. Publi^es par P.

Tamizey de Larroque. V. Pp. 825.

Paris : Hacbette. 4to. 12 f.

Perey (L.) Le roman du grand roi

:

Louis XIV et Marie Mancini d'apr^s des

• lettres et documents inedits. Paris

:

C. L6vy. 7-50 f.

EoBESPiERRE. Projet de constitution fran-

(?aise en 1791 : notes manuscrites et

inedites, publiees par les soins du doc-

teur E. Tardif. Pp. 14. Aix : Makaire.

Spont (A.) La marine fran(?aise sous le

r^gne de Charles VIII [1483-1493]. Pp.

70. Besan^on : impr. Jacquin.

Stein (H.) Inventaire sommaire des ar-

chives de la ville de Montargis. Pp. 233.

Paris : Picard. 6 f.

Tajiizey de Larroque (P.) Les corres-

pondants de Peiresc. XIX : le p^re

Marin Mersenne. Lettres inedites,

6crites de Paris a Peiresc [1633-1637].
Pp. 173. Paris : Picard. 5 f.

Tardied (A.) Grand dictionnaire histori-

que, genealogique, et biographique de la

Haute-Marche (departement de la

Creuse). Pp. 439, illustr. Macon: impr.

Protat. 4to. 10 f.

VVahl (M.) Les premieres ann^es de la

revolution a Lyon [1788- 1792]. Pp. 629.

Pans : Colin. 10 f.

B. GERMANY AND AUSTBIA-HUNGABY

Bachmann (A.) Deutsche Reichsge-

schichte im Zeitalter Friedrich III und
Max I, mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung

der osterreichischen Staatengeschichte.

II. Pp. 768. Leipzig : Veit. 18 m.
Bismarck's (Fiirst von) Politische

Reden. Historisch-kritische Gesammt-
ausgabe. X: [1884-85]. Pp. xxxii,

522. Stuttgart : Cotta. 8 m.
Daenell (E. R.) Die Kolner Konfodera-

tion vom Jahre 1367 und die schoni-

schen Pfandschaften ; Hansisch-dii-

nische Geschichte [1367-1385]. (Leip-

ziger Studien aus dem Gebiet der

Geschichte. I. 1.) Pp. 134. Leipzig :

Duncker & Hurablot. 3-80 m.
Dahlmann & Waitz. Quellenkunde der

deutschen Geschichte. Quellen und
Bearbeitungen systematisch und chro-

nologisch verzeichnet. 6th ed. by E.

Steindorff. Pp. 730. Gottingen : Die-

terich. 11 m.
.DiBELiDS (F.) & Brieger (T.) Beitrage

zur siichsischen Kirchengeschichte.
VIII. Pp. S48. Leipzig : Barth.
4-50 m.

Gengler (H. G.) Beitrage zur Rechts-
geschichte Bayerns. IV : Die Verfas-
sungs-Zustande im bayerischen Frank-
en bis zum Beginne des dreizehnten
Jahrhunderts. Pp. 180. Leipzig

:

Deichert. 5 m.
Gneist (R. von). Die nationale Rechts-

idee von den Stiinden und das preus-
sische Dreiklassenwahlsystem. Pp.
272. Berlin : Springer. 4 m.

Hall, Geschichts(iuellen der Stadt. I.

Bearbeitet von C. Kolb. (Wiu'ttember-
gische Gescbichtsquellen. I.) Pp. 443.

. Stuttgart : Kohlhammer. 6 m.
Hanserecesse. Ill: [1477-1530] Bear-

beitet von D, Schafer. V. Pp. 785.

Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot. 4to.

26 m.
Henderson (E. F.) A history of Germany

in the middle ages. Pp. 437. London :

Bell.

Humboldt (Wilhelm von). Briefe an
Georg Heinrich Ludwig Nicolovius.

Herausgegeben von R. Haym. Pp.
140. Berlin: Felber.

Lagenpusch (E.) Das germanische Eecht
im Heliand. {Untersuchungen zur deut-

schen Staats- und Rechtsgeschichte.
XLVI.) Pp. 71. Breslau: Koebner.
2-50 m.

Rheinprovinz, Geschichtlicher Atlas der.

(Publikationen der Gesellschaft fiir

rheinische Geschichtskunde. XII.) I.

4 plates. Bonn : Behrendt. 18 m.
Stern (M.) Die israelitische Bevolkerung

der deutschen Stadte, mit Benutzung
archivalischer Quellen. Ill : Niirnberg
im Mittelalter. I. Kiel : Stern. 3 m.

Turba (G.) Zur Verhaftung des Land-
grafen Philipp von Hessen [1547]. Pp.
32. Vienna : Verlag der K. K. Ober-
realschule im II. Bezirke.

Wedel (H. von). Geschichte des schloss-

gesessenen Geschlechtes der Grafen
und Herren von Wedel. [1212-1402].
Pp. 295. Leipzig : Hermann. 4to. 15 m.

Westebmayer (H.) Die brandenburgisch •

niirnbergische Kirchenvisitation und
Kirchenordnung [1528-1533], auf
Grund der Akten dargestellt. Pp. 152.

Erlangen : Junge. 2*40 m.
Westfalisches Urkunden-Buch. Fort-

zetzung von Erhards Regesta historiae

Wcstfaliae. IV : Die Urkunden
des Bifthums Paderborn [i 201-1300].
Ill: Die Urkunden der Jahre 1251-
1300. Heft 6. Pp. 1189-1451. Mun-
ster : Begensberg. 4to. 9 m.
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C. GEEAT BBITAIN AND IBELAND
Barber (H.) British family names

;

their origin and meaning. Pp. 235.

London : Stock. 15/.

Bath, Two chartularies of the priory of

, St. Peter at, ed. by W. Hunt. Pp.
Ixxxi, 2G2, plates. Somerset Eecord
Society. Printed for subscribers. 4to.

Biography, Dictionary of national. Ed.
by S. Lee. XL : Myllar—NicJiolls.

London : Smith, Elder, & Co. 15/.

Boase (C. W.) Eegistrum collegii Exoni-
, ensis. Eegister of the rectors, fellows,

and other members of the foundation
of Exeter College, Oxford, with a history

. of the college and illustrative docu-

ments. New edition. (Oxford Histo-

rical Society, XXVH.) Pp. clxxxiv,

399, plate. Oxford : Clarendon Press.

BoNwicK (J.) Irish druids and old Irish

religions. London : Low. 6/.

Border Papers, The : Calendar of letters

and papers relating to the affairs of the

borders of England and Scotland, pre-

served in her Majesty's Public Kecord
Office, London. Ed. by J. Bain. I:

[1560-1594]. Pp. 761. Edinburgh:
H.M. General Eegister House. 15/.

BusHELL (W. D.) Harrow and Le Bee.
(Harrow Octocentenary Tracts. V.)

Pp. 29. Cambridge : Macmillan &
Bowes. 1/.

Church (C. M.) Chapters in the early

history of the church of Wells [1136-

1333]- Pp- 450, plates. London :

Stock. 15/.

Cranage (D. H. S.) An architectural ac-
' count of the churches of Shropshire.

I. Illustr. Wellington : Hobson. 4to.

5/.

Daniell (J. J.) The history of Chippen-
ham, compiled from researches of the

author and the collections of the late

canon Jackson. London: Houlston. 5/.

Dowden (bishop J.) The Celtic church
in Scotland : being an introduction to

the history of the Christian church in

Scotland, down to the death of St.

Margaret. London : Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge.. 12mo.
3/6.

Ferguson (E. S.) A history of Westmor-
land. Pp. 312. London : Stock. 7/6.

FoRST (H.) Maria Stuart und der Tod
Darnley's. Pp. 42. Bonn : Tschiersky.

Fox-Davies (A. C.) & Crookes (M. E. B.)

The book of public arms : a cyclopaedia

of the armorial bearings, heraldic

devices, and seals of the counties,

cities, towns, and universities of the

United Kingdom. Illustr. Edinburgh :

Jack. 4to. 63/.

Gerard (J.) Stonyhurst College [1592-

1894]. London: Ward. 4to. 21 .

Glynne (the late sir S. E.) Notes on the

churches of Cheshire. Ed. by J. A.

Atkinson. (Eemains historical and

literary connected with the palatine
counties of Lancaster and Chester.

N.S. XXXII.) Pp. 152. Manchester :

Printed for the Chetham Society. 4to.

Gyseburne, Cartularium prioratus de,

Ebor. dioeceseos, ordinis S. Augustini,
fundati a.d. 1519. (Publications of the
Surtees Society. LXXXIX.) Pp. lix,

508. London: Whittaker. 30/.

Hallen (A. W. C.) The account-book of

sir John Foulis of Eavelston [167 1-

1707]. Pp. 570. Scottish Historical

Society.

HoGAN (E.) Distinguished Irishmen of

the sixteenth century. I. Pp. 506.

London : Burns & Gates. 6/.

Hope (Mrs.) The first divorce of Henry
VIII, as told in the State Papers. Ed.,

with notes and introduction, by F. A.

Gasquet. Pp. 390. London : Paul,

Triibner, & Co. 6/.

Jacobs (J.) Little St. Hugh of Lincoln,

boy and martyr : researches in history,

archaeology, and legend. Pp. 18.

London :
' Jewish Chronicle ' office.

Malden (H. E.) English records

:

companion to the history of England
Pp. 239. London : Methuen. 3/6.

Medley (D. J.) A student's manual of

English constitutional history. Pp. 583.

Oxford : Blackwell. (London : Simp-
kin.) 10/6.

Privy Council, Acts of the. VIII : 1571-

1575. Ed. by J. E. Dasent. Pp. 47L
London : H.M. Stationery Office. 10/.

EoPER (W. ) Materials for the history

of the church of Lancaster. II. (Ee-

mains historical and literary connected

with the palatine counties of Lancaster

and Chester. N.S. XXXI.) Pp. 259-

529i plate. Manchester: Printed for

the Chetham Society. 4to.

Salomon (F.) Geschichte des letzten

Ministeriums Konigin Annas von Eng-
land [17 10-17 14] und der englischen

Thronfolgefrage. Pp. 359. Gotha :

Perthes. 5 m.
Saunders (B.) The life and letters of

James Macpherson. Pp.327. London:
Sonnenschein. 7/6.

Scotland, Eegister of the privy council

of, XI : [1616-1619]. Ed. by D. Mas-
son. Edinburgh : H.M. General Eegis

ter House. 15/.

Simpson (W. Sparrow). S. Paul's cathe-

dral and old city life : illustrations of

civil and cathedral life from the thir-

teenth to the sixteenth centuries. Pp.

312, illustr. London : Stock. 7/6.

Worcester, The register of the dio

cese of, during the vacancy of the

see, usually called Eegistrum secle

vacante. Ed. by J. W. Willis-Bund

I: 1301-1303. Pp. 1-55. Oxford:

Printed for the Worcestershire Histori-

cal Society by J. Parker. 4ta.
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D. ITALY
(including Savoy)

Ermini (F.) Gli ordinamenti politici e

amministrativi nelle ' Constitutiones

Aegidianae.' Pp. 149. Turin : Bocca.

Gabotto (F.) Eicerche e studi sulla

storia di Bra. II. Pp. 313. Bra:

Kacca. 2-50 1.
, „ .

GioMO (G.) L'archivio antico della uni-

versita di Padova. Pp. 87. Venice:

Visentini.

Impebiale di Sant' Angelo (C.) Cafiaro

e i suoi tempi. Pp. 435. Turin:

Eoux. 6 1.

Moris (H.) & Blanchi (A.) Inyentaire

sommaire des arcliives hospitali^res de

la ville de Nice anterieures a 1792.

Pp. 23. Nice : impr. Gauthier. 4to.

Pertile. Storia del diritto italiano.

New ed. revised. III. Pp. 162. Turin:

Unione tipografico-editrice.

Pierini (G.) Contribute alio studio della

storia cortonese [1799]. Pp. 67.

Pergola : Gasparini.

PivA (E.) La guerra di Ferrara del 1482.

Periodo II, I'alleanza di Sisto IV con
Ferrara, Napoli, Milano, e Firenze. Pp.

GO. Padua : Draghi. 16mo.
SiMONETTi (G.) I duchi di Lucca durante

la dominazione longobarda. Pp. 34.

Kocca S. Gasciano : Cappelli.

Travali (G.) Un atto di assegnazione di

dote del 1416. Pp. 11. Palermo:
Bizzarrilli.

ViLLARi (P.) Niccolo Machiavelli e i

suoi tempi, illustrati con nuovi docu-

menti. 2nd ed. revised. I. Pp. 666.

Milan : Hoepli. 5 1.

WiEL (Alethea). Venice. (The Story of the

Nations.) lUustr. London : Unwin. 5/.

E. OTHEB COUNTBIES

AcQUOY (J.) Eechtsgeschiedenis van den

adel in Nederland. I. Pp. 108. Leyden

:

S. C. van Doesburgh.

Balau (S.) La Belgique sous I'empire et

la d6faite de Waterloo [i 804-18 15].

2 vol. Pp. 280, 314, map. Paris:

Plon. 8 f.

BiBEsco (prince G.) Eoumanie [1843-

1859]: Eegne de Bibesco; lois et

decrets [1843-1848] "> insurrection de

1848; histoire et legende. II. Paris:

Plon. 10 f.

BujAc (E.) L'arm^e russe ; son histoire,

son organisation actuelle. Pp. 428.

Limoges : Lavauzelle. 6 f.

Castilla (M.) Historia de la junta de
defensa de Galicia. Pp. 535. La
Coruna : Ferrer. 4to. 4 pes.

CoRNiDE (J.) Estado de Portugal en el

ano de 1800. II. (Memorial historico

espafiol. XXVII.) Pp.464. Madrid:
Tello. 4to. 4 pes.

DoLLFus (L.) Etudes sur le moyen age
espagnol. Paris : Leroux. 12mo.
3.50 f.

EcHEGARAY (C. de) luvcstigaciones
historicas referentes a Guipuzcoa. Pp.
373. San Sebastian : impr. de la
Provincia. 4to.

LuNDBERG (B.) De diplomatiska forbin-
delserna mellan Sverige och Preussen
frSn Pultavaslaget 1709 till fredsbrottet
17 15. Pp.182. Lund: Gleerup.

Malmstrom (C. G.) Sveriges politiska
historia Mn konung Karl XII's dod
till statshvalfningen [1772]. Pp 4'JO.

Stockholm : Norstedt.
Muriel (A.) Historia de Carlos IV. II-

IV. (Memorial historico espafiol.

XXX-XXXII.) Pp. 268, 239, 203.

Madrid : Tello. 4to. Each 4 pes.

Pascal (G.) Jean de Lasco, baron de

Pologne, 6veque catholique, reformateur

protestant [14 99- 1560]; son temps, sa

vie, ses ceuvres. Portr. Paris : Fisch-

bacher. 6 f.

PoRTUGALiAE, Monumenta, historica a

saeculo octavo post Christum usque
ad quintum decimum. Inquisitiones.

L 3. Pp. 293-454. Lisbon. Fol.

SiNOELS (J. C.) Inventaris van het cud
archief der stad Leeuwarden. Pp. 341,

75. Leeuwarden : Jongbloed.

Eamirez de Arellano y Gutierrez de
Salamanca (C.) Ensayo de un catalogo

biografico-bibliogi'atico de los escritores

que han sido individuos de las cuatro

ordenes militares de Espana. (Colec-

cion de documentos ineditos para la

historia de Espaua. CIX.) Pp. 449.

Madrid; Murillo. 4to. 13 pes.

Tandel (E.) Les communes luxembour-
geoises. VII : Table onomastique.
Pp. 240. Arlon : Bruck. 6 f.

Ulanowski (B.) Acta capitulorum nee
non iudiciorum ecclesiasticorum selecta.

I : Acta capitulorum Guernensis, Por-

naniensis, et Vladislaviensis [1408-

1530]. Pp. 663. Cracow. 4to.

Valencia, Coleccion de documentos in6-

ditos del archivo general del reino de,

publicada por J. Casafi y Alegre. I :

Pactos, tratados, y avenencias que
mediaron entre los reyes de Aragon,
Navarra, y el bastardo Enrique de

Trastamara, con motivo de la invasion

del reino de Castilla. Pp. 219. Ma-
drid : Murillo. 4to. 11 pes.
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VI. AMERICAN AND COLONIAL HISTORY

Allen (J. H.) & Eddy (E.) History of the

Unitarians and the Universalists in the

United States. (American Church
History Series. X.) New York : Chris-

tian Literature Co. (15/.)

Dunn (J. P.) Slavery petitions and
papers. (Indiana Historical Society

PubHcations. II. 12.) Pp. 87. In-

dianapolis: Bowen-Merrill Co. (2/6.)

Documents relating to the French
settlements on the Wabash. (Indiana

Historical Society Publications. II.

11.) Pp. 43. Indianap6lis : Bowen-
Merrill Co. (2/6.)

FouRNiER (A.) Histoire de la vie et des

voyages de I'amiral Christophe Colomb,

d'apres des documents de I'epoque.

Paris : Didot. 6 f.

Grasso (G.) La costituzione degli Stati

Uniti deir America settentrionale. Pp.

254. Florence: Barbera. 16mo.

GuiiT (J.) Origines de la Martinique :

le colonel Francois de Collart et la

Martinique de son temps ; colonisation,

sieges, revoltes, et combats [1625-

1720]. Pp.406. Vannes : Lafolye.

Hancock (A. U.) A history of Chile. Pp.

471. Chicago : Sergei. (London : Gay
& Bird.) (10/6.)

Italiane, Fonti, per la storia della

scoperta del nuovo mondo raccolte da
G. Berchet : narrazioni sincrone. Pp.

494. Eome : Forzani. Fol.

Kayserling (M.) Christoph Columbus
und der Anteil der Juden an den
spanischen und portugiesischen Ent-
deckungen. Pp. 164. Berlin : Cron-
bach. 3 m.

Christopher Columbus and the par-

ticipation of the Jews in the Spanish
and Portuguese discoveries. Tr. by C.

Gross. London : Longmans. 5/.

Millares (A.) Historia general de las

islas Canarias. III. IV. Pp. 320, 272.

Las Palmas: Miranda. 4to. Each 4
pes.

Nelson (0. N.) History of the Scandi-
navians in the United States. I. 1, 2.

Pp. 800. Minneapolis, Minn. : Nelson.

(20/.)

Stevens (C. E.) Sources of the consti-

tution of the United States considered

in relation to colonial and English
history. Pp. 284. London : Mac-
millan. 6/6.

Theal (G. M.) South Africa. (The Story
of the Nations.) Pp. 397, map.
London : Unwin. 5/.

Thomas (A. C.) History of the United
States. Pp. 495, maps, (fee. Boston,
U. S. A. : Heath. 6/6.

Walker (W.) History of the congrega-
tional churches in the United States.

(American Church History Series. III.)

New York : Christian Literature Co.

(15/.)
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c^ontents oj Periodical Publicatioiis

I. FEANCE

Annales de I'Ecole Libre des Sciences

Politiques, ix. 4. July—D. Zolla :

The variations in the rent and price of

land in France during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, concluded

[examining the causes of the rise and

fall observed in the previous articles

;

attributing the rise of prices during the

latter part of the eighteenth century to

the depreciation of the precious metals,

and tracing the result of this rise on the

position of the labouring classes and its

influence on Turgot's theory of wages].

H. Bkeniee : The industrial evolu-

tion of India. PouzET : The political

. results of the partial re-election of legis-

lative bodies, continued from October

1893 [sketching the relations of the

directory and the two councils from 1795
to the coup d'etat of 18 Fructidor].

Bibliotheque de I'Ecole des Chartes, Iv.

1, 2.—The late Julien Havet : The
Acts of the bishops of Le Mans, II [dis-

tinguishing between the genuine, if

partly interpolated, and the forged

documents contained in the 'Actus
Pontificum '] H. Omont : The ac-

cessions to the department ofmanuscripts
in the Bibliotheque Nationale in 1892-
1893 A. Bkuel : The registers of the

Chambre des Comptes at Paris, now
among the national archives C.

Portal : Statistics of the population of
Cordes (Tarn) from the fourteenth to

the eighteenth century L. Le Geand
reprints a letter of Charles VIII con-
ceryiing the victory of Eapallo [10 Sept.

1494, from the original pamphlet, of
which only two copies are known to
exist].

Eevue des Etudes Juives. No. 55. Janu-
ary—M. Kayserling : Notes on the
history of the Jcios in Spain
S. Kahn : Unpicblished documents on
the Jews at Montpellier in the middle
ages. P. Grunbaum: An episode in
the history of the Jews at Ancona.

Revue d'Histoire Diplomaiique, viii. 3.

—

L. PiNGAUD : A secret negotiation under
the Directory [an account of the ' affaire
de Besan^on,' a conspiracy which the
author declares was English in its
origin and royalist in its character.
Vereux, one of Conde's agents, arrived
at Besan<?on in October 1795, and began
to hatch a conspiracy against the direc-
tory which was discovered in January
1796. Vereux himself escaped after

some exciting adventures] G. Syve-
TON : Bipperda, second article [describing

the negotiations which culminated in

the treaty of Vienna, 1725, and Eip-

perda's share in bringing it about. The
author devotes much care to a conside-

ration of the proposed marriages of the

Austrian archduchesses. The article

ends with the departure of Eipperda for

Madrid]. Comte Boulay de la
Meurthe prints, with an interesting

introduction, a memoir of the chevalier

Artaud [transmitted to Talleyrand in

1814, on the conclave which assembled
in Venice on 1 Dec. 1799 on the occa-

sion of the death of Pius VI].

Revue Historique, Iv. 2, Ivi. 1. July,

September— C. Dufayard : Thefeudalre-
action under the sons of Philip the Fair,

concluded. C. Pfister : Sully's
' Economies royales ' and Henry I V's

great design, third and fourth articles.

L. Lalanne prints an impublishcd
account of the death of cardinal Riche-

lieu G. Depping: Elizabeth CJmr-
lotte, princess palatine, duchess of
Orleans, mother of the regent, and her

correspondence ivith her aunt Sophia,
electress of Hanover, first and second
articles. E. Barbe : The7iabob Ren6
i¥a.(iec [1736-1784] and the cession to

Louis XVI of the delta of the Indus, two
articles G. Jacqueton : The tresor de
Vepargne under Francis I [1523-1547],
concluded. P.Kobiquet : Anarchy in
administration illustrated [in a favour-

able light] from the dealings of the

municipality of Ernie (Mayenne) with
the clergy [1791-1793].

Revue des Questions liistoriques, Ivi. 1.

L. G. PjiLissiER : Thepolicy of Tri-

vulcio at the beginning of the reign of
Louis XII [partly from documents at

Milan, Modena, and Venice] A de
BoiSLiSLE : The ividoiohood of Frangoise
cZ' Aubigne [madame de Maintenon]
V. FouRNEL : Play-actors in the armies

of the French repniblic [on Eonsin, the
Grammonts, Dufresse, Fabrefond,
Eobert, Muller, &c.] L. Sciout: The
directory and the Cisalpine republic.

F. DE Moor : Gubaru and Darius
the Mecle L. Leveque : On the

origin of the ' Liber responsalis ' of the

Roman church [defending the Gregorian
authorship] T. de Puymaigre de-

scribes a collection of verses in honour

of Joan of Arc [published at Paris in
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1628]. L. DE Lanzac de Laborie :

VoT/er cf Argenson, prefect at Antwerp
tinder Napoleon.

Societe de I'Histoire du Protestantisme
Fran^ais. Bulletin historique et litte-

raire, xliii. 6.—C. Pascal : Sir William
Trumbull, ambassador at the French
court [1685-1686], concluded F.

EoREL prints a document relative to the

peace of Saint-Germain [15 70].-^^7.
L. Lkvy-Schneider : The pastor

Jeanbon Saiyit-Andri down to the
meeting of the estates general [1749--

1789], with letters E. Gautier :

Calvin's Geneva catechism [assigning
its date to 20-27 Nov. 1541].

II. GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
Archiv fiir Oesterreichische Geschichte

(Vienna), Ixxx. 2.—B. Bretholz : The
surrender of Moravia to duke Albert V.

of Austria [1423] ; contributions to the
history of the Hussite wars in Moravia
[with an appendix of documents] F.
VON Krones : On the history of Hungary
from 1 67 1 to 1683, with special reference

to the activity and the fortunes of the
order of Jesuits. I : The political his-

tory of Hungary in these years. U

:

The Eoman catholic counter-reforma-
tion and the Jesuit order. IH : The
local conditions of the church system
and of the Jesuit order. M. Dvorak
prints letters of the emperor Leopold I
to Wenzcl Euseb, prince of Lobkowitz
[1657-1674].

Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften
(Munich). Sitzungsberichte derphilos.-

philol. und der hist. Classe. 1894. 1.—
W. VON Christ : The theatre of Poly-
cletus at Epidaurus. L. von Kock-
INGER discusses the name * Nueren per-

gisch Recht ' given to the so-called
' Schwabenspiegel ' in a manuscript at
Hermannstadt.

Byzantinische Zeitschrift (Leipzig), iii.

3, 4 -Z. VON LiNGENTHAL : Military
science and law from the sixth to the

beginning of the tenth century M.
Bonnet : The original language of the

Acts of Aiidreio [proving the Greek Acts
to be a translation from the Latin]

E. Patzig : Leo Grammaticus J.

Draseke : The emperor Theodore Las-
caris [a sketch of his life and writings].

C. F. Muller: On the manuscripts

of Ignatius Diaconus. M. Gaster :

The Roumanian version of the tale of
Troy P. N. Papageorgiu : Middle
Greek proverbs, first article. G. N.
Hatzidakis : Was Gcorgillas the author

of the poem on the Takiiig of Constanti-
nople ? K. Krumbacher : Wirth's
' Alls orientalischen ChronikenJ'

Deutsche Zeitschrifc fiir Geschiclitswis-

seoschaft (Freiburg), xi. 1.—L. M. Hart-
MANN : On the history of slavery in an-
cient times [treating the institution as

marking a particular stage in the history

of all societies ; showing how slavery

was largely superseded by the' colonate

under the Eoman empire ; and main-
taining that the Christian church did

not directly operate against slavery,

but that, by upholding the unity in

religious matters of the Boman-Chris-

tian populations at the time of the
break-up of the empire, it assisted the
extension of the colonial rather than
the servile system among the Teutonic
conquerors] G. Schneege : Theo-
deric the Great in the church tradition

of the middle ages, and in the German
heroic saga [examining the origin of the
tradition in Theoderic's treatment of

Boethius and Symmachus, and in the
influence of Boethius's writings ; Wala-
frid Strabo developed it, and it became
the established account among medieval
historians. Side by side with this, ac-
cording to the writer, there prevailed a
popular tradition which preserved the
real traits of the king's character,

thanks to the grateful remembrance
entertained by the Alamans of the pro-
tection he granted them ; and this grew
up into the saga of ' Dietrich von Bern '].

H. Herre : Contributions to the

criticism of the Pohlde chronicle [giving

a detailed description of the Bodleian MS.
Laud. Misc. 633]. E. Brandenburg:
The constitutional importance of the

electoral union of Bingen [accepting

Lindner's view that the stronger form
of the document belongs to 17 Jan. 1424,
but dissenting from his opinion that the
milder form was drawn up in April

1427. The writer agrees with Droysen
that these acts of the electors constitute

the determining crisis in the develop-

ment of the powers of the college],

H. Ulmann : Studies in the history of
2Jope Leo X. II : The riddle of his

policy [re-examined in connexion with
F. Nitti's work] G. Kaufmann : On
the foundation of the imiversity of
Wittenberg [contesting Muther's theory
that it formed an epoch in the history

of universities]. G. Egelhaap de-

fends Pericles from the strictures of

J. Beloch C. Weyman : The title of
Tacitus's ' Germania ' [not ' de situ

Germaniae ' but ' de origine, situ, mori-
bus, ac populis Germanorum.' The
writer believes the title to be modelled
on Seneca's lost work on the Egyptians].

H. Bresslau : J^isJiop Marco [men-
tioned by Helmold and now proved by
documentary evidence to be an historical

person, doubtless (as Wigger main-
tained) the second bishop of Sleswick,

c. 947-965] F. Stieve : Stralen-

dorfs position with reference to tJie

qiiGstion of tho Jillich succession.
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E. Dl-MMLER prints a description of the

emperor Joseph II and his court [written

in 1786 by Johann Heinrich Landolt of

Ziirich].

Historisches Jalirbuch (Munich), xv. 3.

F. X. vox Funk : Dogmatic considera-

tions and an historical question [de-

fending his treatment of a question of

historical fact, namely, whether the

popes took part in the summons of the

early councils (• Hist. Jahrb.' xiii. 689-

724) ] F. Falk : Henrrj of Langen-

stein's friends in the country of the

middle Rhine.- J. Weiss : Contribu-

tions to the history of the election of

Leopold I, from the Wallerstein ar-

chives ; with documents [8 Aug. 1657-

20 April 1658]. A. M. Gietl: Hinc-

mar's ' Collectio de ecclesiis et capellis
'

[recently published by W. Gundlach],

a contribution to the history of canon

law H. V. Sauerland prints some

tivelfth-century notes relating to Pader-

born from a Vatican MS. (Palat. 482).

N. Paulus: Wolfgang Mayer, a
Bavarian Cistercian ahhat of the six-

teenth century [f 1544]-

Historische Zeitschrift (Munich), Ixxii.

3.—K. WiTTiCH : Wallenstein' s cata-

strophe. 1: [Sept. 1633-Jan. 1634,

treated in connexion with the Swedish

negotiations recently published by G.

Irmer] Theodor von Bernhardi's

memoir on Russia as Nicholas I left

it : second part.

Mittheilungen des Instltats fiir Oester-

reichisclie Geschichtsforscliung (Inns-

bruck) XV. 2.—A RiEGL : Alfonso Cec-

carelli and his forgeries of imperial

documents [made with the object of

proving illustrious descents for families

of rank in the last quarter of the six-

teenth century. A list of the forged

imperial documents is subjoined, to-

gether with a note by E. von Ottenthal

on the diplomatic proofs of forgery].— A. Beer : The financial adminis-
tration of Austria [1749- 18 16], with
documents. A. Dopsch prints a neia

document of king Arnolf [helping to

establish his movements in the autumn
of 891. It is dated at Nimwegen on 1

Nov. ; so that the victory over the

Normans on the Dyle must have taken
place (from the imperfect notice of the
Fulda Annals) not long after 16
Oct.] T., illTTKR VON SiCKEL : 4
Roman cipher of the fifteenth century
[with itskey].=^3.—E.WiNKELMANN :

On the gold currency of the emperor
Frederick II for Sicily, and in par-
ticular on his angustales [inclining to

accept the head on them as intended
for a portrait of the emperor, and ex-
amining their weight, quality, and
value], with a plate.—In a supidemen-
tary note the writer describes, with an
engraving, the matrix of a seal of
Frederick II [which he believes to be
genuine and presumably cut after the

loss of his previous Sicilian seal at

Vittoria, 18 Feb. 1248] J. Goll :

The emperor Sigismund and Poland
[1420-1436]. 0. Opet : Had the

Frafiks an ordeal ofplunging the liand

into the fore ? [deciding in the negative].

L. M. Hartmann : On the chro-

nology of the popes of the tenth and
eleventh centuries [fixing by means of

documents the dates of death of Bene-
dict VII (before 7 Oct. 983) and of

Sergius IV (before 20 April 1012) ; and
the pontificates of Benedict VIII (from

20 April 1 01 2 to 9 April 1024), John
XIX (from 12 April-10 May 1024 to

6 Nov. 1032), and Benedict IX (from 12

Nov. 1032 to 16 July 1048)]

K. Uhlirz : Survey of recent literature

on the origin of the German town.

Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wis-
senschaft des Judenthnms. xxxviii. 2.

—A. Frankl-Grijn : The Jews in Krem-
sier [i629and 1648] M. Braun : The
second martyrdom of Neuss [i 195].

M. Popper : The Jews at Prague [1516-

1745]-
Neues Archiv der Gesellschaft fiir altere

Deutsche Geschiclitskunde (Hanover),

XX. 1.—F. KuRZE : On the Carolingian
Annals from 741 to 829 and their red-

action. II : The sources and author-

ship of the first part. 1 : The annals

prior to the ' Laurissenses.' 2 : The
first part of the ' Laurissenses ' [taken to

extend to 796, written, it is maintained,

without doubt by some one intimately

connected with the court, but not as an
official production] E. Bernheim :

The fabulous Saxon imperial chronicle

of the twelfth century [the existence of

which was suspected by Waitz in

certain notices contained in the Anna-
lista Saxo and in the Pohlde Annals.

The writer examines the noticed in

detail, and decides the lost chronicle,

while preserving popular stories, to

have been essentially unhistorical].

H. Bresslau : On the charters of the

emperor Henry II. I : The history of

his chancery ; the system of dating

;

the emperor's itinerary [June 1002-
November 1007] P. Scheffer-Boi-
CHORST : Notes on imperial documents

of the Hohenstaufen period. I : Charters
concerning Bauffremont [forged by
Jean Baptiste Guillaume in the middle
of the eighteenth century]. II : The
forgeries of Egidio llossi and his

imitators [thirteenth century]. Ill -

Unpublished imperial diplomas [Frede:

rick I—Otto IVJ W. Hauthaler
describes the great Hanover collection

of letters of popes, bishops, dc. [written

in the sixteenth century]. H. Bress-
lau prints documents of the emperor
Henry V[\ 114 and 11 18] A.Chroust
prints a letter of Hadrian V [30 July
1276]. J. LosERTH prints two letters

of Gregory XII to the count palatine
Lewis [12 Oct. 141 3 and 27 Feb. 1414].
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Zeitschrift fiir Social- und Wirthschafts-

geschichte (Freiburg), ii. 3.—L.

Brentano : 0)1 the influence of do-

manial rights and of Frederick the

Great on the linen industry in Silesia.

M. Rubin : The national bank-
ruptcy of Denmark in 1813.

III. GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND
Church Quarterly Eeview, No. 76.

July— TJie origin of the Galilean church
[on L. Duchesne's ' Pastes episcopaux

de I'ancienne Gaule ']. Medieval
jpreaching in Italy in the fifteenth cen-

tury.

Edinburgh Review, No. 369. July—
The lives of Dr. Pusey and dean Stan-
ley. The early history of Dorset.

The memoirs of monseigneur de Sala-

mon, internuncio at Paris [1790-1801].
TJie negotiations between Berwick

and Marlborough after the battle of
Oudenarde [1708-1709, in connexion
with A. Legrelle's work]. Theletters

of Harriet, lady Granville [18 10-

1845].
The Jewish Chronicle. June 22 and 29—

J. Jacobs : Little St. Hugh of Lincohi.
—July 27. D. Davis : Joseph ben
Jacob, Aben Ezra^s London friend.

The Jewish Quarterly Review, No. 24.

July—J. Jacobs : Notes on the manu-
script sources of the history of the Jews
in Spain [documents examined at

Alcala de Henares, Barcelona, the
Eseorial, Madrid, Pamplona, Simancas,
and Toledo].

Quarterly Review, No. 357. July—
English castles [a study in medieval
military architecture, in connexion
with G. T. Clark's work] Dr. Pusey.

Latin poetry of the decline [illus-

trating the society of the Roman em-
pire]. Irish folklore The history

of Haileybury College [under the East
India Company] Party government.

Scottish Review, No. 45. July—
J. B. Paul: Edinburgh in 1029
W. O'C. Morris: Moltke Germany
in 1826 [notes from the diary of the

late Rev. David Aitken, D.D., edited by
D. G. Ritchie]. W. C. Maughan :

Argyllshire.

IV. ITALY
Archivio Storico Italiano (Florence), 5th

ser. xiii. 2.— C. di Stefani: An unpub-
lished fragment of the statutes of Lucca
of 1224 and 1232 [relating to the rights

of citizenship of the neighbouring
country people] A, Messeri : Mat-
teo Palmieri [a substantial biography,
illustrated by numerous documents].

A. Mori : Francesco di Niccold
Berlinghieri [author of ' Geographia in

terza rima,' 1481-2] L. G. PjIlis-

8IER : Notices relating to the wars of
Louis XII, forwarded by Italians at

Lyons to Milan F. Carabellese :

Fragments of a miyiuie book relating to

Italians at the fairs of Champagne.
Archivio Storico per le Province Napole-

tane, xix. 2. -M. Schipa : The duchy
of Naples, tenth article : The duchy and
the Novjnan counts of Sicily [from the
death of Robert Wiscard to Roger II.]

B. Maresca : The cavaliere Antonio
Micheroux in the Neapolitan reaction

of 1799, fourth article. E. Nun-
ziante : The first years of Ferdinand of
Araqon and the invasion of John of
Anjou, ninth article [1459]. B.
Croce : The court of the ' tristi regine

'

[Giovanna, widow of Ferrante I, and
Giovanna, widow of Ferrantino] at

Naples [illustrated from Spanish ro-

mances] E. Pkrcopo : Notices con-

cerning writers and artists of the Ara-
gonese period ; third article : Fra Gio-

condo da Verona, Giovanni de' Trocculi

Francesco Pucci.

Archivio della R. Societa Romana di

Storia Patria, xvii. 1, 2.—P. Fabre :

Masse d'Arno, di Bagno, anl Trabaria

[Apennine cantons in papal territory

more or less autonomous, outside the
diocesan governments, survivals pro-

bably of the Roman saltus]. C. Man-
FRONi: The Christian league of 1572
illustrated by the letters of M. Antonio
Colonna, continued. G. Tomassetti :

The Roman Ca7npagna ; the Ostian
and Laurentian roads. C. Calisse :

Documents relating to the Roman estates

of the monastery of San Salvatore on
Monte Amiata, continued. G. Mon-
TicoLO : Old catalogues of the manu-
scripts belonging to queen Christina of
Sweden, at present in the Vatican.

R. Lanciani : Documents illustrating the

condition of the Jews in the Roman
provinces from the sixteenth to the eigh-

teenth centuries.

Archivio Storico Siciliano, New Series,

xix. 1, 2.—G. PiTRE, G, MiLLUNZI, & F.

PoLLACi Nuccio : Articles on Antonio
Veneziano [i 543-1593] in connexion
with his tercentenary commemoration.

Nuovo Archivio Veneto, vii. 2.—F. Pozza :

The rural commune of Bassano [first

appearing about 1000; self-governing

from 1 175; politically dependent on
the Eccelini, Vicenza, and Padua al-

ternately]. A. Bazzoni : The return

of Casanova to Venice in 1774 and his

reports as spy to the inquisitors of
state [with interesting details on Vene-
tian society and trade] C. Cipolla :

A placitum of the emperor He^iry V in

favour of the abbey of SS. Trinitd and
S. Michele in Bromlolo, near Chioggia

[1 1 18]. U. CoRTi : Tlie state debt at

Venice and its liquidation after 1577.
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C. CiPOLLA : Bihliographij of recent

icorks on medieval Italian history. •

V. Lazzarini : Filippo Calendario, the

traditional architect of the doge's

palace [the tradition seems unfounded.

The documents prove Calendario to

have been a mason, and contractor for

shipping stone for the lidi. Ho was
executed for a share in Faliero's con-

spiracy]. G. Gronan collects notices

relating to Giorgione [showing that he
was not a Barbarella].

V. RUSSIA

(Communicated by W. K. Morfill)

Istoricheski Viestnik. June, July—I.

PopRUZHENKO : An episode of Polish

peasant life [1846-1848J from the

archives [the disturbances in connexion

with the Galician massacres]. V. V. :

Recollections of the Polish insur-

rection [1 860-1 864], concluded. A.

Petrov : An opponent of Peter the

Great in Turkey ; the Russians on the

Pruth [the adventures of Charles XII].

Tuhj—V. Yudin: The kurgans

and caves in the government of

Samdra [with illustrations of the

swords, axes, and other objects found

there].= August—A. Kirpichnikov :

The centenary of Odessa [a history of

the growth of 'the city]. N. Oglo-

BLiN : A. Turgueniev, voievode of Lebe-

dian during the years 1 701- 1703 [a

sketch of Russian provincial life from
official documents ; the voievode was
an ancestor of the novelist].

Eusskaia Starina. June, July—Memoirs

of M. Olshevski ; the Caucasus from
1 84 1 to iS66.=July—Recollections

of an unkyiown correspondent [from

1844 to 1884, including details of the

Crimean war]. P. Yudin: The in-

surrection of the Adaevs on the Man-
ghislak peninsula [a tribe of Kirghises

on the eastern bank of the Caspian].

=August—G. VoROBiEv : The pre-

tended Jan Faustin Luba [who claimed
the Eussian throne in the time of the

emperor Alexis] P. Yudin : The
Polish insurgents of the year 1863 in

the government of Orenburg.
Zhurnal Miiiisterstva Narodnago Pros-

viestclienia. June—C. Bogoyavlenski :

The Razriadni Prikaz [a contribution

to the constitutional history of Russia
before Peter the GveoX'l.-^June-July
—D. PozDNEiEV : Some points of early

Chinese history V. Vadislavlev :

The agrarian qiiestion in Livonia.

VI. SPAIN

Boletin de la Real Academia de la His-

toria, xxiv. 5. May—F. Codera : Arabic
books in Morocco L. Villanueva : A
prehistoric settlement at Badajoz
A. Blasquez : The coasts of Spain in
the Roman period, with a map A.
S. MoGUEL : The discovery of the tomb
of Suarez L. J. de la Slave prints
the text of a letter of Fr. Diego Jos6 de
Cddiz.=6. June—F. Fita : Docu-
ments relating to the national councils
held by Alfonso VII at Salamanca in
1 154, and at Valladolid in 1155

L. J. DE LA Slave : Unpublished letters

of Juan de Avila (1561). A. S.

MoGUEL : The first count of Ficallo [a

biographical notice of D. Juan de Borja,

ambassador from Philip II to Sebastian

of Portugal. His epitaph in S. Roque
at Lisbon and several royal grants and
letters are printed here"^. C. F. Duro :

Materials for biog^-aphics of Vargas
Ponce and Fernandez deNavarrcte.
F. Fita : Four unpublished bulls of
Urban II.

VII. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin.
Economics, Political Science, and His-
tory Series (Madison), i. 1.—0. G. Libry :

The geographical distribution of the
vote of the thirteen states on the federal
constitution [1787-8J.

Johns Hopkins University Studies in His-
torical and Political Science (Balti-
more), xii. 6-7.— S. C. HuGiisoN : The
Carolina pirates and colonial commerce
[i67o-i74o].r=8, 9.-G. H. Haynes :

Representation and suffrage in Massa-
chusetts [1620- 1691].

Papers from the Historical Seminary of

Brown University (Providence, Rhode
Island), iv.—J. F. Jameson : The origin

of the stayiding committee system in
American legislative bodies.==^v.—W.
D. Johnston : Slavery in Rhode Island

[1755-1776].
Yale Keview. August—F. G. Browne :

Prince Henry, the Navigator [urging

that he was first influenced by the zeal

of a crusader and secondarily by com-
mercial considerations ; but that, once
started on his schemes, the zeal for

discovery took the first place in his

mind].

Erratum,
P. 605, line 26, for 'twenty-two or twenty-three' read 'thirty-two or thirty-three,

and omit the words ' repugnant to common sense ' in the preceding clause.
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Alexander VI., The alleged poisoning

of : by R. Garnett, LL.D., 335

Assessment of wages, The, and * The

Boke longyng to a Justice of the

Peace ' : by Miss Ellen A. McArthur,

305, 554

Bampton, Robert of : by the Rev.

William Hunt, 117

Beckington, Bishop, and King Henry
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261

• Boke longyng to a Justice of the
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wages : by Miss Ellen A. McArthur,

305

Brest Expedition, The, and Marl-

borough : by Lieutenant-Colonel E.

M. Lloyd, R.E., 130
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417
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Little, 121
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Archer, 1, 602
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by G. Paris, 260

by J. H. Round, 209

Henry VI., King, and Bishop Becking-

ton : by the Ven. Archdeacon Perry,

261

Holgate, Archbishop, Papers of, 1547

;

edited by the Rev. N. Pocock, 542

Hooft, Pieter Corneliszoon : by the

Rev. George Edmundson, 77

Howell, James, Two letters of : edited

by G. F. Warner, 127

Jews, The, and Shakespeare ; by

Professor Hales, 652

Laurence Saunders, citizen of Coven-

try : by Miss M. D» Harris, 633
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'Liberty of Conscience,' An anony-

mous tract on : by C. H. Firth, 715

Lopez, Dr., The conspiracy of :
by the

Bev. A. Dimock, 440

Magna Carta, Note on : by J. H.

Bound, 541

Marlborough and the Brest Expedi-

tion: by LieutenantrColonel E.vM.

Lloyd, E.E., 130

Navy, The Boyal, under Charles I. : by

M. Oppenheim, 92, 473

Navy, The Boyal, under Elizabeth : by

J. H. Bound, 709

— by M. Oppenheim, 711

Papal letters relating to England

[1133-1187] : edited by the Bev. P.

M. Baumgarten, LL.D., 531

Protestant refugees. The English

government and the relief of : by

W. A. Shaw, 662

Bojian Empire, The, in 600 a.d. : by

Professor Bury, 315

Bules for monks and secular canons

after the revival under Edgar: by

Miss M. Bateson, 690

Shakespeare and the Jews : by Pro-

fessor Hales, 652

Smith, William Bobertson : by F. C.

Burkitt, 684

Wandesfokd, William, Letters of, to

Sir Bowland Wandesford [1638-

1641]: edited by C. H. Firth,

548

Welsh parish. A, in the Interregnum :

by A. Williams, 339

Wolsey's ordination as priest : by H.

E. Maiden, 708

York, The city of, in the sixteenth

century : by Miss M. Sellers,

275

LIST OF EEVIEWS OF BOOKS

Adams (C. F.) Massachusetts ; its his-

torians and its history : by J. A.

Doyle, 792

• Three episodes of Massachusetts

history, 190

Albert (P.) Matthias Daring, ein

deutscher Mlnorit des fiinfzehnten

Jahrhunderts : by the Bev. J. P.

Whitney, 370

Alger, Correspondance des Leys d\
avec la cour de France [1579-1833]

;

edited by E. Plantet : by S. Lane-

. Poole, 180

Ashley (J. W.) The Anglo-Saxcn
township, 600 ..'^^''^^i

Baden-Powell (B. H.) A short account

of the lafid revenue and its adminis-

tration in British hidia, 601

Barral-Montferrat (Marquis de) Dix
ans de paix arnUe entre la France
et VAngleterre [1783-1793], i. : by
J. H. Bose, 805

Barrett (C. B. B.) The Trinity house of

Deptford Stroud : by Miss L. Toul-

min Smith, 377

Beloch (G.) Studi di storia a^itica,

edited by : by W. W. Fowler, 720

Biography, Dictionary of national,

xxxiv.-xxxviii. ; edited by S. Lee,

591, (cf. 819)

Bishop (C. F.) History of elections in

the American colonics : by Wilson

King, 383

Blok (P. J.) De geschiedenis van het

Nederlandsche volk, i. : by the Bev.

G. Edmundson, 736

Bonar (J.) Philosophy and political

economy in some of their historical

relations : by W. G. Pogson ^Smith^

595

Bonneville de Marsangy (L.) Le cheva-

lier de Vergenncs, son ambassade d

Constantinople : by E. Pears, 799

Borgeaud (C.) Etablissement et revi-

sion des constitutions en Amerique

et en Europe: by J. S. Mann,

816
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Botgeaud (C.) The rise of modern de-

mocracy in old and new England :

by J. S. Mann, 816

Boutroue (A.) L'Algiric et la Tunisie

d travers les ages: by S. Lane-

Poole, 180

Bradshaw (the late H.) The early col-

lection of canons known as the ' Hi-

bernensis '
: by C. H. Turner, 726

Bradshaw (J.) Sir Thomas Munro

and the British settlement of the

Madras Presidency, 590

Brunner (H.) Forschungen zur Ge-

schichte des deutschen und franzd-

sischen Eechtes : by Professor

Maitland, LL.D., 593

Bryan (E. A.) The Mark in Europe

and America : by Professor Mait-

land, LL.D., 598

Burrows (M.) Commentaries on the

history of England: by Professor

Prothero, Litt.D., 346

Calendar of letters and state papers

relating to English affairs,preserved

principally in the Archives of Si-

mancas, i. ; EHzabeth [1558-1567]

;

edited by M. A. S. Hume : by Prin-

cipal Ward, Litt.D., 146

Calendar of state papers, Colonial;

East Indies and Persia [1630-

1634] ; edited by W. N. Sainsbury

:

by A. Gray, 156

" —- America and West Indies

[1675, 1676] ; edited by W. N. Sains-

bury : by C. H. Firth, 794

^ Domestic [1667-1668] : by

C. H. Firth, 581

Chaptal (Comte) Mcs souvenirs snr

Napoleon : by Professor Montague,

175

Clark (A.) The life and times of

Anthony Wood, iii. : by C. H. Firth,

795

Close rolls, Calendar of the ; Edward

XL [1313-1318] : by Professor Tout,

359

Compayre (G.) Abelard and the origin

and early history of universities,

394

Creighton (C.) A history of epidemics

in Britain, from A.D. 664 to the ex-

tinction of the Plague : by the Eev.

A. Jessopp, D.D., 567

Creighton (M.) A history of thepapacy
during theperiod of the Reformation,

V. : by J. B. Mullinger, 771

Cunningham (W.) The growth of

English industry and commerce in

modern times : by Professor Gonner

570

Dahlmann and Waitz. QuellenJcunde

der deutschen Geschichte; edited by

E. Steindorff, 818

Discourse, A, of the common weal of

this realm of England ; edited by

Miss l!. Lamond : by Professor

Ashley, 575

Dordrecht, De oudste stadsrekeningen

van [1284-1424] ; edited by C. M.

Dozy : by Professor Ashley, 754

Dorset Records, 401

Duhr (B.) Jesuiten Fabeln : by P. F.

Willert, 163

Earle (Alice M.) Ctistoms andfashions

in old New England, 818

Edgar (J.) History of early Scotch

education : by the Rev. H. Rashdall,

563

Ernst (W.) Memoirs of the life of

Philip Dormer, fourth earl of Ches-

terfield : by J. E. Tanner, 584

Esquemeling (J.) The Buccaneers of

America ; edited by H. Powell : by

C. H. Firth, 381

Evans (J. G.) Llyvyr Teilo vel Liber

Landavcjisls : by R. L. Poole, 349

Fester (R.) Die Augsburger Allianz

von 1686 : by PrincipalWard, Litt. D.,

796

Firth (C. H.) The life of Tlicmas

Harrison, 398

Fisher, Jean, cardinoj 4v^que de

Rochester, Vie du bienhetireux mar-

tyr ; edited by F. van Ortroy : by J.

Gairdner, 782

Forster (Georg) Briefe und Tage-
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backer ; edited by A. Leitzmann

:

by Principal Ward, Litt.D., 686

Fowler (W. W.) 2he city-state of the

Greeks and Bomans: by Principal

Ward, Litt.D., 344

Freeman (E. A.) Sicily, PJicenician,

Greek, and Roman, 186

. (E. a:) Studies of travel; Greece,

Italy : by the Editor, 182

Gasquet (F. a.) The great pestilence

[1348-9] : by the Rev. A. Jessopp,

D.D., 567

Graelin (J.) Schuld oder Unschuld

des Templerordens : by H. C. Lea,

LL.D., 365

Gomme (G. L.) English topography;

Durham, Essex, and Gloucester

(from the ' Gentleman's Magazine '),

edited by, 191

Green (J. R.) Short history of the

English people (illustrated edi-

tion), iii., 189

Guilhiermoz (P.) Enquetes et procis

;

dtude sur la procedure et le fonc-

tionnement du Parlement au XIV

siicle : by J. Tait, 368

Habt (A. B.) Practical essays on

American government, 398

Heinemann (L. von) Geschichte der

Normannen in Unteritalien und

Sicilien bis turn Aussterben des

normannischen Konighauses, i.: by

the Rev. Professor Gwatkin, 741

Henry VIII., Letters and papers,

foreign and domestic, of the reign

of, xiii. 2 edited by J. Gairdner:

by the Rev. N. Pocock, 373

Herodotus, V., VI.; edited by E.

Abbott, 186

Hodgkin (T.) Italy and her invaders,

l, ii. ; 2nd edition, 187

Hope (R. C. The legendary lore of the

holy wells of England, 188

Hutton (W. H.) The Marquess Welles-

ley : by S. Lane-Poole, 811

Jacobs (J.) The Jews of Angevin Eng-
land'. byA. Neubauer. 351

Joyce (P. W.) A short history of Ire-

land, from the earliest times to

1608 : by G. H. Orpen, 152

Keene (H. G.) History of India from

the earliest times to the present day

:

by S. Lane-Poole, 556

Kirkbiekendall, A boke off recorde of ;

edited by R. S. Ferguson : by C.

Gross, Ph.D., 155

Kneller (K. A.) Des Richard Ldwen-

herz deutsche Gefangenschaft [1192-

1194] : by Professor Tout, 746

Kvacsala (J.) Johann Amos Comenius :

by W. R. MorfiU, 790.

Lancashire and Cheshire wills and

inventories [1572-1696]; edited by

J. P. Earwaker, 185

Lang (A.) St. Andrews : by P. Hume
Brown, 388

Leroy-Beaulieu (A.) The Empire of

the Tsars and the Russians (En-

glish translation), i. ; by W. R.

Morfill, 389

Liebermann (F.) Consiliatio Cnuti:

eine Ubertragung angels&chsischer

Gesetze aus dem zw'dlften Jahrhun-

dert : by Professor Maitland, LL.D.,

137

^—^Vber die Leges Anglorum saecu-

lo XII. ineunte Londoniis collectae :

by Professor Maitland, LL.D., 741.

Linden (H. ya.ndeT)^Histoire de la

constitution de la ville de Louvain

au moyen dge : by J. Tait, 559

Lodge (S.) Scrivelsby : the home of the

champions : by J. H. Round, 141

Lonsdale, Earl of, Report on manu-

scripts of the, 818

Lucas (C. P.) Historical geography of

the British colonies, 600

Macrat tW. D.) Catalogi codicum ma-

nuscriptorum bibliothecae Bodleia-

nae, v. 3, 397

Maulde-la-Claviere (M. de) La diplo-

matic au temps de Machiavel, i. ii.

:

by the Bishop of Peterborough,

142
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Megalopolis, Excavations at, 1890-

1891 : by R. M. Burrows, 134

Meyer (Eduard) Forschungen zur

alien Geschichte,i. : by P. Giles, 133^

(Erich) Maria Landgr&fin von

Hessen : by Principal Ward, Litt.D.,

797

Moeller (W.) Lehrbuch der Kirchen-

geschichte, ii. ; edited by G. Ka-

werfiu, 188

History of the Christian church

in the middle ages : translated by

A. Rutherford, 188

Montague (F. C.) The elements of

English constitutional history : by

Professor Prothero, Litt.D., 735

Moosberger (H.) Die BUndnerische

Allmend: by the Rev. W. A. B.

Coolidge, 178

Morris (W. O'Connor) Napoleon : by

Professor Montague, 175

Moses (B.) The republic of Andorra

401

Neilson (G.) Per lineam Valli : by C.

Oman, 135

Norwich, Leet jurisdiction in the city

of; edited by W. Hudson: by i',

Liebermann, 750

Oman (C.) Periods of European his-

tory, i. [476-918] ; by the Rev. Pro-

fessor Gwatkin, 558

Overton (J. H.) The English church

[in the nineteenth century [1800-

1833] : by G. A. Simcox, 588

Paine, Thomas, The writings of;

edited by M. D. Conway, i. : by C.

H. Firth, 585

Parliament, Records of the [1305]

;

edited by F. W. Maitland : by C.

V. Langlois, 755

Pasolini (D. P.) Caterina Sforza : by

the Bishop of Peterborough, 766

Patent rolls. Calendar of the, Edward

I. [1281-1292] : by Professor Tout,

359

Periodical literature of the world, In-

dex to the, 601

Pollard (A. F.) The Jesuits in Poland:

by P. F. Willert, 163

Portland, Duke of, Report on manu-

scripts of the, ii. : by the Editor, 380

Privy Council, Acts of the ; New

series, v.-vii. [1554-1570] ; edited by

J. R. Dasent : by the Rev. Canon

Dixon, 146, 577

Putnam
[
(G. H.) Authors and their

public in ancient times, 817

Raine (J.) Historic towns ; York, 396

Ramsey, Cartularium monasterii de

Rameseia, iii. ; edited by W. H.

Hart and the Rev. P. A. Lyons, 599

R^belliau (A.) Bossuet, historien du

protestantisme : by the Rev. A.

Carlyle, 158

Rees (J. D.) The MuhammadanSt

1001-1761 A.D. (Epochs of Indian

history) : by S. Lane-Poole, 740

Richard L, King, Three rolls of the

King's court in the reign of ; edited

by F. W. Maitland, 185

Riebeek (Jan van) Dagverhaal, iii.,

190

Ritchie (Mrs. R.) and Evans (R.) Lord

Amherst and the British advance

eastwards to Burma : by S. Lane-

Poole, 811

Rushforth (G. McN.) Latin historical

inscriptions illustrating the history

of the early empire : by Professor

Bury, 555

Russian periodical publications,

Notices of: by W. R. Morfill, 208,

416, 623, 832

Sabatier (P.) Vie de S. Francois

d'Assise : by A. G. Little, 747

St. Edmund's abbey, Memorials of;

edited by T. Arnold : by C. L. Kings-

ford, 138

Savelli (A.) Temistocle, dal prima

processo alia §ua morte, 400

Scaife (W. B.) Florentine life during

the Renaissance : by E. Armstrong,

372

Schulte (A.) Markgraf Ludwig Wil-

helm von Baden und der Reichskrieg
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gegen Franlcreich [1693-1697] :
by

Principal Ward, Litt.D., 159

Scotland.—BoiwK scaccarii regum

Scotorum, xiv. ; edited by G.

Burnett and M. J. G. Mackay : by

J. Gairdner, 769

Scottish History Society, Miscellany

of: by T. F. Henderson, 391
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